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FOSTER,

LATE J. C. BOOTH & CO.

AND
OUTFITTING ESTABLISHMENT,
48T CourtlandlKt., a few doors bcloiv Hie WcMtorm Hotel.)
Wholesale & Retail.
The subscribers would call the attention of Country Merchants and others visiting
Ihe City to their large and fashionables stock of Clothing, to which they have recently
made larger accessions to meet the increasing patronage of their establishment The
manufactured department is conducted by men of long experience and acknowledged
taste, which, added to their facilities for purchasing, renders their stock the most at
tractive and cheapest of any to be found in the City. The custom department is at
all times filled with the latest and most desirable styles of goods, and is increased from
time to time with the latest importation*.
Gentlemen requiring an outfit can be furnished at once from the shelves with a fash
ionable suit, equal in style and quality to the best that can be found in the United
Suites, and full 50 per cent less than the usual custom price. A full assortment of
Shirts, Collars, Under-shirts and Drawers, Cravats, Stocks, Hosiery—in Bhort, every
thing belonging to the gentleman's wardrobe. Full suits furnished to order at a few
hours' notice, and sent to any part of the United States.
1. C. BOOTH.
H. L. FOSTER.

MARCUS SPRING & CO.
DOMESTIC

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

51 EXCHANGE PLACE, NEW YORK,
Agents for the sale (exclusively on commission) of—
Granitevtllk Co. (South' Carolina,) Heavy Cottons>
Kempton's, Pantnloon Stuffs, Denims, Shirting Stripes, &c.
Slaters' Shirting Stripes, Ticks, Plain Cottons, &«.
Brown and Bleached Cottons, from the Lockwood, Harris, Ballou, JJppitt, Warwick, Warren, Holyoke, Powhattan, Lancsville, Masonville, Adams,
and various other establishments. Also, n great variety of
W O O L E N 8,
Consisting of Cloths, Cassimcres, (Plain and Fancy,) Shecps Greys, Twoeda,
Satinets, Kentucky Jeans, Plaid Linsoja, Kerseys, Cloakings, Flannels, &o.
Also, a large assortment of
PRINTING CLOTHS
And Brown Cottons, adapted to Blenching and Dyeing.
Cotton and Wool purchased on Commission, with funds in hand, or «&•
itQuliicturers oa Consignments of Goods.

HUNT'S

MERCHANTS'

MAGAZINE

AND

COMMERCIAL

REYIEW.

CONDUCTED BY FREEMAN HUNT,
EDITOR OP TDK LIBRARY OP COMMERCE, ETC.; CORRESPONDING MEMBER OP TUG AMERICAN AND U
STATISTICAL SOCIETIES J MEMBER OP THE NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY ; HONORARY
MEMBER OP THE MERCANTILE LIBRARY ASSOCIATIONS OF NEW YORK, PHILA
DELPHIA, BOSTON, BALTIMORE, LOUISVILLE, CHARLESTON, AND
CINCINNATI, ETC.

VOLUME TWENTY-SIX.

FROM JANUARY TO JUNE, INCLUSIVE, 1862.
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PUBLISHED AT 142 FULTON-STREET.
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CONTRIBUTORS

E TWENTY-SIXTH VOLUME OF THE
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Jacob Abbott, A. M., Author of various works, of New York.
David M. Balfour, Esq., Merchant, of Massachusetts.
William C. Bartlett, Esq , of Ohio.
John P. Brown, Esq., of the United States Legation, Constantinople, Turkey.
M. Louis Chitti, late Professor of Political Economy in Brussels.
Joseph B. Collins, Esq., President of the New York Mutual Life Insurance Company.
Stephen Colwell, Esq., of Pennsylvania.
C. F. McCat, Professor in the University of Georgia.
Henry Gassett, Esq., Merchant, of Massachusetts.
Enoch Hale, Jr., of New York.
Robert Hare, M. D, Professor of Chemistry in the University of Pennsylvania, and
Associate of the Smithsonian Institute.
E. A. Hopkins, Esq., of New York.
David R. Jaques, Esq., of New York.
Rev. John P. Knox, of St Thomas.
E. P. Smith, Esq, of New York.
Richard Sulley, Esq, of New York.
J. W. Scott, Esq, of Ohio.
Hon. George Tucker, Author of the "Progress of Wealth and Population in the
United States," <fcc, of Pennsylvania.
Henry D. A. Ward, Esq, of Michigan, and
Freeman Hunt, Editor and Proprietor of the Merchants' Magazine.
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Art. I.—THE FISHERIES OF THE UNITED STATES.
CHAPTER I.
OHMI* or HEW EEQLAMD niHERIEI—EARLY H11TORT—FOLICT Of rREnrn AKD EROLIIH—ACTIO*
Or OUR OOVEE.RMRRT TO ENCOURAGE OUR FISHERIES—ACT Or 1789—ACT Or 1792—FRENCH CLAIMS
—ACT Or 1812—DUT1EI ON 7IBII IE SEVERAL TARliri—DITV OR IALT 1790 TO 1846—ETC.
New England has always been nearly the exclusive seat of the fishing
interest of the country—the tonnage engaged in it, at any time, from all
other parts of the coast, being hardly worth mention. The reasons for this
are obvious—its nearer situation to the waters where the fish most resort,
and which have been famous for centuries as fishing grounds, not only for
this continent but for Europe, its earlier settlement, denser population, and
greater ability to engage in the pursuit.
It was very natural that the New England colonies should have been early
engaged in the Fisheries. Their soil was such as rather to repel than invite
their labors to agriculture ; and it could not have held them in the primitve simplicity of agriculturists, had it been fat with the later-known luxur
iance of the champaign of the Ohio and Missouri. They had a full infusion
of that spirit of energetic adventure which was pushing forward the develop
ment of modern civilization, and which has become more conspicuous with
tbe expansion of the latter. It led them instinctively, and almost in the
outset, to that minute sub-division of labor which is the grand engine in
developing at least the mechanical part of our enlightenment. While a por
tion turned to the soil, and another part busied themselves in fabrication, a
third cast their eyes upon the waters. There were treasures beyond the sea,
and treasures, also, within the sea; and they immediately bent their energies
to the conquest of them. They saw at their doors, and obstructing the light
of their windows, forests that would furnish timber sufficient to build all the
ships that would be needed for ages—and what should deter them from en
uring into competition with the ships of the world in the world's ports .*
Vr hat should hinder them from bringing hither the wares of Britain, the
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silks of France, the straws of Leghorn, the figs of Smyrna, the teas of China ;
from gathering in the opulence of the East, and the treasures of the South.
Nor did the reflection that they had nothing to give in exchange, at all dis
turb their visions of commercial affluence and grandeur. They designed
that the same energies which were to reach out to the wealth of the world's
extremities, should create the necessities of exchange. They had an alche
my more potent than that of the visionary philosophers of the middle-ages,
and the power of which they well understood. They knew how to convert
that which seemed worthless, into a thing of use, of comfort, even of luxury ;
and they feared not, therefore,that when they appeared in the world's marts,
they would find themselves without trading capital.
One of the first objects of this maritime adventure, had been the Fishery
of Newfoundland and the adjoining region. The French and English had
visited these grounds over half a century before the settlement of the English
colonies. The former, at this time, were enjoying nearly the monopoly of a
lucrative business in those seas, and the provincialists were farther stimula
ted by the ambition to meet their natural rfval on this element, as they had
in the colonization of the land, and contest with him the supremacy on the
American waters. Beside furnishing food to their own population, they
counted upon the Fishery as a chief source, whence was to be drawn the ne
cessities for their cherished Commerce. Here, then, is their enterprise—this
rather d&sperate, than simply hazardous scheme ; to wrest from Europe, with
all her power of ships, men, and money, a business of which she had the
present monopoly, which she found highly profitable, and which she had made
extraordinary efforts to secure and cherish ; and then to offer in the flush of
victory, to trade her the very food snatched from her mouth. This was the
identical spirit of daring adventure, of rough independence, of manly selfreliance, or as some will have it, of Yankee impudence, which, and which
alone, could have built up on a region like New England, a community
like that which New England is,—the richest, freest, most intelligent, and
happiest in the world.
The attention of the New England people was first turned to the codfishery
of Labrador in the year 1670, a half century after the settlement of Ply
mouth. In 1075, they had engaged in the Fishery, six hundred and sixtyfive vessels, of 25,650 tons, and carrying 4,405 seamen ; and the annual
produce was 350,000 to 400,000 cut., valued at about $1,000,000. During
the French wars, of course, the Fishery of the colonies was totally interrup
ted, or much embarrassed ; and one principal stimulus of the enthusaism
with which the colonists engaged in the various expeditions for the conquest
of Canada, and the other French possessions, was the desire of securing a
full and uninterrupted privilege in the fishing grounds, and of, perhaps, ex
cluding their antagonist therefrom. The privilege, so far as regarded them
selves, was enjoyed to the fullest extent, after the French colonies fell into
the hands of the English, until it was again totally cut off by the war of
the Revolution.
The treaty of Ghent, guaranteeing to the United States a continued right
in the seas of British America, they were revisitsd in 1783, by our Fisher
men, and the pursuit went on, thenceforward, with some variations, but
without any thing for a long time to interrupt noticeably its progress in im
portance. In 1786-9 the American vessels in the Codfishery, averaged 539
in number, with a tonnage of 19,185, and carrying 3,287 men. The aver
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«ge catch was 250,650 quintals, (cwt.,) valued at $609,900. In 1789, there
were exported from the United States, 371,319 quintals*
We come now, to the action of our government, since the establishment
of independence, regarding the Fisheries. This action embraces its own in
ternal measures, and treaties with foreign powers.—We will first notice the
former.
In the year 1789, that of the large exports stated above, the sales in the
foreign markets were ruinously low, and the losses suffered were so heavy
as to affect the business quite seriously. In consequence of this condition of
things, the State of Massachusetts, having surrended to the national govern
ment its own power to adopt measures calculated to relieve the depressed
interest, petitioned Congress for the passage of some act adapted to that ob
ject What made the aid asked for more desirable, if it did not render it
a thing of imperative necessity, was the fact that both the British and French,
feeling the effects of our competition on their fishing interests, with the mu
tual injury inflicted by their own wars, struggling yet for the ascendancy,
and knowing the losses of our fishermen, made efforts to induce them to re
move to their colonies. American fishermen had always sufficient love of
country, but under the circumstances existing, had no change occurred, or
nothing been attempted for their relief.it is very probable that a considerable
number of them might have been induced to emigrate to the Briti di and
French colonies. Not to have made any precautionary effort against such a
misfortune, would have been a very bad policy for a new nation to begin
with. Great Britain and France, both, at this time, encouraged their fish
ermen by bounties, and by the prohibition of the fish of other nations from
their ports. Congress was not prepared to adopt similar measures, being
very justly rigidly cautious, amid the dispute as to the powers and objects
of the constitution, of acts asserting generic principles, on which long trains
of legislation might afterwards be depended ; and being further unwilling,
however the constitutional question were regarded, to start the precedent
for a general system of bounties to industrial pursuits.
But the necessity of an important interest was apparent, and its demand
could not be overlooked. Whatever relief it obtained, in the way of legis
lation, must come from Congress ; and however men differed about abstrac
tions, all saw, practically, that the government was intended to conserve all
interests, and not to sit by in regardless imbecility or impotent sympathy,
while they perished. In respect to the fishing interest, it had indeed, been
declared in the constitutional convention, by Gouverneur Morris, one of the
ablest of the Revolutionary statesmen, and best acquainted with the econom
ical affairs of the country, that " to preserve the navigation of the Mississippi,
and the Fisheries, were the two great objects of the proposed union of the
thirteen States." Beside the weight of these considerations, the voice came
from Massachusetts, whose influence was then about culminating, fresh of
* The French bad engaged In the American Fisheries, in 1577, ISO vessels ; In 1744, 504 vessels*
J7J00 seamen, snd the catch was 1,441,500 quintals. In 1769, they had 250 vessels, or 24,420 tons,
9,722 seamen, catch 200,000 quintals, worth (#61,723. In 1773, 264 vessels, of 24.006 tons, catch
10,128 quintals. [!] In 1786, 7,000 seamen, 426,000 quintals; 1787, 6,000 seamen, 128,000 quintals. TheFrench vessels made a miserable season's work in 1773, or there is a great error in the statement—
probably the latter.
The English had in the Fisheries in 1577, 15 vessels; in 1615, 150 vessels ; In 1626, the same num
ber; in 1670,80 vessels; in 1676, 102 vessels, 9,180 seamen, and the Ash caught were valued at
$l,73a,«sl. In 1731. the catch wot 200,000 quintals, value $540,000. In 1773, there were 25.000 sonit employed and the catch was 486^561 quintals. In 1775, 400 vessels, of 3,0110 tons, 20,000 men,
and the catch was 600,000 quintals, value ti.250.0u0. In 1786, the catch was 470,000 quintals ; in 1787,
there were 14,000 seamen, and the catch was 732,000 quintals.
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Revolutionary leadership: and every member of the new organization, in
spite of the swelling jealousy of State-rights, was willing to give something in
acknowledgement of her noble bearing, as the leader of the confederacy
throughout the war. An act was accordingly passed, July 4, 1789, being
one of the earliest acts of the first Congress, which, in lieu of a drawback
asked for on articles used in the Fisheries, gave an allowance of five cents on
every quintal of dried, and five cents on every barrel of pickled fish expor
ted from the United States.
Failing in their object, and fearing the ultimate total annihilation of their
own Fisheries, by the navy of England together with the rivalry of her col
onies, the French government at the opening of the century, in order to raise up
a new rival to her enemy, admitted our fish into its ports under advantages
denied those coming from other places. One reflection in regard to this pol
icy. Had the old monarchy acted with the same wisdom in its dealings gen
erally, with this country, after our Revolution, it might have occasioned a
more auspicious train of affairs for France. While it professed warm friend
ship toward the American nation, it manifested toward us an extreme of
jealousy and a narrow spirit, equal in degree to the hatred borne to its an
cient enemy herself. Of course, the government of France, being less liberal
than that of England, had never approved the principle on which the Rev
olution was effected ; and it was, therefore, naturally very anxious to banish
the theories, which, by the connection with America, were being rapidly
transfused into its own people ; and for that purpose endeavored as far as
possible, to limit the intercourse and cool down the mutual sympathies of
the two people. Had France acted throughout as wisely as England, who, in
spite of her resentments, sought, immediately after the war, to re-establish the
former commercial and social intercourse, the result must have been moment
ous, regarding the comparative standing of the two powers. It is not im
possible that the effect might have been, even with the preservation of our
neutrality, to unseat Great Britain from her commercial supremacy, and to
give France the ascendancy on the seas, and the uncontrolled dictatorship of
European fortunes.*
In 1792, an act was passed by Congress, giving more substantial encouragemen to the Fisheries. The allowance in lieu of the drawback on salt
was discontinued, and it was provided that the collectors of the several dis
tricts should pay to the owners and crew of every vessel employed in the
Fishery, provided she had been engaged fishing four months in the year, as
follows :—for vessels of 20 tons and not over 30, $1 50 per ton ; above 30
tons, |2 50 per ton, Of this amount, three-eighths to belong to the owner,
and five-eighths to the fishermen employed, to be shared in proportion to the
fish they had severally taken. Not above $170 was to be paid to any one
vessel, for a single season. For boats and vessels of five to twenty tons, em
ployed four months, provided they had landed twelve quintals, (after being
dried) for every ton, $1 00 per ton was to be paid. The same year the al
lowance was increased 20 per cent to vessels engaged in the bank and other
* The policy of the French government has always been exceedingly liberal in the encouragement
of the fisheries of that country. The object baa been, both to eitend and protect the fisheries on
their own account, and to strengthen its commercial and naval marine. In which It has been so much
the desire of the French statesmen to wrest the palm from their great rival. For many years tho
French government has paid a bounty to its seamen in the codflshery, at a rate per quintal larger than
the wknlt average price at which American codfish have been sold. Of course, the effect has been
to nearly exclude American fish from France and her colonies, In a report recently made to the Na
tional Assembly, on the aubject of the French Fisheries, It was proposed to continue the bounty at
SO francs (about 93 75) per quintal, for the trans-atlantic countries.
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codfisheries. An act was also passed, granting a bounty of 12 cents per
barrel on pickled fish (chiefly mackerel) exported, and another addition of
S3J per cent made to the allowance on cod. These additional grants were
continued only so long as the salt duty remained at certain rates, the effect
of which on the Fisheries they were designed to obviate. The main act
continues, by renewals, at different times, and with various modifications,
—chiefly to accommodate it to the varying rate of the salt duty,—in
force to this day.
The average amount paid under these acts, to the vessels in the codfishery, was for the ten years from 1800 to 1810, $119,842. The number of
seamen in the codfishery in 1800, was 3,481, and the average number
during the ten years, was 4,000 to 5,000 men.
Like other interests of the country, the fishing business derived consid
erable benefit for some years, from the wars and agitated condition of Europe,
during the time of the French Republic and the career of Napoleon ; but
the same circumstances were to it, also, as to them, the occasion of serious
embarras-ment, and several times involved the shippers of fish to Europe,
and with them, the fishermen partially, in heavy and unexpected losses. Al
though the measures and practices of the English were outrageously op
pressive to our Commerce, the greatest losses were suffered from the French,
through their depredations prior to 1800, and in conseqence of the confis
cation of all American vessels in France, by the Emperor Napoleon, when
finding all the seductions offered to the United States, failed to secure their
alliance with him against England, he resolved to force them from their neu
trality. Many engaged in the fishing business were broken down by these
losses, and a large number of others were involved in their sufferings. The
vessels loaded with fish taken in the French and Mediterranean ports, form
an item in the several French claims, of which so much has been heard for
some years past. A part of the claim of those interested in these vessels,
has been, after Ion g delay, as fairly settled as could be expected ; others have
been extinguished with a very reduced equivalent, and some have received
as yet, no satisfaction at all.
The war of 1812-15, of course, was another complete interruption to the
osecution of the codfishery, almost entirely suspending even that on our
own coast. During the war, Congress passed an act, placing the allowan
ces on a new footing, as an equivalent, principally, for the double duty im
posed on salt. It provided that from January 1, 1815, there should be paid
for all codfishing vessels, four months out, if above 20 tons, and not over 30,
$2 40 per ton ; distributed in proportion as before ; for vessels of 5 to 20
tons, $1 60 per ton, on terms as before, the allowance for any one vessel
for a single season, not to exceed $272. The act to continue in force during
the war, and one year thereafter. It was renewed by act of February, 1816,
without limitation of time.
On the close of the war, the American fishermen returned to the busi
ness, with greater energy than ever. The war had served to clear the mar
kets at home, and joined with other causes, to raise the prices abroad. Un
der the stimulus of the increased bounty of the government, with the rea
dy sales and considerable profits of the few succeeding years, the fishing
tonnage rapidly increased. But difficulties soon arose regarding the con
struction of the treaty of 1783 ; the British colonial authorities forbade our
vessels to approach within 60 miles of the shore, at any place, and seized and
condemned some of them for infringement of this regulation. The dispute
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being adjusted by a convention, in 1818, nothing farther of serious moment
occured to interrupt the progress of the Fisheries. The profits, however, did
not long remain so high as in the period immediately following the war.
The maximum number of vessels engaged in the codfishery was reached in
1829 ; and that in the mackerel fishery in 1836. Since those periods, the
amount in each fishery, has fluctuated considerably, owing to various causes,
although the average for any series of years, is very nearly the same. Be
side the special enactments for the benefit of the Fisheries, some consider
ation has generally been paid to their encouragement, in the various modifi
cations of the tariff. In fact, the almost prohibitory duty on cod and other
dried and smoked fish, and the considerable duty on other kinds, retained
through several alterations of the general rates, must be regarded as de
signed far more for protection, than for the object of revenue. Under sev
eral of the late acts regulating the duties, the following were the rates fixed
on foreign fish imported into the United States :—
Tariff of Tariff of Tariff of Tariff of
1818. 1832-1. 1842.
1846.
Dried, smoked, Ac. (chiefly cod)
$1 00 $1 00 $1 00
20 per cent
Pickled-Mackerel Ac
1 60
1 50
1 60
20
"
" Salmon
2 00
2 00
2 00
20
"
All other kinds
1 00
1 00
1 00
20
The duty on salt, which has formed the basis of the bounties, has been in
the several tariffs, as follows :—
1790
12 cents per bushel.! 1828. ..
20 cents per 56 lbs. (or! cwt)
1198 and 1800 . .
20 " " 66 lbs. 1 1882. . .
10 " " 56"
1812
40 " "66
1842...
!""{«"
"
1846...
20 per cent ad valorem.
1816-18
20 " " 66
1824
20 " " 56
A number of efforts have been made, at different times, to abolish the
salt duty, and with it the allowance or bounty. Some have chosen to con
sider these measures an especial grievance, not to be tolerated by men lov
ing justice and equal rights. But they have never yet brought any one
Congress into their way of thinking. One very determined and persever
ing attempt was made, about the time of Mr. Van Buren's administration,
by a very determined and persevering man, in most things—Hon. Thomas
H. Benton. But although Mr. Benton declared, with his usual vehemence,
that he would stick by his object until he had accomplished it, he has of late
years found a sufficiency of other matters to absorb his attention and his
energies : and the salt duty and bounties remain undisturbed. Should the
nation soon relapse into a political quiet, embarrassing to presidential aspir
ants, for the lack of stimulus-enkindling matters, we may expect to see
some genius in the budding hours or second stage of his statesmanship, en
deavoring to develop a magnificent next degree, by the furious concentration
of all his powers for the destruction of those twin abominations, the Salt, Duty
and Fishing Bounty.
CHAPTER 1L
TREATIES CONCERNING FISHERIES—TREATT OF 1783—TREATY OF 1815—CONVENTION OF 1818—SAC
RIFICE OF OUR KIOIITS BY THE UTTER—BASIS OF TBI TREATISE OF '83 AND 1815 UNSETTLED
—LAROE PART OF TUB FISHING GROUND SURRENDERED—CONCEEBION OF 1845 A DELUSION, ETC.
The Fisheries have been several times the subject of negotiation with
Great Britain. The first instance, was in the formation of the treaty by which
the Revolutionary War was concluded.
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At the time the peace negotiation was agreed upon, Congress, tired of the
war, and knowing the people to be nearly exhausted, yet resolved to make
no peace without a guaranty of our rights to our ancient fishing grounds.
The New England people, with one voice, declared they would never lay down
their arms, though their condition were ten times worse, without this right ;
and Samuel Adams, echoing their voice, declared there should be " No Peace
without the Fisheries." Their long and undisturbed resort to those waters,
their heavy expenditures and great efforts in the establishment of English
supremacy over the Canadas and the region adjacent, joined to almost a
necessity for their use, and the right of all nations in the seas, they felt, gave
them indisputable claim to frequent the fishing grounds still. The matter
was long and warmly debated by the Peace Commissioners of the two par
ties, and after using every argument without impression, Mr. John Adams,
who well understood the sentiment of New England, declared vehemently,
and invoking Almighty God, that he would never put his name to a treaty
that did not recognize the right. The British Commissioners at length find
ing the American envoys inflexible, declared their willingness to grant the
Americans a privilege in the Fisheries, but objected to the use of the word
"right." But Mr. Adams again vehemently replying, "The right—the right
—or no treaty" the point was finally, with great reluctance yielded. It has
been said, that the commissioners in their anxiety to effect a treaty contain
ing the acknowledgement of this claim, took the responsibility of violating
their instructions on other points. How that may be, we do not know, and
it matters little, as nobody has charged them with sacrificing anything, the
retention of which would have been an equivalent for the loss of the Fish
eries.
The stipulations of the treaty of 1783, in regard to the Fisheries, were,
that the citizens of the United States should have the right " to take fish of
every kind on the Grand Bank, and on all the other banks of Newfoundland;
also in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, and at all other places in the sea, where
the inhabitants of both countries used at any time heretofore to fish ; and
also that the inhabitants of the United States shall have liberty to take fish
of every kind on such part of the coast of Newfoundland as British fishermen
shall use, (but not to dry or cure the same on that island ;) and also on the
coasts, bays, and creeks, of all other of his Britannic Majesty's dominions in
America ; and that the American fishermen shall have liberty to dry and
cure fish in any of the unsettled bays, harbors, and creeks of Nova Scotia,
Magdalen Islands, and Labrador, so long as the same shall remain unsettled ;
but as soon as the same or either of them shall be settled, it shall not be lawfill for the said fishermen to dry or cure fish at such settlement, without a
previous agreement for that purpose, with the inhabitants, proprietors, or
possessors of the ground."
Under this guaranty of the right, our fishermen returned to their old
haunts in 1783, and terminated the respite from their attacks which the
confusion of 1775-83, and the necessity of looking to the preservation of
nearer interests, had given to the icthyological inhabitants of the Northern
waters.
The second case of negotiation worthy of mention, was at the conclusion
of the second war with England. When the Peace Commissioners of 1816
were sent to Europe, they were instructed, in anticipation of a renewal of
the English pretension to an exclusive right in the fishing-grounds, to aban
don the negotiation rather than to yield any of the right conceded by the
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treaty of 1783. The British Commissioners declared it as the view of their
government that the war then existing, had abrogated the concession made
in 1783, and insisted on a new arrangement, restricting the grant within
much smaller limits. The principle, if acknowledged in any shape, would
have been fatal, as it would have reduced our title from that of a right to a
privilege, which the first Commissioners had peremptorily refused to consi
der it, and would have given ample room for further restriction, at will, and
final reclamation of the whole grant, leaving us no other course but quiet
acquiescence. The Commissioners promptly and decidedly took the high
ground which could alone secure our claims, that we held our right in the
fisheries by the same tenure by which we held our independence as a nation ;
that England could no more withdraw one than the other ; that the treaty
of 1783 did not convey anything, in this matter, from England to the United
States, but merely acknowledged a right residing in the latter ; and that,
apart from this, no nation has a right to appropriate all the wealth of the
seas, or all the use of them to its own advantage. The effoits and arguments
of the American Commissioners prevailed, and the right was left standing
on the basis of '83.
But now, what we had maintained through two wars, and had had con
firmed to us by two Treaties of Peace, at their conclusion, was to be sacri
ficed, in part, by a convention, in the midst of a profound peace—a Congress
simply to arrange difficulties experienced in putting former treaties in prac
tice—in which neither was to gain any advantage of the other; but which
by an adjustment mutually convenient and fair, was to conserve harmony in
the relations of the two countries, so that even the talk ofdisturbance might not
afterward occur—at least, might find no reason for indulgence. Among the
difficulties which led to this convention, not the least important were those
regarding the fisheries. For several years, the British authorities, with a
high hand had interfered with our rights ; our vessels had been forbidden to
approach within sixty miles ofany coast of British America, had been seized
and condemned for so doing ; and other like outrages perpetrated.
The convention for adjusting the several matters in issue, met in 1818.
The ministers on the part of the United States were Albert Gallatin and
Richard Rush. An arrangement was effected by this convention in regard
to the fisheries, which was thought to adjust happily all points of dispute,
and to secure important concessions in addition to what was before possessed.
The terms were—that the inhabitants of the United States should for ever
possess the right, in common with the subjects of his Britannic Majesty to
take fish of every kind, on that part of the southern coast of Newfoundland,
between Cape Ray and the Ramean Islands, and between Cape Ray and
the Magdalen Islands, and also on the coasts, bays, harbors and creeks, from
Mount Joly on the south coast of Labrador, to and through the Straits of
Bellisle, thence North indefinitely along the coast, without prejudice, how
ever to any of the exclusive rights of the Hudson Bay Company. Also, to
cure and dry fish in any of the unsettled bays, harbors, and creeks of the
parts described, but not in any settled, without agreement with the propri
etors or inhabitants. Of all other places, the United States give up all right
ever claimed or enjoyed to " take or cure fish on or within three marine
miles of any of the coasts, bays, creeks, or harbors," belonging to Great
Britain ; their vessels to be allowed to enter them for shelter, or repairs of
damages, or purchase of wood and obtaining water, " and for no other pur
poses whatever."
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The American negotiators seem to have been of opinion, that in this treaty
they had obtained an arrangement exceedingly advantageous to the Amer
ican fishermen ; and there seems also, to have bsen too much disposition to
accept on trust, the assurance of those distinguished statesmen, that they
had effected every thing desirable ; for all which due credit was given to their
abilities, to the sudden spasm of liberality, and to the standing fears of John
Bull. But comparing the treaty with that of 1783, we cannot perceive in
what there is anything to suggest gratulation to the fishermen of the Uni
ted States. They should have known to be sure, if any, whether their rights
and interests were sacrificed. But the truth is this—the fishermen, the only
class sufficiently interested, directly, to examine the matter, were contented
with the fact, that they were to bo allowed quietly to fish in places from
which they had of late been driven, and for visiting which they had in some
cases lost their vessels ; and were disposed to consider this an important point
gained, without stopping to reflect that this was but at best, a second gift of
what had been once given and never reclaimed, and that Great Britain had
been hired to abstain from an act of nullification—nullification of contract
under her own bond and seal, which she could neither have justified nor
maintained in the face of the world. The Commissioners could not claim,
certainly, that the new treaty, in reality, added anything to the surface of
waters we were entitled to use before ; the only gain, then, they must have
supposed to be in a more explict definition of the respective localities to be vis
ited and to be free from the intrusion of the Americans, obviating so the
chances of misapprehension and collision. We consider the treaty poorly
justified in any light ; and despite the statesmanship of the two eminent
men responsible for its paternity, regard it as one of the worst abortions of
American diplomacy. The first grand error is, the surrender of the great
principle by which our rights in the fisheries had been made permanent and
invulnerable. The right had originally been claimed as part and substance
of our independence, and refusing to receive an acknowledgement of inde
pendence detached from the questioned right, the grant of both placed
them both on the same footing, forever beyond the control of England. On
this broad and immovable basis, the Commissioners of 1815 presented the
right, when the British envoys claimed that the war had made void former
treaty concessions ; and the recession of the latter from their assumption,
was an acknowledgement of the validity of the claim in its whole form and
extent. Thus, except by actual conquest or purchase, our rights in the
fisheries were forever placed beyond limitation. We could gain additional
privileges, but could lose none—could have no modification of what we
possessed. But when Messrs. Gallatin and Rush agreed to subject our rights
to a re-modification—to yield points, and receive equivalents ; or even if it
were no more than to receive from England a new definition of our title, the
whole grand conservator of our right was destroyed. The contract of 1818,
unlike that of 1783, could be nullified. War, every real or pretended
breach of faith on the part of the United States, in fact the inclination of
the British government, were either of them sufficient, at any time, to set it
aside. If thektreaty were declared void, of course, all the (so considered)
privileges given by it, were reclaimed by England ; and as the least evil, the
way was open for other conventions, no matter of how peaceful origiu, which
might arise fiom the demand of England herself, and in which, according
to her power and covetousness, and our own circumstances, she might grad
ually force other sacrifices, until we had purchased her regard to her own
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faith, by tossing over the last bit of our mutilated right. Thus cheaply was
the indestructible basis of two treaties sold out.
Next, John Bull takes care, in redescribing our privileges, to lop away cer
tain portions, sundry odd corners, and ungraceful appendages. He prob
ably argued, and the American Commissioners either thought so too, or con
ceiving a clear definition to be worth a substantial consideration, deemed a
fair attorney fee quite due Mr. Bull's luminous expose of American rights,
that it would much improve the form of the American district, to amputate
these ugly-shaped limbs. Observe the difference between our relation's pro
cesses of defining and mz-definivg. The treaty of 1783 allows the Amer
icans to fish in, beside sundry named places, "all other places in the sea,
where the inhabitants of both countries used at any time heretofore to fish ; "
and beside the whole coast of Newfoundland, " on the coast, bays, and creeks
of all other of his Britannic Majesty's dominions in America." They are
allowed to " dry and cure fish in any of the unsettled bays, harbors, and
creeks of Nova Scotia, Magdalen Islands, and Labrador." That is the defi
nition exacted by John Adams and his associates, and while no one could
at all complain that it was not sufficiently broad and comprehensive, we do
not see that language could well be more clear and distinct. The re defini
tion, is in this manner of curtailment : that the Americans are to have the
right to take fish on a part of the southern coa«t of Newfoundland, and on
a part of the coast of Labrador, and also to take and cure fish in the un
settled bays, creeks, or harbors of the parts described. Of all other places,
the United States give up all right ever claimed or enjoyed to take or cure
fish within three marine miles of any of the coasts, bays, creeks, or harbors,
of his Britannic Majesty in America. What was thus given up, paid away
for a clear definition, and a promise to stop breaking an old promise, em
braced all the " coasts, bays, creeks, and harbors," of the province of Nova
Scotia and New Brunswick, of the islands of Cape Breton, St. Johns, Anticosti, and of the numerous other islands of the Gulf of St. Lawrence, and
the Northern side of Newfoundland, <fcc, <fec. For this consideration, together
with that of the basis of our title to all the rest, Mr. Bull put his second
promise on the dishonored back of the first ; in other words, having become
veraciously insolvent, he compromised with his creditor, and gave a per centage of fresh promise in lieu of the entire faith just broken. Jonathan ac
cepts the fractional performance of the contract, and acknowledges Mr. Bull
out of his debt, and free to go into business again.
But this is not all. Mr. Bull has put into the protocol, a slight proviso,
seemingly of little moment, and innocent of all look of design, which may
acquire some important signification. All that the Americans are to enjoy,
in the waters specified, is to be enjoyed "however without prejudice to any
of the exclusive rights of the Hudson Bay Company." What protection
does the great Hudson Bay Company need against the American fishermen f
Or, at any rate, what more protection did they need in 181 8, than in 1783,
when no such protective feature was inserted in the treaty ? Had the fish
ermen encroached on them between the two periods, so mnch affecting their
income, and endangering their existence, as to require that the two govern
ments should put this double wall of partition between assailant and assailed ?
But what was the Hudson Bay Company ? Was it any known, fixed, recog
nized object, of palpable outline, and assigned location ? No—but a thing
as regarded us, most dimensively indefinite—a radical ambiguity, snugly in
terpolated in this document of definition, and liable, at some future occasion,
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to expand into a big Unfixity, enveloping in a baffling fog, all the clear deacriptions among which it was lodged. No donbt the Hudson Bay Com
pany had rights, and that these rights were as properly objects of gov
ernment care, to England, as those of other associations, and of indi
viduals less able to defend them. But we had engaged to respect an
unfinished charter—a progressive catalogue of privileges, of which the
whole creative power was in the hands of England! It was not their
preterit only, but their future right, that our Commissioners guarantied ;
and that future would be, what England chose to shape it. Nothing in the
name or proposed objects of the company limited it to any particular location
or business, and should England at any time have transferred to it, her right
in the Fisheries, the rights of our citizens held " in common with British
subjects," must have been sacrificed to the " exclusive " privilege of the Hud
son Bay Company.
Is all this amount of sacrifice offset by nothing in the nature of gain ?
There is, indeed, one single instance of a seeming concession from the
party which is otherwise exclusively the receiver. And what is this new
privilege whose transfer is to compensate for the surrender of rights, alike
invaluable and inpregnable ? An appearance only !—the transfer under cov
enant seal and interchanged signature of a Shadow ! A Privilege, not
worth the paper on which it is written. We are allowed, in good stiff dip
lomatic terms, to cure fish on sundry unsettled parts of the Island of New
foundland ; the same privilege having before existed in regard to the rest of
the coasts, and having never been used. Were our Commissioners duped ?
Did they not know the practical value of the pretended concession ? If they
did not, it is a lamentable instance of the ignorance of the interests of even
their own country, under which the best statesmen may suffer. But the sec
tion of cross-conveyance is well adjusted to the other parts of the treaty,
among which it rests without in the least disturbing the harmony of the pa
per as a document of unmixed capitulation. Indeed this remarkable treaty
as a whole, is the finest piece of dove-tailed ingenuity, that European diplo
macy has ever executed for the security of American rights. Surely if there
was ever need of a " protective principle " to encourage the development of
native skill, it was urgently demanded in behalf of American diplomacy, at
the time Messrs. Gallatin and Rush repaired to the Convention of 1818.
Unhappily the subject had been overlooked in the tariffs enacted previously
to that time.*
Another occasion for expressing our thanks to English liberality occurred
in 1845, when our fishermen were admitted into the Bay of Fundy. This
astonishing instance of magnanimity to a rival, called forth the kindliest
smiles of acknowledgment from the American press, generally ; and some
of our politicians, including the most rabid haters of Britain, were fraternally
animaU-d by the belief that, by such an act, John Bull had locked and
double-bolted the gates of Janus, just threatened to swing open. The ac
tual reason for selt'-gratulation and for thanks, was of much the same char* A writer In the Journal of Commerce recently suggested that as a compensation for farther mod
ification? of oar commercial system in favor of Lnglund, she might be induced te grant ut the priv
atum of dryingfish ok the coast* of her American possessions I This is a proposition to re-enact the
Convention of ltflo—we are to pay England to re-grant or re-define privileges we already have I But
it tackily happens tbat the subtracting element, so material a part of England's Re-defining system,
oooJd not materially injure us, if confined to this matter alone, as the privilege possessed and re-asked,
ia one of no value,—the reason being, aimply, tbat if our fishermen were to stop to cure their fish on
the British American coasts, the delay would occasion more expense than to bring them home.
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acter, but stall less in degree than in the case of the clear definitions of 1818.
The grant of 1818 existed in a previous treaty—that of 1845 was embod
ied in two treaties then on record, and neither set aside. The right to fish
in the Bay of Fundy, notwithstanding it was never improved or insisted
upon, was as clearly given in the treaty of 1818, as in that of 1783. The
palpable meaning of the clause giving up, as to other places than those named,
all right before claimed or enjoyed, " to take or cure fish on or w hin
three marine miles of any of the coasts, bays, creeks, or harbors " of the
British possessions, is, that the Americans shall not fish within three miles
of any shore in these parts; the words bay, creek, or harbor, being substi
tuted for the inland shores of the same, which are not confounded with the
word coasts, meaning the shore of the sea. In a bay of over six miles in
width the Americans had still as much right to fish, as in any other part of
the sea ; and if, by a monstrously perverted understanding of the word
" bay," the Americans were to be excluded from coming within three miles
of the mouth or outlet of any arm of the sea, then they could be excluded
from any body of water, however large, lying partially within the embrace
of the land. If the Americans could rightfully be excluded, under the
treaty of 1818, from the Bay of Fundy, they could with the same justice
and propriety be driven from the Gulf of St. Lawrence, the grant of a few
coasts, bays, creeks, Ac.,' on one or two of its sides, giving them no permis
sion to range the whole of that land-begirted sea. In accepting the bounty
of 1845 as a real transfer of privilege, we acknowledged as valid a pervert
ed construction of the clear definitions of 1818, and gave up our just right
in whatever other bays or harbors this perverted construction may have been
applied to.
Certainly our diplomatic efforts connected with the Fisheries, since the
war of 1812, have been singularly unfortunate. Had our commercial inter
est, generally, been no better taken care of, it would have illy withstood the
competition of the powerful rival interests of Britain and France. Every
attempt to better our privileges has resulted in a sacrifice of a part of them.
Once wo have lost a moiety as the price of a clear definition, and again we
have lost another part in a supposed enlargement of them. A few more
conventions, protocols, and concessions like those of 1818 and 1845, will
effectually adjust all points of difference, by leaving us nothing needing pro
tection, or requiring description.
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Art. II.—PROTECTION ts. FREE-TRADE.
THE LAW OF PROGRESS IN THE RELATIONS OF CAPITAL AND LABOR.
Feuxax Hunt, Esq., Conductor of the Merchants' Magazine, etc.
The papers on both sides, in the discussion between R. S. and myself have
been printed under the running title " Protection vs. Free Trade." Such
is not, however, the issue that nas been made on my part. I undertook, in
deed, to show that, for the solution of this question, it was indispensable to
ascertain whether Carey, or Malthus and Ricardo are correct in tneir oppos
ing views, as to the course of cultivation of the earth ; and to determine
whether it be true that population increases, or tends to increase, faster
than the means of subsistence, as Malthus believes, or whether increasing
density of population brings with it facilities for obtaining food, or increas
ing in a more rapid ratio than the consumers, according to Ciirey. For the
pnrpose of proving this I was obliged to sketch the opposing theories upon
which the school of protection—which follows Adam Smith in regarding do
mestic commerce as the primary interest of a nation—and the Manchester
school—which, following the modern English economists, is mainly solicitous
to encourage foreign trade—respectively base themselves. I am quite aware
that I did not, as I could not do this without exposing my own opinions.
Bnt all this is merely introductory to a discussion of the protective policy,
which I have, it is true, signified a readiness to enter upon, if invited, but
have not commenced. This much it seems proper to premise lest your
readers should infer that I conceive myself to be doing what I have not as
yet undertaken.
Several of the principles which I stated are so repugnant to the notions
of R. S. that he could hardly treat them as entitled to a decent show of con
sideration. I attempted therefore, to produce evidence in support of them,
not in " statistics for very short periods," but in statistics for the respectable
periods of fifty, and a hundred and fifty years, derived from the most emi
nent free-trade authorities of Great Britain and France. When I dealt with
statistics for the short period of ten years, it was because they were selected
and quoted by R. S. himself. These I think show that with increasing ca
pital production is so much cheapened in its labor cost, that while wages
and profits both rise commodities fall in their money price.
In respect to manufactured fabrics, the Lowell statistics to which we were
referred by R. S., furnished the means of experiencing how it comes that a
piece of cotton cloth can be sold for a less sum of money than ten years be
fore, yet that less money pays higher cash wages to labor, and higher profits
to capital. Prof. Gordon, of the University of Glasgow, says, in the Art
Journal, for October, " An experienced operative of the manufacturing dis
tricts working the modern looms, produces 26 pieces of printing cloth, 25
inches wide, 29 yards long and 11 picks per | inch in a week of sixty hours.
The cost of weaving each piece is 5Jd.—less than 6d. If the same cloth
were woven on the old loom, one operative would produce only four pieces,
and at a cost of 2s. 9d. each ; or the weaver's wages in 1800 were as much
as the entire value of the cloth in the Manchester market at present."
i According to this statement the entire cost of the wages paid in 1 800 has dis
appeared from the cloth described, in 1 850. But wages have not been reduced
to nothing. On the contrary, they are higher, estimated in money and by the
honr, and still higher estimated in cotton cloth. Mr. Porter, in his Pro
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gress of the Nation, states that, " the number of yards of cotton cloth export
ed in 1834 were greater by 125 per cent than in 1820, while the increase
in the declared value is no more than 7 per cent. The average price per
yard, which in 1820 was 12Jd., had fallen in 1834 to 6,Vd. The quantity
of twist exported increased in the same period in the proportion of 10 to 8,
•while the increase in its declared value was only in the proportion of 13 to
1. The average price of twist in 1820 was 2s. 5i,d. per pound ; in 1834 it
was Is. 4|d. The diminution of value in the twist appears to amount to
45 J per cent, and in cloth to 51^ per cent." Progress of the Nation, vol. 1,
page 209. The money price of labor remaining the same, its command over
cotton cloth, or wages estimated in cotton, had more than doubled. If we
compare the official and declared valued of all the British and Irish pro
ducts and manufactures exported from Great Britain in the years instanced
by Mr. Porter, and the proportion per cent that the declared or real value
bore to the official values, we shall be able to see in what degree the effec
tiveness of labor had increased in the production of all those commodities
which Great Britain exports.
Year.
Official value.
Declared value. Per cent, de'ed value.
1820
£37,820,293
£85,569,077
94
1834
73,495,536
41,286,694
56.4
This exhibits an average reduction in cost upon all the articles of export
of forty per cent. We extend the comparison to the present period, taking
the average of the last five years for the purpose of excluding temporary va
riations in the market, as follows :
Year.
Official value.
Declared value. P'r cent of de'ed value.
1846
£132,288,346
£57,786,875
1847
126,130,986
68,842,877
1848
132,617,604
62,849,445
1849
164,539,504
63,596,026
1850
175,416,709
71,369,184
Total
£780,973,140
£304,433,906
41.63887
The rates at which all articles of export and import are officially valued,
having been fixed long before the earliest period in the above tables, and re
maining unchanged, the first column is only valuable as a means of deter
mining the quantity of the exports. The proportions between quantity and
cost, as the latter is shown by the declared value, at different periods, of course
exhibit the relative efficiency of labor acting in combination with the capital
employed by it in the work of production. Whatever may be the respec
tive share of labor and capital in the progress they achieve, it is plain that
the reduction in the cost of commodities is equivalent to an advance in the
rate of wages. If, as shown by the above tables, $41 63 would purchase
during the last five years as much of all the articles for the supply of human
wants and comforts, which make up the multiform exportation of Great Bri
tain, as $94 would have done thirty years ago, it is evidence the real wages,
that is, the amount of supplies at the command of the laborer, have mora
than doubled, provided wages estimated in money have not receded. It
shows also that wages absorb more than twice as large a proportion of the
product resulting from the joint action of labor and capital as before, and
that consequently the proportion going to profits has diminished. But the
captialist takes his diminished proportion from an increased total produc
tion. To the owner of a mill it is a matter of indifference whether he re
ceives in return for the use of his buildings, machinery, &c, sixty-six per cent
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of one million yards of cloth, or thirty-three per cent of two millions. R. S.,
and those who think with him, will not admit the supposition that the total
product is not increased by at least a sufficient per centage to f ay the in
creased proportion going to labor without impairing the remainder belong
ing to profits. To establish this would be to prove that in the progress of
society labor is devouring capital. They maintain the reverse. According
to their theory capital is more and more obtaining the mastery, and labor be
coming more and more its slave. Their system is one of antagonism and dis
cord. They have failed to see that the interests of the laborer, the capital
ist, and the consumer, who pays both by the purchase of their products, are
in perfect harmony ; and such is the teaching of their great master. " With
a permanently high price of corn," says Mr. Ricardo, and McCulloch quotes
the passage to assent and approve, " caused by increased labor on the land, wa
ges would be high, and as commodities would not rise on account of the rise
of wages, profits would necessarily fall. If goods worth £1,000 require at one
time labor which cost £800, and at another time the price of the same
quantity of labor is raised to £900, profits will fall from £200 to £100.
Profits would not fall in one trade only, but in all. High wages equally af
fect the profits of the farmer, the manufacturer and the merchant. There is
no other way of keeping profits up but by keeping wages down." [On Pro
tection to Agriculture, page 43.)
If the theory of R 8. is correct—if capital has been gaining power at the
expense of labor, and that in virtue of a permanent law which must continue
to operate in the future as in the past, then it is clear that a duplication of
real wages must have been aud must ever be accompanied by more than a du
plication of profits. If it were not, profits would recede relatively to wages,
and our case would be made out. If it were, then the increase of wages,
and the still greater increase of profits, must be attended by a diminution of
the share of the products going to rent, which is equally fatal to the Malthusian hypothesis. The conclusion is to be avoided only by supposing the
increase of production sufficiently large to cover a duplication and more
than a duplication of rent, after satisfying the double demand of labor, and
the more than double demand of capital. All this, too, be it remembered,
with a reduction in the cost of commodities to the consumer of more than
fifty per cent.
I have referred to rent only, because I am not aware what are the views
entertained by R. S. in reference to its entering into the price of commodi
ties. I quoted in a previous article, two passages from the same work of
Malthus, for the purpose of showing his admissions that the wages of labor
must increase in proportion to rent, and that rent has in fact in England di
minished in the proportion which it bears to the whole value of the produce,
at the same time that, " though the landlord has a less share of the pro
duce, yet this less share, from the very great increase of the produce, yields
a larger quantity." We shall have occasion to use this statement, which
Mr. Malthus made upon the authority of the returns collected by the Board
of Agriculture, for another purpose ; at present it is cited only as evidence
that in his belief wages must obtain an increasing and not a diminishing pro
portion of the products of the soil.
It may be worth while here to cite a passage in which McCulloch gives
the theory of his school in relation to the effect of rent and wages, in de
termining price.
" It is utterly impossible to go on increasing the price of that raw produce,
VOU XXVI.—NO. I.
3
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which forms the principal part of the subsistence of the laborer, by taking
inferior soils into cultivation without also increasing his wages. A rise in
wages is seldom or never exactly coincident with a rise in the price of neces
saries, but they can never be very far separated. The price of the necessa
ries of life is in fact the cost of producing labor. The laborer cannot work
if he is not supplied with the means of subsistence. And although a period
of varying extent, according to the circumstances of the country at the time,
must always elapse, when necessaries are rising in price before wages can
be proportionably augmented, there can be no question but that in the end
such an augmentation will be brought about Now as rent is nothing but
the excess, or the value of the excess, of the produce obtained from the best
above that obtained from the very worst soils in cultivation, it is plain it
does not enter into the cost of production, and can have no influence what
ever on prices. Still better to elucidate this fundamental principle, let us
suppose that an individual has two loaves on his table ; one raised on very
fertile land, the other on the very worst land in cultivation : in the latter
there will be no rent, and it will be wholly divided between wages and pro
fits. We have already shown that it is the cost of producing this loaf which
will regulate the price of all other loaves; and although it will be true that
the rent which the loaf raised on the best land will afford, will be equal to
all the difference between the expense of growing the corn of which it is
made, and the corn raised on the worst land of which the standard loaf is
made, yet it is only in consequence of this difference that any rent whatever
is paid. Twenty different loaves, all selling for the same price may yield
different portions of rent ; but it is one only, that which yields no rent,
which regulates the value of the rent, and which is to be considered as the
standard. It is demonstrable, therefore, that rent does not enter into price—
wages and profits make up the '"hole value of every commodity. And,
therefore, when wages rise profits must fall ; and when wages fall profits
must rise. But we have shown that there is never any falling off, but a constant
increase iu the productiveness of the labor employed in manufacturing and
preparing raw produce. And such being the case, it is demonstrably cer
tain that the subsistence of the laborer could never be increased in price,
and consequently that no additions could ever be made to his necessary
wages, were it not for the diminished cower of agricultural labor, originating
in the inevitable necessity under which we are placed of resorting to poorer
soils to obtain raw produce as society advances. The continually decreas
ing fertility of the soil is, therefore, at bottom the great and permanent
cause of a fall of profits. Profits would never fall if wages were not increas
ed ; and, supposing taxation to continue invariable, wages would never be in
creased were it not for the decreasingfertility of the soil, and the consequent
increase of the labor necessary to obtain corn and other raw products."
It would be very difficult to find a passage which more thoroughly ex
poses the difference between the British system of political economy and
the American, than the preceding. It teaches that wages rise because labor
becomes more inefficient—that more is given because less is received—that
capital pays a larger dividend to labor because the fund from which it has
to pay it is diminished. Our system, on the contrary, teaches that labor is
more highly paid, both as to proportion and as to absolute amount, when it
contributes, and where it contributes, and because it contributes, most to
swell the gross quantity of the products nut of which, or from the value
of which, wages must bo derived—when and where, and because it is most
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productive. It is not allowed to monopolize all the gain resulting from its
superior efficiency, though it obtains the larger share. Part is retained by
the capital, through the increased aid of which it was enabled to effect en
larged and improved results ; part goes to the consumer by the fall of price.
It would seem not hard to determine which is most consonant with reason
and facts ; nor would it seem presumptuous to say, that the British the
ory is crammed with absurdities. It may be objected to the argument
founded upon the diminished proportion which the declared or real value
of exports from Great Britain bears to their official value or quantity, that
it is limited to manufactured commodities, and that the advance in real
wages resulting from the diminution in their cost may be counteracted by
the rise in the price of agricultural products. The statistics which wo cited
in the November number of this Magazine from the Annuairc de L'Eco
nomic Politique, of the agricultural production of France for a period of one
hundred and 6fty years, and of its distribution, showing as they do a vast
increase both in the nominal or money wages, the real wages, or the abso
lute quantity of grain they would command, and the proportion which they
bore to the entire crop, might suffice for an answer. If a further one were
required for the purpose of showing that the experience of England agreed
with that of France, it might be found in the statement of Mr. Malthus before
referred to. It was, that " the average proportion which rent bears to the va
lue of the produce seems not to exceed one-fifth, whereas formerly when
there was less capital employed and less value produced, the proportion
amounted to one-fourth, one-third, or even two-fifths." In the same para
graph he says that " though the landlord has a less share of the whole pro
duce, yet this less share, from the very great increase of the produce, yields
a larger quantity." Of course the whole produce in the period to which he
refers, must have more than doubled, in order that one-fifth now, should be
greater than two-fifths formerly. If its amount at the earlier period be re
presented by 100, two-fifths of which, or 40, was retained for rent, it left 60
to be divided between wages and profits. It has now become 200 plus an
indefinite quantity, which we may represent by x one-fifth, or 40 4- 1 goes to
rent, and the remainderl60-t-f:r, is left for wages and profits—that is to say,
two and two-thirds times as much as before, besides the indefinite addi
tion \x.
Thus much for the degree in which the agricultural laborers shared in the
produce of their own toil. But what we want to learn is, the cost of that
produce to others. If the increased quantity has been raised by the same
or a less amount of labor, then it is obvious that its real cost has decreased.
Upon this point there is no room for doubt. The number of agricultural
laborers in Great Britain has been constantly decreasing in the proportion
which it bore to the whole population and to the crop. Thus Mr. Porter
informs us—(Progress of the Nation, vol. 1, page 148)—that "the total
number of families in Great Britain has increased, between 1811 and 1831,
from 2,544,215 to 3,414,175, or at the rate of thirty-four per cent; the
number of families employed in agriculture has increased only from 896,908
to 961,134, or at the rate of 7J per cent." It was shown by the census of
1841 that the number of persons employed in agricultural labor was less ab
solutely and of course still less proportionally, than in 1831. We are not yet
furnished with the information upon this point obtained by the census of
IRSIl, but .1there can lbe no doubt
* --« * •■that the same decrease in the propor
ortion of
agricultural laborers has continued down to the present period. This
fact is
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conclusive as to the diminution of the labor cost of agricultural products. II
further testimony is wanted, it is furnished in that unexceptionable freetrade authority, the Edinburgh Review, for July,
"During the ten years of the present century, between 1811 and 1820,
the wheat grown on our own soil sufficed for feeding 13,035,039 persons,
allowing the yearly consumption of each to be eight bushels. The average
price of wheat during those ten years was 88s. 8d. per quarter, and the mean
number of the population of Great Britain was 13,494,317. During the
next space of ten years the mean number of mouths having increased to
15,465,474 we fed from our own soil 1,894,843 more than in the previous
ten years. Yet what had been the average price for the whole period ? It
had fallen to 58«. 5d., or to 21«. Id. per quarter below that at which it had,
in 1815, been declared possible to keep our land in cultivation : and which
it was sought to maintain as a minimum by excluding all foreign imports,
when the price should fall below 80s. per quarter. In the following decennium, with prices still further depressed to the average of 56*. 9d., our farmers
provided wheat for 1,697,706 of the mouths which in the same period had
been added to our numbers, or, for 16,628,188 of the 17,535,826 souls then
inhabiting Great Britain."
Mr. Porter, after giving the imports of wheat'for a long series of years, to
show " in how small a degree this country has hitherto been dependent upon
foreigners in ordinary seasons for a due supply of our staple article of food,"
and " how exceedingly great the increase of agricultural production must
have been to have thus effectively kept in a state of independence a popula
tion which has advanced with so great a degree of rapidity," says, " the one
article of wheat has been selected because it is that which is most generally
consumed in England ; but the position advanced would be found to hold
good were we to go through the whole list of the consumable products of
the earth."
It would be easy to bring any quantity of testimony upon the point un
der consideration, for the free-traders of England are laboriously engaged in
proving that the farmers of the kingdom can produce food at much lower
prices than any named in our quotations, (for we have stopped short of
the epoch of the repeal of the corn laws,) and yet maintain a fair rate of
profit.
It may be noticed that Mr. Malthus, in the quotation we have given, does
not state the dates within which the proportion of rent to the whole produce
has thus decreased, while its absolute amount has augmented. Mr. Porter,
however, informs us that " the revenue drawn in the form of rent from the
ownership of the soil has been at least doubled in every part of England
since 1790, and it is more than probable that it has advanced 150 per cent
throughout the kingdom."
R. S. states that " in 1830 and 1831 it was proved before a committee of
the Ilouse of Lords, that rents had risen in England four hundred per cent
within the period of half a century." Whatever the advance of rents be taken
to be within this period, it has been shown, by the testimony of the most dis
tinguished followers ofRicardo, that the production offood advanced yet more
rapidly. Between 1804, the earliest period, we have any very reliable sta
tistics on the subject, and 1841, the population of the United Kingdom ad
vanced from 15,441,000 to 26,831,105, or 58 per cent. If we suppose the
same rate of progress to have existed in the ten years preceding 1801 as
since, the increase of the population between 1790 and 1841 will amount
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to 78 per cent. The rent has advanced, according to Porter, 150 per cent,
or twice as fast, and inasmuch as the produce has augmented, according
to Malthas, twice as much as the rent, it has increased four times as rapidly
as the consumers.
I have the means at hand, in the statistics of McQueen and others, of show
ing the facts I desire to establish, in a much more lucid, accurate and con
vincing form ; but I prefer to restrict myself to the testimony of men in high
standing in the school of Ricardo and Malthus, and who cannot be impeach
ed for the slightest leaning towards the protective system. Relying solely
upon such hostile evidence, I think it has been made apparent thai capital in
land follows the same laws as that in moveable property, and that with its
growth and progress, the gross return, to the activity of labor and capital
in combination, is so greatly increased as—
1st. To give a larger proportionate share, and of course a greater absolute
amount to the laborer.
2d. To give a greater absolute amount, though a less proportionate share,
to the capitalist
3d. To leave a surplus of advantage which accrues to the benefit of the
entire body of consumers in the diminished cost of products.
The course of this world is so ordered that no man can monopolize the
benefits of the enhanced efficiency of his capital or his labor, but is obliged
to share them with all his brethren. It is so, because capital of all kinds
increases faster than population—the mass of things to be sold, faster than
the purchasers—the sum total of food, materials and tools, faster than the
laborers who are to use them.
Few have reflected how very trifling an annual increase of capital is requi
site to keep it in advance of population. An advance each year upon the
last, of 2.81 per cent will double population in twenty-five years, and this is
a rate so rapid as to have been taken by Malthus as the limit of physical ca
pacity. Capital increasing in the same way, at three per cent, or less than
one-fifth of one per cent more than population, will double in 22.916 years;
and in twenty-five years will amount to 9.48 per cent more than double the
original amount. If at the expiration of this period the increase were to be
divided, there would be sufficient to give to each of the original members of
society, or his representative, 4.73 per cent in addition to his original stock,
and to provide each of the new members, equal in number, with the same
amount of property, as the old ones would possess in their improved condi
tion. If capital increased at the annual rate of five per cent, it would amount
in twenty-five years to 3.38 times its original sum—and upon a new divi
sion would give to each member of the doubled society $109 in value in
place of the $100 which the original half of their number had at the com
mencement. If the process continues a second period of twenty-five years,
population will have quadrupled, and the original $100 of capital will have
swelled to $1,146 74, giving to each person, on a new division, $28 68. If
the people of Great Britain and Ireland increased only 73 per cent between
1790 and 1840, an increase of their capital, each year upon the preceding
of but 2J per cent, would be sufficient to give to each person in 1840 twice
as much as was possessed by the individual in 1790. An increase at the
rate of three per cent would give to each one an average of $253 40, where
each of his predecessors had but $100—and at the rate of four per cent,
would give $410 70.
We think it sufficiently appears from the facts, that capital in the shape
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of food and raw material follows the same laws in its distribution as that of
other descriptions ; and this is conclusive as to the law of its production, or
rather growth. For wealth of every kind is distributed not through the
process of division, and the assignment and location of parts in different
quarters and to different claimants by an independent agent or exterior force,
but it distributes itself under the action of its internal law of growth, as the
trunk of a tree throws out its branches, and these again twigs and buds and
leaves. The difficulty with the Ricardo and Malthus school of economists
is, that instead of observing the facts and endeavoring to deduce a theory
from them, they have invented an hypothesis to which they are determined
that facts shall be made to conform. It is the old error of the middle age
scholastics from which it has been supposed that Bacon had redeemed the
human intellect. Its followers are so given over to a strong delusion, that
they answer the characteristic description of Shakspeare, of which, we have
during the past year had so many brilliant examples—
" And, like a scurvy politician, seem to see
The thing which is not"
R. S. asks, " If food tends to increase more rapidly than population, how is
it that capital has accumulated unequally in the hands of a few, and that
number rapidly decreasing in all countries ? " We have shown by unim
peachable authorities of this very sect, that the number is not decreasing,
but increasing, even in countries that have been under the sway of a system
of policy based upon this very idea, recognizing such progressive inequality
as the inevitable law of humanity, and admirably calculated to maintain and
aggravate it—" adapted," as the London Times said, on the 24th of Septem
ber last—" to the supposition of a vast difference of classes—a lower class,
redundant, necessitous, ignorant and manageable ; an upper class, wealthy,
exclusive, united and powerful ; and a middle class, struggling to emerge
from the lower and attach itself to the upper." " If food tends to increase
more rapidly than population," asks R. S., " what gives capital a continually
increasing power over the wages of labor ? " It has been shown that labor
is more and more emancipating itself with the progress of population and ■
capital. The questions both concede that if the assumed facts for which
they require an explanation, do not exist, then food does tend to increase
more rapidly than its consumers.
The contrary hypothesis, as we have seen, rests upon the notion of " the
inevitable necessity under which we are placed, of " resorting to poorer soils
to obtain raw produce as society advances" It certainly was a plausible fig
ment of the imagination, that men in the first instance appropriate the most
fertile soils, and only take the inferior grades into cultivation as they are
driven to it by necessity ; for forty years the assertion that they did so, stood
uncontradicted. Mr. Carey, in the Past, Present and Future, was the first
to question it. He established historically that men in every nation with
the progress of whose settlement we are .acquainted, had planted themselves
on the poorest soils, the hill-tops and uplands, at the sources of the streams,
and had proceeded downwards, as their numbers grew, and they acquired
capital in food, materials and tools, and increasing power of combination to
the cultivation of the bottom lands, which yield the largest return to labor.
His historical sketch of the progress of cultivation in various countries is so
interesting and instructive, that I should be very glad, did my limits allow,
to make copious extracts. Those, however, who desire to investigate the
subject, ought to possess and study the book. My object is confined to
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showing that it is well deserving of study, and that there are no antecedent
improbabilities of the truth of Mr. Carey's discovery, to justify any inquirer in
declining the investigation. R. S. has himself conceded enough not only to
negative such an improbability, but to force us to anticipate precisely what
Mr. Carey has proved. The following passage from his article in the June
number of this Magazine, is remarkable in several aspects.
" Mr. Carey says, 1 In the infancy of civilization man is poor, and works
with poor machinery, and must take high and poor soils requiring little
clearing and no drainage, and it is only as population and wealth increase
that the richer soils are brought into cultivation.'
"In this proposition of Mr. Carey's there is a clear admission of the princi
ple contended for, that mankind will at all times cultivate the most availa
ble soils, those that will produce the largest returns for the labor and capital
ready at the time to be invested. It is not until labor is changed by com
petition, and the profits of capital reduced by the increasing price of food,
that society can be forced into the expenses of clearing and draining, which
in some instances costs more than the land was originally worth."
Now this is such support as Malthas and Ricardo, if they were alive,
would emphatically decline. They assert broadly that the best soils are first
appropriated, and base their entire doctrine of rent, with all its startling conse
quences, upon " the inevitable necessity of resorting to poorer soils as society
advances ; " " the constantly increasing fertility of the soil" which Mr.
McCulloch assures us, is the cause of the increasing price of food and of in
creasing wages. The concession that men will at all times cultivate the
most available soils, and that it is not until a late period that they can bo
forced int> the expenses of clearing and draining, completely oversets the the
ory. It is manifestly the soils which require clearing, because they bear
heavy trees, that will bear the heaviest crops, and it is the light and sandy
soils through which the water will sink, or the rocky hillsides from which it
runs off", that require no draining.
In the long settled countries of Europe it is not so strange that the fact
ihould have escaped remark, but in our country, where the process of settle
ment is going on every day under our eyes, it is easy to make the necessary
observations. The contrast between our country roads, nearly every one of
which seems to have been laid out with the design to go over the top of eve
ry hill lyiDg near their course, and our railroads and canals, which necessarily
pursue the levels and the valleys of the streams, indicate the course of culti
vation in the elder ^tes with great precision, and in a striking way. We
first go where the houses of the original settlers were located. Lady Emraeline Stuart Wortley, in her recently published " Travels in the United
States," notes the fact that our railroads are lined with forests. " Railroads
in the United States," she says, " are not like railroads in other countries,
for they fly plunging through the deep umbrageous recesses of these vastly,
widely spreading woods." If I mistake not, Lyell, the geologist, makes the
same statement, and it is a familar remark, that we see the least cultivated
portions of the country on a railroad j.iunt.
R. S. has not deemed it worth while to read Carey's works. They have
attracted the attention and high commendation of the most distinguished
economists in Europe, and have been made the subject of extended review
and discussion in several languages. They have been made text-books in
foreign universities. Within a few weeks Sciologa, the most ominent Italian
Economist, in a new edition of his own Lectures, has put them in the list of
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the few great works which every scholar in Political Economy must study.
They are widely and earnestly studied in France, where great interest has
been given to his views and reasoning, from their having been repeatedly em
ployed by Bastial in various pamphlets directed against the multiform
schemes of social and industrial reorganization, which have been presented
since the revolution of 1848, to say nothing of the book on which his repu
tation mainly rests, the Harmonies Economigue, which was a wholesale ap
propriation of Carey's ideas without acknowledgment. It was this book, by
the way, of which the New York Evening Post, in announcing the forthcoming
of a second edition at Paris, said, last August, " It embodies the whole doc
trine of free trade in its most comprehensive yet compendious form." Its
doctrines are precisely those which I have attempted to defend in the first
part of this article. One of its editors, (for the second edition was left in an
unfinished state by Bastial at his death,) M. de Fontenay, in an article pub
lished in Journal des Economistes for October, makes an argument against
the Ricardo theory of rent, of which he says, ".This capital refutation of Ricardo's theory was first indicated to me by Bastial, who, as I believe, had
borrowed it from Carey." I might have said, therefore, that all the views
which I am setting forth were entertained by Bastial, and, according to the
highest authorities, coincide with " the whole doctrine of free trade." The
views of Carey on the subject of rent, occupied, a few months ago, an entire
session of the Society of Political Economy at Paris, and are the subject of
discussion for the next prize-medal of the Politico-Economical department of
the French Academy. These things are mentioned to show that though an
American writer cannot sacrifice so much time as to read the works of his
countryman, the founder of an American school, yet authors of the highest
distinction abroad feel themselves under a necessity of doing it.
If men constantly proceed from the light and poor soils, which are most
available in the poverty of machinery and labor, to those which are more fer
tile, as the growth of population and capital render them available, it is plain
there is no room for the idea of production diminishing its ratio to the con
sumers.
Malthus and McCulloch both found it upon the notion of a fundamental
distinction between agricultural, commercial and manufacturing industry,
consisting in this, that " in manufactures the worst machinery is first set in
motion, and every day its powers are improved by new inventions," while
" in agriculture, on the contrary, the best machinery, that is the best soils,
are first brought under cultivation, and man is forced to proceed to the use
of inferior machinery."
If Carey is right, agricultural production tends to become larger and cheap
er even if we look only to what Ricardo styles " the original and indestruc
tible powers of the soil." But there is another and very important element,
which I propose to present in the language of another free-trade writer, in
the North British Review for November, 1850, whose article is chiefly devot
ed to the castigation of a protectionist pamphlet published in Edinburgh by
Prof. Low. After stating many very striking facts illustrating the great
value of sewer water as manure, among others this : " From every town of a
thousand inhabitants, says Professor Johnston, is carried annually into the
sea, manure equal to 270 tons of guano, worth at the present price of guano
£2,700, and capable of raising an increased produce of not less than 1,000
quarters of grain," he proceeds thus :
" Surely if these well authenticated facts are admitted, it is impossible to
overrate their practical importance. They seem at first sight to make neces
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saiy some reconsideration of the relation between population and production.
They suggest at least a reason for suspecting that political economists, when
they laid down the law that population increases faster than production, may
have been falling into the error of representing the tendencies of fallen man
as the normal and ideal laws of the human species. Production ought to
increase as fast as population, because any given population would return to
the toil the whole elements of last year'sfood; and in a food-importing coun
try like Britain, faster than population, while, as at present, the yearly im
portation of food bears a higher proportion to the home produce, than the
annual addition to the population does to the census of the preceding year.
With respect to agriculture, again, these facts put the consuming population
in a new light. They now appear as the producers of the raw material of
food, the very manure on the abundance of which all agricultural production
and profit ultimately depends, and for which the good farmer seeks by the
most costly and laborious processes."
There is much more to be said upon this point than is even suggested by
the preceding extract It considers only the case of a people who not only
retain all the elements of fertilization existing in the refuse of their own
crops, but in that of their imported food. The policy of those who in this
country style themselves the friends of free trade, compels our farmers to
export a large portion of the fertilizing elements of each crop, to nourish for
eign production. It must be exported unless a market is made upon the
land for the products of the land. The importance of this consideration
will appear from the statement of McQueen that the value at market prices,
of the manure annually used in the British Islands is £103,360,139, or
more than the entire value of the exports of British produce and manufac
ture.
To nourish the earth for reproduction, the fertilizing matter contained in
all the produce which has been exported must sooner or later be reimported
in the shape of guano or artificial manures, or the impoverished soil must
be abandoned, because it will cease to support its owner. The worn out
and abandoned lands of the southern states, which have been for long years
raising crops to be consumed in foreign markets, and have been the main
support of the policy recommended to the grain producers, on the score that
it will enable them to do likewise, are gloomy illustrations of this truth.
The solitary countervailing advantage which is proposed for the inevita
ble loss resulting from the deterioration of the soil, is that of buying fabrics
produced by low-priced wages and low-priced capital ; wages and capital,
the low price of which is an indication that they are relatively unproduc
tive, dear and not cheap. Manchester and Lowell both send cotton goods
to Brazil and China, where neither has any advantage in point of duties.
Manchester paid the least wages and the lowest rate of interest for the capital
employed. Both look to the money received on the sale to reimburse the
wages and interest ; but Lowell is able to do it for less money than Man
chester. What does this prove but that labor and capital are cheaper at
Lowell, in other words, that a given amount of each produces more cloth.
" To complain of our high wages," says Mr. Senior, when contrasting those
paid in England with those of the continent, "is to complain of the diligence
and skill of our workmen." To the same effect says Adam Smith :—
"The liberal reward of labor, as it encourages the propagation, so it in
creases the industry of the common people. The wages of labor are the
encouragement of industry, which, like every other human quality, improve
in proportion to the encouragement it receives. A plentiful subsistence in
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creases the bodily strength of the laborer, and the comfortable hope of bet
tering his condition and of ending his days, perhaps, in ease and plenty, ani
mates him to exert that strength to the uttermost. Where wages are high,
accordingly, we shall always find the workmen more active, diligent and ex
peditious, than where they are low ; in England, for example, than in Scot
land ; in the neighborhood of great towns than in remote country places.
Some workmen, indeed, where they can earn in four days what will maintain
them through the week, will be idle the other three. This, however, is by
no means the case with the greater part. Workmen, on the contrary, when
they are liberally paid by the piece, are very apt to over-work themselves,
and to ruin their health and constitution in a few years."— Wealth of Na
tions, book 1 , chap. 8.
The American system rests upon the belief, that in order to make labor
cheap, the laborer must be well fed, well clothed, well lodged, well instruct
ed, not only in the details of his handicraft, but in all general knowledge that
can in any way be made subsidiary to it. All these cost money to the em
ployer and repay it with interest. That we have made greater progress
than has been made elsewhere on the earth's surface, in raising up a body
of such laborers, is the highest warrant for believing, that they can carry
any raw material which our land produces to the last degree of manufac
ture, more cheaply than it has ever yet been done elsewhere.
R. S. thinks it untrue, ofmachinery or any other thing that can be correctly
called capital, that it will never bring as much as it cost to produce. The
proposition which I stated of course did not relate to an immediate sale. It
is doubtless true as a general rule, that any piece of machinery, upon its
completion, will bring its cost. Every improved machine, for which a patent
can be procured, will, during the duration of the patent, produce more than
cost, and the ordinary rate of profit. But every improvement is such, in vir
tue of the fact that it cheapens the production of something else. The mo
ment it comes into use, the commodity, whatever it may be, the process of
obtaining which it facilitates, is offered in market at a reduced cost. But all
existing commodities of the same kind must also fall to the same price.
They will bring only what it now costs to produce them. To borrow an
illustration from one of Bastial's pamphlets, I can go into any book store and
purchase a bible for fifty cents, half the price of a day's labor of an unskilled
workman. A few centuries ago it required at least three hundred days' la
bor of a skilled and instructed workman, to produce a manuscript copy of the
scriptures, inferior in every respect to the printed one. If all the processes
by which the production of books has been thus cheapened could have come
into use in one day, it is very clear that the entire stock of manuscript bibles
would have fallen at once to the six hundredth part of their former value.
But each one of the successive improvements in the art of making books
had an effect precisely similar in kind, though less in degree, on the existing
supply of books. And what is capital but the sum total of commodities,
some one or more of which is every day losing a part of its value by reason
of the introduction of improved processes and machinery, by which they can
be reproduced at less than it cost to produce them originally ? Every step
in improvement gives labor additional command over some one of the con
stituents of capital, and consequently raises the ratio between the value of ex
isting labor and the sum total of capital. The capital of a nation which is
not absolutely torpid and stationary, or every nation which is making the
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slightest industrial progress, will each day command less labor than it would
on the preceding day.
To show that the same proposition holds true as to land, it is only neces
sary to demonstrate that it owes its whole value to labor. Mr. Webster, in
a speech at Buffalo last summer, put the statement thus :—" Land is a
theater for the application and exhibition of human labor ; and where hu
man labor goes, there it creates its value, and without it, it is not worth a
rush, from " Dan to Beersheba." I don't wish to say that on every acre of
land there must be a settlement; but there must be human labor somewhere
near it ; there must be something beside the mathematical divisions appor
tioning it into sections, half sections, and quarter sections, before land is of
any value whatever.
Now the proposition is, that the land will not bring as much as the cost
of the labor in and near it, to which it owes its entire value. In the case
of a farm in the neighborhood of a city, suggested by R. S., the difficulty is
to enumerate and estimate the value of all the labor expended in the city,
and to apportion it among the various tracts which have had their value
enhanced by such expenditure. This difficulty, however, disappears when
we consider a region of sufficiently large extent. Take the state of New
York, for example. I regret that we have not the amount of the county va
luation for the present year, which, for the first time, will give any tolerable
approximation to the value of the land. Suppose it, however, to be
$1,200,000,000, which is more than double the valuation of last year. This
is equal to the cost of four years' work of one million of men working three
hundred days to the year, at a dollar per diem wages. Let R. 8. now con
ceive the State in the condition it was when Hendrick Hudson anchored in
Manhattan Bay. Let him reflect upon all the work that has been done
since then, the forests that have been felled, the roads, railways and canals,
that have been constructed, the swamps that have been drained, the build
ings, public and private, that have been erected, the fences, wharves, bridges
and structures of every description, that go to make this State what it is, and
then consider whether four years' or ten years' labor of a million of men
would suffice to do the work that has made the Empire State. After study
ing upon this problem for a while, we will readily perceive how it has come
that all great landholders have such capital, and will appreciate the discri
minating judgment of Madame de Sevigne, when she wrote to her son from
the country—" I wish my son would come hero and convince himself of the
fallacy of fancying ourselves possessed of wealth when one is only possessed
If he should be desirous of pursuing the subject further, I beg leave to re
fer him to Mr. Carey's chapter on the cost and value of existing landed capi
tal, in the first volume of his Principles of Political Economy, where it is
discussed with much more perspicuity, force, and copiousness of illustration
ami proof than I could bring to it. The same indeed may be said ofevery point
mooted in this article, and that of which it is a continuation. The conscious
ness of this has been a continual embarrassment, and I could not have re
conciled myself to the reproduction of his ideas in so much more imperfecta
dress and accompaniments than the original, but for the hope that they
might thus be brought to the knowledge of some whom they might other
wise have failed to reach, and that they may be the more stimulated to resort
to the fountain head.
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I should perhaps apologize for loading my text with so many quotations.
My justification is to be found in the desire to show that Protectionist though
I be, I am so upon principle, taught by the leading English economists, and
that I am not to be turned out of the free-trade ranks without impeaching
the orthodoxy of a good many of them.
e. p. s.

Art. III.—MONEY OF PAPER—OR INCONVERTIBLE PAPER-MONEY.
As early as 1839 we published, at Brussels, a work in which it was proved
to a demonstration, that gold and silver coin furnish an imperfect kind of
money, but poorly performing the office of a medium of exchange, especially
in those countries where monetary operations are carried on upon a very
large scale ; and we proposed to substitute for coin, a money of paper, as
being better calculated for the rapid exchange of values.
This idea of creating money, whose sole distinctive property is value, out
of a material without inherent value, called forth violent opposition in Eu
rope, even among enlightened men, so close does the old and universal idea
that gold and silver are the only materials which can be conveniently con
verted into money, shut the door, as it were, against any idea not in accord
ance with it, notwithstanding the strength of the well-founded arguments
adduced in support of it
Our satisfaction may therefore be easily imagined, when we found that in
this favored land, the United States of America, where the tendency of eve
rything is rapid towards the improvement of society, the idea of forming a
currency of paper has been entertained and recommended by distinguished
writers who have given their attention to the discussion of the mooted ques
tions of Political Economy.
In an article published in the Merchants'Magazine for the month of Oc
tober last, Mr. N. H. C. proposes the substitution of State notes for the pre
sent currency, these notes to be the exclusive currency of the country.
Mr. G. Bacon, in a communication published in the May number of the
MercJtants' Magazine, proposes in like manner to substitute paper issued by
the State for paper issued by banks, and to retain coin only in quantities suf
ficient for fractional sums.
Here, then, we have proclaimed the principle, that a money of paper issued
by the State may be substituted with advantage for a metallic currency, and
we take pleasure in rendering a due tribute of praise to the writers named
above, who, like true Americans, take the van in the field of commercial sci
ence, while the people of the old world lag behind in the rear with our old
and unconquerable prejudices.
But, having paid this tribute of admiration, we feel bound to point out the
false applications which these gentlemen make of the principle which they
advocate.
Mr. N. H. C. would have the State emit as many notes (these notes to
be the money of the country) as the owners of any capital yielding income
may desire, they giving mortgage securities. This, it is evident, would be
actually a loan made by the State to the owners of capital yielding revenue,
but with the difference that the loan would be obligatory and gratuitous,
and the borrower would have no interest to pay.
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The proposition of Mr. N. H. C. is a violation of the principle on which
rests a system of money of paper, that is to say, Mr. N. H. C. thinks it ne
cessary to give a guaranty to these State notes which we call money of pa
per, while, according to our theory, this money is a value which, like all
other values, exists in and by itself, and is subject to the general law of va
lues, that of demand and snpply ; that is to say, the quantity in circulation,
and the aggregate of wants which money is designed to supply. To require
for monetary value any other guaranty than that proceeding from demand
and supply, is to return to the old notion that money has no other value than
that of the material of which it is made, or that of the things which furnish
a guaranty for it ; it is to declare the system of money of paper, absurd and
chimerical.
To demonstrate the position that the value of money is a value sui generis,
independent of the value of the material of which it is made, or the guaran
ties by which it is secured ; in other words, to demonstrate that the sys
tem of money of paper which rests upon the doctrine, is positive, rational,
practicable, we should have to reproduce the arguments and developments
contained in the work above referred to. But, as it is impossible to do this,
we must refer the reader to a criticism from the Revue Britannique publish
ed in the December number of Hunt's Merchants1 Magazine, where our
views and doctrines with regard to the subject of money are clearly and suc
cinctly set forth.
There is moreover a further objection to the system of Mr. N. H. C.
One of the principal advantages to be derived from a good monetary sys
tem is the greatest possible freedom from fluctuation in the value of the unit
of money. Now, to bring about this result, it is necessary to keep in circu
lation as much money as the wants of the community require ; that is to
say, not to increase the supply, the demand remaining the same. Now, in
Mr. N. H. C.'s syBtem, the aggregate of money increases in proportion as
capitalists procure new loans, while the want of money—that is to say, the
demand, remains the same.
The expression, want of money, which we have employed, does not mean
the wants of those who have acquisitions to make and plans and agreements
to carry out. These wants are immeasurable, like the desires of men ; it is
not these wants which money is designed to satisfy ; what supplies these
wants is those things of which a use can bo made, corn, cotton, iron, or any
thing of that kind ; money serves only as a medium, a vehicle to bring these
things within the reach of those who want them and who have other things
to give in exchange.
By the want of money, in this discussion of the best monetary system,
must be understood, the want of a medium of exchange of values, one for
another ; but of real values, of values already created, already in existence
at the time of the exchange. Now the notes which the State gives to the
capitalist who asks for them, are not in the power of the State to give in con
sequence of a previous exchange of values, but they are a new emission, and
an abuse of money which increases by so much the mass in circulation ; an
increase which becomes very considerable in proportion as new emissions
take place, and which, in consequence, diminishes the value of the money
of the country, by taking from it that freedom from fluctuation which it is
» necessary to maintain in the value of money.
It will be seen from the statements just made, that it is not in the power
of the State, or of any one else, to create new money values. It may create
new units of money, by increasing the number, but the total value of these
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units is not increased, since the value of the unit diminishes, in proportion to
the increase of the number. This is what resulted from the arrivals of gold
from California. The gold regions of that country increase the aggregate
mass of gold in existence, and the number of pieces coined from the metal,
but they do not increase the sum total of their value. In fact gold coin is
already depreciated, although but slightly, as compared with silver coin,
which has not undergone any increase of value. To enable the reader, how
ever, to perceive the full force of these rather abstract principles, wo must
refer him to the article in the Revue Britannique, where their truth is amply
demonstrated. It is from not comprehending their true import that refor
mers like Prudhomme and others, have been led to conceive the possibility
of banks of the people, from which any one might borrow as much capital
as he needed. These Utopians imagine that by issuing paper which
they call money they are creating money, as if capital was anything else
than those things which have the property of satisfying our wants, and not
bits of paper, which, by improperly making them take the place of money,
serve only to depress the value of real money.
Mr. G. Bacon, whose essay is full of judicious observations, and evinces
an inquiring spirit, has also fallen into the error of supposing that it is ne
cessary to redeem paper money in order to maintain its value ; only in place
of redemption in specie of gold and silver, he would have it redeemed by
State stocks. We grant that there is a luminous idea involved in this plan,
the end proposed to be attained by this mode of redemption, according to
Mr. Bacon, being to fix the rate of interest on capital in accordance with, or
at least to make it oscillate in harmony with, the rate of interest allowed on
State stocks ; but we do not think Mr. Bacon's system reaches the object pro
posed.
Mr. Bacon, it would seem, thinks that the rate of interest on capital is re
gulated by the amount of money in the country. And he thinks that the
larger the supply of money, the lower the rate of interest, and vice versa.
This opinion rests on the idea that coin and capital are one and the same
thing.
Now, capital is not money, but it is that thing which the owner abstains
from using himself, and lends to a third person in consideration of return,
which, by common consent, is termed interest. Money, by means of which
the loans take place, is not itself (as we have above shown) the thing loaned ;
it is simply the vehicle by which the thing loaned is transferred from the
lender to the borrower.
Thus it is not the abundance or the scarcity of money, that is, of the me
dium of loans, which governs the rate of interest, but the abundance or scar
city of things held in reserve for loaning. We say in conversation, it is
true, money is scarce, money is plenty, to account for the rise or fall of the
rate of interest; but this language, which is in such general use, is but one
of the thousand improper modes of expression which mislead the judg
ment by conveying false ideas of the true nature of things.
But we may be asked, whence arise fluctuations in the rate of interest on
capital, since the quantity in existence is nearly the same before as after a
movement of this kind ?
We might ask the same question with regard to money. When a panic
takes place there is neither more nor less money than there was just before.
It is because the rate of interest is regulated not by the quantity of capital
in existence, but by the quantity offered. If any cause whatever produces
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alarm in the minds of capitalists, they not only cease lending, but rigidly in
sist upon the return of what they have already put out ; interest then rises
immediately, the supply of capital having fallen off. If, on the contrary,
agriculture, manufactures and commerce, the three great sources of national
wealth, are in a state of prosperity, and make good returns to those engaged
in them, confidence is restored, all the capital available is brought into mar
ket, and the rate of interest falls, the supply having increased.
Thus we think Mr. Bacon's plan for regulating permanently the rate of
money, by offering at all times to capitalists State stocks in exchange for their
money, or, on the other hand, refunding their money on the return of the
stocks received, does not effect its object.
But we have another objection to point out. By this system the State is
burdened without necessity, without any advantage to the country, with the
interest on all sums paid into the National Treasury in return for stocks.
This would be to loan money without object, without making any use of
the money borrowed, and yet to contract the obligation to meet the interest
on it ; in other words, it is compelling the State to pay interest on its own
money. And the interest, we may remark, would amount to a more consi
derable sum than is supposed.
The aggregate of money serving as a medium of exchange is very consi
derable, and a large portion of it would go into the national treasury in ex
change for stocks which would be used in performing the function of money,
and serve as a medium of pecuniary transactions, at least of those of a cer
tain degree of importance. Every one would willingly receive as many
stocks bearing interest, and redeemable with certainty, at any moment. At
present, Government stocks cannot be used as a medium of exchange be
cause they are not redeemable at will, and because their value is exposed to
til the fluctuations of the market. We may hence judge of the enormous
sacrifice the State would have to make in order to have the pleasure of keep
ing on hand, and idle in its vaults, enormous amounts of its own money.
Mr. Bacon was led to propose the system of currency which we have an
alyzed, by the discussion of the question of the measure of value. We re
gret that on this subject also we must differ from the distinguished writer.
In our opinion the attempt to ascertain a constant measure of value is not
only idle, but cannot possibly lead to any result.
Mr. Bacon, with his usual clearness and accuracy of judgment, sees that
the value of things is simply the relation between the quantity given and
the quantity received. Value, then, is not a concrete quantity that can be
measured, but it is an abstraction. It is the capacity of things to be ex
changed for other things.
Almost all the schools of economy have confounded value with wealth,
and this confusion has often led away from the right path those who have
given their attention to economical questions.
True wealth is the possession of things adapted to the satisfying of our
wants. If all those things which have this adaptation were given us in such
abundance that they might be used without exhausting the supply, as is
the case with air, light, electricity, we should be immensely rich, and yet we
should not possess one cent of value.
Some economists are of the opinion that the value of things is the sum
total of the sacrifices, or, in other words, of the cost incurred in procuring
them. This is again a mistake. Value, we must repeat, is nothing but the
relation between the quantity of things given and of things received. Now
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and often does happen, that things are given without the equivalent of the
sacrifices they have cost being received in return.
According to these views, since value is not wealth, being only the rela
tion between two variable quantities, it cannot serve as an invariable mea •
sure of values. However, for daily transactions, money, although subject
itself to the variations of the market, may serve as a measure at the moment
of exchange. If one hundred yards of cloth, as well as a quarter of wheat,
may be exchanged for five dollars, the conclusion is, that the value of these
two commodities is the same. Any other article of merchandise might serve
as a measure at the instant of the transaction, and if the preference is given
to money, it is because all exchanges are made by means of it. But
neither money nor any other value can serve as a constant measure of va
lues, since it changes itself. An ounce of gold, before the discovery of the
mines of Potosi, had not the same value then, that it has now ; and if the
mines of California, of Australia, and of the Ural mountains increase to a
considerable extent the existing mass of gold, the value of gold must neces
sarily undergo a change.
A money of paper, not that issued on Mr. Bacon's plan, nor that furnish
ed on the application of the owners of capital, according to Mr. N. H. C.'s
system, is the only value subject to fewer variations than any other. But
it would vary none the less according to the progress of the wealth of the
country, which, making more money necessary, and increasing the demand,
as business became heavier and more important, would necessarily lead to a
rise in its value. Moreover, this progress being from its nature slow, the va
riation would be almost insensible, and the State might even prevent it by
providing for new emissions, in proportion as wealth increased or the de
mand for more money made itself felt.
In conclusion, then, we rejoice to see the doctrine of a money of paper
making its way among enlightened American minds, and wo believe the
day is not far distant, when it will become more general, and, by securing
the sanction of the federal legislature, will become the law of the country.
And it will be reserved for young America to set the example of a social im
provement so important, which Europe in its dotage, and the slave of an
cient prejudices, obstinately rejects without deigning even to examine its
merits.
Note—We had written thus far when a friend sent us a work entitled
"Treatise of Political Economy" by George Opdyke, published in 1851,
by G. P. Putnam, at New York.
We have hastily read, not the whole of the work, which we propose to
examine more attentively hereafter, but only the 5th chapter, on the subject
of money.
Everything in this portion of the Treatise is written with evident convictfon, order and clearness. The principles on which the. theory of money
rests are established and developed, with the conclusiveness of axioms, and
the consequences logically deduced from them are as evident as the princi
ples themselves.
We are happy to find a perfect coincidence of the ideas of the author with
those published by ourselves in 1839, (see the criticism from the Revue Britannique, cited above, and published in the December number of the Merchants1 Magazine). This coincidence is the more flattering as we are sure
from the course of reasoning pursued by Mr. Opdyke, that he knows noth
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ing of our own labors, for he would otherwise have certainly mentioned
them.
Mr. J. Opdyke boldly proposes the emission of a money of paper, which
he calls " inconvertible paper-money." But there is a slight difference be
tween his plan and our own. His aim is principally to do away bank pa
per, which he calls convertible paper money: and he allows coin to circulate
concurrently with his inconvertible paper money. Mr. Opdyke thinks it ne
cessary to retain the metallic currency, in order to liquidate the debts of the
country to foreign nations. These are his words : " My proposition is mere
ly designed to transform that portion of our circulating medium which con
sists of convertible paper into inconvertible, or rather to expel the one and
fill its place with the other, leaving the coin portion undisturbed. We
should thus blend the service of two portions and secure the utility of both
inventions. The paper would circulate at home, coin partly at homo, and
partly in the channels of foreign Commerce."
On the contrary, we cannot admit any auxiliaries in our system of a mo
ney of paper; to it exclusively and absolutely should belong the office of
effecting exchanges. Our monetary reform is as absolute as the principle on
which it is founded ; and as to the payment of foreign debts, it is not in
dispensable that they be paid in coin ; the precious metals uncoined are
sufficient for the purpose. It is in this way that foreign debts nro paid at
present, when the legal currency is exclusively metallic. It is not the money
value which the foreign creditor receives in payment, but the value of the
metal contained in the national coin. In ftct, the par of exchange is estab
lished solely by the weight of the precious metals contained in the coin, not
by their denomination.
To prevent a rise in the value of money and to keep it at the same level,
(arise which must necessarily result from the increase in the wealth of the
country.) Mr. Opdyke proposes new emissions of money of paper accord
ing to the growth not of wealth but of population, in the belief that the
growth of population furnishes a correct basis for the computation of the
growth of wealth. And his opinion is that the relation between the number
of monetary units, that is, of dollars, and the number of tho inhabitants of
the country was 10 to 1.
We have no -reason to doubt tho correctness of tlm hypothesis go far as
regards the wealth and population of the United States ; but we doubt its
accuracy with regard to other countries in general. Tho want or demand
for money is in proportion to the pecuniary transactions which daily occur,
and these transactions depend upon the agricultural, industrial and commer
cial movement of a country—that is to say, upon its wealth. Now the
wealth of different States is far from being in the same proportion to their
respective populations. What a difference, for. instance, exists with regard to
this relative proportion between the United States and Ireland, between
England and Italy, between France and Spain !
Thus Mr. Opedyko's plan for preventing the rise of value of money may
suffice for the fortunate American Federal Union, but not in a general way
for all the nations of the globe, in a large portion of which the population
U poor, idle, and without occupation.
A government has various ways, we think, of determining the right mo
ment for increasing the circulation of a money of paper. It must necessa
rily take into consideration the increase of population which is usually a
VOL. XXVI.—NO. I.
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symptom of the increase of wealth, but it will also consider the increase of
sources of the wealth of the country.
We will close these remarks by quoting those passages of Mr. Opdyke's
work in which he very happily sums up the imperfections of a metallic cur
rency, and of bank currency, (convertible paper-money,) and the advantages
of a money of paper, (inconvertible paper-money.)
"I have now finished my survey of the uses and properties of money in
its two most customary forms; and if the views that I have advanced are
sound, they establish the truth of the conclusions which follow, viz:
" First, That money in the form of gold and silver coins, although an in
vention of unrivalled utility, is nevertheless liable to three serious objections,
namely, it costs too much to produce, it is too heavy for convenience, and it
lacks the requisite uniformity of value.
" Secondly, That the invention of convertible paper-money was designed
to mitigate two of these defects by a partial substitution of representative
value (merely fictitious) for real value, and a material of paper for one of
metal.
Thirdly, That while the invention last named has secured the aims of its
projectors by partially avoiding the objections referred to, it has produced
other mischiefs of a far more serious kind, which may be recapitulated thus :
1. It has turned out that the fictitious value of the convertible paper costs
its producers as much or more than it costs to produce the coin which it
purports to represent.* This of itself neutralizes one of the two advantages
anticipated from the invention. 2. The money thus produced has proved
to be insecure ; for, although it costs as much to produce as coin, it has no
value when the producers become insolvent, which happens so often that its
holders are subjected to immense losses. 3. It is demoralizing and other
wise injurious to the general welfare, since, by its ceaseless expansions and
contractions of the measure of value, it has thrown around Commerce, and
in fact every other branch of production, the chance-like uncertainties of the
gambling table. 4. It tends, when aided by tariff laws, to keep the measure
of money too full, which, besides giving undue advantages to foreign nations,
by enhancing the price of imports while it does not affect the price of ex
ports, is certain to be followed by ruinous contractions or a general suspen
sion of specie payments. To counterbalance these great evils, convertible
paper-money has but one compensating attribute, which in comparison with
these is but as a feather in the opposite scale, namely, it possesses greater
convenience than coin."
Mr. Opdyke thus sets forth the advantages of a money of paper (incon
vertible paper-money.)
" Paper-money thus issued would cost nothing, or next to nothing, to
produce, nor would it be inconvenient from weight Therefore it would
clearly obviate two of three serious objections to which coin is liable. And
since its quantity as compared with population or Commerce would be inva
riable, it follows that its value or purchasing power would be uniform, there
fore it would be free from the other objections which I have urged against
coin, and which applies with still greater force to convertible paper. It
would possess another advantage over coin which deserves notice. When
coin is lost or destroyed, there is an absolute loss of value, the owner loses,
no one gains : but whonever this should meet the same fate, the loss of the
We are not entirely convinced of the correctness of this position. L. C.
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owner would be balanced by the gain of the community. If, in these es
sential attributes, it is thus superior to coin, it is scarcely necessary to com
pare it with convertible paper, or with a circulating medium made up of
coin and bank notes. It may not, however, be amiss to say that in view of
its irredeemable character, it would be free from the wide-spread mischiefs
produced by bank panics, suspensions and failures, which periodically occur
under that system. It would thus greatly mitigate the severity of commer
cial crises, * and perhaps render them altogether harmless ; in a word, it
would remedy all the defects inherent in coin and in convertible paper."
It may be well, we think, to add a further remark as to the means pro
posed by Mr. Opdyke for preventing the excessive issue of paper money.
To obviate this inconvenience, he deems it sufficient to place the control over
it in the hands of the President, Vice-President and Treasurer of the United
States, and a commissioner elected by the people ; and, as a measure of pre
caution, he would have the bills issued countersigned by one or more gover
nors of States.
The certainty that it will be out of the power of Government to make secret
issues, is the corner-stone of the system of a money of paper. Governments,
even republican ones, are forced by circumstances to have recourse for re
sources to the emission of paper-money. Now, it is precisely the abuse,
hitherto, of this means of procuring funds, by governments, in moments of
need, it is the disastrous consequences of these excessive issues which now
lead many to reject the system of a money of paper, believing it exposed to
the same abuses as ordinary paper-money. Hence it is of the greatest im
portance, not only to render impossible the abuse of this power of issue, but
to convince the public mind of this impossibility.
We think, therefore, that the responsible direction of these emissions
should be more general than that which Mr. Opdyke proposes. We would
have it confided to a commission composed of a large number of members of
both branches of the Legislature, of delegates representing Commerce, agri
culture, and manufactures, and of commissioners appointed by the Execu
tive. We would also have every thing relating to the currency publicly
discussed in the halls of legislation, and made the subject of enactments, and
we would have the members of the currency commission personally responsi
ble for the execution of the laws in this particular. We would also have a
monthly statement published in the public press, of the number of mone
tary units issued by the government up to the day of publication. It is
essential that the country should know the quantity of money in circulation.
It then can be certain that the value of the currency remains stationary and
is not threatened with depreciation. By means of these precautions, confi
dence is confirmed, not only at home but abroad also, and we are sure that
the excellence of a system of money of paper such as we have proposed,
would also have a tendency to make the rate of exchange incline in favor
of the country adopting it.
Louis Chitti.
* A monej of paper renders great financial crises impossible, the only cause of which Is the ex
cessre emission of bank paper, or paper-money. L. C.
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Commercial Cities and Towns of the United States.
Art. IT.—COMMERCIAL CITIES AND TOWNS OF THE UNITED STATES.
HUMBIR XXVIII.
KEY WEST, FLORIDA.

This position, recently become so important as the Key of the United
States to the Florida Pass, and the Gulf of Mexico, is little known to the
outer world, except as a wrecking station ; and is consequently and unjustly
associated only with scenes of disaster, distress, and quasi piracy. The ob
ject of the present paper, is to remove these false impressions, by a brief
outline of the history of the island, and a summary sketch of its present
character and condition.
Cayo Yuesson, or Bone Key, was so called from the great masses of hu
man bones which were found upon it, on the discovery of the Island by the
Spaniards. The time of the discovery is not exactly known, not having
been made a matter of distinct record. It was probably somewhat early in
the history of Florida. The accumulation on such a spot of bucIi a quan
tity of human relics as to giv e a name to the Island, has not been sufficiently
accounted for. Whether, in the remote ages of aboriginal history, it was
an isolated and over populous island city, a half-way mart between Cubs
and the continent—a Palmyra in the desert of waters, where the canoe car
avans of our unknown predecessors, met for refreshment, or barter;—or
whether, as remote from either shore, it was selected as the common ceme
tery of the nations both of the islands and of the main land, it is fruitless to
conjecture. The tradition, among the modern Indians, is, that the tribes of
the main land, in conflict with those of the Reef, drove them, by a series of
conquests, from island to island, and rock and rock, till they reached this,
their last and most important hold. Here they made a desperate stand, con
gregating all their hosts, men, women and children, from all their deserted
and desolated isles. A terrible battle ensued. The islanders were overpow
ered, and utterly exterminated. Large numbers of the invaders also fell
in the conflict. Many more fell victims to a pestilence, occasioned by the
sudden putrefaction of so many unburied corpses, while the few" that escaped
were compelled to flee for their lives, leaving the bones of friends and foes
to bleach together on the deserted and sunburnt rock.
There may be some foundation for this story. Indeed it is difficult to accouut for the facts in any other way than by supposing the island to have
been suddenly desolated by war, or pestilence, or both united. It was evi
dently, for a considerable time, the residence of an important tribe of Indians.
They have left behind them the traces of their presence, and evidences of
their progress in some of the arts. Several mounds have been opened, which
were found to be filled with bones. The figures were all arranged in a sit
ting posture, and decked with ornaments of gold and silver. Glass beads
were also found among them, showing that some of the burials were of
comparatively recent origin.
The English name, Key West, is a corruption of Cayo Yuesson. The
name is not appropriate to the place. It is not the western termination of
the Reef. There are several small islands in that direction, with Tortugaa,
the last and largest of them all, about sixty miles distant.
The Island of Key West is four miles long, by one mile in the widest
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part. The average width is considerably less than a mile. The entire area
is 197 acres, including the salt pond. It is of coral formation, with verylittle available soil. It is very low and flat, the highest spot on the island
being scarcely more than twenty feet above the level of the sea. It is situ
ated in latitude 24° 25' N. and longitude 82° 4' W.
The unoccupied parts of the island are covered with a low stunted growth
of wood peculiar to that region. Dogwood, Maderia wood, mangrove, and
some other species, are found in considerable abundance, and turned to some
account, as timber, for various purposes. The Maderia wood is particularly
valuable, when found of sufficient size, being hard and durable, and capable
of resisting the ravages of the worms. The prickly pear and the geranium,
grow wild, in such luxuriance as the scantiness of the soil will admit. The
Hie cocoa nut, the orange and the quava, also thrive well in any spot
where there is depth of earth to sustain them. This, however, is so rare and
so thin, that a garden is the most expensive luxury in the place, and one can
easily imagine, that, like Naaman the Syrian, a resident there, visiting some
of the rich valleys of our land, might reject more costly offerings, and ask,
a* the greater boon, for "two mules' burden of earth."
Cayo Yuesson was granted by the Spanish Crown, some thirty or forty
years ago, to John P. Salas. From him it was purchased, in Dec. 1821, by
Col. Simonton, who now resides there. He took possession, in person, on
the 22d January, 1822, and erected a small house, the first that was built
on the island, in April following. One year after, in April 1823, a Custom
House was established there, by the United States Government, and it was
made a station for the squadron commissioned for the suppression of piracy
in the Gulf of Mexico. The squadron arrived in April, and rendered very
important services, in accomplishing the object for which it was sent. In
1827, the season proved a very sickly one. Fever and dysentery prevailed
to an alarming extent, and the station was removed in November of that
year. It is difficult to account for the sickliness of that season. There has
been nothing like it since. It is regarded, by thoso who have tried it, as
one of the healthiest places in the world.
In 1 832, Key West was made a military station, a very pleasant spot was
selected for barracks, which were not completed till 1845. The buildings
are large, airy, and commodious, and furnished with all the conveniences
which the place and the climate afford. They are placed on three sides of
a large quadrangle, the open side being toward the sea. If nature had fur
nished soil enough for a respectable growth of shade trees, or even for the
cocoa nut and orange, her liberality would doubtless be often blessed,
both by officers and soldiers, particularly during the intense heat of the sum
mer months.
The first white female that settled on the island, was Mrs. Mallory, the
worthy mother of the present worthy United States Senator from Florida.
She took up her abode there in the year 1823, and was, for some consider
able time, without a single companion of her own sex. As the pioneer ma
tron of the place, she was presented with a choice lot of land, on which she
has erected a house, which she now occupies, as a boarding house, dispens
ing to the stranger, with liberal hand, and at a moderate price, the hospitali
ties of the place.
The first white child born on the island was John Halleck, who was born
in August, 1829. He is now a printer in the City of Washington. The
second was William Pinckney, born Sept. 1829. He is a clerk in one of
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the largest mercantile houses in Key West. They are both promising
young men, of good abilities and excellent character.
From these small and recent beginnings, Key West has grown to be an
important and a prosperous place. From the solitary house, erected by
Col. Simonton in 1 828, has sprung a flourishing and well ordered city of
about 3000 inhabitants. It is now the largest town in Florida. The City
is well laid out, with streets fifty feet wide, at right angles to each other,
and is under a judicious and efficient administration. There is not a more
quiet, orderly town in the United States. Alexander Patterson, Esq. is its
present Mayor.
The city contains, at this time, (1851,) 650 houses, 26 stores, 10 ware
houses, 4 look-out cupolas, 1 1 wharves, and 4 churches. The churches are
Episcopal, Methodist, Baptist, and Roman Catholic. The buildings are
small, but very neat. They will accommodate from 150 to 250 worshipers.
There is a Sabbath School attached to each. The services of the Sabbath
are well attended. The Episcopal church numbers fifty communicants, and
seventy Sabbath scholars. About five hundred persons attached to the
congregation. The Methodist Church numbers 100 communicants and 115
scholars. Congregation 700. The Baptist 82 communicants and 22 schol
ars. Congregation 300. There are four private schools in the city, and
one county school. The private schools average about thirty scholars each.
The county school has an average attendance of about sixty scholars. This
is far below what it should be, showing a want of a just appreciation of the
inestimable benefits of education. Perhaps, however, we ought in justice
to observe that the occupations of a considerable portion of the inhabitants
are of such a nature as to keep them much away from home. The boys,
as soon as they are able to work, are occupied with fishing, sponging, and
other similar employments, and soon denied the advantages of a regular
school.
The county school is not, like our public schools at the north, open to all.
It is free only to fatherless children. This provision is a singular and an
unfortunate one. Though the orphan has a rich mother, he is admitted to
the school without charge ; while the motherless child of an indigent father
must pay one dollar a month tuition. This rule seems to reverse the na
tural order of things. A motherless child is much more likely to be neg
lected, in his education and morals, at the forming period of life, than a
fatherless one. There are but 1 7 county scholars in this school. If it were
thrown open to all who need its advantages, it would probably number 1 50
to 200, and would be a source of blessing to the rising generation, which
cannot be estimated in dollars.
The tonnage of Key West is not very considerable, but it is very active
and profitable. It consists of—
27 wreckers, averaging 57 tona
1,589
8 coasters and fishermen, averaging 90 tons
720
Total tonnage
2,259
The Ilarbor is capacious, safe, and easy of access. It may be entered by
several different channels, the principal one being at the N. W. angle of the
island. Ships of 22 feet draft can enter there with safety.
The principal business of Key West is derived from the salvages, commis
sions, and other perquisites of wrecking. This is a business peculiar to the
reefs, and demands a particular elucidation. It is not, as many suppose,
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and as it was, to some extent, before it was regulated by law and well ad
ministered by the courts, a species of relentless piracy. It is a legitimate
business, conducted under established and equitable rules, and for the mu
tual benefit of the wrecker, the wrecked, and the underwriter. The persons
engaged in it are men of character, standing, and wealth ; men of generous
sentiments, and kindly feelings, who risk much and work hard for what they
get, and who throw into their calling as much of regard for the rights, inter
ests and property of the sufferers whom they relieve, as is exhibited in any
other department of mercantile business. That there are occasional excep
tions to this general rule, cannot be denied. A single instance, of recent
occurrence, will serve to show that wreckers are not always pirates, nor
always chargeable with heartless rapacity, in the pursuit of the hardy pro
fession. A vessel, with a few passengers, having struck upon the reef, made
the usual signals of distress, and waited for help. Impatient of delay, and
fearing the ship would go to pieces before relief came, the passengers and
some of the crew took to the boat, with a view to finding a safe place of
landing. When the wrecker came down, the captain was informed of this
fact. He immediately left the vessel, and went in search of the wanderers
among the intricate passes of the keys. Another wrecker came down, and
pursued the same course, showing more anxiety to save life, than to secure
the advantages of an attempt to save the vessel and cargo. A third came
down, and, feeling that the deserters were sufficiently cared for, went to
work, to rescue the vessel, and remove the cargo. So much was this act of
heroic benevolence appreciated, that, when the award of salvage was made
up, those who first arrived at the wreck, and left it in search of the passen
gers and crew, received the same share as they would have done if they had
proceeded, in the usual way, to discharge the wreck and get her off; while
their comrades, who came last to the spot, received only the share which
would appropriately belong to the third in the race.
The rule in this respect is, that he who first boards the wreck has undis
puted control of her, till she is delivered into the hands of the court. He deter
mines who, if any, shall aid him in the rescue, and in what order they shall come
in for their shares. He also decides to whom the wrecked vessel shall be
consigned, unless the master of the wreck has a choice in the case. The whole
matter is then left for the adjudication of the court. The amount of salvage
is there determined, each party engaged in the rescue receiving his share of
the award, according to the previous arrangements of the skipper who first
boarded the wreck.
The amount of the award averages about one-tenth of the value of the
property saved. Commissions, expenses, <fec. swell this to about one-sixth.
The average amount of wrecked property brought into Key West, is not
far from 1,200,000 dollars per annum, of which there is left behind, for the
benefit of the place, about $200,000. This, being divided among the captain,
crew, and owners of the wreckers, commission merchants, lawyers, auction
eers, wharf-owners, ship-wrights, carpenters, and store-keepers, is pretty widely
diffused, and goes into general circulation. It is the principal reliance of all
the business men, mechanics, and laborers of the place.
There is a large amount of auction business done here, employing twelve
auctioneers, and paying more auction duties than all the residue of the Stale.
It is established by law, that everything saved from wrecks shall be sold at
auction.
The following reports prepared by Capt. Hoyt, the intelligent and vigil
ant agent of the underwriters, at Key West, will show, in brief, the results
of the wrecking business, for the last two years :
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Kiy Win. January 1st, 1850
The past year in this latitude has been favorable for shipping, there having
been but few severe storms and no hurricane. Notwithstanding this, forty-six
vessels have been ashoru on the reef or compelled to put into this port.
The value of vessels and cargoes ■wrecked and in distress is nearly
$1,805,000
The amount of salvage
127,870
Total salvage and expenses on the 46 vessels™
219,160
With but one or two exceptions, the wrecking business for the past year has
been conducted with good faith, and it affords me great pleasure to inform you
that arrangements have been made and entered into by the merchants during
the past month to remove one of the most prolific sources of demoralization
connected with it
STATISTICS FOE THE FIVE TEARS ENDINO JANUAUY 1ST, 1850.
Vessels.
Value.
Salvage. Total expenses.
1845
29
$725,000
$92,691
$169,064
1846
26
721,000
69,000
105,700
1847
87
1,624,000
1 09,000
213,500
1848
41
1,282,000
125,800
200,060
1849
46
1,305,000
127,870
219,160
The last three years show a gradual annual increase, but it is not probably
greater than the proportional increase of Commerce within the Bame period.
The number of vessels engaged in the wrecking business does not vary much
from my last report. Various causes are now in operation, which must lead to
the diminution of the wrecking business. When the coast survey and the
thorough lighting of the Florida Reef, both of which are now progressing, shall
be completed, the two prominent causes of wrecks will be removed. The Tortugas light has been much improved, but it still needs alterations, which ought
to be promptly made. When the light on Gordon Key bears N. E. by E. to E.,
a large part of the power of the light is lost by a narrow door, and the want of
more lamps and reflectors. Several shipmasters, that have struck on the reef
when the light bore about E. N. E., judged the light to be ten miles off.
The three light-ships on this coast are faithfully kept, but the power of their
lights is by no means what it ought to be. The light ship stationed near Sand
Key is old, and the light they attempt to show is miserable. Several vessels
have been lost, and much valuable cargo, by the neglect of Government to build
a light-house on Sand Key, to replace the one destroyed by the hurricane of
1846. The lights of Cape Florida and Key West are both very good. The
materials are on the spot, and the operatives at work erecting the iron pile light
house on Carysfort Reef. It is to be placed on the extreme outer edge of the
reef, within one quarter of a mile of the Gulf stream ; is to be fitted with a
powerful light 127 feet high, and can be seen 25 miles from the mast head of a
ship.
I deem it my duty to call your attention to a common neglect of shipmasters
to provide themselves with proper charts of this coast. The Messrs. Blunt have
published a good one on a large scale. I seldom find on board vessels wrecked
on this coast suitable boats to take out anchors in case of accident. Key West
is naturally a position of no inconsiderable importance. It is a strong and
valuable position for a naval station ; strong because the Government is now
erecting an extensive fort in 10 feet water, which will entirely command the
harbor; and valuable, as it is the only fort from Pensacola to Hampton Roads,
where a ship of war drawing 22 feet water, would make a harbor and be pro
tected in time of war. It is not only a safe commodious harbor, but it has also
several channels by which it may be entered.
The population of the island has considerably increased within the past year.
It cannot now be much short of 2,500. It depends entirely upon wrecking, fish
ing, and the manufacturing of salt, for its support. It has two schools, and
Episcopal, Roman Catholic, Methodist and Baptist congregations and churches,
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each having its own clergyman. There is certainly a great improvement going
on in the moral and social condition of the inhabitants, and they will bear com
parison in these respects wi h any marine town in our country of its size. The
Hen. Julge Marvin, through whose court a large amount of property annually
, has presided on the bench for several years, dealing even-handed justice
and has given satisfaction to all parties interested.
Key Win, December 31st, 1830.
Elwood Walter, Esq., Secretary Board of ITnderwritert, Neui- York :
Dear Sir:—I would respectfully submit to my employers my usual report,
and a condensed report for the past six years, with nueh brief remarks upon the
passing affairs of this part of the United States as will be interesting to commer
cial men.
The number of vessels that have put into this port in distress, and been ashore
on the reef in the past year, is thirty.
Estimated value of vessels and cargoes
$929,000
Amount of salvage
122,831
Amount of expenses17,169
Total

$1,129,000
CONDENSED REPORT TOR SIX TEARS.
Number of vessels under the head of marine disasters that have been re
ported by me
209
Value of vesseU and cargoes, (low estimate).
$6,602,000
Amount of salvage
647,776
Amount of expenses259,637
TotaL
$7,509,412
Nothing has occurred out of the usual course of events since my Inst report.
The Coast Survey progresses slowly. The Light on Carysford Reef will not be
finished for some time. Government is building a light-house on Snnd Key,
near this place. Fort Taylor is now safe from hurricanes, as the foundation is
finished, and it is now being filled up. The Government works at the Tortugas
are progressing. The health of this place has been good during the year, with
the exception of the month of August, when more than half the population were
sick. There are, in my opinion, more vessels and men in the wrecking business
than are necessary. The population of the island is increasing, and unless busi
ness should increase, there must soon be a large number of unemployed
persons.
In my last report I glanced at the value of this place as a naval station. I
have not changed my views. This port ought to be looked after by Govern
ment. It is a very important point, and when the Tehuantepec canal or railroad,
and other connections, are completed to the Pacific, with the increase of Com
merce that must follow, Key West, the only port of safety for vessels of a
heavy draft from Pensacola to Cape Henry, should be protected.
Respectfully, your obedient servant,
JOHN C. HOYT.
If the Key-Westers are not entitled to the reputation of pirates, they are
among the most remarkable and successful spongers in the country. The
reefs abound in sponges, and large numbers of the people are now engaged
iD collecting them. It is quite a profitable branch of business, so much so,
that most of the fishermen have abandoned their craft for this new and
more lucrative employment. On this account, though the waters abound in
many desirable species, a fresh fish is a great rarity at Key West, and they
who keep Lent conscientiously must practice the abstinence of an anchorite.
The gathering of sponges, at the present rates of sale, will pay 40 to 50
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dollars per month to the hands employed. It is supposed that the amount
of shipments in this article is not less than 50,000 dollars per annum. The
sponges, when taken from the rock, are full of life, and are left, for a consid
erable time on the rocks, putrefying in the sun. They are cleansed with no
little labor, brought to town, and spread out, by the acre, to dry. They are
then packed and pressed in bales, shipped to New York, and there sold
mostly for the French market, where they are largely used in the manufac
ture of felt for hats.
A large portion of the population of Key "West consists of emigrants
from the Bahama Islands. They are called Couch Men, or Couchs, chiefly
from their skill in diving, and the part of the city they occupy is familiarly
designated as Couch town. They are a hardy, industrious, economical,
honest race, all getting their living from the water, wrecking, sponging,
turtling, fishing, diving, &c. In the latter, they are very expert, and have
been known to find the bottom in seventy feet of water.
Many of the leading merchants are from New England. The society of
the place is excellent. The people are very social and hospitable. The ladies
are intelligent, accomplished and refined ; and no man of taste could fail to
enjoy a winter sojourn in the island. Among the young men, there is a
Temperance Association, which is large and prosperous, and promises to be
of great benefit to the morals and happiness of the place.
In the United States District Court, which has cognizance of all the cases of
wrecks and disasters, Judge Marvin presides, with great ability and universal
acceptance. William R. Hackley is District Attorney, and worthy of a
better place. In the State Circuit Court, Judge Lancaster at present occu
pies the bench, a gentleman of liberal views, large intelligence, and courteous
manners—one of your old school gentlemen lawyers. The Jail, a substan
tial stone building, about 30 feet square, is almost tenantless—the office of
keeper quite a sinecure.
Senator Mallory, who, though a decided Democrat, was elected, last win
ter, by a Whig Legislature, solely because they thought he could be relied
upon to support the constitution against the madness of Southern agitators,
is a man of mark. Self-educated, and self-made, he has, by industry, per
severance, and an indomitable energy of character, risen to his present high
position, which it is not doubted he will maintain, with honor to himself
and dignity and advantage to the State. He is a man of great industry,
and said to be possessed of unusual powers of memory.
The first light-house was erected in 1823. It was near the shore, and
was carried away, with the house adjoining it, in the great flood of 184C.
The entire family of the keeper, consisting of fourteen persons, perished in
the ruins, of which scarcely a trace remained on the following day. A new
and very substantial one was erected in 1847, standing some distance from
the shore, and on the highest spot of ground in the island. It can be seen
16 miles at sea. There is a light-ship anchored on the reef, at the western
entrance to the harbor, about 9 miles' distance, and a substantial iron light
house is now in the process of erection on Sand Key, about 11 miles
S. S. W.
The Marine ITospital is a fine airy building, 100 feet by 45, erected under
the superintendence of Col. Siinonton, in 1844. It stands close on the
shore. It is beautifully ventilated, and enjoys the benefit of every cool
breeze that comes along. It possesses every comfort for the sick sailor, and
is equal, in all that constitutes a home-like retreat for the invalid, to any
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similar institution in our land. The plan of the building is peculiarly well
adapted to the climate, where the chief desiderata are, a shelter from the
sun and a good circulation of air. A central building, about 45 by 20, is
flanked by two others of the same dimensions, standing at right angles to
the former, and distant from it ten feet. It is in the form of the letter
H, the two uprights being a little separated from the transverse. In this
space between the central and outer buildings, are the stairs, leading to the
upper stories, with a wide gallery, which extends quite round the central build
ing, and is protected, in its whole length, from top to bottom, by Venetian blinds.
The rooms, throughout, are separated by folding doors, which being thrown
open admit the air from any direction in which it may be moving. This
building Is now, unfortunately, much exposed to the washing of the sea, by
the removal of a large quantity of sand, on the west side of it, for the pur
pose of filling in Fort Taylor. In the event of another such inundation as
visited the island in 1846, it will inevitably be carried away, unless pro
tected by a substantial sea-wall. It is hardly to be expected that Uncle
Sam will think of it, till it is too late. We may therefore confidently pre
dict its downfall, at the next return of that same hurricane.
Fort Taylor, now in the process of construction, under the superintend
ence of CapL Dutton, is situated at the north-western angle of the island,
just within the main entrance to the harbor. It is built on an artificial
island, made by the deposit of many thousand tons of stone. It stands about
I,000 feet from the shore. It is 700 feet long in the rear, by 250 deep. The
front facade is 253 feet, within the bastions, the curtains being of the same
length as the front. It is very substantially built. A large sum of money
has been expended upon it already. Before it is completed, it will have
drawn upon the Treasury to the tune of a million and a half, or more.
At the eastern part of the island, there is a natural suit pond, covering
340 acres, which, with slight arrangements to control and regulate the influx
of the water, by means of a canal, 40 feet wide, has proved quite profitable.
It was nearly destroyed by the flood in 1840, but has been restored to a
better condition than before. Its present enterprising proprietor, Mr. Howe,
is doing well with the business, flo makes an average of 30,000 bushels of
salt, which is worth 20 cents on the spot.
The communication between this little island and the great world, is ir
regular and unfrequent. The only regular direct communication, is with
Charleston and Havana, by means of the steamer Isabel, which touches, leaving
the mail on her outward passage, and taking it on her return. This gives
them a mail once in two weeks. By this means, also, they are regularly
supplied with vegetables, fruit, &c, &c. Besides this, there are occasional
vessels, small craft, from St. Mark's, Mobile, New Orleans, &c, but so seldom
and irregular, that one may often wait two or three months for a passage.
Transient vessels would touch there more frequently in passing, but for
the exorbitant rates of pilotage now charged under a recent enactment.
These charges are five dollars a foot for United States vessels. For mer
chantmen, four dollars a foot for vessels drawing over 16 feet—three and a
half, if over 12 feet—and three if less than 12 feet. A large ship, passing
in February last, made signals for a pilot. The captain was sick, and wished
to come on shore. The pilot brought him in, and the ship went on her voy
age. The pilot charged and received sixty-four dollars for this service. It
is hoped that others will take warning from this example, and avoid touch
ing there, when by any possibility it can be done. The harbor is easy of
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navigation, and demands no extra skill, or responsibility on the part of the
pilot. The charges are preposterous and abusive.
Allusion has been made several times to the hurricane and flood of 1846.
It took place on the 10th of October, and was very destructive. The water,
driven in by the violence of the wind, rose over the wharves, flooded the
streets, and covered almost the entire city to the depth of several feet.
From noon of Sunday till about daylight on Monday morning, it stood
three feet over the floors of most of the buildings in Duval and the adjacent
streets. The wind blew a hurricane all the time, and the usurping waters
surges to and fro with terrific and destructive violence. Many buildings
were unroofed, and many more were entirely thrown down. The LightHouse has already been spoken of. The Custom House, and the Episcopal
Church, both built of stone, shared the same fate. Boards and timber were
blown about like shingles. Nearly all the cocoa nut and orange trees on
the island were rooted up- and destroyed. A large box, containing muskets,
which was in the fort, was found, the next day, on Tifft's Wharf, nearly half
a mile distant. A grind stone, from near the same place, was found on ano
ther wharf, and heavy timber from the wharves was piled up in different
places, making the streets nearly impassable. Wrecks and pans of wrecks
were found all over the island. The grave-yard which was on the southern
shore, was wholly uncovered, and bones, and skeletons, and coffins, dashed
about, and scattered far and wide. After the storm subsided, one coffin was
found standing upright against the bole of a tree, the lid open and the
ghastly tenant looking out upon the scene of desolation around, as if in
mingled wonder and anger that its rest had been so rudely disturbed.

JOURNAL OF MERCANTILE LAW.
ACTION TO RECOVER EXCESS OF DUTIES—OF THE RIGHT OF SHIPPING MER
CHANTS TO HAVE INVOICE PRICES, WHEN STATED IN FOREIGN CURRENCY, VALUED
AT A SPECIFIC STANDARD, &C
In United States District Court, April Term, 1851. Before Judges Nelsow
and Betts; J. S. ftlcCulloh for Plaintiff. J. Prescott Hall, U. S. District Attor
ney for Defendant. Samuel Grant vs. Hugh Maxwell.
June 2, 1851. Betts, District Judge, delivered the opinion of the Court. The
action in this case was brought against the Collector, to recover an excess of
duties alleged to have been exacted by him, and paid by the plaintiff, on the
importation of an invoice of goods from Trieste. A verdict was taken on the
trial, by consent of parties, in favor of the plaintiff, subject to the opinion of
thn Court, and to correction and adjustment at the Custom-House.
The main facts in the case are not in dispute. The goods imported were
purchased in Austria, and shipped at Trieste, for the United States.
The invoice and entry represented the true purchase and market price in
Austria in paper florins, equal in value to silver florins, at 19$ and 18i discount,
according to the different periods of purchase.
This depreciation was proved by the official certificate of the United States
Consul at Trieste, and also by the testimony of witnesses examined on the trial.
It was further proved that the legal currency in Austria at those dates, was
paper money, estimated in florins and made by law a lawful tender at their nomi
nal value.
Some questions were raised at the trial, and reserved on the case as to the
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admissibility of particular portions of the evidence, but not being pressed on the
argument, they are not now noticed in the decision of the Court.
By Act of Congress, passed May 22, 1846, (Sessions Laws, p. 21, ch. 23,) it is
enacted, that " in all computations at the Custom House, the foreign coins and
money of account herein specified, shall be estimated, as follows," (umongst
other currencies specified,) " the florins of the Austrian Empire, and of the City
of Augsburgh, at forty-eight and one-half cents, and nil laws inconsistent with
this act are hereby repealed." (Session Laws ch. 23, p. 21.)
For the defendant it is urged, he was bound by the terms of the act to charge
duties on the goods in question, rating the florins of the invoice at forty-eight
and a half cents each, without regard to their specie value or depreciation.
The plaintiff, on the other hand, claims the goods are subject to duty only upon
their cash value abroad, and that he is entitled, in order to fix that value, to have
the paper or nominal value in which they were purchased and are invoiced re
duced to its specie value in Austria, and to enter the goods on that valuation.
The purpose of the Government in all its laws imposing ad valorem duties on
foreign merchandise imported into this country has been to take the true value
of the goods in the country producing them, or in which they were obtained,
ascertained by the actual purchase price, or market value as the basis upon
which amount duties are to be computed.
This is manifested in the various revenue laws, from time to time introduc
ing new provisions to enable the Collectors to fix the foreign value correctly,
and to reuder duties uniform. The oaths exacted to invoices and on entries,
and the enlarged powers conferred on appraisers, together with the early regula
tion bv law of the value of foreign currencies, with the methods of determining
their depreciation are all designed to accomplish that end. The enactments to
this purpose are found in the Acta of 1789, 1790, 1799, 1801, 1823, 1828, 1830,
1832, 1842, and 1846. (1 Statutes at Large, 24 ibid., 180 ibid., 627—2 Stats, at
Large 121, 3 ibid. 729, 4 ibid. 270, ibid. 683, 5 ibid. 663.)
The invoice value of merchandise must be expressed in money, and the invoice
and entry must particularly specify what money the goods are bought and
valued in, (1 Statutes at Large 655 $36,) and they must be invoiced in the cur
rency of the country whence imported without respect to the intrinsic value of
the money or the standard of the United States fixed for its value, (2 Statutes
at Large 121 $ 2.)
Still the actual wholesale cash value is to be ascertained, and made the duti
able basis, notwithstanding any affidavit or invoice statement or valuation. (6
U. S. Statutes, 563 J 16.)
The earlier and later enactments concur in enforcing the one prominent ob
ject, that of having at the Custom House the actual value in cash of the mer
chandise imported at the places of its exportation. To make that purposo effec
tual, in addition to tho regulations respecting invoices, entries, and Appraisals,
Congress by the Act of 1799, {61, fixed the rates at which all foreign coins and
currencies shall be estimated in tho United States, giving to various known de
nominations of foreign money a specific value, and requiring all other denomi
nations to be estimated as nearly as may be in value, to such fixed rates, or tho
intrinsic value thereof, compared with money of the United States, (1 Statutes at
Large, 673.)
The following proviso was added to the section, " That it shall be lawful for
the President of the United States, to cause to be established fit and proper re
gulations for estimating the duties on goods, wares and merchandise imported
into the United States, in respect to which the original cost shall be exhibited
in a depreciated currency issued and circulated under the authority of any foreign
government."
The main question submitted to the Court for its decision upon the arguments
of the respective counsel accordingly is, whether the Act of 1846 covers the subso that the cost price of the goods must be estimated at forty-eight and a
cents the florin, stated in the invoice, or whether the proviso to the 61st
section of the Act of 1799 operates in the case, and entitles the plaintiff to enter
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hi9 goods upon paying duties upon the specie, or intrinsic value of the Austrian
florin or currency.
The Act of March 2, 1799 is regarded the fundamental law in relation to im
ports and duties, and each of its enactments to be independent, forming a rule
upon the particular subject, which is not changed by subsequent legislation
varying other provisions of the act.
The like doctrine applies to the succession of Statutes which have followed
the parent Act, and accordingly the law or imports and duties is enforced as a
system composed of distinct enactments passed at successive periods of time,
and each distinct provision is executed as part of the system, notwithstanding the
change or repeal of other provisions in those acts, in relation to the denomination
of imports, the rates of duties, or the methods of computing them.
This is sometimes by virtue of a saving clause appended to the same act, (4
Stats, at Large, 583, } 1,) and sometimes by declaring all provisions of any for
mer law inconsistent with the Act last passed, repealed (5 State, at Large, 666
6 26,) and Act of 1846. (Sess. Laws 21, ch. 23,) the Act now in question ; and
by the decisions of the Courts on posterior enactments, anterior to the passage
of the Act of 1846, the Treasury Department had treated the proviso to } 61 of
the Act of March 2. 1799, as continuing in force, and duties were levied in con
formity to its provisions. (Treasury Instructions to Collectors, Aug. 20, 1845 ;
ibid. May 14, 1831 ; ibid. Oct. 16, 1832 ; ibid. Aug. 4, 1840.)
The last instructions from the Secretary of the Treasury, dated Oct 12, 1849,
directs that bonds taken for the production of consular certificates of the value
of depreciated currencies must be strictly enforced, which imports the continu
ing operation of that proviso, because the consular certificates come into exist
ence and have validity solely under the powers given by that proviso.
The Act of 1799, J 61, fixed the value of certain foreign coins, or currencies ;
so subsequently did the Act of March 3, 1801 ; and similar provisions were reenacted in 1832, 1843, 1845, and 1846—the three last Acts being framed in like
terms and declaring the values of foreign coins, anything in any former Act to
the contrary notwithstanding.
It is plain upon this summary statement of the course of legislation and prac
tice on the subject, that the proviso to {61 of the Act of 1799 is to be regarded
as repealed only in the contingency that it stands opposed to subsequent Acts
of Congress, and especially that of May 22, 1846.
The reason for its preservation and enforcement, ns a relief secured to import
ers against the payment of ad valorem duties on amounts beyond the fair value
of the merchandise imported, is the 9ame at the present time as when it was
enacted.
What then does the proviso require ? Clearly not a disregard for the valua
tion of foreign currency designated by Statute, but only a method of determin
ing whether that value remains unchanged, and the actual value corresponds
with the nominal rate. The invoice must be expressed in the currency of the
country from which the goods are exported, or in which they are produced. The
nominal currency will necessarily very often give the cost or market value very
wide from the truth. In the case before the Court it is proved beyond question
that the goods imported are rated nearly 20 per cent above their actual value
in Austria, and beyond the real cost to the importer.
This discrepancy is forced on him by the imperative direction of the revenue
laws. He must invoice the goods at the cost or value expressed in the cur
rency of Austria, although they are obtained at one-fifth less that amount in specie,
and without the aid of the proviso he will be precluded showing the actual cost
or value.
It seems to us the proviso acts no way in contradiction of the Statute of 1846.
It supplies the Custom House a means of laying duties on invoices in confor
mity with the general provisions and scope of the revenue laws, and helps to
carry out the intention of Congress by keeping the fluctuations of nominal value
to the standard of specie value, in transactions in foreign currencies.
Congress do not make the foreign currencies named in the Statute receivable
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in the United States at the values applied to them. Had that been so, the mer
chant might be considered protected by the opportunity of paying duties in the
currency of his invoices. The proviso looks to a remedy for the injury that
might without its aid be sustained by importers under the peremptory regula
tion of foreign coins and currencies as a measure of the foreign value of mer
chandise.
We think there is no incompatibility or inconsistency between the Acts sub
sequent to 1799, upon this subject, and the proviso, and that accordingly, neither
by the termsof the Actof 1846, orthose antecedent to it, nor by legal implication
is the proviso repealed, or its legal operation suspended.
The business of the country was conducted on that understanding of the law
antecedent to 1846, and collectors and the Treasury Department unitedly ad
mitted importations and charged duties in conformity with regulations adopted
by authority of the proviso.
The proviso was repugnant to the enacting clause of section 66 of the Act of
1799, precisely as it is to a like designation of the value of foreign currencies by
the Act of 1846. That section in nearly identical language declared the value
of various denominations of foreign moneys, but the proviso referring to the de
preciation of foreign currencies in which the original cost of goods was exhi
bited, would necessarily include those specified in the enacting clause, equally
with those not named.
There was no less necessity for the interposition of the President in relief of
the merchant, when his invoices were made up in a currency which had depreci
ated after its valuation once determined by Congress, than where no rate of valu
ation had been established by law.
The proviso is accordingly framed to apply to all importations when the in
voice is exhibited in a depreciated currency issued and circulated under the au
thority of a foreign government, and necessarily embraces equally those whose
value has been once fixed by Congress, and those which have never been recog
nized by our laws.
The Treasury Circular of August 20, 1845, regards the proviso as in the alter
native. Its directions relate to invoices made out in a foreign depreciated cur
rency, or a currency the value of which is not fixed by the laws of the United
States.
This, we think, the correct reading and exposition of the proviso .to the 61st
section of the Act of 1799.
Congress has since, from time to time ascertained the existing value of various
foreign coins and currencies, and declared them by Statute. This relieved the
Treasury Department from keeping on foot a train of investigations at every
importation, respecting the value of the currencies in which the invoices were
exhibited. The Statute value was adopted as the real one for the time being.
But it was manifest such valuations must be liable to changes from the adulter
ation of coins or the emission of paper or base currencies abroad, and it was
consonant with the general course of legislation in relation to the revenue, that
a means should be supplied the Executive Department to maintain uniformity in
imports and duties, without delaying the business of the country, or enforcing
hardships or inequalities upon importers, until special legislation could be inter
posed to remove the difficulty.
The proviso supplied such means, and as its operation was so appropriate .is
well as effectual and just, we must conclude it to have been the purpose of
Congress to retain it in force, when they have not in express terms rescinded it,
or passed any enactment necessarily repugnant to it. On the contrary, it seems
to us, that the proviso being essentially prospective, contemplating and arranging
for a state of things which may come into existence at future periods, the
Act of May 22, 1846, instead of being construed as repealing it, ought to be un
derstood as upholding and sanctioning the powers conferred by it on the Presi
dent.
Judgment must therefore be entered on the verdict for the plaintiff, and the
amount be adjusted according to the stipulations or reservation of the case.
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ACTION ON A BILL OF EXCHANGE—BANK CHECKS.
In the Superior Court, New York City, 1851. Before Sanford Dcer and
Campbell, Justices. G. W. Thatcher vs. The Bank of the State of New York
and D. Thatcher.
On the 5th July, 1850, G. VV. Thatcher, at St. Louis, Missouri, drew a bill of
exchange on D. Thatcher, of Bridgeport, Conn., for $2,500, payable at the Bank
of the State of New York, in this city, on the 6th Oct., 1850. The bill was
accepted, and after being twice endorsed was sent to the American Exchange
Bank for collection. On the day it became due, at or soon after 3 P. M., the
notary of that bank presented it at the Bank of the State to a person at the pay
ing teller's desk, (not the paying teller,) who said there were no funds to pay
it. The bill was thereupon protested for non-payment, the usual notice thereof
given, and it was returned to the holder at St. Louis, who claimed and received
of the drawer, G. T. Thatcher, ten per cent damages, that being the rate allowed
by the Statute of Missouri. It appeared that on the 5th Oct., 1850, the bank
clerk of E. D. Morgan and Co., before 10J A. M., handed to the paying teller of
the Bank of the State of New York, their certified check for $2,500, (the same
as cash,) and asked him to pay the bill in question when presented that day.
The teller took the check, but made no answer to the request. The check was
subsequently received from him. This clerk had before left funds with the pay
ing teller to take up paper accepted by D. Thatcher, and he testified he had been
in the habit of leaving funds with other paying tellers to take up paper, and no
teller ever refused to take the same. The paying teller of the American Ex
change Bank testified that it was customary to leave funds with the paying
teller, when the note is payable at a bank, and the party keeps no account
there.
Neither of the Thatchers kept an account jn the Bank of the State of New
York, or ever had any funds deposited there to their credit. Some other facts
appearing at the trial are mentioned in the opinion of the Court. At the close
of the evidence, the counsel for the bank moved for a non-suit. The judge re
serving the question, denied the motion, and gave a proforma judgment for the
plaintiff, from which the Bank appealed to the general term.
By the Court—Sandford, J.—The action is founded wholly upon the
neglect of the bank to pay the bill of exchange drawn by the plaintiff, and it
was incumbent on him to establish that the bank had assumed or become liable
to perform such a duty in his behalf.
The complaint alleges that the plaintiff or his agents left funds with the paying
teller for the purpose of paying the bill ; but there is no proof of that statement.
It does not appear who furnished the funds, and inasmuch as it was presump
tively the acceptor's duty to provide them, we certainly are not at liberty, in the
absence of proof, to infer that they were furnished by the drawer. As the case
stands, the money was delivered to the teller in behalf of the acceptor, and if
the bank assumed any duty in the premises, it was to him, and he alone was
entitled to an action for its neglect. There was no privity whatever between
the bank and the drawer, the bank owed no duty to him, and if he can maintain
this suit for damages, so can each of the endorsers to the extent of their dam
ages and disbursements growing out of the protest of the bill. The proper course,
on the plaintiff's case as proved, was for the acceptor to pay the protested bill,
and then bring his action against the bank.
Assuming, however, that the drawer left the money, and can maintain a suit,
how does the case stand ? Was the paying teller the agent of the bank or of the
drawer of the bill, in receiving the money in question ? It appears that in this
bank there were a cashier, a paying teller, and a receiving teller. Now we know
and may assume (as was done 7 Hill 94) that the cashier is the principal execu
tive officer of the bank. A bank is not bound to receive on deposit, or to keep,
the funds of every man who offers money for that purpose. It may select its
dealers, and refuse such as it pleases. For the purposes of this selection, the
cashier appears to be tho proper officer. The bank pays for its dealers, who
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have funds to their credit, such bills and notes, accepted or drawn by them, as
are payable at the bank. The latter circumstance is deemed an order of the de
positor for the payment of the bill or note out of his funds deposited. But it is
only in respect of its dealers, persons keeping an account with the bank, that
this course of business exists or can exist
A person may, no doubt, become a dealer, by a deposit made on the day his
note or draft falls due, though never before in the bank ; but his deposit must be
made with the proper officer of the institution, and with the requisite assent to
his becoming such dealer.
In this instance, there is, in the first place, no pretense that the cashier, or any
officer of the bank except the paying teller, ever assented in any manner to the
plaintiff's making a deposit or becoming a dealer with the bank. The first step
toward establishing a duty of the bank toward the plaintiff ib therefore wanting.
Let us suppose this difficulty obviated, the next step is to show a deposit pro
perly made, that is, that the money was left with an agent of the bank author
ized to receive it The person who left the money knew that the agent who
received it was the paying teller, and not the receiving teller of the bank, and it
cannot be said he was ignorant of the fact that there were two such officers.
Indeed, there was no such idea advanced at the trial. Now the very names of
these two agents indicate to every one the proper and widely different functions
of each. The one is to pay the money of the bank ; the other is to receive
moneys for the bank. DealerB always pay their money to the receiving teller.
When they draw money from the bank, or their notes or bills are presented made
payable at the bank, the paying teller pays the amount to them, or to the hold«s of such notes or bills.
But we are not left to the inference derived from the names of these agents.
The answer states that the proper receiving officer of the bank is the receiving
teller, and that it was not within the duties of the paying teller to receive the
money left in this instance, or to assume to pay the plaintiffs bill with it, and
that it is not in the usual course of business to deposit moneys with the paying
teller. The reply does not traverse the allegation as to the receiving teller being
the proper receiving officer of the bank, but it alleges that the receiving of money
by the paying teller, in the bank, during bank hours, is within the ordinary scope
of the business of the paying teller and of the bank, and that his receipt and
premise in the instance before us, were within his duties, and bound the bank.
The proof entirely failed to make out these allegations. It was shown that,
in several instances, these same parties had left funds with the paying teller in
the same way that these were left, but there was no proof that it was his proper
function to receive them, or that it was in the usual course of business for him
to receive funds in behalf of the bank. On the contrary, both the cashier and
paying teller clearly prove that it is no part of his duty or business to receive
moneys for the bank ; and the teller testifies that when he does receive money
for parties who do not keep an account in the bank, in order to pay notes they
have drawn payable there, it is as a favor to such parties ; he sometimes refuses
sometimes, when pressed very hard, he takes it for them, and keeps it separate
from the money of the bank.
_
It is true the cashier appears to have known in a few instances, that the paying .
teller thus received money to pay notes and bills, and did not forbid it ; but we
cannot infer from thiB an assent of the bank that he should, in their behalf, re
ceive money for that purpose. His duties as their agent were clearly defined,
and the cashier's knowledge that he occasionally, while at the bank, acted for
others, does not show that the bank adopted those acts.
So far from the proof showing that in this transaction the paying teller was the
agent of the bank, it clearly shows that he was the agent of the party who left
the money. The bank had nothing to do with the affair, nor was it intended
that it should have. The drawer, it seems, was in the habit of drawing bills
payable at this bank, but ho kept no account or money there, and his sole ob
ject in this operation appears to have been to give a sort of currency to his bills
because payable at a New York bank. If he had offered an account with the
vol xxvi.—no. i.
5
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defendants' bank and kept funds there, the bank would have had the usual bene
fit of its dealings with depositors, and his bills would have been paid of course
on presentment. The paying teller, and his substitute in his temporary ab
sence, know as to those who keep accounts in the bank, and pay accordingly.
But the drawer and acceptor chose to run the risk of meeting the bill at the
proper moment, at the counter of this bank ; and their transactions were simply
tor their agent to come to the bank on the day the bill fell due, and wait there in
front of the paying teller's desk until the holder of the bill came in and present
ed it. The money would then be handed by their agent to the holder, and the
latter would take it away. The bank derived nnd could derive no possible bene
fit from such a transaction ; it was never intended that it should ; and the bank
was as ignorant of its occurrence as if it had been done outside of its building,
instead of in its office. To avoid the trouble of waiting with the money at the
bank counter for the bill to be brought in for payment, these parties resorted to
the expedient of asking the paying teller to take the money they had brought,
and when the bill came in, to hand it to the holder. He sometimes assented as
a favor to them. There was no intention or expectation that the money should
go into the hands of the bank, or be mingled with its funds. It was handed to
the paying teller, because from bis position in the bank, the bill would necessa
rily be presented to him for payment, and if he would take the money and retain
it till the bill came in, it would save the time and attendance of the agent of the
drawer, and acceptor. The same expedient has been adopted in reference to
bills payable at another bank, as shown by the evidence, and it may be general
in this city : but it cannot alter the relation of the parties in the transaction.
The paying teller, in such cases, becomes the agent of the parties who leave the
money with him, and the bank is not responsible for his conduct in regard to it.
The case of the Manhattan Company vs. Lydig, 4 John. R. 377, was like this
in principle. There the party, instead of delivering his money to the receiving
teller of the bank, handed it, from time to time, to the bank's book-keeper to
deposit it for him. The book-keeper kept part of the money ; but, by false en
tries in the dealer's pass-book and in the books of the bank, concealed the ab
straction from both. Sometimes in a pressure of business, this book-keeper
assisted the receiving teller, and sometimes supplied his place in his absence,
but none of the money in controversy was delivered to him on those occasions.
The Supreme Court decided that the book-keeper in receiving these moneys was
the agent of the party and not of the bank, and that the bank was not liable for
that portion which did not come to the hands of the receiving teller or the per
son temporarily supplying his place in the bank, or which did not otherwise come
into the coffers of the bank.
On the case made at the trial, the plaintiff was not entitled to recover. The
formal judgment entered in his favor must be reversed, and a judgment rendered
for the defendants.
COMMERCIAL CASES IN THE SUPREME COURT OF LOUISIANA.
The subjoined abstract of points in cases, decided in the Supreme Court of
■ Louisiana, (Term 1851-52,) are derived from the carefully prepared reports of
the Commercial Bulletin. They embrace points of great interest to mercantile
and business men :—
Sparks et al. vs. Steamer Saladin and Owners.—Slidcll, J. Where a
flatboat was tied to the bank at a place appropriated to that sort of craft, at a
considerable distance from the landing assigned to steamboats, and a steamboat
moving in a dense fog at night came in collision with and sunk the flatboat, and
it appeared from the evidence that it was not usual at the place for flatboats
thus moored to display a light and keep a man on the look-out, held, that there
had been no want of conformity to custom, on the part of the flatboat, whereby
a false confidence could have been given to an approaching vessel, and that the
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collision was owing to a want of care and caution on the part of those who had
the management of the steamboat
Bond vs. S. W. Frost and Owners of Steamer Coscordia. Slidell, J.
—In an action against a vessel for damages alleged to have been sustained on a
lot of cotton, the vessel's bill of lading acknowledging the cotton to have been
in good order and condition when received by her, even if it be admitted to be
open to explanation, most certainly throws the burden of proof upon the vessel,
and the recital contained in the bill of lading cannot be overthrown or qualified,
except by evidence of a very clear and convincing character—the policy of law,
justified by a long experience, being to hold the carrier to a very strict accounta
bility.
Per curiam : in the plaintiff's bill of damages there is an item (which the
Court allowed) for loss of weight by picking, for which loss defendants are
charged. The cotton picker testified that he kept the cotton picked, dried it, sold
it, and got the money for it ; that he charges bo much a bale for picking, with
out reference to the damaged cotton, which bo keeps, the damaged portion being
considered part of the price for picking.
The defendants are charged $50 for picking the cotton, and if they are to pay
the sound value of the portion damaged, it seems to us, as at present advised,
unreasonable that its proceeds should not be allowed for. The amount in this case
is not large, but it involves the justice and reasonableness of a practice, the pro
priety of which we have hitherto had occasion to question.
Foley vs. Bell and Stebbins. Rost, J.—Where, under a special agree
ment and for a consideration deemed sufficient by the defendants, they purchased
on account of tiie plaintiff certain gunny bags and certain barrels of inspected
mess pork, for which they gave their own notes, and agreed to store those ar
ticles in their warehouses and to hold them for a stipulated time—the sales to be
ultimately effected, not by the defendants themselves, but by the plaintiff through
the agency of his broker, and the proceeds to be paid over to the defendants, to
meet their outstanding notes ; but, before the expiration of the time agreed
upon, the defendants sold the pork and gunny bags, without the knowledge of
the plaintiff or his broker, and subsequently, when the plaintiff directed his bro
ker to sell, the defendants offered him, in the place of the articles sold, gunny
bags of the same size and number and other inspected mess pork, which were re
fused, held, that, after the Bale of the goods by the defendants, their liability to the
plaintiff, whether they be considered as agents or as depositaries, or as creditor*
selling the goods of their debtor, in violation of their agreement not to do so, is
the same, and that, in the absence of any legal justification for selling without
authority, they must account to him for any profits they may have made in sell
ing and indemnifying him for any loss he has sustained by their failure to deliver
the goods when demanded.
Where it was alleged to be the custom of trade in Now Orleans, to deliver
gunny bags and pork from the warehouses in which they are stored without re
gard to marks or ownership, held, that such a custom, if proved to exist, would
be contrary to law and good morals, and could not be recognized by a court of
justice.
Cltjmas vs. Gallagher.—Rost, J.—Where, by the death of one of the commcreial partners, the firm was not dissolved but continued, held, that the author
ity of the agents of the firm given previous to the death, still subsisted after the
death.
Soye, vs. Merchants' Insurance Co.—Slidell, J.—There is no rule of law,
nor usage, which would make it the duty of an assured to have his house, if
untenanted, guarded by a keeper. Such a duty could only be imposed by a
special clause in the policy of insurance.
Moetos vs. Day.—Where the captain of the steamer of which the defend
ant was part owner had purchased of the plaintiff goods, representing that they
were for the use of the boat, and the goods were accordingly charged to the
boat and owners, but the account of the sales on its face plainly indicates, and it
was satisfactorily shown by other evidence, that the goods could not have been
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bought for the boat's consumption, but were probably purchases made to fill
orders which had been entrusted to the captain—held, that the captain had no
authority to bind his owner in that manner, and that the owner was not liable :
per curiam, the master is not the general agent of the owner. He is clothed with
various incidental powers, resulting from his official capacity ; but these, in the
main, are restricted to such as belong to the usual employment of the vessel. An
extraordinary transaction, like the one under consideration, calls for a particular
authority, either express or resulting clearly from an antecedent, similar and usual
course of dealing, so adopted by the owner as to hold the captain out to the pub
lic as his agent for such purposes.
LIABILITY OF RAILROAD CORPORATIONS FOR PERSONAL INJURIES SUSTAINED BY
PASSENGERS.
A Mr. Hood, on the 15th January last, took passage at New Haven for Collinsville, Conn., buying a ticket for that place at the railroad office. At Plainville
the conductor gave him a check for the stage, which at that place connected
with the cars, in exchange for his ticket. The stage was upset, and Mr. Hood's
leg was broken. He sued the railroad company for damages, but they contend
ed that in the first place that they were not authorized to carry passengers in
stages, and if they had been they had no control over this accident. The Court
and Jury ruled differently, however, and gave a verdict for the plaintiff, with
$3,400 damages and costs.
Recent Decisions of the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce.—We are
indebted to the Cincinnati Price Current for the subjoined decisions of the Com
mittee of Arbitration of the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce. The decisions
of these Committees must, says the Price Current, be regarded of as much im
portance to merchants, as the decisions of Courts, the Committees being always
composed of practical and intelligent business men. It is a fact worthy of
remark in this connection, that a growing desire is manifested to resort to this
method of settling matters of dispute. It is certainly the most agreeable, as it
is the cheapest, and,' we may add, the faireBt way to settle such matters.
The views of the Price Current are in keeping with some remarks we made
some month's since, in publishing in the pages of the Merchant's Magazine the
memorial of the New York Chamber of Commerce, to the Legislature of New
York, on the subject of establishing a Court of Commerce for the City of New
York. We trust that the next Session of the Legislature will be induced to
comply with the objects set forth in that memorial.
Richardson, Gardner and Stone vs. J. M. McCullough.—This case was
brought to recover damages for a lot of gunny bags purchased of defendant on
the 20th of September, 1851. It was alleged by plaintiffs that the bags were a
good merchantable article ; but upon examination about three weeks or a month
after the bags were taken into store, it was found that a large number were not
as represented by defendant. It is alleged by defendant that the sacks were ex
amined before they were sold or delivered to plaintiffs, and that they were then
good second-hand bags, as represented, and that they must have been damaged
after they had been delivered by defendant.
The committee decided from the testimony given on both sides, that the bags
were now in bad order, as represented, but having been in store some weeks
before they were overhauled, and being exposed part of that time to rats, it was
possible they might have been damaged. The Committee are of the opinion,
however, that the practice of purchasing goods upon the representation of the
seller, and keeping the same in possession a length of time before instituting an
examination, is one that should not be encouraged, being calculated to cause
much trouble and dissatisfaction in mercantile transactions. Decision for defend
ant. G. Y. Roots and Geo. Graham, Select Committee.
Proctor and Gamble vs. R. A. Holden.—This case is brought to recover
damages for the difference between the guarantied and actual strength of a lot of
soda-ash. In July, 1851, defendant sold to plaintiffs 25 casks soda-ash, repre
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seating its strength to be 84° or 85°, and the bill was rendered accordingly.
When a portion of the article had been used in the factory of plaintiffs, it was
discovered that the strength was unusually weak, and a series of tents proved
the average strength to be only 66°. Eleven casks were used, and the remain
ing fourteen casks were returned to defendant. A letter from Babcock and
Fennell of New Orleans, was read, which represents the strength of the article
to have been 84° or 85° when shipped from New Orleans ; but it was also
shown that the packages were in bad order when delivered in this city. The
Question, however, as to the actual strength of the article is not contested, de
fendant resting his objections to the claim of plaintiff upon the following points :
—1st. The custom of this market has been to purchase soda-ash at the repre
sented strength, there being no established system for testing. 2nd. When
plaintiffs discovered that the article was not as represented, they wero bound to retarn it ; and not having done so, they are not entitled to any deduction on that
portion of the article used.
The Committee decide that no custom has been shown to exist that can set
aside the right of plaintiffs to recover for the difference between the guarantied
and actual strength. Upon the second point, it is decided that when an article
is purchased upon the guaranty or representation of the seller, the purchaser is
not bound to return the goods, but may use the whole and recover damages for
the difference between the guarantied and actual quality. Plaintiffs are entitled
to the difference between 80°—the standard strength, and 66°, the actual strength.
C. W. West, W. B. Cassilly, Wm. C. Noff, Geo. H. Hill, Joseph Rawson, Com
mittee.

COMMERCIAL CHRONICLE AND REVIEW.
OPlSIfO Or THE NEW YEAR—COMMERCIAL CHANGER IN THE FAIT—UNEXPECTED HUPFLY OP OOLD—
ETPICT OP EXPORT! OP DOMESTIC COIN AS COMPARED WITH SHIPMENTS OP FOREIGN—TOTAL PRODUC
TION OP DOMESTIC OOLD PROK 1793 TO THE CLOSE OF 1851—THE NATURAL COURSE OF TRADE IURETO
BE THE HOST PROSPEROUS—COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES FOR YEAR ENDING JUNE 30TH,
1851—IMPORTS AND EXPORTS COMPARED—INCREASED EXPORTS OF COTTON—COMPARATIVE EXPORTS
OP COTTON AND BREADSTUFFS FOR SEVERAL YEARS—AVERAGE PRICE OF COTTON EXPORTED SINCE
1821 COURSE OF TRADE FOR THE CALENDAR YEAR JUST CLOSING—STATE OF THE MONEY-MARKET
ON THE SEABOARD AND IN THE INTERIOR—DEPOSITS AND COINAGE FOR NOVEMBER AT THE PHILA
DELPHIA AND NEW ORLEANS MINTS—IMPORTS AT NEW YORK FOR NOVEMBER—IMPORTS AT NRW
YORK FOR ELEVEN MONTHS—IMPORTS OF DRY GOODS AT NEW YORK FOR NOVEMBER—IMPORTS OF
DRY GOODS FOR ELEVEN MONTHS—COMPARATIVE RECEIPTS FOR DUTIES FOR THE MONTH, AND FROM
JAJTUART 1ST—EXPORTS FROM NEW YORK FOR NOVEMBER—PARTICULARS OF PRINCIPAL ARTICLE!
EXPORTED—EXPORTS FOR RLEVEN MONTHS—OFFICIAL REPORT OP THE SECRETARY OF TOE TREASURY, ETC, ETC.
lr there is any vantage ground in time, it must be on the threshold of a New
Year. Standing thus on this great landmark between the past and the future,
we recount our experience, and map out the untrodden path before us. The
vision, however, is not equal : running back far into the dim distance, we can
see the track we have pursued, trace its windings, and mark the beacons we
have erected : as we turn forward, we can but fancy the shadowy outlines of theway where there is nothing as yet known or real. The past year has witnessed,
upon this continent, many important commercial changes, but they have all been
effected so quietly that we can scarcely realize their importance. The produc
tion of gold from our own soil since the 1st of January, 1851, is a little over
890,000,000, of which about $54,000,000 has been deposited for coinage at our
mints. This large supply of coin is far beyond any former precedent, and may
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well have effected great changes in the channels of trade. When wc depended
for our supply of the precious metals almost entirely upon our foreign Com
merce, it was natural to watch with some anxiety the exports of coin, for in a
little while the basis of our circulating medium might be withdrawn from us.
Now we are, in this respect, independent of the world, and the anxiety which
was then natural to our circumstances, is now foolish and unreasonable. From
the year 1793 to the close of 1847 the total production of gold in the United
States and territories, deposited for coinage, was but $12,808,575, or less than
$240,000 per annum; in 1848 it was $896,675; in 1849, $7,079,144; in 1850,
$36,938,314 ; and in 1851, about $54,000,000. The amount deposited for
coinage the last year, however, as noticed above, does not show the total pro
duction, as a large quantity of gold dust is in transitu, or still held outside of the
mint. With such an increase in our supply of this precious metal, we can
hardly regard it as wonderful that our exports of coin show a corresponding
increase. It is useless to contend about what might have been the state of the
country if the Whole sum produced had been retained here. The shipment has
been regarded by many as a serious loss, and as indicating an unsound and
unhealthy state of trade. But it is not clear that if most of it had been kept at
home, the result would not have been still more disastrous to our prosperity. We
do not think the public mind is becoming more favorable to restraints of any
kind upon the Commerce of the world. That which is natural, will in the end be
found the most beneficial. Any attempt to force, by statute, the course of
trade, will effect injury somewhere, and do more harm than good. The Com
merce of the country for the year ending June 30, 1851, as now just made up at
Washington, shows a large increase over any former year. Under our statisti
cal head will be found a full summary of the most interesting statements. It
will be seen that the total imports into the United States for that period
amounted to
$215,725,996
Less foreign merchandise re-exported
$9,738,695
Less foreign specie re-exported
11,162,300
20,900,995
Imports consumed.
$194,825,000
Exports of domestic produce
196,616,136
In the last item we have included the exports of specie of domestic produce,
amounting to $18,069,580, because this is as legitimate a product of the soil as
so much value in potatoes. We have also deducted the total foreign coin
exported, although part of it does not appear in the imports for the year.
The total imports and exports for the fiscal year under notice have been as
follows :—
Foreign merchandise. Foreign specie.
Total.
Imports
$210,758,085 $4,967,910 $215,725,995
Domestic produce. Foreign merchMise. Foreign specie.
Total.
Exports
$196,616,185
$9,738,096
$11,162,800
$217,617,130
Excess of exports over imports
1,791,135
Of these exports $112,315,317 were in cotton, showing an increase in value
of $40,330,701. This increase was not exclusively in price, as one might gather
from a careless reading of the President's Message, but was mostly in quantity.
The exports of breadstuff's have declined both in quantity and value. The fol
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lowing is an interesting comparison of these items for several years. A more
extended comparison will be found in another place.
Exports of
Exports of cotton.
breadstuff*. Total exports. Total Import*.
Year*,
Pounds.
Value.
Value.
Value.
Value.
1861
927,237,089 $112,315,817 ?20,051,373 $217,617,130 $215,725,998
1860.
635,381,604 71,984,616 88,165,607 151,898,720 178,136,318
1849
1,026,603,269 66,396,967 37,472,751 145,755,820 147,867,489
1848
814,274,431 61,998,294 68,701,921 164,932,131 154,998,948
1847
527,218,958 53,415,848 27,701,121 158,648,622 146,545,638
The average price of cotton exported for the last fiscal year, as shown above,
was 12.11 cents, while for the previous year it was 11.3 cents, showing an aver
age increase of bnt 1.8 cents. For the year 1849 the average price of exports
was but 6.4 cents, being the lowest with a single exception for a long series of
yeare. The average for 1834 was 12.8 cents; for 1835, 16.8 cents; for 1836,
16.8 cents ; for 1837, 14.2 cents ; for 1838, 11.8 cents ; showing that the price
for the current year instead of being exorbitant, as is generally supposed, was
only a reaction to a fraction above the medium rate. The average price of the
exports of cotton for 31 years is 11.36 cents.
The calendar year now closed, has witnessed fewer commercial disasters than
might have been expected, considering the magnitude of the business under
taken. The great bulk of losses, on this side of the Atlantic, has come from the
depreciation in the value of foreign goods, but this has fallen for the most part
upon wealthy houses here and abroad, who are able to sustain it without failure.
Toward the .close of the first six months of tho year, the money-market which
had witnessed a plethora so long, began to tighten and the value of capital
appreciated, until during a portion of the autumn the best business paper was
sold in our principal cities at a discount of 18 per cent per annum. This rate
has been gradually reduced, and we have now in our Atlantic cities a good
supply of money, although we have had no return to the minimum rates of last
year. Just about New Year's there is always an increased demand for money,
which we have not taken into the account. In the interior, however, the scarcity of
money seems to be extending, according to our previous predictions ; but the
increased supply on the seaboard will again be felt through the country toward
the approach of spring.
The receipts of gold from California continue to increase ; the deposits for
November at both the Philadelphia and New Orleans Mints were larger than for
any previous similar period, as will be seen by the annexed statistical statement :
DEPOSITS FOB OCTOBER.
HEW ORLEANS.
PIIlLADILrBTA.
From California.
Total.
From California. Total.
Gold
$1,049,618 98 $1,060,020 28 $5,390,000 $6,450,000
20,800
20,800
Silver
6,997 69
19,184 97
Total
Doable eagles
Eagles
Half eagles
Quarter eagles
Gold dollars
Total gold coinage.

$1,066,616 57 $1,079,205 25
GOLD COINAGE.
Piece*.
Value.
7,600 $150,000
22,000
220,000
....

$6,410,800

$6,470,800
Value.
$4,664,340
246,400
191,280
263,610
216,079
$6,481,609

70,000

70,000

Pieces.
228,217
24,640
38,256
105,404
216,079

99,500

$440,000

612,596
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Half dollars
Quarter dollars
Dimes
Half dimes
Three cent pieces
Total silver coinage

SILVER COINAGE.
108,000
64,000
86,000
9,000
10,000
1,000
40,000
2,000
194,000

t66,000

12,000
62,000
137,500
60,000
600,200

6,000
16,600
13,760
8,000
16,006

771,700

$63,266

198,124

1,931

COPPER COINAGE.
Cents

Total coinage
293,600 $506,000 $1,577,420 $5,536,796
We estimated, in our December number, the total receipts at the United
States mints, of California gold, from the date of its discovery in 1848, at
$90,000,000 ; the above official return shows the amount to have been
$91,620,583 up to December 1st, so that the total, up to January 1st, 1852,
amounts to about $100,000,000. This sum, it will be remembered, has actually
been added to our coin ; the produce of the mines in addition, must be, as here
tofore shown, full half as much more, making the total for the three years and a
half about $150,000,000.
The average value of the gold as it comes from the mines and is sent to
market, according to the returns from our mint, is about $17 50 per ounce,
although some dirty parcels realize as low as $16 50. The promise of a good
yield for the coming season is very nattering, and our mint receipts will doubt
less exceed $5,000,000 per month. Some action on the part of Congress is
necessary to modify the present legal comparative value of the precious metals>
or all of the silver change will be abstracted from the country. It has been
recommended, that a seignorage be taken from the silver coined at the mint,
making the present coin, representing fractional parts of a dollar, about 7 per
cent lighter in weight, and retaining gold as the sole legal standard for the
country in all sums above five or ten dollars. There seem to be fewer objec
tions to this plan than any other which has been proposed, and we sec no good
reason why it should not be adopted.
The imports into the country for December will probably exceed the entries
for the corresponding month of last year, but the returns are not yot completed.
For November there was a Blight falling off at our principal ports. At New
York the value of free goods entered was about the same, but the receipts of
dutiable merchandise show a decline of $504,473, as will be seen by the follow
ing comparative statement :—
IMPORTS THROWN UPON THE MARKET IN NEW YORK DURING THE MONTH OF NOVEMBER.
Tears.
Dutiable.
Free.
Specie.
Total.
1851
$5,776,185
$415,888
$218,478
$6,410,496
1850
6,280,658
416,191
18,680
6,710,429
Having before given the receipts of California gold, we have omitted it in this
comparison, as it cannot properly be classed with foreign imports. The first
item of dutiable goods includes $4,399,085 entered directly for consumption,
and $1,377,100 withdrawn from warehouse. The value of goods entered ware
house during the month was $938,056 against $798,147 for the some period of
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last year ; and for the previous month the entries also showed an increase of
about 8250,000. The withdrawals, however, have increased about $500,000, so
that the stock left in bond shows no increase over last year. The imports for
eleven months are still in excess of last year, both in dutiable and free goods.
IMPORTS THROWN UPON THE MARKET AT NEW YORK FOR ELEVEN MONTHS.
Yean.
Dutiable.
Free.
Total.
1851
$118,890,017
$9,144,170
$122,534,187
1860
102,837,646
8,260,638
111,098,184
Increase

$10,552,371

$888,632

$11,436,008

This increase was most of it during the early part of the year, and consists
wholly of merchandise other than dry goods, as will be seen by the following
comparative statement, which for greater interest we extend back another
year :—
IMPORTS OF DRT GOODS AT THE PORT OF NEW TORE FOR THE MONTH OF NOVEMBER.
ENTERED FOR CONSUMPTION.
Manufactures of wool
Manufactures of cotton
Manufactures of silk
Manufactures of flax
Miscellaneous dry goods
Total

1849.
$418,534
246,312
601,270
291,829
101,332

1850.
$379,399
267,616
673,488
828,704
240,446

1851.
$286,308
264,489
847,862
821,716
188,685

$1,668,277

$1,884,602

$1,868,009

1819.
$48,177
14,220
69,288
24,161
22,276

1850.
$54,997
47,675
67,088
32,396
18,176

1851.
$62,948
84,911
184,560
26,160
66,083

168,106
1,668,277

212,332
1,884,602

868,662
1,358,009

1,721,888

2,096,834

1,711,671

1849.
$37,097
66,877
121,880
26,573
6,811

1S50.
$79,641
101,690
67,224
49.0C8
45,597

1851.
*S7,820
81,087
172,607
101,206
66,542

$247,688

$833,220

$609,212

WITHDRAWN FROM WAREHOUSE.
Manufactures of wool
Manufactures of cotton
Manufactures of silk.
Manufactures of flax
Miscellaneous dry goods
Total
Add entered for consumption.
Total thrown upon the market

ENTERED FOR WAREHOUSING.
Manufactures of wool
Manufactures of cotton
Manufactures of silk.
Manufactures of flax
Miscellaneous dry goods
Total

We have again an excess of goods entered warehouse over the value with
drawn, a state of things which does not appear in the general merchandise
account before given, showing that the quantity of dry goods in bond is greater
than at the same time last year. This excess is more fully shown in the follow
ing comparison :—
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IMPORTS OF DET GOODS AT NEW YORK FOR ELEVEN MONTHS, BEGINNING JANUARY 1ST.
ENTEREI> FOR CONSUMPTION.
1849.
1850.
1851.
814,483,062 $12,668,004
9,601,966
8,941,972
18,546,459 20,868,778
7,046,810
5,766,705
2,655,614
2,421,689
$52,232,911 $60,652,093
WITHDRAWN FROM WAREHOUSE.
1849.

Total
Add entered for consumption. , , ,

37,672,291

Total thrown upon the market.
ENTERED FOR WAREHOUSING.
1849.

18s0.
$1,744,877
1,171,289
1,086,084
427,014
145,290

1851.
$1,819,886
1,320,489
1,554,921
686,304
486,268

$4,673,554
52,232,911

$5,717,817
60,652,098

$66,806,465 $56,369,910
1850.
$2,079,980
1,860,928
1,829,806
712,912
166,919

1851.
$2,165,437
1,513,372
2,461,460
819,971
498,298

Total
$6,140,545 $7,448,628
The receipts for duties at New York for the month of November were
81,488,740 09 against $1,642,125 27 for November, 1850. For eleven months
at the same port, the receipts were $29,459,976 80, against $26,975,265 98,
showing an increase for the first eleven months of the current year of
$2,484,710 82.
The exports from New York for the month of November show a material
decline in value from Jiie amount for the same period of 1860, except In the
item of specie :—
EXPORTS FROM NEW YORK FOR NOVEMBER.
Year.
Domestic produce. Foreign.
Specie.
Total.
1861
$2,451,611
$459,965
$6,033,996
$7,946,472
1850
8,677,657
714,419
905,894
5,297,470
The foreign goods include $62,368 free, and $397,597 dutiable. In domestic
produce the decline is difficult to account for, as the quantities of most leading
articles show little falling off from the shipments of last year. We annex a
statement of particulars.
EXPOETS FROM NEW YORK TO FOREIGN POETS FOR FOUR WEEKS, ENDING NOVEMBER 80.
1850.
1851.
Ashes, Pots
barrels
1.849
1,822
Pearls..
255
57
Beeswax
lbs.
9,024
26,119
Breadstuff's—
Wheat flour
barrels
119,856
100,499
Eye flour
e,258
428
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1850.
1851.
Cam meal
2,888
2,016
Wheat
.bushels
210,936
280,167
Bye.
100
Cora
19,765
73,919
Cotton_
bales
13.887
13,971
Naval stores.
barrels
25,310
28,885
Provision*—
Pork
barrels
4,157
2,962
Beet.
4,177
8,080
Cat meats
lbs.
151,965
183,189
Lard.
171,983
445,206
Batter
48,286
71,177
Cheese
1,780,992
1,567,718
Bice
tea,
1,096
1,579
Tallow
lbs.
268,169
210,368
Tobacco, crude
packages
908
2,238
Tobacco, manufactured
lbs.
136.611
853,317
Whalebone
241,624
10,286
The total exports from New York for eleven months show a large increase
over the same period of 1850, but this excess is composed wholly of specie.
EXPORTS AT NEW TOHK VOR ELEVEN MONTHS.
Tears.
Domestic produce. Foreign.
Specie.
Total.
1861
$36,652,840 $4,371,619 $38,075,974 $79,099,888
1860
40,612,499
6,470,970
8,774,188
54,767,667
Excess
$24,342,176
Since our last the official statements concerning the Commerce of the country
for the fiscal year ending June 30th, 1851, have made their appearance, and will
be found under our statistical head. They fully corroborate our previous
articles upon this subject, and confirm the fact that the country was never in a
more prosperous condition.

COMMERCIAL STATISTICS.
COMMERCE OF BARCELONA. .
GENERAL STATEMENT OF IMPORTATIONS ENTERED AT THE CUSTOM-HOUSE AT BARCELONA,
DURING TEE TEAK COMMENCING JULY 1, 1860, AND ENDING JUNE 80, 1851.
Ships.
Tonnage.
Destination.
National. Foreign.
National.
Foreign.
St. Thomas
2
7
186 87
669 04
Curacoa
1
2
11 80
36 50
Trinidad
1
.
12 00
Comismos
.
.
Keparos
.
TotaL

4

Destination. 6 per cent. 30 per cent.
St Thomas... $112 82 $2,681 90
Cnraeoa
40 10
549 25
Trinidad
89 60
Comiamos
Beparog
....
....
TotaL

9
160 28
726 64
CAPITAL.
Total ad val. Free.
Specific Total capital .
$2,794 72 $180 60 $73,102 50 $76,077 82
589 85
13 00
8,080 14
3,682 49
89 60
1,291 92
1,381 42
80 62
80 62
....
....
....
....

$162 92 $3,270 65 $3,428 57 $198 60 $77,556 18 $81,172 86
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DUTIES.
Obligations
Total
Ext'rdy. Cont'bs.
Destination.
duties.
and coin.
10 per cent. 4 per cent. 10 a 30 p. c. 15 per ct.
St. Thomas.. $30,789 88 13,078 91 $1,354 73 $7,451 11 $23 33 $42,697 76
Curacoa.. . . .
2,087 04
1,501 88
1 94
346 94
150 18
60 09
Trinidad
730 76
622 39
138 14
62 24
22 99
Comismos . . .
60 60
35 80
3 53
1 55
10 23
Reparoe ....
8 64
7 66
33
75
Total
$82,856 81 $3,285 61 $1,444 69 $7,941 41 $26 28 $45,574 80
The exportations have been made in 31 vessels—five of them national—measuring
in all 8,295 tons. The value of the merchandise exported sums up $115,767 50, the
duties upon which amount to $142 59. The principal articles exported were :—1,600
pounds cotton, 9,099 head cattle, 45,327 hides, 620,984 lbs. of meat, 12,803 lbs. cocoa,
262,428 lbs. of mulberry wood, 151,403 lbs. cheese, 8,659 lbs. of grease.
EXPORTS OP COFFEE FROM RIO DE JANEIRO.
In the Merchant*' Magazine for December, 1851, (voL 25, page 690,) we published
an interesting article on " Coffee : and the Coffee Trade," written for our Magazine by
John Gardner, Esq., an intelligent American merchant, residing at Rio De Janeiro, but
at that time on a visit to the United States. We now subjoin a statement of exports
of coffee from Rio De Janeiro, together with the receipts at the various ports of the
United States and Europe, for the last ten years, and from January 1, to September
1,1851:—
EXTORTS OF COFFEE FROM EIO DE JANEIEO, AND REOKrPTS AT THE VAEIOUS POETS OF THE
UNITED STATES AND EUROPE, FOE THE LAST TEN TEARS, AND FROM JANUARY 1 TO SEP
TEMBER 1, 1851.
New York.
New Orleans. rhilaiielp'a.
Years.
Baltimore.
Boston.
80,952
112,946
123,618
1841 .
112,120
18,461
19,660
101,627
102,810
1842.
95,786
23,513
80,956
165,471
1843.
143,044
86,479
170,176
28,255
133,097
60,879
181,312
1844.
131,119
85,168
173,245
173,897
1845 .
118,811
47,024
47,763
229,301
1846.
209,274
162,622
76,113
266,321
23,304
1847.
245,841
110,818
32,803
44,572
1848.
221,062
194,760
265,860
60,039
44,096
1849 .
176,287
162,070
209,063
21,882
34,634
256,946
1850 .
157,593
167,898
7,419
Total.
1851 ...
Years.
1841 .
1842.
1843.
1844.
1846.
1846.
1847.
1848.
1849 .
1860.

1,418,762
197,399
Charleston.
2,600
8,200
6,452
11,468
2,664
7,778
19,965
24,436
20,812
17,042

373,602
7,226

1,729,760
179,791

Mobile.

Savannah.

10,207
7,657
2,403
5,858
12,400
6,850
8,606

2,184
4,320
2,182
2,180

1,904,059
180,296
Total to
United States.
400,186
846,496
650,784
658,787
562,712
728,696
713,680
810,890
636,891
645,812

889,849
61,178
Total to
Europe.
612,206
780,806
554,332
684,521
618,612
643,012
1,050,684
846,208
819,880
710,722

Total
114,817
47,976
10,866
5,939,190
7,515,988
1861
9,939
3,900
2,180
681,903
699,642
Stock in Rio Janeiro, September 17, 1861, 120,000 bags, of which 70,000 was old
crop, and 60,000 new.
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BRITISH EXPORTS TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD.
A return has just been issued by the British Board of Trade, of the declared value
of British and Irish produce and manufactures exported from the United Kingdom in
the rear 1850, specifying the amount to each country and colony. From this an Eng.
lish cotemporary has compiled the following list, which will show the order in which
the various communities of the world rank as as the customers of the United Kingdom:—
British Pee. and settlements—
India..
£8,022,666 Naples and Sicily
£1,026 446
North America.
8,235,061 Portugal
1,029,204
Australia.
2,602,263 LSpain
864,997
West Indies.
2,030,229 Buenos Ayres
848,800
South Africa
796,600 Peru
845,639
506,415 Sardinia
774,512
Gibraltar.
388,141 Tuscany
769,409
Mauritius .
368,726 Indian Seas
700,768
314,386 Egypt
648,801
Honduras
183,352 West Coast of Africa
64 1,975
Ionian Islands
135,912 Austria in Italy
607,766
Ascension and St. Helena.
30,063 Denmark
464,304
13,711 Mexico
451,820
1-alkland Islands
1 145 Sweden in Norway
362,947
Heligoland.
260 New Granada
830,810
Syria and Palestine
803,264
TotaL
18,628,899
801,094
United States
14,891,961 Venezuela
Hayti
274,918
Germany—
America
251 ,073
Hanseatic towns
6,766,546 Central
Papal territories
222,659
Prussia
424,480 Greece
202,228
Hanover
231,987 Canary Islands
61,754
Mecklenburg Schwerin.. . .
88,898 Republic of the Uruguay . .
60,480
Oldenburg and Kniphausen
1 1,486 Azores
47,607
Madeira
41,678
TotaL
7,467,346 Ecuador
33,289
Holland
8,642,682 Morocco
31,799
Tkey, Wallachia, <t Moldavia 2,8 1 0,426 South Sea Islands
18,143
Brazil
2,544,837 Algeria
15,069
France
2,403,702 Tunis
6,128
China
1,574,145 Dutch Guiana
6,162
Foreign West India Islands,
Cape Verde Islands. . .
8,242
(Cuba, <tc)
1,517,744 African Porto, Red Sea
1,728
Russia
1,464,834 Greenland
:
565
Chili
1,166,267
Belgium
1,136,286
Total
£71,367,885
The Liverpool Time n commenting upon the foregoing statement, remarks :—
- Our own possessions, in conjunction with the United States, it will be observed,
take nearly one-half of the entire total, and it is satisfactory, by a comparison of the
present returns with those for 1849, to find that while the general total to all countries
has increased from £63,696,025 to £71,367,885, or about 12 per cent, the increase to
oor colonies has been equal to 19 per cent, and to America about 25 per cent With
regard to the colonies this improvement is most noticeable in the cases of India and
Australia, and it is a fact tliat the latter, although she is still denied the advantage of
•team communication, now takes of our goods 30 per cent beyond the amount taken by
the West Indies, that have enjoyed for ten years the favor of the government, at a
cost which has lately reached £240,000 per annum. Among the countries to which
our exports have declined, as compared with 1849, are Prussia, Russia, Belgium, Greece,
Naples, Tuscany, Austria in Italy, Sweden and Norway, New Granada, Buenos Ayres,
Peru, Mexico, Syria, Morocco, the Azores, the South Sea Islands, and Greenland. All
the others show an increase, and in the case of Spain it amounts to nearly 40 per cent.
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The moat remarkable instance, however, is furnished by Central America. The total
taken by the small republics in that region has risen from £117,933 in 1849, to £251,078,
or nearly 115 per cent The Republic of Ecuador, also, has risen from £9,689 to
£83,289 ; and Venezuela from £178,998 to £301,094."
FDR TRADE OF THE HUDSON'S BAY COMPANY.
ACTUAL IMPORT INTO LONDON OF PURS AND SKINS, FROM SEPTEMBER I, 1850, TO SEPTEMBER
1, 1851 COMPRISING THE ENTIRE COLLECTION OF THE HUDSON'S BAT COMPANY, AND THE
ENTIRE COLLECTION FROM CANADA AND THE UNITED STATES, (EXCEPT SHIPMENTS MADE
DIRECT FROM THE UNITED STATES TO GERMANY, AND SMALL LOTS USED FOR HOME CON
SUMPTION, WHICH CANNOT BE ASCERTAINED.)—THESE ENTIRE IMPORTS WERE SOLD AT
AUCTION IN LONDON, IN JANUARY, MARCH, AND SEPTEMBER, 1861.
■
Canada and
United 8tates,
Hudson's Bay
chiefly
Description.
Company.
United States.
Total.
Skins—Beaver
49,635
1,294
50,929
Muskrat
' 194,502
894,200
1,088,702
Otter
8,916
8,968
12,884
Fisher.
6,297
5,016
11,318
Martin
64,857
21,160
85,507
Mink
21,140
210,120
231,260
Lynx
20,388
6,248
25,581
Silver Fox
627
876
90S
Cross "
1,980
1,681
8,641
Red "
6,661
84,661
40,222
Grey "
none.
18,450
18,450
White "
899
677
1,476
Kitt "
1,603
none.
1,608
Black Bear.
4,826
8,632
8,358
Brown "
1,802
16
1,317
Raccoon
1,808
561,246
653,054
Wolf.
9,745
20
9.765
Wolverine
1,428
8
1,481
WildCat
840
10,007
10,347
THE TRADE OF THE LAKES.
General Parker, of Lycoming county, in a speech before the Senate of Pennsylva
nia, February 21st, 1851, says :—" I have prepared, from an official source, a table
showing the value of the entire Commerce of the lakes, both imports and exports, for
the year 1848 ; and 1 regret that I have not been able to lay my hand upon the re
ports for the year 1849. The value of the trade in the year 1848 on—
Lake Erie was.
1115,785,048 Lake Champlain
$16,760,700
Lake Huron
848,152 Lake St. Clair
639,524
Lake Michigan
24,320,481
Lake Ontario
28,141,000 Total
$186,484,905
"Showing the total value of our lake trade, for the year 1848, to be over one hun
dred and eighty-six millions of dollars I And I have not included in my calculation
the passenger trade—in itself a most important and profitable item. One hundred
and eighty-six millions, Mr. Speaker, of a commerce concentrated on your northern
frontier, accessible within your own borders, through the best harbor on Lake Erie.''
POPULATION OF TOE FIVE STATES BORDEBINS ON, AND CONTIGUOUS TO, THE LAE£S, WHOSE
PRODUCE CHIEFLY FIND OUTLET BY THE LAKE.
1800.
1810.
1820.
1810.
1840.
1850.
45,366 230,760 681,434
987,637 1,619,467 1,981,940
24,620
5,641
147,178
341,682
685,866
990,258
12,282
55,211
157,575
474,188
860,009
>•••
9,048
31,639
212,267
4,628
>.••
897,676
Wisconsin ....
....
....
89,946
806,596
81,006

272,090

802,871

1,468,433

2,924,728

4,626,870
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COMMERCE OF CUBA IN 1850.
FROM THE DI1KIO DE LA MARINA, OF HAVANA, NOVEMBER 8, 1851.
The general movement of the revenue in 1850 was over (54,615,175 56 ; in 1849
it was $48,757,016 68. We have thus an increase in the first place of $7,858,168 87$,
equivalent to 12 per cent In this increase we reckon the importations, which, in 1850,
were over $28,983,227 56, and in 1849, $26,320,460 by $2,662,767 56, that is, by 6.46
percent: and the exportation.*!, which in 1850 were $25,631,948, and in 1849,
(22.436,556 68} by $3,195,391, equivalent to 6.54 per cent Now, compared with
each other, the importations of 1850 exceeded those of 1849 by 10 per cent, and the
exportations by 14 per cent We see, then, that notwithstanding the disadvantageous
circumstances, which have borne upon the Commerce of the island, it has continued
to increase in the same ratio as that which we announced with pleasure in previous
years.
A multiplicity of figures is not, we are aware, most agreeable to the majority of
readers, but without them we are unable to descend to the details of the general
movement of Commerce with different nations. These details were as follows, for
the two years given :—
1849.
1849.
1849.
Ports.
Importations.
Exportation!.
Total.
Spanish.
$7,682,757 68$ $3,113,070 60
$10,796,828 18}
United States.
6,578,295 81}
6,301,657 62*
12,879,952 93}
French
1,252,466 12}
1,212,909 87}
2,465,876 60
English
5,810,670 81}
7,127,420 43}
12,938,090 75
Spanish American.
2,197,680 76
872,083 06}
8,069,718 76}
German1,228,681 37}
1,712,067 18}
2,936,748 56}
Belgian
402,785 18}
673,662 26
1,076,847 43}
Portuguese.
12,849 25
14,720 60
27,669 75
Brazilian.
Dutch.
194,147 31}
801,865 00
496,612 81}
Danish
857,134 81}
280,764 68}
687,889 60
Russian
638,702 62}
838,702 62}
Swiss86,160 00
86,150 00
Prussian.
120 00
120 00
Austrian.
16,964 87}
16,964 87}
Italian
27,813 75
185,128 56}
212,442 81}
Mercantile deposits.
680,608 12}
580,608 12}
Total
Ports.
Spanish
United States.
French
English.
Spanish American.
GermanBelgian
Portuguese
Brazilian.
Dutch.
DanishRussian
SwissPrussianAustrian
ItalianMercantile deposits.

$26,320,460 00 $22,436,666 68}
1850.
1850.
Importations.
Exportationa.
$8,640,626 931 $3,071,084 76
6,653,860 66}
8,359,252 98*
1,747,680 18}
1,862,596 18}
6,117,669 87}
7,061,056 93}
2,001,664 56}
578,237 68}
2,107,293 48}
1,871,620 00
818,881 87}
963,893 12}
83,882 18}
190,479 56}
620,200 81}

18,297 18}
638,291 62}

654,450
279,937
446,770
11,262

31}
66}
60
00

572,286 00

$48,767,016
1850.
Total.
$11,711,710
16,012,618
8,610,176
18,178,726
259,902
8,978,918
1,282,276

68}
68}
60
87}
81}
25
48}
00

83,882
744,929
800,138
446,770
11,262

18}
87}
50
50
00

686,688 18}
638,291 62}

Total.
$28,988,227 56} $25,681,948 00
$64,616,176 56}
In order to enable our readers more readily to understand the relation each country
thus bears to ours, wc have reduced the table to so much per cent, and find the
following result :—
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Ports.

Spanish American . . .

Mercantile deposits.. .

Importation.
1850.
1849.
29.81
29.18
24.99
22.96
4.75
8.03
22.07
21.10
8.34
6.91
4.72
7.27
1.10
1.63
0.04
....
0.12
■•••
0.66
0.73
1.79
1.35
....
....
■•••
....
•••■
■■•■
0.10
0.05
2.20
2.20

Exportation.
1850.
1S49.
13.87
11.98
82.61
28.09
6.41
7.27
81.77
27.56
2.26
8.88
7.60
7.30
8.06
8.76
0.07
....
....
....
2.16
1.34
1.09
1.08
1.74
2.84
0.16
0.05
••••
•■•a
0.07
■•■•
0.82
2.23
....
....

Total.
1849.
1850.
22.14
21.44
26.44
27.49
6.61
5.06
24.13
26.54
6.30
4.72
7.29
6.02
2.21
2.35
0.06
....
0.C6
>.•>
1.36
1.01
1.46
1.20
0.82
1.30
0.03
0.07
....
a•..
0.03
....
1.07
0.43
1.17
1.19

100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
In the carrying of the above values, or the merchandise represented by them, Span
ish and foreign bottoms have compared as follows :—
IMPOBTATIOK.
1849.
1850.
Increase.
Spanish.
$16,366,844 81*
118,465,071 62*
12,088,226 81*Foreign
9,953,616 18*
10,628,156 93*
674,540 75
EXPORTATION.
1849.
1850.
Increase.
Spanish.
$5,573,535 37*
$6,020,689 68*
$447,104 31*
Foreign.
16,863,021 31*
19,611,808 31*
2,748,287 00
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN ROUTES FOR PRODUCTS TO NEW YORK.
A late number of the Cincinnati Price Current contains a long letter from Messrs .
J. S. Chenoweth <& Co, merchants of that city, urging the superior cheapness of the
northern route to shippers of Western produce. We make the following extract :—
The advantages of the northern route to New York over that by New Orleans, are
vastly superior. By the northern route, tobacco is delivered in New York in from
thirty to thirty-five days, in as good order and condition as when shipped. It is de
livered dry and free from sweat, and opens a hundred per ceut better than that shipped
by New Orleans, which requires double the time to arrive in New York. Tobacco
shipped by New Orleans is nearly always injured to some extent from the sweat
caused by heating in the hold of the vessel, which uniformly happens from the great
heat of the weather in that latitude at this season of the year. We subjoin the cost of
transportation on a single hhd. by each route, say by Louisville :—
BY NORTHERN BOUTS.
BY SOOTHERS B.OUTK,
Dray in Louisville
$0 26 Dray, Louisville
$0 60
Freights to Cincinnati
1 05 Freight to N. O, $3 to $3.60, say . . 2 60
Charges in Cincinnati
0 60 Insurance to New Orleans
0 62
Freights by Canal, Lake
7 76 Charges in New Orleans
1 75
7 00
Insurance
1 12 Freight by ship
Insurance to >ew York
2 00
$10 62
$16 12
Showing a difference in favor of the Lake route, of $4 60. We are now shipping
tobacco to New York at 50 cents per 100—thirty days.
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IMPORT AND EXPORT OF MERCHANDISE FROM 1820 TO 1851.
THE ANNUAL AMOUNT OF MERCHANDISE EXCLUSIVE OF SPECIE
FOB CONSUMPTION, AND THE AMOUNT OF DOMESTIC) EXPORTS EXCLUSIVE OF
1ST OCTOBER, 1820, TO 80TH JUNK, 1861 AND SHOWING, ALSO, THE
AVERAGE AMOUNT EVERY KITE TEARS.
Foreign merchandise imported
Dot
Annual consump- Arerage amount Annual export,
Average amoun
tiun,, cexcltntve
evi
exclusive
every
Fan.
Of!
five j
of specie.
Ave years.
1821.
43,696,405'
43,671,894
1822.
68,867,428
49,874,079
61,308,936 ■
1823.
56,728,011
47,165,408
51,659,126
1824.
63,846,667
60,649,500
182$.
66,395,722,
66,944,746
283,616,066
258,295,626'
1826.
67,652,677
62,449,855'
1827.
64,901,108
67,878,117
1828.
66,975,475
66,769,166
49,976,682
64,788,868
1829.
64,741,571
65,087,307
1830.
49,575,099
68,624,878
283,845,830
273,916,789
1831.
82,808,1 10 "I
89,218,683'
1852.
76,327,688
61,726,529
1883.
83,470,087
90,117,397
69,950,866
74,395,822
1834.
86,973,147
80,628,662 '
1835
122,007,974j
100,459,481 J
450,586,986
871,979,111
1836.
158,811,3921
106,670,942
1887.
113,810,571
94,280,895
1338.
86,662,598
118,169,142
96.560,880
101,939,762
1839.
145,870,816
101,625,688
1840.
111,660,561
86,250,335 J
590,795,712
609,698,811
1841.
114,776,309]
103,636,236
1842.
87,996,318
91,799,242
1843.
57,294,129
88,411,369
77,686,354
94,221,787
1844.
96,390,548
99,531,774
1845.
105,699,541 J
98,466,330 J
1846.
1847.
1848.
1849.
1850.

442,056,845
110,048,869
116,257,595
140,651,902
182,665,108
164,032,033

1851.

663,555,497
200,894,645

132,711,099

471,108,936
101,718,0421
160,674,844
130,203,709
181,710,081
134,900,233 J
649,106,909
178,970,676

129,821,382

COMMERCE OF NEW SOUTH WALES IN 1849 AND 1850.
From a statement of the imports and exports from Sydney and Port Philip, it ap
pears that in 1850, the value of the imports to Sydney were £1,333,413 ; and to Port
Philip, £744,295 ; making a total of £2,078,338. The exports from Sydney were
£1,357,784 ; and from Port Philip, £1,041,796 ; being a total of £2,399,580, or an
excess of exports over imports of £321,242. In 1849 the imports in gross amounted
to £1,793,420 ; and in 1850 to £2,078,838, showing an increase last year of £284,918.
The exports in 1849 were £1,891,270; in 1850, £2,399,580; showing an increase last
year of 508,310. In 1850, the amount of wool exported from Sydney was 14,270,623
VOL. XXVI.—NO. L
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lbs, the declared official value ofwhich was stated at £788,051 j and from Port Philip,
18,091,207 lbs. ; of the value of £826,190, making a total of 23,861,829 lbs, valued at
£1,614,241. In 1849, the wool exported from both districts was 27,968,530 lbs., valued
at £1,238,559, showing that in 1860 an increase bad taken place in the quantity of
wool exported of 4,398,298 lbs, valued at £375,682. Last year the quantity of tallow
exported from Sydney was 128,090 cwts, valued at £167,858 ; and from Port Philip,
89,788 cwts, valued at £132,063, making a total quantity of 217,878 cwts, valued at
£300,721. In 1849, the quantity of tallow exported from both districts was 154,103
cwts, valued at £249,932 ; so that during the last year there has been an increase in
the quantity of tallow exported of 63,775 cwts, of the value of £50,789.
IMPORT AND EXPORT OF SPECIE FROM 1820 TO 1851.
statement of the amount or 8pecie imported and exfoated anndaixt, from 1st
October, 1820, to 30th tone, 1851—and showing, also, the average amount
every five years dueino that period.
Specie imported.
Specie exported.
Average amount
Average amount
Years.
Annually.
every 5 years.
Annually.
every 5 yoars.
8,064,8901
1821..
10,478,059
1822..
8,369,846
10,810,180
5,097,896
1823..
6,212,646
6,372,987
8,694,566
8,879,835
1824..
7,014,552
1825..
8,797,055
6,150,765 J
1826.
1827.
1828.
1829.
1880.
1831.
1832.
1833.
1834.
1885.
1886.
1837.
1838.
1839.
1840.
1841.
1842.
1843.
1844.
1845.
1846.
1847.
1848.
1849.
1860.
1861.

31,063,232
6,880,966
8,151,130
7,489,741
7,408,612
8,155,964
38,081,418
7,805,945")
6,907,504
7,070,S68
17,911,632
18,131,447 J
61,826,897
13,400,881
10,516,414
17,747,116
5,595,176
8,882,818
66,142,400
4,988,633'
4,087,016
22,320,886
6,880,429
4,070,242 J
41,296,655
8,777,732]
24,121,289
6,860,224
6,651,240
4,628,792 J
46,639,277
12,889,679

7,616,282

43,472,838
4,704,683
8,014,880
8,243,476
4,924,020
2,178,773

5,618,136

10,265,379

28,065,682
9,014,931
6,656,340
2,611,701
2,076,758
6,477,775

6,167,601

11,228,480

25,837,605
4,824,336
6,976,249
3,608,046
8,776,743
8,417,014

6,200,477

8,269,831

81,002,388
10,034,332
4,813,539
1,520,791
5,454,214
8,606,495

6,086,374

9,107,856

80,429,871
3,905,268
1,907,789
16,841,620
6,404,648
7,622,994

6,916,454

62,689,974
12,839,679

84,682,269
29,147,985

87,678,008
29,147,985

66,629,653

66,826,993
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THE EFFECT OF THE PRICE OF WHEAT 0.\ CRIME.
The London Economtil illustrates the relative effects of plenty and scarcity on «
inal offences in England after this manner :—
" To the great mass of our population, notwithstanding all the efforts of the ' best
possible public instructors,' the connection between the number of commitments for
crime and the price of wheat, is still not more intelligible than the old puzzle for reg
ulating the value of a horse by the number of nails with which he was shod. And in
deed the results seem at first sight as astounding as, upon close investigation, they are
obvious and irrefragible. We have now before us the tables recentlyjaid before Par
liament, showing the number of criminal offenders in England and Wales during the
past year ; from which we find that the number of persons committed for trial during
1850 was three per cent under the average of the last ten years; the total number
during each year of that period being as follows ;
Ta
1841
27,760 1 846
25,107
18*2.
81,306 1 1847
28,833
1843
29,691 1848
80,849
1844
26,642 1 849
27,616
1846
24,803 1850
26,813
Throughout the greater part of 1842, when, as will be seen, the commitments were
at the highest, in consequence of the defective harvest of the previous year, corn was
comparatively dear, having risen above 73*. a quarter; and to the influence of this
scarcity may be traced the increased criminality of that year. With the full crops of
1842. 1843, and 1844, and the commencement of fiscal reforms, cheapness and plenty
tended to diminish the amount of crime. In 1845, the prospect of corn-law repeal
and the previous good harvests kept down prices, and the averages during those four
years were:—
•
PRICK Or WHEAT FEB QUARTE&.
1842
67s. 8d. I 1844
51s. Sd.
1843
60s. Id. | 1846
60s. 10d.
The consequence (says the Economitt,) of the low prices in the last two years, and of
the stimulus given to industry by Sir K. Peel's removal of restrictions, with a great
access of employment, was to reduce the number of commitments, and m 1846 they
had fallen to 24,303 from 81.309 in 1842. The different effects of plenty and scarcitywere never more plainly manifested on the morality of the people. The sudden col
lapse of railway speculation and the disastrous commercial failures of 1847 were not
without their influence, and in 1848 the commitments again amounted to 30,349.
Since then, with comparatively free and settled and regular trade, the commit
ments have steadily decreased, and were only 26,813 in 1860. If they were above
the number of that very active and enterprising year, 1845, they were lower than in
six other years of the series since 1841. Taking into account the increase of popula
tion in the interval, the number of commitments in 1860 is a decided testimony to the
advantages of free-trade in promoting the morality of the community.
THE COTTON AND AMERICAN TRADES.
Some very interesting facts connected with the cotton trade of the United Kingdom,
and oar trade with the United States, are contained in a Parliamentary paper recent
ly issued. The first table shows that, in 1848, the whole quantity of cotton imported
was 713,020,161 lbs., of which 600,247,488 lbs. was from the United States, and
112,772,673 lbs. from all other parts. In 1849 the total import was 755,469,012 lbs,
of which 634,604,050 lbs. was from the United States, and 120,964,962 lbs. from all
other parts. In 1860 the total amount imported was 668,576,861 lbs. of which
493,153,112 lbs. was from the United States, and 170,423,749 from other parts. The
quantity imported from the British possessions in the East Indies was, in 1848, 84,101,961
lbs. ; to" the following year it fell to 70,838,516 lbs.; and in 1850 it rose to 118,872,742
lbs., or nearly one quarter of the amount imported from the United States. The British
West Indies and British Guiana furnished us, in 1848, with 640,437 lbs.; in 1849, with
944,307 lbs.; and in 1850 with only 228,918 lbs. The whole return shows the impor
tant fact, that our dependence upon America for this most valuable staple has been
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considerably diminished in the last two years ; but whether this diminution will con
tinue under a lower range of prices than those of 1850, remains to be seen. Another
table in the return shows that the declared value of the cotton manufactures of all
kinds exported in 1848 was £22,681,200; in 1849, £26,770,136; and in 1850,
£28,257,461, or about forty per cent of our whole exports. The declared value of
the cotton manufactures exported to the United Slates was, in 1848, £1,718,024; in
1849, £2,055,286; and in 1850, £2,504,280. Another table exhibits the whole trade
of this country with the United States. It appears that in 1848, the declared value
of the entire exports was £9,561,909 ; in 1849, £11,971,028 ; and in 1850, £14,891,961,
or nearly one-fifth of the declared value of our exports to all parts of the world.
The offici.1 value of our imports from the United States amounted in 1848, to
£23,916,844 ; and in 1849 to £26,554,941. Great Britain and the United States there
fore interchange in a year produce worth above £40,000,000.—Liverpool Timet.
THE AMEEICAiV C0ASTIK0 TEADE.
W. S. Lindsay, in a letter, recently published in the London Times on the subject of
the British mercantile marine, says :—
" Call upon America to fulfil her pledge ' and give what we give ;' and thus, let the
British ship-owners test their skill, industry, and perseverance in the valuable coasting
trade of the New World. America will, even then, be still very deeply in our debt,
as unfortunately, she has no colonial trade to grant in return for the vast possessions
we have thrown open to her ; and of which she is at present reaping a rich harvest,
as our Customs' entries daily prove. It is, however, a question with me whether Amer
ica will now 'give us what we give ;' but our Government may as well make a virtue
of necessity, and try them. The sooner the better, as at this moment a very great
number of our ship-owners who cannot find remunerative employment for their vessels,
will at least make a trial of the trade between the Northern and Southern States ; and
more particularly the rapidly increasing trade between New York and California.
They may be enabled then, to make 80s. per ton freight on teas and silk, from Canton
to London, combined with the outward freight, leave a margin of profit, and which I
need not assure you, sir, they cannot do now. If America do not fulfill her promise,
it would then become a serious question—though desirable to avoid retaliative mea
sures—whether our Government ought not, under such circumstances, to pass the order
in council against that nation. While we grant freedom to others, we must have free
dom ourselves to whatever extent those others can grant it, or we play both a simple
and a dangerous game."
STATISTICS OF BREWEES AND VICTUALERS IN ENGLAND.
From a return printed by order of the House of Commons, it appears that in Eng
land the number of brewers is 2,281, and of victualers, 59,676; 35,808 persons are
licensed to sell beer to be drunk on the premises, and 8,350 are licensed to sell beer
not to be drunk on the premises; 25,861 victualers brew their own beer; 12,497 who
brew their own beer are licensed to sell it if drunk on the premises; and 951 persona
are allowed to sell beer not to be drunk on the premises. The amount of malt con
sumed by each class is, in bushels, as follows:—Brewers, 17,800,683; victualers,
7,154,519; persons licensed to sell beer to be drunk on the premises, 2,884,249; and
persons licensed to sell beer not to be drunk on the premises, 341,878. In Scotland
there are 161 brewers, and 14,971 victualers, 178 of whom brew their own beer. The
brewers consume 831,981 bushels of malt, and the victualers consume 118,024 bushels.
There are 95 brewers in Ireland, who consume 1,164,702 bushels of molt, and there
are 13,793 victualers.
THE BOOK TRADE OF THE UNITED STATES.
According to an estimate in The Book Trade, an excellent literary journal published
monthly in this city, by H. Wilson, the number of volumes issued in the United States,
from the 1st of July, 1850, to the same date in 1851, was 1,298. The number of pa
ges in these volumes amounts to 213,049. The distinct works composing the volumes
are 1,176. Of these volumes 817 were published in New York, 228 in Philadelphia,
and 203 in Boston. The department of fiction, including every class of novels and
tales in prose, comprises 249 distinct works. Of juvenile publications, there are 62 ;
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of gift-books, 82 ; and of poetical works, including hymn books for the use of church
es, 80. The number of religious and theological works is 170. Comprising under one
head general histories, travels and works descriptive of countries, not strictly geo
graphical, we may put their number at 1 21. Of biogrnphies there are 96, of scientific
works, 50, and of metaphysical treatises, strictly so called, 8. Of mathematical works
there are 17 ; classical books, 7 ; dictionaries and treatises (not grammars) on language,
18 ; school-books, 50 ; legal works, 43 ; medical works, 47 ; agricultural, 20 ; practical
mechanics, 18; artistic, 6; architectural, 8; political, 16 ; commercial, 12; orations, 8;
works entitled essays, in general, 1 1 ; manners and morals, strictly so called, 1 8 ; so
cial economy, comprising cook-books and works for housekeepers, 16 ; natural history,
8 ; miscellaneous, embracing works not within the scope of either of the above divis
ions, and often possessing considerable literary merit, 48.
OFFICIAL STATISTICAL RETURNS OF THE TRADE OF RCSSIA.
Having given in a previous article a general view of the import and export trade of
Russia, some particulars of the rise and progress of its cotton manufactures cannot fail
to be interesting. The quantity of raw cotton entered for home consumption in Euro
pean Russia was, in 1842, 18,477,144 lbs., and increased progressively to 1848, when
it realized 44,331,660 lbs. In 1842, 21,760,380 lbs. of cotton twist was also imported,
but in consequence of the establishments in Russia, which we shall particularize pres
ently, decreased in 1848 to 18,901,142 lbs. The following is an official statemeut in a
tabular form of the quantities of raw cotton and cotton yarn imported at St Peters
burg in each year from 1838 to 1849 :—
Ituw
Raw
Cotloa
Cotton
yarn.
cotton.
cotton.
Tran.
Cwu. Yenr».
Owls.
Cwta.
1888
177,338
85,541
195,605
1839
91,326
168,108
154,108
1840
144,935
77,479
122,082
1841
84.704
104,397
1848
120,199
91,212
1843
186,862
181,895
64,565
We subjoin a curious statement of the number of cotton-spinning factories at St
Petersburg, with the number of spindles, and the quality and quantity of yarn pro
duced therein on the 29th of February, 1849, since which period they have
materially increased. The first-named establishment under the Government direc
tor, General Wilson, is said to have been commenced in 1800 on private account;
the remainder were established in the years specified. This statement i» derived from
official sources, and we believe has never before been published :—
Yarn produced.
Bpindlen.
Quality. ' Quantity per day.
Yean.
Mills owned by.
So. Kind.
No.
hits. ha.
Oeneral Wilson
19,000 mule . .
88 fair..
3T
12
1684 Steiglitz, Wilson k Company . . 60,000 mule . .
88 good.
8}
12|
1836 Mattzoff <fc Sobolefsky
S8000 muSe^
37 fair..
6*
23
1836 Joint Stock Company
68,000 mule . .
88 fair..
8*
12T
1888 T.Wright A Company
1^00 mute''.0.'
87 fttir '
8*
12*
1843 E. Hubbard
85^000 mule . .
89 good.
4
12T
1845 Loder, Busk <fc Company
86,000 mule . .
89 good.
4
1 3T
1847 J. Thomas <k Company
26,000 throstle.
32 good.
4
121
1847 Mituphanoff
10,000 mule . .
(Not then ready.)
Whatever may be the eventual success of the protective system of Russia, certain
it is that the importation of cotton and woolen manufactures is considerably
checked. In 1842, Russia imported between 40,000 and 50,000 pieces of white cotton
cambrics, besides coverlets, muslins, colored stuffs, gloves, <tc, and in the tables before
us these articles exhibit a blank for the years 1848 and 1849. The whole amount of
ratton manufactures imported in 1848 was valued at £605,290, whereof £415,852 was
was from Great Britain. Prussia sends about £108,000. The importation of woolen
goods also declined. Baizes, camlets, carpets, cashmeres, flannels, and a variety of the
out descriptions of woolen goods, of which, in 1844, Russia imported a considerable
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quantity, exhibit the same unsatisfactory blank in 1848 and 1849 as Borne of the cotton
manufactures. The total imports of woolen goods declined from £619,475 in 1844 to
£335,381 in 1848. A premium of five silver roubles per pood is paid on Russian
velvets and half velvets exported to Chiua, and six silver roubles on nankius and other
cotton goods. The premiums allowed for these exports at the Kiakhta custom-house
was 92,715 silver roubles in 1847, and 73,643 in 1848. At the Astrachan and Moscow
custom houses, on cotton goods exported to the Caucasian frontiers, a drawback of onehalf the duty paid on foreign cotton yarn is returned—viz., three silver roubles twentyfive copees per pood. This draw back, allowed at Astrachan, was but 3,846 silver
roubles in 1847, but increased to 12,969 in 1848. Iu Moscow it amounted to 19,890
silver roubles. The whole amount of premiums and drawbacks, inclusive of Kiakhta
tea exported to Poland, the duty on which is returned, and the duty on tobacco of
Russian manufacture, the excise duty on which is also returned when exported either
by the frontiers or to the kingdom of Poland, amounted, in the whole empire of Russia,
to only £27,969 sterling in 1847, and £26,095 in 1848.
The following table exhibits the quantities of the principal articles of import entered
for home consumption, in European Russia, in the years specified :—
18«.
1847.
1818.
Sheep's wooL
lbs. 1,000,368 2,022,696 2,094,264
Dyeing stuffs
889,016
90G.757
879,216
Raw sugar
cwts.
618,062
259,855
489,209
Refined sugar
211,888
112,810
Machinery and tools, value in pounds, Bterling.. .
81,891
298,434
291,149
Wine and liquors
925,618 1,025,000 1,142.434
Silk manufactures
635,009
643,210
628,656
Linen manufactures
54,918
80,255
69,960
EXPORTS.
Hemp
tons
88,111
48,903
88,748
Flax.
48,849
87,777
60,007
Tallow
cwts. 1,088,017 1,210,240 1.211,599
Sheep's wool
lbs. 20,378,112 15,657,480 8,593,056
Linseed and hempseed
qrs.
772,290
990,775
865,614
Timber, deals, Ac, value in pounds sterling . . .
835,604
695,678
395,622
Grain
qrs, 1,609,366 7,658,847 2,843,897
Flour, value in pounds sterling
102,790
928,292
68,725
The extent of the Russian inland trade, and the value of the imports and exports to
and from the various countries in Asia, has been, up to this time, wholly unknown.
We give the imports and exports in English sterling for the year 1848. Russia im
ported from Turkey, in Asia, to the value of £136,976, two-thirds of which consisted
of woven cotton fabrics. From Persia the imports valued £626,805, two-thirds of
which consisted of woven cotton, silk, and woolen fabrics. From the Kirghis Steppes
the value of her imports was £229,192, nearly one half of which consisted of cattle.
From Khiva the imports were £12,419, chiefly dye stuffs and raw cottoa From
Bokhara the imports were £108,480, one-half of which consisted of cotton fabrics.
From Taschkend the imports were £16,241; from Kokban, £6,923; from China,
£888,363 ; and from other countries, chiefly beyond the Caucasus, £66,889 ; being a
total of imports from various countries in Asia of £2,133,048. The exports of Russia
to these parts were, in 1848, as follow:—To Turkey, in Asia, £76,093; Persia,
£103,780 ; Kirghis Steppes, £288,041 : Khiva, £6,346 ; Bokhara, £39,154 ; Taschkend,
£38,704; Kokhan, £136; China, £865,848; total of exports to Asiatic countries,
£1.368,103. The value, both of imports and exports, appears to average nearly the
same amount, taken in a series of years.
The following is a statement of the Russian imports and exports (exclusive of specie)
from and to Poland and Finland, in the following years :—
Poland.
Finland.
Imports.
Exports.
Imports.
Exports.
1844
£165,022
£316,118
£91,128
£229,112
1841
254,599
448,903
90,717
182,925
1848
198,342
412,064
96,883
182,488
Some idea may be formed of the quantity of busiuees transacted at the great fair
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of Nijny Novgorod, if we give the results of the fair in the year 1849. The trans
actions in that year are stated to have been less satisfactory than those of 1848. The
price of tea was 20 per cent higher, and injuriously affected the trade in other articles.
Money was scarce, owing to the recent stagnation in the corn trade, and the payment
for two-thirds of the aggregate purchases is said to have been deferred for periods of
twelve, eighteen, and even twenty-four mouths. With these drawbacks, the total
value of the domestic articles at the fair was £7,916,016 sterling. The following found
a sale:—Raw materials, £1,917,940; provisions, £868,684, and domestic manufac
tures, £3,981,716; the total sales of domestic articles, amounting to £6,758,840,
leaving £1,157,675 unsold. The total foreign articles at the fair amounted to
£2,480,191, of which £493,955 worth of European raw materials, found a sale ; and
£204,888 of manufactures. Asiatic articles sold to the extent of £1,329,131 ; the
total sales of foreign articles being £2,027,944, leaving £402,217 unsold. So that in
fact the total value of both domestic and foreign articles at the fair, was no less than
£10,346,207, of which £8,785,314 found buyers, and £1,659,898 remained unsold.
The extreme market prices of fine wheat at Odessa were in the last quarter of 1 848,
28s. to 30s. 5d. per quarter. In the quarter ending 31st December, 1849, the market
prices were 27s. 4d. to 30s. lOd. per quarter ; and tho rates in the same period in
1850 were 27s. 4d. to 30s. per quarter. The rates of freight from Odessa to Oreat
Britain per imperial quarter, ruled from 6s. 2d. to 13s. lid. in the first part of 1848 ;
the rates were lower in April and May, and higher in September. In the last quarter
of 1849, they ruled from 6s. 8d. to 7s. 4d. per quarter, and in the same period in I860,
from 6s. 2d. to 7s. 9d. per quarter. The average price of wheat at Riga was at the
close of 1848, 41s. 8d. per quarter. About the same average in 1849, whilst in 1850,
the average price declined to 37s. Id. per quarter; barley, 18s. 4d. to 18s. 9d. per
r; and oats, lis. lOd. to 12s. 3d. per quarter.—Eastern Cowitiee Herald.
STATISTICS OF THE PRESS OF THE UNITED STATES.
The statistics of the newspaper press form an interesting feature in the returns of
the seventh census.
It appears that the whole number of newspapers and periodicals in the United States
on the 1st day of June, 1850, amounted to 2,800. Of these, 2,494 were fully re
turned; 234 had all the facts excepting circulation given, aud 72 are estimated for
California, the territories, and for those that may have been omitted by the assistant
marshals.
From calculations made on the statistics returned, and estimated circulations where
they have been omitted, it appears that the aggregate circulation of these 2,800 pa
pers and periodicals is about 5,000,000 ; and that the entire number of copies printed
annually in the United States, amounts to 422,600,000. The following table will show
the number of daily, weekly, monthly, and other issues, with the aggregate circulation
of each class :—
No.
Circulation. No. of cop's prlnM an'alrr.
Dailies
850
750,000
235,000,000
Triweeklies
150
75,000
11,700,000
Semi-weeklies
125
80,000
8,820,000
Weeklies
2,000
2,875,000
149,500,000
Semi-monthlies
60
300,000
7,200,000
Monthlies
100
900,000
10,800,000
Quarterlies
26
20,000
80,000
Total
2,800
5,000,000
422,600,000
Four hundred and twenty-four papers, are issued in the New England States ; 87ft
in the Middle States; 716 in the Southern States; and 784 in the Western States.
The average circulation of papers in the United States is 1,785. There is one publi
cation for every 7,161 free inhabitants in the United States and territories.
DUTCH COMMERCE IN 1850.
The finance department, at the Hague, has published the result of the Commerce
and navigation of the Netherlands for the year ending 1850. The results are extremely
avorable. The import aud export trade shows an increase of 46,000,00011 in the last
four years. Imports, compared with 1849, are increased by 9,000,00011, the exports
by 13,000,0008. The general imports of 1850 amounted to 284,4 16,27 611 ; the gene
ral exports to 250,002,0668. ; the transit trade to 92,252,7890.
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BRITISH TRADE AMD SHIPPING.
A return to the British House of Commons has just been printed, showing, from
1816 to 1860, the number of vessels and of tonnage at twelve principal ports, and of
the exports and imports for each of the said portB. The declared value of British and
Irish produce and manufactures exported from the port of—
London last year, was
£14,187,527 | Leith
£366,652
Liverpool
84,891,847 Glasgow
8,768,646
Hull
10,366,610' Greenock
855,698
Bristol
862,089 I Dublin
5*854
Newcastle
920,068 1 Cork
116,268
Southampton
1,869,647 I Belfast
56,506
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DEBT AND FINANCES OF KENTUCKY, 1851-52.
In the message of Governor Powell, of Kentucky, the following items concerning
the financial condition of the State are given :—
The actual and supposed receipts of the sinking fund, for the year
ending January 1, 1852, are
$692,416 47
The actual and estimated amount of disbursements for the same pe
riod, are
616,025 81
Estimated deficit, January 1, 1852
$22,608 84
«
« 1853
22,572 84
"
« 1864
. ..
21,335 84
The following is a statement of the public debt of this State :—
There is now due of the public debt
$445 00
Of bonds bearing 5 per cent interest, there will fall
due in 14 years the sum of
$221,000 00
In 15 years the sum of
100,000 00
In 20 years the sum of
165,000 00
In 82 years the sum of
100,000 00
Total amount of 5 per cent bonds
Of bonds bearing 6 per cent interest, there will fall
due in 17 years the sum of
$1,250,000 00
In 19 years the sum of.
447,500 00
In 20 and 21 years the sum of.
1,738,000 00
In 28 years the sum of
150,000 00
In 25 and 27 years, redeemable after 16 years, at tho
pleasure of the State
69,000 00
In 30 years, Southern bank bonds
150,000 00
The Cradock Fund, 6 per cent
6,692 81
Total Amount of 6 per cent bonds
Amount of bonds held by the Board of Education.

686,000 00

8,811,092 81
1,326,770 01

Total amount of public debt
$6,724,307 82
Of the school bonds, the sum of $1,259,270 01 bears 6 per cent interest, and the
sum of $67,600, 6 per cent
To pay this debt the State has the following resources, if they could be applied to
that purpose :—$989,000 stock in the Bank of Kentucky ; $290,000 of stock in the
Northern Bank of Kentucky j $40,600 of stock in the Bank of Louisville, and $160,000
of slock in the Southern Bank of Kentucky; to which may be added, $150,000 of
stock in the Lexington and Frankfort Railroad, and $76,420 25 bonds on the Louis
ville and Frankfort Railroad Company; making, in all, the sum of $1,646,020 25.
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The State has, in addition, $2,694,239 93 stock in turnpike roads—supposed to be
worth about twenty-five or thirty cents on the dollar—besides her investments in
STATE DEBT OF GEORGIA.
The message of Governor Towns U calculated to deceive the people of Oeorgia in
regard to the amount of the State debt. It estimates the debt at f 1,424,722 22 ; but
does not include in the estimate the liability of the State, on the account of the Cen
tral Bank. That liability, which will have to be met out of the treasury, is $371,000,
tod the assets of the bank are only estimated at $100,000—leaving a balance of
$271,000. The Treasurer's report states the matter as follows:
Due July 1st, 1853, at 6 per cent
$10,000 00
Due January 1st, 1858, at 6 per cent
22,222 22
Due July 1st, 1863, at 6 per cent
45,000 00
Due July 1st, 1863, at 6 per cent
25,000 00
Due July 1st, 1868, at 6 per cent
216,500 00
Doe September 1st, 1869, at 6 per cent
801,500 00
Due June 1st, 1870, at 6 per cent
202,760 00
Dae July 1st, 1871, at 6 per cent
219,760 00
Due June 1st, 1872, at 6 per cent
130,260 00
Due January 1st, 1878, at 6 per cent
170,750 00
Due January 1st 1878, at 6 per cent
41,000 00
Due May 1st, 1874, at 6 per cent
81,600 00
Due May 1st, 1874, at 7 per cent
183,500 00
Sterling bonds at 5 per cent
72,000 00
Central Bank liability
271,000 00
Aggregate actual debt
$1,995,722 22
The last item on account of the Central Bank, is not included in the Treasurer's
report, but it is so clearly a liability of the State, that it ought to have been so
reported.
To the above must be added the sum of $168,542 18 for 4,200 tons of iron, pur
chased for the State road, without any authority by law, by the engineer, with
executive approbation. This, claim, if assumed by the Legislature, will run up the
State debt to $2,164,264 40—being nearly one million larger than stated in the
THE DEBT AND FINANCES OF TENNESSEE.
The Controller of Tennessee has recently made a report of the finances of the
State, the substance of which is as follows :—
There has been paid into the State Treasury during the two years prior to the first
Monday in October, 1861, from all sources, as well as upon warrants issued within that
time.
$1,004,004 94
And there has been paid out of the Treasury within that time, for all
purposes.
933,431 25
Excess of receipts over disbursements for the two years
Balance in the Treasury on the 1st Monday of October, 1849

$70,573 69
152,198 11

Leaving in the Treasury on the 1st Monday of October, 1851 . .
$222,771 80
The receipts into the State Treasury have increased within the last two years from
1790.695 53 to $1,004,004 94. The disbursements during the same time have in
creased from $862,436 66 to the sum of $933,481 26. Receipts over disbursements,
$70,673 69.
The public debt of Tennessee, according to previous statements published in the
Mcrchanti Magazine, is now $3,362,856.
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THE PROSPECTIVE OF GOLD.
The London Timet, of a late date, furnishes the following speculations touching the
"future of gold,"
" The question as to the probable effects of an abundance of gold is again in agita
tion. California has thus far realized more than was expected by the most sanguine,
the product at the end of each year having exceeded the highest estimate at the com
mencement, and there are now indications of a similar promise from the new regions
in Australia. A disposition, however, still prevails to believe that no extraordinary
changes in the relations of money are impending. When the California mines were
first discovered, it was admitted that if any thing like eight or ten millions should annu
ally be produced for a series of years, there could be no doubt strange effects would be
witnessed. But it was contended that instead of this continued yield, there would be
a gradual decline after the first year or two. That idea being now effectually set
aside, a new argument is adopted. The exports of gold from California for twelve
months ending the 31st December, 1850, were equal, it is supposed, to £12,000,000,
while for the present year, judging from the first nine months, they may be estimated
at £15,000,000. In the face of this supply there has been no very observable distur
bance in the measure of value. It is therefore assumed that the augmented quantity
has been met by an augmented demand, and that with the increasing traffic of the
world, a like annual addition will henceforth easily be absorbed.
" This inference, although it is urged by some able economical writers, appears alto
gether unsupported. The only tests of the result of the increased supply would be
an alteration in the relative value of gold and silver, or a general and unaccountable
rise in the prices of all articles. But the extensive displacement of silver which has
occurred in France, and which was plainly foreseen, has prevented the first of these
from being available, except to a very limited extent, while, with regard to the second,
the changes in our commercial system have been such as to produce a rapid fall in all
commodities far more than sufficient to neutralize any moderate influences of an oppo
site kind.
" Apart from free-trade, moreover, there is quite enough to account for the increased
influx having thus far produced no palpable manifestations. The Bank of France
at this moment holds £8,000,000 sterling in excess of what she possessed in 1849 ;
the extent to which hoarding, both of gold and silver, has been carried on all over the
Continent during the past three years, and especially in Italy and throughout the
Austrian empire, has perhaps been unprecedented ; a drain no less remarkable has been
caused by the Irish emigration, which has carried large totals to western America,
where much of it will long remain ; and finally, there has been the return to India of a
great portion of that specie which was suddenly drawn to England after the panic of
1847.
Exceptional circumstances exist, therefore, sufficient to render it unnecessary to as
sume tliat an increase in the demand for gold has suddenly sprung up to au extent
such as steadily to absorb fifteen millions per annum. The tendency of civilization is
to render needless the use of the precious metals for the purposes of barter, and al
though new colonies and settlements for a time create fresh demands, there is no rea
son to suppose that they more than counteract the economical influences elsewhere in
progress. Even California herself is not believed to have absorbed, in the shape of
circulation, more than two or three millions, while on the other hand we have to bear
in mind the effects of extended banking accommodations, and the use of money orders,
postage stamps, and other similar contrivances, which are more or less being imitated
in every part of the world.
" Hence we may still infer that previous to the discovery of California the produc
tion of gold, increased as it had been by the large supply from Russia, was equal most
probably to the annual demand ; that its value is consequently liable to be reduced near
ly to the extent of the exports from California, and that such reduction will of course be
measured by the proportion which the new supply may bear to the existing stock.
What the amount of that stock may be is wholly unknown, but there can be little
question that fifteen millions per annum is not relatively an insignificant addition to
it Some investigators have surmised that 400 millions is about the total in circula
tion throughout the world. If that can be taken as in any degree correct, it will easily
be understood that the California supplies must soon make themselves seriously felt
whenever the condition of Europe shall cause the quantities now eagerly sfcreted to
return to active pursuits.
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" Bat it is, after all, not a question of an addition of fifteen millions per annum. If
any reliance can be placed on ordinary evidence, the production from California alone
is only likely to be limited by the amount of population able to reach the State and
the rapidity of the arrangements for obtaining machinery. It is impossible to name
any other reason why the fifteen millions should not be increased to thirty or sixty.
No word of failing supplies has yet reached us. On the contrary, the miners seem
disposed to welcome as many fellow laborers as may seem fit to join them, and every
one asserts that the whole country is rich, and that as far as the present generation are
concerned, it may be pronounced inexhaustible. The old impression thut gold is never
found in large or continuous quantities is wholly dispelled, and scarcely any news could
now arrive from California, Bolivia, Peru, or Australia, that could take the public great
ly by surprise.
" In the face of these circumstances it must be injurious to encourage the tendency,
always too strong in the majority of minds, to believe that the old routine of things is
to go on as it has always gone. It can do no harm to keep the possibilities of the
case constantly in view, so that people may learu gradually and quietly to adapt their
interests to whatever may occur."
THE EXPLANATIONS OF BANKRUPTS.
The pressure in the money market has caused, or, at any rate, it has been made the
pretext of several remarkable and unexpected failures. A man in Salem has failed,
wbo is reported to be worth two millions of dollars over and above his liabilities. He
intends, it is said, to discharge what he calls his direct engagements, but to postpone
as long as possible his contracts as endorser, if not to escape them altogether. Other
failures of a like character have taken place in New York and elsewhere, where a
large excess of assets over indebtedness is confidently asserted to exist. The reason
assigned for these failures is the determination of the parties to violate their contracts
and stop payment, rather than submit to any considerable sacrifice for the sake of
maintaining their good faith by fulfilling their engagements. This reason for failing is
sometimes assigned without truth, for the sake of saving the pride of the bankrupt,
wben his assets are, in reality, enormously deficient. But as it is undoubtedly the true
reason in other cases, we have a remark or two to make about it.
We will take the Salem failure for an example. A man with £2,000,000 of assets,
at a fair estimate, and with $1,000,000 of debt, finds himself pinched for cash to pay
his notes, -when money is scarce. Three alternatives are presented to him. He can
raise sufficient money to meet his engagements by paying the market rate of interest
for it, as poorer men do, and which may be one or two per cent a month. Or he can
raise money by selling a part of his property, obtaining, of course, much less than it
would bring in easy times. By taking either of these courses, he may make what he
considers a sacrifice of 1200,000, and after he has made it, he will still have a princely
fortune of $800,000 left. But his grasping avarice may lead him to prefer the third
alternatives—namely, bankruptcy. By taking such a course, a man of wealth (if he be
such) sets a most pernicious example in any country. In the case which we have sup
posed for the sake of illustration, the failure is not as much a matter of stern necessity
as of sordid convenience and dishonest gain. He postpones payments of small amounts
to much poorer men than himself, who are greatly injured by such postponement He
shuffles off the burden of " hard times " (which it belongs to him to bear more man
fully than others) upon a host of creditors, not one of whom may possess a tithe of his
real ability to pay. He may be a man who has always insisted upon the last farthing
of pay, and the uttermost punctuality from his debtors. He may have availed himself
of the bright tide of speculation to amass his wealth, and consequently have no excuse
for shirking tlte dark aide when the turn of the die has brought it uppermost He
may be one who, if a much poorer man desired to stop the payment of a note due to
him, on the ground that it would cost some considerable sacrifice to raise the money
now, and that it would be much handier to pay it in about four years—would treat
such a pretext with unlimited scorn. If the rich man postpones hia notes and debts
and payments three or four years, in such a time as the present, he compels his small
er creditors to submit to a loss < f from 20 to 40 per cent, according to their needs and
the high rate which they are compelled to pay for money. This loss is certain, even if
ultimate payment at a distant day is secured ; for all that he expects to allow them is
six per cent interest, while they are obliged to pay far higher rates. The rich bank
rupt may and often does use the funds gained by staving off his debts, in secretly buy
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ing them up at 30 or 40 per cent discount, and makes a capital but dishonest specula
tion out of his own failure. 1 hese things have happened, and may happen again, and
in these remarks we are not describing any individual in particular, but a class of
bankrupts.
The effect of such failures is doubly disastrous—bad by the wide-spread and special
loss which they occasion, and still worse by the evil of their example. The cry goes
abroad—if millionaires are to be exempted from facing financial pressures, how can
poorer men be expected to do so ? If the rich are privileged to sneak under the cov
er of bankruptcy, and postpone their payments for years, by what principle of moral
ity or equal justice can it oe incumbent upon ordinary debtors to make sacrifices of
property to meet their contracts ? As one consequence of such examples, a merchant
mformed us that the business men of a neighboring town had talked seriously about
" suspending " in a body till a " more convenient season," thinking, shrewdly enough,
that there would not be much harm or disgrace about such a step, after what had hap
pened elsewhere. It is to be hoped, however, that the Salem platform in bankruptcy
will not be extensively followed in honest communities.
ROTHSCHILD, THE BANKER, IN TROUBLE.
The Paris correspondence of the Courier des Etats Vnis contains the following an
ecdote of Baron Rothschild :—
The splendid New Year's fetes which were to have been celebrated at the Hotel
Rothschild have been put aside, on account of a family sorrow, a very young child, a
grandson of Baron Rothschild, having recently died. The Baron was so much affected
by this affliction, that for some time he gave up the care of his affairs, and neglected
his vast enterprises.
A few days since a friend came to offer him his condolence ; the Baron recalled, with
a melancholy tenderness, the winning ways of the poor little child. " They brought
him in to me every morning," said he ; " here is my cabinet, and I think I see him now,
on my table, overturning all my papers."
At this period an agent from the exchange came in. It was the hour when he came
to take the orders of the prince of finance, and render him an account of the move
ment in the funds, and the aspect affairs had taken on the Bourse since the day above.
Interrupted in the overflowings of his memories and regrets, M. de Rothschild fell into
a melancholy revery, while the agent launched bravely into the subject of hi? habitual
visit, nnd continued, with the most minute detail, his expose of the state of financial
matters, without being disconcerted by the silence of his auditor, which he attributed
to continued and deep calculation.
After having finished his report on the state of all the stocks negotiated on 'Change
the agent added :—
" A new advance in the public funds is expected—<lo you believe in it, M. le
Baron ?"
M. do Rothschild, aroused from his revery, raised his head, and replied, with an ac
cent full of sadness and gravity :—
" I, sir J I believe only in God."
HOARDING OF GOLD,
The immense additions made to our circulating medium, since the discovery of Cal
ifornia, says the Philadelphia Evening Bulletin, can scarcely be realized, except by
those who refer to statistics on the subject Nevertheless it is evident, even to the
most cursory observer, that the amount of gold in circulation is for greater than it was
twenty, or even ten years ago. We can distinctly remember when an American gold
coin was something of a curiosity. However, less gold is in circulation than there
should be, considering the large quantity sent out from the mint. The practice of hoard
ing gold, in part, explains this. All through the rural districts, gold is hoarded to a
very great extent ; and even in cities, though to a less degree. Thousands of persons
who would never think of hoarding a bank note, hoard gold, for the latttr can never
lose its value, which the former mny. A few dollars laid by here, and a few dollars
there, produce, in the aggregate, a large sum. It is impossible to tell to what extent
this hoarding is carried on, but there is good reason to believe it prevails to a very
. great extent ; and, in consequence, quite considerable sums are being thus annually
withdrawn from circulation. It is not only the merchants of England, that drain our
gold currency—it is the provident of our own country, who eave and hoard it
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F5ITED STATES TREASURER'S STATEMENT, NOVEMBER 28, 1851.
TREASURER S STATEMENT, SHOWING THE AMOUNT AT HI8 CREDIT IN THE TREASURY, WITH
ASSISTANT TREASURERS AND DESIGNATED DEPOSITARIES, AND IN THE MINT AND BRANCHES,
•Y RETURNS RECEIVED TO MONDAY, NOVEMBER 24, 1851, THE AMOUNT FOR WHICH DRAFTS
HAVE BEEN ISSCED BCT WERE THEN UNPAID, AND THE AMOUNT THEN REMAINING SUBJECT
TO DRAFT. SHOWING, ALSO, THE AMOUNT OF FUTURE TRANSFERS TO AND FROM DEPOSITA
RIES, AS ORDERED BT THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY.
Drafts
heretofore drawn
Amount oa but not yet paid, Amount
deposit. though puyablo. subj. to draft.
Treasury of United States, Washington . . . (130,103 12 (40,151 96 (89,951 16
1,000,226 71 28,082 75 972,143 96
Assistant Treasurer, Boston, Mass
Assistant Treasurer, New York. N. Y
2,564,678 58 288,954 67 2,825,718 91
1,223,915 46
Assistant Treasurer, Philadelphia, Pa
8,073 31 1,216,842 15
Assistant Treasurer, Charleston, S. C
825,630 70 17,070 79 308,659 91
Assistant Treasurer, New Orleans, La. . . . 1,253,004 95 1,149,224 65 103,780 40
Assistant Treasurer, St. Louis, Ma
838,894 85 32,620 96 306,373 89
Depositary at Buflalo, New York.
91,003 91
223 86 90,780 66
Depositary at Baltimore, Maryland.
131,838 93
6,624 92 126,214 01
Depositary at Richmond, Virginia.
20,814 43
146 00 20,168 48
71,636 83 38,549 14 83,087 69
Depositary at Norfolk, Virginia
1,044 41
Depositary at Wilmington, North Carolina.
451 02
693 89
Depositary at Savannah, Georgia.
20,985 95
847 58 20,138 87
Depositary at Mobile, Alabama
27,858 10 18,403 18
8,934 92
Depositary at Nashville, Tennessee
11,766 59 11,031 86
735 28
83,895 76 11,636 16 22,269 60
Depositary at Cincinnati, Ohio
Depositary at Pittsburg, Pennsylvania. . . .
848 19
194 81
663 38
Depositary at Cincinnati, (late).
8,301 37
3,801 37
Depositary at San Francisco
421,060 48 342,312 31 78,748 17
Depositary at Little Hock, Arkansas
94,656 46 91,243 67
8,412 79
Depositary at Jeffersonville, Indiana
49,454 12 12,886 91 87,068 21
Depositary at Chicago, Illinois.
80,430 29
5,373 00 25,057 29
Depositary at Detroit, Michigan
43.357 34 18,542 79 29,814 65
Depositary at Tallahassee, Florida.
16,479 S3
4,599 00 11,880 83
Suspense account.
(2,636 74
2,636 74
Mint of the U. S, Philadelphia, Perm
6,684,690 00
5,684,690 00
Branch Mint of U. S., Charlotte, N. C
82,000 00
82,000 00
Branch Mint of U. S, Dahlonega, Ga.
26,850 00
26,850 00
Branch Mint of U. S., New Orleans, La
1,100,000 00 416,179 82 683,820 18
Total.

14,749,421 86 2,489,502 12 12,262,456
8,636 48
74

Add difference in transfers .

(13.436,629 74
1,176,610 00

Net amount subject to draft
(12,269,919 74
Transfers ordered to Treasury of the United States, Washington. (200,000 00
Transfers ordered to Assistant Treasurer, New Orleans, Louisiana.
826,000 00
Transfers ordered to Assistant Treasurer, St Louis, Missouri. . . .
100,000 00
Transfers ordered to Depositary at Norfolk, Virginia
170,000 00
Transfers ordered to Depositary at Savannah, Ga
1,880 00
Transfers ordered to Depositary at Cincinnati, Ohio
2,890 00
Transfers ordeeed to Depositary at Pittsburg, Pa
1,880 00
Transfers ordered from Assistant Treasurer, New York
Transfers ordered from Mint of the United States, Philadel., Pa..

(1,800,160 00
(100,000 00
23,540 00
(123,640 00
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ANCIENT COraS IN THE UNITFD STATES MINT.
The ancient coins in the Mint, in Philadelphia, are displayed in eight cases, mitered
in pairs, and placed erect against the Trails in the wide doorways and the middle
room. The modem coins are variously arranged ; part (including all those of the
United States) being in a nearly level case, and part being in upright cases, disposed
along the walls of the middle and west rooms. The ores, minerals, and metallic
alloys are placed in the west room ; in the eastern are shown the national and other
medals, and the fine beams used for the adjustment of weights. The middle room
also contains portraits of the directors of the mint, beginning with Rittenhouse, the
first director.
A great majority of the coins—almost all of those not over three hundred years old
—have been culled from deposits, and consequently have cost us no more than their
bullion value.
They are, moreover, the choicest of their kind ; and, perhaps, there are few cabinets
where so large a proportion of the pieces are in so fine preservation, as well the
ancient as the modern.
At the present time the aggregate of specimens is about 650 in gold, 2,100 in silver,
1,200 in bullion, brass, copper, <fcc ; in all, 3,950. Of these the ancient Greek and
Roman nnmber 82 in gold, 503 in silver, and 480 in other metals ; in all, 1,065.
There are a number of scarce English and Colonial coins, also some very rare ancient
Persian coins from the East India Company, and some very curious antiques from
Middle Asia.
IMPRISONMENT FOR DEBT IN RHODE ISLAND.
The Senate of Rhode Island has passed a bill for the abolition of imprisonment for
debt, and it only remains for the house to endorse it to become a law. It is somewhat
curious that one of the most enlightened commonwealths of the Union has not before
adopted this reform. William Beach Lawrence, the Lieutenant-Governor, has made
a report on the subject which narrates several cases of great hardship under the old
law. Of six persons, confined in a single cell in Providence, five were for debts under
five dollars ; and they had been immured from two weeks to four months. A poor
cripple was lately arrested in the same city, for a debt of three dollars and twelve
cents, just as he was about to go on board an oyBter boat, where, by means of his
remaining limbs, he hoped to be able to earn a scanty livelihood The worst use a
debtor can be put to is to confine him in jail, unless, indeed, he is fraudulent ; and for
persons of this description provision is made in all acts abolishing imprisonment for
debt. To permit arrests for debt, under ordinary circumstances, is equally useless and
cruel. In the States where the abolition has taken place the best results have fol
lowed. If there is a commonwealth left in the Union where imprisonment for debt is
allowed, the barbarous law cannot be struck from the statute book too sooa
AN EMERALD MINE IN EGYPT.
The Overland Chrotticle contains the following interesting account of an emerald
mine in Egypt:—"It appears that the existence of an emerald mine on Mount Zabarah, situate on an isle in the Red Sea, has long been known. It had been worked by
the Pacha of Egypt, but the operations had been stopped in the latter years of the
reign of Mehemet AIL A short time ago an English company obtained permission to
carry on the digging, which promised to yield them immense wealth. Recently their
engineer, Mr. R. Allan, discovered, at a great depth, traces of a great gallery, bearing
about it evidence of extreme antiquity. Here he found ancient instruments and utensils,
and a stone with a hieroglyphic inscription on it in a great measure destroyed. It ap
pears that in his time, Belzoni, to whom the world is so much indebted for its knowl
edge of the wonders of Egypt, had given it as his opinion that this mine had been
worked by the ancient Egyptians, and this discovery establishes the soundness of his
remark. The configuration of the gallery, and the nature and shape of the tools found
in it, it is said, exhibit great skill in the art of engineering. From the inscription on
the stone, so far as it can be read, it is believed that the laboring in the mine of Zabarah had commenced in the reign of the great Sesostris, (living about 1650 before
Christ,) whom antiquity describes as combining the character of a conqueror with that
of a prince of vast enterprise in the arts of peace.
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THE BANKING LAW OF VERMONT.
The chief items of the Free Banking Law recently adopted in Vermont, are as fol
lows:—
1. Booking Associations to consist of not less than ten persons.
2. The State Treasurer to provide circulating notes to such association to an amount
Dot leas than f50,000„nor more than $260,000, upon receiving a transfer of an equal
imoant of the public stocks of the United States, or the States of Massachusetts,
Sew York, Maine, Connecticut, Rhode Island, New Hampshire, Vermont, Ohio, New
Jersey, or Virginia—such stocks to be made equal to six per cent stocks ; or upon re
ceiving half the amount in such stocks, and the remaining half in bonds or mortgages
on productive real estate in this State, reckoned at not exceeding two-fifths of its val
ue, excluding buildings thereon : which stock or bonds and mortgages are to be held
by the treasurer as security for the redemption of the bank notes issued by him to
rich associations for circulation.
3. As additional security, the directors and stockholders of such associations are to
give bonds equal to the amount of notes received for circulation, to make up any de
ficiency in case the stocks, bond and mortgages before provided, shall be insufficient
4. The banking associations are required to redeem their bills at par in the city o f
Boston.
5. The existing banks, upon the assent of the stockholders, or upon paying of Buch
stockholders as dissent, may come in under this law.
THE THREE-CENT PIECES OF THE UNITED STATES.
The last section of the Act of the last session of the 31st Congress, " to reduce and
modify the Rates of Postage in the United States, and for other purposes," (see
Mmhants Magazine, for April, 1851, vol. xxiv., page 384,) authorizes the coinage at
the mint of the United States, and Branches, a piece of the denomination and legal
nine of three cents, or three hundredths of a dollar, to be composed of three parts
silver, and one fourth copper, and to weigh twelve grains and three eighths of a grain.
The die for this coin, as we understand, has been purchased, and the coinage will be
proceeded with at once at our mint in Philadelphia, but for a defect in the law, which
makes no provision for procuring the silver and copper to commence with. In conse
quence, the coinage will be delayed until the proper steps are taken by the authorities
«t Washington to remedy the deficiency. The new coin is decidedly neat and tasty,
ud will be in a measure a convenient substitute for coppers.
In size it is between the gold dollar and the five cent piece, but it is so much thinner
than either that a blind man can easily distinguish them apart by the touch. The
Cue of the coin has a capital C, with three numerals indicating the value of the coin
embraced within it Around the edge are the thirteen stars for the original states.
On the reverse is a star having in its center an American shield, and around the edge,
"United States of America, 1851."
OF THE REDEMPTION OF BANK NOTES.
The Attorney General of the State of New York has addressed the following circu
lar to the country banks of that State :—
Attorney General's OtBco, November 25, 1851.
To the Pretident, Directors, t£e, of the
Section 9 of the Act entitled " An Act relating to the Redemption of Bank Notes,"
passed May 4, 1840, prohibits any Bank, Banking Association, or individual Banker,
from purchasing, buying in, or taking up, directly or indirectly, their circulating notes,
at an amount less than what purports to be due thereon, at any other place, or in any
other manner, than is directed in and by this act.
The act authorizes the appointment, in New York or Albany, of a Redemption
Agent, who shall redeem the circulating notes of the country banks, at a rate of discount
not exceeding one half of one per cent. This appointment must be in writing, and
filed in the office of the Controller. A bank may be appointed the redemption
agent, but no city bank can redeem the circulation of country banks without such ap
pointment
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Complaints having been made to me, duly verified by affidavit, that a largo number
of the banks of this State, including the bank under your charge, have entered into an
arrangement with the Metropolitan Bank of New York, to " purchase," " buy in,"
and " take up," their own bills, at a discount of one-eighth of one per cent, I feel bound
to call your attention to the subject, and to suggest that in my opinion this mode of
redemption is unauthorized, and is in direct violation of the statute of 1840. My du
ty requires me, in all cases of violation of law by moneyed corporations, to proceed
against the offending institution, by information, to annul the charter.
The Metropolitan Bank not having been duly appointed a Redeeming Agent for
your Bank, you will Bee the propriety of either filing a regular appointment of said
Bank as your Redeeming Agent, or to discontinue Redemptions at eaid Bank. If this
course is not pursued, 1 shall be obliged to iustitute legal proceedings to correct the
error.
Respectfully yours, Ac,
L. S. CHATFIELD, Att'y Ccneral.
CATECHISM OF THE BANK LAW OF ILLINOIS.
Illinois has adopted a banking system similar in most of its features to the law reg
ulating the Free Banking Associations, <£c, of New York State. A cotemporary in
Illinois gives the following catechism, which clearly explains the character of the law,
in all its important features :—
Question. How is it proposed to furnish and regulate the bills for banking pur
poses t
Answer. The Auditor of the State is required to have them engraved ; and to
have them countersigned, numbered and registered in a book, by registers which he
shall appoiut for that purpose. [See sec 1.]
Q. To whom shall the Auditor issue these notes for banking purposes ?
A. To persons or associations who shall transfer to and deposit with him—1st, any
portion of United States stock ; 2d, or any State stocks, on which full interest is annu
ally paid ; 3d, or the stocks of this State, to be valued at 20 per cent less than the
rate at which they have been sold in New York for the six months previous to their
being deposited. But the Auditor shall not issue bills on the bonds of any State, if
less than six per cent is regularly paid thereon, unless there be deposited two dollars
for one, exclusive of interest. No stock to be taken above its par value, or above its
market value at the time of deposit. [Sea 2.]
Q. What check is provided on the honesty of the Auditor, in this matter ?
A. The State Treasurer is required to copy and keep descriptive lists of all notes
issued by the Auditor. [Sec. 8.]
Q. How arc those who thus comply with the law, authorized to get their notes in
to circulation !
A. Tliey may loan or "circulate the same as money," payable "on demand."
[Sec 40
Q. Who keeps the securities deposited by bankers !
A. The Auditor of the State transfers them to the Treasurer, who is responsible
for their safe keeping. He is authorized—1st, to deliver them back to the Auditor to
be sold for the benefit of the bank's creditors ; or 2d, to be used or disposed of under
a decree of Court for the same purpose ; or 3d, to be delivered back to the depositor.
[Sec. 6.]
Q. What number of persons, and what amount of stock, are necessary to open a
bank!
A. Any number of persons may do it, but their capital stock must not be less than
fifty thousand dollars. [Sec. 6.]
Q. What shall constitute such a company a " body politic and corporate V
A. They must make a certificate certifying the name of their bank, its location, its
amount of capital stock, and the number of its shares—the names and residences of its
stockholders, and the number of shares held by each respectively, and the period at
which such association shall commence and terminate. This certificate to be acknowl
edged and recorded in the county Recorder's office where located ; and a copy filed
with the Secretary of State. It shall then be a body corporate [Sec 7.]
Q. What is a chief use of this certificate ?
A. It may be used in evidence in Court against such associations. [Sec 8.]
Q. What are the powers of the corporations so formed !
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A. They have all the powers of ordinary bonking institutions. [Sec 9.]
Q. Is the stock of such banks taxable }
A. Yes. It is declared " personal property, subject to taxation." The amount of
taxation is determined by a commissioner provided in the law, and is levied on the
company, not the individuals. A transfer of stock to new hands carries with it a trans
fer of all the " rights and liabilities " of original shareholders. The rights of credit
ors cannot be prejudiced by any alteration in the articles of association, nor can tbe as
sociation be dissolved by death or insanity, when there is more than one shareholder.
[Sec. 10.]
Q In what name must the corporations do business I
A. In the name of the corporation. [Sec 11.]
Q. Who may maintain actions against such corporations !
A. Any person having demands against them ; and all judgments against them
shall be enforced against their property, except such as may be obtained against share
holders, as provided in section 38. [Sec. 12.]
Q. How are bankers to receive the benefit of the security stocks deposited with the
Auditor!
A The Auditor may give them power of attorney to receive interest on dividends
for their own use ; but this power is to be revoked on the bank failing to redeem its
notes, or whenever, in the opinion of the Auditor, the bonds become insufficient securi
ty The Auditor may also deliver to bankers an amount of their deposited stocks
equal to any notes returned to him for cancelation—notes so returned to be burned.
[Sec 13.1
Q. What is to be done when banks refuse to pay their notes on demand ?
A The Auditor is to sell the pledged bonds at auction in New York, and shall
pay the said notes from the proceeds thereof. [Sec 14.]
Q. Is there any precedence given in the kind of debts to be paid from these stocks
by the Auditor i
A Yes. The notet are to be first paid; afterwards "all other liabilities." [Sec 16.]
Q. Who keeps the dies and plates from which the bank notes are to be printed ;
and who pays for the printing ?
A. The Auditor keeps the dies and plates, and pays for the printing, charging the
same again to the bank. [Sec. 16.]
Q. Is the Auditor prohibited from issuing notes to a greater amount than there are
securities deposited ?
A Yes. He is for this to be judged " guilty of a misdemeanor ; and shall be pun
ished by a fine of not less than five thousand dollars, and imprisoned not less than five
vears in the penitentiary." [Sec 17.]
Q. Are the banks to be bound for damages, for refusing to pay a note on demand 1
A Yea. Twelve per cent [Sec 18.]
Q. How may it be known who are shareholders in any bank i
A The bank is bound to file lists with the county Clerk, for inspection. [Sec. 18.]
(J. Where are bank notes to be made payable i
A At the bank, and no place else. [Sec 19 ]
Q. When are bank notes payable ; and what is to be the banking capital )
A They are to be payable on demand, and the capital is to be tpeeie, " a suffi
cient amount " of which is " to be kept always on hand " to redeem all notes which
may be pres ented. The bonds deposited with the Auditor are not the bank's capital
—they are only pledges of security. [Sec 20.]
Q. What is to become of torn and mutilated notes )
A The Auditor is to give new ones in exchange for them—descriptions of the torn
ones are to be put on file, and they are then to be burned. [Sec. 21.]
Q. Can the bank prefer any of its creditors to others, by conveying its property to
them I
A No. Such conveyances are expressly declared void. [Sec 20.]
Q. Can tbe banks hold real estate I
A Yes. Such as is necessary, as banking houses, Ac. ; such as is mortgaged to
them by debtors in good faith ; such as shall be conveyed in satisfaction of debts pre
viously contracted in the course of its dealings ; and such as they shall purchase at
ales under judgments in their behalf, or in behalf of others, for the purpose of saving
a debt due them. [Sec 23.]
They cannot purchase, hold or convey real estate for any other purpose whatever
vol. xxvi.—so. I.
7
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and conveyances shall be to the corporation, free from any claim for or against share
holders, or others claiming under them. [Sec. 24.]
Q. How is the condition of a bank to be investigated ?
A. The Judge of the Circuit Court where the bank is located, may appoint compe
tent persons to investigate it., on the application of one or more shareholders whose
shares amount to three thousand dollars ; said investigation to be published by the
Judge's orders. [Sec. 25.]
Q. What is to be done when a bank refuses to pay its notes on demand ?
A. The holder of the notes may have them protested before any Notary Public ;
and the Auditor, on receiving such protest, shall forthwith give notice in writing to
the bank to pay the same ; and if the bank shall omit to do so, the Auditor shall im
mediately, (unless the bank shall by affidavit convince bim that it has a good defense
against the person presenting the same,) give notice in a newspaper at the place where
the bank is kept, (if there be a paper there,) and in a paper at the seat of government,
that the notes of that bank will be redeemed out of the trust funds belonging to the
bank, by the payment pro rata of all such circulating notes, whether protested or not ;
and to adopt such other measures as in his opinion will secure the note-holders from
loss. The obtaining of 6uch a protest, and the filing a copy thereof with the bank,
shall put all end to its banking powers, and they shall be prohibited from exercising
further banking privileges. The legal existence of the bank will only be continued
for the necessary purpose of settling its accounts. [Sec. 26.]
Q. What is to be done with the property of such banks ?
A It is the duty of the Auditor to apply to any Judge of the Circuit Court, who
will appoint Receivers to take the assets or property of every Buch bank. They are
to apply the property :
1st. To the redemption or payment of circulating notes :
2d. To the payment of all other indebtedness ; and
8d. To the payment of stockholders on account of stock invested. [Sec. 27.]
Q. What then becomes of the stock in the hands of the Auditor t
A. He is also bound to devote it, Jirst, to the payment of the circulating notes.
[Sec, 28.]
Q. Cannot stockholders avoid personal liability by pretended assignment or trans
fer of stock ?
A No ; " the said liability is to continue six months after the assignment by him of
any such stock j" and any stockholder who is the party in interest, shall be liable, al
though such stock may be held and recovered in the name of some other party. [Sec. 29.]
Q. How is it to be known who are stockholders !
A The bank is bound to keep a list of its stockholders posted up for inspection ;
and also a list of all transfers of stock, as they occur. [Sec. 29.]
Q. To whom does this law apply !
A. To all who shall " conduct business under the provisions of this law. [Sec. 30.]
Q. How are the bank Commissioners to be appointed, and what are their duties i
A At the first meeting of the Legislature after the law takes effect, and every
fourth year thereafter, the Governor is to nominate to the Senate three persons as
Commissioners, and by the advice and consent of the same they are appointed. It is
made their duty to make annual examinations of the condition of all banks formed un
der this law ; to inspect the securities filed with the Auditor to see if they are still suf
ficient security for the notes ; and to report them to the Auditor and to the banks.
They have all powers necessary to those duties. [Sec. 31.]
Q. What are the Commissioners to do if they find the securities from any cause
insufficient ?
A. They are to notify the bank concerned, and require additional securities, or the
surrender of such quantity of their notes to be burned as will make the securities .
sufficient for the remaining notes. If the bank fails to comply, it is to be put into
liquidation by the Auditor. [Sec. 82.]
Q. Are the banks bouud to report their condition ?
A. Yes ; quarterly under oath—to be published by the Auditor in a newspaper.
These reports must contain the amount of stock " paid in and invested according to
law ;" the value of real estate held ; the debts due the bank, and a list of bills dis
counted ; giving amounts and times payable ; the amount of debts owing by the bank,
and the notes in circulate n ; of loans and discounts, and specie on hand ; and amount
held of the notes of other banks. Also, the amount of suspended debt held by the
bank. [Sec. 33.]
Banks which refuse to do this " shall forthwith go into liquidation." [Sec. 85.]
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Q. How and when may banks wind up voluntarily i
A. When they have redeemed 90 per cent of their notes, and deposited means to
redeem tbe remainder in such bank as the Auditor shall direct, to his credit for that
purpose. The Auditor may then give up the securities before deposited with him.
[Sec. 36.] The bank may then give three years' notice in a paper published at the
seat of government, and in a paper in the county where tbe bank is located, that all
notes of said bank must be presented at the Auditor's office within three year*, for
redemption; after which the Auditor will give up to tbe bank any securities which
may hare been held for the redemption of any unredeemed notes. [Sec. 37.]
& What rate of interest may the banks charge !
A. "Not exceeding seven per cent on any real or personal security." This may
be received in advance; thirty days to make a month, and twelve months a year.
[Sec. 38.]
Q. Are stockholders to be individually' responsible i
A. They are, "to the full intent provided for in the Constitution of this State, and
to the amounts of their respective shares of stock." And when the property of the
Tration is exhausted, creditors may have recourse against stockholders. [Sec 38.]
When does the bank law take effect i
A. When a majority of the people, on the first Tuesday in November, shall vote
in favor of its adoption. [Sec. 39.]
Q. How are the people to vote i
A. By ballot ; with the tickets having the words, " For the general banking law ;"
or, " Against the general banking law." [Sec. 40.]
Q. How long may a bank exist under the law (
A. Not longer than twenty-five years. [Sec 41.]

COMMERCIAL REGULATIONS.
THE HALF PILOTAGE LAW IN PENNSYLVANIA.
We publish below the law and supplement passed at the last session of the Legis
lature of Pennsylvania, as applied for by the Wardens of the Port of Philadelphia and
Board of Trade of that city. It will be seen that all vessels engaged in the Pennsyl
vania Coal trade are exempt from the charge of half pilotage, whether inward or
outward bound, and also all coastwise vessels outward bound and all steamships arri
ving at or departing from Philadelphia. The following is a correct copy of the laws
in relation to Half Pilotage, passed March 24th, and April 8th, 1851 :—
Act or 24th March, 1851.*
Sec 4. That no duly licensed coasting steamboat, or propeller steamboat, sailing to
or from any port within this State—and no duly licensed coasting vessel, bound from
any port within this State—and no duly licensed coasting vessel, of the burden of one
hundred tons, or under, and bound to any port within this State, shall be obliged to
take a pilot, or to pay any pilotage therefor—and all vessels taking steam down as
hi as Keedy Island between tbe twentieth day of November and the tenth day of
March, inclusive, in any year, there shall be a deduction of five dollars, or to the Buoy
of the Brown, there shall be abated the whole charge of winter pilotage, of ten dollars .
Sec 5. That every vessel arriving from, or bound to any foreign port or place—and
every other vessel of the burden of one hundred tons or upwards, sailing from, or
bound to any port not within the river Delaware (excepted licensed coasting vessels
sailing from this port,) shall be obliged to take a pilot—and it shall be the duty of the
master of every such vessel, within thirty-six hours next after his arrival at said ports
of Philadelphia, to make a report to the master warden of the name of such vessel, her
draught of water, and the name of the pilot who shall have conducted her to this port,
and when any such vessel shall be outward bound, and not duly licensed to coast, the
master of such vessel, and the pilot who is to conduct her to the Capes, and her draught
* In accordance with a system of legislation that prevails in Pennsylvania, which we have niluded
to in former numbers or this Magazine, ihe other Sections of the Act nilnte to mutters entirely discon
nected with the objects of the Half Pilotage law, Included In Ihe 4lh, 5tb, 6th and 7th sh.cii.jus ls
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of water at that time—and it shall be the duty of the wardens to enter every such
vessel (reported as aforesaid,) in a book to be by them kept for that purpose—and if
the master of any such vessel shall neglect or refuse to make such a report, he shall
forfeit and pay the sum of ten dollars, and no more—and if the master of any such
vessel being licensed, as a coasting vessel, and of the burden of one hundred tons, or
more, shall refuse or neglect to take a pilot, the master or owner, or consignee of such
vessel, shall forfeit and pay the sum equal to half pilotage of such vessel—and if such
vessel be not licensed as aforesaid, then and in such case, the master, owner or con
signee thereof, shall forfeit and pay the full pilotage thereof. Provided always. That
wherever it shall appear to the wardens, that in the case of an inward bound vessel,
should a pilot not offer before such vessel reached the Brandywine light-house, bearing
east, or in case of an outward bound vessel, should a pilot not be obtained for twentyfour hours after such vessel was ready to depart, the penalty aforesaid for not having
a pilot, shall not be incurred.
Sue. 6. That all sums due for pilotage, half pilotage, and all other claims and pen
alties in the nature or in lieu thereof, shall, as they accrue, become and remain a lien
upon the vessels chargeable therewith, her tackle, apparel and furniture, until they are
paid ; and for the recovery thereof, in addition to the remedies now provided, (and
which shall remain as heretofore,) such process and proceedings shall issue and be had
in the Court of Common Pleas of Philadelphia county; or in any court possessing
admirality jurisdiction, as are usually had in the courts of admirality, for the recovery
of seamen's wages and all half pilotage forfeitures, and penalties in the nature thereof,
accruing by the virtues of this act, and all other debts, claims and demands to which
the " Society for the relief of distressed and decayed Pilots, their Widows and Child
ren," are legally or equitably entitled to, under any law whatsoever, shall be recovered
in the name and for the use of the said Society, to whom, or to whose agent, duly con
stituted, the same shall be paid : Provided, That in all suits and proceedings, to which,
" The Society for the relief of distressed and decayed Pilots, their Widows and Childdren," shall be a party, no person shall be incompetent to testify as a witness, because
of his being a member thereof.
Sec. 7. That such law or laws of this Commonwealth as are hereby repealed or
supplied, shall thenceforth be and remain void, saving, nevertheless, all claims and
causes of action which were instituted under any former laws, which shall continue to
be presented as therein directed, and where proceedings therefore shall not have been
commenced, the same shall be prosecuted, as prescribed under existing laws, prior to
the passage of this act.
Act of 8th April, 1851.
That nothing contained in any act of Assembly shall be construed as to require any
vessel engaged in the Pennsylvania coal trade to pay any Health fee or Half Pilotage
either inward or outward bound.
POSTAGE WITHIN THE UNITED STATES AND TO CANADA.
For every single letter in manuscript, or paper of any kind upon which information
shall be asked or communicated in writing, or by marks or signs sent by mail, the
rates mentioned in this table shall be charged; and for every additional half ounce or
fraction of an ounce above the weight named in this table, an additional single rate is
to be charged.
KATES OF LETTER POSTAGE BETWEEN OFFICES IN THE UNITED STATES, AND TO AND FROM
CANADA, FROM AND AFTER JUNE 30, 1851.
WHEN PREPAID.
A
O
O
O
O
•B—
•S
Si
Sg
?g
....
p fl
P
fi
fll
h Si
I!
ri
For any distance not over 8,000 miles.. cU.
3
6
9
12
15
For any distance over 3,000 miles
6
it
is
To and from Canada, for any distance not
60
over 3,000 miles
•
}°
r"
?"
60
75
For any distance over 3,000 miles
16
^
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WHEN UNPAID.
.A
1EZ

0
n
ce;5 o=
ec *?
II
10
20

101
Q
M
c—
c~
;5 =o
r3
cri
15
80

c
|3
£-

3
I?
c< »c

rl
ft
•jo
For any distance not over 3,000 miles . cts.
6
25
For any distance over 3,000 miles.
10
10
50
To and from Canada, for any distance not
OTer 3,000 miles
10
30
40
20
50
For any distance over 3,000 miles
15
30
45
GO
75
Note.—From and after the 80th of June. 1851, the mode of computing the rates
upon inland letters—L e. letters from one office within the United States or Territories
to another, and also upon letters between the United States and the British North
American provinces—is to be as follows, to wit : Single rate, if not exceeding half an
ounce ; double rate, if exceeding half an ounce, but not exceeding an ounce ; treble
rate, if exceeding an ounce, but not exceeding an ounce and a half; and so on,
charging an additional rate for every additional half ounce or fraction of half an
The mode of computing rates upon letters to Great Britain, and to all other foreign
countries, the British North American provinces excepted, will remain as at present,
trader the act of 3d March, 1849, and agreeably to instructions appended to the table
of foreign postages.
dibections.
1st. Every letter or parcel, not exceeding half an ounce in weight, shall be deemed
a single letter or rate.
2d. Ail drop-letters, or letters placed in any post office, not for transmission, but for
delivery only, shall be charged postage at the rate of one cent each.
3d. Each deputy postmaster, whose compensation for the last preceding fiscal year
(ending the 30th of June) did not exceed $200, may send through the mail all letters
ttritten by himself, and receive through the mail all written communications addressed
to himself, on Aw private bushiest, which shall not exceed in weight one half ounce,
free of postage. This does not authorize them to frank any letters unless written by
themselves, and on their private business only ; nor does it authorize them to receive
free of postage anything but written communications addressed to themselves, and on
their private business.
From and after the 30th of June, 1851, for each newspaper, not exceeding three
ounces in weight, the annexed rates per quarter are to be paid quarterly in advance.
These rates only apply where the paper is sent from the office of publication to
actual and bonafide subscribers.
FIWSPAPKB BATES, 1-EB QUABTEB, WHEN SENT FROM THE OFFICE OF PUBLICATION, TO
ACTUAL AND BONA FIDE BUB8CBIBEB8, AFTEB 80TH JUNE, 1861.
TrlSemi- »I'nthDally. weekly. we«kly. W'kly. m'thly. U.
For any distance not exceeding 50 miles. eta
6
25
16
10
1*
n
Over 50, and not exceeding 300 miles
60
30
6
20
10
'-'1
HO
75
46
15
Si
H
100
60
40
20 10
5
126
75
50
25 12J
6i
00
160
90
30 15
DIBECTIONS.
1st Weekly papers only, when sent as above stated, are to be delivered free in the
county where they are published ; and this although conveyed in the mail over 50
miles.
2d. Newspapers containing not over 800 square inches are to be charged one quarter
the above rates.
3d. Publishers of newspapers arc allowed to exchange free of postage one copy of
each number only ; and this privilege extends to newspapers published in Canada.
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4th. The weight of newspapers must be taken or determined when they are in a
dry state.
6th. Postmasters are not entitled to receive newspapers free of postage under their
franking privilege.
6th. Payment in advance does not entitle the party paying to any deduction from
the above rates.
Note.—For each additional ounce, or fractional part of an ounce, beyond the ten
ounces embraced in this table, an additional rate must be charged.
RATES OF POSTAGE TO BE CHAROED, AFTER JUNE 30, 1851, UPON ALL TRANSIENT NEWS
PAPERS, AND EVERY OTHER DESCRIPTION OK PRINTED HATTER, EXCEPT NEWSPAPERS
AND PERIODICALS PUBLISHED AT INTERVALS NOT EXCEEDING THREE MONTHS. AND SENT
FROM THE OFFICE OF PUBLICATION TO ACTUAL AND BONA FIDE SUBSCRIBERS.
0
DIMor Weighh
notoi Over4(
noto' Over1
notoi Over2c
M
c
-- 2S
?5
H
"8
=
CQ
n
ri
fi
ri
!J
When sent not over 500 miles...
1
2
8
4
5
2
4
6
10
8
Over 1,600, and not over 2,500 . .
3
6
12
15
9
Over 2,600, and not over 8,500 . .
4
8
12
16
20
5
10
16
25
20
<
5
Over
o
<
7
Over
Over
i
8
notoi
notoi
notoi
noto1 Over9<
0•
^=
c=
q=
ig
S=
eg
t|
-<!
c>
s-5
°4
ri
it
ri
: t
:l
When sent not over 500 miles. . . ...cts.
7
8
s
10
12
14
18
16
20
18
21
24
27
30
24
Over 2,500, and not over 3,500 . .
28
32
30
40
35
40
80
45
50
DIRECTIONS.
1.—On every transient newspaper, unsealed circular, handbill, engraving, pamphlet,
periodical, magazine, book, and every other description of printed matter, the above
rates must in all cases be prepaid, according to the weight
2.—Whenever any printed matter on which the postage is required to be prepaid,
shall, through the inattention of Postmasters, or otherwise, be sent without prepay
ment, the same shall be charged with double the above rates,
3.—Bound books, and parcels of printed matter, not weighing over 82 ounces, shall
be deemed mailable matter.
Periodicals published at intervals, not exceeding three months, and sent from the
office of publication to actual and bona fide subscribers, are to be charged with onehalf the rates mentioned in the last above table, and prepayment of a quarter's postage
thereon must in all cases be required. Periodicals published at intervals of more than
three months are charged with the full rate, which must be prepaid.
Note.—In cose there is on, or in any newspaper, periodical, pamphlet, or other
printed matter, or paper connected therewith, any manuscript of any kind by which
information shall be asked for, or communicated in writing, or by marks or signs, the
said newspaper, periodical, pamphlet, or other printed matter becomes subject to
letter postage ; and it is the duty of the Postmaster to remove the wrappers and
envelopes from all printed matter, and pamphlets not charged with letter postage, for
the purpose of ascertaining whether there is upon or connected with any such printed
matter, or in such package, any matter or thing which would authorize or require the
charge of a higher rate of postage thereon.
N. K. HALL, Postmaster General.
Post Omcx Department, June 14, 1851.
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AKfUAI REPORT OF THE BALTIMORE BOARD OF TRADE.
The second Annual Report of the Baltimore Board of Trade for the year ending, Octo
ber 1st, 1851, which we here subjoin, is a model of brevity and comprehensiveness: and
illustrates the importance of such associations to Commercial cities, when under the
management of intelligent and liberal merchants :
The Legislature of Maryland not having been in Bession since the date of last
Report, such subjects as had been brought to the notice of that honorable body when
last convened, and were not then acted upon, remain of course still in abeyance, and
most be referred anew to the Legislature shortly to assemble at Annapolis ; and they
irill doubtless receive the proper attention in that respect from the officers the Asso
ciation are about to elect for the ensuing year.
In consequence of the " short session" of Congress last winter, several matters of
much importance to the trade of the city, although ably and energetically urged by
our late representative at Washington, were not acted upon, and reuewed efforts must
be made hereafter to secure the aid of the federal government in reference to such
objects as are of a national character, in fostering and facilitating the Commerce of
Baltimore. Some questions, however, in regard to which the Board have exerted
themselves, were favorably disposed of; among them may be mentioned the passage of
the bill known as the " Cheap Postage" law, which, although it does not go to the
extent recommended, of an .uniform rate of two cents per half ounce prepaid, may still
be regarded as a great concession to the interests and convenience of the entire com
munity.
For the erection of a Light-House on the seven foot knoll, near the junction of the
Patapsco River and Chesapeake Bay, the sum of seventeen thousand dollars was appro
priated by the bill of 3d March, 1851, leaving at the command of the Secretary of the
Treasury twenty-seven thousand dollars for the Light-House in question ; thus far a
commencement has not been made, but it is to be hoped that ere long the work may be
accomplished.
Another strenuous but unsuccessful effort has been made before the City Councils to
bare the enactments upon the inspection and storage of Beef and Pork altered and
amended, so as to leave untrammeled this important and growing branch of business;
tbe attempt, however, to place this market upon a fair busis of competition with those
Sorth and East of us will be again resumed, and as a large majority of dealers in
Pruviiions, whether buyers or sellers, packers or exporters, concur in recommending
tbe proposed alterations in the enactments, they will probably ultimately be granted.
It baring been represented that "Through Tickets" from Charleston to New York
we granted on the various works constituting the main line of travel with a discrimi
nation unfavorable to Baltimore, a correspondence between the appropriate committee
and the President of the Baltimore <t Ohio Kailroad Company ensued, and by the ex
ertions of that gentleman with the representatives of connecting liuks, the tariff of rates
of passage has ueen equitably adjusted.
Memorials, numerously signed, addressed to the Postmaster General and representing
the necessity of enlarged accommodations for the reception and distribution of the
-M id-, were Drought to the consideration of the Board. A special committee appointed
for tbe purpose examined the bearings of the subject, and recommended the removal
of tbe Post Office to the Exchange • Building, where it now is, and the change appa
rently meets the approval of the public
It having been understood that some idea was entertained at the Department to
suspend, or even entirely withdraw, the Express or Special Mail Train westwardly, a
correspondence was opened with the Chambers of Commerce of Wheeling, Pittsburg,
Cincinnati, Louisville and St Louis, asking their co-operation in remonstrating against
such a proceeding ; it was cheerfully accorded, and the Postmaster General appears
favorably to have regarded the representations on the subject, as we are still in the
enjoyment of this second mail and passenger train between Boston and Cincinnati six
days in the week. It would appear that, by avoiding the detention nf some hours at
Petersburg, Virginia, the Great Southern Mail might reach here sufficiently early to
admit of reply the same evening, which is not at present the case, and twenty-four
boors are thus lost to correspondence ; it is hoped this unnecessary delay will soon be
done away with.
A communication was received from the Chamber of Commerce of New Orleans
relative to " the causes of the explosisn of steam-boilers, and the measures deemed
oweteary for their prevention," and invoking the assistance of this Board in the matter.
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our representative in Congress will be requested to urge the passage of such laws as
in his opinion may remedy the evils named in that document.
The attention of the Board has been given to various other subjects of more or less
importance to the commercial community, but it is not deemed requisite to enter into
further details on this occasion ; before, however, concluding this Report, it is thought
a duty once more to refer to the imperative necessity of some action towards deepening
the Ship- Channel, in order to maintain the advantages of Baltimore as a maritime port.
It is well known that each year the average size of vessels built is increased in tonnage
and draught of water, likewise that deeply laden ships, entering and leaving our harbor,
frequently ground, to the manifest danger of vessel and cargo, to say nothing of loss by
detention ; it is no isolated inlerett that thus suffers, every citizen is concerned directly
or indirectly, and in the opinion of this Board prompt and efficient steps should be taken
to remove such impediments as may exist. If an appropriation cannot be had from
the General Governnent, surely the State and City can be induced to unite in furnishing
the sum necessary to do away with such obstructions in the Ship-Channel as interfere
with the egress or ingress of mercantile ships of the largest class.
The accompanying statement of the Treasurer shews that he has in cash $181 01 ;
the association is also possessed of 17 shares of Stock of Merchants' Bank of Baltimore,
and $700 Maryland State 6 per cent Stock.
All of which is respectfully submitted. By order of the Board of Directors.
JSO.C. BRUNK, Prut.

NAUTICAL INTELLIGENCE.
VARIATION OF THE MAGNETIC NEEDLE.
Something like ten or twelve years since I addressed a letter to one of the profes
sors of Middlebury College, stating the expediency of adopting a course of experi
ments upon the magnetic variation, requesting his co-operation in bringing the subject
before the public. It appeared to meet his approbation, and he gave the communica
tion publicity in the Middlebury and Albany papers. But as he left the college soon
after, nothing further transpired on the subject. And although it is a science almost
totally neglected by surveyors in this State, it can but be viewed as one of no ordinary
importance.
That observations should be annually made by every practicing surveyor no one can
doubt. As the boundaries of lands are usually described according to the course indi
cated by the needle, and as there are no rules by which its variation can be ascertained
for any interval of time, according to which such bounds can be retraced where the
land marks have been obliterated, it therefore appears of importance that surveyors
should, from year to year, ascertain at different places the true variation of the needle,
and note it in their surveys, which would prevent much litigation.
The phenomena of the magnetic attraction have for many centuries engaged the at
tention of philosophers, not only from the obscurity in which it is involved, but from
the importance of the subject. It would, however, seem that no very satisfactory con
clusions as to the main cause any one has as yet arrived at, though I believe it to
be generally conceded that it lies hid on the earth and near the poles. Although con
siderable affinity is discoverable between the the electric and magnetic powers, yet in
what manner electricity acts in producing magnetism, we do not learn, as it is, as yet,
not distinctly known, but continues to be one of those hidden mysteries that defies the
sagacity of the most scrutinizing genius.
The magnetic needle affects the situation of being in direction from south to north,
but there are accidental causes capable of deranging the direction. You have only to
present the point of some well-tempered steel, and it will immediately leave its direc
tion. Iron alone does not produce the effect, as a compass may be used to advantage
even in iron mines.
Every practical surveyor well knows that the magnetic needle does not always
1 point due north, and that the variation is different not only in different places, but at
the same place at different periods of time, but is the same to all magnetic bodies at
the same place.
Many curious experiments have been made, and a multitude of theories advanced to
account for its surprising_qualities. Newton, Halley, Kepler, Euler, Churchman, and a
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number of later date, have each adopted different theories and conclusions, as to those
attractive bodies, but generally concede that the cause is within the bowels of the
earth, and near the poles. The first discovery of the variation of the magnetic needle
was in the year 1492, by Columbus, in his first voyage to America, but it was not until
the year 15S0, that the subject was carefully studied and thoroughly investigated at
London, when the variation was found to be 11° 60' R, and in 1620 but 6° R and
in 1634, 4° 5' R, but in the year 1660 the pole pointed due north.
In 1672, it was found to be 2° 30' W., and in 1692, it was 6° W. In Paris the
needle pointed due north about nine years after that at London.
At present through Europe, Africa, and a part of Asia, the declination is to the west,
but advancing eastward at the rate of one degree in 1 9 years.
It is, however, ascertained that the declination never exceeds 15° on or near the
Equator, but increasing towards the poles to 60°.
Another surprising quality discoverable in the needle, is its inclination or dipping,
that is, the magnetic power produces a double effect on needles.
This, as well as the declination, deserves to be everywhere carefully observed and
noted ; in London I believe the inclination to be about 68°. In July 1820, Mr. Sabine
observed the inclination of the needle at Melville Island, inlat. N. 75°, W. Ion. 110°,
found it to be 88° 48' 6".
The following observations and calculations were made chiefly in the State of Ver
mont ; partly by Dr. Samuel Williams, the more recent by the writer :
In the year 1785, the declination of the needle at Montreal was 8° 24' W., and at
Quebec, 12° 50' ; in 1794, 12° 20'. On the north line of Vermont in the year 1785,
the variation was 7° 40' W., and at Missisque bay the same year, 10° 10' W, and in
1828, but 8° 60'. In Pownall iu 1786, the variation was 5° 60' W„ and in 1828, but
4° 10'. At Rutland in the year 1789, the variation was 7° 5' W., and in 1818, 6° 10',
and in 1828, 5° 40', and in 1848, 4° 89'. At Burlington in the year 1793, the vari
ation was 7° 30', and in 1828, but 6° 45' W. At Brandon in the year 1820, the vari
ation was 5° 20', and in 1830, 4° 60' W. At I'ittsficld, Vermont, in the year 1825,
the needle varied 6° 5' W, in 1826, 6° 2', in 1830, 6° 60', and in 1886, 6° 84' West.
In New Haven in 1820, the variation was 4° 25' 25", according to Professor Fisher,
who supposes the annual variation to be 2' 45" eastward, but from personal observa
tions made by the writer, the variation is found to be something over three seconds.
From the above view it is no way surprising that so much litigation has arisen in
consequence of surveys being made at different periods of time with little or no atten
tion to the annual variation, and unless there is some method adopted to make it the
duty of every practicing surveyor to ascertain from time to time the true variation, and
note it as before observed, different cources will be run, and litigation continue.
Mr. Dewit truly remarks, "that in years past, a rule has been prescribed for obtaining
an approximate meridian supposed sufficient for common purposes, that is, to take the
direction of the Pole star when in the same vertical line with Alioth, which is the first
rtar in the tail of the Great Bear." This rule was once correct, but it is more than a
century since, that the interval between the time when these two stars are in the
tame vertical, and the time when the Pole star is in the meridian, has l«en gradually
increasing, on account of the annual increase of the right ascension of the Pole star than
of Alioth. According to Blunt's table for the year 1805, we find that in lat. 42° 30'
the elongation of the Pole star was 2° 20' 61"; and in the year 1837, I found it to be
bat 8° V 2" in the same lat; and in 1889, 2° 6' 7", and in 1840, 2° 6' 41". In lat
42= in the year 1837, 2° 5' 52", in 1848, 2° 6' 26", and in 1839, 2° 6' 0", and in the
year 1840, 2° 4' 84".
These annual variations will show the importance of a strict attention to time and
place of observation.
Various methods have been instituted to ascertain an accurate variation, but with
much inaccuracy, and I apprehend that the main difficulty is in the finding a true
meridian . The following is therefore recommended, being simple and the least subject to
error : viz., by measuring the angle formed between the magnetic meridian and a line
formed by the Pole star when on the meridian.
But in this process it is necessary to know that this star is due north but twice in
twenty-four hours. The time may be found by observing when the star Alioth, and
the star Gamma, and the Pole star, are vertical ; but when in a horizontal position, is '
at its greatest elongation on the side of Gamma. In order, therefore, to find a true
meridian from the star, its declination must be calculated for the degree of latitude
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where the observation is made. This may be found by the following proposition :—
As the cosine of latitude is to radius, so is the sine of declination to the sine ofelongation.
The calculation may be also made as in the 6th and 7th cases laid down in Euclid's
Spherical Trigonometry. According to the above proposition, the North star, in lat
48° 80', January 1829, was in its declination 87° 47' 37", and its elongation 2° 18' 22",
and increasing at the rate of 19' 69" annually in the same latitude.
In lat. 43° the same year the elongation was 2° 10' 13". From the above dates
and the application of the rules given, the variation of the magnetic needle is easily
found in any latitude by a properly informed surveyor.
E. CHILD.
Caitlktom, Vermont.
ROCKS AM) SHOALS Of THE PACIFIC
The following list of islands, rocks, and 6hoals in the Pacific are not laid down on
the charts :—
Names.
latitude.
I-owrilude.
New Balista Island
18° 14' N.
118° 14' W.
Group of Islands
81 6 S.
112 24 W.
Mitchel's Group...
7 9 S.
179 47 E.
An island
20 0 S.
169 30 W.
Independence islands
10 25 S.
179 0 W.
Caspar's islands
16 0 N.
179 18 E.
Keef
1 0 N.
179 24 E.
Barber's island
8 4 N.
170 0 W.
Shoal
14 44 N.
170 80 W.
Shoal
16 80 N.
163 54 W.
Shoal
6 36 N.
166 0 W.
A bank
26 0 N.
178 24 W.
[In the S. E. part plenty of fish, turtle, and seal.]
A reef
26 6 S.
160 0 E.
[No woodland—moderately high.]
A reef
28 48 S.
164 14 E.
Island
81 0 N.
144 24 E.
Island
29 86 N.
148 0 E.
Island
80 0 N.
143 0 E.
Island
81 0 N.
155 0 E.
Island
19 5 N.
163 88 E.
Island
....
165 88 E.
Darkens Island
22 24 N.
163 6 E.
A reef
17 6 N.
159 14 E.
[In lat 20° 30' N, Ion. 152° 30' E, lies a small sandy bank, with heavy breakers, N.
E. by N. of Nooaheva.]
A group of islands.
25 6 N.
145 44 E.
[Lies a shoal, with from 5 to 15 fathoms.]
Islands.
19 81 N.
168 85 K
Island
19 46 N.
115 0 W.
Island
24 40 N.
168 0 W.
Hennis Island
27 46 N.
175 0 "W.
Island
28 85 N.
171 42 W.
Island
17 86 N.
136 0 W.
[Marquesas Islands—N. E. by N. from O'Paro Island, lies a shoal, with from 6 to 16
fathoms, discovered by S. t>. Morris, bark Fortune. The native name of the island
is Rapp'd.]
Massachusetts island
22 28 N.
177 5 E.
[A small rock S. S. W., about 10 miles.]
Paltron's island
10 23 N.
165 28 W.
"Cooper's island
25 48 N.
181 85 W.
Sapron's island
26 2 N.
178 85 W.
Starbuck s island
5 40 N.
156 66 W.
Sepper's island
6 7 8.
177 40 E.
Starbucks group
Equator.
178 80 E.
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Names.
Reef.
Island
Trycey's island
\ew Nantuckets

Latitude.
5° 30' S.
4 48 a
7 80 S.
0 11 N.
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Longitude.
175° 0' W.
174 40 W.
178 48 E
176 20 W.

[With a reef 10 miles.]
Island
0 41 N.
178 20 W.
Bock
61 61 S.
164 42 W.
Island
1 67 S.
174 80 E.
Drummond's island—Nautilus Shoals.
.. ..
174 60 E
Chase's island
2 26 S.
176 0 E.
Farming's island
8 48 N.
189 39 W.
Washington's island
. . . . N.
169 89 W.
Thomas Dickason's reef.
21 82 S.
168 64 W.
[Two cables' length, discovered at 4, A. M., blowing a S. E gale, ship going 9 knots.
Xarrowly escaped shipwreck.—Sydney Herald.]
20 6 If.
181 64 E.
1 18 a
159 46 W.
Sixty-four fathom bank
86 26 N.
179 80 E.
Reef
16 49 N.
160 40 W.
Granger's island
•.
18 68 K.
146 14 E.
Reef.
81 80 N.
154 0 E
Ohs islands
28 68 S.
131 6 W.
Island
13 0 S.
160 0 W.
Pbenix
8 35 8.
171 89 W.
Bemie's island
8 9 a
171 18 W.
Boulcofs island
2 47 8.
171 46 W.
Charlotte island
4 29 S.
171 55 W.
[18 miles S. E of the island Amagura lies a small low island, and about West from
it, at 4 miles distance, lies a dangerous reef, two cables' length, E by N. from Ro
bert's island.]
Greenwich island
1 6 a
64 80 E
A ,<mall island
8 50 S.
155 46 E
A small bland
8 16 a
164 41 E
[Sydness, 85 miles to the Eastward of its position on the chart]
Pickerton's reef
18 84 S.
164 32 E
Cumberland's reef
26 20 8.
160 0 E.
Favorite's reef
28 46 8.
164 10 E
Famham's island
14 46 X.
169 18 E.
Reef near the Equator
.. ..
150 0 W.
Favorite reef.
28 86 S.
179 11 W.
Island
15 85 8.
175 28 W.
LATE DISCOVERIES IX THE SOUTH SKAS.
Foster Tyan's shoal
31 66 8.
160 0 E.
Island discovered by a French ship.
21 89 S.
138 32 W.
Aurora island
52 82 S.
41 18 W.
Rapids reef
21 40 8.
174 40 E
[On the chart in lat. 21° 56, Ion. 175° 26.]
Underwood's reef
15 42 8.
176 18 E
Ship Mucalo reef
18 10 S.
176 0 E.
Maroxreef
8 25 8.
165 82 E
Avan island
28 82 8.
162 62 E
Ploughboy island
8 30 8.
176 2 E.
[Surrounded by a reef, 8 or 9 miles off shore.]
Kound Killy harbor
6 62 N.
168 24 E
[The harbor of Ascension being very indefinitely laid down, and a great many excep
tions, extends to the North-east of the island, 40 miles long.]
Reef 80 miles long
7 21 K.
166 80 E
[This reef the ship Isabella was lost upon, bound to Manilla, observed on the reef.]
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Grimes' island, ship Jean.

9° 16'. N.
[Six miles in circumference.]
Mumford's shoal, 18 miles S. by W.-J W. from Vetthone island.
Sarah Scott
10 45 8.
Lyrusreef
8 43 V.
Shoal
7 38 N.
Bank (least wier/i fathoms)
7 42 N.

145° 48' E

163 12 E.
Ill 40 E
112 0 E.
ill
I-

RAILROAD, CANAL, AND STEAMBOAT STATISTICS.
ENGLISH AND AMERICAN IRON COMPARED.
We have received a letter from a highly responsible house in Philadelphia, exten
sively engaged in the manufacture of iron in Pennsylvania, calling our attention to an
extract we made of an article from the " Ledger " of that city. Our correspondent
says :—" It gives 6o unjust and unfair a representation of the case and of the facts, as
stated by the Ledger's correspondent, that we herewith mail you the Ledger, contain
ing the article in question. By a reperusal of this, you will perceive that the differ
ence in value between English and American iron, according to the experience of the
Reading Railroad Company, is thirteen dollars andfifty cents per ton, and not, as would
appear by your extract,fifty-four cents. This arises from your stopping in the midst
of the statement—fifty-four cents is the difference in the labor cost of repairs, in lay
ing down so much more of the inferior iron. The statement was prepared by the En
gineer of the Reading Railroad for Mr. Tucker, the President We do not knowhow it fell into the hands of the Ledger, but recognize the statement as the same as
the one we had previously received from Mr. Tucker."
In order to correct an error of " omission" rather than one of " commission," and set
the matter right, we cheerfully comply with the request of our correspondent by trans
ferring to the pages of the Merchants' Magazine the whole article as follows :—
Reaoixo, October 26th, 1851.
I promised, in my last letter, to furnish you with a comparative statement of the
wear and t. ar of English and American rails, for the purpose of showing that the iron
used in English rails has for the last five or six years materially deteriorated, a very
inferior quality of the metal having been substituted for that formerly employed, with
a view, probably, of " circumventing" the Tariff of 1846. On the other hand, our own
improvements in the manufacture of railroad iron have kept pace with those in other
branches of industry, so that, though the first cost of American rails is greater than
that of imported English rails, yet, in the long run, the use of American roils proves to
be cheaper and more economical. Unfortunately for new companies, the cheap
article, at first cost, competes but too successfully with the superior high-priced one,
and an immense amount of tribute is, in consequence, annually paid to the British iron
masters, that had much better, and much more profitably, be invested at home.
The Reading Railroad, doing a larger business than any other railroad in the country,
and carrying at all times and hours heavy freights, is probably better qualified to test
the use of different kinds of rails, and I have accordingly procured from the officers on
the road the following statistics of their respective wear and tear.
The average yearly per centage of rails wom out on the road for the two years
ending on the 1st of December, 1849, has been as follows :—
45 pound rail, 1 3-10 per cent per annum.
English.
Do
62 "
"1 4-10
Do
60 "
" 6 3-10 "
"
Phcenixville, Pa.
60 «
"
7-10 "
"
This statement however, does not exactly indicate the relative value of the several
kinds of iron mentioned. The 45 and 52 lbs. rail, are both on the light track ; yet it is
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the ten and eleven years' wear of the former -which compares with the seven and eight
years of the latter, and the five and six years of the 60 lbs. rail, which are compared,
with the average of the first three years' wear of the Phcenixville American 60 lbs.
rails ; both of which latter patterns are on the loaded (coal) car track.
The 45 lbs. rail is composed of a double refined English E. V. iron,* and, from several
indications, has lost much of its original strength by eleven years' use under a heavy
trade ; yet it compares favorably with the 62 lbs. rail' lately manufactured and
brought to this country ; notwithstanding the superior weight and freshness of the
latter, which experience can only be accounted for by the inferior quality of the metal
used in its manufacture.
The 52 lbs. English rail is also a very good English iron, corresponding, in quality,
nearly with the American iron from Phcenixville and Danville ; whilst the English 60
lbs. rail (last employed on the road,) is of an inferior quality, similar to the present
low- priced importations, as it is only the low-priced English iron that can be thrown
oo the American market at prices calculated to impair the vigor of American compe
tition. About 33 per cent, or one-third of the wear of the Phcenixville 60 lbs. rail is
due to its having to sustain the loaded instead of the light trains ; and by continuing
the assumption that the best American iron is equal to that used in the English 52 lbs.
rail, the following may be considered as the comparative wear of rails on the Reading
railroad.
EnglUh, 4 1-10 per cent per annum.
American, 1 4-10 per cent per annum.
Difference in favor of the American, 2 7-10 per cent ; or, otherwise stated, the cost of
repairing these rails per annum, (considering the damaged iron taken out as worth half
as much as the new iron put on the track,)will be as follows :
Repairing English iron, per ton, per yard
82 cts.
Da American, " "
"
28 "
Difference in favor of American rails
54 cts.
In addition to this, we must make a proper allowance for the labor of replacing the
bars, and for the greater wear of machinery running over constantly failing mils, items
which will increase the advantage of the good iron at least 50 per cent on the 82 cunts
per ton per annum, and correspondingly enhance the advantage resulting from the em
ployment of American rails. Thus it would seem that the dividend-paying cupacity
of a railroad is the same with English iron at $40 a ton, as with American iron at
per ton ; or, in other words, it gives American iron an advantage of $13 J per ton
in quality ; and any process of legislation that would favor the employment of Amer
ican raili instead of the English, though it might add to the first cost of the road,
would not increase but diminish its permanent expenditures.
0B8KRVEK.
RAILROAD CARS WITHOUT Dl'ST,
The only misery of railroad traveling in a dry time is the dust and cinders, bat
a Yankee is about to do away with that annoyance. He has hit upon a mode of ven
tilation and has constructed a passenger car that is entirely free from dust and cin
ders, be the day dry, hot, windy, or dusty as may be. The car has been tested on the
Vermont Central Railroad, and the success of the experiment was most triumpliant A
long drouth had prevailed, and the road was as dusty as it well could be. The day
was hot, and a correspondent of the Boston Atlas who rode in the car from Northficld
to the J unction, says :
" Sot only was the car kept perfectly free from dust and cinders, but there was a
constant current of air circulating through it all the while, ventilating and cooling it
in the most thorough manner. While all the other cars were uncomfortably hot and
dusty, ours continued the whole way most comfortably the reverse, in both respects.
This great invention, which should be adopted on every railroad in the country, and
for the discovery of which its inventor will deserve the thanks of every railroad travel
er, is as simple as its success has been apparent. The air is forced into the car from (lie
through boxes so adjusted that the motion of the car drives in a strong current
is protected from dust and cinders by a network of fine wire. The windows of
the car are made to admit light, but not air, and are not to be opened. All the air ad
mitted must be from above, and through the network, and it passes out again through
* A celebrated brand.
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blinds on the sides ofthe cars, so arranged that their motion may not resist its free pas
sage. The inventor of this valuable improvement is Mr. Hovey of New York city;
and, eo far as we can judge from the experiment we witnessed, the success of his in
vention was most triumphantly demonstrated. It is no exaggeration to say, that on
one of the most trying days of the season there was not even the smallest annoyance
from the dust.
The change from this most comfortable and well ventilated car, to those in common
use, was even greater than suppoRed possible. The rest of ourjourney was performed
with open-windowed cars, admitting clouds of hut dust, smoke and cinders, and at its
end we were hardly recognizable, we were so thoroughly covered. Mr. H. has our
most hearty good wishes and prayers that he may succeed in introducing his inven
tion upon every line of railroad in the country.
WHAT RAILROADS MUST ACCOMPLISH.
'• Were the railroad trains to keep moving nights and Sundays," says tbe Com
monwealth, " very few but laboring people would reside in the city, and by no
means all of them." One great advantage that must eventually result from rail
roads will be the dispersion of the laboring classes of the city among our rural
villages and towns. Country life must not long remain the exclusive luxury of
the rich, who pursue their business " in town." The men of small means, mecha
nics and even day laborers, will find that they can remove their families ten or
twenty miles into the country, and have their little vegetable gardens, their fruit
trees, their cows, pigs and poultry, their pure air, with healthy rustic employments
for their children, and the adjoining forest for a holiday ramble. What a bless
ed change, physically and morally, for the families now packed in the cellars or gar
rets of old houses, in filthy alleys, where the breezes of heaven cannot pass without
contamination, and where the roses on childhood's cheeks are withered before they
can bloom 1
Every year or two we hear of the departure of some rich man, who leaves princely
bequests to some institution, perhaps already liberally endowed, or who sends his mo
ney to convert the heathen in distent lands. As soon as we have fifty thousand dol
lars to give away, we will dispose of it, not in bequests of doubtful utility to take effect
a/ter " the pitcher is broken at tbe fountain," but we will purchase a liberal tract of
land, within a radius of twenty miles of Boston, and there create a village for day-la
borers, who procure their daily employment in the city. They could Uve as economi
cally as they now do, in spite of the additional charge of a passage to and fro in tbe
cars. They and their children would soon acquire a taste for country life and agricul
tural pursuits. If they arc Irish and Catholics, they shall have a church and a priest,
and a burial ground, (for which they will not have as much use as now,) and this last
shall be in a wood remote from their habitation—Bishop Fitzpatrick approving, of
course. We have reached the end of our page, and our day-dream shall terminate
with it
AMERICAN VS. ENGLISH RAILROADS.
" The American people number 23,000,000 of souls, to whom, besides the natural
yearly native increment, an addition is made by emigration of between 400,000 to
600,000 settlers, mostly in the prime of life, and many with hard cash in their pockets.
Wages are in the States so high, and the whole population so well off, that they can
afford to spend money in traveling more universally and to a greater extent, than the
inhabitants of any other country. Intensely migratory, and proverbially locomotive
themselves, the annnal influx of strangers and emigrants passing on to their settlement,
or traveling through the country, fill every medium of conveyance to every quarter,
and to overflowing. Wood is to be had everywhere for tbe cutting. Irish navigators
present themselves on the arrival of every ship. Land may be had for nothing—pre
miums even offered to railway projectors by proprietors to carry their lines through
their properties. There are no lawyers and jobbers to run up enormous bills in Par
liamentary contests. Economy is uniformly consulted—cheapness always commend
ed. The result, reluctantly acknowledged, and hastily slurred over, by our stags, our
capitalists, and the common jackalla of the press, is neither more nor less than this :
Twenty-eight millions of British have 7,000 miles of railway, and 24,000,000 of Yan
kees have 10,000. The English paid £250,000,000 for their 7,000 miles, while the
Americans constructed and furnished 10,000 miles for £66,664,000. In a word, British
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railways cost £35,700 per mile, and Yankee railways average £6,500, or little more
than one sixth of the cost of our own. It u obvious from these data, that if the Lon
don and North-western can afford to divide 5} per cent, the line from New York to
Albany or Buffalo should yield 33 per cent; ana it may, on the most assured evidence,
be with great safety concluded, that the account contained in our last, of American di
vidends ranging from 6, 8, and 10 to 15, and even 19 per cent, scarcely comes up to
the most moderate estimate of the probabilities of the case.—London llexpatch.
THE SEW HAMBURG TUNNEL ON THE HUDSON RIVER RAILROAD.
The following is a description by the Engineer who superintended the work of the
principal tunnel on the Hudson River Railroad. It will interest the engineering
fraternity generally, as well as others in this State who are agitating the question of
the cost of the Hoosac Tunnel, on the Troy and Greenfield line :—
Sra :—At the request of the President I furnish you below all the information I can
draw together during the short interval before the departure of the mail.
The tunnel at New Hamburg is approached on both Bides by such heavy rock
cutting as rendered it necessary to commence operations through shafts.
Firstly.—The tunnel is 836 feet long.
Secondly.—The area of the tunnel is 15,603 cubic yards, (16,603-1,000) per lineal
foot The specification herein quoted gives the outline. Grading for a double track.
The tunnel to be twenty-four feet wide at the grade line, eighteen feet high at the center
seventeen feet high at a distance of five and a half feet each side of the center, (these
points being nearly perpendicular to the center of the smoke pipe of the locomotive,)
and ten feet high at the springing points of the arch, distant twelve feet each side of
the center. The bottom to be excavated one foot below grade for ballast to imbed the
sleepers, and also Bide drains two feet below grade. The roof is a curve of three
centers.
Thirdly.—The total time occupied from the removal of the first cubic yard to its
completion was sixteen months. The excavation was commenced and carried north
and south in the first shaft, during September, 1848. The excavation was commenced
and carried both ways in the second shaft in December of the same year. North end
of the tunnel commenced early in February, 1849. South end commenced middle of
June, 1849. From the middle of June to December 27th, 1849, the time of comple
tion, workmen were employed on an average of four faces. Thu drifts, ten feet by six
feet nearly, at the top center of the tunnel, were driven day and nigLt from the very
commencement until their completion in October, 1849.
Fourthly.—The cost of excavation of 13,011 cubic yards of rock, embracing the
tunnel proper, waa (4,249-1,000 or nearly ?4 26 per cubic yard. Also 6,000 cubic
yards hoisted through shafts at 75 cents—$4,600. Also 608 cubic yards of shaft
excavation, at $5 00—(3,040 ; all of which iucluded, made the cost about $4 51 per
cubic yard.
Fifthly.—There were two shafts, one forty-five feet, the other thirty-five feet in
depth from the natural surface to the top center of the arch. Distance between the
two shafts 245 feet The work, though expedited by more than half, was increased
in its cost by the use of shafts. 1st.—From the fact that all the materinl (bus ex
cavated was hoisted. 2d.—By the removal of 2,000 to 2,600 gallons of water per day,
daring the greater portion of the spring and autumn months, and perhaps half that
quantity during the remaining seasons from each shaft. 3d.—The necessity for
pumping fresh air to remove the smoke from the blasts and to displace carbonic acid
gas, which would have rendered the shafts otherwise untenantable. 4th.—Lights, and
higher wages, and time lost in ascending and descending.
The rock was throughout a compact limestone of different degrees of purity, free
from seams or layers of earth, so much so that every inch was made by blasting. The
contour laid down in the specifications was carefully observed by the workmen, and
the tunnel is beyond all question safe in every pnrt.
I would remark in addition, that had the tunnel been worked only from the extrem
ities, and the time for its completion prolonged for more than another year, the
excavations might have been made for $4 per cubic yard, yielding to the contractor
nothing more than a fair profit
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
THOMAS C. MEYER, Civil Engineer.
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INCREASE OF OCEAN STEAMSHIP LINES.
The vast field of enterprise opened by the expansion of steam navigation, cannot fail
to produce a sensation of astonishment in the minds of most individuals ; and to casual
and inexperienced observers of passing events, the rapid strides made under the direc
tion of those who have encouraged the movement, must appear to be associated with
that indomitable attempt to extend the links in the ijrand chain of communication, so
as to embrace the whole of the civilized world within the range of what may be
described as our every day occupations. The circumstance that a contract has just
been concluded with the General Screw Steam Company, for a monthly communication
with the Cape of Good Hope, and also the rapid progress making by the Royal West
India Mail Company to complete their arrangements for starting the Brazilian line in
the early part of the ensuing year, has given the subject a fresh interest in a public
point of view, and affords us the opportunity of a few passing observations.
To look back at the period when the power of steam was first applied to navigation,
or to trace its course in connection with the facilities it has afforded in channel convey
ance or continental communication, is a task we need not impose upon ourselves. The
history of the last half century is sufficient to record its achievements, and to show
incontestably the advantages which have resulted from its employment. What is now
simply proposed to be done is, to inquire how far, and in what manner, our colonial
possessions or distant points of intercourse have been, or are likely to be, supplied with
this means of connection between themselves and the parent country, or such countries
whose connection it may be considered desirable to cultivate.
It is certainly within the last fifteen years that fleets of steamers—the property of
individual companies, supported by government contracts for performance of mail
service—have covered our Beas. Taking these in the order in which their importance
gives them rank, we must first name the Peninsular and Oriental ; secondly, the Royal
West Iudia Mail Company ; thirdly, the Cunard, Halifax and Boston Company ; and,
fourthly, the General Screw Company. The General Steam Company, although hold
ing a very prominent position, is more closely allied with the trade of the continent and
the north of Europe, and does not, therefore come immediately within the 6cope of
our notice. By the Peninsular and Oriental Company, the whole of the Indian route,
exclusive of its Spanish and Portuguese junctions, is supplied ; and from Malta, through
the whole course of the voyage, even to Hong Kong, the lengthy arterial line of com
munication has been kept up with undeviating punctuality. The Royal Mail Steam
Company has, probably, scarcely proved so fortunate in the performance of the public
service assigned it. The West India line has, from time to time, failed ; and the Mex
ican mails have, through difficulties which could not be well avoided, frequently missed,
or have been anticipated. These errors have, at length, been rectified, and there is now
the promise of the West India and the Mexican routes being established at once, on a
perfect and punctual footing. The experiment of the Brazilian line is one of no ordi
nary character. That it may prove successful, all who are interested in the trade of
Rio, Bahia, Pernambuco and Buenos Ayres, evidently Btrongly wish ; since it is now
alone these places that the old government packets are allowed to monopolize, much
to the inconvenience of business intercommunication. Of the importance of as speedily
as possible effecting a steam route to the Cape there can be no question. The powerful
passive resistance to the introduction of the convict system, by the settlers, has possibly
prompted Sir Harry Smith to lay representations before the government respecting
it. Whatever may have been the conclusions arrived at in this matter, it is self-evi
dent that, if the great chain is to be carried out with proper consideration to the wants
of the mercantile community, this colony could not be omitted.
That intercommunication exists in the closest possible relationship between England
and America, none will have the temerity to dispute. The Cunard Company satisfac
torily establish the degree of connection between Liverpool and the ports on the sea
board of the United States. Already the laurels this company have gained are to be
disputed by the American company known as Collins' line, the trips of whose vessels
show a spirit of competition which will at least produce vigilance and exertion, so as
to ensure in each case regularity and dispatch. Who shall profess to contemn the
spirit of Anglo-Saxon enterprise and adventure, when it is discovered that by this
means the position of two great nations, divided by the broad Atlantic, is recognized
at the expiration of little less than a fortnight. The extension of steam navigation,
both by England and America, is one of the great wonders of the age. The same
mighty agent which, through the assistance of the rail, conveys to the remotest inland
localities, with unparalleled celerity, the impressionable circumstances of the hour,
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carries alike, with proportionate punctuality, similar intelligence over the rough patha
of the ocean, wherever encompassing the known habitable world.
The supply of steam communication to the Cape of Good Hope and the Brazils,
leaves only unprovided a group of settlements which, as far as the complete absence
of all such connection is concerned, renders it absolutely necessary that further delay
should not be permitted. The Australian colonies deserve, and ought to be permitted
to enjoy, this privilege. They stand in a progressive condition, as recent parliamentary
statistics will clearly establish. The increase of population, according to an analysis of
the document referred to, appears to be, in the last ten years, as follows : New South
Wales, 93 per cent; Van Diemen's Land, 69 per cent; South Australia, 236 pfercent;
and Western Australia, 107 per cent. As regards the entire population of these colo
nies, it may be stated that the progress has been from 170,676 souls in 1839, to 333,764
in 1848, exhibiting an augmentation of 163,088, or at the rate of DOi per cent The
balance of trade in 1848 was in favor of Australia, the imports being £2,578,442, and
the exporta £2,854,315, while the total tonnage inwards and outwards was 694,904 tons.
Facts such as these are appreciable by the meanest comprehension. It cannot be
said that the large and growing interest nf the wool trade ot New South Wales, does
not merit the facilities sought to be obtained, or that the mining prosperity of South
Australia, and the Indian trade of Western Australia, fail to require the various bene
fits that would inevitably spring therefrom. The question of route may be one which
may have aided in deferring temporarily the practical accomplishment of the underta
king ; but this should not be allowed to interfere to the extent it has, when it is so
clearly to be perceived what results must follow.
India, connected from port to port by her fleet of steamers ; the West Indies, in
every respect, fully accommodated, even in conjunction with Mexico; England and
America, hand in hand, as it were, through the medium of her hebdomadal mails ; the
•Brazils and the Cape of Good Hope afforded ample room for their communication,
Australia will, when suffered, join the throng, forming the complete bond of union cre
ated and nurtured by this fostering power. Whatever revolutions in our commercial
career may succeed these changes—promoted, as they must sooner or later be, by the
other branches of communication in the Atlantic and Pacific—there is little fear of their
not warranting the experiments that have been attempted in our own period.—London
Skipping Gazette.
CANAL BUSINESS AT TOLEDO.
The canal movements to and from Toledo for the past season exhibit a gratifying
increase over those of 1850.
The account is made up to 10th November of each year. Reduced to tons the
amount will be nearly as follows :—
1850
184,000 | 1851
250,000 | Increase
66,000
tons, being over 86 per cent. The Miami Canal, connecting Cincinnati and Toledo
encountered this season a new rival, for river and lake exchanges, in the Cleveland
Columbus, and Cincinnati Railroad. The canal has vindicated its power, by holding
its own, against both the railroads connecting Cincinnati with Lake Erie at Cleveland
and Sandusky city. When the latter road (Mad River,) shall be re-laid with a T rail,
the tolls on the canal will have to be reduced, for many articles, to enable it to
compete successfully with that road.
STEAMERS BETWEEN LIVERPOOL AND SOUTH AMERICA
A company has been formed for the purpose of establishing a line of steamers from
this port to Rio in the first instance. Three screw steam-ships, of from 1600 to 1700
tons, and 300 horse-power each, and with an average speed of ten knots per hour, are
to be built as a beginning. There are to be branch steamers on the river Plate. The
boats will call at Lisbon for passengers and fuel, and the departures will bo monthly.
It is calculated that the whole distance will be run in thirty-five days, including the
detention at Rio, which will be reached in twenty-five days. The first steamer is to be
dispatched on the 21st of June, and to arrive at Rio on the 16th of July, leaving that
port on the Slst, and reaching Liverpool again on the 25th of August, 1852.
TOU. XXTI. NO. L
8
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A RAILROAD IN AFRICA,
One of the most interesting facts in relation to the onward course of things which
characterizes the present age is, that the Viceroy of Egypt has sanctioned the project
of a railroad from Alexandria to the Isthmus of Suez, by the way of Cairo. It is said
that the Viceroy is able at any time to place a hundred thousand Arabs at work on
the proposed route, and, as be is a very enterprising monarch, it is supposed that he
will not suffer the improvement to languish. The spirit of progress was never so ac
tive as it is at present. Every nation in Europe is exhibiting striking evidences of this
fact. Even the Sultan of Turkey has roused himself from the long dream in which his
government has indulged, and is now busily engaged in introducing reforms from other
nations in Europe. The hoary old despotisms of Asia must also renounce their torpor
and decrepitude, be rejuvenated and enter on the grand career of improvement. Rail
ways and telegraphic lines will hereafter pierce the solitudes of Oriental despotism, and
open up highways for the exchange of the products of mind as well as of manufactures
and agriculture.

JOURNAL OF MINING AND MANUFACTURES.
THE CULTIVATION OF BASKET WILLOW IN THE UNITED STATES.
We cheerfully give place to the subjoined letter of Hr. Watson Q. Haynes, well
known throughout the country for his untiring devotion to the cause of improving the
condition of seamen, and especially for his successful efforts to abolish the use of the
lash in the United States Navy. Having devoted several years to the accomplishment
of these benevolent objects, with no other resources than a stout heart and a strong
will, Mr. Haynes has now turned bis attention to the production of an article that
promises not only to benefit the country, but afford him a pecuniary competency.
Freeman Hunt, Esq., Editor Merchants' Magazine :—
Dear Sir :—Knowing something of your knowledge ofthe commercial affairs of the
world, and of your desire to lay before your readers information calculated to benefit
them, I have taken the liberty of addressing to you a few remarks touching the growth
and cultivation of the Ozier, or Basket Willow.
From the best information I can obtain, there are from four to five million of dollars'
worth of willow annually imported into this country from France and Germany. The
firice ranges from $100 to $180 per ton weight—the quantity imported may appear
arge, and yet it is not sufficient for the consumption. In view ofthis importation, and
the large sums expended for willow, would it not be well for some of your wealthy
readers and landholders to give a little attention to this subject. Loudon, in his Ar
boretum, (vol. 8.) gives an account and description of one hundred and eighty-three
varieties of this plant. Knowing nothing of botany, I will confine myself exclusively to
the three kinds best adapted for basket making, farming, tanning and fencing.
The Salix Viminalis is that specimen of all others best calculated for basket-makers.
An acre of this properly planted and cultivated upon suitable soil, will yield at least
two tons weight per year, costing about $35 per ton for cultivating and preparing for
market.
This kind of willow, grown in this country, and sent to market free from bruises,
breaks and mildew, will at all times command the highest price.
The importers (quite naturally) discountenance the idea of attempting the cultiva
tion in this country, alleging as a reason that the flies will seriously damage the crop,
and that labor is so high, it will never pay. To this I have to say, that I have growing
as good a quality of willow as grown in any part of the world ; that from two acres
cut last year, the proceeds, clear of all expense, was the snug little sum of $383 75;
and if any person requires stronger proof than this of the feasibility of growing wil
low profitably in this country. I can refer them to John Bevridgc, Esq., of Newburg,
N. T., and Dr. Charles W. Grant, M. D, of the same place, a practical botanist, and
thoroughgoing horticulturist, who has given much time and attention to this subject,
and has the best and greatest variety of willow, and the largest quantity planted, of
any one in the United States. All his stock is imported, and in fine condition for pro
pagating.
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The people of England, like us at present, until the year 1808. relied entirely for
their supply upon continental Europe. Their supply was cut off by the breaking out
of the war between Great Britain and France, so that after that date they were com
pelled to rely upon their own crops, and many associations in England offered large
premiums on the best productions of willow.
The late Duke of Bedford, one of the brat farmers and horticulturists of that day,
gaTe much attention to the subject, which is rigorously prosecuted by his son, the pre
sent Duke, and brother to Lord John RusselL His grace had one specimen which is
exteosirely planted in and about the Park at Wooburn Abbey, Wooburn, Bedfordshire.
In England this plant is highly prised for its beauty, rapidity of growth, out-growing
all other trees, and giving a fine shade in two or three years. This is the Salix Alba,
or Bedford Willow. The bark is held in high estimation for tanning ; the wood for
shoe makers' lasts, boot-trees, cutting-boards, gun and pistol stocks, and house timber.
The wood being fine-grained and susceptible of as fine a polish as rosewood or maho
gany. An acre of this kind of wood, tenyears old, has sold in England for £155.
The next species is the Huntingdon Willow, or Salix Capua, which is also a good
basket willow, and is used extensively in England for hoop poles and fencing by the
farmers. Their manner of planting when for fencing, is by placing the ends of the
cuttings in the ground, and then working them into a kind of trelis-work, and passing a
willow withe around the tops or ends, so as to keep in shape for the first two years.
They then cut the tops off yearly and sell them to the basket-makers ; thus having a
fence and crop from the same ground.
Another description of fence is also made from the salix capua, known in England
by the name of hurdle fences, which may be removed at the pleasure or discretion of
the proprietor.
The salix alba is extensively used by retired tradesmen who build in the country,
for the purpose of securing shade in a short time, and by the nobility around their fish
ponds and mill dams, and along their water courses and avenues. This is the princi
pal wood used in the manufacture of gunpowder in England. It has also been assert
ed by several English noblemen that their fish succeeded much better in ponds sur
rounded by willow (salix alba) than in waters where other trees were contiguous.
The price of cuttings in England are as follows:—1 year old, £1 ; 2 years old, £2;
S years old, £4 ; 4 years old, £6 10s; 5 years old, £6 10s. For any kind of willow it
requires about 12.000 cuttings to plant one acre; cuttings 3 years old will pay an in
terest the year after planting of about 25 percent The second year of at least 60,
and by the fourth year the crop ought to yield about 1 i tons.
Capitalists are generally contented with an interest of 10 per cent per annum, while
here is a business which will pay at least ten times that amount.
There are hundreds of thousands of acres of land at present in this country, not pay
ing 2} per cent per annum, which might be planted with willow, and would yield an
immense profit
The facts stated by me are open to all who may think proper to investigate. We
send clocks, corn, flour, shoes and broom corn to England, and I can see no reason why
we can't send willow there. I am fully convinced that willow may be grown profita
bly in this country at (50 per ton weight It may be asked and wondered why I do
not go extensively into this business myself. The question is easily answered. I have
not the capital, but am getting into it as fast as my limited means will permit If I
bad the means I would purchase lands and plant thousands of acres of willow ; and
find a ready market for it In conclusion, I nave to say, that I have no cuttings for
sale myself, but that I will cheerfully give any reasonable explanation to any inquiries
by letter, post paid. I am, dear sir, very respectfully,
WILSON O. HAYNE3.
Co. N. Y„ Dec 4, 1851.
OS THE CULTURE OF FLAX.
A Committee of the Massachusetts Legislature, appointed to procure information
concerning the culture of flax and the probability of its substitution for cotton in the
manufacture of its cheap fabrics, report that there is no doubt that the plant can be
raised abundantly in every State in the Union under proper tillage, without exhaust
ing the soil ; and that it is but reasonable to conclude, from recent developments,
that flax may soon be adopted to a considerable extent, as a substitute for cotton,
in the manufacture of the class of fabrics referred to. It is affirmed that not leas
than 46,000 acres of land in the State of New York were sown with flax in 1849.
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MANUFACTURE OF BEET-ROOT SUGAR IN IRELAND.
The subject of cultivating the Beet-root, with a view to the manufacture of Sugar,
ia now engrossing a good deal of public attention. Ireland is said, by Mr. Sullivan,
the chemist to the Mu&eum of Irish industry in Dublin, to possess great capabilities
for the production of Beet root in large quantities, and of very superior qualities—the
Irish root possessing at least as much saccharine matter as tbat of France or Germany.
The statistics of beet root sugar are very curious and instructive. In 1841, the pro
duction of this article in Europe was estimated at 55,000 tons ; iu 1647, it was said to
be 100,000 tons, and in 1860, it is calculated to be 190,000 tons. The manufacture is
said to be rapidly increasing, and realizing a great profit to those who are engaged in
it. We see no reason why it should not be prosecuted as favorably in Ireland as in
Russia, Prussia, Belgium and France, the countries at present most largely engaged in
its production.
FLAX COTTON,
Feeeman Hu*t, Esq., Editor of the Merchant*' Magazine, etc :—
This valuable vegetable fiber is at the present moment attracting much attention
on account of many advantages to be derived from its capability of being spun upon
cotton, wool and silk, and Chevalier Claussen's patent for converting flax into flaxen
cotton, bids fair to create a new era iu this branch of domestic industry.
The flax or linen crops offers great advantages to the farmer, who will ere long
make a good use of them ; the flax or linen fiber, by the new process, may be pulled
when quite ripe and yellow, so as to allow the seed to be recovered, which can be em
ployed either for planting again or for obtaining the linseed oil and linseed cake ; the
straw may, within three hours after being gathered, be converted into the proper ma
terial for linen manufactures ; its long fiber may then be scutched and adapted for
spinning on cotton machinery. Yarn may be spun on cotton machinery either alone
or mixed in various proportions with the Southern cotton, whereby it receives the
name of Flax Cotton ; or it may be mixed with wool in all proportions, and is then
called Flax Wool, from which flannels, fine cloth, dyed in various colors, may be
obtained. If the flax fibre is mixed with silk, it is called Flax Silk, and a yarn may
be obtained from it. All these applications deserve the serious attention of the agri
culturist and manufacturer as well as the merchant.
The annual imports into the United States of linen manufactures is about $6,000,000
Flaxseed from Calcutta and Russia,
1,000,000
Linseed oil, from England and Holland
1,600,000
The soil in this country is very apt to grow the flax, and of better quality than in
Europe. The manufactured products of the flax are to the farmer and manufacturer
equally profitable, and enhance as much the value over the raw material as the raw
cotton does to its fabrics ; nay, more, linen can be obtained at a much less price from
the flax than cotton goods from the raw material The flax cotton is prepared with
but a trifling expense, and made as white, soft and fine as any cotton, in fact of a richer
and more glossy silk-like appearance, which can be spun into very fine yarns, as
cheaply as cotton ; now, if we consider the price, it is decidedly in favor of linen or
flax ; it does not exceed seven cents per pound when manufactured ; white cotton
leaves no margin at this price to the planter or manufacturer. It is well known tbat
the seed of the flax is a profitable branch of husbandry ; a few years ago I purchased
the Beed iu Cincinnati for 60 cents a bushel ; one bushel of seed will yield two gallons
of linseed oil ; at the present rate of foreign linseed oil, 68 cents per gallon would
yield a profit of 82 cents for each bushel, independent of the linseed cake, which is
worth nearly 26 cents to the bushel of seed.
The states of New York, Ohio, Illinois, Missouri and Iowa are now making efforts
to produce flax, and save the seed, and from all indications flax will become as impor
tant a staple to the Northern and Western states as the cotton is to the Southern
states ; less liable to such fluctuations in price than cotton. Having been present in
the new establishment at Stepney Green, London, and passed personally the raw flax
through all its stages from the straw to the flax cotton, and brought with me the sam
ples of each process, I can speak advisedly on the subject, and feel satisfied that the
process patented by the Chevalier Claussen is the simplest, best and most expeditious,
and superior to any other existing ; it is called the chemical process, for the reason
that a chemical action is required to split the fiber, which is accomplished by the ac
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tim of an alkali, and afterwards of a weak acid solution. The old process required at
least three days for steeping the flax fiber in hot water at a temperature of 90 degrees,
while Claussen's requires but three hours boiling, makes less waste, and even that ia
as useful as the fiber itself, and suitable for bleuching and producing the flax-cotton,
or it may be worked as paper material. I have spoken hitherto of the long flax, which
is mostly used as the material for spinning, Ac. ; but the flax tow which is intended to
be converted into the flax cotton, and of which two tons may be prepared and bleach
ed daily, is the most important staple, deserving the attention of the manufacturer, and
will no doubt receive it, whenever the superior advantages are generally and properly
appreciated. Scotland paid £25,000 for Claussen's patent, and a bounty per tun, ana
England reserved the patent for an association for a much larger sum.
INDUSTRIAL AND OTHER STATISTICS OF MANCHESTER.
The annual report of Captain Willis, the Chief Constable of Manchester (England)
h\s just been published, containing, as usual, some elaborate and useful tables, which,
besides showing the activity of the police, give a good idea of the progress of the bo
rough in population, in material wealth and resources. By this return it appears that
the population has risen from 235,507 in 1841 to 303,358 in 1851 ; and the gross num
ber of habitable houses has iucrea»ed from 44,462 to 53,697. One happy feature of
this part of the return is that the inhabitants living in cellars have diminished from
22.924 in 1841 to 20,399 in 1851. The total annual value of the property has increa-sed in the same period from £841,664 to £1,204,241. The gross number of all
buildings is now 58,385, of which 103 are cotton mills, 7 silk mills, 3 worsted mills, 18
smallware mills, 7 print works, 85 dye works, 15 hat manufactories, 49 machinists, 38
foundries, 4 lead works, 3 paper works, 27 saw mills, 11 corn mills, 775 workshops.
1619 warehouses, 6262 shops, 109 places of worship, 413 public and private schools,
12 banks, 10 markets, 2 theatres. 7 railway stations, 3 public washhouses, 8 infirma
ries an! hospitals, 14 public institutions, 33 public buildings, 68 livery stables, 176
breweries, 121 slaughter houses, and 61 1 buildings used as offices. The total new build
ings within the last year were 1556—comprising two cotton mills, 4 saw mills, 21
workshops, 11 warehouses, 1358 dwellings, 118 shops, 8 churches and chapels, 1 bath
ami washhouse, 3 breweries, and 2 schools. The total number of reputed thieves re
siding iu the borough within the knowledge of the police is 305, and 267 persons known
occasionally to steal. Houses where thieves resort 234 ; houses for the reception of
stolen property, 141.
A LOCOMOTIVE ESTABLISHMENT IN VIRGINIA.
Messrs. Smift and Perkins, of Alexandria, Virginia, have, as we learn from the
American Railroad Journal, commenced the manufacture of locomotivos upon a
pretty extended scale. They now employ about one hundred and fifty hand.*, mid are
now manufacturing at the rate of about twenty locomotives a year. Mr. Perkins was
for many years superintendent of machinery and repairs upon the Baltimore and Ohio
Railroad ; and has long enjoyed the reputation of being one of the most skillful and
practical mechanics in the country. There is probably no person among us better ca
pable of constructing a good engine, or a better judge of work. The above establish
ment is now engaged in filling orders for the Orange aud Alexandria and the Manasses
Gap Railroads, terminating in Alexandria,
The above establishment is one of the beneficial results of the railroad movement
in Virginia. But for railroads in that State, it never would have existed. The rail
road is the pioneer, and where they are constructed a thousand branches of industry
follow in their train. They create a demand for labor to construct and maintain them,
and, by opening up a market to every article of use or consumption, stimulate every
kind of industry. As the South is behind the North in the manufacturing establish
ments, we hope to see them give a liberal patronage to their own works, a course
whieh ■will be of mutual benefit to all parties.
CULTIVATION OF FLAX IN THE SOUTH OF IRELAND.
The annual flax sowing of Ulster averages 50,000 acres. For the rest of Ireland it
is but 4,000. Supposing each of the other provinces to cultivate flax as extensively
as Ulster, the value of the crop for Ireland, would, it is estimated, bo £4,500,000.
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NEW CLOTH MEASURING MACHINE.
At a recent meeting of the English Institution of Civil Engineers, Mr. Joseph Whitworth, of Manchester, exhibited a new measuring machine, for determining minute
differences of length. The accuracy of the machine was demonstrated by placing in
it a stundard yard measure, made of a bar of steel, about three-quarters of an inch
square, having both the ends rendered perfectly true. One end of the bar was then
placed in contact with the face of the machine, and at the other end, between it and
the other face of the machine, was interposed a Bmall flat piece of steel, termed by
the experimenter, " the contact piece," whose sides were also rendered perfectly true
and parallel. Each division on the micrometer represented the one millionth part of
an inch, and each time the micrometer was moved only one division forward, the ex
perimenter raised the contact piece, allowing it to descend across the end of the bar
by its own gravity only. This was repeated until the closer approximation of the
surfaces prevented the contact piece from descending, when the measure was com
pleted, and the number on the micrometer represented the dead length of the standard
bar to one-millionth part of an inch. Eight repetitions of the experiment, in a quarter
of an hour produced identical results, there not being in any case a variation of onemillionth of an inch.
THE USES OF IXDIA RUBBER.
Dr. J. V. E. Smith, the editor of the Bottom Medical Journal, who has just returned
from an extensive journey in the East, states that in those tropical regions where it
was necessary to transport water, he found that river water placed in an India rubber
bag, and securely corked, remained at the end of Bix weeks, perfectly sweet and good,
while water carried in the whole skin of an animal, as is the custom in that country,
became excessively offensive in the desert in a few days, besides assuming the color of
a pale decoction of coffee. In wooden casks, another method adopted by travelers,
the changes wrought on the water are analogous to those observed in water tanks at
sea. The writer does not decide whether the preservation of the water is due to the
utter exclusion of air, or to the influence exerted upon it by the material itself. The
fact is one of much importance to travelers in tropical countries, where the supply of
this important element it is frequently necessary to transport through great distances.
MANUFACTURE OF GLASS PEARLS.
Glass pearls, though among the most beautiful, inexpensive, and common ornaments
for women now made, are produced by a very singular process. In 1656, about 20O
years ago, a Venetian, named Jaquin, discovered that the scales of a species of fish,
called the bleak-fish, possessed the property of communicating a pearly hue to water.
He found, by experiment, that beads dipped in this water, assumed, when dried, the
appearance of pearls. It proved, however, that the pearly coating, when placed out
side, was easily rubbed off, and the next improvement was to make the beads hollow.
The making of these beads is carried on even to this day in Venice. The beads are
all blown separately. By means of a small tube, the insides are delicately coated with
the pearly liquid, and a wax coating is placed over that. It requires the scales of
four thousand fishes to produce half a pint of the liquid, to which small quantities of
sal ammonia and isinglass are afterwards added.
ECONOMY OF TOBACCO SMOKING.
Mr. Robert Ellis, surgeon, the principal editor of the official catalogue of the Exhi
bition, has the following remark, (vol. 1, page 180,) which must gladden the hearts of
our smoke-raising brethren :—The total quantity of tobacco retained for home con
sumption, in 1848, amounted to nearly 17,000,000 lbs. North America alone produces
annually upwards of 200,000,000 lbs. The combustion of this mass of vegetable mate
rial would yield about 340,000,000 lbs. ofcarbonic acid gas; so that the yearly increase
of carbonic acid gas from tobacco-smoking alone cannot be less than 1,000,000,000 lbs,
a large contribution to the nnnnal oemand for this gas made upon the atmosphere, for
the vegetation of the world. Henceforth let no one twit the smoker with idleness
and unimportance. Every pipe is an agricultural furnace—every smoker a manufac
turer of vegetation, the consumer of a weed that he may rear more largely his own
provisions.
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PROGRESS OF BRITISH MANUFACTURES.
The increase of manufacturing industry in Great Britain in sixty years, is shown by
the following table of the raw materials (in pounds) used in that kingdom:—
Wool.
Bilk.
Hemp.
Flu.
Cotton.
In IT90
8,245,352
1,253,445
592,306
257,222
80,574,874
In 1849
76,756,173
6,881,861 1,061,273 1,806,786 758,841,660
i in 60 years 73,488,821
5,628,416
468,967 1,548,564 728,267,276
STATISTICS OF THE MANUFACTURES OF THE UNITED STATES,
The subjoined summary of the manufacturing industry of the United States is de
rived from the report of Mr. Kennedy, the Superintendent of the Census, at Washing
ton. The statistics of population will be found under their appropriate department, in
another part of the present number of the MerehanW Magazine : —
The period which has elapsed since the receipt of the returns has been so short as
to enable the office to make but a general report of the facts relating to a few of the
most important manufactures.
If in some instances the amount of " capital invested " in any branch of manufac
ture should seem too small, it must be borne in mind, that when the product is of
several kinds, the capital invested, not being divisible, is connected with the product of
greatest consequence. This, to some extent, reduces the capital invested in the manu
facture of bar iron in such establishments where some other article of wrought iron
predominates—sheet iron, for example.
The aggregate, however, of the capital invested in the various branches of wrought
iron will, it is confidently believed, be found correct
The entire capital invested in the various manufactures in the United States on the
1st of June, 1850, not to include any establishments producing less than the annual
value of #500, amounted, in round numbers, to
$680,000,000
Value of raw material
660,000,000
Amount paid for labor
240,000,000
Value of manufactured articles
1,020,300,000
Number of persons employed.
1,050,000
The capital invested in the manufacture of cotton goods amounted to.
74,501,081
Value of raw material
84,836,056
Amount paid for labor.
16,286,804
Value of manufactured articles
61,869,184
Number of hands employed
92,286
The capital invested in the manufacture of woolen goods amounted to
28,1 18,650
Value of raw material26,755,988
Amount paid for labor
8,899,280
Value of product
43,207,656
Number of bands employed
39,262
The capital invested in the manufacture of pig iron amounted to.. . .
17,346,426
Value of raw material
7,006,289
Amount paid for labor.
5,0«rt,628
Value of product
12,748,777
Number of hands employed
20,448
In making these estimates, the Assistant Marshals did not include any return of
works which had not produced metal within the year, or those which had not com
menced operations. The same is applicable to all manufactures enumerated.
The capital invested in the manufacture of castings amounted to.. . .
$17,416,861
Value of raw material
10,346,855
Amount paid for labor
7,078,920
Value of product
26,108,155
Number of hands employed
28,589
The capital invested in the manufacture of wrought iron amounted to
1 8,995,220
Value of raw material
9,518,109
Amount paid for labor
4,196,628
Value of product
16,887,074
Number of hands employed
13,057
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BREAD BAKED BY STEAM IN ENGLAND.
Thr Plymouth (English) papers contain an account of a new method of baking
bread, which is in operation at Stonchouse, under the patent of Mr. Lee. The bread
is pronounced to be excellent, and superior to that baked on the old principle. A de
scription of the process will not be found uninteresting. When the loaves are mould
ed, they are placed on carriages aud conveyed on railways into the ovens—which are
made of cast iron, and placed one above another. The doors being closed, the 6team
is then " turned on" from the boiler, and passing through a singularly formed coil of
pipes, heated to a high degree in a furnace of remarkable construction, is, by opening
the valves, admitted to the ovens. The baking process, from the time of running in
the carriages to drawing them out again, occupying from half an hour to an hour and
a half, according as the loaves vary in size. There are perforated pipes placed at
equal distances inside the ovens, by which means all parts are alike heated. The heat
is kept within determinate thermometric limits by the adjustment of the valves, and
the degree ascertained by an indicator, the " bulb" being scarcely thicker than a cob
web, yet ranging from ] 20 to 800 Far.

STATISTICS OF POPULATION, &c.
CENSUS STATISTICS OF THE UNITED STATES.
We publish below all the more important parts of Mr. Kennedy's full and able re
port just made to Congress, through the Secretary of the Interior. These statements
and statistics, it will be seen relate chiefly to population of the United States. Un
der the appropriate head, in another part of the Merchants' Magazine, the reader will
find a variety of statistics relating to the manufactures of the several States :—
The seventh enumeration of the inhabitants of the United States exhibits results
which every citizen of the country may contemplate with gratification and pride.
Since the census of 1840 there have been added to the territory of the republic, by
annexation, conquest, and purchase, 824,969 square miles, and our title to a region
covering 341.463 square miles, which before properly belonged to us, but was claimed
and partially occupied by a foreign power, has been established by negotiation, and it
has been brought within our acknowledged boundaries. By such means the area of the
United States has extended during the past ten years from 2,055,163 to 3,221,596
square miles, without including the great lakes which lie upon our northern border, or
the bays which indentate our Atlantic and Pacific shores. All which has come within
the scope of the seventh census.
In the endeavor to ascertain the progress of our population since 1840, it will be
proper to deduct from the aggregate number of inhabitants shown by the present cen
sus, the population of Texas in 1840, and the numbers embraced within the limits of
California and the new territories at the time of their acquisition. From the best in
formation which has come to hand, it is believed that Texas contained in 1840, 75,000
inhabitants, and that when California, New Mexico, and Oregon came into our pos
session in 1846, they had a population of 97,000. It thus appears that we have re
ceived by additions of territory, since 1840, an accession of 172,000 to the numbers of
our people.
The increase which has taken place in those extended regions, since they came under
the authority of our government, should obviously be reckoned as a part of the de
velopment and progress of our population. Nor is it necessnry to complicate the com
parison by taking into account the probable natural increase of this acquired popula
tion, because we have not the means of determining the rate of its advancement, nor
the law which governed its progress while yet beyond the influence of our political
system. The year 1840, rather than the date of the annexation of Texas, has been
taken for estimating the population, in connection with that of the Union, because it
may be safely assumed that, whatever the increase during the five intervening years
may have been, it was mainly, if not altogether, derived from the United States.
Owing to delays and difficulties mentioned in completing the work, which no action
on the part of this office could obviate, some of the returns from California have not
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yet been received. Assuming the population of California to be 165,000, (which we
do partly by estimates,) and omitting that of Utah, estimated at 15,000, the total
number of inhabitants in the United States ws.s, on the 1st of June, 1850, 23,246,301.
The absolute increase from 1st ol June, 1840, has been 6,176,848, and the actual in
crease per cent is36.18. But it has been shown that the probable amount of popula
tion acquired by additions of territory should be deducted in making a comparison be
tween the results of the present and the last census. These deductions reduce the total
population of the country as a basis of comparison, to 23,074,301, and the increase to
6.004,848. The relative increase, after this allowance, is found to be 35.17 percent.
The aggregate number of whites in 1850 was 19,6ly,366, exhibiting a gain upon the
number of the same class in 1840 of 5,423,371, and a relative increase of 38.20 per
cent But excluding the 163,000 free population supposed to have been acquired by
the addition of territory since 1840, the gain is 5,270,371, and the increase per cent 37.14.
The number of slaves, by the present census, is 3,198,298, which shows nil increase
of 711,085; equal to 28.58 per cent. If we deduct 19,000 for the probable slave
population of Texas in 1840, the result of the comparison will be slightly different
The absolute increase will be 692,085, and the rate per cent 27.83.
The number of free colored population in 1850 was 428,637 ; in 1840, 386,245. The
increase of this class has been 42,392, or 10.95 per cent
From 1830 to 1840 the increase of the whole population was at the rate of 32.67
per cent. At the same rate of advancement the absolute gain for the ten years last
past would have been 5,5*8,333, or 426,515 less than it has been, without including
the increase consequent upon additions of territory.
The aggregate increase of population from all sources shows a relative advance
greater tluin that of any other decennial terms, except that from the second to the
third census,during which time the country received an accession of inhabitants by
the purchase of Louisiana considerably greater than one per cent of the whole num
ber. Rejecting from the census of 1810 1.45 per cent for the population of Louisiana,
and from the census of 1850 1 per cent for that of Texas, California, Ac, the result is
in favor of the last ten years by about one-fourteenth of 1 per cent ; the gain from
1800 to 1810 being 35.05 per cent, and from 1840 to 1850, 35.12 per cent. But, with
out going behind the Bum of the returns, it appears that the increase from the second
to the third census was tbirty-two hundredth i of one per cent greater than from the
sixth to the seventh.
The relative progress of the several races and classes of the population is ehowu in
the following tabular statement :—
TABLE OF INCREASE, FEB CENT, OF EACH CLASS OF INHABITANTS IN THE UNITED STATES
FOB SIXTY YEARS.
1790 to 1800 to 1810 to 1820 to 1810 to lS40to
C!M8e*.
1800.
1S10.
1820.
1810.
1810.
1850.
Whites.
85.68
86.18
84.30
84.52
84.72 • 88.20
Free colored
82.28
72.00
27.76
84.86
20.88
10.95
Slaves27,96
83.40
29.57
80,76
23.81
28.68
Total colored
82.23
87.68
29.33
81.31
28.40
26.16
Total population
85.02
86.50
88.36
88.92
32.67
86.18
The census had been taken previously to 1830 on the first of August. The enume
rator began that year on the first of June, two months earlier, so that the interval be
tween the fourth and fifth censuses was two months less than ten years ; which time
allowed for, would bring the total increase up to the rate of 34.36 per cent
THE TABLE GIVEN BELOW SHOWS THE INCREASE FROM 1790 TO I860, WITHOUT REFERENCE
TO 1
Absolute in- Jncreoeo per
1790.
18S0.
cre7ea?.!uv
Number of whites
8,172,464
19,630,019
16,467,566
627.97
Free colored
59,466
428,687
869,171
617.44
Slave*
697,897
8,184,262
2,486,366
860.18
Total free colored <fc slaves.
757,368
8,612,899
2,866,536
877.
Total population
8,929,827
28,246,301
19,316,474
491.52
Sixty years since, the proportion between the whites and blacks, bond and free, was
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4.2 to 1. In 1860, it was 5.26 to 1 ; and the ratio in favor of the former race is in
creasing. Had the blacks increased as fast as the whites during these sixty years,
their number on the 1st of June would have been 4,657,239 ; so that, in comparison
with the whites, they have lost in this period, 1,035,340.
This disparity is much more than accounted for by European emigration to the
United States. Dr. Chickcring, in an essay upon immigration, published at Boston in
1848, distinguished for great elaborateness of research, estimates the gain of the white
population from this source at 3,922,152. No reliable record was kept of the number
of immigrants into the United States until 1820, when, by the law of March, 1819,
the collectors were required to make quarterly returns of foreign passengers arriving
in their districts. For the first ten years, the returns under the law afford materials
for only an approximation to a true state of the facts involved in this inquiry.
Dr. Chickering assumes, as a result of his investigations, that of the 6,431,088 in
habitants of the United States in 1820, 1,430,906 were foreigners arrived subsequent
to 1790, or the descendants of such. According to Dr. Seybert, an earlier writer upon
statistics, the number of foreign passengers from 1790 to 1810 was, as nearly as could
be ascertained, 1 20,000 ; and from the estimates of Dr. Seybert, and other evidence,
Hon. George Ducker, author of a valuable work on the census of 1840, supposes the
number from 1810 to 1820 to have been 114,000. These estimates make, for the
thirty years preceding 1820, 234,000.
If we reckon the increase of these immigrants at the average rate of the whole
body of white population during these three decades, they and their descendants in
1820 would amount to about 860,000. From 1820 to 1830 there arrived, according to
the returns of the custom-houses, 135,986 foreign passengers, and from 1830 to 1840,
679,870, making for the twenty years 715,366. During this period a large number of
emigrants from England, Scotland, and Ireland, came into the United States through
Canada. Dr. Chickering estimates the number of such, from 1820 to 1880, at 67,993;
and from 1830 to 1840, at 199,130 ; for the twenty years together, 267,123.
During the same time a considerable number are supposed to have landed at New
York, with the purpose of pursuing their route to Canada ; but it is probable that the
number of these was balanced by omissions in the official returns. Without reference
to the natural increase, then, the accession to our population from foreign sources, from
1820 to 1840, was 982,479 persons.
Erom 1840 to 1850, the arrivals of foreign passengers in the ports of the United
States have been as follows :—
1840-41
88,504 1847
234,766
1842
101,107 1848
226,524
1848
75,159 1849
269,610
1844
74,607 1860f
178,011
1845
102,416
1846*
202,167
Total
1,662,850
Within the last ten years there has probably been very little migration of foreign
ers into the United States over the Canada frontier ; the disposition to take the route
by Quebec having yielded to the increased facilities for direct passenger transportation
to the cities of the Union ; what there has been may, perhaps, be considered as equal
led by the number of foreigners passing into Canada after landing at New York ;
many having been drawn thither by the opportunities of employment afforded by the
public works of the province. As the heaviest portion of this great influx of immigra
tion took place in the latter half of the decade, it will probably be fair to estimate the
natural increase during the term at 1 2 per cent ; being about one-third of that of the
white population of the country at its commencement. This will swell the aggregate
to 1,739,192. Deducting this accession to the .population from the whole amount,
the increase is shown to De 3,684,510, and the rate per cent is reduced to 25.95.
The density of population is a branch of the subject which naturally first attracts
the attention of the inquirer. The following table has been prepared from the most
authentic data accessible to this office :—
• This return include! fifteen months ; namely, from July 1, 1845, to September 30, 1846.
t Tbe report from the State Department for this year gives 315,333 as the total number of paasenErs arriving in the United States; but of these, 30,023 were,cltizens of the Atlantic States proceed% tn California by sea, and 5,330 natives of the country returning from visits abroad . A deduction
of 106,679 is made from the. balance, for that portion of the year from June 1st to September 30th.
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I4BU Or THX ARIA, AND THE NUMBER OF INHABITANTS TO THE 6Q.UARE MILE OF EACH
STATE AND TERR1TOBY OF THE UNION.
No. ofinNo. of InArea in
habitants
in
habitant*
square Population to tbe
square Population to the
in 1850. sq. mile.
miles, in 1859. sq. mile.
87,680 982,405 26.07
30,000 683,188 19.44 Kentucky
N. Hampshire . 9,280 817,964 84.26 Tennessee.. . . . 45,600 1,002,626 21.98
67,380 682,048 10.12
Vermont.
10,212 818,611 80.07 Missouri
52,198 209,639 4.01
Massachusetts . 7,800 994,499 126.11 Arkansas
39,964 1,980,408 49.66
Rhode Island.. . 1,360 147,644 108.05 Ohio.
83,809 988,416 29.28
Connecticut . . . 4,674 870,791 79.83 Indiana
46,000 3,097,894 67.66 Illinois
New York..
65,405 851,470 15.86
66,248 397,654 7.07
New Jersey. . . 8,320 489,555 60.04 Michigan.
Pennsylvania . . 46,000 2,311,786 60.25 Iowa™
60,914 192,214 8.77
Delaware.... . . . 2,120 91,535 43.64 Wisconsin
53,924 805,191 5.65
188,981
Maryland ..... 9,356 583,036 62.81 California
Virginia
61,352 1,421,661 23.17 Minnesota... . . 83,000
6,077 00.07
841,468 13,293 00.03
North Carolina. 46,000 868,903 19.80 Oregon
South Carolina.. 24,500 668,507 27.28 New Mexico.. . 210,744 61,606 00.28
187,923
Georgia..
68,000 905,999 15.68 Utah
136,700
50,722 771,671 15.21 Nebraska
187,171
Musi/sippi..
47,156 606,555 12.86 Indian
587,564
Louisiana. . .
46,431 511,974 11.02 Northwest.
Texas.
60 51,687 861.45
237,321 212,692 00.89 Dis. of Colum'a
Florida ....
69,268 87,401 1.47
From the location, climate, productions, and the habits and pursuits of their inhabi
tants, the States of the Union may be properly arranged in the following groups :—
No. of I
flutes.
Population Hants to the
Area in
square mile
in 1850. square mile.
New England States; namely, Maine, New
Hampshire, Massachusetts, Khode Island, and
Connecticut
2,727,697
63,226
48.07
Middle States, including New York, New Jer
sey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, and
Ohio.
151,760
8658,718
67.02
Coast Planting States, including South Caroli
na, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi,
Louisiana
286,077
12.36
8,687,089
Central Slave States ; Virginia, North Carolina,
Tennessee, Kentucky, Missouri, and Arkan
sas.
808,210
5,168,000
16.76
Northwestern States ; Indiana, Illinois, Michi
gan. Wisconsin, and Iowa.
250,000
2,735,000
10.92
212,000
287,000
.89
California .
189,000
.87
165,000
There are points of agreement in the general characteristics of the States combined
in the above groups, which warrant the mode of arrangement adopted. Maryland is
classed as heretofore, with the Middle States, because its leading interest appears to
connect it, rather with the commercial and manufacturing section, to which it is here
assigned, than with the purely agricultural States. Ohio is placed in the same con
nection, for nearly similar reasons. There seems to be a marked propriety for
setting off tbe new agricultural States of the northwest by themselves, as a prelim
inary to the comparison of their progress with other portions of the Union. The oc
cupations which give employment to the people of the central range of States, south
of tbe line of the Potomac, distinguish them to some extent from that division to
which we have given the appellation of coast planting Staies. In the latter, cottons,
sugar, and rice are the great staples, the cultivation of which is so absorbing as to
stamp its impress on the character of the people.
The industry of the Central States is more diversified, the surface of the country
13 more broken, the modes of cultivation are different, and the minuter divisions of
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labor, create more numerous and less accordant interest*. So far as Texas is settled,
its population closely assimilates with that of the other coast planting States ; but it
would obviously convey no well founded idea of the density of population in that
section, to distribute their people over the vast uninhabited region of Texas. For the
same reason, and the additional one of the insolation of her position, California is con
sidered distinct from other States.
Taking the thirty-one States together, their area is 1,485,870 square miles, and the
average number of their inhabitants is 16.48 to the square mile. The total area of
the United States is 3,220,000 square miles, and the average density of population is
7.219 to the square mile.
The areas assigned to those States and Territories in which public lands are situated
are doubtless correct, being taken from the records of the land office ; but, as to those
attributed to the older States, the same means of verifying their accuracy, or the want
of it, do not exist. But care has been taken to consult the best local authorities for
ascertaining the extent of surface in those States, and as the figures adopted are found
to agree with or differ but slightly from those assumed to be correct at the General
Land Office, it is probable they do not vary essentially from the exact truth.
The area of some of the States—as Maryland and Virginia—are stated consider
ably below the commonly assumed extent of their territory, which may be accounted
for on the supposition that the portions of the surface, within their exterior limits, cov
ered by large bodies of water, have been subtracted from the aggregate amount. This
is known to be the case in regard to Maryland, the superficial extent of which, within
the outlines of its boundaries, is 13,959 square miles, and is deemed probable with
reference to Virginia, from the fact that many geographers have given its total area
as high as 66,000 square miles.
It appears from the returns that during the year ending on the 1st June, 1850, there
escaped from their owners, one thousand and eleven slaves, and that, during the same
period, fourteen hundred and sixty-seven were manumitted. The number of both
classes will appear in the following table :—
MANUMITTED AND FUGITIVE SLAVES, 1850.
Manumitted. Fugitive.
Manumitted. Fugitive.
Delaware
277
26 j Alabama
16
29
Maryland
498
279 ( Mississippi
6
41
Virginia218
83 Louisiana
159
90
5
29
Kentucky
152
96 Texas
1
21
Tennessee
45
70 Arkansas.
50
60
North Carolina
2
64 Missouri
South Carolina
2
16
1,467
1,011
Georgia
19
89 Total...
Florida
22
18
In connection with this statement, and as effecting the natural increase of the free
colored population of the United States, it may be proper to remark, that during the
year to which the census applies, the Colonization Society sent 662 colored emigrants
to Liberia. In our calculations respecting the increase of the free colored population,
we have considered that class of persons independent of these two causes, which re
spectively swell and diminish their number.
The statistics of mortality for the census year represent the number of deaths oc
curring within the year aa 320,194, the ratio being as 1 to 726 of the living population ,
or as 10 to each 726 of the population. The rate of mortality in this statement
seems so much less than that of any portion of Europe, that it must at present be re
ceived with some degree of allowance.
Should a more critical examination, which time will enable us to exercise, prove the
returns of the number of deaths too small, such a result will not affect their value for
the purposes of comparison of one portion of the country with another, or cause with
effect. The tables will possess an interest second to none others in the work, and the
many valuable truths which they will suggest, will be found of great practical advan
tage. Medical men will accord to the Census Board no small meed of credit, for the
wisdom manifested in an arrangement which will throw more light on the history of
disease in the United States, and present in connection more interesting facts connec
ted therewith than the united efforts of all scientific men have heretofore accomplished.
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MERCANTILE MISCELLANIES.
SECTARIANISM 15 BUSINESS.
It seems that the editor of the Advocate, published at Memphis, Tennessee, a jour
nal with which we do not exchange, has been recommending his religious brethren to
trade only with church members. Now, if that part of mankind were the exclusively'
honest and upright dealers in " goods, wares and merchandise," there would be some
propriety in the advice of the editor of the Advocate ; but a large majority of sensible
people have, ere this, discovered that the profession of religion, even that deemed the
most orthodox, does not always keep men, in mercantile transactions, free from the trick
eries, and petty dishonesties of trade. Phrenologists tell us that some men have large
veneration and mandoumex), with very Btnall conscientiousness and firmness. Such
men may be very religious, and yet not very nice in their discrimination between the
right and the wrong in trade. But it was not our purpose to discuss the subject, but
merely to copy the common-sense remarks of the Memphis Express upon the narrow
and sectarian views of a cotemporary.
HARMONY NECESSARY TO THE BUSINESS 8UCCE88 OF A COMMUNITY.
" Our neighbor of the Advocate furnishes us with elaborate disquisitions in its last
number upon mattere and things in general and trade in particular—the horizon of its
views in the latter being within the rather limited area ot a church membership. We
do not design to argue this topic further. We have said all that we thought necessary
in condemnation of a principle which we consider anti-American, as its practice would
be ruinous to general prosperity. We are content to leave the question among prac
tical business men. They can determine the effect upon commercial prosperity, of the
splitting of the community into a thousand little fragments, and precluding business
intercourse between all persons, not belonging to the same religious body. There would
indeed be an end of enterprise ! The arena of industry and energy would be so nar
rowed down that both would be hopelessly crippled. Traffic would be stagnated,
large establishments would cease to flourish, for they would not be required to supply
such limited circles of customers, confidence and co-operation would cease, and a uni
versal decrepitude fall upon all departments of industrial pursuits. Cannot any one
see that such would be the inevitable result of the general acceptance of these recom
mendations ofthe Advocate I Could a more tremendous or crushing blow be leveled
against the prosperity of this young and rising city of Memphis, than to paralyze its
industry, its enterprise and its capital, by depriving their possessors of all sphere for
the action of these qualities, save within the limits of the churches to which the indi
viduals respectively belonged?
Away with it ! To prosper we must harmonize, must be united, must direct our
exertions to the attainment of the general welfare. To do this, honesty, industry, en
terprise and intelligence, must be the criterions of success. Change this criterion to that
suggested by Mr. Chapman and the Advocate, and you invert social order, fill the ave
nues of business with selfish hypocrites, and deprive merit of its just reward and
rights.
It does seem to us that one with half an eye can see that these results must ensue if
such a course as that we are condemning is persevered in.
If it be necessary, as the Advocate and Mr. Chapman assert, that church members
should deal only with their fellow members, their frequent association, consequent on
their duties as members of the same church, would sufficiently lead to that result.
The natural tendency would be that they would from choice deal with each other.
Where then is the use of quickening this proclivity into a morbid and injurious activity,
by such recommendations as those of Mr. Chapman and the Advocate ? Counseling
them to do that from a principle of selfish clannishness, which they were already dis
posed to do from the natural force of circumstances, but which they would not have
carried into a spirit of exclusiveness.
We regard the course of Mr. Chapman and the Advocate as most unfortunate. If it
is acted upon, no extended business could be carried on in Memphis, for such busim.. "
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must always look to the general patronage for support If, however, society here is to
be cut up into as many coteries as there are denominations of christians, it is evident
that no one of tbem could support these extensive establishments which form the
germs from which all great cities spring. We would have no scope for capital, no
room for its profitable investment, and our city would soon droop into insignificance,
as enterprise and industry found themselves without inducement for exertion.
It is ridiculously absurd to attempt to make this question one of isolated sectarian
concern. It comes home to the practical every day ousiuess transactions of life. Its
discussion falls within the province of all interested in the general prosperity.
We now dismiss the subject definitely ; remarking that our object lias been neither
hostility to one church nor partiality to another. If we know ourselves we have no
Buch motives to gratify. Our sole aim has been to point out an evil which common
sense is sufficient to perceive would operate seriously and permanently against the
growth and prosperity of Memphis.
PASSAGES IN THE LIFE OF A BREMEN MERCHANT.
We furnish, happily, more frequently in the pages of the Merchant*' Magazine'
biographical sketches ef merchants, who, by their enterprise, industry, economy and
last but not least, integrity, hare reached the " golden gate " of success in commer
cial life. Such examples are not lost in their influence on the rising generation of
merchants. Nor will, in our judgment, the subjoined curious narrative of a Bremen
merchant, translated from the Zolnitche Zeitung of September 11, 1851.
Henry Engelbert Haase, now sixty-eight years of age, having, when five years old,
been left the orphan of a small trader in Bremen, was adopted by a near relative of
his mother and brought up by him as his own son. This person, whose name was
Geisler, afterwards took him as a partner in business, and when he died, in 1806,
Haase continued the business in connection with Geisler's widow, for about twenty
years, when the establishment was closed, Haase being considered as a man of large
property. He was one of the most highly respected men in Bremen—holding several
public unices, a trustee of the school fund, of the Missionary and Bible Societies, an
administrator on the estates of many deceased persons, and a guardian of several
orphan children. He gave the impression of the most active benevolence, and the
the highest integrity, and abounded in both public and private charities. No one ever
sought his aid in vain. He always gave with great liberality. Obliging in the highest
degree, he was always the man to whom his friends entrusted their obligations when
they were absent, on journeys or otherwise, from the city. Whatever was placed in
the hands of Haase was deemed perfectly safe. In 1813 he married into an old
Bremen family, but his wife died on the birth of her first child in 1814. Since 1830,
in which year he inherited (80,000 from the widow of Geisler, he was an alderman of
the city. A certain coxcombry—for instance, he wore jewels and lace, which was not
usual, and took every means to conceal his age—was forgiven him on account of the
high esteem which he universally enjoyed No one ever ventured in the slightest
degree to ridieule Alderman Haase—in the opinion of every one, he stood firmer than
any man in Bremen. With remarkable hospitality, he entertained, every week, a dis
tinguished company of both sexes, and it was considered a great honor to be invited to
his parties. A degree of luxury was exhibited at his dinners which was excusable
only in a rich man without children. He pursued this course since 1806. His repu
tation for honesty was perfect ; but at that time he had commenced a career of
swindling on a large scale. In the very first year of his establishment, he spent a
great portion of the property of the widow, deceiving her with false accounts, and
paying interest on sums which were no longer in existence. In taking possession of
the Geisler legacy, he paid the tax of $8,000 to the State, although the property had
been previously made away with. This tax was paid with the public money, which,
since that time, he liad used for himself, squandering it both in luxury and charity.
The whole amount of his defalcation is not yet fully known. But it is certain that
there is a deficit of $100,000 in the School Fund, $8,000 in the Fund of St Stephen's
Church, which he attended twice every Sunday, and $9,000 in the Missionary Soc ety. In his annual statement of the different funds, he solicited the inspection of
the books, and often pretended that the value of the property had increased l>y advan
tageous purchase and sale of stocks, frequently offering the overseers to show them
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the certificates in various closets and oaken chests. It was naturally deemed a gross
imputation on such an accurate accountant to accept the offer. In order to preserve
the honor of the city several of the inhabitants were willing to advance $10,000 or
even $20,000 to hush up the matter ; but it wa9 too late ; the affair had already got
wind. Justice must accordingly take its course. Every one sees that it is a great
misfortune for Bremen, the consequences of which cannot as yet be fully calculated.
On Saturday, when the explosion took place, men wept like children ; they were pale
as death when they met on the Exchange, and aU business came to a stand still. The
streets were perfectly hushed ; people stood in groups, speaking to each other in
whispers of the astounding disclosures. The demeanor of Haase at the examination
greatly surprised the judges. With great composure he listened to the charge, dis
playing no traces of distraction ; and he still remains in a state of self deception, per
suaded that he will receive pardon, as he confessed the crime and yielded himself to
justice when he gave up the accounts and resigned his office.
SKETCH OF A BALTIMORE MERCHANT.
We take great pleasure in recording in the pages of the Merchant)' Magazine, noti
ces of the character of men whose lives have been devoted to mercantile pursuits,
especially when that character has been free from the blemishes which detract from the
reputation of the intelligent and upright merchant. With this view we extract from the
Baltimore Price Current, the following brief sketch of James Beatty, one of Baltimores " oldest and best merchants," recently deceased.
Mr. B. was a man of no ordinary mind ; It had been much improved in his earlier
years, by extensive travel, and remained active and vigorous to the last His long
life was well spent, and those who had known him say that in all his relations he had
never failed to perform his duty faithfully ; and it was remarked bv him only a few
days before hia death that he knew of no act to regret, and if he lind his life to live
anew, he did not think he could improve upon it. Throughout a mercantile career
if more than sixty years, he had been universally admired and esteemed; and now
when it is fully realized that his valuable life is closed, and his presence lost to the
community with which he had been so long identified, a blank the most profound is felt
»t the sad though common dispensation. He has gone, but tlie light of his influence
still shines brightly and bis memory will be longest kept fresh among those who
knew him best.
Mr. Beatty was born in Fredericktown. Md., in 1770, and came to Baltimore about the
year 1788. For a considerable length of time he was associated in business with Gen.
Strieker, upon whose resignation as navy agent at Baltimore, under President Jefferson,
he succeeded to that office, which he filled with the greatest ability until the adminis
tration of Gen. Jackson, a period of nearly twenty years.
Mr. Beatty was very fond ofrelating anecdotes of former days. Among numerous others
which his remarkable memory retained, was one connected with the period of our last
war with England, and which demonstrates the truth of our statements, in the
obituary of James Wilson* in reference to the liberality of one of our old mercantile
houses. It is not only an instance of liberality, but of the most disinterested patriot
ism. At the time of the approach of the British forces toward Baltimore, the U. S. navy
agent, Mr. Beatty, was placed in a somewhat unpleasant situation by repeated threats
from the soldiers in the regular army that unless they received, within a stated period,
all the wages due them, they had determined to revolt. The amount of funds in his
bauds was far short of what was required, and the banks of the city were called upon
to aid in making it up ; but after this request had been complied with, there was still
not enough to satisfy the demand At this juncture, Mr. Beatty happening one day to
meet Mr. James Wilson, the latter gentlemen made inquiry as to now matters stood
with him in relation to the raising of the funds. Mr. B. related the circumstances,
npoo which Mr. Wilson requested him to step to his counting-room, and he would give
mm a check for the sum yet wanting, which was over $50,000. Mr B. went to the
hank, and the check was duly cashed—the soldiers returned to duty—the battle of
North Point was fought shortly afterwards, the war was closed, and government again
* In toe MerrMntS Marra-Jvr for April, 1851, (vol. xxlv., pwje 516,} we published, under the title of
* » merchant, philanthropist and christian,'' a brief biographical notice of Mr. James Wilson, the
gentleman alluded to in the present sketch.
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became enabled to discharge all its minor debts. Mr. Beatty made out a statement of
the indebtedness of government to Mr. Wilson, including interest, which he presented
to Mr. Wilson for his approval. " Mr. Beatty " said the patriotic merchant, " you have
allowed me interest on the sum loaned ; sir, I want no interest—the money was lying
idle, and it was just as well that government should have the use of it."
COMMERCIAL HONESTY AT A DISCOUNT.
We find the following in the New York correspondence of the New Orleans Com
mercial Bulletin :
Cheaeboro, Stearns <£ Co., (who failed a few days ago, but which I hesitated then
to name to you,) are to declare to-day how much they can pay on their f700,000
of liability. " They will pay twenty-five per cent," I heard a ck'rk in a store eav this
morning. " They will be
fools, if they do," exclaimed his employer, an old" man
in gold spectacles. " I suppose, sir," he added, turning to me, " that you will think it
strange that I should say so. But they had better stow away all they can. They can
as well pat away two hundred thousand dollars as not, and the world will think
better of them for doing it. Their honesty will not keep them from being despised if
they are poor. Look at my own case," he continued. " On the night of the ' Great
Fire' in shis city, I was worth 8200,000. The next morning the contents of my store,
worth all that, were destroyed, and only $9,000 insured. I gave up all I had in the
world to my creditors, including a home in Warren-street worth $30,000. Not a cent
was reserved. And was my honesty appreciated ? Not at alL My poverty rendered
me despised. One man whom I owed $6,000, which I paid, principal and interest,
called me ' scoundrel,' though I paid a hundred cents on a dollar. That man, rich as
he then was, has broken to pieces, and paid only twelve and a-half cents on a dollar.
There's my friend
, who failed at the same time I did, and saved
$160,000, and there is neighbor so and so, a similar case." And he went on and
named over some half a dozen wealthy men, who have got rich by bankruptcy.
" They ride in their carriages, and here I am keeping this little shop." I told him I
had much rather be in his shoes than theirs, for conscious meanness must mar all their
pleasure. " The world don't agree with you," he rejoined bitterly. I was sorry to see
the old man have so much feeling on the subject. 1 he rich men whom he named may
flourish for a time, but " verily they will have their reward?
THE EFFECT OF WAR ON COMMERCE.
The following statements, which we extract from Baine's History of Liverpool,
strikingly illustrate the results of a naval war to the mercantile classes :—
The American Wae and the Cotton Trade.—In spite of the efforts of the mer
chants engaged in the American trade, of many of the ablest men in the country un
connected with Commerce, and of the urgent and angry remonstrances of the Ameri
can Government, the English Government adhered resolutely to the policy of the or
ders in council, until the spring of 1812. According to a statement of President Mad
ison to the American people, upward of a thousand American vessels were seized,
under these orders, in the nigh seas. These were carried into English ports ; many of
them condemned, and all subjected to heavy losses. During the whole of this time,
from 1807 to 1812, the American merchants of Liverpool continued to remonstrate
against these orders, both on the ground of policy and principle. They contended
that, by inducing the American Government to retaliate, they inflicted infinitely greater
evils on England than on France ; and, moreover, that however just they might be as
measures of retaliation against France, they were altogether unjust in their operation
on neutral nations. At the beginning of 1812, these remonstrances became more ur
gent, as the commercial and manufacturing distresses became greater ; and as it be
came more evident that a perseverance in the policy of the orders in council would
produce a war with America. In the years 1810 and 1811, the opponents of the or
ders of council obtained the powerful assistance of the present Lord Brougham, then
Mr. Brougham, who was already pre-eminent among cotemporary statesmen and
orators, for his great attainments and his powerful eloquence. By his advocacy, aided
by the pressure of the mercantile and commercial classes, the English Government
had resolved to suspend the orders in council. The repeal of the orders was celebrated
in Liverpool by a public dinner, at which Mr. Brougham was present, and by a public
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meeting, at which thanks were voted to the leading men who had taken part in procaring their repeal ; among whom Mr. Thornely, the present member for Wolver
hampton, had particularly distinguished himself by his activity and zeal. Unfortu
nately, the concession came too late. War against England was declared by the
American Government in the same month, of June. In the course of this war, which
lasted more than two years and a half, the losses of both nations were enormous, while
their successes were so nearly balanced that they were both heartily glad to accept
the mediation of the Emperor of Russia to put an end to the strife. In the course of
the conflict, from eight hundred to a thousand English merchant ships were taken by
the American privateers and ships of war ; and at least an equal number of American
merchantmen were taken by British cruizers. In the latter part of the war, the risk of
capture was so great, that the freight on cotton from Savannah to France rose to lOd.
a pound. At the close of the contest, upward of 200,000 bales of cotton, which was
more than a year's supply, were piled up in the warehouses of America ; while in this
country, that great article of consumption was sold at prices ruinous to trade. The
Lirerpool Mercury of May 7th, 1818, quoting from an American insurance list, says :—
"The following is a statement of the premiums of insurance on the coasting trade of
Boston, on the 3d ult:—To Eastport, 7 to 10 per cent; other eastern ports, 2 to 5 ; to
New York, £6 to £7 10s. ; to Philadelphia, £10; to the Chesapeake, £12 to £15 ; to
North Carolina, £17 to £18 ; to South Carolina, £21 to £28 ; to Savannah, £22 to £25.
With regard to foreign trade, it is emphatically stated in the insurance list that there
is Done remaining, except to France, and the premium upon voyages to that quarter is
30 to 50 per cent !" On the other side of the account it appeared, from a return made
to the House of Lords, that from the 1st of October, 1812, to the 1st of May, 1813
332 British ships were captured by the Americans, of which 66 were retaken ana 20 re
stored, leaving a loss of nearly 300 British ships in seven months.
MAXIMS FOR YOUNG MERCHANT8.
Keep good company or none. Never be idle. If your hands cannot be usefully
employed, attend to the cultivation of your mind. Always speak the truth. Make
few promises. Live up to your engagements. Keep your own secrets, if you have
any. When you speak to a person, look him in the face. Good company and good con
versation are the very sinews of virtue. Good character is above all things else.
Yonr character cannot be essentially injured except by your own acts. If any one
speaks evil of you. let your life be so that none will believe him. Drink no kind of
intoxicating liquors. Ever live, misfortune excepted, within your income. When you
retire to bed, think over what you have been doing during the day. Make no haste
to be rich if you would prosper. Small and steady gains give competency with tranr'llity of mind. Never play at any kind of game of chance. Avoid temptation,
ough fear you may not withstand it. Earn money before you spend it. Never
run in debt, unless you see a way to get out again. Never borrow if you can possibly
avoid it. Do not marry until you are able to support a wife. Never speak evil of any
one. Be just before you are generous. Keep yourself innocent, if you would be hap
py. Save when you are young to spend when you are old. Read over the above
maxims at least once a week, and adopt the maxims and examples of mercantile mo
rality inculcated and exhibited from time to time in the pajjes of the Merehanlt' May
(uine, and success will crown your efforts in the battle of life.
PHILLIPS' PATENT FIRE ANNIHILATOR.
We learn from the Liverpool Chronicle that Lord Derby has put the efficacy of
the machines to a severe test. He had the building in the park, at Knowsley, known
as the dairy, which his Lordship is about to pull down, prepared for the purpose. The
building is circulnr and of considerable dimensions, witn windows and doors all round,
all of which were taken out, admitting a strong current of air, which was increased by
a sort of funnel ventilator opening through the roof. This was filled with a very large
body of dry poles, pine boards, a large quantity of dried faggots, and the place well
bedded with shavings, <fcc. For the purpose of keeping up a fierce fire, a dozen tar
barrels were placed in the center of this pile. Mr. Francis Morton, ofthe firm of Fran
cis and H. J. Morton, of North John-street, the sole agente for the patent, attended and
minutely described the invention and the machines to Lord and Lady Derby. The
tire was allowed to burn for some time when his Lordship gave the word, and the
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machines were struck off. From the moment the vapor was brought to* bear upon
the burning pile, the flames became instantly controlled, and were extinguished with
the marvelous rapidity which characterizes the invention, and in a few minutes the
whole body of fire was put out. All present expressed their satisfaction at the com
plete success which had attended the trial.
THE TRICKS OF TRADE.
It would seem, from the following lines by " Eunice," a fair contributor to the colums of the " Carpet Bag" that the " tricks of trade " arc not confined to the " goods,
wares, and merchandise " of the merchant and mechanic, but that the D. D. and the
M. D., and even " Eunice," are not exempt from their influence.
THE TRICKS OF TRADE.
BT EUNICE.
* There are tricks in all trade- says the worthy So I'll give him this powder to weaken him
divine,
down,
" But professions are held to be free,
And his friends will all think he must die,
And mine U a holy calling—at least
And I'll visit him often, till on my t
They can find no fault with me."
His father stands pretty high.
Then other men's sermons are preached as his
own.
I can easily raise him at any time,
And tho author no credit is paid :
And 'twill add to my practice, I'm
Of couree it is only a sad mistake—
For the case will be told of for miles
But It looks like a "trick of trade."
As a most miraculous cure.
What matters it if, by some schemes of
Tls the tricks of trade and the gift of gab
Some few in their graves are laid 1
Fills the lawyer's purse with gold,
They only take their chance with the
And little he cares, if 'Us gain to him.
It is only a " trick of trade."
Though a hundred hearts are sold.
He can take the poor, honest widow's last mite, So goes the world. I know a young man
And the orphan's last loaf of bread,
Who is worth his thousands to-day.
And still his conscience, (if any he has,)
And thousands more wilt be added to that
With " It is only a trick of trade."
When an uncle steps out of the way.
The skillful M. D. some patient has,
1 scraped an acquaintance the other night,
Who is gaining in strength each day—
And siege to his heart I laid—
Tie a pity, sighs he, such a chance to lose
And if 1 win it, you may rest i
It
is only a u trick of trado."
In a family able to pay ;
COMMERCIAL PROGRESS OF THE AMERICANS.
An English cotemporary thus describes the social and commercial phenomena which
the United States now exhibits, for which, as the writer justly remarks, it would be
in vain to seek a parallel in the past history of the human race.
In an interval of little more than half a century it appears that this extraordinary
people have increased above 500 percent in numbers; their national revenue has aug
mented nearly 700 per cent, while their public expenditure has increased little more
than 400 per cent The prodigious extension of their commerce is indicated by an in
crease of nearly 500 per cent in their imports and exports, and 600 per cent in their
shipping. The increased activity of their internal communications is expounded by
the number of their post-offices, which has been increased more than a hundred fold,
the extent of their post roads, which has been increased thirty-six fold, and the cost of
their post-office, which has been augmented in a seventy-two fold ratio. The augmen
tation of their machinery of public instruction is indicated by the extent of their pub
lic libraries, which have increased in a thirty-two fold ratio, and by the creation of
school libraries, amounting to 2,000,000 volumes. They have completed a system of
canal navigation, which, placed in a continuous line, would extend from London to Cal
cutta, and a system of railways which, continuously extended, would stretch from
London to Van Dieman's Land, and have provided locomotive machinery by which
that distance would be traveled over in three weeks, at the cost of ljil. per mile.
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Tbey have created a system of inland navigation, the aggregate tonnage of which is
probably not inferior in amount to the collective inland tonnage of all (he other coun
tries in the world, and they possess many hundreds of river steamers, which impart to
the roads of water the marvelous celerity of roads of iron. They have, in fine, con
structed lines of electric telegraph which, laid continuously, would extend over a space
longer by 3000 miles than the distance from the north to the south pole, and have
provided apparatus of transmission by which a message of 800 words dispatched un
der such cu-cumstances from the north pole might be delivered in writing at the south
pole in one minute, and by which, consequently, an answer of equal length might be
sent back to the north pole in an equal interval.
THE SOUNDS OF INDUSTRY.
BT FRANCIS D. CAGE.
1 love the banging
I love, I love them all.
The whining of the plane.
•
••••<
The crashing of the busy saw,
For they tell my longing spirit
The creaking of the crane ;
Of the earnestness of life—
The ringing of the anvil,
Hew much of all its happiness
The grating of the drill,
Comes out of toil and strife.
The clattering of the tarnlng-lalhe.
Not that toil and strtre that fainletb
The whirring of the mill ;
And mnrmnreth on the way—
The buzzing of the spindle,
Not that toil and strife that groanetb
The rattling of the loom.
Beneath the tyrants sway ;
The puffing of the engine.
But that toll and strife that springeth
And the fan's continual boom ;
From a free and willing t
The dipping of the tailor's shears,
A strife which ever bringeth
The driving of the awl.
To tbe striver all bis port.
The sound of busy labor—
SUCCESS IN MERCANTILE LIFE.
The Mirror, a cleverly-conducted " folio of four," published at Bath, in the State of
Maine, furnishes the following illustration of that perseverance and industry which is
generally pretty sure to command success :—
There is nothing more true than that success in life is sure to follow any well-direct
ed efforts, which do not clash with the immutable laws of nature. " Luck " is a
word that has no place in the vocabulary of the successful man, and is used only
by those who are so blind or ignorant as to be unable to trace effects back to
causes. We do not propose an argument from this text to-day, but merely wish to
present the idea to our readers for them to discuss. There are feelings of despondency
prevalent among mankind, which the consideration of the subject will dissipate, and
many who believe themselves doomed to poverty and toil, by giving earnest heed to
the faith which this truth will create, will find thomselves rising at once from misery
they so much fear. Fear of bad luck operates as a continual check on many, crushes
enterprises and prostrates energies. It is the " conscience " that
" doth make cowards of us all,"
and only by taking a rational and common-sense view of the operating causes that
chance our position and affect our well-being, are we enabled to profit by them, and
(hake off the chains that our weakness and irresolution have permitted us to become
enslaved with.
The luck doctrine places an erroneous estimate on exertion, and consigns success to
the care of the
u Divinity that shapes our ends,"
and makes a machine of man's immortal nature. We have seen many a poor devil
fenened to the hopelessness of his poverty, sit for hours with his pipe, cursing tho tar
dy divinity that should enrich him, and wasting the moments which alone could do it.
" as ye sow, so shall ye reap," is as true to-day as ever it was, and he who would sue
wed m becoming wealthy, learned or moral must labor, study, watch.
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We are every day reminded by forcible illustrations of the power of exertion. In
this city (Bath) there are many examples in proof. We have before us one remark
able case, where, unaided save by their own hands and the friends their own energies
naturally drew around them as their business increased, two poor men in a very few
years amassed one of the largest fortunes in the city. Their ships are in every sea,
and at home their houses and stores line every street, and the busy hum of scores of
mechanics speak their increasing wealth. Unable to obtain a liberal education, and
with talents no more than ordinary, they had nothing to boast but the determination
to succeed. It was not luck but common sense which told them that a dollar put at
interest would be worth more at the end of the year than it would be if expended for
rum and cigars, military parades or dancing. It was not luck but natural accumulation
of the investment that, in a few years made the one dollar two dollars, the first hun
dred two huudred, and the first ten thousand twenty thousand. It was as natural for
the " pile " to grow as it is for grain to take root. There was no chance about iv—it
must be so. Industry and economy were their only aids to obtain the first few thou
sands, the last few were obtained by the first There is nothing marvelous in all this,
nor any thing which any person of common sense might not avail himself of. It is
plain matter-of-fact business, and no god of fortune can rub it out ; and no god of ill
fortune can overstep proper guards erected to secure you in possession of what you
have thus got your hand upon.
*
We might give innumerable instances, but leave that labor to the reader, contenting
ourself with having called his attention to the subject.
NEW METHOD OF EXTRACTING SUOAR FROM THE CANE.
Dr. Shier, agricultural chemist to the colony of British Guiana, has discovered a
method of extracting an extra quantity of sugar from the juice of the cane by substi
tuting subsidence and filtration for skimming, in the clarification of the juice. By this
means he obtains nearly 20 per cent more than by the ordinary process, and the juice
yields from 1 lb. 4 oz. to 1 lb. 10 oz. of muscovado per galloa
ORIGIN OF THE PENNY POSTAGE SYSTEM IN ENGLAND,
A traveler sauntering through the lake districts of England some years ago arrived
at a small public-house just as the postman stopped to deliver a letter. A young girl
came out to receive it. She took it in ber hand, turned it over and over, and asked
the charge. It was a large sum—no less thau a shilling. Sighing heavily she observ
ed that it came from her brother, but that she was too poor to take it in, and she re
turned it to the postman accordingly. The traveler was a man of kindness as well as
of observation ; he offered to pay the postage himself, and in spite of more reluctance
on the girl's purt than he could understand, he did pay it, and gave her the letter. No
sooner, however was the postman's back turned than she confessed that the proceeding
had been concerted between her brother and herself; that the letter was empty, that
certain signs on the direction conveyed all that she wanted to know, and that, as they
could neither of them afford to pay postage, they had devised this method of franking
the intelligence desired. The traveler pursued his journey, and as he plodded over
the Cumberland fells he mused upon the badness of a system which drove people to
such straits for means of correspondence, and defeated its own objects all the time.
With most men such musings would have ended before the close of the hour, but this
man's name was Rowland Hill, and it was from this incident and these reflections that
the whole scheme of penny postage was derived.
BRITISH CUSTOMS DUTIES—1850-51.
A return has been laid before the British Parliament of the gross amount of the
customs dues received at all the ports of the United Kingdom, exclusive of London, in
the year ending January 5, 1851. The gross amount received in the ports of England
in that period was £8,961,629 ; in the ports of Scotland, £1,251,981 ; and in porta of
Ireland, £2,055,925 ; making a total of £10,960,535.
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I—The Works of John Adams, Second President of the United Stale* : With a Life
of the Author, Notet and Illustrations. By his Grandson, Charles Francis Adams.
Vols. 2, 3, 4, 5, 8vo., pp^ 642, 676, 588, and 496. Boston : Little and Brown.
The second and third volumes are chiefly filled with a diary of Mr. Adams, which
commences with his first entrance into responsible life, and continues through a large
part of his great career. It is somewhat broken and partial in its character, but it'
develops so much of the tenor of his life as to enable the reader easily to detect its
leading principle. The second volume closes with passages from an autobiography
of Mr. Adams. Those are marked by superior animation in style. They also sppply
some of the details that are wanting in the diary. These two volumes npjtar to
have been prepared with great judgment and discrimination. The diary is fairly and
faithfully presented, even without regard to its bearing. Indeed the main purpose
seems to have been, to present to the public a fair and unbiassed picture of the mind
and heart of an individual so far as this can be of interest The diary extends to
1778. Tha> portion of the autobiography covering his Congressional life as then com
menced. It includes all the notes taken of debates in the Continental Congress.
These, meager as they are, constitute almost the sole remaining memorial of the kind
that hrs come down to us. Some of them relating to the state of trade, the authority
to institute governments and the formation of the articles of confederation, although
fragmentary, possess an intrinsic value for every one who desires to understand the
true history of the Revolution. The remaining volumes contain the very able work of
Mr. Adams entitled the " Defence of the Constitutions of the United States against
the attack of M. Turgot in his letter to Dr. Price, 22d March, 1778." This is the chief
performance of the author as a writer. It is worthy of his high fame in other
respects.
3.—Appletons' Dictionary of Machine*, Mechanic; Engineerwmrk, and Engineering .
Designedfor Practical Working Men, and those intendedfor the Engineering Profeuion. 2 vols. 8vo, pp. 960 and 960. New York : D. Apploton it Co.
As a work for mechanics, engineers, and practical men, who are interested in any of
the branches of mechanical industry, this is unquestionably the most important that
has ever been published in this country. The progress which those pursuits have
made within a few years has been wide and rapid ; at the present moment they may
be regarded as scarcely inferior in importance to any other departments of industry.
It is to furnish a text-book, and a convenient and compendious work of reference for
inch a vast field, that those two volumes have been brought out. They may bp
regarded as particularly American and national in their character"; for while they
contain the experience and knowledge of Europe on mechanical subjects, they are en
riched with all the important details of American ingenuity. The plates and cuts of
machinery, many of which are working-drawings of machines, exceed four thousand in
number; these are generally made with such distinctness and intelligibility that a
mechanic can successfully construct a machine from them. In its pn^es are emliodied
complete practical treatises on mechanics, machinery, and engine-work. The appear
ance of the work, originally in numbers, has attracted to it a very general and favor
able notice. In its present form, it comes within the means of all who are interested
in mechanical subjects, by all of whom it should be patronized.
3.—The Ladies of the Covenant. Memoirs of distinguished Scottish Female Charac
ters, embracing the Period of the Covenant and the Persecution. Ry Rev. Janes
Anderson. 12mo, pp. 494. New York: J. S. Redfield.
These are sketches of the lives of women who were distinguished by their zeal and
their sufferings on account of of religious belief during the reign of James 6th and of
his grandsons, Charles IL and James VII. The notices are not historical, but contain
»uch illustrations of their personal piety, and such portions of tb.6ir domestic history,
as time has spared. They are written in an interesting and animated manner, and af
ford much insight into the customs and habits of social life in those days, as well as de
lineate the spirit of piety which prevailed among the covenanters.
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4—.The Complete Works of Martin F. Tupper : Authorized Edition. Vols. S and 4,
12mo., pp. 419 and 416. Philadelphia : E. H. Butler.
These volumes complete the recent edition of this author's work. They are very
beautifully printed and bound. The third volume contains " Ballads for the Times,"
" Geraldine, " Hactenus," " A Thousand Lines," and other poems. The fourth volume
commences with an " Essay on Proverbs," by an American, which appeared in an
edition of this volume issued a year ago. Then follows " The Proverbial Philosophy,"
first and second series ; and a " Modem Pyramid," which consists of seventy sonnets
to distinguished men of all ages. The latter portion of the volume is occupied by a
^ translation from the Anglo-Saxon, of the poems of King Alfred. The author of these
^volumes is an elegant writer whose pages are marked by a singular and unusual simr pHcity of thought combined with good sense and kind feelings. The sentiment ia
ar*aya pure and good. It flows from sympathy with the mass of mankind rather
thanNfrom any peculiar taste, or attachment to classes. These merits are sufficient, if
there j/ere no others, to secure favor and popularity to such agreeable volumes.
5.—Cabinet of Modern Art, a Collection of Twenty-Jive Subjects from Modern Mas
ters. Engraved in the Highest Style of Mezzotints. Illustrated by Appropriate
Articles in Prose and Verse. Second Series. 8vo, pp. 264. Philadelphia : E.
Hunt Butler.
This, the second of a series of works illustrative of modern art, is destined to take
a high rank among the illustrated books of the times. The engravings, twenty-five in
number, are in Sartain'B best, and we may add, the highest style, of mezzotinto. The
subjects are selected with taste and a nice appreciation of the beautiful. The let
ter-press illustrations are in keeping with the pictorial, and it would be a work of su
pererogation to say more on that head. Mr. Butler ha9 already acquired an enviable
eminence as a publisher of rare taste, and by his liberality to artists, authors, and all
concerned in the morale and material of book-making, set an example worthy of all
imitation. The typography, paper and binding of this volume will not suffer by com
parison with the best gift-books produced either in Europe or America.
6.— Old Testament Scenes and Narratives. Being a Second Series of the Good Child's
Library. 1 6mo., 1 2 vols. Philadelphia : Hogan, Perkins & Co.
We have seldom met with a series of books more attractive, or better adapted
to the taste and capacity of children, than the present volumes. The series con
sists of twelve volumes, comprising scenes and naratives in the Old Testament,
each separate and distinct from each other, having no other connection than similar
ity of form and style. The following are the titles of each of the volumes, viz :—
1. The Garden of Eden. 2. The Flood. 3. Dispersion of Mankind. 4. Departure of
the Israelites. 5. History of Absalom. 6. History of Isaac. 7. History of Jacob.
8. History of Joseph. 9. History of Moses. 10. History of Joshua. 11. History of
Samuel. 12. History of David. Each volume is illustrated with two beautiful col
ored engravings. *The scenes and histories are all conveyed in easy and graceful verse;
and the whole series is printed on a fine snow-white paper, in a style that would be
creditable to works designed for " children of a larger growth." This will be regarded
as an important feature, by all who can appreciate the advantages of implanting in
the young mind a taste for the beautiful in nature and art. It is second only in impor
tance to that of implanting in the young heart and mind the lessons of truth and
goodness.
7.—The American Almanac and Repository of Useful Knowledge, for 1852. 12mo.,
pp. 352. Boston : Little &. Brown.
This is the twenty-third volume of this useful publication. It is sufficient to say of
it that in no respect does it appear to fall short of its predecessors. The information
which it contains is very complete in relation to all the civil Departments of the coun
try, and the accuracy with which it is prepared is well known. This is doubtless the
most valuable work of the kind published in the country.
8.—Moby-Dick; or. The Whale. By Herman Melville. 12mo., pp. 634. New York :
Harper & Bros.
Those who expect to find an agreeable and entertaining volume in this will not be
disappointed. In some parts it may be rather diffuse, but as a whole it will be read
with gratification, The Whale forms the subject of it; in connection with it is intro
duced character and scenes of that peculiar kind which impart so much life and spirit
to this author's works.
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t.—Tht fifteen Decisive Battles of the World; from Marathon to Waterloo. By E.
S. Caxisr, M. A, Professor of Ancient and Modern History in University College,
London. 12mo, pp. 864. New York : Harper <s Bros.
It may after all be a disputed point whether the great drama of human affairs would
hare been vastly modified had any other issue than that which really occurred, been
the consequence of these battles. The author assumes the affirmative of this question,
although we are disposed to believe that principles control men, and if their develop
ment is even seriously defeated at affy period, they will under another form manifest
themselves and struggle for the supremacy. Either view of the case does not affect
the value of this able work. Its prime excellence consists in that wide knowledge of
human affairs, that deep insight into the causes of human actions which the author dis
plays. The scenes which he describes possess an inconceivable interest, and the skill
with which he traces the consequences of events gives to his work more than usual
value and importance.
1C.—London Labor and London Poor ; A Cyclopedia of the Condition and Earn
ing* of Those that Will Work, Thou that Cannot Work, and Thou that Will Not
Work. By Hssar Mathkw. VoL L 8vo, pp. 231. The, London Street Folks.
New York : Harper it Bros.
We have had occasion repeatedly to notice the numbers of this work as they ap
peared. The present volume comprises the numbers thus far issued. The condition
of the humbler classes in an ancient city like London,—their various pursuits, the
manner in which the industrious, and as well the idle, live, presents a picture of hu
man society from which the veil has never before been so fully removed. The state ments seem to be entirely reliable, and they are such as all persons should peruse.
11.—Drayton. A Story of American Life. 12mo., pp. 274. New York : Harper
& Bros.
The hero of this tale rose from the shoemaker's bench to an eminent position before
his country, aa the author represents him. There are many fine passages in its pages,
and much graceful writing, out to us the tale seems to lack interest, and appears as
if it had been written at wide intervals.
12.—The Talisman, an Offering of Friendship. With Oil Colored Illuminations from
Designs byDevereux. Edited by G. Henuv D. Moore. 8vo., pp. 262. Philadel
phia : Hogan <fe Thompson.
One of the leading features of this gift-book is its twelve illuminated illustrations,
designed by Devereux, and executed in the best style of the art ; and another, and not
the least, is that it differs from the majority of the works of its class, inasmuch as in
the literary department there is n judicious blending of the pleasing with the useful—
the entertaining with the instructive, so as to render it not only a welcome visitor in
the holiday circles, but a work of permanent value and interest for all time. The
original papers are well written, and the selections made with taste and discrimination.
13.—The Course of Creation. By John Anderson, D D., with a Glossary of Scien
tific Terms. 12mo., pp. 376. Cincinnati: W. H. Moore ; New York: Mark II
Newman.
This is a handsome reprint of a work by an eloquent Scotch Ge >logist The au
thor writes with remarkable clearness and purity of style, and discusses with much
ability the several geological questions of the day. He takes a middle course be
tween those who make the several geological periods glide into each other insensibly,
and by changes prolonged through an almost indefinite period, and the more summary
system of those who believe the successive periods were broken up by sudden pertur
bations on a tremendous scale. Thus he links the present phases of the earth's sur
face with its past history in the remotest geological era. The work is one of that se
ries of admirable volumes which has been produced in Scotland within a few years,
and that are so well adapted to geaeral reading.
14.—The Young Lady's Mentor : A Guide to the Promotion of Character—in a
Series of Letters to her Unknown Friends. By A Lady. 12mo., pp. 284. Philadel
phia : Peck <fc Bliss.
Few works for young ladies will be found more attractive than this volume. It
abounds in excellent sentiments, which are presented in such an attractive and enter
taining manner as to secure a welcome with all who can appreciate the useful when
combined with the agreeable.
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15.—Personal Memoirs of a Residence of Thirty Years with the Indian Tribes on the
American Frontier ; with Brief Notices of Passing Events, Facts and Opinions, A.
£>. 1812 to A. D. 1842. By Hknky R. Schoolcraft. 8vo, pp. 708. Philadelphia:
Lippincott, Grambo & Co.
The author of these memoirs has already become well known to the public by his
work9 on the Indian Tribes of the North- West and kindred subjects. In these pages
he spreads before us many of the daily incidents of a thirty years' residence on the
Western frontiers. These facts are interspersed' with much information, both of a civil
and a scientific character. The latter relates to the mineralogy of the country, and its
physical geography, while the former refers more directly to the official intercourse
of the writer with the tribes. The work introduces us to a great variety of charac
ters, the names of many of whom are familiar. It will be found one of the most in
structive and generally agreeable volumes which has been offered to the public, in re
lation to that famous race of men who are now so rapidly passing away.
16.—The Human Body and its Connection with Man, Illustrated by the Principal
Organs. By Jamks J. G. Wilkinson, Member of the Royal College of Surgeons,
England. 12mo., pp. 41 1. Philadelphia : Lippincott, Grambo <fc Co.
The appearance of this volume should be hailed with gratification by all friends of
science, especially of the science of man. It will, however, be some little time before
it comes to be understood ; but it is none the less valuable on that account It u
rather difficult to understand clearly the meaning of the author in every sentence, in
consequence of the novel views presented, and the novel service required of language,
which the author uses with great power and force. Neither are we prepared to assent
to the views of the writer, but these, especially as they relate to human physiology,
will do much to break down that torpidity of spirit which has seemed to hang upon
the subject It is for this object we are pleased to see the work, and we recommend
it as one of thought and power to all readers.
17.—The North Carolina Reader : Containing a History and Description of North
Carolina, Selections in Prose and Verse, Historical and Chronological Tables, and
a Variety of Miscellaneous Information and Statistics. By 0. H. Wiley. Illustra
ted with engravings, and designed for families and schools. 12mo, pp. 869. Phila
delphia : Lippincott, Grambo <fe Co.
The selections in this work are made from speeches, writings, Ac., of eminent citi
zens of North Carolina, and will be instructive to those who are not familiar with the
history of that State.
1 8.—Jamie Cordon ; or the Orphan. 12mo., pp. 326. New York : Carter <fe Brothers.
As a tale of life in the East this is one of uncommon interest The little hero is a
character worthy of imitation of all youth. The influence of these pages is of the
best kind, and the volume is justly entitled to a place among the books of every
family.
19.—The Lady's Companion ; or Sketches of Life, Manners, and Morals at the present
day. Edited by A Lady. 12mo., pp. 388. Philadelphia : Peck <fc Bliss.
The contents of this volume have been selected from the choicest articles of many
writers of the best class. They consist of pieces in perceptive, elegant, and imagi
native literature, with here and there a gem of poetry, all bearing an intimate relation
to the conduct of life, and and addressed to female readers.
20.—Agatha's Stories. The Thunder Storm, and Other Tales. Marie the Orphan,
and Other Tales. Philadelphia : Hagar, Perkins A Co.
The design of this admirable series of books is to embody moral truths, in the form
of simple illustrations adapted to the comprehension of young children. This design
the writer has accomplished in a manner that cannot fail of rendering them among the
most attractive as well as instructive books of the class.
21.—The Soldier's Cap ; or, I'll be a General. Timour the Tartar; or, I'll be a Con
queror. Philadelphia : Hagar, Perkins <St Co.
Two pretty and interesting historical stones, in which the author shows that while
history proves that many great and good men have acquired the reputation of con
querors, military fame is neither the most desirable nor enduring ; and at the same
tune time corrects the taste for war, so prevalent among the youth of our country.
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il—Handbook of the Useful Art* ; including Agriculture, Architecture, Dcmettic
Economy, Engtneeriny, Machinery, Manufacture, Mining, Photographic and Tele
graphic Art ; being an exposition of their principles and practice, and a compend of
American and European inventions. By T. Antisell, M. D. 12mo. pp. &\>2.
ii.—Handbook of Universal Biography. By Pakke Godwin. 12mo., pp. 821
New York : G. P. Putnam.
The Home Cyclopedia of Mr. Putnam to which these two volumes belong, promises
to be one of the most valuable productions of the seasoa In sue volumes it will com
prise all the leading and important departments of knowledge. The volumes before
us which are probably fair specimens of the work, are admirable as handbooks, or
dictionaries of reference in the subjects to which they relate. They are brought up to
ihe latest period,—the information is from the most reliable sources, and they have
been edited by gentlemen of taste and intelligence. As an American work, adapted
u well to the state of knowledge in this country as elsewhere, they are entitled to the
diet rank.
24.—Rural Homes ; or Sketches of Houses Suited to American Country Life, with
Original Plans, Designs, tkc. By Gebvasse Wheeler. 12mo.,pp. 298. New York:
Charles Scribner.
AU those who contemplate building a place of residence, may perhnps derive ad
vantage from this volume. It commences with the first foot-tread upon the spot
chosen for the house ; explains the considerations that should weigh in selecting a
site; gives models of buildings suited to particular localities, differing in character, ex
tent, and cost ; shows how to harmonize the building with the surrouudiiug scenery, and to
reconcile expenditure with refinement of taste ; teaches how to warm and ventilate
healthfully, and to furnish and ornament a house and complete the outbuildings. It is
prepared with judgment, and displays excellent taste combined with economy in its
recommendations.
ii—Sacred Streams; or the Ancient and Modern History of the Riuers of the Bible.
By Philip Hesrt Gosse. Edited by Geo. B. Cheeveb, D. D. Embellished with
fifty illustrations. 12mo,pp. 860. New York : Stringer <s Townsend.
A9 a work for the perusal of thoso who are seriously inclined and at the same time
desire to obtain information, this is entitled to be received with considerable favor.
The Rivers and Streams of Palestine and the neighboring lands, hallowed by their
mention in the Bible, and the narratives of high interest connected with these scenes,
ire the objects of the work. It is written in a lively aud attractive manner, at the
same time it has a spirit of devotion spread through its pages sufficient to render it a
general work for the Sunday reading, which it was destuied to furnish. The embellish
ments are exceedingly numerous, and form not the least attractive feature of the
volume.
26.-4 year abroad; or. Sketches of travel in Great Britain, France and Switzerland.
By Willard C. George. 12mo. pp. 248. Boston: A. Tompkins.
An American in Europe, who shall preserve his American principles and views and
look at the world around him in that light is a rare character. Tho present volume
may be regarded as an exception to the numerous eulogies on foreign countries. In
this respect, the reader will find in its pageB much to interest him. It is to be regretted,
that the author had not been better acquainted with continental languages, thereby to
hare entered more fully into the spirit of the manners and Customs of the people.
21—The Christian Victor; or, Mortality and Immortality: including Happy DeathScenes. By J. G.Adams. 18mo. pp. 216. Boston : A Tompkins.
The author of this volume is one of those whose charity leads to the conviction of
the future bliss of all mankind. It is under this genial and consoling thought that the
contents of this volume have been written. The first part treats of death and kindr
tubjetts relating to this life, and a followed by the details of a large number of happy
death-scenes in various parts 0f die country. It is written in a tender and kindly spirit
28.—Ruth Churchill ; or, the True Protestant. A Talefor the Times. By a Ladt or
ViaoiMA. 12mo., pp. 224. New York : C. Shepard A Co.
Under the form of a very pleasing tale this author attempts to expose what
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29.—Sketches in Ireland. By W. M. Thackzbay, author of " Vanity Fair," Ac Em
bellished with thirty-eight engravings from original designs by the author. 8vo.,
pp. 172. New York : H. Long &. Bros. Philadelphia : T. B. Peterson.
Thackeray is too well known as an author to need commendation. His Irish Sketches
are among his best tilings. With such a field for humor and in such hands, a work
that is produced cannot well be otherwise than instructive and entertaining.
30.—Sir Roger De Coverley. By the Speotatoe. 12ma, pp. 288. Boston : Ticknor,
Reed <k Fields.
Those papers of the Spectator in which Addison draws the admirable character of
Sir Roger De Coverley, form the contents of this volume. It is one of the choicest gems
of literature, and in the beautiful dress in which Messrs. Ticknor & Co. have issued it,
few works of the kind are to be preferred.
31.—Florence, the Parish Orphan; and a Sketch of the Village in the Last Century.
By Eliza Bcokminbteb Lee, author of "Naomi." 12mo, pp. 176 Boston: Ticknor,
Reed <fc Fields.
Two brief tales are here presented to the reader. They are marked by that deline
ation of the affectionate and simple minded christian character which shines so
brightly. The style in which they are written is quite smooth and flowing, and they
possess far more than ordinary merit.
32.—Chambers' Papers for the People. Vol.1. 12mo, pp.260. Philadelphia: J. VT.
Moore it Co. New York : 0. A. Roorback.
This volume is the first of a series of twelve, which are intended to form a valuable
library of popular information. The papers are of a higher character and better order
than the contents of such volumes generally.
38.—The Game Cock of the Wilderness ; or, The Life and Times ofDan Marble. By
Falconbbidoe. 12mo., pp. 235. New York : Dewitt <fc Davenport.
This memoir of the noted comic actor, Marble, is well done ; it abounds in anecdotes
and incidents full of entertainment.
34.—Pickings from the Port/olio of the Young 'Un. 12mo., pp. 169. New York;
H. Long <£ Bro's.
These pages contain Yankee stories, or rather stories illustrative of the Yankee char
acter : they are apt and humorous.
36.—Dreamland by Daylight. A Panorama of Romance. By Caboline Cheseboro.
12mo., pp. 422. New York : J. S. Redfield.
As a series of miscellaneous papers, the contents of this volume possess much sweet
ness and beauty. The language is very smooth and flowing j the tales abound in
pleasing scenes and impressive incidents, such as are calculated to please all readers,
and find favor with the accomplished and discriminating.
86.— Utterance ; or Private Voicesfor the Public Heart. A Collection of Home Poems.
By Caboline A Bbiggs. 12mo., pp. 265. Boston: Phillips, Sampson <fc Co.
This is better than the mass of fragmentary poems. Many of them have much
sweetness, and smoothness, and grandeur of thought. They display much skill in ver
sification, and will be read with entertainment and gratification.
37.—Reveries of an Old Maid, embracing Important Hints to Young Men, Illustrative
of the Notable Arrangements of that celebrated establishment, " Capsicum House."
Embellished withforty-three Original Engravings. Second edition. 12ma, pp. 188.
New York : Dewitt <t Davenport.
As a satire upon many of the follies connected with the manner of educating young
ladies of the present day, this volume possesses much merit The humor is inexhaus
tible, and quite free from affectation and weakness.
38.—A Method of Horsemanship, founded upon new principles, including the breaking
and training of horses—with instructionsfor obtaining a good seat. Illustrated with
engravings. By F. Boucher. From the ninth Paris edition.
No works on this subject have ever met with the rapid success of this volume. It
seems to have become authority in the troops of France. In the author's opinion, the
horse requires a preparatory exercise to enable his forces to afford each other mutual
assistance ; without this, everything becomes mechanical and hazardous, as well on bia
part as on that of the rider.
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Irt. I.—FREE NAVIGATION OF THE RIVER PARANA AND ITS TRIBUTARIES.
Although at the present day politics absorb our attention almost exclu
sively, yet we cannot refuse to collect and register with care all the facts
ind documents which may be of more or loss intimate interest to the com
mercial and industrial classes of our country. It is with this view that w«
have read with the greatest attention, the deeply interesting paper of Mr.
Herman Dwerhagen, (a South American, of German origin,) under the;
modest title of Art Essay upon the Topography of the Rivers Plata, Pa
rana, Paraguay, Bermejo, arid PUcomaya.
The prevailing thought, in this essay, and which amongst others, shows
the advanced ideas of the author, had previously found expression in several
works devoted to this subject, and particularly in the interesting memoir of
Senor Arenales, upon tl>e colonization of the Gran Chaco by Europeans, and
the navigation of the Bermejo. Yet though this is a subject not so immediately
connected with ours as it may appear at the first glance, that luminous
thought shines with fresh luster, now that steam navigation is on the eve of
establishing its irresistible empire and its prolific influence in the magnifi
cent valleys of the Kio de La Plata. Moreover, we shall be still further
interested in this question of European emigration to the Plata, when, as we
predict will be the case, American ships shall be required to carry the emi
grants from France and Italy, which countries do not possess disposable
vessels enough to satisfy the demand for them ; and we shall be interested
vet more when these emigrants, for the most part not belonging to the classes
of the great consumers of Europe, will from thoir easily improvable eircumsUnces in South America rapidly become consumers. They will then
require and prefer cottons, calicoes, and agricultural implements and
machines of American manufacture in preference to all others.
At the epoch when Arias and Cornejo studied the course of the famous
River Bermejo—a river which will soon fix the attention of the commercial
world—theif labors could only be considered as belonging to the domain of
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descriptive geography. There are always some few who take an enthusias
tic interest in such exploring expeditions, although political economy and
commercial enterprise do not always immediately profit from discoveries of
so evident a utility. But in our day, as soon as the possibility of navigating
a gr,eat river is sufficiently demonstrated, the commercial wants of an indus
trious and moral people soon level all secondary difficulties, with an ease
and rapidity in proportion -with the pressure of modern industry.
It is presumed that no American of sound mind will now deny the pos
sibility of carrying into execution the plans of civilization and colonization
of which Mr. Dwerhagen has given us a sketch, for this would be to forget
the astonishing tableau which their own country presents to the gaze of the
whole world. True it is, that the consummation for which he so ardently
longed has been hitherto checked by the state of anarchy and civil war in
which the Atlantic Republics of South America have been so long engaged.
But now that industry and Commerce are re-established upon a firmer basis,
and broader principles than ever before—now that a general movement of
civilization and progress has united-all men in an understanding of their true
interest; it is not too much to say that their governments will do likewise,
and so conduct themselves as will redound to their honor and credit.
In the last news from the Rio de La Plata, and still more in our own inti
mate and personal knswledge of those countries, we find good reasons to
believe that a complete and durable peace will continue throughout those
nations most interested in the navigation of the Plata ; and that will more
closely cement each year those friendly relations among themselves, which
are, after all, the surest safeguards of the happiness and tranquillity of
mankind.
Buenos-Aires and Monte-Video, it has been said, must always be rival*,
because they will always have opposite interests. But we answer, no ;
because that idea was original with the government of General Rosas, and
speaks of those times, now about to pass away, in which the word rivalry
was synonymous with hatred and envy, and implied, in the mind of him w1k>
used it, a necessity for the complete slavery or extermination of his enemies.
Their interests are not now hostile to the degree which some men imagine ;
i nd each day they must become less so : for " There is a good time coining"
in the Rio de La Plata; today the sun shines there for all the world.
Each independent state in those regions can now labor for its own aggran
dizement, augmenting its riches or its happiness without injury to its
neighbors, who can, in their turn, powerfully contribute to the general result
—the prosperity of all. But if Buenos-Aires, hitherto the only retrogade
element in operation there, still chooses to cling to a system which cannot
longer prevent the progress of her immediate neighbors, she will be the
victim of an immediate catastrophe. She will find herself crushed under the
wheels of the chariot of civilization, which, like that of the rising sun, never
stops in its onward career.
But if Buenos- Ayres, taught by the sad experience of the past—if this
once happy city grown prematurely old from the sighs of despair, and the
groans which the iron heel of tyranny has not been able to suppress—will
change her system of ruin and desolation into a system of peaceful and social
organization— if she will firmly resolve to assist her neighbors in the march
of progress, for which God has placid man upon the earth that he may
increase and multiply— then the elements of order, of peace, and of pros
perity, will le complete in this beau'iful portion of the New World. But,
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whether she does or not, the other nations of these magnificent valleys,
Bolivia, Brazil, Paraguay. Corrientes, Entre-Rios, and the Banda-Oriental,
will go oo without her. They will draw to themselves all the peace-loving
citizens, and all prosperity will belong to them, leaving their sister to suffer
what is perhaps a just retribution, under the unopposed will of the wild
numad of the Pampas. Yes, though Rosas remain in his quinta of San
Palermo-'-though he cast his glance over his butcher shambles of Santos
Lugares, his wings are clipped for ever ; beyond that, their fatal shadow can
extend no more.
Sceptics may rest satisfied that there is nothing Utopian in these anticipa
tions. They are logically founded upon the truth, that the narrow and ego
tistical policy of tyrant", cannot restrain a generous enthusiasm, when
combined with patriotic courage in the procurement of our natural rights—
life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. These countries of which we
write are about to advance, in proportion as European emigration sends
phalanx after phalanx of the army of industry to conquer these hospitable
lands ; for each arrival will but increase the security of traffic—harmonize
the more discordant interests, and allure the hearts of men to a love for the
beautiful paths of peace. It is on account of these effects that the country to
which Providence directs the step of the emigrant, ought to esteem itself
happy to possess him.
Until now, the Banda-Oriental of the Uruguay has perfectly compre
hended the justness of those principles which are found sufficiently developed
in the luminous works of the modern publicists. She has always attracted
to herself a large European emigration, and we do not believe that she will
ever have occasion to repent her foresight. May those of her neighbors who
»re still plunged in the darkness of the middle ages profit by her example !
For ourselves, who, without being optimists, have full faith in the h.'ippy
future of those regions, we shall, as we have ever done, seize every oppor
tunity which presents itself to reconcile people's minds in them to the
ideas of order and peace. And that others may do the same—that they
may at least think kindly and give us their sympathies, if naught else, it
has appeared to us proper to place before them the probable future destinies
of tLo^e countries, such as it is found pencilled in the conscientious labor of
Mr. Dwerbagen, of which we give a free translation, accompanied by some
notes of our own :—
•MAT CPOS THE TOPOGBAPHY OF THE RIVERS PLATA, PARANA, PARAGUAY, BKRMFJO, AND
PILOOMAYO, TO SERVE AS A MEMOIR FOR THEIR NAVIGATION.
The majestic flood of the Plata will be the origin and motive power of a
fraternal and durable league between the Argentine and Bolivian Republics.
Its navigation extends from its mouth, in 35° south latitude, to the junction
of the Jauru with the Paraguay, in 16° 20' south latitude, thus giving us
the enormous distance of 19° of latitude, which can be navigated without
any obstacle. This fact is incontestible, inasmuch as history teaches us that
as early as in 1557, Rufeo de Chaves, at the head of 220 warriors, ascended
the Paraguay to the Jauru, in the necessary vessels, which generally, at this
period, were brigs of considerable draft of water.
The provinces of the Republic of Bolivia which are the most interested in
the free navigation of the Paraguay, the principal tributary of the Parana,
are those of Moxos, Chiquitos, and Santa Cruz de la Sierra.
These extended provinces, the most fertile of Bolivia, and which contain
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more than two-thirds, or nearly 43,000 leagues square of this republic,
furnish at this moment almost nothing in comparison with that which they
would produce, if they could find an opening for their productions. The
principal are : sugar, rice, coffee, indigo, cocoa, cotton, (that of Moxos is one
of the best qualities known,) different grains, drugs of many species and
much value ; among others, quinine, dye woods, tobacco, rum, cabinet and
building woods of the best quality, hides, furs, &c.
these articles cannot
be transported across the Cordilleras to the Pacific woast, for the simple
reason that the expense of transport would exceed their value at the place of
embarkation.
These provinces are decidedly the richest and the most fertile of Bolivia ;
and to prove this assertion, we need only to recollect that the Jesuits gave
them a special preference, and that they have besides the immense advan
tage of being peopled, in great part, by very intelligent, and naturally indus
trious Indians, who, though their present occupations are not in truth veryproductive, would soon change them for the cultivation of cocoa, sugar,
coffee, rice, <fec, from the moment in which these productions would have a
market. In their own interest they would see themselves forced to give the
preference to this branch of industry, at least for a certain time, by the
introduction of manufactured articles, cheaper and better adapted to their
wants, than those which they now make for themselves.
The great invention of the immortal American, Robert Fulton, promises
and assures to us, before long, this happy revolution, and this new branch of
Commerce. With this powerful auxiliary we shall give an entirely different
aspect, and an incredible activity to the Commerce of all the republics of the
Rio de La Plata.
Look at the difference which exists between those countries and the
United States of the North. When that government bought Louisiana from
France in 1804, only a sparse and feeble population existed upon the banks
of the Mississippi and its tributaries. It was not until six years after, that
steamboats began to be introduced. Until then it had been considered as
•n impossibility to ascend those rivers with heavily laden boats, on account
of the extreme rapidity of the current. But steam soon gave life to agricul
ture and to Commerce, and from that moment provoked an extraordinaryemigration from the Atlantic States, that is to say, from the East to the
West—in such manner that in the space of twenty years, not only a consi
derable number of cities, but even entire states were founded upon the rivers
of the West.
Bjt in the regions of the Plata there is no necessity, as there was in the
North, to wait for the country to be peopled ; and still less need to abandon
the fate of our Commerce to the slow and costly manner of ascending our
rivers, which we now use. For on the one hand, the country where these
rivers flow is already peopled by civilized, laborious men ; and on the other
steamboats of the most improved construction may be procured, with which
we can navigate from one extremity to the other with certainty and speed,
whilst sailing vessels remain tied to a tree, waiting until it pleases San
Antonio to send them a favorable wind. The author of this memoir has
proved this himself, by remaining fifteen days in the same place without
being able to advance a single furlong.
In the present state of things, the provinces of Moxos, Chiquitos, and
Santa Cruz de la Sierra, do not bring any Commercial revenue to the Repub
lic of Bolivia ; and it is probable that the little Commerce which they make
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passes through the hands of the Brazilians of Matto Grosso. But Commerce
once opened with the Rio de La Plata, and the Government of Bolivia
having established convenient ports upon the river Paraguay, the inhab
itants of those provinces would soon frequent such of these ports as would
appear the most advantageous to their interests ; for Commerce is like water,
it always looks for its level, and finds its way naturally to those places where
it will prosper.
The direct Commerce which Bolivia would establish with the Atlantic
seaboard, would make it one of the richest countries in the world, even
independently of its wonderful mines, and such branches of Commerce
as it has possessed for some time upon the Pacific coast.
At present, the port called Lamar, formerly Cobija, occupies the whole
attention of the Bolivian government, which totally neglects the fate, the
interests and the prosperity of more than two-thirds of its territory, save that
it has published a decree offering a reward of $20,000 to the first steamboat
which shall arrive upon her frontier from the Atlantic ocean. Nevertheless,
it is iocontestible that these two-thirds ought to produce a revenue much
superior to that of the other third, and will do so, when once its agriculture
and Commerce, finding an outlet to the river Paraguay, shall favor without
restriction, the increase of the population.
Bolivia feels both the need and the desire of augmenting her population ;
but it is felt that this can only come by the steam navigation of her rivers,
because from the moment when the hundred mouths of fame shall have
proclaimed abroad an easy access to the important provinces under consider
ation, the attention of foreigners will be drawn towards them.
By the aid of steam a European could debark at Monte-Video, and continue
his voyage to Bolivia without the least fatigue, and at trifling expense ;
whilst in going directly from Europe or the United States to Cobija, by Cape
Horn or the isthmus of Panama, he would expend double the money,
without counting the fatigues and risks to which he would bo exposed
besides.
With a steamboat, and when the captains shall have become familiar with
the navigation of the rwer, the trip from Monte-Video, or Buenos-Aires, to
the mouth of the Jauru, in 16° 20' south latitude, could be made in eight
days, taking for comparison an equal distance upon the Mississippi. As for
the return voyage, down stream, it could of course be made in much less
time.
Where is the man, then, who would shrink from undertaking such a
voyage, when he could find aboard of a boat, perhaps, even greater comforts
than in his own house \ The Bolivians themselves would, many of them,
accompany their productions to the Atlantic seaboard, and, after effecting
their sales, return again with such an assortment of goods a6 might please
their fancy.
What we have"already said of the consequences of the free navigation of
Parana and the Paraguay, is equally applicable to the great and deep
Pilcomayo, which is navigable to within a short distance of Chuquisaea. By
means of this famous river which flows through lands of an astonishing
fertility, we could also receive coffee, sugar, cotton, rice, and tobacco, in fine,
the chief productions of both Indies—that is to say, all that nature, aided by
the hand of man, is capable of producing between the tropics.
European emigration, which must seek a home in these agricultural
regions, will soon attract the attention of the Indians, who are a quiet and
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peaceable race, and will naturally produce with them a more or leas lucra
tive Commerce. For the emigrants would soon commence to plant and sow
the intertropical productions ; and, whilst waiting for the harvests, with the
help of the Indian they would collect all that the luxuriant forests which
line the rivers spontaneously produce : for instance, honey, wax, furs, and
many other articles, as yet unknown in Commerce, and comprising different
species of rare and precious woods, which may become very useful to the
development of European industry.
In a word, the navigation of the Pilcomayo would facilitate, with incal
culable promptitude, the civilization of the Indians who inhabit the vast ter
ritories through which this river runs, and which all ancient and modern at
tempts have not been able to do in three centuries.*
In this way the Republics of the Atlantic seaboard could have a most
advantageous Commerce with their sister Republic of Bolivia ;f the former
would become open marts for all the productions of the world, and the lat
ter would remit her own exchange, gathered and prepared by freemen.
It would also be much more convenient for the Bolivians of the eastern
slope of the Cordilleras, to make their purchases upon the Atlantic, than at
any port of the Pacific ocean, so soon as they could go to Monte-Video and
Buenos-Aires with facility and with the certainty of finding there all they
could possibly want. In the ports of the Pacific they could not enjoy these
advantages either with the same facility or on such favorable terms as regards
price ; because, in the first place, for one ship which would trade to the Pa
cific, fifty would come to the Rio de La Plata ; and, moreover, because the
Commerce of the Pacific could not well be made but with provinces produ
cing silver and gold, which can easily be transported over the Andes on
mules. Those which yield articles of great bulk would always prefer inter
nal communication wholly by water ; and where one's interest leads, thither
go also the interested persons.
On the other hand, it is easy to comprehend that the merchant from be
yond sea would always give the preference to the Rio de La Plata, and
would sooner content himself with a profit of ten per cent there, than to gain
thirty in a port like Cobija, for the simple reason that the latter would not
come to him under two years, whilst from the former his full loaded ship
would be received in much less than a year.J
Of the merchants in Europe and the United States many are rich, but
on the average they do not possess more than a moderate amount of capi
tal. For this reason there are but few who can afford to trade in the Com
merce of the Pacific, whilst on the contrary there are many to whom the
Commerce of the Plata would be most agreeable, on account of the facility
and promptitude of its returns.
It may be said that, by the new ship-canal which is about to be opened,
traversing Lake Nicaragua and the river San Juan, the establishment of
Commerce with Bolivia by the port of Cobija would be much benefited.
But we can affirm without fear of contradiction that of two ships starting
* It is true that those Indian* hare successfully resisted Spanish conquest, accompauied an it vas
by all kinds of brutality and robbery ; but they are few in number and have always been exceeding
ly susceptible to kind treatment, and keenly desirous of trade. [ Translator.]
i It is well known that Bolivia, formed out of High Peru and the vast region west of the Paraguay,
anciently made a part of the vice-royalty of Buenos-Aires. [Translator.]
t Our author Is evldenUy not acquainted with the performances of our American clipper ships, or
mdeed with the average rate of the passages of any of oar vessels. However, his comparisons cv'
ime are Just. [7>o«io«ir.}
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at the game time from Europe, the one would arrive as soon in the Rio da
La Plata as the other at the mouth of the river San Juan.*
But that is not all ; the cargo, arrived at the Pacific mouth of the canal,
in 11° 30' north latitude, (at the same time in which the cargo sent to tho
Plata would be already transhipped on board a steamboat,) it has to recom
mence another long voyage down the coast to the port of Cobija, and that
without meeting a single moment of favorable wind ; for the wind is con
stantly south-east, and therefore entirely contrary.
Thus, then, we can calculate taking into account the calms which always
reign upon the line, that a good sailing vessel would not take less than for
ty or fifty days to go from San Juan do Nicaragua to Cobija. Now, by the
time of her arrival there, the Atlantic merchandise would be already ware
housed, either in Chuquisaea or Santa Ana, more than a month previously I
There are other theorists who believe that Bolivia could carry on an ac
tive Commerce with Europe by the rivers Tara and Rio Grande, branches of
the gigantic Amazon. But it is necessary to consider, 1st, that a Commerce
by these rivers from the Bolivian provinces of the Pilcomayo, from Santa
Cruz do la Sierra, and even from Moxos, would require ft far greater amount
of land carriage than by the Paraguay ; 2dly, that these rivers traverse a
wilderness of an immense extent of country, inhabited by intractable sava
ges, filled with ferocious animals, and swarming with insects and venomous
reptiles, which victimize mankind. But worse than all this, the air of the
lower marshy countries is continually saturated with deleterious miasmata
and pestilential gases, which one would be compelled to breathe in such
voyages : 3dly, that during the greater part of the year it rains abundantly,
and that between these rains the sun is so hot, so burning, and strikes upon
the water with such force, that it opens the deadworks of the vossels, de
stroys the cordage, and exposes the merchandise, to be lost or deteriorated
before arriving at the mouth of the Amazon. If, therefore, one may expect
to surfer all these obstacles in descending the tributaries of the Amazon,
what would it be in ascending, when it would be necessary to take a longer
time, even with steam, and double the time by the present method ? And
what a disastrous effect would such a climate produce upon human health,
and above all that of Europeans ! For, starting from Bolivia, where the
heat is already high enough, the voyager would go from bad to worse, from
the necessity of making the greatest part of his trip by that route under the
equinoctial line.
Only the savage, the negro, or the half civilized Indian, is able to endure
inch exposures ; but for the European or his descendant, we regard it as im
possible that he should resist them for any length of time. But no such
fatal effects accompany a navigation upon the tributaries of the Plata, be
cause in descending them rapidly we soon find a temperate climate.
That the Bermejo is navigable almost as far as Tarija, and that by its ram
ifications we are brought in contact with the provinces of Jujui and Salta, is now
beyond doubt ; for it has been demonstrated in the most evident manner by
Don Francisco de Arias, in 1780 ; by Don Juan Adriano Cornejo, in 1790,
and by Don Pab!o Soria, in 1828. All three descended the river, and en
tered into the Paraguay without the least difficulty ; the first in the month
* And even were it the game time to Cobija, we have no canal, railroad, or river which crosses th«
™ rivers.
i "ndi «[7>a»»iater.]
already stated, the moat thickly populated provinces
of Bolivia are interior and up
line
r
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of February, and the second in the months of May and June, and found not
less than eight feet of water in the channel.
The advantages which would result to the Argentine Republic by the
navigation of this river alone, are immense—incalculable ; for a steamboat
from Buenos-Aires could go to Oran in eight days (perhaps it might
even go to Tarija) : what a stimulant it would be then for the culti
vation of the fertile lands of the beautiful Argentine provinces of Tarija,
Salta, and Tucuman ? Above all, when these same provinces have so direct
and so positive an interest in the free navigation of the Bermejo (which wa
ters all the three), for the easy transportation of their present productions,
which consist principally in rice, coffee, grain, indigo, wax, honey, tobacco,
woods of all kinds, bark for tanning, raw and tanned hides, hair, etc. These
fields of an astonishing fertility, the truest mines of wealth which are found
upon the surface of the earth, greatly favor the propagation of the human
race ; whilst those other mines which are explored with such eagerness in
the bowels of the earth, destroy mankind and depopulate the country. Yet
at the time in which we write these better treasures are abandoned, not for
the want of hands, for in these provinces there are many robust Indians who
come of their own accord from the chase to work aj day laborers for mode
rate wages ; but for other causes which it would take too long to enumerate
here, and of which the principal is the want of a market
The territory of Paraguay, as yet so little known, is capable of furnishing
by itself an enormous quantity of tropical productions, independent of the
important articles which are indigenous there, and which it furnishes in
abundance, such as the yerba matte, corn, cotton, timber and hides.
We can assure the incredulous that speculators will not be slow in pre
senting themselves, either here or elsewhere, to engage in enterprises which
promise such great profits. We shall then see our rivers and streams, here
tofore abandoned and even yet too little explored, soon enlivened by an ac
tive Commerce ; and all by the aid of steam.
Then, also, the lands, especially those which are situated upon the borders
of the navigable streams, will acquire, in consequence of the prompt and
easy communication with the ports of the ocean, a value hitherto unknown.
It is beyond a doubt that the merchants of Asuncion (the capital of Para
guay) could transact business with Monte-Video in less time than the mer
chants of San-Nicolos de los Arroyos* now require for the same object
Distance being thus annihilated by the velocity of the means of transport,
the three cities of Asuncion, Buenos-Aires and Monte-Video, would regard
themselves thereafter as neighbors, and establish their relations accordingly.
What immense steps would thereby be made towards civilization, and how
much this pacific revolution would contribute to extirpate provincial and lo
cal jealousies, and convert them into a mutual exchatige of the evidences of
respect and affection !
It would be equally to the interest of Brazil to select one or more ports
in the province of Matto Grosso, upon the river Paraguay, from which the
productions of this great province could be easily transported, while now
they remain without value, and its soil continues uninhabited and without
price. But we believe that we may reasonably flatter ouselves that we shall
see the Brazilian government actively occupying itself in protecting this en* A small town in tbe province or Buenos-Aires.
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terprise, which is entirely in conformity with its interests, as well as those of
civilization. (See note at conclusion of the translation.)
In adding the productions of this province to all which we have already
enumerated, that is to say, domestic animals, wood and metals, to which we
add the lands which belong to the nation, we ought to recognize and con
fess that Providence has destined these countries to be among the most for
tunate of the world, and that if they are not, their inhabitants ought only
to blame themselves, and not the Divine wisdom.
Indeed, what do these people so favored by nature yet lack in order to be
able to march forward to the high destinies which are prepared for them,
and take rank among the richest nations of the earth ? Nothing but the
agency of steam, that by it they may have closer intercourse, and a mutual
understanding, and enter with sincerity into a family compact of fraternal
union in a true community of interests.
These people ought to study well the activity and enterprising character
of their brethren of North America, who understand better than any other
nation the construction of steamboats the most favorable to the transport of
heavy river cargoes, (those which navigate the Mississippi prove it ;) and it
is proper to observe, that fire-wood is found with the same abundance upon
these rivers as upon the Mississippi.
We have shown that the interests of the republic of Bolivia are identical
with those of all the Atlantic countries, because each of those States, indi
vidually, has a powerful motive to desire ardently the free and prompt nav
igation of the Parana and the Paraguay.*
*******
* We here leave our author, because his concluding observations are of
little value for our purpose. It will be easily perceived that his article wns
written some time ago, and before the great movement took place in the
region of the Plata, which now makes us sure of their prompt realization.
What he says about Brazil is not less true than the other remarks in this ar
ticle ; for it is mainly by the influence and assistance of that nation that the
other States have been brought to understand their proper interests in refer
ence to their magnificent rivers. And the quintuple treaty signed against
General Rosas between Paraguay, Corrientes, Entre-Rios, Monte-Video, and
Brazil, binds these parties not to lay down their arms until the navigation
of the rivers is secured upon a firm batis, the result of a mutual understand
ing. The cause is now so well understood, that the allies have swept every
thing before them without firing a shot ; for the troops of Rosas, where
such exist, will no longer attempt to uphold a system which has brought
nothing but ruin upon themselves and their families, and they have uniform
ly gone over to the liberating banners, and thus swelled the tide of liberty
and progress, which at length overflows the land.
Therefore, it is time for American capitalists to be on the move, or Eng
land and the English will draw the immense prize which should belong to
the first comer.
I. a. h.
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The Culture of Cotton in Turkey.
Art. II.—CULTURE OP COTTON IN TURKEY.

The Experimental Farm, and Agricultural School established near the city
of Constantinople in the year 1840-7, by Dr. James B. Davis of Charleston,
South Carolina, has survived the changes which have been made since then in
the departments of the Ottoman Government ; and, though not in so favor
able a condition as could be wished—nor, indeed, worthy of the past
expenses incurred by the present very enlightened Sultan, is still not void of
merit. It was, and still is, an enterprise entirely his own ; and it would
appear from the accounts occasionally published in the public papers of the
capital, respecting it, still commands his interest and attention.
It is now contemplated to procure again cotton seed from the Southern
States of North America, and by distributing it throughout different parts
of this country, make another attempt at improving the culture of cotton in
those places where cotton of an inferior quality is already produced. To
facilitate also, the operations of the persons employed in the Agricultural
School, an order for works connected with the subject was, some time since,
sent, by command of the Grand Vizier, Rechid Pacha, to Mr. George P.
Putnam of New York.
The (official) gazette of the capital, Journal de Constantinople, of the
19th of November, 1851, contains a long article, written by the present
director of the Model Farm and Agricultural School, Mr. J. Janesco, from
which we extract the following remarks. They are deemed not entirely
void of interest, from being on a subject which must be always worthy of
particular attention to the people of the Southern States. The editorial
remarks of the editor introducing the article of the Director of the Farm are
the following :—
" We would add a few words on the subject of a branch of agricultural
industry which could, or might, contribute powerfully to the increase of the
wealth of the Ottoman Empire. We allude to the culture of cotton.
" Cotton, as Mr. Janesco correctly remarks, had its origin in the East, and
yet it is not the East which derives profit from its culture. True, it is still
cultivated there, but it is America which has acquired a superiority in this
article which ought, from every reason, to belong to Turkey. The Sultan
has a correct idea of the importance of the cultivation of cotton to his empire,
and that, in the course of a few years, it might offer a serious competition to
the United States, and rival them in the advantages which they derive from
supplying the raw material to Franco and England. Very great sacrifices
have been made by the Sultan for the erection of an establishment destined
for the amelioration of its culture ; but the success has not answered to
these sacrifices. And yet, this noble sovereign has not abandoned this
idea ; and it may yet be hoped that Turkey will, one day, cultivate ex
tensively the same cotton which went as specimens to the Fair of London,
and was there so highly commended for its quality."
Mr. Janesco, before writing, especially on the subject of cotton, remarks
that " Mankind in his search for resources to gratify his wants, has, as yet,
exhausted but few of the means which the earth possesses of raising those
resources. The ordinary grains, cotton, wool, flax, hemp, and silk, are only
a few of the articles which have been produced in the quantities susceptible
of culture." "What," he asks, " are cotton, flax, and silk, in comparison to
the other textile plants—such as the agave of America, the apocynum of
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Syria, the asclepias (mnllen wort) of the same country, the hemp-apooynum
of America, the Aboutelin of India, the Alceas of Spain, the mauve of
Corsica, that of India, the paper mulberry of China, the nettle of Tartary,
that of Kamschatka, the broom of Spain, and a great number of thready
plants ? Cotton grows spontaneously in all the warmer parts of Asia, Africa,
and America. Whilst this plant had its origin in the East, and its culti
vation is more or less carried on in the three parts of the old world which
form the Ottoman Empire, (Europe, Asia, and Africa,) yet it is not this
country which profits most from it. As a general rule, it will not grow in a
climate which freezes ; in very warm climates it forms a tree, and grows to
a considerable hight, whilst in the temperate zone it becomes an annual
plant. Turkey, therefore, offers the most favorable of climates for its annual
cultivation. In the United States its immense cultivation, and the progress
also yearly made in its manufacture, offers a great competition to Great
Britain ; and with the industry and enterprise for which the people of the
United States are so eminently remarkable, it may be supposed that in the
course of a few years, they will both cultivate and manufacture for them
selves. Turkey is better qualified for being an agricultural country, and
only for producing cotton for the looms of Europe. It may bo remarked,
that America has robbed the East of this plant as well as it has of another
great source of her prosperity. We allude to the coffee plant. The history
of Coffee is perhaps not known or rather remembered by every one. In the
16th century an Ottoman ambassador, Soliman Aga, presented some of the
seeds to a king of France, as a pleasant beverage produced in Arabia ; in
1654 an Armenian, named Pasquel, opened the first shop for the sale of
coffee (an infusion of it) in Paris. It is now of general use all over the
world ; and nearly all the coffee drank is the produce of America, where
about one century ago, it was not cultivated at all. The people of the East
in place of raising it themselves, borrow it from the Americans."
Mr. Janesco goes on to say, that those persons who are true friends of the
Ottoman Government have strongly advised it to encourage agriculture as
its chief source of public industry and wealth—especially those branches of
it which offer a sale in the more manufacturing parts of Europe. The
culture of cotton, silk, coffee, and drugs, and the raising of wool, are the
safest and surest means of perpetuating the independence—even the exist
ence of Turkey, surrounded, as she is, by nations opposed by principle to
both the one and the other." " France," he adds, " owes her successful
culture of the mulberry tree to the zeal and sacrifices made by Henry IV.,
and though the task is no enviable one, yet Sultan Abd al Majid may benefit
his empire to an equal degree, by the amelioration of cotton cultivation in
those parts of it where the soil and clirnato are favorable to its growth."
Respecting the culture of cotton in Egypt, Mr. Janesco says, " It is attrib
uted to a Dervish, who, having brought some seeds from India planted
them in the garden of the Tekkth, or convent in which he resided. From
them sprung up such flourishing trees that the late Pacha of Egypt,
Mehemet Ali, tried, successfully, the culture of cotton in every part of that
country, where it is now planted once in two or three years, and not
annually, as in the United States. He also cites a French writer of the
name of Baron Inchereau de St. Denys, who reports that cotton has bei'n
cultivated extensively in Egypt only since 1821; adding that up to that
time, it was was only produced of an inferior quality, and but little sought
fur in Commerce ; that a French merchant, M. Jumel, having remarked in
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the garden of Mehemet Ali, at Cairo, some cotton bushes brought from
India, as ornamental shrubs, he recommended the culture of the plant as an
object of public utility, and thus Mehemet Ali Pacha, by trying experiments
with different species of cotton, has done for its culture all that is possible in
Egypt.* The best cotton is now called in Egypt, he says, Jumel cotton, and
that it has received a medal at the London Fair.
Mr. Janesco states that the cultivation of Indian corn in the Turkish
province of Moldavia was introduced by simply furnishing the inhabitants
with the seed gratuitously. The soil and climate being propitious to its
culture, the great utility of the product has created for this province a source
of immense wealth. Indian corn from Moldavia and the Shores of the Black
Sea can be raised, exported to England, and sold there cheaper than that
from the United States. In the same way he expects similar results from
the introduction of good cotton seed, distributed free of expense to the
people of those parts of Turkey propitious in soil and climate to its culture.
Mr. Janesco says that he made his study of cotton culture in Thessaly.
The two essential points there, he adds, are, that the soil be ploughed
deeply, and well dressed ; and these are not properly observed in Thessaly,
where the inhabitants spend all their strength in tilling the ground four
times, which, however, are together not worth once ploughing and once
harrowing it. Sufficient attention is not shown to the depth of the tilling
with a plough which only scratches the soil. This, therefore, they must
correct, and relieve themselves from the inconvenience in which ignorance
has placed them.
The culture of cotton succeeds in Thessaly, he continues, according to the
year, in heavy and light soils. If the year is dry, clayey grounds give
the best crops ; if wet, sandy soils have that result. The crop is sown
when there is no longer any fear of late frosts, from heavy weather, and
damp soil. Cotton should be kept clean during its entire growth. The
weeds are cut away by means of weeding-hoes ; a space of at least two feet
left between the plants, and free to receive the sun, so as to be able to with
stand winds and droughts. To execute these dressings, hoeings, &c, the
people of Thessaly have neither time nor means, and they scarcely till their
cotton more than once.
In Turkey, the most needed things, are those instruments which econo
mize time and diminish labor. To the plough and the harrow we would
add the horse-hoe,] which does in one day, with one man, the work of
twenty man-hoes, and these would supply the place of all other instruments
of agriculture, to cultivators of all parts of the empire.
To the preceding, Mr. Janesco, adJ-i that the crop is collected in dry,
warm weather ; but that in Thessaly, as occurred last year, the cotton often
is completely lost on account of the autumn's proving rainy and cool. The
cotton, once picked from the pod, is separated from the seeds by means of
a very simple and cheap machine. This machine in Thessaly, he says, only
costs some fifty piastres, a little more than $2. On turning the crank, the
cotton separates from the seeds between the cylinders, and the latter fall out
on the table, whilst the fibers are thrown off in the contrary direction. He
cites a village called Lefterohouri, whose inhabitants cultivate only tobacco.
They annually descend from their elevated homes to the plain of Larwsa
* He procured cotton seed and gins from the United State*,
t The one-hone light plough used by Or. Daris.
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and purchase cotton in the pods, and carrying it to their dwellings, theje
separate it from the seeds. From 16 lbs. of pods, which they buy for twelve
cents, they procure 2f lbs. of cotton thread, and this they dispose of for
twenty to twenty-five cents. For one dounoom of land (about an acre, or
something less) they use in Thessaly from
lbs. to 10 lbs. of cotton seed
which they purchase for four or six cents, and plant it in straight lines. The
produce of an acre varies from 50 lbs. to 220 lbs. of cotton in the pod.
This shows that the crop is not a productive one—the result of bad seed,
and a n.iserable system of culture.
Mr. Janesco states in conclusion :—" The culture of cotton will soon again
receive the assistance of the Sultan, and it may be hoped that the best
results will ensue from it."
The Model School established by the Sultan, within a few miles of the
capital, not being located in a propitious soil, nor favored by climate, does
not teach the culture of cotton, except theoretically. All the advantages,
therefore, derived from it thus far, are due to the labors of Dr. Davis, and to
the seed procured by him for the Sultan, from South Carolina. The practi
cal eleves given to him for instruction during the two seasons when the
School and Farm were in his charge, returned to their homes in Asia Minor,
and by sowing the pod seed, given them by Dr. Davis, they raised a quality
of cotton but little inferior to that of the United States. His own crops
near Constantinople, in Europe, were not so good, owing to the early rains
which wet it when opening ; and the Turkey cotton exhibited at the Fair
in London, was raised directly from South Carolina seed, and by Dr. Davis's
eleves in Asia Minor. It is well that these facts should be known ; for it
may be that, at the Fair, they were omitted by the persons who exhibited
the cotton, without being acquainted with their history. They will, also,
srve to show what Turkey may do in respect to the culture of one of the
staple products of Commerce, with good seed and an improved system of
cultivation.
j. p. b.
Constantinople, December 1, 1851.

Art. III.—THE FISHERIES OF THE UNITED STATES.
CHAPTER in.
inciirnn or nimno orochde—haute op the Plan, (cob abb mackerel)—mode ot puniClT—
OUTFIT—CCRE—QUANTITY OP CATCH, ETC.
Thk codfish is an inhabitant of cold waters, though not choosing the
coldest, and being found, also, thinly, under mild temperatures. Its princi
pal resort, on the coast of the American continent, is the region already al
luded to, as frequented by English, French, and American fishermen, lying
within the 40th and extending beyond the 50th degree of north latitude,
and embraced nearly within the 50th and 05th degrees of west longitude.
The most celebrated of the grounds embraced within these limits are the
Grand Bank of Newfoundland and the northern coast of Labrador. La
brador is a vast, cold, desert region, peopled only by the Esquimaux, the
most diminutive and degraded of the human race. It spreads from the
Gulf of St. Lawrence to Hudson's Straits, each of its two coasts being about
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ten degrees in extent. In the year 1829, the statistics of the fishe-ies on
the Labrador coast, according to a statement in the Quebec Star, were as
follows :—
Vessels,
Fish, Cwt. Oil. hhds.
Men.
11,000
From United States..
1,500
15,000
1,100,000
3,500
Newfoundland
400
4,000
350,000
700
Nova Scotia.
100
800
10,000
2,400
Kugland, Jersey (Sic
240,000
4,000
80
60
Lower Canada
6,000
8
150
New Brunswick. . .
80
20
8,000
ISO
Hagdalaine Islands.
24,110
2,108
VAMJE AT A LOW ESTIMATE.
2,000,000 cwt, fish, at 1 n«
•
4,500 tons cod oil, at £-20
Skins, furs, seal oil, salmon, Ac

1,773,000

17,730

£1,000,000
90,000
22,000

£1,112,000
The Grand Bank, situated on the east side of the Island of Newfound
land, is from 400 to 600 miles in length, in the widest part about 200 miles
in width, and covered by a depth of 25 to 95 fathoms. Of late years it
has been abandoned by the English, who formerly had an extensive fishery
there, to the French and Americans. The best fishing ground on this bank
is between the 42d and 46th parallels of latitude. To the eastward of Grand
Bank are two small banks, called Jagnet Bank and Outer Bank, and within,
to the westward, stretching from its southern extremity across to Nova Scotia,
aro a series of banks and ledges, the principal of which are, the following:—
Green Bank, Whale Bank, Banquo Bank, St. Peter's Bank, the Middle
Ground, Le Havre Bank, Canso Bank, Sable Island Bank, and Roseway
Bank. The coasts of Newfoundland and the Gulf of St. Lawrence afford
other excellent fishing grounds. The cod is found also, in small numbers,
along the whole coast of New England, but is there sought only in small
boats, wherries, &c, venturing out but a few miles, and taking only enough
to furnish the market with fresh fish.
The mackerel travels over a large portion of the ground visited by the
cod, but as it likes warmer water, preferring a moderately cool temperature,
it goes further south and a less distance north. The nature of its food may
be a partial cause, also, of these movements. It swims at various depths,
but none of them far below the surface, while the cod seeks the very bottom.
It enters harbors and rivers, and goes up as far as the limit of tide-water.
In winter it migrates to the south, and returns early in the spring, at which
time our fishermen go as far as the capes of Virginia to meet and have tin ir
first strike among the northward-moving schools. This southern mackerel
trip is not usually a very profitable one. The fish are poor, and often hardly
woit'i taking, and the fares are usually small. Only a portion of those who
are engaged during the summer mackereling make this southern trip. The
advantages of it are, that if the mackerel should be coming in plenty, and
be easily taken, those who advance to meet them will have one more blow
at them than those who wait, and as the profits are very large on such oc
casions, it makes a material difference in the result. Another thing is, that
a crew for the season may be more easily obtained in the early pait of the
Bpring than later, when the great body of vessels are fitting out together for
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both the cod and mackerel fisheries, and when employment generally is more
abundant After an absence of six or seven weeks, they follow the mackerel
northward, and after packing out the southern catch, attack them in the Bay
of Ma-sacliusetts, or depart to seek them in their more distant resort.
Through the summer season, and until late in the fall, there is a large fleet
in the Massachusetts Bay, <fec, the " bay " fishery ranging from the latitude
of Cape Cod to the Bay of Fundy. The mackerel are often taken plenti
fully here, but the average result is less favorable than that obtained further
to the north. The vessels in the bay are not out the whole season, but re
turn to port at convenience ; the greater part once in several weeks, some
nearly every week, and the whole fleet, if near enough, running in for shel
ter on the appearance of a storm. The mackerel are very eccentric in their
habits, appearing sometimes in great numbers at one place, while they are
to be fuund nowhere else around. By the time a large number of vessels
have concentrated at that spot, they may be wholly missing, and may have
reappeared at some place just before deserted. These movements make it
necessary for the vessels to make frequent and sudden changes of their po
sitions, and keep up a game of search. Where the mackerel have been large
tlt-eu may often be seen lying to, and fruitlessly endeavoring to " call up "
the objects of their search, not even " getting a bite ;" while at the place
where the mackerel are, at this time, may be seen only a half-dozen, a couple,
or a lone vessel, filling up as fast as the fish can be drawn in. The most fre
quented spots in the " bay " are Jeffrey's Bank, off Penobscot Bay, in about
laiitude 43°, longitude 68° ; Cash's Ledge, latitude 43°, longitude 60° ; Jef
frey'* Ledge, latitude 43°, longitude 70° ; and George's Shoal, off Cape
Cud, in about latitude 42°, longitude 68°. At one of these places, several
hundred vessels may often be seen gathered at one time.
About June the fleet designed for the long voyage takes its departure.
Many of these vessels have previously made one trip in the Massachusetts
Bay, or at the south. Most of these visit the Bay of Cheleur or its vicinity.
This bay is an arm from the Gulf of St Lawrence, in the northern part of
the Province of New Brunswick, in about latitude 47°, longitude 66°. The
distance traversed in going there is from 1,000 to 1,500 miles, the shortest
way. In passing through the Gut of Canso, between the northern part of
Nova Scotia and the Island of Cape Breton, a light duty is paid to the colo
nial government Several cutters are usually stationed near the position of
the American fleet, to prevent them from carrying on any illicit trade with
the inhabitants, as is done to some extent, notwithstanding all precautions,
and to see that no infringement is made upon the rights of the inhabitants.
Sometimes it has been found necessary to send a larger war vessel to the
station. The fish taken in these parts are usually fatter and much pre
ferable to those taken in Massachusetts Bay ; the catch is generally larger
in the same period, and of course the profits much better. But still there
are some seasons when this is reversed, and the Cheleur fishermen come
home sometimes with slim fares and under actual losses, while the bay fish
ermen have made an extraordinary good season's work. The period at
which the greater part of the fleet start for home is about the last of Sep
tember, though some stay until late in October, and a few always lag be
hind into November. Often some are there when the "snow begins to
blow."
The vessels employed as mackerelmen average 40 to 00 tons. The larger
ones, of course, are those principally sent to Cheleur and that region. The
YOU XXVI.—ho. n.
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outfit of those vessels, for a season of three to four months, is made at an
expense of several hundred dollars. The heaviest items are for salt and
barrels. The provision, carried for the use of the men, is principally salted
beef and pork, potatoes, and a few other vegetables easily kept, ship-bread,
and flour, with molasses, lard, &c, sufficient to make frequent messes of
pancakes and "flippers," a favorite among fishermen. The number of men
carried is from five to eleven. Seven is perhaps as nearly an average num
ber as any other. The greenest hand usually serves in the capacity of cook.
The expense of fitting out a codfisherman is not much different. No
barrels are taken, but a larger quantity of salt. Ihe number of hands varies
from 9 to 13. The provisioning is much the same as that of a mackerelman, and the system of the crews much alike. The work, however, is far
more laborious, generally. For a considerable period the hands are busily
employed, not only during the day, but a good portion of the night. Many
a youth, who has had his head filled with romantic " stories of the sea,"
and who may have run away from (in his estimation) a tyrannical guardian
or a hard apprenticeship, gets cured of all notions of a sailor's life by a voy
age to Labrador. The time at which the codfishing vessels leave is about
the first of May, and the time of return is near the first of September.
Their arrivals home are between that dat6 and the middle of October.
The mackerel, being put in pickle at the time of catching, on being re
packed and fresh pickled, under care of an inspectorship, to regulate their
classification into the three numbers or brands by which they are designated
in Commerce, are ready for the market. Very frw codfish are pickled ; the
treatment of nearly all of them is, to pile them after dressing in layers of
salt. On arriving home, they are " washed out," and cured by being spread
on flakes and exposed to the sun and air in pleasant weather. This is, for
the most part, a distinct branch of the business, and one the proper man
agement of which requires considerable experience. Three or lour days'
drying with a good sun, not too hot, or a stiff north-wester, with a little
airing afterward, fits them for the market, to which, if near, they are sent
loose, but for a distant place are packed and screwed in casks, drums, or
boxes. The per centage paid the curer is one quintal in twelve, apart from
the packing.
Besides the quantity of fish, the oil taken from the cod forms a consider
able item in the business. For about every hundred quintals of fish one
hogshead of oil is produced. It is of little account in burning, and is used
for lubricating rough machinery, and in some species of coarse manufacture.
It is estimated in some statistical works that the quantity of codfish taken in
the course of a single season averages at least one hundred quintals per man.
However this may have been formerly—and we think it for all times too
high an estimate—it cannot be the ense at present. We suspect, although
this statement appears in works of high authority, that it has something of
the character of an unsupportable guess, or that it was hastily conceived on
a very partial examination of data. Although the codfishery is steadier
than the mackerel, that is, there is less variation, year by year, and between
different vessels in the amount of catch, and in the size and quality of the
fish, yet it would require the returns of a number of vessels for a consider
able number of years to form a fair estimate of the average catch per man.
At the present time one hundred quintals per man would be thought doing
extraordinarily well. It is reckoned a good season's work when live hundred
quintals are brought in by a crew of eight or ten men, and tnore crews, we
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think, fall below the average this would give (say fifty quintals per man) than
are found to exceed it.
CHAPTER IV.
TO»AOI TAILS, 1675 TO 1850—CACrt Or fLDCTUiTIO* Or TOMUOI—COMPARISON WITH WHALIKO
TONNAGE, ITC.
The following table, which from the year 1791 we have carefully com
piled from official sources, shows the amount of tonnage engaged in the
Fisheries from near the time of their commencement to the present. As it
would be needless for our purpose to give the statement for every year, we
have, previously to 1840, selected such years only as were necessary to ex
hibit any marked variations of the amount We have here, at one view, a
picture of the business through all itB stages, showing its advances and re
trogrades. Both fisheries were embraced in one return until 1 830, and we are
unable for that reason to present separate statements until after that time.
In the tonnage of the Cod Fishery we have embraced, as well as the regis
tered and enrolled, that also licensed, under twenty tons, which is, however,
but a very small fraction.
Mackerel.
Total.
Cod.
Mackerel.
Total.
Cod.
Toos. tlSthl, Tons. SSths. Todi. 051M.
Tons. 95ths. Tom. 9511m. Tom. yjihs.
1830. 61.654 67 35,973 38 97,528 00
1675.. 25,650 00
1832. 64,027 70 47,427 72 101,456 47
1736-9 19.185 00
1836. 63,807 37 64,424 25 127,731 62
1791,. 82.542 00
1840. 76,035 65 28,629 19 104,304 84
1796.. 30,983 00
1841. 66,551 84 11,321 18 77,873 02
1800.. 29,426 00
1842. 64,804 02 16,096 83 70,900 85
1805.. 57,486 00
1843. 61,224 25 11,775 70 73,000 00
1810 . 34,827 00
1844. 86,224 77 16,170 66 101,395 48
1815.. 36,937 00
1845. 69,825 66 21,413 16 91,238 82
1819.. 65,044 92
1846. 72,616 17 36,463 16 108,979 33
1811.. 51,321 49
1847. 70,177 62 81,451 13 101,628 65
1825.. 70,626 02
1848. 82,661 82 48,568 78 126,210 66
1828.. 74,947 74
1849. 73,882 00 42,992 02 116,874 02
1829.. 101,796 78
The maximum tonnage of the Cod Fishery was in 1829, and that of
the Mackerel Fishery in 1836. In the latter year also was the largest ag
gregate for both fisheries.
It will be seen that the business, in both branches, has been one of great
fluctuations, neither steadily progressing, nor remaining for a long time to
gether under depression; at leait so far as the amount of tonnage is con
cerned, which may be regarded a measurably correct index of its prosperity.
Besides the political causes before indicated, there are several other causes
deserving mention. The markets for fish are, more than those of most other
articles so largely entering in Commerce, subject to fluctuation. They are
continually liable to a series of contingencies, variously combined, and at
the blind hazard of which, so impossible is it to anticipate their operation,
the shipVnent must often be made. In the first place, fish is one of those
articles of food, (at least as usually prepared,) not deemed of prime necessity,
and to which few people anywhere, having free choice, would give the first
preference, in comparison with other kinds. The demand for it, even where
most used and valued, is considerably dependent on the supply and price of
other kinds of food. If those preferred articles are cheap, fish will be in
lessened demand, but if they are scarce, fish will be called for to make up
the deficiency, and obviate the inconvenience of dear food. A demand sub
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ject to such modifying influences roust of course be unsteady. The effect
may not be altogether observable in the quantity of fish exported, but is
more felt in the price. The fish, being in the market, must be sold at any
price, as it is an article that deteriorates rapidly with keeping, whether dry
or in pickle ; and if dry is liable, however kept, to be much affected by the
influences of the weather. Fish are often sold in the West Indies at less
than they would have brought at the place of shipment, but the loss, on
such occasions, is usually covered by the profits of the return cargo, and this
enables the business to be continued and made regular, which else it would
be temerity to venture on.
Again, the countries to which fish are mainly exported, are planting com
munities, which pay for their imports in their own produce, and that nearly
all the growth of the existing season. As their ability and disposition is
always modified by the amount of their crops, the number of customers ap
pearing, and the nature of the exchange brought by them severally, the sale
of fish is perpetually subject to the accidents of the seasons and the caprices
of general trade. These countries, or provinces, are also, from the nature of
their system, the most exposed of any to the effects of wars, revolutions, and
political disturbances generally, even though happening in other places ; and
the effects of these have often been felt reacting on the sale of fish, as well as
of other articles exported to them.
At home, the effect of wars is always far heavier proportionably upon the
fishing interest than upon that of Commerce in general. Merchants, as a
class, are men who have some reserved capital upon which they can lie
back at such times, and which they can employ in some other safe and pro
fitable pursuit on the land. Fishermen (those who own mainly, as well as
those sailing in the vessels) are men of limited means, who cannot afford
to lie still, and who have little facility to engage in other business. Ships
and other large vessels, too, may be ventured out, provided with means of
defence, or in the hope of eluding an enemy ; and the large profit realized
from a successful voyage at such times, is sufficient to encourage the ven
ture. But the fishing vessels are both too small to carry any means of
efficient defence, and are not to be trusted for safety to their sailing abilities.
Their operations are also necessarily confined to so limited, so well knowD,
and so exposed a space, that a single vessel of war, sailing to and fro over
their grounds, can effectually stop the whole pursuit.
Another element in the perturbations of the business is, the variation in
the success of taking the fish. This is subject to ichthyological laws which
are not yet, or but very partially, comprehended. Some years fish will be found
in great plenty, voracious and unwary, and so easily taken that the greenest
crews may make a season's work of extraordinary success—making more
money than can be obtained in the time by any regular trade, and the ma
jority of professions on land. This is more particularly the case with mack
erel. Another year they may be even more plenty, and yet cannot be
caught. If mackerel, the surface of the water may be thronged with them
in such large shoals as to seem alive for miles, the Teasels appearing to labor
heavily through their dense masses. They are fat and beautiful, full of life
and animation, but will touch no bait, turning away their noses in disdain
from the choicest bits offered them. At the same time, they are so shy and
watchful that no advantage can be taken of them with the dip-net, and they
will dodge the point of the gaff without seeming disreli-h of such sharp
sport. They seem to know the temper of the steel, and to have measured
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their own elasticity against it without disadvantage to the latter. They
seem to be throwing out to their pursuers some such challenge as this :
"Put out your best tricks, if you would have nice fat fish and plenty of
them ; we will agree to be split and salted, and branded ' Mess ' and ' No.
1,' if we don't baffle your handsomest skill."
The whole habits of the fish, at this time, seem changed from what they
were in,the year of great plenty and great slaughter. This change may
continue for the whole season, or it may, as is more commonly the- case, last
only for a part of the season. Sometimes, after waiting till near the close,
ineffectually, and just as the fleet is about to depart, the reaction occurs, and
the whole fleet is pretty well loaded in a few days. Sometimes it occurs
after they have nearly all given up, and only a few vessels are on the ground
to avail themselves of the opportunity. The cause of these differences of
habit is of course mainly attributable to the abundance or deficiency, and
perhaps in part to the good or bad quality of their food. The condition of
the mackerel is, of course, decisive evidence on that point.
Another year, and perhaps the very next to one of these years of plenty, the
fish may hardly be found at all. They have sought out some new resort, or
revisited an old one from which they have lately been absent. Whichever
»&y it is, they elude all search, and spend the whole or a good part of the
season in security, while their baffled hunters are vainly ranging the ocean
in quest of them—sailing hither and thither, up and down, over and back,
raiting this place and departing for that, lying idly at some defile in hope
to intercept the advance of the finny army, or giving all sail to the breeze,
and making a long sweep in hope to fetch a compass around them ; a thou
sand times throwing bait, and finding never a response to the call. Their
new haunts may be accidentally hit by a few, who make out well, while the
great mass come home with lean fares, and dispirited with the heavy losses
incurred in addition to throwing away a season's work.
Sometimes, when taken in good numbers, the fish are fat and large ; and
sometimes so poor and small that it is impossible to make a good market of
them. Sometimes, again, when scarce, they are so fat as to pay good
proftson a comparatively small catch; and sometimes, when scarcest, they
may be very poor. With all these unavoidable contingencies, joined to all
the irregularities of the market, it is easy to see how the fishing business
must be subject to frequent and heavy fluctuation?. The man who in any
year sent one vessel in the fishery, if she did well, will bo pretty sure to send
her again the next year, and, if he is able, his luck may induce him to build
or purchase another vessel, to employ in the same manner. His good for
tune will also pretty certainly induce some other to embark in the same
business who has not before tried it. If, on the other hand, he does badly
the first year, he may have perseverance to send his single vessel a second
and a third year ; but the heavy losses of one year are often sufficient to
frighten out an adventurer who would not yet own up to a charge of ex
cessive timidity ; and the losses of a series of years often daunt the courage
of men of shrewd intellect and hopeful temperament.
The variation in the amount of tonnage in the two fisheries would appear
much larger, as the real variation of success and change of individuals is
much greater, were it not for the fact that many of the causes which affect
one fishery do not affect the other, and those which are common may not
happen to both at one time. Codfish may be scarce while Mackerel are
plenty, and Mackerel plenty while Cod are scarce. One may be fat while the
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other is poor, and one command a fair price and ready sale while the other
is a drug. At such times the ability of transfer from one fishery to the
other is a relief. When a man is tired of risking himself in one. he would
generally prefer, rather than sacrifice his vessel—which may have been
lately purchased or built at a cost of $1,000 to $1,800, with all her expen
sive appurtenances—to shift her into the other branch : from Cod to Mack
erel or from Mackerel to Cod, as the case may be. To illustrate the advan
tages of this interchange among the three employments : it is often the case
that in the spring of the year, the owner of a vessel advertises her for
the coasting trade, and waits for a freightage, or a fair offer for charter,
when, none appearing, rather than make a very small business in coasting,
or it may be to avoid the sheer necessity of allowing his vessel to lie idle, he
fits her out at the last moment for Labrador or Bay Cheleur.
In 1817, the tonnage employed in the Cod and Mackerel Fishery was
about ten times as large as that in the Whale Fishery, the latter amounting
to 4,874 41 registered tons, and 349 92 enrolled and licensed. The
Whaling tonnage made pretty steady advance from that time, and continued
nearly even with the aggregate Cod and Mackerel tonnage, from 1833 to
about 1839. It has since been far ahead; in 1842, the Cod and Mackerel
tonnage was about half of that in the Whale Fishery, two-thirds as much as
in 1844, half as much, again, in 1845, and two-thirds its amount in 1848
and 1849.
CHAPTER V.
TABLES OF PISHING TONNAGE IN 1797, 1815, AND 1848, BY STATU AND IK TBI DirPERIVT PORTS—
LEADING nsiilNG PORTE—COMPARISON OP COASTING AND PISHING TONNAGE OP MASSACHUSETTS—
MACKEREL INSPECTED IN MASSACHUSETTS, 1849.
The following tables show the distribution of the Cod-Fishing business at
the periods specified, among the several States engaged in it, and also the
distribution of the Cod and Mackerel Fisheries among the ports of those
States, in the year 1848.
1797.
1815.
lMft.
Maine
84,230 08
New Hampshire
648 86
1,722 1 1
2,945 66
Massachusetts
80,710 01
38,069 80
39,504 45
Rhode Island
724 46
6 17
410 03
Connecticut
1,038 48
1.749 78
4,823 91
New York
285 02
409 68
668 83
Total
33,406 62
86,957 69
82,673 11
TABLE OF TONNAGE EMPLOYED IN THE MACKEREL AND COD FISHERIES FROM THE DIF
FERENT FORTS OF NEW ENGLAND, JUNE, 1848.
Passamaquoddy. .
Machias
Frenchman's Bay .
Penobscot
Belfast
Bangor
Waldoboro
Wiscasset
Bath
Portland

Cod tonnage.
148 21
416 16
3,426 14
10,977 60
1,817 08
641 94
6,768 06
4,669 22
8,124 03
2,794 41

MocVerel tonnage
225 07
73
2,268
246
26
423
1,181
353
2,943

01
23
78
02
69
18
53
71

TotaL
368 28
415 16
3,499 15
13,245 83
1,562 86
667 01
6,176 75
5,760 86
8,477 86
6,738 17
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Cotl tonnage.
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Mackerel tonnaga.
142 69

Total.
206 64
632 14
372 10

7,882 06

42,112 14

671 37

3,617 08

632 14

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
MASSACHUSETTS.
8,488
462
6,911
2,688
4,222 86
2,683 68
Vail River

77
06
60
68

539 49
705 81
1,029 67

91 58
449
22,256
128
40

43
79
24
24

37,696 08
RHODE ISLAND.
113 04

Total
Sag Harbor
Sew York

66
06
84
25
35
22
49
17
58
76
48
69
03

82,450 72
113 04
■296 94

Bristol
Total

6,354
462
18,777
2,710
4,222
3 228
1^235
6,414
91
997
36,267
1,130
663

410 03
CONNECTICUT.
57 90
8,247 48

410 03
67 90
3,247 48
1,518 68

4,823 91
NEW YORK.
610 41
148 42

4,823 91
510 41
148 42

Total

658 83
RECAPITULATION.
7,882 06
671 37
37,696 08

- 42,112 14
3,517 08
82,450 72
4,823 91
4,823 91
410 08*
410 08
658 88
Total
87,828 30
46,149 61
183,972 81
From the foregoing tables it will be seen that Massachusetts owns above
one half of all the tonnage engaged in the Cod Fishery, and more than
three-fourths of that in the Mackerel Fishery. The people of Maine, not
withstanding their advantageous situation and extensive facilities, have al
most wholly neglected the latter branch. As the seaports of Maine, how
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ever, become larger and wealthier, and especially if their profits in ship
building become reduced, it may be expected that Maine will vigorously
contest the supremacy with Massachusetts in both fisheries.
The towns at present in the lead in the Cod Fishery are the following,
ranking in the order named. Gloucester and Barnstable, in Massachusetts;
Penobscot and Waldoboro', in Maine ; Plymouth, Mass. ; Wiscasset, Me. ;
Beverly, Mass. ; Frenchman's Bay, and Bath, Me. ; Newburyport, Mass. ;
Portland, Me. ; and Marblehead, Mass.*
The towns leading in the Mackerel Fishery are, Barnstable. Gloucester,
and Newburyport, Mass. ; Portland, Me. ; Salem, Mass. ; and Penobscot,
Maine.
Taking both fisheries in connection, the leading towns (that is, the chief
fishing towns of the United States) are, Barnstable and Gloucester, Mass. ;
Penobscot, Me.; Newburyport, Mass.; Waldoboro', Wiscasset, aud Port
land, Me. ; and Beverly, Mass.
Comparing the tonnage belonging to the State of Massachusetts engaged
in the fisheries with that employed in the coasting trade, (setting Boston
aside,) and we find the former considerably more important, as regards the
amount, than the latter. As concerns the comparative results of the two,
the fisheries are vastly more important, as they have this character in com
mon with agriculture, and above the mass of what are considered productive
arts, that they are actually productive, while bare Commerce is not so, as is
the doctrine of Adam Smith, and as is clearly demonstrable, notwithstanding
the theory of McCulloch, who, while professing to hold to the doctrines of
Dr. Smith, endeavors to demonstrate the falsity of some of his soundest
opinions—this among the rest. Nothing is received in Commerce but mast
be paid for, and the augmented value of the thing received over that given,
although the source of a profit to the merchant, adds nothing, in most cases,
to the wealth of the nation into which it is imported. On the contrary,
(if the article is consumed there,) it is au actual tax upon the consumers
grounded upon their necessities.
The following table gives a comparison of the tonnage engaged in the
Fisheries, from the ports of Massachusetts, with that in the coasting trade of
* A statement has been recently published concerning the fisheries of Marblehead, and the num
ber of vessels each year for the lust half century. Tho fisheries of Marblehead reached their highest
point in 1801 and 1MI7. in which years nearly one hundred vessels were employed. From various
causes, the business has been declining there for several years past, until now only about twenty
vessels are employed. The inhabitants, driven from their ancient pursuits, have been obliged to
turn their attention to other employments, such as shoemaking, &c. A remarkable contrast with
this declension of business is seen at the town of Gloucester. This was for many years greatly dis
tanced by Marblehead, but now the business is carried on to a greater extent in Gloucester than in
all the rest of Essex County together. In 1830, Gloucester employed in her fisheries Co tmitli ves
sels and 500 men ; last year she employed 200 vessels, of an aggregate tonnage of 14,000 tons, manned
by 2^)00 men and boys. Thirty-five vessels were added to the fleet last year ; some of these
to replace those that were sold. Seventeen packing establishments, with all the conveniences
for pursuing the business, are conveniently located on various wharves in this splendid har
bor; and such are the superior facilities and advantages here for the business, thnt vessels come to
Gloucester to have their outfits furnished and fisb packed from all parts of Maine, British Provinces,
and other places.
One of the causes of this contrast between Gloucester and Marblehead Is this—that Gloucester
harbor is so much more convenient and capacious. The people of Marbiehend have to iir.nl up their
vessels in Salem in winter, such is the exposed state of Marblehead harbor. The same reasons have
Sartly caused Nantucket to decline most sensibly for the lust ten years, while at the present time
ew Bedford, with great facilities for business, is progressing at an unprecedented rate.
Both Gloucester and Marblehead have sustained great losses for the last ten years on George*B and
the Grand Banks ; but the per centage of loss has been far more at Marblehead.
Besides the extensive fisheries of Gloucester proper, as alluded to, the little coves and harbors
round Cape Ann, such as Rockport, Pigeon Cove, Ljine's Cove, £quam Point, employ many small
vessels and boats in the shore and mackerel fisheries, and tbe aggregute of the district exceeds that
of any other in the United States in this important business.
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the same State, omitting Boston from both. Within each place named are
embraced all the vessels belonging to one collection district.
Cod and Mackerel. Coast trade.
Newburyport
6,364 65
1,803 85
Ipswich.
462 06
302 29
Gloucester
18,777 84
47 05
Salem
2,710 26
8,140 71
Beverly
;
4,222 86
Marblehead
8,223 22
2,464 21
Plymouth
6,414 17
819 84
PallRirer
91 68
10,143 40
New Bedford
997 76
8,702 68
Barnstable.
86,267 48
23,939 40
Edgartown.
,
1,130 59
160 48
Nantucket
668 08
2,616 89
Total
Excess of fishing tonnage.

81,216 23
68,689 84

68,639 84

22,676 84

The excess of fishing tonnage over that in the coast trade, in all the dis
tricts of Massachusetts but Boston, is thus seen to be 22,575 34-95ths tons.
Including Boston—which has 51,404 30 coasting tonnage to 1,235 49 fish
ing—the excess in favor of the coast trade is no more than 27,593 42-95ths
tons, in an aggregate of 192,494 91-95tlis tons devoted between the two
interests. The only districts in the State besides Boston in which the coast
wise tonnage exceeds that of the fisheries, are, Salctn, Full River, New Bed
ford, and Nantucket. In the latter two districts, the tonnage in the Whale
Fishery far exceeds that in the Coasting Trade. As seaport towns, Glouces
ter, Newburyport, Plymouth, and Beverly, derive nearly all their impor
tance from their fisheries.
The amount of capital invested in tho fisheries in Massachusetts, was, in
1340, $1 1,725,850 ; and the number of persons directly engaged in the
prosecution of the fisheries was estimated, in round numbers, at 16,000.
As connected with the foregoing tables, we subjoin the annual return of
of the Inspector-General of Massachusetts, stating tho number of barrels of
pickled fish inspected in that State, for the year 1849.
REINSPECTED.
No. 1.
No. 2.
No. 3.
Total.
Boston
bbls.
7,896
12,886
2,126
22,906
INSPECTED.
Boston
bbls.
4,100
6,827
4,014
14,441
Salem
88
88
116
Marblehead.
60
45
9
104
Beverly
6a
97
80
187
Manchester
27
178
82
287
Gloucester
14,636
19,822
11,121
45,679
Rockport
1,469
2.105
822
4,385
Newburyport
4,148
6,818
6,914
16,880
Hingham..
4,177
4,681
4,666
13,424
Coharaett
8,227
6,207
6,859
16.298
Scituate
392
677
442
1,411
Plymouth
78
213
277
566
NanUcket
106
106
218
430
Weetport
24
48
78
145
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No.l.

Welfleet

No. 2.
188
4,181
2,066
3,401
1,357
7,726
4,666
9,256
1,821

No. 3.
25
4,275
2,111
4,165
867
6.S19
3,861
7.010
2,624

Total.
366
11,085
6.21?
14,605
3.845
18,549
11,862
V'8.347
5.832

Total
94,847
67,709 231,856
All these were Mackerel ; the amount of all other pickled fish inspected was
6,030 barrels.
CHAPTER VI.
TABLES OP EXPORTS OP PISH PROM UNITED STATES PROM 1791 TO 1849—EXPORT OP PISH PROH 1831
TO 1844, COMPARED WITH EXPORTS OP BEEP AND PORK AND COTTON PIECE OOODS—DOMESTIC PRO
DUCE EXPORT OF MASSACHUSETTS, ETC.
The following tables show the amount and value of Fish exported from
the United States to foreign countries, in the several years indicated, from
the year 1791 to the present time. The statistics are derived from the
official reports of the Secretary of (Jie Treasury. As the financial instead of
the civil year is used in treasury statistics, each of the yeare named com
prises a portion of two ordinary years.
Dried and Smoked.
Pickled.—
Years.
Rarrela
Quintals.
Value.
Kegs.
Value.
883,237
67,424
400,818
65,999
•*•••«
!!!!
1800
12,403
892,726
60,388
1348,000
1805
614,449 $2,058,040
56,670
7,207
1810
84,674
5,964
214,000
280,804
913.000
218,000
1816
494,000
36,141
3,062
102,824
688,000
"964,000
87,916
7,309
S21.419
248,417
800,857
830,356
70,572
10,686
630,690
66,113
225,987
6,273
229.796
224,639
61,661
3,487
287,721
783.S96
42,374
2.252
148,978
211,425
602,810
230,495
56,431
1,258
277,401
699,559
1846
1 3fi,22 1
659,629
30,976
771
258,870
1847
,
582
109,315
206,549
609,482
22,445
1848
93,085
197,457
419,092
25,570
631
1849
91,445
168,600
365,349
19,330
1,228
The largest export of any one year, was in 1805, when the value of dried
and smoked Fish exported was $2,058,000, and of pickled Fish 8348,000,
total $2,406,000. What is most noticeable in the above table is, the
falling off for a few years past. The decrease in the export, between 1845
and 1849-50, being as will be seen, about 100 per cent. We shall allude
more at length, hereafter, to the present depressed state of the Fishiug
interest, the principal occasion for which is this decline in the exports.
The following table gives a view of the total exports of Fish from the
United States, from the year 1831 to 1844, compared with the exports for
same period, of beef and pork, (including with those also, butter, cheese,
lard, and bacon,) and cotton piece goods.
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Tears.
1831
1832
1833..
1834
1885
1636
1837
1S38
1839
1840
1841
1842
1843
1844

Fisheries.
$1,889,472
2,558,538
2,402,469
2,071,4 93
2,174,524
2,660,058
2,711,452
3,115,576 '
1,917,968
3,198,3 7 0
2,846,851
2,823,610
2,112,548
.8,350,501

Beef, Poik, Ac.
$2,596,422
2,993,103
2,369,086
2,741,3 1 9
2,580,102
2,196,493
1.961,118
1.998.768
2,276,426
2,7 29,026
4,031,270
4,280,2 26
3,721,937
4,811,004
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Cotton
piece goods.
$4,677,888
1,229,574
2,532,517
2,085,994
2,858,681
2.256.734
2.831,478
8.758,765
2,975.083
8,549,607
8,122.546
2,970,6 90
8,223,550
2,898,780

Total
$35,893,4V0
$41,766,300
$40,970,820
Average
2,563,814
2,982,593
2,926,487
It appears by the above that the export of Fish for this period was very
nearly equal to that of either bout" and pork, and the other articles of prod
uce mentioned, or of cotton piece goods. It was also nearly half that of
wheat and flour, the average of which, for the same time was £0,233,533.
The export of other manufactures for this period averaged $5,31 1,297.
These Fish being all the product d^Now England, it may be of interest
to compare them with the export of <Sier articles from the same region.
The export of domestic produce, so call^f, from New England iu 1848, was
as follows :
j
Maine
$1,987,006
New Hampshire
,
7,807
Massachusetts
f ".
9,808,387
Connecticut
501,064
Rhode Island
A
216,860
TotaL
777.
$11,770,074
The export of articles of domestic produce from New England, appears
thus to exceed that of the producf of the Fisheries by about four times the
amount of the latter. But it will be remembered, that of what is here
called domestic produce, an exceedingly small part is the real growth of
New England; nearly the entire bulk is composed of the products of the
Western States, which arc brought thither only for shipment, and from
which no farther benefit is derived to the Eastern States, than merely what
may be called a transit duty, consisting of the tolls received for carriage on
the railroads, and for freightage to the ships in which it is exported. The
case would not be at all different, if the whole quantity were supposed to be
bought in New England, as it then represents still a different industry from
that producing such articles. Nor would this view affect the relative condi
tion of the interests presented in the foregoing table, as the value thus con
centrated on Western produce (if we admit it paid for in New England
products) is the result of the combined occupations of the whole region, the
Fisheries among the rest. In the view we have thus given, it will be seen
that the export of the Fisheries is in reality of far more value to New Eng
land than would be indicated by the relative amounts of the figures. In
any view, indeed, the value of the Fish export must far exceed that of the
export of domestic produce, for, allowing the largest admissible quantity of
the export in question to be purchased in New England, it is yet the case,
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that by far the greater portion of this latter amount is paid for, not in articles
produced by New England, but in those brought in from abroad by the
same ships in which this produce is carried out. It is therefore, in reality,
a trade between the Western producer and the foreigner, in which the peo
ple of New England are concerned only as carriers, in virtue of their posi
tion and facilities for intermediating between the parties.

Art. 17.—COMMERCIAL CITIES AND TOWNS OF THE UNITED STATES.
NUMBER XXIX.
TRADE AND COMMERCE OF BALTIMORE IN 1860-61.
It is well known that the commercial journals, or Price Currents, of several
of our leading cities are in the habit of publishing annually carefully pre
pared statements, or reviews, of the Trade and Commerce of the year. The
New Orleans and the Cincinnati Price Currents, for instance, make up their
statements in each year to the 30th June, adopting the fiscal year of the
Treasury Department at Washington, in the publication of the Register's
annual statement of the " Commerce and Navigation of the United States ;"
while the Baltimore Price Current, the Boston Shipping List, and the
Missouri (St. Louis) Republican have adopted the calendar year, commen
cing on the first of January and ending on the 31st of December. The
statements of the New Orleans and Cincinnati journals, alluded to above,
were transferred to the pages of the previous volume of this Magazine ; and
we now copy the clear and comprehensive statement and review of the busi
ness of Baltimore from the reliablyon^hercial journal of Messrs. Porter &
Tobin ; with the view, as we have before intimated, of pursuing the same
course from year to year.
•
Those journals are, to some extent, local in their character and limited in
their circulation. The Merchants' Magazine, on the other hand, is national,
more convenient for preservation, and mainly designed as a book of record
and reference. Beside*, these statements furnish an admirable compend of
the progress of commercial enterprise in the different cities of the Union,
which necessarily render them valuable contributions to our commercial and
industrial history.
The plan which we adopted in this respect, we have reason to know, has
been approved by intelligent merchants throughout the country, and as it is
well calculated to give completeness, and impart that nationality of charac
ter to our Journal, which it has been our study from the start to maintain,
we can see no sufficient reason for abandoning the course we have thus far
pursued.
We present our second annual statement of the Commerce of Baltimore, em
bracing a review of the business of the year 1851, and a variety of carefully
prepared statistics that cannot be otherwise than interesting and valuable as fur
nishing a correct idea of the commercial importance of our city in comparison
witli previous years. Ah a general thing, business has not been very profitable
the past year. Whilst the harvests have with scarce an exception proved abun
dant, the stringency which has prevailed in the money market during the last
four or five months has had the effect of restraining trading operations in a great
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measure, and of marking the year with another " crisis," and failures in some of
the largercities have not been uncommon. In the face of these things, however,
Baltimore has been comparatively successful, and is now perhaps iu better con
dition to enter upon the new year than most of her contemporaries. The crisis
has affected her but little, and although at times our merchants have been dis
posed to look about them with some degree of dismay, whilst empty rumor was
spreading its hurtful influences far and wide throughout the country, they soon
learned that there was in reality no reason to fear serious revulsions, and contin
ued on, though somewhat cautiously, in thtir usual way, till the worst of the
storm passed by, having experienced only a very small share of the damage—and
now, though money is still rather difficult to obtain, their characteristic prudence
has placed them nearly out of the reach of danger. Two months more, it is to
be hoped, will bring about a general clearing up of the commercial horizon.
A happy augury of the future extent of our Southern trade Is presented in
the astonishing increase in business with that quarter within the year. This in
crease is in part attributable to the fact that planters, finding the high price ob
tained for cotton the last two years likely to continue, neglected the growing of
corn and raising of hogs, and turned their attention to that article; and were
therefore chiefly dependent upon markets northward for their grain and provis
ions. It is also owing somewhat to a sectional preference. To render every fa
cility and encouragement to this growing trade, our merchants have already put
afloat the firet of a line of propeller steamers to Charleston, named the Palmetto, and the second of the line is about being contracted for. Ere another twelvemouth shall have rolled by, we hope to see the same means of communication
established with Savannah and other Southern ports trading with us.
iu little more than a year hence, wc have the promise that our connection by
railroad with the Ohio River will be completed. There is much cause for con
gratulation that an event, long looked forward to with so much hope and solici
tude by the people of Baltimore, is so near at hand. Upon the Baltimore and
Ohio Railroad are founded our chief anticipations as to the future of our city—
fat success, now so well established in the belief of every one acquainted with
railroad enterprises in the United States, will secure the perfection of our West
ern trade, and the advancement of Baltimore to greater wealth and influence
than she has hitherto ever enjoyed.
With the completion of our Western railroad, the necessity of direct commu
nication with Europe by steam will become more than ever apparent. A bill for
a line of steamers from Baltimore to Liverpool is again before Congress, and we
sincerely trust that our representatives may succeed finally in securing the pat
ronage of Government in our efforts to supply a want long felt in our trade with
Europe. Whilst other cities are having steamers running to every port with
which their intercourse is in any way important, it seems strange that Baltimore,
enjoying such a large trade with the Old World, should be so deficient in this re
spect.
We are happy to announce that arrangements are now being made between
the Dauphin &. Susquehanna Coal Company and R. M. Magraw, Esq., President
of the Baltimore and Susquehanna Railroad Company, for the introduction of a
large proportion of the products of the mines of that Company into our market.
The quality of the different kinds of the article obtained at these mines is rep
resented as very superior ; and there is every prospect of a large demand. We
understand that an experimental trip will shortly be made, with a view to ascer
tain the capacity, cost, &c, of this article over the toad, delivered in our city.
The extension of the Baltimore &. Susquehanna Railroad from Harrisburg to
Sunbury, nnder the provisions of the charter obtained at the last session of the
Pennsylvania Legislature, is looked forward to with lively interest by the mer
cantile community. Independent of the great object of its construction, viz., a
direct communication with the Lakes, its line will open up to us a region of
country teeming with the mineral productions of that wealthy State ; and it em
braces even now on its proposed route no less than four lateral railroads, lead
ing directly to a like number of coal mines, of which that of the Dauphin & Sus
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quehanna Coal Company is one. We hope tliat our citizens generally will give
their support to the efforts now being made by the enterprising gentlemen hav
ing charge of this matter of the extension of the Baltimore and Susquehanna
Railroad. It is a subject of vast importance to our city—indeed, second to
none that now engages their attention.
American Cotton and Woolen Goods. The year just passed has been a
very disastrous one for the American manufacturer of cotton fabrics. Various
causes have contributed to produce this result, the most serious one of which
was the over-production of cotton goods in the years 1849 and 1850, added to
the unusually high price of the raw material. During the fall of 1850, dealers
and speculators, anticipating from the high and still advancing prices ofcotton, a
material rise in the manufactured article, bought largely with a view of realizing
an advanced price upon the opening of the trade of the coming season. The
market being temporarily relieved by these large purchases of the heavy stock
previously bearing it down, manufacturers were induced to advance prices upon
the opening of the market this year some 10 per cent over the ruling rates the
previous season; the buyers generally being supplied, very few goods were
wanted, and stocks of goods on the hands of the manufacturers or their agents
accumulated to a considerable extent. About the first of March, parties whp
held large stocks bought on speculation, became anxious to realize, and by for
cing their goods on the market, depressed prices much below what they other
wise would have been. During this state of things (reaching to the months of
May and June) cotton commenced to decline, which fact, added to an unusually
stringent money market, gave a still farther downward tendency to prices of
manufactured goods throughout the summer and fall, until they reached within
a shade of the lowest prices of 1842, and manufacturers saw clearly that they
were losing money rapidly, and that some means must be devised to correct the
evil.
Many of the mills stopped altogether, others run on " short time," thereby
materially reducing the production; which with the material increase in consump
tion of goods, will in our opinion enable the manufacturers to calculate with
some degree of certainty on a moderate living profit during the year of 1852.
In woolen goods, manufacturers have done much better; although wool
opened high early in the year, the price has been gradually declining, and manu
facturers generally have been doing a good business.
Stocks of both cotton and woolen goods now on hand are much lighter than
at the same period last year, and with the decrease in the production of nearly
all styles, and the early and active demand reasonably to be anticipated, we feel
satisfied that with prudence and caution manufacturers will be able to realize bet
ter profits than they have for some years.
Coal. The increase of the coal trade at the port of Baltimore has been marked
and healthy. In addition to the quantity brought to Baltimore from Cumberland,
as given below, between 80,000 and 90,000 tons have been carried to Alexandria
by the canal, in the past year. The export demand has been fair during the year,
but in consequence of the scarcity of vessels and the high ratesof freight, ship
ments towards the close of the yoar have been light. Since the reduction made
by the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Company in their rates of transportation, the
cargo prices have been as follows : for Cumberland fine, $3 35 ; run of mine,
$3 60, and lump $4 10 per ton, cosh, delivered on board.
TOTAL RECEIPTS OF CUMBERLAND AND ANTHRACITE COAL AT BALTIMORE, FOR USE AND
SHIPMENT, FROM 1845 TO 1851, INCLUSIVE.
Cumberland. Anthracite.
Cumberland. Anthracite.
1845
tons
16,000
90,000 1849
tons
71,699
140,000
1846
18,893
100,000 1860
146,645
160,000
1847
50,269
110,000 1861
168,855
200,000
1848
66,289
126,000
Coffee. This article, already one of the principal items in the trade of Bal
timore, is yearly attaining greater importance. Below will be found the imports
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for the last two years ; those of 1851 it will be seen exhibit a very large increase,
amounting to fully one third of all the crop of Rio imported into the United
States. On the 1st January, 1851, the stock in first and second hands amounted
to 26,000 bags—the total imports for the year amount to 305,193 bogs, of which
266,240 were from Rio, leaving stock on hand 1st inst. of 28,000 Dags. The
fluctuations in the price of the article we note as follows, viz :
Rio Coffee.—In the beginning of January last we find a brisk business doing,
at prices ranging from 10i a 104 cents, the market having for the two or three
preceding weeks ruled steady at from 101 all cents; on the 10th of January
an advance of J a j was established, which was well maintained until near the
middle of February, when the market becoming dull, the demand having slack
ened, holders submitted to a slight decline, the range of prices being from 10J a
llf. On the 1st of March there was a further decline, and large sales were ef
fected at 10i all cents, which prices were barely maintained throughout the
month. In April the market opened dull, with sales of several cargoes at 10
cents, closing out all that was in first hands ; subsequently prices improved a
fraction, with small sales, but declined again before the close of the month, in
anticipation of large imports, to 9+ a 10 cents ; these prices.continued until toward
the middle of the month of May, when the imports grew very heavy, amounting
in the two weeks ending on the 17th to 55,712 bags, when a further decline of
tcent took place ; subsequently prices gradually declined, until the latter part c-f
July, when the sales were at 8 a 8j- cents ; the month of August opened with a
belter feeling and an improvement in prices, which ranged from 8j a 9 cents.
Throughout September and till near the close of October the market continued
steady, the sales being fair at from 8 a 8} cents, but in consequence of the in
creased cost of importation prices advanced from i to jj of a cent, and have con
tinued to rule at a range of from 8i a 9i, according to quality.
IMPORTS OF COFFES AT THI8 POUT FOE 1850 AND 1851.
1851.
1850.
From Rio de Janeiro
266,240
150,194
^toud^ii;:::::::::::::::::::::[
21-081
»•<»<>
Marneaibo
West Indies.
Coastwise

6,878
8,114
8,886

2,764
6,532
3,934

Total
806,193
187,454
8howing an increase of 117,689, and over 1849 of 85,740 bogs.
Cotto.v. The entire receipts of cotton at the port of Baltimore the past year
amount to about 30,000 bales ; our table of imports, as published weekly, shows
only that portion that entered at the Custom-IIouse ; all reaching our market
from Virginia and by railway and canals is lost sight of. The sales as reported
from week to week in this paper, amount to nearly 20,000 bales, and it is sup
posed that the quantity ordered direct by the manufacturers and agents will
make up the residue. The demand during the year has been confined almost
exclusively to the limited wants of manufacturers, there having been at no pe
riod any disposition manifested to speculate in the article, and but little was ta
ken for exportation.
The increase in the production of 1851, upon that of last year, caused prices
to fall very rapidly. We note the decline in the market as follows: in January
last, when prices ruled at the highest mark, fair New Orleans was quoted at 15
» 154; cents, and Upland aU14± a 14}, but before the close of the month, prices
began to fall and continued steadily to decline, until the opening of the month
of March—up to which time the market had fallen from 3 to 3i cents per lb. ; from
March to the beginning of May, prices were very well maintained, the fluctua
tions being but few and slight. About the middle of May a further decline took
place, and good to fair Florida and New Orleans sold at 11 a 12 cents, and ordi
nary to good middling New Orleans, at 7i a 9i cents : in July, middling Upland
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sold at 9 a 10 cents, and middling fair Mobile, 1 01 ; in August, middling to fair
Upland and New Orleans, at 8 a 10 cents, improving at close of the month 1 to
I of a cent. At this period the old stock was entirely exhausted, and before
the receipts of new began to come in, the market continued quite bare for sev
eral weeks, and prices were firmly maintained.
In October, the receipts of new crop were heavy, and the market fell back a
little, but the demand being good, prices were comparatively steady, with sales
in November of middling to middling fair Upland, at 8} a 9f, and since then
there has been no change. The decline from the highest to the lowest point in
prices during the year, was 4} to 5 cents per lb. Stock on January 1st, 1852,
800 bales.
HECEIPT6 OF COTTON, 1851, AT THE POUT OF BALTIMORE, AS NEAR AS CAN BE ASCERTAINED.
1850.
1831.
From New Orleans
4,015
8,010
Mobile
1,871
2,787
Apalachicola
1,883
677
Savannah
2,600
2,950
10,000
Charleston
12,500
North Carolina
1,600
2,000
4,600
Virginia and other places
6,600
Total
25,769
29,434
Fish. Mackerel have been in fair supply during the year past, the inspectors'
returns showing an increase over 1850, amounting to 6,665 barrels. The stock
on hand at the close of 1850 was also quite large, amounting to over 6,000 barrels,
as near as could be ascertained, and notwithstanding the large increase in the
receipts, the stock on the 1st instant did not exceed 6,000 barrels. The fluctua
tions of the market will be seen by the table of prices given below, compiled
from actual sales as published in this paper at the respective dates mentioned ;
from which it appears that during the first five montht there was little or no
change in prices—but in June, the season's catch having proved to be quite
abundant, prices declined, and continued low, in consequence of the supply be
ing more than equal to the demand, until the opening of the fall trade; through
out which, the receipts being small, prices wero well maintained. Shad.—The
supply the past year fell short of that of 1850 by upwards of 4,000 barrels ; the
first receipts from the North Carolina fisheries were near the close of March, and
sold for $10 per barrel, and as they arrived more freely, prices fell to $91 a 91—
as quoted on the 19th of April; subsequently, the advices from the Potomac
and N. C. fisheries proving very discouraging, prices advanced to $11 a 111, and
were maintained until close of season. Herrings.—The quantity packed the
past year was about 6,500 barrels less than in 1850. The opening price in March
was $51 a 6 per barrel, and throughout the rest of the year ruled from $4 J to
51 per barrel—the market for some time being entirely bare. Eastern herrings
are now firm at $4.
PRICES OP MACKEREL FOR 1861
No. 1.
No. 2.
No. 3.
January 18 .
$10 75
$9 75
65 a6|
February 15.
10 76
9 75
61 a H
March 15....
10 60
9 76
61 a 6T
April 11
10 60
9 75
61 a 61
10 76
May 17.
9 76
6| a 6f
10 25
9 25
June 14
51a6f
9 50
8 60
July 19
6 a 61
9 00
August 16
8 00
41 a 6*
September 18.
4} a 6*
October 18....
10 00
8 00
4| a fif
November 16.
9 60
8 00
41 a H
Di-'ccmbcr 18 .
9 00
7 60
41 a 5}
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Flour. Review of the Market for Howardst. for the year 1851.—January
opened with some sales at $4 661, but prices Boon declined to $4 60, until the
7th, when $4 561 was obtained, and Hales were made at that rate until near the
close, when prices again declined to $4 50. February—Sales $4 60 until the
14th, when 84 434} was submitted to, which continued to be the price until the
25th, when sales were made at 84 371, closing steady at that rate. March—
Sales generally made at $4 371 ; occasionally S4 3 1 i was taken. At the close
there was more activity, with a good demand at $4 371. April—On the 8th
$4 50 was obtained, on the 17th §4 561, and on the 18th $4 621. Declined to
$4 561 on the 25th. to $4 50 on the 26th, and closed, not very firm, at $4 3*71.
May—Moderate sales at $4 371 until the 10th, when 84 311 was taken. On the
15th and 16th some sales were made at 84 25. From the 17th to 26th $4 311
wag obtained for small lots, and then $4 25 was again submitted to. On the
29th and 30th sales at $4 121, closing firm with no seller* at that rate. JuneSales at 84 25 until the 9th, when prices declined to 84 121, with sales at that
until the 21st, when 84 061 was taken. At the close 84 121 was obtained, with
a fair demand. July—On the 6th $4 25 was obtained, but declined again on the
9th to $4 121, which continued to be the rate for fresh ground old, with sales of
small lots of new at $4 25. August—On the 4th prices declined to t4. On the
19th $3 871 was taken, with sales at that price for cash, and 14 on time, until
the close. September—Sales at (3 871 and 84, cash and lime, until the 6tb,
from which date the market continued very dull and inactive, with small sales at
(3 97 j, until the 25th, when a better feeling prevailed, and 83 93} was obtained,
closing steady at that price. October—Sales at 83 93J and 83 871 un<il <be
23d, when 83 811 w:ls taken, closing at that rate with a moderate demand. No
vember—Moderate sales at 83 811 until the 20th, when 83 75 was submitted to.
On the 24th sales were again made at 83 811, and at the close 83 871 was ob>tained. December—Sales at $3 871 until the 6th, when 85 was reached, which
baa continued to be the ruling price, with an occasional sale at 83 93}; market
closing firm at S4, with sales of 2,500 barrels.
Grab. As stated in our general remarks on this subject last year, we find it
impossible to give the actual figures showing the extent of the Grain trade,
owing to the inability or unwillingness of some of the dealers to enlighten ua.
We however endeavor, with the assistance of some of the largest operators, to
give a correct estimated amount of the business of the year, and trust tbat here
after we may be enabled to give a more statistical account, which the impor
tance of the trade fully justifies.
Wheat. The crop this year has come in of superior qualify and good condi
tion, and is undoubtedly the largest ever made in this section, owing to a very
favorable season and the free use of guano and other stimulants to the soil, ana
prices have been correspondingly low. The receipts nro estimated to have been
2,600,000 bus., being an increase of 300,000 bus. over those of last year, of
which millers hare taken about 1,750,000 bus., and shippers 850,000 bus., the
larger portion of which has gone to neighboring markets, though tho shipments
to Europe have been considerably more than those of the previous year. In the
early- part of the year the prices of the old crop, which was mostly of inferior
quality, varied from 85 to 106 cts. In July the new crop made its appearance,
and opened at 87 a 90 cts. for red, and 90 a 95 cts. for white ; increased receipts
depressed prices, and there was almost a continual decline until October, when
itreaehed the lowest point, say 68 a 73 cts. for good to prime red, and 75 a 82
eta. for good to prime white. In November prices again rallied, and there has
been a steady advance since, up to the closing of navigation. We would here
remark that the proportion of white wheat has increased on that of former years,
and the quantity it is believed now exceeds largely that of red.
Com. The receipts of this article in 1851 are estimated to have been about
2,650,000 bus., which exhibits a falling off from the previous year of about
600,000 bus. This deficiency U not attributed to any change of the trade to
other markets, but to the very short crop of I860, and thu early closing of the
navigation by ice this winter. Tho shipments early in tho year and in the
VOL. XXVI.—NO. IL,
12
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summer were very large to the South, and prices were well sustained in com
parison with the Northern markets, which caused a large falling off in the ship
ments Eastward, their supplies being drawn mostly from New York, from
whence several cargoes of common corn were brought here by distillers and
others. The price in January started at 58 a 62 cts., but the large Southern
orders in February and March put them up to 65 a 68 cts.; in April prices de
clined, and since have ruled at from 56 a 63 cts. ; the new crop has sold at
50 a 56 cts.
Oats. The crop of oats has proved a short one, and receipts are generally
estimated below those of last year, certainly to the extent of 150,000 bu>hels ;
we put the receipts down at 450,000 bushels, nearly all of which has gone into
domestic consumption. The market opened in January at 43 a 50 cts., but later
in the season declined to 36 a 40 cts. New oats appeared on the 24th of Au
gust, and sold at 28 a 33 cts. Since then there has been a gradual advance, and
firm market ; sales in December at 34 a 37 cts.
Rye. The receipts have been equal to the demand, nearly all of which has
been supplied from our own immediate resources, distillers not being compelled
as formerly to draw their supplies from New York. Prices in the first half of
the year were 66 a 72 cts. On the coming in of the new crop they declined to
62 a 66 cts., but have since improved, and been very steady for some time at
70 a 72 cts. We must here say that the very low price of wheat in October
caused a substitution by distillers of this article to some extent in the place of
rye.
TABLE OF INSPECTIONS OF WHEAT AND EYE FLOCB, AND CORN ME.IL, FOE THE LAST
ELE^'EN YEARS.
Flour.
Corn Meal.
Rye Flonr.
Bbla. lir. bbla.
Bblu.
Hhds.
Bbls.
Hf. bbls.
Year.
459
10,736
8,831
22
1841..
84
716
7,772
6,436
31
487
660,481
535
18,359
45
821
8.401
499,601
246
25,054
1,525
9,904
676,745
631
6,518
23,949
1,450
24
850,116
1,076
40.942
5,402
1,744
1846.
„,
934
105,842
1,298
6,666
49
1847..
786,441
333
1.822
7,520
60,225
105
1848...
8,007
51,772
2.051
9
448
1849..
5,419
42,403
3,369
22
272
912,498
7,654
820
28,917
2,256
1851..
5:j
Barley. The receipts of this article of grain are a mere nothing, except what
is purchased in New York by our brewers, which amounts to many thousand
bushels. There are many localities in the Chesapeake Bay well adapted to its
growth, and the prices would fully justify some of our enterprising farmers
turning their attention to it, and endeavoring to supply at least the domestic
market. They would find a ready sale for it.
B. E. Peas and White Beans. Fn these articles we have to note a falling ofT
of nearly one-half on the receipts compared with last year ; the prices have been
remunerative, and the market steady at 70 a 75 cts. for peas, and 150 a 160 eta.
for beans. The crop has proved a short one.
Guano. Peruvian. Within the last three or four years the use of this article
has increased to a very remarkable extent in the States of Maryland, Virginia,
and Pennsylvania, and also in the adjoining States, as the annual increase in the
quantity imported at the port of Baltimore would seem to indicate. The cargo
price has ruled steady daring the past year, at $47 20 per ton in the spring, and
and $48 20 in the fall.
There have been several cargoes of Putagonian imported the last year, but
the article is not much sought after.
IMPOSTS OF PERUVIAN GUANO AT BALTIMORE, FROM JANUARY 1, TO DECEMBER 31, FOR.
THE PAST THREE YEARS.
1849
tons
2,700
1850
6,800
1851
25,000
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Hides. The foreign importations at the port of Baltimore the paBt year are
not so large as the preceding. The stock in hand on the 1st of January last,
was 20,000. Rio Grande were then held at 14 cts., and Laguayra and Porto
Cabello at 11 a 121 cts.; these prices were maintained throughout the spring
and summer months on account of the light importations, but the approach of
fall brought an increase of imports both nere and at the Eastward, and prices
fell; since then the market has remained dull and inactive. Rio Grande and
River Plate, 20 a 23 lb., quoted nominally at 11T a 13 cts.; green salted, at
5fa6cts. Stock on hand 1st instant: River Plate 25,300 ; Rio Grande, 18,000 ;
Spanish Main, Porto Cabello, and Laguayra, 4,000 ; West Indies, 1,500, and
California green and dry, 3,000, in all 51,800.
IMPORTS FOB THE TEAK 1851.
From River Plate
80,448 From California
16,478
Rio Grande.
54,693
Coastwise ports
72,026
Port Cabello.
16,888
W. In. <t other for. ports.
13,268
Total, 1861
253,794
Total 1880
263,096
Total 1849
235,742
Leather. The market at present is very inactive, our tanners having on
hand large stock and very little demand. This state of things has continued
for the last four months, during which prices have declined, the quotations at
present being, for rough skirting, 18 a 20i cts.; slaughter sole 184; a 21 cts.,
and Spanish sole, 16 a 19 cts. per lb. The following are the inspections since
1837, embracing a period of nine years, and showing a steady increase in the
trade of this article :
LEATHER INSPECTIONS.
18S7
sides
85,430 I 1846
sides 807,711 1849
sides 862,626
1844
287,680 1847
814,825 1850
413,974
1846
802,716 | 1848
829,487 1861
461,422
[In each of the above years are included the inspections in Fredericktown, averag
ing from 8,000 to 12,000 sides]
Lumber. This branch of the trade of Baltimore now occupies a place in the
front rank in extent and importance. The general features of the experience of
the past year do not materially differ from those of 1850, although the mild
winter of 1850-51, leaving no ice for freshets, and the long continued drouth
which prevailed in the spring and part of the summer months, were the causes
of much irregularity in the receipts and consequent fluctuation in prices ; not
withstanding, the supply on the whole has been fully equal to that of former
seasons, whilst it is believed by some to have been rather less than last year's.
Prices have been well sustained, and the business of the year has resulted prosperously—the downward tendency manifested towards the close of the season
being more owing to the stringency of the money market than to any other
cause, although it may be remarked that some few cargoes were sold to the
manufacturers at ruinous prices, from other reasons we are told than an over
stock or the scarcity of money. The stocks, both in first hands and in the yards,
are considered quite light, and the supply about the same as usual at this period.
We referred in our last Annual Statement to the opening of a trade with Cana
da; the quantity of lumber received from that region in 1851 has more than
doubled, which is owing to two causes—the first of which does not often
happen : we refer to the great scarcity of water in the Susquehanna and its
branches, there not only being an insufficiency to run the article to market, but also
to enable manufacturers to continue operations ; the second is the superiority
of Canada lumber over any other now used, yet we are informed that the west
branch of the Susquehanna will furnish an article equal if not superior to that
from Canada, and that in all probability during the current year there will be
brought to this city considerable quantities from regions which have lately been
opened on the above branch. We also note a greatly increased trade, of
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late, with Bangor and other ports of Maine, for the heavier articles of building
lumber. .
INSPECTIONS OF LUMBER AT BALTIMORE FOR THE LAST FOUR TEARS.
Inspections in 1848. . . feet
38,132,688 I Inspections in 1850. . .feet
68,000,000
" 1849
69,678,039 I
"
" 1861
60,000,000
In addition to the above, the Baltimore and Susquehanna Railroad brought to
the city of Baltimore during the year 1851 about 9,000.000 feet—making the
total receipts in 1851, inspected and uninspected, 69,018,61 1 feet, which, as
compared with those of 1850, show a falling off of about 6,000,000 feet. This
is owing to causes above etated.
Provisions. We are unable to lay before our readers at this time the re
ceipts of this large and important branch of trade—those by the way of New
Orleans in 1851, show a falling off of more than one-half as compared with the
previous year—but the receipts of bulk meat and bacon per railroads and
canals, were quite large. In consequence of the prevailing high prices last year,
resulting from the short crop of hogs, the number taken by salters was small.
The season proved profitable to dealers generally, on account of the continually
advancing market, which was produced, not by any speculative disposition, but
by the steady consumptive demand from the South. On the 1st of January,
1851, the stock of barreled pork on hand in all of the Northern cities of the
Atlantic, was estimated, (in round numbers,) at 10,000 barrels, and on the 1st
of the present month not over 15,000 barrels, showing a deficiency of 85,000
barrels. The stock now in this market does not exceed 800 barrels. By the
official returns of cattle in Ohio, as made up by the county assessors, we find a
deficiency this year from 1850, of 206,824 head of hogs, and from that of 1849
of 51 1,029—from these figures, which constitute the most reliable data upon
which an opinion can be based at this stage of the season, we are led to believe
that the number of hogs slaughtered this season will fall considerably short of
last year. We publish below a tabular statement of the range of prices in this
market for 1851.
PRICKS OF PORK AND BACON.
Mess.
Prime.
Sides. Shoulders.
Per bbl.
Per bbl.
Per lb.
Per lb.
1851.
Cm(*.
Cm!*.
$12 60 a ..
(9 00 a . . . a
8 a 8+
January 11
1 i7i
12 60 a 13 00
9 25 a . . , a
8ia8J
February 8
1 a 7$
13 00 a ..
10 00 a 11 25
8ia8f
March 16
7 a..
16 00 a . . a ,
11 00a .. a a
Si a Si
April 12
7 a 7*
16 00 a ..
18 60 a 14 00
8f a 9
May 10
7ia7i
16 00 a .. . .
14 00 a .. , a
9*a9f
June 14
7* a 7*
16
60
a
..
14 00 a . .
9 iH
July 12.
7 a7i
15
25
a
15
50
9| a 9i
August 16
13 60 a 14 00
7fa8i
14
00
a
.
.
lOiall
16 26 a 16 76
September 13
8, a 9
16
75
a
17
00
14
00
a
14
25
lOJall
October 11
9 a 94
16
00
a
16
00
60
18
76
a
14
9{al0}
November 16
9 a 9i
16
60
a
..
25
14
00
a
14
9
a
9)
December 18
..
9 a..
Salt. The importations of this article during the latter part of the year have
been light, sales from vessel being made at $1 10 per sack for ground alum,
and for a short period, on account of its scarcity, at $1 20; but subsequently
prices declined. The season is now pretty well over. The last cargo of direct
importation sold for $1 06 per sack for ground alum, and $1 30 lor common
brands of fine.
RECEIPTS OF SALT AT BALTIMORE FOR Till YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 81.
1851.
I8S0.
From Liverpool
sacks
67,228
67,677
Coastwise.
66,888
28,720
From West Indies
bushels
97,626
83,696
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Spirits. There has been a great falling off in the amount of galea of wines
and spirituous liquors during the past year, and prices have been very low, af
fording poor profits to importers.
Tobacco. On the 1st of January, 1851, the stock in our public and private
warehouses was 11,529 hhds. The total inspections during the year amounted
to 42,742 hhds., which, added to the stock on hand in January, made an aggrogate of 54,271 hhds. Of this amount there have been shipped, as is seen by the
statement annexed, 36,572 hhds., leaving the Btock on hand on 1st inst., 17,699
hhds. showing an increase of 6,170 hhds. upon that of last year.
The foreign exports the past year show a decrease from 1850 of 10,334 hhds.,
and those coastwise, of 5,860, making a total decrease in foreign and coastwise,
of 16,294 hhds. The purchases of yellow and spangled Ohio for, Austria and
Russia, sum up about 3,500 hhds., a larger quantity than usual ; and the supe
rior selections and moderate prices of red descriptions, France not being a com
petitor, induced larger purchases for the Rhine. We review the course of the
market as follows: The quotations in January were, for Marylnnd good ordinary
$5 50 a $6 75; middling §7 to $8, and good to fine, from $8 50 to 810; for
Ohio inferior to good common, $5 25 a 85 75 ; good red and spangled, $6 a
$7 50 ; good and fine red and spangled, 88 a 811- The very reduced stock on
hand at this time occasioned much firmness on the part of holders, and the in
spections continuing light, prices were well maintained, with sales of upwards
of 2,000 hhds. Maryland during the month, consisting principally of middling to
fine leafy, at 86 to 88. Towards the close of March the receipts began to grow
heavier, though amounting at the end of the first three months, to but 2,123
hhds., whilst the exports in the same period reached 2,734 hhds., leaving a stock
on hand of only 10,066 hhds., the smallest quantity in our warehouses nt any
one time for a number of years. In April the market began to decline, and
prices continued depressed until the quotations were, in June, for Maryland
common to good ordinary, 84 50 a 86 ; middling, 86 a $6 50 ; good to fine
brown, 87 50 a 88, and for Ohio reds, $5 a 87 50, and spangled and yellow
S6 50 a 813. Near the close of June very unfavorable accounts were received
from Planters in Maryland, to the effect that the crop was suffering from the
drouth; and this intelligence continuing for several weeks, served to impart
more firmness to factors, and a large portion of the stock was temporarily with
drawn from the market Owing to this, sales of Maryland were made in July at
an advance of 25 cts. per 100 lbs., upon prices p;iid three months previously.
The market remained with this feeling until early in August, whilst for Ohio
descriptions, in consequence of the limited demand, it was difficult to obtain
former prices, particularly for reds; since then tho tendency for both Maryland
turned out to be
inferior to that of other years, and all the grades of this growth, from common
to fine qualities, are now selling at an average of 81 50 to 82 per 100 lbs. less
thin at th« commencement of the season. The crop of Ohio was likewise very
inferior; all the descriptions, however, of yellow and spangled brought fair
prices until near the middle of October, since when they have been neglected.
In the absence of the usual demand for France this year, the descriptions of red
Ohio tobacco suitable for that government have continued to decline from the
opening of the business, and the quotations are now much lower, with a sloek
left over of about 6,000 hhds. We quote present prices, viz. ; for M.-ryland
frosted, 83 a 3 50; common to good ordinary, 83 50 a 4 50; middling, $5 a 6,
and good to fioe brown, 87 to 8 a 89- Ohio, for inferior to good common, $4 a 5;
good red and spangled, 85 50 a 6 50 ; good and fine red and spangled, 87 to $ 1 0 ;
good and fine yellow, $11 to 813. Prices of Ohio as quoted only nominal.
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TOBACCO STATEMENT. SHOWING THE QUANTITY IN THE SEVERAL WAREHOUSES ON THE 1ST
OF JANUARY, 1861, THE INSPECTIONS BY EACH HOUSE FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEM
BER 31, DELIVERIES FOR THE SAME FERIOD, AND STOCK ON HAND JANUARY 1, 1852"
Tobacco, State warehouse?.
No. 1.
No. 2.
No. 3.
No. 4.
No. S.
Total.
Stock, January 1, 1851..
3,298
1,697
1,974
1,673
1,980
10,617
Inspections of 1861
10,044
7,922
7,151
8,860
8,765
42,742
Total
Deliveries, 1850

13,337
9,841

9,619
6,360

9,125
6,417

10,533
6,451

10,745
7,091

53,359
35,660

Stock, Jan. 1, 1852.
3,996
3,259
2,708
4,082
8,654
17,699
THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT SHOWSTTHE STOCK IN WAREHOUSES ON THE 1ST OF JANUARY.
1851, AND T£E QUANTITY OF EACH KIND INSPECTED FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31.
Stock in warehouses, January 1, 1851
bhds.
10,617
Stored in private warehouses.
912
Total
11,528
Inspections from January 1 to December 31, 1851, viz:—
Maryland
hhds.
25,013
Ohio.
16,798
Kentucky
878
Pennsylvania)
gg
Virginia
j
Total.
42,742
54,271
Exported from January 1, 1850, to 1861 :—
To Bremen
Rotterdam*
Amsterdam
Havref
Austria
England
Spain
Russia
Hamburg
West Indies.
Africa.
Coastwise

hhds.

12,654
9,694
4,154
2,327
1,860
1,820
1,158
602
175
166
2*
2,648
36,67

Stock, January 1, 1852
17,699
Manufactured Tobacco. The stock of manufactured tobacco now in agents*
hands is light for the season, and made up chiefly of medium and good kinds.
Fine tobacco is scarce, and will maintain high prices during the spring and sum
mer, nnd of common grades the market is poorly supplied, when we consider
that this is the season for their manufacture. Prices show a decided improve
ment over the unsteady rates of last summer, when the stock was much larger ;
sales were depressed, and the prospect of a heavy crop gave cause for alarm.
The markets of Virginia are becoming very bare of the raw material, and prices
have advanced to a position which, with the large orders (including the French
contract) soon to come into market, willnt least be maintained, if a further ad
vance does not occur. The prospects of a good and early spring business in this
article are favorable. We quote :
Cents.
Cents.
Fine pound lumps, from. .
35 to 40 No 1, 5's a 8's
18 to ?0
Qood "
"
" ..
26 to 80 Medium"
14 to 16
Medium"
"
" .. 18 to 20 a 22 Common kinds, from
10 to 12
First brands of 5's a 8's.. .
26
* Including G37 hhds. on board ship Alabama, not cleared,
t Including 350 bhris. ahipped via New York.
A'utf. The quantity exported coastwise, as reported shove, is exclusive of that received from the
District of Columbia, amounting to 600 or 700 bhds., which is not required to be inspected at BaiU-
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Whisky. There are three distilleries in Baltimore kept in active operation
the year round, capable of manufacturing at least 200 barrels a day ; and another
establishment upon a large scale is about to commence business. The whole
amount manufactured here during the past year must have reached, at the
lowest calculation, 40,000 barrels ; and the quantity received from the country
is estimated at 60,000 barrels ; making a total, in round numbers, of 100,000
barrels.
TOBACCO INSPECTIONS AT BALTIMORE FOB THE LAST TEX YEARS.
ran.
Ohio. Virginia and other aindi. Total'
Maryland.
16,798
931
42,742
1850
13,965
783
41,838
1849
13,664
45,601
1,248
1848
9,702
703
83,906
60,671
16.219
772
1846
29,626
754
71,896
1845
26,696
1,765
67,989
1844
16,464
1,244
48,957
1843
4,877
13,465
47,696
1,489
46,476
11,278
1841
1,479
89,151
7,692
EXTORTS OF TOBACCO FROM THE PORT OF BA.LTIKOBE, FOR THE LAST TKN YEARS.
Yean.
Bremen. Rotterdam. Amsterdam. France.. AU other pla't. Total.
12,654
9,694
4,154
2.327
6,292
84,124
6.S40
15,864
7,814
6,978
8,177
44,368
18,821
13,788
8,725
9,562
1,088
51,924
3,103
12,787
7.910
4,969
181
38,890
1847
11,388
1,895
22,967
7,819
9,413
63,482
184li
6.181
6,371
3,037
24,404
9.498
49,491
1845
10,944
7,183
2,880
66,010
26,832
18,171
1844
17.139
11,864
7,095
7,212
1,694
44,904
184S
16,990
7,326
7,932
3,822
42,694
6,525
1842
4,682
2,379
43,768
17.719
18,874
8,109
1841
6,022
2,519
38,001
16,373
7,918
5,169
Wool. As near as can be estimated, there have been about 500,000 lbs. of
domestic wool of all descriptions sold in this market during the past year.
About the first of June prices ru ed high, averaging for washed 37 cents, and for
unwashed one-third less; after that time the market fell down to 30 cents, since
when, however, it has been steadily improving. We understand that the high
prices which wool brought last year induced many farmers to turn their atten
tion more particularly to sheep, so that in all probability there will be an in
creased produciion of wool in 1852 upon that of last year. There were but
two cargoes of foreign wool imported here during the year, amounting to about
200,000 lbs., all Peruvian, a part of which has, we understand, been sent to
England, and the remainder is still in the market.
EXPORTS OF BALTIMORE IN 1851.
Domestic produce in American vessels
$4,460,620
Domestic produce in foreign vessels
1,775,041
Total domestic produce exported
Foreign merchandise in American vessels
Foreign merchandise in foreign vessels
Total exports of foreign merchandise
Value of domestic produce exported, as given above.
Total exports for 1851
Total exports for 1860

$6,235,661
$224,579
5,925
$230,504
6,286,661
$6,466,165
$8,626,467
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Opdyke's Political Economy.
Art. T.—OPDTKE'S POLITICAL ECONOMY *

A chanok in the civil affairs of mankind so wide and so vast as that
which consists in the substitution of Republican principles for absolutism,
or limited monarch i«-s, must necessarily cause an entire revolution in those
sciences which are founded upon the existence of political institutions. 80
fundamental are the principles of government, and so antagonistic is despot
ism to popular rights, that the establishment of the latter must render false
a large mass of the opinions and doctrines held as sacred within the domain
of arbitrary power.
The influence of Republican principles has, even yet, manifested itself
only in a feeble degree in this country, in consequence of the habit of the
people to look for knowledge, science, and truth, to the stores that have
been accumulated under the dark and frowning shadow of absolutism that
has for centuries brooded over Europe, or under monarchical systems.
Happily a brighter day is at hand. The citizens of this country must
become popularized, not only in their rights, their institutions, but in their
systems of political and social science.
This is a feature that has struck us very favorably in the work on Poli
tical Economy which is now open before u, ; and when we find the author
declaring as he docs in this following extract from his preface, that repub
licans need a system of Political Economy in perfect harmony with the other
portions of their political edifice, he at once awakens in us an interest to
peruse his pages. Speaking of Mill's work on Political Economy, his
words are these :—
" Like roost other scientific works on this subject, it is the production of one
who has been reared and educated under political institutions very different from
ours ; and it is chiefly designed to meet the wants of Brilish readers. For these
reasons we must expect to find it imbued with ideas and opinions in which we
cannot concur, as well as encumbered with discussions of no direct interest to
us. What we republicans need, is a system of Political Economy in perfect
harmony with the other portions of our political edifice. In other words, we
want an honest, straightforward system—a system grounded on the broad prin
ciples of justice and equality, and in all its doctrines and legislative applications
solely designed to illustrate and enforce those principles. We have no right to
look for anything of this kind from quarters in w hich the opposite principles of
government are taught and practiced upon ; but we have a right to expect it
from Americans. Indeed we are already required to devise such a system for
our own guidance : our duty to ourselves and to the form of government we
have adopted, alike demand it. Nor can we much longer neglect this duty
without forfeiting our claims to the title of consistent republicans."
It is from a work of such high aims and character, although the author
seems entirely unconscious of any pretensions of the kind, and speaks of his
volume as, " a rudely drafted model of what such a treatise should be," that
we propose to present a few outlines, by way of inducement to our readers
to seek out this volume, and to contemplate the science of Political Economy
in its republican aspect.
Of course, in an effort of this kind, it is necessary to probe the first
* A Treatise upon Political Economy : By George Opdyko. ISmo. pp. 339. Published for the
proprietor by G. P. Putnam.
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foundations and rudiments of the system, and to trace them from the very
nature of man himself, as it is elevated and ennobled by the development
and recognition of his righto. The right of priwte property, therefore, forms
a subject of discussion in these pages ; and, doubtless, there are many who
regard it as a question of pre-eminent importance, and as resting at the very
root of any system of Political Economy. On this point we find the author
using these words :—
" I hope the general tendency of the views advanced may load to conservatism,
and not to socialism, as regards the institution of property. What society needs
is, not that this institution should be destroyed, but that it should be rendered
more perfect, and established on principles more absolutely just"
The introduction contains a summary view of the entire domain of human
knowledge, in which the science of wealth appears to be a mere point
scarcely large enough to be perceived. Like everything else, however, the
nearer we approach it the broader it becomes, until, upon entering the gate
that opens to its province, and attempting to trace out the consequences of
that law of human nature which begets in mankind the desire of wealth, we
find how vast its branches are. After having pointed out the position and
character of the field of inquiry under consideration, as well as its relations
to other sciences, the author presents us with his definition of Political
Economy, rather as serving to mark the limits within which his investi
gations will be conducted, than as necessary from any defect in other
definitions. He says :—
" Political Economy I regard as the science whose peculiar province it is—
1. To uufold the law or laws of human nature from which the desire of wealth
emanates. 2. To explain the nature and attributes of the resulting phenomena,
wealth—or more properly, value. 3. To point out the prime agents of its
production, together with the manner in which their respective services concur
in the process. 4. To ascertain and describe the social machinery that political
communities have devised and adopted, as general auxiliary agents of produc
tion. And, 5. After ascertaining these fundamental truths, which may be
regarded as the groundwork of science—to trace out the resulting principles, or
natural laws which govern the production, distribution, and consumption of
social wealth. Thus far the province of Political Economy is purely scientific—
it is confined to the investigation of principles, and the nbove definition of it
indicates the limits within which the first division sf this inquiry will be con
fined. But after science has unfolded the laws and principles from which wealth
results, and those to which it gives birth, it is also the province of Political
Economy to point out their proper application by indicating the true economic
polity of governments. The second division of this inquiry will be an attempt
to execute a part of that task."
In a scientific point of view, this introduction is valuable, containing as it
does a classification of knowledge which is both new and original, and which
has been attempted with equal success by only a few others. There are
many passages in it of singular clearness and force, especially the one defi
ning truth ; but as they do not strictly come within our view, we must pass
them over, however strong the temptation to insert them.
A strictly scientific discussion of the subject is now entered upon ; and here
we frankly confess that we must give up all hope of doing ju.-tice to this
part of the work, owing to the limits within which we are confined, and the
extreme difficulty of presenting within a small compass, what, even when
rigidly and severely condensed, occupies many pages of the volume. We
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can only touch upon a few points, and indicate some views, hoping that will
be sufficient to stimulate the reader to examine this able and interesting dis
cission for himself.
In considering the science of wealth, the first inquiry naturally relates to
its origin ; and this also involves in itself a definition of that wherein wealth
consists. The term is thus explained in these pages :—
" The term wealth, or social wealth, I regard as the general name of that class
of things which possess the attribute, value ; and value I conceive to be that
property of things, which prevents their obtainment unless other things possess
ing the same property be given in exchange for them. This attribute is some
times called exchangeable value, but I hold the adjective to be unnecessary.
Value, then, in the sense in which the term is used in this treatise, may be
regarded as the vital principle or essential portion of social wealth, a more ex
pressive name for which would be artificial utility ; because that property of
things which we term value is, in fact, neither more nor less than the utility
wherewith they have been invested by artificial means."
In treating of the nature of wealth, the same definition i9 thus stilted :—
" Value is that portion of utility which has been created by artificial means."
In other words, as we understand it—it is artificial utility as contradistin
guished from natural utility—that is, it is the service which has been trans
ferred from productive agents to the matter upon which their powers have
been exerted. The manner in which this is developed is thus described :—
" Let us now take this undeveloped germ of wealth, as we find it existing in
the hands of uncivilized men, aud trace its progress when under the control of
those more gifted. We shall thus learn by what methods they have succeeded
in imparting to the dormant germ the active principle of development, and the
increased security from violence, by which it has been expanded into social
wealth. If judged by their effects, these methods must possess an extraordinary
degree of efficacy, for they have already transformed the wilderness into culti
vated fields—dotted the earth with cities, towns, and hamlets—covered the
ocean with Commerce, and elevated man from a state of barbarism to civilization,
besides increasing immensely the population of the world.
" The portion of services contributed by the mind in the production of value,
is called skill ; the portion contributed by the body, labor ; t e joint service of
the two, I shall term industry. The first value produced in the world must have
emanated exclusively from these two sources, because skill and labor could have
had no artificial aids until soch were fashioned by themselves. But the moment
a share of the services of skill and labor was diverted from the immediate to the
intermediate objects of desire, that moment these objects were made to assume
the forms of auxiliary machines, (better known perhaps by the name of produc
tive capital,) so as to aid in the process. By this expedient, the projectors of
wealth made value to concur in the process of creating other value, thus press
ing it into the service of reproducing itself, or rather, of aiding in that process ;
for it is familiar knowledge that the most perfect machinery is unproductive
without the superintendence of skill and labor. For example, the method of
breaking up the soil by means of the horse and plough, or even by the spade, is
a great improvement on the natural plan of using the fingers and toes ; but these
means cannot be employed without human aid and guidance. Therefore, all
three must concur in the process; whence, it is apparent, that the value pro
duced will be the common offspring of this triple parentage. Nor are these all.
Nature in various ways, aids in the process ; and it has been found necessary to
subject to individual appropriation and ownership some of the means she contri
butes. Nature, for example, provides the soil whereon the art of agriculture is
prosecuted, together with the atmosphere, light, heat, and rain, required to devel
op the plants, and perfect the fruits ; and although the soil, like the other con
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tributions of nature just named, is the free gift of God to his creatures, and
hence, would seem to have been designed either for the common use of all, or
for equitable apportionment among all the members of the human family as their
birthright—yet, it has been found that no cultivation can take place unless the
•oil be made subject to individual ownership ; because," &c., &c.
We cannot follow our author further in exposition of his plan of social
wealth, although it embraces many important topics, but must turn to a
still more profound and abstruse department of the general subject—the
natural laws which govern the production, dUtribution, and consumption of
wealth. This is, perhaps, the first attempt that has been made to treat
them as a whole, and thus present them in one harmonious system. These
discussions are so wide, and the principles involved in the subject so nume
rous and abstruse, that we shall not attempt to present them in a clear and
satisfactory manner to our readers, but rather content ourselves with a state
ment of the conclusions at which they arrive. They are as follows :—
1. " That self-interest governs the production and distribution of wealth—the
desire of happiness its consumption : that, considered in the aggregate, the desire
of happiness, under the guidance of the intellect and the various degrees of
restraint imposed by the limitation of means, indicates the character and relative
quantities of the products desired, thus controlling the demand; and that the
self-interest of mankind so directs the employment of the productive forces that
each object of desire is produced in quantities exactly corresponding with this
permitted demand for it, thns controlling the supply.
2. " That the quantity of true value inherent in tiny given product is not only
equal to, but identical with, the quantity of productive service incorporated with
it : that the market value is sometimes greater than the true value, and some
times less, but if measured at their mean the two are equal in quantity ; and
that, although the money value or market price, rarely coincides with either the
true value or the market value; yet when reduced to its average, and thus
measured, the quantity does not vary from that of either. Estimated in the
aggregate, and regarded as units, the true value, the market value, and the
money value of products, or of any given product aro absolute equivalents.
3. "That value is mode up of two well defined but unequal parts—namely,
tost of production and profits.
4. " That the proprietors of the aggregate of skill, of labor, of capital, and of
land, respectively receive one quarter of the gross profits of production, tho
whole being divided into four equal shares; and hence, the greater the aggre
gate quantity of either one of the productive forces, as compared with the other
three, the lower will be the relative profits of its individual proprietors, and vice
tersa.
7. " That land, aside from its meliorations, does not possess real value—its
market value and money value being merely the legalized reflection of tho
capital placed upon it, and therefore that the market value of the aggregate of
land, (independent of meliorations,) is precisely equal to that of the aggregate
of productive capital.
6. " That the profits of production vary inversely with the market value of
land; when the one is high the other will be correspondingly low.
7. "That the profits of production, whether considered in detail or unity,
ribrate about a common standard, and that this standard itself oscillates about
a fixed center, which is believed to be about five per cent per annum on the
value of the productive forces employed.
8. " That the portion of value constituting the cost of production returns to
the sources whence it emanates, and is there consumed in the preservation and
reproduction of skill, labor, capital, government, and money ; that the portion
constituting the profits, is applied, in pa-t, to the augmentation of skill, labor,
*nd capital, and the balance to the gratification of the non-essential desires of the
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owners—the productive forces now existing being the accumulated profits of the
present and all preceding generations.
9. " That the profits of production in the aggregate, vibrate within the range
of H to H per cent, per annum, being not only restrained from transcending
these limits by starvation on one side, and by a dense crowd of librated desires
on the other, but also, driven back towards the center by the undue consumption
of capital at the one extreme, and of population at the other."
It should be stated that the argument here is based upon the assumption
that government interposes no hindrances to obstr let the path of production
—such as monopolies, duties, bounties, <fcc, but confines itself strictly to its
legitimate functions. It is also worthy of observation, that one conclusion
to be drawn from the admission of this argument is, that all the phenomena
connected with wealth, are produced by, and subject to, uniform natural
laws.
This concludes the strictly scientific portion of the work, and brings us to
the second part in which the principles heretofore deduced are applied to
economic legislation, or rather, the true economic polity of government is
pointed out. Parsing over the considerations touching the institution of
property, and of property in land, the regulation of Commerce and taxation,
to which the reader's attention is callod, we proceed at once to the part of
the work which treats of " Money." It was the desire to disseminate the
peculiar views on this subject that more especially prompted the author, as
we are told in the preface, to the composition and publication of the
volume.
This general subject is treated under the three titles of " Metallic Money,"
" Convertible Paper Money," and " Inconvertible Paper Money." After
pointing out the defects of metallic money—to wit : its great expensiveness
or cost —its weight, and the fluctuations of its valuo, the author proceeds to
the consideration of convertible paper money, or bank notes, showing that it
is liable to still stronger objections than coin—that is, it is unprofitable to
its producers—subject to more disastrous fluctuations in its value than coin,
and, not unfrequently, proves utterly worthless. He then suggests a plan
by which government might emit irredeemable, or inconvertible paper
money which should subserve all the legitimate purposes, or uses of a circu
lating medium much better than either coin or convertible paper, and the
adoption of which would bo attended with a saving of many millions of
dollars.
It is duo to the author to state, that the reader can hardly be expected to
understand, or justly to appreciate the importance of his system of money,
without being first familiar with his views on the nature and uses of money.
There is one point, in particular, in which this is apparent —that is, the ratio
between Commerce and money : or to state it more distinctly ; at the present
cost of producing coin, what quantity of money does a given annual amount
of Commerce require? The answer to this is, that at. the present cost of
producing gold and silver, a mean of fifteen dollars per head of the popu
lation, is the quantity of money that our Commerce requires. We now
present the system of inconvertible paper money.
" Let the Constitution of the United States be amended by the insertion of
provixions something like the following:—
" First, That the production and emission of convertible paper money in the
United States be henceforth interdicted, and that the amount thereof already
emitted, and now in use, be withdrawn from the channels of circulation, and
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•oppressed, in the manner following, to wit : by an annual diminution of the loans
anil discounts of each and every bank in the Union, now exercising the functions
of discount, deposits, and circulation; which annual diminution shall be at least
equal to one-tenth of the amount by which their loans and discounts at present
exceed the amount of their capital actually paid in and not otherwise employed.
[This would leave them at the end of ten years without any bills in circulation,
without any capital loaned out, except their own, and with their deposits, if any
remaining in the vaults unemployed. It would, therefore, not only deprive them
of the power of producing money,.but so effectually dry up their sources of
profit that they would be likely to disband, and let each proprietor loan his own
capital.]
'•Second, That the existing clause in the Constitution, which establishes gold
and silver coins as the standards of value, and as the legal tender in payment of
debts, be so modified and enlarged as to include the money issued under, and by
authority of the ensuing clause, namely :—
"Third, That the Government of the United States, in payment of its
current expenses, issue annually, for ten consecutive years, $25,000,000 of paper
money, to be of the similitude of bank notes, and of various denominations,
ranging from $1 to $1,000, and to be worded thus :—
"
dollars, legal money of the United States, issued by authority of the
people thereof. Dated, Washington City, January 1, 18—.
(Signed)
"A. B., President of the United States,
*' C. D., Treasurer,
(Countersigned)
" E. F., Commissioner,
" G. H., Register."
[Here should follow detailed constitutional provisions, prescribing the
method of production and emission, and establishing the most rigorous penalties
for every act of unfaithfulness committed by those entrusted with these opera
tions, especially for the act of transcending the prescribed limits of emission.]
"That, at the expiration of the ten years, the population of the United States
be ascertained, and such additional issue of this money then made as will render
the aggregate emission, when expressed in dollars, equal to ten times the whole
number of inhabitants ; and that every year thereafter the emission be equal
to ten times the annual increase of population, so that the number of dollars
in paper money, and the number of inhabitants will uniformly stand as ten to
one.
" Fourth, That the production and emission of every other substitute for coin
be strictly prohibited.
"Such is an outline of the monetary policy which I venture to rccommond.
Paper money, -thus issued, would cost nothing, or next to nothing, to produce,
nor would it be inconvenient from weight. Therefore, it would clearly obviate
two of the three serious objections to which coin is liable. And since its
quantity as compared with the population, or Commerce, would be invariable, it
follows, that its value or purchasing power would be uniform ; therefore it
would be free from the other objection which I have urged ngainst coin, and
which applies with still greater force to convertible paper. * * * If, }n
these essential attributes, it is thus superior to coin, it is scarcely necessary to
compare it with couvertible paper, or with a circulating medium made up of coin
and bank notes."
The views advanced in illustration of this plan, and the explanation of its
features, which is of great importance to a lucid and complete comprehen
sion of it, we must pass over, merely repeating our suggestions to the reader,
to examine the work for himself, before he forms conclusions respecting any
portion which we have presented.
As a new and original treatise on Political Economy, aiming to place that
science on such ground as will render it akin to the genial nature of Repub
lican Institutions, and as the work of an author, whose able mind is imbued
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with those liberal and ennobling views which begin to characterize the
political science of this age, it is certainly entitled to the attention of all
intelligent men, whether in public or private life.

Art. TI.—DR. HARE ON THE LAW OF STORMS.
Philadelphia, December 29, 1831.
Freeman Hunt, Esq., Editor of the Merchants' Magazine, etc.
Sib :—Some years since I received a number of the Merchants' Magazine, conducted
by you, from a friend, perhaps from yourself. It was No. 78, for December 1845. It
reached me while engaged in a course of experimental lectures, and being laid aside
for subsequent attention, escaped my memory as well as my eye, until lately, when
overhauling my pamphlets, it fell into my hands.
The article on Electricity as the cause of Storms, was no doubt the motive of the
sender, as I had taken the same side as that espoused by the author, ten years before ;
and had published a memoir in the transactions of the American Philosophical So
ciety, republished in Silliman't Journal, ascribing tornadoes (or water spouts) and
hurricanes to convective discharges of electricity between the earth and sky. Of
these, the author of the article in the Magazine seems to have been unaware, so that
he must have adopted similar views to mine, independently.
I am induced now to call your attention to this subject, because I have lately gone
over the ground again, in some strictures on a report made to the Secretary of the
Navy by Mr. Espy. These strictures were made in a communication addressed to the
American Association for the Advancement of Science at Albany. Of this communi
cation I now inclose a copy, hoping that you may give it a place hi your periodical.
It may be expedient also to submit to you my remarks on the whirlwind theory made
at New Haven in August, 1850, before the above mentioued association. If you are
disposed to encourage communications on such subjects I shall probably be induced to
become a contributor. Evidently a free discussion of any doctrine, affecting the safety
of Mariners and of Commerce, should be promoted.
I am sir,
With due consideration, your obd't serv't, ROBERT RARE.
STRICTURES, DT SR. HARE, UPON A REPORT RE8PECTTNO STORMS RECENTLY MADE RT PROFESSOR
ESPY TO THE SECTETART OP THE MATT, AS TO THE THEORETIC DEDUCTIONS THERR1R ADVANCED
—RE1KO THE SUB8TANCB OP A VERBAL COMMUNICATION TO THE ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCE
MENT op SCIENCE, AT THEIR LATE MEETING AT ALBANY.,
I have seen a report made to the Secretary of the Navy by Professor
Espy, which, so far as it correctly records the phenomena of various storms,
must be honorable to the author, and worthy of the department of our gov
ernment under whose auspices it has been made. Doubtless, in this, as in
other publications originating from the same source, there may be a great
exhibition of ability, science, and zeal ; nevertheless, 1 question the propriety
of making any particular hypothesis the subject of au official report by its
author, an ardent advocate, unaccompanied by a fair summary of the ob
jections which have been made to it, or any notice of any other hypothesis
which may have been advanced as preferable. With Professor Espy's
opinions 1 concur so far as to agree in the inference that hurricanes and tor
nadoes are the consequence of the ascent of air from a focal area or interme
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diate space, by which a confluence from two or more opposite quarters to
supply the deficit thus arising, is induced ; yet we differ as to the cause of
the ascent of the air in such cases. In the year 1835 I advanced, before a
meeting of the American Philosophical Society, that the cause of the ascent
in question was a discharge of electricity between the earth and sky. This
explanation was made the subject of a memoir published in the transactions
of that society in 1836.
I will endeavor to give a sketch of the views which I now entertain on
this subject, hoping to present them more briefly and forcibly than I did at
that time.
Every person familiar with the phenomena of electricity, as produced by
an electrical machine, must be aware that there are two modes in which a
discharge may be effected between the oppositely charged surfaces of con
ductors, or of a coated electric. In one case, simultaneously with the dis
charge, a vivid spark is seen to take place ; in the other case, some moveable
body, such as a bell-clapper, a pith-ball, or a blast of air, issuing from a
projecting point, is made to convey electricity from one surface to the other,
until a discharge is accomplished. The latter process has been designated
by Faraday as the convective discharge, from eonveho, to carry, while the
former is designated as diruptive, from dirutnpo, to break through ; since,
in this case, the opposite waves break through the air, conveying the whole
charge at once ; while in the other process the opposite excitements are
gradually neutralized by successive contacts with the matter passing from
one to the other. Notoriously either of these discharging processes may bo
substituted for the other by a slight variation of distance.
Thus, in the experiment in which pith-balls are made to resemble hail, by
dancing between oppositely electrified disks, an approximation of one of the
disks towards the others induces a spark or diruptive discharge, and thus
causes dancing to cease. In Cuthberton's balance electrometer the moveable
ball approaches that which is stationary, in obedience to the convective pro
cess ; but as soon as the distance between the balls is reduced within the
striking distance, a diruptive discharge ensues, indicated as usual by a spark.
It follows that by a slight variation as to distance the same degree of
electrical excitement may be productive either of a convective or of a diruptive
discharge. Excepting a prodigious disparity in magnitude, the diruptive
spark discharge is universally recognized as perfectly similar to lightning.
Both are admitted to be due to discharges of electrical accumulations, differ
ing only as to magnitude. Since, agreeably to this exposition, susceptibility
of commutation exists, as respects diruptive discharge in its minuter forms,
and convective discharge upon the same scale, does it not follow that the
former, as produced by the gigantic processes of nature, should be commutable with a convective process of corresponding immensity ? But if the
spark or diruptive discharge is exemplified by lightning, how is the latter to
be exemplified ? Where is there any gigantic meteorological process which
can supply the deficiency, excepting that of the tornado or hurricane, which
last may be viewed as a tornado on a scale of preeminent grandeur ?
If from a point electrified by a machine, a blast of air may proceed as
strong as from a blow-pipe supplied by a bellows, may not an enormous
blast be emitted from every terrestrial prominence, electrified by the power
ful apparatus of nature, as much greater than that of a blow-pipe as a spark
of lightning of a mile in length exceeds that yielded by an excited conduc
tor or charged jar ? So loug as there is an ascent of air consequent to eleo
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trical convection, there must be a confluence of the same fluid from two or
more opposite quarters to supply the deficit thus created ; and the air as it
follows the electrified column being successively similarly electrified, that
enduring trunk or column is formed and sustained which characterizes torna
does or waterspouts.
Within this traveling trunk, which, in its form, contortions, and deleterious
power, resembles that of an enormous elephant, as mischievous as gigantic,
bodies are not only subjected to the same convective influence as the air, but
are also exposed to the upward force arising from a vertical blast. On each
side of the track which marks the progress of the trunk, bodies are subjected
to the confluent blasts, which rush in to supply the upward current.
The alternation of the convective and diruptive discharges was well exem
plified in the phenomena of the Providence Tornado of 1840, as described
by a most worthy and well-informed observer, Zachariah Allen, Esq. As
soon as the trunk reached the river, the water throughout the included area,
rose up as in a state of ebullition by the convective influence ; but a dirup
tive discharge, in the form of lightning, taking place, the foam subsided mo
mentarily, yet rose again, until by another spark of lightning another subsi
dence ensued. Were ever facts more accordant with an explanation than
those olxserved by Mr. Allen with the hypothesis which I advanced t
Hurricanes may be considered as the consequence of a convective electri
cal discharge on a vastly more extensive scale than tornadoes. Evidently
there can be no conceivable limits to the immensity which such electrical
discharges may acquire. All that is essential to an accumulation of electricity
analogous to that which may be secured by means of a coated pane or Leyden jar is, that there shall be a suitable electric to fill the office performed
by the glass in those instruments, and two conductors competent to act as
coatings.
Experience shows that the denser portion of the atmosphere, which lies
between the storm-clouds and the earth, is competent to act as an electric,
since otherwise there would be no thunder-gusts, nor any atmospheric dis
charges as displayed in the form of lightning. That air, rarefied to a certain
degree, becomes capable of acting as a coating does in the instance of the
Ley den jar, is proved by the fact that the inner surface of a glass globe,
within which the air is rarefied by exhaustion, may be charged like a Leyden jar, if to the outer surface a conducting body be applied, and a due
communication made with an electrical machine in operation.
As it is well known that the terrestrial surface is a conductor, it follows
that in that surface, the denser air in proximity therewith, and the rarefied
conducting air above, we have an electric, between two conductors, compe
tent to act as coatings. Thus, the dense air acts as a glass pane between
two coatings, or as the glass in an exhausted globe acts between the rare
fied air within and the hand of the operator without. We have, therefore,
all that is requisite to the reception of an electrical charge.
That the means of disturbing of the electric equilibrium are abundantly
prolific, the terrific discharges of lightning in electrical storms can leave no
doubt.
Using the language of the Franklinian theory, I urged that, in the con
centric spaces occupied by the earth, and that occupied by the rare conduct
ing medium above alluded to, there mu>t be two oceans of electricity, which
could not fail from mechanical or chemical causes to be in different states.
But assuming that electricity is a result of the polarization of the ethtreal
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fluid, to the undulation of which light is ascribed, we are led to substitute
for oceans of a specific fluid, the idea of a boundless ocean of ethereal mat
ter, which by peculiar affections may become competent to perform within
the concentric spaces alluded to the part assigned by Franklin to one fluid,
by Dufay to two fluids.
Consistently it may be inferred that an atmospheric change may extend
all around the globe, so as to make one great battery analogous to that
above described of the exhausted glass globe—the rarefaction being in one
case internal, in the other external. Agreeably to these considerations, there
are no limits to the possible extent of atmospheric accumulations of electricity,
while the rapidity with which discharges pervade conductors is such as to
render distance no obstacle. Agreeably to the lowest estimate of the velocity
of the electric waves, as produred by a galvanic apparatus, (of a very low
intensity compared with frictional accumulations,) in two seconds the waves
would encompass the earth. But according to Wheatstone, a discharge
from a Leyden jar would, ^during the same time, go round the globe ten
times.
Against the idea that there could be any adequacy in the apparatus of
nature, such as to make bodies dance between the earth and sky, as puppets
and pith-balls are seen to dance between electrified brass disks ; it was
some time since objected, by a distinguished meteorologist, that a stra
tum of an elastic fluid like air, could not perform the part of a solid me
tallic disk.
The answer to this is, that whatever state of things is competent to sus
tain electrical charges, is competent to produce any of the phenomena of
iftjcharges. Just as much stability is requisite to enable the diruptive dis
charge of lightning to take place, as to enable the convective discharge of
the tornado or water-spout.
The descent of the ball, in the operation of Cuthbertson's Electrometer,
before emitting a spark, shows that attraction accompanies both discharges,
as when convection, causing the partial descent of the ball, takes place, as
above described, before a spark ensues.
There can be no doubt that so far as electrical repulsion counteracts
gravitation, during a convective discharge the air must be released from a
portion of the compression to which it is usually subjected.
Tiiere must, therefore, be a sudden dilatation, cooperating with the other
causes of violence.
From all that I have urged, I infer that there is no necessity for our seek
ing other causes for electrical storms than those which may be found within
the province of that all important agent, in the physical creation, which we
call electricity ; and further, while it has been shown, I trust, that in atmos
pheric accumulations there is an ample source of stormy reaction in its most
violent forms, I hope to prove that the cause assigned by Mr. Espy, is incom
petent to produce such violent reaction.
It is well known that, when suddenly rarefied, air is refrigerated ; hence,
whin a receiver is first subjected to exhaustion, a cloud appears within it,
trUing from the condensation of aqueous vapor. Dalton found that when
the air thus rarefied was devoid of aqueous vapor, it became much colder
than when this va|x>r was present. This he ascribed to the latent heat given
out by aqueous vapor on condensing. Before I had the pleasure of knowing
Mr. Espy, I contrived an apparatus for showing the cloud and color produced
by rarefaction.
VOL. XXVI.—NO. IL
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This apparatus, as well as that employed by Dalton, does not differ ea
sentially from Espy's nephiliscope, which is the name given by him to an in
strument answering the same purpose as that employed by Dalton. Noto
riously, the density of the air diminishes, in a geometrical ratio, as the place
of examination is higher ; so that at the altitude of three miles it is only
half as dense as upon the earth's surface.
Davy, in his elements, ascribed the formation of clouds to the refrigeration
arising from the rarefaction of ascending columns of air ; and to this I used
to advert in my lectures, nearly thirty years ago, using the nephiliscope,
which I had contrived, as above mentioned, to illustrate the idea.
Thus it became evident, from the experiments and suggestion of Dalton
and Davy, that when the different portions of air, in an upward current,
successively reach a hight sufficient to rarefy and cool them to a certain ex
tent, the aqueous va[K>r which they hold must form a cloud, and at the
same time render them lighter and wanner than the surrounding air.
It was first assumed by Espy that the rise of temperature thus caused
would create a buoyanc}' like that of a balloon, and an upward force, and
so great an acceleration as to produce the phenomena of a tornado at the
foot of the column affected. In fact, the buoyancy thus arising is, by this
ingenious author, considered as universally the cause of storms.
Admitting his estimate of the buoyancy consequent to the condensation
of vapor to be correct, I aver that no buoyancy thus created in the upper
part of an aerial column, would cause any disturbance of the column below
the level of that upper part.
Count Rumford first showed that water may be boiled at the top of a
containing vessel without warming the liquid lying below the part where
the heat may be applied. This fact has been demonstrated by me on a
large scale during each of thirty courses of lectures. In Mr. Espy's pret
ence, about five years ago, I demonstrated that this law is equally true in the
case of air.
A large bell glass was so supported in an inverted position, as to allow
the axis of a spirit-lamp flame to be concentric with the bore of the neck.
In the next place, a tuft of cotton, nearly equalling in diameter the mouth
of the bell, was moistened with alcohol. By means of tongs, this tuft, being
held just above the mouth of the boll, was inflamed. Of course, the dif
ference of temperature thus created was incomparably greater than any
which could be producible by the latent heat yielded by condensing vapor.
Moreover, the whole lifting influence was concentrated upon the compara
tively narrow area of the bore in the neck ; yet the smallest acceleration
could not be perceived to take place. The flame was not in the slightest
degree disturbed. Subsequently, at the meeting of the association at Cam
bridge in 1849, an apparatus was constructed by which the experiment above
described, was repeated, with an improved arrangement.
Inside of the inverted bell, so as to cover the bore of the neck immedi
ately over which it rested, a disk of wire gauze was placed, supporting a
few thin fibres of carded cotton. About half an inch above the mouth of
the bell another disk or tray of wire gauze was upheld by appropriate
means, on which there was put a stratum of carded cotton sufficiently co
pious. These preparations being completed, the cotton above the bell was
ignited. Notwithstanding the enormous rise of temperature thus produced
in the upper part of the column of air, of which the lower portion occupied
the bell-glass, so entirely was this lower portion uninfluenced that there was
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not the least perceptible agitation produced among the mdbt delicate fibers
of the cotton.
This perfect immobility of the air subjacent to a column of that fluid, to
which a great ascensional power seems to be imparted by the ignition of
the cotton, as above described, will not excite wonder, when it is recollected
that the buoyancy is not the consequence of absolute levity, but of compa
ratively lesser weight The ascent of a balloon is not spontaneous; it is
the effect of coercion. It is forced to ascend by the superior gravity and
consequent pressure of the surrounding air. But while this displaces the
balloon, it does not, on that account, relax its pressure on the subjacent por
tion of the atmosphere.
It is admitted, that, on reaching the rarefied region where the atmospheric
clouds appear, the consequent condensation of aqueous vapor will make any
body of air containing it warmer than it would otherwise be, and from the
lowest level above which the heat is applied there would be a more or less
disturbance, in consequence of the greater buoyancy of the column warmed
by the condensation of va| or. But this disturbance would, as I conceive,
be much less abrupt and forcible than the Espian hypothesis of storms re
quires.
Even after the condensation of aqueous vapor is effected, the water which
formed it will remain within the column, and still add to its weight, so that
the total weight will not be diminished. Moreover, by swelling upwards,
as it naturally will do, towards the region where there is least resistance, it
will become as much taller as rarer, and thus compensate by its greater hight
for the loss of specific gravity. In a nou-elastic fluid, any superiority of ele
ction, in any portion expanded more than the rest, would bo rapidly com
pensated by the overflow of the excess ; but in an elastic fluid, where the
summit must be so rare as to have scarcely any perceptible weight, no such
active overflow can take place as would be requisite to produce any violent
eichange of position between the column thus affected and the surrounding
portion of atmosphere.
If, as represented by Espy, all that is requisite to produce a tornado, is an
upward current of air, preeminently warm and moist, and penetrating into
the region of the clouds, the conditions are abundantly realized in the vicini
ty of the equator. The trade winds have long been ascribed to the ascent
of air from the regions on each side of the equatorial line, in consequence of
the rarefaction arising from a comparatively superior temperature.
To supply the vortical current thus created, the air is conceived to flow
towards the equator from regions more remote, and less heated by the sun.
The currents thus caused being rendered more westerly in their directions,
relatively to the earth's surface by the diurnal motion of that surface, which
is necessarily accelerated with the increase of its distance from the terrestrial
axis, as the equator is approached. As, in consequence of the warmth to
which its ascent is attributed, and an ample contact with the surface, the upward
current must be replete with aqueous vapor, all the requisites which the Espian
theory requires for the production of a perpetual gigantic tornado are pres
ent; and yet none is produced.
With the hypothesis which ascribes tornadoes to an electrical discharge,
it is quite consistent that there should be no thunder storms within the re
gion of the vertical current, or the trade winds produced thereby, since there
is a perpetual discharge by convection, preventing of course any electrical
^cumulations.
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Art. ¥11.—LIFE INSURANCE*

To Freeman Hunt, Esq, Editor of Hi* Merchant? Magazine, etc. :—
Sir :—The reputation which Mr. Johnson has long enjoyed as an experi
enced and successful banker, and as an essayist in matters pertaining to his
profession, would seem to entitle his opinion in the premises to consideration
and weight. But the numerous and gross errors he has committed in the
article alluded to, have destroyed wholly our confidence in his views regard
ing the one, and gone far to weaken it in reference to the other.
His first position is thus stated :—
" Life Insurance possesses many of the elements of gambling." " The
characteristic of gambling consists in the absence of mutual benefit to the
players. So in life insurance, no party thereto, will usually gain, except at
the loss of the correlative party. The chance of gain is also adverse to the
insured, as is demonstrated by the large surplus profits which life insurance
companies announce the possession of ; and which profits, like the foot-prints
around a slaughter-house, may admonish those who are entering that the
current inward exceeds greatly the current outward. Life insurance is pro
moted by the same artifice as lotteries, the publication of every case where
an adventurer dies soon after the commencement of his insurance ; while
nothing is said where the insured abandons his policy in disgust, or from
sickness, poverty, or inadvertance, after having distressed himself for years,
by annual premiums ; nor where a person pays much more than his heirs
are to receive back on his death." To this we reply ;—
It is not true that in life insurance no party thereto can gain but at the
expense of another party ; for the large amounts paid upon policies as they
mature result from the premiums improved as interest, which have been paid
upon them. The premium exacted upon every policy is the sum which, in
vested annually during the life-time of the assured, will produce, at an as
sumed rate of interest, the amount insured for and payable at his death.
Life insurance is 6imply a system of deposits for accumulation, over which
the principle of average is extended for the protection of those who would
otherwise suffer from the premature death of the insured. The application
of the law of average, so far from giving it the character of a gambling
transaction, in reality goes far to equalize among all connected with it, a par
ticipation in all the chances of life, whether fortunate or adverse, and while
his argument might in a degree apply to fire and marine insurance compa
nies, of whose aid and benefits he is doubtless glad to avail himself, it is al
most wholly inapplicable to life companies. For in the former the mass of
their contributions save the few from ruin. The former must lose, that the
latter may gain.
A man may, and often does, insure his house, or store and merchandise,
for a long series of years, pay out premiums of insurance, and never meeting
• We published in the Merchants' Magazine for December, 1851, an article on w The Relative
Merits of Life Ineurance and Savinfi ifanAs," from the pen of a highly esteemed contributor, A*
B. Johnbon, Esq., President of the Ontario Branch Bank at Utica, and we now cheerfully give place
to a reply by Joseph B. Collins, Esq., the President of the Mutual Life Insurance Company of
New York. This correspondence opens a Held of discussion that can scarcely Tail of elicltiug truth,
or at least of becoming a source of many valuable suggestions touching the ethics and economy or
Life Insurance, and other corporations connected with the commercial enterprises and spirit of th«
time*.—Ed. Mer. Mag.
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with an accident, may, in a sense, throw away large sums of money, and get
no return. And so, only on a much larger scale, in marine insurance. But
in life insurance, if the policy be kept up, the assured survivor will inevitably
draw the sum insured, with, in many cases, handsome advances in the way
of dividends. And here we may insert, as a proof of Mr. Johnson's great
ignorance of existing facts, or obliquity of view, that all or nearly all the
leading life insurance companies being on the mutual principle, " the large
surplus profits they announce" go to the policy-holders, and their "foot
print*" are seen in the policies. Was the omission of this cardinal feature
casual or intentional ? In England a life policy for £5,000, after a continu
ance of forty years or more, had more than £30,000 paid upon it at the death
of the assured.
In gambling no man can win unless another loses. Just so in banking :
a bank cannot make large gains by discounts unless taken from the pockets
of those that pay. What the bank gains the individual loses. In life in
surance all pay in, and all draw out. Those that die early are greatly bene
fited—those that live longer in a less ratio.
The insinuation that life insurance is promoted "by artifice," is unworthy
of the writer. We might as fairly charge upon banks that the directors re
ject notes at their counter, when they can only take legal interest, that they
may shave them at double the rate, in the street.
But Mr. Johnson's main eftbrt seems to be to degrade life insurance, and
to elevate savings banks. He asserts that the one nrikes a man thriftless,
and the other frugal ; as if it did not require as much self-sacrifice to pro
vide twenty-five dollars to pay the premium on a life policy, as to make a
like deposit in a savings bank ; and as if the stimulus in the one case were
not much greater than the other, since the deposit in the one case may to
morrow be worth a thousand to the laborer's family, and in the other but
twenty-five dollars. Moreover, a life policy has always a definite nominal
value, just as much as a deposit in a savings bank, and in a case of need
can be sold and made available for present purposes, or a loan can be had on
it (or a temporary period. Again, the depositor is more likely to be tempted
to withdraw his money from a savings bank, and hazard it, perchance with
fatal lo^, than to sell, or drop his life policy.
Mr. Johnson, too, is singularly unfortunate in his illustration of a case
arithmetically considered, as we proceed to show. lie says :—
A gentleman of this city, who became married at the age of twenty-five years,
and whose support consisted of a small annuity, insured five thousand dollars on
his life, at an annual .premium of eighty dollars, which he could badly spare.
As the premium is paid in advance, it at the end of the year, amounted,
with legal interest, to
$85 60
He then paid another
80 00
The interest on which, with the interest on the former $86 60, was
11 fit
Making, at the end of two years
$177 10
Should he continue the process twenty-four years, he will have paid, in prin
cipal and interest, $5,038 86, being $38 86 more than his widow is to receive
at his death ; but he is young and robust, and should he live till he shall become
seventy-five years old, his payments, and compound interest thereon, will amount
to more than $37,000 ;—consequently, after his widow shall receive the stipu
lated $5,000, bis loss on the transaction will be $32,000.
A payment of 180 a jear for 50 years, compounded at 7 per cent per
annum,"will produce not $37,000, but $34,800 15. The calculation, how
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ever, is so much nearer right than the argument, that we dismiss the error
with the remark, that, if Mr. Johnson uses in his banking operations the
same interest tables from which these calculations are drawn, his house is in
a prosperous way, and the " foot-prints should admonish those who are enter
ing, that the current inwards exceeds greatly the current outwards."
Mr. Johnson tells us a doleful story of a woman hastening, by neglect,
the death of her husband, in order to secure the avails of a life policy. Im
probable as the story is, will he deny that the same woman would as readily
have suffered her husband to die, could she thereby hasten the possession
of a clever sum lying in a savings bank ? Again, Mr. J. avers that life and
health and other mutual benefit associations are immoral in their tendency,
making the several parties careless of the future. It may be urged on the
same principle that fire insurance is immoral, because the selfish unprincipled
policy holder says, " Let the house or goods burn, I am insured." Why
provide hospitals and other benevolent institutions, as a resource in case of
inevitable sickness, or other misfortune, "Let each party look out for
himself."
But no, Mr. Editor, Mr. Johnson has wholly mistaken his vocation in at
tempting to decry life insurance. So far from promoting thriftlessness, or
immorality, it will be found on a scrutinizing inquiry, that life insurance, no
less than deposits in savings batiks, is sought by the reflecting, prudent hus
band and father, the affectionate care-taker of his dependent family. Life
insurance is one of the happiest and most beneficent results of philosophical
observation and mathematical deduction. Subject, as is our race, to a
thousand contingencies, in this age of intense activity and energy, by which
multitudes of families are exposed to sufferings resulting from death and
poverty, with its attendant ills ; but for the suggestions of this benevolent
invention, these sufferings would in vain seek relief. And among those
happy thoughts, none has accomplished so great good, at so little sacrifice,
as life insurance. It was very emphatically declared, by a policy-holder,
" But for a policy on my life I should have died long ago. When tossing
on my uneasy pillow with fevered pulse and throbbing temples, the con
sciousness that while^'et in health I had secured my loved ones from penury,
by procuring a policy on my life, diminished that fever, and calmed that
pulse, and through the blessing of an over-ruling Providence I am restored
to health, and am again able to exert myself for my endeared relatives."
We might here, perhaps, close our strictures upon Mr. Johnson's assault
upon life insurance, but there is one more objection that may seem to call
for reply. He most disingenuously insinuates that it is no uncommon oc
currence for a life company to wrest from a surviving family its just due, by
a "quibble." Let him point out the company or the case. We profess to
know the operations of a number of life companies, and we have never
known a just claim resisted, or a " quibble " resorted to as a defense.
We appeal to the grateful hearts of ten thousand widows, and their de
pendent children, to disprove this groundless imputing charge.
We should regret, exceedingly, to impute, or even suspect unworthy mo
tives in any one, hut we are wholly unable to account for so uncalled for, so
unnecessary, so harsh a denunciation of life insurance companies, upon
any general principles. We hope—shall be glad to believe that public
good alone has been the prompter, but we do earnestly desire, that when he
again wields the pen he will write on subjects that he understands, and is
disposed to treat fairly.
j, b. c.
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JOURNAL OF MERCANTILE LAW.
THE LAW OF BANii CHECKS,
AND THE LEGAL DISTINCTIONS BETWEEN CHECKS AND BILLS OF EXCHANGE.*
Bills of Exchange, Promissory Notes, and Bank Checks are three classes of mer
cantile instruments very similar in some, very unlike in other, respects. From
their similarity, law writers have frequently treated of Bills and Notes together,
wilhoat the necessary attention to th> se points where the analogy between them
{ailed. This very similarity, and the danger of confusion arising from it, is the
best reason for considering them separately. " There is so much analogy be"
tween Checks and Bills of Exchange, and Negotiable Notes," says Chancellor
Kent, " that they are frequently spoken of without discrimination."! Thus the
earlier treatises, such as Chitty on Bills, are also treatises on Notes, the remarks
relating to each being mixed up in the same page, and even in the same sentence.
The late Judge Story was the first, we believe, to point out the propriety of treat
ing these subjects separately; he devotes an entire work to each. At the close"
of the work on Notes he gives a chapter on Cheeks, in which the English and
American law is stated with his usual fullness and carefulness. In connection
with Judge Story's chapter, the little treatise by Mr. Shaw will be found of uso
to the American merchant, although much space is necessarily taken up with the
rales and decisions growing out of the English Stamp Acts, which arc of no use
in America. Mr. Shaw's " practical treatise " is prep ired on the plan frequently
adopted by English law writers, of bringing together under appropiate heads de
tailed statements of decided cases. In the present instance this work seems to
have been carefully done, and the arrangement of topics is appropriate and con
venient In making general statements of principles the author is, perhaps, not
sufficiently careful to point out the qualifications of his rules. Mr. Shaw's work
is dedicated, with great propriety, to a gentleman who has not only made numerons and valuable contributions to the literature of Banking, but is in his own per
son a noble illustration of what a correct practical banker should be. It is in*
ecrihed to James William Gilbart, Esq., General Manager of the London and
Westminster Bank.
Form of Check. The prevalence of private banking in England leads to a
dincrence between the form of English checks and that of the American check.
Mr. Shaw gives the following form of an English check :—
LnsDOff, 1st January, 181 .
Messrs. Smith, Payne and Smith, 1 Lombard-street,—Pay Mr. Wood or bear
er fifty pounds.
£50.
EDMUND BRIGHT.
In America a bank check is usually addressed to the Cashier. The following
is the form used in New York :—
• A Practical Treatise on the law of Bankers' Checks, Letters of Credit, and Drafts, comprising the
■tatates and cases relative thereto, with observations. By Gkokoe Johji Shaw. London: 1830.
t 4 Kent, Commentaries, p. 549, note.
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New Yoee, January 1, 1852.
MERCHANTS' EXCHANGE BANK
IN THE CITY OP HEW TORE.
Pay to David R. Jaques or bearer fifteen hundred and thirty-five 50-100 dollars.
$1,535 50-100.
FREEMAN HUNT.
At first glance the similarity of a mercantile instrument of this form and a Bill
of Exchange is very striking. But moreover a bank check may also be made
payable to order, it may be indorsed and negotiated. Whether expressed or not,
a check is always deemed payable on demand, but it is not usually so word
ed. Now the difference between an inland bill on demand, paynble to order,
and a check payable to order is not very great. It has been said that one of
the differences is that checks are not entitled to days of grace.* Yet a bill of
exchange payable on demand is not entitled to days of grace. Another point of
difference which Judge Story points out is that checks are " always supposed to
be drawn upon a previous deposit of funds." Yet it is frequently ihe case thai
they are drawn previous to a deposit, and are equally good if the funds are de
posited any time before presentment There is therefore some plausibility in Mr.
Justice Cowen's opinion (in the case of Harker vs. Anderson, 21 Wendell's Re
ports, 372) that Checks are Bills of Exchange payable on demand. But bills pay
able on demand are but one form of bills, the only kind not entitled to grace.
The rule that drafts at sight are entitled to grace is now, we believe, after some
controversy in the Courts, pretty well settled. All other bills are allowed days
of grace. Now it is going very far to pronounce bills and checks identical, be
cause some bills are very like checks.f
In stating briefly the rules of law regulating checks, we shall do so in refer
ence to the circumstances in which they differ from bills of exchange. We shall
follow Mr. Shaw's order, and consider the points of difference as they relate to—
1st The Drawer ; 2d. The Holder ; 3d. The Bank, or Drawee.
I. The mawer of a check. A check may be defined (or described) as an
instrument in writing, appropriating a sum of money belonging to one person, in
the hands of another, to a third person.^ Adopting the terms applied to bills (the
use of which is perhaps the source of some confusion), the party appropriating
is the drawer. The person in whose hands the money is cn deposit is the drawee ;
and the party to whom it is appropriated, is the holder, or payee. Now the mo
ment the proper evidence is furnished to the bank of the intention to appropri
ate, from that moment the money is to be considered as set apart The proper ev
idence is the check, which, says Mr. Shaw, it is the first duty of the drawer to
draw in a business-like manner, so that frauds may not be perpetrated by the in
sertion of words and sums. According to the definition, a check being an appro
priation of money, it implies of course that there is money on deposit with the
drawee. A presentment of the check is only necessary as furnishing the evidence
of the intention of the drawer to appropriate. On the contrary, a bill of exchange
is a request which has to be presented for acceptance as well as payri>ent, and
both presentments are necessary to make the holder liable in case of non-pay
ment. For the assent of a third party is necessary to the transaction. But in
• Story, Prom. NoltB, ( 469.
t See Little t». Phmnlx Bank, 2 Hill's New York Beporta, 424.
X Browu c<. Luak, 4 Yerger, K.,218 ; Story, | 481.
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the case of a check, the banker can have no option, or rather hia consent has pre
ceded, being implied in his acceptance of the deposit The transaction is one en
tirely between the maker and holder. And as between them there is no reason
why the bolder should be bound down to a particular time for presenting tho
check, unless the drawer actually suffers loss by the delay. The check is good
•gainst the drawer until barred by the Statute of Limitations.
" The drawer of a check is not discharged," says Mr. Shaw, " by any delay in
presenting it short of the six years fixed oy the statute of limitations, unless he
has been no party to the delay, and has sustained loss thereby.
" In the following case an action was brought by the plaintiff upon a cheek
dated 17th February, 1796, drawn by the defendants upon Messrs. Down, Thorn
ton Si Co, payable to bearer, for £2,444 14s., which was refused payment by the
drawees. It appeared that the house of Muilman and Nantes having agreed to
lend the defendants their acceptances, had, accordingly, on the 15th November,
1796, accepted a bill of exchange of that date, drawn on them by the defendant*
for £2,444 14s. at three months date, which would become due on the 18th of
February, 1797, which bill the defendants negotiated ; and, as a counter security
for the purpose of enabling Muilman and Nantes to take up their acceptances
when due, the defendants gave them the following check upon their bankers, up
on which the present action was founded, and which bore date nine months before
it was drawn.
"' Bartholomew Lui, Lordor, 17th February. 1706.
"'Messrs. Down, Thornton, Free and Cornwall, pay Mr. Dobson, or Bearer,
£2, 444 15s.
STERLING, HUNTERS i Co.'
* Muilman died, and Nantes, his surviving partner, became a bankrupt before
the day when their acceptance became due ; in consequence of which, the defend
ants were obliged to take up their bill drawn upon that house. In the meantime,
on the 20th January, 1797, before the death of Muilman, on the bankruptcy of
Nantes, (hey had passed the defendants' draft on Down St Co. to the plaintiffs for
a valuable consideration, namely, a precedent debt, the plaintiffs being at that
time ignorant of the transaction between the defendants and Muilman and Nantes.
The draft, when tendered at Down and Co.'s, was refused payment ; and in sub
sequent conversation on the same day between an agent for the plaintiffs and one
of the defendants, the latter said that it ought not to have been presented for pay
ment, as they had paid it on a bill of Muilman and Nantes, meaning the accept
ance above mentioned, but they should wish to pay this draft provided they could
prove the bill under the commission against Nantes ; and that he had sent, the
night before, to the plaintiffs to desire a meeting in order to accommodate this
business, and was sorry they had not met as an accommodation might have taken
place; and if the plaintiffs would prove under the estate of Nantes, they, the de
fendants, would endeavor to provide for the payment of this draft The defend
ants afterwards refused to pay the draft. It was contended at tho trial, on the
part of the defendants, that this was like the common case where a person takes
> hill of exchange from an indorser after it has become due, in which case the indorser must stand in the same situation, and subject to the same equities as the
person from whom he received it. And that, as in this case, Muilman and Nantes
could not have recovered against the defendants on this draft, because the consid
eration as between them hod failed by the nonpayment of their acceptance, so
neither could the plaintiff recover, who had taken the draft from Muilman and
Nantes nine months after it was due, which circumstance alone should have in
duced them, in common prudence, to have made inquiry concerning the occasion
of the draft being so long outstanding. Lord Kenyon, however, was of opinion,
that it was a question for the jury to decide, whether the plaintiffs had received
this draft bona fide, and without knowledge of the circumstances under whieh
Muilman and Nantes held it ; and if so, he thought though not without some doubt,
that the mere circumstance of its being so long outstanding at the time, was not
sufficient to exonerate the defendants from their liability under the circumstances
of this case, whereupon the jury found a verdict for the plaintiffs.
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" On a rule for a new trial, Lord Kenyon said—' At the time of this trial, I
thought there was a difference between bankers' checks and bills of exchange,
and that the rule adopted with regard to the latter did not apply to the former ;
but, on further consideration, I do not think that that distinction is well founded.
But the defendant's position that bankers' checks are notconsidered by merchants
as negotiable instruments, appears most extraordinary; for this very instrument
on which the action is brought shows the contrary. It was made payable to
Dobson or bearer, and instead of being given to Dobson, to whom it was payable
in the first instance, it was immediately delivered to those under whom the plain
tiffs claim.
" ' Let us consider the particular circumstances of this case, on which alone my
opinion proceeds. The proposition on which the defendants rely is, not that the
pl-iintiffs have not given a valuable consideration for the check ; nor that the bank
ers on whom the check is drawn had not assets in their hands to pay it; nor that
the plaintiffs, when they took it, conceived any doubt but that the defendants
would pay it : but that they (the defendants) on the 15th November, 1796, sent
this check into the world with its own death-wound about it, and that it was not.
negotiable at all, even when it was issued by them ; and after they have perplexed
the world with the confusion of dates occasioned by their own act, they have the
audacity to say, in a court ofjustice, that because payment was not demanded by
the plaintiffs nine months before it was even issued by themselves, payment of
the bill cannot be enforced at all ; but this is too gross a fraud to be practiced on
the plaintiffs, who are bona fide holders of the bill. The rule established in
Brown vs. Davis, and in the other case there referred to, was framed to exclude
fraud, and it professed to be founded on grounds ofjustice ; whereas here the de
mand is founded in justice, and all the difficulty is occasioned by the defendants
themselves, who issued the bill with the objection, of which they now wish to
take advantage, appearing on the face of it; but 1 am clearly of opinion, on prin
ciples of law as well as justice, that it is not competent for them to take this ob
jection.' Boehm and others vs. Sterling and others (7 Term Reports, 423 ; 2 Espinasse's Reports, 574, S. C.) To the same effect as this are the cases of Serle
vs. Norton, and Robinson vs. Hawksford, which are cited in the chapter relating
to the rights and liabilities of the holder. In the very recent case of Serrell vs.
Derbyshire and Staffordshire Railway Company (15 Law Times, 254), Maule, J.,
said—' But as to the question of the check being overdue, it having been shown
generally that it originated in fraud, I think it would be thrown upon the plaiutiff
to show at what time he took it.'
" But when any loss has arisen by the delay—as for instance, if the banker has
failed with effects of the drawer—then the latter will be discharged, unless the
holder has used due diligence in presenting the check, which is generally allowed
to be the day after the receipt of the check ; but this point will be fully consid
ered in the -hapter relating to the holder of a check."
" The check," says Chancellor Kent, " is the acknowledgment of a certain sum
due. It is an absolute appropriation of so much money in the hands of his bank
er to the holder of the check, and there it ought to remain until called for, and
unless the drawer actually suffers by the delay as by the immediate failure of his
banker, he has no reason to complain of delay not unreasonably protracted."*
As a check presupposes money already in the hands of the bank, or drawee, it
is not only unnecessary to present for acceptance as distinct from payment, but
if, in fact, there is no money of the drawer on deposit at the bank, he is not enti
tled to any notice of dishonor, or nonpayment He can sustain no loss from not
being informed by the payee of what he must know already, that he drew with
out having funds. Paying by check, without funds, where there is no previous
• 4 Kent, Com., p. 549, note.
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understanding, is in fact a civil, and in some eases, a criminal fraud. It is no pay
ment. When goods are delivered, in such a case no property in them passes, and
they "may be reclaimed by the person from whom they were obtained."
"The point was brought forward," says Mr. Shaw, " more prominently in the
subsequent ease of Hawse is. Crowe (Ryan and Moody, 414). There the plnintiffs sold some tallow to Ramsbottom, under nn agreement, the principal stipula
tions of which were that the goods should be delivered in London, that the plain
tiffs should give fourteen days' notice of delivery, and that Ramsbottom should
pay for them on delivery. On the day of delivery, Ramsbottom came to the
counting-house of the plaintiffs, asked for and received the delivery orders for the
tallow, and gate a check for £ 1,400, drawn by himself on the cashier of the Bank
of England, payable to the plaintiffs. It is the custom of the Bank of England
never to permit overdrawing ; and, accordingly, Ramsbottom, having on that day
only £2 16s. 6d. in their hands, the check was dishonored. The plaintiffs imme
diately gave notice to the warehouseman in whose custody the tallow was, not to
deliver, but the tallow had already been transferred to one Forrester. Subse
quently, however, the transactions with Forrester were rescinded, and the ware
houseman delivered the tallow to Crowe, as assignee of Ramsbottom, under a
commission of bankruptcy issued against Ramsbottom in the meantime. This
•etion was then brought by the plaintiff against Crowe, to recover the tallow in
question. The Court said :—
"'The right of Forrester to the tallow was determined before this action was
brought, and Crowe claims only as assignee of Ramsbottom. The question
therefore is, whether Ramsbottom, when he obtained the delivery orders and gave
Ike check, intended to obtain possession of the tallow on the terms of the con
tract, namely, ' payment on delivery,' or not If he had reasonable ground to
expect that the check would be paid, the transaction was not fraudulent, and the
property would pass to him ; if he had not reasonable ground for so expecting,
the transaction was fraudulent, and the plaintiffs are entitled to recover." The
jury returned a verdict for the plaintiffs.
* This is a much stronger case against the validity of transactions connected
with checks drawn without effects, than the previous case of The Earl of Bristol
rs. Wili-more, because here the drawer of the check had a small balance at the
banker's when the check was drawn, whereas there the drawer's account had been
closed for months. The fraud was therefore much less apparent, and yet the de
cision established that payment by such a check gave no title to the goods pur
chased.
" In another case it appeared that the plnintiffs were brokers in the city of Lon
don, and in November, 1823, were employed by Tenbruggenhate and Co., Lon
don merchants, to purchase for them a large quantity of cotton. The plnintiffs,
accordingly, on the 13th of that month, applied to Ryder, a merchant in th^ cot
ton trade, and agreed for the purchase of one hundrea and ten bales of Surnt coU
Ion. The contract was regularly entered in their books thuB :—
" ' Lohdok, 13th November, 1S23.
1,1 Bought by order and for account of Messrs. Tenbruggenhate and Payne, of
Mr. A. Ryder, T. S., 1822, One hundred and ten bales Surat cotton, three piles,
P. Swallow, at 6^d. per pound. Prompt one month brokerage, H per cent.
(Signed)
<"KILBY 4t CARROL.'
and the sale, mutatis mutandis, and brokerage charged both parties. The plain
tiffs were known by Ryder to be brokers ; but the names of Tenbruggenhate and
Co. were not disclosed at the time of the purchase. The enstom of the trade is
not to deliver the cottons until paid for, and the plaintiffs had been in the habit of
dealing with Ryder, without disclosing the names of their principals. Bought
and sold notes, signed Kilby and Carrol, were delivered to Ryder and to Tenbrug
genhate and Co. respectively, charging brokerage to both, but not naming any
principals to either, the words ' by order and on account of T. and Co. and R.
respectively being omitted ; in other respects the notes were copies of the entries
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in the books. On the 28th of November, Tenbruggenhate applied to the plain
tiffs for the cottons, who paid Ryder for the amount, and received the East India
Company's warrants for the cottons, which were then in the company's warehous
es. The plaintiffs on the next day, being Saturday, delivered the warrants to
Tenbruggenhate and Co., and received their checkfor £1,027 19s. 3d., the amount
with the charges. At the same time they delivered a bill of parcels as follows :—
" 'Loudon, 13th November, 1823.
" ' Messrs. Tenbruggenhate and Payne.
" ' Bought of Kilby and Carroll, One hundred and ten bales of SuratcottoD, 3d,
per Swallow, lots, marks, &c, and charged brokerage £5 3s. 8d.'
"The names of Ryder and Tenbruggenhate and Co. were not communicated
to each other as connected with the transaction. Tenbi Uggenhate took the war
rants to the defendant, and deposited them as a security to cover his acceptances
for two bills of £500 each, given to Tenbruggenhate & Co. In fact, Tenbruggenliate's only object in the whole transaction was to raise money and abscond ;
and on the evening of the 29th of November, being Saturday, he left this coun
try for Paris, carrying with him the proceeds of large quantities of goods ob
tained from other persons, and for which payment had been made on that day, in
checks on Tenbruggenhate and Co.'s bankers. These checks, and amongst them
that gicen to the plaintiff, were dishonored. Payne, who drew the checks, was alto
gether unconcerned in thefrauds of his partner, and had been persuaded by him that
there was money in their banker's hands to the amount of £5,000. Tenbruggen
hate and Co. were declared bankrupts, and the solicitor to the commission pur
sued Tenbruggenhate to Paris, and recovered from him, with other property, the
defendant's acceptances. These were afterwards given up to the defendant by
the assignees, of whom the plaintiff Kilby was one. The defendants had sold
the cottons before any demand was made by the plaintiffs, to secure himself
from another advance, made to Tenbruggenhate before the deposit of the war
rants. The action was resisted, on the grounds that the plaintiffs had no proper
ty in the cottons, they having bought and sold as brokers ; and it was contended
that the sale to Tenbruggenhate and Co., if valid, vested the property in the as
signees ; and if it was invalid through fraud, the property remained in Ryder.
"Abbot, L. C. J., in summing up to the jury, said—' I am of opinion that up
on this evidence the plaintiffs must be considered to have dealt with both parties
as principals, however improper it may have been in them as sworn brokers. I
think they are buyers of Ryder and sellers to Tenbruggenhate and Co. on their
own account; and the only question I think it fit to leave to you is, whether or
not Tenbruggenhate obtained the warrants from the plaintiffs with a preconceived
design to raise money upon them, and then abscond without ever paying the
plaintiffs. If you are of that opinion, your verdict must be for the plaintiffs. In
that case the partnership ought not to prevent the plaintiffs from recovering ; for
although the partner was himself deceived, and had no participation in the fraud,
still no property could be vested in the partnership by such a transaction. If you
think that Tenbruggenhate conceived the design of defrauding tne plaintiffs, af
ter he had obtained possession of the warrants, then your verdict must be for the
defendant.'
.
"The jury returned a verdict for the plaintiff; and although an application
was made for a new trial, yet it was refused. Kilby vs. Wilson (Ryan and
Moody, 178)."
II. The holder. Keeping in view our definition of a check, it is evident that
the appropriation of funds is complete the moment the check passes from the draw
er to the holder. If the check is drawn payable to order or to bearer, it may be
passed to another holder or any number of holders by indorsement, or when
payable to bearer, by simple transfer. It is clear that it can make no difference
to the drawer into whose hands it comes, the money being already appropriated
by the original act of drawing the check and passing it to the first holder. On the
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contrary, the indorsee of a bill of exchange is held to the same strictness in pre
senting for acceptance and payment as the first payee.
With regard to the presentment of checks, the general rule- may be stated to
be that the holder may present the check at any time after receiving it, and is en
titled to payment of the fund appropriated. Mr. Shaw lays down the rule that
* The holder of a check should in general present it for payment within the day
after it is received, if he reside in the same place as the banker on whom it is
drawn ; bat otherwise, it should be sent by the post of that day to a banker or
other agent, to present, and they should present it on the day after they receive
it; otherwise, if the banker fail with funds of the drawers, the holder will have
to bear the loss. Rickford vs. Ridge (2 Campbell, 537) ; Maule is. Brown (Ar
nold, 79) ; Beeching vs. Gower (Holt, 315)."
This is a statement not so much of the rule as of the exception. As a practi
cal direction, it is no doubt correct that prudence requires the course prescribed.
Bat as between the holder and the bank, there can be doubt thut the liability
of the latter is not affected by delay, and as between the maker and holder, the
delay of presentment will discharge the former only " where in the intermediate
time between the drawing of the check and the presentment thereof for payment,
there has been a change of circumstances materially affecting the rights and inter
ests of the drawer, in respect to the bank or banker on whom the check is drawn.
In such a case the rule that the check must be presented within a reasonable
time is applied ex rigore legis, and is interpreted to mean the shortest period with
in which, consistently with the ordinary employments and duties of commercial
business, it is practicable to perform the duty ; and the analogy of the time al
lowed in cases of the presentment of bills of exchange, and notice of the dishonor
thereof is adopted as reasonable and appropriate."* If the payee receives a check
in the same place where it is payable he must present it " at farthest on the next
succeeding secular day after it is received, before the close of the usual banking
hours," if he would avoid the risk of thefailure of the banker. If it is payable in
a different place, it may be forwarded by post " on the next secular day after it
» received ; and the person to whom it is thus forwarded will not be bound to
present it for payment until the day after it has reached him by the courso of
po.t"t
The subsequent holder of a check by indorsement or transfer stands in most
respects in a similar position to that of the first holder. And as regards their
rights, there is a striking difference between checks and bills. When a bill has
been dishonored, any one taking it after presentment and nonpayment takes it
with only those rights, and subject to all the liabilities, attaching to it in the hands
of the person from whom he received it Thus, if a bill not yet due be lost or sto
len, and come into the hands of a third party, honestly, he may claim payment.
But payment of a dishonored bill under such circumstances, however fairly ob
tained by the last holder, cannot be enforced. But it follows from the general
rale that a check may be demanded at any time, (subject to the qualification sta
ted.) that it is never to be treated as overdue because not presented. A holder
obtaining a check without fraud may at any time present it for payment, and en
force such payment against the bank or the drawee, even although obtained by
fraud from the original holder.
* Story on Notea, J 497.

t Ibid., | 493.
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In fact, the same rules apply to all subsequent holders as to the first holdet
with regard to diligence in presenting checks for payment. Thus, a second in
dorsee or transferee should present a check on the next secular day after receiv
ing it if he would avoid the peril of failure of the bank. And so each subsequent
holder has the same time after receiving it, as against the party from whom he re
ceived it. But of course a number of transfers during a succession of days will not
enlarge the time as against the drawer or prior holders, the rule being that each,
holder stands in alike position to his immediate predecessor as the first holder to
the drawer. The difference in this respect between checks and bills is obvious.
The time of presenting a bill is fixed, and cannot be changed by any number of
indorsements or transfers. Nor is the time of presentment enlarged by placing a
check in the hands of a banker to collect On this point Mr. Shaw gives an in
teresting decision from 3 Scott's Reports, 555, Alexander vs. Burchfield.
" The Court said—' The facts proved at the trial were : the check was given
by the defendant to the plaintiffs on the afternoon of Tuesday, the 10th March ;
that on Wednesday the plaintiffs paid it in to their bankers, Messrs. Whitmore and
Co., who presented it for payment on the morning of Thursday, the 12th, to the
defendant's bankers, on whom it was drawn ; that if the check had been present
ed on the Wednesday during banking hours it would have been paid ; but that
the defendant's bankers stopped payment early on Thursday morning, before the
check was presented. It was admitted on the argument, that if a check, drawn
upon a banker living in the same place, is presented on the day following that on
which it is received, it is presented within a reasonable time ; but it was contend
ed on the part of the plaintiffs, that if the holder of such check wishes to pro
cure payment of it through his bankers, he is at liberty to keep it during the day
on which he receives it, to pay it in to his bankers on the day after he receives it,
and the bankers again may present it Jo the party on whom it is drawn on the
day following—that is, in effect, that in such case the holder of the check has one
day more for presenting the check than if he had presented it himself, Evidence
was given at the trial, that it was the invariable usage for bankers in the city not
to present checks paid in by their customers until the day following that on which
they are received ; but no evidence was given of any usage that when the cus
tomer had received the check himself on the day before he paid it in to his bank
ers, and a loss ensued from the insolvency of the parties on whom the check was
drawn, which insolvency took place subsequently to the time at which the holder
would have been bound to present it himself, such loss was borne by the drawer
of the check. No case was cited, and no authority was brought before us to
support the position that the drawer was bound to bear such loss. The case that
came nearest to it was that of Rickford vs. Ridge (2 Campbell, 537). In that
case, the holder of a check had discounted it with a banker in the country, who
sent it up to his London correspondents on the day following, who presented it
the day after they received it ; and in the meantime the party on whom it was
drawn had become insolvent But in that case the defendant, by discounting his
check in the country, must be taken to have assented to that being done which
was the usual and necessary course to procure payment of the check. All the
other cases cited establish only that, in the case of a bill of exchange, there is
one day more allowed for giving notice of dishonor of a bill when it is presented
through a banker, than if presented by the party himself; but no case establishes
that any additional time for presenting the bill for payment is allowed under
these circumstances.
" ' In the absence of evidence of a course of dealing for the drawer to pay a
check under circumstances like those of the present case, from which, if it exist
ed, a contract to pay might be inferred ; and in the absence of authority to show
that, by law, he is bound to pay, we cannot feel ourselves justified in laying it
down as a rule of law, that the holder of a check is entitled to one day more for
presenting it by passing it through his banker. Nor can we see that such rule is
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called for as a matter of expediency or pressing convenience. In the case of a
check, the holder does not lose his remedy against the drawer by reason of nonpresentment within any prescribed time afwr taking it, unless the insolvency of
the party upon whom it is drawn has taken place in the interval ; that is, unless
there is an actual loss to the drawer. And the instances of any such loss happen
ing by reason of the insolvency of the drawee taking place during the additional
time for presentment, which is claimed and contended for on the part of the
plaintiff, are probably very few in the course of mercantile concerns—that it can
scarcely be said to be an evil calling for an extension of the time of presentment ;
more particularly as the party who receives the check may always protect himself
against any danger from the insolvency of the drawee, where he intends the check
to pass through his bankers, by stipulating that the bankers' names should be
crossed upon the check, which would amount to an agreement on the part of the
drawer of the check, that the usual course of presentment through a banker
should be observed. We therefore see no reason for holding the direction given
at the trial to be wrong, and think the rule must be discharged.'
" The subject of crossed checks is more fully discussed in the chapter set apart
to them.
" In Bodington v*. Schlencker (4 Barnewall and Adolphus, 763), an attempt
was made to limit the time allowed to present a check through a banker, but it
did not succeed. This case will be referred to again, in the chapter on crossed
checks."
III. The baitk, or drawee. The bank is simplya bailee or depositee of the
money of the drawer. The moment a check is drawn, the money on deposit be
comes, to the amount of the check, the money of the payee. It is the duty of
the bank, the moment a check is presented, to pay it or carry it to his credit
The undertaking to do so is implied by the act of accepting the deposit. But of
conrse the undertaking extends only to the amount of money on deposit at the
time the check is presented. As against the bank, therefore, the necessity of dil
igence in presenting is obvious. If the fund is exhausted by the payment of pre
vious checks or bills payable at the bank, it will not be further liable.
An important practical question is that which relates to " (lie duly of a banker
as to the "payment of checks when an account is opened by more than one person, not
being partners in trade.
* When an account is opened by several persons, it appears always to have
been the practice of bankers to require the signature of all those persons to the
checks that are used to draw out any of the money. Thus, part of a bankrupt's
estate was paid into the Bank of England in the names of five assignees. One
of the assignees died, and another went abroad, and the remaining assignees ap
plied to the Bank to draw out the money, but the Bank refused to pay them ; and
it became necessary to apply to the Lord Chancellor for an order, which, on being
granted, was of course a sufficient indemnity to the Bank. Exparte Collins (2 Cox,
427). Again, in the case of Exparte Hunter (2 Rose, 363), the petitioners and
Fkj|eon, as the assignees under a bankruptcy, opened an account with the Bank
of Lngland, and paid in the proceeds of the estate as they were realized. Fidgeon absconded, and was declared bankrupt, but did not surrender. A dividend
having been ordered, the petitioners drew upon the Bank, who refused to pay the
drafts without the additional signature of Fidgeon. The petition prayed llint the
Bank of England might be directed to pay checks signed by the petitioners only,
to the extent of the bankrupt's property there deposited, and the Lord Chancel
lor made the order.
" The foregoing cases show what is the practice of bankers ; but they do not
go to the extent of proving that bankers would incur any liability by paying such
checks, h is now, however, clearly settled that bankers are not justified in pay
ing checks drawn by one of several persons having an account, and uot being
partners."
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Where the drawer becomes bankrupt after passing a check, the banker, if he
have notice of the failure, has no right to pay it ; it is his duty to refuse payment,
and, if he pay, the assignees may recoverthe amount.*
Mr. Shaw details a number of cases illustrative of several important practical
rules relative to the rights and duties of bankers. If the drawer of a check can
cels or destroys it, and it is afterwards fraudulently obtained and presented, the
banker ought not to pay it, and will be responsible if he should pay it
If the drawer's signature should be forged, or the amount of the check be
fraudulently altered after it has been properly filled up by the drawer, the banker
ought not to pay it
A banker has, of course, a right to recover the amount paid on a forged check
from the party receiving it " But," says Mr. Shaw, " if a bona fide holder of a
forged check receive the amount of it from the banker, and retain it without no
tice for a whole day, the banker cannot recover back the amount."
A banker who pays a check without funds cannot legally receive the amount
from his customer, after the latter has committed an act of bankruptcy.
Bankers may, by their conduct, render themselves liable to pay a check although
they have a large balance due to them by the drawer.
Where the drawer and holder of a check employ the same bankers, the latter
are not bound to inform the holder that the drawer has no funds, unless the
question be asked, and they will not be responsible if they retain the check for a
day after it is presented.
« Backers may recover back money paid by them on a check given to a party
who knew the drawer was insolvent, and hod no funds in their hands, provided
they were ignorant of these facts. This rule is perhaps not to be received with
out qualification, the facts of the case cited by Mr. Shaw, as he justly remarks,
not entirely bearing him out in the statement
Bank notes are another species of mercantile instruments intimately allied with
promissory notes and checks. The consideration of them does not strictly come
up in this connection, but at the present moment the following remarks of Judge
Story with respect to the presentment of bunk notes for payment in case of fail
ure may not be uninteresting :—
" In America the business of banking is generally carried on by incorporated
banks, which issue their notes with the intent that they shall circulate as currency.
And accordingly they usually pass and are received as cash or ready money. It
matters not how long bank notes have been issued, or how long they remain in
circulation, or whether they have been received back into the bank or re-issued or
not ; for they are still always treated as negotiable paper, not overdue, or liable to
any equities between the bunk and any parties who have subsequently received
them, or between any intermediate parties. The bank, therefore, always remains
(as bankers do upon their notes) liable to pay the same to any person who becomes
the holder or bearer thereof, at any distance of time from the original issue there
of. In respect to persons who receive the same in the course of circulation,
either in payment of prior debts or of debts then contracted, the general rule is,
that the creditor takes them at his own risk, if the bank is then in good credit, and
he does not present the same for payment within a reasonable time, that is to say,
as early as he may after the day on which he received the same.
" If the bank has actually failed, or should tail, before the notes can, within
such reasonable time, be presented for payment, then the holder, upon giving
• Shaw, p. 113. 5 Montague, Deaken k.

400 ; 8 Jurist, 1012.
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doe notice of the dishonor, may recover the amount or consideration from the
person from whom he received the same. But it has been thought that even the
failure of the bank will not dispense with a due presentment for payment at the
banking-house ; and at all events, it will be necessary to give due notice to the
peraon from whom the notes were received of the failure of the bank, accom
panied with an offer to return the notes, in order to bind him. We have already
hid occasion to state, that there is some conflict in the American authorities upon
the point whether bank notes are to be deemed an absolute payment and taken
at the risk of the creditor who receives the same or not. What has been stated
in the preceding part of this section is the doctrine asserted in the English au
thorities . and it seems supported by what may well be deemed the preponderance
of authority, as well as reasoning, in America."*
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TBI OPENING TRADE OP TUB HIW YEAR—SUDDEN CLOSING OP INTERNAL NAVIGATION DtfAPPOINT
ING TUB EXPECTATIONS OF FORWARDRRS—DIFFICULTY IN COLLECTING DUE!—INACTIVITY IN
FOEBION AND DOMESTIC GOODS—PROSPECT! FOR TBE SPRING TRADE—IMPROVED TONE OF THE
BARRET IN RRFRRENCE TO FOREIGN FABRICS—LESIONS TAUGHT BY THE RRCRNT CBBCK GIVEN
TO BUSINESS—ABSENCE OF ANY OEBERAL SPIRIT OF SPECULATION—HEALTHY CONDITION OF THE
CURRENCY, NOTWITHSTANDING THE SCARCITY OP MONRY IN THE INTERIOR—QUARTERLY STATBBINT OF TUB NEW YORE CITY BANKS—DO. OF THE MASSACHUSETTS BANKS—STATEMENT OP
TBI BANK OF GEORGIA—DEPOSITS AND COINAGE AT THE UNITED STATE! MINTB—COMPLRTR
TBARLV STATEMENTS OF THE COMMERCE OF THE PORT OF HIW YORK—IMPORTS AND REPORTS AT
IIW TORR FOR 1851—SUMMARY STATEMENT SHOWING VALUE OF IMPORTS WARRUOUSED—SUMBAIT SHOWINO VALUE OF DUTIABLE AND FRKR FOREIGN GOODS EBPORTRD—INCREASE OF
IBFOITS CHIEFLY IN GENERAL MERCHANDISE, AND NUT DRY GOODS—STATEMBNT SHOWING TBI
TALON AND DESCRIPTION OF DRY GOOD! IMPORTRD AT NEW YORK IN 1851—DRCREAIE IN
WOOLENS, COTTONS, AND LINENS, AND INCREASE IN BILKS AND MISCELLANEOUS DRY GOODS—
IIPORTS OF DOMESTIC COTTONS FROM NRW YORK AND BOSTON FOR A SRR1KS 01 YEARS, fee.
The new year has opened with less activity than was anticipated. The
weather throughout the country has been unusually cold, and business of
almost every description has been dull and unsatisfactory. The avenues by
which our heavier produce reaches the seaboard, were closed quite suddenly,
stopping a large amount of merchandise in transitu, and defeating the ex
pectations of many forwarders in the interior, whose available means were
thas locked up from their hands. In addition to this, and partly from other
causes, money has been quite scarce in our inland towns, so that payments have
not been promptly met, and collections have been unusually light. This state
of lethargy has made the jobbers on the seaboard very cautious in their pur
chases, and limited the business both in foreign and domestic goods. The
stock of the former is large; the arrivals by steamers having temporarily
increased the receipts over former years when facilities for rapid transmission
were fewer ; it is hardly possible, however, that this increase will be maintained
throughout the season. Owing to the restoration of confidence among the
mercantile classes on the Continent of Europe, the local trade there has im
proved with a further rise in wool and raw silk. It is now impossible to bring
out any description of staple or fancy dry goods at prices paid at the close of
last year; and the imports now landing cannot be sold at a profit, except our
vou xxvi,—go. ii.

• Story, Promissory Notes, U 501, 509.
14
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markets on this side should materially improve. A few selections in good styles
are all that will now command an advance upon cost, unless it be small lota of
Borne fabric which is scarce, and happens to be in vogue. There is, however, a
much better feeling than was manifested during the latter portion of the fall
trade. Then merchandise seemed to have nothing but a nominal value, and the
sales, particularly by auction, were not even directed by the cost or real value of
the goods. Now the impression prevails that the tide has turned, and that any
change in prices must be for the better. No one anticipates an early or an active
trade ; it is already too late for the one, and there is but little hope of the other.
But all sound practical men acknowledge that this check is what was needed to
restore health to our commercial system. The prosperity of the last few years
had led to extension, extravagance, and carelessness of the future. It is true
that in checking the rapid circuit of the busy wheels of trade, some, who kept
their place while the motion was rapid, will lose their hold and fall by the way,
but this must be expected. It is not the largest portion of those engaged in
any pursuit who are successful ; and, regulate the currents of business as we
may, some will make shipwreck. Hopeful people, who are looking for a " good
time coming," when commercial failures shall be unknown, need not expect the
fruition of their desires this side of a general millennium.
One of the best features in the aspect of affairs, and which goes to show that
there is no cause for more than a temporary embarrassment in the business of
the country, is the entire absence of a spirit of speculation. Produce of all kinds is
at an eusy price ; real estate has not been purchased to any extent above its
fair market value, and there are no large stocks of merchandise held at a cost
far above their value. No classes in the community have met with any serious
losses, except last year's importers of foreign goods, and the shippers of cotton.
The masses of the people whose industry and thrift, like the springs among the
hills, fill up and send out the rivers until they swell the waters of the sea—have
been profitably employed, and in the main prosperous ; while this continues, we
need fear no general collapse, even though the surface of affairs should be
troubled, and business relations be for awhile unsettled.
The currency of the country is in a sound and healthy state. Those banks
which were extended have either contracted to a safe point, or fortified them
selves against danger. The Controller of New York has called for the usual
quarterly return of all the banks in the State, and has fixed the date of the state
ment at the 20th of December, making it retrospective, as usual, to prevent any
preparation* for it. The banks in New York have severally published their
returns, from which we have compiled a summary sufficiently accurate for the
purposes of a general comparison. From this it will be seen that during the
last quarter the capital has been increased §500,000 ; two banks, the Grocer's
and Knickerbocker being added to the list ; the specie has increased nearly
$800,000 ; the deposits have decreased nearly $2,000,000, mostly in balances of
interior banks, who have been pressed for money ; the loans and discounts have
decreased $1,500,000 to general customers, and $81,000 to Directors; and the
circulation has decreased about $200,000. The following is a comparison :—
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December 20,
1891.
$68,848,039
4,122,814
♦441,083
1,909,764
2,410,294
481,648
4,696,722
78,691
867,069
66,789
7,285,462
9,329,782
849,234
4,143,449
106,341

Loans and discounts
Loans and discounts to directors .
Other liabilities of directors
Due from brokers
Real estate.
Bonds and mortgages
Stocks.
Other promissory notes
Loss and expense act
Overdrafts
Specie
Cash items
Bills of solvent bonks
Due from banks
Due from suspended banks.

September 27,
1851.
$69,910,252
4,203,951
476,727
1,812,160
2,397,976
248,627
4,814,879
26,652
892,827
65,903
6,032,463
10,900,135
1,068,842
4,174,367
4,658

LIABILITIES.
Capital
$36,133,640
$34,603,100
5,359,681
Profits
6,348,666
Unregistered circulation .
269,920
272,879
Registered circulation . .
6,912,644
7,108,284
Due State Trea?
26,316
221,841
Deposits
84,723,127
36,640,617
Due individuals, <tc. . . . . .
308,502
817,253
10,940,846
Due banks
10,777,041
Due all other
863,214
241,496
The last official report of the Banks of Massachusetts gave the total number
of banks in that State at 130, of which 30 were located in Boston. The capital
stock of the 30 Boston banks was $16,760,000; of the 100 country banks,
$1 6,505,000, making a total of $38,265,000. The total circulation was $ 1 9,694,697 ;
the specie, $2,478,858; deposits, $13,839,904; discounts, $66,363,041.
The Bank of the State of Georgia has made up a statement to the 12th of
December, which shows a capital of $1,500,000 ; circulation $1,616,906 ; deposits
$572,843 ; discounts, &c. $2,870,861 ; specie $515,762.
We continue our statement of the deposits and coinage at the Philadelphia
and New Orleans mints down to the close of the year.
DEPOSITS FOE DECEMBER.
NEW ORLEANS.
PHILADELPHIA.
From California.
Total,
From California.
Total.
$5,564,000 $6,640,000
Gold..
t
9,900
Silver.
9,900
Total .
GOLD COINAGE.
Pieces.

$5,678,900

$5,649,900

Pieces.
261,118
18,876
85,520
103,384
157,235

Value.
$5,222,260
188,750
177,600
258,460
167,235

676,127

$6,004,806

Value.

Double eagles .
Eagles
Half eagles . . .
Quarter eagles.
Gold dollars
Total gold coinage .
* Not Included In tbe total.
t Tbe official return, owing to a delay in tbe mails, Is not yet received.
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SILVER COINAGE.

Half dollars
Quarter dollars
Dimes
Half dimes
Three-cent pieces

19,860
182,600
109,000
669,000

9,926
46,625
6,460
16,170

664,167

5,641

COPPER COINAGE.
Cents

Total
2,010,644 $6,060,341
We are now enabled to complete many of our statistical tables for the
calendar year, 1851, and the review is full of interest. The imports at New
York show a considerable increase over the previous year. In the annexed
comparison they would seem to be less, owing to the fact that during most of
the year 1850, the receipts of gold dust from California were included among
the imports, and it is now difficult to separate them. In the imports for 1851,
the item of specie includes only the receipts from Foreign ports. The California
gold dust entered upon manifest in addition was $29,416,252, but even this doea
not include all of the receipts, as much was brought in private hands. This has
been ulready seen in the deposits at the Mint
IMPORTS AT NEW TOHK FOE 1861.
Dutiable.
Free.
Specie.
Total.
January
$18,782,764
$937,660 $210,466 $14,880,869
February
10,341,446
1,208,036
164,031
11,713,512
March
11,719,679
982,680
270,506
12,972,614
April
9,690,252
655,386
621,665
10,767,803
May
9,801,230
785,826
111,448
10,697,999
June
8,815,264
668,716
121,284
9,606,214
July
13,542,346
1,027,481
81,148
14,660,969
August
12,681,249
638,884
186,608
13,856,086
September
10,068,476
866,168
116,660
10,585,179
October
7,893,231
1,568,720
28,165
8,976,116
November
5,776,185
416,888
218,478
6,410,496
December
6,190,618
676,601
25,376
6,791,696
Total
Total for 1850
Total for 1849

January
February
March
April
May
June.
July
August
September
October
November
December
Total
Total for 1860
Total for 1849

$119,687,688 $9,719,771 $2,049,643 $181,366,952
106.756,959
8,646,240 22,932,448 188,834,642
84,927,634
7,256,944 5,474,673
97,658,261
EXPORTS AT NEW TORE FOR 1851.
Domestic
Foreign.
Specie.
ToUL
$3,152,744 $473,979 $1,266,281
$4,898,004
2,585,186
856,497
1,007,689
8,949,972
8,976,198
846.H16
2,868,861
6,690,674
4,661,770
380,885
8,482,182
8,424,887
4,402,052
474,386
4,606,185
9,382,573
3,778,289
821,726
6,462,867
10,562,381
3.188,027
286,708
6,004,170
9,478,906
8,259,694
867,623
2,678,444
6,290,661
2,693,986
450,318
8,490,142
6,634,446
2,702,882
464,918
1.779,707
4,947,007
2,451,611
469,965
6,088,996
7,945,472
2,612,436
873,346
6,668,286
8,554,017
$39,164,775 $4,746,865 $48,743,209
48,967,012 6,179,288
9,982,948
80,202,770 4,780,749
4,803,450

$87,663 849
60,119 248
89,786 969
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In the foregoing tables we have included in the imports under the head of
Dutiable, the goods entered for consumption, and the amount withdrawn from
warehouse, which makes the total thrown upon the market, and comprises all
which will pass into consumption. The goods which are entered for ware
housing are either included in the withdrawn, or re-exported. We annex a
comparison of all the particulars exclusive of specie :—
IMPOSTS AT NEW TORE, INCLUDING GOODS WAREHOUSED.
Entered for
Withdrawn from
Entered for
Tear.
consumption
warehouse.
Free Roods.
warehousing.
1861
$105,689,112
$13,898,626
$9,719,771
$13,903,152
1850
95,834,013
10,922,946
8,645,240
15,099,750
In the exports we included the dutiable and free foreign goods under one
bead as most of the dutiable were exported from bonded warehouse, and paid no
duty. In the following summary we have separated all of the items :—
EXPORTS AT HEW TORE. SHOWING DUTIABLE AND FREE FOREIGN GOODS.
Tear.
Domestic produce. Foreign dutiable. Foreign free.
Specie.
Total.
1851
$39,164,776 $4,024,062 $721,818 $48,743,209 $87,653,849
1860
43,957,012
5,641,008
638,280
9,982,948
60,119,248
The exports exhibit a falling off in every item, except specie, the shipments of
which have largely increased.
The increase of imports at New York during the last year amounting, as seen
above, to about $14,600,000, consist chiefly of general merchandise, as the
imports of dry goods are only $2,027,831 greater for 1851, than for the previous
year. The following tables will be found very interesting in this connection.
The first shows the value and description of goods entered directly for consump
tion, to which the totals of the second table are added to make the entire value
thrown upon the market. The third table exhibits the value and description of
goods warehoused, from which the goods withdrawn are taken when wanted for
consumption. Part of these are comprised in the foreign goods re-exported.
VALUE OP DRY GOODS ENTERED FOR CONSUMPTION AT THE PORT OF NEW YORK DURING
THE TEARS 1860 AND 1851.
Months.
January
February
March
April
May
June.
July
August

1850.
1851.
Woolen.
$1,585,186 $1,600,098
1,266,968 1,273,619
802,202 1,134,479
1,821,810 918,680
768,810 586,850
696,170 1,068,752
8,552,120 2,854,648
2,264,069 1,786,282
.. 1,880,248 1,293,205
576.580 416,738
879.899 285,808
225,717 690,489

1850.
1851.
Cotton.
$1,774,888 $1,843,441
1,106,146 1,452,882
946,697 1,128,009
1,148.239 698,757
556.829 237,349
389,551 428,923
1,607,775 1,193,817
948,925 870,116
646,523 600,078
814,028 229,166
267.516 264,489
806,972 676,463

1850.
1851.
Silk.
$2,061,815 *4,032,002
1,861,499 2,423,859
1,191,438 1,640,577
879,996 1,281,669
1,030,895 918,399
836,351 1,512,986
4,672,161 8,933.092
2,803,145 2,532,029
1,874,495 1,553,948
762,231 687,356
678,438 347,862
582,807 938,606

Total entered. . 14,708,779 18,858,493 9,908,938 9,618,425 19,128,766 21,802,279
Addwithdrawn 1,856,287 1,893,636 1,229,457 1,409,610 1,152,268 1,684,177
Total passed to
Consumption. 16,565,016 15,252,028 11,138,895 11,027,935 20,281,034 28,486,456
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VALUE OF DRY GOODS ENTERED FOE CONSUMPTION CONTINUED.
1850.

1SS1.
1850.
1851.
Flax.
Miscellaneous.
$1,055,765 $692,138 $270,898 $540,204
685,157 887,394 270,504 419,240
754,261 873,251 174,563 399,988
1,348,491 569,399 165,117 259,466
May
367,677 268,986
52,528 124,013
215,898 244,949
72,100 176,670
741,095 611,260 380,698 453,476
619.777 536,816 383,468 382,831
September. . . . 483,040 477,742 342,998 831,601
451,455 273,065 202,295 195.475
November .... 823,704 321,715 240,445 138,685
216,914 865,301 123,195 201,299

Months.
January

1850.

1SS1.
Total.
$6,784,492 $8,707,888
5,190,273 6,456,991
3,869,056 5,171,304
4,863,158 3,727,861
2,776,739 2,135,097
2,108,670 3,432,280
10,853,849 8,546,278
7,004,884 6,058,024
4,627,304 4,266,564
2,306,589 1,801,799
1,884,502 1,358,009
1,455,105 2,872,048

Total entered. . 7,262,724 6,122,006 2,678,809 3,622,933 63,688,016 54,524,141
Add withdrawn 468,963 627,812 203,628 487,225 4,910,553 6,102,259
Total passed to
consumption. 7,731,687 6,749,818 2,882,437 4,110,163 68,698,669 60,626,400
VALUE OF FOREIGN DRY GOODS WITHDRAWN FROM WAREHOUSE DURING THE YEARS
1850 AND 1851.
Months.
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

1850.
1841.
1850.
1851.
1850.
1851.
Woolen.
Cotton.
Silk.
$94,513 $105,827 $190,243 $254,224 $149,029 $106,370
114,056
90,176 199,016 202,950 129,679 140,724
67,061
84,662
74,746 171,886
66,075 119,488
63,112 117,031 103,588 140,401 132,760 104,786
28,095
76,800
40,507
62,646
46,720
49,843
62,594 103,444
40,556
29,446
60,284
72,562
814,619 818,717 104,880 167,371 124,574 266,709
463,417 297,124 201,480 121,312 146,737 121,689
361,100 494,484 117,801 107,154 126,316 245,100
151,313
78,782
48,803
48,188
65,932 144,646
54,997
62,948
49,676
84,911
67,088 184,660
111,360
73,650
58,168
89,071
67,184 129,256

Total
$1,856,237 $1,893,585 $1,229,457 $1,409,610 $1,152,268 $1,684,177
VALUE OK FOREIGN DRY GOODS WITHDRAWN FROM WAREHOUSE CONTINUED.
1850.
1851.
ISM.
1851.
1850.
1851.
Months.
Flax.
Miscellaneous.
Total.
January
$40,889 $109,985 $26,081 $58,950 $500,705 $630,806
February
64,298 69,065 19,047 42,685
515,096
545.600
March
85,214 66,204
9,518 46,165
232,614
477,240
April
84,116 68,138 14,536 50,252
888,097
480,567
May
87,506 28,980
6,088 28,616
158,911
236,884
June
31,440 27,245
1,984 19,046
186,797
251,742
July
24,695 37,782 10.984 21.109
679,762
800,688
August
46,888 65,350
8,912 19,767
857,384
625,242
September
65,716 44,778 23,816 81,069
694,748
922,575
October
28,907 63,667
6,268 68,588
296,218
898,821
November
82,896 26,160 18,176 66,088
212,832
853,662
December.
41,949 41,508 68,838 60,967
836,999
384,442
Total

$468,963 $627,812 $203,628 $487,225 $4,910,558 $6,102,259
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talui of forkLCN DRY GOODS ENTERED FOR WAREHC■USING duri:<IO THE SAWt PERIOD.
1850.
1851.
1850.
1851.
1850.
1851.
Woolen.
Cotton.
Silk.
$79,830 $139,656 $295,557 $222,412 $116,006 $206,005
24,903
72.846
46,823 173,326
61,112 196.862
March
44.481 126,591
96.299 170.126 112,051 211,348
April
194,628 142,721 186,796 105,873 157,772 135.904
May
243,543 107,244 199,548
92,118
49.368 111,418
239,268 234,916 137,356 144,811
76,091
109,085
July
486,339 341.316 893,933 129,572 222,142 268,318
358,198 495,957 181,452 143,970 181,543 371,652
September .... 252,783 277,963 116,729 159,998 232,520 184,289
October.
96,366 128,408
94,746
90,130
63,977 494,462
November ....
79,641
87,820 101,690
81,037
67,224 172,607
December ....
39,719 214,273 103,186 349,086
64,053 145,876
Total
$2,119,699 $2,309,710 $1,954,114 $1,862,458 $1,383,859 $2,607,326
VALUE OF FOREIGN DRY GOODS ENTERED FOR WAREHOUSING—CONTINUED.
Month*.

Months.
January.
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December.

1850.
1851.
Flax.
$56,145 $54,355
30,419 32,402
71,685 116,799
107,286 69,928
56,004 69,082
80,590 23.100
71,207 46,008
70,028 92,296
66,8:3o 137,148
63,647 98,858
49,068 101,206
30,185 143,176

1850.
1851.
Miscellaneous.
$8,012 $42,253
12,559 70,171
1,594 43,392
23,438 24,487
4,926
9,777
4,621 12,345
12,313 27,465
7,526 38,698
25,521 90,092
20,912 73,081
45,597 66,542
50,671 21,651

1850.
1851,
Total.
$555,550 $664,681
175,818
645,107
326,110
668,255
669,920
468,908
553,389
379,639
537,826
524,257
1,185,934
811.673
798.747 1,142,567
664,386
849,490'
339,647
884,739
333,220
509,212
277,814
874,062

Total
$743,097 $963,147 $217,590 $519,949 $6,418,359 $8,322,590
We see by the foregoing that the value of woolens thrown upon the market
at New York for the year 1851 is $1,312,988 less than for the year 1850: of
cottons 110,460 less; of linens $981,869 less; while silks have increased
§3,205,422; and miscellaneous goods $1,227,726, the latter including straw
goods, artificial flowers, kid gloves, and similar unclassified dry goods.
The exports from New York show an increase in the item of domestic cotton
goods over any former year since 1848. We annex a comparison showing the
destination of the shipments :—
EXPORTS OF DOMESTIC COTTONS FROM THE PORT OF NEW TORE.
Whereto.
East Indies
Braiil
Africa,
St Domingo
Central America.
We?t Coast South America
Venezuela.
Mexico
Bolivia..
British North America.
New Granada

packages

1851.
27,902
8,178
1,772
1,896
1,218
1,161
865
820
234
196
103
150

1850.
20,001
1,478
638
1,208
384
3,426
990
2,468
228
47
•206
101

1819.
13,148
1,788
476
824
239
2,603
648
1,920
116
4
163
859

216
Argentine Republic. .
Danish West Indies. .
Dutch West Indies . . ,
Spanish West Indies. . .
British West Indies. . .
Swedish West Indies .
All other ports
,
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86
861
352
182
181
24
81

249
66
289
129
131
16
130

9.17
116
859
97
19
61
231

32,155
24,006
Total for the year .
40,660
Total for 1848
49,238
21,917
Total for 1847
Total for 1846
83,905
22,323
Total for 1846
In this particular branch of trade, Boston averages quite as large a business as
New York, as the following comparison will show :—
EXPORTS OF DOMESTIC GOODS FROM BOSTON.
ISil.
1850.
1849.
1848.
No. of packages
34,308
46,569
87,474
60,962
We also annex a statement of the quantity of certain leading articles of
produce shipped from New York to foreign ports for the year 1851 :—
.bbls
24,628 Naval stores..
Ashes—Pots
.bbls. 192,240
1,687 Oils—Whale .
Pearls
.gal?. 1,122,818
Beeswax
.lbs. 280,820
Sperm
7... 643,665
Breadstufft—
Lard
210,492
Linseed
Wheat flour
bbls. 1,264,322
7,972
8,244 ProviMom—
Rye flour
Corn meal
38,388 Pork
bbls.
47,482
Wheat
bush- 1,468,466 Beef
40,147
13,162 Cut meats
lbs. 3,427,111
Rye
6.282 Butter
2,196,588
Oats
7,487,189
Corn.. 1,605,674 Cheese
Candles—mould
boxes
37,932 Lard
6,686,857
tea.
Sperm
4,173 Rice
29,100
lbs. 2,221,258
Coal
tons
11,298 Tallow
PkgsCotton
bales 289,645 Tobacco—Crude
19,196
Manufactured., .lbs. 8,798,854
Hay
6,775
1,802,626
Hops.
302 I Whalebone
The above shows a large export business; but the prices of many articles of
produce have so far declined that the relative value has not been equal to the
relative quantity. The following is a comparison of the Exports from the same
port of some of the principal articles for the last two years :—
1850.
1851.
Ashes—Pots.
bbls.
29,622
24,628
Pearls
4,619
1,687
Wheat flour
1,057,728
1,264,822
Wheat
bushels
690,056
1,468,465
Corn
2,471,871
1,605,674
Beef
bbls.
47,413
40,147
Pork
71.107
47,482
6,476,743
Lard
lbs.
5,686,867
804,861
Cotton
bales
289,645
It will be seen that the shipments of wheat have largely increased, while
Indian corn has been less in request The Secretary of the Treasury, and others
who are honestly and earnestly endeavoring to regulate the course of trade by
rules of their own making, are troubled in view of the possible falling off in the
value of our exports, and the probable continuation of our large imports. It
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would not be difficult to show, that the increased export value of cotton, and
increased supply of gold coin, which came, as these writers think, bo opportunely
to balance the increased imports, were the chief cause of the extra supply of
foreign goods; so that there was less chance in this balance, than the operation
of regular and natural laws.

JOURNAL OF BANKING, CURRENCY, AND FINANCE.
" MONEY OF PAPER, OR INCONVERTIBLE PAPER MONEY."
Pilla, (Holland Sittlehint,) Iowa, December 30, 1851.
Freeman Huxt, Eso, Editor of the Merchants' Magazine:—
Sir :—I have read in your number for December, which reached me only two days
since, the article of Professor Chitti on " Paper Money and Money of Paper!' and if
you will permit me, I will avail myself of your Magazine to emit an idea which has
occurred to me after the perusal of said article.
(Being only thirty months in the United States, I have to apologize for the de
ficiency of my knowledge of the English language.)
Here, in Iowa, we suffer more, perhaps, than in other States from a want of cur
rency. We are in the midst of riches we cannot bring to account
Suppose, now, the State of Iowa creates a paper currency and furnishes every land
owner, settled on his land,* who wishes it, on every acre of open prairy |1, on bro
ken prairy $3, on broken and fenced prairy $6, and on timber |S,f at the rate of 8
per cent interest. This, I believe, would soon bring amongst our population a sum of
pretty large amount. It would be solid currency, because the State would guaranty
it, and be reciprocally secured by the mortgages on the lands
On the other hand, the State (having for that purpose an agent in all the incorporated
towns, or, if thought advisable, in every county, or in every township of sufficient
population) allows 6 per cent on all the State currency which is deposited by her
primitive borrower, or any other person, with one of these agents. If the money
u redemanded, said agent gives a certificate for the interest it has made whilst
deposited, and with this certificate the land-owner pays part of his own inter
est In case the person who deposits the currency is no land-holder he can pay his
certi6eate to land-owners, or it may serve him in paying his State tax.
The interest the State makes in that way, after deduction of the expense of the
whole establishment, will make a large sum. This money will serve, 1st, for the State
expenses, which now have to be collected by tax; 2d, as a reserve fund to encounter
such losses, which, notwithstanding all precautions to the contrary, will occur by frauds
or malversations ; 8d, and the balance will be appropriated to internal improvement*.
This is the main idea. I will not work it out in the details for the moment
Let us see now how this system will work. The current interest is now with us,
10 per cent, and a great sum might be put out at that rate. But in future, farmers
will hardly want any loan, for when they enter Congress-land they can get nearly the
whole value back in State currency from the State ; and every year they arc entitled
to an augmentation in exact proportion as they have added to the value of their Iand.J
In that way, according as the State is settled and more land brought into cultivation,
the amount of currency increases. And for an over turplux there is no danger. All
the currency which is not immediately wanted, is deposited with the State agent, or
at the head establishment itself, and this acts as a safety-valve.
The farmers, (land-owners,) being always provided with currency, can buy every
thing for cash, which will be to them an advantage of from i to 10 percent, and, more
over, they can wait with the sale of their produce till the propitious time, which will
prove at least an equal profit to them.
The merchants who are compelled now to take a heavy per centage on their goods
on account of the long time they are out of their money, and the losses arising from
the credit system, will be content to make small profits with quick turns.
* Or erery hind-owner In general, this Is a matter of alter consideration.
T At toon ai tbe value of the lands will permit to do It safely, the State, If It be found proper, can
end more.
1 X i «, Tbe value of breaking and fencing.
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The jobbers Hod manufacturers, in their turn, will be equally benefited by their
quick payments, and, as a matter of course, will be able to sell or produce at cheaper rates.
In a word, it may be confidently expected that the whole credit-system will be dis
pensed with. For now a days, a farmer has credit because his lands offer security in
the eyes of the merchant, but then that credit will have been changed in State "cur
rency, and when a man has squandered away the currency he got he is not worthy of
credit
This goes all very well—it may be objected—as long as you remain in the State,
but when country merchants in Iowa have to pay in St. Louis how will it go then (
I must admit the fact, that if the trade of Iowa consisted exclusively in importing
dry goods, groceries, hardware, <fcc, <fcc, from the East and South, to be paid in Iowa
State Currency, that trade would soon be at an end. But let it be considered, that
actually we make up the balance in our trade, 1st, by the hoga, the cattle, <tc, (not to
mention the produce of our lead mines,) we export ; and, 2d, by the capital which the
steadily increasing immigration brings in the State,—and that the system of State cur
rency, founded on mortgage of land, will not liave worked two years, before the hogs,
cattle, and sheep, the horses and mules of our farmers will have increased to a large
amouut, so that the surplus of these, joined to the surplus of agricultural and mining
produce, will largely cover the amount of our imports.
I do not think this assertion will be gainsayed by a single man who is acquainted
with the rich soil of Iowa, and who observes the tide of immigration coming in.
Consequently we may expect that for every dollar of Iowa State Currency which
oes to other States, there will be a demand in those same States for more than a
ollar from the side of the merchants who have to pay our produce, or from the aide
of those who intend to settle in our State.
I might stop here, but I hear a question. Will not the the Board of Directors of
the State Currency be able to engross all the gold and Bilver currency which is in the
State ! The answer is, No I Every land-owner is admissible at any time to redeem
his mortgage, but only in State currency ; and if we are to see the time that he can
get money cheaper than 6 per cent,* then the State will be able to lower her interest
accordingly.
As soon as the system is brought in working, and works well, the State will admit
the payment of taxes in her own currency ; and it may be supposed that even county
and town taxes will be accepted iu the same, as the amount collected can immediately
produce interest as long as they are not expended.
My intention is to bring this idea before the Legislature of Iowa at their next ses
sion. In the meantime, I would be happy to make it public through your widely
spread Magazine, to see whether it cun stand the test of publicity.
I remain,
Dear sir, yours, respectfully, a. E. DUDOK BOUSQUET.
P. S.—The more I think on this plan the more I see in it Those State agents will
be the cashiers or bankers between all the merchants, manufacturers, Ac, in their
town, yea, by and by every one will deposit his currency with him, and so his office
will turn out to be the savings bank of the whole community.! This will create an
immense deal of writing and transferring, but every man will be ready to pay a small
per centage for that ; and that small per centage will make at once an agency to be a
highly remunerated office.
My idea, therefore, about these State agents is this :—That they ought to be chosen
from amongst the most respectable and intelligent men, but subjected to a bond of
large amount They ought to be nominated for life. This will give the best guaranty
for the faithful and active fulfillment of their office. On the other hand, at the first
fraud or malversation, they ought to leave their office and be severely punished by de
tention in the penitentiary. If necessary, a special law is to be enacted to that effect
The proposed system of currency will be the source of greater advantages to society
than I am aware of myself actually. One of these is, that the remotest counties will
be as much benefited by it as the largest towns. The currency comes, so to say, out
of the soil, and it is the farmerB—the basis of the social pyramid—who, the first of
all, will reap those benefits.
I just mentioned, en pa*sant, the savings banks. I remember that some of those
established in Holland had to stop payment at a time of a considerable fall in the
State funds, which had, however, been considered as the safest investment for them.
* And with the facility of making 5 per cent interest on it aa soon oa be does nut want It.
t This will of course diminish, forasmuch, the profits of the State, but the railroads will not be
built the later for that.
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The State currency furnishes to every member of the community a kind of fund
which is not liable to any decrease in value.
One heavy objection remains. Suppose the office of the State agent in a large city
burned out, with all the books and the State currency it contained. Would that not
occasion the greatest confusion throughout—the greatest loss for the whole community i
Certainly ! But I trust the advantages of the plan ate such, that we should exercise
all our ingenuity to overcome that danger. The buildings might be constructed of
strong masonry—provided with a good vault—warmed by steam, and lighted by the
safest of the latest inventions. The paper might, by alum or otherwise, be made in
combustible, and, moreover, the eyes of the whole population would be open over it
it as their common treasury—as the heart of their social body.
I hope this will not be an unconquerable objection.
A. E. D, B.
DEBT AND FINANCES OP VIRGINIA, SEPTEMBER 30, 1851.
CEKTIFICATES AND BONDS ISSUED AND HKLD BY OTHEB TIIAN STATE AGENTS.
For internal improvements (of which $860,000 coupon bonds)
$10,630,346
For subscriptions to State banks.
450,107
Total
At 5 per cent
At 5} per cent
At 6 per cent
Eiclusive of the above, there is held by the literary fund
And by the Board of Public Works

$11,080,453
$798,000
26,800
10,257,158
$11,080,468
$1,182,606
878,918

Total
$1,511,519
The actual subscriptions and appropriations on State account to works
of internal improvement, which have become obligatory ou the State,
and for which loans are authorized by law, amount to
$6,058,130
This may be further increased by additional subscriptions authorized by
law, to joint-stock companies, for internal improvements
$1,000,080
(The periods of redemption of $9,035,189 of the above debt are as stated in the
Merchant*' Magazine for January, 1851, page 103, and of the debt since created in
the years 1875, 1876, and 1886.)
FUNDS AND RESOURCES OF THE COMMONWEALTH.
Held by the State
$2,619,945
Held by the literary fund
447,070
Held by the internal improvement fund
12,082,611
$16,149,626
Consisting as follows :—
Productive—bank stocks
$8,808,220
Railroad stocks
697,533
Turnpike stocks
128,200
Navigation stockB
636,500
Loans to internal improvement companies. . . 1,867,145
Bonds of ditto for dividends
190,818
Bonds of city of Richmond, <ftc
28,000
$7,266,416
Unproductive, but more or less available
285,600
Stocks in improvements not completed
6,986,517
Ditto completed, but unproductive
886,386
Total
Interest and dividends on productive funds in 1851

$15,863,918
$640,386
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CONDITION OF THE BANKS OF BALTIMORE.
The following table exhibits a condensed view of the several reports from each
Bank, and the aggregate of the most important items, together with the returns made
for the Bix previous years :—
CONDENSED STATEMENT OF THE BANKS OF THE CITY OF BALTIMORE, ON THE FIFTH OF
JANUARY, 1852.
Banks.
Capital.
Investments.
Discounts.
Merchants'
$1,500,000
$84,376 00
$2,284,782 08
Baltimore
1,200,000
15,116 89
1,665,012 90
Union
916,350
91,851 74
1,877,170 62
Farmers' and Planters'
600,626
1,085,663 78
Mechanics'
594,878
7,657 60
1,258,994 18
Commercial and Fanners'.......
612,560
78,956 05
859,829 86
Western
400,000
20,000 00
789,251 88
Farmers' and Merchants'
893,660
114,929 00
619.587 86
Chesapeake
811,473
107,953 68
619,821 61
Marine
810,000
86,004 27
416,426 17
Franklin
801,850
63,879 58
868,400 80
Citizens'
100,666
6,747 62
240,069 78
January 5, 1852
January 6, 1861
January 7, 1850
January 1, 1849
January 1, 1848
January 4, 1847
January 5, 1846
Bonks.
Merchants'
Baltimore
Union
Farmers' and Planters'
Mechanics'
Commercial and Farmers'
Western.
Farmers* and Merchants'
Chesapeake
Marine
Franklin
Citizens'
January 5, 1852
January 6, 1851
January 7, 1850
January 1, 1849
January 1, 1848
January 4, 1847
January 6, 1846

$7,141,461
$622,461 14
7,101,066
764,026 67
6,976,814
698,669 21
6,974,646
607.227 94
6,971,862
621,116 00
6,969,329
647,200 00
6,971,681
866,697 00
Specie.
Circulation.
$896,778 24
$873,970
252,428 00
219,087
167,399 52
182,560
195,849 58
276,045
128,081 82
246,512
189,829 74
111,702
240,797 21
236,254
90,619 26
132,888
136,600 70
174,491
71,060 18
78,992
47,316 68
70,467
61,470 34
78,224
$1,967,564
2,310,174
2,118,768
1,781,911
1,884,167
1,814.808
1,861,500

67
31
49
11
00
00
00

$2,180,667
2,281,918
2,073,688
1,852,168
2,104,712
1,986,248
2,169,140

$11,428,509 81
11,783,786 29
10,924,118 07
9,797,417 21
10,699,968 00
10,082,285 00
10,143,299 00
Deposits.
$683,735 58
460,071 04
382,320 49
810,780 15
548,681 70
862,280 12
281,406 72
179,974 25
875.529 49
199,703 76
104,481 81
127,061 98
$8,915,977
4,628,966
3,648,817
2,827,896
3,123,859
8,261,999
3,118,760

09
36
82
81
00
00
00

STATISTICS OF BANKS IN MASSACHUSETTS.
We are indebted to the Hon. Anasa Walker, Secretary of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, for his abstract of the condition of the banks in 1851. Besides a de
tailed account of all the banking institutions in tie State, the report contains a series
of tabular statements exhibiting the progress of banking in Massachusetts from 180S
to 1861. These tables, which we here subjoin, exhibit—1st, the number of banks, the
amount of capital stock paid in, bills in circulation, and specie on hand in each year
since 1816 ; 2d, the number of banks, their capital stock, bills in circulation, specie on
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hand, proportion of bills to specie, every fifth year from 1808 (forty-nine years) to
1851, inclusive, and the proportion of circulation and deposits to specie, from 1816 to
1861, etc
TABLE EXHIBITING THE NUMBER OF BANKS IN MASSACHUSETTS, THE AMOUNT Or CAPITAL
STOCK PAID IN, OF BILLS IN CIRCULATION, AND Or SPECIE ON HAND, SINCE 1816, AS
THE SAME APPEAR ON THE OFFICIAL RETURNS.
Proportion of
billslotto!
of paper
111 II- in
Teen.
Banks. Capital stock.
circulation.
Specie.
specie.
1815
24 $11,287,500
$2,605,611 00 $8,277,884 00 $0,79 4-10
1816
84
12,425,000
2,882,100 00
1,480,200 00
1.56 6-100
1817
2fl
11,570,800
2,482,600 00
1,689,742 00
1.66 1-10
1818
27
9,748,425
2,681,150 00
1,147,920 00
2.29 2-10
1819
28
10,874,750
2,487,802 00
1,040,102 00
2.34 8-10
1820
28
10,600,000
2,662,000 00
1,804,600 00
1.96 8-10
1821
'
28
9,800,000
2,859,540 00
2,784,614 00
1.02 6-10
1822
88
10,821,126
8,096,800 00
890,000 00
8.86 6-100
1823
34
11,660,000
8,145,010 00
911,112 00
3.46 1-10
1824
87
12,907,800
8,742,281 00
1,777,181 00
2.10 6-10
1825
48
14,635,000
8,508,100 00
1,089,120 00
8.37 6-10
1826
60
16,649,996
8,644,400 00
1,828,820 00
2.76 8 10
1827
60
18,702,160
5,667,606 60
1,711,085 61
8.26 8-10
1828
65
20,140,060
6,084,698 60
1,228,294 42
4.10 8-10
1829
66
20,420,000
4,747,784 60
987,210 47
4.80 9-10
1830
63
19,296,000
6,124,090 00
1,268,444 06
4.07 1-10
1881
70
21,489,800
7,789,817 00
919,969 78
8.41 2-10
1832
83
24,520.200
7,122,866 00
902,205 78
7.88 8-10
1888
102
28,236,250
7,889,110 67
922,309 84
8.66 8-10
1834
103
29,409,450
7,650,146 75
1,160,296 09
6.69 8-10
1885
106
80,410,000
9,480,867 72
1,136,444 30
8.29 8 10
1836
117
84,478,110
10,892,249 50
1,466,280 47
7.48 6-10
1837
129
38,280,000
10,278,118 71
1,517,984 02
6.76 7-10
1838
120
84,680,000
9,400,612 76
2,394,624 24
3.92 5-10
1889
118
84,486,600
7,876,822 60
1,838,272 99
4.28 4-10
1840
115
88,760,000
9,112,882 26
2,991,804 60
3.04 6-10
1841
114
83,360,000
9,609,112 00
8,111,837 84
8.06 5-10
1842
Ill
82,681,060
8,049,906 75
2,682,809 66
8.00 1 10
1848
103
81,089,800
9,219,267 60
7,298,816 69
1.26 8-10
1S44
103
80.020,000
12,183,168 26
4,687,140 80
2.66 5 10
1845
104
30,970,000
14,889,686 00
8,357,904 36
4.27 4-100
1840
106
31,160.000
14,691,914 60
3,064,766 68
4.77 6-10
1847
109
82,113,160
17,196,862 25
3,943,978 68
4.86 1-100
1848
112
32,986,000
18,196,029 00
2,678,030 82
6.11 8-10
1848
119
34,630,011
15,700,936 26
2,749,917 82
6.7 0 9-10
1860
126
86,925,050
17,005,826 26
2,993,178 29
6.68 1-10
1861
130
38 266,000
19,694,698 25
2,478,858 7 8
7.94 5-10
TABLE EXHIBITING. THE M M 1:1 II OF BANKS IN MASSACHUSETTS, I III XI CAPITAL STOCK, BILL*
IX CIRCULATION, SPECIE ON HAND, ETC., EVERY FIFTH TEAK, FROM 1803 TO 1848, AS
SHOWN BT OFFICIAL RETURNS.
Proportion of
I'll to
i- or91 paper
Rills in
of
Years.
Banks. Amount
capital.of
circulation.
Specie.
specie.
1803
7
$2,226,262
$1,566,189 00 $1,079,928 00 $1.44 9-10
1808
18
6,960,000
1,038,04 2 00
1,016,843 96
1.02 1-10
1813
16(?) 8,895,000
2,186,837 00
6,780,798 08
0.37 8 10
1818
27
9,748,426
2,631,150 00
1,147,920 00
2.29 2-10
1828
84
11,650,000
8,146,010 00
911,112 00
3.46 1-10
1828
66
20,140,050
5,034,693 60
1,226,294 42
4.10 9-10
1838
102
28,236,250
7,889,110 67
92-',309 84
8.56 3-10
1838
120
34.630,000
9,400,612 76
2,894,624 24
8.92 6-10
1843
103
81,089,800
9,219,269 60
7,298,815 69
1.26 3-10
1848
112
32,985,000
13,196,029 00
2,678,030 32
6.11 8-10
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TABLE EICHIBITING THE CAPITAL OF TH E BANKS OF MASS.tCHUBETTS, AND T.HE AMOUNT OF
THEIR IMMEDIATE LIABILITIES, OB CUtOULATION iIND DIirOSlTS, AND THE 8PECIE ON HAND
IN EAC :h year fbom 1815 to 1851, INCLUSIVE.
Proportion of
circulation fc
deposits to SI
Bills in circulation
Amount of
of specie.
and deposits.
Specie.
capital.
Years.
$6,686,502 ()() $3,277,884 00
$1.72 6 10
$11,287,600
8.16 3-10
12,426,000
4,523,800 00
1,480,200 00
5,771,902 00
1,689,742 00
8.63 7-100
11,670,990
6,679,665 00
1,147,920 00
4.94 7-10
9,748,425
6.24 2-10
6,492,603 00
1,040,102 00
10,374,760
4.41 4-10
6,769,420 00
1,804,600 00
10,000,000
2,784,614 00
8.06 9-10
8,548,447 00
890,000 00
7.07 5-10
0,297,240 oo
10,821,125
911,112 00
7.18 9-10
11,650,000
6,550,411 00
1,777,131 00
6.04 9-10
12,907,800
8,973,050 00
1,039,120 00
5.98 8-10
14,636,000
0,228,210 00
6,281,135 00
1,823,820 00
4.74 4-10
16,649,996
8,445,045 52
1,711,036 61
4.98 8-10
18,702.150
6.75 7-10
1,226,294 42
7,064,819 04
7.38 7-10
20,420,000
7,298,017 51
987,210 47
1,268,444 06
6.91 2-10
8,099,047 04
19,295,000
919,959 73
13.19 7-10
21,489,800
12,141,282 G2
902,205 78
11.15 2-10
10,061,826 33
24,620,200
922,309 84
12.58 2-10
28,236,250
11,605,298 04
10.82 4 10
1,160,296 09
12,560,200 17
13.94 9-10
80,410,000
15,852,024 30
1,136,444 80
13.52 1-10
19,676,766 44
1,456,230 47
84,478,1 10
1836.. .
12.34 5-10
18,740,310 73
1,517,984 02
2.894,624 24
6.90 1-100
84,630,000
16,523,154 77
12,642,733 oo
6.87 7-10
84,485,600
1,838,272 99
2,991,804 60
6,47 1-10
16,870,292 so
16,654,011 05
8,111,837 84
6.35 1-10
33,360,000
6.24 9-10
82,681,060
14,180,071 48
2,682,309 56
81,089,800
16,618,083 19
7,298,816 69
2.26 8-10
5.32 3-10
24,417,463 19
4,687,140 80
80,970,000
26,007,819 91
3,357,904 85
7.74 6-10
8,054,755 08
81,160.000
24,061,290 42
7.21 8-10
1846 . . .
82,113,160
27,461,917 38
3,943,973 68
6.96 3-10
21,290,999 48
2,578,080 82
8.26 8-10
82,985,000
84,630,011
25576,252 22
2,749,917 32
9.30 7-100
2,993,178 29
9.41 6-10
28,182,65S 84
2,478,868 78
88,266,000
82,664,473 47
18.17 7-10
Average proportion of circulation and deposit* since 1815, $7.27 86-100 to $1 of
specie.
FINANCES OF MASSACHUSETTS.
The subjoined summary of the financial condition of the Commonwealth of Massa
chusetts is derived from Governor Boutwell's message to the Legislature, at the com
mencement of its session in January, 1852.
Excluding the balance in the Treasury on the first of January, 1851, the ordinary
receipts of that year were 1666,432 09, and the ordinary expenditures were $642,105
88, snowing a deficit of $76,673 29. Among the items are three of an unusual char
acter, namely : the reception of the President, the Valuation Committee, and the en
largement of the State Prison ; which, together, involved an expenditure of more than
twenty-nine thousand dollars. In addition to this, the session of the Legislature of
1861 was of unusual length and cost. The estimated receipts for the year 1852 are
$817,000, and the estimated expenditures are 1568,291 ; showing a balance in favor
of the Treasury of $48,709.
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The property of the <
Western Railroad stock, 8 per cent
Five per cent scrip
County, city, and town scrip, 6 per cent
Notes and mortgages, 6 per cent
Notes fur land in Maine, 6 per cent
Western Railroad Loan Sinking Fund, rights.
Lyman State Reform School Fund
N stick Indian Fund.
Cash on hand
Productive property
isold
3 claim
Real estate, Ac
Bonds and mortgages of railroads.

$1,176,400
584,090
269,800
822,687
335,636
258,808
70,000
1.125
76,822

00
00
00
15
58
00
00
15
88

$3,095,369 21
$631,301
181,000
1,428,112
5,049,555

62
00
49
56
7,287,969 67
$10,883,336 78

Debt of the Commonwealth on its own account, Jannary 1, 1852
$1,841,475 00
Scrip loaned to railroads
6,049,555 56
6,391,080 56
Balance in favor of the Commonwealth
$3,992,308 22
But of this balance not more than a million of dollars is available for governmental
purposes.
CONDITION OF THE NEW ORLEANS BANKS, DECEMBER, 1851.
The following is a statement of the movement of the banks in New Orleans on the
25th December, 1851, from the official report of the Board of Currency of Louisiana,
dated, New Orleans, January 1st, 1852 :—
MOVEMENT OK TEE BANKS.
Cuh liabilities.
Cai.li i
Circulaliuu.
Total.
Bpecle.
Total.
i>y^clr-Jffl fling.
$4,593,819 $2,097,401 $7,253,821
2,847,480
1,011,089
4,690,141
1,028,985
4,119,778
1,864,085
4,487,801
2,749,431
1,054,281
8,699,218
27,066
166,087
925,299
Non-specie-paying.
10,781
167,813
1,470
428,806
6,936
46,188
46,183
$14,611,817 $6,740,546 $21,626,265
TOTAL MOVEMENT AND DEAD WEIGHT.
Liabilities exclusive
of capital.
Asat'ts.
Bpecie-paying.
Louisiana Bank
$4,593,318 67
$9,320,197 90
Canal and Banking Co
2,847,480 66
7,149,600 20
Louisiana State Bank
4,119,773 24
6,492,635 11
Mechanics' and Traders' Bank
2,749,430 93
4,854,372 24
Union Bank
26,065 00
4,347,843 65
Non-»pecie-paying.
Citizens' Bank
6,751,968 78
6,117,620 89
Consolidated Association
1,664,368 45
1,226,771 70
TotaL
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CONDITION OF THE BANES OF OHIO, NOVEMBER, 1851.
STATEMENT OP THE CONDITION OK THE SEVERAL BANES IN THE STATE OF OBIO, TAKEN
FBOM RKTUBNS MADE TO THE AUDITOB OF STATE, ON THE F1B8T MONDAY IN NOVEM
BER, A. D. 1851.
INDEPENDENT BANKS.
Notes and bills
discounted.
Namca of banks.
Bank of Geauga... $158,486 06 $24,989 66 $19,242 03
Canal B'k Clevel'd. 228,837 88 11,684 18 14,967 88
City B'k Cleveland . 162,249 29 38,000 17 24,789 80
•City B'k Columbus
City B'k Cincinnati 171,106 76 35,556 94 46,769 18
Commerc'l B'kCin. 846,661 19 16,529 88 39,237 15
227,062 92 33,434 82 26,977 96
Dayton Bank
Franklin Bank .... 262,112 10 28,699 66 40,686 28
Maboniug Co. Bank. 116,266 46 18,763 24 8,197 13
Sandusky City Bank 216,630 88 12,362 11 18,187 21
77,295 89 16,527 09 11,519 89
Seneca County Bank
West'n Reserve B'k 278,774 10 55,697 16 23,580 98

Bonds deposited
Total
with Btalo
$112,061 08 $331,062 68
72,203 00 350,464 66
119,000 00 369,466 90
152,000 00
64,000 00
174,292 88
168,967 42
61,407 24
88,602 00
100,000 00
226,038 44

Independent b'ks. 2,238,830 46 281,034 84 268,014 89 ;i,808,562 01
BRANCHES OF STATE BANK.
Bonds deposited
with Bute
Notes and bills
deposits.
Names of banks.
discounted.
$26,659
98
$42,296
61
$20,000
00
Athens
$242,716 46
Akron
834,789 47 40,699 32 38,181 96 20,000 00
Belmont
262,010 40 41,666 27 26,206 90 20,000 00
Chilicothe.
602,776 41 79,068 76 39,179 82 41,260 00
Commercial, Cl've'd 508,208 65 69,093 20 19,881 81 81,260 80
Commercial, Toledo 865,834 12 60,752 16 18,724 18 27,600 00
Dayton
866,724 84 48,463 32 88,293 26 80.699 00
Delaware County. . 208,819 89 60,429 24 48,712 99 18.700 00
Kxchnuge
289,448 98 45,862 97 48,384 75 23,760 00
Farmers', Ashtabula 224,882 64 85,900 77 28,091 27 21,100 00
Farmers', Mansfield. 266,994 18 46,580 72 30,234 29 20,000 00
h anners , Ripley . . 198,890 29 41,669 64 33,662 26 20,000 00
Farmers', Salem. . . 217,678 20 33,139 82 84,496 31 20,000 00
Franklin, Columbus, 404,227 19 67.H88 25 66,846 62 81,250 00
Franklin, Cincinnati. 618,942 85 70,964 28 39,148 65 80,000 00
Guernsey
210,764 23 68,056 89 26,860 69 20,000 00
Harrison Co
268,722 22 40,231 49 23,519 96 20,000 00
Hocking VaUey. ... 28 1 ,534 20 43,124 69 32,624 81 20,000 00
Jefferson
313,169 78 46,608 33 20,806 20 20,817 60
Knox County
258,868 28 56,686 18 12,755 30 20,000 00
Licking County . . . 242,67 1 80 46,480 49 16,605 36 20,040 00
00
L„gan
232,311 89 54,716 06 10,400 44 20,000
97 19,860 00
Lorain
154,298 06 62,161 15 49,451
Mud River Valley.. 278,186 18 38,116 19 26,490 27 20,000 00
Marietta
254,«8 09 41,658 90 29,463 11 20,000 00
Mech's and Traders' 867 ,296 1 6 41,040 63 16,867 13 11,000 00
00
Merchants'
848,974 97 68,924 93 8,095 13 23,160
00
Miami County
223,298 50 37,202 91 6,612 74 20,000
00
Mt. Pleasant.
231,898 62 48,728 74 19,901 68 20,000
08 20,000 00
Muskingum
266,916 46 40,396 07 36,111
00
Norwalk
321,153 61 48,570 47 16,864 63 28,160
88 20,000 00
Piqua
213,212 42 37,022 68 85,410
67 20,460 00
Portage County . . . 220,843 86 43,638 88 26,127
19,106 84 20,000 00
Portsmouth
305,887 96 47,841 85 27,141
60 20,000 00
Preble County .' . . . 199,191 33 42,222 48

618,532 08
637,628 38
606,179 62
640,055 67
195,238 73
386,717 89
223,448 60
612,53*39
4,661,214 86
Total
$353,114 67
456,671) 68
869,614 82,
181,444 56
110,981 66
614,961 81
621,181 28
845,292 82
402,923 66
820,623 21 *
816,139 68
823,808 26
884,120 94
571,437 26
899,946 70
331,882 76
861,489 81
346,768 19
420,656 39
369,288 21
336,782 23
324,996 89
812,218 43
373,970 79
369,735 32
669,202 14
602,912 16
802,931 70
829,642 01
881,414 62
440,786 34
328,037 64
331,400 50
412,600 22
319,004 24
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Notes and bills
Names of banks.
discounted.
Specie.
RossCounty
$388,141 18 152,079 41
Summit County.. . . 270,341 97 35,817 80
Toledo
76,170 66
25,969 43
77
LTnion
400,193
27 66,706
Wayne County
184,862 55 46,062 62
Xenia
296,704 11 62,467 60

Bonds deposited
Eastern
Total
with State
deposits.
Treasurer.
resources.
$35,078 94 $27,500 00 $529,359 04
12,175 62 20,000 00 407,897 99
28,488
84,475 86
08 24,575
27,500 00
00 884.071
644,066 75
66
22,786 28 16,800 00 293,724 29
86,281 55 27,600 00 466,336 84

State Branches. . 11,829,959 34 1957494 61 1145200 30 923,942 40 17,466,861 28
Bank of Circlevffle. $879,827 42 $97,847 29
Clinton B'k Colum.. 686,108 64 121,818 61
Lafayette B'k Cin.. 1,090,815 97 109,666 45
Bank of Massillon.. 446,909 16 82,350 84
0. Life Insurance A
Trust Company.. 1,261,744 22 6,476 97

$94,027
82,151
24,843
163,279

95
33
61
18

Total Old banks. 3,813,905 41 417,650 16 364,302 02

$644,626 88
981,610 28
1,644,417 00
742,106 s 6
1,553,688 76
5,466,849 73

Total of all banks 17,882,695 21 2656179 61 1777616 71 2,282,504 41 27,694,415 86

• of I
Bank of Geauga. . . $40,000
Canal B'k Clevel'nd 60,000
City B'k Cl«veland. 60,000
•City B'k Columbus
City B'k Cincinnati. 132,200
Coramerc'l B'k Cin. 60,000
Dayton Bank
91,850
Franklin Bank. . . . 100,000
Mahoning Co. Bank 80,000
Sandusky City Bank 62,600
Seneca Countv Bank 80,000
West'n Reserve B'k 69,000

INDEPENDENT BANKS.
Safety Fund Due to IndiTutu]
Circulation, stock. vldual depositors.
$98,936 00 $112,061 03 $64,179 86 $831,0112 68
67,768 00 85,803 00 189,863 92
360,464 56
109,701 00 100,000 00 88,023 13
869,466 90

150,067 00 50.000 00 226.507 33
618,532 OS
48,071 00 64,000 00 807,079 07
687,628 88
124,967 00 174,292 88 100,921 41
606,179 62
151,971 00 158,967 42 112,331 83
640,055 67
48,485 00 61,407 24 26,597 51
196.288 73
52,628 00 58,066 00 162,869 64
886,717 89
96,018 00 50,000 00 17,058 93
223,448 60
209,186 00 226,038 44 104,767 70
612.534 39
Independent b'ks. 726,650 1,167,792 00 1,065,126 01 1,829,189 83 4,661,214 85
BBANCHE8 Or STATZ BANK.
Safety Fund
at credit
Capital stock
of Board Due to individ
Total
paid in. Circulation. of Control. ual depositors. ' liabilities.
. $100,000 $199,710 00 $6,750 00 $41,320 70 $858,174 67
Akron.
100,000 198,108 00
138.957 74
466.579 68
Belmont
100,000 197,506 00
369,614 82
800 00 48,870 66
Chilicothe
'. . . 250,000 369,165 00
127.908 68
787,444 56
Commercial, Cl've'd 175,000 287,919 00
710,987 65
189,722 74
Commercial Toledo 150,000 252,938 00
2,248 20 109,271 76
574,951 81
Dayton
200,000 224,221 00
68,638 63
621,131 28
Delaware County. . 93,600 182,808 00
' '989 17 64,803 84
846,292 82
Exchange
126,000 201,172 50
600 00 61,720 87
402.923 65
Farmers!', Ashtabula 100.000 177,835 00
820,523 21
786 17 80,241 44
Farmers', Mansfield. 100,000 188,888 00
875,139 63
650 50 62,438 S3
Farmers', Ripley . . 100,000 180,759 00
823,808 25
32,645 40
* No report has been received showing the condition of the City Bank of Columbus, this quarterVOL. XXVI.—NO. II.
15
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Circulation.
$186,342 00
282,596 00
211,124 00
200,000 00
197,600 00
191,146 00
180,449 50
188,082 00
198,862 00
198,521 00
158,04 8 00
186,952 00
199,168 00
154,967 00
222,876 00
168,468 60
198,494 00
194,196 00
235,548 00
172,908 00
191,455 00
179,541 00
173,487 00
264,728 00
191,279 00
220,996 00
270,500 00
141,661 00
254,695 00

Safety Fond
at credit
Total
of Board Due to individ
liabilities.
of Control. ual depositors.
§300 (i0 $71,028 12 $384,7 20 94
571,487 26
600 00 86,529 79
899,946 70
897,469 75
331,882 76
800 00 28,707 18
861,489 81
800 00 46,671 67
846,768 19
86,782 67
420,655 39
8,189 17 110,654 16
859,288 21
40,146 90
886,782 28
2,740 00 18,072 48
324,996 39
2,356 57 18,447 69
312,218 43
6,649 17 86,135 44
878,970 79
689 17 66,966 64
869,735 32
1,449 00 69.116 96
569,202 14
286.498 64
502,912 15
1,786 06 127,620 66
802,981 70
659 67 24,075 48
829,642 01
2,360 00 18,099 47
881,414 62
1,189 17 68,860 84
440,786 34
42,462 93
328,087 54
3 07 40,462 04
831,400 60
23,319 93
412,600 22
118,804 24
819,004 24
1,110 00 29,228 69
629,869 04
600 00 111,059 10
407,897 99
1,000 00 98,197 95
884,071 76
2,825 00 28,149 14
544,066 66
1,300 00 72,068 06
298.724 29
6,071 17 49,244 03
466,336 84
29,919 61

State branches. . 4,851,800 8,463,608 60

48,579 70 3,058,192 66 17,466,851 28

Capital stock
Names of banks.
paid la.
Farmers', Salem . . . $100,000
Franklin, Columbus. 175,000
Franklin, Cincinnati 169,000
100,000
Harrison County . . 100,000
Hockmg Valley
100,000
100,000
100,000
Licking County
100,000
100,000
99,300
Mad River Valley.. 100,000
100,000
Mech'ics' <t Traders' 100,000
125,000
Miami County
100,000
100,000
100,000
126,000
100,000
Portage County.. . . 103,000
100,000
Preble County
100,000
150,000
Summit County.. . . 100,000
180,600
160,000
Wayne County. . . . 81,600
160,000

$200,000
250,000
662,700
200,000

OLD BANKS.
$339,631 00
657,272 00
266,221 00
871,091 00

$34,837 68
83,266 88
811,749 77
73,024 80

$644,626 88
981,610 23
1,644,417 00
742,106 86

611,226

8,925 00

469,028 80

1,558,688 76

Total Old banks. 1,923,926 1,637,040 00

971,906 78

6,466,349 78

Bank of Circleville.
Clinton B'k Colum.
Lafayette B'k Cin. .
Bank" of Massillon..
O. Life Insurance ds
Trust Company..

Total of all banks 7,601,276 11,158,440 50 1,118,705 71 6,859,289 26 27,694,416 S«
TOTAL RESOURCES AND LIABILITIES OF OHIO BANKS.
RESOURCES.
From whom.
Independ'l banks. State branches.
Old banks.
Votes Rnd bills discounted
$2,238,830 46 $11,829,969 84 $3,813,906 41
Specie
281,034 84 1,967,494 61 417,660 16
Notes of'other banks, <fcc
264,954 82
629,877 72 828,427 31
Due from other banks and bankers....
141,587 76
498,931 22 197,065 21
Eastern deposits
268,014 89 1,145,200 30 864,802 02
Checks and other cash items
1,167 66
178,268 90
67,830 02
Bonds deposited with State Treasurer. 1,308,562 01
923,942 40
R«al estate and personal property
91,566 40
196,860 88 180,202 S5
Other resources
75,496 02
111,821 41 146,977 26
Total resources.

$4,661,214 35 $17,466,851 28 $6,466,349 73
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LIABILITIES.
To whom.
Iodependt banks. State branches.
Old 1
Capital stock paid in
$725,550 00 $4,861,800 00 $1,923,926 00
Circulation
1,167,792 00 8,463,608 60 1,637,040 00
Safety Fund Stock
1,065,126 01
Ditto'at credit of Board of Control
48,679 70
Due to banks and bankers
131,203 79
392,098 67 689,506 94
Due to individual depositors
1,329,189 88 3,068,192 66 971,906 78
Surplus or conting't fund <tund'd profits
16,360 44
274,746 18 871,014 91
Bills payable and time drafts
126,143 02
148,362 20
14,776 00
Discounts, interest, <tc
29,101 01
884 10
44,011 79
State tax as reported for last six months
2,436 21
38,664 29
8,665 76
Dividends unpaid
32,573 25
179,861 67
6,574 20
Other liabilities.
46,748 79
10,068 62
6,029 80
Total liabilities
$4,661,214 36 $17,466,861 28 $6,466,349 78
The capital stock of the Ohio Life Insurance and Trust Company is $2,000,000,
which is loaned on real estate. The capital of $611,226, on which it is doing business
as a bank, consists of loans made to the company, on which it is paying interest
1307,960 14 of amount due to banks and bankers consists of a balance of $566,149 71,
after deducting therefrom $248,189 57, the amount due by the Trust Department
STATISTICS OF BOSTON INSURANCE COMPANIES.
The following table, compiled by Geoboi A. Foxckaft, Esq., exhibits the amount
of capital of sixteen Boston insurance companies, (incorporated with specific capital,)
and the rate and amount of dividends paid in 1849, 1860, and 1861.
The capital of the Neptune Company was increased 60 per cent in 1850. The Coelituate Company (organized in I860) declared their first dividend in October last—
8 per cent. The Tremont Company are winding up their affairs. They will pay their
first dividend of the capital stock ($76 per share) on the 16th instant
1849.
ism
18H.
Capital.
Offices.
Dlv. per at. Dlv. per ct Dlv. per c
16
$800,000
20
20
800,000
12
4
9
800,000
12
14
16
300,000
20
20
20
800,000
12
18
10
200,000
Hope
1
12
10
400,000
11
20
25
10
800,000
11
10
•JO
600,000
86
30
600,000
14
18
20
•80
800,000
14
17
226,000
$
9
10
200,000
16
20
6
200,000
20
25
none.
150,000
none.
•
>
200,000
•
12
11
Am'nt of cap. A div'nds
$4,675,000 $681,000 $948,260 $742,600
The semi annual dividends of nine of the above companies, namely, the Boylston,
Hope, Manufacturers', Merchants', National, Neptune, Suffolk, Warren, and the Wash
ington, are payable in April and October ; the American, Firemen's, and Franklin, ars
payable in January and July ; the Boston in March and September; the Mercantile
Marine and the Tremont in May and November ; the United States in June and
December.
* 90 per cent in stock—30 per cent In cash.
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THE STOCK MARKET OF BALTIMORE IN 1851.
We published in the Mereltantt' Magazine for April, 1851, (vol. xxiv., page 493,) a
table prepared for the Baltimore Price Current, showing the cash prices of all the
stocks sold in that market during the year commencing January 1, and ending Decem
ber 31st, 1851. We are indebted to the same reliable source for a similar table for
the year ending December 81st, 1851, which we here subjoin :—
QUOTATIONS rOU STOCKS IN THE BALTIUOSE 1IABKET.
1851.
Stoek.
Jan. 15. Feb. 15. Mr. 15. Ap. 15. May 15.
Public Loans—
1151 1141 115
...
108
103 102* 103 1031 1021
88} 86* ■ • •
88
87
95
95 • * •
97
l"l i
104 104
108*
105 1041 106± 104* 1041
87
87 ....
Bait * Ohio R. R. 6 per cent bonds, 1854 98J
■*• .•i •••
92
921 93
92
98
94* • * • • ■ • i * ■
Bank Stocks—
94
94* 94* 95
94
101 1011 103 103* 1021
70
71
701
701
401 401
39
Commercial and Farmers', full paid
35
87
36
36
22
28
23
24
28.
28* 28* 27
28
27
28* 27
271 26
25* 26
25* 25
26
*0i 20f 20* 201 2H
l«i 16* 161 161 16
11
Hi Hi Hi 11
9
9
»i
»i
H
49
221 *22 • • ■ ...
Insurance—
621
521
21* 221 28
21*
12
HI 121 "i 12
8
7
8
8
8i
Railroads
Hi 751 741 761 77
201
22J 28* 23}
281 81
831 371
Turnpike Roads—
5
t
4*
<t
York
8
3
Frederick
8*
Si
Si
«i
k
\l;
|,
Miscellaneous—
105 104 104 100
85
84
66
85 '861
10
18
131 131
74
66
601 68
15
141 131

J'e. 15.
1151
103 *
88
...
104
87
92
91
99
721
361
271
27
26
21
161
Hi
8*
18
60
25
12
8i
73*
221
33*
6
3
3i
100
861
76*
10
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1RS1.
July 15. Log. 15. Sep. 15. Oct 15. Nov.15. Dec.15.
115
• • • 114 115$
102$ 100 100 102$ 103$ 101
88
87$ 89
84
85f 87
95
9-4
..
,,
,,
,.
loo
102$
...
Baltimore 6 per cents, 1860
104
■ . . 101$ 102$ 103
Ditto, 1870
104 104$ ... 102 103 104
Ditto, 1890
105 105 105 102$ 104 104$
Ditto, 5 per cents
84
89
84
Bait and Ohio R R 6 per ct. bonds, 1864 98
98
90
Ditto, 1867
94
85
94
B0
Ditto, 1876
94
85
20$
01
■•
••
Bank Stocks—
S3
Bank of Baltimore
89$
90
87|
Merchants'
100
96$ 96
98 *99$
98
67 •66
Union Bank of Maryland
69$ 67
04
64
35
Farmers' and Merchants'
37
K8
86
,,
Commercial and Farmers', full paid
34
36
..
Ditto, short paid
21
21$ 20
Marine
28
27$
27$ 26
27
Farmers' and Planters'
26$ 26* *26$
26
.,
Chesapeake
25
24 *28
,.
20$ *20$
Western
20$ 20
20
20
Mechanics'
16
15$ 15$ 151 15
15
Franklin
11
10$ 11 •11
10
n
*9
Citizens'
8$
9
6$
Farmers' Bank of Maryland
,,
46
»,
Patapsco Bank of Maryland
20
20
••
21
••
Insurance—
Firemen's.
25
21
2U 20$ •20
22
Baltimore Fire
12
11
11
11
10
Association Firemen's
8$
7
n ••
n •■
Railroads—
Baltimore and Ohio
75
ni •4$ 66} 595 51$
York and Cumberland
21
so
»t 18$ HI 18$
Baltimore and Susquehanna
84
25
•■
•■
■•
••
Turnpike Roads—
Reisterstown
5
4}
4$
41
4$
Frederick
8$
Si
8$
n
H
Miscellaneous—
Baltimore Qas Company
108 wt
100 105
Baltimore Water Company
87
86
87
87
,.
Union Manufacturing Company
10$ 10
10
9
Canton Company
65
56
62
60
Susquehanna Canal
9
••
Our cotemporary of the Baltimore Price Current introduces the above table with
the following remarks :—
" In all our leading and stable securities, such as Government, State and City loans,
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad bonds generally, and bank shares, it will be seen there
has been no material fluctuation in prices. Those of our securities that partake more
of a fancy character are more readily affected By the sudden transitions in the money
market as well as by other causes—the operations of ' bulls ' and ' bears ' for example
—and to these causes may be attributed, in a great measure, the sudden fluctuations in
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad and York and Cumberland Railroad shares. On 15th Jannary, 1851, -we quote Baltimore and Ohio Railroad 74$ bid ; on the 6th of May sales
were made at 78$ a 78$ ; from that time until the 14th of November they gradually
Stocks.
Public Loans—
United States 6 per cents, 1867
Maryland 6 per cents
Maryland 6 per cents
Maryland 6 per cents sterling

* Dividend oft
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declined uDtil they received 60$ per share, at which rate sales were made on that day,
since which time they have as gradually advanced, and are now held at 62$. We note
tales at the board at 82, with an upward tendency.
"York and Cumberland Railroad shares, however, were quoted on the 15th January,
1851, at 20$ ; they advanced during the year to $24 per share, and closed on the 16th De
cember at 18$ bid. There is some demand for the stock to-day at 1 8$ a 18$ per share.
In Baltimore and Susquehanna Railroad shares there has been nothing done for the
last three months. This Company, we learn, will shortly make their annual report,
which will show a large increase of business as compared with that of the previous
fear. The York and Cumberland Railroad Co., we also learn, are steadily increasing
in their gross receipts every month, and with the aid of the surplus revenue to be de
rived from the Baltimore and Susquehanna, may be able, at its next semi-annual re
port, to pay a fair dividend to its very patient stockholders. Looking to the early
connection of this work with the great Sunbury and Erie Railroad, which connection
has now become a fixed fact, we do not hesitate to hazard the prediction that to the
stockholders it must become, within a few years, one of the most productive stocks in
oar country."
TAXES IN THE SANDWICH ISLANDS.
The following schedule exhibits the rate of taxes that are collected in the Sandwich
Islands :—
FOLL TAX.
Every male adult subject of his Majesty
H 00
Every female adult subject of his Majesty
60
Boys between fifteen and twenty years of age, each
60
Girls between fifteen and twenty years of age, each
26
(Girls residing with their parents are exempt by law from this tax.)
SCHOOL TAX.
Every male subject of his Majesty, as above
1 - 00
(This tax is for the exclusive support of common schools in the district.)
Every foreigner, subject or alien, residing or doing business in the city of Ho
nolulu, if without children under legal age
8 00
Every foreigner, as above, having children under legal age
6 00
(This tax to be subject to the order of the School Committee of Honolulu.)
TAX ON ANIMALS.
For every dog, without exception, if alive on the first day of January
$1 00
For every horse, male or female, whether used or not
50
For every mule or ass, as above
25
PROGRESS OP MAIL TRANSPORTATION IN THE UNITED STATES.
STiTIMEST OP THE NUMBER Of POST-OFFICES AND LENGTH OF POST ROADS IN THK UNI
TED STATES THE ANNUAL AMOUNT PAID FOR KAIL TRANSPORTATION AND OF RECEIPTS
AND EXPENDITURES OF THK POST-OFFICB DEPARTMENT AT FEBIODS OF FIVE TEARS,
FROM 1790 TO 1835, INCLUSIVE.
Vara.
No. post-offlee*. L'glh post r'da. P»id for transport'n. Receipts.
Expenditures
n»o....
75
1,875
22,081
87,935
82,140
H95
453
18,207
75,369
160,620
117,898
1800
128,644
20,817
280,804
213,994
903
1805
1,558
81,076
239,635
421,873
377,367
1810....
2,300
86,406
827,966
661,684
495,969
1815....
748,121
3,000
43,748
487,779
1,043,065
1820
1,160,926
4,500
72,492
782,425
1,111,927
1825
94,052
1,229,043
5,677
785.646
1,306,625
1830
1,959,109
8,450
115,176
1,272,166
1,919,300
1334....
10,770
112,774
2,686,108
1,588,222
3,162,876
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DEBT OF THE UNITED STATES,
The subjoined statements of the debt and finances of the United States, is derived
from the report of the Secretary of the Treasury :—
The public registered debt on the 80th November, 1860, was $64,228,238 87 ; since
which period the following reductions have been made, namely :—
On account of the debt of the cities of the District of Columbia, as
sumed by the act of 20th May, 1836
160.000 00
On account of the old funded and unfunded debt_
2,8fi9 19
On account of the loan of 1848
230,800 00~
On account of the loan of 1847
1,070,450 00
On account of Mexican indemnitv stock
303,673 92
On account of treasury notes paid in specie
650 00
Total
$1,667,843 11
In addition to which, the awards under the 15th article of the treaty with Mexico'
for which the issue of stock was authorized, amounting to $2,591,213 45, and the in
stalment under the 1 2th article of that treaty, amounting to $3,242,400, have been
paid in cash.
The public debt on the 20th of November, 1851, was $62,560,395 26, as follows,
namely :—
Old funded and unfunded debt, payable on presentation
$116,716 79
Debt of District cities assumed by Congress, *60,000 payable annually
840,000 00
Treasury notes issued prior to 22d July, 1846, payable or fundable
on presentation
186.711 64
Treasury notes issued under act of 22d July, 1846, payable or fun
dable on presentation
17,550 00
Treasury notes issued under act of 28th January, 1847, payable or
fundable on presentation
9,500 00
Loan of April 15th, 1p42, due 31»t December, 1862, payable or fun
dable on presentation
8,198,686 08
Loan of March 3d, 1843, due 1st July, 1858
6,237,931 36
Loan of July 22, 1846, due 12th November, 1856
4,999,149 45
Loan of January 28, 1847, due 1st January, 1868
26,265,150 00
Loan of March 31st, 1848, due 1st July, 1868
14,740,000 00
Total
$62,560,395 26
The total receiptsfrom all sources for the last fiscal year amounted to $62,812,979 87,
which, with the balance in the treasury on the 1st of July, 1850. of $6,604,544 49,
gave, as the total available means for the year ending 80th June last, the sum of
$58,917,624 86. Of this amount, $49,017,667 92 were received from customs.
The receipts for the quarter ending 30th September last were $15,561,611 83, of
which $14,754,909 34 were from customs; for the corresponding quarter of the pre
vious year the customs yielded the gross sun; of $14,764,043 06. It is presumed that
the receipts for the three remaining quarters of the current fiscal year will not ex
ceed those of the corresponding quarters of the last year, and hence the receipts from
that source have been estimated at $49,000,000.
The estimated total receipts for the current fiscal year amount to $61,600,000. The
total expenditures are estimated at $60,952,902 59. Total receipts for the next fiscal
Tear are estimated at $51,800,000.
8AVING8 BANKS IN MASSACHUSETTS.
An official circular, requiring returns from savings institutions in Massachusetts, was
issued by Governor Boutwell on the 9th of October, 1850. It had reference to their
condition on the last Saturday of May, 1861. These returns, which were duly received,
have been arranged and published under the supervision and direction of Mr. Walker,
Secretary of the Commonwealth. The following summary is derived from report.
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It speaks well for the prudence and economy of the industrial classes in the old " Bay
State."
AGGREGATE CONDITION OF SAVINGS BANKS IN MASSACHUSETTS.
Number of depositors
86,537 ' Railroad stock
$126,137 49
Amount of deposits
$15,554,088 58 Loans on railroad stock. . . . 806,290 00
Public funds
1,200.657 29 Invested in real estate
100,883 88
Loans on public funds ....
28,200 00 Loans in mortg. of real estate 4,256,437 85
Bank stock
2,824,576 61 Loans to county or town. . . 1,875,827 11
Loans on bank stock.
399,705 00 Loans on Personal security . 4,652.128 48
Depos. in b'ks, bearing int'st 252,868 31 Cash on hand
232,186 06
Rate and amount of ordinary dividend, for last year. . . . j Amount00 °V643 47^29
Average annual per cent of dividends of last five years .... A fraction over 6 2 1 100
Annual expenses of the institution
48,707 86
Eight savings banks were incorporated at the last session of the General Court.
The average annual per cent of divioends for the last five years in the above table is
calculated in the returns of 34 banks.
UNITED STATES MIJVT.
We extract from the Report of the Secretary of the Treasury, (dated Dec. 26, 1861,)
all that relates to the Mint of the United States. Aside from the information em
bodied, it contains some valuable suggestions :
The operations of the Mint during the past year have been conducted with efficiency,
and with highly satisfactory results. Under the present system the depositors prompt
ly receive the value of their bullion so soon as it is assayed ; and though the deposits
are made in large masses at short intervals, on the arrival of the California steamers,
yet the assays are made and the payments commence usually within forty-eight hours,
and the whole generally completed within an average of five or six days after these
heavy amounts of bullion—frequently by two and three hundred different depositors
—are received at the Mint; and the whole duty is performed without any charge to
the depositors, except a mere fractional per centage for the actual cost of separating
the bullion. It is believed that equal facilities are not presented to individuals by the
mints of any other nation as are now given by the Mint of the United States.
The realization of the value of these large quantities of bullion by the owners of it
without loss, within a few days after it anives in the United States, is accomplished
by means of the heavy bullion fund which can atpresent be spared without inconveni
ence from the excess of means in the treasury. It may, however, not always be con
venient to keep so large an amount reserved for this purpose from the public funds ;
and even if it were otherwise, the amount of this fund applied to the purchase and
extinguishment of so much of the national debt, would save nearly $400,000 annually,
in interest now paid by the treasury. It is believed this saving could be effected, and
all the advantages at present enjoyed by the depositors of gold or other bullion still
retained, if, instead of paying the Mint certificates in cash, as is now done. Congress
would make them receivable for all dues to the Government, under suitable restric
tions as to the time and place of their receipt I can see no reasonable objection to
such use of these certificates, as they are the evidences of so much bullion already in
the actual possession of the Government, and for which the coin itself would be forth
coming, generally in a few days, and always in a few weeks.
In connection with the subject of the Mint, I deem it my duty to call the attention
of Congress to the present standard value of gold and silver, as established by existing
laws.
The relation of gold to silver in the legal coinage of the United States, is as 1 to
15.988; in Great Britain, as 1 to 14.288; and in France, as 1 to 16.499. Thus it will
be seen, that one ounce in pore gold will, in the United States, be equ'il to that pro
duced from the coinage of 15.988 ounces of pure silver; in Great Britain, it will be
equal to that derived from only 14.288 ounces pure silver; and in France, to 15.499
ounces. So soon, therefore, as the state of our foreign Commerce, as is now the case,
requires an exportation of specie, it is obvious that our silver coin must be exported
whilst it can be procured, till the demand for exportation is supplied.
>
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From the operation of this law of Commerce arises the present scarcity of our silver
currency. At this time, though our silver coin commands a premium in exchange for
gold, it is, notwithstanding, still found more advantageous tor shipment abroad than
gold. In consequence of the premium on silver, though the relative legal value be
tween it and the latter is as 1 to 15.988, the real intrinsic market value is only about
I to 16.675. A debtor, then, who offers silver in payment, must give it at the rate of
15.988 ounces in coin, by which he loses 3 1 3 thousandths of an ounce; for with 15.675
ounces be could purchase one ounce of gold, which latter would be a legal tender for
the same debt It is to be borne in mind, however, that though the relative value of
coin in Great Britain is as I to 14.288, that is not the relative bullion value of the
two metals, which is about 1 to 16.716, the silver coin of that country being about ten
per cent less in value than silver bullion of the same weight ; that is to say, the silver
coin of that kingdom will go ten per cent farther in paying debts than an equal weight
of pure silver bullion at the standard value. A difference so great in the value of the
two species of coin bas not, of course, been the result of either miscalculation or mis
take, but was brought about by design, and with the same views which it is believed
will render it necessary for us to Adopt a similar plan, in order to retain and maintain
a silver currency. The obvious policy of this system was to secure the gold and silver
coinage of Great Britain against the fluctuations arising from the relative value of gold
and silver bullion there. In Great Britain 14.288 ounces of silver coin are equal in
payment to 15.988 ounces in the United States, and 15.499 in France. It is very
clear, then, that there is no inducement to export silver coin to either country from
Great Britain.
Though the British government manufactures one hundred shillings in coin from
bullion intrinsically worth only ninety shillings, it does not permit individuals to bring
ninety shillings in bullion to the Mint and receive in exchange one hundred shillings in
coin ; but, on the contrary, the community is obliged to pay the par value fur all the
silver coin it requires. It must give £6 in pure gold or silver for one hundred shillings
in coin. Coinage being a monopoly by the government, the latter can impose such
terms as it deems necessary and advisable, and the public, within certain limits, will
pay the government its own price for the benefit of the mint stamp.
hi fixing, therefore, the proper relative value which should be established between
our gold and silver coins, it should not be done with regard to the value of our coins in
reference to foreign coin, but as to their intrinsic value as bullion in foreign countries.
The relative value of our gold and silver coin is, as already stated, as 1 to 16.988 ;
and the bullion value of our silver coin in England is 15 716—being a difference of
272 thousandths, or nearly two per cent. It follows, then, as a matter of course, that
on all occasions where the course of our foreign trade requires heavy shipments
abroad, our silver coin will be first sought after for that purpose, even at a premium,
and consequently will disappear from circulation, as it has already done to a very
great extent.
There seems to be but one immediate and direct remedy for this evil ; and that is the
one which has already been adopted in Great Britain, of changing the relative value
between gold and silver coin by reducing the intrinsic value of the latter. The opinion
of the officers of the Mint (in which judicious persons, whose opinions are entitled to
great weight, concur) is, that this change could be advantageously made, by making
our dollar weigh 384 grains, and the smaller coins in proportion ; so that 800 ounces
of such coin should be worth by tale exactly 41,000. The director of the Mint, in a
ooromunication on the subject, says : " If Buch a scale of weights were adopted, the
relation of silver in such pieces to gold would be as 14.884 to 1, and if the present
true relation or bullion value is about 16 675 to 1, the new proposed silver coin would
be over valued by law about five per cent—a very small advance, and fur less than
m British silver, or in the worn Spanish coin which now monopolizes our circulation."
In the adjustment of this subject, it will be necessary to consider the depreciation
|n the value of gold which may have taken place already, or shall hereafter occur,
>n consequence of the immense additional supplies which have been, and will, no
doubt, continue to be, thrown into circulation from California, Australia, and other
countries. This consideration might justify a much greater present over-valuation of
olver coin, as the future depreciation of gold will probably soon overcome the limit
of the present proposed advance.
If this plan is adopted by Congrcss.it of course will involve the necessity of making
Mirer coin a legal tender only for debts of small amount—say not exceeding ten dol
lar*, which is about the same limit (forty shillings) which has been established in
Great Britain.
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The subject of a change in the coinage of the country is one of very great impor
tance, and involves consequences which require the most serious consideration and de
liberate action. That the present relative value of our gold and silver coin requires
pome change there can be little doubt ; and I have therefore deemed it my duty to
brinj; the subject to the notice of Congress.
The great increase in the amount of bullion which now comes to the United States
for coinage, compared with former times, seems to require the establishment of brunches
to the mint at those points where the largest amount of bullion and foreign coin is re
ceived. Any transportation of those articles beyond the places where they are pro
duced, or received from abroad, is attended with delay, risk, and expense, which should
be avoided, if possible, without too great expense to the government
The State of California is now producing gold dust certainly equal in amount to
seventy-five millions of dollars, and probably equal to one hundred millions of dollars
a year. The information in possession of this department warrants the opinion that
this product will not be diminished in amount for many years to come.
The distance from San Francisco, by way of the Isthmus of Panama and New York,
to the Mint at Philadelphia is about 6,250 miles. The precious metals there found,
have, therefore, to be transported that distance and back, at great risk and expense,
before the owner can receive its equivalent in the legal coin of the United States.
Such a burdensome tax upon the interests of California should be removed by the es
tablishment of a branch mint at the most eligible point in that State.
Nearly all the importations of specie and bullion concentrate at the port of New
York ; two-thirds of all the customs duties collected in the country are there paid in
specie. Sound policy demands that at that great commercial and financial center a
branch mint should be established, which should be the custodian of the large amount
of public moneys there collected, and which will enable foreign coin and bullion to be
converted most speedily into our own currency, without the risk, delay, and expense
of transportation to any other point
It is believed that the establishment of such an institution at that point would not
charge much additional annual expense upon the Treasury. The treasurer thereof
would supersede the office of assistant treasurer. The branch mints at Dahlonegs,
Georgia, and Charlotte, North Carolina, may be converted into assay offices, whereby
several superfluous officers might be dispensed with. The deposits of bullion at those
establishments have been regularly declining, without any decrease in the annual ex
penses. The transportation from thence of bars and ingots, the values of which would
be attested by government assayers, would be easily effected at little risk or expense.
For these and other reasons, heretofore expressed by my predecessors, I earnestly
recommend the immediate establishment of branch mints at New York and San Fran
cisco, and the discontinuance of those in North Carolina and Georgia as mints for
coinage, retaining them as assay offices, under such regulations, as to the number of
offices, Ac., as Congress may deem proper.
The expenses of the mint and branches have of course greatly increased since the
accession of California, and will be still further augmented in case Congress should de
termine to establish the two additional branches at San Francisco and New York. I
would, therefore, suggest for the consideration of Congress the propriety of authorizing
a small seigniorage on the bullion deposited by corporations or individuals for the pur
pose of covering the actual expenses of coinage, instead of allowing the latter to re
main as an exclusive charge upon the Treasury. This, it is believed, is the universal
usage at all other national mints, and the charge would be but a mere fractional per
centage, amounting only to a very few cents per ounce.
This department is now required by law to submit annually to Congress the mint
assays of certain foreign coins ; and it is recommended that this requirement be ex
tended so as to embrace annual assays of the coins of those foreign countries with
which the United States have any considerable commercial intercourse, and that an
appropriation not exceeding one thousand dollars be made to defray the annual expense
of procuring such foreign coin as can only be obtained from abroad.
Invoices of merchandise imported from foreign countries, and subject to ad valorem
duties, are required by our existing revenue laws to be made out in the currency of
the country whence the shipment is made, and the value which such currency shall
have in computations at our custom-houses has from time to time, in respect to several
foreign countries, been prescribed by specific laws.
The President of the United States is authorized by the sixty-first section of the
act of 1799 to establish fit and proper regulations for estimating duties on imported
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merchandise, the original cost of which shall be exhibited in depreciated currency is
sued and circulated under the authority of any foreign government In the execution
of this power, consuls of the United Slates are required to certify on invoices of mer
chandise shipped from the countries of their residence and made out in depreciated
currency, or in a currency the value of which is not fixed by our laws, the value of
such currency in Spanish or United States silver dollars. It is obvious, however, so
far as the foreign currency consists of coin, that the most accurate and reliable method
of ascertaining its value, as compared with our own, is by an actual assay at the Mint
While the results of such annual assays will place within the power of the President
the best means of performing the duty of establishing fit and proper regulations ou the
subject tht y will also enable Congress to revise and correct from time to time, by
further legislation, the values in custom-house receipts and computations of the foreign
coins already fixed and regulated by our laws. It is to be observed that the proceeds
of the coins thus procured will, after assay, be returned to the treasury, and carried to
the credit of said appropriation for subsequent disbursement in like manner. It will
therefore be reduced only by the expense of transmitting the coin from abroad and the
loss consequent upon their assay.

COMMERCIAL REGULATIONS.
CUSTOM REGULATIONS OF SHANGHAI.
1st. Reporting or Ships on Arrival. As soon as a vessel arrives in port she must
u heretofore be reported in accordance with the treaty, through the intervention of
the consul. The consignee of the ship will then apply to the custom house for a writ
ten permit to open the hold and land her goods, and should the hatches be opened be
fore the delivery of such permit, the consul will, as toon as it is discovered, be request
ed to inflict the penalties by treaty provided, and the goods thus illegally landed or
transhipped shall all be confiscated.
2d. Separate Report op Import Goods bt each Consignee. After the permit to
open the hatches has been delivered to the consignee of the vessel, each of the several
consignees •>( the cargo will hjnd in to the custom-house a written note specifying the
number of packages, contents and such like particulars, when a permit in writing shall
be delivered to the party so reporting, on which the goods may be landed. And if any
goods he discovered landed or transhipped without such written authority, or any dis
crepancy be found between the quantities landed and those specified in the notice and
permit, the whole of such goods shall be confiscated.
3d. Report of Export Goods by Consignees. The reporting of export goods at the
custom-house shall be transacted in the same manner as that of import cargoes. A per
mit to l««id having previously been applied for and received by the consignees of the ves
sel, each individual shipper will then hand into the custom-house a written notice speci
fying the nature of produce, number of packages, and such like particulars, when a per
mit in writing will he delivered to him on which to make the shipment. If any goods
be discovered being shipped without such permit, or discrepancy be found between the
nature and quantity shipped and that recorded on the permit, the whole of the goods
thus irregularly shipped shall be confiscated.
4tu Reporting a Vessel Outwards. When the loading of a vessel U completed
the consignee of the ship will hand in to the custom house n written manifest of the
outward cargo, particularizing therein the nature and quantity of the goods, the weight
of each package, and the collective amount of the whole.
6th. Production op Dockets of Registry on Payment of Duties All foreign
merchants purchasing tea and silk for export will demand from the Chinese dealer the
station hou^e dockets of registry, which will be produced to the government bunker on
' payment of duties, and without which documents the banker is under strict orders not
to receive any duties, or deliver any receipts. But the Btation-house officers may not
extort ihe -Jijchte>t fee in the issue of such dockets, and should any attempt to break
this rule, the sufferers are at liberty to report them, and they shall be severely pun
ished.
8th. Payment of Duties. The consignees will make up the account of all tmnage
dues, and import and export duties at the custom-house, and then pay the whole in to
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the government bankers, from whom they will receive the usual receipt*, which will
be delivered directly into the cust* m-house, and not, as heretofore, through the consul.
If any misunderstanding should arise, however, reference will be made to the consul
as usual.
7th. Clearing or a Vessel Outwards. The custom-house once satisfied of the cor
rectness of the manifests of import and export cargo, and that the whole of the dues
and duties have been paid in, will issue a graud chop, which will be in triplicate, spe
cifying the actual amounts of tonnage dues and duties paid. One copy of which will
be handed to the merchant, one sent to the consul, and one kept on record, and on pro
duction of which the consul will return the ship's paperB and allow the vessel to de
part
8th. Shipment ok Discharge or Goods after Sunset will be deemed Smuggling.
The shipment and discharge of goods shall be carried on between sunrise and sunset,
and cannot be allowed after dark ; if there be any necessity to continue either after
dark, it can only be permitted on application to the Superintendent of Customs for,
and receipt of, a special permit Any infraction of this rule shall be treated as smug
gling, and all the goods shall be confiscated.
9th. The Examination of Cargo Boats. The custom-house attendants stationed at
the Jetties will be at liberty, as they think necessary, to demand of the masters of car
go bouts discharging and shipping goods, the name of the vessel, whence they have
come, or whither they are going, as also the name of the Hong to which the goods be
long, and the number of packages in the boat ; and the man in charge shall reply
clearly to their questions without any misrepresentation ; should he refuse to do so, or
be unable from ignorance to give the requisite information, or should the custom-house
officers see reason to suspect any irregularity, in either case they will remove the boat
to the custom-house Jetty for more minute examination. And should false information
be proved to have been given, the boat will be confiscated ana the party in charge
punished by their own authorities, if Chinese, and if a foreigner, the Superintendent of
Customs will request the consul to examine the case and prohibit the party from pur
suing the business of lightering. The custom-house attendants will, however, not be
permitted, under pain of severe punishment, to oner vexatious interference or cause
unnecessary detention.
10th. Penalties for Smuggling. Increased vigilance on the part of the custom
house officers, and rigorous application of the laws are most necessary at this juncture,
in order to earn respect to authority, and prevent frauds upon the revenue. It is there
fore publicly notified that henceforth the Superintendant of Customs will levy the full
penalty without any compromise, whenever any case of smuggling is proved, and con
fiscate the whole of the goods he is entitled by regulation to seize, without distinction
of persons or flags.
TARE ON SUGAR HOGSHEADS.
The planters of Assumption (Louisiana) have recently adopted the following resolu
tions in regard to tare on sugar :—
Resolved, That the committee consider the tax of 10 per cent on sugar is already too
high in a majority of cases.
That we have borne it without a murmur, but that we consider an increase as an
encroachment upon our rights and as unfair in commercial relations.
Resolved, That the increase of tore from 10 to 12 per cent is a departure from the
old standard long existing in the sugar market in New Orleans, and ought and must be
resisted by every sugar growing parish in the State.
Resolved, That if the Chamber of Commerce should see fit to increase the tare as
proposed by the sugar buyers in New Orleans, we respectfully submit to the Chamber,
that we may be allowed the same privilege accorded to sellers of Western produce,
viz : The weighing of the packages before their delivery in market
TREATY WITH THE SANDWICH ISLANDS.
A copy of the treaty of friendship, Commerce and Navigation between Great Brit
ain and the Sandwich Islands, signed at Honolulu, on the 10th July, 1851, has just
ben received. It is one of entire reciprocal freedom, with the exception, as regards
navigation, of the coasting trade of the respective countries. British whalers are to
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enjoy the privilege lately conceded also to those of the United States, of entering certain
ports, in addition to Honolulu and Lahaina, and are to be allowed to trade to the amount
of $200 without the payment of duties of any kind. They may, also, upon paying the
ordinary import or export duties, trade to the further extent of $1,000 betore becom
ing liable to port charges. A provi-ion is inserted for the surrender of naval or mili
tary deserters which, in consequence of the proximity of California, is not without im
portance ; and there is also a clause for the residence of a British packet agent, in case
there should at any time be established British mail-packets touching at a port of the
islands. The ratiheation of the treaty is to take place by the 10th of May, 1B62.

NAUTICAL INTELLIGENCE.
MAURY'S SAILING DIRECTIONS AKD CHARTS.*
This is a work of unusual importance to Commerce. It is one which has been
brought out as a result of a series of investigations which have been carried on, for a
considerable period, by Lieutenant Maury, respecting the winds and currents of the
ocean. The basis of these has been the log books, in which were recorded the obser
vations of numerous shipmasters while traversing the various oceans. Already, by
following his directions, the length and duration of voyages have been greatly
reduced. One of the strongest facts of this kind relates to passages from this port to
California. These have been shortened, on an average, not less than forty days. The
average passage of sailing vessels bound from the Atlantic to the Pacific ports of the
United States, has been, without the use of these wind and current charts, 187$ day« ;
but by following the directions of tLe charts, the average passage is 144J days. As
the science advances there is no doubt that much more will be accomplished.
The quiet manner in which these results have been developed by Lieut. Maury, the
vast improvement which they must create in the rapidity of the voyages of sailing
vessels, and the important consequences which must follow therefrom surely entitle
him to no ordinary respect and honor.
It is not too much to regard the nautical information presented in these charts as
very far in advance of anything heretofore in the possession of mankind, and it must
unquestionably awaken naval officers and shipmasters to a new era in navigation.
It is not our purpose, at this time, to enter into a full examination of these charts.
This is a subject which we shall reserve for a future occasion, when we shall attempt,
in a more elaborate manner, to spread their important features before our readers.
Our purpose here is, to express the high appreciation of those labors abroad, and espe
cially in England, where eulogiums are bestowed upon the science and the merits of
its principal author and promoter in no measured terms. One of these, from the
"British Army Despatch," is so clear in its statements, and so just in its observations,
that we append it to these remarks :—
[from the (loxdon) bbitish abmv despatch.]
Maury'* Chart* of the North and South Atlantic Ocean, London : J. W. Parker,
Strand We have to acknowledge the receipt of these valuable charts, by Lieutenant
M. F. Maury, United Suites Navy, of the National Observatory, Washington.
We prouounce them at once to be the most beautiful specimens of nautical engrav
ing we have ever seen—as elaborately finished as they ure scientific in their detail.
They are accompanied by a notice to mariners, approved by the Hon. W. B. Preston,
* Explanations of wiling directions to accompany wind and current charts, approved by Cummomodore Lewis Warrluirton, chief of the bureau of ordnance and hydrography ; and published by
aatboKly of Hon. William A. Graham, Secretary of the Navy. By M. F. Maury, Unite d Stales
Savy.
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Secretary of the Navy, and published by the authority of Commodore Lewis War
rington, chief of the bureau of ordnance arid hydrography. We very much question
whether these charts do not herald another American triumph in this year of wonders ;
at least we have seen nothing like them in this country. So far, indeed, are we
from such scientific results, that we seem to be one hundred years behind the labors
of Lieutenant Maury. We do not say that it requires one hundred years to overtake
or even pass him ; but as it is, we are bo far, if not farther, removed from the laborious
productions of this gentleman.
•
••#*••
These charts of the North and South Atlantic are divided into wind and'current
charts and pilot charts. With the aid of these combined, to adopt the language of
Lieutenant Maury, " the navigator may now calculate and project tne path of bis ship
on an intended voyage, very much in the same way that the astronomer determines
the path of a comet through the heavens." In order to get at the results exhibited in
these charts, which show the action of every known wind and current, immense re
search has been made by their author into the sailing experience of thousands of
vessels. It must rest certainly with the navigator to apply to a certain extent the
doctrine of chances to the detailed realities laid down before him.
To show the anxiety displayed by our transatlantic friends in the cause of scientific
navigation, pilot-charts are furnished gratuitously to such mariners as apply for them,
at Washington, New York, and Philadelphia, on condition of the captain promising to
furnish in return an abstract of his log according to the form given in the directions.
####***
The routes laid down by Lieutenant Miiury are not, as we before hinted, theoretical ;
they are the results of practical observation and the experience of thousands of navi
gators. In the wind and current charts, the winds are denoted by little comet-like
" brushes" as they are called : the currents by arrows. The first of these distinguish
by their shape evt ry degree of force, from a gale to a light air. The strength of the
current is expressed by the length of the arrow. The magnetic variation observed by
each vessel is given in Roman numerals. The temperature of the water is also de
nominated. The seasons are represented by colors ; the months by tracks or lines.
The names of the vessels of war, or merchant vessels, are duly and differently marked.
All this appears very complicated as a whole, but it is simple to any one steering a
particular route. We observe that the wind and current chart of our island channel
is most elaborately given. We trust that these charts will be fully tried by English
navigators, with the same zeal and good feeling which has distinguished American
sailing masters. The following is very flattering testimony to American captains :—
" To the honor of American ship-masters, be it said, that those who fail to keep
abstracts according to promise, are very few. The great majority of them are co
operating with me in this great work, with a zeal, ability and effect, the most credit
able. I am proud of their assistance." The passage of eighty-nine vessels, with all
their mistakes, by the new system and route, compared with that of seventy-three of
the old, taken at random, gives a result highly in favor of the wind and current charts.
The average sailing distance from the ports of the United- States to the Equator has
been reduced two weeks for some mouths of the year, ten days on an average, winter
and spring, and one week the year round. .Seventeen per cent has been saved in the
passage to the line the year round ; " which saving," says Lieutenant Maury, " is the
first fruit of the wind and current charts, and of that system of investigation with
regard to the winds and currents of the ocean, that the patriotism, intelligence, and
public spirit of American shipowners and masters have enabled me to pursue with
such signal advantage to the Commerce of the country." The trade-wind charts and
pilot charts are very curious and valuable. The application of scientific observation
to the laws of nature is developed on a scale at once grand and minute. The pilot
chart shows the relative number of times, in every five degrees square of the ocean,
that the wind blows from the several points of the compass for each month. The
method of ascertaining the probable direction of winds and existence of calms is highly
ingenious. It may be observed that the sailing directions are only intended for
vessels of a certain speed sailing within six points of the wind, as other than these
would probably fall to leeward and bring disrepute upon the route. We trust that
these charts may awake some of our ancient mariners or antique land-lubbers to a
sense of their deficiency. Otherwise, we prophecy that, whatever perfection we may
arrive at in building green houses and cotton-mills, we shall be beaten on the ocean,
which was once our pride and our home. But probably Mr. Cobden, that modest
Bully Bottom, does not look with apprehension upon this.
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In the meanwhile we cordially congratulate Lieutenant Maury and his countrymen
on the patriotic progress they have made. Next to our own advance, we would
welcome theirs most warmly. We cannot forbear from commenting on the extraordi
nary cheapness of these beautiful specimens of chart engraving. It is also to be ob
served that, some of the late fast voyages, and longest voyages in the shortest
time, have been made according the charts of Lieutenant Maury. Certainly
if honorable international emulation be the order of the day, the Admiralty nautical
publishers, ship owners, and the Koyal Geographical Society of England, owe him
some reoximpense. The gold medal of the latter would be do inappropriate gift. We
hope soon, in spite of Bright and Cobden, to see our people stirred up to good and
patriotic works, and nothing will effect this sooner and better than such efforts as those
of Lieutenant Maury.
HORSBURG LIGHT-HOUSE.
The Court of Directors of the East India Company have lately received from the
Governor of Prince of Wales Island, Singapore, and Malacca, the subjoined notification,
i copy of which has been furnished by the Department of State, at Washington, for
publication in the Merchants' Magazine :—
Singapore, September 24, 1851.
Notice is hereby given that a light-house, bearing the above designation, in com
memoration of the celebrated Hydrc grapber, has been erected on I'edra Branca, a
rock which lies off the eastern entrance of the Straits of Singapore. The light will
be exhibited on the 15th October, 1851, and on every night thereafter from sunset to
The following is a specification of the position of the light house, the dangers which
Come within the influence of its light, and the appearance of the light, by Mr. J. T. Thom
son, Government Surveyor.
The light-house is situated, according to the Admiralty Chart, in latitude 1° 20' 20"
N, and longitude 104° 25' E. of Greenwich, and by eompass bears from Barbucet
Point east, distant 12J nautical miles, and from the N. E. point of Bingtung N. W. by
W. } W. distant 1 2 miles.
The following rocks and shoals lying in the way of vessels, and coming within the
influence of the light, bear from the light-house :—
Distance in
OsoptM bearings, naul'l miles.
Description.
R by S.
$ Rock, which shows at low-water spring tides.
S.E.byE.JE..
i Rock, with i a fathom on it at ditto.
8. E. by E. J E. . 10± Postillion Rock, with 1} fathoms on it at ditto.
8. S. E. { E
} S. E. Rocks, which always show.
8. by E. £ E
6 Diana Shoal, with 2 j fathoms on it at low-water springjtide.
South
| S. Rocks, which always show.
8. by W. f W. . . 2 South Ledge dries ot £ ebb.
8. by W. J W. . . H Shoal, with 1 i fathoms on it at low-water spring tides.
S.W. JS
11J Crocodile Shoal, with 3 fathoms on it at ditto,
W.
7J Rick, with 2 i fathoms on it at ditto.
W. JT. w. } W.. . 6 Stork Rock, dries at low water spring tides.
W. H. Vf. ^W.. . 5i Congalton's Uarr, with 1^ fathoms on it at ditto.
Between W.N.W. ( 4$ 1
i W. and N. by 1 to >■ Romania Shoal, with S £ fathoms on it at ditto.
W.4W
( 6 )
K. by E
10} North Patch, with 4 fathoms on it at ditto.
The light will be known to mariners as a revolving bright light, which gradually nt
tins it? brightest period once every minute, and as gradually declines until it totally
disappears to the distant observer; whilst, when viewed from a short distance, it is
sever entirely invisible.
The lantern, which is open all round, elevated 95 feet above the level of the sea
K hurh-water spring tides, will be seen from the deck of a vessel at a distance of 15
santical miles.
As a beacon during the day, the light house will be known by the following descripVOL. xxvi.—no. II.
16
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tion :—It stands on a rock, which measures ISO feet long and 100 broad, and is 24 feet
high at its highest point above the level of high-water spring tides. The light-house
is a pillar of dressed granite, and the lantern covered by a spherical dome, which is
paintad white.
W. J. BUTterworth,
Governor of Prince of WalM Island, Singapore, anil Malacca.

COMMERCIAL STATISTICS.
EXPORTS OF CUBAN PRODUCTS.
The subjoined statistics of the leading products of the island of Cuba were
piled by a correspondent, from official documents, expressly for the Merchanti MagaQLANTITT OF SUGARS EXPORTED DURING THE FIVE TSARS ENDING
1.582,780
.boxes
340,762 1825.
.boxes
1790..
2,033,791
1195.
473,282 1830 .
2,435,492
716,673 1835 .
1800.
8,171,423
1805.
926,454 1840 .
4,021,405
1810.
943,777 1845 .
6,340,768
1815.
805,859 1850 .
1820.
1,127,388
1,090,884
•boxes
1846.
.boxes
987,742 1849.
1,249,613
1,274,811 1850.
1847 .
1848 .
1,228,718
The annual increase during the above period is 25 per cent. In 1851 the export
from Havana was 849,918 boxes, which, as compared to 1850, js an increase of nearly
20 per cent ; allowing, therefore, only 15 per cent for the entire island, we may •
mate the total exported in 1851 as 1,437,066 boxes.
QUANTITY OF JAFIA, OR SPIRITS FROM THE SUGAR CANE, EXPORTED DURING THE
YEARS ENDING
18,030 1845..
.pipes
1830..
.pipes
45,785
19,961 1860
68,268
1835..
81,174
1840..
1846..
.pipes
9,032 1849..
. pipes
11,640
1847..
19,432 1860.
11,825
1848..
16,339
The annual increase is about 11 per cent during the 25 years. In 1851 the export
from Havana was 5,792 pipes, which, compared to the previous year is a decrease of
near 19 per cent. Therefore, presuming 14 per cent decrease in the whole island, the
quantity exported in 1851 may be computed at 10,168 pipes.
QUANTITY OF MOLASSES EXPORTED IN THE FIVE YEAE8 ENDING
859,609 1846 .
1830
hogsheads
.... hogsheads
735,374
492,303 1850.
1835
1,200.777
642,237
1 840
• .hogsheads
. hogsheads
203,697 1849
1846.
246,570
252,840 I860
1847.
269,044
228,726
1848.
The annual increase during the 25 years is 9 per cent. The quantity exported from
Havana in 1851 was 44,539 hhds., which is near 50 per cent on the previous year.
Taking into consideration that this article is chiefly exported from the smaller ports of
the island, we may safely estimate the quantity exported in 1851, in pipes, say 400,000
hogsheads.
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QUANTITY OF COFFEE EXPORTED IN THE FIVE TEAHB ENDING
1,666,247
2,148,581
1880
quintals
1835
2,494,797
960,308
1840.
2,847,058
204,415
1846
quintals
219,284
1847
233.038
130,035
1848
173,534
The export of coffee has decreased about 2 per cent annually, or nearly 65 per cent
since 1830.
From Havana was exported in 1851 37,563 quintals, which is a decrease of 12 per
cent on the quantity exported in 1850. Thus, presuming 10 per cent decrease on the
quantity exported in the whole island, we may compute the total export of 1851 at
117,032 quintals.
QUANTITY OF TOBACCO LEAF EXPORTED IN THE FIVE YEARS ENDING
128,644 1845
1830
quintals
306,090
1835
124,704 1850.
364,183
1840
244,35<J
1846
88,260 1849
.quintals
40,191
1847
98,195
79,781
1848
62,756
The annual increase in the export has been 7 per cent during the 25 years. In
1851 from Havana were exported 37,595 quintals, which, compared to 1850, gives a
decrease of near 6 per cent Thus presuming 5 per cent as an equivalent for the whole
island, the quantity exported in 1851, would be 75,791 quintals.
QUANTITY OF CIGARS EXPORTRD IN THE FIVE YEARS ENDING
1830
245,097 1845.
millarcs
941,467
1835.
471,993 1850.
896,008
1840
790,285
millares
1846
millares
153,156 1849
129,720
244,812 1850
1847
212,640
1S48
161,480
The annual increase has been 10 per cent during the 25 years. In 1851 were ex
ported from Havana 261,989 millares, which, compared to 1850, gives an increase of
23 per cent ; thus allowing 5 per cent for the rest of the island, gives the total export
277,569 millares.
QUANTITY OF COPPER ORE EXPORTED IN THE FIVE YEARS ENDING
184S
quintals
5,119,190 | 1850
quintals
2,993,288
The increase during the last period, as compared to the first, is 41 per cent ; but as
the mining operations are daily increasing, and more attention given to this branch of
industry, it may be safely presumed it will be very productive ere long.
QUANTITY OF WAX EXPORTED IN THE FIVE YEARS ENDING
1830
quintals
32.2:i7 1845
.quintals
46,769
41,478 1850
1835
60,226
40,316
1840
10,479 1849
1846
quintak
8,923
1847
13,749 1850
14,543
1848
12,527
Annual increase 3 per cent during the 25 yeara
The quantity exported in 1851 from Havana wa3 11,462 quintals, which, as com
pared to 1850, is about 4 per cent increase ; allowing like pur centage for the entire
island, the quantity exported in 1851 will be 15,129 quintals.
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NEW YORK MANUFACTURED TOBACCO STATEMENT.
We are indebted to C. M. Connolly, Esq., for the following statement of the receipts.
Bales, and stocks for each month of the years 1850 and 1851, together with receipts
in each year from 1839 to 1861, inclusive :—
STATEMENT SHOWINO EECEIPTS, SALES, AND STOCK FOB EACH MONTH FAST TWO TEAKS.
1851.
18*1.
1850.
18W.
180.
StOCk Ml hand 1st
Receipts In
Receipts.
of each month.
6,967
January
7,521
24,600
5,655
7,194
23,718
February
8,227
7,164
19,854
15,126
28,771
March
10,259
8,632
13,381
32,987
April
20,863
19,300
13,264
16,226
30.693
10,237
May
13,626
11,052
23,144
7.215
83,792
June
12,888
18,435
39,276
July
20,357
27,166
15,478
16,612
32,264
14,938
16,600
AuguBt
12,741
16,876
21,646
33,846
17,188
16,494
September . . .
17,493
20,333
30,721
17,660
16,175
21.646
October
15,825
13,979
16,460
9,270
9,728
November
28.138
12,111
11,912
4,410
5,814
18,091
December
26,084
RECEIPTS OF TOBACCO FBOH THE 1ST OF JANUARY TO THE 31ST OF DECEMBER IN EACH
YEAR FROM 1839 TO 1851.
Packages.
Package*.
Packages.
61,579 1844..
97,636 1848..
113.336
1839..
117,594
63,805 1845..
105,682 1849..
1840..
84,779 1846..
112,118 I860..
162,341
1841..
62,368 1847..
138,051 1851..
1842..
163,210
61,676
1843..
Stock on hand 1st December, 1851
packages
26,084
Receipts through December
1 1 ,9 1 2
Less re-shipped to other ports.
2,221
9,638
35,772
6,814
Sales in December
29,953
Stock on hand 1st January, 1852..
N. B.—The stock on hand 1st January, 1852, by Messenger's Circular, of the 1st
inst, was erroneously stated at 25,517, instead of 29,517.
THE COAL TRADE OF PHILADELPHIA.
We are indebted to Mr. Henry Wilson, United States Inspector for the District of
Richmond, for the following interesting table of the arrivals at Port Richmond, the ter
minus of the Reading Railroad, during the past year :—
LIST OF ARRIVALS AT PORT RICHMOND FROM THE 1st OF JAN. 1851, TO DEC. 20TH, 1851.
Ships. Barks. Brigs. Schooners. Sloops. BargesJanuary
.
..
..
122
February
.
..
..
146
March.
.
1
4
436
65
April
IS
16
452
..
91
May
•
15
19
467
18
92
June
•
6
20
464
15
128
Julv
.
7
37
605
13
821
August.
8
111
713
28
284
September
2
17
92
576
29
S47
October
1
13
103
619
46
S33
November
.
5
52
629
40
372
December
17
13
250
13
60
Total

3

93

467

6,879

802

1,983
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ANTHRACITE COAL TRADE OF THE UNITED STATES FOR 1851.
For the following official returns of the anthracite cool trade, received from the dif
ferent regions, which we publish in comparison with the supply of 1850, we are in
debted to the Miner*' Journal :—
Increase.
Schuylkill—
Railroad
1,428,977
1,605,084
181,107
Canal
288,030
679,166
291,126
Lehigh
Ltrkawana—
Delaware <fc Hudson Canal Co.. .
Pennsylvania Co.
Wilkesbarre
Pincgrove
Shamokin
Wioonisco

1,712,007
722,622

2,184,240
989,296

472,288
266,674

439,222
111,196
248,250
79,919
19,921
87,763

477,178
817,917
836,000
none.
24,899
64,200

87,956
206,728
92,760
dec 70,919
4,978
16,437

3,356,899

4,383,739
8,866,899

1,097,760
70,919

Increase in 1861
1,026,831
1,026,831
The above table differs from the report of the Reading Railroad Co, because it em
braces the quantity from December 31st, 1850, to December 31st, 1851 . The railroad
year commences and ends the 30th of November, and the quantity of coal sent to
market in December, 1861, falls short about 45,000 tons of the quantity sent in De
cember, 1850.
Of the supply of coal furnished in 1851, Schuylkill county produced. . tons 2,184,240
All the other regions.
•.
2,199,490
Total tons
4,383,730
The following table shows the progress of the anthracite coal trade of the United
States in each decade from its commencement to 1851 :—
ISSI.
1811.
1841.
1851.
1,073
176,820
958,889
4,888,730
And ten years hence will probably reach ten million tons per annum.
IMPORT, PRODUCTION, AND CONSUMPTION OF IRON.
It appears, from Mr. Secretary Corwin's report, that the importations of bar and
pig iron into the United States for the year ending 80th September, 1842, were 100,055
tons, and the estimated production for that period was 230,000 tons ; making an ag
gregate consumption of 330,055 tons, or 40} pounds per head.
Id 1846 the importations were 69,626 tons, and the production in the United State*
estimated at 765,000; making the consumption 834,626 torn, or 92 pounds per head.
Id 1848 the importations were 153,877 tons, the production 800,000, and the conwraption 953,377 tons, or 99} pounds per head.
In 1849 the importations were 289,637 tons, the production 650,000, and the conwraption 939,687 tons, or 95J pounds per head.
In 1859 the importation* were 337,532 tons, the production 564,000, and the coonmption 901,532 tons, or 80 J pounds per head.
In 1851 the importations were 341,760 tons, the production 413,000, and the eonremption 754,750 tons, or 69} pounds per head.
The history of iron manufacture, for the last few years, furnishes an instructive les*n to the statesmen of this country. This article enters into such general use in every
occupation of life in all countries advanced beyond the first step of civilization, that it
My well take rank amongxt the necessaries of life in this country.
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LUMBER TRADE OF BANGOR, MAINE,
ffe are indebted to Samuel Harris, Esq., of Bangor, Maine, for the subjoined state
ment of Lumber surveyed at Bangor for the season of 1861, as follows :—
AMOUNT OF LUMBER SURVEYED AT BANGOR, DURING THE SEASON 1851, BT THE FOLLOWING
TERSONS.
4,378,842
James Allen
feet
'7,102,027 L B.Ricker.
.feet
31,327
George W. Cummings . . .
8,318,101 Moses Rowe
1.628.290
C. V. Crossman
9,291,982 T. F. Rowe
6,284,25*
Seth Emery
7,806,246 A. Smith
8.495.281
Herman Fisher
5,007,283 J. Short
9,116.037
Messenger Fisher
6,150.348 N. B. Wiggin
8,287.999
Hiram Ford
6,940,440 G. W. Washburn..
3.297.175
B. Goodwin
628,878 M. Webster
7.126,080
P. Haines
6,684,744 J. Webster
10.506.369
D. Kimball
6,147,908 Aaron Young. . . .
11,897,935
Isaac Lincoln.
4,802,292 J. Young
14,183.653
J. Milliken
8,524,140 J. C. Young
877,507
J. Nonis
14,669,359 S. W. Furber
199.727
J. Oakes
2,131,144 J. Chamberlain . . .
20,461
N.Pierce
6,611,242 J. McFaden
876,081
A. Pratt
13,276,637 A. S. Meservey . . .
W.T.Pearson
16,672,762
202,005,830
C. W. Pierce
8,993,387
Total.
The^following figures, from the books of the Surveyor General's Office, (for which
we are obliged to that officer,) show the amount of lumber surveyed for the year 1861,
as follows :—
115.176,783
Green Pine
feet
28,409,417
Dry Pine
47,567,682
Spruce
,
10,851,948
Hemlock, Hardwood, <fcc. .
Total for 1851
Total survey for 1850 .

202.005.8SO
203,754,201

T11E BRITISH CORN TRADE FOR 154 YEARS.
Mr. Brown, one of the Secretaries of the London Statistical Society, has recently
published at once the most compendious, comprehensive, and accurate view of the com
trade of England that has ever been made. A Liverpool cotemporary gives the fol
lowing summary of it :—
" The quantities of wheat and wheat flour imported and exported, the price, the du
ty, and the titles of acts of Parliament regulating the duty, are given for 164 years oa
a single folio page, in excellent readable print, and with lucid arrangement Mr.
Brown's tabular view is calculated to suggest many interesting and instructive infer
ences, and we shall submit a few. For the first 94 years, or from 1697, in the reign of
William III., we imported neither foreign nor colonial corn, but we exported corn, and
in some years to the amount of above 600,000 quarters. In the four years of the 17th
Century, the average price is about 58s. which is about 10s. a quarter more than the
four years of our free trade, or lis. including the duty now charged. In so far, then,
as bread corn is concerned, our people are at present better off than they were 150
years ago—in the good old times of William of Orange. The most remarkable fea
ture of the early years of the table, reckoning from the commencement of the 18lh
century, is the extraordinary fluctuation of prices. In 1706 and 1707 we have com at
28s. 9d. and 26s. Id., and in 1709 and 1710 at 71s. lid. and 7ls. 6d. In 1728 we
have it at nearly 50s., and in 1732 we have it at 24s. 4d., and in 1740 it is 46s. 4d. In
short, in one year there was a glut, and in another, not far from it, something very like
a famine. This miserable state of thiDgs evidently r rose from want of capital, want
of agricultural skill, want of cheap means of conveyance, and reliance on the broken
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reed of native resources. In every one of the years of scarcity in question, we were
considerable exporters, by the help of bounties which existed from the Revolution,
and which enhanced the cost to the consumer, without having the slightest effect in
producing steadiness of supply. From 1757, about the era of the commencement of
the cotton manufacture, and consequent rapid increase of population, we began to im
port largely ; and importing and consuming more than we exported, England became
virtually an importing country, the export being factitious. From 1757 to 1793 pri
ces, with agricultural improvement, became more steady, and ranged only between
J6s. and 62s. Foreign corn, for the protection of landlord rent, being all the while sub
ject to a duty when wheat was under a certain price. The object aimed at in this kind
of legislation seems to have been, never to allow the price to fall below 61s., or there
abouts ; for, when under this, the duty levied on the foreign article ranged, as Mr.
Brown has shown, from 17s. to 25s. a quarter. Thanks to Peel, Hussel, and free trade,
we have our bread corn at this moment, with more than double the mouths to feed, by
lis. a quarter below this long cherished landlord standard. In the third year of the
war of the French Revolution, the price of wheat rose to 75s., and in the fourth to 78s.
In 1798 and 1799, with war and a depreciated currency, it rose to 113s and 119a,
and with the same bad allies in 1812 it rose to 126s.—that is, to between three and
four times its present cost, and about 180 per cent higher than it was in the years of
famine—1739 and 1740, the last of which was emphatically called by the Scots, ' the
black," or direful spring. From the year 1823 downwards to the entire exploding of
the system in 1848, a direct tax on bread has contibuted to the public treasury. In
1842 this tax produced £1,194,615, and in the whole period it has yielded to it, as we
6nd by Mr. Brown's table, £7,661,100. It is quite certain, then, that the whole affair,
bounties, duties, and sliding scale, from the first days of King William to the last day)
of Robert Peel, has been virtually a swindle on the public, the swindlers all the while
laboring under the strange hallucination that they were honest men, and even patriots
is a sort of breeches-pocket sense."
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC EXPORTS FROM UNITED STATES FROM 1821 TO 1851.
Foreign merchandise
exported, exclusive
Tots!
Tears.
of specie.
exports.
Tonnage.
1821
$64,974,382
1,298,958
72,160,281
1,324,699
1823
74,899,030
1,336,566
1624
76,986,657
1,389,163
1825
99,635,388
1,423,112
1,534,191
77,695,322
1827
82,324,827
1,620,608
1828
72,264.686
1,741,892
1329
72,35S,67l
1,260,798
73,849,508
1,191,776
1831
81,810,583
1,267,847
1832
87.176,934
1,439,450
1,606,161
80,140,433
1834
104,336,673
1,758,907
1835
121,693.577
1,824,940
1836
128,663,040
1,882,103
1,8116,686
117,419,376
103,486.616
1,995,640
1839
121.628.415
2,O!)6,380
182,086,946
2,180,764
1841
121,851,808
2,130,744
1842
104,691,534
1.092,891
5,339,335
1843. 9 months, ending June 30..
84,346,480
2,158,608
1844
2,2SO,095
111,200,046
1845
114,646,606
2,417,002
1846
2,562,085
113,488,516
1847
3,839,046
158,648,622
1848
3,154,042
154,932,131
18!9
145,755,820
8,334,016
1850
151,898,720
3,635,480
1851
217,517,180
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EXPORTS OP BREADSTUFFS AJID PROVISIONS FROM U. S. FROM 1821 TO 1851.
TABU EXHIBITING THE AGGREGATE VALDE OF BREADSTUFFS AND PROVISIONS EXPORTED
ANNUALLY FROM 1821 TO 1851, INCLUSIVE, YEAR ENDING SEPTEMBER SO.
1821 ,
$12,341,901
$9,636,650
1822 .
13,886,855 1839
14,147,779
1823 .
13,767,847
19,067,536
1824 .
15,059,484
17.196,102
1826 .
11,634,449
16,902,876
1826 .
11,302,496
11,204,123
1827 .
11,685,556 1844
17,970,135
1828 .
11,461,144 1845
...
16,148,421
1829
13,131,858 1846
16,143,421
1830 .
12,076,430 1847
27,701,121
1831 .
17,538,227 1848
68,701,921
1832 .
12,424,703 1849
87,472,761
1833 .
14.209,128 1850J
88,166,507
1834 .
11,524,024 186120,051,378
1835 .
12,009.399
1836 .
10,614,130 Total
{559,326,578
1837 .
9.688,359

January
February
March.
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

VESSELS ARRIVED AT BALTIMORE
DURING THE TEAR 1851, EXCLUSIVE OF BAY CRAFT.
Ships.
Barks.
Brigs.
Schooners.
5
11
28
96
8
24
31
81
7
15
26
115
11
14
81
86
7
19
27
91
8
10
30
71
4
25
30
77
11
28
88
79
16
24
81
82
14
17
80
66
7
18
22
73
6
14 .
22
54

Total.
189
144
163
142
144
119
136
151
153
127
120
96

Total, 1851
103
214
346
970
1,633
Note.—In the arrivals the past year are included the following foreign vessels :—
Ships—Bremen 23, British 2, Swedish 1, Prussian 1 ; barks—Bremen 8, British 7,
Bwedish 2, Russian 1, Dutch 1, Lubec 1 ; brigs—British 61, Danish 1, Genoese 1,
Swedish 3, Norwegian 1, Russian 1, Oriental 2; schooners—British 29, Hanoverian 2.
Total—27 ships, 21 barks, 70 brigs, 30 schooners—in all, 148.
PRICE OF WHISKY IN BALTIMORE, 1851.
PRICKS OF WHISKY IN BARRELS AT BALTIMORE, ON TnE 1ST AND 15TH OF EACH month, '51.
January 1st
cents
25J a 20} January 15th
cents
25} n 26
February 1st
26} a 26 j February 15th
25} a 26
March 1st
25 a 25} March 15th
23} a 24
22} a 28 April 15th
April 1st
24 a 24}
May 1st
24 a 24} May 15th
23 a ..
23 a . . I June 16th
June 1st
23 a ..
24} a . . July 15th
July 1st
24 a . .
August 1st
24 a . . I August 15th.
23} a . .
September 1st. . . .-.
22} a 23 September 15th
22} a 23
23 a 23} October 15th
October 1st
23 A ..
22} a 23 ! November 16th
November 1st
22 J a 23
21} a 22} I December 15th.
December 1st.
21} a 22}
* Nine months, ending Jane 30.

t Year ending June 30.
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RAILROAD, CANAL, AND STEAMBOAT STATISTICS.
STATISTICS OF THE CANALS OF OHIO.
Comparative statement of the gross amount of tolls, water-rents, and fines collected
on each of the Ohio canals ; amount of tolls refunded, cost of collection, and net
amount paid into the State Treasury, during each of the six years, from 1846 to 1851,
inclusive, as compiled for the Cincinnati Price-Current :—
OHIO OANAL.
„
Gross amount
Cost of Net amount paid
collected.
Total.
Tolls refunded, collection. Into Treasury.
184«>
$336,339 69
$961 24 $6,100 87 $327,127 93 $336,189 54
1847
462,530 76
911 66
444,374 02
453,642 69
8,357 01
1848
418,230 37
910 14
408,664 70
8,654 45
418,229 29
1849
362,630 48
362,631 46
852,977 10
580 65
9,073 71
18i0
891,023 82
379,274 54
2,217 89
9,215 09
390,707 52
1851
433,944 42
422,518 69
1,233 04
9,018 63
432,795 26
MIAMI AND ElilE CANAL.
184«
184,284 22
227,035 44
233,479 84
766 98
5,686 92
1847
292,813 04
292,886 10
285,470 40
6,639 66
776 04
326,310 68
1848..?..
326,976 77
1,679 45
7,219 89
317,411 34
1849
.323,764 69
324,856 44
7,294 68
316,041 50
1,520 26
303,610 98
1850
313,168 23
312,942 29
7,902 35
1,678 96
1861
363,204 98
1,307 26
9,324 79
327,260 32
337,892 87
MUSKINGUM IMPROVEMENT.
1846
85,104 43
76 76
1,191 81
83,840 18
85,108 25
1847
60,971 41
1,089 85
48,429 05
49,657 35
138 45
1848
29,948 17
29,948 17
48 17
1,113 26
28.781 74
1849
/ 43,018 70
41,823 98
43,018 70
1,113 88
80 84
1860
36,441 01
1,108 67
36,166 71
86,448 69
173 31
47,916 26
1,498 10
1881
47,960 24
196 28
46,220 87
HOCKINO OANAL.
404 48
184«
6,883 54
32 30
4,662 92
6,099 66
1847
7,823 44
83 30
395 94
7,186 98
7,615 22
8,841 92
1«4«- ...
8,778 44
31 46
400 56
8,773 94
410 04
7,938 17
8,361 94
13 13
1849
Jt 8,368 67
7,684 48
1 23
402 08
1860
8,078 67
8,087 79
12 86
385 76
1851
11,814 87
11,416 28
11,814 89
WALHONDINQ CANAL.
100 02
1,090 69
184«
1,190 71
1,190 71
100 01
2,228 76
1847
2,328 77
2.328 77
16 10
91 69
1,841 32
1.949 11
1848
I.949 11
1849
—• 1,594 72
100 05
1,494 67
1,594 72
100 02
2,449 02
1850
2,565 09
1,555 02
1851
2,615 42
1 98
99 98
2,513 50
2,615 46
TOTAL Or ALL THE CANALS.
1,827 28 15,483 05
1846
612,302 59
593,757 16
611,067 49
1847
805,967 42
806,130 18
787,688 21
1,859 45 16,582 47
785.206 19
765,041 02
2,685 32 17.479 85
'"48
785,882 86
740,463 26
720,275 42
1849
739.377 16
2,195 48 17,992 36
750.791 28
728.085 73
1850
751,266 82
3,977 44 18,728 11
809,929 56
2,751 42 20,352 26
833,033 23
18*1
849,639 93
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RAILROADS IN THE UNITED 8TATE8, JANUARY 1, 1852.
The following tabic of the number of railroads in progress and operation in the
United States on the 1st of January, 1852, is derived from the^American Railroad
Journal. It is believed to be correct, at least so far as those in operation are con
cerned. It varies, however, from tables prepared for the Merchant*' Magazine, and
published in July, 1851, (vol xxv., pages 115-121,) :—
Miles in operation. Milct in progress. Total.
44-2
315
127
New Hampshire..
536}
4891
47
Vermont
439
59
S80
Massachusetts. . . .
1,156
1,089
07
Rhode Island. ... .
82
82
60
808
Connecticut.
261
547
Total
New York
New Jersey
Pennsylvania
Delaware
Maryland
Virginia
North Carolina .. .
South Carolina. . .
Georgia
Alabama
Mississippi
Louisiana
Texas
Tennessee
Kentucky
Ohio.
Michigan
Indiana
Illinois
Missouri
Wisconsin
Total

2,870}
1,826
226
1,146
16
376
•178
249
310
7:. i
121
—tra
63
iis
p:i
828
-1-27
COO
178
•••
SO
10,814|

698
746
111
774
11
125
SIS
385
298
229
1891
273 ••
■■.
82
748
4041
1,892}
■••
905
1,409 •
615
421
10,878}

3,463}
2,571
337
1,920
27
501
1.296
634
f,::s
983
* 310}
866
63
82
800
497
2.720}
427
1.505
1,585
615
441
21,693

TIIE FIRST STEAMBOAT ON THE OHIO RIVER.
We find in the Cincinnati Chronicle, the following statement, signed by J. Winton
and Wm. McGranahan of Newport, Kentucky, in relation to the first steamboat that
navigated the Ohio River: —
As there are many erroneous opinions extant concerning the first steamboat built
on the western waters, the undersigned would like you to publish their evidence in the
matter.
In the fall of 1811 we were both present at the launching of the first steamer built
on the Ohio River, and on board of her. She was built at the Pipetojv.n shipyard at
Pittsburg ; was intended fur the Pittsburg and New Orleans trade, and called the
" Orleans." She was built after the fashion of a ship, with port holes in the side—
long bowsprit—painted a sky blue. Her cabin was in the hold.
She left in November of that year (1811) for New Orleans, and made the trip down
in safety, but was never able to get back over the falls, her power being insufficient to
propel her against a strong current. She continued to run below the falls fur some
time. Many persons are of the opinion that the Enterprise was the first boat built for
the above trade. Such is not the fact. The Enterprise was the fourth or fifth boat
built The names of the others were the ^Etna and Vesuvius, built by a company
who had a charter for fourteen years renewable, for the sole navigation by steam, of
the Ohio and Mississippi rivers. The Enterprise was built at Brownsville by a private'
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company, and, on her arrival at New Orleans, was attached for an infringement of the
chartered rights of the company. A legal investigation followed, nnd tlie owner* of
the Enterprise gained the suit by proving that the plaintiff* had violated their charter.
Thus ended the steamboat monopoly on the Ohio and Mississippi rivers.
PHILADELPHIA AKD READING RAILROAD.
The report of the President and Managers of the Philadelphia, and Reading Rail
road Company gives a very full and minute exhibit of the receipts, expenditures, and
other details, for the year ending November 80th, 1851. The report is dated January
12, 1852. From it we abstract a few of its most important statements :—
BUSINESS OF PHILADELPHIA AND BEADING BA1LBOAD FOB THE YEAB ENDING NOV. SO, 1851.
TONNAGE.
Coal transported, tons of 2.240 lb*.
1,650,270
Merchaudii-e transported, tons of 2,000 lbs
63,807
Materials for use of road, including earth, gravel, timber, rails, sills,
cord-wood, stone, brick, iron, Ac, 4c., in tons of 2.000 lbs
219,(81
Total tonnage of rnad for the year, including weight of passenger*,
in tons of 2,000 lbs
2,145,1 32
Total amount of coal, transported to date, tons of 2.240 lbs.
9,889,222
Total tonnage of road to date, tons of 2,000 lbs
12,868,844
PASSENGEB TBAVEL.
Total number of passengers during year
' 27,590
Total number of miles traveled by same
5,298.6 1 8
Equal to, in through passengers, over whole length of road
57,698
Total number of passengers transported to date
1,071,029
BECEIPTB OF BOAD.
From freight and toll* on coal
18.01 8,«70 79
From freight on merchandise
128,672 34
From passenger travel
152,431 64
From transportation of United States Mail, express car, and other
sources...
19,855 68
Total receipts
$2,314,330 40
We have space only for a few of the closing remarks of this able and interesting
report
*
The prospect for the future was never more-encouraging fur all directly or indirectly
interested in the anthracite coal trade. Without glutting the market, without depres
sion in price, with profitable results to producer, carrier, and consumer, 1,101,051 more
tons have been transported during the past than any preceding year. With the peace
and prosperity of our country the demand seems surely to increase. New channels of
trade, and its application to new purposes, are daily presenting wider field* for its conlamDtion. The supply is inexhaustible, and no one can safely venture to place a
limit to the demand for future years. It may well be, that in 1852, all other channels
for the trade will be employed to the extent of their capacity, nnd that this company
may be compelled to use, to the uttermost, all their menus for transportation.
The results of the business for the past year are regarded by the Managers as a
just subject for congratulation. It is true that the severe competition has, in some de
gree, diminished the profits ; but, even if it should continue, the proprietors have the
MtUfactiou to know that, whilst contending under such unfavorable circumstances, 6
per cent upon the whole capital has been earned. The small advance of only 10 cent*
per ton on the average freight (which cannot fail to satisfy the public) will, without
my increase in the tonnage, equal $166,000, or, in other words, an additional profit of
4 per cent upon the amount of common stock. That the demand for Pennsylvania'*
great staple will continue to increase, none can doubt. It has become, by it* price, by
lt» ease of transportation, by its economy in use, forever connected with the steamengine, and is thus inseparable from the Commerce and Manufactures of our country,
la their progress will be found the secure basis of the prosperity of this company.
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PHILADELPHIA, WILMINGTON, AND BALTIMORE RAILROAD.
We have received a copy of the fourteenth annual report of the Philadelphia, Wil
mington and Baltimore Railroad Company, with the report of the engineer and gen
eral superintendent, for the year ending November 30tb, 1851, made January 12th,
1852. The report of Mr. Felton, the President of the Company, furnishes a clear and
comprehensive statement of the business of the year.
The total receipts of the Philadelphia, Wilmington and Baltimore Railroad Company
during the year amounted to $680,728 C8, from the following sources :—
Passengers. Freight and express. Rents.
Mails.
Total.
$451,768 66
$88,259 93
87,622 49
$38,072 70
$580,723 68
The expenses, including transportation, maintenance of way, genera] and miscella
neous, together with interest accrued on debts, amounted to $379,199 36, leaving a
balance in favor of revenue account of $201,624 32.
The receipts of the New Castle Company from passengers, freight, and rents,
amounted to $137,286 74, and the expenses, including tax on capital and interest,
were $133,993 10, leaving a balance of $3,293 64, and a joint Burplus of $204,817 96.
A dividend of 2 per cent on the 1st of April, and 1£ per cent October 1st, and tax
amounting to $135,905, left a surplus of $68,912 96.
A comparison of the foregoing revenue with that of the year before shows an in
crease in the aggregate, on both lines, of $27,356 93. Up to August 1st there was a
slight falling off in receipts, since which the gain has been quite uuexpected in amount.
Some of the causes of this falling off in the first part of the year, and increase in the
last, is thus explained in Mr. Felton's report :—
" It will be recollected that at the commencement of the last year, the winter through
fare was reduced from four dollars to three dollars. This reduction of 25 per cent
required an increase in the travel of S3T per cent to give the same amount of money
as the fare of four dollars.
" A result so favorable was not expected for the first year, and it will be seen from
the following statistics that the reduction in fare of 25 per cent produced an increase
of travel only equal to 21 1-6 per cent, and that the company apparently lost in the
four months $9,341 50. The benefieial effects of a reduction in fare are scarcely ever
felt immediately. The first result is generally a lo3S in revenue. To fairly test its
value will require two or three years' experience. The directors have no doubt that
in the end it will prove beneficial both to the public and the company. From Decem
ber 1st, 1849, to April 1st, 1850, the whole number of passengers paying four dollars
each was 25,6G9|, who paid in all S102.679T From December 1st, 1850, to April 1st,
1851, the whole number of passengers paying three dollars each was 31.112}, who
paid in all $93,337 50, ohowing a falling off in money received of $9,841 60, or 9 1-10
per cent, and an increase in the number of passengers of 21 1-5 per cent."
Statistics op Railroad Link. The whole number of through first-class passen
gers, on the railroad, in 1850, was 103,625, paying $322,000 ; of second class, 10,428X'
paying $18,000. Total receipts from through passengers, in 1850, $340,000. The
whole number of through first-class passengers on the railroad, in 1851, was 107,824,
paying $306,500 ; of second-class, 15,142, paying $27,500. Total from through pas
sengers, in 1851, $334,000, showing a loss in the whole year on receipts from through
travel of $6,000, and a gain in the number of through passengers of 9,018. This loss
on receipts from through travel resulted from the reduction of fares ; from the open'ng of other and competing railroads ; from the establishment of new lines of steam
ers between New York and Philadelphia, and southern ports, and from the short ses
sion of Congress, a result which was not unanticipated by your directors. It will be
seen, hereafter, that the loss on through travel was very great for the first eight months
of the year, and that there was a large gain in the last four months.
The whole number of way passengers, in 1850, on the railroad, was 208,891, paying
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receipts from way travel of $11,134, and a gain in numbers of 28,738.
The receipts from freight and express, in 1850, were $61,914 16 ; in 185], $83,259
93, showing a gain of $21,345 77 from freight and express. The receipts from mail
and other sources, in 1850, were $44,851 68 ; in 1851, the receipts from the same
sources were $45,695 19, showing a gain of $843 51. Total gain in the receipts on
the railroad, in 1851, $27,323 84.
The number of passengers transported over the railroad in both directions, through
and way, in each year since 1845, was as follows :—
11 mouths.
1846.
1817.
1848.
1849.
lbjl).
1S51.
Through..
75,836
98,259
100,642
95,766
104,706
122,966
Way
160,489
187,066
190,896
196,765
192;572
237,628
Total...
236,326
285,326
291,638* 292,621
297,278
360,694
Number of passengers carried on the railroad one mile, in each of the following
years, was as below :—
11 months.
1846.
1847.
1848.
1*19.
IS-iO.
1851.
11,878,776
14,776,559
14,891,586
13,607,011
16,31»,626 18,22 5,076
Statistics or New Castle Line. The wholo number of through first class pas
sengers on the New Castle line, in 1850, was 26,109, paying $70,973 66 ; of secondclass, 8,607,, paying $7,215. Total from through passengers, in 1860, $84,188 56.
The whole number of through first-class passengers on the New Castle line, in 1861,
was 26,666, paying $77,666 08 ; of second-class, 6,582j, paying $11,165. Total from
through passengers, in 1851, 88,731 08, showing a gain of $4,642 62 in receipts from
through travel in 1851, and a gain of 2,431 in the number of through passengers.
The whole number of way passengers, in 1850, on the New Castle line, was 40,874$,
and the receipts from way passengers, freight, and other sources, were $53,149 20.
In 1851, the whole number was 43,255, and the receipts from wny passengers, freight,
and other sources, were $48,655 66, showing a loss in the receipts from way
travel, freight, and other sources, of $4,593 54, and a gain in the number of wny pas
sengers of 2,880^. Total loss in receipts on the New Castle line, in 1861, $52 02.
This loss resulted from a reduction of fare on the way travel , and other temporary
THROUGH TICKETS BETWEEN NEW YORK AND WASHINGTON.
The reduction of fare on the Philadelphia Wilmington, and Baltimore Railroad, nnd
the partial adoption by the different lines between New York and' Washington in
August, 1851, by which the passenger wns entitled to bo carried witli his baggage,
free of expense, through Philadelphia and Baltimore by the night line, works well, as
will be seen by the following extract from the report of the Directors, and will prob
ably be extended to every train run :—
" This, as far as it went, gave great satisfaction, and materially increased the
revenue, being equivalent to n large reduction of fare to the traveler, at a small cost
to the companies, to say nothing of the saving of annoyance and imposition to which
the passengers had before been subjected in their transits through the cities. Under
this system, there were ticketed through Philadelphia, in August, 1,705 passengers;
in September, 2,930 ; in October, 2,256 ; in November, 1,929 passengers. Through
Baltimore, in August, 2,428 passengers; in September, 3,680; in October, 2,910; and
in November, 2,409 passengers. Total, through Philadelphia and Baltimore, in
August. September, October, and November, 20,246 passengers. Arrangements have
lately been made to extend this through ticket to two trains daily each way, between
New York and Washington, and your Directors hope soon to see it in operation from
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Boston. To test the value of this through ticket, as an accommodation to the public
and a means of adding to the revenue of the road, the following statistics of the
through travel, both before and after the through ticket was established, are presented.
From December 1st, 1849, to August 1st, 1850, there being no through ticket, the re
ceipts from through passengers on the railroad were $204,743 72. From December
1st, 1S50, to August 1st, 1851, the period before the through ticket was introduced,
the receipts from through passengers were 8178,780 71. Showing a falling off in the
receipts from through travel of $25,963 01, for the first eight months of the last year.
It has before been shown that there was an apparent falling off in receipts of $9,331 60
in the first four months of the year 1851, from a reduction of fare. Deducting this
from the foregoing, and there appears to have been an actual falling off of $16,631 51,
in the receipts from through passengers, independent of the reduction of fare, between
the 1st of December, 1850, and the 1st of August, 1851. From August 1st, 1850, to
December 1st, 1850, there being no through ticket, the receipts from through passen
gers were, on the railroad, f 135,256 28. From August 1st, 1851, to December 1st,
1851, the period during which the through ticket was in operation, the receipts from
through passengers were $155,219 32; showing a gain in the through travel nf
$19,963 04, for the last four months of the last year, as compared with the same
months of the year before. It cannot, of course, be pretended that the whole of this
gain was from through tickets, but the coincidence is sufficient to show the importance,
not only of continuing the system, but of extending it to every train run, instead of
one as heretofore.
[THE SCHUYLKILL NAVIGATION COMPANY.
The annual report of the President and Managers of this company to the stock
holders, dated January 5th, 1852, has been published. The business of the year, as
we learn from the report, has been as follows :—
Anthracite coal carried
tons
579,156
Miscellaneous articles descending
174,899
Miscellaneous articles ascending
87,542
Total tonnage
842,097
This is the greatest tonnage ever passed over the work, and exceeds that of any pre
vious year by 104,580 tons ; the quantity carried iu 184 1, being 737,617 tons, of which
684,692 tons were anthracite coal ; the coal tonnage of 1851 being only 5,536 tons
less than that year. Of the coal carried iu 185 1, there were 112,697 tons delivered
at points along the line short of the city of Philadelphia. The greatest tonnage of
any week, was 27,796 tons, and the largest load of auy boat 188 tons.
The toll on coal amounted to 6218,660 17, and on other articles to $66,961 07,
making a total of $285,621 24. The amount received for rents of real estate, and
water power, was $23,480 38. The tools and materials on hand at the close of the
year 1850, in the car repair shops of the company, were sold to the contractors for re
pairing the cars, for the sum of $7,568 87. The sum of S15.202 95 has been credited,
on account of drawbacks allowed by the Delaware and Karitan Canal Company, on
anthracite coal carried to the waters of New York Bay, by way of the Schuylkill
Navigation and their canal. These several items make an aggregate income for the
year of 5331,868 44.
The charges against this aggregate income have been as follows :—
Current expenses of canal and works, salaries of officers, lock-tenders'
wagos, and office expenses
$90,941 90
Car and landing expenses
46,002 13
Drawback* allowed on tolls
9,771 46
Drawbacks paid to boatmen
20,172 10
Interest paid
21,953 29
Total
And leaving a balance of

$187,840 88
$144,027 66
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RAILWAY TRAVELING IN RUSSIA.
The regulations of the police authorities for railway traveling are highly character
istic Persons wishing to travel by the Petersburg Moscow line, and to join it at one
of the intermediate stations, must produce their papers and police certificate of leave,
testifying that there is no obstacle to their traveling. Government officers and persons
oo business exhibit the written permission of their superiors. Travelers from foreign
parts must show their legitimation papers to the railway authorities, Ac. The name
of every traveler by the railway is eutered in a book, with observations as to his
place of abode, destination, objects of journey, etc. The railway officers who have to
inquire into the validity of the papers, Ac, are paid by the railway board.
INCREASE OF RAILWAY TRAFFIC IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.
The aggregate amount of traffic on railways in the United Kingdom, published
weekly from the lBt of January to the 15th of November, 1851, inclusive, amounted
to £1S,H45,912 ; corresponding period of 1850 to £11,353,011; corresponding period
of 1849 £9,818,104 ; and in 1648 to £8,931,293 ; showing an increase in 1B61 over
the corresponding period of 1850 of £1.692,901 ; an increase in 1860 over the corres
ponding period of 1849 of £1,534,907 ; and in 1849 over the same period of 1848 of
£886,811.
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COAL MINES IN SOUTH AMERICA.
Freeman Hunt, Esq, Editor Merchants Magazine :—
Deab Sib :—The hourly increasing importance of sleam navigation, and the conse
quent increase of the consumption of coal, renders it almost indispensable that either
some discovery should be made, or some advantage of the discoveries that have been
made, should be developed, and my object in penning this note is to bring to the notice
of your readers some facts which, in the pretent phase of steam navigation, are ren
dered important, and, it occurs to me, will prove uicontestably of as much or equal
importance as any that has yet been made.
In conversation with an intelligent man who had traveled much, I was informed of
the existence of large beds or mines of coal in South America. My interest, or, call
it curiosity, becoming excited, I spent time, trouble, and money, to get accurate informa
tion in regard to the same, together with the importance of the discovery, nhd soon
brought myself in connection with the owners of these mines, who attach but little
importance or value to them ; and I found that they are situated about the northern
most part of South America, at about midway between the windward islands and
Chagres, within some ten to twelve miles of a convenient sea port, and that there has
been made, by an intelligent and competent French engineer, a reeonnotstance of these
mines, who has expressed the opinion that there existed large beds of coal, of the best
kind for sea-steamers. Now the mere existence of coal, even in large quantities, is of
but little importance in itself, without the additional—1st. That it can be easily got
at 2d. That its cost when delivered will be at a low price. 3d. That there exists a
market for the sale of the same—which points allow me to consider briefly.
1st and 2d. These mines are about ten to twelve miles distant from a sea-port, ca
pable of floating the largest fleet in the world, and the coal can be brought to market
by means of a railroad, which the country will allow to be built at a low price ; and
upon a calculation of the cost of a ton of coal, when delivered for shipping, I find that
it will not exceed one dollar per ton, inclusive of all expenses and the delivery on ship
board. 3d. By reference to the statistics of the steam Commerce of the West Indies,
it will be found that the number is nearly fifty steamers, consuming each on an aver
age about twelve tons daily ; our Chagres steamers' coal, at Jamaica or Havana, at
the cost of from $6 to $8 per ton could be delivered from these South American
mines at Jamaica or Havana at the cost of not over $2 per ton. A single fact will
illustrate more fully than otherwise what I wish to state ; the average number of reg
ular running steamers between the port of New Y ark and Chagres during the past
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was about twelve, who used about 40,000 tons of coal—one-half, or nearly oneof which they were obliged to purchase at Ilavana or Jamaica, and were obliged
to take coal at New York to last them on their return passages from Chagres to Ha
vana or Jamaica. Now, say that they purchased at Jamaica or Havana, during the
past year, 20,000 tons, (a fair calculation,) which cost them $5 per ton—that would be
$100,000. Now, coal can be delivered at Chagres for $3 per ton from these South
American mines, which would be both a saving of $40,000 in money, besides a saving
of the room that they were obliged to take up with coal from Chagres to Jamaica or
Havana.
And further, the other steamers navigating the West Indies and South America are
obliged to get their coal in the same manner as our Chagres steamers—i. c. from either
the United States or England, which would be furnished by these South American
mines at a decreased cost and greater convenience. There is now a line about to be,
or is, established between Southampton, Madeira, and Brazils, and so on to the Cape
of Good Hope, and there connecting with the East Indies' steamers to Bombay, Ac
Now calculate the cost of the fuel for these steamers, which must be placed at Rio,
purchased and shipped from the United States or England, and the difference between
it being purchased from South America.
Another point, which is also of equal importance : the Panama Railroad will be in
a short time in operation, by which means coal can be delivered at Panama at a cost
not to exceed $3 50 per ton, from which place all the Pacific steamers can procure
regular supplies ; (these supplies arc now very irregular, having to depend upon what
ever kind of coal has been sent there, which is often of the worst description.) Con
sidering these facts of value anil importance to your commercial readers, I have taken
the trouble to give them for their use and information,
And am respectfully yours,
J. D. STEVENSON.
GAYLER'S SALAMANDER SAFE..
Freeman Hunt, Esq,, Editor of the Merchants' Magazine, etc.
Sir :—I beg leave to refer to an article published by you some time ago under the
caption, " Fire Proof Safes—The Salamander"—and to call the attention of your
self and the public to what follows iu reference to the utility of my safes at the time
of the great tire iu this city in 1835, and from that time to the present. The article
referred to states :—
" The universal destruction of safes in the great fire of 1885, induced a prejudice
against those (safes) then in use."
This statement has been, and still is, detrimental to my interest, and affords my
competitors the opportunity to quote it in their handbills, Ac ; and as I am now
about to prove that the destruction of safes at that time was " not universal," I think,
in fairness, you will not object to publish the following statement of facts :—
In April, 1833, I patented my " Double Fire Proof Safe." The same year the name
" Salamander" was applied to it, for the reason that one had been subjected to a very
intense heat for a long time, and fully protected its valuable contents from injury. At
the time of the great fire, in 1S35, forty of these safes were in use by merchants in
the fire district, all of which were exposed to the fire, and many of them as much so
as they could have been in any of the buildings then destroyed, for proof of which
see certificates. My safes then saved about half a million of money, notes, Ac,
besides the account books, Ac, they contained, and so far was the result of this
severe trial of my safes from " inducing a prejudice" against them, the demand from
that time increased, and for several years after I sold all the safes I made by the
the daily employment of from fifty to one hundred hands in my factory. Many more
of these were subsequently tested, and not one instance of failure occurred.
In 1836 I made safes with afire proof composition, and have continued its use ever
since ; and up to this period, not one of Oayler's Salamander Safes has failed to
answer the purprae fully when exposed to fire. I can refer to as many tests of the
fire proof quality of my safes as any other maker ; and show that a* many of ray
manufacture are now in use ; four of them were very severely tried by fire, and by
falling three or four stories, when the last great tire at Buffalo destroyed " Spalding's
Exchange," together with the Bank of Lake Erie, the Bank of Attica, Ac, not one of
these safes failed ; and I can with full confidence say to all who need a safe that
Oayler's Salamanders are fire proof beyond a doubt. This assertion is amply en-
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dorsed by the numerous certificates in my possession from merchants and others whose
money, books, and p:ipers they have preserved.
I commenced my present business in 1829, have made over 8,000 safes, and, I have
first introduced every improvement in their construction, and now keep an assortment
for sale, at So. 90 John-street, corner of Gold-street, where many " trial safes" can be
seen.
Your compliance with my request to publish this in your Magazine will oblige
Yours, respectfully,
Ksw Yoaa, Jan. 19, 1852.
<J. J. liA VLEli Inventor and Palenloe.
MAXUFACTURES IN GEORGIA.
The rapid increase of manufactures at the South is an exceedingly gratifying fact to
the friends of improvement throughout the couutry. A correspondent recently
writing from Augusta, Georgia, says:—
The Augusta Mills are located in the suburbs. They are supplied by a canal seven
miles loug, with an abundance of w.itcr, from the Savannah Kivcr, at the head of the
rapids above the city. The fall obtained is forty- five feet, divided equally upon three
levels, each of a fall of fifteen feet, descending to the river.
AUGUSTA MANUFACTURING C0MfANY.
Capital stock
$400,000
Oust of one building, machinery, ike
100,000
Hands employed m it
210
Dumber of spindles, from
6,000 to9,U00
Number of looms
312
Auuual coasumption of cotton
bales
1 ,900
Cotton cloth turned out weekly
yards
12,000
The other mill is something larger than tho first, 250 by 60, with a wing of 75 by
60, and both parts five stories high. The machinery, from Massachusetts, is now be
ing put up, aud in the course of the summer the establishment will be in complete
Operation.
The capacity of both mills will then be equal to the consumption of 5,000 bales of
cotUwi per annum, in addition to which tne company intend to employ fifty looms
■pun woolen goods, giving employment altogether to hve huudred operatives in the
null.
In the Northern mills the several processes of working up the cotton begin at the
lower lloor with tho picking and cleaning, asct nd from floor to floor to the looms,
which are in the upper stones (excepting the attic) of those five, six, and seven story
buildings. Indeed, it is almost the universal practice to have the looms in the upper
Stones. Jn the Augusta mills the looms are ou the first, second, and third floors, the
other processes of the work taking up a part of tile same rooms. The object is to
avoid the wear aud tear of the bu.kling iroui the vibration of two or three hundred
looms near the top of the house.
Tne raw cotton delivered at the mill costs from a cent and a half to two cents a
pouud less than at Lowell; the cunt ol labor is a little less in Georgia than in Massa
chusetts, but the operatives do a little less work, so that upon tho whole, ill the cost
of labor between the two States, there is no appreciable difference. But where the
labor is ni the end the same, aud Cottou a cent und a lull' cheaper, the factories of the
Soudimust have their own immense market hi their hands.
As we were leaving the mill, oue of the girls, who had been paid off for the week.
Came up aud made a deposit of ninety five dollars of her savings with the superin
tendent. We thought that rather a good indication of fair wages on the one side and
prudence on the other. Yes, sir, but Georgia will be in n condition, before many
years are gone, to advocate a protective tariff. We cannot, assuredly, manufacture
cottous on tree-trade principles jet awhile in competition with the pauper labor of
England. To attempt it, we UlUat cut down our operatives to the starvation stuiidard.
Letting such observations aud HCguuuUU u;o lor thru v„lue, it k. at leo^t u matter of
some interest to Northern manufacturers, to be informed of the progress of the factory
system of the South. Tho census returns of IbaO will exhibit the advancement of
Georgia in manufactures, railroads, and population, within the last ten years, to be
equal if not ahead of the progress of any other State in tho Union.
VOL. XX.VI. NO. II.
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In addition to the Augusta factories, there are in the State the following:—
Belltille Factory.—Capital $50,000. Cotton consumed, 1,000 bales ; wool, 300,000
pounds. Operatives employed, 120—80 females.
Richmond Factory.—Capital, $33,000. Cotton consumed, 450 bales ; wool, 1S0.00O
pounds. Operatives employed, about 170—females, about 45. This mill works 20
cards, 1,500 spindles, and 40 looms.
Other Factories.—Baldwin, 1 ; Butts, 1 ; Chattanooga, 1 ; Cobb, 2 ; Campbell, 2 ;
Carroll, 1 ; Clarke, 4 ; Elbert, 2 ; Greene, 2 ; Heard, 1 ; Hancock, 2 ; Houston, 1 ;
Henry, 1 ; Jackson, 1 ; Morgan, 1 ; Muscogee, 7 ; Newton, 2 ; Upson, 3 ; Troupe, 1.
Total number of cotton manufactories, 36. Of these, 34 are by water aud two by
(team, namely, Milledgeville and Muscogee steam factories.
Total amount of capital invested
1 1,61 1,100
Total cost of raw materials annually
,
b 05,648
Total annual product
1,626,483
Total number of bales of cotton annually consumed
18,244
Total female operatives.
771
Total male
1,266
Total
2,037
Within five years, Atalanta, an inland town in the heart of Georgia, has increased
from a road side grocery to a place of 6,000 population. The Central Railroad, South
and West, has done it. Chattanooga, within two jears an obscure, inaccessible cross
road hamlet, among the fastnesses of Tennessee mountain", is now a place of 2,500
people, bustling and active in the manufacture of railroad cars and various works in
iron. This is but the beginning. Iu this section of Eastern Tennessee, the great chain
of the Alleghany Mountains present their subliruest features. There is no mountain
scenery to compare with it in the Uuited States, cast of Mississippi, except that of the
great valley of Virginia. The magnificence of the scenery, however, is only iu keep
ing with its splendid resources. For salubrity and mildness of climate, delicious
water, immeasurable water power, for its rich valleys, capable of sustaining a dense
population, for its vast forests of timber of the most serviceable kinds, for its mines of
stone coal, for its quarries of marble, and its inexhaustible supplies of iron ore—for its
alluvial lands for cotton, and its mountain slopes for sheep— we venture to say that no
section of the Union will compare with Eastern Tennessee. A period of five years
will provo something of the amplitude of its capacities and the diversity of its valuable
products.
THE PRODUCTION AND MANUFACTURE OF WINES IN HUNGARY,
The following description of the culture of the grape, and the process of making the
choice wines of Hungary, we take from the New York Tribune :—
The glory of Hungary in the natural world, its choicest and most bountiful
product, are the varieties of grapes. They cover the whole laud, and the lowest Bauer
has his vineyard. And in no country of Europe are such pure, delicious wines made
as here. There is scarcely any wine of note in Europe but that is drugged, or consid
erably strengthened by alcohol. This is unknown in Hungary, and even the best
Tokay—the most rare and costly wine in the country—is a pure juice of the grape.
Water throughout the Hungarian plain is bad and extremely hard to get, so that, I
may safely say more wine is drank through the majority of the population than water.
I have heard soldiers speak of frequently being obliged, in the campaign of '48 and
'49, to boil their btrf in vine, as no water was to be procured.
The common Iif>ht wine of the couutry, far superior to any similar wine in Germany
or France, sells at about three kreutzers (two cents) a bottle. The number of varieties
made here is astonishingly great, amounting to nearly thirty from Huugary alone—and
they themselves varying very considerably in taste aud strength.
The Tukay—well known by name in most other countries—is considered the
choicest of these. It is made from a grape growing on a hill at Tokay, near the Upper
Theiss, and is prepared, I understand, by gathering the very ripest of the grapes, left
on the vines till they seem on the very verge of rotting, then depositing ihem in a
large vessel with a strainer, and leaving them to press out their owu juice. Of course
this first extract amounts to but very little ; it is collected, however, with the greatest
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tire, and forai9 the genuine " extract" of Tokay, a thick, pulpy, golden-colored wine,
sweet in taste—thought by the knowing in such matters throughout Eastern Europe,
to be the best wine made in the world. It is exceedingly expensive, even in Hungary.
After this is extracted, old wine is poured over the giapes, and another extract of
Tokay is made, also a sweet wine, and very much valued. The third extract is made
by mingling in many grapes not so fully ripe or 60 carefully selected, but still from
the peculiar kind which grows on the ridge of the Carpathians in that district. The
Tokay is seldom drank by the Hungarians freely, but is brought forth on especial oc
casions, when the Hungarian would express his hospitality, and is taken in small
glasses at the end of the meal, as a rarity or cordial. It is much valued, too, by the
physicians for its peculiar sanitive properties. Of the many other kinds of wine in
Hungary, the most celebrated are the Mesner, considered nearly equal to the Tokay,
the JtCrlav red wine, the O/en and Somlau, with several other wines on the right bank
of tbe Danube. There is a " Champagne" made here too, though not equal to the
French it is said. It is curious that this peculiar fertility of Hungary in wines waa
known even in the times of the Roman Empire, for it is said that in the year 226, a
Roman Emperor gave orders for the cultivating of one of the Sirniian wine-bills, in
tbe south western part of Hungary, for the sake of the very remarkable wine pro
duced there. The sourest and poorest kinds of grapes seem to grow generally on tbe
plains, tbe better and richer on the side hills. The annual yield of wiue in Hungary
is reckoned, by good statistical writers, at about twenty eight millions of timer, the
timer holding rather more than twelve gallons. Yet despite this immense production,
despite the quality of the wines being, beyond question, the purest and best in
Europe, the export to foreign countries has always been very slight indeed.
The Tokay is mostly bought by Jews, who carry it over the mountains to Poland
and Kussia, whence it finds its way to Prussia and Germany.
There is an unimportant trade, too, in this and other wines, to Austria, by the
Danube—but " the paternal legislation" of Vienna has always arranged it eo that
Hungarian wines could not be exported under a duty, which would utterly ruin the
trade—and the consequence has been that the wines have mostly been consumed in
tbe country. Since Hungary has been " absorbed" into Austria, the taxes on the
growing of wines, as 1 shall show hereafter, have equally operated to check the pro
duction.
It is thought by some travelers that the best Hungarian wines will not bear export
ation over ttie sea. The Hungarians all claim, however, that if properly prepared,
they can be sent any distance without the least injury. I have no question that under
a good government, this product of Hungary would be the most important and profit
able export, and that the Hungarian hills and mountain sides would be as much
sought by wiue merchants for rare and good wines, as are those of Southern Franca
and Spain.
A VALUABLE PLUMBAGO MINE.
The Leahton Falls Journal states that a year or two since a discovery of this
mineral was made upon the riJge of land bordering on the south western shore of
Sabattis Pond, and alter a superhcial examination, a few gentlemen were induced to
purchase a tract of the land surrounding it, but it is not until within a few weeks that
any attempt has been made at excavation. From the result of the operation recently
made, the prospect is highly flattering. Some three or four men have been engaged
for some tune with encouraging results, ami ibey have now ready for market several
tons of tlie article. It brings readily $7u per ton, and is obtained from the rock at a
cost considerably less than one-third of that amount. A specimen containing, as near
as can be estimated, one half a ton, was thrown out a day or two since, and it is
believed there is not ten pounds of rock in the mass. There is every indication that
the mine is extensive and may yet be worked on a large scale. We have at our
office a specimen of the ore that appears as well as any we have ever seen.
PATENT VENTILATOR FOR SHIPS.
Ojr attention has been called to this new invention for ventilating ships, and we ars
free to say that it appears to us to possess some advantages over any with which we
ire at all acquainted. The most prominent that the patentee, Mr. Ciiaklks I'kblst,
elainu tor it. is, that it is so applied as to preserve timber without the use of salt
It has already been applied to several ships and steamers, and from the testimonials
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of competent masters, it seems to give the most entire satisfaction. Captain Alex
ander. Cartwbigiit, long experienced as a shipmaster, Marine Inspector, and Ship
Surveyor of the port of New York, considers it "one of the moat valuable discoveries
of the age," and adds, further, in his judgment, "thousands of lives, and property to
an incalculable" amount, may be preserved by its use." We commend it to the atten
tion of shipowners, as worthy ot a careful examination.
THE SONG OF IRON.
BT G. W. CUTTER,
Autkor qfu The Song of Steamy" " JE Pluribus Unum.n
Heave the bellows and pile the fire,
lake u.t- red aud ieariul gluw
'Where Uie crater's lurid clouds aspire
O'er the darkened plains beluw ;
L*;l the weight oi >our ponderous hammers smite
Wiih the power ol the mountain stream I
Or thunder ucueath the earthquake might
That dwells in the arm of steam !
Though 1 cannot boast the diamond's huo.
The templing gleam oi gold, >
With whicu, b> the aria oi the grasping few,
1 be uai,i 1 1- are bought and sold ;
Yet is in) presence mure priceless far
Thau tue blaze of earth a royal gem.
Thai ever has kindled u ducal star,
Or Uamed in a diadem.
In the fearful depths of the rayless mine
Ai> guuii strength was laid,
Ere the suu, or tne moon, or the stars that shine
In the boundless heavins were made ;
Bre darkness waa rolled brum the deep sway ;
Ere ibe skies were spread abroad ;
Ere the words that called up the light of da/
Were breathed by the lips ol Uod.
Ye were bnt a poor and powerless race
Till ye wisely sought my aid :
Ye dwelt like the beasts ot the savage chase,
In Lhe gloum of the lorest shade ;
Where oiieu the nomad yielded his hearth
Tu the wult in pale aUright,
And the tooth ol the lion stained the earth
Wlib the blood ol the troglodyte.
Uow helpless ye saw the descending rain,
The water's resistless how,
The frost thai scared the verdant plain,
And the blinding drills ol anow I
For you no steer his neck would yield—
No steed your slave would be ;
Ye traced no furrows along lhe Held,
No pathways o'er tho seal
The myriad stars came forth at even ;
The Dow of God was bent,
Inscribing the wondrous laws of Heaven
O'er thu measureless Armament.
Bright constellations rose and lied ;
The lair moon waxed and waned ;
But ibe record which they nightly spread
Unknown to you remained*
But when aomo prescient spark of mind
Invaded my lone retreat,
And ye learned my 1'roteus form to bind.
And fashion, with fervent heat,
The gloaming sword from the dames leaped out,
And Uie buok lor the golden grain ;
And the air grew vocal with ireedom's shout
a the tyrant! of earth were slain I

Then rose the dome and the lofty tower
Where the groaning lorest tell ;
And the massive guns looked irowning o'er
The walls ol the citadel.
The dizzy and tapering steeple sprung,
And Hashed in the summer air ;
And the pendent bell in the turret swung
To summon the world to prayer!
Stout ships encountered the howling storms
On tne trackless sea secure ;
For 1 held the lute ol Iheir gallant forms,
And my grasp is strong and sure.
Midst the lightning's gleam and the tempest's I
They leaieO not the angry main,
For they cast iheir trusty anchors o'er,
And laughed at lhe hurricane.
At my touch the massive column soared
Thegraceiul arenway thrown!
And lormb oi beauty me world adored
UoSe up la deathless alone.
Ye rivalled the lints ol the blushing dawn
With the hues my dual supplied,
Till the numblest work ol art has shone
Like the mist by rainbows dved.
1 come where the suffering patient lies
On hia couch ail wan and weak ;
And the luster returns to his bunken eyes.
And the bloom lo his pallid cheek.
Ye tear not Uie ioar ol Uie thunder loud ;
Ve sleep with the storms around ;
Fur the boll l clutch lu the threatening cloud
Falls bai niiUsa lo Uie ground.
\\ hero I tread, the crooked paths grow straight.
The old lulls disappear ;
And 1 uraw each distant hostile slate,
lu friendly Commerce, nearl
Swill through veins by Uie lightning hurled
Your thoughts like ihe tempest sweep,
Till knowlcuge had covered ine rolling world,
As Uie waters have covered the deep.
And soon ye shall see my massive ore,
lu many u grander pile
Than ever adorned the Tiber's shore,
or lhe banks ol Uie ancienl Nile.
The sacred temple shall rear its roof,
The collage lor social glee,
The Irowning lortress, thunder-proof,
And Uie snips ol every sea.
Then hurrah I ye fearless sons of toll!
Your nation's strength and pride I
May je reap u harvest of gulden spoil
O'er lhe earth and the ocean wide ;
May your ponderous htiniiners ever unite
With the power ul Uie mountain stream;
Or thunder beneath the earthquake might
Thai dweUs ui lhe arm of aieam.
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MERCANTILE MISCELLANIES.
TIE MERCANTILE ASSOCIATION OF ST. LOUIS AND THE MERCHANTS' MAGAZINE.
We have great pleasure in publishing the subjoined letter and resolutions from the
Mercantile Library Association of St Louis. Such testimonials nre all the more ac
ceptable, when, as in the present in stance, they come to us as a voluntary apprecia
tion of our humble but untiring efforts to promote the great commercial and industrial
interests of the country—the whole of it—and the world, including, of course, " thi
rat of mankind."
Mekcantilk Library Association, /
Sr. Louis, Dec. niM, 1031.
i
To Freeman Hunt, Esq., Editor of the Merchants' Magazine, etc. :—
DeabSib:—On the 3d iust., the Board of Directors of this Association adopted
resolutions of which you have herewith a copy. Entirely approving their tenor, I
hare great satisfaction in forwarding them to you, and in subscribing myself,
Vour very obedient servant,
GEO. R. ROBINSON, Corresponding Sierctarf.
Retolved, That in the opinion of thi* Board, the collection and publication in Jlunt't
Merchant*' Magazine ana Commercial Review, of consecutive information respecting
the great interests of Commerce, renders that work peculiarly interesting and valu
able to Merchants, and entitles its editor, Fbkkman Hunt, Esq., to the thanks of all
engaged in trade.
Resolved, That we have observed with pleasure the great and increasing prosperity
of Hunt's Merchants' Magazine; that we think it eminently deserving of success, and
heartily recommend its support to our citizens, and especially to all engaged iu com
mercial pursuits.
Resolved, That the corresponilinir Secretary is hereby directed to send to Fbkimaw
Hunt, Esq, a copy of these resolutions.
MERCANTILE LIBRARY COMPANY OF PHILADELPHIA.
The annual report of the Mercantile Library Company of Philadelphia, which was
made at the annual meeting held at their hall on Tuesday evening, January 13th,
1852, is so brief, and, at the same time, so mercantile and comprehensive in its char
acter, that we need make no apology for publishing it entire.
The report is understood to have been prepared by Roueiit F. Wai.su, Esq., of the
highly respectable firm of David 8. Brown it Co., one of the earliest, most efficient,
sod intelligent friends of the institution. It is as follows :—
TWENTY-NINTH ANNUAL BEI'ORT Of THE MERCANTILE LIBRARY COMPANY OK PHILADELPHIA.
The directors of the Mercantile Library Company of Philadelphia have the pleasure
of congratulating the members on the prosperity which continues to attend the insti
tution in which they all feel so deep an interest.
Every year in its liiirht increases the stability and enlarges the usefulness of the
Company. The number of its stockholders aud readers is constantly augmented, and
the entire business circle of our city experiences, more or less, the refining influence
which its varied intellectual treasures are so well calculated to diffuse.
The valuable lessons derivable from its interesting volumes, molding, as they do, to
excellence the plastic minds of those who habitually peruse their pages, may prove
visible in that intellectual viuor and sound judgment which should always mark the
mercantile character, aud which, when united with probity and a just liberality, con
stitute its perfection.
The Commerce of the world ha« never more than at this time required of its vota
ries the possession of the above described qualities. This continent of ours, so teemBig with all that is alluring to honorable ambition, so rife with all (that is inciting to
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honorable adventure, demands of him who would be successful in the pursuits of trade
every quality that may impart energy to will, and perseverance to effort. But success
in the gains of Commerce is, undeniably, only vapid and unsatisfactory, unless the
heart mid the intellect have been so molded and expanded as to render individual
wealth subservient to refined taste, and incidentally advantageous (o society at large.
To foster all worthy qualities of the heart and the mind—to give to the passing day
of the young such enjoyment as awaits on intellectual development, and brightens life
to its close, are within the scope and aim of our Association ; and therefore do the di
rectors congratulate the members on the cheering success which has characterized, up
to this period, the history 'of the institution.
It has been the constant policy of the board to reduce the debt against the company
as rapidly as might seem consistent with the proper extension of the library. Ar
rangements have been made to extinguish further, within a short time, $2,000, princi
pal of the ground rent.
This will leave the entire debt against the leal estate (the sole indebtedness nf the
company) only $14,000. The real estate may, it is thought, be fairly valued at
$60,000.
There has been, during the past year, an accession of ninety-nine members—eightynine of whom have been admitted from building scrip. About six hundred volumes,
most of them of durable value, have been added to the library, and more than 32.000
have been recorded for home perusal The number of volumes in the library at this
time is 10,600.
The treasurer's report, accompanying this, shows the amount of receipts during the
year (including $1,195 43 on hand at the commencement) to have been $7,708 89, and
the disbursements $6,135 53 ; leaving a balance on haud of $1,573 36.
It may be remarked that, however limitless for good may be the influence of the
society, its transactions from year to year afford but little room for elaborate reports.
At an early day in its history, when difficulties were to be surmounted and triumphs
achieved, earnest appeals for public aid and countenance were matters as well of ne
cessity us duty. Now, its progress, if majestic, is noiseless ; and hereafter its best tro
phies must be the gradual acquisition of imperishable volumes, and a constantly in
creasing roll of virtuous and enlightened members.
ltespectfully submitted, by order of the Board.
Prior to the adjournment of the meeting, on motion of Samuel 0. Mortok, Esq,
another warm friend of the association, and of everything calculated to elevate the
mercantile character and standing of Philadelphia, offered the following resolutions,
which were unanimously adopted :—
Whereat, A generous donation of one thousand dollars having been recently made
to the association by its venerable President, Thomas P. Cope, Esq., and haviDg been
invested under the advice of the donor—therefore,
Resolved, That the interest or income arising therefrom be appropriated, as received,
to the purchase of works appertaining to History and Commerce, and that the said
works be bound in a distinctive manner, and bear a label, stating they are purchased
with the "Cops Fund."
Resolved, That a special portion of the shelves of the library be set apart, and ap
propriated to such volumes, and that it be designated as the " Cope Division."
» TflE FUTURE WEALTH OF AMERICA." *
Mr. Bonvnge, the author of this work, has been 14 years in East India, and over on the
western pnrts of China, engaged in indigo and saltpetre manufacturing, and, latterly for
six years, in tea planting, and in general agriculture ; he has been also engaged in a
mercantile house in Calcutta— and consequently has had many advantages in writing
upon subjects interesting to this country, after a ten months' tour through the States.
The first article in the work is on our great staple, cotton—which Mr. Bonyuge
• The Future Wenlth of America ; being a Klnlice at the Resources of Uie United States, and the
Commerciul Advuntirges of Cultivating leu, Coffee, Indigo, A:e.—with a Review of the China Trade.
By Frahliu BoNYhQK.
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treats of statistically and comparatively. The result of his showing is, that our cotton
has but slightly increased the last five years over the former five—which stands
thus:—
1840 to 1845, bales, 10,122,000, yearly average, 2,024,4(10
1845 to I860, " 11,053,000,
"
■
2,210,600
and that with regard to value, that it has declined the last ten years, compared with
the five previous years, in the serious amount of #126,047,000, as follows:—
1835 to 1840, total, $408,194,800
1840 to 1845, "
307,717.600
1845 to 1850, "
383,170,400
These statements sliow a melancholy decline ; and if it stopped here, we might have
cause of confidence in our future, but Mr. Bonynge expresses his doubts if we will b«
able long to compete with other countries, and gives his reasons clearly and distinctly
for entertaining them. And it may be well, without trespassing too far on Mr.
Bonyn^e's book, to set forth a few of his reasons. He show* that the West Indies,
Brazils. Smyrna, and E^ypt, and East Iodia, Bend more than one half as much cotton
to England as we do : that the progressive increase of the latter countries the but
three year3, viz., 1848, 1849, and 1850, is 17, 34, and 56 11-12 per cent,—
or increase of 1848 over 1847, 17
per cent.
"
" 1849 over 1848, 34
"
" 1850 over 1849,56 11-12 "
Thile we are at a stand still, or rather declined.
Mr. EV.uynge states, from his own experience, after visiting S. Carolina and Georgia,
that Exst India c>in produce any amount of good cotton, and also shows, from the pro
ceedings of the East India Company, th:it a valu*ble cuUon, equal to fair New Orleans
kind, has been landed in Liverpool at 3 J pence per lb.
He enters fully into the present state of cotton planting in the East Indies, and of
its future prospects ; and strongly condemns any attempt at artificially raising the price
of cotton, as a most dangerous step for this country.
He also gives a short article on our Southern rice trade, showing it has declined in
price some 15 per ceut, and that our exports of this article have been gradually di
minishing.
However, while Mr. Bonynge exhibits this general decline in some of our agricultu
ral staples, he points out to us, on the other hand, a vast stock of exotics for our enter
prise and the future wealth of our States generally ; and, m ire than this, pledges him
self successfully to introduce the tea and indigo plants, which he says will eventually
amount to more than all the present exports of our domestic agricultural products, and
attempts to show that there are some 13 other valuable articles which may be intro
duced, and successfully, into our States. Amongst them is the coffee plant. We con
sume 145,000,000 lbs. of coffee.
In the article on tea, the soil and climate of America and China are compared—the
expense of producing tea is shown iu five countries to vary from 2 Ui 5 cents per lb.
oslv ; while we, the consumers, in this country, pay 65 to 100 cents, and in England,
from 100 to 150 cents par lb. An extensive adulteration is practiced in China, by
which they can sell us tea at about 20 cunts per lb, while for the good genuine teas
the high class Chinese and Russians pay 50 cents to t7 per lb. The whole process in
indigo cultivation and manufacture is minutely described. The fearful effects of the
opium trade are exposed, and the future of America and slavery is discussed.
The work of Mr. B.mynge, although interesting to all who take an interest in the
progress of the whole country, will be particularly interesting to our brethren in the
"Sunny South," where the exotics can be successfully cultivated. Mr. Bonvnge, as
we understand, was induced to visit the United States at the instance of Mr. Law
rence, our Minister to England. He is the only white man who has for any length of
time been engaged in the cultivation and manufacture of teas, added to which he lias
a scientific and practical knowledge of the culture and treatment of the other exotica
discussed in the pages of nis instructive work.
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THB PHILOSOPHY OF ABVERTISIJfO.
We have transferred to former numbers of the Merchants' Magazine articles setting
forth the advantages of adverting ; and among them the able essay of Mr. Greeley,
on the " Philosophy of Advertising." As the subject is one which interests a large
portion of our readers, has an important bearing upon the interest of traders, and
is in perfect keeping with the character of our Magaxine, we may venture to transfe*
the subjoined editorial of the Cincinnati Price Current, a journal that speaks clearly
and sensibly on every topic it undertakes to discuss.
This is a subject which has in a greater or a less degree engaged the attention of all
business men ; and, notwithstanding this our progressive age, there are many, in fact
the great majority, who are disposed to think there is little, if any advantage to be
derived from making their business and their waiits known through the mp<lium of
the public press, and that it is, except upon speciiil occasions, a useless bill of ex
pense for which they receive little or no compensation. Now we hold that this is in
direct opposition to what is every day demonstrated in the various ramifications of
society ; and that the sum spent for advertising our business, is but as a drop in the
bucket when compared with the vast amount which is spent in this way, but for quite
a ditferent object. The n an who builds a splendid mansion, find adorns it within and
without in the most gorgeous style, pays in this way hundreds of thousands perhaps,
and for what ? Why that his private mansion may be a standing advertisement, to
enable his neighbors, and a few strangers as they pass, properly to classify him in
graduating society ; is this not a vt-ry expensive yet unprofitable way of advertising t
Again, when an individual sports a splendid equipage, what is it but a daily adver
tisement that its owner must be a gentleman of wealth and distinction. And when
We see a man or a woman put on c> stly and rich attire, with jewelry nud other trap
pings to make them shine, what is it but giving daily notice that they must be con
sidered as moving above the crowd ? But we might extend these illustrations, were
it necessary, to show what vast amounts are paid in this way for advertising ; but it
will be at once perceived that a'l the customs of fashionable life, are but one Ions; list
of transient, standing and daily advertisements, hung out to catch the breath of fame
or the praise of sycophants, and nothing received or indeed expected in return but an
empty name.
If individuals would follow the example of the celebrated Lundy Poote, who, when
he became possessed of wealth in the manufacture of snuff, in which he was engaged
many years ago in the Irish metropolis, bought a carriage of the most splendid
description, in which he was drawn by four beautiful bays, decorated with the most
costly trappings ; on the door panel of this can inge be had painted, not figures of
quadrupeds with other armorial appendages, which would lead those unskilled in
heraldry, to suppose it meant his ancestors were closely allied to the brute creation,
but in simple Anglo-Saxon,
"See what Snuff done."
and thereby his carriage, instead of being a bill of expense, was made a most suc
cessful medium of advertising, and which in fact immortalized the man and his mer
chandise, and they became thus associated, the one with the other, and as familiar to
the nation as "household words," and the result was, that he retired in after years
immensely wealthy. If men, we say, in this our day, would follow the example of
the Dublin snuff maker, and when they build splendid houses or keep fine carriages,
have emblazoned upon them, " see what snuff done," or see what this, that, or the other
done, as the case might be, would they not be turning their thousands or tens of
thousands spent in this way to some practical account, would it not be a decided hit
in the way of advertising. But now let us consider for a moment what are the objects
to be attained in advertising our business.
When a man has anything to dispose of which he knows others need, he ought to
make it as public as possible. When a person wants anything which others may
have it is his interest to make his wants known as far and as wide as may be ne
cessary.
The merchant, by publishing a daily or weekly edition of his business, is thereby
spreading out before the eyes of the community his wares and his merchandise, and
identifying his business with his name, and his name with his business, and making
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both so familiar, that one cannot be named without thinking of the other. And in
the our day of progress, of lightning and railroad lines, when strangers are contiuually rushing into our business marts, and when the community is continually changing,
the must sanguine can hardly form a just conception of the advantages to be derired
jrum keeping our business before the people through the newspapers. It is. however, ob
jected that but few read the advertisements in the public papers, and that consequently
they are comparatively useless. We are not of the opinion that any one possessed of
a moderate amount of practical knowledge believes this; all interested read them and
read them carefully too. Now we don't mean to say that advertizing will, alone,
build up a business j but this we do say, that it is a powerful auxiliary—so powerful,
that the fheerest humbugs have through its instrumentality succeeded. What we
deem necessary to be possessed of in order to succeed in general business, are, expe
rience, cash, credit, common sense, and publicity. The first of these is obtained prac
tically, the next incidentally, the next by integrity, nature gives us common sense, and
the newspaper publicity.
SUCCESS IN LIFE.
As in no department of life is success more earnestly desired, or more pcrsoveringly
sought, than in mercantile pursuits, it will not be out of place in a work like the Mrrchants' Magazine to exhibit all the aids and hindrances to a consummation so devoutly
wished by the thousands that crowd the marts and thoroughfares of commercial life>
With this view we quote some sensible suggestions from the author of " Companion!
of my Srjlitudt," which the reader is at liberty "to mark, learn, and inwardly digest"
at big leisure :—
One of the great aids, or hindrances, to success in anything lies in the temperament
of a man. I do not know yours ; but I venture to point out to you what is the best
temperament ; namely, a combination of the desponding and the resolute, or, as I had
better express it, of the apprehensive and the resolute. Such is the temperament of
great commanders. Secretly, they rely upon nothing and upon nobody. There is
such a powerful clement of failure in all human nffairs, that a shrewd man is always
laying to himself, what shall I do, if that which I count upon does not come out as I
expect. This foresight dwarfs and crushes all but men of great resolution.
Then, be not over choice in looking out for what may exictly suit you; but rather
be ready to adopt any opportunities that occur. Fortune does not stoop often to take
any one up. Favorable opportunities will not happen precisely in the wny that yon
have imagined. Nothing does. Do not be discouraged, therefore, by a present detri
ment in any course which may lead to something good. Time is so precious here.
Get, if you can, into one or other of the main grooves of human aflfdirs. It is all the
difference of going by railway, and walking over a ploughed field, whether you adopt
common courses, or set up one for yourself. You will sec, if your times are nnvthing
like ours, most inferior persons highly placed in the army, in the church, in office, at
the bar. They have somehow got upon the line, and have moved on well with very
little original motive power of their own. Do not let this make you talk as if merit
were utterly neglected in these or any professions ; only that getting well into the
groove will frequently do instead of any great excellence.
•
•
•
*
•
Whatever happens, do not be dissatisfied with your worldly fortunes, lest that speech
be justly made to you, which was once made to a repining person much given to talk
of how great she and hers had been. " Yes, madam," wus the crushing reply, " we
all find our level at last."
Eternally that fable is true, of a choice being given to men on their entrance into
life Two majestic women stand before you: one in rich vesture, superb, with what
aeem* like a mural crown on her head, and plenty in her hand, and something of tri
umph, I will not say of boldness, in her eve; and she, the queen of this world, can
give you many things. The other is beautiful, but not alluring, nor rid), nor powerful;
and there are traces of care, and shame, and sorrow in her face ; and (marvelous to
•ay) her look is downcast and yet noble. Sho can give you nothing, but she can make
C somebody. If you cannot bear to part from ber sweet sublime countenance, which
illy veils with sorrow its infinity, follow her ; follow hor, I say, if you are really
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minded so to do; but do not, while you are on this track, look back with ill-concealed
envy on the glittering things which fall in the path of those who prefer to follow the
rich dame, and to pick up the riches and honors which fall from her cornucopia.
This is, in substance, what a true artist paid to me only the other day, impatient, aa
he told me, of the complaints of those who would pursue art, and yet would have
fortune.
COMMERCE IN THE NORTHWEST.
The following is an extract from an address of Rev. T. R. BaESsy, of Indianapolis :—
Look at the physical and commercial condition of the great Northwest See these
Ocean Lakes, 1,000 feet above the level of the sea. God's great reservoirs, myste
riously fed, to supply the clouds which distill their riches over the prairies of the
Northwest And are not the alm'at interminable rivers, stretching down from the
Alleghanies and the Rocky Mountains, like huge vein9 to the great central artery of
Commerce, and thence to the ocean, the highways of trade, civilization, and religion !
And then think of 5,000 miles of lake coast, and of 5,000 miles of navigable rivers, for
flat, keel, battean, or steamboat in the Mississippi Valley, and also to reflect upon 970
miles sea-coast in California, and 680 iu Oregon, making 1,550 miles sea-coast upon
the Pacific, equal to our entire Atlantic sea board.
Some conception of the resources developed by these and other facilities of inter
communication, may be formed from the fact that the Commerce of our Western Riv
ers is 1256,233,820, and the value of vessels $ 18.961,500, and of the lakes $187,475,268,
and the gross value of the iuternal Commerce of the United States, amounting in 1860
to $798,654,774, exceeding all our foreign trade by more than one half. And yet little
more than a beginning has been made in unlocking the agricultural and mineral treas
ures of our country. Probably not a hundredth part of the arable lands are tilled,
nor a thousandth part of the hidden wealth of our country revealed. The flocks of
the world might graze upon our hill-sides and prairies, and the population of the globe
be fed from our granaries.
TO THOSE WHO WRITE FOR THE MERCHANTS' MAGAZINE.
Much labor and vexation would be saved to editors and printers, if those who writs
for the press would attend to the following advice :—
In the first place, all names—of county, place, or thing, and especially of individ
uals—should be written distinctly, with dots over the i's, crosses only across the t's,
and a plain distinction between u's and n's, as a compositor has no connecting seuse of
grammar to guide him in deciphering a name when it is obscurely written.
Secondly—when the capital letter I or J occurs in a name, (as Henry I. Jones,)
make it with the pen to represent it in print, and then no mistake can occur ; and
where a list of names, or more than one, is written, a comma should be made after
each—as Thomas Smith Walker Johnson might be made to signify one, two, or four
names.
Writers for the press should understand that compositors, as a general thing, are
paid by the piece for their work, and that, if their manuscript is badly written, it is a
downright robbery of their labor, as they are compelled to waste hour upon hour to
put it in an intelligible shape which the author has hurriedly or carelessly neglected
to do.
COTTON GR0WIN0 IN NATAL.
A settler of three years' standing, writing from Port Natal, says :—
I shall dismiss this subject by a few remarks on cotton growing here. This article
will and does grow, and vigorously, too, in this country, as may be seen on plantations
on the banks of the River Umganee—which, though now totally neglected, and the
plants stilled with weeds, are producing cotton abundantly,—no one thinking it worth
while to pick it. But the instability of labor op-rates against its being cultivated to
any extent. I am personally acquainted with the farmers of these plantations, who
state that in addition to their inability to get the requisite amount of steady cheap la
bor, they had to sell their cotton for from id. to Id. per lb. to persona living here.
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1.—Band-Book of Literature and the Fine Arts ; comprising Complete and Accurals
Definitions of all Terms employed in Belles-Lettres, Philosophy, Theology, Zatt,
Mythology, Painting, Music, Sculpture, Architecture, and alt Kindred Art*. Com
piled and Arranged by George Ripley and Bayauo Taylob. Large 12mo., pp. 047.
New York : G. P. Putnam.
This volume forms the second part of Putnam's Home Cyclopedia. The aim of its
accompli- bed compilers has been to furnish the reading community, and more especially
the large chvs of students in our colleges and seminaries of learning, with a compre
hensive hand book or Lexicon of all branches of literature and art. On literature, in
particular, it embraces all terms of logic and rhetoric, criticism, style, and language;
sketches of works which stand as types of their age or tongue ; reviews of nil =ystems
of philosophy and theology, both of ancient and modern times ; and a complete sketch
of the hi.-tory of literature among all nations, made up entirely from original sources.
It also includes all the most important terms of common and international law, tech
nical words and phrases in philosophy and theology, Ac., and is prepared from the
most recent sources.
1—Putnam's Semi Monthly Librarii for Travelers and the Fireside, No. 1. Horns
and Social Philosophy. From Household Words edited by Cuaih.es Dickens.
First Series. 12mo., pp. 264. New York : G. P. Putnam.
Few enterprises of this kind present more attractive features at the outset than thbj
of the " Semi-Monthly Library." The first number contains such selections from
Dickens' " Household Words" as relate more directly to domestic and social Economy.
The essays are pithy, entertaining, and valuable, and it will hardly be possible to select
a greater variety of choice reading at so cheap a price as this and the subsequent
volumes promise.
I—Memoir of the Rev. Eduiard Bickerstrth, late Rector of Walton, Herts. By Rev.
T. S. Binks, M. A. With an Introduction by Stepukn H. Tykq, 1). I). 2 vola.
12mo., pp. 409 and 398. New York : Harper and Brothers.
There is much in the lives of sincere and ardent men, whatever maybe their Views,
which is instructive. The subject of this memoir was neither greatly distinguished
tar intellectual powers or peculiarities of character: he was, however, remarkably
•dive, sincere, and earnest in the Christian duties of his profession, which led him, in
many instances, to act prominently before the public. Thus he is already well known
for his active piety and general usefulness. The life of such a man is entitled to
favor and is always sure to receive it These volumes will amply reward, by gratificmtion and instruction which they impart, every serious and devotional reader for his
perusal of ihern. As a portraiture of an eminent, active, and uscfu, land Boniewbat
distinguished clergyman, they are unexceptionable.
4—The Young Christian. By Jacod Addott; very greatly improved and en
larged. With numerous Engravings. 12mo., pp., 402. New York: Harper A
Brothers.
This volume is intended to serve as a guide to the young inquirer in first entering
opon his Christian course. It is for all who arc first commencing a Christian life,
without regard to their age. Its views are those of orthodox Christianity, and its
main de>ign is, rather to enforce the practice, nnd not to discuss the theory of religion.
It simply explains and illustrates Christian duty. All those who are familiar with
the lucid and attractive stjleof the author, need no explanation of the interesting
manner in which this work js prepared.
5 — Winter in Spitzbergen : a Book for Youth. From the German of C. Hiloebbandt.
By E. (ioouBicH Smith. lCmo., pages 300. New York : M. W. Dodd.
The author of this volume has evidently passed a winter in that inhospitable region
called Soitzbergen. The scenes which lie describes possess a novelty which will in
terest ami attract youthful readers, while the instruction from his pages is valuable
•nd useful The translation has been made with care, and with ttrict regard to the
original text.
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6.— The Ways of Providence ; or " He docth all things well." By T. S. Abthb*.
18nio., pp. 215.
7.—Seed Time and Harvest ; or, " Whatsoever a Man Soweth, that shall he also
Heap." By T. S. Arthur. 18mo., pp. 216.
8.— Off-Hand Sketches, a little dashed with Humor. By T. S. Arthur. 18mo, pp.
216.
9.— Words for the Wise. By T. S. Arthur. 18mo., pp. 215.
10.—Home Scenes and Home Influences, a Series of Tales and Sketches. By T. S. Abthur. 18mo.; pp. 216.
11.—Stories for Young Housekeepers. By T. S. Arthur. 18mo., pp. 212.
12.—Lessons in Life, for All who will Read Them. By T. S. Arthur. 18mo., pp. 215.
These interesting volumes belong to " Arthur's Library for the Household." Their
contents consist of tales, the moral of which relates U> almost every important point
connected with the affairs of daily life. They are written in a very genial and excel
lent spirit, and with much vigor. As stories, they will be found full of interest to the
members of every household, and they convey most excellent precepts. They cannot
fail of a welcome in every family.
13.—The Life of William Penn ; with Selectionsfrom his Correspondence and AutoBiography. By Samuel M. Jannev. 8vo., pp. 558. Philadelphia : Hogan, Per
kins, <fc Co.
The author of another Life of William Penn claims attention from the public on the
ground of baring had access to original materials, which have enabled him to furnish
a more full and accurate account of the original than had hitherto beeu given to the
world. This work was early undertaken and nearly completed before other biogra
phies appeared. In these pages we are presented with Penn not only as a Chiisiian,
a statesman, and a man. but as he speaks respecting himself. One hundred and forty
of his letters and nearly the whole of his autobiography, will here be found. In re
lation to the affairs of Pennsylvania alone, the work is more comprehensive than any
other history. It is written in a manly and able manner, with just discrimination of
Penn's character and abilities, and will unquestionably become, in every sense of the
word, the Life of William Penn.
14.—The Natural History of the Human Species. By Lieutenant-Colonel Charles
Hamilton Smith. With Illustrations. 12mo., pp. 419. Boston : Gould A Lincoln.
The subject of this work has become one of the most interesting topics of the day,
both from its intrinsic importance and from the various bearings w hich have been
given to it by philanthropists and others. The unity of the human race has long been
a subject of discussion, and the present state of our knowledge is probably more ad
vanced, respecting the facts that relate to it, thau at any former period. It has long
occupied the atteution of this writer, and in his work ho adopts the side to which
Agassiz, Van Amringc, Dr. S. O. Morton, and others give their sanction. In these
pages, however, will be found the arrangements of authors of both sides, impartially
and fully stated as the space will admit, and also a sketch of the views of those who
are not committed to either side.
15.—Handbooks of Natural Philosophy and Astronomy. By Dionysus Larpser,
D. C. L. First Course—Mechanics. Hydrostatics, Hydraulics, Pneumatics, Sound,
Optics. Illustrated by upward of four hundred engravings on wood. 12nio, pp.
740. Philadelphia: Blanchard Ji Lea.
In the preparation of this work the author has aimed to meet the wants of those
who desire to obtain a knowledge of the elements of physics, without pursuing them
through their mathematical consequences and details. It may, then fore, be under
stood not only by persons of ordinary education, but be with advantage placed in the
bands of pupils in the higher classes in schools. In a word, all those w ho are desirous
to sustain and improve their knowledge of the general truths of physics, and of three
laws by which the order and stability of the material world is maintaiued, w ill find
this nn invaluable work.
16.—The Gospel Harmony, Chronologically Arranged in Separate Lessonsfor Sunday
Schools and Bihle Classes. By Walter Kino, A. M fourth edition. 18mo., pp.
225. New York : M. W. Dodd.
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11—Homeopathy : an Examination of it* Doctrines and Evidences. By WoaTHixoTuN Hooker, M. D. 12mo. New York: C. Scribner.
We have not examined this work solely for the purpose of determining whether its
author entirely refutes the principles of Homeopathy, and, perhaps, we should hardly
be competent critics on the subject ; but when an author commences a task of the
kind by denouncing as foolish and absurd the system which be attempts to explode, it
rather seems as if he was about to undertake an argument in favor ot his own peculiar
views, than a scientific investigation of principles. The object of a scrutinizing inwstigation is to detect truth or falsehood, whereas, in this instance, the first sentences
of the work decide that important point We are not writing as friends of Hahne
mann. The volume consists of the prize dissertation before the Rhode Island Medical
Society, and is worthy of perusal lor its intrinsic merits, apart from every claim as a
scientific effort.
18—Memorial* of the Life and Trials of a Youthful Christian in Pursuit af Health,
as developed in the Biography of Nathaniel Cheever, M. D. By Rev. Henry T.
Oheevee. With an Introduction by Rev. Geo. B. Cheeveb. 12iuo., pp. 366. New
York: Charles Scribner.
Few persons whose existence has been so brief as that of the subject of this memoir
have done or written so much that U interesting or instructive in a biographical form.
The subject of this memoir was evidently a young man of elevated min i mid high ac
complishments. The facts of his life, as they come from the glowing pen of his broth
er, will be read with unusual interest To those of kindred minds, this volume will
Beet with an uousual welcome, aud none can peruse it* sympathizing pages without
finding much instructive and improving to themselves.
H.—The Imperial Guard of Napoleon ; From Marengo to Waterloo. By J. T. Headlbi. 12um, pp. 310. New York: Charles Scribner.
This volume is in that impressive and popular style so peculiar to the author1. It
presents the life of the Old Guard, in camp and in social scenes, rather than attempts
to describe their exploits. It is an enthus-iaotic subject with all readers, and in this
volume it is handled with masterly success.
40 —Flwood's Grain Tables ; Showing the Value of Bushels and Pounds of different
kinds of Grain, Calculated in Federal Money; so Arranged as to Fxhibtt at a
Single Glance, the Value at a Given Price, from Ten Cents to Two Dollars per
huxlicl, of any Quantity, fruin\0ne Pound to 'Jen 'Thousand Bushels ; with oilier
Ojnvenient and Useful 'Tables connected with J'roduce transactions. By James L.
Klwood. 12mo., pp. 200. Philadelphia : Henry C. Baird.
Tim work is very highly recommended as one of great convenience to all buyers
and sellers of grain throughout the United States, from its complete adaptedness to
the objects desired. The arrangement of tlio tables is such that the value of any
number of bushels and fractions of a bu-.hel call be 6een at a glance of the eye, of all
the different k inds of grain bought and sold in our markets. These prices are all
Bated in Federal Money, which currency is introduced more and more into general
use in the calculations constantly.
21.—Familiar Science, or the Scientific Explanation of Common Things. Edited by
R. E. Pe-theson, member of the Academy of National Sciences. 12mo., pp 668
Philadelphia: George W. Child*.
A vast amount of facts and principles relating to the several branches of natural
science-", such as "heat," " non-metallic elements," "metals," "organic chemistry,"
"optics," <tc, <tc, is embodied in tins volume. It has been selected and arranged with
judgment and intelligence. Its information is of that kind which must be exceedingly
useful, especially to young persons, and it is entitled to the attention of parents and
teachers, as one of those lew books calculated to awaken the interest aud excite the
inquiries of youth.
2S.— Woman and her Needs. By Mas. E. Oakes Smith. 12mo., pp. 120. New York :
Fowlers and Wells.
The contents of this volume consist of a series of articles heretofore published in
one of the city dailies. There is much truth and many excellent sentiments in them.
They are marked by an unusunl degree of liberality, and will arouse a purpose iu fa
vor oi a Meliorating many of the hardships attending woman's lot
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88.—Cox's Companion to the Sea Medicine Chest, and Compendium of Domestic Meatcine ; Particularly Adapted for Captains of Merchant vessels. Missionaries and
Colonists, with Plain Rules for Taking the Medicines; to which are added DirecPoisons, a Plain Description of the Treatment of Fractures and Dislocations, and
a Concise account of the Asiatic Cholera. Revised and Enlarged By 11. Davis.
First American from the thirty-third London Edition. 12mo., pp. 216. New York:
S. S. & W. Ward.
Few medical works contain so much in so small a compass ns can be found in theM
pages. On the subject of Materia Hedica, and the application of remedies for diseases,
It is very clever and explicit. Few persons can tail of advantage in its use. Tbe
large number of editions which it has reached in London is the best evidence of iU
value.
84.—A New Method of learning the French Language : embracing both the Analytie
and Synthetic Modes of Instruction ; being a Plain and Practical iray of acquir
ing the Ait of Reading, Speaking, and Cvmposirig French. On the Plan of Wood
bury's Method with the German. By Louis Fasquellk, LL D. 12mo., pp. 499.
New Yolk : Mark H. Newman.
No young person at the present day can be regarded as possessing a complete edacation without some knowledge of the French. To promote this object, a great
variety of works have been published. No one of them, however, appears to nave
gone so thoroughly into the nature and construction of that language as this volume.
At the same time the pupil is led on step by step, until his knowledge of the rudi
ments, and the construction of the French tongue is very complete. 'Ihe only objec
tion we notice is, that the work appears somewhat more voluminous than wai
necessary.
t5.—tThe Rainbow in the North: A Short Account of the Establishment of Christian
ity in Rupert's Land, by the Church Missionary Society. By S. Tuckeb. 12mo,
pp. 309. New York : Robert Carter.
Prince Rupert's Land lies above the northern boundary of the Oanadas, and embra
ces those countries watered by the rivers that fall into Hudson's Bay. It is the expe
rience of missionaries among the natives of this distant region of whirl) this volume
treats. It will be found to possess unusual interest, both from the information which
it affords respecting those natives, and from the pictures of life among them here pre
sented.
86.—Ay/mere ; or the Bondmen of Kent, and other Poems. By Robert T. Conrad.
12mo., pp. 825. Philadelphia : E. H. Butler.
This is the tragedy complete, which in the hands of Forrest, under a more abridged
form, has in former years met with such great success upon the stage. Its beauty of
versification—its brilliant thoughts and hue passages arc such as to secure for it a
permanent value.
27.—The Nem Testament : or the Book of the Holy Gospel of our Lord and our Qoo\
Jesus the Messiah. A Literal Translation from the Syriae Peshitn Version. By
Jajif.s Murdoch, D. D. 8vo., pp. 615. New Yoik : Stanford it Swords.
The Syriuc version of the New Testament was written a brief period after our Sav
iour was on the earth. The words of the language nre in part the same, probably, as
those used by him. This translation aims to be as literal and expressive of the sense
of the original as it was possible to make it with a due regard to the construction of
our language. The author has been assisted by the works of a great number of schol
ars who treated of the Syrian tongue, and from his well known ability aud intelligent*
he can hardly have failed to have done full justice to the original.
28.—Memoirs of the Life and Writings of Thomas Chalmers, D.I).. LL. P. By ha
Son-in Law, llev. William Hasna, LL. D. Vol. 8, 12ino., pp. 631. New York:
Harper <fc Brothers.
This volume continues the memoirs of one of the brightest ornaments of the Scot
tish Church. I he name of Chalmers has ever been entitled to, and held in respect
In these pages we have, without doubt, the most complete biography of him which
will ever be given to the world. It is evidcutly prepared with great cure and labor,
and is rich in facts respecting the deceased, extracts Irom hi» diuiy, his opinion*,
and all that can be of interest in connection with such a man.
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!9.—The Life of John Stirling.—By Thomas Carltle. 12mo., pp. 844. Boston:
Phillip?, Sampson, A Co.
Whatever comes from the pen of Carlyle is worthy of attention, but in this instance
»e have the life of a man as earnest, as deeply sensitive to wit, as himself. A kin
dred spirit, in many respects, and one whom he seeks to vindicate from the injustice
of other biographers. The volume is written in his best style, and is very free from
that unpardonable affectation in the use of language into which he has fallen of late
years.
80.—Life in varied Phase* ; Illustrated in a Series of Sketches. By Mrs. Caroline
H. Butler. 12mo., pp. 288. Boston : Phillips, Sampson, <fc Co.
The contents of this volume comprise nice different tale*, or rather pictures of life,
iketcbed. as the author states, " both in the suushine of gladness, and in the shades of
affliction." Each contains on excellent moral, and the perusal of them will afford both
interest and improvement.
SI.—The Golden Legend. By Henry Wadsworth Longfellow. 12mo., pp. 301.
Boston : Ticknor, Keed, A Fields.
It is unnecessary to speak of the beauty or merits of Longfellow's works. The
opinion of the public has long since been formed on this subject. In these pages will
be found a poem which is among the choicest productions of its author.
82.—The Wonder Book for Boys ami Gir/s. By Nathaniel Hawthorne ; with En
gravings by Baker from designs by Billings. 16mo., pp., 258. Boston: Ticknor,
Reed & Fields.
In these pages it has been the aim of the author to render many of the classical
myths into easy reading for youth. In this novel effort he has been quite successful,
and has produced a work of much interest to youthful readers. Indeed the pen of
Hawthorne treats well whatever it touches.
to.—The Illustrated Atlas and Modern History of the World; Geographical, Polit
ical, Commercial, and Statistical. By H. Montgomery Martin. Parts -11 and 42.
Sew York : John Tallis A Co.
The maps contained in these Parts consist of a " comparative view of Islands,
Lakes, 1th i rs, Mountains," Ac, "Central America," and u large and very beautiful
plate representing the "city of Liveri.ooL" The text contains u portion of an Index
Gajeteer of the World.
H.—Tallis s Scripture Natural History for Youth. Parts 7 and 8. Lerge 18mo.
These cuts, which are designed to represent all the beasts, birds, fish, Ac , mentioned
in Scripture, are better executed than almost anything of the kind that has been ismed in this country. The descriptions are very clear, simple and concise. The whole
aeries will form an excellent work for youth.
15.—" Xo Such Word as Fail," or Nome Talcsfor Youth. By Alice C. Neal. ISmo.,
pp. 138. New York : I). Appleton A Co.
A more charming Juvenile is seldom issued from the press. It delineates the hero
ism of three youths whose excellent principles and pure hearts enubled them to triumph
over all difficulties.
86.—The S<alp Hunters: or Romantic Adventures in Northern Mexico. By Capt.
Majne lUiu. 8vo., pp. 204. Philadelphia: Lippiucut, Orumbo A Co.
A tale of unusual vivacity and interest. It is written in a very graphic style, and
the sceues and events which it describes are full of life and spirit.
1-—The Life and Adventures of Don Quixote and his Squire, Sancho Panza. Jittised ami Corrected, with all the Original Notes. Translated from the Spanish by
Chas. Jarvis, of London. 8vo., pp. 81)1. Philadelphia : T. 15. Peterson.
A cheap edition of this work, which places it within the reach of all.
S8.—Norton's Handbook of Life Insurance. 12mo.,pp. 87. New York: Charles B.
Norton.
As a manual of life insurance, especially as it relates to the manner in which the
business is conducted in this country, this little work is very full nnd complete. For
Uw use of agtuts and those interested in the subject it was to be particularly valuable.
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89.—Buchanan'i Journal of Man. Vol, 8., No. 6. December.
The present number of this able journal opens with a lengthy description of the
" Aztec Children," who form one of Hie most striking exhibitions of the present day.
There are two of them, a male and female ; they are low in stature, and with ex
tremely attenuated figures. Their heads present the most striking peculiarities, which
seem to puzzle the most scientific to deteimine the race of mankind to which they
belong. The peculiarities consist in a huge and monstrous prominence of the nasal
bones of the face and the upper jaws, while the occiput at the back of the head ap
pears to be entirely wanting, 'ihe forehead is very retreating, and that portion of the
cranium containing the bram is extremely small, and the size and prominence of the
face is immense. I'hysiciaus and learned men have examined them with amazement.
They are generally regarded as belonging to the race of Aztecs from Mexico. They
appear to be about seven or eight years of age, and still retain their first teeth. They
are lively, active, observing, but seem to be Uegentraie offsprings of a race of degeae- :
rate men. They cannot be ranked with idiots, as they do not, like them, lack a mani
festation of intellectual qualities. The position taken in this journal is that they
belong to the Taltec race of Central America ; their heads have not been artificially
deformed, although they are smaller than was ever before known with cluldieu of
their age ; their facial appearance otters strung marks of idiotic degeneracy in the
breed, while they bear a clobe resemblance to the profiles found in the ruins ol Central
America.
40.—Tlie Catholic Offering : A Gift Book for All Seasons. Containing a Series of
Pieces, in J'rose and \'trsc,for Different Parts of the Year. By the Kt. Rev. Wjc
Walsh, 1). D., Bishop of Halilax 8vo., pp. 650. New York : Edward Dunigan
it Brother.
A beautiful book. It is printed in large and clear type, upon fine paper, and bound
in a very rich and elegant style, its contents consist ot numerous very finely excuted
engravings of persons and scenes of the highest interest to the religious mind. The
pieces are quite numerous, and are of both a devotional and miscellaneous character.
They are written with great elegance of style and richness of thought and language,
such as is rare in works even of this class. To every serious mind the work will prove
very acceptable, while by the Catholic, in particular, it will be held in high esteem.
41.—The Scourge of the Ocean ; a Story of the Atlantic. By an Officer of the U. S.
Navy. 8vo., pp. 214. X'hiladelphia : A. Hart.
A lively and attractive story.
42.—Directions for Cooking, in its Various Branches. By Miss Leslie. Forty-second
Edition, thoroughly revised, with additions. 12mo., pp. 528. Philadelphia: Henry
C. Baird.
This is one of the best of cook books, for it is American in its tastes and its recom
mendations. The success which it has met with is unparalleled.
43.—Salauder and the Dragon: A Romance of the Hartz Prison. By Fbbmuuo
William Siif.lton, M. A. 12mo., pp. 2au. .New York : John S. Taylor.
Slander, that mischievous fault, is here personified under the title of Salnnder ; and
its evil consequences are represented in an allegory, which displays much invention
and skill, and which will be read wnh considerable pleasure and interest.
44.—The Life of a Vagrant, or the Testimony of an Outcast to the Value and Truth
of the Gospel. 12mo., pp. 165. Kew York: Hubert Carter.
This volume has already attracted a surprising interest abroad. It is the life of one
who was born to a state of degradation and want, but becoming impressed by the in
fluence of high and devoted principles, he was stimulated, by the vitality of these
truths, to overcome his ignorance auu degradation, and rise to the standard of a man.
46.— Olive Leaves. By Has. Sioolr.ney. Illustrated. 12mo., pp. 306. New York :
Robert Carter.
Such little sketches as these, from the graceful pen of Mrs. Sigourney, can hardly
fail to enlist the feelings of youth, while ttiey are certain to awaken permanent impressiuus of an excellent kind.
46.—A^.Manual of Christian Atonement. By Rev. Thomas Lape, A. M. 18mo., pp.
158. New York : M. W. Dodd.
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Art. I.— COMMERCE OF FRiNCE IN 1850.*
The annual report on the Commerce of France during the year 1850 has
been published by the French government. We are indebted for an early
copy to the polite attention of our friend and correspondent at Paris, Mons.
D. L. Rodet. We proceed to translate for the Merchants' Magazine the
summary exhibiting the general features of French trade, which is prefixed
to the detailed tables comprising this elaborate report.
The technical terms used in this summary are explained in the general
observations accompanying it, which we translated at length in connection
with the report for 1848.f
In the report for 1849 an explanation was given of the distinction be
tween official and actual values observed in these tables, and of the manner
in which these values are determined. The official value corresponds gene
rally with what we understand by specific rates. Actual values, on the other
hand, are the average real rates prevailing during the year.
The care and minute accuracy with which the inquiries of the Commis
sion are prosecuted, by which actual values are determined, wcro pointed
out in the report for 1849, and an account of the labors of this Commission
was given in the March number of the Merchants' Magazine for 1851.
The general Commerce of France with her colonies and foreign powers in
1850, amounted, including imports and exports, to 2,705,000,000 francs,
official value.]; This is 140,000,000 or 5 per cent more than the aggregate
• Tableau General dn Commerce <le la France, avec aes colonies et lea puissances ctrangerea, pen
dant l'annee 1850.
t See Merchants' Magnzrn . vol. xxliH p. 259.
tThlala Ibo amount accord. . to the official valuca, calabliahed in 182(1 aa diatinguiahed from
actual valuea which are revised e\ year.
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of the previous year, 294,000,000 or 12 percent more than the average of
the five previous years.f
According to the valuation of 1850, the trade of France, amounts to a
total of only 2,555,000,000 francs. Comparing this with the total accord
ing to the official values of 1826, we have a falling off of 150,000,000 or 6
per cent. Comparing with the business of 1847, 1848, and 1849, in like
manner, we have a diminution of ten per cent with regard to the first, and
of 18 and 11 per cent with regard to the other two.
Of the aggregate of 2,705,000,000 francs, 1,174,000,000 francs are im
ports, 1,531,000,000 francs are exports. Compared with the business of
1849, the imports show an excess of 32,000,000 or 3 per cent ; compared
with the average of five years, the excess is 5,000,000 francs. In exports
there has been a gain of 108,000,000, or 8 per cent, on 1849, and of
288,000,000, or 23 per cent, on the average of five years.
According to actual rates, the total of imports is reduced to 1,120,000
francs, and of exports to 1,435,000,000 francs. Compared with the figures
given above, 1,174,000,000 and 1,531,000,000 francs, the difference is
54,000,000 francs, and 96,000,000 francs, or 5 and 7 per cent This differ
ence re ards General Commerce.
In Special Commerce, the aggregate total is 1,904,000,000 francs. The
aggregate for 1849 was only 1,812,000,000 francs, that of the five years
previous 1,709,000,000 francs. The increase, therefore, is 92,000,000 francs,
or 5 per cent, on the former, and 195,000,000, or 11 per cent, on the second
amount.
Of this amount of 1,904,000,000 francs, there are of—
Imports
francs
78 1 ,000,000
Exports
1,123,000,000
In 1849 there were of—
Imports.
francs
780,000,000
Exports
1,082,000,000
It thus appears that while imports have remained stationary, exports
have increased 91,000,000 francs, or 9 per cent. It may be well to call
attention to the fact that in 1849 there was a gain on 1848 of 40 per cent
in imports, and 24 per cent in exports.
In imports the five years' average is 818,000,000 francs, in exjx>rts
891,000,000 francs ; the result is a difference on the one hand of 232,000',000
Br 26 per cent in favor of 1850, and on the other hand of 37,000,000, or 5
per cent, against it.
The total of Special Import trade at actual rates is ten millions beyend
the total of official values ; that of exports is 55,000,000 less, or 5 per cent
Comparing actual rates of 1850 and 1849, we have a difference in favor
, t The following table exhibits In officio] values, and in period! of fire Tears, the
Foreign commerce during the last fifteen years.
3dImportsperiod.
2dImport!
PERIOD.
1stIraporta
period.
K,porta Total Yean.
Export*. Total.
Kxporta Total. Yean.
MUliooa
Yemra.
Million!.
M.ilivna
1,121 1,066 2,187 1846
1,257 1,180 2,437
1836
SOS 961 1,867 1841
1837
808 758 1,566 1842
1,142 940 2,082 1847
1,343 1,271 2,614
1,187 992 2,17!) 1848
862 1,153 2.015
1838
937 956 1,893 1843
1,193 1,147 2,340 1849
1,142 1,423 4£6»
1849
947 1,003 1,950 1844
1,240 1,187 2,427 1850
1,174 1,531 2,705
M40
1,059 1,011 3,063 1845
. 4,650 4,689 9,329 Total ... 5,883 5,332 11,215 Total ... 5,778 6,558 12,336
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of the former of these periods of 67,000,000 in imports, and 130,000,000
in exports, or 9 and 14 per cent.
COMMERCE BY SEA AND BT LAND.
Of the total aggregate of imports and exports, being 2,705,000,000 francs
official and 2,555,000,000 francs actual values comprehending the entire
movement of French Trade, the proportion of goods carried by sea and by
land is as follows ;
Official Talue.
Actual value.
Bv sea
franca
1,965,000,000
1,845,000,000
By land
760,000,000
710,000,000
The proportion is 72 to 28 per cent, which is nearly the.sarae as in 1849
and for the average of five years.
Official and actual value*.
Imports by sea
per cent
66
By land
34
Exports by sea
percent
77
By land
23
MARITIME TRADE.
Of 1,955,000,000 francs, the total of maritime trade, the proportion of the
French fla^, in official value*, was 937,000,000, or 48 per cent ; that of foreign
flags 1,0 18,000,000 francs or 52 per cent. In 1819 the proportion was 51
to 49 per cnt, and that for five years 52 to 48 per cent. Imports in French
bottoms reached 941,000,000 fr. in 1849, and the average for five years ii
only 834,000,000.
Of this amount of 937,000,000, 222,000.000, (official,) or 193,000,000,
(actual rates,) belong to privileged trade. This is 3 per cent less than the
previous year, 13 per cent less than the average.
The colouies, the Antilles, Cayenne, and Reunion, come in for five per cent
of general Commerce ; other French possessions out of Europe, including
Algeria, for 6 per cent, the Whale fishery 1 per cent. The balance is foreign
trade.
Of the foreign trade open to competition the following figures exhibit the
proportion of French and Foreign flags.
French vessels, 1860
per cent
41
French vessels, 1849
44
French vessels average of five years
89
Foreign vessels, 1850
69
Foreign vessels, 1849
66
Foreign vessels, average of five years
61
French vessels, 1850
French vessels, 1849
French vessels, average of five years
Foreign vessels, 1860
Foreign vessels, 1849
Foreign vessels, average of five years.

per cent

49
49
43
61
61
67

French vessels, 1860
French vessels, 1849
French vessels, average of five years
Foreign vessels, 1850.
Foreign vessels, 1849
, average of five years

percent

86
42
36
64
68
66
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The French flag has thus retained the proportion of the previous year, 49
r cent, and gained 6 per cent on the 5 years' average in the import trade,
exports it has lost the ground gained in 1849, or 6 per cent. Taking
imports and exports together we find that the French flag has lost 3 per
cent on the amount of 1849, and gained 2 per cent on the average of five
years.
IMPORTS AND EXPORTS TOGETHER.
In the general Commerce of France, colonial and foreign, including im
ports and exports, England, the United States, Belgium, Switzerland, Sar
dinia, Spain, the German Union, Turkey, Russia, Brazil, placed thus in the
order of importance, shared to the extent of from 1 5 to 2 per cent, and all
together 73 per cent. The English Indies, Two Sicilies, Low Countries,
Tuscany, the Spanish America possessions, and Mexico, come next, with 9
per cent. French colonies and possessions out of Europe take 8 per cent, of
which 3^ are for Algeria. The balance of 10 per cent falls to some 32
points of export or import. Last year Algeria was eighth in importance,
Martinique sixteenth, Reunion, Guadeloupe, Senegal, Saint Pierre and
Miquelon, and the whale fishery, the French possessions in India and
Cayenne, occupy the 21st, 22nd, 25th, 20th, 41st and 42nd places.
The total official value of colonial and foreign trade is greater than the
total actual value, except as regards England, the United States, the Span
ish America possessions, Saint Pierre, Miquelon, and the Barbary States, as to
which the actual values are 7,000,000 francs, or 2 per cent, 9,000,000, or 2
per cent, 4,000,000, or 10 per cent, 9,000,000, or 34 per cent, and 2,000,000,
or 8 per cent.
As regards Special Commerce, French trade with the United States has
increased 2 per cent on 1849, and 20 per cent on the average of 5 years.
With England trade has increased 14 and 39 per cent, with Belgium 17
and 28 per cent. With the German Union, French trade has increased 10
per cent, but it has not reached by 12 per cent the average of 5 years.
The Russian trade, which had fallen in 1849, 16 and 31 per cent, has un
dergone further depression, to the extent of 15 per cent on 1849, (42,000,000
to 60,000,000 francs ;) the average of 5 years being VI ,000,000.
Trade with the Two Sicilies has slightly fallen off; that with Tuscany has
increased 5,000,000 and 3,000,000 francs at general and special rates. But
the trade with the Low Countries has lost the ground gained in 1849;
instead of 30,000,000 francs the total is but 24,000,000 fr., which is also the
average.
The official total of the Special Import and Export Trade with Algeria is
81,000,000 francs, against 86,000,000 in 1 849 and the average of 87,000,000.
This decrease is at the rate of 6 and 8 per cent. Reunion has gained
4,000,000 and 3,000,000; Martinique has lost 6 and 5,000,000, and
Guadeloupe 4 and 9,000,000 francs, Senegal 2,000,000.
Valued at actual rates, both the general and special trade with England,
the United States, Spanish America Possessions, Saint Pierre, Miquelon, the
Barbary States exhibits a larger total than at official rates. In Special trade
this is the case with several other powers also, one of the first of these is
Belgium, the special trade with which amounted to 205,000,000 official, and
218,000,000 francs actual value, the increase being 6 per cent. Trade with
the German Union increased 80,000,000 and 81,000,000. Trade with the
Two Sicilies, Austria, the Dutch Indies, Sweden, the Roman States, the Phil
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tppines, and two or three other inferior powers, exhibit like results, imonn'insr
together to a difference of 3,000,000 francs between the official and actual
values.
IMPORTS COUNTRF OF ORIGIN.
Total imports from Belgium into France are estimated at 158,000,000,
or 14 per cent more than in 1849, and 28 per cent more than the average
of 5 years. In special trade that power stands second, the total being
105,000,000 francs or 14 and 8 per cent.
The total of general imports from the United States, was 137,000,000 fr.,
of special 123,000,000 fr., or 22 and 13 per cent less on the one hand, and
16 and 6 per cent on the other.
Switzerland is third in general trade, the total being 134,000,000, to
123,000,000 in 1849, and 108,000,000 fr. the average of five years. In
special trade it retains its place, the tenth. Swiss imports thrown on the
French markets amounted to 24,000,000, which is an increase of 6 and 2
per cent.
The total of imports from England is 122,000,000 and 70,000,000 francs,
which is a gain on 1849 of 14 and 18 per cent, and on the average of five
years of 1 2 and 7 per cent
Imports to the value of 91,000,000 fr. were received from the Sardinian
States, of which 74,000,000 were consumed in the country. There is hera
a falling off in both general and special trade, in the former of 9 and 2 per
cent, in the latter of 4 and 3 per cent.
The total of imports from Turkey was 55,000,000 fr., general trade in
1849,and 33,000,000 special trade. On the other hand, the average of five
years preceding 1 850 is 56,000,000 and 40,000,000.
The general trade with Spain has increased from 35 to 50,000,000 francs.
The increase of imports is 33 and 27 per cent on 1849, and 17 and 15 per
cent on the average of five years.
The total of the general import trade with the German Union in 1 850
was only 45,000,000, while in 1849 it amounted to 51,000,000 and
30,000,000 francs, but the special trade rose to 33,000,000 ; this is a falling
off of 11 per cent on the one, and a gain of 10 per cent on the other.
Compared with the average of five years, the decrease is 26 and 16 per cent.
Official value of imports from the English Indies is 45,000,000, of which
31,000,000 francs are special trade. We have here a gain of 67 and 8 per cent
on 1849, and of 42 and 22 percent on the average of five years.
As regards imports of every class, in the general import trade, Russia
occupied the eighth place in 1849, and as regards imports for home con
sumption, or the special trade, the sixth place. In 1850 it stands 10th and
9th, the total values being 39,000,000 and 25,000,000 fir. This is a gain
of 2 per cent in 1849 in general trade, but a loss of 20 percent in special
trade, and it is a loss of 40 and 55 per cent, compared with the average of
€ve years.
The share of the ten powers above named in general trade is 75 percent;
In special trade 72 percent.
The general imports from the French colonies are but 5J per cent of the
whole, while they were 6 per cent in 1849, and the average is 8 per cent.
The total special trade with these colonies is 7 } per cent instead of 9 j- per
cent in 1849, and 9 per cent the average of five years.
Of the remaining 20 per cent, being the balance of the import trade, about
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12 per cent fell to the Low Countries, the Spanish America Possessions, the
Vv/o Sicilies, the Barbary States, Brazil, Norway, Rio de la Plata, and Tus
cany ; this is tho same proportion as in 1849, but it is one per cent less
than the average.
EXPORTS, OR COUNTRY OF DESTINATION.
The official value of French exports to Great Britain was 295,000,000 fr.,
of which 226,000,000 were special trade.
To the United States general exports amount to 273,000,000 francs,
•pecial exports to 178,000,000 francs.
This is an increase as regards England of 21 and 23 per cent compared
with the preceding year, and of 57 and 53 per cent compared with the aver
age ; and as regards the United States of 14 and 21 per cent, and 45 and
50 per cent.
General exports to Belgium amounted to 117,000,000 francs, of which
all but 16,000,000 fr. are for articles of French production. This is an in
crease of general trade of 18,000,000 on 1849, and 42,000,000 (56 per
cent) on the average. The increase of special trade is 19 and 59 percent.
Exports to Spain amount 106,000,000 and 71,000,000 fr. ; increase of gen
eral trade 17 per cent, of special trade 3 per cent.
The official value of exports from France to Switzerland was 104,000,000
and 56,000,000 fr. The corresponding amounts for 1849 are 109,000,000
and 53,000,000, and for the average 103,000,000 and 49,000,000.
The demand from Sardinia amounted to 82,000,000, (general trade,) or
three millions more than in 1849, or than the average of five years, and to
68,000,000 special trade ; which is a gain of 5,000,000 and 10,000,000 fr.
French exports to the German Union, amounted in 1849 to 53,000,000
general, and 42,000,000 special trade. The five years' average wa»
64,000,000 and 51,000,000.
Exports to Turkey increased from 34,000,000 and 19,000,000 in 1849,
to 36,000,000 and 23,000,000 in 18?0, or 5 and 23 per cent. Compared
with the average of five years, the difference is 26 and 54 percent.
Brazil, which, leaving Algeria out of view, stands ninth in general and
■pecial trade, imported 33,000,000 francs in goods of which 22,000,000 were
of French production. This is a gain of 2 and 5 per cent on 1849, and of
The total of exports to Tuscany was 28,000,000 and 17,000,000, which is
an increase of 24 and 28 per cent on the special and general trade of 1849
and the average of five years. 74 per cent of general trade, and 7 1 per
cent of special trade fall to the ten powers just named.
The export trade with Mexico, Russia, Chili, and Rio de la Plata, was not
so great as in 1849. However it presents a total of 72,000,000 in general,
and 58,000,000 in special trade, or 5 per cent of the whole, which is higher
than the average of five years.
The official value of goods exported to Algeria was 88,000,000 and
76,000,000 fr., against 90,000,000 and 79,000,000 in 1849, and the five
years' average of 95,000,000 and 84,000,000.
The amount of exports to Martinique, Reunion, Guadeloupe, Senegal, and
Cayenne, was 63,000,000, of which 58.000,000 francs were goods of French
origin. The aggregate of 1849 was 61,000,000 and 56,000,000, and the
average 62,000,000 and 56,000,000. The improvement here belong*
♦ntirely to Reunion, the exports to which increased about 6,000,000 francs.
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The aggregate exports to French Colonies and possessions, including
Algeria and the whale fishery, amounts to 10 per cent of general exports
and to 12 per cent of special exports. It was 11 and 14 per cent in 184*9,
and the average is 13 and 16 per cent.
The following table exhibits the share of the ten nations having the largest
dealings with France in the general and special import and export trade in
both official and actual values.
General Commerce.
Special Commerce.
Value.
Value.
Official.
Actual.
Official. Actual.
England
percent
19.8
21.7
20.0
22.4
United States17.8
19. »
16.8
18.1
Belgium
7.7
7.9
9.0
9.8
Spain
6.9
6.0
6.3
6.6
Switzerland
6.8
6.6
6.0
4.7
Sardinia
6.4
6.0
6.8
4.8
German Union.
8.6
8.6
4.2
4.8
Turkey
2.8
2.2
2.0
2.1
Brazil
2.1
1.9
1.9
1.8
Tuscany
1.8
1.7
1.6
1.6
COUNTRIES IMPORTED FROM AND EXPORTED TO.
The debit and credit account with these powers, and with Russia and the
Two Sicilies, taking special Commerce or trade in articles of domestic pro
duction, and for domestic consumption, for the basis of comparison is as fol
lows:—
Official values.
Actual values.
Debit.
Credit
Dobit.
Credit
England
francs
226,000,000
70,000,000
239,000,000
73,000,000
United States.
178,000,000 123,000,000
194.000,000 122,000,000
Belgium
161.000,000 105,000.000
100,000,000 118,000,000
Spain.
11,000,000
85.000.000
60,000,000
30,000,000
Switzerland
56,000.000
24,000,000
60,000,000
24,000,000
Sardinia
68,000,000
74,000,000
52,000,000
73.000.000
German Union.
47,000,000
83,000,000
46,000,000
86,000,000
Turkey
23,000,000
44,000,000
28,000,000
40,000,000
Brazil
22,000,000
12.000,000
19,000,000
11,000,000
Tuscany
17,000,000
10,000,000
16,000,000
10,000,000
Russia.
18,000,000
26,000,000
18,000,000
20,000,000
Two Sicilies.
14,000,000
16,000,000
13,000,000
17,000,000
From this table it appears that the value of exports to England, the
United States, Spain, Switzerland, the German Union, Brazil, and Tuscany,
is considerably greater than the value of the imports from those countries;
that as regards the Two Sicilies, the imports and exports are very nearly
balanced, and as respects Belgium, Sardinia, and Turkey, imports are consid
erably heavier than exports.
Nature of Imports. Of the official total of imports, 1,174,000,000 fr.,
722,000,000 were for raw materials, of which 602,000,000 were for articles
consumed by the domestic manufacturers. This is an increase of 1,000,000
and 6.000,000 on 1849, and that year showed a gain of 50 and 59 per
cent. The value of articles of consumption in the natural state, which was
182,000,000 francs in 1849 in general, and 151,000,000 in special trade,
was 189,000,000 and 137,000,000 francs in 1850. There is here an in
crease of 7,000,000, or 4 per cent, in general, and a decrease of 14,000,000,
or 9 j er cent, in special trade.
In imports of manufactured articles there hau been an increase of
23,000,000 and 9,000,000, 10 and 28 per cent.
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The results in actual value of 1849 compared with 1850 show an increase
of 54,000,000 francs in silk fabrics, 10,000,000 in hardware and haberdashery,
3,000,000 in glass and crystal ware, 4,000,000 in refined sugar, 7,000,000
in metal ware, »nd 2,000,000 in perfumery, dyes, and dyewoods.
Bounties. The amount of bounties or exports, on drawbacks paid out of
the public treasury in 1850 was 25,458,572 francs. On this account there
were paid in 1849, 19,343,360 francs; increase 6,115,206 francs, which are
for refined sugars made from foreign raw sugars. The average U 18,692,988
francs.
There has been an increase in weight of refined sugars exported, of 58 per
cent since 1849, and 75 per cent on the average. In soaps the increase is
18 and 29 per cent, in woolen fabrics of 2 and 21 per cent, and in woolen
thread of 24 and 61 per cent.* There is a decrease of 9 and 5 per cent in
cotton fabrics, and also in sheet lead, as well as in purified sulphur, in the
former of 36 and 4 per cent, in the latter of 23 and 44 per cent
The official total of exports, with benefit of bounty, was
francs
268,223,39!
Actual value
185,929,480
The value of these exports in 1849 was 278,012,000 francs, (official,)
183,748,000 francs, (actual,) deducting the value of certain kinds of fabrics
and threads.
The imports of manufactured articles increased twenty-three millions and
nine million francs (ten and twenty-eight per cent)
A comparison of the results of 1850 with those of 1849 and with the
average of five years, with reference to special Commerce, shows the follow
ing results :—
Of raw materials, of silks there has been an increased importation to the
extent of twenty-Bix million francs compared with the average ; in wool an
increase of seven million francs since 1849, and of thirteen million com
pared with the average of five years ; in coal, of five and six million fr. ; and
also in hair used in spinning and in the hat manufacture; in woods, of six
million and one million francs ; and in raw hides of two million and three
million. A difference of six million francs, the same way, but only with
reference to the period of five years, exists in regard to flax. Op the other
and a falling off is noted of eighteen million and eleven million francs in
leaf tobacco, of four million and one million francs in indigo, and of three
tnillons and one million in olive oil. French manufactures consumed in
1850, six million francs worth of cotton more than the average of five
years, but nine million francs less than in 1849. Finally there has been
a falling off in the amount of flax and hemp thread and rough castings
from eleven million and nine million francs, the average of five years, to four
million and five million francs, although these amounts, are one million francs
beyond the total of 1849.
Of articles of consumption in the natural state, colonial and foreign sugars
first demand attention ; the official value of the former imported for hopie
consumption is three million and six million francs greater, and of the latter
nine million and fourteen million francs less. In 1850, as in 1849, the
demand abroad for the cereals for consumption in France has been exceed
ingly limited, while the average imports for five years is seventy-one million
francs.
* The doable figures Id all cases refer to the two points of comparison, the preceding year and ins
aTerage of fire years.—Ed. Mtr. Mmg.
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Of manufactured articles, the value of linen and hempen fabrics is two
million more than in 1849, of watches, clock works and also machinery, one
million francs.
Comparing with 1849, and taking for a basis actual valuations, we find,
of materials used in industry, an increase of sixty-two million and sixty-four
million, as follows :
1st. In special Commerce, of twenty-one million francs in mixed cottons,
of eleven million francs in silks, seven millions in woolens (declared values at
the Custom In.uses,) seven million francs in common woods, eight millions in
coals, four million francs in raw hides, two million francs in foreign sugars.
2d. Of articles of consumption in the natural state, an increase of four mil
lions in general imports arising solely from the increased valuation of salt fish,
and a decrease in special imports of nine million francs, of which seven mil
lion francs are for Colonial sugars, and two million francs for oleginous grains.
3rd. Of manufactured articles an increase of thirty-three million and twelve
million franc-, of the latter five hundred thousand are for linen and hempen
fabrics, silks, watch works, and machinery ; the surplus, for those articles with
which France is usually supplied from abroad.
NATURE OF EXPORTS.
The official value of general exports of articles in the natural state has
increased from four hundred and fifty-three million francs, the amount in
1849. and 383,000,000 francs, the average of five years, to 484,000,000
francs, a gain of 7 and 27 per cent for 1850 ; this increase has been exclu
sively in French goods, the exports of which have risen from 325.000,000
to 484,000,000 francs, or 9 and 45 per cent on J 849 and the aver
age. The increase in special trade alone, since last year, in actual values,
is 30,000,000 francs or 10 percent (32 ,000,000 against 2!'2,000,000 fr.) Of
these diff rences in special trade (compared with 1849) 3,000,000 (official)
and 8,000,000 (actual) are for wines ; 18,000,000 francs for the cereals ;
2,000,000 tor e^gs. The amount of brandies and the spirit of wine, termed
trots six, was 23,000,000 fr. in official and 38,000,000 fr. in actual values.
This is a d -crease since 1849 of 19 per cent in official values, and 12 per
oent in ac'ual values; but there is a gain of 32 per cent on the average.
The official total of manufactured articles of every cla-s exported in 1849
was 970.0u0.000 francs, in 1850 it was 1,047,000,000 francs. Increase,
77,000,000 or 8 per cent. The gain on the five years' average is 22 per
cent.
Of this total of 1,047,000,000 francs, 799,000,000 are for special trade;
tbis amount the previous year was 735,000,000 francs, and the average
667,000,000; increase, 64,000,000 (9 per cent) and 132,000,000 francs (20
per cent) Of this increase 28,000,000 and 54,000,000 are for silk f.ibrics
and ferrets, 7,000,000 and 13,000,000 francs for hardware and toys;
6,000,000 and 9,000,000 for glass and crystal ware ; 4,000,000 for paper
and pap r goods ; 6,000,000 and 5,000,000 francs for refined sugar ; three
million francs for metal ware; two million or three millions for perfumery;
three millions or four millions for volatile oils; seven millions and eight
millions for d > es and dyewoods.
In these exports there is a decrease since 1849 of about 10,000,000
francs, or 3i per cent, according to the official rates of 1826; at actual
rates, the increase is 2,182,000 francs, or 1 per cent, in 1850.
The value of woolen thread arid fabrics, the bounties on which are deter
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rained either by value alone, or by weight and value combined, were as fol
lows :—
Official values.
Actual Tallies.
1850
francs
124,356.000
111,290.000
1849
128,885,000
111,428,000
Decrease
8,480,000
188,000
Cod and Whale Fishery. The Cod Fishery yielded 376,132 metrical
quintals of fresh and dry cod, oils, roes, <fcc, which is 3 per cent less than
in 1849, and than the average ; this diminution is particularly in dry cods,
amounting to nearly 1 per cent of the total imports of this class.
Exports of cod, with benefit of bounty, fell from 88,251 metrical quin
tals in 1849, and 75,576 metrical quintals, the average, to 62,070 metrical
quintals. This is a decrease of 30 and 18 per cent, and affects chiefly ex
ports to the Antilles, and also to Italy.
Warehousing. The quantity of goods warehoused in 1850 was
8,239,151 metrical quintals, worth, at the rates of 1826, 618,000,000
francs. This is 24,757 quintals and 23,000,000 francs less than in 1 849.
This apparent decrease is explained by the fact that hitherto the valuation
of many articles at the warehouses was determined by the gross weight of
articles, even when the duty was rated on importation by the net weight.
The department determined to regard only the net weight of articles on
which duty was levied by the net weight in adjusting warehouse accounts.
Hence a total reduction in weight of 130,000 metrical quintals, of which
the official value is 30,000,000 francs. Adding this amount to the above
amount of 8,239,115 metrical quintals, we have a total of 8,369,115 quin
tals, or 105,207 quintals more than in 1849.
The warehouses of Marseilles stand first in importance, as regards both
weight and value. Havre is second in both respects, but in 1849 it stood
first as regards value. Bordeaux is third as to weight, and fourth as to
value. Nantes, Paris and Dunkerque are next in order, as regards weight :
Paris, Nantes and Dunkerque as regards value. Lyons is third as respects
value, but is only twelfth in weight of goods warehoused.
Of 42,300,000 francs, total value of goods warehoused, Havre and Mar
seilles took 69 per cent in 1850 and 1849 ; Lyons 9 per cent in 1850, and
12 per cent in 1849 ; Bordeaux 8 per cent against 7.
Transit Trade. Total weight of foreign goods crossing French territo
ry was 319,724 metrical quintals, or 18 per cent less than in 1849, when
it was 388,594 quintals. The total value of the trade at the official rates
was 258,000,000 francs; in 1849, 254,000,000. Increase, 1 per cent.
The actual value was 235,000,000 in 1850, and 220,000,000 francs in
1849, showing an increase of 7 per cent.
The transit of silk fabrics increased from 67,000,000 francs, (official,) and
78,000,000, (actual,) to 74,000,000 and 90,000,000 francs ; that of cotton
has fallen from 51,000,000 and 25.000,000 to 50,000,000 and 21,000,000
francs ; silk from 32,000,000 to 22,000,000 and 25,000,000 francs. The
value of woolen fabrics increased 4,000,000 and 2,000,000 francs ; that of
mixed 3,000,000, only at actual rates, however.
In weight, the decrease above noted affects castings, iron and steel, to the
extent of 15,000 quintals ; coffee, 26,000 quintals ; refined sugars, 37,000
quintals.
In value, Switzerland is first as regards export transit trade, (into France.)
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Its share is 99,000,000 francs, (official,) and 97,000,000, (actual.) In 1849
the corresponding amounts were 100,000,000 and 93,000,000 francs.
Belgium and England, as in 1849, are second and third ; the transit
trade with the former amounting to 61,000,000 and 50,000,000, against
42,000,000 and 35,000,000 ; with the latter, to 35 and 29,000,000, against
36 and 28,000,000 francs.
Of countries importing, the United States stands first, Switzerland the
second, and England the third in importance in the transit trade. The
amount for the United States is 80,000,000, (official,) and 79,000,000 francs,
(actual ;) for Switzerland, 48,000,000 and 43,000,000 ; for England,
47,000,000 and 51,000,000 francs. In 1849 the value of goods in transit
sent to the United States was 72,000,000 and 69,000,000 francs ; to Switlerland, 57 and 46,000,000 francs ; to England, 35 and 30,000,000 francs.
80 percent of the value of the goods entering, and 73 per cent of the value
of goods leaving France in transit trade, fall to these three powers and Bel
gium.
The comparative quantity, in weight of goods in the transit trade with
these four powers, in 1849 and 1850, is as follows —
COUNTRIES EXPORTING.
1850.
IW.
Switzerland
metrical quintals
28,886
27,229
Belgium
:.
28,862
17,701
England,
39,428
87,409
United States.
61,863
67,714
COUNTRIES IMPORTING.
ISm
1849.
United States
metrical quintals
20,256
16,611
Switzerland206,819
286,760
England
19,161
8,892
Belgium
11,941
7,436
The principal articles exported or imported by these nations, through
France, are as follows :—
f Exported cotton and silk fabrics, silks, watch worka, gold and
silver ware, jewelry, and prepared skins.
Switzerland.. . .
Imported cotton, coffee, sugar, iron and castings, oil, wool, leaftobacco, and manufactured tobacco, linen and hempen fabrics, cot_ ton and woolen fabrics, indigo.
Exported linen and hempen fabrics, cotton, woolen and silk fab
rics, oils, hare and rabbit furs, sewing needles, and fire arms.
1 Imported silk, fabrics of every kind, watch works, wool and
I cotton, indigo, manufactured cork.
(Exported silk, wool, cotton, fabrics of all kinds, iron, sheet-iron .
and tin, cotton thread.
Imported silk and silk fabrics, cotton and woolen fabrics, watch
works, gold and silver ware, jewelry, worked skins, cut coral, Ac.
Exported cotton wool, dye woods, quercitron, tallow and hogs'
lard, leaf tobacco and vaniIla.
Uiitzd States. . - Imported fabrics of all kinds, watch works, gold and silver ware,
jewelry, sewing needles, hare and rabbit furs, haberdashery, fire
[_ arms, and cutlery.
The total of duties of every kind collected by the Customs Department,
was 154,027,420 francs, as follows;—
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Import duties.
francs
124,696,461
Export duties.
2,865,583
Navigation duties
2,708,234
Incidental duties and receipts
2,939 825
Tax on consumption of salt
20,817,809
These receipts are less by 8,804,049 francs than those of 1849 ; the di
minution being in the import duties and the salt tax, there being an increase
in the other branches of revenue. The difference in the salt tax is nearly
6,500,000 francs, and in import duties more than 3,000,000 francsfcwhich is
explained by the relaxation in colonial sugars and in coffees.
The receipts at the principal Custom-houses, and the proportion to the
aggregate in 1849 and 1850, are as follows :—
1849.
18S0.
Marseilles.
francs
30,012.000 or 19 per cent,
82,530,000 or 21 per cent.
Havre
29,485,000 " 18 "
26,111,000 " 17 "
Paris
14,745,000 " 8J "
12,109,000 " 8
Bordeaux
14,114,000 " 8* "
12,047,000 " 8 "
Nantes
12,670,000 " 8 "
11,498,000 " 7* "
Dunkerque
5,968,000 "4 "
5,929,000 "4 "
Rouen
4,126,000 " 3 "
6,663,000 " 84. "
Other custom-houses
60,717,000 " 31 «
48,240,000 " 31
The decrease, it will be seen, is in the receipts at Havre, Paris, Bordeaux,
and Nantes, at the rate of 3, 2£, 2 and 1,000,000 francs, while the increase
at Marseilles and Lyons Amounts to 1,500,000 each.
Shipping, The import and export trade of France, colonial and foreign,
employed steam and sail vessels in 31,926 voyages, or 10 per cent iBore than
in 1849, and 5 per cent more than the average of five years.
The measurement was 3,735,000 tons, or 13 per cent more than in 1849,
and 2 per cent more than the average.
Of these 31,926 voyages, 15,034 were made by vessels under the French
flag, the measurement of which, according to the number of voyages, was
1,625,000,000 tons. In 1849, these numbers were 14,364 vessels, and
1,596,000,000 tons ; increase, 5 and 2 per cent. The share of the foreign flags
has increased still more, or 14 and 23 per cent.
In the French colonial trade the number of vessels is 10 per cent, and
the tonnage 14 per cent less than in 1849, and 26 and 29 per cent less
than the average of five years.
The French flag has gained 8 and 15 per cent on the European nations,
and 20 and 38 per cent on nations out of Europe, in navigation open to
competition.
voyages under privileged trade in 1850 were 10 per cent of all flags, or
1 per cent less than during the periods of comparison. Of foreign trade,
37 per cent belongs to the French flag; 2 per cent less than in 1840, and
4 per cent less than the average. Of the total tonnage, the proportion of
the French flag is only 32 per cent, in place of 35 per cent in 1849, and 28
per cent the average.
Taking the entire trade, open and privileged together, 47 per cent of the
voyages in 1850, and 44 per cent of the tonnage, were under the French
flag, or 2 and 4 per cent less than in 1849. The average is 44 and 42 per
cent.
Of voyages by steam, 12 per cent 5n privileged navigation were under the
French flag; and 40 per cent in open navigation.
1,750 voyages by steam of vessels with cargo were performed under the
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French flag. 4,838 voyages were performed under foreign flags ; this is 27
to 73 per cent The average of five years is 30 against 70 per cent, and
the proportion in 1849, 32 to 68 per cent.
With the exception of Belgium, Hanover, and Denmark, in the maritime
intercourse with European countries, the share of the French flag was less
in 1850 than in 1849. In. the English trade only 29 per cent of the ton
nage employed belonged to the French flag, against 35 per cent in 1849 ;
in the Spanish, 35 per cent, against 38 ; in the Tuscan, Roman and Sicil
ian, 38 per cent only, against 50 per cent ; lastly, in tho Turkish trade, 76
against 78 per cent
Of countries out of Europe, the United States of America, Brazil, the
Spanish American possessions, the Barbary States, and Egypt have had the
most active maritime intercourse with France, as regards tonnage and the
relative share of the French flag. The proportions between 1850 and 1849
are as follows :—trade with the United States, (Atlantic and Pacific Oceans
together,) 10 against 13 per cent; Brazil, 84 against 89. Of the trade
with the Spanish possessions, only 75 per cent in place of 65, fell to the
French flag ; and in that with the Barbary States, 93 against 89 per cent.
In the Egyptian trade, French tonnage fell from 92 to 90 per cent.
The following table exhibits, in the order of importance, the twelve pow
ers with which France carried on the most active maritime intercourse in
1850, and the proportion for each of the French flag :—
England
percent
29 Spain.
percent
36
United States
10 Russia, (both seas)
28
Turkey A
76 Sweden
6
Norway1 Tuscany.
48
Two Sicilies.
29 Low Countries.
44
Sardinia..
69 Spanish Antilles
76
It will be perceived that, with the exception of Sardinia and the Spanish
Antilles, the year 1649 was more favorable to the French flag.

Art. II.—THE FISHERIES OF THE UNITED 8TATE8.
CHAPTER VII.
MR EUZRETf—TBI W1IT INDIES — HISTORY OF EXPORT TO JtC.—DO. or EUROPE—BO. OP ■OUTB
AMERICA—TABLE OP EXPORT TO THE PRINCIPAL MARKETS, 1760 to 1650.
The West Indies have always furnished the principal market for the fish
of the United States : without the West Indian consumption, indeed, our
fisheries would have been insignificant, at nearly all times, in point of com
mercial value, and would have been considered no further important than as
a source of support to a very small class of our population. The situation
of these islands, the nature of the pursuits followed by their population, the
desirableness of an extended trade with th«rn, and the peculiar adaptation
of fish as an article of food for the laborers in tropical climates, all have
* sided to sustain the West Indies in the relation of our great consumer.
It would be naturally expected that a community like the West Indies
would not be a steady and uniform customer. Of the several means by
which Commerce is supported, that which rests directly upon the product of
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the earth is most precarious ; and a people nearly exclusively devoted to
rural pursuits, would, therefore, be little likely to maintain a constant and
regular trade. The fact, as applied to the general Commerce of these is
lands, is sufficiently evident in their commercial history. In conjunction
with this circumstance, the West Indian market has been, as well directly
as indirectly, disturbed by those wars which have periodically broken out in
Europe and extended to the new world. Frequent changes of possessorahip,
and with them as frequent changes of policy, have been the result of these
wars, or have occurred in time of peace. Yet all these unfavoring circum
stances, considerable as they appear, have exerted but a limited effect upon
that market as regards the article in question, and the West Indies have
really been the steadiest, the most regular, as well as the largest of our cus
tomers. This fact evinces the healthy nature of the trade, and shows that it
is founded on deep and mutual wants. The exports of the West Indies,
although for the greater part ordinarily designated luxuries, have become to
us, and are to all civilized communities, articles of real and prime necessity,
and among the articles which we exchange for them, fish is one of real ne
cessity in the West Indies. The export thither was lowest during the late
war with England, when our fishermen were driven from their old grounds;
but the real diminution was neither so great nor so sudden as has occurred
on two occasions since. By referring to the table following, it will be seen
how steady was this export from 1789 (when the first regular record of the
statistics begun) down to about 1835. A very large diminution, above 40
per cent, occurred between 1835 and 1840, which was nearly recovered five
years later ; but a much larger diminution, above 50 per cent, or from
1810,557 to $372,880, occurred between 1845 and 1850. The cause of
this last diminution was owing somewhat to the state of the islands, the
increase of obstacles by the growing tyranny in the Spanish part of them,
the decaying prosperity of St. Domingo, and some others. But a more effi
cient cause still, was the growing competition of the British American fish
ermen, who have become within a few years formidable rivals to our own,
not only abroad, but in our own ports, and the diminution from this and
ot'e causes of our yearly catch.
While the general state of the West Indian market has been so regular,
there have been many internal or local changes, and these of a very mate
rial character. This variation, indeed, has been constantly going on. Some
of the local markets, standing in leading importance, have declined, some
gradually, others all at once ; others, meanwhile, have in like manner
arisen, and others, of a long known and accurate measurement have as
sumed a greatly enlarged capacity. With the frequent changes of possessorship, before alluded to, it is impossible to classify the markets according to
their importance, in a scale ranged by the several colonial dependencies.
Those who are acquainted with these changes will obtain a proximate idea
of the importance of the several islands or groups as fish markets, by con
necting it with the statement we are about to present
In 1789-00, the French islands took nearly the whole export to the
West Indies, viz., $518,288 out of $574,397 of dried and smoked, and
$90,818 out of $110,604 of pickled fish. Though nothing like this
rate was maintained, their consumption stood at a good figure, from
1800 to 1825, being most of this time much ahead of that of any other
class of the islands. From 1825 it constantly and rapidly decreased, and
is at present of the value of no more than a few thousand dollars. Hie
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Dutch islands are still respectable customers, though their consumption is
less than half what it was formerly. The Danish islands became important
markets about 1820, and attained their maximum about 1830, since which
they have been very fluctuating, but fast declining, on the whole. The
British West Indies were considerable customers about ten years from 1800,
but have been of consequence at no other time. The island of Cuba came
rapidly forward after the close of the war of 1815, progressing at a rate that
promised well to repair the loss of markets elsewhere. Between 1820 and
1825 she increased her imports of our American fish, $30,109, equivalent to
30 per cent ; from 1825 to 1830 the increase was $58,954, or above 35 per
cent; between 1830 and 1835 it was $98,102, or 46 per cent. The con
sumption of Cuba has since been very fluctuating, rising above the highest
of these periods, and sinking again in 1850 to one-third the amount of the
fifth year previous. Hayti arose at the same time with Cuba, and main
tained a larger market until near 1835, when it suffered like variations with
the Cuban market, with which it may now be placed on a fair average.
Were the governments of these two islands of a better kind, or at least
better administered, and were the social condition of Hayti, especially, better,
they would quickly offer a much enlarged capacity.
Europe furnished us very desirable markets at the outset. In 1789-90,
•he took between one-third and one-half as> much as the West indies.
Nearly four-fifths of this was taken by Spain, and about half of the whole
European export thereafter, until the continental difficulties and the general
war cut off nearly the whole trade, after which time it only gained a par
tial and brief revival, and soon became nearly extinguished. France, by the
necessities of her condition, became suddenly a large customer about 1800 ;
but with a change of circumstances, as suddenly ceased to be one. From
the patron, France became the oppressor of our fishermen, by the enforce
ment of those remarkable and unjust views regarding the rights and obli
gations of neutrals. Portugal and Madeira were respectable customers in
1789, but soon declined, until, in 1821, Portugal took nothing, and her
(olony but a trifle. Italy was a fair customer, considering the state of Italy,
in the beginning of the century, and continued so to about 1820, soon after
which her market became extii ct; about the smie time the whole European
export dropped away. At present the European custom is confined to a
few barrels and casks that are sent to Gibraltar, and one or two other places
up the Mediterranean.
As the European markets declined, some compensation, in addition to the
extension of the West Indian markets, began to bo found in the opening of
new ones on this continent, which until then had been neglected, on accouut,
chiefly, of the political agitations which were so unfavorable to Commerce,
and, indeed, to all quiet pursuits. The Spanish South American colonies
took fish to the value of about $25,000 in 1820. The Portuguese domin
ions did still better, Brazil taking to the value of $67,000 at the same time.
Brazil, although declining from 1825, continued far in the lead of the other
South American communities, until about 1835, when the little colony of
the Dutch in Guiana, took the lead, and has since maintained it, at present
affording a market for about half our whole South American export.
A little increase within the last few years is seen in the export to Mexico, .
which there is room yet furthf-r to improve. About 1845 a small lot was
tent to China, and the opening thus made has been kept and improved. A
vol. xxvi,—so. m.
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few shipments have also recently been made to the South Sea and Pacific,
and a few also to the Cape of Good llope, and to British India.
What the future prospect in regard to these markets, and the opening of
new ones is, will be treated of in another place. We here add the table
before alluded to ; it is more defective than we could wish, owing to the inef
ficiency of the data from which it is compiled. The figures, as far as given,
however, are correct, with at most but trifling exceptions. The defect is in
the want of the statistics for several of the years left blank against places put
down, and those for a few other places not included in the table. The several
footings, therefore, do not show the complete exports to any quarter,
although the correction needed is very trifling in the case of the West In
dies. Another defect is in the necessity of embracing only the dried and
smoked fish, and the quantity in place of the price, in the statement of
1805-15 inclusive :—
TABLE SHOWING THE PRINCIPAL MARKETS FOE THE FISH OF THE UNITED STATES, AND
THEIR RELATIVE IMPORTANCE, FROM 1789 TO 1860.

Danish

"

Cuba

1789-90.
1800.
Dry and pickled. Dried.
Value.
Qtls.
86,703
20,218
..
4,807
9,003
141,420
17,388
7,115
....
....
12,516

1805.
Dried.
QUs.
66,022
86,727
8,768
66,676
16,715
1,839
....
....
71,600

1810. 181a. 1S20.
Dried. Dried. Dr'dtP'k
Oils.
Qua. Value.
...... 23,597 $223.S90
2,363 2.643 68,238
2,087 1,162 77,938
65,466 10,845
23,632 8,982 24,828
20,846 1,416- 34,814
.... 123,169
.... 135,864
......
14,652 28,704 87,924

Total to Vest Indies . . . 685,001 244,363 254,737 119,035 77,298 806,150
110,184 127,961 95,748 7,048 46,274
41,548
8,670
9,100
6,384 2,503
6,147
6,796
6,048 1,580
78,004
2,150 9,208
24,492 13,272 11,501
15 14,686
.... 21,661
2,900 ....
144,493 261,683 124,731 20,804
Spanish S. A. Colonies
Portuguese Am. Colonies...

....

....

....

Total to South America

Dutch
Danish
British
Spanish
Swedish

M
M
II
M
K

-Dried and Plcklod.
1825.
1830.
1815.
1810.
1197,077 $154,635 $60,079 $19,607
64,020 57,319 67,069 29,967
81,711 120,112 89,629 24,963
......
7,280
6,126
25,967 46,436 88,842 90,893
5,993 11,889
1,023
3,192
162,268 211,222 809,324 187,136
187,917 226,992 269,083 186,192
89,438 28,976
8,600
3,359

60,960
24,823
67,416
92,239

1815.
$11,976
30,787
68,904
149,224
1,828
314,782
237,124
10,982

1850.
$6,528
29,999
15,674
9,398
48,921
363
107,484
160,602
4,017

Total to West Indies.... 764,386 867,680 895,679 660,826 810,567 372,886
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1885.
$16,743

1830.
$1,121

15,743
10,900

1,121
2,273

A:c.
France .
Italy.
Total to Europe
Colombia
Venezuela
New Grenada.
Chili.
Brazil
Dutch Guiana.
French "
British "
Rest of South America
Total to South America.
Mexico.
Africa.

69,017

27,711

7,794

2,828

77,711

32,810

-Dried and Pickled.1840. 1845.
im.
$373 $6,078
160
3,444
907
238
807
20
1,359
144
4,395
2,272
....
••••
....
24,720
17,678
....
765
2,174

1,300 7,835
....
....
4,478 4,106
63
173
390
....
10,540 6,465
13,176 24,976
12,815 13,055
176
275
930 1,860

1850.
$2,692
414
....
719
3,725
2,150
3,457
431
1,305
28,915
12,121
609
3,886

47,609 42,176 51,289 62,774
8,151
3,052 8,748
4,366
•*■■
4,031
... *
....
440
1,322
....
■■••
In the foregoing table, it will be seen, we have, as far as possible, em
braced the export both of smoked, and dried, and piekled fish in one state
ment. The following table of the exports to the principal markets, for
1849-50, will show the general proportion of each kind in the whole export,
as well as" the proportion to each place, and the particular taste of each
market, or the adaptation to each of either kind. It shows, also, the quan
tities exported in comparison with the value :—
,
Dried or smoked.
Pickled.
Cwt.
Dollars.
Bbls.
Dollars.
Kegs.
French West Indies
1,484
8,620
2,908
668
98
Dutch
"
14,860
26,462
870
4,537
,,
Danish
6,327
13,179
2,495
687
4,634
British
"
2,012
1,088
4,764
Spanish
"
16,215
34,719
2,801
63
14,202
268
Swedish
"
108
24
95
,«
100,864
58
7,120
Cuba.
49,835
1,708
48,127
121,048
7,212
165
29,554
Hayti
26,898
619
100
3,017
Dutch Guiana
16,003
10,903
264
1,218
French "
6,794
a,
British "
209
300
73
100
516
New Grenada.
693
2,864
210
200
1,695
455
Venezuela
669
80
•JUS
850
525
Brazil
ISO
49
848
43
186
Argentine Republic.
806
•■
130
431
Chfli
....
South America genSrally.
1,000
2.852
....
....
3,826
62
Mexico
1,423
93
540
3,106
371
2,808
1,051
Honduras
1,778
224
815
243
1
Canada
1,269
2,692
Spain
....
....
90
264
12
98
Canaries
26
340
Cape of Good Hope-. . . .
40
2,681
1,616
379
Africa, generally
'374
96
5,863
701
British East Indies
1,920
1,182
607
China
810
718
48
186
100
South Sea and Pacific . .
119
329
10
The total exports for the year were, of fish dried and smoked, 108,600
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quintals, valued at $365,349 ; and 19,330 barrels, 1,228 kegs of pickled,
valued at $91,445—together, $456,794.
All these exports of fish, let it be remembered, were made, and those bow
going on are still made, in our own bottoms exclusively; so that lxside the
real productive profit of the fisheries, and their value in the maintenance and
extension of our Commerce, they, more than almost any other item of that
Commerce, devote their influence to the exclusive t-neouragement of our
own shipbuilders, and the other classes connected with our general trade.
It is true, the fact is nearly the same with regard to most other articles sent
to the places to which the fish are exported, so far as these places alone are
concerned in the Commerce of those articles ; but this has no material bear
ing on the fact. If our fish are adapted to those markets, in the carrying
tu and from which wo have least competition, the advantage is none the less
real from the circumstance that other articles, w hose general profits are less
exclusive to us, participate with this in what is to them the instance, but is
the general field of the other.
We annex a table of the average price of American codfish since the year
1705. The prices down to 1830, are those at which our fish sold in foreign
ports, from that time; the rates given are those of the City of New York, as
gathered from the reports of the mercantile journals :—
AYIBAGK FMCES OF AMERICAN CODFISH.
per quintal
50
1765 to 1775 .. . .per quintal $3 a 6
1SS8
2.60 a 2.75
2a3
1840
2.76
4
1848
2.81 a 2.88
8.14 1846
3.62 a 3.75
1847
3
2.824;
1848
3
2.60 a 2.R2
2.76 1849
2.38 a 2.56
2.30 1860
CHAPTER VIII.
IMPORTS—WHINCt BROtlSHT— XfrlCT.
The cessation of the extraordinary advantages which our fishermen en
joyed at the commencement of the century, resulting from the general poli
tical condition of the world, accounts perfectly well for some considerable
part of the abatement in question ; and other causes, as we have already
instanced, are found in the subsequent course of political affairs, from which,
however, mixed results have been experienced. But that which of late
years, and just at this time, is most prominent, is the rise and rapid pro
gress of the competition, also alluded to, which has not only encountered
them in their foreign markets, but has recently, to tk^ir serious incon
venience, invaded them at home, carrying the war into Africa, and threat
ening nothing less than the total extinction of our fisheries. The progress
of the encroachments of the British Americans uf on our market will be seen
in the following table of imports since the year 1820-1 :—
Cod. Mackerel.
Cod. Mackerel.
Oils.
Bbte. 1843-4
38,067 $261,018
1S20-1
846
7 1844-5
8,648 280,519
1824-5
1,628
242 1 845-6
9,313 279,516
18S4-5
$18,425 $29,316 1846-7
26,711 442.S57
1840-1
19,262 116,459 1847-8
127,799 585,128
1841-2
5,186 68,812 1848-9
48,709 466,286
1842-3, (9 months)
1,411 57,457 1849-60
45,961 336,78*
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An idea of the quantities represented in these values, may be formed
from stating the quantities for a single vear. Thus, the imports of the year
1847-8, were 51,816 cwt. of codfish, and 122,594 bbls. of mackerel.
During the same period, there has been also a very large increase in the
imports of other kinds of fish, some of which were scarcely at all imported
in the early part of the period, which has tended to aggravate the evil with
regard to cod and mackerel. The following are the imports of the various
kinds for the several years stated :—
1812-1.
1819-50.
18!l-5.
1811-5.
Dried or smoked
qtls.
1,628
$13,425
$1,411
$45,961
Mackerel
bbls.
242
29,316
37,457
385,736
Salmon
1,540
26,933
85,447
28,606
Herring and shad
....
2,048
37,037
All others
....
88,451
15,435
3,704
Total
$86,782
$71,553
$542,632
The places from which these fish were principally brought, is seen in the
following statement for thy last three years :—
1847-8.
1818-9.
1819-50.
Briti-h American Colonies
$813,742
$623,581
$532,663
Holland
4,148
6,158
5,177
England, Scotland, and Ireland.
1,736
658
2,164
British West Indies
4,122
1,015
427
Haase Towns
2,047
....
1,182
Under a double invasion so strong as that we have set forth, undeniably
facilitated by the late revision of the tariff, reducing materially the duties on
foreign fish, the interests of our fishermen could not possibly bo maintained un
impaired. That the effects have not been far worse, is due to the unflinching
energy and tireless perseverance of the fishermen themselves. To display an
other result connected with this matter, and more directly affecting another
party—tlie effect in regard to our shipping—we present the following statement
of the character of the vessels in which these foreign fish were brought :—
Ib American In Foreign
la American In Foreign
vesicle. vessels.
vessels. vosaeU.
1840-1
$141,273 $80,914 1846-6.
1846-7
$65,776
$389,111
1841-3
64,919 62,512
114,797 700,848
1842-8
50,570 21,043 1847-8
99,054 523,999
1843-4
118,614 145,406 1848-9
1844-5
87,285 202,880 I 1849-50
63,927 478,705
It will be seen that a fair part, and generally the greater part, of the
foreign fish brought in, came in American bottoms up to 1843. Since that
time, our scale is not merely up, but " kicks the beam." The amount of
fish brought in foreign bottoms in 1847-8, exceeded by 200 per cent the
highest of any year previous, mid was, even in 1850, 200 per cent higher
than in any year before 1845, while that brought in American bottoms has
been at no time since as high as in 1840 and 1843, and ranges at less than
one-fourth of that in foreign vessels.
CHAPTER IX.
tTATUTlCB OP BRITISH AMERICAN FISHERY—REASONS OP THEIR PRESENT EFFICIENT i OMTETITinR
—propinquity to «roundn—cheapness or vessels—or v/aoes—or living—cheaper mode
OP CCR1NQ—FAULTS OF AMERICAN FISHERHRR—OVRR-EAI.TINO—AEUSES OP THE MASSACHUSETTS
iRirscToataip, arc.
The British colonies are by their position the natural rival of the United
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States in the fisheries, and whatever effective and permanent competition
should at any time arise, was to be expected from that quarter.
According to the statistics we have before given, the number of vessels
and men employed by the British colonies on the Labrador coast in 1829,
with those from England, and their catch, compared as follows with those of
the United States :—
Vessels.
Men.
British Provinces
528
6,110
483.000
England, Jersey, <tc
80
4,000
240,000
Total
608
9,110
678,006
United States
1,608
16,000
1,100,000
M'Gregor estimates the total value of the fishery of the British colonies oa
an average of five years, to 1832, at £857,000 per annum. In 1837, the
value of the exports of New Brunswick in fish and oils, was £68,000.
The result of the fisheries of the island of Nova Scotia for the year 1850,
according to the statements of the Halifax Sun, were as follows :—
EXPORTED FROM HALIFAX.
Dried fish
quintals
191,802
$95,901
Mackerel
^barrels
96,650
120,815
Herring
43,699
80,519
Alewives
4,227
4,958
Salmon
barrels. 840 tea.
6,411
17.089
Other kinds and oil
4,948
Total
1274,225
Allowing for the small quantities shipped from other ports in the island,
and the home consumption, the value of the fisheries of Nova Scotia, at the
present time, cannot be set down at less then £300,000 yearly, equivalent
to nearly a million and a half of dollars.
These few statistics will give some idea of the extent and value of the
fisheries of these colonies, whose large and growing rivalry with the United
States we are about to consider.
The circumstances that afford the British colonies the superiority to us in
a fair field, either in our own or a foreign market, are these :—
1. Their propinquity to the grounds. The distance of these places from
us makes a long voyage, and requires an expensive outfit In an expedition
so far, and necessarily so protracted, the comfort of our crews requires an
extent, variety, and cost of preparation, that the colonist could neither pro
vide nor find of service. It would, in fact, be only a burden to him, if
provided gratuitously.
2. Vessels are much cheaper in the colonies ; but for the law of the
United States denying registry to foreign-bnilt vessels, British American
builders would draw a large patronage from the United States, to the great
detriment of our own builders. If our fisherman, therefore, sails in a vessel
of equal quality with that of the colonist, it costs the former much more
than the latter. But the fact is, there is a great difference in the quality of
the craft used. Our fishermen must have much the better one. The colo
nist uses almost any sort of a hulk that can be kept afloat, with little regard
to size, shape, rig, sailing qualities, or value. His bark is cheap itself, as
well as being cheaply fitted. In tact much the larger proportion of the col
onial fishery is carried on in small open boats. The New England fisher
man must regard safety : he must have a vessel in which he can, without
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temerity, intrust his life ; he is particular in the choice of form and size, to
adapt his vessel to its purpose ; the power of speed is not an object of indif
ference ; his pride further requires that in all these respects, as well in the
state of her spars, rigging, sails, and even her paint, his vessel shall be cred
itable to him.
3. Wages are lower in the colonies than in the United States. The
American fisherman can work at a trade at home, and as there is generally
a suffioiency of employment in these trades, his wages at sea must be gra
duated by those he receives ashore. His sea wages are further sustained by
the demands of the merchant, the whaling, and the naval service, for sea
men. In the colonies, except in a few towns of the larger provinces, there is
but little business of any kind other than the fishing, and this one having
thus nearly the monopoly of labor, wages are low. But the disparity is
made yet greater from the fact that the American fisherman expects some
thing better than he would make at home, as a compensation for his long
absence, and the deprivations and dangers of his sea life.
4. The standard of living is much lower in the colonies, and the compar
ative cost of outfit, <fcc., is therefore much less than in the United States ;
that is, if the voyages were of equal distance and duration, the British fish
ermen would accomplish it at far less expense. For the same reason a
smaller compensation is of equal benefit to him, and he is as content with his
employment and its results as his nominally better paid rival.
5. The fish are more cheaply cured in the provinces. The care
necessary in the case of those intended for drying, to preserve them for
the long time before they can be put in the hands of the curer, is almost
wholly saved. The fish are put on shore at short intervals, spread on the
rocks, and tended by the women and small children, while the men and boys
are catching more. Those taken by the American must be carefully salted
and packed down; and on the arrival home, must be carefully washed,
boated, or hauled, usually both, to the yard where they are to be dried.
Here not a little work is to be done in the way of green-piling, flaking, drypiling, re-flaking, re-piling, carting, and packing, of which instead of being
done " all in the family," must "be paid for out of the cured fish, the present
rate being one quintal in twelve for the curer.
The provincialists have now obtained a due sense of their superior advan
tages, and like all other men, will not merely be unlikely to yield what they
have gained, but will struggle for more. What hightens something their
chances of success, is the fact that they are gradually imbibing our own poli
tical principles and sympathies. They are, if not rapidly, yet surely acquir
ing an idea that their existence is no longer dependent on the protective
power of the empire that claims their allegiance, and that they could manage
to take care of themselves tolerably well were all connection with the British
government cut off. In the national feeling thus growing up, and the selfreliance which lies at its basis, is involved the stimulus to a broader and
deeper enterprise. They will be more awake than in times past, more sen
sible of what is going on, more appreciative of their capacities, and will offer
what we must accept, a hard struggle—a struggle not to regain what we
have lost, or to keep exactly what we have, but to save what we can.
But there is a balance of the injury, not due to the colonists, but to the
faults of our own fishermen. They have, of late years, become too careless.
The object of the skipper is to get a load and get home as quick as possible
—if he is an owner, it is for his immediate benefit to do so ; if he is only an
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employee, (seldom the case,) he secures the reputation of a successful or a
lucky captain, lie has a certain amount of salt, and when this is used, he
is considered loaded. The more liberally the salt is put on, the faster the
fish piles rise, and the quicker the salt is gone, the quicker is the fare " made
out." Besides this, the skipper-owner remembers that the more salt the fish
are made to receive, the heavier they will weigh when dried. Salt is there
fore thrown in with a generous hand, and the fish lying thus, the first caught
four, and the last one month, a mean of two months, are thoroughly im
pregnated with the saline virtue. The vitality, so to speak, of the meat, its
strength and flavor, is completely destroyed ; and the fish on being taken out,
are found to be of a dead ashy color ; instead of the bright, wholesome hue
good fish should have, they are flaccid, so brittle as scarcely to bear hand
ling, and with hardly any smell, or taste, except that imparted by salt. The
slight washing that takes place preparatory to drying, removes, of course,
only the grosser part of the salt adhering to the outside ; if the fish are
water-horsed, that is, piled green, a little more is extracted from them by
pressure. In this state they are put on the flakes, when if the weather is
hot, it is impossible to prevent them from burning and curing unevenly.
They immediately curl up stiff and horny, and so rough as to cut and tear
the hands of the men at work on them ; the outside being overdone before
the inside is fairly warmed. They must finally be taken off for cured, when
not properly more than half-cured, and at that, salt-cured, instead of weathercured. They will never spoil, it is true—and it is almost as likely they will
never be eaten. A good codfish, properly dressed, salted, and cured, and
well treated throughout, is an article of decided luxury to eat, either raw or
cooked—but such as these cannot but be miserably poor in any condition.
A more uninviting article offood, in a raw state, could hardly be set before
one, and such would be the thought of almost any one, whose hunger was
not excited to the actual starvation point. By soaking, pounding, and boil
ing, a considerable part of the salt may be extracted, and a tenderness re
stored to them—but the lost flavor—the departed vitality—can never be
restored.
"We do not mean to say that is exactly the case with all the fish brought
into the United States t>y our fishermen. There are exceptions. Some
skippers take as good care of their fish as need be, and are rewarded with a
palatable and saleable article, when dried. Nor do all who oversalt them,
gauge their hand to the exact degree of spoliation we have just described.
That, we admit, is an extreme case, but it is a very common extreme. Some
there are, who salt very judiciously—it may be said, just enough ; others do
only a little more, a little too much ; others a little more, which is an un
qualified too much ; the next degree is a good deal too much, and then is the
spoilt degree, which, only that it is the extreme, and cannot be exceeded,
would be supposed several degrees beyond, by those who now simply mur
der their fish with the class last spoken of. To classify the processes gene
rally, we need but say simply—oversaving is the rule, proper salting the
exception.
The injury resulting from the cause alluded to, has been long felt in the
trade of the article—but coming on gradually has been only partially appre
ciated. It has, doubtless, caused our fish, wherever they have been sent, to
be lowered in estimation, and to be dropped by one after another of those
who had used them, causing buyers, the while, gradually to curtail their
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In regard to pickled fish, the worst evil, probably, is in regard to the in
spection. The abuses in the cull and brand of mackerel have been so great,
that pickled fish from the United States have suffered much disrepute in
foreign ports, where buyers have often been subjected to heavy loss, by
giving too much credence to the brand. The snme has happened, too, within
the country, until the evil has gone so far, and proved so vexatious, that no
attention is now paid to the mark. If a merchant in Philadelphia buys a
lot of mackerel in Boston, a reimpection must be made for his own satisfac
tion. Of course most of the mackerel packed or repacked in the United
States, are inspected in Massachusetts. The laws of that State regarding
the inspection are very deficient, and much devolves on the judgment and
tact of the Inspector General of pickled fish. The individual who for a num
ber of years previous to the last, held that office, in that State, was entirely
incompetent to his duty, and nothing like a system was ever sustained, or
apparently thought about during his administration. To the complaints
of his deputies and the fishermen on oue hand, and the merchants of New
York and Philadelphia on the other, continually in his ears, he was either
stupidly silent or peevishly irritable. At length annoyance on one hand, and
persuasions elsewhere, induced him to resign, when candidates for the office,
eminently qualified, and strongly supported by merchants, fishermen, and
others desirous of a reform, came forward from Barnstaple, Welltleet, Newburyport, and other fishing towns. But Governor Boutwell saw fit to over
look them all, with the body entire of their supporters, and to confer tha
office on a Boston Lawyer, a gentleman whose sole motive in seeking it was
doubtless the expected emolument, and who is as well qualified, probably,
for the office as either of his competitors would be, as a Boston paper re
marks, for a seat on the Supreme Bench of the State. The new inspector
will, perhaps, perform all the duties discharged by the late one, if he makes
it a study to see how often he can find authority to reappoint his deputies
in all the seaports of the State, so as to realize as much as possible from the
to per head appointing commission ; and how much individual and family
speculation can be built up and protected by a shrewd exercise of inspecto
rial power. It is time, seriously, for the Legislature of Massachusetts to
revise the laws of that State in relation to fish inspection, and more than all,
to revise and reform the custom which has prevailed, rather than system, for
some years past. Let us see what has been done, and how it has been done,
and let some method be devised that will better these things ; or if that is
impossible, let the whole humbug of inspection pass away as soon as
possible.
But whatever may be done in the case depending upon the action of a
legislature, and of commissioned executive officiality, we hope in the other
case, an improvement will be made, as it is in the hands of those whose in
terests are affected. " Salt is good," but how shall fish be made saleable
and eatable if oversalted ? The reform suggested, is almost the only mea
sure left that promises efficient results. Of increased duties upon the im
portation of foreign fish there can now be little hope, and were they raised
again to the standard of the tariff of 1842, they would prove inefficient, the
colonists having now gained that start, and acquired that experience, knowl
edge of their own resources' and our abilities, self-reliance, and ambition,
which will enable them in almost any event short of a prohibition to our
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markets, to be successful competitors. At any rate, they cannot be deprived
by any action of our government, of the hold they have acquired in the foreign
markets, and even a prohibition would, therefore, but half cure the evil. Our
only resource is to endeavor to equal or excel our rival in the quality of our
article. It will not do at all to go on in the old way. If we do the result
is certa;n. Defeat, total and irremediable—to be driven out neck and heels
with utter rout and confusion, from the pursuit we have followed and flour
ished in for two hundred years ! One source of our popular income com
pletely and forever cut off ! One " occupation gone !" Our treaties with
England, primary and re-definitive, to secure which we had so much hard
and memorable negotiation, and risked so much in one instance (the peace
of 1783) a dead letter ! Our fishing vessels turned into the coasting trade,
to diminish the profits of those already engaged in it—or allowed to rot at
the wharves. And our land occupations overfilled by the continual labors
of those, who, at most, worked in them before but half of the year ! Or, to
prevent this evil, our fishing towns deserted, and the demi-citizens of the
ocean emigrating to the " Far West," to manipulate with strange imple
ments the valley of the Ohio; and to search in the earth for the bulbs,
having, perhaps, in their estimation, some affinity to the products of the sea,
but found in so different a place, and caught in so different a manner I
Let our fishermen be awake, and adapt themselves to the circumstances
existing, and those yet to come. In the present case, the British fish are
preferred, because they deserve to be preferred by all sensible people—and
as much here as anywhere, for our people are not patriotic enough to en
courage home industry by eating chips and bones when they can as well, and
as cheaply, have wholesome and palatable food. The reform proposed is
easily made. Our fishermen know as well as the " Dagoes" and il Bluenoses," how to prepare fish well. They have as good judgment, as much
skill, and as much understanding of the taste of fish-eaters the world over.
Let the article be properly treated in the vessel, and nobody can doubt that
the curing will be quite as perfect on our fine brush flakes as on the bare
rocks and sands of Newfoundland and Prince Edward's.
The facts we have stated relating to the depression of the fishing interest,
are no less true because there is no vehement outcry from the classes inter
ested, and no less deserving attention from the nature of any one of the
causes, if they are what we have stated them. Those engaged in some em
ployments under circumstances of equal discouragement, would no doubt
raise a bigger clamor. There certainly are now interests suffering far less,
which, as the delegated, sometimes the paid, representatives of which make
complaints far more piteous, and are regarded as eminently needful of sym
pathy from the people, and corresponding sympathetic legislation from Con
gress. But fishermen are not the class to besiege the doors, and distract the
ears of legislatures, with cries for relief—they do not set afloat schemes for
revising and reorganizing tariffs—they do not attempt, by corrupt bargain
ing, and log-rolling plots, to effect the enactment of special privileges to
themselves—they have no bawling agents and traveling emissaries, skilled
in political tactics, and fed by contributions, to take care of their concerns—
they have never learned the habit of looking to the law as the source of
production. The sturdy independence of character nurtured on the ocean,
repels every such reliance, leaving to others to learn from experience the
futility of all hope so conceived. What encouragement is voluntarily offered
them they gladly accept ; but they waste little time and effort in endeavors
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to secure more. Their hardy energies are reserved for trial with the winds
and tempests of the ocean ; they seek the bounties of the great deep, and if
it give generously to their solicitations, they will freely give up to others
whatever may be caught with the bait of metropolitan influence.

Art. III.—A NATIONAL CURRENCY—REAL ESTATE ITS BASIS.
NUMBER U.
Feexman Hunt, Esq., Editor Merchants' Magazine :—
^
In the October number of the Merchants' Magazine I contributed an arti
cle with the above title upon the subject of Banks, Specie and the Currency,
wherein I sought to elucidate a favorite, though novel theory. I endeavored
to expose the fallacy of the omnipotence of gold and silver as a medium of
exchange, contending, that as ultimates, they were incapable and insuffi
cient to answer the requirements of business. With an earnest conviction
of the trnth of my position I deprecated the present banking system as preg
nant with evil, and urged its speedy abandonment as the only means of
guarding the commercial world from periodical panics and alarms. For
the justice of my reasoning, I appealed to the experience of the last quarter
of a century, and truthfully demonstrated the baleful influence of these
money-making machines.
The prerogative of creating equivalents is a sacred and responsible one,
and should be delegated to the wisest and best. To the aggregate worth
and intelligence of the community, as represented in the sovereign authority
of the State, should alone repose the high and honored attribute of creating
money. Entertaining these views I foreshadowed in the article referred to,
a plan of State issues based upon the values of the nation, and redeemable,
not in the arbitrary material called gold and silver, alike insufficient and in
capable from its limited capacity and quantity, but in the farm and home
stead these State issues were created to represent.
The promise written upon the face of bank paper is a mere fiction,
and the theory of its having a metallic basis is an exploded humbug beneath
the dignity of controversy. Hut the promises of the State made in behalf
of its people, and issued to represent the property of that people, will not
be impeached, every dollar of issue being but the figure of an intrinsic reality
which is always ready for the hour of redemption. No theory heretofore
broached by financier or legislator ever had in view such perfect and com
plete security as that system proposes. The specific guaranties are present
and in possession before ati issue is made. A specific bond and mortgage
on specific property constitutes the basis of every issue, and no change of
government nor overthrow of rulers, anarchy, or revolution, can affect or im
pair them. Convertible into all the essential elements of wealth, how supe
rior such a redemption to the symbol only of the reality !
Money is merely designed and intended to facilitate the exchange of com
modities too permanent or cumbrous to be passed from hand to hand, and
in the fulfillment of this function it is of little moment as to the material of
which it may be composed. The superiority of paper or parchment over
every other fabric, from the facility of transit and count, is unquestioned
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at this day. The experience of every hour attests this truth, and it only
needs the signet of sovereignty and the assurance of government, which
alone should create it, that among its archives are recorded the values which
stand pledged for its redemption, to command for it universal confident*
and circulation co-ordinate with specie. That it already meets the approval
and approbation of all but those fiscal inquisitors sitting in the pride of
stately nothingness over the fortunes and destiny of Commerce, the signs
around me are too significant to doubt. Exercising powers derived from the
legislation of a dark period, unbiassed with even the rudiments of fiscal
science, unlearned and unlettered in the theory of the currency, and guided
by no lights of their own, they—
9

" Grope their dull w«y on,
By the dim twinkling light of ages gone."

I am aware that I will shock the gray-haired ideas of the past, but my
mission is innovation, and the organ of veneration is not large. I confess no
reverence for the errors of by-gone days and I could never learn to appre
ciate what the world terms " time-honored usages." Perchance this erratic
and wanton fancy of mine, not content to travel the shadows of the valley,
would fain soar to- mountain altitudes, from whence it can " descry the
dawn whilst yet the unwakened world lies dark beneath." The twilights of
the past no longer avail as guides for us whose ideas ever float on the stream
of the future, anticipating aud foreshadowing each day's revelation. In this
century of progress the mind has no limit to its vast conceptions. The
most striking phrenological development in the American character, is the
organ of ideality, and its controlling influence over every other development
is manifested in the yearning thought, the bold conception, the speculative
research, the grasping of the reality ere the shadow is defined ! It has bridged
the sea, it has channeled the desert, it has tunneled the mountain. It has
linked in silent converse the far extremes of our stretching territory, and an
nihilated space. It hails from the snow crests of Nevada, and the granite
clifls of the Atlantic in an instant respond, as the electric wires in a nameless
accent record an answering salutation, and it puffs its own renown as the
whistling engine speeds over the iron roads of Russia and Austria, with
" Norris of Philadelphia " on its side. Our pathways are our own, we pio
neer the world!
With such prerogatives of greatness and such honored distinctions we
need not envy Europe the possession of the deceptive symbol of wealth which
a darkling age seeks to treasure up. For these blessings we will gladly ex
change the shining scales of our mountain streams, and sail each ocean
latitude for golden continents to dazzle the dotard vision of the old world ! !
And what are the grand results which flow from such an erroneous esti
mate of this symbol of wealth 1 The iron heel of tyranny is planted upon
progress, and oppression's enervating shackles fetter the energies of down
trodden masses. Cloistered vaults teem with gold and silver, whilst acres
are untilled, and famished thousands idle on the highways for want of har
row and ploughshare to cultivate the land ! Turn to the mass of Europe,
and from the Neva to the Adriatic, the mind sickens at the spectacle haggard
humanity presents ! Enterprise, prosperity, and every ennobling impulse
are alien terms, whilst hunger, rage, and fury make volcanoes of cities
whose swelling thunder grape-shot and bayonet can scarcely stifle !
Amazement silences the voice of declamation when I think of the woeful
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misapprehension which exists on the subject of the currency. When men,
or those who have the figure and the name of men, discourse of the terrible
consequences which will result to the country from the shipment of coin ;
when the query, within the capacity of every school boy to answer, would
solve the problem, " Is there nothing received in exchange for these dollars
we send abroad ?" A novice in fiscal science would give an answer which
might mantle with a blush such hoary ignorance. Assuredly each dollar
thus sent abroad returns to us in a thousand untold and unseen ways en
riching, refining, and embellishing, by science and art, each homestead of
our land. It has aided in building our cities, and the stately palaces and
towering blocks which adorn them ! It has developed the resources of our
vast interior, and planted the harvest field where the prairy grass grew ! It
has builded our iron ways, excavated our inland channels and penetrated our
hilk ! It has covered the ocean with our steamers, whose dusky forms
paddle the waters of every latitude from tho Polar to the Indian sea, and
modelled that little craft to outsail the channel's pride, and to draw forth the
bravos of the vanquished as the applauding peal announced the triumph of
the America!
These are some of the great results which have flown to us from the ex
change we have made. Yet the Solons of the bank parlor are startled
from their propriety when the official bulletin gives publicity to the specie
manifest of steamer or packet ! It is fresh in our memory, and its recall at
this time may give force to the seeming novelty of our views, as an evidence
of the baleful and pernicious consequences resulting from the obligation of a
gold and silver redemption, that the banks in 1837, when seeking the sanc
tion of the community to gloss over the disgrace of a suspension, promised
an immediate relief of the money market ! In plain English, that they, the
banks, the depositories of the only medium of exchange, would disgorge ;
and permit the public to have, what they, the banks, were expressly created
to furnish, a medium by which the community would be enabled to cancel
mutual indebtedness without tho necessity of tho grocer transferring his
wares to the crockery man, and the tailor his to the shoemakers!
I am aware that it might be said that it is at the volition of the public
that the banks thus retain in their possession four-fifths of the medium of
exchange. I shall not attempt to gainsay so plain a truth. But is it not
the result of fear which prompts the merchant and trader to keep large
balances lest they find no favor at the discount board ? A strange volition
if this be true, and who will gainsay it ? It is daily history ! If I err not,
it is an indispensable requisite toward the procurement of accommodations.
It is the barometer of favor. How palpable the viciousness of such a sys
tem !
But why the promise of an easy money market in 24 hours after tho sus
pension ? Plainly that the banks, relieved of tho obligation to redeem their
notes in gold and silver, would let their issues circulate. I never could see
the wisdom of compelling a redemption in a material so circumscribed in
quantity as to preclude fiscal agents from providing Commerce with a suffi
cient medium to answer the requirements of business. If the symbol be so
highly prized, why cannot the reality secure a kindred and an equal estima
tion. The banks had other values, and no one questioned their ability to
meet their engagements ! The whole error arises from the overweening and
fanatical estimation given to gold and silver, making ultimates of a material
limited in quantity, insufficient and incapable, and requiring Commerce to
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regulate itself to an arbitrary standard without elasticity, and consequently
unable to accommodate itself to the movements of business, and therefore
business is required to accommodate itself to it ! Some future day will de
monstrate the truth of these remarks, and men will wonder as they contem
plate the retrospect.
There is plainly a radical, inherent, and incurable defect pervading the en
tire system, beyond the reach of medicine, and dissolution seems inevitable.
Perhaps the moral as well as the fiscal atmosphere may become more pure
when the rotten mass is groveling to the earth. From every feature of their
organization they are impotent of good. Literally " lock-ups "—I know no
plainer term of that material which is the sole medium of exchange, in the
absence of which one may be possessed of value an hundred fold exceeding
his indebtedness, yet be unable to cancel the smallest obligation from the
absence of the only material by which he would be enabled to do so. Char
tered for the accommodation and benefit of the community, they appear to
have reversed the intent of their creation, and absorb both elements of circu
lation. With a criminal complacency, they aver their innocence and mock
at the writhing pangs of business, struggling to accommodate itself to a con
traction, at once unnatural and agonizing. It is experimenting upon a con
vulsed animal in an exhausted receiver.
It is with extreme pleasure that I here bear willing testimony to the fact
of there being worthy and upright men, without taint and above suspicion,
in the direction of every bank, and it is a sad reflection that the example of
custom and the force of habit may so steel the sensibilities that men " know
not what they do." Should such care for the wellbeing of society, or prize
the mantle of purity which covers their shoulders, they will hasten from
where infection riots amid corruption, for the purest may inhale contagion 1
It is the duty of those to whom the public ascribe high and honorable mo ■
tives no longer to lend the influence of their names to lull public feeling and
perpetuate a system so erring and deceptive.
Dismissing this portion of our subject, with the conviction that banks,
both of deposit and issue, should be resolved to their original elements, and
State notes substituted for the present bank paper, I shall proceed to no
tice some of the few apparent obstacles which seem to preclude the system
from general favor and adoption. It has been suggested by some esteemed
personal friends of the writer that a redundant currency must inevitably fol
low the adoption of State issues. With deference for opinions so respecta
ble, I solicit attention to some facts which may have escaped their observa
tion. My conviction is that we already have had a greater redundancy than
the public are aware of, though the fact is speciously hid from casual obser
vation. There is a kind of illegitimate medium afloat and in general use in
the circles of business, in the form of promissory notes, other than required
for a legitimate credit business—checks, due-bills, accepted orders, and the
like, all substituted for a medium of exchange, because of the insufficiency
and absence of the legal tender from the thoroughfares of trade. I know of
no available statistics from whence could be gleaned the proximate quantity,
in numerals, of these " promises to pay," but if they could be counted in
the volume of the currency, the swelling figures might puzzle the account
ant to cypher their denomination. This private emission generally makes
the circuit of the locality from whence it is issued, answering the end of
money. In my view, far greater detriment results to the community from
the circulation of this bastard currency than would follow a realization of
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the fears regarding a redundant circulation arising from legitimate issues.
Give to owners of capital facility to procure its representation in the curren
cy, and such illegal and irresponsible issues would not be resorted to. Do
away with this host of money-makers, and confer upon the State the exclu
sive attribute of creating equivalents ; and, to guard against redundancy, re
strict the proposed issues to a per centage on values truthfully assessed.
I would remark in this connection that an expanded credit system is the
inevitable tendency of this illegal issue. Parties embarking in trade, pos
sessed of real estate not immediately convertible, issue notes for their pur
chases, perhaps without a dollar of an available medium to provide for a
contingency. The facility with which credit is procured induces, in its turn,
corresponding facilities, and credit thus becomes enlarged and expanded, to
the detriment of the general interests of society. Could these owners of
capital have procured a loan upon it, from the State, it would have enabled
them to make cash payments for their purchases ; and the immediate pres
ence of means would prompt greater caution in the selection of customers.
These are truths beyond misconception or gainsay.
Let us proceed to notice some comments, and strictures made by M.
Louis Chitti, in the January number of the Magazine. It appears that
neither the plan proposed by " Bacon," nor that advocated by " N. F. C,"
meets the approval of this distinguished economist and writer. And yet
we are on a kindred scent, and our quarry is the same. We widely differ,
however, as to remedies. His is a money of paper issued by the State, pos
sessed of value in itself, intrinsic, and ultimate, and not convertible. Ours
is a paper money issued by the State upon bond and mortgage on real prop
erty, the medium itself being of no value, but the npresentative, merely, of
other values, and convertible, not to gold and silver, but to the farm and
homestead which they represent. It is scarcely necessary for us to point
out the errors of an irredeemable money of paper, though its paternity be
the State. An indefinite issue must be the result of such a system, as there
is neither limit nor bound to its creation. To make population the standard
of its issue, without a specific pledge to justify its increase, would be vital
ly wrong ; and the bitter past is too fresh upon the records to expect for
it a moment's consideration or regard. I cannot conceive the policy or the
wisdom in endowing bits of paper with an intrinsic attribute, and the world
will never confer an estimation upon them necessary to their becoming ultimates. Let gold and silver continue to be the standard of value, but not
the basis of circulation. But let values, the result of labor, as measured by
the standard of gold and silver, be that basis, and let the Government, in its
sovereign right, create the medium with which to represent those values, in
the manner before proposed.
M. Chitti is correct in denominating these State issues a loan upon bond
and mortgage without interest ; and is it not eminently conservative in its
every feature, or could a better mode be adopted, whereby the community will
be supplied with a medium of exchange ? From his making no attempt to
prove it erroneous, I infer that his objections are not vital. Indeed, he la
bors rather to prove that the system of State issues with mortgage guaran
ties is not his system of an inconvertible money of paper, and not that my
system is fallacious. He brings no tangible argument to disprove the truth
of my theory. I plead, however, guilty to the charge which is the burden
of his complaint, that I have provided a guaranty for these State issues, and
required each emission to have a specific security, in the form of a mortgage
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upon real property, the labor required to produce which being the chief cri
terion of its value.
In answer to another of M. Chitti's scruples in regard to the aggregate
of money increasing as capitalists procure new loans, I would remark, that
owners of real property will be loth to encumber it unless there exists a
demand for money from quarters precluded from borrowing from the State,
to whom they can safely loan it at a remunerating rate upon personal secu
rity. Thus the amount of money will not be increased unless there should
arise a demand for it. The risk incident to loaning on personal security will
require au interest to be paid for capital, and the possibility of loss will de
ter many owners of real estate from encumbering it, although not required
to pay the State interest thereon. Thus the excessive issues anticipated will
be avoided, and mutual indebtedness will be canceled by State notes, in
stead of due-bills, checks, orders, promissory notes, and bank bills. Specie
will remain as now, occupying the same relative position.
M. Chitti is correct when speaking of " Bacon's " plan of a stock redemp
tion bearing interest, that it would bo nothing less than requiring the " State
to pay interest on its own money." In my former article, published in your
Magazine for October, occurs the following passage, in allusion to this sub
ject :—" It will be a novelty indeed when a State sovereignty shall be re
quired to pay interest on the currency it has caused to bo created to repre
sent the values of the people."
That the adoption of this system will inure to the benefit of the mass, a
moment's reflection will render apparent. The price of money will come
down, and the leeches of society cease their blood-sucking. The owners of
large capital will not possess privileges to the exclusion or detriment of the
less affluent Men will be enabled to realize on dormant values which will
give them ability to widen the sphere of their usefulness, by embarking in
enterprises giving employment to labor. The execution of every useful im
provement will follow quickly its conception. The comforts of life will be
increased and cheapened. A renewed impetus will be given to manufactur
ing, from the low rates of interest arising from abundant capital, enabling
them to compete with older countries. Our varied climate, susceptible of
growing all the elemeuts of manufactures—wool, cotton, and silk, will invite
industry, and impart fresh vigor to the faculties of production. Every dis
tant place will be made near by the magic wand of railway and canal, and
millions annually saved the nation, in the form of interest and dividends paid
to foreign capitalists.
It is a question of the gravest import, and one which must ere long claim
the attention, and perhaps the interposition, of the Federal Government, the
fact of the immense drain upon our country, in the form of interest and div
idends, arising from our indebtedness to foreign holders of our public and
private stocks. A considerable portion of the capital stock of our railroad,
insurance, and other companies, is held by communities who expend tbeiT
dividends in alien lands. Thus the profits of our people, and the freights
earned upon our public works, are taken from us to minister to foreign opu
lence and splendor. Is it not possible to avert this unnatural exhaustion by
legislation, giving to our home values a home medium which will represent
them, and preclude the necessity of paying for the use of foreign means,
when we could create those means ourselves ? The guaranties, the securi
ties, the values, pledged for these foreign means, are here upon our own soil,
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md tlie parental authority of Government should interpose its conservative
»rm to save the nation from such unnecessary depletion.
I do not wish to be misunderstood or misconceived upon the subject of
foreign capital. In the infancy of a country, before labor has created value
by leveling forests, by digging canals, by building bridges, railroad-!, and
cities, foreign capital is not only necessary, but its introduction is a positive
blessing ; and that people must be short sighted indeed who would refuse to
Mail themselves of its undoubted advantages. But it is another matter
when a nation has passed the stages of infancy and the vigor of manhood is
upon it—when a people count by millions and not by hundreds—when labor
has circled a continent with 20,000 miles of railway and canal, when it*
ships fil. the harbors of every commercial mart, and its navy rides the victor
of the seas, I repeat that it is another matter then, for labor has created col
laterals to justify domestic loans! It is certainly not asking too much of
the sovereign authority to give to home values the estimation which foreign
capitalist* cheerfully confer, and consequently create such a form of State issues
as will represent them in tho currency ! This can readily be accomplished
by loaning on bond and mortgage such amounts as the State may in its
wisdom see tit. These issues having a basis taking precedence of the stock
itself will effectually preclude the necessity of resorting to foreign capital.
Thus the dividends and interest engendered by our public works and corpo
rations, will be kept from going abroad, and a prodigal and debilitating ex
penditure averted. I have no statistics at hand, but I would not trangress
toe margin in computing the amount of our public and private securities in
foreign Lands at 60 millions sterling, to meet the annual interest on which
requires near 20 millions of dollars ! All sent out of tho country, not a
farthing of this immense sum retained to be tit a home creditor, as is the
case with the interest on the national debt of England, by which a colossal
nation has sustained itself for ages, and whose morning gun booms the notes
of empire from tho Carnatic to the Canadas.
In conclusion I would remark that I deem it a matter for self-congratula
tion, that the views embodied in ray previous article have met not only the
approbation of private circles but the favorable notice of distinguished writers.
Public opinion is tho forerunner of law, and before many moons roll by, a
potential voice will be heard at every capitol demanding an abridgment of
chartered privileges. From hall and Senate Chamber an edict will go forth
responsive to the popular will, more potent than tho musket's thousand-fold
rattle by which the monkey despots of other lands force their measures upon
tn unwilling but terrified people I
There is a deep significance in the many voices already on the records in
condemnation of the present fiscal system. The seeming miracle of a coinci
dence of views upon the part of Chitti, Bacon, and others, is but a silent
though eloquent forerunner of those ever-existent truths which the Almighty
withholds from tho travailed thoughts of man until he wills their develop
ment. It is an omen of the truth of my theory, and bids us hope that tho
small hours of the night of error have already past and tho dawn is not far
off
k. f. c.
vol. xxvi.—so. in.
20
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Art. !¥.— COMMERCIAL CITIES AND TOWKS CF THE UNITED STATE8MUHBIR XXX.
ST. LOUIS ; AND HER MEANS OF ADVANCEMENT AND "WEALTH.
Fekeman Hunt, Esq., Editor of the Merchants' Magazine, etc.
To toll of the greatness and growth of cities, and, at the same time, to
furnisli proofs in detail, so as to satisfy the most skeptical reader, are charac
teristic merits of a journal so much relied on as yours. To send therefor a
document just published by the editors of the Missouri Republican, accom
panied by a few remarks in a general way upon subjects not treated of in it,
so that from the whole you may be enabled to draw correct conclusions at
to what St. Louis has been engaged in during the past year, may not be un
acceptable to you.
This " Annual Report," so ably and correctly prepared by Messrs. Cham
bers & Knap]), speaks alone of the " Commerce of St. Louis in 1851," and,
confining itself strictly to the subject, notes without comment the arrival at
this port during the year, of no less than twenty-five hundred steamboat
cargoes, all discharged here—of the payment by our merchants to the Gov
ernment, of nearly three hundred thousand dollars in duties collected at the
custom-house here, upon direct importations from Europe and the West In
dies ; and besides other statistics of interest, giving us a list of home imports,
the aggregate value of which may safely be estimated at from twelve to fif
teen millions of dollars.
The commercial growth of St Louis is far from being all that she may be
proud of—manufactures, the mechanic arts, agriculture, and last, though not
least, internal improvements, are each receiving the attention and giving em
ployment to numbers of her citizens, as well as affording a large return upon
the capital invested in them.
,
Already a population of nearly' one hundred thousand find comfort, inde
pendence, and wealth here ; and yet the riches of this region—its inexhaust
ible fertility of soil and boundless mineral resources, are comparatively un
touched.
St. Louis combines and possesses more elements of true and lasting
greatness than any other city of her ago in ancient or modern times, and
her people are fully capable of and actively engaged in developing her won
derful resources. In a circuit of lets than ninety miles around the city,
confined to that part within the State of Missouri, she can procure sufficient
iron, coal, lead, and probably copper, to supply the wants of the Union for
ages. These are no random assertions, but truths, well known here and
acted upon. Had they been better known abroad, then the capital, the la
bor, and life that have been wasted in far-off lands might have found a cer
tain, largo, and fitting reward much nearer home.
If we could but cast from our minds the delusive yet enchanting visions
that distance and imagination lend to remote scenes of enterprise, and look
at the boundless wealth that Providence has here placed within our reach—
did wo but use a tithe of the energy and means to obtain it that we devote
to questionable undertakings and rash schemes, how little would we have to
complain of fortune.
In illustration of my remarks relative to the immediate resources of St.
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Louis, I know of no one whose authority would sooner be relied on, or
whose language is more to the point, than those of the lion. Lewis F. Le
vin, late Senator in Congress from Missouri. In a letter addressed by him
to the Chairman of the Committee on Commerce, he says :—
"It will be found in n report made in the yenr 1835 by tlie United States Ge
ologist that in a certain location in Washington County, Missouri, (less than
ninety miles from St. Louis,) a micaceous oxyd of iron is found, yielding at least
seventy-live per cent of the purest and finest iron, of an indefinite amount. It
exists in the form of a vein, at least 500 feet bro.id from east to West, and in the
other direction 1,900 feet, when it disappears from the superficial soil. It reap,
pears, however, in parts of the adjacent country, and always in connection with
the selenitic chain of hills that rise in an isolated position amid the galiniferous
secondary limestone, where the lead mines are worked.
* This vein may be said to enlarge on the eastern side, and, strictly speaking,
extends upwards of 3,000 feet; but the character, there, is less metallic. The
formation, however, is very ponderously impregnated with metal, most of which
yields 50 per cent of very superior iron ; and it is probable, judging from analo
gy which experience has established, that this vein becomes richer as it descends
many thousand yards toward the inferior crusts of the earth. This ferruginous de
posit must be of great antiquity, for upon an examination of the adjacent coun
try, immense deposits of the oxyd of iron, of a productive and valuable quality,
»re found in a countless number of localities together with rich bog ore.
li The superficial contents of the great vein of what is emphatically called the
'Iron Mountain,' and which is situated near the sources of the St. Francois river,
would, it could easily be shown, justify heavy expenditures to open communica.
tions to these ferruginous deposits. But when we add to them the subterranean
contents, which most certainly exist at depths equal to any mines that have been
worked in any part of the world, and which most probably descend much lower
than any generation of man we can look to will follow, we are compelled to use
the term indefinite when we speak of their contents, and most confidently assert
that thii part of North America will one day be -is celebratedfor its iron mines as
Sweden now is."
These are truths that our railroads will soon enable each one to verify in
less than four hours from the time he loaves St. Louis, while at the same
time he will perceive that not only this mountain of iron, but a still larger
one in the vicinity, called tho " Pilot Knob," are no longer the wondrous
monuments unnoticed save in tho descriptions of travelers, but now the
great central points for Vulcan's files and forges to act upon—making rich
our citizens now engaged there, and destined to enrich thousands of others.
"In the calcareo-silicious hills of the southern part of Missouri, lead is found
ue.rywliere, sometimes near the surface, while in other places rich veins are dis
covered, dipping profoundly into the bowels of the earth, amply rewarding the
laborer for his trouble and expense in following them through caves and sinuos
ities in the rock.
'• There are also many deposits of blend ore of zinc, of copper, cobalt, man
ganese, alum, sulphur, saltpetre, sulphate of iron, arsenic, snl-ammoninc in enor
mous masses, marbles of exquisite beauty, while crystals of radiated quartz, sul
phate of barytes and of lime, glitter in the sunbeams over hill and valley. Over
this extensive region Providence has scattered blessings with unbounded profu
sion, awaiting but the industry of man for their fullest developments."
In describing another part of the country adjacent, and still nearer to St.
Loots—St. Genevieve county, famed for its lead mines and marble quarries—
and again briefly referring to the iron region, I am fortunate in being able
to use the language of other most respectable authorities—of A. Vall6, Esq.,
and Dr. James II. Kelfe, addressed by them in letters to the editor of the
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Gazetteer of the State of Missouri. The names of these gentlemen are a
sufficient guaranty for the fidelity of the description. " The produce (of St
Genevieve county) is principally corn, wheat, oats, and tobacco. The climate
is healthy. The greatest resources of this section of country are its minerals,
which are found in great abundance ; copper, lead, iron, salt, and zinc, and
several other minerals unknown. I received ten thousand pounds of red
copper, which I sold in New York, and have been informed that it was of
excellent quality. The copper ore is abundant, and yields a good per cent."
" Lead ore is found from five to eight miles back from this place, and
our lead mines are pronounced by English and German miners licher, easier
worked, and at less expense, than the famed mines of Galena. I ship an
nually from this place three million pounds of lead." " There are quanti
ties of beautiful white and variegated marble twelve miles back of this place,
(St. Genevieve,) said to be nearly as handsome as the Italian marble. The
quarry has been opened, but not worked. The ridge in which it was found
is upwards of a mile in length, and is supposed to contain a solid bed. There
are immense caves of white sand, resembling snow, within four miles of this
place, of which large quantities are sent to Pittsburg and used in the man
ufacture of flint glass." " The valley of Bellevue must be considered as the
center of the iron region of Missouri, affording productions of that mineral
far surpassing, in quality and in quantity, any other portion of the globe
now known. It is much to be regretted that the few mineralogists who
have visited our section of the State have examined it so superficially, and
been content to report our productions of lead, and noticed only the iron to
be found at one of the sources of the St. Francois river, generally called the
'Iron Mountain.' That, to bo sure, is a prodigy, and strikes the observer
with astonishment. It is literally a mountain of magnetic iron, so pure in its
quality i s to yield from seventy to eighty per centum under the ordinary
process for converting ore into malleable iron."
" There is much variety in the iron ore of this region. Occasionally
masses are found in which a considerable portion of copper is blended, and
I should think, frequently so rich with copper as to justify a process of sep
aration. Five miles south of the mountain is a magnificent pyramid of the
micaceous oxyd of iron. It rises abruptly at the head of the valley to an
elevation of two hundred and fifty and three hundred feet ; its base is a
mile and a half in circumference ; competent judges say it will yield eighty
per cent. The immense quantity of rich ore which this country affords, ren
ders it of no value to individual proprietors ; for, believe me, there is more
to be found on three or four townships of land than would supply the con
sumption of the United States for a thousand years, and this can be ob
tained without mining. The purity of the ore is such that any ingenious
blacksmith can forge from it any article of cutlery, giving it a fine temper,
after the manner he would work a piece of steel."
The^ agricultural riches of Missouri, about to be developed by her great
lines of railroad, and which are destined to make St. Louis the granary of
the West, if they are not so marvelous as the minerals in regard to quan
tity, are yet equal to any to be found in the United Stales, whether we con
sider the depth and richness of the soil, its great and unsurpassed fertility,
or the variety of its products.
If St. Louis during the last ten years has increased from a fraction over
sixteen thousand inhabitants to a fraction under one hundred thousand, with
out the imptlsc of railroads, and notwithstanding a combination of calami
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ties such as never before tried an American city,—what must be her progress, and what her population, during the next ten years, when, independ
ent of other causes of increase, she will have more railroads concentrating
within her limits than Boston now. has. To say that she will then have half
a million of inhabitants, and be the third city in the Union in size, would be
only relying upon what the past and present is proving, and what the future
indicates unerringly. The reader fond of statistics may learn that she du
plicates her population every four years* and can easily calculate the result
at the period alluded to.
The people of this State have decided for themselves what, under Provi
dence, shall be their destiny. They have entered upon measures of publie
improvement whose vastness is only equaled by the wisdom which has
planned them ; and such is her solid wealth and credit, and the fixed pur
pose of her people, that they will certainly carry out what they have begun.
She will not be stopped, either, by any failure on the part of Congre-s to
do her justice in the application made by her for a fair share of the publie
lands, but will push to completion her great railroads—''The Pacific," "The
Hannibal and St. Joseph," "The St. Louis and North Missouri via. St
Charles," and, besides numerous smaller ones, the St. Louis and Ohio City
railroad, by which she will connect herself with the Gulf of Mexico by the
Mobile and Ohio railroad, connecting Mobile Bay with the mouth of the
Ohio.
Knowing her own wealth, as well as the activity and proverbial industry
of her citizens, St. Louis views with no jealous eye the efforts made in the
State of Illinois and elsewhere to carry out railroad enterprises, such as tho
Central railroad, from Chicago and Dubuque to Cairo, and tho various cross
lines that are being extended from the Lakes to the Mississippi—the hitter,
profitable as they may be to the parties interested, will yet mainly benefit
St. Louis, by converting the thinly inhabited country through which they
pass into populous and flourishing districts, connected with St, Louis by in
tersecting roads, whose people will resort to her to exchange their products
for her manufactures of iron, glass and cotton, and for the various supplies
which now reach her from the West Indies, from the South and tho East—
while the Central railroad, by developing a still greater region, comparative
ly unimproved, and, (to use the words of tho lion. Robert Kantoul, Jr.,)
"sparsely settled," extending through Illinois from north to south, will, as it
were, create and open to the trade of St. Louis a populous belt of country
in front and to the right and left of her, tho main road through which will
be reached in less than two hours' time by her railroad to the East via Vineennes, to be commenced in February.
By virtue of railroad connections, St Louis will thus be made the imme
diate center of Commerce and Manufactures for no less than a million and a
half of people —the population of Illinois being over nine hundred thousand,
and that of Missouri seven hundred thousand—while in ten years, without
any stretch of the imagination or deviation from the known laws of progres•ion, we may expect to see her with a population approaching half a million,
aud the acknowledged capital and exchange mart of four millions of people.
c. H. H.
In accordance with our general custom, and in order to preserve the statistics
* See the views of one at the ablest contributors to the Merchants' Magazine, J* W. Scott, Emu
of Ohio, In Vol. nr., pp. 652-505.
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of the Commerce of St. Louis, we present the readers of the Merchants' Mag
azine with a brief review of the markets for the past year, accompanying which
are tables showing the monthly receipts of principal articles of import, a com
parative statement with previous years, the tonnage of the Port of St. Louis, &c
These tables have been compiled with great' cure to accuracy, and are strictly re
liable
Before entering into n review of each of the important staples of our trade,
we congratulate our readers that the Commerce of the Port of St. Louis, not
withstanding the general suspension of business during the months of June and
July, in consequence of the high water and inundation of principal shipping
points upon the upper rivers, presents a degree of hcallhfulness truly gratifying
to every citizen having an interest in the rapid improvement which has been made
in our commercial resources. Our import tables fur the year 1851, will show,
compared with the year 1850, a decrease in the receipts of several principal ar
ticles of trade; namely: flour, wheat, lead,
but an increase in the re
ceipts of a majority of the products of the country tributary to this port.
With these remarks, we shall proceed briefly to review the principal articles of
import and comparative prices during the year.
Tobacco. The receipts of this important ttaple, exceed the receipts of last
year 1,316 hhds. The market has been active throughout the year, and an im
provement in prices for the better grades has been manifested. The respective
grades, however, have been superior to those of the previous year. In the follow
ing comparative statement, we give the prices for 1850, and a general view of the
opening and closing prices for the past year. The various grades that are offered,
and prices obtained for inferior lugs to good shipping and manufacturing leaf,
renders a general view of the comparative prices of each month, nominally spec
ulative. The receipts during the year were 10,371 hhds , of which about 9,500
hhds. were inspected at the two warehouses of our city. About 500 tihd*. are
at present in store, 250 of which are in the hands of manufacturers and ship
pers.
COMPARATIVE STATEMENT FOB THI TEAKS 1850 AND 1851.
1851.
!
1850.
January
$2 00 a 5 50 : January
No sales.
No sales.
February
2 60 5 50 'February
'
March .
March
$8 00 a 12 00
April
April
4 46 7 16
May.
May
S 00 12 00
June
8 00 12 00 June
4 15 18 20
July
July
4 45 8 45
August
August
5 50 10 60
September
September
5 00 13 60
October
October
5 46 9 86
November
November
6 00 1J> 00
December
2 25 6 00 December
4 75 8 50
Hemp. The receipts of this staple article during the last year, greatly exceed
the receipts of any previous year since 1847, nnd exceed the receipts of the
year 1850, by 4.504 bales. The market, throughout the year, has not been char
acterized by that firmness which was experienced in 1850, and although the qual
ities offered have been superior, the general average of prices shows a uniform
decline. The stock in warehouse and upon the market at present is about 3,000
bales, in addition to which manufacturers have on hand about 1,200 bales. Themarket for the past month has been quiet, in consequence of the close of nav
igation, and we quote as nominal closing rates, $78 a $92 per ton, for good to
choice lots. The annexed statement of monthly average prices will give a ready
♦jew of the state of the market during each month of the year, compared with
the prices of the year previous:—
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MONTHLT PSICES FEB TON IN 1850 AND 1851.
1851.
January
February .
March
April
May
June
July
August
,
September .
October. . . .
November ..
December. .

1850.
$85all0
80 105
86 95
70 90
70 85
75 82
75 95
80 95
80 90
75 85
75 85
78 92

January
February .
March
April
May
June
July
August . . .
September .
October. . . .
November. .
December . .

$120al26
90 106
87 90
85 98
80 90
85 89
80 90
80 86
76 90
85 98
83 92
85 95

Lead. The receipts of this article have been gradually declining since 1845,
and compared with the receipts of 1850, show a decline of 69,931 pigs. The
demand for home consumption has materially increased, and the exports have
greatly fallen off. In consequence of this filling off in the receipts, prices have
been steady, at a slight advance, holders at the close being firm at $1 25 to
84 30 per 100 lbs. The stock at present on the market slightly exceeds 25,000
pigs, of which, about 1,200 is of lower mines. The total receipts by river during
the last year (including the upper and lower mines) amounts to 503,571 pigs.
The annexed t-ible will furnish a comparative statement of the monthly prices
for the year 1850-51 :—
1851.
January.. . .
February . . .
March
April
May
June
July
August . . .
September .
October .
November .
December . .

1850.
$4 87Ja4 40 January .. . .
February . . .
37 J
■in
March
2.'.
April
15
May
25
June
July.......
25
August . . .
25
September ,
20
October . .
05
November.
124
25
December .

f3 92 a 3
8 95
37
7U
58
00
15
111
in
25
25
30

95
00
60
75
f.O
35
20
15
15
30
30
40

In connection with the above statement we may remark, that in addition to the
receipts there given, about 18,000 pigs have been received by wagons, all of
which were from the lower mines.
Received by river during the year
Received by wagons
Total from both sources

pigs

503,571
18,000
621,571

Flour. The receipts by riverduring the past year fall short 98,826 bbla., com
pared with 1850, and the market closed with a lighter stock on hand than we
have ever before noticed.
This, together with the advances South, and the markets on the Atlantic coast,
caused prices at the close of the year to advance. It will be observed, from the
comparative statement which follows, that there has been a gradual decline
throughout the year:—
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1851.
m.
January
M 75 a 5 l-s
Janunry .. .
$3 87 t
February . . .
February
8 75
» 6 25
oTi 5 60
March
3 60
March
April
8 60
A pril
00 fi sit
May
3 50
May
62A 6 00
00 6 86
June
3 60
June
July
'.
25 5 26
3 75
July
75 4
August
August
(0 4
September .
September
4
October
October
November
SO 4 25
November. .
00 •1 50
December . ,
December
Including 45,000 bbls. received by wagons, 193,892 bbls. received by the
river, and about 450,000 bbls. estimated to have been manufactured by our city
mills, we have a grand total of 668,892 bbls. as the amount upon the market
during the last year. In connection with this, we annex the following remarks
in regard to flouring mills and the quantity of flour manufactured in this city in 1851.
The mills mentioned in the following table, manufactured during the year just
ended, 450.823 barrels of flour; the greater portion of which was exported. The
amount of flour manufactured this year cannot be taken as a fair average criter
ion of that usually manufactured by the city mills. Almost every one of oar
mills has been idle several months, some having remained so for various unto
ward causes, more than half the year. We give the total manufacture of flour
as reliable and correct. We intended to add the exact proportion of flour ship
ped and flour sold in the city, but were prevented, in part, by the impossibility of
obtaining the figures from two or three establishments; and, again, because of
the inaccuracies which must appear in such statement, even were the relative
amounts from all of the mills furnished. A large proportion of the flour sold
here is shipped by the purchasers so soon as delivered, leaving no data whereby
to ascertain the relative city trade and exportation. Thus, the following figures
were given us in one mill : " Total amount flour manufactured during the year,
32,000 bbls. ; shipped, 15,075 bbls. ; sold in the city, 16.925 bbls. ; " and to this
is added in explanation, " of the 16,925 bbls. sold here, 14,565 bbls. were shipped
by the purchasers." In the other mills, the disproportion is not so striking; but
the present instance is quoted to show the utter impossibility of arriving at tha
correct relative estimates of the shipments and city sales.
r.p.cuj
p-r
d*7
Runt
o
in bu
Kame of mil]*.
IiOcftlion of millt.
Kniot of orpin.
ret*.
Missouri ....
St CharleB-street. . . .
Joseph Powell.
600
4Pacific
Corner 8d and Cedar.
W. C. MeElroy
600
5
■1
Park
Thirteenth
Backland <fe Co
260
United States
South Seventh
A. W. Fagin
1
350
Saxony
Lombard
Leonharat & Shuricht .
2
1O0
Phoenix
Barry
140
H. A S. B. Pilkingtou . .
4
Planter's ....
Franklin Avenue. . . .
160
Wta T. Hazard
2
Choteau
Eighth
Win. T. Hazard
126
S
Atlantic
Plum
Ball <fc Chapin
4
250
Nonantuin.. . .
South Fourth
Henry Whitmore
2
125
Franklin
61 Franklin Avenue.
:;
Geo. P. Plant A Co
80
O'Fallon
Hazel <t Fourth
Jos. G. Shands
SO
2
South Levee
A. D. Pomeroy <fe Co. . .
Star
1
250
Washington. .
Seventh
Charles L Tucker
3
] 20
Main and Bates
Eagle
Dennis Marks
lr.o
2
Empire
North Broadway. . . .
Robinson & Uoodfellow .
4
SoO
Cherry-street.
Cherry
J. Butt
100
3
Magnolia ....
North St Louis
Hendrick's
2
100
Union
North Levee
Ed. Walsh
2
200
Total number of flouring mills, 19 ; aggregate runs of stone, 56 ; capacity of
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daily manufacture, 3,880 bbls. We have failed to mention the Telegraph Mills
—which might with propriety be called a city mill—on account of its location
without the city limits, and the Diamond Mill near Bremen, because of the diffi
culty of obtaining its report. The figures of the latter, however, would make no
material difference in the results given below.
Wheat. The receipts during the year, fall short 91,36G bushels, compared
with the year 1830. This deficiency is not so great as in flour. The demand
has been steady, and throughout the year there has been very moderate change
in prices. The annexed statement will show, that until the close of the year,
there has been a gradual decline, compared with the monthly prices of 1850:—
1851.
January . . .
February . .
March ....
April
May
June
July
August . . .
September .
October. . . .
November. .
December.

1850.
..eta.

75a80J
70 80
70 80
60 80
70 8a
05 78
05 80
70 80
65 70
70 76
70 76
75 82

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

cts.

98 n 1
80 1
75 1
95 1
90 1
80 1
75
70
60
60
66
76

15
05
20
25
27
25
95
90
85
80
82
80

In the above comparative statement, we have not included the inferior grades,
confining ourselves altogether to fair, prime, and choice qualities. We quote as
the nominal closing rates, inferior, 60 a 70e. ; fair to good, 73 a 77c; and prime
and choice 80 a 85c. per bushel.
The following statement, furnished us by the clerk of the Millers' Exchange,
■hows the total quantity of sacks and barrels of wheat received, and the quanti
ty of sacks from each river; also n total 'quantity of flour received from all sour
ces. Between this statement and our own statistics there are slight discrepinDates.
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Totals

Sacks.
28,661
24,704
64,468
67,754
90,405
44,025
51,535
121,961
85.422
110,753
96.112
60,914

Barrels.
1,248
613
1,296
1,539
8,222
1,971
1,174
2,558
1,573
1,414
701
669

Mt*9ouri Mississippi
river.
river.
23
10,772
2,245
6,360
7,676
18,791
12,021
27,444
11,480
43,519
10,217
8,200
6,107
17,601
16,969
27,007
8,756
27,323
10,778
27,701
9,489
26,730
2,050
16,858

826,713

17,978

97,800

256,816

Illinois
river.
17,866
17,099
38.001
28,289
85,406
25,607
27.927
77.995
49.844
72,274
60,253
82,006

Flour.
16,848
8,846
14,119
20,595
21,972
13.275
?,4«9
15,898
19,062
26,115
18,553
7,690

432,067

185,337

Cork. Our comparative table of receipts will show a gradual increase during
the past three years; nnd for the last year nearly doubling the receipts of 1850.
During the spring and summer, the bulk of the receipts were damaged. Our
monthly statement of prices, in which is embraced fair mixed to prime yellow
and white lots, shows a steady decline throughout the year. The market closed
at 36 to 36}e. for mixed; 37 to 38e. for puru yellow, and 39 to 40e. for pure
white lots in new gunnies.
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OK MONTHLY PRICES.
ISil.

1850.

January
February .. .
March
April
May
,
June
July
August
Septemt»er .
October. . . ,
November.
December..

44 a 48 ] January
41 40 February
35 40 March
35 40 April
34 38 May
33 36 June
38 43| July
35 40 1 August
35 38 \ September
85 40 October
SI 80 1 November
80 40 | December

cts.

38 a 41
37 40
45 48
44 45
56 60
60 62J
58 64
68 61
50 52
52} 55
46 48
46 65

Oats. The receipts for the year comprise- 794,431 bushels, against 697,432
bushels during the year 1850, showing an increase of 96.999 bushels. The
prices have varied, opening at 45 a 50, and closing at 30 a 32c, The stock on
hand at present is estimated at 60,000 bushels.
COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF MONTHLY PRICES DURING THE YEARS
1551.
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
Octobi-r
November
December

cts.

|
45 a 50 January
52 53 Februaiy.
45 47 March
SO 40 April
35 37 | May
31
June
SO
July
August
25
20
September .
25
October
20
November .
30
December . ,

1850.
cts.

42 a 44
43 46
1 1 ■it
4'j 47
53 f.O
55 56
53 55
50 53
37 40
37 S3
40 42
4 5 50

Barley. During the early p.trt of the year prices ruled high ; and the stock
on the market, which consisted almost entirely of prime and choice Kentucky
and Ohio, was taken at 874c. to $1 00 per bushel. Until May the receipts from
the upper rivers were light, and, corresponding with the subsequent increased re
ceipts from this source, prices declined, and continued uniform to the close, ring
ing from 45 to COc. per bushel, including sack9. We annex the monthly prices
for the years—
1851.
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

cts.

87} a 1
87} ].
76
80
60
58
65
46
45
60
55
66

00
00
90
85
65
60
70
60
55
55
60
60

January
February .. .
March
April
May
June
July
August
September .
October . . .
November .,
December. .

1850.
. . . .cts.
1
1
1
1
•

80 a
95 1
00 1
III 1
in 1
on 1
no 1
75
65
60
62}
05

90
05
10
15
20
10
00
SO
70
S5
85
87}

Rve. There has been little demand during the year, and prices have slightly
varied—the market opening at 60 a 65c. and closing at 55 a 60c. per bushel. The
receipts are about 7,500 bushels. We annex the monthly prices for the years—
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1840.
..eta.

60 a 66
60 65
60 65
65 60
65 60
55 60
60 65
55 60
75 80
60 65
45 50
65 60

February .. .
March.
April
May
Jnne
July
August
September..
October
November ..
December. .

January
February
March
April.
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

cts.

65 a
60
65
10
8H 1
Hi
10
65
60
50
45
55

'.

60
65
10
15
00
15
15
60
66
55
50
60

Castor Beans. Increased receipts have caused a decline in prices, and during
the year, as will be observed by our comparative monthly statement, hereto an
nexed, there has been a material falling off. At the rates given, there has been
a steady demand.
MONTHLY FRICES PER BUSHEL DURING THE YEARS
1850.

1851.
January
February
March.
April
May
June
July
August.
September
October
November
December

tl 10 a 1
1 in
1 oo
95
95
85
95
15
60
50

$2
2
2
2
2

15 January.. . .
12 February . . .
05 March
00 April
00 May
June
sii July
in August
mi September..
55 October. . . .
55 November.
December. .

20a2
25 2
50 2
60 2
55 2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

37J
50
60
65
60
80
75
70
60
40
30
35

Flaxseed. Tho receipts by river have not exceeded 1 1,000 bushels, and prices
have fluctuated during the year, as will be observed by the follow ing statement
of monthly prices. There has been a steady demand for home consumption, and
the market closed firm at $1 30 to $8 1 35 per bushel.
MONTHLY TRICES DURING THE YEARS
1850.

1S51.
January.. . .
February ..
March
April
May
June
July
August . . .
September .
October . ,
November.
December .

$1 60 a 1 65 January.. . ,
February . .
March
April
May
1 55 1 60 June
1 50 1 55 July
1 00 1 12 August.. . .
1 20 1 25 September
1 30 1 35 October. . .
1 25 1 30 November .
December. .

$1 45 a l 60
1 40
50
55
(SO
1 50 1 55
.Si I
36
35
30
25
30
1 10
20
30
25
45
50
50
55

Potatoes. The market ha9 greatly fluctuated during tho year—opening at
81 15 a ?1 20 per bushel, and closing at 70 a 75e Received during the year,
73,642 sacks and 4,747 bbls. The following will exhibit the comparative month
ly prices during the years—
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1851.

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

im
vl 15 a 1 20 I January
90 1 00 February
95 i March
April
May
June
on
95 j July
:;i
40 August
37 Srpteniber
SO
65 October
45
55 November
60
75 December
70

cts.

50 a
45
60
60
75 1
80
80
75
46
60
80
85 1

II
60
70
80
IK>
85
85
80
65
45
90
05

Hay. Received by river during the year, 23,717 hales. Good and prime
Timothy was sold in January at GO to G5c, hut gradually declined to 45 to 50c.,
when a scarcity of receipts had a tendency to mine the price to 55 to 60c, at
which figures we quote the market. A comparative monthly review of prices in
1851 and 1850, hereto annexed, will afford the general range of the market:—
1S5I.
IS50.
cts.
60 a 65 January
cts.
75 a SO
January.. . ,
February . . .
60 70 February
70 75
811
March
60 65 March
76
April
60 65 April
80 1 00
May
60 '65 May
1 10 1 20
85
June
65 68 June
75
80
July
60 65| July
^
S5
August . . .
50 65 j August
80
65
September .
65 60 September
60
CO
Octotw>r . . .
45 50 1 October/
65
Novemlwr.
46 50 November
62$ 65
75
December . .
65 60 i December
70
Whisky. The receipts of raw whisky, by river, during the year, comprises
47,991 bbls., showing an increase upon the receipts of 1850, of 22. 032 bbk
The extremes of the market were in 1851, 18} to 234e., against 21 to 27ic. during
1850. The following will exhibit the average monthly prices for raw, during the
years—
1850.
1851.
22Ja2S
cts.
January
cts.
22 a 23 January
February
22* 234 February .
22 i 23
28 23}
March
20 21 Marh
22 2S
April
18} 19 April
23$ 24
Mav
19 19i May
June
20i 21 June
25 27f
25 26
July
18} 19 July
26 26,
August
19* 19f August
251. 26
September
21} 22 Septen.ber
24 25*
October
20 20J October
21 22
November
204; 21 November
21 28
December
21J 22 December
Sugah. Received during the year, 29,276 hhds., 20,854 bbls., and 15,833 bxs .
which exceeds the receipts of 1850, (throwing the bbls. into hhds.,) about 8,000
hhds. Prices have ruled steady, as will be seen by the annexed monthly state
ment. The market for fair to prime qualities closed firm at $5 25 to $6 00 per
100 lbs.
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1850.
1851.
January
?5 00 a 5 87} January
*4 12}a5 00
February
6 50 5 75 February .
4 00 5 00
March
6 25 5 75 Man h
3 35 4 75
April
5 00 6 75 April
8 25 4 "50
May
5 75 6 75 May
4 62$ 5 50
Jane
0 00 6 75 J line
5 50 6 00
July
6 76 0 25
6 00 6 50 July
August
6 00 6 50
6 75 6 DO Augu-t . .
September
6 12} 7 00 September .
6 25 7 00
October
6 00 6 75 October
6 25 7 00
November
6 75 6 25
6 75 6 50 November ..
December
6 25 6 00 December. .
4 75 6 75
Molasses. The receipts comprise 40,231 bbls. of all descriptions, durincf the
veer. Louisiana Sugar House, at Ihe close, was selling at 32 to 31c. in limited
quantities, and St. Louis brands at 30 to 40c. per gallon. The following state
ment of monthly prices refers to prime New Orleans and plantation only:—
K50.
1851.
January
cts.
27 a 29 January .. . .
. ,cts.
25 a 26
February
so
February .. .
25 26
March
SO
March
21 25
April
83 84 1 April
21 24}
May
85 87 May
2S 80
Jane
33 85 ' June
82 33
July
32 84 I July
32 3 1
August
.
.
.
August
82 8 1
81 35
September
30 38 September .
82 81
October
81
October.
.
.
,
29
32 33
November
November.
30 31
80 82
December
December
.
20 81
28 31
Coffee. The receipts of the past year are 101,90 1 sacks, showing an increase
upon Ihe receipts of 1850, of 28,231 sacks. The market during the year has
greatly fluctuated, as will be teen by the following statement: —
MONTHLY I-UirES DURING THE YEAR 1851.
$11 OOall SOiJuly
|9 25 a9 60
January .
11 60 12 25 August..
9 25 9 50
11 25 11 bO September .
» 12} 9 00
March
10 75 11 00 October. . . .
April
8 25 8 50
10 00 10 25 November ..
8 25 8 75
May.
June
9 62} 9 76 | December. .
8 50 9 00
Salt. The market has been steady during the year, and the demand active.
In January, G. A. sold at $1 10 to $1 20, and continued to advance steadily up
to the close. We quote as closing rates—G. A. in bleached sacks at $1 50 to
81 55. T. I. dull at 50 to 60c., and market well suppled; and Kanawha briik
at 30c. per bushel. The receipts the past year, of all descriptions, comprise
46,260 bbls. and 210,963 bags against 19,158 bbls. and 201,250 bags during the
year 1850.
Hides. Received during the year, of all descriptions, 99,736, which shows an
increase of about 5,000 compared with the year 18D0. the market opened at 9
to 9ic. for dry flint ; 7 to 7$c. for dry salted ; and 4 to 41c. for green salted. In
April and the two succeeding months, sales were made at 10c, 81c, and 4Jc
These prices, with but slight variation, prevailed until October, and the market
closed at 8c. for dry flint; 7c. for dry salted ; and 3J to 4c. for green salted.
Feathers. There has been very little variation in the price of this article,
and the supply has been about equal to the demand. The range for good live
feathers has been from 28 to 32c. At the close, we quote at 30 to 32c.
Laud. The market for prime No. 1, in bbls. and tes. opened at 6i to 7c., and
continued to advance until November. Prices then ruled at 8i to 9c., and
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gr.1du.1lly declined to the close, when 7J to 8Jc. were the market rates.
The receipts by river during the year comprise 13.465 csks-, 37,743 bbls.,
and 14.450 kgs. We annex a statement of the monthly prices of good and
prime No. 1 per 100 lbs., during the years 1851 and 1850:—
lSil.
,
1840.
January
?6 75 a 7 00 January
f4 50 a 5 50
February
7 50 8 00 j February
4 50 5 50
March
7 60 7 87 i j Mart*
6 25 6 50
April
7 50 7 75* April
4 50 5 80
May
8 50 9 00 ' May
4 75 6 00
June
8 60 8 75 1 June
6 86 7 65
July
8 25 9 00 July
6 00 7 00
August
9 00 9 12} August
6 25 6 75
September
9 00 6 26 September
6 50 6 12}
(Vtober
» 12i 9 00 October
5 62$ 0 25
November
8 50 10 00 November
6 00 7 00
December
7 75 8 25 I December
6 70 7 10
Pork. The receipts of the past year of barreled pork, slightly vary from the
receipts of 1850, and the bulk of the sum total, as will be seen by refercucc to
our monthly statement of receipts, is the product of the year 1850. Up to the
present date, compared with the last packing season, there is a falling oil' of some
20 to 25.000 he;id of hogs slaughtered at the establishments in and about the
city. We annex a statement of the monthly prices of mess pork during the
year, remarking that clear and prime have had the usual average above and below
these figures:—
January
$10 60 a 11 00 July
?13 25al400
February
11 00 11 60 August
14 25 14 60
March
11 25 11 75 ; September
15 00 15 25
April
12 60 13 25 .October
14 76 16 00
May
14 25 14 60 November
12 00 12 50
June
13 25 13 50 [ December
12 00 12 60
The decline at the close of the year is caused by the new crop coming upon
the market. In salted and pickled meats the market closed firm, holders being
indisposed to operate to any great extent. We quote dry salted and pickled
shoulders at 5 to 5}c ; ribbed .sides at to C }c. ; and hams at to 6fc. per lb.
Our table of imports will show the quantity of each description received by
river during the year.
Bale RorE and Bagging. Received during the year 34,088 coils of the former,
and 2. 845 pieces of the latter. The market closed at 5i to 6c., and 12} to
13c.
Beeswax. The market opened in January at 19$ to 20c, and continued
steady at these figures until June. From that period to the close prices ranged
from 20 to 22c, according to quantity.
Tallow. A prime article has been in steady demand, prices ranging from 6i
to (ijc, during the year ; the market closed at 6J to 6}c. per lb.
Butter. Received during the year, 2,009 bbls. and 7,598 kegs and firkins.
Price9 have considerably varied, good shipping ranging from 11 to 14c; and roll
and good table from 14 to 18c. per lb.
Cheese. The market, until toward the close, has been bountifully supplied ;
Western Reserve has ranged from 6$ to 7ic, and English dairy at 11 to 13c.
per lb.
Sundries. We give under this head the closing rates of articles not enumer
ated above, namely: Dried Apples at $1 75 to $2, and Peaches at $2 12} to
$2 25 per bushel. Castor Oil at 50 to 55c, and Linseed Oil at 65 to 70c per
gallon. White Beans at *1 90 to $1 95 per bushel. Clover Seed at $6 60 to
$7, and Timothy Seed at J2 to $2 25 per bushel.
Manufactured Tobacco. Although the marked increase of home manufac
ture, a commensurate demund has kept down stocks in first hands. There is not
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more now on hand than will supply the current demand for the next several
months : meanwhile, stocks must decrease, as the manufacturers will for awhile
he entirely idle, owing to the seasons. Missouri manufactured is daily growing
in favor, and the productiveness of our soil, and in consequence of the reason
able rates of leaf, it behooves the consumers to look to their interest, in the rel
ative costs of the Missouri and Virginia tobacco. We quote country Missouri
7 to 18 : City Missouri 9 to 30, as extremes.
Remarks. Annexed we publish, in tabular form, statements showing the
monthly receipts of the principal articles of produce &c, for the year, together
with a comparative statement for the five years preceding. Also, statements re
specting the tonnage and number of arrivals at this port, die. The totil number
of arrivals of steamboats and barges is 3,003, of which 375 were barges, name
ly:—
January. . .
B
. barges
21 July
. barges
•l.'i August . .
February .
12
18
March . . .
71 September
•ll October. . .
April. . . .
15
(Hi
May
51 November .
June
December .
27
comparative statement soowino the monthly aiinivals of steamboats at thk port
of st. louis, from new orleans, thk ohio river, illinois r1veb, upper missis
sippi, missouri river, cairo, and otueb tuints, dirino the past five years, viz:
1847, '48, '49, '50, amd 1851.
New Orleans.
Ohio River.
13-17. IS 18. 1849. 1830. 1831. 1817. 1818. 1819. 1,850. 1831.
23
13
18
20
sa
8
11
5
12
13
20
32
35
February ....
15
22
10
12
IS
20
22
53
38
15
48
21)
28
38
5S
March
01
15
■1 1
47
30
27
PI
G5
77
43
01
02
20
01
as
22
22
40
37
May
38
47
5a
21
30
13
25
37
4 'J
41
38
52
34
•11
:;<)
12
13
67
21
48
32
13
28
23
37
24
20
17
23
55
10
2,8
45
■12
48
30
September
28
31
15
22
33
30
31
■13
•In
20
07
22
51
26
27
40
37
•12
•IS
November ....
32
49
30
2U
27
43
05
47
23•
31
35
28
ia
22
::a
December. . . .
8
30
31
502

January .
February
March . . .
April....
May
June ....
July
August
September
October
November ....
December
Total

420

313

801

300

430

429

400

4 as

467

MONTHLY ARRIVAL OF KTLAMBOATS CONTINUED.
Hhnois Itivcr.
Upper Mississippi.
IS 17. 1848. 1319. 1830. 1831. 1817. 1818. 1819. 1830. 1851.
20
14
12
23
4
24
2
9
10
s
32
55
30
20
19
8
4
13
12
■11
73
91
48
85
78
82
79
80
05
03
70
63
70
07
117
74
91
00
05
7S 128
82
42
63
07
106
73
70
97
37
83
50
91
53
75
60
7S
77
56
81
55
33
50
30
58
01
53
49
48
75
01
11
71
02
51
75
07
48
01
87
03
57
45
Gt
01
00
03
77
03
03
SO
07
70
02
82
87
09
70
50
03
09
00
a3
US
83
00 100
81
77
33
38
31
05
03
38
47
2S
61
29
058

090

G8G

7s8

031

717

097

806

035

039
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February .
May
July
September. .. .
November . . .
December

M0XTHLT ARRIVAL OF STEAMBOATS—CONTINUED.
Cairo and other points.
Missouri Kivcr.
1847. 1848. 1819. 1850. 1851. 1847. 1818. 1849. 1850, 1851.
l
19
19
28
..
l
29
16
17
IS
n;
"2
i
1
3
22
1
85
45
87
85
14
19
44
32
22
16
:;>
63
OS
80
25
33
82
SO
28,
13
50
43
48
C3
38
46
82
27
67
39
■1 :'.
13
48
48
88
25
39
42
21
29
45
15
34
88
38
19
32
22
15
16
82
48
32
28
45
22
8G
40
86
24
28
80
38
39
41
45
:u
40
85
S3
80
111
85
36
80
23
:m
26
52 104
20
21
25
16
42
82
54
29
19
81
14
5
16
g
10
28
8J
0
6
11
414

321

355

890

801

500

848

33a

2 DO

291

A TABLE, SHOWINO THE MONTHLY AKtllVALS OF STEAMBOATS AND BARGES, KEEL AND
FLAT BOATS, WITH THEIR RESPECTIVE TONNAGE, WHARFAGE, HARBOR MASTER^} FEES,
ETC., FOR THE YEAH3 1850 AND 1851.
Arrivals of steamboats
Anrivnls of keel
and barges.
and flatboata.
1850.
1851.
1S50.
1851.
8
January.. .
64
us
2
February . .
173
164
9
1
400
85 1
March
20
4
840
April
15
816
5
May
812
414
16
13
88 1
20
June
210
3
218
July
162
3
0
209
0
August
276
1
258
September .
269
3
7
274
October. . . .
244
1
1
13
November . .
412
847
7
December. .
168
164
3
0
Total..

January .. .
February ..
March
April
May
June
July
August
September .
October. . . .
November. .
December . .
Total.. .

2,332

3,003

• 215

43

MONTHLY ARRIVAL OF STEAMBOATS, ETC.—CONTINUED.
Tonnage of steamboats
and barges.
Wharfage.
1850.
1851.
1850.
1851.
14,129
23,942
$683 80
$1,777 52
37,241
29,013
1,825 60
2,002 17
81,969
71,819
4,091 90
6,630 49
79,505
3,865 75
73,069
5,048 94
71,825
98,371
3,566 16
6,974 42
72,984
67,938
4,048 92
3,066 85
43,196
40,273
3,137 10
2.498 91
51,789
62,842
3.518 87
4.809 99
64,610
69,066
4,132 73
3,870 48
4.1 32 49
68,268
67,729
4,267 15
82,980
73,441
6,159 09
6,718 46
34,766
2,601 00
2,927 46
85,637
681,256

683,140

$41,195 08

$48,156 04

St. Louis: and her Means of Advancement and Wealth.

January . . .
February.. .
March
April
May
June
July
August
September .
October. . . .
November ..
December . .
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MONTHLY ARRIVAL OF STEAMBOATS, KTO.—CONTINUED.
Pniii into City Treasury.
Harbur Master's fees.
1850.
lhil.
ISM.
#18SL
$106 65
$629 10
$1,670 87
$64 70
146 04
120 13
1.670 46
1,882 04
327 35
837 83
3,764 55
5,292 66
8,556 49
309 .26
802 94
4,746 00
418 46
285 29
3,280 86
6,555 96
3,839 71
232 01
184 01
2,882 84
188 22
149 63
2,948 88
2,344 28
211 13
288 60
3,907 74
4,621 89
2S2 23
247 96
3,638 25
3,884 76
249 95
8,917 12
250 03
3.884 54
343 11
309 54
6,875 35
4,849 65
166 06
175 65
2,444 94
2,752 80

Total
$2,736 48 $2,892 86
$88,382 44
$45,266 69
The Lumber Trade. From the monthly reports of the Lumber Master,
made officially to the City Register, we derive the following statistics of the lum
ber trade, for the year 1851 :—
Lumber.
Shingles.
Coopers' fetuff.
Feet,
Pieces.
Months.
203,205
January
64,000
848,423
40,000
February
84,600
622,818
300,000
March
78,000
1.888,563
1,376,000
201,000
250,000
April
1,311,637
760,000
247,000
May
2,283,632
660,000
25,000
June
1,936,963
650,000
July
8,865,193
650,000
500,000
76,800
August
September
1,491,772
1,160,500
356,500
1,049,982
1,078,600
175,000
471,500
October
1,632,928
1,631,500
November
261,600
December.
700,000
60,000
TotaL.
,
16,820,016
7,805,500
1,266,000
1,835,900
Add to the above about 7,000,000 feet not measured or included in the report,
and about 15,000,000 feet estimated to have been cut by the different mills of
this city and suburbs, and we have, as a grand total of lumber manufactured :—
Received by river
feet
28,820,016
Cut by city mills
15,000,000
Reported from same sources last year .

88,820,016
29,676,099

Increase iu 1851
9,143,817
We next append a comparative statement of the different descriptions for the
last five years :—
Lumber.
Shingles.
Laths.
1847
16,(117,860
18,098,800
2,817,000
1848
22,137,209
15,851,600
2,698,915
1849
24,188,651
7,334,500
J.290,600
1850
14,676,099
4,316,000
283,000
1851
16,820,016
7,805,600
1,266,000
The following statement, kindly furnished us by W. W. Green,'£sq., Collec
tor of the Port of St. Louis, shows the importations of foreign merchandise,
Sic., during the past year :—
Port or St. Louis, January 3, 1852.
As requested, I make the following report of importations of foreign merchanvol. xxvi.—no. m.
21
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disc into this port, in 1851, the amount of duties collected, &c., as follows,
namely :—
Foreign merchandise imported into St. Louis in the year 1851, and en
tered here, the foreign value of which amounts to
$757,509 00
Foreign merchandise entered at other ports in 1851, and now in trans
portation under bond for the payment of duties at St. Louis, the en
tries being received, the foreign value of which is
107,902 00
Amount of duties on foreign merchandise collected in 1861
239,318 48
Amount of duties unpaid on foreign merchandise—on goods in store,
SlBt December, 1851
8,261 89
Amount of duties unpaid on foreign merchandise in transit from other
ports, destined to this port
82,679 20
Amount of duties paid and accruing on merchandise imported for this
port in 1851
'
$280,259 77
Of the above, exclusive of the said merchandise in transit, there was
imported from England, merchandise, the foreign value of which . .
$406,115
From France
'. . ■ •
38,404
From Germany and Holland
23,239
From Spain and dependencies
220,770
From Brazil
Total foreign value
$757,509
The general description of merchandise imported, entered for consumption
and warehoused in the year, and foreign value thereof, is as follows, namely :—
Sugar and molasses
$289,753 Brandy, wines, gin, cordials, <fcc
$24,715
2,259
Hardware, &c
133,401 Burr stones
2,618
Railroad iron
100,211 Drugs and medicines
F:arthenware
98,786
$757,509
Tin plates,tin, iron, copper, Ac
81,482 Total
Dry goods and fancy goods. .
24,287 |
Hospital money collected at this port in 1851
$2,941 OS
Ditto expended in this port in 1861 for the relief of sick and disabled
boatmen
8,441 44
TABLE SHOWING THE QUANTITY OF LIQUORS, OILS, MOLASSES, ETC., INSPECTED DITUNG
THE YEAa 1851, AS REPORTED BY THE INSPECTORS TO THE CITY REGISTER.
Oils. Turpentine. Liq'rs. VlnV'
Molasses.
Whisky.
Bbls. Hfbbls. Bbls.
Bbls. Pkgs. But
Bbls.
466
3,084
137
78
244
4,288
January .
3S4
508
2,090
2S4
4,252
61 100
February
509
303
20
9 '-'4
110
4,406
60
6,921
March . . .
S2
401
4,543
94
19
748
6,683
88
April . . .
608
60
6,715
82
025
95
6,760
142
Hay
47S
60
18
346
22
8,174
1S3
2,887
June
306
S4
726
231
4,052
3,775
119
July . . . .
432
3-28
165
4>:<
171
2,952
4,992
1
, August
417
434
1,686
41
157
1
September
6,470
781
28
5
52
854
62
5,621
October
502
10
3
659
27
3,267
November
5,416
■125
40
301
39
218
4,017
1,899
December
5,639 285 1,273 1,666 S5S
Whisky.
Oils.
Molasses.
S.310
Inspected in 1849
bbls.
25,668
21,113
5,924
40,484
Inspected in 185 1
6 1 ,082
Imports Otto St. Louis duribc tiie past year The following table comprises nil the important and many of the minor articles of Merchandise, Grocer
ies and Produce, received by the river during the past year, from all sources. It
has been compiled with great care to accuracy, and to merchants and others, it
will be a source of ready reference, as to the extent of the trade to this port
during the year :—
Total

61,082

37,722

5,488

St. Zoiti's: and her Means of Advancement and Wealth.
Articles.
Ale
, .bbls.
Apples, green
Bacon. . . .casks it libels.

Barley and malt.. sacks
Beans, w. ami c. . . .bbls.
Beans, w. and c . . . sacks
Beef
tea <fc caska
Beef
bbls.
pltffs.
Beeswax
bbls.it bxs.
...bbls.
Batter
kees. it firkins
Candles.
Cider.

bbls.

Coffee
Dried apples.. sks&bbls.
Dried peaches
Flaxseed . . . 'bbls. <t ska.
Flour
bbls.
bags

Lard
Lard
Lard
Lead
Leather

bbls.
pkgs it bxs

Hails
Oil. linseed

.... bbls.
s and bbls.

Pork
. ...bbls.
Pork, bulk
Pork, pickled

Bice
&>
Salt
Salt

tea. it bbls.
bbls.

g«rSutpr
Tallow
Tar

. . . .boxes
tcs. and bbls.

January. February. March. AprU.
4.", 5
2 38 2 2 2 1 2,014
631 2^907
323
722
360
722 4,272 4,206
200
42
■ • • 1,068
6,597
.•.
....
107
64
859
....
325
602 4,558 3,628
3,405 7.140 5,242 1,080
65
64
120
265
106
107
391
351
831 2,015
■•*
■•.
20
726 1,001
178
•is
10
56
81
2
59
82
■■*
312
170
318
156
21 S
240
204
492
2 20
759
541
12U
99
2
71
8
603
410 3,022 4,492
45
17
221
64
119,662 165,54-1 222,199 337,011
190
128 1,155
855
5,384 7,094 12,422 9,513
982 2,110 9,017 4,114
4*1
310
821
927
808
54
826
407
15,848 7,232 14,827 19,450
47
40
76
71
790 2,482 2,970
1,308
27 1,078 4,796 9,461
6,540 3,446 22,470 18,605
921
395 1,132
744
2,987 2,962 8,657 1,617
6,130 3,420 12,173 7,922
2 322 1,807 1,670 2,489
1,621 4,781 18.724 73,620
471 1,196 2,169 1,465
3,843 2,661 4,166 5,038
2,421 3,736 14,138 13,492
66
60
842
156
20,886 65,410 102,834 130,179
71
135
114
216
207
400
110
220
20
91
74
82
3,010 1,982 4,740 1,957
34,176
11,831 12,672 24,736
38,918 272,553 321,045 107,343
108
....
•>•<
*•••
610
322 3,818 14,413
■17 a
459
600 2,500
5,625
7 1,024
■10-1
320
380
499
13
2S0
111 1,018
9;; 7
560
125 2,574
810 6,919 10,483
12,941
ies
110
850
SB
175
07
529
440
1,821 3,997 5,582 4,536
165
804 2,614 1,764
118
36 1
9 'J 5 1,822
209
137
17
175
606
843 1,408
OSS

May.
8,078

June.
102

4,020
67
2,700
176
4,603
8,454
198
175
•••
197
40
51
77
498
303
40
1,694
186
813,477
1,000
7,007
1,119
204
135
28,519
45
8,720
12,142
8,931
825
1,262
1,175
900
78,072
1,004
6,482
9,203
80
100,027
49
321
10
387
6,076
24,128

696
12
330
120
3,256
4,393
251
317

10,988
259
01
27
218
13,146
16,350
80
79
3,497
1,670
2,452
53
204

11
SI
23
197
604
250
3
2,230
169,731
1,345
6,989
135
232
187
13,848
61
1,789
12,004
2,746
401
170
52:;
246
48,330
049
4,952
4,875
100
68,408
157
113
358
207
450
■■•
5,402
16
2,751
34
1S4
8,377
27,500
60
251
2,045
1,645
4,105
32
553

323
July.
320
162
820
18
•••
432
8,453
1,184
10
585
...
"b
15
259
079
1 04
33
1,713
8
159,889
1,299
9,581
2S1
197
65
3,740
72
1,861
6,850
3,629
770
-J 10
180
882
55,158
690
8,876
1,414
100
64,969
58
491
18
99
7-18
1,924
67
9O0
291
106
759
8,704
350
35
1,003
713
1,115
74
530
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Article*.

laxj.l^y- F.obm«ry. March. April. May. Jone.
Julr.
6S» 1.861 1.246
fll
478
346
300
V
39
218
672 1,866 2,037 1,788
81
6«-l
735 1,319
846
768
418
Tin plate...
296 1,320
849
625
265
849
706
Rope. ..tarred A Manilla
36
275
495
203
167
61
*»
*meSar
*...bbh.
10
80
2
54
161
20
Zfft
b<fh- 61.720 60,913 122,622 140,135 192,087 .94,948 107178
Zhlp
-™e. 2,629 3,592 6,920 4,87 9 4 960 3 520 2 324
WoDl
We.
18
15
11
19
89
427
690
1MPOUT8 INTO ST. LOUIS CONTINUED.
August Sepfber. October. November . December. Total.
Article*.
332
270
68
134
709
10,031
1,015
397
611 2,120 6,417
14,305
819
402
309
878
021
16,791
30
26
•■■
10
26
1,564
■■.
■.a
•-■
••«
••■
6,627
372
277
459
186
196
2,746
4,366 2,399 8,709 2,536
793
34,088
1,654 11,859 23,087 50,857 8,669
Barley and malt
101,674
5
8
Beans, w. and c.
bbls.
826 3,136
2
1,730
732
Beans, w. and a .
662
48
608
43
4,205
■•*
10
5,640
• • ■ 1,761 1,023
34fi 4,366 2,024
Beef
■..
...
8,872
10
Beeswax
. . . .packages
11
14
12
9
388
23
bbls. & boxes
16
29
28
E
333
100
••■
210
134
76
2.009
525 1,440 2,029
kegs <fe firkins
266
24 7
7,596
103
80
....
165
09
2,768
2
43
25
...
821
2,400 2,143 1,146 6,712 4,964
31,488
bbls.
18
•••
1
20
ss:
7
68,822 62,120 46,866 42,782 1,840,909
1,034
805
451
....
....
7,262
9,071 8,511 14,289 8,405 4,638 101,904
142
14
68
Dried apples. . . .sacks A bbls.
987
700
18.648
207
165
249
628
151
4,576
218
523
640
784
189
4,064
16,653 19,158 22,54? 21,390 8,678 193,892
106
190
123
139
40
1,000
1,242
982 2,000 3,160 1,423
23,717
8,660 7,894 2,292
438
264
65,366
8,360 4,253 6,401 16,453 4,897
99.786
8S8
360
••.
345
304
7,145
264
133
6
877
94
14,465
768 1,681
Lard
726 1,538 1,601
37.743
Lard
643
94
30 2,766 1,096
14,450
63,711 67,070 41,681 68,264 7,689 503,571
Leather
packages <fc boxes
868
873
969 1,406
658
12,409
2,494 1,020 1,780 2,473 2,497
40.2S1
Nails
2,004 1,180
985 1,024 3,330
57,562
5
98
33
■■•■
1,490
•■>•
48,070 64,876 60,717 77,027 15,938 794,421
bbls.
166
171
124
203
60
1,513
Oils, other kinds
ss
195
118
45
20
2.323
.sacks A bbls.
696 7,680 9,073 4,118
21,800
88
116
15,298
18
...
448 2,288
bbls. 1,840
107 2,201 8,848 103,013
ill
R>*.......v.
.•.
• • ■ 2,047 2,335 768,819
•••
39
147
...
....
8,402 4,748 14,605 12,560
73,468
670
35
4.747
237
121
269
SI
-*T
h^ds-

St. Louis : and her Means of Advancement aud Wealth.

October. November. December. Total.
907
14,194
759
2,820
40
221
277
7,450
1,516
766
••.
Salt,
46,250
824 2,373 5,964
Salt
8,704 11,287 12,292 216,983
2,233
225
288
185
1,686
31
...■
29,276
596 1,279 1,595
Sugar
20,884
964 1,959
4,037
15,835
1,338
671
54
Tallow
1,444
335
80
198
Tar
185
6,899
100
345
Tar
200
5,965
393
■•■
Tobacco
10,371
1,680 1,597
719
150
108
437
8,380
912
480
685 1,200
Tin plate
803
7,105
53
386
547
507
Rope. ..tarred and Manilla
1,797
221
114
180
18
••■
651
109
13
■<•
•■•
>••
226,455 194,677 80,758 1,700,708
Whisky
47,991
4,681 3,685 3,996 5,700 2,202
Wool
1,128
120
117
75
6
comparative statement, showing the imports into st. louis of eighteen of the
principal articles of produce, provisions, groceries, etc., for the past six
tears, namely, 1851, 1860, 1849, 1848, 1847, and 1846—commencing January
1st, and bnding december 31st, of each year,
1851.
1850.
1849.
1848.
1847.
1846.
Wheat
bush. 1,700,708 1,792,074 1,792,635 2,194,789 2,432,377 1,838,926
Flour
bbls. 793,892 292,718 306,412 387,314 308,568 220,467
Corn
bush. 1,840,909 968,028 305,383 699,693 016,318 688,649
OaU
794,421 697,432 252,291 243,700 202,365 95,612
Barley and malt
101,674 69,488 46,263 55,602 67,380 10,150
Pork.
cks <fetcs. 15.298
2,969
Pork
bxs&bbls. 103,013 101,762 13,862 97,642 43,692 48,981
Pork, bulk
pes. 76S.819 449,556
Pork, bulk
tons
147
Salt
sacks 216,933 261,230 291,709 204,741 106,302 177,724
Salt
bbls. 46,250 19,158 23,553 38,809 41,380 58,948
Hemp
bales 65,366 60,862 46,290 47,270 72,222 83,853
Lead
pigs 503,571 573,502 690,293 705,718 749,128 730,829
Tobacco
hhds. 10,371
9,879
9,014 11,015
8,588
9,055
Beef.
tcs <fe cks.
5,640
2,586 10,687
9,369
5,735
Beef
bbls.
8,872
6,049 12,336
7,806
4,720
1,716
Hides
90,736 94,228 68,902 62,097 71,877 63,396
Whisky
bbls. 47,991 26,959 29,086 29,768 22,239 29,882
Sugar
hhds. 29,276 25,796 26,501 26,116 12,671 11,608
Sugar
bbls. 20,864
5,034 )
6,752
Sugar
boxes 15,833 11,328 j• 7,348 14,812 20,111
Cotfee
sacks 101,904 73,673 67,353 78,842 77,767 65,128
Molasses
bbls. 40,231 29,518 29,214 21,943 21,554 14,996
Lard
14,465 61,535 58,279 67,339 32,021 26,462
Lard
tcs. 87,748 17,925 15,801
6,579
2,150
Lard
kegs 14,450 11,549 18,845 14.180
8,695 14,780
Bacon
cks & tcs. 1 6,7 0 1 30,035 16,280 29,423 14,425 11,808
Bacon
boxes
1,564
1,320
6,622
1,289
1,648
3,245
Bacon
pieces
6,629 49,821
Articles.

August.
4
273
392
1,692
17,689
214
62
2,600
2,570
2,252
67
1,260

Sopfber.
1,653
61
2,856
8,899
28,254
184
17
725
1,849
1,047
79
185

325
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The Currency— Gold and Silver.
Art. V.—THE CURRENCY-GOLD AND SILVER.

The tardiness with which great speculative truths often make their way
in legislative bodies, would form a curious chapter in the annuls of human
know ledge. Is it that these bodies share in the ignorance of their constitu
ents, or, from flattery or timidity, show it a respect they do not feel. Be
this as it may, the progress of truth is sometimes marvelously slow, and
Error may not seldom boast of its hundred victories on the battlefield of
legislation, before Truth finally prevails. Adam Smith had demonstrated
that the corn laws of England, instead of securing to the people a more
certain supply of bread, made it scarcer and clearer, nearly three-fourths of a
century before the British parliament profited by his reasoning. It has been
almost as long since Bentham conclusively proved that usury laws, (which,
by the way, had the sanction of Adam Smith,) besides other objections to
them, increased the very evil they were meant to cure. Beccaria had shown,
that severe punishments were less efficacious in repressing crime than mild
ones, because they were more uncertain, some forty or fifty years before
Pennsylvania had the honor of first testing his wise and humane system by
a penitentiary ; and, lastly, though Locke, as far back as 1691, had made it
clear that a double standard of value is both absurd and inconvenient, it was
more than a hundred years before the legislature of his country conformed
to his theory. Very few States, have, however, yet followed her example—
most of them seeming to think that a single standard, which they aim at in
all other measures, would be unsafe in a measure of value.
We have adopted this mistaken policy, and have found the inconvenience
of it. At one time gold was rated too high by law; then it was rated too
low, and now it is confessedly too high again; and in all those discrepancies
between the legal and the market relative value of the precious metals,
which no regulation can permanently prevent, the undervalued metal is sure
to bo drawn out of circulation, by being exported, hoarded, or melted up.
This is the case at present with silver.
But the Secretary of the Treasury proposes to remedy the mischief by
adopting the English monetary system, by making silver a legal tender for
no sum exceeding ten dollars, after subjecting it to a heavy seignorage, and
making gold the sole legal tender for all sums exceeding that amount
Without doubt this course would remedy the evil for the time. The coun
try would be adequately supplied with silver coin, which would not be ad
vantageously exported. The remedy, however, would be but temporary.
The immense yield of gold from the mines of Siberia, of California, and of
Australia, leave no doubt that gold will continue to depreciate, and thus, in
no long time, the silver currency, notwithstanding its proposed adulteration,
will be, as at present, worth more than its legal price in gold, in which case
it will, as at present, be withdrawn from circulation. The legislature must
then resort to the same expedient, of the further debasement of the silver
coin—for if it is wise now it will be wise then—and continue to repeat the
same legislative botching, as gold continues to grow cheaper, until they dis
cover that they must do at last what they ought to have done at firs*.
But again : is this a time for imitating the English system in making
gold the principal legal tender, when, in addition to the arguments used by
Locke and others, in favor of silver as the sole standard of value, the recent
unprecedented influx of gold, insuring its great depreciation, no longer
■
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leaves a doubt of the unfitness of that metal as the measure of value ? Nay,
besides the injustice which the depreciation of gold will cause in England,
to the whole mass of creditors, public and private, that depreciation will in
a few years drive out of circulation all its silver currency, in spite of its high
seignonige, and thus that country will be obliged to rescind the very system
that we, forsooth, are now invited to imitate.
Is there then no remedy for this evil, and are we forever doomed to such
a course of legislative tinkering? By no means. The remedy within our
reach is at once simple and sure. Let there be- but one standard of value,
and one legal tender, for all sums, great and small, and let that be silver.
This would not preclude a seignorage to a moderate extent; for if it exceed
certain limits, others will insist on sharing the profits of the government,
and the country will have a redundancy of the spurious coin—not a much
less evil than a scarcity of coin.
But to this plan two objections will be likely to present themselves. The
first is, that if we make one metal the sole standard of value and legal ten
der, we shall bo deprived of the use of the rejected metal, and each of them
lias its own advantages as a currency. The objection would be a valid one
if the assumed consequence were to be inferred. But this is in contradic
tion to all experience; Russia has but a single standard, which is silver, and
yet gold, according to Storek, readily circulates there as currency. We
ourselves have sometimes refused to make foreign coins a legal tender ; but
there never was a time when such coins have failed to pay debts, to pur
chase goods, and to perform all the functions of money; and, a fortiori,
this would be the case with the coins struck at our own mint, and with
which our citizens have always been familiar. It is altogether an illusion to
suppose that the making of gold and silver coins a legal tender, can give
them any additional value except by overrating tliem. Holland and Bel
gium have both lately adopted silver as the only standard, without waiting
tor it to rise in value, and without doubt gold coins arc used there as else
where, in all large payments and in many small ones.
The other objection is, that as silver now commands a premium of about
three per cent, debtors would have to pay that much more than if they paid
in gold. A sufficient answer to this objection on the score of justice would
be, that since the difference in the legal prices of the two metals results from
the fall of gold rather than the rise of silver, the creditors, in getting this
three per cent, would receive no more than their due : but as, by the delay
in the legislature in preventing this injustice, the debtors have now the legal
right to the benefit, I would do as the world has always done, take the side
of the debtor, and let the loss fall on the party best able .to bear it. This
may be done by providing that all debts may be discharged by three per
cent less in silver (supposing that to be the actual diti'erence) than in gold.
If, then, the legislature make the silver doliar the sole standard of value,
and leave the price of gold to be regulated by the market, to secure its ready
circulation and determine its rate, the Treasury Department might, twice a
year, or oftener, declare at what rate it should be receivable in public dues,
and payable by the government. As to the gold coins, two plans have
been suggested.
One is to let the coins be struck off of a given weight without any regard
to their value in dollars—as in ounces, half-ounces, quarter-ounces, and
perhaps as low as one or two pennyweights—by which plan, after a while,
contracts would often be made payable in ounces of gold, and no loss could
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ensue that the parties had not been willing to risk ; and every one would
then be made to see that the precious metals are, in fact, a merchandise,
and are obedient to all the laws of buying and selling—an ignorance of
which simple truth has been the source of much false reasoning on the sub
ject of money.
The other plan,* supposing there would be a practical inconvenience in
using gold coins which would be rated in irregular sums of dollars and frac
tions of a dollar—as, for instance, an ounce of gold at $18 30—proposes to
strike off gold coins, as at present, of the nominal value of $5, $10, and $20,
and let the Treasury Department determine their value from time to time
by a per-centage deduction, in case of their depreciation ; which would afford
a simple and easy mode of adjusting payments in gold. In either way
gold would then be as readily and nearly as extensively used as at present,
for all purposes of currency.
In this, as in all other human concerns, some inconvenience is unavoid
able, and we have only to choose that course which is the least liable to ob
jection.
T.

Art. VI.—LAWS RELATIVE TO DEBTOR AND CREDITOR IN WISCONSIN.
Since the publication of the Digest of the laws relative to debtor and
creditor in Wisconsin, in vol. vi. of the Merchants' Magazine, the whole
judicial system, and nearly all the laws relating to the collection of debts,
have been entirely changed, by the adoption of a State Constitution, and
the revision of the statute laws consequent thereon.
COURTS.
The judicial power of the State is vested in a supreme court, circuit
courts, county courts, and justice courts.
The supremo court, the highest tribunal in the State, and exercising ap
pellate jurisdiction only, is composed of the six circuit judges, who meet in
bank in December and Juno at the seat of government.
The State is divided into six judicial district?, in each of which a circuit
judge is elected by the people of the district, for six years ; and the dis
tricts are so arranged that a new judge is elected every year.
The circuit courts have original jurisdiction in all criminal matters, and in
all civil matters when the value in controversy exceeds one hundred dollars.
They likewise have chancery jurisdiction, and the judges exercise the duties
of chancelor in their respective circuits.
The terms are held semi-annually.
A county judge is elected in each organized county for the term of four
years, who has concurrent jurisdiction with the circuit court in civil matters,
where the matter in controversy does not exceed five hundred dollars; they
also have appellate jurisdiction from justices' courts, and perform the duties
of probate courts.
Terms of the county courts are held quarterly.
Justices of the peace have cognizance of civil matters where the amount of
the claim does not exceed one hundred dollars.
* I owe this suggestion to an ingenious young gentleman in the Mint, Mr. Robert M. Pntlerson, jr.
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The United States District Court sits at Milwaukee on the 6rst Monday
of January, and at Madison on the first Monday of July.
There are also two special terms held at Milwaukee in the spring and fall.
PltOCESS.
Actions are those usually brought at common law : pleadings and de
fences the same as in the English practice, and the decisions of their courts
are recognized as authority with us.
Suits for the recovery of a debt or damages may be commenced either by
summons or by filing declaration with the clerk, and entering a rule requi
ring defendant to plead within twenty days after service of a copy of the
declaration and notice of such rule, personally on defendant.
A person cannot be sued in any other county than the one in which he
resides or in which he may be found, unless there are two or more defend
ants in which case action may be brought in the county iu which either of
tbem lives.
Personal actions, in actions ex delicto, may be commenced by capias
when the plaintiff makes affidavit that he has a claim for damages over one
hundred dollars.
Personal actions may also be commenced by capias in cases of claims for
damages, other than those upon contract, when an order for bail shall be
indorsed on the writ by a judge of any court of record.
A\ ben arrested on a capias, the body of the defendant is kept in custody
until discharged according to law.
A creditor may also proceed by attachment against his debtor, upon
making, or causing to be made, an affidavit of the amount of the indebted
ness as near as may be over and above all offsets, and that the indebtedness
is also due upon an express or implied contract, or on a judgment or decree,
and also making affidavit—
1. That the defendant has absconded or is about to abscond from the
State, or that he is concealed therein to the injury of his creditors, or
2. That the defendant has assigned, or disposed of, or concealed, or is
about to assign, dispose of, or conceal his property, with intent to defraud
his creditors, or
3. That the defendant has removed or is about to remove any of his
property out of the State with intent to defraud his creditors, or
4. That he has fraudulently contracted the debt respecting which the
suit is brought, or
5. That the defendant is a non-resident of the State, or
6. That the defendant is a foreign corporation, or
1. That the defendant has fraudulently conveyed or disposed of his prop
erty, or a part of it, or is about fraudulently to convey or dispose of the
same with intent to defraud his creditors.
The property attached may be receipted by the defendant upon executing
a bond, with two or more sufficient sureties, to the officer attaching.
The defendant in attachment may also, by plea or answer, deny the ex
istence of any one or more of the material facts alleged in the affidavit re
quired to commence the suit, and it shall then be incumbent on the plaintiff
to prove the truth of the facts so traversed to the satisfaction of the court.
If the court finds this issue for the defendant the attachment is quashed, but
the plaintiff, upon paying costs, may be allowed to proceed as in ordinary
summons.
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The garnishee or trustee process is also in force in this State, and third
persons may be compelled to answer under oath all questions put to them,
touching the property, credits, and effects of defendant in their possession.
TRIAL AND EVIDENCE.
The practice in the circuit courts of this State is nearly similar to the
practice as it existed in the State of New York, previous to the adoption of
their present system.
The ancient statute of amendments has been re-enacted here.
When suit is upon any written instrument, purporting to be signed by
any person, it is proof that it was so signed, unless the person by whom it
purports to be signed shall deny the same by his oath or affidavit.
If the parties, in their declaration or plea, allege that the opposite pnrties, or third persons, were partners at any particular time, such averments
shall be taken for true unless expressly denied by affidavit.
Either party may call upon the other to be sworn on the trial of the
cause, and if said adverse party shall refuse to be sworn and testify, or to
produce his deposition, the party giving the notice may himself be sworn.
Account books are prima facie evidence for the party offering them, upon
oath " that they are his account books," kept for that purpose, " that they
contain the original entries of charges for articles delivered or work per
formed, that such entries are just to the best of his knowledge and belief,
that said entries are in his own handwriting, and that they were made at or
about the time the articles were delivered, the work or other services were
performed, or the materials were found."
When the entries are in the handwriting of an agent or clerk, he may he
admitted in like manner to verify the same. But such books are not evi
dence of any item of money delivered at one time over five dollars, or of
money paid to third persons, or for rent.
Suits commenced by declaration, in which a plea has been filed, are for
trial the first term thereafter, and can only be continued by an affidavit of
merits, and that due diligence has been used to prepare for trial.
Judgments are consequently generally obtained at the first term after
suit brought, unless a crowded docket prevents a trial.
In the United States District Court an affidavit of merits is required to
every plea of defendant in actions founded on contract. Upon an ordinary
note of hand, therefore, no defence can be admitted, and judgment is almost
uniformly obtained at the first term after suit is commenced.
JUDGMENTS EXECUTIONS.
Judgments are a lien upon the real estate of defendant (not exempt from
execution) as soon as rendered, but upon personal property only after levy.
Execution issues forthwith upon rendition of judgment against the prop
erty of defendant, but against the body only in cases of tort, returnable at
the next term of the court.
After the expiration of two years judgment must be revived by application
to the court before execution can issue.
A homestead consisting of forty acres and the dwelling house and appur
tenances thereon, to be selected by the owner, and not included in any town
plot, or city, or village, or instead thereof, at the option of the owner, a lot of
land in a city or village, not exceeding one quarter of an acre with the
dwelling house and appurtenances, owned and occupied by a resident of the
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State, is not subject to execution upon any debt contracted since January
1st, 1849.
A dwelling house upon leased land, occupied by the owner, is also ex
empt.
The following personal property is also exempt from attachment or execu
tion :—
Family library, family pictures, pew in a church, rites of burial for the
dead, all wearing apparel of debtor and his family, all beds, bedsteads, and
bedding used by the debtor and his family, all stoves and appendages kept
for use, all cooking utensils, and other household furniture not exceeding
two hundred dollars in value:
Two cows, ten swine, one yoke of oxen and one horse, or, in lieu of one
yoke and a horse, a span of horses, ten sheep, and the wool from the same,
either raw or manufactured, the necessary food for all the stock mentioned in
. this section for one year's support, either provided or growing, or both, as the
debtor may choose, also one wagon, cart, or dray, one sleigh, one plough,
one drag, and other farming utensils, including tackle for teams, not exceed
ing fifty dollars in value :
The provisions for the debtor and his family necessary for one year's sup
port, either provided or growing, or both, and fuel necessary for one year :
The tools and implements, or stock in trade of any mechanic, or miner, or
other person, used and kept for the purpose of carrying on his trade or busi
ness, not exceeding two hundred dollars in value: the library and imple
ments of any professional man, not exceeding two hundred dollars in value ;
all of which articles shall be chosen by the debtor, his agent, servant, clerk,
or legal representatives.
REDEMPTION.
Real estate sold upon execution is subject to be redeemed by the judg
ment debtor or his representative, at any time within two years from the
sale, upon payment of the amount for which it was sold and ten per cent
interest.
Judgment creditors of the judgment debtors may also redeem the prem
ises sold, within three months after the expiration of the two years, by pay
ing the purchaser the amount of his bid and seven per cent interest.
In the same manner any third, or other judgment creditor, may redeem
of the creditor who became the last purchaser.
INSOLVENCY.
Insolvent debtors may bo discharged from their debts upon executing an
assignment of all their property real and personal, except such as may be
by law exempt from execution, for the benefit of their creditors, and petition
ing the circuit court for a discharge.
The forms required by statute in reference to schedules of property, list
of creditors, etc., etc., are nearly similar to those in general use during the
life of the late general bankrupt law of the United States.
It is not supposed that any discharge under our State insolvent laws will
release from a debt contracted out of the State.
BILLS OF EXCHANGE.
Damages are allowed upon foreign bills, duly protested for Don-payment
or non-acceptance, payable without the limits of the United States, at the
rate of five per cent, together with exchange and legal interest
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Upon bills payable out of this State, but within the United States, and
not in an adjoining State, duly protested, etc., damages are allowed at the
rate of ten per cent with legal interest, costs, and charges.
Upon bills payable out of this State, but within some State adjoining
this, duly protested, etc., five per cent damages are allowed, with charges, etc
The holder of any bill or note, instead of bringing separate suits against
drawers, makers, indorsers, etc., may include all or any of said parties in one
action, and proceed to judgment and execution in the same manner as
though all the defendants were joint contractors ; but each defendant is en
titled to the same defense as if he had been sued separately.
Bills and notes payable at sight, or at a future day certain, in which there
is not an express stipulation to the contrary, are subject to three days' grace.
But bills, notes, and drafts, payable on demand, are not subject to grace.
The general rules and customs of the Law Merchant, with reference to
bills, notes, and drafts, are recognized by our statutes, and enforced in the
several courts of the State.
Lost notes may be recovered upon by proving the loss and contents there
of; but to entitle the plaintiff to recovery he must first execute an approved
bond to defendant to save him harmless from the lost note.
STATUTES OF LIMITATIONS.
Actions in ejectment must be commenced within twenty years after the
right to the land in question accrued.
Every action of debt founded on any contract or liability not under seal,
except such as are brought upon the judgment of some court of record,
all actions of assumpsit or on the case founded on any contract or liability,
all actions for waste, replevin, or trespass, must be commenced within six
years after the cause of action accrued.
These provisions do not apply to a note signed in presence of an attesting
witness, nor to the bills of a bank.
Actions for slander, assault and battery, false imprisonment, and actions
against officers, are limited to a shorter time.
All other personal actions may be commenced within twenty years after
the cause of action accrued.
If any person entitled to bring any of the above actions should be a
minor, feme-covert, insane, imprisoned, or absent when the cause of action
accrued, such person may commence suit within the times above limited,
after the disability is removed.
If the cause of action arose without this State upon a simple contract
more than six years previous to the commencement of the suit, or upon a
scaled or attested instrument in writing, or judgment or decree of any
court, more than ten years before the commencement of the action, the de
fendant may plead the statute in bar.
The statute cannot be pleaded if it is shown that the defendant has
changed his name, or been known by any different name, within the pre
vious six years.
CONVEYANCES.
Conveyances of land are made by deed, signed, attested by two witnesses,
and acknowledged before a judge, commissioner, notary public, or justice,
and recorded in the county where the land lies.
Deeds made out of the State may be executed according to the laws of
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the State where made, and should be acknowledged before any officer au
thorized by the laws of such State to take acknowledgments, or before a
commissioner appointed by the Governor of this State, but, except in case
of said commissioner, the deed should have attached the certificate of the
clerk of a court of record of the county where the acknowledgment was
made, under seal of his office, that the person whose name is subscribed to
the acknowledgment was at the date thereof, such officer as he is therein
represented to be, that he believes the signature of such person subjoined
thereto, is genuine, and that the deed is executed and acknowledged ac
cording to the laws of such State or district.
Conveyances not recorded are void against subsequent purchasers in good
faith.
A conveyance of land exempt by law*from execution, is totally void un
less the wife of the grantor, if he has one, joins in its execution.
A scroll or other device used for a seal by the grantor, has the same
force as if a seal had actually been impressed.
Bonds, contracts, and agreements concerning any interest in lands under
seal, attested, and acknowledged, and recorded, take precedence of subse
quent deeds, and operate as a lien upon the lands described, according to
their import and meaning.
Lands upon which the taxes are unpaid, are annually sold for the taxes,
and if not redeemed within three years from the sale, with interest at the
rate of twenty-five per cent, a deed is made by the county to the purchaser
or his assignee.
INTEREST.
Seven per cent is the legal interest, but any rate that parties may agree
upon, not exceeding twelve per cent, is valid.
Since April, 1851, the reservation of more than twelve per cent renders
the whole contract void.
For about eighteen months previous to April last we had no law restrict
ing the amount of interest that could be taken, and parties could take and
give any rate that they could agree upon.
LIEN.
Judgments are a lien upon all real estate of the judgment debtor, except
exempted property, within the county where the record or a certified trans
cript thereof shall be filed.
Mechanics and others engaged in furnishing labor or materials for the
construction of buildings, have a lien upon the building for the value of the
labor or material.
MORTGAGES
Executed by husband and wife are sufficient to convey their rights in
real estate.
The usual method of foreclosure is by bill in chancery. A decree is as
easily obtained as a judgment at law. After the decree the premises mort
gaged are sold upon six weeks' advertisement without redemption.
As a general thing it is easier to realize upon a mortgage than upon any
other security that must be litigated.
MARRIED WOMEN.
The real estate of a married woman is not subject to the disposal of her
husband.
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A female married since February, 1850, has control over both ber real
and personal property.
A married woman may receive by inheritance, gift, grant, or devise, from
any person other than her husband, any real or personal property, or any
rents, issues, and profits thereof, and may control and dispose of the same,
and in neither of these last cases is the property subject to the disposal of
her husband, or liable for his debts.

Art. VII.—FEARLESS FEAT OF AN AMERICAN WHALEMAN.
Freeman Hunt, Esq., Editor of the Merchants' Magazine, etc. :—
Sir :—The printed article accompanying this, giving a narrative of the remarkable
feat of Benjamin Clough, third mate of whale ship Sharon, was cut from the Boston
Mercantile Journal, in which it was republished from the New Bedford Mercury. It
was laid by carefully, as worthy of preservation and deserving of an imperishable
record, among the many fearless deeds of Bailors and whalemen, as one surpassing all
in danger, that danger plainly in view, and executed with so much cooluess and de
liberation. The deed was so noble and bold, that I have ever since kept 11. Clough in re
membrance, hoping that some time I should see him, and, as curiosity might prompt,
test the science of physiognomy, and "and with greedy ear devour up his discourse ;"
also learn his subsequent history, how much of deserved good fortune had attended
him.
A gentlemen of New Bedford, of whom I have made inquiries, informs me that
Mr. Olough is now in command of a new, first rate ship of 600 tons, called the Niagara,
built purposely for him ; and that the Bhip was cleared at New Bedford the 9th of this
month for the north Pacific, on a whaling voyage, by Messrs. N. Church <fc Son, of
Fairhaven.
The article is inclosed to you in hopes that you will republish it in your Magazine,
as it so nearly falls in with its scope and design. It will give the deed a renewed and
more extensive promulgation. As it is now published in newspapers only, and in very
few libraries, bound up with others without index, it will seldom, if ever be seen. In
your Merchants' Magazine, it will be accessible in the best form, and become a record
that cannot and should not be overlooked.
Captain Benjamin Clough was born in Monmouth, Maine, and will be twenty-eight
years old next March. This will be his third voyage as master of a whale ship.
Inquiries will undoubtedly arise in the minds of the readers of this narrative about
the boy Manuel, for his aid in this rescue. He cannot be passed by and forgotten.
He better deserves a silver pitcher than some who have obtained one. All informa
tion concerning him, now obtainable, is that he went home to the Western Islands on
the return of the Sharon, and that Captain Clough has had no tidings of him since.
Your obedient servant,
HENBY GASSETT.
Boston, February, 1851.
Kl'RDER or CAPTAIN NORMS OF THE WHALIKG BHIP SHARON, OP PAIRnAVBN, AND RECAPTURE OF
THE SHIP 1ROK MUTINEERS, BY MR. BENJAMIN CLOUGH, HER THIRD OFFICER.
The Sharon having been some time cruising for whales in the vicinity of the
Caroline Islands, put in at Ascension the 15th October, 1842, for wood, water,
and recruits. The requisite supplies being obtained, preparations were made to
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proceed upon the voyage, when eleven of the crew deserted, and being secreted
and protected on shore, all efforts to retake them were fruitless. The ship sailed
again on the 27th October, with a crew of seventeen men, all told, four of whom
were natives of King's Mill group, and two of other islands in the South Sea.
The intention was to touch at Bay of Islands or I'ort Jackson to make up the
compliment of men. On Sunday, November, Cth, hit. 2° 2D' N., Ion. 162° E.,
whales where raised and both boats lowered in chase, leaving Captain Norris, a
Portuguese boy named Manuel Jose dos Reis, who acted as steward, and three of
the King's Mill Inlanders on board. The boats soon succeeded in capturing a
whale, which the ship ran down to and took along side—they continuing in pur
suit of others. At 3 o'clock P. M., the mate's boat being about a mile and a
half from the ship, her signal was discovered at half-mast, and he immediately
pulled towards her. The singular and unaccountable management of the ship
for some time previous, had already been remarked by those in the boat, and ex
cited the liveliest apprehensions as they approached her. Coininjr up upon her
quarter within speaking distance, the boy who was aloft and had cut the main-top
gallant halyards, told Mr. Smith, the mate, that the islanders had killed Captain
Norris and were in possession of the ship. Just then one of them, armed with
a cutting-spade and entirely naked, leaped upon the taffrnil, and brandishing his
weapon with most furious and menacing gestures, dared the crew to come on
board. The other two were also naked and stationed one at each side of the
ship, where they had collected all the whaling craft, billets of wood, hammers,
beUying-pins, in short, everything that would serve as a missile or offensive wea
pon, determined to repel any attempt to board. The fourth native of the same
islands was in the boat, and one of the mutineers addressed him in his own lan
guage, telling him, it was supposed, what they had done and inviting him to join
them. He made a gesture of disapproval, upon which the other caught up the
cook's axe and hurled it at him with such precision of aim, though a ship's length
distant, that it cut through the back of his shirt as he stooped to avoid the blow.
A shower of missiles followed, thrown with such force that the bone belayingpins weie broken into several pieces on striking the boat, but fortunately no one
was seriously injured by them. The mate then ordered Manuel to cut the main
top-gallant sheets and main-topsail halyards, and to go forward on the stay and
tut the halyards of the head-sails and clear them from the yards, which was done.
The task of retaking the ship was evidently one of extreme ditKculty and danger,
for the mutineers had the advantages of position and a plentiful supply of arms,
with the resolution and skill to use them effectively, so that the second mate and
his crew, who had in the meantime come up, were called to consult upon the best
course to pursue. It was proposed that both boats should advance and board the
ship, one upon each side, at the same time ; but Mr. Smith, upon whom by the
melancholy catastrophe on board, the responsibility and duties of master had
devolved, thought that n proper regard for the interest of the owners as well as
for the safety of the men under his command, required him to avoid all personal
risk, for which reason he proposed that both crews should take the other boat and
proceed to the ship, leaving him alone to await the issue. This proposal met
with no favor, the men declaring a wish rather to start for the nearest land—five
or six days' sail distant—and the second mate relishing it so little that he suffered
his boat to drop astern out of talking distance. Mr. Clough, the third mate, who
acted as Mr. Smith's steersman since the ship was short manned, had darted his
lance several times at the naked savage on the rail, but for want of sufficient
warp it fell short three or four feet at each trial ; he requested therefore, that
the boat might be pulled within reach, as the fellow kept his position without
flinching and insolently defied him ; but the mate thought the danger too great,
and refused to gratify him. He then offered to go on board over the bows, if
the boy would cut the fore-royal stay and let the end fall overboard, so that he
could ascend it to the jib-boom with a lance-warp in his teeth : but the boy Man
uel had become so exhausted by fright and fatigue that he was unable to get up
to the royal-mast-head to execute his part of the task.
His next plan and the one he executed was, that both boats should pull ahead
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of the ship, and when it was quite dark, taking every precaution to avoid exciting
the suspicion of the mutineers, he would jump into the sea, and passing close by
the side of the ship, enter her by the cabin windows. The ship and boats were
surrounded by sharks, attracted probably by the carcass of the whale killed in the
morning, to defend himself against which he took a boat-knife in his teeth, and
let himselfinto the water as silently as possible. At the same moment the ship took
aback and it became necessary to swim ; but to " strike out" and make the best
of his way would cause a sparkling of the water, and betray his approach to the
look out, so that he was obliged to " walk water," by which scarcely any agita
tion was made and almost as little progress. It was a tedious passage of more
than an hour and a half in duration, terminated at length by diving under the
ship, seizing the rudder at the heel, and ascending -by the after part of it to the
starboard cabin window, through which he made his entry. Two large sharks
were close to the boat when he left her, and kept him company the whole time
without offering to molest him, and the knife, which luckily had been useless, he
left upon the transom as he got in at the window.
He then divested himself of his clothing, that the enemy might have no advan
tage over him on the score of nakedness should they come to close quarters, and
applied himself to listening to the movements upon deck ; as these indicated that
there were yet no suspicions of his presence, he then proceeded to search for
arms and ammunition. Two cutlasses were soon found, and amongst all the
muskets, two only were fit for service, so far as he could judge by careful hand
ling—it was too dark to see ; every locker in the cabin was then ransacked for
powder and ball, which being found, the muskets were loaded and placed with
the cutlasses at the foot of the cabin stairs ; while engaged in loading a fowling
piece, he heard a step in the gangway and some one descended the stairs, hitting
the arms at the bottom and knocking them down upon the floor. Mr. Clough
ran to the spot, but unable to see anything, groped about by the intruder's feet till
he caught hold of a cutlass, with which he ran him through the body ; as he drew
it out a struggle ensued for the weapon, and both fell to the floor; the officer
luckily uppermost ; planting his knees upon his breast he took out one of his eyes,
and with a good deal of trouble brought the edge of the sword to bear upon the
back of his neck, and made an attempt to cut off his head ; he pulled it back and
forth several times but it was an awkward operation, for the other kept hold of
the sword and struggled violently, wounding Mr. C. severely by twisting the
blade several times in his hand. After a while he became quiet, and supposing
him to be dead, Mr. C. got up, but the other immediately rose and struck about
furiously with the cutlass, hitting him at almost every pass, until, exhausted prob
ably by loss of blood, he uttered a slight groan and fell upon the floor. Going
again to the stairs, the officer saw another in the gangway with a cutting-spade
pointed towards him, when, feeling for a loaded musket he succeeded after snap
ping twice, in putting a ball through his heart. At the same moment the spade
dropped or was thrown down, taking effect in the thick part of Mr. Clough's arm,
and the blood gushed so violently from the wound that he supposed the artery to
be severed, and began to give way to unpleasant reflections, when the third came
to the gangway, armed also with a spade, and endeavored to look into the dark
ness below : Mr. Clough made several ineffectual attempts to gain another mus
ket, but his right hand and left arm were both disabled—the man stood still a
few minutes, then dropped his spade and walked forward. Mr. Clough now
hailed the boats, which were so near that he could hear the conversation going
on amongst the men. He told them that two of the mutineers were dead, him
self dangerously wounded, and urged them to hasten on board. They said
they did not believe more than one had been killed, as they had heard but one
gun and did not consider it prudent for them to come near him ; bo the wounded
man had to sit down and suffei his blood to flow, for his right hand had become
go stiff and sore that he could not use it to place a bandage on his arm. More
than half an hour having elapsed since the hail, and no further news being heard,
the boats ventured alongside. A light being struck and brought into the cabin,
the floor was found covered with the blood of both combatants. The man who
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hid first entered the cabin was reclining on the transom, still grasping the cutlass,
and with it the boat-knife left by Mr. Clough when he came on board ; one of
his eyes hung upon his cheek and his body was covered with gore ; he was still
alive, but did not move, and made no noise but a kind of suppressed groan. One
of the men stabbed him twice with a boat-spade, and Mr. Smith dischargeda mus
ket at him: he was then caught by the hair, dragged upon deck, and thrown into
the sea. The deck presented a shocking spectacle, all dabbled and tracked with
dotted blood—the mangled and headless body of the unfortunate captain was
lying' there, as was that of one of his murderers, which was unceremoniously thrown
over the side, while the remains of Captain Norris wore collected and reserved
for burial the next day. The surviving mutineer jumped overboard and swam
some distance from the ship, but returned during the night and hid himself in the
forehold. When the crew attempted to take him out the next day he made some
show of resistance, but at last came upon deck and surrendered himself; he was
put in irons and taken to Sydney, where he was left in prison when the ship
tailed.
The Sharon completed her voyage, under the command oPMr. Smith, more suc
cessfully than could have been expected after such a melancholy and disheartening
interruption, Mr. Clough remaining on board as second mate. To his daring ana
almost unaided exertions are to bo attributed the return of a valuable ship and
cargo, and, what is far more important, the preservation of the surviving crew,
from the miserable fate which must have overtaken them h;id they persisted in
seeking the nearest land in their boats. The owners of the Sharon have shown
their appreciation of his services by giving him the command of a fine ship, and
it is to be presumed that other parties who have escaped a heavy loss, will not
withhold such a testimonial of their approval, us will at once gratify him and incite
others, under like circumstances, to emulate his conduct.

JOURNAL OF MERCANTILE LAW.
C1SE OF LIBEL BY THE CONSIGNEE OF GOODS, FOR A FAILURE TO DELIVER THEM
ACCORDING TO CONTRACT.
In United States District Court. In Admirality. Before Judge Kane ; Penn
sylvania, July '25th, 1851. Heinrich Wiener vs. the Rafael Arroyo.
The facts in this case sufliciently appear, in the opinion of the Court, as fol
lows :—
Judge K. Schleicher & Co., manufacturers at
, sent certain goods to
Bremen, to be there shipped by Bachman, a forwarding merchant, to the libel
ant, Wiener, at Philadelphia. The city of Bremen is not accessible to large
vessels, and it is the practice, in consequence, to transport goods that arc intend
ed for exportation, by lighters to Bremen-haven, some miles lower down the
Weser, where they are received on ship board.
The bill of lading is signed when the goods are delivered to the lighterman:
ad as it is known with certainty beforehand whether the ship will be able to car
ry all the goods that come down for her to Bremen-haven, the custom is said to
prevail of giving the master a memorandum of defeasance called a " Revers,"
by which the bill of lading is declared to be null as to the part of the cargo not
actually taken on board. Bachman sent down the goods by a lighter, taking
from the master of the " Rafael Arroyo " a clean bill of lading, in which Wien
er was named as consignee, and executing at the same time the customary
'"Revers," The goods, however, were either not received on board the vessel in
consequence of her being already full, of they were landed again after she had
proceeded some miles, in consequence of her being obliged to return to have her
cargo restowed. The bill of lading came to the libcllant by the vessel, with a
letter of advice from Bachman, which, however, made no mention of the " Revers : r
vol. xxti.—no. in.
22
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but (lie poods of course were not delivered in Philadelphia according to the terms
of the bill. They arrived in another ship some weeks afterwards, and while
this suit was pending.
So far as third persons are concerned, the master and his vessel are. bound ab
solutely by the terms of the bill of lading. No agreement or understanding be
tween the parties to the shipment can vary or affect this liability. Stille is. Tra
verse, 3 W. C. C. R. 43. The asserted usage of the port of Bremen miy in
terpret and define the reciprocal engagements of the shipper and the carrier, for
the bargain between them must be understood as made with reference to it. But
as to the rest of the world, the bill of lading is a negotiable instrument, known
as such to the law merchant everywhere, and the obligations which it imports
appear upon its face.
The real question in this case is whether the libellant had a property in the
goods before their arrival and delivery to him ; for if he is merely the represen
tative of the shipper, his rights may perhaps be restricted by a reference to the
Bremen usage.
In general, it is true, that as against the shipper, a factor consignee has not
such a property until the goods are actually in his possession, even though he be
also a creditor ; unless there has been some act of appropriation to his use by
the shipper, something to indicate that the shipment was intended for the protec
tion at least of the factor. Kinlock vs. Craig, 3 D. &. E. 122, 787; Walter ti.
Ross, 2 W. C. C. R. 287.
But as between the carrier and the consignee, the law is different. The fac
tor consignee acquires by the execution and delivery of the bill of lading, a
qualified or contingent interest, which it is not in the power of the carrier, nor,
except under certain circumstances, of the shipper, also to divest or question.
See Anderson vs. Clarke, 2 Bing. 20. The right of the consignee to sue in assumsit or in trover at his election assumes this.
Now the f.ict is not disputed that the libellant was at the time of shipping, and
has since continued to be, in advance to the shippers; and there is nothing from
which we can infer that the shipment was not intended to secure him for his
current advances.
The shipper does not stand in his way. The decree therefore must be for the
libellant for costs; the goods having since been delivered to him. P. G, de
cree accordingly.
HOMESTEAD EXEMPTION LAW OF SOUTH CAROLINA.
The following " Act to increase the amount of property, exempt from levy
and sale," was passed at the annual session, and ratified on the 10th December,
1851.
AH ACT TO INCREASE THE AMOUNT OF PROPERTY EXEMPT FROM LEVY AND SALE.
I. Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives, now met and
sitting in General Assembly, and by the authority of the same, That the follow
ing property, in addition to that now exempted by law, to wit:—to each family
the dwelling house, and houses appurtenant thereto, together with 50 acres of
land, and also one horse, and twenty-five dollars worth of provisions, be, and the
same are hereby exempted from levy and sale, under fieri facias and assignment
under me^ne or final process : Provided, that the said exemption shall not in
clude, or extend to any property situate within the limits of any city or town
corporate of this State. And prodded further, that the value of the sakl real
estate shall not exceed the sum of live hundred dollars.
II. That in all cases, where the landed property of the debtor shall exceed
fifty acres, three Commissioners shall bt appointed by the clerk of the court,
upon the application of either the plaintiff or defendant in the execution, who***
duty it shall he to lay off to the debtor fifty acres of land, including the home
stead, which shall always be done most favorably and beneficially for the family
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for whose benefit the provision is made ; the remainder of whose land may be
liable as in other cases.
III. And if the said fifty acres, including the homestead so laid off, shall ex
ceed in value, by the estimate of said Commissioners, or a majority of them, the
sum of five hundred dollars: then and in all such cases, the said Commissioners
shall proceed to lay off such quantity less than fifty acres, as hereinbefore pro
vided, the value of which shall not exceed the said sum of five hundred dollars,
the remainder of which may be sold as in other cases.
IV. That the said Commissioners shall make a full return under their hands
and seals, of their proceedings in the premises, together with a plat or some
other concise description of the lands laid off by them, to the clerk of the court,
and shall be entitled to receive a compensation for their services, not exceeding
one dollar each, per day, to be paid by the defendant ; and the clerk of the court
shall keep a snitable book, in which the appointment of the Commissioners, to
gether with their return, and all other proceedings in the case, shall be recorded,
for which services, the said clerk shall be entitled to receive in like manner, from
the defendant, the sum of three dollars.
V. That this Act shall take effect, from and after the first day of March next,
in relation to all debts thereafter contracted.
ACTION" ON A BILL OF LADING.
In the Supreme Court of Louisiana, November, 1851. Lewis Bond i s. S. W.
Frost and owners of Steamboat Concordia.
A btl] of lading which ncknowlodges the receipt of goods tn pood order, throw* the burden of
proof upon ihe carrier, and Its recital canol bo overthrown or quulilieJ except by evidence uf a very
dear and cuimiicintj character.
This is a suit for damages alleged to have been sustained by the plaintiff on a
lot of cotton, which was shipped on the steamboat Naomi on the Hatches river,
for New Orleans, with the privilege of reshipping, was discharged at Memphis,
and re-hipped on the steamboat Concordia, consigned to the plaintiff's factors
here. The Concordia gave a bill of lading, in which the cotton is receipted for,
as in good order and condition. The bill stipulated freight from Memphis to
New Orleans at one dollar a bale—the consignees to pay also a sum of $106 87,
amount of freight and charges, advanced by the Concordia to the Naomi. Upon
the arrival of the cotton at New Orleans, it was found that fifty hales were dam
aged by water. The consignees refused to pay defendants their bill of freight
and charges; but received the cotton, with the exception of five bales, which the
defend ints retained to reimburse themselves, and subsequently sold without the
plain' iff- coi sent. The plaintiff brought suit, and claimed for the five bales short,
loss of weight caused by picking fifty damaged bales, costs of picking, &c.
Ther.; was judgment in the fourth district court for the plaintiff', for the
whole anion! claimed, and the defendants appealed. The cotton was d. imaged
on one side only, and the principal contest between the parties was, whether this,
damage occurred hefore or after the shipment on board the Concordia. It was
contended for the defendants, that the bill of lading was not conclusive against
the ve-st-l. and was open to explanation.
Slidcll, .In- ice—Held that the receipt throws the burden of proof on the vessel,
and that its recital cannot be overthrown or qualified, except by evidence of a
very clear and convincing character.
The court concurs with the district judge, that the evidence preponderates in
favor of the plaintiff, and that it was not shown that the damage had occurred
before the shipment on t lie Concordia.
It was also contended for the defendants, that the damage, if. shown to have
occurred on board the Concordia, arose rather from the usual practice of carrying
cotton on deck, and not from any f mlt on tin- part of the carrier; hut no evidence
was introduritd sufficient to show that the damage was the necessary consequence
of a mode of transportation to which Ihe shipper assented. In the. plaintiff's bill of
damages, there is an item for loss of weight in picking amounting to 1,713 pounds,
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for which defendant is charged $205 56. The cotton picker testified that h«
kept the cotton p'cked from the damaged bales, dried it, sold it, and got the
money for it, and that the damaged cotton which he kept is considered part of
the price of picking. The court considered that if the defendants are made to
pay for the sound value of the cotton damaged, it would be unreasonable not to
allow them for its proceeds; that although the amount in the case is not large, it
involves the justice and reasonableness of a practice, the propriety of which is
questionable ; and that as the evidence in this branch of the case is unsatisfactory,
the ease should undergo further investigation. Judgment reversed, and case re
manded for a new trial.

COMMERCIAL CHRONICLE AND REVIEW.
COMPARATIVE TRADI FOR JANUARY AND FEBRUARY—DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF TUB SEASOpV
BUSINESS— CHARACTER OF THE AMERICAN MERCHANT, SHOWING THE VALUE OF LESSONS OF
CAUTION—DIFFICULTIES NOW EXPERIENCED REHULTINO FROM HEEDLESSNESS DURING FACT
PROSPERITY—STATE OF THE COUNTRY IN THE SOUTH AND WEST, WITH TROSPECTS FOR THB
FUTURE—COMPARATIVE PRICES OF BREADSTl'FFS, AND THE OPEN1NO DEMAND FROM A1ROAB—
HEAVY PAYMENTS DUE IN HARcn AS COMPARED WITH CORRESPONDING RECEIPTS—CONDITION
AND PROSPECTS OF THE COTTON AND WOOLEN MANUFACTURING INTERESTS—RELATIVE COST
OF RAW MATERIALS—DIFFICULTY OF INCREASING WOOL CROP—PROPRIETY OF ABOLISHING
DUTIES ON ALL RAW MATERIALS AND DYE-STUFFS—OTHER OBSTACLES TO SUCCESS IN MANU
FACTURING —RETURN OF FEDERAL STOCKS FROM ABROAD, WITH THE REASONB THEREOF, AND A
COMPARISON OF PRICES AT DIFFERENT DATES—CONDITION OF THE BANKS—DEPOSITS AND COIN
AGE FOR THE MONTH OF JANUARY AT THE PHILADELPHIA AND NEW ORLEANS MINTS—IMPORTS
AT NEW YORK FOR JANUARY—IMPORTS OF DRY GOODS FOR THE SAME PERIOD—RECEIPTS OF
CASH DUTIES—EXPORTS FROM NEW YORK FOR JANUARY—SUMMARY OF THB LEADING ARTICLES
OP PRODUCE EXPORTED AS COMPARED WITH THE SAME PERIOD OF 1S51—FALLING OFF IN GENE
RAL IMPORTS AT NEW YORK, AND THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES—DECLINE IN VALUE Ol
AMERICAN COIN AT LONDON, ETC.
Since our last the spring trade has been more active throughout the country,
although in amount the sales are still far behind the corresponding period of
last year. In our large commercial cities, the sales of dry goods from first hands
for January, were only about 50 per cent of the amount sold during January,
1851 ; and in most other articles of trade the sales exhibited a corresponding re
duction. The comparison for February is far more favorable, and in many items
a portion of the January decrease has been recovered. A marked feature of the
trade this season is the caution evinced by buyers, showing that the lessons of
the past have exerted a most salutary influence. One of the greatest faults in
the character of the American merchant is too much self-reliance, accompanied
with a sanguine temperament, which often leads him into a sphere too large for
his means. There are very few sufficiently cool to resist the temptation of doing
ail the business which legitimately offers, and this is the rock on which a great
many make shipwreck. We have had several years of prosperity, and public
confidence has been so general, that those whose business was far too extended
for their capital, have not felt the consequences of their presumption. During
the present season, their position has been troublesome, and not a few have felt
that if safely over this crisis, they would not again venture beyond their depth.
As a consequence of this, the purchases since the spring trade opened, have been
made in very small lots, and with greater caution. One of the most ominous
signs of trouble has been the difficulty of making collections throughout the
country. The falling oil' in the means realized through this source, we hav*
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ascertained by a careful average to be abont 25 per cent at the South, and about
33J per cent at the West. In both sections, however, the returns are improving.
The rapid decline in cotton, which took away the spirit of Southern merchants,
has been checked, and a lower estimate of the crop has given moro firmness to
the price of this staple in all the markets of the world. Farther fluctuations may,
and doubtless will, occur, but the large sales made both at the nor.h and south
show that present rates have been made the basis of extensive operations, in the
belief that a fair average price had been attained. Similar causes have operated
to strengthen public confidence in the financial ability of the West. The scarcity
of money either to remit, or to buy produce, with the very low prices of the
latter, which disinclined all parties to send forward their surplus, occurred just
at the setting in of a very severe winter, which shut up all the moro ordinary
channels of communication, and left the merchants on the seaboard without a
large portion of the means they expected to derive from their maturing sales.
The rivers and canals are still, to a great extent, ice-bound, and the produce is
locked up in the granary far from market ; but the demand has improved, and
there are some indications that the old world Is again to be fed by the new.
Even if no farther rise in breadstuff's should be realized, or even a concession be
made from present rates, should an opening be found abroad for 120,000,000 of
flour and grain, this quantity could easily be spared from our western surplus,
and the whole country be relieved. Flour is fully $1 00 per barrel higher in our
Atlantic cities than at the close of autumn, and this difference will draw out
Urge quantities of cereals when navigation is once more resumed. The month
of March will undoubtedly be the trying period with the jobbers ; but if confi
dence be maintained no commercial disasters need be anticipated. The fact that
large payments are due, as shown by the notes held by the banks, proves also
that large receipts may be expected, and the one will fully balance the other.
The money realized for the paper fulling due will furnish ample accommodations
for those having the payments to make, and will be applied to this end if nothing
occur to justify a farther contraction, or to create a greater stringency in the
money market.
The manufacturing interest throughout the country is, on the whole, in a
more hopeful condition, although the exceptions to a general prosperity are still
numerous. The decline, in the price of cotton, from the excessive rates of last
year, has not been accompanied by a corresponding decline in the value of
kbries, so that the cotton spinners are generally doing better than last year. In
the woolen business the prospect is less cheering. There has been some decline
in the price of the raw material, but much less than manufacturers had reason to
expect. The wool crop is less under the influence of supply and demand than
crops taken from the produce of the earth. The average price of this staple for
the last two yenrs has been fully 10 cents per pound, above the fair market
value as compared with other crops of the same cost. It is not easy to increase
the production of wool in a single year. The only way to effect any marked
difference in the supply, is to save tho thousands of sheep and lambs annually
slaughtered for food. Tho high price of mutton, as an article of provision, has
more than counter-balanced the inducement to spare the sheep for the wool, and
thus with a largely increased consumption of wool, the demand has continued
sufficient to prevent any serious decline. In justice to our manufacturers, the
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duty on wools ought to be at once removed. The protectionists who seek to
aid the manufacturer, and the advocates of free trade can both unite in this
measure, and it ought to be earried at once. The same principle ought also to
be extended to raw silk, and to all articles of dye-stuffs and chemicals used in
manufacturing.
There is still another difficulty in the way of manufacturers ; the outside
machinery is too cumbersome. It is notqrious that while stockholders in large
manufacturing establishments have found the business a poor investment, nearly
all others connected with the production have grown rich, or at least gained a
Competence. The unnecessary expenses attending the getting up, and carry
ing on of a huge establishment, are often quite sufficient to swallow up the
profits.
During the month past a considerable amount of federal stocks have been re
turned here, from abroad, for sale. At first this excited some attention, as
many supposed that fear of the future foreign policy of our government led
European bondholders to distrust our national securities. It has since been
ascertained that these returned bonds are but proofs of greater confidence in the
permanence of our prosperity. The high price of United States Stocks as
compared with equally safe city and railroad bonds, has induced many foreign
ers to sell out the former to invest in the latter. Not a few of our government
bonds were taken below trie present quotations, and the tempting prices now
obtained, in connection with the favorable opportunities offered for investments
believed to be fully as secure, are having their influence upon bondholders. We
annex a comparison of the price of United States 6's of 1867 at the correspond
ing period of the last four years :—
1849.
1S50.
1851.
1841
February 23d
Ill*
112f
116f
116*
The banks throughout the country are in a very healthy condition, and it is
believed will be able to sustain themselves without any farther contraction of
their loans and discounts. The institutions established for the sake of mere
circulation have been more closely watched, and their business has been less
profitable.
We annex our usual monthly statement of the deposits and coinage at the Phil
adelphia and New Orleans mints for the month of January :—
DEPOSITS FOR JANUARY.
M \\ ORLEANS.
PniLAnBLrHlA.
From California.
Total.
From California. Total.
Gold
$669,187 05 $680,580 78 $4,041,000 $4,160,500
Silver
4,469 1 7
9,478 88
17,660
17,650
Total
Double eagles
Eagles
Half eagles.
Quarter eagles
Gold dollars
Total gold coinage .. .

$668,636 22 $690,054 66
GOLD COINAGE.
Pieces.
Value
89,750
$796,000

39,760

$795,000

84,068,650

$4,178,150

Pieces.
173,930
18,020
81,820
112,884
174,605

Value.
$3,478,600
130,200
1 66,600
282,210
174,505

606,669

$4,222,116
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Half dollars
Dimes.
Half dimes
Total silver coinage. .

SILVER COINAGE,
Ploees.
Value.
24,000
$12,000

24,000
$12,000
COPrER COINAGE.

343

Pieces.

Valufi.n

125,000
100,000

$12,500
5,000

228,000

$17,500

274,149

$2,741

Total coinage
63,750
$807,000
1,004,808
$4,242,356
The receipts of California gold since the opening of the year have disappointed
the expectations of the public, the whole amount up to this present writing
(about the close of February) not having reached $7,000,000. Correspondents
in San Francisco, however, seem not to have lost their courage, and are still
quite sanguine of sending forward large amounts during the spring months.
The year has opened with a decline in the value of our foreign imports, which
will be very acceptable to those who judge by this comparison of the prosperity
of the country. At New York the falling off as compared with the previous
year, for the month of January, was about $3,500,000, or more than one quarter
of the entire receipts, as will be seen by the following comparison :—
IMPOSTS FROM FOREIGN PORTS AT NEW TORE FOR JANUARY.
Tear.
Dutiable.
Foreign.
Bpede.
Total.
1852.
$10,168,963
$1,041,456
$104,736
$11,315,155
1851
13,732.764
937.650
210,455
14,880,869
1860.
11,446,496
437,270
433,882
12,317,648
Notwithstanding the lateness of the trade, more goods have been withdrawn
from warehouse during the month than have been entered, showing that the
stock in bond has actually decreased ; this is a state of things which has not
happened before during the month of January, since the present bonded system
was adopted :—
WAREHOUSING MOVEMENT AT NEW TORE FOR JANUARY.
Tear.
Entered warehouse. Withdr'n Pm warehouse
1852
$1,281,594
$1,684,652
1851
1,611,847
1,024,246
1850
960,758
902,965
The decline in the imports from the corresponding month of last year, of threeand-a-half millions, as shown above, is only about half of it in dry goods—this
will be fully seen in the following comparative statement :—
IMPORTS OF DRY GOODS ENTERED FOR CONSUMPTION, AT THE PORT OF NEW YORE, DURING
THE MONTH OF JANUARY.
Manufactures of wool
Manufactures of cotton
Manufactures of silk
Manufactures of flax
Miscellaneous dry goods
Total

1850.
$1,585,186
1,774,838
2,061,815
1,055,755
270,898

1851.
$1,600,098
1,843,441
4,082,002
692,138
640,204

1852.
$1,306,822
1,808,462
2,970,68S
669,16'
451,2' 3

$6,748,492

;$8,707,883

$6,606,811
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WITHDRAWN FROM WAREHOUSE DURING THE SAME PERIOD.
1850.
1851.
Manufactures of wool
$94,513
$105,827
Manufactures of cotton
190,243
254,224
Manufactures of silk
149,029
106,370
Manufactures of flax
40,889
1 09,935
Miscellaneous dry goods
26,081
68,950
Total
Add entered for consumption . .

$600,705
6,748,492

$630,306
8,708,883

18ft
$214,10?
280,601
291,886
121.636
22,850
$930,644
6,605,811

Total thrown upon the market
$7,249,197
$9,338,189
$7,557,365
The falling off has been pretty uniform in woolens, cottons, silks, and linens,
as far as it relates to the goods entered directly for consumption, which com
prises the bulk of the importation. There have been more dry goods entered
for warehousing than usual, particularly of silks—the trade in staple silk fabrics
not having opened until the 1st of February :—
ENTERED FOB WAREHOUSING DURINO THE MONTH OF JANUARY.
1850.
1851.
l?a
Manufactures of wool
$79,880
$139,656
$184,111
Manufactures of cotton
295.557
222,4 1 2
208,866
Manufactures of silk
116,006
206,005
837.367
Manufactures of flax
66,146
64,365
66.839
Miscellaneous dry goods.
8,01 2
42,263
24,408
Total
$555,550
$664,681 $1,321,566
The exports from New York for January, also show a considerable decline
from the corresponding period of 1851, in the articles of domestic produce other
than specie, although the aggregate total is greater :—
EXPORTS FROM NEW YORK, TO FOREIGN PORTS, FOR JANUARY.
Year.
Domestic produce. Fcreierj merMise.
Specie.
ToUl
1862
$2,419,296
$384,937
$2,868,958
$5,873,191
1861
8,152,744
47 3,97 9
1,266,281
4,893,004
1850
2,716,320
466,861
90,361
3,262.632
1849
2,109,095
162,690
1 22,58 2
2,384,267
The following comparison will show the relative shipments of the different
articles of produce comprised in the above statement for the first two periods
named, and will be found very interesting in this connection. Wo have com
piled it from official entries expressly for the readers of the Magazine :—
EXPORTS OF CERTAIN ARTICLES OF DOMESTIC PRODUCE FROM NEW YORE, TO FOREIW
PORTS, FROM JANUARY 1, TO FEBRUARY 22.
1851.
1»
Ashes—Pot
bbls.
8,953
1,298
Pearl
776
"
Beeswax
lbs.
67,061
43,141
Breadstuff's—
Wheat flour
bbls.
80,660
69,667
Rye flour
168
337
Corn meal
4,126
3.784
Wheat
bushels
62,664
121,810
Bye.
....
8.003
OaU
648
919
Corn
47,029
69,267
Candles—Mould
boxes
6,913
7,8«»
Sperm
213
l"
Coal
tons
4 10
8,886
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Cotton
Hops*
Naval Stores
Oil—Whale
Sperm
Lard

bales
bbls.
gallons

1851.
89,147
80,403
118,033
89,978
97,381

185!.
06,266
202
"70,180
7,731
13,028
13,980
2,878

Pork
bbls.
4,322
6,816
Beet
3.958
4.614
Out meats.
lbs.
682.594
628,408
Butter.
231.144
80,612
Cheese
1,036,826
811,269
Lard
200,744
240,628
Rice.
tea.
6,967
7,417
Tallow
lbs.
790,856
237,622
Tobacco—Crude
pke>
8,182
2,680
Manufactured
lbs.
402,927
283,600
Whalebone
76,828
86,628
It will be seen from the above that the decline since January 1st, in the ex
ports of flour from New York, has been fully made up by the increase in wheat.
In corn there has also been an increase, and most other articles of domestic
produce exhibit a favorable comparison. In our last we gave a similar statement
for the year 1851, and we propose to continue it throughout the current year
as a matter of growing interest to our readers. Our predictions of a decline in
the imports, in the face of the estimates of the Secretary of the Treasury, anti
cipating a continuance of the large amounts received last year, have been fully
verified. The imports at Now York for January as given above, show a fulling
off of about $3,500,000, and the decline in February will swell this difference to
nearly, or quite $6,000,000. This decline at the port where two-thirds of all the
imports of the country are received, is a fair index of the business of the whole,
and shows that our foreign commerce will regulate itself without those restraints,
which those who think their will stronger than the laws of demand and supply,
would impose. Supposing the same comparative difference to have extended to
other parts, and the decline throughout the United States in two months would
equal $8,000,000, or at the rate of about $50,000,000 for the year. This is a
reduction of nearly 25 per cent on our entire imports; but this ratio of decrease
is not likely to continue throughout the year.
The news brought by the Cambria of a decline of Id. per ounce in the price
paid by the Bank of England for American gold coin, has had a tendency to
check the shipments of specie, and to increase the relative value of exchange.
The reason given for the decline is the increased quantity of alloy said to be
detected by assay, but the truth of this theory is very doubtful.
The price now paid is £3 16s. \\d. which will make a difference of nearly 4
in the net^eturn of shipments as compared with bills of exchange.
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EESOURCES, TAXATION, ETC., OF PENNSYLVANIA.
STATEMENT SIIOWINQ TUF. VALUATION OF REAL AND PERSONAL ESTATE IN THE SEVERAL
00UNTIES OF THE COMMONWEALTH, TAXABLE FOR STATE PURPOSES, AND THE ASSESS
MENT OF TAX THEREON FOR THE YEAR 1851, AS FIXED BV THE REVENUE COMMIS
SIONERS AT THEIR LAST TRIENNIAL MEETING ALSO, THE POPULATION OF EACH COUKTT,
ACCORDING TO THE CENSUS OF 1850, AND THE TAXABLE INHABITANTS THEREIN, FOR
THE SAME YEAR.
Assessment
Population. Taxable*.
Valuation.
Counties.
of tax.
6,761
$14,372
25.y8l
25,067
74,785
13S.290
6,002
2,071,330
6,690
29,560
5,727
26,689
11,072
Bedford
4,546
6,736
23.052
Berks ... I
15,949
68,720
77,129
Blair
4.556
21,777
12,654
Bradford
8,763
10,883
42.831
Bucks
13,161
51,746
56.091
Butler
7,490
30,346
8,051
3.642
3,450
17,778
3,742
6,685
15.686
4,945
23,355
15,620
Chester
14,784
66,438
66,966
Giarimi
6,087
1,633,882
23 565
5,019
2,672
12,586
3,384
2,346
5,854
11,207
6,670
17,710
15,050
8,130
9,142
37,849
7,568
84.S27
32,843
7,683
35,754
30,577
5,258
26,441
24,679
Elk.
876
1,201
3,531
Erie
8,484
11,966
38,742
Fayette
7,888
16,161
89,112
36,867
2,179
8,918
16,664
7,788
8,008
8,253
94,293
8,669
23,993
26,226
16,827
11,096
1,636
10,563
12,745
4,882
60,983

Fulton
Indiana

13,708.659
4,434.205
Philadelphia

42,362
13,895
9,375
432,381
2,079

39,904
7,567
22,136
24,786
27,170
13,618
13,029
98,944
21,079
26,071
32.479
56,072
26,257
5,254
33.172
14.980
13,270
68,291
13.239
40,235
23,272
20,088
408,762
6,881

9,812
1,716
4,447
6,637
5,540
2,622
3,112
23.240
4,425
5.949
7,286
11,027
6,141
1.213
7,729
3,252
3,052
13,422
9,285
4,648
4,465
79,259
1,198
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VALUATION OT REAL AND PERSONAL ESTATE, ETC.—CONTINUED.
Assessment
Population.
Counties.
Valuation.
of tax.
6.048
1.955
Potter
646.000
60,713
27,522
Schuylkill
8.972,006
24,416
8,617
Somerset
2,838.818
3.tifl4
1,109
Sullivan
350.254
28,688
8usquehanna.
2,607,369
7,928
28,987
4.904
Tioga
1,597.193
26.083
18,242
Union.
6,862,863
18,310
Venango
1,275,221
8,948
13,671
Warren
1,196.736
8,767
44,939
Washin^on
9,267,728
28,394
21.890
Wayne
1,871,750
4.219
Westmoreland
7,663,939
61,726
23,480
Wyoming.
888,780
10,656
2,754
57,450
York
10.616,397
32,384
Total

$492,898,829

$1,629,767

2,811,786

Toxablea.
1,348
12,936
5,642
820
6,222
5,228
6,197
4.027
3,146
10,030
4,363
11,853
2,401
13,088
491,977

CONDITIO!? OF THE STATE BASK OF INDIANA.
COMPARATIVE VIEW OF THE LIABILITIES AND RESOURCES OF THE STATE BANK OK INDIANA,
.1847-61.
LIABILITIES.
Nov., 1847. Nov., WIS. Nov., 1850. Nov. 15, 1851.
Capital owned by (lie Slate...
$968,054
$982,404 $1,008,604 $1,000,604
1,076,408
1,074.846
" individuals.
1,114,820
1,100.506
3,772,193
8,421,446
Circulation
3,606,452
3,562.210
630,036
656.43S
Individual deposits
655.774
452,626
42,036
46.281
Doe to the State.
134,200
81.646
123,817
112.175
Bank balances
84,545
82,298
27,807
27,062
Dividend* unpaid
26,710
21,681
800,914
750,678
Fonda to cover losses
453,444
627,800
216,267
131.860
Profit and loss
77,176
125,454
15,809
6,168
Balances between branches.. ,
69,160
71,420
Total liabilities.
Buls discounted
Bills of exchange
Suspended debt
Bank balances
Branch "
Real and personal estate
Ponds in trnnnitu
Sinking fund A Treas'v tintcs.
Indiana and U. S. Iionds
Notes of other banks
Coin on hand
I Funds
Total resources

$7,039,324 $0,997,937
RESOURCES.
$1,574,722 $1,647,620
1,464,076
1,791,820
460,115
442,000
1,081.195
227,040
81,272
148,640
873,460
882.076
247.700
231,156
337,556
241,106
86,000
71,000
299,260
147,461
1,083,980
1,273,896
394,026

$7,135,602

$7,717,876

$1,709,935
2,414.961
270,218
148,801

$1,522,268
2,835,267
204,102
499,736

804.238
247,048
108,486

824,827
266,301

224,842
1,197.880
449,153

884,286
1,245,408
425,690

$7,039,324

$7,135,602

$7,717,876

$0,997,937

FIRE INSURANCE IN GERMANY.
Fire insurance, in so far as the private companies, (Die Privah<rraichcrung» Gesellitha/ten.) are concerned, is fully established in Germany, and in its management, with
respect to the insured, is carried on in a spirit of justice and liberality, and knowledge
°f affairs, found in few other countries. From the very active competition which cx*ta amongst the native companies,—not to speak of foreign companies to which the
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liberty of operation has been conceded,—it is almost generally taken advantage of by
the population, with the exception only of the inhabitants of the chief towns in Ao»tria ; namely, Vienna, Prague, and Pcsth ; as also people of the fourth rank, being pet
ty tradespeople, day-laborers, handicraftsmen, small cultivators of land, and cottagers;
the first, because they are believed to dwell in fire-secure buildings ; and the last, be
cause, on account of their small propert}', the costs of insurance would come higher to
their share thnn the just premiums, and they are impressed with the idea that they
could not afford the outlay ; neither does it happen that the companies seek to draw
the latter to them, however great in other respects may be their hunting after insuraDee.
The condition of the German private insurance companies may in general be looked
on as normal, though the pernicious custom "not to make the premium reserve depen
dent on a full and careful account, but on the close of the year to reserve an arbitrary
sum, ' is not yet laid aside by two of the companies.—London Assurance Magazint.
« CREDIT IS MOSEY."
Freeman Hunt, Esq., Editor of the Merchants' Magazine, etc:—
Dear Sir :—Observing an article on money by M. Chitti, published in the late
number of your journal, I send you a copy of a letter addressed some time since to a
distinguished statesman, in consequence of a previous conversation in which I asserted
" credit to be money." Of course I use the word credit in the financial acceptation.
Respectfully yours,
ROBERT HARK.
Dear Sir .—In support of the opinion yesterday expressed to you that credit b
money, I would urge that specie is money, only so far as it commands credit, or the
belief of the holder that it will pass for a certain value. Obviously, credit, derived
ham credo (I believe) or creditum, (believed,) implies the belief entertained respecting
the realization of a promise or expectation excited. Nothing can act as money which
cannot create such an expectation as that above defined. I offered to pay a fanner
for a quarter of veal with a quarter eagle ; he objected ; and only agreed to receive it
upon my giving credit to it, which it previously wanted with him, by promising that if
it did not pass, I would give him other money. He took the gold therefore, not be
cause he trusted to it, but because he trusted in me. Of course he would have taken
a batik note, under the same impression.
People are governed altogether by their knowledge and experience of the certainty
with which anything, tendered them as good money, will be received as such in the
market ; and hence, bank notes are more readily taken in those parts of the country,
where they are believed to be good, than gold coin of which the dealers concerned
are not judges, while they have no means at hand of either testing or weighing.
A piece of coin might be made to resemble gold by alloying copper with platina,
or a piece of platina plated with gold might be in circulation for ages, and would pass
only by the credit it commanded. A goldsmith would be a loser who should buy it
to melt up, but no person would lose by holding it as money, so long as its credit
should be sustained by its fallacious exterior. Of course whenever any other substance,
or substitute for specie, can produce the same credit as specie does, whether genuine or
spurious, so as to produce in the holder the impression that it will pass, it will have
equal competency to perform the part of good money.
If it be said, that in this respect confidence ia the competency of gold is more likely
to be sustained, is more durable, and that it has in this respect a peculiar universality,
this is only proving that the best means of establishing a currency capable of produc
ing durable and universal credit is to employ hard money. It may be said that paper
money is more liable to lose its credit. This is an argument against the use of the
paper money, but does not disprove that credit is money, 6ince so long as the paper
has credit it performs the office of money as well as coin, and passes in consequence of
a qualification common to both, nnd when coin ceases to have credit, it ceases to be
competent to perform the office of money.
Whenever a knowledge of the coinage and its mechanical qualities does not intui
tively create confidence, whenever a resort must be had to assay, it becomes bullion,
not money. It will then have no more value than the price of its metallic constituent
in the furm of an ingot.
Hence it strikes me that credit (embodied in a bank note, chock, or draft) may act
as money without the aid of specie, but that specie cannot act as money without the
aid of credit
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The idea of the holders of notes generally, is not to exchange them for specie, the
immediate idea is to pass them in payment of what they may owe, or as the price of
what they may buy. Reference to specie is almost always ideal, as we refer to the
digits to express numbers abstractly ; when associated Willi silver or gold, they ex
press both number and value abstractly. Ten dollars conveys an abstract idea as
much as the No. 10. The digits are associated with these metals as they may be associ
ated wilh the liquid or solid measurement in which an ideal resort to solidity or
fluidity is made, in like manner.
If the precious metals arc preferable as a means of interchange, it is only because
they are the simplest and surest means of inspiring confidence, or creating credit, in
other words, of creating and supporting the belief that they will pass in the market for
their alleged value. Coin docs not pass on account of its intrinsic value, but in conse
quence of the belief that it has an intrinsic value. False coin will pass better with
»tt belief, than real coin without it.
But a piece of gold may be in circulation for a hundred years, without benefiting the
holders by any of those metallic properties to which it owes its value. It will have done
sothing for them which good bank notes would not have accomplished, whatever may
be said of trade. Yet so long as paper passes for the value at which it is taken, thoso
who thus receive and pay it away lose nothing.
It is the holder of a note which depreciate! while he holdt it, that suffers. A ten
dollar bill which is taken for nine specie dollars is virtually a nine dollar note, and an
swers to the taker an equally good purpose.
CONDITION OF THE BANKS OF BOSTON.
STATEMENT OF THE CAPITAL, CIRCULATION, DEPOSITS, PnOKITS, COIN, AND
LOANS OF THIRTY BANKS IN BOSTON, AND ONE HUNDRED BANKS IN THE INTERlOa ;
roa the yeabs 1847-51.
LIABILITIES.
Sept, 1848.
Sept., 1849.
Sept, 1850.
Mat, 1851.
Capital
$32,985,000 $84,630,011 $36,925,050 $38,265,000
Circulation
10,807,198
18,014,194
13,984,953
16,366,195
Circulation under $5
2,888,887
2.686,741
3,020,878
8,329,503
Profits on hand'
3,787,434
8,011,996
4,6>7,660
8,824,608
Due other banks
4,083,650
4,720,816
6,549,930
*7,003,441
Deposits.
8,094,970
9,875,317
11,176,827
12,969,776
Deposits on interest
470,016
746,415
442,085
870,149
Total liabilities.
Gold and silver
Real estate.
Notes of other banks .. .
Notes out of the State. .
Due from Banks
Total loans.
Dorchester and M. B. loss
Total resources

$62,567,100 $68,GS5,490
RESOURCES.
$2,678,080
$2,749,91'7
1,073,116
1,126,162
2,130,678
8,416,074
206,240
821,077
3,469,034
4,472,950
53,110,102
66,699,310

$76,727,378

$82,627,661

$2,993,178
988,236
8,715,848
832,678
6,336,008
63,330,024
82,416

$2,478,868
998,214
5,837,886
397,961
6,550,238
66,341,109
23,450

J62,5G7,100

$76,727,378

$82,627,651

$68,685,490

LONDON AND WESTMINSTER BANK.
We are indebted to James William Gilbaiit, Esq., the general manager of th»
bank, for an official copy of the report of the directors to the proprietors at tho halfyearly meeting, January 21st, 1852, from which it appears that tho net profits of the
bank, during the last half-year, amount to £41,993 7s. 9d. Out of these profits the
directors declared a dividend for tho half-year at the rate of 6 per cent per annum, on
the paid up capital of £1,000,000. They also, at the same time, declared a bonus of
* Including an error of $1,520 la the statement of the Adams Bank.
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eight shillings per share—being equal to 2 per cent on the capital. After these pay
ments, the report shows a surplus fund amounting to £104,152.
Under the efficient management of Mr. Gilbart, this bank has attained a position
second to no similar institution in Europe. The London aud Westminster Bank, B9 we
have before remarked, is the largest of its class in London, and second only in impor
tance to the Bank of England.
The subjoined statement shows the debit and credit account, or condition of the bank
on the 31st December, 1851 :—
.
DEBTOR.
To proprietors for paid up capital
£1.000.000 0 0
To amount cine by the bank for deposits, circular notes, <tc
4,ti7 7,208 9 11
To rot or surplus fund
112.158 18 4
To net profits of the past half-year
41.893 7 9
Total

£5,831,450 11 0
CREDITOR.
By Government stock, exchequer bills, and India bonds
£1.054.018 10 0
By other securities, including bills discounted, loans to customers, <fcc, 4,123.485 4 8
By cash in hand
653,946 16 7
Total

£5,831,450 11 0

PROPERTY AND TAXES OF MARYLAND.
We are indebted to the Treasurer of the State of Maryland for an official copy of
his annual report for the fiscal year ending first of December, 1851. From this re
port we derive the subjoined tabular statement :—
SHOWING THE ASSESSED VALUE OK REAL AND PERSONAL PROPERTY. WITK THE AHOCST
OF LEVY MADE TUEttEON, IN EACU SEPARATE COUNTY, AND BALTIMORE CITY, FOB TBI
YEAR 1851.
Assessed vnliio of
Amount of levy Sj^rjVTu
The Counties and B llimore City,
properly for 1851.
for IH5I.
lor 1*51.
Allegany
$8,949,216
$9,873 04
$111 16
Anne Arundel
5,754,769
14.386 92
Howard
3,410,772
8,526 93
Baltimore city
*70,305,140
175.762 85
Baltimore county
*1 3,406,400
88,516 00
Calvert
2,073,857
5,184 09
Carroll
6,632.738
16.581 83
Caroline
1,492,162
8,780 40
6 38
Charles
3,355,639
8,388 S4
41 38
Cecil
5,2-18,415
18,121.01
200 79
Dorchester
4,131,635
10,328 83
Frederick
18,193,276
45,483 19
413 50
Harford
4,799,076
11,997 76
Kent
8,699,612
9,248 78
186 65
Montgomery
6,202,277
13,005 68
Prince George's
9,400,791
28,601 97
Queen Anne's
3,9 1 6,7 36
9,79 1 84
179 70
Somerse t
3,354,735
8,886 84
116 82
Saint Mary's
3,869,908
9,o74 77
Talbot
4,422,683
11,056 70
170 07
Washington
11,728,660
29,821 65
Worcester
3,540,396
8.850 99
Total
$191,888,088
$479,720 91
$1,426 38
• From the counties thus marked, no returns have been received, they i«c fiom returns e.
years.
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THE BRITISH POST OFFICE PACKET SERVICE.
A Parliamentary paper just issued shows the estimate for the Post Office packet
imicc for the coming year as compared with that for the twelve mouths which will
terminate on the 5th of April. The increase in the amount of contracts is Jt'yS.J 35,
caused chiefly by the new lines for Ireland, Brazil, and the Cape. On the other haud
there is a diminution of £52,876 in the expense of Queen's vessels employed, so that
the total augmentation is limited to £45,260. The total amount for 1850-61 was
£764,236; tor 1851-2, £809,496.
PUBLIC LOANS OF PENNSYLVANIA.
STATEMENT SHOWING. THE SF.VERAL LOANS OK THE COMMONWEALTH THKIR HATES PER
CENT INTEREST—PERIODS WHEN REIMRI KSARLE AND AMOUNTS, AS THKY SF.VERA1 I.T
STOOD ON THE IsT DAY OF DECEMBER, 1861— FROM THE OFFICIAL REPORT OF THE
AUDITOR-GENERAL.
I.ouns, Ace.
Rate of int. Reimbursable.
Amount.
Stock loan per act of April 2,1821
6
June
1,1841
$80,822 99
"
April 1,1826
6
Decern. 1, 1846
286.760 31
■
"
April 9,1827
5
Decern. 1, 1850
tl.-8.202 42
"
"
March 24, 1828
6
Decern. 1,1863 1,973,154 88
"
"
Dec 18, 1828
S
January 1, 1664
770,908 97
"
"
April 22, 1829
6
Decern. 1, 1854 1,146,629 83
"
"
Dec. 7,1829
6
Bank chart'r loan
60.000 00
•
"
March IS, 1830
6
March 4, 1858 8,977.805 89
"
"
March 21, 1831
6
July
1, 1856 2,437.161 08
"
"
March 28, 1831
6
March 28,18(11
11 ',800 00
"
"
March 30. 1831
6
July
1,1858
294,029 48
"
"
March 30, 1832
6
July
1. 1860 2,283.950 57
"
"
April 6, 1832
6
July
1, 1860
298,430 06
"
"
Feb. 16,1833
6
July
1,1858 2,516,195 06
"
"
March 1,1838
4$ April 10,1863
198.200 00
"
"
March 27, 1838
6
July
1, 1858
628.232 06
■
"
April 6,1834
5
July
1,1862 2,243.711 91
"
"
April 13, 1885
6
July
1, 1865
949.61)4 98
"
"
Jan. 26, 1839
6
July
1, 1859 1,162,201 49
Feb. 16,
9, 1839
Julv
1, 1864 1,289,931
32
•"
""
March
1839
66
July
1.1864
91,861 78
"
"
March 27. 1839
5
July
1,1868
467.125 43
"
"
June 7,1839
6
August 1,1859
47.798 10
"
"
Juno 27.1839
6
Juno 27,1864 1.116.505 17'
"
"
July 19, 1839
6
July
1, 1868 2,043.641 77
"
"
Jan. 23, 1840
6
January 1, 1865
826.550 18
April 11,8,1810
August 1,1864
H 0,943 37
•"
""
June
1840
66
July
1, 1870 1,907.763
98*
"
"
Jan. 16,1841
6
August 1,1846
800.000 0»
"
'•
March 4,1841
6
July <t Nov. 1847
22.885 08
Loon (relief) "
May 4,1841
0
May
4,1846
650 1 63 (10
8tock loan "
May 6,1841
5
Bank ch't'r loam
626,791 06
"
"
May 6,1841
6
June
1, 1846
909,677 ol
Idl. certificts "
July 27,1842
6
August 1, 1843
£0624 69
'*
March 7, 1843
6
August 1, 1846
68.133 14
Stock loan "
April 29,1844
6
March 1, 1849
68.661 90
Int ctrtiricts "
May 81,1844
6
August 1, 184 6
61.473 99
Stock loan "
April 16,1845
6
August 1,1855 4,478.'»40 26
"
"
Jan. 22,1847
6
Bank ch't'r loans
69,600 00
April 11,1848
6
April 11,1863
161.6x8 45.
Inc. PI. loan "
April 10,1849
6
April 10,1879
400,000 00
Total
$40 017,102 3«
The loan per act of 20th April, 1846, for the construction of the outlet lin k at Wells'
Falls (originally $20,000, and now amounting to $12,500) is not embraced in the fore
going table, for the reason that the faith of the Commonwealth is nut pledged for its
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redemption. It is payable out of a fund arising from tolls on boats passing througi
•aid lock, and in that fund there was, on the 1st of December, 1851, applicable to >
further payment of the principal and interest of said loan, the sum of $3,620 53.
The loans over due, as well as those becoming due, may be thus stated, viz :—
Amount over-due and unprovided for
$3,081,169 M
When reimbursable.
When reimbursable.
8,258,231 «5
1853
$2,134,843 31 1864
1854
1,776,155 U
2,917,433 80 1865
2.510.767 20
1855
4,478,010 26 1868
1.907.768 98
1856
2,731,190 49 1870
400,000 Mi
1658
7,022,233 01 1879
1659
1,209,999 59 Amount of b'k charter &
1,446,685 88
1660
2,582,386 43 oth. loans provided for
1361
118,300 00
$40,017,102 SI
1862
2,213,711 91 Total
1883
198,200 00
PUBLIC DEBT OF PENNSYLVANIA.
STATEMENT SHOWING THE INDEBTEDNESS OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA OF
THE 1ST DAY OF DECEMBER, 1851 DEBIVED FBOM TBE HKl'OET OF TUB AUDITOtGENEBAL.
Funded debt, viz :—
6 per cent loans
$2,314,023 61
5 per cent loans
36,704,484 03
4+ per cent loans
198,200 00
Total funded debt
$39,2 1 6,707 M
Unfunded debt, viz :—
Relief notes in circulation
$650,163 00
Interest certificates outstanding
150,231 82
Ditto unclaimed.
4,448 38
Int. on outatand'g <fc uncl'm'd certificates, when funded
9,762 91
Domestic creditors
82,932 7*
Total unfunded debt
$897,628 8»
Total public debt
$40,114,286 89
By the 65th section of the act of 15th April, 1851, the State Treasurer was author
ised to borrow, on temporary loan, $98,000, to be applied to improving the corvee on
the Columbia Railroad. This was done. But as the amount is reimbursable out of
the proceeds of the sale to the Reading Railroad Company, of the Schuylkill viadort
and the railroad leading therefrom to the city of Philadelphia, and is a mere antkip*
rion of some of the instalments from that company, it is not embraced in the abon
statement , nor in the table of loans.
COINAGE OF THE MINT AT DAHL0NEGA.
The coinage at the Branch Mint at Dahlonega, for 1851, was as follows :—
Pieces.
Valne.
Half eagles
62,710
$313,650
Quarter eagles.
11,264
28,160
Gold dollars
9,882
9.88J
Total
83,856
The deposits of gold for the year were :—
From California
$214,072 60 Promiscuous
From South Carolina.
3,286 03 From Georgia.
From Alabama
2,104 72
From Tennessee
2,250 60 Total
From North Carolina.
1,97121

$351,592
$950 S<
164,722 9e
$379,808 H
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COINAGE OF THE NEW ORLEANS MINT IN 1851.
We
below a statement, derived from the officers of the Mint, of the deposit)
and coinage at that establishment for the year ending January 1, 1852 :STATEMENT OF THE DEPOSITS AND COINAGE AT THE BRANCH MINT, NEW OBLEANS, DDBTJfO
THE YEAH 1851.
DEPOSITS.
Gold, of which 13.769,682 45 was from California
$8,928,060 61
Silver, of which $60,600 54 parted from California gold
96,560 65
Total deposits

$9,124,621 06
GOLD COINAOE.

Double eagles .
Eagles
Half eagles.. . .
Quarter eagles.
Gold dollars. . .
Total gold coinage

Pieces.
816,000
263,000
41,000
148,000
290,000

Value.
$6,300,000
2,630,000
205,000
870.000
290,000

1,057,000

$9,795,000

SILVEB COINAOE.
Half dollars
Quarter dollars . .
Dunes
Ball' dimes
Three-ceut pieces

402.000
$201,000
88.000
22,000
400.000
40.000
860,000
43,000
21,600
720,000
Total silver coinage
2.470.000
$327,600
Total coinage
8,627,000
$10,122,600
By reference to the above statement, it will be observed that the amount coined
exceeds that of deposits by nearly one million of dollars.
DEBT AND FINANCES OF MICHIGAN.
The funded and fundable debt of the State not yet due is as follows :—
General fund bonds, due May, 1856
$100,000
University bonds, due Julv, 1858
100,000
Detroit and Pontine Railroad bonds, due Julv, 1858
100,000
Penitentiary bonds, due January, 1859
'.
20 000
Ditto, 1*60
40,000
Full pi'i<l $5,000,000 loan bonds, due January, 18f.3
180.000
Adjusted bonds, due January, 1863
275,732
Internal Improvement warrant bonds, due January, 1S70
234,200

00
00
00
00
00
00
83
00

Total
$1,049,932 83
The part paid of the $5,000,000 loan bonds outstanding, will, if funded
previous to January, 1853, amount to
1,603.336 80
Bonds issuable for outstanding internal improvement warrants, say
15,000 00
Making the total funded and fundable debt not yet due
$2,668,269 13
The amounts due the educational funds arc considered permanent loans, and will
probably so remain—at least until the other portion of the State indebtedness shall
have been cancelled.
Amount due primary school fund
$238,262 18
Amount due university fund
22.608 89
Amount due Normal school endowment fund
2,220 06
Total due educational funds
VOL. XXVI. NO. III.

$263,080 63
23
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FUNDED DEBTS OF MARYLAND.
We compile from the annual report of the Treasurer of the State of Maryland, for
the fiscal year ending December 1st, 1851, to the General Assembly of Maryland, the
following statement of " Funded Debts contracted by the State, as of 1st December,
1851:"—
Debts.
$80,000 00
6 per cent debt, 1835
80,000 00
1843.
81,984 15
1845.
21,705 62
1846.
o$ 163,689 67
630,000 00
1821..
127,947 80
1821.
30,000 30
1826.
20.000 00
1834.
20,000 00
1836.
c97,947 SO
d3,000 00
1842 .
$294,636 97
1827 .
§256,189
115,811
1830.
125,000
1833.
$497,000 00
6 per cent sterling debt, 1838.
8,200,000 00
«3,697,000 00
/500.000 00
5 per cent currency debt, 1833 . .
5 "
"
1827..
1262,600
234,600
6 "
"
1880..
$497,000 00
125,000 00
"
1833.
5
2,000,000 00
1834.
6
35,000 00
"
1835.
6
3,162,222 22
sterling debt, 1838.
5
1838.
1,375,000 00
5
07,194,222 2!
currency debt, 1830.
$100,000 00
44
1884.
1,000,000 00
6
"
1837.
500,000 00
3
"
1838.
88,710 97
0
"
1839.
543,334 34
6
A2,232,045 SI
sterling debt, 1888.
860,000 00
5
currency debt, 1839.
0
160,000 00
1220,000 00
^1,000,000
00
sterling
debt,
1838
,
E
n
1838.
$60,000 00
5
currency debt, 1839.
81.463 77
1841.
0
11,300 37
£152,164 14
Total.

$15,290,668 «

a For account of the State's Tobacco Warehouses in Baltimore. b For the service of the Medial
Department of the Baltimore University.
c For the service of the Maryland PeniteuUiryd For account of the Washington Monument in Baltimore
e For account of the Baltimoh3&na
Ohio Railroad.
/ For account of the Baltimore and Washington Railroad.
p For aceoial tA
the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal.
h For account of the Baltimore and Su-«qui-bann» Riilruid
i For account of the Annapolis and Elk-Ridge Railroad. j For account of the f
Tide Water Canals.
k For account of the Eastern Shore Railroad.

'
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FINANCES OF THE UNITED STATES.
ESCtlPTS AND EXPENDITURES OF THE UNITED STATES, EXCLUSIVE OF TEDST FUNDS, FROM
OCTOBER, 1, TO DECEMBER 31, 1851.
Treasury Department, Register's Office, January 30, 1852.
RECEIPTS.
From customs
$9,601,509 40
Sales of public lands
589,048 82
Incidental sources
34,289 02
Loan of 1817, (treasury notes funded)
3,400 00
Total
EXPENDITURES.
Civil, miscellaneous, and foreign intercourse
Pension?
Indian affairs

$10,228,242 24
$4,809,656 94
$163,246 67
1,604.698 84
1,768,845 61

Army proper, Ac
Fortifications, armories, <fcc

$1,920,277 78
332,742 66

Navy
Interest, <tc, ou public debt and treasury notes
Reimbursement of treasury notes..
Redemption of stock loan of 1847
Redemption of stock loan of 1843
Premium and commission on purchase of stock loan of 1847
Premium and commission on purchase of stock loan of 1843
Total

2.258,020
2,604,509
1,813,290
3,550
1,070,450
445,687
167,999
2,063

44
37
83
00
00
60
55
87

$14,943,023 61

EARLY CURRENCY IN MAINE,
Long before any permanent settlements were made on the shores of Maine, there
was an extensive Commerce carried on with the Indinos of that territory by the fleets
which annually came from Europe for fish und peltry. In such intercourse, cash was
scarcely known. The natives were ready to liartcr large amounts of skins for beads,
knives, hatchets, and blankets, and especially for tobacco, powder, shot, guns, and
strong water. Philanthropists, who desired the highest welfare of the red man. and
sought to bring him under the salutary restiamts of the Gospel, according to the pro
fessed purpose of every charter for American colonies, perceived thst the most of such
mercliRudise tended to demoralize and render him a dangerous neighbor. They peti
tioned and obtained restrictions. Their benevolent action, as usual in attempts to sup
press gainful but deleterious customs, caused much excitement among the numerous
traders, who set more by their own interest than thoy cared for others' ruin.
The article of peltry, so abundantly ottered by the natives and so eagerly sought by
foreigners, was received and passed as cash by the colonists.
Another commodity, adopted by them from the aborigines, for a similar end, was
wampum. This was brought from Manhadoes, afterwards New York, on a voyage
thither in 1628. It is thus described by Governor Bradford:—"That which in time
turns most to our advantage is, their now acquainting and entering us into the trade
of wampum. By which and provisions, we ijinte cut off the trade both from the fish
ermen and straggling planters. And strange it is, to see the great alteration it in a
few years makes among the savages. For the Massachusetts and others, in these
parts, had scarce any, it being only made and kept among the Pequots and Naragansetts. who grew rich and potent by it; whereas the rest, who use it not, are poor and
beggarly." Here wo have the position, long assumed by the great body of the civil
ized, that a circulating medium, aside from the fruits of the field and of the chase,
tends to enrich and strengthen a people, confirmed by the experience of men in a state
of nature.
Roger Williams, in his observations on such money of the New England Indians,
gives the succeeding account:—" Their own is of two sorts, one white, which they
make of the stem or stock of the periwinkle, when all the shell is broken otf ; and of
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this sort, six of their small beads, -which they make with holes to string their bracelet*,
are current with the English for a penny. The second is black, inclining to blue, which
is made of the shell of a fish, which some English call hens—poquahock ; and of this
sort, three make an English penny. One fathom of this their stringed money is worth
five shillings."
UNITED STATES TREASURER'S STATEMENT, JANUARY 26, 1852.
TREASURER'S STATEMENT, SHOWING THE AMOUNT AT HIS CREDIT IN THE TBEASCRT, WITH
ASSISTANT TREASURERS AND DESIGNATED DEPOSITARIES, AND IN THE MINT AND BRANCHES,
DY RETURNS RECEIVED TO MONDAY, JANUARY 20, 1852, THE AMOUNT FOR WHICH DRAFTS
HAVE BEEN ISSUED BUT WERE THEN UNI'AID, AND THE AMOUNT THEN REMAINING SUBJECT
TO DRAFT. SHOWING, ALSO, THE AMOUNT OF FUTURE TRANSFERS TO AND FROM DEPOSITA
RIES, AS ORDERED BY THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY.
Draft*
heretofore drawn
Amount on but not yet paid. Amount
deposit. though payable, Bubj. to drift.
Treasury of United States, Washington.
$187,884 90 £14,487 67 $178,347 S3
Assistant Treasurer, Boston, Mass
650,850 67 68,600 08 582,250 59
Assistant Treasurer, New York. N. Y. . .
1,561,850 85 288,564 95 1,363,285 90
Assistant Treasurer, Philadelphia, Pa
687,109 06 57,282 99 629,826 07
16,890 48
Assistant Treasurer, Charleston, S. C.
111,458 18 34,567 70
Assistant Treasurer, New Orleans, La.
405,162 60 244,924 83 160,237 67
625,514 52 78,864 60 446,649 92
Assistant Treasurer, St. Louis, Mo
513 85 108,254 S3
Depositary at Buffalo, New York
108,767 73
6,940 61 29,121 58
85,062 19
Depositary at Baltimore, Maryland
637 00 20,321 96
Depositary at Richmond, Virginia...
20,958 96
Depositary at Norfolk, Virginia
118,885 04 54,994 14 63,390 90
Depositary at Wilmington, North Carolina.
2,024 68
2,024 63
2,228 00 53,147 67
Depositary at Savannah, Georgia.
65,375 67
5,762 84 85,582 19
Depositary at Mobile, Alabama
41,845 03
Depositary at Nashville, Tennessee
40,346 14
1,602 72 38,743 42
1,765 75 17,837 63
Depositary at Cincinnati, Ohio
19,603 38
1,437 61
Depositary at Pittsburg, Pennsylvania
1,624 87
J 87 86
8,801 37
Depositary at Cincinnati, (late)
8,801 37
Depositary at San Francisco
549,891 09 845,662 76 208,728 34
9,776 76 28,466 95
Depositary at Little Rock, Arkansas
38,242 71
Depositary at Jcffersonville, Indiana
66,066 55 17,402 69 47,663 86
Depositary at Chicago, Illinois
63,446 09
6,452 52 46.993 57
Depositary at Detroit, Michigan
61.668 44 10,123 68 41,444 76
Depositary at Tallahassee, Florida.
17,878 66
4,315 00 13,566 56
2,486 66
Suspense account
$2,486 66
5,684,690 00
Mint of the U. S., Philadelphia, Penn
6,684,690 00
82,000 00
Branch Mint of U. S., Charlotte, N. C
32,000 00
26,850 00
Branch Mint of U. S., Dahlonega, Ga
26,860 00
Branch Mint of U. S., New Orleans, La
960,000 00 200,000 00 760,000 00
Total
Deduct suspense account

12,055,704 18 1,410,418 18 10,647,772
2,486 46
66

Add difference in transfers

$10,646,285 80
1,481,46000

Net amount subject to draft.
$12,126,745 80
Transfers ordered to Treasury of the United States, Washington. $360,000 00
Transfers ordered to Assistant Treasurer, New York
400,000 00
Transfers ordered to Assistant Treasurer, New Orleans, Louisiana.
675,000 00
Transfers ordered to Assistant Treasurer, St. Louis, Missouri
50,000 00
Transfers ordered to Depositary atNorfolk, Virginia
120,000 00
Transfers ordered from Mint of the United States, Philadcl., Pa..

$1,605,000 00
28,640 00
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COMMERCIAL STATISTICS.
IMPORTS AT NEW YORK.
The imports at New York, of the under-mentioned articles, for the three years past,
from January 1, to December 31, have been as follows:—
Foreign.
Articles.
Coastwise.
TotaL
TotaL
1851.
1840.
1851.
1850.
Brandy
hf. pipes
13,970
881
14,861
17,327
Brandy
qr., cask?, bbls.
33,340
660
83,900
80,796
Coal
tons
67,896
....
67,896
80.064
Cochineal
cases
2,196
1
2,201
1,360
Cocoa
8,182
1,442
9,624
11,614
Coffee
495,012
62,331
567,343
882,986
Cotton.
bales
930
466,637
467,567
451,164
■170
Duck
230
700
772
Dock
pieces
2,710
11,237
13,947
7,687
Earthenware . . . .ct&, A casks
39,427
127
39,654
34,679
Figs
drums
191,637
77,860
268,887
119,298
Gin
pipes
4,987
is
6.000
3,648
Hemp
bales
41,646
19,476
61,121
63,778
Hemp
tons
1,289
112
1,401
749
Hides
bales
772
326
1,098
692
Hides.
No.
1,132,164
203,628
1,335,782
1,436,070
Iron, bar.
tons
51,478
1,227
52,405
54,746
Iron, pig
60,138
3,680
63,818
43,089
Iron
bdls.
673,880
6,207
679,687
506,223
Indigo
cases
1,772
286
2,058
1,949
Indigo
ceroons
729
3
732
1,426
Lead
pigs
310,458
176,538
486,996
443,981
Molasses
hhds.
12,650
72,972
68,816
86,622
Molasses
tierces
4,402
1,247
5,649
6,646
Molasses
bbls.
4,130
39,797
48,927
46,320
Olive Oil
casks
1,414
....
1.414
709
Olive OiL
boxes A bskts.
162
60,146
26,805
26,957
Pepper
bags
6,684
6,684
61,087
2,004
Pimento
13,292
16.296
12,867
Rags
bales
25,894
3,844
29,738
34.218
Raisins
casks
24,243
1,035
25,278
9,319
Raisins
boxen
460,677
82,041
492,718
363,298
Raisinsdrums
960
2,076
8,036
2,096
Rice
tierces
42,433
42,433
40,717
Rum
puncheons
1,176
81
1,821
1,257
Salt
bushels
2,269,590
10,180
2,279,770
1,986,570
Saltpetre
46,952
5,687
62.C40
13,521
128,019
147,467
116,848
Sugar
Hid
21,448
Sugar
tierces
1,666
58
1,724
1,811
Sugar
bbls.
8.089
36,268
44,367
35.019
198.098
Sugar
boxes
189,499
8,599
132,814
61,260
Sugar.
bags
156,076
13,733
168,809
39.689
Tin
slabs
11,961
8,544
20,495
Tin
plates A bxs.
1,000
314,643
316,643
275,527
16,891
Tobacco
hhds.
14,827
16,079
252
Tobacco
bales, Ac.
27,878
27,222
428
27,650
3,618
Wines.
butts A pipes
1,371
1,878
2
Wines.
hhds. A hf. pipes
16,656
17,680
17,279
401
Wines
quarter casks
49,221
42,040
42,957
7
11,986
Wines
bbls.
9.371
10,091
720
49,584
Wines.
boxes
71,288
69,774
1.614,
34,13*
Wool
bales
89,166
10,692
49,868
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THE TOBACCO TRADE.
From the annual circular of Messrs. diaries D. De Ford <fc Co, of Baltimore,
dated February 2, 1852, we compile the following statement of the tobacco trade in
that city and for the United States:—
STATEMENT OF MANUFACTURED TOBACCO.
Stock in
Stock for
factors' hnnds. Receipts.
the year.
Sales.
January 1, 1848
packages
17,000
64,000
71.000
48,000
1849
23,000
46.000
69,000
60,000
1850
9,000
50,000
59,000
47,000
1851
12,000
61,000
68,000
50,000
1852
13,000
The stock of manufactured tobacco in factors' hands in Baltimore, at the above date,
it will be seen, is 1,000 packages more than at the same time last year, and less by
1,800 packages than the average for the past five years.
The following list presents the extreme prices of manufactured tobacco last year and at
this date, which are nominal :—
Fancy
lb. lumps
Unchanged. | Fine 5's & 8'e. . .lb. l'ps 28 a 30 to 19 a 22c
Extra
SO a 35 to 25 a 30c. Good 6's <fc 8's. .lump 20 a 25 to 14 a 17c.
Fine
28 a 30 to 20 a 25c. Common 8's
18 a 20 to 10 a 13c.
Good
23 a 28 to 15 a 2Uc. , Com. 16's, 18's,&20's 15 a 16 to 9 a 10c.
Common
19 a 22 to 10 a 12c. I
The stock of manufactured tobacco in factors' hands in the United States, at this
date, may be safely estimated at 70,000 packages, and is not well assorted to meet
the spring trade.
The gradual decline in the price of manufactured tobacco has deterred dealers, for
several months past, from purchasing more than sufficient to fill their orders, and we
do not think they will alter their course before the autumn trade. In the unsettled
condition of the market, stocks must increase in factors' hands, and may have an unfa
vorable influence on prices, as in 1848 and 1849.
We do not consider the quantity of manufactured tobacco from 30,000 hhds. of Vir
ginia tobacco more than adequate to meet the wants of the various markets, and leave
the necessary stock in factors' hands at the close of the year.
After a full review of the markets in this country and Europe, with a compnrisouof
the stocks of leaf and manufactured tobacco—the probable crops to come into the
market, and the consumption—we arc induced to express our opinion that the down
ward tendency of those articles Is not justified by the actual condition of the market*,
or by the facts which alone should govern prices.
INSPECTIONS of leaf tobacco.
Amount of tobacco on hand in warehouses in Baltimore and on shipboard,
January 1, 1851
hhds,
10,617
Amount insp cted, 1851
42,742
Stocks by inspections
53,359
Received from Dist. of Colum., not inspected here, but included in shipm'ts
657
Shipped to foreign ports. 1651
84.124
Shipped coastwise and for home consumption, 1851
2,648
Total
37,32»
On hand January 1st, 1852.
16,030
The kinds inspected during the year 1851 :—
Maryland
Hids.
25,018
Ohio.
16,798
Kentucky
87S
Pennsylvania
)
^
Virginia
j
Total

42,745
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The shipments to foreign ports for 1851, are as follows :—
Bremen
hhds.
12,65+ i Russia
hhds.
602
Rotterdam
9,694 j Hamburg
...
175
Amsterdam.
4,154 West Indies
166
France
*2,327 Africa
24
Spain
1,158
Austria
1,850 Total
34,124
England
1,320
TABLE 07 LEAF TOBACCO INSPECTIONS IN BALTIMORE, FOE THE LAST FIVE YEARS.
Years.
Ohl». Ky. it oth. kinds. Total.
Maryland.
60.571
15,219
772
34,580
83,906
103
1848
9.702
23,490
46.601
1,248
80,689
13,664
41,833
183
27,085
13,965
42,742
931
16,798
25,013
Average for past 5 yrs.
42,930
887
13,869
28,171
EXPORTS OF LEAF TOBACCO FROM THE PORT OF BALTIMORE FOB THE LAST FIVK YEARS.
Tears.
Bremen. Rotterdam. Amsterdam. France. Other places. Total.
53.482
1847
hhds.
1,895
22,967
7,819 ll.KNS
9,413
38,890
4,959
131
12,787
7,910
3,103
51,924
1,033
9.562
18,821 13,783
8,725
44,368
6.540
15.864
8,177
7,814
6,973
5,292
34,124
1851
2,327
12,654
9,694
4,154
Average for past 5 yrs.

6,887
16,018
9,404
6,668
STATEMENT OF LEAF TOBACCO.
Stocks of leaf tobacco in Europe, December 31st, 1861
Ditto in United States, December 31st, 1851
Total stock in hand December 31st, 1852
Estimate for the crop to come in 1852, as follows, viz :—
Maryland and Oluo
hhds.
Virginia
Kentucky and other Western States
Total crop
Total stock for 1852
Consumption of Europo for 1852
Consumption of the Lnited States—Maryland Ohio
Ditto, Vireinia
Ditto, Kentucky
Total....

2,978

44,657

hhds.

61,000
38,000
99,000

40,000
89,000
75,000
"4,000
nMa,
6,000
28,000
18,000

263,000
120,000

81.000

Total
171,000
Stock in Europe and in the United States, January 1st, 1852
82,000
By reference to our circular of last year, it will be seen that our estimate of the
whole crop of tobacco in the United States for the year 1851, was 128,000 hhds., and
is about the quantity produced, although the actual inspections amount to 138,000 hhds,
including all the tobacco rcinspectcd. It will be observed that at this date there remain
in first hands less by 9,000 hhds. in Europe, and 2,000 hhds. in the United States, than
at the commencement of 1851.
The demand for chewing tobacco in the United States, manufactured from Virginia
leaf tobacco, is increasing, and has this year reduced the exports from Virginia to 4,420
Including 350 bofriheuds shipped via New York.
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hhds., and the entire crop, in a few years, will be required for the home manufacturers.
It is worthy of remark, that, in consequence of the gradual advance in the price of
Virginia manufactured tobacco, they have begun in the Western States to manufacture out
ofKentucky and Missouri leaf. Virginia manufactured tobacco will be found, throwing out
of view extreme prices resulting from a peculiar state of the market, to have gradually
and regularly advanced in price since 1830. From 6,000 to 10,000 hhds. of Kentucky
and Missouri leaf are required by the manufactories in the Western States fur chewing
tobacco, about half of which is of the finest grade.
SUGAR TRADE OF THE UNITED STATES.
For the subjoined statement of imports, exports, stocks, and consumption of sugar,
from 1st of January, 1801, to 31st December, 1851, we are indebted to the New York
Shipping List: —
RECEIPTS OF FOREIGN, FROM 1ST JANUARY, 1851, TO 31ST DECEMBER, 1851.
Hhds. fetes. Barrels, Boxes.
Bops.
At New York
127,667
8,257 188,411 154.954 303
Boston
11,571
1,228 82,906 88,126
Philadelphia
27,648
6,085 84,971 63,907
Baltimore
17,044
2,542
8,597
8,310
New Orleans
350
28,619
1,633
Otherports
6,168
321 11,071
6,820
Total receipts in United State-)
190,448
Add stock at all the porta, Jan. 1, 1851.
8,526

17,427 349,675 310.617 1,986
20,261
7,102

Totalsupply
193,973
Deduct export from all the ports in 1851
2,951

17,427 869,836 317,719 1,986
2,904
6,542
1,344

191,022
9,367

14,523 863,294 816,875 1,986
81,446 27,425 303

Deduct stock at all the ports, Jan.l, '52

Total consumption of foreign
181,655 14,523 381,848 288,950 1.68S
Or about
tons
201,405
Add crop of 1850-51, Louisiana, Texas, &c, the bulk of which came to
market in 1851, and assuming the stock, 1st of January, each year, to
be equal
tons
120,331
Would make the total consumption in the United States, from January 1,
1861, to December 31, 1851
tons
Consumption of foreign in 1850
Add crop of Louisiana, Texas, Florida, Ac., 1849-60
Would make the total consumption of 1850
Excess in 1851
STOCK 1ST OF JANUARY.
1852.
r
Ports.
Hhds., fee. Bxs.
Bags.
13,612 26,105
10,018 > • ■ •
7,541 1,320
....
••■.
New Orleans
....
,,,
....
, '850
400 ....

821.736
160.210.
141.592
801.S02
19,934

1851.
V
Cases. Hhds., fc c Bxs. Bscs.
1,213 8,835 8,798.
303
400 7,514 3,054
•••
1,287 2,900 250
■••
600 .... • > • ■
••■
.... 700
■>■
425 812
...

81,466 27,425 303
8,526 20,261 7,102
The aboYe statement we believe to be a correct exhibit of the quantity of raw,
clayed, <tc, sugar, taken from the ports for consumption in the country. It will be ob
served, we do not include the receipts of European refined sugar, being unable to
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obtain any reliable data for them, and we do not embrace in our exports any foreign
or domestic refined sugar, having confined ourselves wholly to the descriptions noticed.
The quantity of sugar made here from molasses is large, and the production of the
maple tree the last season is estimated at 17,500 tons.
PRICES OF COTTON IN LIVERPOOL IN 1861.
For the subjoined statement of the quotations of cotton wool in Liverpool, at the
close of each week in the year 1851, we are indebted to George Holt <fc Co., Cotton
Brokers, Liverpool We also annex, from the same reliable source, the weekly amount
of sales, and proportion on speculation at the close of each week.
JANUARY.
loth.
17th.
24th.
31st
71 a 71
Ha 71
Ha 71
H» '*
Si Si
71 8
H 8
n n
101 20
101 20
101 20
10i 20
8
9
8
9
8
9
8
9
7
81
7
Bf
7
8|
H 81
7 11
7 11
7 11
7± 11
4
61
4
61
4
61
4
6i
6
81
6
81
6
8
6
S{
28,760
21,100
23,630
26,540
Proportion on speculation. . .
1,690
1,920
1,250
2,290
FEBRUARY.
7th.
14th.
list
28th.
7f a 71
Ha 7f
7 a 71
7 a 71
71 71
i* n
n n
H 11
10 20
10 20
10 20
10 20
n si
7} 8}
71 81
n si
7
81
7
81
7
81
7
8J
7 101
7 101
7 11
7 101
4
61
4
61
4
61
4
61
6
8
6
8
6
8
6
8
23,350
24,700
83,640
39,460
Amount of sales.
bales
1,390
5,430
9,810
Proportion on speculation. . .
1,720
MARCH.
14th.
7th.
Stat.
28th.
71 a 71
71a 71
Via 71
7fa 71
7} 71
71 71
71 71
71 71
10 20
10 20
10 20
10 20
71 81
n si
71 8*
71 8f
7
81
7
81
61 81
61 8f
7 101
7 101
7 101
n "I
4
61
81 61
4
61
4
61
6
8
6
8
6
8
6
8
Amount of sales.
bales
42,630
47,710
85,640
81,180
Proportion on speculation. . .
6,660
2,990
10,100
14,360
APRIL.
4th.
11th.
17th.
25th.
a 61
71a 71
Ha 71
7 it 7
71 71
71 71
71 71
H ~'i
•20
10
10 20
10 SO
10 80
71 81
71 81
71 Sir
H 81
61 81
6| 81
81
n 81
7 10
7 10
7 101
7 10
Si H
Si 6k
31 »i
81 «*
8
8
8
8
6
8
6
8
26,400
28,770
28,600
87,sso
Proportion on speculation. . .
2,660
2,700
1,600
4.420
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KAY.
Sd.
9th.
10th.
SOd.
30th.
Upland, fair
pence 6J a 6f 6 a 61 61 a 6J 5£a 5} 61 a 5J
New Orleans, fair
6J 7
61 6$ 61 6| 6 J 6* 6f 6*
Sea Island
10 20 10 20 10 20 10 20 9 20
Pernambuco
1J 8Mt «i '
8* 7
8i 7, 5*
Hanmham
6fr 81 61 7* 61 7* 6* ^ 6}
}
Egyptian
7 10
6* 10
6* 10
6 10 6 10
Sural
H 5J 3
6f B
5& 21 6} 21 H
West India
686868686
Amount of sales
bales
29,050
32,700
46,750
41,270
51,080
6,040
Proportion on speculation. .
3,510
8,010
8,120
4,860
JUNE.
27lh.
6th.
13th.
20th.
Upland, fair
pence
51 a 6|
6} a 6
6Ja 6
New Orleans, fair
6£ 61
61 61
61 61
61 «1
Sea Island
9 20
9 20
9 20
9 SO
Pernambuco
7
8*
7
8*
6f 81
61 H
Maranhaui
61 71
61 71
6} 8
61 8
Egyptian
6 10
6 10
6
91
6t 9}
Sural
21 6J
21 51
21 61
2i 5
West India
6
8
6
8
6
8
6
8
Amount of sales
bales
45,230
46,810
63,600
34,350
Proportion on speculation
4,630
8,200
8,010
1,450
JULY.
4lh.
11th.
18th.
25th
Upland, fair
pence
6J a 51
61a 6f
6Ja 6 J
61 a 5f
New Orleans, fair
6
61
51 6
6J 6
Sea Island
9 20
81 20
81 20
20
Pernambuco
61 81
6
81
6
81
8
Maranham
51 8
5
8
5
8
n
Egyptian
51 9
61 9
51 9
9
Sural
21 4J
21 41
21 41
West India
61 8
51 8
51 8
51 71
45,620
Amount of sales
bales
80,670
34,230
39,210
Proportion on speculation
1,200
1,300
470
1,480
AUQCBT.
29th.
1st.
8th.
15th.
22d.
Upland, fair
pence 51 a 6| 51 a 6f 51 a 61 51 a 5| 5fa 51
New Orleans, fair
S| 61 6J 61 51 51 6* 61 51 6
Sealsland
8 20 8 20 8 21 8 21 »_ 21
Pernambuco
6
8 6
8 61 8 61 8 5* 8
Maranbam
5
7} 6
71 41 H 4} 71 4* it
Egyptian
51 9 51 9 5
9 5
9 51 9
SGrut
21 41 21 41 21 41 21 41 21 41
West India
51 71 61 71 61 71 61 71 61 71
Amount of sales
bales 69,770 69,190
47,090 67,980
57,270
Proportion on speculation
9.8S0
8,570
7,830 10,270
14,290
SEPTEMBER.
5lh.
12th.
19th.
26lh.
Upland, fair
pence
5| a 61
51 a 61
61 a 61
51 a 51
New Orleans, fair
61 6
6} 6
61 6
H 6
Sealsland
8 21
9 21
9 21
» 21
Pernambuco
51 8
6 81
6 81
6 81
Maranham
41 71
6 8
6 8
6 8
Egyptian
51 9
51 9
61 9
61 9
Sural
21 41
21 41
21 41
21 41
West India
61 71
61 71
61 71
61 71
Amount of sales
bales
36,570
51,640
86,860
89.860
Proportion on speculation
8,580
10,480
2*20
8,580
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Upland, fair
pence
New Orleans, fair
Sea Island
Pernambuco
Maranham
Egyptian
Sural
West India
Amount of sales
bales
Proportion on speculation .
Upland, fair
New Orleans, fair
Sea Wand
Pernambuco
Maranham
Egyptian
Surat
West India
Amount of sales
Proportion on speculation
Upland, fair
New Orleans, fair
Sea Wand
Pernambuco
Maranham
Egyptian
Surat
West India.Amount of sales
Proportion on speculation
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8th.
6f a 61
5} 6
9 21
6 8}
5 8
H 9
21 4}
h n
29,990
33,680
2,900
1,820
NOVEMBER.
7th.
pence
6 a5
5* 61
K>1 21
101
6 8
4* 7|
S 9
21 41
5 7
bales
68,820
5,880

nth.
5i»6f
Bf 5f
9J 21
6 8
4} H
5 9
n 4*
6 7
29,610
680

24lh.
5 aH
6$ bl
101 21
6 8
4} 7}
6 9
21 4i
5 7
40,940
1,960

31st.
6 a6
H 61
101 21
6 8
4f 7}
5 9
2* 4i
5 7
46,100
1,850

14th.
5 a5
61 51
101 21
6 8
H 71
6 9
21 41
6 7
70,640
15,550

21st.
6 a5
61 51
101 21
6 8
4J 7}
6 9
21 41
6 7
40,650
6,960

28th.
6 n 53r
61 5f
101 22
r» 8
4* 71
51 9
21 41
5 7
69,240
17,390

5th.
6 a 6J
61 51
10122
6 8
4J 71
51 9
21 41
5 7
39,370
8,710

12th.
4-JaS
51 51
11 22
H 11
41 71
5 9
21 41
5 7
31,780
6,380

19th.
4£ a 6
6 51
10 22
5} 71
41 71
5 9
21 41
4^7
28.030
6,120

24th.
4£ a 5
5 5J
10 22
51 71
41 71
5 9
21 41
4J 7
34,360
6,920

3d.
5j}a51
5J 6
9 21
6 8i
5 8
61 9

pence

bales

THE WHALE FISHERY OF THE U.MTED STATES,
We have published in former volumes of the Merchants' Magazine, full statistics of
the whale fishery of the United States, and we now copy from the Whaleman's Ship
ping Lint (New Bedford) a full and interesting summary of the whale fishery for tho
year 1851, together with complete tables of exports and imports of oil. The state
ments of the Shipping List upon this subject may be confidently relied upon :—
Notwithstanding many disasters, a reference to these tables will show that 1851 has
been a year of great prosperity to the trade. The number of arrivals has been very
large, and the aggregate of oil imported greater than in any year since 1847, notwith
standing which, the prices for all varieties have been well sustained, and the market
active.
The amount of tonnage employed in the trade has been considerably increased
during the last year, in spite of numerous losses in the Arctic seas. The Dumber of
vessels employed in the service at present is as follows, namely :—558 ships and barks,
27 brigs, and 35 schooners, being an increase over last year of 56 ships, 3 brigs, and 8
schooners. This number is large, but it still faUa below that of 1846, when there were
678 ships, 35 brigs, and 22 schooners in the trade.
The intelligence from the Arctic fleet, in 1851, has been of a disastrous character,
for, in addition to a very considerable loss of shipping, the average catchings
have been smaller than in any previous year. This will seriously affect the importa
tions of whale oil in 1852 ; and from the best estimate which we can now make, the
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amount during the present will hardly exceed 100,000 barrels, and may fall considera
bly below that figure. In addition to this, the accounts from the sperm whale fishery
are not encouraging, and there is a probable prospect that importations during the
year to come will not exceed 65,000 barrels.
The general conclusion to which we come is, that the business has been pushed, by
the enterprise of our merchants, to nearly if not quite its utmost limits, unless new
grounds are discovered, which does not nt present seem probable. Still the prospect
of a fair remuneration and return to those now engaged in it is good, though the policy
of extended investment would be very doubtful.
IMPORTATIONS OF SPEBM AMD WHALE OIL, AND WHALEBONE, INTO THE UNITED STATES
IN 1861.
Ships find Briffs and Sperm OiL Whole Oil. Whalebone.
Shin
Pounds.
Barks Schooners. Bbls.
Ports.
Bbla.
2,349.000
New Bedford
89
155,711
45,150
6
Fairlmven
97,100
18
9,480
16,385
Dartmouth
48
14
,«
i
Westport
14,400
2
4,040
1,769
1
12,000
Muttapoisett
2
2,581
S
1,747
District of New Bedford .
Edgartown
Nantucket
Falmouth
Provincetown
Boston
Beverly
Lynn
Warren
Newport
Btonington
Mystic
New Loudon
Sag Harbor
Greenport
Cold Spring
New York
Philadelphia
Truro
Orleaus
Total in 1851 .
Imports for 1850
" 1849
" 1848
" 1847
" 184«
" 1845
" 1844
" 1843
" 1842
" 1841
Average for 11 years.
EXPORTS OK WHALE OIL
To Bremen
gallons
Falmouth,(Eng.,) it a inur t
Stettin
Total exports in 1851
"
"18b0....
"
" 1849
«
" 1848....
" 1847....
"
" 1846....

112
S
13
1
1
6
,,
1
1
2
8
6
2U
4
7
4
2
,,

in
S
24
6
1

a
.,
t
i
i
i

60.665
2,874
16,601
2,911
6,842
250
135
168
1,262
1,310
163
2,914
133
839
217
2,042
60
175
210

175,460
3,810
8,385
2,719
229
280
....
2,740
2,789
1.765
15,859
15,767
67,508
11,066
13,486
11,691
■••>
....
8
....

2,473,400
44,000
38,000
24,800
9,800
28,700
59.100
12.200
125,000
168,800
609.000
67,200
115,100
180,000
42,400

51
99,591
818,483
S,916,500
Sperm Oil.
Whalebone.
Whale OIL
Pounds.
Barrels.
Barrels.
2,8ti9,200
92,892
200.608
2,281,100
100,944
248,492
2,003,000
107,976
280,666
120,753
3,341,680
313,150
99,217
207,493
2,276,939
8,167.142
157,917
272,730
2,532.445
189,694
262,047
166,985
2,000.000
206,727
1,600,000
161,041
165.G37
2,000,000
169,304
207,348
2,544,364
128,793
244,434
FROM THE POBT OF NEW BEDFORD IN 1851.
345,353 To Rotterdam
gallons
127,581
107.693
Amsterdam.
145,251
87,423
813,401
109,461
283,775
638,446
809,487
1,004,661
197
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EXPORTS FBOK BOSTON IN 1861.
Sperm Oil
gallons
43,797 | Whale Oil
gallons 108,179
STATEMENT OF THE STOCK OF WHALE OIL ON HAND, JANUARY 1, 1862.
Sperm Oil.
Whale Oil.
New Bedford
barrels
7,600
19,600
Fairhaven
1,850
4,600
Mattapoisett
600
....
Westport
3,400
Nantucket
4,000
2,200
Edgartown
....
1,.'100
Other places, (estimate).
....
9,000
Total
17,260
36,500
Of the stock of whalebone on hand, January 1, 1852, we have been unnble to form
sny estimate. The following table will show the amount of oil and whalebone on
hand from 1851 to 1845, inclusive:—
Rperm Oil.
Whale Oil.
Whalebone.
llurrels.
Barrels.
Pounds.
H,nil2
January 1, 1851..
8,610
242,000
1850..
8,760
13,000
400,000
1849..
10,147
20,936
9K4.600
1848..
5,696
29,126
921.500
1847..
14,613
7,775
1 1 2,800
40,701
1846..
6,221
211,000.
1845..
82,992
12,950
unknown'
COMMERCE OF ALBANY.
The Albany Evening Journal furnishes from the books of the harbor maMer the num
ber of vessels arriving at the port of Albany, during the year 1851 ; ami their esti
mated tonnage, to which we annex the figures of the previous season :—
1S50.
1851.
Number.
Tons.
Number.
Tons.
Schooners..
2."., 100
322
339
26,600
301
825
19'594
Sloops
18,182
17,542
119
129
18,600
Barges... . .
16,234
Steamers . .
60
42
16,674
5
898
1,324
8
Propellers .
15
8U0
Scows
12
630
380
2
••
...
Brigs
845
80,648
Total.
814
80,810
Although the returns show a decrease in the number of vessels ascending and de
scending the river, there is a slight increase in the aggregate tonnage of the past, over
the previous season.
The following is the total amount of tonnnge for each year since 1837 :—
1838
tons. 36.721 1848
tons. 70.986
1889
40,369 1846
71,011
1840
89,416 1847
97,019
1841
60,797 1848
77,983
1842
49,356 ! 1849
79,122
1843
66,354 1850
80,548
1844
65,507 1861
80,810
During the greater part of last year freights were abundant, and all description of
vessels were kept in service. Sail vessels made more trips, and remunerating prices
were paid. To show the dispatch, we give the movements of a sinjrle propeller, as
shown by the books of the agent, G. M. Griffin. The propeller Albany, rated at 285
tons, made, between April 8th and December 12th, 32 trips between Hartford and
this city—distance 680 miles ; making in the aggregate for the season, her running at
22,000 miles. Her cargoes have averaged 286 tons. This multiplied by the number
of trips, shows an aggregate of 9,121 tons.
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EXPORTS FROM THE PORT OF NEW YORK LV 1851.
MONTHLY SUMMARY OF EXI"0RTS FROM TUE PORT OK XEW YOBK FOR TUE YEAR 1851.
Domestic
Foreign luerchaiidi-%.
Specie and
Months.
merchimdise.
Dutiable.
Free.
bullion.
Jananry
$3,152,744
$422,895
$51,584
$1,266,281
February
2,685.780
60.930
1,007.689
295,6«7
March
3,976,198
29.121
2,368,861
31>',494
April
4.661.770
60,904
820.981
3,482,182
May
4,402,052
361,015
118.871
4,206.136
June
3,778,289
265.290
56,435
6,462.367
July
3,188.027
2.311
284,897
6.004,170
August
3.259.594
384,549
22.974
2,673,444
September
2.593,986
316,047
184.271
3,490,142
October
2.702,882
858.292
106.626
1,779.707
November
2,451,511
62,368
397,697
6,033,996
Total

$30,642,460

$4,072,628

8689,995

136,774,924

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTIONS OF THE UNITED STATES IS 1S50.
The subjoined statement of the agricultural productions of the several States, etc,
is derived from an official copy of the United States census for 1850:—
Value of
Acres
farming IraBushels of
of land plements and Value of
Bushels
Indian
States.
improved. machinery. live nock.
of wheat.
com.
Maine
2,019,593 $2,863,517 $9,831,488
867.980 1.741,715
New Hampshire
2,251.388 2,314,125 8.871.901
185.658 1,573.670
Vermont
2,322,923 2,774,959 11,292,748
493,666 1.625.776
Massachusetts
2,127,924 3,173,809 9,619,964
29,784 2,826.167
Rhode Island
337,672
473,385 1,466,636
39
516,133
Connecticut
1,734.277 2,048,026 7,363,996
40,167 1,996,462
New York
12,285,077 22,217,563 74.672,356 13,073,357 17,844,808
New Jersey
1,770,337 4,267,124 10,678,264 1,508,216 8,605,396
Pennsylvania
8,619,631 14,931,993 42.146,711 15,482,191 19.707,702
Deluware
624,364
471,385 1,718,386
466,784 2,888,896
Maryland
2,797.905 2,463,443 7,997.634 4,494.680 11,104.681
District of Columbia .
17.088
40,220
71.573
17.370
65,280
Virginia
10,150 106 7,021,658 33.607.962 14,516,950 85,688,682
North Carolina
5.443,137 4,056.006 17,837,108 2.147.899 28.286.999
South Carolina
4,074,855 4,143,709 15,060.016 1,066.278 16,272,308
Georgia.
6,323.426 5,901,050 25-.727.408 1,085,784 80,428,540
Florida
349.423
675.885 2,945.668
1.225 1,993,462
Alabama
4,387.088 5,066.814 81,558,686
292,429 28,485.966
Mississippi
8,4*9,640 5,759.738 19.303,593
215,181 21^836,154
Louisiana
1,567.998 11,326,310 10,983,508
84 10,915.051
Texas
635.913 2,0H5,3()8 10.263.086
42.448 5.796,785
Arkansas
780,333 1,594,941 6,728.254
193,902 8.857.296
Tennessee
6,087,057 6.351,178 29.134.198 1.638.470 52,137.863
Kentucky
0,068,633 5,388,092 29.898,386 2,184.783 58,922.788
Ohio
9,730.650 12,710,153 43.276.187 14,967.056 59.78S.750
Michigan
1.923,582 2,764,171 8,005,429 4,918.706 5,620.215
Indiaua
6.019,822 6,748,722 22,398.965 6,625,474 52.887,564
Illinois
6,114.041 6,349.826 24,817,954 9,433,965 57.179.28S
Missouri
2,911.422 3,977.449 19,764.672 2,943.840 35.709,042
Iowa
814,173 1,202,978 3,K02,769 1,442.074 8,475,027
Wisconsin
1,011,308 1,701,047 4,594,717 4,292.208 1,983 378
California
34.312
88.593 8,456,725
98,282
90*082
Minnesota
5,035
15,981
103.859
3.422
16!e65
Oregon
135,357
183.403 1,875,989
228.882
2 928
Utah
15.219
78,495
633,951
103.401
9 144
New Mexico
161,296
78,217 1,604,497
196,575
S55.795
Total

112,042,000 151,820,273 552,705,238 104,799,280 591,586,063
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AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTIONS OF THE UNITED STATES
Ginned
cotton.
Wine,
Tobacco, bales of
Wool,
States.
pounds of. 400 lbs. each, pounds of. gallons of.
Maine
....
1,366,866
306
N. Hampshire .
35
50
1,108,476
Vermont
140
3,492,087
Ma-sachusetts ..
119,306
676,736 4,122
Rhode Island . .
111,937
842
Connecticut
1,383,932
512,629 3,346
New York ....
70,222
10,021,507 6,483
New Jersey . . .
375.932
617
Pennsylvania.. .
857,619
4,784,867 23,839
Delaware
52,887
85
Maryland
21,199,281
477,438 2,099
Dis. of Columbia
15,000
863
56,516.492
Virginia
2.767 2,850,909 4,280
North Carolina. 12,058,147 98028 915,289 10,801
South Carolina.
73,235 300,901 487,243 3,680
Georgia
420,123 494.023 988,802
664
Florida
982,584 45,078
23,236
10
Alabama
163,606 660,360 637.829
M
Mississippi ....
48.349 494,774 556,057
301
23,922 163,034 105,393
Louisiana
Texas
60,770 65.945 122,118
94
224.164 64,987 181,427
Arkansas
10
20,144,380 192,636 1,340,833
Tennessee
204
55,765,259
Kentucky,
1,669 2.24 6, IBS 4,202
Ohio
10,480,967
10,089.607 44,834
Michigan .
2,225
2,047,364 1,443
Indiana
1,035,146
2,602,763 18,004
Illino
844,129
2,129,139 2,348
Missouri
17,038,364
1,635,182 10,193
Iowa .
2,012
S63.398
420
Wisconsin
768
248,065
68
California
1,000
4,800
Minnesota
260
Oregon
'825
29.596
Utah
8.897
New Mexico. . .
1,118
32,641 2,053

CONTINUED
Butter,
pounds of.
8,488.284
6,977,056
12,128.095
7,825,337
1,066,625
6,620,579
82,043,823
9,070,710
40,554,741
1,034.867
4,206,160
14,869
11,126.795
4,1 44,2,18
2,979,975
4,640,074
875,853
3,961,592
4,388,112
685,136
2,819,574
1.854.104
8,130,686
10,115,267
84,180,468
7,043.794
12,748,186
12,605.564
7,782,124
1,933,128
888,816
708
1.100
211.734
74,064
101

Cheese,
pounds of.
2,201,105
3,196,563
0.755,006
7,124,481
296,748
4,512,019
49,785,905
500,819
2,395,279
3,187
8,925
434.850
95,048
■1,810
46.391
18,324
30,423
20,314
1,148
92,018
28,440
179,677
228.744
21,350.478
1,012,651
666,986
1,283,758
201,697
198,444
440,961
150
36.030
32,648
5.887

199,532,494 2,474,214 62,422,797 141,295 812,202,286 103,184,585
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTIONS OF THE UNITED STATES CONTINUED.
Value
Hemp,
Cane sugar, of home
Hemp, waterHay, dew-rotted rotted, Flnxseed, Maple sufrar, hhds. of made man
States.
tons of. tons of. tons of. bush. of. pounds of. l.UOOlbs. ufactures.
$510,998
Maine
862
87,541
794,780 .... ....
New Hampshire.. 698,854 ....
893,458
94 1,292,429
Veraiont
261,589
763,579
307 6,169,641
Massachusetts . . .
210,076
645,749
5
72 768,596
26,098
Rhode Island. . . .
73,353
188,996
Connecticut
37.781
499,708
9,775
1,277,170
New Vork
hi
3,714,784
20 63,824 10,310,764
110,850
New Jersey
12,353
6,886
429,119
755,104
Pennsylvania. . . . 1,826,265 173 086 43,027 2,218,644
32,809
Delaware
838
80,159
18
111,828
Maryland
2,816
47,740
145,070 "63
Dist. of Columbia,
76
1,974
2,156,073
Virginia
370,177 3,460 1,149 53,333 1,223,905
2,008.884
North Carolina . .
27,448
145,180
13 478 88,183
•JIM!
l.VI 909,546
South Carolina . .
11
25,427
5S5
Georgia
60 1,273 1,888,093
23,427
47,411
Florida
74,362
2,620
Total.
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Slates.
Alabama
Mississippi. . .
Louisiana. . .
Texas
Arkansas.. . .
Tennessee . . ,
Kentucky. . .
Ohio
Michigan
Indiana
Illinois>
Missouri
Iowa
Wisconsin . . .
California. . . .
Minnesota . . ,
Oregon
Utah
New Mexico .
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Hemp,
ITemp, wuterHay, dew-rolted, ruited,
tons of. tons of. tons of.
31,801
70
12,517
2
20,672
8,327
3,924
145
72,942 1 1 15 535
115,296 37,168 2.685
,360,636 628 464
894,717
40
14
402,791 794 775
586,011 1,099 1,828
116,284 17,061 4,014
84,598 1,200
80
1 00
295,927
2.038
2,069 ....
373
4,288

Cane sugar.
Flaxseed. Maple sugar, bbds. of
bush. of. pounds of. 1,000 lbs.
478
28
54
110
278
21
260 262,486
7,017
16
695
8,825
19,406 159.647
80,468 388,626
185,698 4,521,648
1,186 2,423,897
35,803 2,921,638
11,873 246,078
13,439 171,943
2,182
70.680
834 661,969

Value
of home
made man
ufactures.
1,890,258
1,165,196
138,778
265,526
644,928
3,168,116
2,487,493
1,696,001
354,936
1,647,200
1.2 is,; u
1,662,749
202,533
57,606
2,500

2,950
1,304
6,031

Total
18,606,884 62,182 13,059 667,749 32,759,263 318,644 27,525,545
"The great amount of labor requisite to the extraction of the returns of agriculture,
will admit, at this time, of preventing but limited accounts, though, perhaps, to some
extent, of the most important separate interests.
" The returns of the wheat crop, for many of the Western States, will not at all in
dicate the average crop of those States. This is especially the case with Ohio, Indi
ana, and Illinois, from which, especially the former, the assistant marshals return a
' short crop,' to the extent of 50 per cent throughout the whole Slate. The shortness of
the wheat crop in Ohio, in 1849, is verified by returns made during the subsequent season,
by authority of the Legislature. The causes which affected the wheat crop in those
States were not without their influence in reducing that of Western Virginia and
Western Pennsylvania to some considerable extent."
THE BRITISH TEA TRADE,
The subject of the tea trade, in all its bearings, has been almost exhausted in former
numbers of the Merchants' Magazine, but we cannot resist the temptation of publishing
from the circular of Messrs. Liitledale, the subjoined table, showing its extraordinary
increase in the United Kingdom :—
Total Total delivery of
Imported.
Exported.
delivery. tbe U. Kinydum.
82,084,060
1833
lbs
36,150,656
I
7,029,207
921,550
4,948,329
38,732,038
1 Hoo
I
IS
1836
7,336,389
639,990
6,999,207
63,412,099
85,341,454
1837
7,120,631
605,238
4,568,935
34,929,470
1838
4,165.667
1,123,272
6,222.890
38,446,199
1839
4,629,337
984,675
6,402,088
84,636,012
1840
4,612,887
1,233,897
6,672,494
41,166,030
1841
3,992.266
688,242
6,619,864
43,066,039
1842
7,433,948
1,212,310
6,788,054
44,981,607
1843
6,062,?06
492.597
6,840,358
46,677,000
1844
9,846,200
842,529
8,888,634
48,427,000
1845
18,614,087
769,930
11,956,148
61,000.000
1846
18,000000
675.534
18,560,991
50,793,649
1847
13.025,701
1,000,906
12,730.569
52.231.006
1848
10,143,460
628.6P6
18,320,426
65.300,000
1849
9.197,840
1,144,184
18,410,046
66,400.000
1860
9,117,726
1,366,020
11,820,024
69,000,000
1861
16,781,049
1,011,203
14,112,247
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The imports for the year, into the United Kingdom, will be about 72,000,000 lbs.
against 48,300,000 lbs. in 1850. Deliveries, 59.000,000 lbs., against 56,400,000 lbs, in
1850. Stocks, 48,000,000 lbs., against 34,500,000 in 1850.
We perceive here that the importation* in a single year have increased 28,700,000
lbs., or an increase within 7,000,000 lbs. of the entire importations into the United
States during the year 1851.
IMPORT, RE-EXPORT, AND CONSUMPTION OF FOREIGN MERCHANDISE OF THE
UNITED STATES, FROM 1821 TO 1851.
STATEMENT EXHIBITING THE VALUE OF FOREIGN MERCHANDISE IMPORTED, BF. EXPORTED,
AND CONSUMED ANNUALLY, FROM 1821 TO 1 85 1, INCLUSIVE AND ALSO THE ESTIMATED
POPULATION, AND EATE OF CONSUMPTION TER CAPITA, DURING THE SAME PERIOD.
, VALUE OF FOREIGN MER<JHANDISE. ,
ConYears
Consumed
fmiupi'n
ei dine
and on
per
September 30.
Imported.
Re-exported.
hand.
Population. capita.
21,302.488
41,283,236
9,960,974 $4 64
22.286,202
60,955,309
10,288,757
6 22
1823
77.579.267
27,543,622
50,035,649
10.606,540
4 19
1824.
80.549,007
25,337,157
55,211.850
10,929,323
6 61
32,590,643
63,649,432
11,252,106
5 20
1826
24,539,612
60.434,612
11,574,889
5 77
23,403,136
66,080,932
11,857,672
4 41
21,595,017
66,914.807
12,220,455
5 76
1829
16.657,478
67,834,049
12,543,238
4 61
14,387,479
56.489,441
12,866,020
4 89
1831.
103,191,124
20,033,526
83,157,598
13,286,364
6 26
101,029,266
1832
24,036,473
76,989,793
13,706,707
5 61
1833
10S.1 13,311
19,822,735
88,295,576
14,127,050
6 26
1834
126.521,332
23,312,811
103,208,521
14,647,893
7 09
1835
149.895,742
20,501,495
129,391,247
14,967,736
8 93
189,980,035
21,746,360
183S
168,233,676
16,388,079 10 98
1837 ,
21,854.983
119,134,255
15,808,422
7 53
113,717,284
16,228,766
1838
12,452,795
101,264,609
6 23
102,092,132
144,597.607
16,649,103
1839
17,494,525
8 68
1840
107,151,619
17,069,153
18,190,312
38,951,207
5 21
127.956,177
17,612,507
1841
15,499,081
112,447,096
6 38
100,162,087
11,721,538
88,440,549
18,155,661
1S42
4 87
18,698,615
6,552,707
68.201.092
3 11
96,950.168
1 1,484,867
19,241,670
18441
5 03
19,784,725
1845
101,907,736
15,346,830
6 16
1846
110,345,174
20,337,780
11,346.623
6 42
8,01 1,158
133,534,480
20,870,835
18471
6 60
133.866,618
21,132.315
21,413,890 . 6 25
1848^
147.857,439
134,768,574
21,956,945
18491 ■
13,088,865
6 IS
163,184,510
14,951.808
22,500,000
1850^
7. 26
205,987,300
9,738,695
23,500,000
1851'
8 76
THE COMMERCE OF BELFAST, IRELAND.
The total value of the annual exports from Belfast, linens and linen yams, muslins,
and other cotton manufactures, cured provisions, flax and tow, etc., is about £5,600,000.
The chief imports are grain, timber, flax, flaxseed, and sugar. The most important
branch of Commerce is the cross-channel trade ; but there is, also, an extensive trade
with the United States ami Canada, the West Indies, the Mediterranean, the Baltic,
Archangel, and of late a limited traffic with China and the East Indies. In 1 850 the
shipping of the port numbered 4.490 vessels, tonnage 624,113, yielding a revenue of
£29,012. The gross produce of Customs' duties during the same period was
£352,658; the amount of postage collected in the town, £7,246 7s. 8d. ; the stamp
duties received on the Belfast collection, £26,991 ; and the inland revenue collected in
the district, £206,278.
* Nine months to June 30.
voi>. xxvi,—ncu in.

t Year to June 30,
24
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IMPORTS INTO NEW YORK IN 1351.
We give below a statement of the value of the imports of merchandise, distinguish
ing the dutiable and free, and the specie and bullion, also the value of merchandise
entered and withdrawn from warehouse, together with the cash duties received in each
month of the calendar year 1851:—
MONTHLY SUMMARY OF IMPORTATIONS INTO THE DISTRICT OF NEW TORE IN THE YEAR 1851.
Withdrawn Entered
Cash
Dutiable
Free Specioand from
for
duties
Months.
merchandise, merchandise, bullion, warehouse, warehouse, received.
January
$12,708,518 $937,650 $210,455 $1,024,246 $1,611,847 $3,511,610
February
9,44 2,007 1,208,036 1 64,03 1 899,4 38 1,24 0,329 2,658,886
March
10,651,142 982,530 270,505 1,068,437 1,181,925 3,124,811
April
8,546,184 655,386 621,666 1,144,068 1,238,313 2,547,582
Mav
8,952,711 786,326 111,443 858,519 1,148,428 2,604.640
June
8,097,631 668,716 121,234 717,633 1.043,345 2,305.185
July
12,373,199 1,027,481 81,143 1,167,644 1,022,725 3,558,400
August
11,279,000 638,334 186,503 1,252,245 1,858,089 3,234,764
September
8,384,172 866,lb3 115,57 2 1,669,804 864,9 1 6 2,609.838
October
5,765,795 1,548,720 23,165 1,602,436 1,204,994 1,958,516'
November
4,399,086 415,838 218,473 1,377,100 938,056 1,488,740
December
6,042,399 652,797 25,367 1,117,723 1,027,116 1,576,294
Total

105,641,847 9,636,967 2,050,056 18,900,793 18,880,022 81,079,209

MACKEREL FISHERY OF MASSACHUSETTS.
The following tabular statement is obtained through the returns made by the dep.
nty inspectors to Charles Mayo, the inspector general of fish for the commonwealth
of Massachusetts, for the year 1851, and therefore may be relied upon as correct It
shows at a ghince the extent and localities of that branch of commercial enterprise,
the number of vessels owned in Massachusetts and other States engaged in the mack
erel fishery, and which have packed their mackerel in the State of Massachusetts, the
amount of tonnage, and the number of men and boys employed on board these vessels.
Men I
Men
Where owned.
Vessels. Tonnage. &. b'ys. j Where owned.
Vessels. Tonnac^. &. b'ys.
596
85
Orleans.
.
5
336
7
54
12
761
97 Plymouth
6
65
661
28 1,918 339 Provincetown..
01 4,322 CSS
42 1,537 CSS
259
47 Rockport
4
2
74
14 Salem. .
9
80
1
19 1,346 230 Scituate... .
715 119
18
44 2,885 561 Salisbury. .
4
48
305
1
117
16 Truro
62 8,626 5S1
41 3,096 685 Wellfleet . .
79 6,411 S52
3
170
88 Yarmouth .
14
990 169
1
71
10
241 13,639 2,326
803 53,712 9,117
■IS 8,231 677 Maine.
47 8,019 446
37 2,492 491 N. Ham
8
84
615
4
167
33 Rhode Island
71
7
479
1
45
8 Connecticut
23 1,651 255
1
25
80
6 Maryland.
2
141
6
4 'JO
65
Martha's Vin'd.. ...
o
168
80
940 69,417 »,(
07 4,343 707
The whole amount of mackerel inspected in Massachusetts in 1851 was 329,242
barrels, of which amount 140,906 barrels were caught at Bay Chaleur, or in th«
British waters ; and on the shores of the United States, or in American waters 1 88 kS6,
showing a total of 329,242 barrels caught during the year 1851. The reader is referred
for further information on this branch of industry, to the interesting series of papers
relating to the "Fisheries of toe United States in the present and preceding num
bers of the Merchant!' Magazine.
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TIDAL SIGNALS AT DOVOR HARBOR.
Notice is hereby given, that on and after the first day of January, 1852, the following
tidal signals will be exhibited at Dovor hirbour instead of those now in use:
Depth of water on ebb andflow by index at north pier—7 to 10 feet Day signals—
Red nag with a black ball under at the customary staff on the south pier. Night sig
nals—A small low red light on the north pier, and a similar light on the outer ex
tremity of the south pier. Depth of water on ebb andflow by index at north pier—10
to 13 feet. Day signals—Red flag on the same staff. Night signals—The lights
now in use, viz. : two large red lights on the signal staffs of the south pier, and i lie
above-mentioned small low red light on the north pier. Depth of water on ebb and
Jlow by index at north pier—13 feet and upward. Day signals—Red flag with a
black ball over on the like staff. Night signals—Lights as above.
A brilliant green light projecting its rays toward the harbor's mouth will be exhib
ited throughout the night, by the clock-tower in the inner part of the harbor, and will
show midway between the piers.
No signal to ships in general will be made between seven feet at ebb and seven feet
at flood, by the index board, and whenever, at other times, the harbor is inaccessible
to vessels, the flag (if in the day) will be pulled down, and (if at night) the light or
lights on the south pier will be extinguished, and only upon the former beiug rehoiated, or the latter relighted, can the harbor be entered.
By order of the honorable warden and assistants of Dovor harbor,
Q. T. THOMPSON, Registrar.
Dovor, Sept. 11, 1851.
YOUGHAL LIGHT-HOUSE, SOU TH COAST OF IRELAND.
A light-house has been erected on the Western side of the entrance of Youghal
harbor, county Cork, from which a light was exhibited on the night of the 1st of Feb
ruary, 1852, and will thereafter be lighted every night from sunset to sunrise.
Specification given of the position and appearance of the light by Mr. Ualpin, in
spector of light houses.
Youghal harbor light house is erected on the west «dc and within entrance of the
harbor, in lat. 61° 58' 34" N, and long. 7° 50' 33" W., and bears—
From Black Rocks (East Point) N. K J K., distant 2f nautic miles.
From Capel (or Cable) Island (East Point) N. E. by N, distant 3J nautic miles.
From Bar Rocks (S. W. Point) N. by E. i distant 1J nautic miles.
From Black Ball Ledge (N. E Point) N. by W. f W, distant 1, nautic miles.
From Black Ball Head N. W. T W, distant ] nautic miles.
From Feiry Poiut S. W. J S., distant i nautic miles.
The lantern is 78 feet over high-water level. The light will be a fixed bright
light, open to the harbor and scawurd to S. W. by S., and in clear weather will be
seen at the distance of two leagues.
The tower is circular, of a Itybt stone color.
The bearings stated aremaguetic—var. 27° 50' W.
Note.—Capel Island, on the West side of Youghal Bay, bears from Ballycotio
Island flashing light E. J ?f., distant 6 miles, and from Mine Head intermitting light
W. i S., distant 12 miles
CAKYSFORT IRON LIGHT-HOUSE, FLORIDA REEF.
This light-house is now nearly completed. The reef selected for the site of this
light house is about eighty-five miles east from Key WeBt, and nine miles from the
nearest land. A more desirable location cannot be found, as it stands on the most
eastern shoal of the reef, near what is called the Elbow, and within half a mile of the
unfathomable waters of the Gulf Stream. The entire structure is of iron. The plan
of the base is octagonal, consisting of eight angles and one center pile of wrought iron.
These piles, twenty-five feet long and eight iuches in diameter, were driven by blowi
of a ram weighing two thousand pounds, into the solid coral bank, until an iron „h„ul
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der attached to the end of each, brought up on dirks -which have a large bearing sur
face, and through which they were driven. These piles are imbedded ten and twelve
feet below the surface, which is coral rock and sand. The structure is composed of a
series of iron pillars, the lower of which stands perpendicular, being ten leet above
high-water mark. Upon the heads of the lower tiers are cast-iron sockets, or couplingboxes, in which are placed the heads of the second series of pillars, departing from the
perpendicular at an angle of 10J degrees, thus narrowing the building as it rises, and
presenting the frustum of a cone, with a base fifty feet in diameter. About forty feet
above high-water mark, the pillars are inclosed by two rows of cast-iron plates, inside
of which are laid two floors, and the whole covered in with a roof. The lower of the
rooms thus formed is intended for water and stores, while the upper serves as a dwel
ling for the keeper. From the roof of these rooms ascends a cylinder tower, inclosing
the stairway to the watch-room and lantern. The hight of the entire structure, that is,
from the heel of the center pile to the silvered ball above the lantern, is 1S8 feet.
The light, which will be revolving, it is calculated can be seen thirty miles—the at
mosphere being sufficiently clear for it to penetrate that far. In addition to the radial
and periphery ties, or braces, by which the center and angle piles are attached to each
other, the whole is secured by tension bracing, tightened by a lever and turnbuckle,
which make it perfectly tight An ornamental gallery is arranged around the dwel
ling-house, giving it a light and airy appearance.
IMPROVEMENTS IIS LIGHT-HOUSES.
A plan of much importance to commercial interests has been put forward by Sir.
George Wells, of the British Admiraltv, for giving a telegraphic character to various
light-houses. The evils of existing light-houses are alleged to be:—"1. Their unne
cessary elevation, which gives them the appearance of being at a greater distance
than they really are. 2. In giving colored lights to some, which is worse than useless,
as in hazy or foggy weather the density of the atmosphere creates such an optical
illusion as completely to vary all descriptions of color, and consequently to lead the
seamen to agitation, and thence too often to destruction. 8. The general insufficiency of
the light, and its similarity in appearance, which not unfrequently misleads the mariner
as to the actual locality of the light-house and the course of his ship; as was evi
denced, amid many other instances, in the disaster that befell the Great Britain,
though under the guidance of a most experienced sailor." And the following is the
remedy proposed:—"The process of the proposed change in the existing light-house
is exceedingly simple, and the expense of it comparatively trifling, bearing in mind
the security it would insure, being no more than the cutting of four or more circular
apertures in all the present structures, just below the lantern, and fitting the openings
with glazed sashes of ground plate-gluss, painted so as to leave the initial of the particu
lar light-house bold and distinct. The length of the letter being three times the size
of the light of the lantern, would be more clearly visible, and leave no doubt as to
what the light-house is and where situated "Tis the few moments lost in thinking
what light house it is, that allows the ship to be drawn by wind or current upon the
iron-bound rock, where all are lost' This alteruion is suggested for the existing light
houses, but where it might be necessary to construct new ones it would be better they
should not be carried to the present altitude, as the nearer the light is level to the eye,
the less probability w ould exist as to any mistake in the distance of it"
NEW MODE OF DETERMINING LONOITDDE.
The Pacific publishes a new method of determining longitude at sea, by observation
independent of the chronometer, discovered by Rev. Tylet Thacher, on his late
passage to San Francisco. This method of determining longitude by a single observa
tion of any heavenly body, seen by night or day, either on meridian, or at any angle
with the meridian, is perfectly geometrical, and as obvious and certain in its results as
any case whatever iu spherical trigonometry. He employs the same observation also
to fix the longitude. The method by which this is done is partly geometrical and partly
arithmetical, but is plain and certain. The certificates from the master and the first
mate of the ship Capitol, show the discovery was made and tested by Mr. Thacher
during the late voyage to that State. Mr. Thacher is now preparing for the press a
work which will contain his discovery, so important to mariners and to the whole
commercial world.
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BBITISH LAW REGULATING THE CARRIAGE OF PASSENGERS IN MERCHANT
VESSELS.
We give below extracts, (embracing the substance,) of the British law regarding the
carriage of passengers in merchant vessels :—
Section 1. Repeals laws inconsistent with this Act.
Sec. 4. This Act shall extend to every passenger ship proceeding on any voyage
from the United Kingdom to any place out of Europe, and not being within the Medi
terranean Sea, and on every colonial voyage as hereinafter described, but not to any
steam vessel carrying mails under contract with the government of the country to
which such steam vessel may belong.
Sxc. 8. The master of every ship, whether a passenger ship or otherwise, fitting or
intended for i he carriage of passengers, or which shall carry passengers upon any
voyage to which this Act extends, shall nfford to such emigration officer as aforesaid at
any port or place in her Majesty's dominions, and, in the case of British ships, to her
Majesty'b consul at any foreign port or place at which such ship shall be or arrive,
every facility for inspecting such ship, and for communicating with the passengers, and
for ascertaining that the provisions of this Act, bo far as the same may be applicable
to such ships, have been duly complied with.
Sec. 9. No passenger ship shall be allowed to clear out or proceed on any voyage
to which this Act extends until the master thereof shall have obtained from the Emi
gration Officer at the port of clearance a certificate under his hand that all the require
ment! of this Act, so far as the same can be complied with before the departure of
such passenger ship, have been duly complied wilh.
Sec. 10. No ship shall be allowed to clear out or shall proceed on her voyage with
a greater number of persons on board (including the master and crew, and cabin pas
sengers, if any,) than in the proportion of one person to every two tons of the regis
tered tonnage of such ship, nor, whatever may be the registered tonnage of such ship,
with a greater number of passengers on board, exclusive of bona fide cabin passengers,
than in the following proportions to the space occupied by such passengers and appro
priated for their use, and unoccupied by stores, not being their personal luggage;
(that is to say,) on the main deck, and on the deck immediately below the same, or in
any compartment of either, appropriated as aforesaid, one passenger for every twelve
such clear superficial feet ; or if such ship is destined to pass within the tropics, and
the duration of the intended voyage, computed as hereinafter mentioned, exceeds
12 weeks, one passenger for every fifteen such clear superficial feet : Provided always,
that no passenger shall in any case be carried on an orlop deck ; and if there shall "be
oa board of any ship at or after the time of clearance a greater number either of per
sons or of passengers than in the proportions respectively hereinbefore mentioned, the
master of such ship shall be liable, on such conviction as hereinafter is mentioned, to
the payment of a penalty not exceeding £6 nor less than £2 sterling for each person
or passenger constituting any such excess.
Sec. II. For the purpwes of this Act two children, each being under the age of
fourteen years, shall be computed either as one person or as one passenger, as the
case may require, except in the case hereinafter mentioned, but that children under
the age of one year shall not be included in such computation.
Skc. 1?. Tlie master of every ship, whether a passenger ship or otherwise, carrying
passengers on any voyage to which this Act extends, shall, before demanding a clear
ance for such ship sign two lists, setting forth the name and other particulars of the
ship, and of every passenger on board thereof; and the said lists, when signed, shall
be delivered to the officer of the customs from whom a clearance of the said ship shall
be demanded, and such officer shall thereupon countersign nnd return to the said
master one of such lists, hereinafter described as the master's list ; and the said master
shall exhibit such last mentioned list, with any additions which may from time to
time be made thereto, as hereinafter directed, to the chief officer of her Majesty's Cus
toms at any port or place in her Majesty's possessions, or to her Majecty's consul at
any foreign port at which the said passengers or any of them shall be landed, and shall
deposit the same with such chief officer of customs, or such consul, as the case may be,
at the final port or place of discharge.
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Sec. IS. If at any time after such lists shall have been signed and delivered as
aforesaid there shall be taken on board any additional passenger, in every such case
the master shall, according to the form aforesaid, add to the master's list the names
and other particulars of every such additional passenger, and shall also sign a separate
list, made nut according to the form aforesaid, containing the names and other parti
culars of every such additional passenger ; and such lust mentioned lift, when signed,
shall, together with the ninster's list to which such addition shall have been made, be
delivered to the chief Officer of Customs as aforesaid, and thereupon such officer (■hall
countersign the master's list, and shall return the same to the said master, and shall
retain the separate list ; and so on in like manner whenever any additional passenger
or passengers may be taken on board ; or if no Officer of Customs shall be stationed at
the port or place where such additional passenger or passengers may be taken on
board, the said lists shall be delivered to the Officer of Customs at the next port or
place at which such vessel shall touch or arrive and where any such officer shall be
stationed, to be dealt with as hereinbefore mentioned.
Sec. 14. No passenger ship 6hall be allowed to clear out or proceed on her voy
age unless she shall have been surveyed, under the direction of the* Emigration Offi
cer at the port of clearance, but at the expense of the owner or charterer thereof, by
two or more competent surveyors, to be duly authorized and approved of by the said
colonial land and emigration commissioners for each port at w hich there may be an
Emigration Officer, and for other ports by the Commissioners of Customs, nor unless it
shall be reported by the same, or by two other surveyors to be appoiuted as aforesaid,
that such passenger ship is in their opinion seaworthy, and fit in all respects for her
intended voyage: Provided always that the precautions for ascertaining the sea
worthiness of ships and their fitness for their intended voyages respectively shall be
the same for foreign as for British ships.
Sec. 15. In every passenger ship there shall be lower or hold beams of adequate
strength, forming part of the permanent structure of such a ship, and also a second
deck or platform not less than one and a half inches in thickness, properly laid upon
the lower or hold beams, or substantially secured to the same, at least three inches
clear above the bottom thereof ; and further, that there shall be between the upper
and the second deck or platform a hight of at least six feet, and a like bight be
tween such second deck or platform and any deck beneath it, if used for carrying
passengers ; and that there shall not be more than two tiers of berths on any one deck
m such passenger ship, and that the interval between the floor of the berths and the
deck or platform immediately beneath them shall not be less than six inches, and that
the berths shall be securely constructed, and of dimensions not less than after the rate
of six feet in length and eighteen indies in width for each passenger ; and that not more
than two passengers, unless members of the same family, shall be placed in any one
berth ; and that no berths occupied by passengers during the voyage shall be takeii
down until forty eight hours after the arrival of such ship at the port of final discharge
unless all the passengers shall have voluntarily quitted the ship before the expiratioo
of that time.
Sec. 16. For the purpose of insuring a proper supply of light ami air in every pas
senger ship, the passengers shall at all times during the voyage (weather permitting)
have free access to and from the between decks by the whole of each hatchway situate
over the space appropriated to the use of such passenger: Provided always, that if
the main hatchway be not one of the hatchways appropriated to the use of passen
gers, or if the natural supply of light and air through the same be in any manner
unduly impeded,^t shall be lawful for the Emigration Officer at the port of clenrance
to direct such other provision to be made for affording light and air to the between
decks as the circumstances of the case may, in the judgment of such officer, appear to
require -r and in case of noncompliance with any such directions the owner, charterer,
or master of such ship shall be liable, on such conviction as hereinafter is mentioned,
to the payment of a penalty not exceeding £80 nor less than £20 : Provided also, that
no passenger ship having on board as many as 100 passengers shall clear out or
proceed on her voyage without having on board an adequate and proper ventilating
apparatus, to be approved by the Emigration Officer at the port of clearance, and
fitted to his satisfaction.
Sue. 17. Every passenger ship shall carry a number of boats according to the fol
lowing scale: (tiat is to say,) two boats for every ship of 100 tons and upward;
three boats for every ship of 200 tons and upward, in case the number of passengers
shall exceed fifty; four boats for every ship of 600 tons and upward, in case the
number of assengers shall exceed 200 : Provided always, that one of such boa'ts shall
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in ail cases be a long boat, and one shall be a properly fitted life boat, and that each
of such boats shall be of a suitable size, to be approved by the Emigration Officer at
the port of clearance, and shall be seaworthy, and properly supplied with all requi
sites for use ; provided also, that there shall likewise be on board two properly fitted
life buoys, kept ready at all times for immediate use.
Sec. 18. No passenger ship shall be cleared out or proceed to sea until it shall be
proved to the satisfaction of the officer from whom a clearance of such ship may be
demanded that she is manned with a proper complement of seamen for tin: intended
voyage.
Sec. 19. No passenger ship shall clear out or proceed on her voyage if there shall
be on board as cargo any gunpowder, vitriol, guano, green hides, or any other article
likely to endanger the safety of the ship or the health or lives of the passengers, or if
any part of the cargo shall be on deck.
Sec. 20. For the purposes of this Act, the following shall be the number of weeks
deemed necessary for the voyage of any ship carrying passengers from the United
Kiugdorn to the under mentioned places respectively ; (that is to say,) to North Amer
ica, except the West coast thereof, ten weeks; to the West Indies, ten weeks; to any
part of the East coast of the Continent of Central or South America Northward of the
25tb degree of South latitude, except British Guiana, twelve weeks ; to the West coast
of Africa, twelve weeks ; to the Cape of Good Hope or the Falkland Islnuds, or to any
of the East coast of South America Southward of the 26th degree of South latilifleen weeks ; to the Mauritius and to the Western coast of America South of
the Equator, eighteen weeks ; to Ceylon, twenty weeks ; to Western Australia, twenty
weeks ; to any other of the Australian Colonies, twenty-two weeks ; to New Zealand
and to the Western coast of America North of the Equator, twenty-four weeks: 1'rovided nevertheless, that for the like purposes it shall be lawful for the said colonial
land and emigration commissioners, acting by and under the authority of one of her
Majesty's principal Secretaries 6f State, from time to time, by any notice in writing
issued under the hands of any two of such commissioners, and published it> the London
Gazette, to declare what shall be deemed to be the length of voyage from the United
Kingdom to any of the said hereinbefore mentioned places, or to any port or place
whatsoever, anything herein contained to the contrary notwithstanding.
Sec. 21. No passenger ship shall be allowed to clear out or to proceed on her voy
age until there shall be supplied, by and at the expense of the owner or charterer
thereof, and properly stowed away on board under hatches for the use of the passen
gers during the voyage, pure water, and wholesome provisions in a sweet and good
condition, of a quality to be approved by the Emigration Officer, and in quantities suf
ficient to afford the allowances to each passenger as hereafter provided ; and if any
person shall fraudulently obtain a clearance for any passenger ship which shall not be
then stored with the requisite quantities of such water and provisions as aforesaid, he
shall be liable, on such conviction as hereinafter is mentioned, to the payment of a
penalty not exceeding £100 nor less than £50.
Sic. 22. In every passenger ship the water to be laden on board, as hereinbefore
required, shall be carried in tanks or casks to bo approved of by the Emigration Offi
cer at the port of clearance : Provided always, that all such casks small be sweet and
tight, of sufficient strength, and properly charred inside, and shall not be made of fir
or soft wood staves, nor be capable severally of containing more than 300 gallons each,
and shall have been filled with water for the space of twenty-four hours at least, before
the same shall be put on board.
Sea 23. Before any passenger ship shall be cleared out the Emigration Officer at
the port of clearance shall survey or cause to be surveyed by some Competent person
the provisions and water hereinbefi re required to be placed on board for the coosumption of the passengers, and shall ascertain that the same are of .good quality and
in a sweet and good condition, and shall also ascertain, that over and above the same
there is on board an ample supply of water and stores for the victualling of the crew
of the ship and all other persons, if any, on board : Provided nevertheless, that if any
passenger ship shall be destined to call at any intermediate port or place during the
voyage for the purpose of taking in water, and if an engagement to that effect shall be
inserted in the bond hereinafter mentioned, then it shall be sufficient to place on board,
at the port of clearance such supply of water as may be requisite, according to the
rate hereinafter mentioned, for the voyage of the said ship to such intermediate port or
place, subject to the following conditions; (that is to say,)
1st. That the Emigration Officer signify his approval in writing of the arrangement,
to be carried among the papers of the ship, and exhibited to the chief Officer ot
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Customs, or to her Majesty's Consul, as the case may be, at such intermediate port or
place, and to be delivered to the chief Officer of Customs, or to her Majesty's Consul,
as the case may be, on the arrival of the said ship at the final port or place of dis
charge.
2d. That if the length of either portion of the voyage, whether to such intermediate
port or place or from such intermediate port or place to the fiDal port or place of dis
charge, be tot prescribed in or under the provisions of this Act, the Emigration Officer
at the port of clearance shall in every such case declare the same :—
3d. That the ship shall have on board at the time a clearance is demanded tanks or
water casks of the description hereinbefore mentioned, sufficient for stowing the quan
tity of water required for the longest of such portions of the voyage as aforesaid:—
Sec. 24. In addition to and irrespective of any provisions of their own which any
passengers may have on board, the master of every passenger ship shall make to each
passenger during the voyage, including the time of detention, if any, at any port or
place before the termination of such voyage, the following issues of pure water and
sweet and wholesome provisions : (that is to say,) of water at least three quarts daily,
and of provisions at the rate per week of two and a half pounds of bread or biscuit,
not inferior in quality to what is usually called navy biscuit, one pound of wbeatea
flour, five pounds of oatmeal, two pounds of rice, two ounces of tea, half a pound of
sugar, and half a pound of molasses : Provided always, that such issues of provisions
shall be made in advance, and not less often than twice a week, the first of such issues
to be made on the day of embarkation : Provided also, that potatoes, when good and
sound, may be substituted for either the oatmeal or rice, in the proportion of five
pounds of potatoes to one pcund of oatmeal or rice ; and that in ships clearing out
from the port of Liverpool, or from Irish or Scotch ports, oatmeal may be substituted
in equal quantities for the whole or any part of the issues of rice.
Sxo. 2ti. No passenger ship carrying as many as 100 passengers shall clear out or
proceed on her voyage unless there shall be on board a seafaring person who shall be
rated in the ship's articles as passengers' took, to be approved by the Emigration Offi
cer at the port of clearance, and engaged for the purpose of cooking the food of the
passengers, nor unless a convenient place for that purpose shall have been set apart
on deck, and a sufficient cooking apparatus, properly covered in and arranged, shall
have been provided to the satisfaction of the said Emigration Officer, together with
a proper supply of fue_l adequate in his opinion for the intended voyage.
Skc. 27. It shall not be lawful for any passenger ship having on board as many as
fifty persons, if the length of the intended voyage, computed Us hereinbefore men
tioned, shall exceed twelve weeks, nor, whatever may be the computed duration of
the voyage, for any passenger ship having on board as many as 100 persons, except
she be bound to North America, (including in both cases the master and crew, and
cabin passengers, if any,) to clear out or proceed on her voyage, unless there shall be
on board, and rated on the ship's articles, some person duly authorized by law to
practice in the United Kingdom, as physician, surgeon, or apothecary, and whose nam*
shall have been notified to the Emigration Officer at the port of clearance, and not
objected to by him ; and further, that no passenger ship bound to North America
having on board as many as 100 persons, exclusive of the master and crew, and cabin
passengers, if any, shall clear out or proceed on her voyage without having on board,
and rated on the ship's articles, such duly authorized medical practitioner, whose name
shall have been notified to the Emigration Officer at the port of clearance, and not
objected to by him : Provided nevertheless, that if in any Bhip bound to North Amer
ica there be appropriated on the second deck or platform, or in the poop, (if any,)
instead of twelve' clear superficial feet, as hereinbefore required, fourteen clear super
ficial feet, unoccupied by stores not being the personal luggage of the passengers, for
each passenger on board, counting for this purpose each child above the age of one
year as one passenger, then and in such case, but not otherwise, it shall be lawful for
such ship to clear out and proceed to sea without having on board a medical practi
tioner as aforesaid.
Skc- 28. In every passenger ship there shall be furnished and laden on board, at
the expense of the owner or charterer thereof, a medicine chest containing a supply of
medicines, instruments, and other things proper and necessary for diseases and acci
dents incident to sea voyages, and for the medical treatment of the passengers during
the voyage, including an adequate supply of disinfecting fluid or agent, together with
printed or written directions for the use of the same respoctivt ly ; and that such
medicines and other things shall be good in quality, and, in the judgment of the
Emigration Officer at the port of clearance, sufficient in quantity for the probable ez
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igencies of the intended voyage, and shall be placed under the charge of the surgeon,
when there is one on board, to be used at his discretion.
Sic. 29. Except as hereinafter provided, no passenger ship shall clear out or
proceed on her voyage until some medical practitioner, to be appointed by the Emi
gration Officer at the port of clearance, shall have inspected the medicine chest of the
•aid ship, and also all the passengers about to proceed in her, and shall certify to the
said Emigration Officer that the said f hip contains a sufficient supply of medi' ines, in
struments, and other things requisite for the medical treatment of the passengers
daring the intended voyage, and that none of the passengers appear to such medical
practitioner likely, by reason of being affected by any infectious or other disease, to
endanger the health of the other persons about to proceed in such vessel.
Sic. 30. In case any such medical practitioner shall nolify to the Emigration Offi
cer at the original port of clearance, or at any other port or place in the United King
dom into which the vessel may subsequently put, or in case the said Emigration
Officer shall be otherwise satisfied, that any person about to proceed in any such pas
senger ship as aforesaid is likely, by reason of being affected by any infectious or
other disease, to endanger the health of the other persons on board, it shall be lawful
for such Officer to reland or cause to be relanded any such person, and such members
of his family, if any, that may be dependent on him : or as may be unwilling to be
separated from him ; and no passenger ship shall clear out or proceed on her voyage
» long as any such diseased person shall be on board.
Sic. 31. Provides that passengers so relanded may recover passage money.
S*a 32. Provides for the return of passage money and compensation to passengers
where passage is not provided for them according to contract.
Sec. 33. Provides for subsistence in case of detention.
Sic. 34. Provides that in case of wreck, Ac, passengers shall be provided with a
passage by some other vessel ; and in default, may recover compensation by summary
process.
Sic 86. The master of any ship, whether passenger ship or otherwise, shall not
land or cause to be landed any passenger, without his previous consent, at any port or
jjkwe other than the port or place at which such passenger may have contracted to
Sec. 36. Every passenger in a passenger ship arriving at the end of his voyage
shall be entitled for at least 48 hours next after his arrival to sloop in such ship, and
to be provided for and maintained on board thereof in the same manner as during the
voyage, unless in the further prosecution of her voyage such ship shall quit the port or
place within the above mentioned period.
Sic. 38. If any passenger ship shall, after having obtained her clearance, be detained
iu port for more than seven days, or shall, after having been to sea, put into or touch at
any port or place in the United Kingdom, it shall not be lawful for any such passenger
•hip to proceed on her voyage until there shall have been laden on Ixiard, at the ex
pense of the owner, charterer, or master of such ship, such further supply of pure
*ater, wholesome provisions of the requisite kinds and qualities, and medical stores, as
may be necessary to make up the full quantities of those articles herein before required
for the use of the passengers during the whole of the intended voyage, nor until the
master of the said ship shall have obtained from the Emigration Officer or his Assis'•ot, or, where there is no such officer, or in his absence, from the officer of Customs at
nch port or place, a certificate to the effect as the certificate hereinbefore required to
enable the ship to be cleared out; and in case of any default herein the said master
dall be liable, on conviction, as hereinafter mentioned, to the payment of a penalty
not exceeding £100 nor less than £50 ; and further, if the master of any passenger
ship eo putting into or touching at any port or place as aforesaid shall not within 24
boors thereafter report his arrival, and the cause of his putting back, and the condition
of his ship and of her stores and provisions, to the Emigration Officer, or, as the case
may be, to the officer of Customs at the port, and shall not produce, to such officer the
official or master's list of passengers, such master shall for each offence be liable to the
payment of a penalty not exceeding £10 nor less than £2.
Sic. 42. It shall not be lawful, in any passenger ship, to sell to any passenger
during the voyage any spirits or strong waters; and that if any person shall during the
^yige. directly or indirectly, sell or cause to be sold any spirits or strong waters to
•nysuch passenger, he shall be liable for every such offence, on such conviction as
j^reinafter mentioned, to the payment of a penalty not exceeding £20 nor less
Sic. 43. And for the more effectually securing the due observance of the several
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requirements as well of this Act as of any ru'es or regulations which may at any time
be prescribed by any oriler in council as aforesaid, and also for the better securing
the due puyment of all penalties which the master of any passenger ship may be ad
judged to pay, under or by virtue of the provisions of this Act or of any such order
in Council, be it enacted, That before any passenger ship shall clear out or proceed on
any voyage to which this Act shall extend, the owner or charterer, or, in the absence
of such owner or charterer, one good and sufficient person on his behalf, to be approved
by the chief officer of Customs at the port of clearance, shall, with the master of the
said ship, enter into a joint and several bond in the sum of £1,000 to Her Majesty, her
heirs and successors, the condition of which bond shall be, and that the said ship is in
all respects seaworthy, and that all and every the requirements of this Act, and of the
Colonial Land and Emigration Commissioners acting in the manner prescribed by this
Act, and of any order in Council passed in virtue of this Act, shall in all respects be
well and truly fulfilled and performed, aud, moreover, that all penalties, fines, and
forfeitures which the master of such ship may be adjudged to pay for or iu respect
of the breach or nonperformance of anv of such requirements as aforesaid shall be
well and truly paid ; and in Scotland such bond shall be deemed and taken to be s
probative deed : Provided always, that such bond shall be without stamps : provided
also, that no such bond shall be put in suit, and that no prosecution, suit, action, infor
mation, or coui plaint shall be brought, under or by virtue of this Act. upon or by rea
son of the breach of any of the requirements thereof, in any of Her Majesty's posses
sions abroad, after the expiration of 12 calendar months next succeeding the termina
tion of any such voyage as aforesaid, nor in the United Kingdom, after the expiration of
12 calendar months next after the return of the said ship or of the said master to the
United Kingdom.
Sec. 44. Provides that no person may act as passage broker in respect of passengers
to North America without a license.
Sec. 47. Provides that contract tickets must be given in reBpect of passages to
North America.
Sec. 50. In every ship, whether a passenger ship or otherwise, fitting or inteuded
for the carriage of passengers, or which shall carry passengers on any voyage to
which any of the provisions of this Act may for the time being extend, if every such
facility for inspection shall not be afforded as hereintofore required, and that if any
such passenger ship shall clear out or proceed on her voyage before the master shall
have obtained a certificate as hereinbefore required that all the requirements of this
Act have been complied with, or if before a clearance be demanded for any ship,
whether a passenger ship or otherwise, such lists of passengers, or if at any time
during the voyage all such additions to the master's lists, or if such additional or sepa
rate lists, as hereinbefore required, shall not be duly made, signed, and delivered to the
proper officer, or if any such list or any additions to the same shall not be duly exhib
ited to or deposited with the proper officer at any port or place as hereinbefore re
quired, or if any of such lists or the additions thereto respectively shall be willfully
false, or if any passenger ship shall clear out or proceed on her voyage without having
been duly surveyed as hereinbefore required, or if the lower or hold beams at any
time during the voyHge in any such passenger ship shall not form part of her perma
nent structure, or if the second deck or platform shall not be of the thickness and laid
br secured in such manner as hereinbefore required, or if the hight between such
second deck or platform and the upper deck, or betwecu such second deck or platform
and the deck beneath it, when used for carrying passengers, shall be less than six feet,
or if there shall be more than two tiers of berths on any one deck, or if such berths
shall not be securely constructed, or shall not be of such dimensions as hereinbefore
required, or if there shall not be such an interval between the deck and the floor of
the berths as hereinbefore required, or if any of the berths shall be taken down con
trary to the requirement in that behalf hereinbefore contained, or if the passengers
shall not have free access to or from the between decks in the manner hereinbefore
required, or if any passenger ship carrying as many as 100 passengers shall clear out or
proceed on her voyage without having on board such adequate ventilating apparatus as
hereinbefore required, or if there shall not be provided boats and life buoys of such de
scription and number as hereinbefore required, or if any such passenger ship shall pro
ceed on her voyage without being properly manned, or shall have on board as cargo any
articles likely to endanger the safety of the ship or the health or lives of the passen
gers as hereinbefore mentioned, or if any part of the cargo shall be carried on deck, or
if in any passenger ship at any time during the voyage there shall not be on board
properly stowed away under hatches for the use and consumption of tl
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such water and provisions, and of description, quantity, and quality, 88 may be required
by or uuder the provisions of this Act, or if such water anil provisions shall not be is
sued in the quantities and in manner hereinbefore required, or if the water shall not
be carried in such tanks or casks as hereinbefore required, or if there shall not be on
board of any ship carrying as many as 100 passengers at all limes during the voyage
such passengers, cook and place for cooking and cooking apparatus as hereinbefore re
quired, or if any passenger ship carrying as many as 50 persons on any voyage of
which the computed length shall exceed 12 weeks, or any other voyage, except to
North America, as many as 100 persons, or (except as hereinbefore excepted) on any
voyage to North America as many as 100 passengers, shall clear out or proceed on
her voyage without having on board, or shall not at all times during the voyage have
on board, such medical practitioner as hereinbefore required, or if there shall not be on
board of anv passenger ship such medicines, instruments, and medical apparatus, and
such priuteJ or written directions for the use of the same, as may at any time be re
quired by or under the provisions of this Act, or if any passenger ship, except as
hereinbefore provided, shall clear out or proceed on her voyage before such medical
inspections of the medicines and passengers shall have taken place, and such certificate
of the medical inspector shall have been granted as hereinbefore required, or if any
diseased person on board any such passenger ship, or the members of his family, shall
not be relanded as hereinbefore required, or if any passenger shall without his previous
consent be landed at any place other than the place at which he may have contracted
to land, or if any passsenger shall not be allowed to sleep »nd be maintained on board
the ship after arrival for the period and in manner hereinbefore provided, or if there
shall not be kept on board copies of this Act, or if one of such copies shall not be pro
duced on demand, as hereinbefore required, then and in every such case respectively
the master of every such ship, or, as the case may be. of every such passenger ship,
shall be liable for and in respect of each and every such offence as aforesaid, on such
couviction as hereinafter mentioned, to the payment of a penalty not exceeding £50
nor less than £5.
Sec. 51. enforces the penaltv on falsifying or forging forms of application for free
passages, or the certificates in support thereof.
Stc, 52. Prescribes forms for the recovery of penalties and compensation moneys.

RAILROAD, CANAL, AND STEAMBOAT STATISTICS.
PASSAGES OF BRITISH AND AMERICAN OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.
In the Merchants' Magazine for September, 1851, (vol. xxv., pages 837-8'79.) and in
the number for November, 1851, (vol. xxv., pages 635-6R9,) we published full statis
tics of the British and American Ocean Steamers from January to June, 1851. We
now present, from tables prepared by the Courier and Enquirer, the several trips of
each line since tliat date, the amount of specie taken to Liverpool on each voyage, and
the passengers carried from port to port to the close of the past year. The statement
is also valuable as a matter of reference, showing the relative speed of the differ, nt
steamers, and the average of time consumed by the two lines during this period of
six months. We have in the recapitulation the subjoined result, namely :—
FOURTEEN TRIPS OF THE COLLINS LIKE FROM LIVERPOOL.
Days. Honrs. Min.
Total time occupied
168
21
15
Average time per trip
11
8
00
Quickest trip since July, by the Baltic.
'. . . .
9
18
40
Longest
"
" " Atlantic
18
17
80
Average number of passengers, 106.
THIRTEEN TRIPS OF THE CUNARD LINE FROM LIVERPOOL.
Total time occupied
161
4
15
Average time per trip
12
9
00
Quickest trip since July, by the Africa
10
6
00
Longest
"
"
" Europa
16
20
00
Average number of passengers, 101.
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thirteen trips of the cunard line to boston.
Days.
151
11
10
13

Average time per trip
Quickest trip since July, by the Asia.. . .
longest
"
"
" Canada.
Average number of passengers, 74.
THIRTEEN TRIPS OF THE COLLINS LINE TO LIVERPOOL.

Hours.
10
15
i
12

Mia.
00
00
so
00

142
10 45
Average time per trip
10
23 -•
Quickest trip since July, by the Baltic
111
4 45
Longest
"
"
" Baltic.
12
9 OC
Average number of passengers, 63.
FOURTEEN TRIPS OF THE CUNARD LINE TO LIVERPOOL.
Total time occupied
IS 45
160
Average time per trip
11
00
11
Quickest trip since J uly, by the Africa.
9 SO
10
Longest
"
"
" Europa
3 00
14
Average number of passengers, 69.
THIRTEEN TRIPS OF THE CUNARD LINE TO LIVERPOOL FROM BOSTON,
Total time occupied
140
33 SO
20 00
Average time per trip
10
20 45
Quickest trip since July, by the Asia.
9
21 00
Longest
"
"
" Cambria.
12
Average number of passengers, 35.
Specie shipped per Collins and Cunard steamers from New York, July
$19,069,089
1st to January 1st
2,431,632
Specie shipped per Cunard steamers from Boston, July 1st to Jan. 1st.
FOR LIVERPOOL FROM NEW TORE—COLLINS LINE.
Time
Name of
No. Of
passengers. Specie.
Date.
Steamship.
d. H. M.
July 8.
121 $1,086,890
10 10 15
19.
70
668,000
m 4 45
100,000
10 10 15
Aug. 6.
70
68
418,000
10 s 35
16.
111 21 30
637,626
80
81
Sep. 13.
70
275,000
10 20 00
10
00
27.
90
652,862
10 19 00
22,000
Oct. 11.
78
39
400,000
n 20 15
25.
n 00 00
46
799,804
Nov. 8.
59
J,096,644
12 9 00
22.
11 6 00
Dec. 6.
35
842,500
11 IS 00
20.
40
871,500
FROM LIVERPOOL TO NEW YORK—COLLINS LINK.
Time.
No. of
Nnrac of !»tcam«hlp.
asengere.
D. H. M.
Date.
4 45
117
12
Pacific.
July 9.
in n SO
Atlantic.
132
23.
11 19 39
Arctic
30.
M
148
V IS 40
Baltic.
Aug. 6
170
11 14 80
Atlantic
20.
in 17 30
194
Pacific
Sep. 8.
1" 17 0'"i
Baltic
97
17.
Atlantic
139
13 17 30
Oct 1
11 00 00
Pacific
14:;
15.
10 19 00
Baltic
91
29.
02
10 12 00
Atlantic
Nov. 12.
50
11 9 00
Pacific
20.
Baltic
61
13 5 00
Dec. 10.
11 00 00
44
Atlantic
24.
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roa Liverpool from new vork—cunard link.
Name or
No. of
8leunehlp.
passengers. Specie.
Niagara.
91
960,328
Africa
90
1,001,643
Asia
154
641,000
Niagara
69
415,000
Africa
71
857,000
A*ia
76
997,000
Niagara
65
636,000
Africa
78
494,000
Asia
60
880,000
Niagara
29
946,000
Canada
64
1,295,992
Africa
62
1,425,000
America
29
1,120,000
Euroj a
64
847,000
FROM LIVERPOOL TO NEW TORE— CUNARD LINE.
_
.,
No. of
Name of Steamship,
passengers.
Asia.
107
Niagara
112
Africa
109
Asia
163
Niagara
128
Africa
144
Asia
124
Niagara.
110
Canada
115
Africa
101
America
40
Europa
82
Africa
82
FOR LIVERPOOL FROM BOSTON—CUNARD LINE.
Name of
No. of
Steamship.
passengers. Specie.
Europa
101
675,000
Canada
48
186,000
America.
86
60,000
Europa
25
60,000
Canada
28
230,000
America
82
Europa
87
800
Canada
88
America
23
160,000
Europa
20
178,600
Cambria
16
603,000
Asia
40
409,882
Niagara.
15
FROM LIVERPOOL FOR BOSTON—CUNARD LINE.
No. of
Ntmo or Steamship.
passengers.
America
60
Europa
80
Canada
108
America
121
Europa
137
Canada
72
America
96
Europa
106
Cambria
41
Asia
68
Niagara
81
Canada
82
Cambria
28
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D.
11
10
11
11
10
11
11
10
10
12
13
11
11
14

Time.
H
3
9
1
1
10
00
19
15
10
18
2
8
14
3

M
00
30
16
00
30
00
00
00
80
00
00
00
00
00

D.
10
12
10
12
12
10
12
13
11
11
13
16
1»

Time.
U.
20
5
6
6
4
20
20
20
17
3
10
20
21

M
00
00
00
80
00
00
16
80
00
00
00
00
00

D.
11
10
10
10
10
10
10
11
11
10
12
9
11

Time.
H
00
00
15
15
1
15
10
7
10
10
21
20
10

M
00
00
45
SO
00
00
80
00
00
00
00
46
00

D.
11
10
10
12
10
11
12
11
12
io
13
18
11

Time.
II.
19
6
2
8
17
6
16
7
15
4
10
12
00

M.
16
45
16
80
00
10
00
15
00
so
00
00
80
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STEAM MARINE OF THE UNITED STATES.
At the last session of Congress the Senate, by resolution, directed the Secretary of
tho Treasury to collect and report statistics, exhibiting officially the external and in
ternal steam marine of the United States. The aggregate results far exceed in mag
nitude and importance the most extravagant estimates and anticipations. These re
liable facta and statistics were recently reported to the Senate by the Secretary o
the Treasury. We take the subjoined statement from the report.
The steam marine of the United States on the Atlantic and Pacific coasts and the
Gulf of Mexico, is as follows :—
From Passnmaquoddy bay to Cape Sable there are -J 6 ocean steamers ; 274 ordinary
steamers; 65 propellers, and 80 ferry boats. Tonnage 154,270 tons. High pressure
steamers 116 ; low pressure 312. Number of officers and crew 6,348. Passengers
annually 33,114,782. Average miles traveled 8,118,989. These statistics refer to the
year ending July 1, 1851.
The steam marine on the Gulf of Mexico, from Cape Sable to the Rio Grande, con
sists of 12 ocean steamers; 95 ordinary steamers; 2 propellers. Tonnage 23,244,
High pressure 97 ; low pressure 10. Number of officers and crew 3,473. Passengers
during the year 148,700. Number of miles traveled 1,360,380.
The steam marine on the Pacific coast consists of 37 ocean steamers ; 1 3 ordinary
steamers. Tonnage 37,986. High pressure 3 ; low pressure 47. Officers and crew
1,949. Average miles traveled 78,209.
The aggregates of the external steam marine are :—
Ocean steamers 96 ; ordinary steamers 382 ; propellers 67 ; ferry boats 80 ; total
626. Total tonnage 212.500. High pressure 213; low pressure 412. Officers and
crew 11,770. Anuual passengers 33,342,846. Of the annual passengers 24,009,550
were by ferry boats.
The shipwrecks in the United States on the Atlantic and Pacific coasts and Gulf of
Mexico, during the year ending July 1, 1851, were 50 ships; 59 brigs; 190 schooners ;
9 sloops and 20 steamers. Total 320, of which 278 were by tempest, 14 by fire, 15
by collisions, 19 by snags and 2 by explosion. The number of lives lost was 318.
The " human movement " by steamboat, on the principal tide water lines was as
follows :—
Passongws.
On Long Island Sound
802,3*7
On Hudson River.
995,'.U0
Between New York and Philadelphia by steamers
840,000
On Potomac and James Rivers and Chesapeake Bay
422,100
Gulf of Mexico.
169,508
Pacific coast
79.209
In 26 districts on the Atlantic coa6t, there were 160 vessels lost, valued at
$1,559,171, and on which insurance was paid to the amount of $968,350.
In New York the marine insurance paid was
$3,520,161
In Philadelphia.
906,616
In Boston
504,865
The total marine (not iuland) insurance paid during the year is estimated at
$6,227,000.
The inland steam marine of the United States comprises three grand divisions—the
Northern Frontier, the Ohio 15;isin, and the Mississippi Valley.
Officers
Steamers. Tonnage. and crew. Pa^scrisers.
Northern Frontier has
164
69,105
2,885
1,513,390
Ohio Basin
348
67,601
8,338
8,464,967
Mississippi Valley
255
67,957
6,414
882,593
Total
767
204,723
17,607
5,860,950
Of the passengers 2,481,915 were by ferry boats, and in additon to the above there
were 1,325,911 passengers by railroads, 86,000 by canals, and 27,872 by stages on the
Northern Frontier line of travel, and 265,936 railroad and 28,773 stage passengers on
the Ohio Bas.n line.
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TRAVEL TO AND FROM INLAND COMMERCIAL CENTERS
Pittsburgh (last year)
Passengera
466,858
St. Louis.
367,795
Buffalo
622,423
Chicago.
lae.883
Total
The resident population of these four cities is but 217,966.
The travel to and from Buffalo " comes and goes " as follows :—
By ordinary steamers
Propellers
Ferry BoatBuffalo and Rochester Railroad
Niagara Railroad
Erie Canal

1,656,957

157,257
14.800
26.280
262,386
119,200
43.000

Total
622,423
St Louis has 131 steamers; New Orleans 109 ; Detroit 47 ; Buffalo 42; Pittsburgh
12. During eight years ending July 1, 1851, the tonnage in the Buffalo districts has
increased 19,217 tons; in l'resque Isle 2,777 ; Cuyahoga 4,563, and in Detroit 14,416.
The steamboat tonnage on the upper lakes has more than quadrupled in eight years,
and on the Mississippi valley it has doubled in nine years.
The steamboat disasters on the Mississippi and tributaries since the introduction of
steam, to the year 1848, are by collision 45 ; fire 104; snags 4G9 ; total 618. Tha
original coat of the bouts £9,899,748; deficiency in value $5,186,767; final losses
$4,7 1 9,991. The loss in 1849 is stated at $2,000,000.
Losses on the lakes and rivers during the year ending July 1, 1851, by tempest 86 ;
fire 30 ; collision 18; snags 32. Persons lost on the lakes 67, and on the rivers 628 ;
total 695.
The average tonnage of lake steamers is 437 tons ; of the Ohio basin 206 ; of the
Mississippi valley 273.
Of the 558 ordinary steamers on the rivers, 317 are enrolled in the districts of the
Ohio basin, and 241 in those of the Mississippi valley.
Of the 147 ordinary steamers and propellers on the lakes, 81 are enrolled on the
lakes Champlain and Ontario and the St Lawrence, 66 on lake Erie, and 60 at
Detroit and the lakes above.
Of the 164 steam vessels on the lakes, 105 are ordinary steamers, 52 are propellers,
and 43 are ferry boats.
Of the 601 steam vessels on the rivers, 558 are ordinary, and 43 are ferry-boats.
With but two very slight exceptions, there is an uninterrupted line of steam nav
igation from the waters of the Oulf of St. Lawrence to those of the Gulf of Mexico,
a distance of about 28,000 miles, and upon which is employed, for the purpose of trade
and travel, a steam tonnage of 69,166 tons. The Ohio basin forms, in itself, a cross
section of about 1,100 miles in length.
The steam marine of Great Britain and her dependencies, is stated to consist of
1,184 boats with 142,080 tonnage ; while the inland steam marine of the United States
consists of 766 boats, with a tonnage of 204,723 tons—showing that, exclusive of the
steam tonnage of the Atlantic aud Pacific seaboard and the gulf coast, the inland
steam tonnage exceeds that of Great Britain and her dependencies by 62,643 tons.
LIGHT LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES ON RAILWAYS.
On the 3d of August, 1851, says the Bun/ Post, an engine called the Little Eng
land was forwarded to the Edinburgh and Glasgow Railway, under a guaranty that
she was to work their express trains between Edinburgh and Glasgow, consisting of
seven carriages, to keep good time as per time bill, and not to consume more than ten
lbs. of coke per mile: if she did that to the satisfaction of Adie, the company's engineer,
they should purchase her for £1,200. Mr. Adie placed one of the best engines belong
ing" to the company, called the Sirius, to run from the opposite end, at the same hours,
and with a similar train, in order to compare the one with the other. They worked
well, the Sirius starting the morning trip from Edinburgh, and the Little England
from Glasgow. They then changed; and the Sirius started from Glasgow and the
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Little England from Edinburgh, thus making • fair division of the work, and the re
sult proved that the small engine kept lietter time than the larger one. Her consump
tion of coke was 81b. 8 oz. per mile, while that of the Sirius was 291bs. 1 oz. per mile.
The Little England would frequently run a mile in sixty seconds, and sometimes less.
She started with less slipping, and could be brought to a stand in much less distance
than the larger engine. She is now running the express trains between Edinburgh
and Glasgow, consisting of five carriages, with a consumption of only 6^ lbs. of coke per
mile. During the heavy gales and bad weather which prevailed in the early part of
January she was the only engine upon the liue which kept time.
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WAGES OF LABOll IIV FACTORIES.
The following table of wages is taken from the census of the United States ; it dis
tinguishes those paid to females and males, and the difference between those of one
State and another. We do not vouch for its veritableuess, even although it is a " Cen
sus Report."
Wrought Cotton Factories. Woolen Fadnrie*
Statos, &.C
Iron Works. Mule. Female. Male. Ftmale.
Alabama
$0 67 $0 42 fO 80 f
t....
Arkansas
0 65
0 19
Columbia Dist. of_
0 68
0 80
1 16
Connecticut
1 21
0 73
0 42
0 93 0 50
Delaware
0 93
0 60
0 43
0 71 0 65
Florida1 28
0 19
Georgia
0 43
0 66
0 28
0 92 0 55
Illinois
0 84
0 48
Indiana.
1 05
0 60
0 26
0 83 0 44
Iowa.
0 43
....
Kentucky
1 23
0 55
0 85
0 58
0 48
Maine
1 06
0 46
0 86 0 44
Maryland
0 90
0 59
0 37
0 70 0 45
Massachusetts
1 01
1 27
0 52
0 88 0 51
Michigan
0 82 0 44
Mississippi
0 54
0 19
Missouri
1 16
0 42
0 38
1 23 0 25
New Hampshire
1 23
0 97
0 50
0 37 0 55
New Jersey
1 07
0 68
0 36
0 95 0 32
New York
1 01
0 70
0 37
0 80 0 45
North Carolina
0 39
0 44
0 24
0 68 0 27
Ohio
1 29
0 64
0 44
0 77 0 42
Pennsvlvania
1 06
0 65
0 28
0 74 0 S9
Ehode" Island
1 00
0 71
0 49
0 79 0 58
South Carolina
0 53
0 81
Tennessee
0 58
0 42
0 25
0 69 0 28
Texas.
0 77 0 77
Vermont
1 22
0 69
0 47
0 94 0 44
Virginia.
0 81
0 39
0 38
0 70 0 37
Wisconsin
0 85
....
Highest
Lowest.
Mean

1 29
0 89
0 97

1 27
0 39
0 66

0 52
0 19
0 35

1 23
0 43
0 82

0 77
0 23
0 44

WEST NEWTON SILK RIBBON JIAMJFACTORY.
About a year ago, the manufactures of silk ribbons was commenced in West New
ton, (Mass.) four power looms were put in operation with foot power. The average
number of pieces of ribbon woven at the same time, on each loom, are twelve, which
have proved successful. Six more looms have been added to operate with steam
power. The ribbons which have been made, have proved, for color and beauty,
equal to any which are imparted.
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MANUFACTURING ESTABLISHMENTS IN THE UNITED STATES.
The following tabular statement of the number of manufacturing establishments in
operation in 1860, derived from the census of that year, probably falls far short of the
actual number :—
NUMBEB OF ESTABLISHMENTS IN OPERATION.
Wrought
Cotton. Woolen. Castings. Pig iron. iron.
States.
86
25
1
1
2
61
26
6
3
72
26
6
68
6
119
1
20
48
.,
18
13
149
60
323
60
18
249
53
10
41
4fi
131
380
320
ISO
1
8
18
•,
17
18
38
16
39
29
54
131
19
2
1
8
.,
8
..
,,
S
4
S
8
.,
10
I
s
..
8
8
1
2
.,
,.
42
23
4
16
21
4
25
80
11
183
35
180
63
It
1
14
2
8
33
29
2
16
2
6
5
1
1
3
..
15
1
9
1
2
••
1
•
1,669

1,391

377

422

COTTON t—FACTS IN ITS HISTORY AND MANUFACTURE.
The following statistical facts in the history of Cotton, will no doubt prove new to
the most of our readers, and instructive to all. As facts for future reference, they are
invaluable :—
Up to the begining of the eighteenth century, the small amount of cotton imported
into England was from Cyprus and Smryna.
The annual average importation into England, the five years inclusive from 1700 to
1706 amounted to 1,171,000 pounds.
In 1780, Mr. Wyatt first spun yarn cotton by machinery.
In 1783. on the 25th November, the trustees for the settlement of Georgia, were
presented with a paper of cotton seed by Mr. Phillip Miller, of Chelsea, England, which
reached Georgia in March, 1734.
In 1735, the first cotton was sent to Holland by the Dutch colony of Surinam, in
South America.
In 1741, raw cotton imports into England amounted to 1,900,000 pounds.
In 1742, at Birmingham, England, the first cotton spinning mill was built; its motive
power was mules or horses.
In 1760, only £200,000 was the entire yalue of manufactured cotton goods in Eng
land.
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In 1761, Arkwright (afterwards knighted) obtained the first patent for his spinning
frame.
In 1767, the spinning jenny was invented by James Hargrave, which spun eight
threads instead of one. Raw cotton imports this year were about 3,000,000 pounds.
In 1774, a bill prohibiting the exportation of machinery employed in the manufac
ture of cotton received the royal assent of England. Fire years after, the mule-jenny
was invented.
In 1781, Ireland first exported cotton goods to England, having sent over 239 pounds
raw cotton, mixtures of cotton and manufactures, to the value of £167, and 17,338
pairs of cotton stockings.
In 1782, England received her first cotton from Brazil. The same year England re
ceived 11,828,000 pounds imports, and exported 421,000 -pounds, setting down the
quantity manufactured at 1 1,600,000 pounds.
In 1785, Rev. Mr. Cartwright invented the power loom. The same year Watt's
steam-engines were first introduced as the motive power in driving machinery in cot
ton manufactories.
The following year, chlorine was first used for bleaching.
In 1787, the first cotton-spinning machinery was set up in France.
In 1789, short staple cotton began to be cultivated in the South, and sea island cot
ton first introduced here.
Id 1790, at Pawtucket, Rhode Island, Mr. Slater erected a cotton mill—the first
in America.
In 1792, Eli Whitney of New Haven, Connecticut, then residing in Georgia invent
ed his first cotton gin.
In 1798, Switzerland introduced cotton mills. The United States exported this
year, 9,300,000 pounds. Prices in England from 22d. to 23d. ; in American exports
amounted to f3,500,000.
In 1802, New Hampshire built her first cottm factory. Two years after, the first
power-loom was introduced into the United States, at Wheltham, Massachusetts.
In 1822. first cotton factory erected at Lowell, Massachusetts. The following year
Egypt first exported cotton to England.
Id le2'l. Roberto, in England, invented his self-acting mule-spinner.
In the meantime, from £100,000, the value of cotton manufactures in England in
1760, it increased in little more than half a century, to over £34,000,000.
In 1841, the Eastern States had invested in cotton manufactures a capital of
140,612,984.
On some future occasion, I will bring up the last ten years, and give a short history
of the progress of manufactures in the Southern States.
THE IRON MOUNTAIN ON LAKE SUPERIOR.
We find in the Detroit Tribune, the subjoined statement of this celebrated moun
tain of Iron, on the borders of Lake Superior :—
The property known as the Iron Mountain on Lake Superior has changed hands,
and is now owned by the Sharon Iron Company, in Pennsylvania. They purpose, in
the spring, to build a plank road from the mountnin to the lake shore, and their esti
mated cost of iron, when made into blooms at Sharon, (about seventy-five miles south
of Lake Erie,) is made up as follows :—
Quarrying, or picking up in loose blocks
per ton,
%0 25
Transportation to lake shore
1 00
Transportation from lake shore to Erie, Pennsylvania
2 00
Transportation from Erie to Sharon
1 00
Converting into blooms
12 00
Total cost of blooms
per ton,
(16 26
Juniata blooms (the best made in Pennsylvania, but by no means equal to blooms
made from this ore) now sell, in Pittsburgh, from fifty-five to sixty dollars per ton.
Iron enough to build Whitney's Pacific railroad might be taken from the Mountain,
and not be missed. It lies three miles from the lake shore. It exists there in such
abundance, and is of such an extraordinary quality, that in a late report of the United
States Geologists, this prophecy was made in regard to it. Says the report :—
" This region possesses an inexhaustible supply of iron ore of the very best quality,
removed from twelve to thirty miles from the lake shore, with a soil by no means
■terile, with » heavy growth of maple, yellow birch, pine, and oak ; and it is to this
source that the Great West will finally look for the finer varieties of bar iron and steeL
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STATISTICS OF POPULATION, &c.
OCCUPATIONS IN MASSACHUSETTS.
For the following table of occupations in Massachusetts we are indebted to Hon.
Amasa Walker, Secretary of the Commonwealth, who has prepared the eighth an
nual Registration of Births, Marriages, and Deaths in Massachusetts, from May 1, 1848,
to January, 1860, with great care, skill, and industry. It is a most interesting and
useful document
STATEMENT EXHIBITING THE NUMBER, WITH THEIR AGGREGATE AND AVERAGE AGES, OF PRI
SONS HAVING PURSUED DIFFERENT VOCATIONS, WHO HAVE DIED DURING THE TWENTY
MONTHS BETWEEN MAT 1, 1848, AND DECEMBER 31, 1849 ALSO, A LIKE STATEMENT FOR
THE FIVE PREVIOUS YEARS.
(THESE ABSTRACTS INCLUDE ONLY PERSONS OVER TWENTY YEAR8 OF AGE.)
TWENTY MONTHS.
FIVE YEARS.
From May 1, 1848, to Dec. 1, 1849. From May 1, '43, to Apr. 30, '48.
Wtaolo Aggregate Average Whole Aggregate Average
number.
age.
age. number.
Occupations.
age.
age.
1,507
94,021
62.39
64.45
3,467 228,440
44,951
43.81
1,246
1,088
58,680
47.13
MECHANICS.
28
803
42.26
19
1,818
47.07
607
46.69
13
11
48.18
630
40.00
3
120
69.00
1
69
99
4,781
48.29
218
11,645
53.41
310
44.28
8
136
45.33
1
142
47.33
5
183
1
36.60
109
54.50
3
. 178
59.38
2
27
16
885
55.81
1,125
41.67
no
44.89
1,263
2,810
28
46.83
86
43.00
2
,.
•*••
44.80
224
841
48.71
G
7
•119
11,894
48.94
213
20,724
49.57
41.31
9
537
575
6S.89
18
64.58
776
12
770
64.67
Caulkers and Gravers . .
12
45.60
10
182
398
39.80
4
■••■
3
133
44.33
,
**<
185
87.00
8
480
5
60.00
41.50
10
447
2
88
44.70
3
104
1
3S
88.00
34.67
83
43
2,629
61.14
4,783
67.68
.
2
44.50
....
B9
3
82
>.•*
27.83
2
159
31.80
86
5
13.00
115
67.50
3
256
2
86.33
309
61.60
Druggists & Apothecaries
6
291
8
4850
340
87.78
K«0
a
t
40.00
7
24 6
....
35.14
220
66.00
4
159
4
S9.75
10
83
27.67
487
48.70
t
2
86.50
69
11
2
34.50
145
Glass Cutters
3
48.33
4
172
43.00
698
63.91
5
223
11
44.60
845
40.24
23
21
1,156
50.28
822
17
48.36
30
1,798
69.93
565
40.36
22
14
946
43.00
259
43.17
671
14
47.93
6
2,103
86.26
88
3,081
68
86.01
2,696
42.79
63
87
8,646
41.91
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OCCUPATIONS IN MASSACHUSETTS—CONTINUED.
FIVE YEARS.
TWENTY MONTHS.
From May 1, 1848, to Dec. 1, 1849. From May 1, '43, to Apr. 30, '48.
Whole " Aggregate Average Whole Aggregate Average
age.
Occupations.
number.
age.
age.
number. age.
Masons
67
1,602
45.65
4,587
48.80
94
Mechanics
65
2,842
43.72
8,467
45.15
79
Millers
9
496
55.11
25
1,586
63.44
Millwrights
6
316
62.60
9
432
48.00
Nailmakers
7
243
34.71
14
520
37.14
60
1,816
Operatives
41
1,366
83.05
80.27
Painters
68
2,431
41.91
90
42.54
8,829
Papermakers
11
645
49.65
13
46.72
595
Pianofortemakers.
1
80
30.00
1.
24
24.00
Potters
1
71
71.00
1
80.00
-80
Powdermakera
.
...
....
4
123
80.76
Pump and Blockmakers.
2
129
64.60
8
635
66.87
Printers.
22
784
85.64
24
916
88.12
Beedmakers
1
82
32.00
Riggers
6
276
56.20
3
58.00
159
Ropemakers
16
905
56.56
22
1,127
51.28
Sailmakers
9
505
56.11
6
341
66.63
Shipwrights
84
1,796
62.79
48
2,825
68.26
Shoecutters.
6
172
84.40
••
•■■
Shoemakers
826
14,551
44.64
686
28,961
42.28
Silversmiths
2
82
41.00
8tevedores
2
125
62.50
Stonecutters
29
1,178
40.62
60
2,629
43.82
Stove Dealers.
4
lift
29.00
Tailors.
84
1,468
43.18
48
2,277
4V.44
Tallow Chandlers
I
44
44.00
392
56.00
7
Tanners and Curriers...
25
1,140
45.60
39
2,032
52.05
Tinsmiths
10
848
34.80
9
821
85.67
Tobacconists
8
160
63.33
■■e
■•■•
Trunkmakers
4
139
84.75
Upholsterers
1
64
64.00
Weavers
14
577
41.21
60.66
861
17
Welldiggers
1
66
66.00
26.00
1
25
Wheelwrights
24
1,843
65.96
2,433
42.98
67
Whipmakers
8
150
60.00
3
29.67
89
Wool Sorters
8
123
41.00
7
316
45.14
Wood Turners
1
69
69.00
3
144
48.00
Total

1,581

72,229

45.62

2,678

124,014

46.80

Booksellers
Clerks
Grocers
Merchants
Pedlars
Traders

1
63
14
107
26
87

88
1,890
679
8,434
876
4,083

38.00
35.68
48.60
50.79
85.04
46.98

6
69

221
2,273

86.88
82.94

243

12,427

51.14

136

6,973

44.24

Total
Paupers

287
58

453
124

20,894
8,691

46.12
69.28

2
10
70
8
36
5

48
887
4,477
93
2,003
192

24.00
88.70
57.89
46.51)
56.64
38.40

Artists
Civil Engineers
Clergymen
Editors
Lawyers

13,000
3,831
professional
10
489
1
23
87
2,049
4
122
19
1,142
4
194

45.30
66.05
men.
48.90
28.00
65.88
80.60
60.10
48.60
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Occupations.
Physicians
Professors
Students
Teachers

Statistics of Population, etc.
OCCUPATIONS IN MASSACHUSETTS—CONTINUED.
TWENTY MONTHS.
FrVK TEARS.
From May 1, 1848, to Dec. 1, 1849. From May 1, '43. to Apr. M,'*
Whole Aggregate Average Whole Aggregate Averaga
number.
number.
age.
5,682 54.1!
2,599
67.76
105
45
195 48.78
4
22,44
370
718
16
28.12
82
601
2,694 37.42
72
14
36.79

Total
■ Masters
Bank i
Brnkeinen
Brokers
Chimney Sweeps
Comedians
Cooks
Drivers
Drovers
Engineers and Firemen..
Expressmen
Fencing Masters
Ferrymen
Gentlemen
Innkeepers
Judges and Justices.. . . .
Light- house Keepers . . .
News Carriers
Pilots
Public Officers
E E. Agents A Conduct's
Sextons
Sheriffs and Constables .
Soldiers
Stablers
Teamsters
Ticket Masters
Victualers
Watchmen
Weighers and Gaugers. .
Total

Domestics
Dressmakers . .
Housekeepers..
Milliners
Nurses
Operatives. . . .
Seamstresses. .
Shoebinders . . .
Strawbraiders .
Tailoresses
Teachers
I Total

150
1
8
4
2
1
2
1
5
1
10
1
1
1
29
84
3
1
1
4
6
B
2
4
6
12
34
1
5
9
1

7,439
PUBLIC !
25
187
118
88
35
49
50
244
86
338
48
88
68
1,839
1,542
105
38
48
295
345
205
90
229
214
458
1,478
44
841
418
81

49.59

346

16,439

47.51

25.00
62.33
29.70
44.00
85.00
24.50
50.00
48.80
85.00
83.80
46.00
28.00
58.00
63.41
45.35
65.00
38.00
28.00
73.75
67.50
41.00
45.00
67.50
42.80
38.37
43.47
44.00
48.20
46.22
67.00

2

63
■••
164
108
•••
•••
>•*
744
78
■•■
>• •
a.■

31.50

3,878
1,891
•••
a•■
a>a
207
2,136
•■•
234
•>•
■••
872
1,184

70.42
51.11

6
2

81
8
,a
55
37

8
37
4
9
30
,,
8

27.38
54.00

S6.4S
39.00

69.00
67.68
68.50
41 33
39.60
49.62

••

397
*a•
...

48.28
46.79

216
828

11,451
34,617

53.01

14
8
84
4
1
35
8
7
2
7
8

9,126
10,505
FEMALES.
488
343
4,635
130
88
959
96
337
18
283
810

30.93
42.88
55.18
32.50
28.00
27.40
81.67
48.14
88.00
40.43
83.75

88
45
1,147
17
18
153
48
14
16
62
39

8,855
1,804
59,657
597
669
4,285
1,880
610
685
2,553
1,099

44.82
2S.98
62.01
35.12
55.76
28.00
44.76
4357
36.56
41.16

173

7,589

43.87

1,683

77,093

47.23

189
886

Statistic* of Population, etc.

Occupations.

RECAPITULATION.
TWENTV MONTHS.
From May 1, 1MB, to Dec 31, 1848.
Whole Aggregate
age.
number.
«««■
94,021
62 89
44,961
43.81
72,229
45.62
18,000
46.80
66.05
3,881
7,439
49 09
9,126
48.28
10,605
46.79
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FIVE TEARS.
From Mav I, '43, to Apr. 30, '48.
Whole Airereitale Average
number. age.
64.45
8,467 228,440
1,245
68,680
47.1S
2,678 124,014
46.30
46.1*
453
20.894
124
8,691
69.28
346
16,489
47.61
210
1,461
63.01
826
84,617
41.91

52.18
256,108
60 67
9,355 488,126
77,093
47.2*
7,589
43.87
1,633
The foregoing table is intended to illustrate the influence of different vocations on
health and longevity. The number from the different classes of persons is so limited
in most cases, however, that it would be unsafe to take the average ages given, as the
representative number expressing the general law. When observations upon the va
rious points shall become sufficiently extensive, important results may be deduced in
relation to the value of life under different occupational circumstances.
There are a few of the more common purduits of life that include a sufficient num
ber in the table to furnish statements which closely approximate the truth. Thus, of
agriculturists orfarmers, we find nearly five thousand (4,974) with an average age of
68 83 years. Of ordinary laborers there were 2,283, many of whom were probably
foreigners, with less healthy habitations than the home of the planter. With the la
borer we find the average age to be only 45.39, being 18.44 years less than the average
life of the husbandman. A similar disparity is noticed, also, in examining the number
of each of those classes which were furnished by the separate years.
Again, let us compare the two trades, carpenters, who are not confined by their la
bor to one place, or to in-door influences, and the shoemaker, who is subject, under
present arrangements in most workshops, to serious influences, tending to deteriorate
health and abridge life. The 662 carpenters lived an average age of 49.28 years,
while the 1,011 shoemakers enjoyed an average life of only 43.04 years, being 6.24
years less than their more fortunate brethren just alluded to, and 20.79 years less than
the highly favored farmer. This difference, though quite sufficiently important to ar
rest attention, receives additional claims to notice, when we consider that the race
which finds a goal at such unequal distances, does not commence prior to the 21st
year of life. Taking the extreme cases, we find the farmer and the shoemaker, at the
of 20, with a prospect of living 43.83 years extended to the former, while that of
latter is curtailed to only 28.04 years, showing a difference of nearly 100 per cent
Laying aside all considerations more elevated than those of merely a pecuniary ele
ment, and we find the farmer paying the same premium for life or health assurance
as those of other callings in life, although the latter may have no chance of living
much more than one half as long as the former. But there are other and far higher
considerations, which, it is believed, will commend themselves to the interested.
DEATHS IN THE UNITED STATES IN 1850.
The following table of deaths in the several States and Territories of the United
for the year ending 1st June 1850, is derived from the last census:—
TABLE Or DEATHS DURING THE TEAR ENDING 1ST JUNE, 1850.
Ratio to
Ratio to
No. of the No.
No. of the No.
Deaths, living.
Deathl. living.
6,781 64.1*
7,545 77.29
44,839 69.85
New Hampshire
4,268 74.49 New York
6,467 76.70
Vermont
3,132 100.13 New Jersey
28,318 81.6*
Massachusetts
19,414 51.13 Pennsylvania.
1,209 75.71
Rhode Island
2,241 65.83 Delaware.
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Maryland
Virginia
North Carolina.
South Carolina.
Georgia.
Alabama
Mississippi
Louisiana.
Texas
Florida
Kentucky
Tennessee
souri

No. of
Deaths,
9,694
19,068
10,207
7,997
9,920
9,084
8,7 1 1
11,948
8,046
988
15.206
11,759
12,211

Ratio to
the No.
living.
60.77
74.61
86.12
88.59
91.88
84.94
69.68
42.86
69.79
93.67
64.60
85.84
65.81

Arkansas
Ohio
Indiana.
Illinois
Michigan
IowaWisconsin
California.
Minnesota.
Oregon
New Mexico
Utah
District of Columbia.. . .

No. of
Deaths,
2.987
28,949
12,728
11,619
4,620
2,044
2,884

the So.
living.
70.18
6841
77.66
7S.JS
88.19
94.08
10682

80 202.56
47 282.8!
1,167 58.16
239 47.61
846 61.09

MERCANTILE MISCELLANIES.
DELVING, DIVING, DIGGING, DREDGING.
In the days when we went digging—when " revolving an old tin pan," filling up a
cradle, or "a locking of the same," was a pretty, if not a pleasant pastime, amid the
sylvan shades of the piney glades on the banks of the Americano—there came great
projects into the land for the development of the wonderful wealth of the placer.
Human ingenuity, together with a great amount of Connecticut invention, had been
suspended from the manufacture of Planetarium printing presses, patent wooden clocks,
and perpetual motion n achinery, to be concentrated and applied for the production of
apparatus for gold-digging in newly-discovered California. The science of mechanics
was tasked to its utmost, and all manner of complicated power produced, which was
intended
u To dig the mountains down,
And drain the rivers dry."
Then went forth the expedition of conquering gold-seekers. The world never saw such
a spectacle since the days when Old Spain was haunted with visions of El Dorado.
From the frozen lakes of Maine to the southern shores of Florida, legions were assem
bled, and armies of gold hunters organized, companies formed, and leaders elected.
Charters and constitutions, framed and fashioned after the model instruments uf the
model republic were solemnly adopted. There was the Mad&waska Mining and Mer
cantile Company ; theWachita Washing, Delving, and Dry-Digging Association ; the
Okahumky Diving, Draining, Dredging and Trading Uniim ; and the Talbihassee DryMiuing, Mountain- Scaling, River-Dragging, Valley-Widening and—but expletives fail id
ordinary compounds to tell of the wonders which were to be done by these all-creatioosplittiiuj heroes, who were armed with patent pumps and water works, consisting of i g
gersaiid divers, trenchera, and tunnelers, rockers and rotary indescribables of all sorts,
shapes, and kinds for the digging up and turning over of newly found El Dorado. " Vnu,
vidi, viei," was worn upon every man's crest. This, translated, made every man a
Julius, whose motto was, "I seas it, I sees 'em, I seize her!"—and seize her they did,
an army in impetuosity and necessity before her golden gates—it was well for Califor
nia that their engines of conquest were made for extorting silver instead of extia.-ting
gold.
Alas, the day I Gone are the glories of golden organizations—perished the rich
prospects that once sustained associated labor ! The ranks of the hungry hordes have
been ruinously thinned, and no longer they march to invade our soil "by companies'*
as of yore ; not now does the soldier
" doff his feathers, for Feather-river's shore,
And Majors all turn miners to drill the yellow ore."
The day has, gone by, and a better time has come—a better day is dawning.
Of all the ponderous machinery freighted hither from afar in the early days of (be
gold-fever, scarcely a remnant remains. And utterly valueless and inapplicable as it
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proved to be, it was scarcely lees inefficient for the prosecution of labor in this country,
than tho?e company organizations formed in the East, were found to be. The charm of
urn. hi was soon dissolved when its practical utility was determined, and when the ap
plication of the science of Yaukee mechanism come to be tested, and was rendered
nugatory, alas for the tine schemes of diving, digging, delving, dredging and sub murine
explorations. The complicated machinery trantported at such cost was about as effec
tive in the various branches of mining, as would be the adaptation of the mechanism
of a Yankee churn.—Alta California,
ARTIFICIAL LEATHER.
A correspondent of the New York Advertiser, who has recently visited Abingdon,
Massachusetts, states that on going into a shop a few days ago, be witnessed another
triumph of art aided and guided by science. A steam engine of six or eight horse power
is erected for grinding up the chips and shavings of leather which are cut off by
the shoe and boot makers, and which have heretofore been burnt or thrown away.
These are ground to a powder resembling coarse snuff, and this powder is then mixed
with certain gums and other substances, so thoroughly, that the whole mass becomes a
kiud of melted leather. In a short time this dries a little, and is rolled out to the de
sired thickness—perhaps one twenty-fourth of an inch. It is now quite solid, and is
said to be entirely waterproof. On putting the question whether it was strong, the
manufacturer cut several strips a foot long and half an inch wide, which our informant
endeavored in vain to break.
ThU new fashioned leather will make good middle soles for shoes, and perhaps inner
soles; and would be very durable round the shafts of a carriage, or in any place where
mere chafing is all the wear desired. It is supposed it would wear well as bands for
some kinds of machinery, and will doubtless be used for many other purposes. A
patent has been secured, and the article will soon be in the market and in use.
A SUCCESSFUL COMMERCIAL ENTERPRISE.
1 he New Bedford Mercury gave, some time since, an account of a commercial enter
prise, so remarkable, that, although some time has elapsed since its occurrence, we
cannot resist the temptation of giving it a permanent record in the pages of the Mer
chants Magazine.
In reporting the return home of Capt. W. T. Walker, of New Bedford, of the ship
Envoy, from San Francisco, where he left his ship, after disposing of her cargo, the Mereury states that the ship Envoy, which had been formerly employed in the whale fish
ery, was sold in 1847, as a vessel only fit to be broken up, for the sum of $826. The
purchaser, Mr. Wm. O. Brownell, fitted her for sea, having fortunately engaged Capt.
Walker to command her, who purchased a quarter part of the ship. She sailed from
New Bedford July 12, 1848, and being deemed by the insurance companies unseaworthy, without insurance. She proceeded to the Island of Whytrotacke, where Capt. W.
had. on a previous voyage, stored a thousand barrels of oil, which he bad purchased
from a wrecked vessel ; took the oil on board, proceeded with it to Malta, and thence
shipped it to London, where it has bten sold at a net profit of $9,000.
He then proceeded to the North Pacific, and. in a cruise of 65 days, took 2.800 bar
rels of Whale Oil, with which he returned to Manilla in the fall of 1849, whence be
shipped to London 1,800 barrels of oil, and 40,000 pounds of whalebone, on which he
made a net profit of $87,600. The ship then proceeded again to the Pacific, and du
ring the last season took 2.600 barrels more of whale oil, with which, and the 1,000
barrels remaining on board, and 8,M>0 pounds of whalebone, he proceeded to San
Francisco. Capt. W. arrived there Nov. 5th, sold his oil on hand for ♦78,460, shipped
his whalebone for Boston, estimated worth, $12,500, and had an offer of $6,000 for the
ship. The Mercury thus sums up the result of the voyage :—
Net profits on 1,000 bbls. of oil shipped to London
$ 9.000
"
" on oil and bone, catcbings of first season.
87.600
Sales at San Francisco
73,450
Value of whalebone shipped home,
12,600
Value of ship
,
6,000
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VESSELS LIBELED FOR VIOLATION OF THE PASSENGER LAW,
The following vessels, as we learn from the Baltimore Price Current, have been li
beled at that port for non-compliance with the law regulating the carrying of passen
gers, viz. :—
Ships AthenB and Living Age, from Liverpool ; English brig Falcon, from Wexford,
Ireland ; Bremen ships Wickelhausen, Martha, Goethe, Adler, and Brig Arion, from
Bremen. The law provides that every vessel carrying passengers shall have a sepa
rate berth for each passenger, failing in which the master or owner is finable $5 for
every passenger on board. The number of passengers allowed is two to every five
tons measurement, and for every passenger over this amount the ship shall be fined
$50. Each passenger's berth must be 1 8 inches wide by 7 feet in length ; beside* the
privilege of 14 square feet of room between decks. All the above vessels have been
libeled for failing to put up sufficient berths. The aggregate number of passengers
brought by them was l,28u, which, at a fine of $5 each, makes the amount to be paid
$6,400.
VESSELS BORED BY WORMS.
A list of American vessels, sold at Valparaiso, between January 1st and Sjptember 1st, 1851, exhibits an average price of less than $4,000. As but five out of the
entire thirty are even schooners, the sales were ruinously low. The causes of the sac
rifice may be partly explained by the comparative glut in the market, but this does
not seem to us wholly to account for it. A paragraph in the Baltimore American may
throw light upon it, however. The paragraph to which we allude is the notice of a
piece of the barque Mary Theresa, which was lately forwarded from San FrancUco to
the editor of the American, and which was completely riddled by a species of worm
inhabiting the California waters. The wood had been in the water almost five months,
and was drilled through and through, as if by machinery. As these worms are nu
merous in the bay of San Francisco, and do great injury to vessels, the lowprices of
the ve-sels sold at Valparaiso may be accounted for partially in this way. We notice
several Philadelphia craft among those thus sold.
THE LEADING COMMERCIAL PORTS OF ENGLAND,
A Parliamentary return lately made, shows that Liverpool is the greatest port in
the British empire in the value of its exports and the extent of its foreign Commerce.
New York is the only place out of Great Britain which can in any way compete with
Liverpool. New York is the Liverpool of America; Liverpool is the New Yoikof
Europe. The two ports are, together, the gates or doors of entry between the Old
World and the New. Liverpool exports in value more than half the total amouut of
the exports of Great Britain and Ireland. The principal ports in Great Britain rank
as follows for the year 1850:—
Liverpool exports in value
£35.000,000
London
"
"
14,01)0.000
Hull
"
"
10,366,000
Glasgow
"
"
3,768,000
Southampton "
" nearly
2,000.000
Cork
«
" above
1,000,000
ANTHRACITE COAL: ITS CONSUMPTION IN THE COAL REGION.
The Pottsville ifinert' Journal, good authority, puts down the number of steamengines employed at the mines, at 298 of which 179 are engaged in the Schuylkill
region ; 64 in the Lehigh ; and 55 in the Lackawana ; making a total as above stated of
298 engines engaged in the coal trade. The Journal estimates that the engines io
Schuylkill county consume about 240,000 tons of coal, as the larger portion of ihem
run both day and night throughout the whole year. The consumption of Length and
Lackawana can safely be putdown at 175,000 tons; the consumption in families and
for steam purposes other than mining, can be put at 260,000 tons, giving an aggregate
of 665,000 tons consumed in the coal regions, which added to the 4,383,795 tons sent
to market, makes the product of Anthracite coal in 1851, five millions, forty-eight
thousand two hundred and ninety-five tone.
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1.—Nicaragua ; its People, Scenery, Monument*, and the proposed Inter-Oceanic
Canal. With numerous original Maps and Illustrations. By E. Q. Squish, late
Charge to the Republics of Central America. 2 vols., 8vo., pp. 454 and 460. New
York : D. Appleton & Co.
These volumes form one of the most splendid books of the season. Nothing re
sembling them has issued from the press in this country, since the publication of
Stephens's Central America. The author, in his official character, was received with
extraordinary demonstrations, and thus possessed every opportunity to view the
country under the most favorable aspect His work is divided into five parts, which
contain a geographical and topographical account of Nicaragua and of the other States
of Central America, with observations of their climate, agricultural and mineral pro
ductions, and general resources ; a narrative of his residence in Nicaragua, with an
account of explorations of its aboriginal monuments, notices of the people, their habits,
customs, and modes of life, descriptions of scenery, Ac. ; an account of the geography
and topography of Nicaragua, as connected with the proposed Inter-Oceanic Canal,
with a sketch of the various negotiations respecting it ; notes on the aborigines of the
country, with such original information of their geographical distribution, relations,
languages, institutions, customs, and religion, as serves to define their ethnical position;
an outline of the political history of Central America since its independence of Spain.
The volumes arc embellished with nine original maps of the country, twenty-five
lithographic octavo plates and sixty wood engravings. They are written in a very
animated and lively style, and are full of incidents and adventures which constantly
secure the reader's attention. The information which they contain respecting the
route by Nicaragua Lake to California, is of the highest importance, and it is very lull
and complete. In a word, it would not be easy to conceive of two volumes more
agreeable in their contents or more attractive in their character, respecting any foreign
country, than these which present us with such striking pictures of Nicaragua.
2.— Women of Christianity Exemplary for acts of Piety and Charity. By Julia
Kavaxnah. 12mo., pp. 884. New York : D. Appleton & Co.
It has been the usual practice of historical writers to devote their labors to the
relation of the great and glorious actions of men in some public or prominent depart
ment of social affairs ; but in this instance the author has described the lives of those
who were distinguished for their lowliness, and their simple gracefulness of character.
Commencing at the Christian era, she spreads before us the lives of those women, in
all subsequent ages, who have been eminent for their actions of piety. Thus furnishing
a mass of historical information of the most interesting kind, which it is difficult to
find elsewhere, except in a detached and fragmentary form. The author is a writer
of uncommon talent, and displays a truthfulness and depth of feeling in the appre
ciation of her subject which is rare.
J.—Adrian; or the Clouds of the Mind: A Romance. By O. P. R. James and
Mauksell B. Field. 12mo. pp. 801. New York : D. Appleton 4 Co.
As a literary work this is entitled to no ordinary praise. It has been written with
uncommon care by two writers of reputation and accomplishments, whose style is, in
this instance, so similar that it is impossible to detect their several parts. As a tale,
it is a work of fascinating interest, abounding in animated and Btirriug scenes, and with
striking and truthful delineations of character.
1—Geology of the Bass Rock. By Hugh Miller. With its Civil and Ecclesiastical
History and Notices of some of its Martyrs, by Dr. McCeie and others. 12mo., pp.
288. New York : Robert Carter.
The Bass Rock stands in the mouth of the Frith of Forth, about a mile and a half
from the shore. It is fully a mile in circumference, and four hundred and twenty feet
above the surface of the sea. It is inaccessible except at one point. At one time it
was used as the State prison of Scotland for the Covenanters. There are many his
torical records and associations connected with this wonderful rock, all of which are
interwoven with particulars respecting the rock itself, in this entertaining and instruct
ive volume.
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6.—The World of Waters : or A Peaceful Progress o'er the Unpathed Sea. By Mrs
David Osborne. With illustrations. 12mo., pp. 863. New York : Robert Carter.
The leading object in the preparation of this volume has been to render it such u
shall tend to awaken a taste for the science of Geography in the minds of youth.
There is, therefore, much geographical information in its pages, but it is interspersed
with so much that is romantic and agreeable, that the entertainment of youth would
seem to be its leading aim. Thus prepared, and illustrated with many beautiful en
gravings, it is sure of a welcome reception.
6.—The Principles of Geology Explained, and Reviewed in their Relation to Revealed
and Natural Religion. By Rev. David Kino, LL. D, with notes and an appendix
by John Soo.nler, M. D. 16mo., pp. 220. New York: Robert Carter.
A knowledge of the principles of geology, connected with religion, can be obtained
only from works expressly prepared on the subject, of which this is one. The author
aims to show that geology is consistent with the truths of religion, in such a manner
that it can be understood by all.
I.—Select Poetry for Children and Youth : With an Introduction. By Thtos
Edwards. D. D. First American from the twelfth London Edition, with alterations
and improvements. 16mo., pp. 285. New York : M. W. Dodd.
These selections of poetry for the young present an admirable mirror, in which they
may see their own bei-t feelings reflected, and wherein whatsoever is excellent is set
before them in the most attractive form. The selections are brief, and made from the
best poets. The little volume is well worthy of the attention of parents and
teachers.
8.—The Art Journal for January, 1852. New York : George Virtue.
The embellishments of this number are unusually fine. They consist of the " Dan
gerous Playmates," from a picture in the Vernon Gallery; "The Cavaliers' Pets,'
" Patienza." a wood engraving, and an engraving of " Night," from the original has
relief, by Thorswalden. The number of cuts illustrating the numerous articles of the
text are very great, and are well executed.
9.—Arvine's Cyclopedia of Anecdotes, of Literature, and the Fine Arte, containing a
copious and choice selection of Anecdote, of the various forms of Literature, of the
Arts, of Architecture, Engravings, Music, Paintings, and Sculpture; and of the
most Celebrated Literary Characters and Artists of different Countries, <te: With
Numerous Illustrations. 8vo. Parts 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. Boston: Gould, Lincoln,
& Co.
This is a liberal selection of anecdotes relating to all the subjects enumerated in the
title. They are well chosen, and possess much interest apart from their intrinsic im
portance. The whole are classified under appropriate subjects, alphabetically arranged,
and furnished with a copious index. The work consists of eight numbers, forming «
large mass of choice miscellaneous reading.
10.—Eclogce ex Q. Horalii Flacci Poematibut. 16nx>, pp. 811. Philadelphia:
Blauchard and Lea.
This is a selection of the poems of Horace, belonging to the classical series of
Schmitz and Zumpt, which is admirably adapted to the use of schools.
II.— Woman and her Needs : Shadow Land, or The Seer. By Mrs. E. Oakks Sacra.
12mo., pp. 249. New York : Fowlers it Wells.
These separate productions, which form one volume, may be regarded as the con
tribution to the public of a mind that is active, liberalized, and sensitive to the vast
evils that beset the present social condition of woman. The latter of the two works »
not devoted to this subject immediately ; it rather presents the glimpses and concep
tions of an aspiring spirit, which are written with much merit
12.—The Cheat Metropolis; or New York Almanac for 1852. Published annually.
Eighth Publication. 18mo, pp. 220. New York : H. Wilson.
This is a most complete register of New York, and more full of that species of in
formation which every man daily needs, than any publication of the kind other than
a directory. It describes with great fullness, public places, churches, offices, and build
ings, streets, banks, public institutions, Ac, besides containing a large amount of inter
esting information respecting the city. Its contents are almost entirely distinct from
previous editions.
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13.—The Worlct of Shakspeare : The text carefully restored according to the first
editions ; with Introductions, Notes Original and Selected, and a Life of the Poet.
By the Rev. H. N. Hudson, A. M, in eleven volumes. Vol. 1. 12mo., pp. 450. Boston :
J. Munroe dc Co.
The celebrity which Mr. Hudson obtained as a lecturer on Shakspeare is a guaran
ty that this will be an invaluable edition of the plays of the immortal bard. His aim
in the preparation of this and ihe succeeding volumes, will be to restore the text as
nearly as possible to its original purity, and to free it from innumerable puerile cor
rections which deface so many other editions. The notes will be gathered from all
sources, and will often contain illustrative passages. In the introductions there will
be presented all the historical information that lias yet been made accessible, concern
ing the times when the several plays were written and first acted, and the sources
whence the plots and materials of them were taken. The aim of the critical remarks
will be to conduct the reader by silent processes to such a state and habit of mind
that he may contemplate the plays as works of art, and see all the parts and elements
of a given structure, intertwining, and coalescing, and growing up together in vital, or
ganic harmony and reciprocity. Such are some of the promises held forth in this
edition. It is needless for us to speculate upon the admirable manner in which they
will be performed, satisfied as we are, that this will prove one of the most acceptable
of all the editions recently issued.
14.—The Life and Writings of Rev. George Herbert : With the Synagogue, in imita
tion of Herbert. 12 mo., pp. 451. Boston: James Munroe cfc Co.
Herbert, a poet of exquisite sentiment and pathos, and a man of excellent character,
has crime in modern days to hold the place to which his fine spirit entitles him. His
genius was kindled at the altar of Christian devotion, and his productions were highly
esteemed by the learned of his time. In this volume we have a brief memoir of him,
and a lurge collection of his poetry, which is worthy to be placed among the choicest
sacred lyrics.
16.—Elfin Land, and otlur Poems. By Benjamin West Ball. 12mo., pp. 160.
Boston : James Munroe it Co.
Smoothness of versification, with a flowing fancy, and occasionally much elevation
of sentiment, characterize these agreeable poems.
16.— Man and his Migrations. By R. G. Latham, M. D. 12mo., pp. 261. New York:
C. B. Norton.
Tbis volume forms the first number of a series of publications which are to be isfued
under the title of" Norton's Railroad Library." The merits of Latham as a writer are
of no inferior order. In this volume we are presented with a course of six lectures
delivered at the Mechanics' Institution, Liverpool, about a year since ; they have since
been revised and issued in a more complete and systematic form.
17.— Woman, her Education, and Infiitente. By Mrs. Hugo Reid. With a General
Introducti >n, t.y Mrs. C. M. Kirkh.nd, with numerous Illustrations, Stereotype Edi
tion, ljuio., pp. 1U2. New York: Fowlers A Wells.
Nothing, certainly, can come amiss which relates to woman and her improvement.
Tbl« volume attempts to throw some light on the peculiarities of her position in
society, and to show that social equalitv with man is necessary for the free growth
•nd development of woman's nature. This social equality it extends to all rights and
privileges of a public nature. The work has been received with great favor in
England.
18.— The History of the United States of America. By W. H. Baetlett. Part 1,
6vo. New York: George Virtue.
Few historical works are issued in better style than this one. It is printed on fine
paper with clear and open tvpe, and embellished with numerous beautiful maps. As
an hi-torical work it is written with judgment, and discrimination, and careful
accuracy.
19— The British Colonies. By R. M Martin. Parte 35 and 86. New York : John
Tallis & Co.
The contents of these parts relate to the natural history of New Zealand and the
Falkland Islauds. They are embellished with a map of the latter, and a portrait of
Vucount Falkland, executed with much skill.
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20.—The Practical Metal Worker's Assistant, containing the art* of working all metals
and alloys, forging of iron and steel, hardening and tempering, melting and mixing,
casting ana founding works in short metal, the processes dependent on the ductility
of metals, soldering and the most improved processes, and tools employed by metal
workers. With the application of the art of Electro-Metallurgy to manufacturing
processes ; collectedfrom original sources and from the works of Haltzappel. Berge
ron, Leupold, Plumin, Wapier and others. The whole arranged with numerous en
gravings on wood, to suit the American Metal Worker. By Oliver Bvrnk, C. E.
8vo. pp. 464. Philadelphia: H. C. Baird.
It appears to have been a leading object with this author, to prepare his work with
such clearness and simplicity, that any mechanic previously unacquainted with the sub
jects of which it treats, can, by following its directions, succeed in his earliest attempts to
accomplish even the most difficult processes described. In this respect it is a highly
practical work, well adapted to aid and assist the great mass of American mechanics
in their pursuits. The vast range of its subjects is indicated by the title page, and it
is sufficient to say, that on all its branches it seems to be very minute and accurate in
its information.
21.—Christian aspects of Faith and Duty. By John James Tatlob, B. A. From
the London Edition, with an introduction. 12o>o. pp. 349. New York: C. S.
Francis.
Although this work wears the form of religious discourses, yet the reader will be
greatly mistaken who presumes to place it in the same class with these produc
tions. It is in the sentiment and the thoughts that the sermons differ from ordi
nary discourses. The author has contemplated religious principles with a liberal and
humane spirit, quite disenfranchised from the peculiar influences of theology techni
cally so called, but possessing withal, so much of the genuine Christian spirit, that
every one must feel refreshed and instructed with his work. It is devoted to subjects
of practical piety, which it invests with a charm in which they are rarely clothed ; it
discusses the questions which now so much interest the public mind, with rare talent
and marked ability.
22 —Examples of Life and Death. By Mrs. L. H. Siqourney. 16mo. pp. 848. New
York : Charles Scribner.
In one respect these examples are alike ; they relate to individuals all of whom died
in the Christian faith. They may more properly, perhaps, be called sketches of indi
viduals lived in a period of thirteen centuries, and who filled almost every variety
of station from the peasant to the monarch. Different in age and sex, in intellec tana
attainment, in clime and profession, yet iu religious faith they werealike. The
sketches are brief, and written with that thought fulness and reflection peculiar to
the author. The table of contents contains twenty-four names, such as Bsde, Thomas
A. Kempis, Jane Gray, Sir Walter Raleigh, Lord Bacon, Richard Baxter, CoL Gardi
ner, and others.
28.—Lectures on the History of France. Hy Sir James Stephens, L.L D. 8vo, pp.
710. New York : Harper dc Brothers.
These lectures were delivered at the University of Cambridge within the last two
years. They contain a summary of the History of France subsequently to the down
fall of the Roman power. The value of this summary consists in its accuracy and re
search ; in the many new subjects which are comprised in it, in the clear and enlight
ened views of the author, and in the learning and accomplishments displayed by him.
It is not less valuable, as a general history of France, than any one in possession of
the public ; certainly there is none by an English pen entitled to precedence over it
24.—Illustrated Atlas and Modern History of the World. Parts 44 and 46. New
York : John Tallis A Co.
These parts of this superb atlas contains a general index of this elegant work, and
beautiful maps of the cities of Dublin and Brussels.
25.—Tlie Snow-Image, and other Twice-told Tales. By Nathaniel Hawthorne. 12mo,
pp.273. Boston: Ticknor, Reed, <fc Fields.
Hawthome has presented us in these pages with selections both from his earlier
and his later writings. They are quite miscellaneous in their character, and have been
written at wide intervals. They afford us very pleasant glimpses both of the author's
earlier and later style of composition.
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26.—Memoir* of Margaret Fuller Ottoli. 2 vols. 12mo.,pp. 351 and 852. Boston:
Phillips; Sampson, i Co.
These volumes are prepared by J. F. Clarke, Ralph W. Emerson, and William H.
dimming. Yet, after all, their labors have been comparatively light For the
volumes consist of auto- biographical sketches and writings of Margaret Fuller. In
themselves, they are marked and striking books. They present an ever active and
vigorous mind, well educated, abounding in womanly sensibilities, yet ardent and as
piring after that development and progress which awaits even the most abject state
of humanity. The subject of them was in all respects a remarkable character, and
she made an impression peculiar to herself upon all those with whom she associated.
For ourselves, we feel under obligations to the compilers for these valuable volumes,
in which there is so much to interest and to instruct us.
27.— Charity and its fruits ; or. Christian Love as Manifested in the Heart and Life.
By Jonathan Edwards. Edited from the Original Manuscripts, with an Iutroducduction by TavoN Edwards. 12mo., pp. 530. New York : Robert Carter.
The name of the author is sufficient to excite an interest in the contents of this
volume. The manuscript was written, and after his death selected for publication,
with other papers, but it was not printed. It consists of sixteen lectures on the nature
and fruits of charity, which are not only of an eminently practical character, but ihey
axe marked with all that clearness and force of thought, and simplicity of style, pecu
liar to this distinguished man,
28.—Hints on Health ; with Familiar Instructions for the Treatment and Preserva
tion of the Skin, Hair, Teeth, Eyes, ice. By Wit Edward Coale, M. D. 16mo., pp.
Boston : Phillips, Sampson <fc Co.
Few volumes of this class are so practical in their contents, and contain so much of
that information which it is important for every person to know. It is free from ex
travagance or quackery, and is a useful book for every one.
29.—Lays of the Scottish Cavaliers, and other Poems. By Wu. Edmondstoun Aytoun.
12mo., pp. 861. New York : J. S. Redfield.
These poems are from the pen of an accomplished writer, and at present the editor
of Blackwood's Magazine. They are upon subjects generally connected with the con
flicts between the English and Scots, and breathe that heroic spirit peculiar to the
days of the Old Cavaliers.
80.— Western Portraiture and Emigrants' Guide ; a Description of Wisconsin, Illi
nois, and Iowa ; with Remarks on Minnesota and other Territories. By Daniel S.
Ctjrtiss. 1 2mo. New York : J. H. Colton.
This is a plain and faithful narrative of facts, in regard to appearances and prospects,
in the Great West. It is not a gazetteer, but comprises all that is useful in one, with
a vast amount of information of the highest importance to emigrants, or to persons
expecting to travel in the West
81.—Characters in the Gospels, Illustrating Phases of Character at the Present Day.
By Rev. E, H. Chapin. 12mo, pp. 1«S. New York : J. S. Redfield.
This is not a volume in which the reader will expect to find anything particularly
new. It contains many striking delineations of character, some of which are drawn
with considerable force and beauty of expression. In general, those who are seriously
disposed will find it quite an acceptable book.
82.—Recollections of my Childhood, and other Stories. By Grace Greenwood.
With engravings from designs by Billings. 18mo., pp. 144. Boston : Ticknor,
Reed <fc Fields.
Anything from the pen of Grace Greenwood, for youthful readers, is sure to be
charming. This little volume is truly entitled to such praise, for it is beautiful in ap
pearance, and very graceful in sentiment and language.
33.—Greenwood Leaves : a Collection of Sketches and Letters. By Grace Greenwood.
Second series. 12mo., pp. 382. Boston : Ticknor <fc Co.
These pleasing sketches possess an interest more than usual in volumes of such
miscellaneous character. There is sprightliness of thought, a beauty of language, and
a lively intelligence, so radiant throughout, that the reader, insensible of fatigue, fol
lows on wherever the graceful author deigns to lead. The letters have heretofore ap
peared in the newspapers of the day.
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84.—Memories of the great Metropolis ; or, London from the Tower to the Crystal
Palace. By V. Saunders. 12mo. pp. 811. New York : G. P. Putnam.
This work possesses the leading features of a guide book, but it surpasses every-L
thing of the kind, by it* indicating in a brief, suggestive wag, the numerous shrines of 'I
genius, historical localities, and various memorabilia with which London so greatly:'
abounds. Nothing can be more entertaining than a walk with the very agreeable I
author, through the streets of London between the Tower and the Crystal
Each house is pointed out that has become famous in history, or that was the abode <
genius or talent. The volume is full of illustrations or cuts, representing every | '
of note along the route, and with these representations, and the explanations
anecdotes of the author, we doubt if an actual visit to these scenes can afford |
satisfaction than may be obtained from this work.
35.—History of Greece; 1st Legendary of Greece; 2d Grecian History to the reipn j|
of Piaintratus at Athens. By George Quote. Vol.8. 12mo. pp. 494. Bostus:
John P. Jewett
The present volume concludes this history as far as it has yet been given to the
public by the author. Its last chapter treats of the life and times of Socrates. As ahistorical work, it unquestionably surpasses in interest any other of the present age,
and rivals, if not excels, those of proceeding times. Its great excellence consists not
only in embracing all that has been done by former historians, and thus forming a J
more complete work, but the author has written it with a spirit disenthralled from r
the influence of monarchical principles which has given its hue to almost everything
written since the days of Kuiuan subversion, and which has chilled all the sy mpathie
of historians With the popular spirit and popular institutions of Greece. Here we have
a writer who feels the force of liberal principles as they exist at this day, and wbo
can recognize them in the ancient republics. This is the glory of Mr. Grote's work;
this has given to it such transcendent success, although it immediately follows the
learned volumes of Thirwall, in conjunction with those other merits which have sel
dom been surpassed in a historical writer.
86.—Putnam's Semi Monthly Library for Travelers and the Fireside. Whimsicali
ties. By Thomas Hood, with Wood Cuts. 12mo, pp. 228.
87.— Walks and Talks of an American Parmer in England: With Illustration*,
by F. W. Olmsted. No. 3. 12mo., pp. 246. New York: G. P. Putnam.
As agreeahle volumes for general readers these are worthy of special attention.
They form the second and third numbers of Putnam's popular library. They are
lively nod sparkling, and the latter especially is instructive and entertaining. No one
can go uiuiss for light reading who obtains any of these volumes.
88.—The Sovereigns of the Bible. By Eliza It. Steele. 12mo., pp. New York: M.
W. Dodd.
The Sovereigns of the Bible are the Kings of Israel and Judah. The biographical
sketches of them contained in these pages are drawn from the Old Testameul, buf ,
they are written with a modern spirit and temper, which presents these monarchs to '
us much after the manner in which they would be looked upon at the present day, by ;
a writer of an elevated and religious spirit, who wields an elegant pen. and possesses
an imaginative, chaste, and well cultivated mind. The work will be rfad with much I
gratification.
89.— Young Americans Abroad; or. Vacation in Europe. Travels in England,*
France, Holland, Belgium, Prussia and Switzerland. With Illustrations. 12 mo. I
pp. 369. Boston : Gould & Lincoln.
This volume consists of letters from a number of young lads, who, with their teacher,
visited Europe and corresponded with fellow pupils at home. They are writtt-u with
commendable talent, and can scarcely fail to awaken an interest in the minds of youth
ful readers.
|
40.—Novelties of the New World; or, the Adventures and Discoveries of the first ex- ^
plorers of North America. By Joseph Baward, with Illustrations. 16mo.pp.S24.
Boston : Gould it Lincoln.
This forms the second volume of " Banvnrd's scries of American Histories," which are
adapted to the popular mind and especially to the youth of the country. It commen
ces with a brief account of Columbus, and notices all the explorer*, whether English,
French, or Spanish. The style is attractive and well adapted to the popular teste.
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irU.—MONEY OF ACCOUNT—ITS NATURE AND FUNCTIONS.
TART I.
THE ENOL1SH MONET OF ACCOUNT HISTORY OF THE GOLD STANDARD OF GREAT BRITAIN
OUR OWN MONEY 8TSTEM, DOUBLE STANDARD, COINAGE, AND PROPOSED MODIFICATIONS
EXPORT OF THE PRECIOUS METALS FOREIGN EXCHANGE.
The subjects of money and coinage have by turns occupied some of the
ablest minds of which civilization can boast : we have the results of their
decisions in some cases, and in many we have their deliberate opinions as
given to the world in their works. Yet on these subjects there is no agree
ment, no general consent, and no acknowledged authority. It can hardly
be claimed that much progress has been made for a century in the solution
of the different questions involved. There may be less interest in these
questions than formerly, now that so large a proportion of our payments
are made without any agency of the precious metals, but so long as the
present system of money prevails, questions pertaining to the proper regula
tion of coinage must retain their importance, and call for their just solution.
"Where so much contrariety of opinion prevails on subjects of such mo
ment to every civilized community, and among men so capable of deciding
correctly, it is safe to conjecture that some necessary element of the subject
has been omitted, or that some wrong one has been included, which has
vitiated our conclusions. Capable men err more frequently in adopting
their premises than in their processes of deduction.
It is in this way, as we believe, the difficulties have arisen on the subjects
of money and coinage. One of the chief mistakes has consisted in not ap
preciating the scope and agency, and in not observing the functions of
monet op account. As this agency is widely operative and efficient it
can neither be overlooked nor thrust aside in any just view of the subject
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of money. If it has not been wholly neglected its relations with coinage
remain to be adequately shown and comprehended.
We take the following definition of money of account from a work of
admitted authority among merchants and dealers in coin and exchange,
Kelly's Universal Cambist.*
■ Moneys are distinguished into real and imaginary. Real moneys are coins,
bank-notes, or any other tokens of credit that have a currency.
" Imaginary moneys, also called ideal moneys, are not represented by any coin,
but are used in keeping accounts : they are understood to have had theirfoundation
in real coins or weights, which were the original units adopted as measures of
value, and which have been continued under the same denominations, notwith
standing the changes that may have taken place in their intrinsic value. Although
moneys of account be not represented by real coins, yet their intrinsic value may
be determined by their known relation or proportion to certain coins.
" Moneys of account may be considered with respect to coins as weights and
measures with respect to goods, or as a mathematical scale with respect to maps,
lines, or other geometrical figures. Thus they serve as standards of the value
both of merchandise and the precious metals themselves. It should, however,
be remarked that moneys of account, though they are uniform as a scale of di
visions and proportions, yet they fluctuate in their intrinsic value with the fluctua
tion of the coins they measure or represent,"
In another place (vol. ii., p. 148) he introduces a table of moneys of
account in the following words :—
" In the following table of moneys of account, it may be observed that some
of these moneys are real coins, the value of which may be computed from the
mint regulations, or from assays; but when they are imaginary moneys, which is
generally the case, their value must be found by their established proportion to
real coins."
The table furnishes a list of more than a hundred different moneys of
account, with their value in silver and gold, stated in English pence. These
moneys of account are those of the principal countries of the world. The
table is closed with this remark :—
"The foregoing table has been computed from the proportion which the
moneys of account bear to the coins of each place respectively."
Where there are no coins in a country corresponding in denomination and
subdivision to its money of account, the people readily apprehend the dif
ference between coins and money of account. In England and in tliis
country, unfortunately for our clear comprehension of their difference, the
coins correspond with the money of account, and many cannot readily make
the required distinction. With attention, however, the distinction may be
mastered. When an Englifhimm visits the continent he carries in his mind
his own money of account, and by its aid values every coin he meet*, and
expresses the value in its terms which are so familiar to him ; and thus the
foreign price of every article can only be toted when mentally turned into
pounds, shillings, and pence. The foreign coins he carries in his packet are
all measured in that way, and it will require a long familiarity with foreign
prices before he can think in any money of account but his own. The men
tal operation is similar to what he uses in learning to speak a foreign language,
he thinks first in his own what he may express afterward;, in :i foreign
tongue. If the English traveler is familiar with the home prices of articles
submitted to him abroad, he will, without hesitation, annex prices to all the
* I. Vol. xxxill. Introduction.
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foreign goods he sees in English money of account. He does not, in this
instance, use his domestic coins as a measure of value ; the operation of
fixing such prices is not a comparison of his domestic coins with the foreign
goods, it is the expression of their value in English money of account.
During the time of the suspension of payments by the Bank of England,
between 1797 and 1822, such was the demand for gold on the continent,
for array purposes, that it became, for most of that period, merely an article
of Commerce, in great demand for export. The price of gold rose under
this continued demand from £3 17s. 10£d., an ounce, to over £5. All gold
coins bore a market value in proportion to their weight. During this period
of suspension an immense development of industry and Commerce took
place in Great Britain, and yet nearly the sole expression or measure
value was this money of account, and nearly the sole medium of payme
was bank-notes and checks. It* must be perfectly plain to those who are
familiar with the history of that period, that if every coin of gold and silver
had been swept by the foreign demand from that country, the people would
not the less have continued to transact their business and make payments in
pounds, shillings, and pence. So they would have done also if platina had
been introduced as a medium of payment. A whole generation of men
came into business during this suspension who were not familiar with coins,
and seldom ever saw a guinea or a sovereign ; yet they never had any diffi
culty in buying and selling by pounds, shillings, and pence. Did they in
every instance use coin as their measure of value?
If we have attained a clear perception of the functions of the money o
account, we are able to answer the question, what is a pound ? by simply
replying that it is the unit of the money of account of Great Britain. The
value of that unit, or its power, everybody in that country knows. The
statute which fixes the mint price of gold in England is an application of the
money of account by Parliament to the article of gold, and it really no
more changes the nature of the money of account, when applied by law to
express the value of an ounce of gold, than if a merchant had so used it.
The price of an ounce of gold is declared by statute to be permanently at
£3 17s. 10id., and the Bank of England is required to purchase it from all
who offer, at £3 17s. 9d. Although the effect of thus declaring permanently
the value of gold may confuse the minds of many, and lead them to infer
that the ounce of gold is the £3 17s. 10^d., it does not remain the less true
that it is a simple expression of value, and that the ounce of gold and the
£'A 17s. lOjd. are not convertible terms, because the latter expresses the
value of the former. It may be asked what did £3 17s. lOJd. mean before
it was used by the statute to denote the value of an ounce of gold ? Did
not people understand by £3 17s. 10^d. the same thing after its use in the
statute as before i And how many thousands reckon familiarly in pounds,
shilling!), and pence, who know nothing about the mint price of gold.
If a British statute declares the gold Napoleon of France to be worth
15s. 10^d., that is not merely declaring the Napoleon to be worth its weight
in gold , it is the expression of the value in English money of account ; it
is not the same as if it had declared the Napoleon, weighing one hundred
and seventy-nine grains, is equal in value to one hundred and seventy-nine
grains of gold. Such a declaration as this would only be intelligible to
those familiar with the process of weighing gold. To say that a Napoleon
is worth 15s. 10^d. is perfectly intelligible to every English ear; but if you
were to ask the exact weight in gold which would be equivalent to 15s. 10^d.
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not one person in a thousand could reply without a calculation, or consulting
some authority.
In England gold is the only legal tender for sums over forty shilling?.
If you enter a warehouse in London and ask the price of any number of
articles over that sum the salesman will inform you instantly ; but if yon
ask him how much gold you shall weigh him for any article, he cannot
answer.
When the English farmer asks fifty shillings a quarter for his wheat, does
he measure the value by a mental reference to fifty silver shillings, or to twoand-a-half sovereigns in gold ? Or does he on the instant think of either
silver or gold ? Does he think of anything beyond expressing a price ? And
did he not with equal readiness give the rate before the mint price of gold
was fixed as at present ? If, as some say, the naming a price is strictly a
comparison of the article priced with its equivalent in the gold standard,
why is wheat continually quoted in shillings, of which there is no equivalent
in gold, instead of in pounds and fractions ? Why say fifty shillings instead
of £2 10s.? If the process of naming a price was strictly a comparison
with gold, the mind would naturally cling to the pound or sovereign, and
its fractions, especially where there are equivalents in gold, and say twoand-a-half sovereigns.
THE UNIT AND MONEY OF ACCOUNT IN THE UNITED STATES.
In the United States the unit of our money of account is a dollar, with
decimal subdivisions. By the use of dollars and cents the prices of the
thousands of millions of dollars worth of goods which change hands annu
ally are expressed, valued, and sold ; and as many transactions take place
with the same goods, it is probable that tens of thousands of millions would
come short of the annual business of the country. The actual payments in
coin do not, it may bo supposed, reach 1 per cent of the whole amount;
nor is it expected while the business is progressing that a greater proportion
will be paid in coins.
In all the countless application of our money unit and its hundredths, is
there an invariable reference made to the dollar coin ? So far from it, that
the presence of silver dollars as samples would, so far from aiding, embarras the operation. Does the active salesman who is continually naming
prices from morning to night carry the image of the silver dollar in his men
tal vision all the time ? Suppose when he pronounces the price of a bale of
goods to be two hundred dollars, a quantity of silver coins were thrown
before his iistonished vision, he would be very apt to say, " Carry them to
the bank or the broker—I am no judge of coins, they may be too light, or
they may be counterfeit for aught I know." The purchaser may reply, " Take
them by weight and return any that may be condemned as false coins."
But the answer would be in almost every such instance, " I know not the value
of a pound, ounce, pennyweight, or grain of silver." Did this merchant
measure the value of his goods by coins ? Let us suppose this lot of mis
cellaneous coins to be carried to the counter of a dealer in the precious
metals ; it will be immediately inspected, classed, and valued in dollars, pre
cisely as the merchant valued his goods. Some dollar coins may be worth
one dollar and one, two, or three cents ; some worth one, two, or three cen ts less
than a dollar: the various classes into which they may be assorted will be
separately valued, and the whole being added together will make the sum
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which the broker is willing to give for the lot. It is soon sold and paid for
by a check on the bank, which pays the merchant for his goods. Now was
this parcel of coins valued in the same way as the box of prints, and both
were equally indebted to the efficiency of the money of account ?
If it be alleged that the merchant and broker had each a reference in their
minds for the purpose of expressing their several valuations, to perfect dollars,
we ask how they could thus carry the idea of a dollar so perfectly as to
exceed in accuracy the ordinary coins of circulation. If men can carry the
value of the perfect coin in their minds, then that is what is called " imagi
nary money," or money of account, by the Cambist
Take another case of a bale of goods, priced, sold, and paid for, in what
appear to be new and perfect dollars. It would be said by those who take
that view of the subject, that the value of the goods were measured by the
coins which were used, as an equivalent in paying for them. But the coins
are all counterfeit, and so perfect that they circulate a long time, performing
all tbe functions of money, without injury or loss to any one except those
in whose hands tbe false coins are at last detected. In this instance, every
article paid for in these coins would have been valued in false money, and
as every dollar might have been paid a hundred times without injury to any
except the last holder, the rather strange conclusion must be drawn, that
false coins are equally efficient in measuring value with the genuine. This
will hardly be admitted, and we are driven to the conclusion that it is the
ideal dollar of our money of account—the value of our money unit clearly
understood and firmly settled in the minds of the people, that is applied
without hesitation at all times, and by everybody, to measure the value of
every article of sale, or susceptible of valuation, whether goods, coins, or
bullion.
Our ancestors brought with them to America the English money of ac
count, and their posterity continued thus to employ it until the present sys
tem was adopted by our government after the revolution. But a money of
account cannot, even by legislative authority, be created nor destroyed in a
day. The English money of account maintained its supremacy in terms, though
greatly changed in signification, through a loi g period, although almost the
only coins in circulation were Spanish dollars, and halves, quarters, eighths,
and sixteenths. These coins were valued in the money of account and em
ployed as a medium of exchange. After the transition commenced from
the old to the new money of account, from the unit of a pound to the unit
of a dollar, it was a common thing for our merchants, familiar as they were
with the dollar and its parte, to keep all the details of their books, and of
prices, in pounds, shillings, and pence, and to convert the footing of the
columns or balances into what was at first called federal money. Not unfrequently a column was kept for the new money, the items of account be
ing entered short in the old way and carried out afterwards in dollars and
cents. So firmly was this habit of buying, selling, and estimating goods in
the old money fixed in the minds of the people, that though more than half
a century has elapsed since the establishment of the present convenient unit,
it is scarcely yet eradicated in many localities. It is yet partially used in
the interior of Virginia, South Carolina, and perhaps Massachusetts. In
New York the term shilling holds its ground generally to this day, owing,
in part, to the shilling there corresponding in value with the Spanish eighth
of a dollar. These colonial denominations varied so much that in Massachu
setts a half-dollar coin was valued at three shillings ; in New York, at four
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shillings ; and in Pennsylvania at three shillings and nine pence. A mer
chant of the last named State was sixty years since just as prompt in affix
ing prices to his goods as one of the present day ; the former could
employ the Pennsylvania currency just as readily as he of this day uses
dollars and cents. The former had in his mind no coin corresponding with
his pound, his shilling, or his penny. There was no such coin : nor could
he have in his mind, as the measure of value, any corresponding weight of
silver or gold, because very few indeed knew the value of either metal by
weight. It is impossible to think or say that the merchants of that day
measured or estimated the value of their goods by mental or actual refer
ence to coins, for there was then none such and never had been. This
colonial money of account was a purely ideal scale, the power or value of
which was fixed in the minds, and its use in the habits of people. What
was so long true of our colonial currency, is to this day true of the Canadian
money of account, which has no corresponding coin,—the British shillings,
and Spanish and American coins circulating there, not corresponding with
their money unit. It is worthy of remark, too, that the French population
of Canada still preserve the money of account which their ancestors brought
over with them, and which has long be*n out of use in France, namely,
livres, sous, and deniers. There have been no coins corresponding with this
unit and its parts to keep up the memory of this money of account, to
confirm its use, or to explain its meaning.
It would be endless to bring illustrations of our meaning from the moneys
of account of Europe and Asia, as every country where industry has flour
ished, or Commerce been active, furnishts proof that the same habit of con
verting the denominations of coins into a mental scale, for comparing and
expressing values, prevails everywhere—in China and Persia, and the East
Indies—equally as in the more civilized nations of Europe. China has no
coinage, and gold and silver are there sold constantly at their market value,
and weighed out in payments, the amounts of which are expressed in the
money of account.
But we need not continue these details further at this stage of our in
quiry. It is proper to say that we do not bring forward this use of the
money of account as a standard of value, or as what some have called an
abstract currency. It is no standard of value, nor is it a standard of any
kind, not can it, without an abuse of terms, be called a currency. Its use
neither dispenses with a standard of coinage, nor with devices for payment,
institutions of credit, nor a paper currency. It is the popular expression of
value. Coinage furnishes the legal equivalent.
A money of account, well established in the habits and minds of the peo
ple, is a thing of stow growth, and cannot, therefore, be created by law.
Our national legislature enacted that the dollar should be the unit of
our money of account, and immediately the public accounts were translated
into dollars and cents, but many years elapsed before dollars and cents be
came the money of account—the popular measure or scale of value in the
sense in which we use the term. If Congress were by another act to re
quire that all business should be transacted in francs and centimes, it would
require nearly half a century to make the change in the minds of the peo
ple. So far as legislation is concerned, such a change could be made in a
day ; but long familiarity with the terms, in all the circles of industry and
the avenues of trade, can only establish the precise power and force of these
terms in the minds of the masses.
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If we are right as to the existence of the popular application of the money
of account, it may be readily inferred that it must be the duty of the gov
ernment to provide a money of account suited to this important application
of it. Our change from pounds, shillings, and pence to the dollar, and its
decimal subdivisions, was a wise measure in this aspect, and the more es
pecially as the people were in a large degree prepared for the change by a
long familiarity with the term dollar, and the value it implied. In propor
tion, however, as such a money of account is fitted to its purpose, and in
proportion to its hold upon the minds and habits of a people, is the mis
chief and danger of disturbing and deranging it.
If we reflect that the annual product of our industry, agricultural
and manufacturing, in the United States, exceeds two thousand millions in
value, and that, on the average, these products are sold many times, and
that this mighty mass of valuables is, to its whole extent and in all its parts,
put at prices fixed in our money of account, and that an incessant valuation
is going on in the infinite operations of trade and industry, we must admit that
anything which introduces confusion into such an immensity of business
must be an incalculable evil. It falls far short of the reality if we estimate
the successive valuations or prices fixed on goods sold and unsold every
month in the United States at over a thousand millions. A mistake of 1
per cent on this vast sum would be a disturbance on the whole to the ex
tent of ten millions. If our government were to require us henceforth to
keep our accounts in francs and centimes, making no other change in our
money system, the disturbance created would be a matter of inconvenience,
the amount of which must be measured by the immense transactions it
would affect, and the necessity of converting such an infinity of sums of
money from dollars into francs. But the change would not be confined to
mere inconvenience, for many of the ignorant, the dull, and the unwary
would become the prey of the designing and crafty. There can, of course,
be no adequate estimation of the mischiefs which such a change of our
money unit would inflict, and surely nothing could justify such legislation
except greater evils were threatened from the other side. The grounds of
our national adoption of the dollar unit were not merely its convenience and
actual superiority, for strong as are these reasons they might have failed to
overcome the opposition to a change ; it was the necessity of harmonizing
the differences of the money of the several States, which made the adoption
of a new unit, which should be common to all the States, a matter of im
perative obligation. And the free communication among the States, with
different modes of computation, having among them the same legal money
unit, was what efficaciously hastened a complete compliance with the law.
The new money of account was a language into which all the varying
languages of computation could be translated. When men of Massachusetts
and Pennsylvania were accounting together, instead of a mutual transfer of
their accounts into their respective currencies, they were both changed into
federal money, and thus adjusted. The necessity of doing this constantly,
among those residing in different States, greatly assisted and hastened that
Otherwise slow process of displacing one money of account by another. The
inconvenience was less felt and complained of, because it was really not so
great as that which they endured under the old diversified systems.
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DISTURBANCE OF THE MONET OF ACCOUNT BY OPEN AND BX CONCEALED ATTACKS.
But if the change of a money unit under the most favorable circumstan
ces, and for the strongest reasons, is productive of so much inconvenience to
all, and risk of imposition upon the unskillful and unwary, what must be
the effect where the change is not merely from one unit to another, but a
concealed or unseen attack upon the unit itself ?—the occurrence of such
circumstances, or the enforcement of such regulations as tend to change the
value of the unit and produce confusion in regard to it in the minds of those
employing it ? Instances of this kind of change are but too familiar to
readers of the histories of European countries, 'in the frauds perpetrated by
mistaken or unscrupulous rulers—in the successive debasements of the cur
rent coins. In England this haB been done until the equivalent of the money
unit five hundred years ago and that of the present day is as thirty-two to
ninety-nine: they coined, originally, including the alloy, £l Is. 4d. from a
pound of silver; since 1816 they coin £3 6s. from that quantity of silver.
In France the debasement has proceeded so far as the rate of seventeen to
one. The evils and losses inflicted upon the respective countries in which
these abuses were practiced can never be adequately estimated. Measured
by the mere inconvenience they imposed, great as that was, no just idea of
the mischief could be attained. A more correct estimate may be drawn
from the cries of distress which came from all quarters on the occasion of
these debasements. Volumes might be filled with the complaints caused
by the iniquities of this process of debasement. In France a heavy tax
was agreed to be paid on condition the coinage was permitted to remain un
disturbed. It is true that in the periods when these debasements were
most resorted to as a means of raising money, neither rulers nor subjects fully
understood the true nature of the evil, although its results were felt by those
whom they affected, so as to leave no doubt about the injury. The functions
of a money of account were not known, as they are not sufficiently appre
ciated even to this time. The whole of the mischief was in those cases im
puted to the change of the coinage, because that was the occasion. No de
basement, however great or well managed, could much injure those who were
knowing enough to detect the fraud, or in a position to discover it. Thty could
readily perceive that the new coin which purported to bo a shilling, and
which the authorities required to be so called, was in fact worth only ten
pence, and they could take their precautions accordingly. But the mass of
the people, who could not distinguish the shilling of their money of account
from a shilling coin, would continue to count and fix their prices and make
their sales in the usual shilling of account, and receive payment in the de
based coin. Their eyes would only be opened after the fraud was complete,
and after the perpetrators had extracted a large sum from the public, and
after merchants and bankers, shrewd enough, and unscrupulous enough to
avail themselves of the opportunity, had levied a tenfold larger sum. This
process of breaking up or destroying a money of account is one of fraud
and misconception, where all parties to a transaction are ignorant of what
has been done ; they speak in one language, the law, under which they act,
speaks in another ; they make their prices by one scale, the law exacts pay
ment by another. Where, as would soon be extensively the case, one party
comprL'hended the change and the other did not, a direct advantage could
be taken to the extent of the depreciation. Such debasements destroyed
the money of account because the base coin was made a legal tender for its
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nominal amount of valuation in the money of account. The ignorant and
unwary were therefore preyed upon until the extent of their losses finally
opened their eyes, and the speculation became no longer available. The
prices of all articles would become enhanced to the amount of the debase
ment, and that being the case, a new money of account would gradually be
established, as habit rendered the new unit familiar. It must not be over
looked, that the success of this kind of fraud depended on the fact that the
money unit in use, where the fraud was attempted, was so firmly fixed in
the minds of the people that they would continue to compute by it after
the alteration in the value of the coin. The success of the fraud would
come to an end as fast as the new money of account replaced the old one.
The law which made the debased coin a tender at its former value would
cease to be effective when all prices were fixed by the new scale. It is well
known that men of business had such a dread of the confusion, trouble, and
loss, ensuing from a debasement, that they stood aghast at the prospect or
mere suspicion of such an event*
EFFECT OV A CHANGE IN THE VALUE OF THE PRECIOUS METALS ON THE MONET OF ACCOUNT
—LAW OF LKOAL TENDER—DEPRECIATION OF PAPER CURRENCY.
There is another way in which a monetary unit may be changed, which
it is important to consider, and that is, by a change in tho value of the pre
cious metals of which the coins most in use are composed. It is by no
means a necessary consequence ; but unless the danger is seen, and precau
tions taken, there is always danger of the money of account being disturbed
where the ordinary coins of circulation change their value gradually, and
from causes not generally appreciated. This danger is always greater where
the name of the money unit is the same with the chief coin—as our chief
silver coin and unit are both denominated a dollar. If the silver in a dollar
coin should depreciate by degrees imperceptible to tho mass of men, the
unit would alter by a change following at a long interval from the depre
ciation. During this time a harvest of profit would accrue to those who
were shrewd enough to perceive the alteration, and fortunate enough to
be in a position to avail themselves of it. Its operation would of course be
very unequal—the advantage and disadvantage to some might be equal ;
many might suffer severely without understanding the reason, and some
might be profited without knowing how. Tho whole ma,ss of transactions
occurring within tho range of this depreciation, the prices fixed upon all
commodities for sale, the contracts of sale, the actual payments in coin, the
whole position of debtors and creditors, their books of account, evidences of
debt and securities of credit, would be more or less affected. There could
be no certainty that the parties to these transactions perfectly understood
each other. It might very frequently be a matter of accident or chance on
whose side the advantage would fall, but it would be very certain that those
who understood the process of depreciation would have power to turn the
whole event very greatly to their profit.
We say that the money unit would suffer even where it did not corres
pond in name with any coin; we mean, of course, where there is a fixed
price on tho precious metals, and a law of legal tender. Wherever neither
of these circumstances exists, as in China, where great fluctuations in the
Bee the note at page 35,Snclltng on the coins of Great Britain, France, and Ireland.
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value of gold and silver occur, there such changes have no effect whatever
upon the money account. In China the value of gold and silver can always,
in any variation, be expressed in tales, mace, candarines, and cash ; and so
in England, if the statute making gold a legal tender at £3 17s. 10^d. were
repealed, the value of gold could be expressed under any possible degree of
variation in pounds, shillings, and pence. So, if our law making gold a legal
tender were repealed, we should have no difficulty in expressing its value in
dollars and cents, at any possible depreciation to which it might descend
under the effect of the influx of that metal from California or Australia. ,
But when the. law compels men to take gold at a fixed value, and coins are
issued in gold which are made a legal tender at one dollar, five, ten, and
twenty dollars, the mass of men will be slow to perceive any depreciation of
a coin which the law lioMs at the same value. They can only discover the
change by a long process of selling at the old value and being paid in the
new, whilst very few will onjoy the equivalent advantage of buying by the
old scale and paying by the new.
The unit of valuation may be disturbed and destroyed by the depreciation
of a paper currency which enjoys the whole circulation of a country. If
such a currency is once established in the confidence of a community, so as
to be received in all business transactions at par with the unit, or as equiva
lent to coins of known value, it may depreciate by such imperceptible degrees,
and from such unseen causes as gradually to cause a general rise of prices
corresponding to the stage of depreciation. This, of course, destroys
that money of account, and gradually substitutes another ; but the process
is fraught with all the mischiefs and confusion attendant upon a change in
the value of gold and silver.
This was that which was alleged to have taken place in England in the
period of suspension of payments by the bank between 1809 and 1815,
when at one time, as we have already mentioned, gold reached the very high
price of £5 4s. And it is still urged by some in that country that no more
unjust nor impolitic legislation ever took place than that which restored the
unit of account to its original place compared with gold. But the very
heated controversy which took place within the period above-mentioned, is
one of those in which the calm observer of later days looking through a
less prejudiced medium can clearly perceive that there was much truth
and error on both sides, and that their differences were of a nature that no
element employed in their discussion could enable them properly to recon
cile or determine the preponderance. No doubt there was some depreciatiou of the paper of the Bank of England, but not by any means correspond
ing to the price of gold, which was in special demand, owing to many special
causes, but chiefly to the wars raging on the continent. After the battle of
Waterloo, as the affairs of the continent gradually resumed a state of quiet,
gold fell by degrees to its average market rates.
If the strenuous efforts which were put forth at the period of this contro
versy had been in part directed to preserve the money of account intact,
rather than to an angry and excited discussion upon the question whether
gold had risen or bank-notes had fallen in value, more light would have been
Bhed upon the subject, and more real good accomplished. The publications
of this period, and the Parliamentary reports form the most valuable mine
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of instruction on the subject of money and credit anywhere extant, but far
too voluminous to be more than merely referred to in this connection.
The money unit of the American colonies was destroyed and diversified
by a process the opposite of the depreciation of the coin. The long con
tinuance of an unfavorable exchange with England with most of the colo
nies begot a constant and pressing demand for coin as a remittance. The
exports of the colonies were insufficient to furnish bills of exchange for ad
justment of the largo indebtedness to the mother country, created by inces
sant over-importation. The only possible mode of discharging a large por
tion of this foreign debt was by the exportation of coin. The demand thus
arising continued so long and so urgent that the value of coins began
and continued to enhance, through a long series of years ; the scarcity
became so great that the colonists suffered severely for some medium of ex
change, and were driven to various strange expedients, and not unfrequently
to a state of barter, in which the commodities to be exchanged were valued
in the money of account. That is, all payments were made in the commo
dities exchanged, whilst all prices were fixed in the money of account.
During this period Spanish dollars and fractional coins under this spe
cial demand rose in value, and increasing prices continued to be expressed in
tihe usual money of account. The dollar, which at first was worth 4s. 6d.,
became worth 5s., 5s. 6d., 6s., 6s. 6d., 7s., and 7s. 6d. in Pennsylvania, and
in New York it went to 8?. It is true that in some colonies this process
was complicated with an excessive issue of paper currency. In such cases
it may not be practicable to estimate the respective influences of the unfa
vorable exchange and consequent demand for coin as an article of export,
and that of the overissue of paper currency, but that both causes had their
appropriate result is easily seen, and the more especially as they were not
always contemporary. In somo of the colonies no paper was issued, and in
them the unfavorable exchange destroyed not less effectually the money unit,
and in some of the colonies the original money unit was changed before the
issue of the paper currency. It thould be noted that neither an unfavorable
exchange nor an overissue of bank-notes necessarily involve the destruction
of the money of account. Where there is a regular place for the transaction
of exchange and regular quotations of the rate of exchange made public,
there the nature of the demand for coin is at once seen and understood, and
the price of coins nea-ly keeps pace with the priee of exchange, both coins
and bills of exchange being rated in the terms of the money of account at
what they were worth. There was no regular price for exchange, nor were
there regular dealers in exchange in the early days of our colonial existence,
and the mass of the people did not comprehend the true nature of the de
mand for coin. Hence, as coins almost disappeared from circulation, and as
a high nominal price was continually bid for them, the prices of other com
modities fell into a state of confusion, and all harmony of adjustment was
gone, for few could tell whether prices referred to an equivalent in coins or
an equivalent in other commodities.
So in the case of paper issues; its depreciation does not necessarily imply
injury to the money of account, for where there is good paper with which
to make comparison, it may be quoted, paid, and received at any rate of
discount agreed upon, from 1 to 99 per cent—a fact familiar to all men of
business in the United States.
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THE MONET OF ACCOUNT NOT A STANDARD BUT A MODE OF EXPRESSING TRICES AND STATING
VALUES.
It is clear, then, to those who have regarded the subject with attention,
that every community of trading people, having once adopted any unit for
the expression of prices, computation of money, and keeping books, as,
in the first instance some coin or determinate quantity of gold or silver, in
variably forms, by the use of this unit for a long period, in all the infinity
of industrial and commercial transactions, an ideal money of account which
becomes so clearly defined and fastened on their minds, that it is in fact the
medium by which all prices are fixed and expressed, and finally capable of
noting variations in the value of the coin from which it took its rise. It is
equally clear that, once established, its tendency is to remain steady, and
that the minds of the masses cling to it with a tenacity which nothing can
disturb or destroy, except causes not understood by the multitude, or ope
rating unknown to them, or legal compulsion long continued. It is further
clear that, as it is not in coins that prices are expressed and accounts kept,
so it is very important not only that the public should be well master of the
prevailing money of account, but that all disturbing causes should be warded
off As the public authorities in remote times availed themselves of this
tenacity of the people in clinging to their habitual mode of expressing values,
to debase, very often secretly, the coins which were the usual equiv
alents used in payment; so now, when commercial rectitude rules so
much more firmly and extensively, the public authorities should carefully
keep off the operation of such causes as tend to disturb or destroy the com
mon money of account, and thus carry confusion into transactions of count
less magnitude. The subject should, at this late day, be sufficiently under
stood to be the object of wise legislation ; if not understood, it should at
least be the subject of careful and competent investigation. Events are even
now in the horizon which demand such preparation.
This view of the functions of the money of account is not brought for
ward for, nor recommended as a standard of value ; not at all. It is merely
stated as a fact in the mental habitudes of trading people ; a fact which
fully explains some of the most disputed and difficult points in the doctrine
money. It is brought forward and explained, that its bearings may not be
overlooked, and that the light which it sheds on the subject of money and
coinage may not be lost.
It has been long well enough understood what the functions of a money
of account are when applied to the keeping books of accounts and entries
of debit for sales made and goods delivered. Transactions of this kind oc
cur among us to an extent very many times greater than those in which
actual coins are used. The prices of the articles sold are recorded in books
of account, the sum total is carried out in them, the notes and bills by which
they are finally adjusted, are entered in like manner. Now the figures in
these transactions and entries represent sums clearly apprehended by the
minds of the parties, although not expressed in the name of any coin in ex
istence. So it is in regard to the language of contracts of buying and sell
ing—the parties perfectly understand one another, and accurately measure
and express the value of every commodity of trade, although no coins are
present and none are in existence corresponding to the denominations of
their money of account.
It is more than probable that this function of a money of account which
we specify would have been better understood, had not those who most
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clearly perceived and explained it presented it as an ideal standard. Some
of them even regarded it as a perfect standard of value infinitely preferable
to one of silver or gold. They had observed certain exhibitions of the
mental habit we have indicated, but had not marked the causes which so
effectually confuse and destroy their supposed standard.
On the other hand, this notion of an ideal standard has been met and re
futed without perceiving that approximation to a standard which the mental
employment of the money of account really makes. The fact of an ideal
standard was denied by those who failed to reach the full conception of a
money of account. The controversy in reference to an Ideal Standard or
Abstract Currency, as some have called it, is one of curious and instruct
ive interest, and shows strikingly how close both parties to a discussion may
approach the truth without touching it.
Believing, as we do, that the views we have presented of the functions of
a money of account are highly important in practical respects, and very ne
cessary to a clear conception of the whole doctrine of money, and many of
its special difficulties, we have thus brought it to special notice. It is not
needful, however, that our explanation be conceded to be correct for the
practical object now before us. It will answer our purpose, to stop short of
the functions we assign to the money of account, aud take the doctrine of
standard as held by Kicardo* and McCulloch. The latter, in the article
" Money" in the Encyclopedia Britannica, has produced one of the most
intelligible and practical treatises on money to be found. He clearly dis
tinguishes between the standard of the coinage and the standard of the cur
rency ; he denies that coins are a sign or measure of value. They are, he
says, the things signified ; they are not a measure, but an equivalent.
There is an obscurity in this term standard of currency ; for if currency
means the same thing as the coins, then the standard of currency is the
same thing as the standard of coinage, which is merely the proportion of
pure metal to the alloy in the coins. What they mean, however, by the
standard of currency, is the quantity of coin which is the equivalent of the
unit or denominations of the money of account, and they allege that when
in England you speak of £3 17s. 10|d., you mean an ounce of gold ; and
when you speak of a pound you mean a sovereign : and applying their
doctrine here, that when a dollar, or any number of dollars, are spoken of,
it is intended the quantity of silter in one dollar, or in the number of dol
lars mentioned. They insist that all prices are fixed, and all sales made with
express reference to the quantity of gold or silver, which is the equivalent of
the terms used. And we admit this is strictly true until a long use of the
terms and habitual familiarity with the equivalents impress them firmly
upon the mind, when they can be employed readily without any mental ref
erence to the coins, and that the coins or equivalents upon which this money
of account is thus founded may be wholly withdrawn, as may be shown
to have been the case in innumerable instances.
• Rtcardo, " Proposals for an Economical and Secure Currency."
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Art. II.—THE FISHERIES OP THE UNITED STATES.
CHAPTER X.

FUTURE PROSPECTS—WHOLESOMENESB OP FISH AS AN ARTICLE OP POOD—ITS GREATER USE RE
COMMENDED TO THE LABORING CLASSES—TO THE FARMERS, ETC.,—CHANCES OF OPENING A
LAROK MARKET AT THE WEST—IN CALIFORNIA—PROSPECTS IN WEST INDIES—CUBA, AND CtTBAN
FREEDOM—SOUTH AMERICAN STATES, BRAZIL, OUIAMA, GRENADA, ETC.—WESTERN SOUTH AMER
ICA—EAST INDIES—CHANCES OP A GOOD MARKET IN CHINA.
If that suitable care which we recommend as necessary to afford us the
chance of a fair rivalry, is hereafter exercised, we shall certainly be able, with
the growth of our own nation, and the enlargement of our foreign Commerce,
to find a market for our fish, and that perhaps, without incommoding at all,
our friends of the East.
Fish is one of the wholesomest and best articles of food, adapted to use
at all times, and especially suited to hot climates. It is in such places, in
finitely preferable to flesh, being less fat, and generating, therefore, less ani
mal heat or caloric. We believe that in torrid regions, or in the warm sea
son of temperate climates, where prepared fish is an extensive article of food,
epidemics are less frequent and severe, than where either meat or fruits are
substituted. We know that there are opinions entertained, based on the
assertions of eminent physicians, that fish is unwholesome in warm weather,
and they go so far as to attribute to fish several severe epidemics, and other
diseases. Some learned son of Esculapius has attributed to fish the gene
ration, or at least the propagation of that dreadful plague, the Asiatic
cholera. This is not the first time that learning has gone completely astray,
and that science has lost itself in the labyrinths of its own ignorance. Nor
is it anything new for the innocent to bear the punishment, while the real
criminal escapes entirely " unwhipped of justice." We suppose the prohi
bition refers rather to fresh than to preserved fish, but in either case we join
issue. These savans, we are invincibly persuaded, would subserve the public
health much better, in cholera seasons, by reversing their regimen—pre
scribing fish, and interdicting roast beef and brandy. Fish, and especially
fresh fish, may not be at all times entirely wholesome, as is the case,
perhaps, with almost any article of food ; with all, at least, formed of
animal matter. There are, very likely, at times diseases among the inhabit
ants of the water, as well as among land animals. But fish have only
natural diseases, when they have any, that is, such as originate in purely
natural disturbances, never being superinduced or perpetuated by vicious
habits of living. They have no corrupted physical condition, whose taint
lures disease from every side, as carrion gathers the flocks of prey. When
nature is disturbed in one of her departments, the perturbation is soon ex
tended, in some form, to all, ; and when the ocean is therefore invaded by
disease, if it be not the fact, as is most likely, that the primal cause was in
violation of her laws upon the earth, the latter will certainly participate the
iniection. Especially, if it be true, as the theory has it, that these diseases
of the oceanic population are due to electrical or magnetic affections, then is
it certain that a principle so pervading the entire globe, and so subtle in its
sei sibilities, will sympathize throughout its system in the agitation that
se- ms to affect it in one part. If fish are sick of magnetic influences, how
sh 11 the electric currents of the earth and the air, in such perfect commuoi
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cation with those of the water, escape the unhealthy influence ! But sup
pose the land does actually escape diseases that invade the water, it must be
as true on the other hand, that the water is exempt from others which
afflict the land and the creatures thereof. And on which side is the balance
likely to preponderate ? On one hand, we have a perfectly natural system
of living ; on the other an artificial, and in consequence, a corrupt system,
both with regard to man, and the animals whom he has forced to be partieeps criminis in his violence to the laws of nature. The balance of the case
is plainly this—fish may have natural diseases to which land animals are
equally subject, to say the least, while the latter (i. «., those we use mostly
for food) have in addition, a class of diseases that do not visit the former,
and which are the result of domestication.
It is a fact worth mentioning here, that in New England the atmosphere
is found to be peculiarly wholesome in the vicinity of the large yards where
the business of drying fish is carried on. In Newburyport, where the writer
has resided—within his remembrance, a severe summer sickness that visited
the rest of the town, generally passed by that portion, quite as thickly settled ;
where were located several large fish-yards, the health of that quarter re
maining good the whole season ; and eminent physicians there attributed
the escape to the very evident cause—a sanitory influence exerted upon the
atmosphere by the emanations from these yards. A great part of this influ
ence may have belonged to the salt rather than to the fish, but still the
latter were not without their odor, distinguishable in spite of the salt, to a
considerable distance ; and if the exhalation of all the fishy juices into an
atmosphere breathed by so many on every side, was consistent with a state of
isolated good health just within that atmosphere, it does not seem to prove
that the components of the fishy matter are remarkably unwholesome. It may
be added, that the people within the district in question, although not en
tirely ichthyophagous, made a larger part of their food of fish, both fresh and
prepared, than the people of other parts of the town.
But to return to the question we had in view in starting—the prospect of
our markets for the future. As we have said, if our fish are properly pre
pared, we shall find people to eat them. Who these people are to be is
to be now our inquiry.
in the first place, let us look at home. More fish must be eaten in our
own country. "We are growing fast, and with the rapid multiplication of
mouths, additional substance will be needed to fill them. More fish should
be called for, by the new mouths, as well as more beef, corn, and potatoes.
But apart from the prospect of increased numbers, the market at home is
not as large, with the present population and present circumstances, as it
should be*. The class to which we will first allude are the laborers in our
cities and towns. These people are great consumers of meat, principally
beef, and generally fancy that such substantial food is necessary to sustain
men at their hard labor. But the idea is fallacious. Continual use of sti
mulating food is injurious to the system, and especially in the summer sea
son, when meat is, in any state, not particularly wholesome, and when ani
mals are known to be peculiarly liable to humor and disease. It is not to
be wondered at that where flesh is a considerable article of food, at this sea
son, those malignant diseases, called summer complaints should be especially
prevalent. Light food is required in warm weather, and if men do not in
that season force themselves to the use of stimulating viands, they will easily
adapt themselves to light substances. But it is certain their health will be
vol. xvin.—no. rv.
27
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better at all seasons by varying their diet, substituting partially a weaker
food for the uniformly strong to which they are now so devoted. And by
usage, nature will be just as well satisfied in this way as the other. A great
number of laboring men, of course, will deny the correctness of our argu
ment, but there is a class, and a large class, too, who cannot fail to acknow
ledge its validity. We refer to the adopted citizens, natives of Ireland, Eng
land, France, Germany, <fec, men who are now among the most inveterate
beef-eaters of the country, but who, in the old countries, were necessitated
to a much weaker diet ; and who can remember that when meat was a rarity
to them, they were just as well able as now, provided they had a sufficiency
of other food, to sustain hard labor. There are other reasons to recommend
the course we propose ; that is a vicious taste which continually craves one
kind of food. Taste is only properly cultivated by the use of a variety of
kinds, and the pleasure arising from a taste thus exercised is much greater
than that resulting from one perpetual stimulus. The change is again re
commended by economy. Meat is already a dear article of food, and with
the present rate of increase in population, and a continuance of the present
beef-consuming rage, the cost must be more and more enhanced ; the cer
tain tendency of this circumstance is a continual depression of the working
population, of which they must be as sensible as any. The remedy, of
course, is in that substitution, partial or entire, which must eventually
happen of sheer necessity, if choice is delayed, of some other food. We hope,
with the spread of intelligence, so rapidly increasing, to see our mechanics,
artisans, and laborers generally, correcting the abuses in their modes of
living which they have so long been subject to, and advice on which they
have so long disregarded. In the case of their food, we would recommend
to them all the use of fish in lieu of at least half of their meat Good quali
ties of dried or pickled fish, properly piepared, with the accompaniments of
the ordinary dinner vegetables, will not, we venture to say, be long liable
to the charge of unsavoriness, or deficiency of nutritive power. For break
fast, too, a broiled fish is at any time better adapted than a beefsteak, how
ever tender, and however pressing the invitations it conveys through the
olfactories ; and for tea, a stripped dried pollock is in all respects preferable
to the daintiest bits of smoked beef.
We don't know why the advice we offer to the laborers is not quite as good
for those who are called, we suppose usually in a facetious way, " the upper
class." The charge of over-eating is habitually made against them, and
though to a considerable extent true, implies not gluttony in the abstract,
but only over-indulgence as compared to their physical activity. Now it is
certain that a plethora upon substances of a light nature is much less inju
rious to the digestive organs, and to the joint-systems generally, than a
plethora from heavy substances. Fish would commit less injury than roastbeef. To be sure, the rich have already their particular, few favorites in
the finny trine, but they might enjoy, at least more often, real luxury in a
dish of common broiled cod-fish and potatoes, a broiled mackerel, a fried bass,
or a smoked herring.
More fish might advantageously be eaten by our farmers. Beside diver
sifying their food, it would extend the sale of their own productions.
While the market contiguous to the sea might thus be so widely en1 arged, there is another home field to which attention is especially due, and
which may be made to yield rich results. We allude to the great West.
The already great, and soon to become vast population of the Ohio and Mis
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sissippi valleys are deeply concerned in every means by which their trade
with the East can be extended. The country does not yet afford a sufficient
market for the bountiful products of their luxuriant soil, and they look in
vain for purchases abroad to take up their overplus. If they will take the
fish of the East, the East, in return, will be enabled to buy more of their
produce. Pork, for instance, is an article of universal consumption, an 1
plentifully and cheaply raised in the West. Among the different animal
meats consumed, pork, raised in the manner of the Western article, is cer
tainly much wholesomer than the mass of meats, of whatever kind, raised in
the Atlantic States. Let the Atlantic population, then, eat more Western
pork, and further diminish their consumption of unwholesome dark-meats,
and we have thus a good market opened for our fish, where there is now
but an indifferent one—if there can be said to be any at all—one which may
be indefinitely extended too, and in return, shall have bettered and cheap
ened our own living. In that great region a market may be created for our
fish which will enable us to disregard all rivalry without.
We hope to see a good market growing up in California. For all the
population of that magnificent State, and for the miners especially, nothing
can be better calculated as food, than fish. Beef and pork are poor food for
a climate like that, and we have no doubt, that the opinion of eminent
physicians in that State is correct, that a great part of the early mortality
among the miners and others, and particularly that form of disease bo fatal,
commencing with a scurvy, or with an overpowering lassitude, was the result
of excessive use of these articles. Fish and vegetables are the food best
adapted to that climate. The Pacific, of course, is plentifully supplied with
the former, but in the present state of that region, the catching and cure of
them, to any extent, will, likely, be neglected for a considerable time yet ;
and, in the mean time, the market is open to our Eastern people. Only a
few have yet been sent, and most of those not properly prepared : but it is
to be hoped attention will at once be turned to the subject.
But we are not yet necessitated to abandon our external markets. If the
reform suggested in regard to preparation is made, we can keep up the ex
port heretofore made to the several hot countries, and can also teach others
in those climates, with whom we do now, or may hereafter have intercourse,
to eat and to call for American fish—for all the balance, perhaps, that we
and our provincial neighbors, jointly, can spare. There are not too many
fish in the sea for the use of the people of the land, nor too many engaged
in taking them. Errors in the business, and political evils, are all that now
Emit the market, and produce injurious competition. Were Cuba relieved
of the nightmare of Spanish tyranny, and mistress of her own abused ener
gies, she would become three-fold the customer she has ever been. It is not
our part to urge or desire our government to violate its treaty obligations, or
disregard the comity of nations; and we do not forget also, the reason there
is for apprehension in any anticipation of the independence of Cuba, and the
probable effort that would follow to annex it to the United States, regard
ing the peace of our own union. But, as an individual, we are not disposed,
from either consideration, to wish that Cuba may remain as she is. We do
not feel called upon, on the grounds of a mere uncertain prudence—in the
dread of after consequences, of which we can have no certain knowledge,
and the direction of which rests wholly with Providence—to stifle noble im
pulses —to sympathize with a great wrong, when we are no more certain,
that the timid prudence which suggests such a course, may not be over
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whelmed with horror at unimagined ills, the result of perpetuating that
wrong. Let us not think our liberty and our privileges are to be secured
by the deprivation of theirs to others. We hope to see Cuba soon freed—
and instead of evil therefrom, hope also, that one form of the benefit to
us may be seen in a vastly augmented Commerce between her and this
Union.
Anything which benefits the condition of Hayti—and we do not know
when or how that is to happen, but look for it in the progress of things—
will prove of great benefit to our fishing interest, and as well to our com
mercial interest generally. And so of the West India Islands at large.
As to the French colonies, there is no chance of reopening their markets,
now wholly closed to us, while France so rigorously guards her own
interest.
The South American Atlantic States, are, we hope, gradually improving
their political, and in consequence, their general condition ; if so, of course,
an extension of commercial relations with this country will be the conse
quence. The slaves of Brazil might as well be fed on our fish as those of
tie West Indies. To Guiana and Grenada, especially, we may look for a
growing export.
A few shipments have been made to the Western South American States
and the Pacific Islands, and we may find a little custom there for a time ;
but it is not likely any permanent market will be established in that region,
any more than in California. The contact of the indolence of that quarter
with Yankee energy, which we can see is to be so close, will awaken the Pa
cific population, and one marked result of the impression made by the contact,
joined with the directing power of circumstances, will be to turn their atten
tion to the ocean. They are to be commercial communities, and when such,
the neglected 'wealth of their ocean, itself, will not much longer escape their
attention.
A few shipments have also reached the Cape of Good Hope and the
British East Indies. Should the increasing liberality of British policy, or
events beyond the control of that policy, give us full entrance to those mar
kets, we should probably have no rivalry in them, as our provincial friends
have not the advantage of our world-wide Commerce, and it might be many
years before the competition would pursue us to the Indian seas. It is only
among the British population of those regions, however, that we could look
for consumers. The natives are too indolent, and too well supplied by the
unequalled nature that pours out there such abundance and variety of
wealth, to put themselves to any trouble for the exchange of an article they
would probably little relish, or little conceive themselves to need.
But China is the region, of all Asia and of all the eastern continent, where
we hope to see the largest market established. Every resource of that great
empire, it is well known, is already taxed highly for the support of its im
mense population. The fisheries on its shores are by no means neglected.
But while China has not enough, or at least no surplus, of real substantial
ood, she has superfluities of another kind. She has teas, more than are
needed for all Chinamen who wish to indulge in the national beverage, and
more than she has yet sent abroad. Here's fish for your teas, and let us
have them in such plenty that their cheapness will stop the business of the
murderous tea-manufacturers in the metropolis of our great commercial re
lation, and improve the dwindling chances of life in that country and our
own. We see no reason, at least, why the orientals may not be induced to
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eat large quantities of Yankee fish, if not as the substitute entire, at least in
alternation with bird's nests soup and puppy pies, and thus to preserve to
themselves an occasional indulgence, if no more, in those luxuries which the
unexampled increase of Chinese population, and, possibly, the too free indul
gence of her mandarins, officials, and nobility, must have already rendered
scarce ; and which, without proper precautionary measures, may Bpeedily
pass away to be remembered only among the traditions of the golden era of
Oriental eupepsy.
CHAPTEB XL
rrlatio* or fisheries to the prosperity or bew iiiiud-charactrr or our fuuermen
—SOCIAL POSITION—TALLETRAND'fl LIBEL ON THEM REFUTED.
There is hardly an individual who has not obtained, in some way, an in
definite idea that our fisheries are of some sort of consequence ; but the pre
cise degree of importance attaching to them, and the constituents of this
weight, are not familiar to many persons out of the fishing districts. One
reason, as we have before said, is the quiet, self-relying habits of the fisher
men themselves, who are content to work out their own fortunes with their
own thews and muscles, without waiting for the beneficent action of govern
ments, or spreading out their concerns before the public.
The fisheries were, as we have noticed, a great staple of our early trade,
both foreign and domestic, and they continue to this day, as our tables show,
to furnish no mean item to our gigantic Commerce, in both departments.
It was the fisheries that gave the first impetus to the ship-building business,
and it supports now many small yards on the banks of the eastern rivere.
They have encouraged a thousand manufactures and forms of business ne
cessarily connected, either directly with them, or indirectly, through some
other occupation supported by them. Almost every trade and occupation
in New England has owed something, either in its establishment or enlarge
ment, to the fisheries, and they have not at any time ceased to feel the in
fluence exerted upon them through the good or ill succeas of that interest.
The fisheries have contributed, far beyond the ideas of almost every one, to
produce that beautiful, systematic, and harmonious diversity of occupation
which so distinguishes new England, to which she owes so much of the en
larged and happy results of her industry—which has so incalculably
advanced her civilization, her freedom, her intelligence, her humanity—and
which has challenged the admiration of visitants from every part of the en
lightened world. The fisheries have created whole towns in New England,
and towns of no mean name in the country at large, and have aided in the
building of her cities. Her Lowell, her Manchester, her Providence, and her
other manufacturing depots, as well as her splendid metropolis, drew a part
of the capital that erected them from barrels as well as bales ; and the wealth
of her Lawrences, her Perkinses, her Brookses, and her Appletons, although
these individuals may never have owned a fishing-craft, or bought or sold a
quintal of fish, is not without an odor of pickle.
But in addition to furnishing an important item to Commerce, our fisheries
are also the nursery in which are produced the most efficient seamen to
carry on that Commerce. The merchant service draws a large part of its
best mariners from the fisheries. No better, no hardier, more capable, in
dustrious, cheerful seamen, are found, than those who have passed an.
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apprenticeship in the fishing business. The school is in continual operation
—the green hands constantly entering to take the place of those who have
gone From them on board of merchantmen. In fact, a very large portion of
those regularly employed as fishermen in the proper season, are engaged
during the winter, sometimes with the same vessels used in the summer, in
the coasting trade, running from Massachusetts to Maine, and from either of
these places to New York, Philadelphia, Charleston, New Orleans, and to
the West Indies. Some of the fishing graduates find their way, even in time
of peace, on board the national vessels ; but these are few, the greater part
of them having more energy and a better business than is to be supposed of
seamen attached to the naval service in time of peace. In case of war, how
ever, they are always ready to fill the navy, and are soon perfectly at home,
in that new sphere, acquainted with every rope, familiar with every particu
lar of service, and fearless of every danger.
There are many who suppose that fishermen, as a class, are a poor, reck
less, and ignorant set of people, who gain a bare subsistence by their toil,
which is so hard as to brutalize, and so incessant as to leave no time for the
acquisition of knowledge, intercourse with the world, or even for learning
the practice of the ordinary amenities of life. This opinion arises, probably,
in the first place, from what has been said, and very correctly, by travelers
and others, regarding the fishing communities of some parts of Europe, and
of other places ; in a limited degree, the opinion may also be true of some
small fishing settlements in our own country. But these, besides being very
few and insignificant, as regards their relation to the whole body of fisher
men, owe their position to peculiar circumstances of situation. When found
at all, it is on some island, placed almost out of reach of intercourse with the
main land, almost incapable of sustaining vegetable life, perhaps a mere
rock, or on a strand whose inhospitality drives civilized life to a respectable
distance—in such cases, men may be found, depending on the ocean, for
almost their whole support, and that a humble one ; rough and illiterate,
too, but yet honest and manly, and dignified with traits that would dishonor '
character in no class of life.
But with the mass of our fishermen, the case is widely different from this.
Their pursuit is, in the first place, one irrespective of the immediate neces
sity of food. Fish are not sought for their own and immediate subsistence,
any more than every chapeau turned off by the hatter is made solely for the
necessities of his own cranium. The fisherman has his market, like the rest,
and a large one, too, and the profits of his vocation, to say the least, are as
good in the average as those of the generality of other trades. He has as
much variety in his food, therefore, wears as good holiday clothes, has as
a house, and enjoys much of the comforts and the luxuries as well—of
as his neighbors. He reads his newspapers, his books, and takes as
much interest as others in the general course of affairs. He has a fair un
derstanding of local politics, has his opinion regarding the measures of the
national administration, and the theories of the leading parties, and throws
an independent vote. Set among the most intelligent of the laboring class,
(with whom, indeed, he freely mixes,) he is their equal, feels himself so, and
must be so recognized, since no difference is perceptible. Or, if there is any
difference to be observed, the fisherman, seeing more of the physical world,
and having his disposition to see, inquire, and inform himself, stimulated by
the nature of his business, acquires a more intelligent, a more free, open, gen
erous disposition—a better balanced mind than his neighbor who is pinned
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to a small locality, where he has no change of scene ; and especially if the
work-place be bounded in by brick walls that make him almost a stranger
to the light and air of day. These conditions of mind, joined with a well
developed body, (the natural result of a healthful occupation,) are certainly
no mean advantages. They are connected with, and would lead us to look
for the development of many of the best qualities of human nature. Such
men are naturally benevolent, active, enterprising, ambitious, emulative,
keenly sensitive to honor and disgrace. They make good citizens, good
neighbors, good sailors, are clever in many ways out of their profession, and
are, finally, fit men for any enterprise requiring skill, daring, and intelli
gence.
The towns in which the fishermen form the preponderating part of the popu
lation compare favorably with other towns and villages. If the houses are not
elegant, they are neat, substantial and comfortable. They are quiet and orderly,
with the help of very little police regulation. As regards crime, their statis
tics would show much less than in other towns of the same population. If
not fanatic in religion, they are commendable in morals, respectful of reli
gions institutions and observances, and as heedful as most classes in regard
to spiritual concerns. They have their fair proportion of churches, taaintain
good schools, and support charitable and other societies. Their municipal
affairs are well administered, and they are at no loss for good men to sit as
jurors, to act as moderators of public meetings, to serve an county officers,
or to send as their representatives to the august " Great and General
Court."
Talleyrand, who once made a hasty trip over some parts of the country,
many years ago, stopping nowhere long enough to get a fair view of any
thing, undertook, in a little book which he published on his return, to give
the world his impressions of America. In this volume which might pro
perly have been entitled " Midnight Glimpses of America and the Americans,
he caricatures two classes, the fishermen and the Western settler, in attempt
ing to describe the vices of men he had never seen. lie coolly pretended to
have observed in the fishermen a lack of patriotism—a total absence of the
sentiment attaching men to their country—disregard to all its rights and in
terests, and perfect indifference to the form and administration of the go
vernment. Now, tho very reason which the veracious diplomat assigns for
this unhappy disposition—the only attempt he makes to give a physical fact
in the case—exposes his utter ignorance of the men, and the condition of the
men, whose portrait he professed to be drawing. The reason of their stoic
indifference to the form and personnel of their government, was, because
they escaped the fate of other subjects, whoever ruled, and however. Passing
the greater part of their lives out at sea, in their small boats, and coming
ashore only to make brief stops, the ocean, Monsieur Talleyrand sagely dis
covered, was more their home than the land. All their hopes, sympathies,
and desires were there, and they had no superfluous anxieties to waste re
specting the management of affairs upon an element in which they had so
little concern. Cradled on the billow, housed on the foam, why should they
regard the land, and the things of the land, any more than their piscatory
brethren in the sea ? Probably M. Talleyrand would have expected as soon
to hear of the sea-serpent sitting on a rock, and reading the morning news,
or of the arrival of a delegation of mermen to inquire the health of the Se
cretary of the Navy, as to have heard a fisherman talking about the proreedings of Congress ; or knowing what was meant by Jay's Treaty, or Wash
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ington's Proclamation of Neutrality. Had he allowed them any interest in
politics at all, he would, doubtless, have referred it to the court and cabinet
of Neptune ; but such ignorant beings could not know anything of classic
mythology, farther than one or two odd tales of the sea were connected with
it, and therefore they were set down as men of no country, no politics, no
law, no religion—they did not rise to the dignity of cosmopolites, and were
but a series of irreducible human negatives.
M. Talleyrand's book, in what regards fishermen, might not have been
at all a fiction had it been written of France. What he describes, we can
well believe—indeed we think there can be no doubt—he either heard of or
saw at home. His facts were true—the error was in misapplying them—in
unwarrantably concluding that what fishermen were in one place, they were
in all places.
The habits which Mi de Talleyrand transfers from the denizens of the Bay
of Biscay, and the Gulf of Lyons, to the inhabitants of the Cape Cod and
Marblehead shore, are not more foreign to the real life of the latter, than the
effect derived from these habits ate from anything in their character. The
American fisherman is eminently patriotic—no man in the Republic is
more intensely national ; his profession, although he does not live on the
sea, does, it is true, engender a feeling of honest, manly independence—but
one that stimulates, instead of weakening his devotion to his country. Of
that country, no man, living between his own unproductive sands and the
auriferous ones of California, is more proud—no man feels more keenly a
tarnish upon its honor—none has a quicker spirit to resent an insult offered
it. Let the country be at war, and no class are more ready to peril their
lives, by sea or land, in its defence ; and the experience of the war of 181215, justifies us in saying, none are its more efficient defenders.

Art. Ill—COMMERCIAL CITIES AND TOWNS OF TEE UNITED STATES.
NUMBKR XXZl.
CHICAGO: ITS TRADE AND GROWTH IN 1851.
We have more than once endeavored, in the pages of the Merchants'
Magazine, to do justice to the commercial capital of Illinois; but it would
really require almost a monthly bulletin of " facts and figures" to keep uu
with the growth of Chicago, in population, in Commerce, and in wealth.
Of that interesting group of Lake Cities—that young and vigorous growth
of Western marts—which are becoming the centers of Western trade ami
manufactures, Chicago seems destined to take the first place—the " first
among equals." The largest of these lake ports are Chicago, Detroit, Milwaukie, Cleveland, Monroe, Sandusky, and Toledo. They are all outlets of
the grain region of the West, all points of import from the East, all growing
with wonderful rapidity—which has become so much a matter of course,
that the most surprising thing about it is that it almost fails to excite any
wonder. Nothing less than a miracle of growth, such as that of Chicago, is
sufficient to excite any special emotion in an American bosom, which h as
learned from daily experience of such things the practical philosophy " n oi
•
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"When, in 1830, General Scott visited the military post at Fort Dearborn,
at the mouth of the Chicago River, on Lake Michigan, the little hamlet
numbered, including the garrison, about two hundred inhabitants.
Six years afterward there were 456 arrivals at Chicago, which were equal
to 60,000 tons, and in 1837 its population was 8,000, with 120 stores, (of
which 20 were wholesale,) 30 physicians, and 50 lawyers.
About five years ago a convention met at Chicago to further that policy of
improvement of Western navigation to which the city may be said literally
to owe its very existence. For it was on the representations of General Scott,
made to Congress after his visit to Fort Dearborn in 1830, that the first ap
propriations were made for the improvement of its harbor by the erection of
piers. How indispensable, how imperatively demanded by the interests of
Western agriculture as well as trade, this policy was and is, is pretty plainly
shown by the growth of Chicago, which sprung forward as a racehorse from
the stand, the instant that measure of aid was given by Congress.
When, in July, 1847, this River and Harbor Convention met at Chicago,
it contained, in round numbers, 17,000 inhabitants.
When, in 1848, we gave a sketch of the history and growth of Chicago,
in the February number of the Merchant? Magazine* the city numbered
20,000.
,
On the 1st of January, 1852, its population is estimated at 40,000.
In a late number of this work,f the statistics of the growth of towns in
the United States were analyzed with much ability, with a view to establish
the law or period of their duplication. The writer starts with the proposi
tion, that " within one hundred years, the largest city of our country will be
in the great valley embraced by the basins of the St. Lawrence and the
Mississippi," and he closes with placing on permanent record, in the Mer
chants' Magazine, the prediction, that within a hundred years " Cincinnati,
Chicago, St Louis, and Toledo, will be the four largest cities in America."
We may admit that, within the period mentioned, the bulk of our popula
tion will be in the West, but we think the writer loses sight of some of the
most important influences which determine the population of cities, when he
supposes than the one great center of city population will be elsewhere than
on the Atlantic. The equilibrium of trade and civilization, not in America
alone, but in the whole world, has got to be altered to produce a different
result. The one point of densest population in a country with large foreign
Commerce, will always be where the foreign product coming in meets and is
exchanged with the domestic product going out. In the article referred to,
tables are given showing the average time of duplication of a large number
of towns in periods of ten years. The period for Chicago is four years,
being, with that of Manchester, N. H., the shortest period of any town
(Milwaukie excepted, whose period is three years) in the United Stites.
The interesting review of the trade and growth of Chicago, which we
now lay before our readers, and which we take from the Chicago Tribune,
which ably represents the interests of that city through the press, strikingly
confirms these tables, and almost justifies this prediction. For three years
past the Chicago Tribune has published annual statements of "this kind,
and similar to those of the Commerce of St. Louis and Baltimore, which we
recently republished. The republication of these reviews in a form which
gives them permanence, for future reference and comparison, making them
• VoL xrltl, p. 164.

t Mcrcli. Mag.'Soj. 1851, p. 559.
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the marks and mile-posts of our material progress, has been received with
such wide and general approbation, that we shall continue to give them,
whenever they can be obtained in a reliable form, although pressed for
space for other interesting matter in our crowded pages.
It is to be regretted that statistics of the Commerce of all our cities are
not collected more carefully and systematically. We know of no more ap
propriate field of activity for local boards or Chambers of Commerce. Mean
while, the enterprise of some of our leading commercial journals (as we have
seen) is doing much to supply this want.
A few years hence some one of the 100,000 people of Chicago will find,
perhaps, in the fiftieth volume of the Merchants' Magazine, some reference
to these remarks, and looking back to this article, will smile at a growth of
20,000 in four years, as something that may have been unprecedented then,
but was nothing wonderful in his day. The following review is interesting
as exhibiting the growth not only of Chicago, but of Illinois, of which it is
the great port of import as well as export. The fact that in 1851, over
125,000,000 boards, 00,000,000 shingles, and nearly 350,000,000 pounds
of iron, were imported into Illinois, is significant of the rapid multiplication
of buildings throughout the State, and to the imagination of a Political
Economist, at once calls up the owners of comfortable dwellings and capa
cious barns, of fields inclosed and brought into cultivation, and of forests
subdued.
AKKUAL REVIEW OF THE COMMERCE OF CHICAGO FOE THE YEAR 1851.
• Up to the year 1836, provisions for domestic consumption were imported along
with articles of merchandise ; and indeed many articles of necessary food con
tinued to be brought in for several years later. In 1836 there were exported
from the port of Chicago, articles of produce of the value of $ 1,000 64. We
have felt a great curiosity to know what articles constituted thia first year's busi
ness, but have sought in vain for any other record save that which gives the
value. The next year, the exports had increased to $11,065; and in 1838 they
had reached the sum of $16,044 75. In 1839 they more than doubled the year
previous, while in 1840 they had increased to what was then doubtless regarded
as the very large sum of $228,635 74 ! This was progressing at a ratio very
seldom equalled in the history of cities, and must have caused no little exhilar
ation among the business men of Chicago, as well as advanced the views of
fortunate holders of water and corner lots.
We are informed in Judge Thomas's report that a " small lot of beef was
shipped from Chicago as early as 1833, and was followed each successive year by
a small consignment of this article, and also of pork." Some idea of the extent
of the first consignment may be formed from the fact that three years after, the
total exports of the place were valued at $1,000 64. It was truly a small begining, and gave but a slight promise of the great extent to which, as the sequel
will show, this branch of business has grown. The same authority informs us
that the first shipment of wheat from this port was made in the year 1839. In
1842 the amount shipped reached 586,907 bushels, and in 1848, 2,160,000 bush
els were shipped out of the port of Chicago. Since that period there has been
a material falling off in the annual exports of wheat, owing to a partial failure
of the crop each succeeding year, and from the fact that farmers are paying more
attention to other products.
We subjoin a table of the value of imports and exports from 1836 to 1848
inclusive: —
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Years.
Importa.
Exports. [ Years.
Imports.
Exports.
1836
$325,203 90
$1,000 64 , 1848
$911,849 75 $682,210 85
1837
873.677 12
11,665 00 ! 1844
1,686,416 00
786,504 23
1838
579,174 61
16,044 76 1845
2,048,445 73 1,543,519 86
1889
630,980 26
88,848 0011846
2,027,160 00 1,818,468 00
1840
662,106 20
228,636 74 1847
2,641,862 62 2,296,299 00
1841
664,347 88
848,862 24 , 1848 . . . 8,338,689 86 10,709,888 40
1842 .... 664,347 88
669,306 20 ■
The increase of imports and exports in 1848 over those of 1847 was not as
great as appears from the above figures. The prices at which various articles
for the latter year were estimated, are altogether too large. For example—the
exports of wheat amounted to 2,160,000 bushels, and its value is set down at
$2,095,000, almost $1 00 per bushel. A truer average of the value of spring
and winter wheat, for that year, would have been about 60 or 65c. per bushel.
Again— the valuation of machinery, turned out by our manufacturers that year, .
is put down at $1,060,262; that of furniture at $649,326 ; of wagons at $302,104. [
When we take into consideration the increase which has taken place in each of
the above branches of manufacture in our city, since 1848, and compare these
figures for that year with those for 1851, which will be found under their appro- ,
priate head in this article, the conclusion must be inevitable that the former •
were overrated.
While an analysis of the statement for 1848, which, by the way, was gotten
up hurriedly, under the supervision of the Board of Trade, reveals facts of this
character, that of 1847, prepared by Judge Thomas, is evidently short of the
truth, as he conclusively shows in his pamphlet, owing to the impossibility of
obtaining full reports of several branches of business. This much in expianation of an apparent increase, the magnitude of which would be likely to induce
distrust as to its entire accuracy.
We have not attempted to estimate the total annual amount of our Commerce,
since the year 1848, preferring to give, as far as it was possible to obtain accurate
information, the amount of each specified article which enters into it. It is not
out of place, however, to state that the increase in value, during the last three
years, has been in a ratio fully equal to that of any like previous period.
While speaking of the progress of Chicago in respect to the extent of her
Commerce, we desire also to call attention to her rapid, almost unexnmpled, increase of population. In 1837, at the first municipal election, the vote for Mayor
stood as follows : for W. B. Ogden, 470 ; for J. H. Kinzie, 233 ; total vote in
1837, 703.
At themunicipal election, March 1851, the following is the votecnstfor Mayor:
forS. W. Gurnee, 2,032 ; for J. Curtiss, 1,051 ; for E. B. Williams, 1,089; for
J. Rogers, 230; total vote in 1851, 4,402.
The first census returns of tho city which we have been able to procure are
for the year 1840. In the years 1841, 1842, 1844, and 1851, no census was taken.
The following are the returns for the other years :—
1840
4,479 11845
12,088 11847
16,869 I 1849
28,047
1848
7,680 | 1846
14,169 | 1848
20,023 | 1850
28,269
The census of 1850 was taken by the U. S. Marshal, on the first day of June,
and shows an increase from August of the previous year, of 5,222. If the ratio
of increase has not fallen off since then—and our best informed citizens are of
opinion that it has increased—the population of Chicago on the 1st day of Jan
uary 1852, was a little over 40,000.
Take another view of the progress of the city. In 1839 the total valuation of
property in Chicago was $236,842. In 1851 the books of the Assessor show a
valuation of $8,562,717, of which $6,804,262 was real estate.
From this slight survey of the past history of Chicago, the reader will tum
with interest to the details of its Commerce for the year 1851, which we now
proceed to give :—
The internal Commerce of Chicago is conducted through the agency of eight
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bankers and dealers in exchange, one hundred and nine wholesale, forwarding,
commission, and produce houses, and fifty-four lumber dealers.
Flour—The total amount of flour handled at this place during the year 1851,
was 111,983 barrels, and was received from the following sources:—
By Chicago and Galena Railroad
bbls.
89,203
By lake
6,680
By canal
6,819
Manufactured in the city
60,331
Total
The shipments were as follows :—
To Buffalo
To Oedensburg
To Dunkirk.
To Canada
To lumber country and coastwise
By canal

bbls.

4...

111.98S
' ' '. ■
54,889
3,642
238
20
12,934

Total
72,406
The shipments of flour from this port, for a series of years, were as follows:—
Yeara.
Bbls. Years.
Bbls. Years.
Bbls. Yean.
Bbls.
1844
6,320 ] 1846
28,045 11848
46,200 11850
100,871
1845
13,752 I 1847
32,538 | 1849
51,309 | 1851
72,406
In 1850 it will be remembered that, in consequence of the short crop south
of Chicago, prices of wheat and flour ruled very high in St. Louis, and that a
considerable portion of the stock in hands of dealers in Chicago, on the opening
of navigation, was shipped to that destination. Of the shipments of flour in 1850,
66,432 barrels were by lake, and 34,439 barrels by canal.
During the year 1851, prices were very uniform, as will be seen by the follow
ing table of quotations, on the first of each month. The lower figures are for
inferior country, and the higher are for best city brands :—
January
?2. 75 a 4 60 May
$8 00 a 4 25 I September. . $2 25 a 4 25
February. . . 2 75 4 60 June
3 00 4 25 | October
2 25 8 75
March
3 00 6 00 July
8 00 '4 25 November . . 2 25 8 75
April.
8 00 4 50 August
2 26 4 25 | December . . 2 25 8 75
Wheat.—We have already stated that in consequence of partial failures ot
the wheat crop, since 1848, and from the fact that our farmers are paying more
attention to other products, this branch of the produce trade of Chicago has ma
terially fallen off. Our figures for 1851, will show that that year was not an ex
ception in this respect. The following will show the amount of wheat received
during the year, and the several sources of supply :—
From teams
bushels
879,758
From Galena and Chicago Railroad
274,020
From canal
67,972
From lake
26,084
Total
The shipments of the year foot up as follows :—
To Buffalo
To Oswego
To Canada
To Ogdensburg
Other ports

747,829
bushels

298.000
100,000
17,320
8,000
9,500

Total
,
427,820
It will be seen from the above figures that only 67,972 bushels of wheat ar
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rived by cana], the greater part of which amount was from points on the canal.
Perhaps not more than 20,000 bushels came through from the Illinois River.
Throughout the season, prices ruled too high in St. Louis for Chicago operators
to compete with dealers from that market. The little that came through was
for the mills of the city, and was taken at a price that shippers could not afford
to pay. 964,134 bushels were shipped during the season from the Illinois River to
St Louis. The year previous 95,193 bushels were shipped from Chicago to St.
Louis: while in 1849 about 500,000 bushels came through from the Illinois River
to Chicago. These facts show that the grain trade of that river will come to
Chicago or go to St Louis, as prices may rule relatively high at the North or
South ; and since a single penny per bushel may be sufficient, when there is
nearly an equipoise between the two, to turn the scale either way, the whole
subject commends itself forcibly to those who have the power of regulating tolls
'Upon the Illinois and Michigan Canal.
The following table shows the range of winter and spring wheat in this mar
ket, on the first of each month during the year :—
Spring.
Month*.
Winter.
Months.
Winter.
Spring.
cte. 60 a 77
41 a 52
January
eta. 65 a 77
50 a 60 July
65 77
83 41
50 67 August
February
68 72
53 58 September
62T 73
30 60
March
69 71
61 66 October
60 68
SO 44
April
65 67
60 85
80 60
60 55 November
May
68 70
42 58 December
50 66
30 46
June
60 72
The highest figures, both for winter and spring wheat, were only paid for very
superior samples by the mills.
The following table shows the shipments of wheat from the port of Chicago,
for ten years :—
686,907 1847 .
1842
. bushels
1,974,304
628,967 1848
1843
2,160,000
891,894
1849
1844
1,936,264
966,860 I860
1846
883,644
1,469,694
1851
1846
427,820
We havo already assigned two reasons for the falling off in shipments of
wheat from Chicago, since 1848. There is yet another cause, which especially
contributed to this result during the last year. 1850 was a season of unusually
high prices in breadstuff's; and 1851 was one of extremely low prices. Pro
ducers, stimulated by the high prices of the former year, were not prepared for
the revulsion in prices which occurred in the latter, and consequently less was
marketed, more was consumed in the country, and more remains over in first
hands, than would have been the case had the prices of 1851 at all approximated
those of 1850.
Cork. In this article of export, Chicago stands far ahead of every other lake
city west of Buffalo. Of the entire quantity received at the last named place
(5,988,775 bushels) during the year 1851, 2,957,303 bushels were from Chicago.
The following table shows the receipts for the year and the sources of
supply :—
Received from canaL
bushels
2,352,362
Received from Galena and Chicago Railroad
295,108
Received from teams
688,852
Total.
8,886,317
It will be seen that more than two-thirds of the entire amount was received
by canal, a very large proportion of which (probably 2,000,000 bushels) was from
the Illinois River. The superior facilities which we enjoy for receiving and for
warding grain, the less expense of storage, reshipment and commissions, com
pared with St Louis, gives us quite an advantage over the latter market, in com
peting for the grain trade of the Illinois River. Although during a portion of
the year corn ruled a shade higher in St Louis than in Chicago, nevertheless
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the result shows that a little more than two-thirds of the surplus on the river
came to our market The entire receipts of the year at St Louis were 1,84(1,909
bushels, over half of which, we estimate, was from the Illinois River. A reduc
tion of tolls, equivalent to one-tenth of a mill per mile, or one cent per bushel,
for the entire length of the canal, would have doubtless brought a very large pro
portion of the additional 900,000 bushels to our market. For the purpose of
bringing this subject more particularly to the attention of the canal trustees, and
our business men, we subjoin a statement of the monthly price of corn, during
the year, in the two markets.
Chicago.
BL 1
Months.
Chicago.
St. Louis.
cts. 86 a 36*
38 a 43
January
cts. 84 a 86
44 a 48 July
February
36 86
41 46 August
30 82
86 40
March
86* 37*
36 40 September
86 86}
36 38
April
36 36*
86 40 October
36 37
86 40
May
85 86
84 38 November
80 32*
81 86
June
36* 86f
33 36 December
29 80
86 40
The figures for the Chicago market indicate the price of corn, in bulk, deliv
ered on board vessels for shipment, which delivery costs the seller from half to
one cent per bushel ; those for St Louis, show the rates, in gunny bags, deliv
ered in store by the seller.
The following table shows the shipments from Chicago during the year, and
the amount to each destination.
Shipped to Buffalo
bushels
2,976,303
Shipped to Oswego
167,314
Shipped to Canada
.
42,648
Shipped to Ogdensburg
■ 27,607
Shipped to lumber country and other ports.
26,450
Total
8,221,817
The following table shows the shipments for a series of years :—
1847
bush.
67,816 1850
bush.
262,013
1848
560,460 1851
8,221,317
1849
644,848
Oats. Our figures show a fair increase over previous years, in the article of
oats. During the first half of the year, under the effect of a good export de
mand, prices ruled high, and the article was eagerly sought after. In July the
market began to give way, and the downward tendency continued until the close
of the year, at which time they brought but very little more than half the sum
per bushel, that was readily paid at the beginning of the year. This fact materi
ally checked receipts, and our tables consequently present a smaller quantity in
the aggregate business of the year, than would have been the cose had prices re
mained firm. The following shows the amount which came forward :—
Received by canal
bush.
184,293
Received by Galena and Chicago Railroad
152,835
Received by teams
821,699
Total
The shipments were as follows :—
To Buftalo
To lumber country and other ports
To Canada
By canal

665,827
bush.

680,698
24,676
850
108

Total shipments.
606,827
The following table shows the prices which were paid on the first of e
aonth, throughout the year :—
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January
eta.
February
March.
April
The shipments of

29 a 30 May
28 a 29 I September
18 a 19
29 80 June
80 82 | October
17 18
29 SO July
26 26 I November
16 18
28 29 August
26 26} | December.
16 16}
oats from this port, for a series of years, hare been as follows :—
1847.
1848.
1849.
1850.
1851.
Bushels
38,892
65,280
26,849
168,064
606,821
Barley. This grain has not heretofore entered very extensively into our
market, though we think our farmers would consult their interest by engaging
more generally in its cultivation. The business of the year foots up as follows :
Received by railroad
bushels
23,518
Received by lake
'.
12,231
Received by teams (estimated).
10,000
Received by canal
262
Total receipts
The shipments were as follows :—
Shipped by canal
Shipped by lake.

46,011
bushels

11,460
8,537

Total shipments
19,997
The remainder is either in store or has been consumed by the city breweries.
Prices have been low throughout the season, ranging at the close, at 29 a 32c.
per bushel of 48 pounds.
The shipments of Barley for three years have been as foHows:—
1849.
1850.
1851.
South
bushels
81,453
21,912
11,460
Lake
960
8,687
Beef. Chicago has become famous, the world over, for the quantity and ex
cellent quality ot beef which it annually sends to the markets of the Eastern
States, and of Europe. In Liverpool, London, New York, Boston and New Bed
ford, the brands of Chicago packers always command the very top of the market,
and are sought in preference to all others. This popularity is unquestionably
owing both to the well known sweetness of prairie-fatted beef, and to the great
care which is token in curing and packing. The amount of capital employed in
this business in our city, is very little, if any, short of one million of dollars.
During the season of slaughtering and packing, some five hundred men are di
rectly employed in the business, and many others indirectly, in the manufacture
of barrels, rendering of tallow, etc.
Last fall, during the progress of slaughtering operations, we published an es
timate of the number of cattle that would be packed in the city through the sea
son, given to us by the parties themselves. From a variety of causes—such as
1ie panic which occurred in the money markets of New York and Boston, the
sudden stoppage of one of the packing houses, and the scarcity of cattle in the
country—the result fell considerably snort of the figures which we then gave.
The following is a corrected statement, obtained after the close of the season,
and, with the exception of those slaughtered at Clybourn's, which are estimated,
may be regarded as strictly accurate :—
Slaughtered and packed at Q. S. Hubbard's
5,300
Ditto at R. M. Hough <fc Oo.'s
3,906
Ditto at Reynold's
8,260
Ditto at S. Marsh's.
2,578
Ditto at T. Dyer A Co.'s
2,406
Ditto at Tobey <fc Mahers'
2,861
Ditto at Clybourn's
2,000
Total number slaughtered.

21 ,806
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Aside from the beef slaughtered and packed in the city, no very large amount
comes to this market. In 1849, 246 barrels were received by canal ; in 1850, 773
barrels ; and in 1851, 1571 barrels. These comprise the total receipts of barrel
beef for the years named. The shipments of beef from Chicago during the
year 1851 were as follows :—
To Buflalo
83,487
2,475
To Dunkirk
6,798
To Ogdensburg
6,938
854
To lumber country and coastwise
8,126
—
To Canada
8
....
BycanaL
'.
136
....
Total.
H^W*1
2-829
The following tabic shows the shipments for a series of years :—
1848.
1819.
1850.
ISil.
Barrels
19,783
48,436
86,000
49,441
Tierces
2,829
8,247
Commencing with the packing season, the price of cattle at the commencement
of each month, until the close of the year, were as follows :—
Sept. $3 OOaS 75 | Oct. $3 00 a 4 00 | Nov. $8 OOaS 60 | Dec. $3 OOaS 75
The above figures may be regarded as the range of the cattle market, through
out the season, though for some choice lots of very fat, heavy cattle, higher rates
were paid.
Pork, Hams, ahd Shwldfrs. During the winter of 1850-51, the whole
number of hogs cut in this city was 22,036, giving a total weight of 5,247,278
pounds, being an average of 238£ pounds per hog. As regards the business of
the present winter, which will not be closed until some time in March, there is a
diversity of opinion, though our belief is, that it will not vary much from the
last, in the number of hogs cut, while there will be an increase of weight
During the season of 1850-1851, there were received from various sources as
follows :
Uncut hogs.
Fork.
Hams.
Bacon.
From canal
lbs.
8,241
1,086,983
432,718
From railroad
781,633
616
From teams and drovers. .
4,516,746
....
Total
5,247,278
8,857
1,086,983
432,716
The above statement includes no portion of hogs, by teams, which were purchased by city butchers and family grocers.
The shipments during the year, reduced to barrels and casks, have been as
follows :—
POKE.
To Buffalo
10,719
;-"
To Canada
To Dunkirk
To Ogdensburg
To Oswego
To lumber country and other ports
By canal
Total

ToBufialo
To Canada
By canal
Total

19,257
HAMS AND SHOULDERS.
Hams.
Barrels.
Casks.
1,984
790
247
...
7
2,183

790

489

Shoulders.
Barrels.
Casks.
691
S60
74
688

360
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The price of mess Pork, Hams, and Shoulders in the Chicago market on the
first of each month during the year, was as follows :—
Mesa Pork.
Hams.
Shoulder!.
Dollars.
January
a 12 00
February
10 60 12 00
March
10 60 12 00
April
11 60 12 00
6
May
14 00
8
June
14 00 14 60
8 .8*
6}a6
6
Si 9
July
'
14 00
8) 6
August
18 60 14 00
8 H
8 8¥
September
18 60 14 00
« 7
October
16 60 17 00
9 9*
7 7*
November
16 00 16 60
9 9+
7 7*
December.
18 00 14 00
9 8*
7 H
The entire shipment of pork from this port for three years has been as follows :—
1849.
18S0.
1861.
Barrels
17,940
16,698
19,990
Lard. The receipts of lard by canal were 2,069,625 pounds, or 9,180 barrels.
The amount which came forward by railroad, having been included on the books
of the company under the general head of provisions, we are not able to give.
The quantity manufactured in the city is also not ascertainable. Besides what
enters into the ordinary consumption of the city, some three or four thousand
barrels are manufactured into lord oil. A considerable amount is also shipped to
the lumber country, that does not appear on the books of forwarding mer
chants, which we have placed in our tables at 300 barrels.
The shipments of the year have been as follows :—
To Buffalo
barrels
9,472
To Canada
788
To other ports (estimated)
800
Total
10,610
The following table will show the monthly prices during the year:—
January
eta. 7 a 7T May
cts. 8 a 8J September . . . .cts.
9
February
7 7i June
9 October
•
March
7 7T July
8* 9 November
9
April
7T 1 1 August
8T 9 December
8 a 8T
The following shows the shipments for three years :—
1849.
bbla. 2,282 | 1860.
bus. 2,416 | 1861
bbls. 10,610
Wool. The receipts of this article show a steady increase ; and the high
prices which have ruled duff ng the last two years, together with the success which
has attended almost every attempt to introduce the better breeds of sheep upon
our prairies, will doubtless induce a much larger number to engage in the business
of wool growing.
The following table shows the amount which came forward during the last
year:—
From canal
lbs.
620,026
From Galena and Chicago Railroad
211,930
From teams.
366,697
Totals
1,088,663
Prices ranged during the season the article was in market as follows :—
June
cts. 26 a 40 I August
cts. 28 a 86 I October
eta 20 a 86
July
28 40 | September
26 86 f
VOL. xxvi.—NO. IV.
28
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The following shows the extent of the wool trade of Chicago each year,
the last ten years :—
1842
lbs.
r,500 1846
lbs. 281,222 1849
lbs. 520,242
913,862
1848
22,060 1847
411,488 1850
1844
96,685 1848, estimated. 500,000 1851
1,088,558
1845
216,616
Lumber. The city of Bangor, Maine, alone exceeds Chicago in the extent of
its lumber trade ; but at the rate at which the latter is gaining upon the former,
there can be but little doubt that, within the next five years, Chicago' will take
the lead. The increase of this business in our city, is owing in part to the ne
cessities of the contiguous country in process of being Settled, and partly to the
completion of the Illinois and Michigan Canal, which opened to our markets an
extensive scope of country, the settlement of which had previously been retarded
by the difficulty of procuring building and fencing material. An additional im
petus has also been given to this trade, by the completion of the first and second
sections of the Galena and Chicago Railroad, which effect will be increased as
the road progresses westward.
In 1847, the first year for which we can find any account of the lumber trade
of the city, the entire receipts were as follows :—
Boards
feet 82,118,225 | Shingles
12,145,500 | Lath
5,656,700
The Michigan and Illinois Canal was completed and opened to business in May,
1848, and the additional demand thus created, almost doubled the lumber trade
in a single year. The following shows the receipts at the port of Chicago for
1848 :—
Boards
feet 60,009,250 | Shingles . . . 20,000,000 | Lath
10,026,109
As of material interest in this connection, we give the figures of our trade
with the Illinois River, for the last three years, from which it will be seen that
that region of country has become our most extensive customer, and that the
annual increase of its purchases has been very large.
In 1849, the amount shipped by canal was—
Boards
feet 25,778,000 | Shingles
No. 26,560,000 | Lath
7,984,000
For the years 1850 and 1851 we have taken the pains to ascertain what pro
portion of the lumber shipped by canal, reached the Illinois River. The follow
ing tables show the total shipments, and the amount which went through :—
1850.
1851.
Total shipments. Rec'd HI. River. Total shipments. Ree'd 111. BJt.
Boards
feet
38,888,813
32,746,703
54,186,746
44,631,872
Shingles
No.
40,458,250
88,271,170
61,641,000
47,695,600
Lath
11,208,170
10,038,870
12,786,285
11,428,866
Turning from the trade with the canal and river to the general trade of Chicago,
we find the total receipts of lumber at this point for the year 1851, to be as
follows:—
%
Boards
feet
125,066,487
Shingles
No.
60,888,260
Lath
27,588,475
Pickets
280,505
Shingle Bolts (7,000 per cord)
cords
1,488
Cedar Posts
71,724
Hewn timber
feet
410,679
The receipts of boards, shingles, and lath at the port of Chicago, from 1847 to
1861 inclusive, have been as follows :—
Boards.
Shingles.
Lath.
1847
82,118,225
12,148,500
6,666,700
1848
60,009,260
20,000,000
10,025,10»
1849
73,269,563
89,057,750
19,281,783
1850
100,864,797
66,428,760
19,890,700
1861
126,056,487
60,838,260
27,688,476
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We know not what more eloquent record we could make, both as respects the
increase of business in Chicago, and the prosperity and growth of the State of
Illinois, than is presented in the above table. Iron, as being the basis of all ma
chinery, and the chief element in the construction of railroads, has been said to
furnish, by the extent of its consumption, a true measure of the state of civiliza
tion. With equal propriety it may be said that the consumption of lumber, in
State in progress of being settled, is at once both a measure of its prosperity and
the degree of its development The many millions of feet contained in the above
table have been scattered broad—cast over the State, and passing into the hands
of industrious artisans, have been transformed into tasteful residences, beautiful
furniture, comfortable school houses, commodious church edifices, extensive barns,
and substantial fences.
The lumber trade of Chicago, besides the addition which it directly furnishes
to the Commerce of the place, indirectly, by the employment of a large amount
of shipping, and by the purchase of supplies for the lumber districts, adds greatly
to the general activity and largely swells the annual business of the city. Wita
the aid of a gentlemen, largely engaged in the trade, we have made some esti
mates on this subject, which we think will interest the reader.
The person alluded to in the lost paragraph, manufactured during the past year,
five million feet of lumber. His books show that he purchased during that period,
for the consumption of the laborers in his employ, the following articles, of the
value annexed :—
Pork
$2,000
Beef.
1,200
Flour
1,600
Cora and oats
600
Merchandise (dry goods, hardware, iron, boots, shoes, <tc)
3,600
Groceries, including butter, oil, soap, tallow
2,600
Estimating pork, beef, flour, corn and oats, at the prices which ruled during
1851, would give for every five millions feet of lumber manufactured, the follow
ing amount of each :—
Pork.
Beef.
Floor.
Corn.
Oats.
Barrel!.
Barrels.
Barrels.
Bushels.
Bushels.
133
126
600
867
1,200
Taking these figures as the basis of our calculation, on the supposition that
supplies requisite for sustaining those engaged in manufacturing the whole
amount of lumber imported to this city, together with their families, were obtain
ed here, we find that the quantity of each is as follows :—
Pork.
Beef.
Flour.
Oats.
Corn.
Barrels.
Barrels.
Barrels.
Bushels.
Bushels.
8,326
8,126
12,600
30,000
21,426
He total value of the above articles, at the prices ruling in this market
last year, is
$1 32,500
Value of merchandise
87,600
Value of groceries
'
62,600
Total indirect trade to lumber districts
(281,600
The procuring of material and the manufacturing of five millions feet of lum
ber, required a number of laborers equivalent to sixty men during the year. For
the manufacture of one hundred and twenty-five millions feet of lumber, the
labor of fifteen hundred men would therefore be requisite. The average wages
for lumbermen, is $16 per month. Total wages of 1,500 men per year at this
rate, $288,000.
Now, as to the shipping employed in transporting this imnfenso amount of
lumber hither, seventy-five thousand feet of pine lumber is reckoned equal to one
hundred tons. This would give the total amount of tonnage engaged in carrying
125,056,000 feet of lumber at 166,800 tons.
A fair average of the amount of lumber brought to Chicago by each vessel
1/

^ "!

H
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engaged in that business, throughout the season, is 1,500,000 feet This gives
eighty-three vessels as the total number employed in the trade. The average cost
of freight is $2 00 per thousand feet, which makes the total amount paid for
freight during the year, $250,112. The average number of men employed upon
vessels in this trade is seven; the total number therefore is 581 men. Average
es paid, $20 per month ; total wages for eight months (season of navigation)
In the above calculation we have not included either shingles or lath. A 1
Bel of 160 tons will carry 700,000 shingles or 250,000 lath. The total tonnage,
therefore, engaged in carrying shingles during 1851 was 13,760, and in carrying
lath 17,600, which, added to that engaged in carrying boards, gives a total ton
nage in carrying boards, shingles, and lath of 198,600.
A corresponding addition should also be made to each separate item in the
foregoing calculations, which every person who takes an interest in the subject
will be able to do for himself. We subjoin a brief recapitulation of the above
general estimates :—
Value of provisions and grain
$132,600
' Value of merchandise
87,500
Value of groceries
62,500
Wages of 1,600 lumbermen
288,000
Freight on 126,056,000 feet of lumber
250,1 12
Wages of 581 seamen
92,960
Total tonnage of lumber trade
tons
198,600
The above outlay brings the lumber to the Chicago docks. Here a new Bet of
employees come into requisition ; office men, yard hands, etc. Other expenses
are also incurred by the dealer, in the way of rents for yards and docks, supplies
for vessels, insurance, commissions to bankers, etc.
Again, the interests of the city are indirectly subserved by the additional
amount of business which this trade gives to the canal and railroad, and by the
inducements which it presents to capitalists to invest their money in other like
improvements, connected with the city.
During the last year there were fifty-four dealers and firms engaged in this
trade in the city.
TABLE SHOWING THE MONTHLY ABBIVAL OF VESSELS AT THE POET OF CHICAGO, AND THE
NUMBER OF EACH KIND.
amen. Propellers. Schooners. Brigs. Barks. Total.
26
10
85
March.
.,
63
138
i
11
223
April
io
95
23
42
2
178
S36
May
29
36
1
844
June
81
137
24
83
197
36
3
33S
July
86
33
1
280
August. . . .
188
27
26
1
271
September..
82
34
128
88
21
21
2
241
October
109
1
November..
22
192
67
20
92
15
2
2
S
24
December. .
•
662
183
1,182
230
13
Total
2,279
TABLE SHOWING THE TONNAGE THAT ARRIVED AT THE FORT OF CHICAGO FOR
MONTH DURING THE SEASON OF NAVIGATION IN 1851.
tons 188,700 November. . . .tons 84,700
March
tons 24,500 July
118,400 December
7,100
April
k 92,100 August
120,400
May
* 148,100 September
October
116,500
Total
968,600
June
186,100
The above tables, it must be born in mind, are derived^from the books of the
collector, and are short of the truth by from ten to twenty per cent, in conse
quence of masters of vessels neglecting to enter their arrival.
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TABLE SHOWING SOin Or THE LEADING ARTICLES OF IMPORT AND EXPORT AT OHI0AS<
Or EACH ARTICLE BT LAKE, CANAL, AND RAILROAD, RESPECTIVELY.
Lake.
Agricultural implements
Barley
Barrels
Beef.
Bee/....
Beeswax ,
Butter
Brooms.
Broom, brush
Buffalo robes .
Candles
Castings.
Cattle
Carpenters' work

lbs.
8,587
..No.
..lbs.
.bbls.
..tco.
..lbs.
.kegs
lbs.
tons
No.
lbs.

49,306
8,829
1,447
10,424
604
633
802,042
7,218
14,800
6
448
2,215

OoaL
Coffee
Com
Corn meal
Cordage
Clocks
Eggs
Feathers
Pish.
Furs and peltries
Furniture
Flour.
Fruit
Fruit
Grindstones
Hams ..«.,
Hams
Hams
Hams
Hams
Hay
Hemp
Hides
High Wines
Hops
Horns and bones
Horns and bones
Iron
Iron
Lard
Lard
Lath
Lead
Liquor
Lumber
Marble
Machinery
Merchandise

.bbls.
..lbs.
bush.
sacks
lbs.

3,221,817
150

bbls.
lbs.
bbls.
pkjT8lbs.
bbls.
bbls.
lbs.

149
8,473
46
6,645

Railroad.

3,082

75,117
98
16,280
197,647
178,787
144
1,182,808
205,810

909,749

7,960
116,416

71,728
380

8,176
1,078,428
688

17,024

230,536
187,884

bbls.
casks
hhds.
lbs.
No.
tons
lbs.
No,
bbls.
lbs.

1,934
688
112
1,354
3,690
258
694,783
1,617
1,878

bbls.
lbs.
bdls.
lbs.
bbls.
pes.
.lbs.

188
182,480
119
259,647
9,057

bbls.
feet
lbs.

Canal.
1,164,583
11,460
1,569
787
6,845
185

700

40
17,639*
80,000
1,035,579

2,286,010

12,786,286 2,136,136
1,007
239,664
1,765
64,186,745 13,770,542
845,810
273,044
840,890 18,127,362 i7,0lV,S66

1,V76,872
83,876
1,616

Total.
1,164,588
19,997
1,969
3,879
5,845
49,441
2,829
1,441
85,441
604
781
802,042
7,215
31,080
ft
448
197,641
181,06*
144
2,091,561
205,310
8,221,311
150
7,960
116,41ft
14t
8,471
8,221
5,646
1,096,045
72,408
380
230,58*
187,834
1,930
688
111
2,054
694,788
1,667
1,878
17,589
80,000
181
3,464,060
lit
259,647
9,057
14,921,420
1,376,871
273,58*
8,270
67,957,281
846,81ft
273,044
30,985,691
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Nails and spikes.
Oats
Oil
Oranges
Paint
Potatoes.. . .
Pots and pearl I
Pork
Pork
Provisions
Powder.
Pumps

.pkgs.
...lbs.

Lake.
18,671
62,000

bbls.
bzs.
lbs.

767,089
78
1B0
•• ■•
2,000

bbls.
tea.
bbls.
lbs.

19,188
489
600

Canal.
80,3S6
424,312
108
193
••>■
81,021
18,800
114,866
27

Railroad.

8,000

169,426
168,390
8,666
io,iii

Rice.
..No.
Salt
Salt
Sacks
Saleratus
Saleratus

No.
lbs.
bzs.

Seed drills
Scales
Soap
Shot
Shingles
Shingle bolts
Shoulders
Shoulders

No.
lbs.

"662
8,681
891

85,086

9,970

481,808
14,482
164,629
67
680

»

sep pelts
Starch
Staves
Steel
Sugar

n-cngioes
8toves and hardware
Tallow
Tallow
Tar, pitch, Ac
Timothy seed
Tan bark

No.
cords
bbls.
hhds.
No,
lbs.
No.
lbs.
bbls.
lbs.
bbls.
No.
lbs.
bbls.
lbs.
bbls.
tons
C.fU
lbs.

Tongues
.lbs.
Trees and shrubs ...
Turpentine
Vinegar
•
Wagons
No.
Water lime
bbls.
Wheat
bush.
Wool
lbs.
Wooden ware

*18
65,739
15,845
976
21,110
61,641,100
427
1,020
360
9,797
263
4,499
26,600
9,900
63,846
36,000
844,812
20
619
24,912
86
15
28,600 1,849,827
8,424
3,826
67,177
15,878
1,670
"l78
7,812
99,276
22,988
182,768
128
87,866
82
141
818
86
30
852
436,808
1,609
1,086,944
8,380

8,269,600

16,571
142,336
424,312
767,197
271
150
81,021
16,300
122,866
19,216
489
600
159,425
168,390
8,656
10,111
562
48,637
891
481,808
14,488
164,529
67
530
18
66,739
15,846
22,086
60,910,600
421
1,020
860
9,797
268
31,099
9,000
99,846
344,312
20
619
24,912
36
16
1,877,827
8,424
61,002
15,878
1,670
178
7,846
99,872
216,746
126
37,868
S3
141
550
SO
437,660
1,088,568
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Bacon.
lbs.
Barley
bush.
12,331
Beef
bbls.
Beeswax
lbs.
Broom
Broom, brush
Buffalo robes
Butter
Candles
Cattle
No.
Car axles
lbs.
67,500
Car wheels
290,000
Coals
tons
80,000
Coffee
11,819
Corn
Egg8
Feathers
Fish
bbls.
8,765
Fish
bxs.
601
Fish
76
Flour
'
Fruit
9,830
Furs and pelta
lbs,
Crease
Hams
Hay
Hemp
Hides
Hops
13,900
Iron
tons
6,800
Iron.
budls. & bars
69,728
Lath
pieces 27,688,475
Lard
lbs.
Lead
Leather.
41,567
Liquors
bbls.
2,992
Locomotives.
4
125,056,437
Lumber
feet
Machinery
lbs.
Merchandise
' i5,982,753
Merchandise
234,987
Mill stuffs
Molasses
hhds.
460
708
Molasses
bbls.
Nails and spikes
lbs.
44,034
Oats
.... .bush.
Oils
bbls.
610
Paper
reams
Passenger cars
"«
Pig iron
tons
641
Potatoes
busb.
6,320
Pork
bbls.
Pork
lbs.
Powder
pkgs.
7,753
Provisions
lbs.
Posts.
71,724
Pickets
280,505
Reapers
162
Salt
bbls.
116,622
Salt
78,414

Canal.
484,716
262
1,671
430,728
11,511
480,788
612,196
87,698
48,964

23,518

884,528
" 221

3,699
1,796
2,362,862
28,000
14,786
13
6,819
1,172
82,993
98,668
1,086,933
787,708
1,086,648
487,606
768
17
2,069,626
1,402,135
18,229
744

296,003

89,203

861,070

1,453

466,685
106,616
897,916
93^510
1,955
4,910
181,293
497

162,865
10,894

9
4,797
8,241

18,778
2,890,248

2,825
1,500
120

1,040,299
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Tots].
432,716
36,111
1,671
430,728
11,611
430,788
612,19*
369,216
43,754
221
57,500
33,699
18,111
2,647,465
28,000
14,789
3,768
601
75
51,652
11,008
82,993
93,668
1,086,983
787,708
1,083,648
848,876
14,668
6,817
49,728
27,688,478
2,069,626
1,402,186
59,794
6,189
4
126,528,122
106,615
16,380,669
234,987
939,510
450
2,668
48,944
884,148
1,001
10,394
8
648
24,896
8,241
2,890,248
7,758
1,043,124
72,224
280,508
162
115,642
78,414
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Total.
1,170,700
138.680
Seeds
.bush.
6,980
60,838,250
60,888,260
Shingle bolts
1,488
1,488
86,634
Soap
.lbs.
Smut machines
70
10
33,816
Stoneware
galls
33,316
40
Stoneware
tons
40
19,940
Stone
cubic yds.
19,940
Stoves
No.
8,742
8,742
Stoves
lbs.
110,928
100,000
10,928
Sngar
lbs.
3,765,836
3,765,886
Sugar
hhds.
2,563
2,568
2,8*4
Sugar.
bbls. <k bra.
2,884
1,558,686
Sundries
lbs.
25,656 1,538,030
41,001
Tallow
41,001
562,976
152,297
Timber
cubic feet
410,679
324,923
Tobacco.
lbs.
324,928
Wagons.
No.
34
233
"198
888,077
Wheat
busb.
26,084
67,972
274,021'
204,887
White lead
lbs.
204,887
Wood
cords
17,054
V,924
10,676
"464
Wool
lbs.
731,956
520,026
211,930
Trade with Canada. The value of articles imported into Chicago from
Canada, during the year 1851 is 15,811 14. And the total amount of duties
collected at this port on foreign merchandise, during the year was $2,353 23.
The value of exports to Canada during the same time was 0116,185 61.
The arrivals from Canada were 7, and the clearances 13.
Citt Improvements. The improvements which have been erected in Chicago
during the vear 1851, both as respects style and extent, very far surpass those
of any previous year. The total number of buildings erected will not vary m«eh
from 1,000. A large number of spacious brick stores, from four to five stories
in hight, are among them. The amount expended in building alone, cannot
fall much, if any, short of $750,000.
Improvements of a public character have also been prosecuted with energy. Two
miles and 3,688 feet of planking has been done upon streets and alleys, which,
added to the amount previously completed, gives us 12.28 miles of planked streets
and alleys. The cost of the year's planking was $9,213 64. Two miles and
2,987 feet of sewerage has also been constructed during the year, at a cost of
$8,907 55. The work of lake shore protection, in consequence of the unusual
hight of water in the lake, had to be done over during the year, at a cost of
about $12,000. Two public school houses have been erected and furnished at a
cost of over $10,000. A market house in the North Division partially completed1
at a cost of $9,295. A city bridewell, at a cost of $2,851 21. A magnificent
court house was also commenced, which will be completed during the ensuing
season; it is being built of cut stone from Lockport, New York. The work of
excavating the river has also been prosecuted to some extent during the year,
giving more room for the large amount of shipping which, during the season of
navigation, crowds the harbor.
Nothing was done during the year in the way of improving the entrance to lb*
harbor, the unusual stage of water rendering it almost unnecessary. Something
was dene towards the erection of an iron light-house at the end of the north pier,
but further appropriations from Congress are necessary to its completion.
Railroads. It is a significant fact of the times, tnat railroads have become
essential to the prosperity of cities. It matters but little how great may be the
aatural advantages with respect to a location upon navigable water, if they fail to
Salt .
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avail themselves of this new element of power, a decline is inevitable. Chicago
is fortunate in the first respect; the enterprise of her citizens and the necessities
of Commerce and travel, are rendering her equally fortunate in the other. A
brief notice of the various lines of road in progress and in contemplation will not
be out of place in this connection.
The Galena and Chicago Road is now completed to the distance of about
eighty miles. It was originally designed to make Galena its western terminus ;
an arrangement has, however, been effected with the Illinois Central Railroad
Company, by which it will connect with the Galena branch of that road at Freeport, by which means the former company gain access both to Galena and Du
buque. The history of this company is one which should be studied by all West
ern railroad companies, as it furnishes a forcible illustration of what perseverance,
aided by judicious management, can accomplish in the face of obstacles seeming
ly insurmountable.
The Company have declared a dividend of fifteen per cent on the net earnings
of the road for* the last fiscal year. In the meanwhile the road is being pushed
forward as rapidly as possible, in order to reach Freeport by the time the Central
Company shall have completed that portion of the Galena branch lying between
Freeport and Dubuque.
The Rock Island and Chicago Railroad is completed six miles from Chieago, at which point it is intersected by the Michigan Southern Road. It is ex
pected that the road will be completed to Joliet by the month of July, 1863, and
at Rock Island will be reached in from two to three years.
The Central Military Tract Railroad is to intersect the Chieago and
Rock Island Road, some fifteen or twenty miles southwest of Peru, and taking
a direction a little west of south, will run upon the table lands between the Illi
nois and Mississippi rivers, passing through Galesburg, and possibly through Ma
comb and Augusta, to Clayton in Adams county, where it will intersect the
Northern Cross Railroad from Quincy to Decatur. This road, from the point of
intersection with the Rock Island and Chicago Road, to Galesburg, has recently
been put under contract.
The Aurora Extension Road branches from the Galena and Chicago Rood
at Junction, thirty-three miles from Chicago, and is completed to Aurora, four
teen miles. It is to be continued about forty miles further, to intersect the Ga
lena branch of the Central Road, some thirteen miles distant from La Salle.
The Beloit Branch Road is to be constructed by the Galena and Chicago
Railroad Company, branching from their road, at a point not yet determined, and
running direct to Beloit, in Wisconsin.
The Chicago and Wisconsin Road, for which a charter was obtained at the
last session of our State Legislature, is to run in a north-westerly direction from
Chicago, via Woodstock, to Big-foot on the Wisconsin State line, and from thence
to J&nesville, where it will intersect the Rock River Valley Railroad, which runs
from Fond du Lac on Lake Winnebago, down the valley of Rock River to
Janesville.
The Chicago, Mu-wauker, and Green Bay Road. Charters have been
obtained from the Illinois and Wisconsin Legislatures, for a lailroad between the
above points; and measures are now on foot in both States, to organize compa
nies for the purpose of carrying the object into execution.
Chicago Branch of Central Railroad. Of all the railroads connected
with Chicago, we anticipate the largest benefit from this one. It is to intersect
the main stem in township two north, one west of the third principal meridian, in
Clinton county, the entire rout being in almost a direct line from Chicago to
Cairo. The company has recently disposed of four millions of its bonds, and
will commence the construction of this branch immediately.
Railroads to the Bast. While we write we are listening for the shall
whistle which will announce the arrival of the cars of the Southern Michigan
Railroad. It is probable that the Michigan Central will not be many weeks Dehind it. By means of these two roads, and their connections, the whole NorthEastern seaboard will be brought into railroad communication with Chicago,
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In addition to the ahove roads, there are two railway projects in Canada West,
one of which is already in process of execution, and both of which arc almost
certain of completion, that are to exercise an important bearing upon the com
mercial interests of Chicago. One is a railroad from Toronto to Goderick, on
Lake Huron. The other, a road from Prescott, on the St Lawrence, opposite
Ogdensburgh, to Georgian Bay, an arm of Lake Huron. The completion of
these two roads will result in the establishment of a daily line of steamers be
tween Chicago and the western terminus of each. The advantages that would
result are too obvious to require mention.
These are the present and some of the prospective railroad connections of
Chicago. That their effects will be to make Chicago a great commercial center,
and give it advtntages such as no other city in the interior of the continent enjoys,
must be apparent to every unprejudiced mind.
Plank Roads. From no other improvement has Chicago derived more direct
and manifest benefit, in proportion to the capital invested, than the plank roads
which connect it with the adjacent country. It is gratifying also to know that
the various companies which have engaged in this enterprise, while they have
contributed to the general advantage, have invested their money wisely and
profitably to themselves. As was to be expected, many mistakes were made at
the outset. The road bed in some cases was not raised sufficiently high to protact it against the spring and other freshets ; pine boards were used instead of
the more enduring and solid oak, and some other errors, all of which experience
has corrected. The more recently constructed portions of our roads are made
of substantial material, and with strict attention to the subjects of grading and
draining.
The total number of miles of plank road leading from the city is about seventy,
the cost of which, including bridges, gates, gate-houses, &c., will not vary much
from $168,000. The first road constructed was the—
South-Western Plaick Road, leading from Chicago to the eastern boundary
of Dupage county, a distance of sixteen miles. Here it connects with the
Naperville and Oswego plank road, which, when completed, will extend it to the
latter place, on Fox River, distant from Chicago forty miles. Twelve miles
only of the Naperville and Oswego road have been finished, which extends it to
the vicinity of Naperville, and makes, in connection with the South-Western
Road, twenty-eight continuous miles. Some three miles east of Naperville, the
road is intersected by the St. Charles and Warrenville plank road, two and a half
miles of which have been constructed. From St. Charles to the point of inter
section is thirteen miles. At St Charles it will connect with the St Charles and
Sycamore road, several mile^ of which have been finished. Thirteen miles of
the South-Western Road were laid down with pine boards ; these have given
way in many places, and the company are having oak substituted in every such
case. In a very short time the whole road will have thus been replaced by oak.
The Naperville and Oswego Road, as far as built, is said to be a model road, in
every respect superior to the other plank roads of the country.
A provision in the charter of the South-Western Company confers the priv
ileges of banking—a circumstance which the company has not been slow to
avail itself of, and no small portion of our local currency is derived from this
source.
The next road undertaken was the—
North-Western. This road is to connect Wheeling with Chicago, fifteen
miles of the main road have been constructed, and two Drenches, one five and a
half miles, the other two and a half, each of which terminates at the O'Plain
River. The cost of this road and branches, including one bridge twice built,
four gate-houses and five gates, was $51,000. The company has a similar charter
to that of the South-Western, though we have heard no intimation that bank
ing is contemplated under it. The company did, however, deal a little last year
in marine risks, from which it realized a snug little sum in the way of premiums,
and met with not a single loss. This road is the best paying road connected with
Chicago, its net income ranging from thirty to forty per cent on the original
cost
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The Westers Road connects with the first branch of the North-Western, at
the O'Plain River, and is completed to Salt Creek, a distance of six miles. It is
the intention to continue this road either to Dundee, or to Genoa, via Elgin. The
company have erected a steam saw-mill on the line of the road, for manufactur
ing the lumber requisite for its construction. The six miles completed cost about
$2,000 per mile.
The Souther* Road is the last we have to notice. It is built dne south a
distance of ten miles. It was the original intention to continue it to Middleport,
in Iroquois county, a distance of seventy-five miles, but the subsequent location
of the Chicago Branch of the Central Railroad has, we believe, led to the aban
donment of this design. The ten miles completed cost about $21,000. A cash
dividend of fourteen per cent has been declared by the company for 1851.*

Art. IV.—THE UNITED STATES IN 1940.
The report of the Superintendent of the Census, showing the progressive
increase of population in the United States, during decennial periods of their
existence as an independent people, from the first census in 1790 to the
seventh in 1850, affords matter of curious speculation as to their progress
for the next century. The following calculations, based upon data furnished
by this report, and various estimates as regards the future, may be of some
interest to the public. They are given, not as predictions of what will be
our numbers a hundred years hence, but rather as the product of a leisure
hour devoted, for amusement, to this prospective glance at our coming great
ness. If the readers of Hunts Merchants' Magazine derive as much plea
sure from the results of this labor, as it afforded us while engaged upon it,
we shall be well satisfied, without claiming any credit for possessing the
fabled power of second sight.
The following tabular statement, taken from Mr. Kennedy's abstract, gives
the data on which are founded the calculations here presented :—
Tear.
Population.
Increase. Per centagc of increase
1790
8,929,827
1800
5,806,941
1,876,114
86.01
.
1810
7,239,814
1,988,878
86.45
1820
9,688,191
2,398,877
83.12
1880
12,866,020
8,227,829
88.48
1840
17,069,468
4,203,438
82.67
1850
28,267,728
6,188,270
86.25
By this it will be seen that the per centage of increase was greater during
the past ten years, than in any similar period since the establishment of our
Government, with the single exception of that between 1800 and 1810,
when it was a trifle larger than 1840 to 1850. This has been composed of
the natural increase, together with accessions to our population by the ac
quisition of territory, and by foreign immigration. Territorial extension,
however, has contributed but a small proportion ; Louisiana, Texas, and
California, with our other newly acquired lands, furnishing less than two
per cent increase upon the population of 1840.f
* For a statement of the manufactures of Chicago the reader la referred to our "Jodbml or
JaTbnxo *m> MAjrurAOToais," in the present number of the Merch&nU' Magatine.
t sTo attention haa been paid in our calculations to this source of our increase. Greater nicety
would have been attained, bad we given its due weight ; but as they would have somewhat increased
the complicacy, without very materially changing the results of our processes, we concluded to dis-
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F Immigration has been a much more important element in our advance,
growing more and more powerful as we have become less dependent upon it.
In our infancy as a nation, when our downfall was confidently predicted by
the false prophets of despotism, who asserted that man was iucapable of selfgovernment, but few from the old world cared to stake their fortunes upon
the desperate chance of so doubtful an experiment.
But since the problem of independence has been demonstrated ; since we
have grown up into a vigorous manhood, and taken our place among the
ruling powers of the earth, our free institutions have been a load-star to the
poor and oppressed of every people. Assured of finding in this strange
land, a protection for life, liberty, and property, not secured to them in their
own, they have poured in a steadily increasing tide upon our shores.
The following table presents a succinct .view of this source of our growth :—
Immigration mud Per rentage or increa
upon previous
its natural increase
population.
Periods.
during each period.
4.26 in 20 years.
1790-1810..
167,660
1810-20..'.
188,000
1.88
2.48
1820-30.. . .
239,707
7.11
1830-40....
913,660
10.13
1840-60....
1,727,992
By this it appears that while for the twenty years between 1790
1810, immigration exercised but a trifling influence, in the ten years from
1840 to 1850 it became a very important consideration, exceeding as it did,
during this latter period, all the foreign arrivals in this country for the fifty
years previous, and being but little less than one third of our entire increase
since the last census. We leave this element for the present out of the ques
tion. Adopting for the basis of our calculations the results of the past, as
shown in the first table above, and assuming various ratios for the future
progress of population, we have the following tables, which will show our
numerical strength in decennial periods, and the increase between each two
successive periods for the next century ending with 1950.
Taking for our first hypothesis the actual ratio of increase since 1840, as
36.25 per cent, gives us :—
Population.
Population.
Increase. Year.
1860
28,257,728
1910
148,794,279 39,587,468
I860
81,688,647
202,782,206 63,987,926
8,480,924 1820
1870
48,176,781 11,487,184 1930
276,222,629 78,490,434
1880
68,827,001 15,661,220 1940
876,853,882 100,180,708
1890
80,161,788 21,824,787 1950
612,781,414 136,428,088
1900
109,206,811 29,066,028
The average ratio of increase for the sixty years from 1790 to 1850 is
34.5 per cent. This yields the following results :—
Population.
Increas*).
Population.
Increase. Year.
1910
187,702,968 85,821,679
1850
28,257,728
186,210,491 47,607,528
1860
81,281,687
8,023,914 1920
240,108,110 68,897,61 9
1870
42,078,801 10,972,164 1930
885,060,407 86,942,297
1880
66,589,262 14,616,461 1940
460,642,797 115,692,390
1890
76,112,567 19,528,296 1950
1900
102,881,889 26,268,882
The average ratio of natural increase from 1890 to 1850, without includ
ing immigrants or their descendants, is about 30 per cent. At this ratio we
have : -
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Year.
Population.
Increase, , Tear.
Population.
Increase.
1860
88,257,788
1910
118,631,872 26,991,970
1860
80,886,039
6,977,816 1920
146,421,433 83,789,561
1870
39,436,650
6,100,611 1930
190,847,862 43,926,429
1880
61,266,216 11,880,666 1940
247,462,220 57,104,868
1890
66,646,079 16,879,864 1950
821,687,886 74,236,666
1900
86,689,902 19,993,823
Or, making the natural increase from 1840 to 1850, or 26.12 per cent,
the ratio of our future advance, we have :—
Tear.
Population.
Increase. Year.
Population.
Increase.
1910
98,598,962 19,384,761
1850
28,267,728
1860
29,832,640
6,074,917 1920
118,047,010 24,448,048
1870
36,994,826
7,661,686 1880
148,880,889 30,838,879
1880
46,657,252
9,662,927 1940
187,768,677 38,887,688
1890
88,844,126 12,186,874 1960
236,818,729 49,045,168
1900
74,214,211 16,370,085
These results are indeed stupendous—that a mere handful of people, as
we were in 1790, should advance with such gigantic strides, as in the brief
space of one hundred and sixty years to number itself by hundreds of mil
lions, and to equal one-half, one-third, or even one-fourth of the present
population of the globe, staggers belief.
That we shall in this period attain the enormous numbers of the first,
second, or even the third of these tables, is exceedingly improbable, and in
deed almost impossible. Various causes will conspire to prevent our future
increase equaling the rapidity of our growth hitherto, although the additions
to our population in decennial periods in coming years may greatly exceed
the increase in similar intervals of time in our past history, yet the per centage of increase in such accessions must, almost of necessity, be reduced. In
the course of thirty or forty years, foreign immigration, now so powerful an
auxiliary in swelling our numbers and raising the ratio of our progression,
must become a comparatively unimportant item in our periodical advances.
The arbitrary governments of Europe have thus far looked with indifference
upon the rapid efflux of their surplus population to our ample domain ; or
have encouraged it for the sake of more easily governing those who remain
behind as a prudent husbandman lops and prunes offshoots and scattered
branches to preserve the tree in its full vigor. But this carelessness or policy,
whichever it may be, cannot be expected to continue. The gradual depopu
lation of Ireland, and the constant drainage of other crowded districts, will
serve as a warning, and render some restriction upon emigration necessary.
But should this not be the case, and should this human tide which is now
setting upon our shores experience no ebb, still the per centage of increase
from this source must eventually be greatly diminished. To illustrate this
position, we will assume that iu each of the three next decennial periods im
migration and its natural increase, (by which is intended the children of
immigrants born in this country,) between their arrival and the subsequent
census, will amount to 2,000,000, and that the increase other than this shall
proceed in the ratio of the past ten years. In the first period this extrane
ous accession will be somewhat less than 9 per cent, in the second less than
7, and in the third not quite 5 per cent.
If this be true, as we think will be admitted after the lapse of a few more
periods, we shall be forced to depend almost entirely upon the natural in
crease, which will in all probability decline from its present ratio. What
this lus hitherto been will be seen by the following table ;—
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Period.
Total increase. Immigration. Natural Increase.
1810-20
percent
38.12
1.88
81.29
1820-80
88.48
2.48
81.00
1880-40
82.67
7.11
25.88
1840-60
86.25
10.18
26.12
By this it appears that there has been a gradual diminution, until the
ratio from 1840 to 1850 is more than 5 per cent less than that from 1810
to 1820. How this will continue in the future none but omniscience can
tell, and our calculations must of course be hypothetical. We may, however,
safely venture, we think, to assume for the next fifty years our progress will
be at the same average ratio with that from 1790 to the present time, or
84.5 per cent.
This gives us in 1900 a population of 102,381,889, as • new basis, and
with still other estimated rates of increase from that time till 1950, we have
theso additional tables ;—
At 25 per cent *
At SO per cent.
Year.
Papulation.
Increase.
Population.
Increase.
1900
102,381,889
102,881,889
1910
127,976,736
26,596,847
122,867,666
20,476,277
1920
159,970,920
81,994,184
147,429,199
24,671,638
1930
199,963,650
89,992,730
176,915,038
29,485,889
1940
249,954,662
49,990,912
212,298,045
86,388,007
1950
812,443,202
62,488,640
254,967,654
42,469,609
The average ratio of increase in England, Wales, and Scotland, from 1 800
to 1840, and in Holland and Belgium from 1815 to 1837 was 15 per cent
At IS per cent.
At 10 per cent.
Year.
Population.
increase.
Population.
Increase.
1900
102,881,889
102,881,889
1910
1..
117,788,597
16,357,208
112,619,527
10,238,188
1920
135,399,386
17,660,789
123,881,479
11,261,952
1980
156,709,293
20,309,907
136,269,626
12,888,147
1940
180,215,686
23,506,893
149,896,588
18,626,962
1950
207,248,088
27,032,362
164,886,246
14,989,658
While we admit that our first estimates of the prospective increase of
population were too large, we think that the final one, by which our num
bers in 1950 amount to 164,886,246, will fall short of the reality.
Great Britain, despite her long and bloody wars involving a vast expendi
ture of life, and notwithstanding the heavy drafts made by emigration to
various quarters of the globe, increased from 1800 to 1840 at the average
ratio of 15 per cent. Holland and Belgium also advanced at the rate from
1815 to 1837. Now if our assumption that we shall for the next fifty years
continue our progress at the average ratio of our past growth, be correct,
the estimated increase of 15 per cent from 1900 to 1950 we deem quite
low. If Great Britain with all her drawbacks, and with every consideration
impelling the masses of her citizens to a voluntary exile, has in this century
experienced this augmentation of her numerical strength, what reason is
there why this country, in its full vigor and with unrivaled advantages,
should not in the next increase at a still more rapid rate ? By the tables it
will be seen that this ratio from 1900 makes our population in 1950
207,248,038, that 20 per cent for same period makes it 254,757,654, and
that the ratio of our natural increase since 1840, continued from the present
time, gives us 236,813,729. Any one of these would in our opinion be a
nearer approximation to the actual result than that based upon 10 per cent.
Notwithstanding our former modest disclaimer of the prophetic power, we
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will venture the assertion that there are those now living who, ifinternal dis
tensions and fratricidal quarrels do not previously destroy our existence as
a nation, will see us a people ofmore than 200,000,000 souls.
No great courage, however, is required to make such a prediction, for unless
embalmed in the pages of ffunCs Merchants Magazine, it and its author will
be alike forgotten long before its fulfillment or final refutation. But, to
speak seriously, it is by no means impossible, or even improbable, that this
statement, rash though it may seem, will be fully realized. We remember
seeing some years ago a table prepared shortly after the establishment of
our government, showing the estimated population of New York city in
periods of five years. By this estimate that city will in 1900 contain about
2,000,000 inhabitants. If we recollect aright, the number assigned in it for
the year 1850, is nearly, or quite 50 per cent less than the actual amount
as shown by the last census. This prediction was at the time regarded as
the production of a diseased brain—who doubts its truthfulness now ? Our
country, like its mineral region on Lake Superior, is an anomaly in the world's
history. As in the one case old theories have been exploded, and unbounded
wealth exposed where geologists would have told us only detached masses
were to be found ; so in the other, ancient rules of progress, sanctioned by
ages of experience, are to be disregarded in estimating our future destiny.
Our territory embraces 3,136,447 square miles, and its present population
amounts to but 7 inhabitants to the square mile. Should this vast area, pre
senting every variety of climate, and inexhaustible fertility of soil, be as densely
peopled as Great Britain which has 220 within the same limits, our numbers
would reach 690,020,540 ; and should it ever rival Ilolland and Belgium
in density of population (267 to the mile,) the result would be the enor
mous amount of 837,434,019, equal to four-fifths of the present estimated
number of the human race. Great Britain contains this compact mass, and
yet a large proportion of her soil is unreclaimed, or, held by a few individu
als, is equally unavailable and useless to the multitude. Our land can surely
sustain as dense a population as either Great Britain or Holland. The only
limit assignable to our increase in this respect, so long as we continue a
united people, will be the extreme number that our soil can support, and
this no one can venture to announce. The teeming millions of China find a
subsistence, and they are more circumscribed in space than even the larger
of the two numbers mentioned, would be in our wide domains.
Much has been said of late about the " manifest destiny " of the American
people. Have those who have talked most and loudest upon this topic,
looked forward into the future to contemplate what that destiny is to be !
We have sprung up like Jonah's gourd in a night, until our shadow is cast
far over the earth ; it may be, that like that gourd, we have the worm gnaw
ing at our vitals, and that our downfall will be as swift and certain as was
our rise. Our ruin must come upon us, if it ever come, from our own suicidal
hand ; no foreign influence will, if we remain united, ever be able to over
throw us. .
To sum up in a few words, we are destined to become a power for good
or for evil, such as the world has never seen, in comparison with which the
storied grandeur of the Roman Empire will dwindle into insignificance.
May our course be such, that when we fall, if fall we must, as the sun, sink
ing beneath the waves, leaves a golden radiance behind to mark the spot, so
the memory of our virtues may illumine the tomb in which our greatness
lies inurned.
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Alt. ¥.—THE LAW OF PROGRESS IN THE RELATIONS OF CAPITAL AND LABOR.
PART U*
To Freeman Hunt, Esq, Editor of the Merchant? Magazine, etc. :—
Sir :—In the November number (1851) I find another article from the pen
of Professor Smith, in rejoinder to that of mine which appeared in that of
September. The Professor is of opinion " that two persons cannot profit
ably discuss their differences of opinion, without first settling the points in
which they agree, and the authorities to which they are both willing to ap
peal." To this I have to say, that Professor Smith ought to have thought
of that before he had commenced his self-imposed task, as the champion of
Mr. Carey, and not have complained afterward. If it has produced any in
convenience to him, he only has himself to thank, as his action was entirely
voluntary ; but I think if we had attempted any such arrangement, no such
discussion would have taken place, as I have hitherto been unable to dis
cover any such points between us. With regard to the authorities to whom
I am willing to appeal—they are the every-day facta, which may be seen
and read of all men who walk the earth with their eyes open, which I think
Professor Smith might have perceived before this, if he had not been will
fully blind. Although discussing the principles of " free trade," in the only
proper sense of the terms, and being thoroughly convinced that the practice
of these principles is the only rational course for society to pursue, I consider
myself bound by no authorities but the principles of truth.
Adam Smith, Malthus, Ricardo, and the rest, Chalmers included, have all
done much for the science of Political Economy, and yet I could not take
any one, or all of them, as the exponents of my views, notwithstanding I
may hold many opinions in common with each. It is high time society
cast off its leading-strings, and endeavored to go alone in its search after
truth. We must try theories by facts and not facts by theories. It would
be more to the purpose, if my opponent could show that my facts and
theories are inconsistent in themselves, than to trouble himself whether
they agree with Smith, Ricardo, <fec, or whether they agree with me.
Upon the subject of Mr. Carey, Professor Smith thinks, " he ought to have
no further discussion with me," because I have not read his works. Now I
have at times read considerable portions of his most important conclusions,
in the reviews and the Protectionist organs generally, though I do not say
this by way of apology, for I am somewhat inclined to the opinion of Sydney
Smith, that when we know the ultimate issues and conclusions of an author,
being perfectly satisfied that they are contrary to the known facts of the
case, it is hardly necessary that we should examine his premises, it matter*
not whether he has derived his erroneous conclusions from false premises or
false reasoning. Although my opponent, as well as all other protectionists,
has made great parade of " the immortal work of Adam Smith," 1 suspect
he would be as ready to repudiate his implicit authority as the free tra
ders can be. Let us quote a passage and see how it will fit Mr. Carey's
theory, who, according to Professor Smith, is the next greatest political
economist. In his chapter on the profits of stock, speaking of the colony of
America, he says :
* This article has been on band, and unavoidably crowded out, for the last two or three months,
and now the press of matter compels ns to divide it into two parts. The second installment will ap
pear in the number for May.—Ed. Merchants' Mao.
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" As the colony increases, the profits of stock gradually diminish. When
the most fertile and best situated lands have been all occupied, less profit
can be made by the cultivation of what is inferior, both in soil and situa
tion, and less interest can be afforded for the stock which is so employed.
In the greater part of our colonies, accordingly, both the legal and the mar
ket rate of interest have been considerably reduced during the course of the
present century."
How does this agree with Mr. Carey's theory of cultivation ? or with his
superior relative increase of food ? The Professor says he " thinks himself
able to show, that I cannot sit comfortably under the teaching of any one
of the parties he has named," and further, " that there is not one of them
who has not made fatal concessions, and been betrayed by the necessities of
a false system into flagrant inconsistencies." He appears to have forgotten
that it was himself, and not I, who appealed to them. I can only afford to
be accountable for what I say myself, and not for the errors of others, who
may have advocated or originated the same theories. I have myself made
the same charges against them ; but that cannot alter facts. And the
science which each of them has assisted to establish is nevertheless a great
fact, and the germs of the whole are to be found in the " Wealth of Na
tions." And I fearlessly say, that if the works of these authors are to be
repudiated en masse, Adam Smith's work is a wholesale fallacy. They must
stand or fall together. Although it must be admitted, that even Adam
Smith had his inconsistencies and mistakes, that can only affect the logical
character of his work, not its general tendency.
Now if the Professor could show that Adam Smith had anywhere con
tradicted the passage I have quoted, that would not make it the less true ;
it would still be an unalterable, undeniable fact. Neither could any evil
arise from such a circumstance at present, as the science of political economy
is now pretty well established ; therefore that feeling of tenderness expressed
by Comer to his friend, with regard to the errors of the " Wealth of Na
tions," does not now exist. The Professor is entirely mistaken in the in
ference he has drawn from that circumstance, as is easily perceptible by
those acquainted with the history of the science. For more than forty years
after the publication of the " Wealth of Nations," the political economists,
as a sect, were sneered at, ridiculed, treated as fanatics. Was this a time
to correct the errors of its founder ? I think not.
But to proceed. Professor Smith appears to be rather dissatisfied with
the proposition in which I endeavored to controvert his assertion that " the
cost of transportation falls upon the producer ; but the way in which he
has treated it, appears calculated to confuse rather than to elucidate. After
repeating a part of my proposition, he says : " This is the way li. S. solves
the question, for the buyer ; but how is it with the seller ? When he is
obliged to take $25 an acre for a farm of the same quality as another which
sells for $100 per acre, because the latter is at less cost for transportation,
does he not lose $75 per acre in paying the expenses of transportation for
his successor?" This is indeed a very sensible question, and well worthy of
a " protectionist." How can a man lose that which he never possessed ?
and of course that which never cost him a cent \ Did not the original pur
chasers pay the same price ? and was not the city located and built without
any expense to either ? But it happened to be a hundred miles nearer to
the farm of one man than to that of the other. But if the city had not been
built, both farms would have remained equally useful, and at the same
vol. xxvi.—no. iv.
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price. How then could one lose what the other gained ? Simply, an acci
dental circumstance bad caused one farm to gain in value, while the value
of the other remained stationary. The ease put to me by the learned Pro
fessor is simply ridiculous. Of course the building of a railroad would en
hance the value of the farm, whether built by the owner or by others, in the
same ratio as building a city so much nearer the farm, as would cause an
equal saving in the cost of carriage of the produce.
The Professor kindly states, that he witnessed " two instances in the same
State, in which the completion of a canal, in the one case, and of the open
ing of a railroad in the other," which increased the price of corn from fifteen
to twenty-five cents a bushel at once ; and then asks, " Who had previously
paid the difference of ten cents, if not the producer ?" Now the Professor
appears to me to have gotten into a small dilemma. In his former article
he told us, that rents and profits are " very much simplified when we come
to see, that the rent of land is but the profit on capital expended in pro
ducing its existing condition." Now, taking this principle for our guide, we
come to the conclusion, that the man who sold his farm for $25 an acre ob
tained its full cost, and did not pay " the expenses of transportation for his
successor," because he had not expended more in producing its existing
condition. Nor did the farmer who sold his corn for fifteen cents a bushel
before the railroad was built, lose the ten cents which was added to the price
afterward ; the consumer in the neighborhood had previously retained it
in his pocket ; but when the railroad was opened it enabled the landowner
to lay a tax upon him to that extent. In affirming the fact of the
influence of extraneous improvements upon the value of the produce of
the land, the Professor has acknowledged the principle of rent, which entire
ly oversets Mr. Carey's theory. The railroad, like the city, increases the
value of the farm, without a cent of expense to the proprietor; and no
Other kind of capital is in the same position. But perhaps the Professor
may say, that if the price were increased at one end of the railroad, it would
be decreased at the other.
If that were the case, which I believe has seldom if ever been observed,
it would quickly react, in an increase of population and the widening of
the bounds of the city, so that prices would again reach the maximum, and
rent would increase ; and eventually no person would be benefited but the
owners of land. A singular mental obliquity of vision must have seized the
learned Professor, since he read the great authors " for his sins," for he dis
courses very earnestly upon the subject of our apostacy from Adam Smith,
as if anything of the kind had really occurred, and of the beautiful consis
tency of Mr. Carey. I have before shown that it was merely an inad
vertency of Adam Smith, with respect to the superior profit of the home
trade. He appears to have been a little too anxious to leave nothing
for his successors to achieve. If he had given due weight to the great
principles which he enunciated, and not descended so much into detail,
he would have escaped other contradictions besides that so often quoted
by the "protectionists."
Let us quote another passage from the " Wealth of Nations," in addi
tion to that we have quoted above, which enforces the two principles in
dispute, (free trade and rent,) which our opponent has deliberately denied
although he has inadvertently admitted the last, and then we shall see
who are the apostates. The quotation is as follows : " Monopoly, besides,
is a great enemy to good management, which can never be universally
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established but in consequence of that free and universal competition
which forces everybody to have recourse to it for the sake of self-de
fence. It is not more than fifty years ago, that some of the counties in
die neighborhood of London petitioned the parliament against the ex
tension of the turnpike roads into the remoter counties. Those remoter
counties they pretended, from the cheapness of labor, would be able to
sell their grass and corn cheaper in the London market than themselves,
and would thereby reduce their rents and ruin their cultivation. Their
rents, however, have risen, and their cultivation has been improved since
that time."
In this paragraph we see, that Adam Smith contended for the prin
ciples that we contend for, and which Mr. Carey has repudiated. If
Adam Smith and those who immediately followed him did not correctly
perceive the working of the great principles laid down, under all circum
stances, and did therefore, in some small matters, contradict themselves,
that is no reason that we, who have superior opportunities of observa
tion, should give them up ; especially when we have such conclusive and
voluntary evidence, given by our opponents, that the facilities of a railroad
or a canal will advance the price of agricultural products full sixty per cent ;
and therefore the value of the land itself ; and without a fraction of expense
to the landowner. It is a little too much to expect us to give up these
principles merely because the pioneers of the science happened in some in
stances to be as incapable of logical deduction as Professor Smith himself.
The Professor proceeds : " R. S. rather intimates that this is a matter of
rent ; but his great men since Adam Smith will tell him, that rent has
nothing to do with price." Now, such mere evasion is certainly unworthy
of so grave and important a subject ; and I think it would put him to
some trouble to find any such assertion in any of the authors he alludes to.
If rent has nothing to do with price, price has something to do with rent.
From this point the Professor fills four or five pages of your valuable space
with figures and vague speculations, in an attempt to mystify the plain
tendency of the Lowell statistics. After stating the case in his own way,
showing that wages had relatively decreased, he goes on to say : " There is
a difference in the way the same facts may be stated. According to my
notion, this shows, that by dint of increased skill and improved machinery,
one hundred and forty workmen have become able to tend a quantity of ma
chinery represented by two hundred, instead of only one hundred and forty,
which would have exhausted their capacity if they had continued no more
efficient than in 1 840." Now, I care as much about Professor Smith's no
tions as I do about the mere notions of Malthus, Ricardo, and others ; neither
do I think the readers of the Merchants' Magazine will care much about
them, when they are opposed to facts which contradict them. The plain
state of the case is, that the Lowell manufacturers have, within the last ten
years, found it extremely difficult to compete with the European manufac
turers, and within the last three, they have found themselves so pressed by
competition that, to obtain any profit upon their capital, they have been
obliged to give to each hand nearly double the amount of machiney to
tend for a less amount of wages, and when this system could be carried no
further, and wages could not be reduced any lower, the mills were either
stopped or worked at a loss. But it is unnecessary to dwell longer upon
this point as your readers are well aware of the circumstances. After ad
mitting that one hundred and seventy-five yards must be sold in 1850 for
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what in 1840 would have purchased but one hundred and thirty-one, show
ing an enormous decrease in the rate of profit, from the loss of the price of
the raw material consumed in the extra forty-four yards, besides the interest
on the capital invested in the extra machinery, the Professor enters into a
calculation to show what might, could, would, or should have been, if such
an amount of capital, and such an amount of labor had been employed,
and such a price paid for the cloth, that it would have produced " more than
6 per cent {accurately 861 84 on 61,000) on the increase of capital, over
and above the old rate of profit on the original capital. If formerly the
rate of profit was 6 per cent, under the new state of things it would have
been more than doubled." Now, I presume these calculations were made
and inserted to show the Professor's efficiency in figures, as I do not know
any other useful purpose which they could possibly promote. People, how
ever, do not want to know what might have been done, but what has been
done. The Professor wisely remarks, after he has brought this superfluous
calculation to an end, that " no man requires to be told that no such thing
has happened," as this increase of profit. Besides, as he says :—The tend
ency of things, as Ricardo and his school tell us, is to a constant fall in the
rate of profit." (?) Do not Adam Smith and his school tell us the same
thing? because if they do not, they do not speak the truth. We have
next a few pages to show " what would naturally come to pass," under the
circumstances of increased production, but it will not be necessary to saymuch upon this point. The Professor assumes that the increased quantity
of cloth manufactured at Lowell within the last ten years, calculated at
27,000,000* yards per week, has been so much "clear gain to the human
race," but he afterward admits that 25 per cent ought to be deducted on
account of extra capital employed ; yet it still appears to me that there is
another small item to be deducted—say 30 or 40 per cent—for raw mate
rial, which makes considerable difference in " the clear gain to the human
race." In his zeal to show the wonderful benefits of this increased produc
tion of cotton cloth, the Professor appears apt to forget small items. I
would be the last person to undervalue improvements in machinery and in
creased production, when they happen in the natural course of events, but
when they are forced on by doubling the amount of machinery to each hand,
and working it thirteen-and-a-half hours a day for less than the former
amount of wages, I cannot consider it beneficial to the human race. The
Professor states, upon the authority of an article in the Merchants' Magazine,
(January, 1850,) that "in 1814 a woman's labor for one week would enable
her to buy but one yard of ticking. Now it will buy twenty-three yards.
Then she earned two yards of sheeting with a week's work—now thirty-five,
(fee Women's wages have risen nearly or quite three fold, and men's have
doubled." We must still remind the Professor of the trite old aphorism,
"It is not all gold that glitters." If manufactures are much cheaper in
money price than they were a quarter of a century ago, we need not forget
that they are also much less durable. The calicoes, tickings, and sheetings
of that day would wear two or three times as long as those of the present ;
consequently, an extra amount of labor would be required to furnish any
one of those articles for a given time, which must be added to the price, so
that the saving is not quite so great as it is assumed to be. But wo are
* Why did not Professor Smith take the increase of cloth at fifty millions as stated In the tables.
Instead of taking the trouble to calculate the amount. 1 presume he saw the discrepancy in the
iragea 1 mentionod.
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told that women's wages have trebled and men's doubled ; of course paid in
factory. But as it happens that neither working women nor working men
are likely to require upon the average more than a third of a week's produc
tion per hand, I do not see that even theoretically they would be very much
benefited, taking quality into consideration. It is easy to say : " What has
happened at Lowell has been happening over the world from the beginning
of time, and what is true of the effect of improvements in the spinning of
cotton is true in every other department of industry."
That improvements have been going on in other departments of manu
facture I am willing to admit ; but I could not allow that these improve
ments are of the same general importance. If silks, satins, and velvets ate
cheaper, what does that benefit the working class? The cloths of working
people form but a small part of their consumption, and if a little dearer in
price and more durable, they are cheaper in the end. But the greater part
of their consumption increases in price continually—food, fuel, house-rent,
&&; which more than balance the improvements in machinery. But my
opponent tells me that improved machinery is also applied to the cultiva
tion of the land ; and the products of the soil are thereby increased ; but
that increase will be found to be extremely limited ; besides there are other
circumstances which more than absorb that increase. If my memory Berves
me correctly, not having the document at hand, Mr. Ewing says, in his report,
14 that the land in the State of New York has been impoverished to that
extent, that it would require one hundred millions of dollars to replace its
fertility ; and that some counties round the capital of the State do not pro
duce upon the average, more than seven bushels, or seven and a half, per
per acre," which no doubt a few years ago produced five times as much.
Neither is it possible for us to annihilate space, nor to crowd two crops into
one season ; and when the population of cities increases, it becomes neces
sary to draw supplies of food and other necessaries from a greater distance,
and the extra capital and labor employed must be paid for in the increase
ofprice, by the consumer. And though improved machinery and improved
methods are used in cultivation, it is not an easy matter, with all the extra
labor required, to reach the original fertility, all animal bodies being ab
stracted from the soil. Thus we have the phenomena of the prices of manu
factures and the prices of food operating in an inverse ratio to each other.
But our opponent tells us, that " everywhere, as population has grown, cap
ital has grown with it, butfaster, and that capital has consisted of more and
better tools." It must be admitted that circulating capital, as it is called,
has been wonderfully increased, and may be increased almost to any extent,
but its powers are limited by the principles of nature, and Me, profits laid
under contribution for the benefit of the landowner. If any reasonable per
son, besides my opponent and Mr. Henry C. Carey, had any doubt upon the
matter, we might treat the subject at length, but a few words will suffice.
It has been observed by all political economists, that the rate of profit
continually decreases, and the fact is admitted by Professor Smith, but the
dispute between us is, as to who loses the difference. We have seen that
the hands at Lowell have been required to produce forty-four yards of
cloth more in each week, for less than the former amount of wages, and
when this operation could be carried no further, the mills either ceased work
or worked without profit. But Professor Smith most ingeniously endeavors
to torture this into an increase of wages, and says : " What has happened at
Lowell has been happening over the world from the beginning of time."
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If his view were correct, the working class ougbt by this time to have been
in the most enviable condition, instead of being, as in most countries, most
miserable. Admitting that this kind of increase of wages has been going
on all over the world, to what will it amount ? The weavers of calicoes,
Bilks, velvets, muslins, and ribbons, <fcc., have all and each been producing
more for the same or less money, so that each can command a larger amount
of these products from the other in exchange ; but we have other difficulties,
which Professor Smith has not deigned to notice. The prices of fuel, food,
and house-rent increase. Qn the other hand, the capitalist's rate of profit
diminishes, and yet his capital increases in absolute amount. We should
naturally suppose that when a man doubled his products, he would double
his profits, but in this case he doubles his products and reduces his profits ;
and the capitalist, being in the strongest position, naturally throws the lose
upon the operative, and when he can no longer do that, he loses his capital.
Now, if the rate of profit on circulating capital constantly decreases, there
must be some recipient or absorbent which swallows up, not only the in
creased production, but a little more. It is singular that persons who admit
that the fund out of which the laborers' wages are paid, constantly dimin
ishes, should assume that the natural law of progress should increase his
share of it, without any effort of his own. But we have not quite done
with the principle of rent.

JOURNAL OF MERCANTILE LAW.
COMMON CARRIERS IMPORTANT CASE.
In the Supreme Court of the State of Louisiana, The Court met Monday,
December 15th, 1851. Present their Honors : P. A. Rost, Thomas Slidell, and
Isaac T. Preston, Associate Justices; His Honor George Eustis, Chief Justice,
being absent.
Horatio Eagle, et als. app'«es, vs. J. and J. Tardos, app'ts ; and J. and J.
Tardos, app'ts vs. bark Tennessee, Captain and owners. Appeal from the
First District Court of New Orleans. No. 2329.
In this cause, the Court this day delivered their opinion in writing in the
words and figures following, to wit :
The defendants were the consignees of certain casks of wine brought in the
Tennessee, the plaintiff's vessel, from Marseilles to New Orleans. There wen
cross suits by the vessel for her freight, and by the consignees for damage to
the goods, winch suits were consolidated.
Upon the arrival of the casks they were examined by the port-wardens, who
reported a portion of them " to he badly stained, discolored, and soiled by
grease and sea-water, so much so, in their opinion, as to render them unmer
chantable." This condition of the casks is also shown by other testimony. A
witness, offered by the plaintiffs, on his cross-examination states " that the casks
were very greasy—the grease was running on them." It also appears that such
a condition of casks, though it does not injure the wine, affects the sale.
The vessel on previous voyages had carried lard. This article leaks ; the
flooring and timbers became saturated with it, and it is very difficult to clear
the vessel of it entirely. Before the Tennessee took in her cargo her hold was
scraped and limed ; but it is obvious from the result, Bhe could not have been
entirely cleaned.
Immediately after leaving the port of Marseilles, the vessel encountered very
stormy weather, which caused her to leak ; and being obliged to carry sail to
keep off the land, she laid over a good deal, so that the pumps could not reach
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the water she made. The water and grease washed upon the casks, and they
became damaged in the manner above stated.
It is said that this was an injury by perils of the sea, for which the vessel
should not be charged. So far as the sea-water stained the casks we think the
ship should not answer for it. But there was another co-operating cause of
damage. The lard in the ship's hold, being washed up with the water, attached
itself to the casks, and put them in the greasy condition described by the wit
nesses. The injury of the casks was directly promoted by the greasy condition
of the ship. If the ship had been clean, the injury would have been different in
its character, and as we may fairly infer from the evidence, less in its pecuniary
amount. We are forbidden therefore to attribute the whole damage to perils
of the sea ; on the contrary, we must set a portion of it down to the defective
condition of the vessel, and the vessel must answer for such damage as was oc
casioned by that defect.
Let us take a parallel case by way of illustration. The vessel is undoubtedly
answerable for the damage attributable to bad stowage. Suppose a vessel so
stored, that the goods would be safe in ordinary weather, but for want of proper
dunnage would suffer in a gale of wind. A gale occurs causing the vessel,
which before was tight and strong, to spring a Teak, and the goods are injured
by contact with salt water. But in addition thereto, they get knocked about in
the vessel's hold, and broken, and this damage under the evidence is clearly at
tributable to bad storage, and would not have occurred if the storage had been
good. The ship would not be liable for the damage by salt-water ; but it
would be clearly unjust to exempt her from the damage arising from bad stowage.
We consider an allowance of two dollars per cask as sufficient to cover the
proportion of damage occasioned by grease, which, deducted from the freight,
will leave a balance of $22,07 cents in favor of the ship.
It is therefore ordered, adjudged, and decreed, that the judgment of the Court
below be reversed; and that the said Horatio Eagle, Wm. N. Hazard, and
Albert Cook, receive from the defendants, J. and J. Tardos, the sum of twentytwo dollars and seven cents, ($22,07,) the plaintiffto pay the costs of the appeal,
the cost-s of the proceedings in the Court below, hitherto incurred, to bo borne
equally by the parties, and the costs of executing this decree to be paid by the
defendants.
Clerk's office, New Orleans, January 23d, 1852. A true copy.
(signed)
J. Mcculloch.
Mtssn. Miles Taylor and Nephew, for Tardos. Wheelock S. Upton, for
Eagle & Hazard.
Wc give above the decree in a case which is of no little moment to our ship
owners. If " stains and discolorations" upon the outside of a cask of claret,
are to be held as making such property unmerchantable, and the carrier is to
lose his freightage, and answer in damage, it is time that our ship owners should
change the terms of their bills of lading at once.
It is well known that a now ship, the timbers of which are green, will in
" sweating" or " blowing" make stains or discolorations to the outside of pack
age*. So will a ship that has carried sugar—molasses which has leaked, or
coal, or tar, or many like cargoes, for it is next to impossible, with all care, to
make a ship'B hold at once, and for the return voyage, so clean from the leakage
and impurities attending such freight, that the " dangers of the sea" may not
cause them to make " stains."
The owners of the " Tennessee" reside in this city, and the ship is said to be
of a high class; and the captain, we are told, is skillful in his vocation.
We see by the record of the cause, that the Chief Justice was absent at the
time the case was tried, and that the Judge of the District Court gave a con
trary judgment. Perhaps the case will not be regarded as a precedent ; but it
is well that ship owners should know the risks they run in taking a cargo of
lard from New Orleans.
We are told that the insurance companies in France, where the cargo of claret
was insured, paid the damage to the plaintiffs, as soon as they were aware of the
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judgment in the lower Court, nnd before the judgment above had been rendered.
If this be so, of course the plaintiffs will return it, greatly to the astonishment of
the French insurers at the decree of a Louisiana Court.
BANKRUPTCY DECISION IN THE LAW OF PARTNERSHIP.
In the Liverpool (England) Court of Bankruptcy, Jan., 1852. Re Battersby
and Telford.
A petition was presented by the assignees, praying the Court to declare
whether certain assets inserted by the bankrupts in their respective separate
balance-sheets belonged to the joint estate, or to the respective separate estates.
It was heard on a former day before Mr. Commissioner Stevenson. Mr. Bell,
solicitor, appeared for the assignees, and, after stating the facts, submitted to
the judgment of the Court. Mr. Hull, solicitor, appeared and argued the case
on behalf of the creditors on the joint estate.
His Honor having taken time to consider the case, now delivered the follow
ing judgment:—The questions raised by the petition presented by the assignees
under this bankruptcy apply to the following assets, viz., two seta of goods re
ferred to, in the separate balance-sheet of Battersby as part of his separate estate,
and valued at the respective sums of £90 12s. and £3G 2s. 9d. ; also a sum of
£109 15s. 6d. referred to in the separate balance-sheet of Telford as part of his
separate estate, and stated to be the produce of goods consigned to Messrs.
Booker, of Demerara, and a sum of £104 14s. 8d., also referred to in Telford's
separate balance-sheet as other part of his separate estate, and stated to be the
proceeds of stock sold by Messrs. Tonge, Curry, &, Co.
To all these assets the joint creditors claim to be entitled, as being goods and
proceeds of goods belonging to the joint estate of the two bankrupts, but to
which a counter claim is set up on the part of the respective separate creditors
of the bankrupts in whose respective separate balance-sheets these assets are
referred to, upon grounds hereafter adverted to ; and the petitioners seek the
direction of the Court as to the class of creditors amongst whicli these assets
ought to be distributed.
As to the goods referred to in Battersby's separate balance-sheet, and valued
at the sums of £90 12s. and £36 2s. 9d., it is admitted they were clearly part of
the partnership property at the time of the dissolution of the partnership ; and
as to the goods consigned to Messrs. Booker, the produce whereof was £109
15s. 6d.,and the stock sold by Messrs. Tonge, Curry, & Co., of which the sum of
£104 14s. 8d. was part of the net proceeds, it is doubtful what portions of these
goods and stock belonged to the partnership at the time of the bankruptcy,
though I understand it to be clear that some portions did so belong to the part
nership ; and, in order to ascertain what these portions are, some further inquiry
is yet necessary to be made. But, for the present, I propose to consider the
questions raised as applicable to some portions of these goods and stock, as
well as the other assets before referred to, leaving the assignees to apply the
principle of my decision to these portions when ascertained.
The claims of the respective separate creditors to these assets are founded
upon two grounds : 1st. That, although they were orginally partnership pro
perty, yet, under the arrangement made, in respect of them by the terms of the
dissolution of the partnership, these properties, which were in the possession of
the respective bankrupts at the time of, and subsequent to, the dissolution, be
came converted into the separate estate of each such bankrupt. 2d. That
supposing such conversion did not take place, yet that such of these properties
as were in the possession of such bankrupt at the time of their bankruptcy, we're
subject to be disposed of for the benefit of their respective separate creditors, as
having been at that time in their respective orders and dispositions, within the
meaning of the 125th section of the Bankrupt Law Consolidation Act. As to the
first ground upon which the claims of the separate creditors are founded, it ap
pears, by the agreement made on the dissolution of partnership, that the terms
in reference to this subject were as follows :—That the stock and fixtures of the
partnership were to be valued by two disinterested parties mutually chosen ; the
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book debts to be collected by Battersby, and applied by him in payment of the
debts owing by the firm ; that the property which had been removed by Bat
tersby, (and which I understand to be the same as that referred to in his sepa
rate balance-sheet, and valued at the sums of £90 12s. and £36 2s. 9d.,) should
be taken by him at the market price of the day, (valued as before), the purchase
money to form funds in his hands for payment of the debts, and Telford was to
pay Battersby the value of the property removed by him at a like price, and
which I presume formed part either of the goods sold by Messrs. Tonge, Curry,
& Co., or of those consigned to Messrs. Booker. That Battersby was to assign
his interest in the fixtures and stock to Telford on having a mortgage over them,
and an assignment of a policy of insurance on Telford's life for £1,100, or what
ever might be due, and a judgment for the amount of Buttersby's interest, (de
ducting a sum of £300, which Battersby was to sacrifice.) On the dissolution,
it would seem that all their joint properties, with the exception of that part
which had been removed by Battersby, was in the possession of Telford, and all
which, with the exception of such parts as tiad been sold or disposed of by Tel
ford, continued in his possession until the sale thereof by Messrs. Tonge, Curry,
& Co., or as to such of them as were comprised in the consignment to Messrs.
Booker, until such consignment thereof. The valuation of the stock and fixtures
seems to have been made according to the agreement on the dissolution, and
Battersby has received part of the partnership debt, but no assignment of the
stock by Battersby, or mortgage thereof, or assignment of life policy by Telford,
or judgment, appear to have been made or given according to the terms of the
dissolution. Now, although under agreement of this nature by which the joint
assets of a partnership firm are proposed to be made over to the respective part
ners, it has been held that such assets have become converted into the separate
estates of each partner, and the joint creditors have no control over the property
so as to prevent such conversion from taking place to their prejudice ; yet where
such agreements are executory, and all the material terms of the contract have
not been satisfied, such conversion has not been considered to have been effect
ed. (See exparte Wheeler, Buck 25, and see exparte Rowlandson, 1 Rose 416,
and exparte Barrow, 2 Rose 252.) Now, it appears to me that until the secu
rities agreed to be given to Battersby were completed as legal securities, and
not merely resting upon equitable construction, the agreement in this case must
be deemed to be executory, and that such securities were of sufficient import
ance to prevent the absolute conversion of the properties in question into sepa
rate estate from taking place until they were thus completed ; and, consequently,
as these securities were given up to the time of the bankruptcy, no such conver
sion was effected, notwithstanding any dealings with them by the bankrupts
since the dissolution.
With respect to the second ground upon which the claims of the separate cre
ditors are founded, I have felt some difficulty in determining whether the gene
ral doctrine in bankruptcy as to reputed ownership with consent can be applied
to such a case as the present, which appears to be attendant with some doubt ;
but considering that the possession, by each bankrupt, of the separate chattels
was part of an arrangement, upon the faith of which such possession was taken
and retained, after the dissolution, but which arrangement failed in being carried
out up to the time of the bankruptcy, I do not think such a possession can be
deemed to be attendant with the necessary consent and other circumstances re
quisite to bringing this case within the operation of the 125th section referred
to in this subject ; and with respect to the stock sold by Messrs. Tonge, Curry,
& Co., the prohibition against the sale given by Battersby in July, 1850, before
Telford's bankruptcy, and the withdrawal of such prohibition only upon the un
derstanding given by Mr. Booker, on behalf of Telford, and which is referred to
in this petition, must, I apprehend, be considered to have had the effect of with
drawing any consent or permission which might be deemed to have been
previously given to these goods remaining in the order and disposition of
Telford.
For these reasons, I think that the properties in question referred to in Battersby'B separate balance-sheet, and such parts of the sums of £109 15s. 6d.
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and £104 14s. 8d. referred to in the separate balance-sheet of Telford, as shall
be ascertained to have proceeded from property which belonged to the partner
ship between the bankrupts at the time of its dissolution, must be considered to
be joint assets, and distributed accordingly amongst the joint creditors of the bank
rupts.
With regard to the question of costs, I think that under the peculiar circum
stances of this case the costs of the assignees of, and incident to, this petition
should be borne by the joint estate ; and that the costs in this matter of Messrs.
Finch, to whom with some separate creditors, it was thought expedient to give
notice of this petition, but who alone appeared, and were heard by their solici
tor, Mr. Hull, on behalf of the joint estate, these also, I think, should be borne
by the joint estate.
CONCERNING PLEDGES OF PROMISSORY NOTES, STOCKS, MOVEABLE PROPERTY, ETC,
IS LOUISIANA.
The following act passed at the last session of the Legislature of Louisiana
has become a law of that State.
Section 1. Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
State of Louisiana, in General Assembly convened. That when a debtor wishes
to pawn promissory notes, bills of exchange, stocks, obligations, or claims upon
other persons, he shall deliver to the creditor, the notes, bills of exchange, cer
tificates of stock, or other evidences of the claims or rights so pawned, and such
pawn so made, without further formalities, shall be valid, as well against third
persons as agninst the pledgors, if made in good faith.
Sec. 2. Be it further enacted, etc., That all pledges of moveable property may
be made by private writing, accompanied by actual delivery ; and the delivery of
property on deposit in a warehouse, shall pass by the private assignment of the
warehouse receipt, so as to authorize the owner to pledge such property, and such
pledges so made, without further formalities, shall be valid, as well against third
persons ns against the pledgors thereof, if made in good faith.
Sec. 3. Be it further enacted, etc., That if a credit not negotiable be given in
pledge, notice of the same must be given to the debtor.
Sec. 4. Be itfurther enacted, etc., That in all pledges of moveable property, it
shall be lawful for the pledgor to authorize the sale, or other disposition of the
property pledged, in such manner as may be agreed upon by the parties, without
the intervention of courts of justice.
informality in a promissory note.
In the District Court, (Philadelphia.) Before Judge Sharswood. (Sept. 27,
1851.) Higerty vs. Higerty.
Rulefor Judgment. The note sued on is in the singular number, " I promise,"
but signed by two persons. Such an obligation is joint and several, as has been
held in Kinsely vs, Shenberger, 7 Watts, 193. The defendant one of the promissors, alleges that he signed the note only as security for the other, and he adds,
" that it was fully and distinctly understood at the time of the said signing, by
all the parties, including the plaintiff, that he so signed not as maker, but as se
curity." He then proceeds to aver that no legal steps had been taken against
the principal. The distinction between a surety and a guarantor, is well settled.
The latter assumes but a collateral contingent liability. The engagement of the
former is an absolute, direct one, though in his character of surety, he has cer
tain equities which distinguish him from a principal debtor, in favor of whom the
consideration moves. Rudy vs. Wolf, 10, S. & K. 79; Johnson vs. Chapman, 3
P. R. 48. The only mode to be pursued by a surety, is a distinct positive call
upon the creditor to pursue the principal, with notice that unless he does so, the
surety will consider himself discharged. Cope vs. Smith, 8 S. & R. 116; Gard
iner vs. Ferns, 15 S. & R. 117 ; Greenawalt vs. Kreider, 3 Ban- 267. All that
the defendant alleges, therefore, would not alter the case. He has certainly be
come a party to a direct engagement to pay the money, and admitting that he was
a mere surety, and that it was so understood by plaintiff, that cannot operate to
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change his positive, direct promise into a collateral one. In Cr.iddock vs. Anner,
10 Watts 258, it was decided by the Supreme Court, that the marginal annex
ation of the words tt security for the fulfillment of the above " to the name of •
joint promissor in a note, will not change his character of promissor to that of
guarantor. And the Court there expressly put it on the ground, that these words
are not inconsistent with a direct engagement. " They serve to note that he had
signed not as a guarantor, but as a security. They are not technicil words in a
contract of guaranty, and the juxtaposition of the signature as well as the ab
sence of apt words to indicate a contingent responsibility, shows that the parties
intended to be jointly bound." Rule absolute.
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BPRCCLATIVR MOVEMENT IN STOCK! AND BOHD1—INVESTMENTS ON TORSION ACCOUNT—EFFECT OF
KUEOl'EAN CAPITAL UPON OUR PROSPERITY—ILLUSTRATION OP THE ADVANTAGES OP BORROWING
WHEN A PROFITABLE USE CAN BE MADE OF THR MONEY—SPECULATIONS IN RRAL ESTATE—
BISTORT OF THE SPRING TRADE, WITH ITS PRESENT CONDITION AND FUTURE PROSPECTS—
CHANGS IN THE VALUE OF LAND WARRANTS—GENERAL CONDITION OF THE BANKS—LEGISLA
TION IN VARIOUS STATES ON THE SUBJECT OF BANKING—ACTION OF CONGRESS IN REGARD TO
OB LNOINO THE STANDARD OF VALUE—DEPOSITS AND COINAGE AT THR PHILADELPHIA AND NEW OR
LEANS MINTS FOR FRBRUARY—IMPORTS AT NEW YORK FOR FEBRUARY— DO. FROM JANUARY 1ST—
IMPORTS OF DRY GOODS—DECREASE IN STOCK WAREHOUSED—RECEIPTS FOR DUTIES—EXPORT!
PROM NEW YORK FOR FRBRUARY—COMPARATIVE EXPORTS OF DOMESTIC PRODUCE—DECLINE IN
PRICE OP BREADSTUFFS ABROAD—1HCRRASED CONSUMPTION OF CRREALB STIMULATRD BY LOW
PRICES.
The last month has witnessed a marked increase in the spirit of speculation, not
only in stocks but also in Real Estate, and other investments. In all of our princi
pal cities, the transactions in stocks and bonds for account of private capitalists,
have been unusually large, and in a majority of cases, made with the hope of reali
zing a profit from advanced prices. Few tf these purchases were made at the
lowest point, and the market has yet to improve materially before great fortunes
will be realized. All w ell secured railroad bonds have improved, and so long as
the European demand continues, there can be little fear of any important reaction.
Money in Europe has become so plenty, that it is difficult to find safe investments
at two-and-a-half per cent per annum. In this state of things it is not to be
wondered at that Erie first-class bonds, secured by a mortgage upon property
worth eight times the amount, and paying seven per cent interest upon their par
value, should have gone up to 115. The second-class bonds of the same com
pany, which for all practical purposes are almost equally secure, but which have
less time to run, ore also selling considerably above par. Various City and
County bonds ore inquired for by English capitalists, and will doubtless be more
in demand. When Europe finds that we have provided more effectual safeguards
against repudiation, than we had previous to our former period of commercial
disaster; and that most of the enterprises for which these bonds are now issued,
are based upon the actual development of new resources of wealth and prosperity s
we may look for a still greater influx of foreign capital. This indebtedness
abroad is a constant source of alarm to some who have been accustomed to re
gard the dependence as all on one side ; and who are never weary of predicting
rnin when " pay day " arrives.
It does not however necessarily follow, that the borrower of capital is less pros
perous than the lender. A man who buys a farm which will produce but 5 per
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cent upon its cost, while he has hired the purchase money at 6 percent, is certainly
growing poorer. But if the farm will produce 10 per cent beside paying for the
labor, then the hire of the money is a positive advantage, and the laborer need
not be afraid of the day of settlement. In our own case we own the farm, but
need a little extra capital to fence, and drain, and ditch it, and build roads across
it. Every dollar, thus expended, returns more than the interest upon the sum
borrowed, so that our means of payment are constantly accumulating.
In addition to the purchases of stock by European capitalists, large sums are
now being invested in this country on bonds with mortgage security upon real
estate for the same account ; and for timid persons who wish to place their money
beyond the casualties of commercial affairs, this is perhaps the most desirable.
There is also, as we hinted above, a speculative movement in real estate, but this
is chiefly carried on by our own capitalists. In the neighborhood of our large
cities, and particularly in New York and vicinity, large parcels of property have
changed hands, and in some cases at prices very much above former limits. In
many instances this has followed the progress of actual growth ; in others it has
anticipated, but for a short time, the increase of business and population ; while
in a few cases it has been wildly speculative and visionary.
The demand for goods from the far South and South-West was light as hereto
fore noticed ; but it was generally expected that the Western and Northern would
show an improvement over the trade for last year. This has not yet been realized,
owing to the severity of the weather, which has impeded the opening of
navigation and kept the merchants icebound at their homes. Collections in
these quarters, however, have improved, and there have been very few failures to
notice. The interior is very bare of goods, and this scarcity must ere long be
supplied. Those who charged us with taking too favorable a view of affairs on
the opening of the year, and predicted a host of disasters before the close of
March , have worn their sackcloth in vain, for the month has witnessed no dis
turbance of credit, and the prospect is now even fairer than when our predictions
were first called in question. Money is in active demand owing to the pressure of
public and private speculations, and the increase of business; but it is easily ob
tained at simple interest Any securities of undoubted value are readily sold at
a fair price. The authorities of Texas have advertised for proposals for one
million of dollars of the U. S. Loan, issued to that State by the General Govern
ment Were the business to be transacted at a point nearer to where the bulk of
the capital is likely to be obtained, more interest would be excited, and a higher
price doubtless obtained. The act of Congress making land-warrants assignable*
will add to their value, but as a large portion of them are already owned by specu
lators, will not excite any extraordinary activity in them.
Wo find upon a comparison of the various bank returns throughout the coun
try, that these institutions are again expanding their loans and circulation, but as
the specie basis has also increased, their comparative safety is not lessened. Sev
eral of the States have taken up the subject of a general banking law, and there
can be little doubt but what, ere long, nearly every State in the Union will
adopt nearly the same system in this respect. New Jersey has just passed a
stringent amendment to the general law, by which banks of mere circulation
located within her limits but owned in other States, can be made more responsi
ble, and be compelled to interfere less with legitimate banking. The subject of
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edging the standard of value in the United States, to which we have severaj
times invited public attention, is now before Congress, and we hope its consider,
ation will lead to some efficient action to preserve the silver coin in the country,
and prevent the constant fluctuation in the nominal value of gold and silver. There
can be but one real standard of value at a time ; for if payments be allowed in coin
of both metals, only that will be used which is the cheapest. There are many rea
sons why gold should be selected by our government, but as we have frequently
urged this, we need not repeat our arguments. Great Britain takes a seignorage
of about 10 per cent from her silver coin, the mint value being but 6s. 6d. per
oz., while the market value is about 5s. The bill before Congress proposes a
seignorage of about 7 per cent, which would give general satisfaction. If this
were once adopted, silver change would become plenty, without at all affecting
the premium value of present silver coin ; ragged one dollar notes and shinplasters of various descriptions would disappear from circulation, and the general
character of our currency be improved.
We gave in our last, a statement of the deposits and coinage of the precious metals
at the Philadelphia and New Orleans mints for the month of January ; we now an
nex a similar statement for the month of February. Under our usual department of
banking, finance, and currency, in the present number, will be found a table
containing a summary of the operations at all the mints in the United States
from their organization down to the close of 1851 :—

Gold.
Total .
Double eagles.
glea....
Quarter eagles
Gold dollars. . .
Total gold coinage. .

HKW ORLEANS.
From California.
Total.
$474,096
$483,077
2,728
16,084
$476,823
$498,661
OOLD COINAGE.
Piece*.
Value.
8.&00
$170,000
12,000
120,000
44,000

110,000

84,600
$400,000
SILVER COINAGE.

Dimes
Half-dimes
Three-cent pieces. .
Total silver coinage .

PHILlDITPHIi.
From California.
Total.
$2,941,000
$8,008,000
21,200
21,200
$2,962,200
$3,029,200
Piece*.
68,925
48,666
98,706
146,710
195,684

Value.
$1,878,600
486,660
468,530
864,276
295,684

662,691

$2,992,649

148,600
83,000
902,400

$14,350
4,160
27,072

$1,128,900

$45,672

COPPEB COINAGE.
660,888

$5,608
64,800
$400,000
$2,842,379
$8,048,829
Total coinage..
The receipts from California continue to fall short of public expectation,
owing, it is said, to the dry weather. Larger remittances are looked for during
the spring months. The gold mines in the Atlantic States are attracting more
attention. In Buckingham county, Virginia, a vein of quartz and micaceous
rock has been found, quite rich ; and it is believed, when worked with suitable
machinery, will yield a large profit to the owners. A company, called the
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Garnet Mining Company, has been incorporated by the Legislature of Virginia,
and are now making arrangements to prosecute the enterprise on a more ex
tended scale.
We gave in our last, a statement showing an important deeline in the imports
of foreign goods at New York for January, as compared with the corresponding
period of 1851. We now annex a similar comparison for February, by which
it will be seen that the falling off continued throughout the month. This falling
off is most noticeable in the goods received at the port, as the withdrawals from
bond, owing to the decreased receipts, have been larger than usual ; we present
a summary of both :—
IMPOSTS ENTERED AT NEW YOKE FROM FOREIGN PORTS FOR FEBRUARY.
Year.
Entered direct. Ent'd woreh'o. Free goods.
Specie.
Total.
1852
$7,0''4,952 $1,003,383 $1,110,949 $110,293 $9,249,577
1861
9,442,007
1,240,329
1,208,036
164,031 12,054,403
Decrease
1852
1851

$2,417,055
$286,946
$97,087
$53,788 $2,804,8!«
IMPORTS THROWN ON THE MARKET FOR FEBRUARY.
$7,021,952 $1,788,997 $1,110,949 $110,293 $10,085,191
9,442,007
899,433
1,208,036
164,031 11,713,612

Decrease in amount thrown on the market
$1,678,321
Here we have, exclusive of specie, a falling off in the value of goods received
at the port of $2,751,088 ; but owing to a less stock left in bond, the decline in
the value thrown on the market, is only $1,624,583, or including specie,
$1,678,321. This makes a total decline in the value of goods entered at the
port of New York for two months, as compared with the first two months of
1851, of $7,101,742, exclusive of specie. The falling off in the amount thrown
upon the market for the same time is $5,184,578. The decline in the actual
receipts, as shown above, is equal to over 25 per cent on the whole import.
There is no probability that this ratio of decrease will continue throughout the
year. The month of March may even show a Blight increase over March, 1851,
but there can be no doubt but what the decrease for the year will amount to 10
per cent of the gross receipts for the previous year. It will be interesting, in
this connection, to inquire what portion of the decreased receipts were dry
goods ; and it will be seen from the annexed comparison that the value of this
description of merchandise entered for February is less by $1,878,796 than for
Feb. 1851, showing a decline of 27 per cent. The amount thrown upon the mar
ket, however, only exhibits a decline of $1,090,297, the stock in bond being
drawn upon more liberally. We extend the comparison back to 1850.
IMPORTS OF DRY GOODS AT NEW YORK, FROM FOREIGN TORTS, DURINO THE MONTH OF
FEBRUARY.
ENTERED FOR CONSUMPTION.
1850.
1851.
189!.
Manufactures of wool
$1,266,968
$1,273,619
$990,291
Manufactures of cotton
1,106,145
1,452,882
938,177
Manufactures of silk
1,861,499
2,428,859
1,980,164
Manufactures of flax
686,167
887,894
504,650
Miscellaneous dry goods
270,504
419,240
849,486
Total

$6,190,278

$6,466,994

$4,762,668

18ft).
$114,056
199,016
129,579
64,298
19,047

1841.
$80,176
202,950
140,724
69,065
42,686

1841.
$201,886
811,647
884,196
188,788
68,071

Total
$515,996
$545,600
Add entered for consumption
6,190,278
6,466,994
Total thrown upon the market.
$5,706,269
$7,002,694
ENTERED FOR WAREHOUSING.
1840.
1841.
Manufactures of wool
$24,808
$72,846
Manufactures of cotton
46,823
178,826
Manufactures of silk
61,112
196,362
Manufactures of flax
80,419
82,402
Miscellaneous dry goods
12,559
70,171

$1,149,689
4,762,668
$5,912,297

Manufactures of wool
Manufactures of cotton
Manufactures of silk
Manufactures of flax.
Miscellaneous dry goods

1852.
$108,492
62,681
150,177
8,662
45,685

Total
$176,816
$645,107
$360,647
Add entered for consumption
6,190,278
6,466,994
4,762,668
Total entered at the port
$5,866,089
$7,002,101
$6,123,805
The total falling off in the receipts of dry goods entered at New York for the
months of January and February, as compared with the corresponding period of
1851, is $3,323,984; the decrease being divided about equally among the
rarious classes of fabrics. This will be fully shown in the following state
ment :—
IMPORTS Or DRT GOODS AT NEW TORE FOR JANUART AND FEBRUARY.
ENTERED FOR CONSUMPTION.
1840.
1841.
184!.
Manufactures of wool
$2,862,164
$2,873,717
$2,296,618
Manufactures of cotton
2,880,988
8,296,323
2,246,629
Manufactures of silk
8,928,314
6,466,861
4,950,787
Manufactures of flax
1,740,912
1,579,632
1,078,711
Miscellaneous dry goods
841,402
959,444
800,729
Total

$11,988,766
$16,164,877
WITHDRAWN FROM WAREHOUSE,
1840.
1841.
$208,569
$196,003
889,259
457,174
278,608
247,094
96,187
179,000
45,078
96,686

$11,368,469

Total
$1,010,701
$1,175,808
Add entered for consumption
11,838,766
15,164,877
Total thrown upon the market.
$12,865,466
$16,340,783
ENTERED FOR WAREHOUSING.
1840.
1841.
Manufactures of wool
$104,738
$212,502
Manufactures of cotton
842,880
895,788
Manufactures of silk
,
177.118
402,867
I of flax.
86,564
86,767
i dry goods
20,571
112,424

$2,080,188
11,368,468
$18,448,652

Manufactures of wool
Manufactures of cotton
Manufactures of silk
Manufactures of flaxMiscellaneous dry goods

Total
Add entered for consumption.
Total entered at the port

$781,866
11,838,765
$12,670,181

$1,208,788
16,164,877
$16,874,666

1842.
$416,087
592,248
676,084
310,428
86,881

1842.
$287,608
261,487
887,684
75,501
70,087
$1,682,218
11,888,468
$18,060,681
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The exports have largely increased throughout the coun try, since the 1st of
February, although for the month of January they showed a decline as com
pared \vhh last year. For the month of February the shipments of domestic
produce from the port- of New York, exclusive of specie, have increased
$767,157, being more than enough to balance the decline for the previous
month ; the increase in the exports of foreign produce is $59,704, making a total
increase in exports, besides specie, of $826,864, as will be seen by the following
comparison :—
EXPORTS FROM NEW YORK TO FOREIGN POETS FOE FEBRUARY.
Domestic
Foreign
Foreign
Tear.
produce.
dutiable.
free.
Specie.
ToUL
1852
$3,352,943 $322,272 $93,932 $3,551,541 $7,820,690
1851
2,685,786
295,567
60,930
1,007,689
3,949,972
1850
.2,607,584
302,258
54,475
278,708
8,243,025
Tiie following will show the exports from New York to foreign ports from
January 1st to March 19:—
1851.
1858. ,
1851.
1851
Ashes—Pots. . . . bbls.
4,672
2,736 Naval stores.
bbls. 46,251 86,628
Pearls
881
156 Oil—Whale
gals. 268,267 14,131
Beeswax
lbs. 75,626 67,669
Sperm
122,501 62,168
Breadstuffs—
Lard
155,878 15,180
■Wheat flour... bbls. 104,593 167,058
Linseed
4,607
Rye flour
158
1,021 Provision)—
Corn meal
5,909
7,610 Pork
bbls.
7,128
IfiH
Wheat
bush. 52,664 248,531 Beef
6,492 10,085
• Rye
8,003 Cut meats...."..lbs. 1,279,654 788,578
Oats
648
1,242 Butter
806,168 164,602
Barley
294 Cheese
1,481,921 292,709
Corn
86,901 147,666 Lard
408,700 471,302
Candles—Mould...bo.
9,282 12,102 Rice
tee.
9,131 11,788
Sperm
266
430 Tallow.
lbs. 802,987 247,896
Coal
tons.
410
8,066 Tobacco—Crude. pkgs.
4,367
6,8U
Cotton
bales 67,693 103,398
Manu'd .lbs. 662,279 669,476
Hay
1,848 Whalebone
163,619 62,152
Hops
348
From this it will be seen that there has been a large increase in the exports of
breadstuff's since January 1st, both in flour, wheat, and corn. This increase lias
not been confined to the Port of New York, but at the Southern ports large
quantities have also been shipped. The foreign market is hardly as firm for our
cereals as at the date of our last But the decline in price seems to have been
owing more to our abundance than to any falling off in the foreign consumption.
All who view the subject impartially are satisfied that high prices could not be
maintained after our inland navigation should have been resumed, and it is thus
far better that the rate should be fixed at a price less liable to fluctuation, before
the supply has left the hands of the producer. Besides, the interior is full of
flour and grain, and we can only find a market for it by stimulating the con
sumption. This can only be done by furnishing it at a moderate price. If we
can throw our surplus upon the European markets and secure an increase! de
mand, even at a low price, it will sweep off the accumulation of the prevk us
large crops, and give a hope of better prices hereafter.
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BUSINESS AT THE UNITED STATES MINTS.
"We have compiled, from official returns, the following statement of the deposits and
coinage at the United States Mint, and branches, from their organization down to the
close of 1851, which will be found very useful for reference, and contains many items
of present interest :—
DEPOSITS 07 DOMESTIC GOLD FOB THE TEAS 1851.
From California. Other sources.
Total.
Philadelphia Mint.
147,074,520
$135,153
f46,939,367
New Orleans Mint
8,770,722
8,769,682
1,040
Charlotte Mint. . . .
300,950
816,061
15,111
879,309
Dahlonega Mint. . .
214,072
165,237
Total.

$55,938,232
$602,380
$56,640,612
DEPOSITS OF DOMESTIC COLD FBOM DATE OF ORGANIZATION.
Frora California. Other sources.
Total.
Philadelphia Mint .
$92,670,603
$84,132,488
$8,638,115
14,160,224
New Orleans Mint.
14,016,294
143,930
Charlotte Mint
8,071,686
16,111
3,056,474
4,360,908
DahloDega Mint . . .
244,087
4,116,811
$98,407,990
$15,855,830
$114,263,820
COINAGE OF ALL THE METALS.
m
Gold.
Silver.
Copper.
Total.
Philadelphia Mint for 1851
$52,143,446 $446,797 $99,635 $62,689,878
Do. from organization
143,370,503 64,947,609 1,395,836 209,713,948
10,122,600
New Orleans Mint for 1851
9,795,000
827.600
Do. from Organization
29,416,865 13,014,800
42,480,666
824,464
Charlotte Mint for 1851
824,454
8,058,984
Do. from organization
3,053,934
861,692
Dahlonega Mint for 1851
351.592
4,343,995
Do. from organization
4,343,995
Total.

Total from organization.... $180,184,297 $77,962,409 $1,895,886 $269,642,642
PUBLIC DEBT OF OHIO.
The following summary statement of the debt and annual interest of
Ohio, on the 1st of January, 1852, is derived frora an official source :—
Amount.
$160,000 00
per cents, due 1857.
"
" 1856.
1,025,000 00
3,365,789 24
"
" 1867.
6,812,481 00
"
" 1861.
2,183,531 93
" 1871.
1,600,000 00
"
" 1876.
Total foreign debts .
Domestic debts . . .

$15,136,792 17
448,101 71

the State of
Interest.
$7,500 00
51,260 00
201,946 76
408,748 86
181,011 92
96,000 00
$896,467 53
26,886 10

Total
$15,684,893 88
$923,343 68
This forms the total redeemable debt, and is exclusive of school and other trust
fund.
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STATISTICS OF BANKING IN THE STATE OF NEW YORK.
We are indebted to D. B. St. John, Esq, the Superintendent of the Banking Depart
ment, for an official copy of the first annual report from that Department, (since its
organization,) aa required by Chapter 164, Laws of 1851.* It presents a clear and
comprehensive view of all the banks, banking associations, and individual bankers from
which reports have been received. The substance of this report we have embodied
in a condensed form on the present and subsequent pages of the Merchant^ Magazine :—
The whole number of banks, banking associations, and individual bankers doing
business on the first day of December, 1851, is two hundred and forty-four, as follows :—
Chartered banks, 72 ; banking associations, 95 ; individual bankers, 77 ; total, 244.
Since the date of the last report by the Controller, the charters of two banks have
expired ; their aggregate capital was $509,600, namely, the New York State Bank,
869,600 ; Bank of Newburg, $140,000. A majority of the stockholders of both these
institutions have formed associations under the provisions of chapter 318, Laws of
1349. During the year, 37 banking associations ana individual bankers have deposited
the securities required by law, and commenced the business of banking, namely :—
ASSOCIATIONS.
Citizens' Bank, New York.
Metropolitan Bank, New York.
Chatham Bank, New York.
Bank of Malone, Malone.
Fax's' B'k, Saratoga, Co., Half Moon Yil'ge. Bank of the Metropolis, New York.
Bank of Fort Edward, Fort Edward.
New York Exchange Bank, New York.
Genesee Valley Bank, Genesee.
New York Stute Bank, Albany.
Grocers' Bank, New York.
Bank of Newburg, Newburg.
Goshen Bank, Orange Co., Goshen.
Bank of North America, New York.
Glens Falls Bank, Glens Falls.
Pacific Bank, New York.
Hanover Bank, New York.
People's Bank, New York.
Irving Bank, New York.
Rome Exchange Bank, Rome.
Knickerbocker Bank, New York.
Bank of the Republic, New York.
Merchants' Bank in Syracuse, Syracuse. Union Bank of Sullivan Co., Monticello.
Mechanics' Bank of Syracuse, Syracuse. Union Bank of Troj^ Troy.
The amount and character of the securities deposited by the 26 banking
above named, is as follows, namely :—
New York State stocks
$1,882,319 89
United States stocks
918,000 00
Canal revenue certificates
109,500 00
Bonds and mortgages
290,424 00
Total
$2,696,248 89
Circulation issued on the above securities
2,247,243 00
INMVIDUAI. BANKS.
Commercial Bank of Clyde, Clyde.
Mechanics' B'k of Watertown, Watertown.
New York Bank of Saratoga Co., Hadley.
Bank of Chemung, Elmira.
New York Traders' Bank of Washington
Dunkirk Bank, Dunkirk.
Excelsior Bank, Meridian, Cayuga Co.
Co, North Granville.
Oneida Valley Bank, Oneida.
Bank of Havana, Havana.
Lumberman's Bank, Wilmurt, Hcrki'r Co. Valley Bank of Lowville, Lowville.
The amount and character of the securities deposited by the eleven individual banks
above named is as follows, namely:—
New York State stocks.
$281,494
United States stocks
168,800
Canal revenue certificates
156,000
Bonds and mortgages
75,197
Total
$614,991
Circulation issued on the above securities
564,008
The following statement showB the state and condition of all the banks, banking
associations, and individual bankers, from which reports have been received during the
past year, on the several days designated by the Superintendent for making their
quarterly reports :—
* Prior to 1851 the Banking Department was managed by the Controller.
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The whole amount of circulating notes issued to associations and individual bankers,
outstanding on the 1st day of December, 1851, was $16,671,004 ; for the redemption
of which securities are deposited and held in trust by the Superintendent, amounting
in the aggregate to $16,822,714 85, namely :—
Bonds and mortgages
$3,117,677 61
New York State Stock, 4J per cent
215,800 00
«
"
5
"
4,052,429 29
«
"
5} "
1,084,400 00
•■
"
6
"
2,957,766 26
United States stock,
5
"
1,106,800 00
«
«
6
"
1,920,868 85
Canal revenue certificates, 6
"
911,000 00
Arkansas State stock,
6
"
375,000 00
Illinois
"
6
"
651,696 60
Indiana
"
5
"
6,650 00
Michigan
"
6
"
200,000 00
Cash in deposit, for stocks matured, and bonds and mortgages paid
and banks closing business
223,127 24
Total
Total amount of securities held December 1st, 1850

$16,822,714 85
14,823,087 66

Increase of securities for the year ending December 1st, 1851 $1,999,627 29
Total amount of circulation December 1st, 1851
$16,671,004 00
"
«'
" 1850
14,203,115 00
Increaso of circulation for the year ending December 1st, 1861 . $1,467,889 00
The following statement shows the names and location of such banks as have given
notice of their intention to close their business^ the greatest amount of circulation
issued to said banks and the amount of circulation outstanding on the 1st day of Decem
ber, 1861 :—
Greatest Outstanding
Name of Bank.
Circulation. Circulation.
Knickerbocker Bank, Genoa.
$190,886
$24,706
Ohamplain Bank, Ellenburg
120,680
17,818
American Bank, Mayville
70,493
14,747
Northern Bank of New York, Brasher Falls
180,686
89,000
Merchants' Bank of Washington Co., Granville .
49,685
39,664
Merchants' Bank of Canandaigua, Naples
177.663
84,862
Adams Bank, Ashford
69,694
16,900
Oswego County Bank, Meridian
89,758
43,730
New York Stock Bank, Durham.
91,282
52,691
Mclntyre Bank, Adirondac
49,995
23,000
Bank of the Metropolis, New York
100.000
all ret'd.
Commercial Bank of Lockport, Lockport
65,107
7,057
Total circulation
$1,255,769
$212,964
Circulation outstanding December 1st, 1851
812,964
Amount of circulation returned and destroyed
$942,805
Five individual bankers, who have heretofore given notice of their intention to close
their business, having complied with the provisions of section 8, of chapter 819, Laws
of 1841, by redeeming 90 per cent of their circulation, have withdrawn the securities
held in trust, and deposited an amount of money sufficient to redeem the balance of
circulation outstanding.
The following statement shows the amount of circulation unredeemed on the 1st
day of December, 1861 ; the amount of money held in trust by the Superintendent ;
the date of the first notice to bill holders to present their notes for payment, and the
time when such notice will expire :—
Outstanding
Cash in
Notice will
Banks.
Circulation
deposit.
Date of notice.
expire.
Oourtland County Bank. $10,000 $10,000 00 Dec. 1,1851 Dec. 1,1888
Franklin County Bank...
2,811
2,080 87 Apr. 6,1860 Apr. 6,1852
Henry Keeps' Bank
2,859
3,859 00 Sep. 17, 1851 Sep. 17, 1853
Village Bank
866
872 00 May 22, 1851 May 22, 1853
Wwren County Bank. . .
4,852
4,852 00 Nov. 4, 1861 Nov. 4, 1858
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At the expiration of the above notices for two years, the securities held by the Su
perintendent in trust may be given up to the banker or association upon receiving a
bond, with security, conditioned for the prompt payment of any unredeemed circulat
ing notes of such banker or association, if presented within six years.
INCORPORATED BASKS OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK.
STATEMENT SHOWING THE NAMES AND LOCALITIES OF THE 71 INCORPORATED BANKS AND
ONE BRANCH, OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK; THE AMOUNT OF CAPITAL AUTHORIZED
BT LAW TO BE INVESTED ; THE AMOUNT OF NOTES AUTHORIZED TO HAVE IN CIRCULA
TION, AND THE AMOUNT WHICH EACH BANK HAD IN CIRCULATION AND ON HAND ON THE
1ST DAT OF DECEMBER, 1851, AND THE YEARS WHEN THEIR CHARTERS WILL EXPIRE,
RESPECTIVELY.—COMPILED FROM THE FIRST ANNUAL REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT
OF THE BANKINO DEPARTMENT.
Charter
In clrculawill
Authorized to
Uon and
Name of Bank and locality.
expire.
Capital.
circulate.
on hand.
Albany City Bank, Albany
1864
$500,000
$350,000
8313,487
Atlantic Ba'nk, Brooklyn
1866
500,000
850,000
350,000
Bank of Albany, Albany
1855
240,000
200,000
200,000
Bank of America, New York
1853
2,001,200
1,200,000
784,562
Bank of Chenango, Norwich.
1856
120,000
160,000
160,000
Bank of Genesee, Batavia
1852
100,000
150,000
150,000
Bank of Geneva, Geneva
400,000
300,000
Circulation increased a
1853
22,000
20,000
319,995
Bank of Lansingburg, Lansingburg 1855
120,000
160,000
160,000
Bank of New York, New York... 1853
1,000,000
800,000
776,500
Bank of Orange Co., Goshen
106,660
160,000
Circulation increased b
1862
10,000
10,000
160,000
Bank of Orleans, Albion
1864
200,000
200,000
200,000
Bank of Owego, Owego
1866
200,000
200,000
200,000
Bank of Poughkeepsie, Pough'e . . 1858
100,000
150,000
160,000
Bank of Rome, Rome
1862
100,000
150,000
160,000
Bank of Salina, Salina.
1862
150,000
176,000
174,964
Bank of the State of N. Y, N. Y. . 1866
2,000,000
1,200,000
704,076
Bank of Trov, Troy
1853
440,000
300,000
299,997
Bank of Whitehall, Whitehall
1859
100,000
150,000
149,890
Brooklyn Bank, Brooklyn
1860
150,000
176,000
175,000
Broom Co. Bank, Binghamton
1866
100,000
150,000
149,900
Butchers' <fc Drovers' Bank, N. Y.. 1863
600,000
850,000
850,000
Cat*kill Bank, Catskill
1858
125,000
176,000
174,210
Cayuga Co. Bank, Auburn
250,000
225,000
Circulation increased c
1868
22,400
22,400
247,860
Central Bank, Cherry Valley
1856
120,000
160,400
160,000
Chautauque Co. Bank, Jamestown. 1860
100,000
150,000
150,000
Chemung Canal Bank, Elmira
1863
200,000
200,000
200,000
City Bank, New York
1852
720,000
800,000
855,800
Essex County Bank, Keeseville. . . 1862
100,000
160,000
149,996
Farmers' Bank of Troy, Troy
1853
278,000
225,000
224,717
Farmers' <fc Manufac's' B'k, Pough'e. 1864
800,000
250,000
249,990
Greenwich Bank, New York
200,000
200,000
Circulation increased d
1866
4,000
3,970
203,942
Herkimer Co. Bank, Rockton
1863
200,000
.200,000
199,926
Highland Bank, Newburg
1864
200,000
200,000
200,000
Hudson River Bank, Hudson
1855
160,000
176,000
175,000
Jefferson Co. Bank, Wntertown. . . 1864
200,000
200,000
200,000
Kingston Bank, Kingston
1866
200,000
200,000
199,940
Leather Manufacturers' Bank, N. Y. 1862
600,000
450,000
375,482
Lewis Co. Bank, Martinsburg
1863
100,000
150,000
48,981
Livingston County Bank, Geneseo. 1855
100,000
150,000
100,000
Madison County Bank, Cazenovia. 1858
100,000
150,000
149,984
Manhattan Company, New York.. unlimited 2,050,000
1,200,000
1,068,744
Mechanics' Bank, New York
1856
1,440,000
800,000
786,858
Mechanics' it Farmers' B'k.Albany 1853
442,000
800,000
800,000
Mechanics' <s Traders' Bank, N. Y. 1867
200,000
200,000
196,848
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Charter
will
Name of Bank and locality.
expire
Capital.
Merchants' Bank, New York
1^57
1,490,000
Merchants' <fe Mechanics' B'k, Troy. 1854
300,000
Mohawk Bank, Schenectady
165,000
1853
Montgomery Co. Bank, Johnstown. 1857
100,000
National Bank, New York
760,000
1857
N. Y. Dry Dock Company, N. Y.. unlimited
200,000
Ogdensburg Bank, Ogdensburg
1859
100,000
Oneida Bank, Utica
. 1866
400,000
Onondaga County Bank, Syracuse.. 1854
150,000
Ontario Bank, Canandaigua.
200,000
1856
Ontario Branch Bank, Utica
300,000
1856
Otsego County Bank, Cooperstown.. 1854
100,000
Phcenix Bank, New York
1854
1,200,000
Rochester City Bank, Rochester.. . 1866
400,000
Backets Harbor Bank, Sack's Har'r.. 1865
200,000
Saratoga Co. Bank, Waterford.. . 1857
100,000
Schenectady Bank, Schenectady.. 1862
150,000
Seneca County Bank, Waterloo. .
200,000
Circulation increased e
1863
3,000
Seventh Ward Bank, New York. . 1863
600,000
Steuben County Bank, Bath
1863
150,000
Tanners' Bank, Catskill
1860
100,000
Tompkins County Bank, Ithaca . . . 1866
250,000
Tradesmen's Bank, New York ..... 1855
400,000
Troy City Bank, Troy
1863
300,000
Ulster County Bank, Kingston. . . . 1861
100,000
Union Bank, New York
1,000,000
1853
Westchester Co. Bank, Peekskill. . 1863
200,000
Yates County Bank, Pcnn Yan.. . . 1859 .
100,000

Authorized
to circulate.
1,000,000
250,000
175,000
150,000
500,000
200,000
150,000
300,000
175,000
200,000
250,000
160,000
800,000
300,000
200,000
150,000
175,000
200,000
8,000
850,000
176,000
150,000
225,000
300,000
250,000
150,000
800,000
200,000
150,000

$27,168,260 $21,764,370
From the foregoing it will appear that the incorporated banks are en
titled to have in circulation.
And that they have in actual circulation and on hand

In cirrula
Uon ant
on hand
952,310
249,899
126,181
150,000
434,698
136,000
150,000
SOO.000
174,995
199.845
249,870
150,000
799,274
300,000
199,988
144,400
176,000
203,000
850,000
176,000
148,538
224,668
300,000
249,119
150,000
581,900
191,925
160,000
$19,862,602
$21,764,370
19,862,602

Leaving their circulating notes less than the amount they are entitled to
$1,901,768
The following table shows the number of banks whose charters will expire in each
year from the 1st of January, 1852, to the 1st of January 1866, both inclusive; the
amount of their respective capitals, (including State stock and canal revenue certifi
cates,) the amount they are entitled to circulate, and the amount in actual circulation
and on hand on the 1st December, 1851 : —
Entitled to
Capital.
circulate. Circulation.
Charters will expire.
1
1st January, 1852
$100,000 $150,000 $150,000
355.S00
1
1st July, 1852
720,000
600,000
10
1st January, 1853
6,373,200 4,645,000 3,938,012
B
1st
"
1854
1,950,000 1,675,000 1,674,168
6
1st
"
1856
2,300,000 1,610,000 1,596,758
203,942
1
1st Monday in June, 1855
204,000
203,970
175.000
175,000
1
2d Tuesday
" 1855
150,000
310,000
310,000
2
1st July, 1855
220,000
610,000
609,716
2<tlbranch 1st January, 1856
620,000
6
1st
"
1857
2,640,000 2,000,000 1,878,151
299,984
300,000
2
1st
"
1858
200,000
800,000
300,000
2
1st
"
1859
200,000
149.890
1
2d Tuesday in June, 1859
100,000
160,000
473,538
476,000
8
1st January, 1860
350,000
150,000
1
1st June, 1861
100,000
150,000
* a Under act of 12th April, 1848, upon deposit of State stocks.
b Under act of 12th March,
1849, upon deposit of canal revenue certlQcates.
c Under act of 12th April, 1848, upon deposit
of Slate stocks.
d Under act of 12th March, 1849, upon deposit of State slocks.
e Under
ct of 12th March, 1849, upon deposit of canal revenue certificates.
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6
1
8
4
1
7
2

Charters will expire.
1st January, 1862
1st June, 1862
1st January, 1863
1st
"
1864
1st
"
1865
1st
"
1866
Unlimited

Capital
765,660
600,000
1,975,400
1,200,000
200,000
8,950,000
2,250,000

Entitled to
circulate.
986,000
450,000
1,800,400
1,000,000
200,000
2,776,000
1,400,000

471
Circulation.
984,960
376,482
1,690,310
968,477
199,988
2,278,683
1,204,744

Total
$27,168,260 $21,764,370 $19,862,602
The kinds and amounts of stocks held on the 1st December, 1851, for certain
incorporated banks in trust to redeem circulating notes under the Beveral acts mentioned
below, are as follows :—
Bate of
interest.
Underact.
Per tX ■ what
For what bank.
Totals.
Bank of Geneva
New York State
5 April 12, 1848 $10,000
" 12,000
"
«
6
$22,000
Bank of Orange Co. . . Canal rev'ue certificates
March 12, 1849
10,009
Cayuga Co. BaDk
April
12,1848
22,400
New York State
Greenwich Bank
March 12, 1849 1,000
3,000
4,000
Seneca Co. Bank..
3,000
Canal rev'ue certificates 6
Total
.
$61,400
The following table shows the amount of circulating notes issued to seven safetyfund banks, (and not returned,) the charters of which have expired, and the date of
the expiration of their respective charters. The aggregate amount of circulating
notes issued to said banks and outstanding on the 1st day of December, 1861, was
1,566,507. A majority of the stockholders of six of these banks have formed asso
ciations under the provisions of chapter 313, Laws of 1849, and are transacting business
under the provisions of that act :—
table showing the time when the charters of sundry incorporated banks ex
pired, AND THE AMOUNT OF THEIB CIRCULATING NOTES OUTSTANDING AND NOT RETURNED
TO THE BANK DEPARTMENT ON THE 1ST DAY OF DECEMBER, 1861.
Name of bank.
Charter expired.
Circulation.
Merchants' Exchange Bank. .
1st Monday in June, 1849
$228,659
Bank of Auburn
1st January,
1850
190,000
Bank of Ithaca
1st
"
1860
188,274
Bank of Monroe
1st
"
1850
249,862
Bank of Newburg
1st
"
1861
160,000
Bank of Utica and Branch. .
1st
"
1860
8 '1,029
New York State Bank
1st
"
1861
247.688
Total
$1,655,607
DISEASE PROPAGATED BY BANK-NOTES.
Dr. Thomas H. Buckler, who was for several years physician to the Baltimore Alms
house, has recently published a History of Epidemic Cholera. He says :—
Since the pressure of 1837, the banks in many of the States have issued several
millions of one, two, and three dollar notes, the effect of which has been to drive silver
out of circulation. The inmate of a smallpox hospital generally keeps what money he
may chance to have about his person. If be wants a lemon, he sends a note saturated
with the poison, and having perhaps the very sea-sick odor of the smallpox, to a con
fectioner, who takes it of course. On leaving the hospital, the convalescent from the
loathsome disease pays some twelve or fifteen dollars board. Provisions are wanted
for the other patients ; and the notes are sent to market, where they are taken by
town and country people, and may pass through twenty different hands in a single
day. It would be impossible to conceive of any better mode of distributing the poison
of a disease known to be so very contagious and infectious. It could hardly bo worse
if so many rags were distributed from the clothing of small-pox patients.
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GOLD DUST SHIPPED FROM SAN FRANCISCO.
STATEMENT Or GOLD DUST MANIFESTED AND SHIPPED FROM THE FORT OF AN FRANCISCO,
DURING THE TEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1861, AS FURND3HED BT AD AMS 4 OO.
Destined for
Destined for Destined for
London.
New York.
New Orleans.
Name of
Date.
$109,285 00
$762,000 00
Jan. 1 . . . . Carolina
243,602 98 $9,244 00
New Orleans
18
Do and other Tessels to 1,677,816 07
16
Tarious places
and other Teasels
Feb. 1.... Panama
to N. T. and other places 1,710,967 00
6,100 00
99,000 00
468,861 00
16.... On
Caril
March 4
81,235 00
California.
1,268,765 00
6
123,040 00
180,762 20
16.... New Orleans ..
37,307 00
416,572 00 27,991 00
Northerner . . .
15
4,072 00
31,662 00
679,792 00
Tennessee ....
April 1
Edwin Johnson
4
483,669 00
5,088 85
S3.153 66
Panama
15
Taroliuta
16
B. L. Allen . . .
16
Huntress
18
Alfred
80
6,400 00
138,150 00
Oregon'.
670,276 00
May 1
Union
1,752 '66
21,112 00
660,282 00
16.'.'.. Northerner.. . .
New Orleans . .
85,600 00
16
163,344 50
Osceola
20
167,068 45
80.... Constitution.. .
1,002,202 84 19,094 00
182,363 68
June 1 . . . . Tennessee
8.... Indus
10.... Isabel
206,333 40 20,000 00
12.... Commodore Stockton
6,220 33
California
1,030,172 67
78,647 00
14
132,007 88
July 1.... Panama..,
1,208,625 65 13,664 00
3,326 00
1.... Union .
214,367 89
150,000 00
Pacific. .
14
Northerner
1,196,237 80 24,293 20
99,786 SO
15
Princess Royal
26
244,561 76
Oregon
1,622,978 35 14,244 00
Aug. 1
146,188 45
California
1,167,375 85
4,044 00
16
Godeffroy
15
Gold Hunter.
16
36,000 00
Tennessee... .
159,650 00
Sept 1
1,628,000 00 29,436 00
100,000 00
1.... Constitution ..
189,603 47
16.... Panama
1,500,171 78 20,224 80
23.... Naomi .
Oct, 1
Oregon
1,942,153 68 22,952 93
195,315 66
Independence . .
4
117,059 00
14.... North America .
15.... New Orleans .
16,810 97
18,043 88
1,889,308 60 42,626 00
16.... California
172,769 67
Pacific.
Not. 1
76,011 00
1.... Tennessee
360,000 00
2,010,000 00 28,000 00
Clara...
3
1,488,462 00 12,232 00
15.... Northerner
239,816 '66
Mercedes
16
16.... Gold Hunter. ,
37,888 00
Eureka
22
378,871 '66
Dec. 1.... Golden Gate . ,
1,688,691 00 60,621 00
63,002 00
1.... Independence.
15....
1,071,756 00 36,244 00
149,000 00
Total

$30,062,498 49 $408,294 11 $8,392,760 88
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Destine-J for Panama
$151,294 64
5,000 00
"
San Diego.
«
444,482 00
"
Valparaiso
15,000 00
"
Rio Janeiro
15,750 00
"
Talcahuano
2,554 00
"
Hong Kong.
Showing a grand total of $34,492,634 12.
A TABLB SHOWING THE SHIPMENTS IN EACH MONTH OF 1851, AS ABOVE.
January
$2,806,848 00 August
$3,185,492 41
February
2,278,928 00 September
3,536,266 00
March
2,064,999 20 October.
3,955,969 73
April
1,187,642 85 November
4,484,582 00
May
1,997,261 75 December
3,483,085 00
June
2,516,283 92
July
3,056,285 26 I
Total
$34,492,624 12
The San Francisco Picayune publishes the following statement of gold dust mani
fested and shipped from that port, during the year ending December 81, 1851, which
Bwells the amount to $39,627,307. We subjoin the statement of the Picayune, which
purports to be taken from the Custom-house records :—
For January
$2,929,888 j For August
$3,311,100
February .
2,278,923
September
3,488,171
March
October. . .
2,871,667
4,330,990
April
8,464,600
4,352,896
November.
May
2,518,494
3,476,088
December .
June
3,143,250
July
8,471,246
Total . . .
$39,627,307
The difference is large, over five millions of dollars, but is easily accounted for from
the known fact that' the steamers are invariably cleared before the precise amount of
treasure can by any possibility be known.
STATEMENT OF COIN MAN1FKSTEO AND SHIPPED FROM THE PORT OF SAN FRANCISCO, DURING
THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1851, AS COMPILED BY E. ZABRISKA.
Date.
ISsl.
Vessel's Dame.
Total.
March 27.
Adelaide
$80,000
81.
George E. Webster . .
12,211
April
5.
Helena
60,000
80.
Solide
10,000
May
6.
Surprise
16,000
June
21,
Sea Serpent
59,001
July
Paladin
.
21,266
August IS.
Matilda
25,000
Septomb'r 8 .
Adelaide
80,000
October 6.
N. B. Palmer
42,000
15.
Julius Casaar
•
16,000
16.
Flora
18,766
17.
Flying Cloud
33,120
27.
Witch of the Wave . . ,
20,000
November 3 .
Clara
6,352
22.
Eureka
23,180
December 5 .
Honolulu
8,000
12.
Challenge
40,000
Total .
$468,895
The above amount ($468,896) was distributed as follows :—To Hong Kong, $212,666 ;
to Canton, $81,212; to Shanghac, $102,000; to Manilla, $43,766 ; to Honolulu,
$16,000 ; to Valparaiso, $5,852 ; to porta in the Pacific, $8,000.
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CONDITION OF THE NEW ORLEANS BANKS FEBRUARY 28, 1862.
The following is a statement of the condition of the banks in New 'Orleans on the
28th of February, 1852, as stated officially by .Charles Gayarre, Secretary of 8tate.
and George McWhorter, State Treasurer :—
MOVEMENT OF THE BAKES.
CASH LIABILITIES.
CASH ASSETS.
Circulation.
Total.
Specie.
Total.
Specie-paying.
Louisiana Bank
$1,320,094 $5,680,263
$1,967,780 $7,821,181
Canal Bank.
1,406,920
8,402,955
1,177,885
5,058,624
Louisiana State Bank
1,208,550
4,666,670
1,515,287
4,788,823
Mechanics and Traders' B'k.
705,696
2,663,753
1,108,041
3,612,997
Union Bank
25,565
26,362
11,807
1,059,642
Non-specie-paying.
Citizens' Bank.
10,782
177,668
22,578
33,225
Consolidated Association . .
7,513
9,365
10,846
10,846
TotaL

$4,685,119 $16,426,927
$5,818,728 $22,379,749
TOTAL MOVEMENT AND DEAD WEIGHT.
Liabilities exclusive
of capital.
Assets.
Specie-paying.
Louisiana Bank
$5,580,268 64
$10,075,044 18
£anal and Banking Co
3,402,955 80
7,591,052 61
Louisiana State Bank
4,566,670 64
6,901,484 70
Mechanics' and Traders' Bank
2,663,758 28
4,724,741 96
Union Bank
26,352 48
4,329,411 91
Non-specie-paying.
Citizens' Bank
6,509,202 28
6,685,662 46
Consolidated Association
1,566,797 81
1,226,815 97
TotaL

$24,815,896 28

$40,533,218 79

NEW YORE, PHILADELPHIA, AND BOSTON BANKS.
THEIE CAPITAL AND DIVIDENDS COMFABED.
The dividends and capital of the Boston, New York, and Philadelphia banks, for
the year 1851, have been, according to a statement in the Bank Note Reporter,
comparatively as follows :—
Average Capital.
Dividends.
Percent.
Boston$22,710,000
$1,744,375
7.68
New York.
* 28,051,460
2,610,566
9.98
Philadelphia
7,725,000
747,600
9.67
The dividends in New York are on the working capital for the year. There are in
New York ten banks, with nearly $7,000,000 of capital, which have been in operation
but a few months, and have not yet declared full dividends. In Boston the increase of
capital has been more rapid, aud has, therefore, affected the average of dividends.
Comparatively, the capitals and average dividends in Boston and New York have
been as follows :—>
BOSTON.
NEW TORE.
Capital. Dividends per cont. Capital. Dividends per cent.
1845
$17,480,000
6.36
$28,084,100
6.21
1846
18,180,000
6.57
23,084,100
7.09
1847
18,180,000
7.00
23,084,100
7.25
1848
18,920,000
7.65
23,284,100
8.09
1849
19,280,600
7.66
24,4fi7,890
8.28
1850
20,710,000
7.68
27,440,270
8.69
1851
28,660,000
7.68
28,061,450
8.93
The capital now in operation in New York is $34,608,100, and the amount and com
petition will probably affect materially the dividends for 1851.
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CONDITION OF THE BANKS OF SOUTH CAROLINA,
In the Merchants' Magazine for September, 1851, (vol. xxv., page 353,) we published
a detailed statement of the condition of such of the Banks of South Carolina as had
accepted the provisions of the act of December 18, 1840, from their returns made to
the Controller General, for the 80th of June, 1851 ; and in the November number
(same volume, page 616) we gave the aggregate of all the banks in that State, on or
near the 31st of August, 1851. We give below a similar aggregate statement for the
81st of December, 1851 :—
DEBTS Dl'E BY THE SEVERAL BANES.
Capital stock
$5,991,885 73
Bills in circulation
3,986,743 12
Net profits on hand.
620,327 39
Balances due to banks in this State
1,793,511 22
Balances due to banks in other States
322,354 64
All other moneys due which bear interest
16,000 00
State Treasury, for balance, current fund
67,997 61
State Treasury, for balance, sinking fund
667,017 08
State Treasury, for loau for rebuilding city
1,769,160 11
Cash deposited, and all other moneys due, exclusive of bills in cir
culation, j rofits on hand, balances due other banks, and money
bearing interest
1,949,394 40
Total liabilities

$17,083,891 60
RESOURCES Or THE SEVERAL BANES.

Specie on hand
RWl estate.
Bills of other banks in this State
Bills of banks in other States
Balances due from banks in this State
Balances due from banks in other States.
Notes discounted on personal security
Loans secured by pledge of its own stock
Loans secured by pledge of other stock
Domestic exchange^
Foreign exchange
Bond?
Money invested in stock
Suspended debt and debt in suit
StateTreasury
Branches and agencies
Bonds under law for rebuilding Charleston
Interest and expenses of State loan
Monev invested in every other way than is specified in the forego
ing"particulars
Total resources of the banks

$729,695 87
'9
882,141 62
4'493 "
62fi™ «6
149'o q q.
7,894,909 92
2ft'o«s as
' „? 1.
2.093'!^ 25
231,822 54
1,281,944 62
858,897 26
460fi*t
, » ■
'iiwl? 22
su? tt,
9,847
431,258 88
$17,083,391 60

I'NITED STATES TREASURY NOTES OUTSTANDING MARCH 1, 1852.
Treablky Difartm«kt, Reoiitis'i Orncr, March 1, 1852.
Amount outstanding of the several issues prior to 22d July, 1846, as
per records of this office
$184,811 64
Amount outstanding of the issue of 22d July, 1846, as per records of
this office
17,800 00
Amount outstanding of the issue of the 28th January, 1847, as per
records of this office
8,850 00
Total

160,961 64

1
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UNITED STATES TREASURER'S STATEMENT, FEBRUARY 23, 1852.
TREASURER'3 STATEMENT, SHOWING THE AMOUNT AT H18 CBEDIT IN THE TREASURY, WITH
ASSISTANT TREASURERS AND DESIGNATED DEPOSITARIES, AND IN THE MINT AND BRANCHES,
BT RETURNS RECEIVED TO MONDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 1852, THE AMOUNT FOR WHICH DRAFTS
HAVE BEEN ISSUED BUT WERE THEN ONTAID, AND THE AMOUNT THEN REMAINING SUBJECT
TO DRAFT. SHOWING, ALSO, THE AMOUNT OF FUTURE TRANSFERS TO AND FROM DEPOSITA
RIES, AS ORDERED BY THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY.
Drafts
heretofore drawn
Amount on but not yet paid, Amount
deposit. though payable, subj. to draft.
Treasury of United States, Washington.. . $298,821 66 $2,819 81 $296,001 85
Assistant Treasurer, Boston, Mass
868,312 13 64,149 89 844,162 24
Assistant Treasurer, New York. N. Y
2,008,030 33 194,940 47 1,813,139 86
Assistant Treasurer, Philadelphia, Pa
875,865 91 62,228 76 813,687 16
Assistant Treasurer, Charleston, S. C
111,812 79 28,230 65 83,582 24
Assistant Treasurer, New Orleans, La. ... 415,675 18 104,133 33 S11.541 85
Assistant Treasurer, St. Louis, Mo.
519,806 01 50,435 71 469,370 30
122 16 109,888 02
Depositary at Buffalo, New York
110,010 17
"
52,245 14 14,145 00 38,100 14
Depositary at Baltimore, Maryland..
173 87 20,494 66
Depositary at Richmond, Virginia
20,668 53
Depositary at Norfolk, Virginia
76,694 22 15,444 16 61,260 06
2,800 35
2,828 39
Depositary at Wilmington, North Carolina.
5,628 74
Depositary at Savannah, Georgia.
82,129 34
410 00 81,719 34
Depositary at Mobile, Alabama
43,479 25 28,320 75 16.168 60
Depositary at Nashville, Tennessee
46,048 24 10,878 45 35.169 79
28,381 61
Depositary at Cincinnati, Ohio
580 58 27,600 98
281 86
Depositary at Pittsburg, Pennsylvania
281 86
Depositary at Cincinnati, (late)..
3,301 37
3,301 37
Depositary at San Francisco .'
564,387 96 871,314 03 193,073 88
63,789
" 41'
7,196 50 56,592 91
Depositary at Little Rock, Arkansas.
Depositary at Joffersonville, Indiana
74,443 16 12,102 25 62,340 91
7,750 64 56,556 52
63,307 16
Depositary at Chicago, Illinois
Depositary at Detroit, Michigan
45.078 06 11,867 24 33,210 83
590 90 15,415 51
Depositary at Tallahassee, Florida
16,006 41
2,486 66
Suspense account
$2,486 66
5,661,150 00
6,661,150 00
Mint of the U. S., Philadelphia, Perm
32,000 00
Branch Mint of U. S, Charlotte, N. C
S2.000 00
26,850 00
Branch Mint of U. S., Dahlonega, Ga
26,850 00
960,000 00
960,000 00
Branch Mint of U. 3., New Orleans, La
Total
Deduct suspense account
Add difference in transfers

13,074,254 64 983,150 IS 12,093,591 07
2.4S6 66
$12,091,104 41
1.605,000 00

Net amount subject to draft
$18,696,104 41
Transfers ordered to Treasury of the United States, Washington. $360,000 00
Transfers ordered to Assistant Treasurer, New Orleans, Louisiana. 1,125,000 00
Transfers ordered to Assistant Treasurer, St. Louis, Missouri.
50,000 00
Transfers ordered to Depositary at Norfolk, Virginia
120,000 00
Transfers ordered from Assistant Treasurer, Philadel., Pa
50,000 00
$1,705,000 00
INGENIOUS FRAUD IN GOLD COINS.
It is stated that a number of ten and twenty dollar gold pieces are in circulation at
Pittsburg, having holes first bored through them and then so nicely filled up as to rendtr
detection very difficult.
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BONDS ISSUED IN CERTAIN DISTRICTS OF PENNSYLVANIA.
In reply to a resolution adopted in Senate, some time ago, calling upon the Auditor
General for a statement of the bonds, scrip, and other certificates of indebtedness
issued by the several counties, incorporated cities, districts, and boroughs of the Com
monwealth of Pennsylvania, that officer has communicated the following:—
STATEMENT SHOWING THK AMOUNT OF BONDS, SCE1F, AND OTHER CERTIFICATES OF IN
DEBTEDNESS ISSUED BY COUNTIES, INCORPORATED CITIES, DISTRICTS, AND BOROUGIIS
SUBJECT TO THE STATE TAX IMPOSED BT THE 42D SECTION OF THE ACT OF 29TH OF
APRIL, 1844, TOGETHER WITH THE RATE OF INTEREST ON THE SAME, AND THE TIME
liato
of
Counties, Cities, Districts, <tc.
Amount of Bonds.
Aggregate.
inter't.
County of Alleghany a
$1,000,000 00
$1,000,000 00
6
Chester b
.
23,400 00
23,400 00
6
Philadelphia e
909,023 78
5
1,613,067 33
634,043 60
c
6
City of Alleghany d
640,824 41
640,824 41
0
Eriee
6,830 58
6,830 58
,
Lancasterf
60,827 00
5
6,745 00
54
/
;
120,198 00
187.7S0 00
6
Philadelphia g
,
1,889,900 00
b
5,467,200 00
3,577,300 00
0
Pittsburgh h
District of Kensington A
MoyamensiDg A
Northern Liberties i.
37,800 00
295,700 00
257,900 00
"
i.
Pennsylvania^'
188,000 00
133,000 00
Southwark h
161,860 00
866,000 66
204,650 00
Spring Garden /.
Borough of Harrisburg I . . . .
Westchester m. .
26,800 00
6
1,600 00
82,700 00
4,300 00
6
Total .

$9,866,592 32

DEBT OF THE CITY OF SEW YORK.
The following statement of the debt of the city of Hew York is derived from the
annual message of the Mayor :—
FUNDED DEBT REDEEMABLE FROM TAXATION.
I
SIX PER CENT BUILDING LOAN STOCK NO. 2.
Payable February 1, 1852
$50,000
" 1853
60,000
" 1854
60,000
" 1855
50,000
" 1856
60,000
6 per cent Washington Square Iron Railing Stock—Payable Nov. 1, 1862
5,000
5
"
"
" 1853
5,000
Total

$260,000

a Time of redemption not stated. 1 Redeemable In 1853, ia58, and 1854. c Time of redemp
tion not stated.
d Redeemable in 1847 to 1875.
e Redeemable in 1861 ; rate of interest not
stated.
/ Part overdue ; balance redeemable at various periods up to 1886.
g Redeemable
from 18S4 to 1888.
h No report or reply to circular.
i Redeemable from 1835 to 1880.
j Redeemable from 1858 to 1876.
k Redeemable from 1853 to 1885.
/ No report or reply to
circular.
n Part overdue; balance redeemable in 1856 and 1858.
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In addition to the above there have been issued since August 1st, the following :—
FIVE PES CENT rUBLIC BUILDING STOCK NO. 3.
Payable November 1, 1867
$80,000
" 1868
60,000
"
" 1859
60,000
Total
$150,000
NEW YORK CITY FIVE MB CENT STOCKS FOB DOCKS AND SLIPS.
Payable November 1, 1867
$50,000
"
" 1S68
60,000
»
" 1869
60,000
"
. " 1870
50,000
«
" 1871
50,000
"
" 1872
50,000
Total
$300,000
PERMANENT CITY DEBT REDEEMABLE FROM THE SINKING FOND.
6 per cent Public Building Stock, redeemable 1856
$515,000
5 "
Building Loan Stock, No. 8, 1870
50.000
5 "
Fire Indemnity Stock, 1868
6,525
5 "
Water Loan Stock, 1858
3,000,000
5 "
"
" I860
2,500,000
5 "
"
" 1870
3,000,000
5 "
Water Stock of 1849, 1876
255,600
5 "
Water Loan Stock, 1880
2,147,000
5 and 6 per cent Croton Water Stock, 1890
860,000
7 per cent Water Loan Stock, 1862
889,207
7 "
"
" 1857
990,488
Total
$14,578,908
FINANCES OF THE CROTON AQUEDUCT.
In the Merchanti Magazine for December, 1851, (vol. xxv., pages 704-715,) ire
published a carefully prepared accouot of the Croton Aqueduct, embracing the
general statistics of its progress down to that time. From the report of the President,
we extract the subjoined statement of receipts and expenditures for 1851 :—

Aqueduct construction account . .
Aqueduct repairs and improve
ments
Water and extensioa
Water pipes and laying
Sewers, repairing and cleaning.
Salaries of officers.
Statistical tables
Various works directed by Com
mon Council
Total

Appropriation
Balance unei- by Common
pended from Council for To credit
Expenditures.
1850.
1851.
of 185S.
$4,862 30 $5,558 90
$1,191 60
23,688 53
9,959 21 $15,000
1,278 68
4,594 16
2,955 74
1,638 42
187,498 12
7,647 81
19,447 13,596 19
11,230 78
2,075 78
10,500
1,345 00
23,870 00
1,071 20
1,062 61
1,600
1,491 41
4,427 46
t,000
672 54
$268,104 08 $80,893 97

$51,447 $20,105 84

Received for water
Received for interest on unpaid rates.
Received for permission to make connections with public sewers . .

$461,666 00
7,144 8J
21,836 60

Total.
Total receipts, appropriations, with balances from 185*, were..
Total expenditures in 1861
Balance in City Treasury

$480,625
760,884
269,104
501,780

SS
67
18
84
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IMPORT AND EXPORT OF GOLD AND SILVER.
We give below a statement of the, export of gold and silver to foreign countries,
from the port of New York, also of the receipts of gold and bullion at New York,
from California, during the year 1851 :—
EXPORTS OF GOLD A-ND SILVER TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES, FROM THE PORT NEW YORK, FOR
THE YEAR 1851.
January
$1,266,281 August
$2,658,444
February
1,007,689 ! September
8,490,142
March
2,308,861 j October
1,779,707
8,482,182 November
5,083,996
4,506,135 December
6,668,235
June.
6,462,367
July.
6,004,170
TotaL
$43,723,209.
VALUE OF IMPORTS INTO THE PORT OF NEW YORK OF GOLD AND BULLION FROM CALIFOR
NIA, FOR THE YEAR 1851.
*
January. .
$2,890,903 August . . .
$4,105,689
February .
3,237,460
4,368,471 September
March . . .
3,756,241
1,951,055 October
ApriL
7.610,646
2,023,119 November.
May
2,282,388 December. .
4,475,794
June
3,976,355
July
8,094,311
Total
$43,671,482
OF THE FREE BANKING LAW OF ILLINOIS,
The answers to the questions annexed are from the Auditor of the State of Illinois,
T. H. Campbell, Esq. For a more detailed catechism of this law the reader is referred
to the Merchants' Magazine tor January, 1852, (vol. xxv., pages 96-99.)
Question. Will it be required that an " individual banker" have any specified
amount of capital i
Answer. The law makes no distinction between individual bankers and associa
tions, and no specified amount of specie capital is required.
Q. Will it be required that he be a resident of your State ?
A. I do not find anything in the law requiring that bankers shall reside in the
State.
Q. What amount of stocks must he deposit to commence receiving circulating
notes?
A Not less that fifty thousand dollars.
Q. Will such circulating notes require the signature of both president and cashier ?
A. Sec. 1 1 requires the signature of both president and cashier.
Q. How much specie does the law require to be kept by the bonk on the one hun
dred thousand dollars of circulation ? or what per centage ?
A. The law does not require any specified amount.
Q. If circulating notes should be protested, must the holder deposit them with the
auditor before you notify the banker ; and how long can tho holder retain such protest
ed notes out of the hands of the auditor, and draw twelve-and-a-half per cent interest ?
A. I am of the opinion that the law does not require the notes to be deposited
with the auditor, and that the holder could not claim damages after he had notice of
the ability of the bank to pay.
Q. What time, after giving notice that notes are protested and lodged in your
hands, would the banker be allowed to pay the same ? and, if paid within the time,
would he be liable to have his banking business interfered with by any legal tribunal,
for the single cause of having had his notes protested !
A. Sec. 26 provides that the auditor shall, immediately after the bank had been
notified to pay any note that may have been protested, proceed to adopt measures
to pay the liabilities of the bank, and prohibit the officers from having any power to
transact business.
Q. Is it necessary for an " individual banker" to file a certificate, such as is re
quired by Sec 7 of the Act ?
A. It is.
Q. How must the circulating notes of an " individual banker" read •
A. The same as those of associations.
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COMMERCIAL STATISTICS.
FOREIGN AND COASTING TRADE OF THE UNITED KINGDOM.
From the monthly accounts relating to " Trade and Navigation," " presented to both
Houses of Parliament by command of Her Majesty," regularly forwarded to the Mer
chants' Magazine by the Hon. Abbott Lawrence, our Minister to England, we compile
the subjoined statements of vessels employed in the Foreign and Coastwise trade of
the United Kingdom :—
AN ACCOUNT OF THE NUMBER AND TONNAOE OF VESSELS, DISTINGUISHING THE COUNTRIES
TO WHICH THKY BELONGED, WHICH ENTERED INWARDS AND CLEARED OUTWARDS EC
THE TWELVE MONTfc ENDED 6TH JANUARY, 1852, COMPARED WITH THE ENTRIES AND
CLEARANCES IN THE CORRESPONDING TERIODS OF THE YEARS 1850 AND 1851, STATED
EXCLUSIVELY OF VESSELS IN BALLAST, AND OF THOSE EMPLOYED IS THE COASTING
TRADE AND THE TRADE BETWEEN GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND.
ENTERED INWARDS.
1850.
1851.
im.
Countries to which vessels belonged. Ships. Tonnage. Ships. Tonnage. Ships. Tonnage.
U. Kingdom & its Dependencies 20,292 4,390,875 18,728 4,078,544 19,367 4,388,246
Russia
295 80,219 354 88,289 441 122,666
Sweden
896 55,847 402 64,732 557 95,096
Norway
1,013 157,739 1,272 218,329 1,782 331,909
Denmark
1,885 143,480 1,787 136,594 1,843 158,422
Prussia
622 120,051 1,088 224,514 1,338 290.814
Other German States
1,286 114,223 2,059 240,256 1,869 240,526
Holland
1,119 91,384 1,320 116,410 1,141 125,617
Belgium
252 38,427 220 85,274 202 36,583
France
2,199 136,143 2,568 156,962 2,265 142,126
Spain
117 17,812 150 28,717 170 26.557
Portugal.
118 10,869 106 11,682
72
8,944
Italian States
819 88,840 859 97,515 661 170,231
Other European States
100 29,738
81 23,667 273 71,690
United States of America
896 687,986 748 595,191 970 778,664
Other St's in Amer., Af., or Asia.
10
2,636
7
2,030
10
2,846
Total

80,870 6,071,269 81,249
CLEARED OUTWARDS.
U. Kingdom As its Dependencies 17,169 3,762,182 17,648
Russia
215 67,422 296
Sweden
827 42,478 894
Norway
587 82,277 782
Denmark
1,708 135,454 1,880
Prussia
681 120,226 929
Other German States
1,381 134,856 1,985
Holland
858 86,615 1,029
Belgium
244 42,216 208
France
2,648 226,361 2,542
Spain
181 18,897 144
Portugal
69
6,480
62
Italian States
811 84,371 860
Other European States
69 20,038
67
United States of America
919 608,324 776
Other St's in Amer., Af., or Asia.
8
2,217
10
Total

6,113,696 32,961 6,988,283
8,960,764
74,965
60,917
113,335
148,669
179,887
226,831
124,084
86,601
212,672
22,611
7,41 4
97,893
19,498
620,084
2,658

18,205
305
443
812
1,946
1,096
2,142
1,165
202
2,286
181
62
579
177
946
6

4,147,007
86,182
70.607
123,485
171,003
219,794
250.169
164,888
88,667
190,742
28,226
7,466
156,590
48,810
788,406
1,616

27,115 6,429,908 29,011 5,906,978 80,543 6,483,14*
COASTING TRADE OF THE UNITED KINGDOM.
The following table, which we compile from the same official document, exhibits the
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number and tonnage of vessels which entered inwards and cleared outwards with car
goes, at the several ports of the United Kingdom in the twelve months ended January
6th, 1852, compared with the entries and clearances in the corresponding periods of
the years 1850 and 1851, distinguishing the vessels employed in the intercourse be
tween Great Britain and Ireland from other coasters.
EMPLOYED IN THE INTERCOURSE BETWEEN GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND.
ENTERED INWARDS.
1850.
1851.
185!.
Ships
No.
8,607
8,569
9,187
Tonnage
1,478,059
1,686,057
1,679,483
OTHER COASTING. VESSELS ENTERED INWARDS.
Ships
No.
124,668
127,688
124,450
Tonnage
10,489,414
10,979,574
10,716,419
Total ships
No.
188,276
136,157
188,687
Total tonnage.
11,967,473
12,664,631
12,394,908
EMPLOYED IN TBE INTERCOURSE BETWEEN OREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND.
CLEARED OUTWARDS.
Ships
No.
18,000
18,868
19,051
Tonnage
2,159,954
2,856,160
2,378,097
OTHER COASTING VESSELS CLEARED OUTWARDS.
Ships
No.
131,168
134,072
131,899
Tonnage
10,755,630
11,285,360
11,088,018
Total ships
No.
149,166
* 162,340
150,960
Total tonnage
12,916,684
13,640,526
18,466,115
TRADE OF THE UNITED KINGDOM WITH FOREIGN COUNTRIES,
AND BRITISH COLONIES AND POSSESSIONS ABROAD.
We are indebted to Henry 0. Carey, Esq., the Political Economist, for the sub
joined tabular statement of the value of imports and exports, for five years—that is,
from 1845 to 1850:—
«
Real or deOflkial value
Official value
clared value
of experts
or exports of of exports of
Official valuo of foreign and British produce British produce
Years.
of Imports. colonial goods. & manufactures. & manufactures.
1846
£85,281.958 £16,280,870 £184,599,116 £60,111,081
184*
76,953,875
16,296,162
182,288,345
67,786,878
1847
90,921,866
20,036,160
126,130,986
58,842,377
1848
93,547,184
18,368,113
182,617,681
62,849,446
1849
105,874,607
25,561,890
164,589,604
63,596,025
1850
100,460,433
21,893,167
175,416,709
71,369,184
COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION OF THE PORT OF RIO DE JANEIRO IN 1851.
The subjoined statement of the Commerce and Navigation of the port of Rio de
Janeiro in 1851, was prepared expressly for the Mercltantt' Magazine by Luiz H. F.
d'Aquiar, the Brazilian Consul-Oeneral to the United States. In the Merchants'
Magazine for April, 1851, (vol. xxiv., pages 474-475,) we published a similar statement
for the year 1850, together with tables of the export of hides, rice, tapioca, rum, rose
wood, sugar, tobacco, coffee, <fcc, for a series of years, furnished at our hand by the
same authoritative source.
In consequence of the complete repression of the slave trade, a great quantity of
capital previously employed in that nefarious business found its way into the market.
VOL. XXVI.—NO. IV.
31
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occasioning a fall of 3J to 4 per cent in discount, and a rise in different stocks of <
panics, and the establishment of the Bank of Brazil, with a capital of 10,000 cantos,
(f5,000,000,) -which went into operation in August
KOUEIGN ARRIVALS.
With cargo for the port
Other destinations
On the way to California
In ballast from foreign countries .
Ditto from ports of the Empire..
Total in 1861 .
Total in 1850..

947
SI
28
107
17

237,567
16,158
10,428
49,716
3,479

1,210
1,022

817,347
264,616

800
171
8
76
80

285,288
87,427
2.488
33,490
26,058

1,138
1,080

434,696
880,671

CLEARANCES.
With products of the country.. ,
With foreign products
For California.
In ballast for foreign countries .
Ditto for ports of the Empire.
Total in 1851
Total in 1850 .

COASTWISE.
Arrivals of vessels . . .
1,935 Departures of vessels.. .
1,868
Arrivals of steamers ,
859 Departures of steamers.
SS0
221,647 Tons
225,002
Tons
During the year 292 vessels arrived, and 279 cleared under the American flag.
In the early part of the year discount was at the rate of 7 to 7$ per cent, and in
consequence of abundance of capital, in the latter part of the year, it was down at 4
to ii per cent The highest rate of exchange on London was 31, and the lowest 27J
per cent In Government stock the first transactions were made at 86 a 85}, and at
the end of the year at 93$ a 94.
The Custom-House duties were 11,807,701$, and the export duties of 2,889 : 858$, or
14,697 : 069$000, against 11,623 :066$000 in 1850—being an increase of 3,073:9931000.
Commercial Bank.—This bank, during the year, increased its capital to the amount
of 5,000 shares, of the value of 500 mil reis, and such was the abundance of capital
unemployed, that, in a few hours, all were taken for 600 mil reis. The amount taken
upon interest was 81,093 : 138$, at a medium of 3 91-100, and discounts were effected
to the extent of 40,717 : 306$, and the yearly dividend of 9 per cent
LEADING ARTICLES IMPORTED.
42,560
Cotton manufactures.. . .
90
5,488
composition. . . ..\ ...
Woolen
6,052
6,695
Linen.
1,041
1,088
Silks
14,038
1,263
Mediterranean .
Mixed
17,644
Codfish.
quintals 54,602
4,421
Coals
tons 42,007
25,661
Ale and Porter
bbls. 28,704
6,480
283,898
EXrOUTS OF PRODUCE OF THE COUNTRY.
Coffee
bags
1,846,218 Horns
Kb.
256,949
Hides
No.
147,296 Tobacco
rolls.
28,766
Sugar
cases
7,824 Rosewood
pieces
36,547
Bum
pipes
8,892 Half-tanned hides
No.
12,774
Rice
bags
8,229 Tapioca
bbls.
17,737
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FLOUR IMPORTED.
bbls.
63,014 Philadelphia
18,194
36,960 Others
63,251
27,770
85,714 European
67,763 Re-exported
bbls.
77,956
283.89S Ditto coastwise
46,870
On hand December 81. .
63,000
361,666
Total .
Total..
176,826
Or a consumption of 174,880 bbls., or nearly 480 bbls. a day.
COMPARATIVE DESTINATION OF
1850.
1851.
1850.
1851.
bags
Africa
bags
40
8 Havre
53,916
69,374
68,479
84,711 Mediterranean . . . 212,108 226,462
Antwerp
88,619 Pacific
99,202
1,487
Baltic
2,998
21,717 Portugal
9,587
9,277
Cape of Good Hope
80,900
169,968 252,255 River Plata
2,983
Channel
6,623
107,147 169,885
Anseatic Cities . . .
634,916 893,671 Total
1,359,058 1,846,213
United States
TUBLIO COMPANIES OF EIO JANEIRO.
Nominal.
Jan., 1851. Jan., 1852.
860$
Steam Packet
240$
420$
Nitherohy, Steamboat Company.
250
100
126
300
Inhomerim
"
,
350
840
100
129
Omnibus
126
Monte de Soccorro
100
142
142
Commercial Bank
600
700
600
Bank of Brazil
...
...
60 pro.
250
Qondolas
ISO
100

Gallego
bbls.
Haxall
Baltimore
On hand Jan. 1, 1861 . . .bbls.
Imported

HOGS PACKED IN THE WESTERN STATES.
The Cincinnati Price Current—good authority—furnishes the subjoined statistics of
the hogB packed in the States of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, in 1851-62,
compared with 1860-61 :—
1851-51.
1850-51.
Ohio
461,075
443,418
Indiana
859,761
348,764
Blinois
174,671
257,586
Iowa.
27,500
70,500
Missouri
68,168
107,274
Kentucky
199,300
205,914
Oreen and Cumberland Rivers
8,600
24,000
1,288,975
Deficiency
West of White River
Bedford, Iowa.
Shawneetown and Grayville

1,467,898
1,288,976
168,421
2,000
6,600
6,000

Total Deficiency
182,021
The Price Current says :—" There are some points in Iowa and Missouri to hear
from, and these returns we will give hereafter, as soon as received in a reliable shape.
As we remarked in a previous number, most of the above returns were received from
our correspondents at the several points, and while we do not claim for the figures enire accuracy, we believe the statements, upon the whole, to be as correct as it is pos
sible to obtain."
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COMMERCE OF WESTERN TOWNS COMPARED.
Freeman Hunt, Esq, Editor of the Merchants' Magazine, etc. :—
Deab Sib :—Below you have the exports and imports, coastwise, of Cleveland,
Sandusky, and Toledo, as valued by their respective Collectors of Customs, for the
year 1851:—
Cleveland.
Sandusky City.
Toledo.
Imports.
$9,817,897
$13,644,670
$22,9*17,772
Exports.
9,262,657
4,656,641
7,847,808
Total
$19,180,654
$18,301,311
$30,855,680
Great care was exercised by the Collector of Toledo to make a correct estimate, and,
in regard to exports, the value of which could bo known, he is, no doubt, quite accu
rate. By overvaluing merchandise, as it seems to me, lie has swelled the imports to
n early three times the exports. It is likely that the Collector at Sandusky has com
mitted the same error ; I know he did, in past seasons. If one-quarter were added to
the exports of each place, it would give a result, for the imports, more satisfactory to
me than the estimates of the Collectors. The imports should exceed the exports in
value, because they go to places whose exports are made through New Orleans.
The quantities of corn, wheat, flour, pork and lard, bacon, and staves exported, and
salt imported, in 1851, appear to be as follows, says the Toledo Blade :—
.Cleveland.
Sandinky.
Toledo.
Chicago.
Corn
bush.
906,653
712,121
2,775,149
2,631,697
Corn to Canada
8,000
43,668
Wheat
2,141,943
1,800,397
1,680,744
293,149
Flour
bbls.
666,040
147,951
245,283
41,539
Pork
18,580
88,658
6,564
12,763
Pork to Canada
8,698
8,644
Lard
4,312
27,165
766
4,468
Bacon
casks
1,294
18,689
...
Bacon
bbls.
8,629
...
Bacon.
lbs.
416,000
Stoves
M.
789
1,079
Stovea
No.
2,604,854
Salt (imported)
bbls.
92,270
87,263
102,032
87.052
Salt
"
bags
60,947
2,469
79,080
60,000
DOMESTIC EXrOKTB KEOM DETROIT IN 1851 VALUE—$4,846,919.
Flour.
bbls.
661,678 Fish.
bbls.
17,615
Wheat
bush.
664,366 j Beef.
2,229
Corn
261,480 ; Lumber
feet
80,717,000
Pork
bbls.
1,111 Staves
No.
10.856,000
Pork, hog
lbs.
2,641,191 1 Wool
lbs.
1,827,424
By this table it will be seen that in wool, fish, and lumber, Detroit stands No. 1
among the upper Lake Erie ports. In flour No. 2, and in value of exports No. 8.
The breadstuffs exported, as ahown by the above table, from four lake ports, count
ing the flour at five bushels the barrel, exceed eighteen and a quarter millions of bush
els. If Detroit and the other lake ports were included, the amount would probably
be swelled to twenty-four or twenty-five milhens shipped in 1851 from the upper
lakes. If prices should encourage exports through this year, the amount for 1852 will
be greatly in excess of that of last year.
Yours truly,
J. W. SCOTT.
IMPORTS OF FRANCE IN 1351.
The Moniteur publishes the returns of the principal articles imported into France,
and the duties levied thereon, in 1851. Those duties produced f 117,121,486, or
f7,676,000 leBSthan in 1850, and f 10,735,000 less than in 1849. The salt-tax, reduced
by two-thirds since 1848, gave, in 1851, f26,616,000, or about fl,000,000 more than
last year. The number of vessels, French and foreign, which entered the ports of
France in 1861, amounted to 17,406, measuring 2,188,556 tons,and those which cleared
out to 17,035, measuring 1,870,094 tons.
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THE BRITISH TOBACCO TRADE,
The official trade tables of the country show an increase in the importation of to
bacco last year compared with the preceding. In eleven months, ending the 5th ult,
of manufactured tobacco there were 25,376,017 lbs. imported ; and in the like period
of the preceding year, 21,931,304 lbs ; whilst in the eleven months ending the 5th ult,
there were 25,490,164 lbs. entered for home consumption, and in the same period of
1860, 26,420,927 lbs. entered for home consumption, chargeable with duty.
THE PORK TRADE OF THE WEST.
The following statement, which we copy from the Cincinnati Price Current, shows the
extreme and average prices for each day of the season of 1851-62, and the average
for 1860-61, and also the weekly average for the three last seasons :—
1851-SI.
1850-51.
Date.
Extremo rate.
Average.
Average.
NovembeT 21
$4 60
$4 50
$3 75
22
4 60
4 60
4 00
«.
24
4 60
4 60
4 00
25
4 50 a 4 60
4 55
4 00
26
4 45 4 58
4 50
4 00
27
4 60 4 60
4 65
4 00
29
4 60 4 60
4 55
4 00
December 1
4 60 4 60
4 55
3 95
2
4 50 4 55
4 62*
3 83
3
4 60 4 66
4 52*
8 76
4
4 60 4 65
4 62*
5 75
5
4 60 4 66
4 62*
8 8S
6
4 65
4 65
8 80
8
4 56 4 60
4 55
8 90
9
4 50 4 60
4 65
4 00
10
4 60 4 60
4 55
4 07
11
4 60 4 60
4 55
4 10
12
4 65 4 60
4 55
4 10
13
4 60 4 66
4 62*
4 10
15
4 60 4 70
4 66
4 10
16
4 60 4 75
4 67,
4 10
17
4 66 4 76
4 70
4 08
18
4 66 4 75
4 70
4 10
19
4 70 4 80
4 75
4 10
20
4 75 4 85
4 79
4 05
22
4 SO 4 85
4 82
4 10
23
4 85 4 95
4 90
4 05
24
4 85 4 95
4 90
4 10
26
4 85 4 90
4 87*
4 05
27
4 80 4 90
4 85
4 10
29
4 82 4 90
4 87
4 05
80
4 85
4 85
4 15
81
«
4 85 4 90
4 85
4 15
January 2
4 85 4 90
4 85
4 50
3
4 80 4 90
4 86
4 20
6
.".
4 90 5 00
4 96
4 20
6
4 90 6 00
4 95
4 20
7
4 90 6 00
4 95
4 24
8
4 85 4 90
4 87*
4 2«
9
4 86 4 95
4 90
4 20
10
4 20
11
....
4 15
13
....
4 20
14
....
4 25
16
....
4 25
16
....
* 86
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November 15
21
28
December 5
12
19
27
January 5
11
17

1851-52.
■•>•
....
14 62
4 53
4 65
4 69
4 85
4 87
4 92
....

18*0-51.
....
$3 62
4 00
3 89
3 93
4 10
4 08
4 09
4 22
4 21

1849-50.
$2 65
2 70
2 70
2 72*
2 86
2 84
2 94
8 07'
8 82
8 30

Average for the season ....
4 70*
4 00*
2 91
It is seen that the average for the Beason is seventy-five cents per 100 lbs. higher
than in 1850-51, and $1 89 above the average of 1849-50.
COMMERCE OF TAMPIC0, MEXICO.
We are indebted to Franklin Chase, Esq., United States Consul at Tampico, for
the subjoined statement of the Commerce of Tampico for the year 1851 :—
GROSS BLTUEN OF AMERICAN AND FOREIGN TRADE AT TUE PORT OF TAMPICO DURING THI
TEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1851.
ARRIVED.
InvM value
Nations.
Vessels.
Tons.
Men.
of cargoes
American
38
3,631
259
$273,668
British steam packets.
12
....
...
Mexican
41
2,412
261
124,787
Spanish
6
612
64
94,000
English.
6
608
62
432,100
French
18
2,148
418
619,900
Oldenburg
1
110
5
65,000
Hamburg
2
227
13
41,600
American men-of-war
1
....
...
Total
American
British steam packets
Mexican
Spanish
English
French..
Oldenburg
Hamburg
American men-of-war

126
DEPARTED.
37
12
88
7
6
16
2
1
1

10,018

802

$1,651,085

8,671

242
...
248
61
45
182
11
6

$307,368
3,068,368
29,870
113,248
2,880
9,269
1,600

2,281
689
607
1,997
198
159
....

Total
119
9,352
740
$3,532,428
Remarks.—The British steam packets, Mexican, Spanbh, English, French, and Old
enburg vessels exported specie.—1 American, 1, Mexican, 1 French, and 1 Oldeuburg
vessel were lost on the bar.
Note.—Imports per British steam packets were 1,590 flasks of quicksilver, for
mining purposes.
BRITISH TRADE WITH THE EAST.
The East India and China Association have published their usual comparative state
ment of the number of British ships, with the aggregate tonnage, entered inwards and
cleared outwards from and to places within the limits of the East India Company's
charter, in the years 1850 and 1851. According to the statement of the vessels en
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tered inwards, the increase in favor of the latter period is 17 vessels, with 24,278 ton
nage—the difference between 926 vessels, with 442,798 tonnage, in 1850, and 943 ves
sels, with 467,071 tonnage, in 1851. The port of London figures for an increase of 18
vessels, with 15,563 tonnage, the number of vessels entered inwards being 597, with
288,849 tonnage, for 1850 j and 609 vessels, with ,304,412 tonnage, for 1851. In the
case of Liverpool there is also an increase of 18 vessels, with 12,651 tonnage—the dif
ference between 248 vessels, with 123,843 tonnage, and 266 vessels, with 136,494 ton
nage. Bristol and Hull show a decrease of not less than 14 vessels, with 4.931 ton
nage ; 22 vessels, with 8,461 tonnage, having entered inwards in 1860, while for the
latter year the return does not exceed 8 vessels, with 3,530 tonnage. Clyde and the
other ports exhibit a very slight alteration, the increase being one vessel, with 995 ton
nage, or the difference between 69 vessels, with 21,640 tonnage, and 60 vessels, with
22,685 tonnage. Reviewing the whole of the statistics connected with vessels entered
inwards, it appears the chief increase has been in arrivals from Madras, Chiua, NewSouth Wales, and Calcutta, and the decrease in arrivals from Mauritius, Bombay, Sin
gapore, and Penang. The statement of vessels cleared outwards shows a decrease of
222 vessels, with 78,346 tonnage—the difference between 1,173 vessels, with 562,495
tonnage, and 961 vessels, with 484,149 tonnage. In no instance has there been an in
crease compared with the former year. Taking the figures in the order presented,
London is returned for a decrease of 36 vessels, with 15,511 tonnage—the difference
between 584 vessels, with 291,741 tonnage, and 58 vessels, with 276,930 tonnage.
The decline nt Liverpool is represented by 21 vessels, with 2,095 tonnage—the differ
ence between 831 vessels, with 167,937 tonnage, and 310 vessels, with 165.S42 ton
nage. Bristol and Hull are returned for a decrease of 7 vessels, with 2,889 tonnage;
the clearances in 1860 being 13 vessels, with 6,148 tonnage, and in 1851, 6 vessels,
with 3,259 tonnnage. In connection with Clyde and the other ports, the large decrease
is shown of 158 vessels, with 57,851 tonnage—the difference between 245 vessels, with
96,667 tonnage, and 87 vessels, with 38,818 tonnage. The chief instances of decrease
have occurred in connection with departures for Mauritius, Bombay, China, Calcutta,
Madras, Ceylon, Arabia, Singapore, Penang, and New South Wales.
BRITISH COMMERCIAL STATISTICS.
The information collected by Mr. Braithwaite Poole, for his valuable work, certainly
exhibits most surprising results. Pitt and Canning stated the yearly production of
British agricultural and manufacturing pursuits at an amount equal to the National
debt. Mr. Poole shows that the railways have cost £240,000,000 ; the canals,
£26,000,000 ; and the docks, £30,000,000. 'The British mercantile marine consists of
85,000 vessels, 4,300,000 tons, with 240,000 men ; and one vessel is lost, on an av
erage, every tide. Her navy consists of 685 vessels, 570,000 tons, and 48,000 men.
Yachts, 520, and 23,000 tons. The ancient Britons knew only six primitive ores, from
which metals were produced ; whereas the present scientific generation use fifty. The
aggregate yield of minerals in this country is equivalent in value to about £26,000,000
annually. The agricultural produce, of milk, meat, eggs, butter, and cheese, 3,000,000
tons, and £50,000,000. The ale, wine, and spirits consumed annually exceeds 3.300,000
tons, and £54,000,000 ; whilst sugar, tea, and coffee, scarcely reach 450,000 tons, and
£27,000,000. British fisheries net £6,000,000 annually. In manufactures, the cotton,
woolen, linen, and silk, altogether amount to 420,000 tons, and £96,000,000 ; while
hardwares exhibit 860,000 tons, and £20,000,000; in addition to which, 1,260 tons of
pins and needles are made yearly, worth £1,100,000. Earthenware, 160,000 tons,
£8,600,000; glass, 58,000 tons, £1,680,000. The Gazette shows an average of four
bankrupts daily, throughout England and Wales.
PROGRESS OF COMMERCE IV BELGIUM.
t
The Belgian Government has just published the returns of the external Commerce
of Belgium for 1860. From these tables it appears that the Commerce of that coun
try is steadily advancing. Taking quinquennial periods as the best criterion to judge
by, it will be found that from 1836 to 1839, the amount was 387,000,000 ; from 1840
to 1844, 600,000,000 ; from 1846 to 1849, 718,000,000; and in 1850,912,500,000.
This amelioration will be still more apparent, if it be considered that these 912,500,000,
which represent more than the whole Commerce of France, are effected in a State
which has a population nine times smaller than that of France. It nust, however, be
remarked, that the whole of that sum does not belong to Belgian Commerce, properly
so called ; the transit and re-exportation count for 412,000,000, or nearly one-half.
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COMMERCIAL REGULATIONS.
RATES OF COMMISSIONS, CHARGES, ETC., AT SAN FRANCISCO.
The following are the rate9 of commissions, charges, Ac, as revised, corrected, and
adopted by the San Francisco Chamber of Commerce, December 8, 1861 :—
BCHEDULE L BATES OF COMMISSIONS ON BUSINESS WITH FOREIGN COUNTRIES, AND WITH
THE ATLANTIO STATES, WHEN NO SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT EXISTS.
Commission on the sale of merchandise, with or without guarantee. . .per cent
10
On purchase and shipment of merchandise, with funds in hand
5
Co. without funds in hand
10
On goods received on consignment, and afterwards withdrawn—on invoice cost
5
For indorsing bills
2i
For purchase or sale of vessels
6
For purchase or sale of specie, gold dust, or bullion.
1
For collecting.
5
For collecting general claims
5
For entering, clearing, and transacting ships' business on vessels with cargo
from foreign ports
.'
$200
Da from United States ports.
SO
Do. on vessels in ballast
60
For collecting and remitting moneys on sums over ?500
per cent
5
For collecting and remitting delayed or litigated accounts
10
For receiving and paying or remitting moneys from which no other commieion
is derived
H
For landing and reshipping goods from vessels in distress—on invoice value, or,
in its absence, on market value
6
For receiving, entering at the Custom-house, and forwarding goods, on invoice
amount
H
For effecting marine insurance, on amount insured
1
SCHEDULE IL—RATES OF COMMISSIONS ON BUSINESS WITHIN THE STATE, WHERE NO SPECIAL
AGREEMENT EXISTS.
Commission on the sale of merchandise, with or without guarantee. . .per cent
10
Do. on purchase and shipment of goods, with funds or security in hand
6
Do. without funds or security in hand
10
Do. on purchase or sale of specie, gold dust, or bullion
1
Do. on sales of bills of exchange with indorsement
H
Do. on selling bills of exchange
1
Do. on sale or purchase of vessels
5
Da on chartering of vessels or procuring freight
6
Do. on procuring or collecting freight
6
Do. on outfits of vessels or disbursements
5
Do. on collecting moneys, when no other commission is earned
6
Do. on receiving and forwarding goods.
2)
Do. on bills protested, or delayed and litigated accounts10
Brokerage
.
SCHEDULE III.—RATES OF STORAGE ON MERCHANDISE.
Measurement goods, per month, $2^ per ton of 40 cubic feet. Heavy goods, $2 per
ton of 2,240 lbs. The consignee to have the option of charging by weight or measure
ment. A fraction of a month to be charged as a month.
SCHEDULE IV, CONCERNING DELIVERY OF MERCHANDISE, PAYMENT OF FREIGHT, ETC.
"When no express stipulation exists, per bill of lading, goods are to be considered as
deliverable on shore.
Freight on all goods to be paid or secured to the satisfaction of the captain or con
signee of the vessel, prior to the delivery of goods.
Goods must be received by the consignee, after notice being given of the ship's
readiness to discharge, in ten days, when not otherwise stipulated in the bill of lading.
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After the delivery to the purchaser of merchandise Bold, no claims for damage, de
ficiency, or other cause shall be admissible, unless made within three days, and no
such claims shall be admissible after goods, sold and delivered, have once left this city.
SCHEDULE V.—CONCERNING RATE OF TABES.
To be as allowed by custom in New York.
OF THE TRANSPORT OF MERCHANDISE BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES ABB
CANADA ON RAILROADS.
INSTRUCTIONS TO COLLECTORS OF CERTAIN PORTS OF ENTRY AND OTHER OFFICERS OF
THE CUSTOMS THEREAT.
Triaburt DiriKTHiirr, Jan. 8, 1853.
The Department is apprised of the actual completion in some instances, and the
probable completion in others, at no distant day, of railroad routes forming unbroken
and continuous lines of communication between certain ports of entry on the seaboard,
in the Eastern and North- Eastern sections of the United States, and ports or places in
Canada, thereby affording convenient and speedy intercommunication between the
points referred to. In consideration of the circumstances mentioned, the Department
deems it expedient to indicate the facilities that may be afforded, consistently with ex
isting provisions of law, and to prescribe such regulations for the government of the
officers of the customs and others interested in regard to the transportation of dutiable
merchandise over any such railroad routes as may promote the facilities of trade with
out injury to the interests of the public revenue.
The following regulations are therefore prescribed, to wit :
First. Where merchandise may be withdrawn from public warehouse, for transpor
tation to Canada, over either of the railroad routes herein referred to, due entry must
be made, and the other requirements of the 21st section of the Warehouse regulations
of the 17 th February, 1849, complied with, with the exception of sealing, cording and
casing of boxes, packages, <ic ; in lieu of which suitable cars, appropriated exclusively
for conveying such merchandise, and properly designated and marked, must be pro
vided free of expense to the United States, either by the railroad company or by pri
vate individuals engaged in the transportation of merchandise ; said cars to be sub
stantially constructed, having not more than two doors or openings, with suitable ban
and fastenings thereto, so as to admit of being readily secured by one or more United
States locks, to be placed thereon at the port of departure by the Inspector or other
officer of the customs who may be designated to inspect and superintend the lading
or packing of the bonded goods in the cars. The Inspector will deliver the keys to
the Collector, with his return of the lading of the goods. Keys correspondiog-with
these locks will be placed in the hands of the proper United States officer of the cus
toms at the point on the frontier where exportation from the United States takes
place ; after proper examination by the last mentioned officer to see that the goods
contained in the cars are identical with those described in the transportation certificate,
and are in the same condition as when laden in the cars at the port of departure, he
will remove the United States locks, and permit the goods to proceed to their destina
tion in Canada.
Second. Where goods maybe imported into a port on the seaboard, destined far
Canada, to be conveyed to their destination immediately after being landed from the
importing vessel, warehouse and transportation entries may be combined in one, with
out requiring the goods to be actually warehoused ; but in such cases the regulations
prescribed under the first head of these instructions must be observed.
Third. Where goods may be imported into the United States from ports or places
in Canada, over the railroad routes before indicated, and intended to be re-warehoused
at ports of entry on the route, or on the seaboard, proper manifests and invoices of atl
such goods must be produced to the proper officers of the customs at the first point at,
or nearest, the boundary line of the United States, where a customhouse officer of the
United States may be stationed, and due inspection and entry made thereof. The
warehouse transportation entries to be combined in one. The regulations hereinbe
fore prescribed, in regard to securing the goods in the cars, must be observed by the
officer of the customs on the frontiers, before whom entry may be made. W here
goods, imported as aforesaid, may be destined for any intermediate port of entry on
the route, all such goods must be kept separate and distinct from those going the
whole extent of the route, either by being placed in special cars provided for such
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goods, or, if placed in the same cars with other goods, to be separated by permanent
partitions, so that no communication can take place between the different portions of
the can.
Fourth. Goods imported from Canada by the medium herein proposed, not accom
panied by the owner or owners, must be consigned to some person or persons at the
port or place where they first enter the territory of the United States, and where
entry is required to be made, to make entry and bond the same, and comply with any
other requisitions of law.
Fifth. It is contemplated by these regulations that secure storage accommodations
for dutiable goods, transported over the routes indicated, shall be provided, free of
expense to the United States, by the railroad companies or transportation lines, at or
near either terminus of said roads, which stores must be constituted warehouses of
class 3, in conformity with the circular instruction of the 17 th of February, 18-59, and
the bond required in such cases must be duly executed by the railroad company, or
transportation line, according to form K, annexed to said circular, with such modifica
tions of its conditions as will embrace the goods deposited in the aforesaid stores at
either terminus as well as those in transitu in the designated cars ; it being the inten
tion of the Department to hold the railroad company or transportation line, as the case
may be, to the same responsibility while the goods are in transit, as when in store,
or under examination in the warehouses of the company, at their depositor stations.
All dutiable goods, transported as aforesaid, must always remain, until duly discharged
from warehouse, in the custody of an officer of the customs or under the lock of the
custom house, and with that view it is proposed to appoint and qualify, as inspectors
of the customs, one or more officers of the company, acting in the capacity of conduc
tors of the train or otherwise, whose duty may require them to accompany the cars
over the designated routes; such officers to receive no compensation from the United
States. These officers will have the custody of the goods while in transit, and will
deliver the same to the chief officer of the customs at the respective ports or places of
delivery in the United States contemplated by these regulations, and will make due
returns thereof to such officer. It is to bo distinctly understood that the United States
is to be subjected to no expense attending the transit, examination, lading, or unlading
of any goods transported by the mediums referred to in these regulations.
WM. L. HODGE, Actlug Secretary of the Treasury.
OF THE IMPORTATION AND WAREHOUSING OF GOODS.
CIRCn.Att 1N8TK0CTI0NB TO COLLECTORS AND OTHER OFFICERS OF THE CUSTOMS.
Treasury Department, February 9, 1852.
The special attention of the Department has been called to the existing legal pro
visions regulating the importation of goods, wares, and merchandise, and the ware
housing privileges afforded by law, as also the existing regulations prescribed by the
Department on these subjects. Careful consideration has therefore been given to the
matter, which has resulted in the conviction that the instructions heretofore given, and
also the regulations prescribed for carrying the same into effect, require modification
and change to give legal operation to the terms and spirit of the respective provisions
of law applicable to the subjects referred to.
The following instructions are therefore issued for the future government of the
proper officers of the customs, and others interested :
Under the provisions of the Warehousing law of the 6th August, 1846, as modified
by the 6th section of the act Sd March, 1 849, imported merchandise deposited in ware
house under bond, may be taken out for consumption, on payment of the proper duties
and charges.at any time within one year from the date of importation, and maybe with
drawn for exportation directly from the custody of the officers of the customs, without
payment of duties, at any time within two years from the date of importation.
No merchandise can be withdrawn from the warehouse for consumption after the
expiration of one year from the date of importation ; and any goods remaining in ware
house, under bond, at the expiration of two years from the date of importation must
be sold, in pursuance of law, to realize the legal duties and charges. On payment of
the legal duties and charges, the merchandise should at once be withdrawn from ware
house, this Department being of the opinion that officers of the customs have no legal
authority, under existing laws, to assume, even with the consent of the owners, the
custody of merchandise, on which the claims of the United States, of whatever de
scription, have been fully discharged. Consequently any existing regulations author
izing merchandise to remain in public warehouse after payment of the duties, are
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hereby superseded, as likewise any other regulations or instructions conflicting with
the foregoing.
It is to be remarked that these instructions are not designed to interfere with the
right of withdrawing from warehouse for transportation and re-warchou9ing at another
port, at any time within two years from the date of importation, any merchandise
upon which the duties shall not have been paid.
It becomes proper, also, to add, that in pursuance of the provisions of the Chihuahua
act of 3d March, 1846, and those of the act of the 3d March, 1849, creating the collec
tion districts of Brazos de Santiago, that upon entry for withdrawal from public ware
house of any goods, wares, or merchandise, intended for exportation to Mexico by the
routes indicated in said laws, the import duties and charges must be duly paid before
withdrawal and exportation as aforesaidTHOS. CORW1N, Secretary of the Treasury.
COMMERCE TREATY BETWEEN AUSTRIA AND SARDWIA.
We publish below the most important articles of a treaty recently entered into
between Austria and Sardinia. The Kco d'ltalia, from which the treaty is translated
says, " that in the short space of a few months, through the administration of the
distinguished Count Cavoub, Minister of Finances and Commerce, Sardinia has con
cluded treaties of free Commerce with the following nations, viz :—France, Belgium,
England, Greece, Switzerland, Zollverein Confederacy, Holland, Austria, Chili, and
also a postal treaty with Spain."
MUTUAL CONVENTION TO EEPRE89 CONTRABAND ON THE LAGO MAGOIOBE AND ON THE EIVES
TICINO AND PO, PRESENTED TO THE CHAMBER OF DEPUTIES AT THEIR MEETING OF THE
26th NOVEMBER, 1861.
Art. 1. There shall be reciprocal liberty of Commerce and navigation between the
Austrian empire and the kingdom of Sardinia. The subjects of each of the contracting
parties will reciprocally enjoy the full liberty of traveling, residing, buying, and sell
ing throughout the full extent of the other's territory ; they will also have advantages
in matters of Commerce and industry, submitting themselves to the laws and orders
there existing ; will have the same protection, rights, privileges, liberties, favors of
which the natives themselves enjoy or shall enjoy ; nor shall the same be obliged under
any pretext whatsoever to pay other or higher taxes or duties than those to which the
people themselves are subject.
Art. 2. The subjects of each of the contracting parties, who, according to the laws
of the State to which they belong, having paid the duties and taxes agreed on, have
thereby the right of frequenting fairs and markets, to purchase the requisites for their
trade and industry, or to travel throughout the country to receive orders therefrom,
taking with them samples or not, and will enjoy the same rights in the territory of the
other without paying duties or taxes for their industrial exercise, and without being
subject to other restrictions than those to which the inhabitants of the country, busied
in the same employment, on condition, however, that they be not allowed to carry
with them any merchandise destined or fit for sale.
Aet. 7. Austrian vessels on arriving in ports under Sardinian dominion, and like
wise Sardinian vessels reaching ports in the Austrian Empire, shall be received on
their arrival, during their stay and at their departure, in the same way as national
vessels, for everything that concerns rights of freight, pilotage, port dues, light house*,
quarantine, docking, patents, and other charges that attend the ship's shell, whatever
they be, whether the rights above mentioned are paid in favor of the State, the local
authorities, or any other corporation or establishment.
Art. 12. The navigation of the Po, Ticino, and their tributaries, which are under
the Austro-Sardinian dominion, shall be free, exempt from any duty, and the necessary
rules for this purpose, as also for the observance and progress of navigation, will o»
agreed on in a special convention to which the other contracting parties mutually conBent to sanction immediately.
Aet. 18. The two contracting parties take upon themselves to effect the nnion of
their respective railroads, in order that Genoa, Turin, and Milan, may be connected in a
manner that will be deemed most convenient to the welfare of both countries and to
the wants of Commerce. All details concerning the union and ways of proceeding
will be established in a special convention.
Aet. 16. The contracting parties have agreed on the following concessions and duty
reductions :—
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1st. On Austria's part:—
1. The entry duty for the cofcmon Piedmontese wines imported through one of the
Custom House offices of the Austrian frontier bordering with the Sardinian States,
which is now at the rate of Austrian livres 10, 70, the barrel, wilt be reduced to Aus
trian livres 7 per barrel.
2d. The entry duty for rough rice, which is now at Austrian livres 4J the barrel,
will be reduced to Austrian livres 1 j.
3d. The entry duty for calves from one to two years old, which is now at Austrian
livres 6 fur each calf, will be reduced to Austrian livres 1±.
REDUCTION OF SPANISH TONNAGE DUES.
We learn from a letter, dated Barcelona, February 8th, 1852, that the tonnage dues
of Spain on foreign ships have been considerably reduced ; formerly they were 10 reals
(20 per dollar) per ton, and from the beginning of February they will only be 2 reals
per ton. A ship of 100 British tons was formerly charged about 90 Spanish dollars,
including pilot money, lights, quarantine charges, <&c. ; but with this new order it will
only be about 45 Spanish dollars.
THE NEW AUSTRIAN TARIFF.
The following is a list of some of the most important articles of the Tariff recently
promulgated by the Government of Austria.
Fl. Krs.
Krs
On Cotton
per cwt. .. 6 Hammered tin
7 SO
Cotton Yarn, unbleached
7 SO
7 .. Brass and Quicksilver
■ bleached
10 .. Machines and parts of machines
colored
15 .. of iron, or iron in connection
" Goods, common raw, un
with other base metals . p'r c't
4
bleached. . . .per cwt. 60 .. Austrian manufacturers are al
Kiddle fine, such as stockings.. 76 .. lowed for two years, to im
Fine printed
100 .. port machines for their own
Extra fine—muslins.
160 .. use, at a duty of fl. 2.30.p'r c't.
Finest, as shawls
per lb.
15
2 .. Mathematical Instruments
Optical
"
15
Leather, India Rubber, & Gutta
"
15
Percha wares, com... per cwt. 25 .. Musical
Middle fine
60 .. Coloring materials from 6 to 46
Fine
100 .. krs. per cwt
per cwt.
Iron, raw
2 80 Common Hides
25
2 B0
Cast Iron ware
2 .. Skins and Furs
8 30 Do. when partly or wholly work
RaiLs and Tires
4 .. ed on the flesh side
10
Black sheet Iron
Plated with tin or zinc
per cwt. 10
5 .. Coffee
8 30
4 .. Cocoa
Steel
Iron and unpolished steel wire .
15
6 .. Tea.
Do. polished.
7 30 Lump sugar
14
Common sugar
11
Copper, raw
"
in sheets and wire. .. .
Syrup or Molasses
* 5
Pitch, Tar, Turpentine, and Rosins in general, are put in the new tariff at the mere
ly nominal duty of from 5 to 45 kreutzers per cwt. Turpentine was 2 florins per cwt.
by the old tariff, and certain gums and rosins fl. 6.30. Rice, husked, is 45 krs. per cwt. ;
with the husks on, 16 krs. By the old tariff it was 64 krs. The duty on raw Tobacco
is fl. 10 per cwt., and on manufactured fl. 26, but it cannot be introduced without
special license, and the payment of an extra duty of fl. 2 per pound on raw Tobacco,
and fl. 2| on manufactured ; this is, of course, about equivalent to prohibition ; by the
old tariff, the duty was fl. 16 per cwt on raw, and fl. 40 on manufactured Tobacco,
besides the license duty of fl. 2.80 per pound.
The new tariff goes into operation on the 1st of February, 1852, and is to continue
in force till the end of October, 1854. It applies to all parts of the Austrian domin
ions, except the free ports of Trieste and Venice, and the town of Brody, in Gallicia.
Cotton pays during the first year a duty of fl. 1 per cwt., instead of 5 krs. ; and certain
:
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goods, formerly prohibited, principally woven and worked goods, cloths, millinery, ob
jects in precious stones, and the base metals, and furniture, pay an extra duty of 10
per cent for the same time.
In reference to the value of the Austrian florin and kreutzer, the florin is worth 48
cents, and the kreutzer, of which there are 60 in a florin, is worth, therefore, 48-60 of
a cent.
OF THE IMPORTATION OF ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS.
TBEASUEY CIRCULAR.
U. S. Treasury Department, March 6, 1852.
Sib:—Satisfactory information has been given to this Department that in the prac
tice pursued at the ports of Great Britain, packages from the United States, contain
ing ordinary American newspapers, not exported as merchandise, but intended for
immediate distribution, are on their arrival, delivered to the agents to whom they are
addressed, without beiDg subjected (to the payment of duty or) to the delay conse
quent on the formalities of entering at the Custom House.
It being considered proper in view of jthis practice, that every facility, consistent
with law, should be afforded in ports of the United States, to the prompt delivery of
newspapers of similar character coming from Great Britain, you are advised that here
after newspapers, properly so called, such, for example, as the European Times, Lon
don Times, London News, Dublin Nation, <fec, whether issued daily, semi-weekly, or
weekly, and if in a single sheet, in whatever manner folded, when imported for imme
diate distribution to subscribers and not intended for sale as merchandise, are not
liable to any charge of duty, and you are therefore authorized to direct the boarding
officer at your port, after due examination of the package or packages, and there being
found therein no pamphlets, periodicals, illustrated newspapers, or any other dutiable
article, to deliver the same to the agents to whom they are directed without unneces
sary delay. Several works or periodicals in book or pamphlet form, such as " House
hold Words,'' "Examiner," "Athenamm," and illustrated papers, such as "Illustrated
News," " Ladies Newspaper," " Punch," <tc., necessarily remain subject to the rate of
duty imposed by law, in Schedule G, of the existing Tariff act
(Signed.)
T. CORW1N, Secretary of the Treasury.
OF TRADE BETWEEN CANADA AND THE UNITED STATES.
The governor of Canada, through his Secretary, has furnished the Montreal Board of
Trade the following information on transit regulations of the United States :
Secretary's OrncE, Quebec, 4th March, 185S.
Sia :—In answer to your letter of 28th ult, on behalf of the Montreal Board of Trade,
requesting to be informed on the subject of the regulations now in force in the United
States, on the levying of duties on goods imported through Canada—I am commanded
by the Governor General to acquaint you, that from communications received by this
government it appears that the principles which were supposed to govern the
appraisal, are applicable solely to goods imported from ports of Canada,'not being
(he production of the province, which may have been imported here and entered into
the common stock of this country, and are not designed to apply to any European
goods purchased in Europe in good faith by importers residing m the United States,
and brought into port therein from Canada as the transit medium of direct American
importation ; the voyage being deemed continuous and unbroken from the change
from one description of vessel to another, rendered necessary from unavoidable natural
causes occurring on the route.
In these latter cases, the criterion is to be the true market value or wholesale price
of the goods in the principal markets of the country of Europe from whence they
may be exported, at the date of exportation, with all the dutiable charges added, up
to the time of placing the goods on board the vessel at the port of exportation, ana
likewise a charge for commission at the usual rates, but in no case less than 2J per
cent.
Where any goods are duly exported, with the declared intention of being transhipped
at some port in Canada, and thence conveyed to an American frontier port as their
destination—the Collector at the latter place will require satisfactory evidence of
the identity of the goods, and good faith in the exportation for the destination alleged,
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and also that such goods had never become a portion of the common stock of Canada,
by any previous actual importation for consumption or traffic in this province.
I have the honor to be, sir, your most obedient servant,
A. N. MORLN, Secretary.
To Hiou Allik, Esq., President of the Board of Trade, Montreal.
,

NAUTICAL INTELLIGENCE.
VESSELS WRECKED AT KEY WEST IN 1851.
In the Merehanli Magazine for January, 1852, (vol. xxvi., pages 62-60,) we pub
lished, under our series of " Commercial Cilie* and Tovms in the United States" a
carefully prepared description of Key West, bringing the statistics of the wrecking
business down to the close of 1850. We now give a statement of the number of ves
sels wrecked on the Florida coast, and of those put into the port of Key West in dis, tress, during the year ending 81st December, 1851 ; with the amount of salvage
awarded, the expenses and values of vessels and cargoes :—
In distress 19 vessels, wrecked 15 ; number wrecked and in distress, 34. Amount
of salvage awarded, $75,852; amount of salvage and expenses, $165,085; value of
vessels and cargoes, $911,500.
30 American, 1 Swedish, 1 Spanish, 2 English—34. 6 ships, 3 barks, 14 brigs,
2 steamers, 9 schooners—34.
MAGNETIC VARIATIONS AT POINT PIN0S AND SAN DIEGO.
The Superintendent of the United States Coast Survey, in a communication to the
Secretory of the Treasury, states that " the magnetic variations at Point Pinos and
San Diego, Coast of California, and Cape Hancock, or Disappointment, mouth of the
Columbia River, Oregon, and computed from the observations of George Davidson?
Esq., Assistant Coast Survey, are as follows :—
Station.
Var. East.
Date. No. ofd's.
Point Pinos
14° 68'
Feb. 1861
5
San Diego
12° 29'
May 1861
9
Cape Hancock, or Disappointment . 20° 46'
July 1861
6
ROCKS NEAR TIGER ISLAND.
Lieut. Mad*y, IT. 8. N., under date, National Observatory, Washington, February
27, 1852, transmits to the Secretary of the Navy, the following extract from the log
of the ship Qeorge Brown, Higgins, of Baltimore, touching the loss of that ship on an
unknown reef of rocks not far from Tiger Island :
Friday, August 15, 1851.
"Lai. at noon 60° 44' S. Ion. 121° 30' E., wind S. E, moderate. At H P. M.
struck on a reef of rocks* lying S. E. from 'Tiger Island,' about 15 miles from the
Island. The Islands were just in sight from the deck. The next day the rocks went
through her bottom, and she filled with water. By the means of several observations
taken on the preceding day, tho shoal is in lat. 6° 44' S. Ion. 121° E. It had about
10 feet water on it We left the wreck in our boats on the 17th, and landed on
the Island of 'Salayer,' after a seven days' passage."
VESSELS TOUCHING AT ELSINEUR.
It wQl be ink-resting to shipmasters trading to the Baltic, to know that by a recent
decision of the Department of State, the masters of vessels touching at Elsineur,
solely and exclusively for the purpose of paying the Sound dues, and transacting no
other business, are not required to deposit their ship's papers at the American Con
sulate at that port, either on entering or passing out of the Baltic.
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LIGHT-HOUSE Olf THE ISLAND OF CURiCAO.
The following notice to mariners, dated " Colonial Secretary's Office, Curacao, Not.
21, 1851," bears theeignature of J. Rammelman Elsevir, Jr.
•
The Governor of Curacao and its dependencies, hereby gives notice to the shipping,
that from and after the 20th of November, a light-house having been erected on the
island of Little Curacao, will show a red light from sunset to sunrise. The light is
twenty Netherland ells and four palms above the level of the sea, in Ion. 68° 44' W.
of Greenwich, and lat. 11° 58' N. It can be plainly seen from the deck of an ordinary
vessel at the distance of 2i nautical miles, of fifteen miles to the degree.
Having the liyht at this distance bearing W. by S., the light of Bonaire can be ob
served at the same time, bearing E. by S., when at an elevation of six elk above the
level of the sea.
The above light, which indicates the dangerous island of Little Curacao, will at the
same time show the beariug of Punt Canon—the low ea9t corner of Curacao, which
point, bearing W. N, W., at a distance of one nautical mile from the light, is not less
dangerous.
CABYSFORT REEF LIGHT-HOUSE.
We published in the Merchants' Magazine for March, 1852, a description of this
new Iron Light-House. We now give an official notice for the benefit of mariners :—
Office or the Carysfort Reei- I.lanT-HorsE, (
Key West. Feb. 14th, 1852.
(
Notice is hereby given, that on and after the 10th of March proximo, a fixed light of
18 21 -inch reflectors will be exhibited on the structure recently erected on the Carysfort Reef, Gulf of Florida. The light is elevated 106 feet above 'the water, and will
be visible in clear weather from a deck twelve feet high, at the distance of eighteen
statute miles. The structure can be approached from the eastward within a quarter
of a mile, being erected on the most seaward bank or reef, distant about four miles
from the light ship, as laid down upon the charts, and bearing from it E. N. E. (mag
netic.
GEO. <*• MEADE, Lieut. Top. Engineer*.
•

NEW REGULATION AT THE PORT OF LEGHORN.
Leghorn, January 30, 1852.
A circular, dated 23d January, has been addressed by the Tuscan government to
the consular body resident in this place, informing them that, agreeably to the S'ith
article of the law of the 18th of July, 1851, vessels of less than eighty tons burden,
having on board parcels of tobacco, manufactured or otherwise, are absolutely prohib
ited anchoring off the coast, even at Leghorn, unless legally proved to have been com
pelled to do so by stress of weather.
The necessary orders have therefore been given at the office of the port of Leghorn,
in order that vessels of less than eighty tons burden, with tobacco on ooard, shall not
be admitted to pratique, and they shall, as required by the 39th article of the above
cited law, except only in cases of absolute necessity, be immediately warned off
WM. MACBEAN <l CO.j Agents to Lloyd's.

BARNARD SAND, COAST OF NORFOLK.
The south part of the Barnard Sand having grown up in an easterly direction, the
S. W. Barnard Buoy (Red) has been moved about half a cable's length E. half 5.
from its former position, and now lies in six fathoms at low water spring tides, with
the following marks and compass bearings, viz.:—
A windmill, its width open to the northward of Covchithe Wood. . . .
W.N. W.
Lowestoft Church, touching the E. side of a black tower mill at Kirkley, N. by E. } E.
North Barnard Buoy
South Inner Barnard Buoy .
DOLPHIN ROCK, IN THE JAVA SEA.
Captain Ropes, of the bark Fcnelon, from Shanghae, reports seeing Dolphin Rock,
in the Java Sea. He describes it as being a coral rock, about the size of a ship's beam
in diameter, being about one fathom below the surface of the water. It bears Knob
Hill (Sumatra) West ; the Brothers' Islands, N. i E.—varying seven miles from the
position given on Horsburg's Chart of the Java Sea.
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HOLYHEAD NEW HARBOR WORKS.
Some idea of the vastness of the operations now being carried on may be gathered
from the fact that nearly six million tona of material will be required to form the
breakwater and sea-pier ; and of this quantity about five-and-a-half million tons have
been deposited to form the fore-shore of the breakwater ; this latter will be sis hun
dred feet in width at the base, and the proper settlement of the material thus deposit
ed is ascertained by the engineer-in-chief and his staff The fore-shore will extend
twenty-six hundred feet to the seaward. The breakwater will inclose an area of
three hundred and sixteen acres, three-quarters of a mile in length, in five-and-a-half
fathoms of water, with a sea-pier two thousand feet in length, and the cost of the
whole will be about seven hundred thousand pounds.

RAILROAD, CANAL, AND STEAMBOAT STATISTICS.
THE RAILWAY CAR,
BT CHARLES P. SHIKAt.
And wo to all who uphold the wrong—
No more we sing at they sang of old,
Lore darkness rather than light—
To the tones of the late and lyre,
For Science hath opened a broad highway
For lo ! we live In an Iron Age—
For Knowledge and Truth and Right.
Id the age of Steam and Fire 1
The world is too busy for dreaming,
And ho sends forth his Car to gather
The people of many lands,
And bath grown too wiae for War ;
Until the uttermost nations
So, to-day, for the glory of Science,
Are grasping each other's hands I
Let as aing of the Railway Car 1
The golden chariots of ancient kings
And thus, whon the people as one aro joined,
Would dazzle the wondering eye,
And each to his fellow is known,
And the heads of a million slaves might bow
Invention, and Art, and Skill Bhall work
At the bidding of Science alone.
Aa the glittering toy rolled by ;
And who can tell of the greatness
But this is the Car of the People,
The world may hope for then !
And before U shall bow all kings—
Be they warned when they hear the shrieking For the Faith that moveth mountains
Hath entered the souls of men 1
Of the dragon with iron wings I
The blood-stained Car ofthe Juggernaut,
Then sing no more, as they sang of old,
To the tones of the lute and lyre,
Oe'r millions of necks hath rolled,
And its priests hare cried, 'Such a triumph as ours, But sound the praise of the Iron t
Of the age of Steam and Fire.
The world shall never behold P
And sing to the glory of Science—
But wo ! when this harnessed Dragon,
Exult in the downfall of War—
Comes vomiting smoke and fire,
For the Priests, with their Car and Idols,
And shout for the fiery Dragon,
As he flies with the Railway Car
Shall perish beneath his ire !
OPERATIONS OF THE RAILWAYS OF MASSACHUSETTS, 1851.
COMPILED FOR TBS MERCHANTS' MAGAZINE FROM THE ANNUAL REPORTS TO THE LEGIS
LATURE, BT DAVID M. BALFOUR.
In the following tables, " Interest," and " Amount paid other Companies," in tolls
for passengers and freight, are not considered running expenses, and are, therefore,
deducted from the total of expenses. And the amount paid other companies " in
tolls," drc., and the amount received for " Interest," are deducted from the total receipts.
The returns from the Providence and Worcester, the Boston and Providence, the Nor
folk County, the Stoughton Branch, the Nashua and Lowell, the Kitchburg, the Ver
mont and Massachusetts, the Harvard Branch, and the Newburyport Railways, exhibit
the operations of those companies for eleven months, ending November 80th, 1851.
In the returns from the New Bedford and Taunton, and the Cape Cod Branch Rail
ways, the operations of the month of December, 1850, are included.
VOL. XVIII.—NO. iv.
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RATES OF TOLLS ON THE CAJVALS OF NEW YORK.
The Canal Board of the State of New York, have adopted the following rates of toll
for the season of 1862.
TOLLS FIR 1,000 POUNDS PER MILE IS CHANGED.
From.
To.
els. n>. fr. ets. m. fr.
On butter, tallow, beer, cider, and vinegar
0 4 0
0 8 O
On salted pork, bacon, lard, and lardoU
0 3 0
0 1 6
On grease
0 4 0
0 1 5
On bloom iron ("going towards tide-water," struck out,)
0 3 0
0 2 0
On gas pipes and water pipes.
0 4 0
0 2 0
On pot and pearl ashes and window glass (" manufactured in
this State," struck out,)
On pig copper..
0 4 0
0 2 0
On broken casting, scrap and pig iron
0 3 0
0 2 0
On barilla and bleaching powders, (not enumerated hereto
fore,)
0 4 0
On stoves, (" cast " erased,) iron car wheels, (" and car axles "
added,) bed plates for steam engines, plough castings, and
all other iron castings except machines and parts thereof.
0 4 0
0 3 0
On stove pipe and furniture for stoves, not cast iron, ("going
from tide-water," struck out)
0 8 0
0 6 0
On timber, squared and round, if carried in rafts, if cleared
"between the 15th of June and 15th of August," changed
to " after the 1st of June, and arriving at tide-water before
the 16th of August"
On white pine, white wood, bass wood and cedar
0 1 8
0 1 5
On boards, plank, Bcantling and sawed timber reduced to
inch measure, sill kinds of red cedar, cedar posts, all sid
ing, lath, or other sawed stuff less than one inch thick, car
ried in boats, per 1,000 feet per mile, when not weighed.
0 5 0
0 4 0
On ship knees.
0 2 0
0 1 0
On shingles carried in boats
0 1 8
0 1 5
On cotton
0 2 0
0 1 0
On rags and junk
.'
.
0 4 0
0 3 0
On manufactured tobacco, going towards tide-water
040
0 1 0
On rye, peas, and beans
0 4 0
0 3 0
On flour starting and going from tide-water
0 3 0
0 1 0
On iron in sheets, steel,' horseshoes, crockery, and glassware,
and tin in sheets and boxes, going from tide-water
0 5 0
0 4 0
On rosin, tar, pitch, turpentine, oil, manufactured tobacco,
anchors, chain-cables and oakum, going from tide-water. . .
0 8 0
0 4 0
On all other merchandise
0 8 0
0 4 0
On railroad iron
0 2 6
0 1 S
On railroad chairs (not enumerated before)
015
On all articles not enumerated or excepted, passing from
"» tide-water
0 8 0
0 4 0
THE PROPOSED HUDSON RIVER TUNNEL.
A diagram and description of the proposed tunnel under the Hudson River at
Albany, made by R. Hicham, civil engineer, has been published in the Albany Argus.
The tunnel it appears is to commence at Quackenbush street and descend southerly
with an open cut as far as Columbia-street, with a grade of 150 feet to the mile. At
the latter street it will enter the earth, and passing under lands belonging to the Al
bany and Schenectady Railroad, will curve to the right and enter under the river near
the foot of Steuben-street, the street on the south side ofthe Delavan House. Thence it
passes under the basin and river, crossing Oreen Island with an open cut and emerging
at the buildings of the Boston and Hudson River Railroads on the east side of the
river. The tunnel is to be of brick, 27 inches thick ; the form, two circles connected
together by a range of cast iron pillars, extending through the centre of the tunnel.
There is to be a double railway track, sidewalks, a chimney of 150 feet on the pier
for ventilation, a lateral tunnel opening' on Broadway between Maiden Lane and Steu
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ben streets, <fcc.: the whole work estimated to cost $517,720. It is to be built part of
the way by means of coffer-dams, but under the channel of the river by dredging out
a place and then sinking iron tubes, temporarily closed at the ends, within which the
workman are to build the arch, the materials being passed down through perpendic
ular pipes. Then the connections of the tubes are to be made water tight, the ends
removed, and the arches joined.
POSTAGE BY OCEAN STEAMERS,
F. W. Farrelly, Auditor of the Treasury for the Post-Office Department, has fur
nished the subjoined statement of the amount of postage on letters and papers received
and sent by ocean steamers, during the year which ended 80th June, 1861, and also
during the quarter ending on 30th September, 1851, for—
Cunard line, for the year
$536,037 61
quarter
132,890 17

•

Total Cunard
Deduct British portion

$668,927 78
529,567 88

United States postage
Collins line, for the year
«
»
«
quarter

$139,359 95
$205,841 71
60,642 48

Total Collins.
Deduct British portion

$256,884 19
82,048 01

United States postage
Bremen line for the year
«'
"
"
quarter

$224,336 18
$94,598 08
80,181 60

Total Bremen
Deduct Bremen portion.

$124,729 68
16,691 18

United States postage
Havre line, for nine months
"
" for the quarter

$109,138 46
$38,110 74
22,664 80

Total Havre
Deduct toreign portion

$60,776 54
7,596 93

United States postage
New York and California, year
quarter.

$53,178 61
$529,341 04
60,860 07

Charleston and Havana, year
"
" quarter-

$590,201 11
$12,062 57
8,600 00

$16,562 67
RECAPITULATION OF TDK UNITED STATES POSTAGE.
Cunard line
$139,859 96
Collins line
224,336 18
Bremen line
,
109,138 46
Havre line
63,178 61
New York and Californi
890,201 11
Charleston and Havana.
15,662 67
$1,131,776 87
The total amount of United States postages during the fifteen months comprised in
this statement is, it will be seen, $1,131,776 87 ; or assuming the different quarters to
have been equal, $905,421 48 and a fraction, for twelve months.
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CANALS AND OTHER PUBLIC WORKS OF OHIO.
The annual report of the Board of Public Works of Ohio, has been published. In
the absence of a copy of the official document, which has usually been furnished for
our use by a correspondent of the Merchants' Magazine, we adopt the carefully con
densed summary of the Cincinnati Atlas :
The amount collected on the canals for the last five years, excluding fractions, sums
up as follows :—
1847, Gross sum collected on all the Canals,
$805,019
1848,
mum
u
785,882
1849,
"
"
"
"
739,877
1850,
"
"
"
"
769,862
1851,
«
"
"
*
856,862
The greatest amount of tolls collected in aay one year previous to 1 847, was
$612,802. The excess of collections in 1861, over any preceding year, is more than
$50,000, and that, too, at a lower scale of tolls than ever before prevailed.
On the Ohio Canal but little increase is shown, while on the southern end of the
Miami Canal, business has steadily increased, notwithstanding the railway and other
competition. The tolls collected last year were :—
On the Ohio Canal
$486,009
Amount paid for repairs
128,218
Net receipts
$307,791
The number of Superintendents on this canal have been reduced from sixteen to
thirteen.
On the Miami and Erie Canal the receipts were :—
For 1850,
$815,162
" 1861
867,096
Increase
Paid in 1861, for repairs, superintendence, Ac.
On the Muskingum Improvement, the receipts were :—
In 1851,
In I860,

$41,933
$169,986
$48,418
89.926

. Increase
$11,407
Paid for repairs in 1851
1 8,361
In 1850 the repairs cost
39,935
The receipts for 1851 amounted to 2J per cent on the cost of tnis work.
Business on the Hocking Canal has increased, having nearly doubled in two years.
The receipts for 1851, were
$11,814,87
1850, "
8,078,64
Expenditures for 1851, "
7,991,18
I860, "
11,819,06
WAiHONDrxo Canal.—A serious breach in this canal in May last, affected very
seriously the revenue anticipated from this work.
The receipts for 1851, were
$2,615,42
■
I860, "
2,055,09
Payments for 1851, "
4,251,62
«
1850, "
1,966,61
Western Reserve and Maumee Road.—The receipts on this road were $12,745'
being au increase of $1,177,01. It is suggested that the excess of tolls over expendi'
tures on this road be expended in extending the road to the Miami and Erie Canal'
which would add much to its usefulness.
National Road.—The total receipts of this road for 1851 were $88,677 11, the
amount in 1850 was $42,636 08, showing a decrease of $4,058 97.
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OHIO AND PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD.
FREIGHT TARIFF ADOPTED BT THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS, JANUARY, 1852.
ie company will Dot undertake to transport freight beyond the capacity of
ogines and cara which it may hare for that purpose. No car is to carry more
12,000 pounds, or six tons, which is to be considered a car load. No freight train
to wait to load freight, if that will cause it be behind time so as to delay any other
Freight is divided into three classes :—Flour in barrels, live stock, and miscellaneous
freight The lowest charge on a barrel of flour will be ten cents, and per car load of
60 barrels, $6 ; except for distances under ten miles, for which it will be $6. The
lowest charge on miscellaneous freight for any distance, however short, will be one
dollar per ton.
Flour per Flour per Live stock per Mls.freight. Mis.fr't
car load.
car load. per 100 lbs.p'rc'rl'd.
Dollart.
Ont>.
UMan.
Cnli. Dollars.
To Pittsburg.
From Rochester
6 00
7 00
10
6
7 00
New Brighton
12
6 00
8 00
7
7 00
16
9 00
9
Darlington
10 00
10 00
11
18
9 60
12 00
Enon
12 00
20
14 00
12
Palestine
10 00
14 00
22
15 00
13
Bull Creek
10 60
15 00
Columbiana
23
16 00
14
11 00
16 00
Franklin
11 50
16
24
17 00
17 00
16
Salem
18 00
26
12 00
18 00
18
Stanley.
13 00
19 00
26
20 00
20
Alliance
27
15 00
20 00
22 00
Louisville.
23
30
18 00
22 00
25 00
Canton
25
19 00
21 00
27 00
33
Massillon
26
35
20 00
25 00
28 00
All freight to or from Pittsburg to be considered as through freight, and charged ac
cording to the foregoing table. Through freight to have the preference of wny freight
Miscellaneous freight, between way stations, to be charged five certs per ton per mile.
Special contracts may be made for the transportation of lumber, Ac.
TOLLS ON THE JAMES RIVER CANAL IN 1852.
The following rate of toll, upon a number of important articles, has been adopted
by the above company for the present year, namely :—
New rate. Old rat*.
Cls. Mills. Cts. Mills.
Agricultural implements
2 0
4 0
Bacon, coffee, and sugar
3 6
4 0
Flour
2 0
2 5
Lime down the canal
0 2
.
Salt
1 5
2 0
Tobacco, (all kinds)
8 0
3 5
Vegetables.
1 0
2 0
Wheat
2 0
2 5
PUBLIC WORKS OF PENNSYLVANIA
A resolution was submitted to the Senate of Pennsylvania, on the 9th of February,
189?, calling upon the Auditor General and State Treasurer for information as to the
real cost, receipt, and expenditures of the lines and divisions of State Improvements
which that gentleman has promptly answered, and which we here subjoin, in connec
tion with a summary view of the cost revenue, and expenditures of the several State
works of Pennsylvania.
Accountant Department, Harrisbdrq, Fab. 9, 1852.
Hon. John H. Walrkr, Speaker of the Senate.
Dear Sir :—In compliance with a resolution of the Senate, adopted on the 24th ult,
calling upon the Auditor General and State Treasurer, for a Statement relative to the
cost, revenue , and expenditures of the several lines, or divisions, of the Public Works
of Pennsylvania, we have the honor to transmit herewith the required information,
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which will be found to comprehend a period from the commencement of our internal
improvement Bystem to the close of the last fiscal year. It may be proper to remark
in explanation of the statement, that the coat of the works embraces everything in the
way of construction proper, as well as all other items properly chargeable to that ac
count. The revenue comprises the amount actually paid into the State Treasury,
whilst the expenditures are made up of all disbursements (whether of an ordinary or
extraordinary nature) attendant or consequent upon the operation of the works. In
short, it is believed that nothing has been omitted or erroneously included in the state
ment, to render it other than a full, fair, and unreserved expositioa The revenue
strictly belonging to a particular line cannot, of course be ascertained, as tolls are
paid at the end of one line through to the termination of another. No other mode, there
fore, could be adopted, than to apply the tolls to the several divisions, according to the
offices at which they were received—the amount received at Northumberland being
apportioned to the three lines terminatfng at that pcint. The course thus pursued,
however, although it may affect the details somewhat, as to the question of profit
and loss, when applied to a particular line, cannot, in any manner, do so with regard
to the aggregate of the lines. The recapitulation may, therefore, be taken as pre
senting a correct statement of that question, applied to the public works in general.
E. BURNS, Auditor General,
COST, REVENUE, AND EXPENDITURE OF THE STATE ROADS OF PENNSYLVANIA.
Expenditures.
Revenue.
Lines.
Cost.
Columbia & Philadelphia Rail'd .
$4,791,548 91 $7,483,395 63 $6,105,058 39
762,981 80
Eastern division of canal
2,661,008 05
1,737,286 97
1,760,583 19
Juniata3,570,016 29 , 1,371,948 59
8,161,327 26
1,860,752 76
2,985,769 10
Alleghany Portage Railroad
1,197,182 83
Western division of canal
3,096,522 30
2,523,979 59
Total
Main Line.
Delaware division of canal.
Susquehanna division of canal . .
North Branch division of canal . .
West Branch division of canal.. .

$16,156,077 23 $17,026,100 86 $11,987,132 97
1,884,606
897,160
1,598,379
1,832,023

96
62
35
28

2,288,694
402,779
1,003,047
449,058

76
15
58
19

1,117,716
654,835
758,662
738,470

70
22
17
58

Total
$20,768,807 34 $21,119,680 63 $15,151,817 64
Lines in operation.
143,911 9)
Fr. Creek division of canal
817,779 74
5,819 67
210,360 00
Beaver Creek division of canal. .
512,360 06
38,312 29
Total
Finished Lines.
Unfinished improvements
Board of Canal Commissioners. .
Board of Appraisers
Collectors, Weigh-masters, and
Lock-keepers
Exploratory surveys

$22,093,447 13 $21,163,812 49 $15,506,089 68
7,712,631 69
70,782 67
17,584 98

70,782 66
1,348,884 14

157,731 14

Grand total
$30,067,077 56 $21,163,812 49 $16,926,266 S8
To the above amount of expenditures may be added $6,400 paid for the use ot
patent rights, and if it be desired to connect with those expenditures the amount paid
for interest on the loans pertaining, directly or indirctly, to the public improvements,
the aggregate amount of said interest, to the close of the fiscal year 1861, ma? be
stated at $80,735,218 32.
GUARANTIED INTEREST.
Danville and Pottsville Railroad Company
$816,693 57
Bald Eagle and Spring Creek Navigation Company
187,532 47
Tioga Navigation Company
46.647 15
Codorus Navigation"Company, (guarantied loan)
6,000 00
Total

$406,873 19
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RAILROAD PROGRESS IN VIRGINIA.
The public works for -which the State raised recently a loan, are fast progressing.
Four great lines of railway will shortly cross her territory ; one of them through
Piedmont, east of the AUeghanies and south of James River, to North Carolina ; a
second to Tennessee, through which it will be extended to the Mississippi ; a third to
the Ohio, at the extreme southern portion of the State of Ohio j and the fjurlh across
North-Western Virginia to the Ohio, near the lakes. The annexed table presents a
condensed view of railroad progress in the State, together with the interest of the
State in their1 capital stock :—
Capital
Miles In Miles
interest.
length. completed. stock.
Appomattox Railroad, (late City Point)
8100,000
9
9
250,000
Clover Hill Railroad.
Hi
114
$600,000
Blue Ridge Railroad
600,000
161
289,100
Greenville and Roanoke Railroad.
21
21
320,000
Manassas Gap Railroad
800,000
108
■•
Orange and Alexandria Railroad, (includ
600,000
ing branch)
1,087,600
98
SO
Petersburg and Roanoke Railroad
00
769,000
60
885,000
Richmond and Petersbnrg Railroad. . . .
686,000
22
22
Richmond, Fredericksburg, and Potomac
275,200
Railroad
I6i
70 j 1,000,000
480,000
South Side Railroad
122
80
1,400,000
826,000
»•<
,,
Tuckahoe and James River Railroad . . .
68,600
Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad
500,000
80
»
Virginia and Central Railroad, (to Cov
1,094.800
ington)
1,817.300
198
105
21)1)
2,000,000
Virginia and Tennessee Railroad
8,000,000
50
Winchester and Potomac Railroad
300,000
83,838
82
32
•10
1,200,000
Richmond and Danville Railroad
2,000,000
147
North-Western Railroad
1,500,000
•«
100
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, (in Vir
ginia)
99
840
1,6024
"
"
" completed
676J
"
"
"in progress, (under contract)
686J
Capital stock, (leaving out Baltimore and Ohio Railroad)
$16,117,100 00
State interest .. ,
7,364,433 38
LOSS OF LIFE ON RAILROADS IN MASSACHUSETTS.
It may be a common impression that railroad accidents are rapidly on the increase ;
but the following table, prepared with some care from official report! to the Legisla
ture of Massachusetts, for the last five years, establishes the fact that upon the whole,
and in view of the great accumulation of travel, they are on the decrease :—
Vear.
1847
1848
1849
1850
1851

Number of
miles run
by trains.
8,427,606
4,074,295
4,459,827
4,740,007
4,900,587

crossing
Passengers
carried In Passengers In public WRlking on
the cars. works.
track. Employees.
the cars.
K'd. In'd. K'd. In'd. K'd. In'd. K'd. In'd.
I'd.
6,694,887
9 8
22 14
12 16
4 4
7,607,495
16 10
17 18
16 48
3 1
8,951,351
28 22
9 8
7 2
20 6
9,511,689
21 21
7 14
4 4
10 6
3 9 11 9
10,129,676
81 6
22 6

Total
21,602,178 44,895,048
47 95 29 20
85 SO 110 77
From the above table, it will be seen that the average number of accidents for the
year 1851, on the miles traveled, should be 111, whereas it was only 93; and the
average number of accidents to passengers transported for that 'year should be 34
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whereas it was only 12—say 8 killed and 9 injured ; while at the same time, it will
appear that accidents to persons strolling on the track, or in positions where they hare
no occasion to be found, are on the increase ; and it is a matter of serious consideration
whether the Legislature should not interpose to abate the evil, by attaching some
penalty to such trespassers.
OUR INTERIOR COMMERCIAL CENTERS.
Our interior Commerce has several centers—one is at Pittsburg, at the head of the
Ohio River; another is at Buffalo, at the foot of Lake Erie j a third is at Chicago, at
the head of Lake Michigan ; and a fourth is at St Louis, below the out-flow of the
Illinois and Mississippi Rivers. There is also an immense Commerce that centers mid
way of the Ohio Valley, reaching up the Muskingum, the Wabash, the Cumberland,
and other natural streams, and back into Ohio and Indiana, by artificial channels.
Statistics, showing the radiations of trade and travel from these commercial centers,
are interesting and valuable. We glean the following from a report lately made to
the Senate by the Secretary of the Treasury :—
Travel to and from Pittsburg, 1851
v
passengers
466,866
"
"
St Louis
867,796
"
"
Buffalo
623,423
Chicago
199,888
Total during year ending June 80, 1861

1,656,957
Steamers. Tonnage. Passengers.
In 1851, St. Louis district had
131
81,833
367,798
" New Orleans.
109
18,690
4S4.00O
" Pittsburg.
112
16,942
466,856
u Louisville
61
16,180
150,000
" Cincinnati
Ill
24,707
2,190,000
•' Buffalo.
42
25,989
697,887
" Detroit
47
16,468
721,430
" Chicago
4
661
84,900
Ferryboat passengers are included, and the number of passengers at Cincinnati,
Detroit, die, are thereby largely increased.
INFLUENCE OF RAILROADS.
The Hon. CnAELKs Scmnee, United States Senator from Massachusetts, in a late
speech, thus eloquently and classically describes the influence of railroads on civili
zation.
It would be difficult to exaggerate the influence of roads as a means of civilization.
This, at least, may be said : where roads are not, civilization cannot be ; and civiliza
tion advances as roads are extended. By these religion and knowledge are diffused ; in
tercourse of all kinds is promoted ; the producer, the manufacturer, and the consumer,
are all brought nearer together ; Commerce is quickened ; markets are opened ; prop
erty, wherever touched by these lines, is changed as by a magic rod into new values ;
and the great current of travel, like that stream of classic fable, or one of the rivers
of our own California, flows in a channel of golden sand. The roads, together with
the laws of ancient Rome, are now better remembered than her victories. The Flaminian and Appian ways—once trod by returning pro-consuls and tributary kings—
Btill remain as beneficent representatives of her departed grandeur. Under God, the
road and the schoolmaster are the two chief agents of human improvement. The educa
tion begun by the schoolmaster, is expanded, liberalized, and completed by intercourse
with the world ; and this intercourse finds new opportunities and inducements in every
road that is built.
Our country has already done much in this regard. By a remarkable line of steam
communications, chiefly by railroads, our whole population is now, or will be Mon,
brought close to the borders of Iowa. The citizens of the southern seaboard—Charles
ton, Savannah, and Mobile—are already stretching their hues in this direction ; while
the traveler from all the principal points of the northern seaboard—from Portland,
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Boston, Providence, New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Washington—now pass
to this remote region, traversing a territory of unexampled resources—at once a mag
azine aud a granary—the largest coal-field and at the same time the largest corn-field of
the known globe—winding its wny among churches and school houses, among forests
and gardens, by villages, towns, and cities, along the sea, along rivers nnd lakes, with a
speed which may recall the gallop of the ghostly horseman in the ballad :—
" Fled past on right and Inft how fast
Each forest, grove, and bower I
On right and left fled past how fast
Each city, town, and tower !
Tramp ! tramp ! along the land they speed,
Splash ! splash ! along the sea."
On the banks of the Mississippi the traveler is now arrested. The proposed road
in Iowa will carry him yet further to the banks of the Missouri, and this distant giant
stream, mightiest of the earth, on its way from its sources in the Rocky Mountains,
will be clasped with the Atlantic in the same ii on bracelet. In this I see not only
further opportunities for Commerce, but a new extension to civilization and increased
strength to our national Union.
A heathen poet, while picturing the golden age without long lines of road, has ig
norant 1 v indicated this circumstance as creditable to that imaginary period in contrast
with his own. " How well," exclaimed the youthful Tibullus, * they lived while Saturn
ruled—it/ore the earth wat opened by long wayt."
u Quam beneSatame vlvebant rege ; priusquam
Tellua tnjanga* est patefacta vivas.
Bnt the true golden age is before us, not behind us ; and one of its tokens will be the
completion of those long way* by which villages, towns, counties, states, provinces, na
tions, are all to be associated and knit together in a fellowship that can never be
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DRUGS, DYES, CHEMICALS, USED IN MANUFACTURES.—CULTIVATION OF SILK.
Freemas Hunt, Esq., Editor Merchants' Magazine :—
Sis—The recent attempt to abrogate the ad valorem system of levying duties on
foreign importations, and substituting specific duties, has met, as might have been an
ticipated, with discomfiture. This is not surprising. For, although the motion
5resented apparently aimed only to accomplish a chango in the mode of levying
Dties, its real purpose was to increase the price of commodities, and give what is
generally termed increased protection to native industry.
. Looking at the complexion of Congress, as at present constituted, the result is not
surprising. In this, our day, there is a repugnance in all countries, republican, mo
narchical, or despotic, to increased taxation of every kind : and, when an effort has
been made to legislate in favor of special interests, the expression of public opinion has
been unequivocally declared against it.
There can be little doubt that the majority of the people in the United States are
apposed, not to an alteration of the tariff of 1846, but to any policy which shall artifi
cially increase the price of foreign manufactures. But neither the people, nor the
majority of Congress, who represent them, have yet declared that no alteration shall
be made in its details of a moderate and practical character. Nor is it gainsayed that
some portions of our manufacturing industry have been depressed latterly. The mis
take committed by the Protectionists has arisen from the assumption that no relief
can be obtained otherwise than by further taxing consumers, with the ultimate end of
cheapening articles.
This is a grave error. Has it never been suggested to the minds of those who
strenuously advocate a protective policy, that their object can be attained by a much
more popular and less offensive procedure, viz., by lowering the price of production f
Yet, I take it, this is demonstrable. The most forcible objection used by the advo
cates of free trade is, that governments, by shielding certain interests from healthy
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competition, retard rather than accelerate such interests in attaining a meridian of
utility and excellence. There would be little difficulty, I apprehend, in affirming this
proposition, as history is thickly studded with examples, and I will not waste space
in enumerating them.
I am a subscriber and an attentive reader of your Magazine, and I receive much
profitable instruction, particularly from your statistical epitomes. In your January
number, page 119, will be found a valuable digest of the manufacturing industry of
the United States, compiled from the census returns, and from that summary, and
another statistical table in the last volume, I have placed in contrast the production
of woolens, cottons, and silks, in the United States, with the foreign importations of
those goods for the year 1850 :—
United States
Foreign
production in value, imports in value.
Woolens
$43,207,555
$16,900,916
Cottons
61,869,184
19,685,936
Raw silk (estimated) worked up
in United States
400,000
20,281,034
There are, then, manufactured in this country two-and-a-half times the quantity of
imported woolens. Of cottons there are manufactured a little over three times the
foreign import. But of silk, we import fiftv times the amount we manufacture. The
cotton trade, therefore, must have had in operation a cause to account for the differ
ence of the relative positions in which the three articles stand towards each other and
to their corresponding import.
The grand desideratum in manufacturing is an ample supply of raw material. IT
this can be obtained at home it is doubly advantageous ; the grower and manufacturer
being brought into proximity, as buyer and seller, so closely as to reduce to a mini
mum all intervening expenses, as commissions, <fec. The cotton trade has had these
advantages, and hence its rapid extension, and approach to a meridian of excellence.
The woolen trade has not had the advantages as to raw material which its sister
trade possesses. Notwithstanding an import duty of 30 per cent against foreign wool
in its favor, it still lacks the supply which our domestic consumption requires ; it is
questionable whether the time has not arrived at which it would be politic to abro
gate the duties on foreign wool altogether, or that the duties should be considerably
modified, seeing that the home production fell short of the home consumption last
year by 18,000,000 pounds.
The silk trade in the United States is in an anomalous but not unaccountable posi
tion. Many attempts have been made to cultivate silk in the United States. In
some of the Middle and Western States large bounties have been granted ; but these
have failed to stimulate production. The care of cocoons is a disagreeable, indeed,
filthy occupation, affording no adequate remuneration for the labor expended upon it,
and therefore it has been generally abandoned for more profitable agricultural pur
suits. A tax of 16 per cent is levied by the federal government upon foreign raw silk,
and this has produced the lamentable state of affairs indicated in the above table.
The retention of this tax is incompatible, therefore, with the prosecution of the silk
business, and no sound reason can be adduced for its continuance.
Having glanced at these branches of industry, and seeing that the whole have been
depressed, I would recommend Congress to repeal the revenue duties on all drugs,
dyes, and chemicals, used in their manufacture, with a view to encourage the export
of cottons and woolens, and to abrogate the duty on foreign silk. We have made some
experiments in the silk trade in this neighborhood ; and we find no difficulties what
ever in weaving ribbons by steam power. I have inclosed you a specimen or two .
The only obstacle we find is raics. If we are to carry on this manufacture, the only
possibility of doing so—and remunerating our laborers—is by giving us vnlared silk.
We want a diversity of manufacturing industry. Several hundred hands might be
profitably employed upon these classes of goods. I should very much like to have
your opinion as to their quality. They are one of the fruits of the World's Fair : and
I understand that should Congress grant a repeal of the duties on silk, drugs, dyes,
Ac., some very superior articles of United States manufacture will be displayed at the
New York Fair. Do you not think, sir, that productions like the inclosed are really
worthy of some attention from Congress. It is no special favor that is asked. AD
that is wanted is an ample supply of raw material.
I have the honor to remain, sir, yours respectfully.
r. c
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THE MANUFACTURES OF CHICAGO.
In a former part of the present number of the Merchants' Magazine, under our
series of " Commercial cities and towns of the United States," will be found an
interesting review of the commercial progress of Chicago in 1861. The following
facta and figures of the manufactures of that city are derived from the same reliable
source :—
Chicago Manufactures.—The geographical position of Chicago with reference to a
large portion of the North-West ; the many facilities of approach winch it already
possesses, and the many more which it will very shortly have ; the proximity of inex
haustible supplies of coal and of various kinds of minerals—all point to it as the ulti
mate seat of a very extensive manufacturing business. As yet this interest is but in
its infancy, in our city—only a few years having elapsed since the first manufactory
was established ; nevertheless, when we collect the statistics of the several branches
pursued, and present the aggregate thereof, the show is highly creditable to the place,
and furnishes a hopeful augury of " the time to be." We proceed to give, in detail, a
very brief account of the different branches of manufacture followed.
Foundries and Machine Shops.—The number of these in successful operation, in
the city, is ten. 1 he articles produced in them are stoves, parlor grates, gas pipes
columns, lintels, etc., for buildings, horse powers, all manner of mill and other gearing,
steam engines and boilers, railroad cars, patent screw cutters, and whatever else
conies appropriately under the above head. Steam engines and boilers, manufactured I
in Chicago, are now in use in Wisconsin, Iowa, Michigan, Indiana, and Illinois, and
have acquired for their respective makers a highly enviable reputation. Every es
tablishment is pushed to the extent of its capacity, and each is extending its facilities
for business as rapidly as possible. The aggregate of this branch of manufacturing
will be seen by the following statement :—
Capital invested
$180,600 I Value of raw material consumed $98,900
Aggregate 6ales in 1851
241,900 | Number of workmen employed..
291
Agricultural Implements.—There are nine establishments for the manufacture of
agricultural implements in which the business is carried on extensively, and Borne
others of less note. The articles manufactured in the largest amount are, reapers and
grass-cutters, threshing machines and separators, plows, seed drills, corn shelters and
separators, besides a great variety of other implements. The reaper busiuess is con
ducted on a very extensive 6cale by Mr. McCormick, whose machine, on exhibition, at
the World's Fair last summer, gained so much notoriety. Messrs. Wright and Hussey
have just completed an establishment for the manufacture of Hussey's reaper. Under
this head we have been compelled to place the manufacture of wagons, because that
business is carried on in connection with it, and we were not able to separate them in
obtaining the figures of manufacturers.
The following shows the extent of this branch of business :—
Capital invested.
$369,000 I Value of raw material consumed $100,000
Aggregate sales of 1861
390,250 ] Number of workmen employed.
267
Cabinet Making.—Looking Glass and Picture Frames.—Whole number of es
tablishments, ten, though the principal business is done by about half the number.
The following are the figures for this department of manufacture :—
Capital invested.
$72,000 I Value of material consumed.. . §36,500
Sales of the year 1851
134,000 | Workmen employed
176
Flouring Mills.—The total capital invested in mills, in the city, is $155,000.
There are four in all, one of which (the Messrs. Adams') is just completed. The other
three manufactured during the past year a little over 60,000 bbls. of flour, consuming
about 300,000 bushels of wheat In the four mills there are fourteen run of burrs,
and the daily capacity of the whole, is 850 bbls. of flour. About forty men find em
ployment in connection with these mills.
Tanneries.—There are five of these in the city, and the extent of their business is
as follows :—
Capital invested
$181,000 I Value of material
$99,267
Sales of 1851
240,000 | Number of workmen.
159
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Planing Mills.—There are three planing mills in the city, two only of which have
been at work during the entire year. The three are capable of planing from six to
eight million feet of lumber, per annum. The capital invested is $60,000, and the
number of workmen employed in 56.
Carriage Making.—We have some most accomplished workmen in this branch of
manufacture in our city. Various specimens of their skill may be seen daily upon
the streets, which, in beauty of design and exquisiteness of finish, will favorably com
pare with those manufactured in the best establishments of the East The following
is the business in this line :—
Capital invested
$30,500 I Value of material
$14,000
Sales of 1851
46,700 | Workmen employed
82
Brass Foundries, Bell Casting, and Locksmithing.—In these several branches
there is invested capital to the amount of $22,500. The business of the year foots
up to $13,000 ; the material consumed was $14,500, and some 88 men were employed.
These manufactures are yet in their infancy. Nevertheless, the men engaged in them
have already convinced the people of Chicago, that for anything in their respective
lines, there is no need to go to the East to procure a superior article.
Lard Oil, Candles, Soap, and Steam Melting.—There has been a large increase
in tliis branch of bu-inoss within a short period ; and the large number of cattle annuallv
slaughtered here, together with the facilities for obtaining material from abroad, lead*
us to expect a still greater increase. The capital now invested is $125,000. The ag
gregate business of the year amounted to $283,375, and the number of hands em
ployed was 80.
Cooperage.—We are not sure that we have found the whole of this business. What
we did fall in with, however, amounted to $16,500 in capital invested ; £33,500 in the
aggregate business of the year—$19,000, value of material, and 66 workmen em
ployed.
Marble Shops, Stone Dressing, and Mill Stones.—The whole amount of capi
tal invested in the above, is $15,600. Aggregate business of the year, $28,000. Ma
terial used, $12,500. Workmen employed, 44.
Ice. This luxury is now furnished us in great abundance. The capital invested is,
$10,000. During the winter 90 workmen are engaged ; during the summer, 20. Some
10,000 tons have been packed during the present winter
Brick Making.—The large amount of building which was done last year, exhausted
the entire supply of brick, and some buildings commenced had to be discontinued in
consequence. The total number of bricks manufactured, was 16,760,000 -, the capital
invested in the business, is about $30,000, and the number of hands employed last
year, 216.
recapitulation.
Capital. Bales, 1851. Material. Work*an.
Foundry and machine shops . . .r
291
$180,500 $241,900
$98,900
•267
Agricultural implements.. . .1 .
.V >
359,000
890,260
100,000
Cabinet making
36,500
176
72,000
134,600
155,000
40
Mills
Tanneries
181,000
99,267
159
240,666
Planing mills
56
60,000
Carriage making
14,000
82
80,500
46,700
Brass and bell founders
3S
22,600
14,500
48,000
Lard oil, candles, ,vc
126,000
80
236,376
56
Cooperage
16,500
88,600
19,000
Marble shops, etc ....
12,600
44
16,600
28,000
Tobacco, cigars, <tc
56
47,000
63,000
Ice.
10,000
B0
Brick making
80,000
70,000
215
Total
$1,304,600 $1,326,226 $394,660 1,649
In the above list we have not included the manufacture of boots and shoes, harness,
trunks, clothing, plumbing, gas fitting, sheet tin and copper ware, pump making,
black-smithing, silver and gold smithing and plating, and a variety of other branches
of manufacturing. We have given sufficient, however, to enable the reader, at a dis
tance, to form a pretty correct idea of the extent to which these various branches of
industry are engaged in.

:
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THE COAL PRODUCTIONS OF OHIO.
The statistical editor of the Cincinnati Gazette furnishes the subjoined statement
of the production of coal in Ohio :—
Ohio has coal enough in its bosom to supply the nation through an indefinite period.
In fact, it is apparently inexhaustible. But a country must be comparatively old,
wealthy, and populous, before the treasures of iron and coal are fully developed, for
they require a very large capital in order to be mined, and carried to market. Some
of the great iron factories of Wales and Scotland have a capital of ten millions—a
thing in this country not thought of.
The coal of Ohio lies very accessible, and requires comparatively little capital to
handle it ; but we have as yet, (except in Cincinnati,) little manuf.icturing, and in a
large portion of the State, the people are not sufficiently near the mines, or public
works, to use coal in competition with wood. Time and the axe are, however, rapidly
destroying the forest, and wood is fast rising in price. The period is near when nearly
the whole people of the Central West will use coal. It is only within a few years
that the coal trade of Pennsylvania has largely increased, and the effect of it on the
population and wealth of the State is very remarkable. The county of Schuylkill
doubled in population the last ten years, ana the city of Philadelphia has almost kept
op with the city of New York. We copy the following return of the coal product of
Eastern Pennsylvania, from the North American, taking four periods, at intervals of
five years.
1830.
18S§.
1840.
1845.
1850.
1851.
114,734
660,768
865,414
2,028,054
3,856,614
4,383,899
From this statement it appears that the Pennsylvania coal trade has increased at
more than 100 per cent in each five years. Supposing a bushel of coal to be 80 pounds,
which is the legal weight, we find that the Pennsylvania production of 1851 was one
hundred and ten millions of bushels.
The marketable production of coal in Ohio, may be determined approximately by
the last report of the Board of Public Works. The principal points of coal mining
in Ohio are at Tallmadge, ■ Summit county ; Pomeroy, Meigs county ; NelsonviUe,
Athens county ; and some points in Stark and Coshocton counties. The niuount
brought to market from these several points in 1860-51 was as follows, viz:—
From Akron, Summit county
bushels
3,052,850
" Massillon, Stark county
186,893
" Dover
69,180
■ Roscoe, Coshocton county
260,266
" Nelsonville, Athens county
930,150
" Pomeroy, Meigs county, about
2,000,000
Total
6,489,299
This is but a sixteenth part of the coal brought to market in Eastern Pennsylvania ;
yet it is a large amount, and a large increase on the production a few years since. It
is about the production of Pennsylvania fifteen years ago. May not the increase of
the coal trade in Ohio be nearly as rapid as that in Pennsylvania S If so, what an
immense effect it will have on the business of the State, and especially on Cincinnati 1
The great difficulty with our coal mines is that we have so very little capital applica
ble to that business. The opening of the Pomeroy mines has been of great utility to
this city ; but it has been accomplished only by the uncommon energy, perseverance,
and intelligence of the spirited proprietors. Time and labor were the substitutes for
capital. The mines of Tallmadge nave also been many years in arriving at important
results. Notwithstanding the unpromising effects of the tariff on the manufacture of
iron, there is a wide and profitable field for the employment of capital in Ohio, in
developing its mineral resources.
The consumption of coal in the interior towns, is gradually increasing. The con
sumption of some of these is known by the receipts from the canals, as follows :—
1850.
1851.
1850.
1851.
* Columbus
bushels. 286,621 499,961 Dayton
bushels. 89,953 68,840
Cireleville
66,109 98,829 Piqua,
8,868
9,677
Ohillicothe
188,139 205,867
McConnellville
46,286 68,444
Totals.
639,900 957,893
Middletown.
19,026 16,806
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These nre comparatively email quantities, but the increase (60 per cent) in one year,
is quite remarkable, and proves what we have said, that as wood rises in price, the
consumption of coal rapidly increases. Within a few years past coal has been exten
sively substituted for wood in steamboats. This has largely increased the consump
tion on the rivers. We have seen a steamboat on the Mississippi take poor coal on
board at 30 cents per bushel. It is obvious that coal will be entirely used in steam
boats, and it is equally obvious that coal must be almost the only motive power of
machinery. The numerous railroads will soon facilitate the introduction of coal into
numerous towns now inaccessible to the coal trade. All these things will soon afford
an active demand for our coal—mineral lands will be in demand—and capital will de
velop the wealth now lying dormant in the earth. The coal of Pennsylvania carried
to market last year came to twenty millions of dollars. An income like this, dug out
of the earth, in a single article, is alone enough to make a State prosperous and in
dependent
CANNEL COAL OF THE KENAWHA VALLEY.
There itre on the Kcnawha and its tributaries five veins of common bituminous coal
and two of Caunel coal, all capable of being worked, and all above the level of the
river. The largest and best is said, in a letter from Edward Kenna, published in the
Richmond Examiner, to be on the Coal River, where its aggregate thickness is
tweuty-four feet. The floor of the coal measures in this region is of fire clay or rock,
and the roof of solid sand-stone. The dip inclines to the northwest at a very low
angle. Professor Rogers gives the bituminous_coal a rank quite equal to the best Pitts
burg coal. The Cannel coal is said to be equal to any of this kind of coal in the world ;
like all coal of this description it is free from any intermixture of sulphur. Mr. Kenna
says:
" I may add, that from the close grain and compact character of this coal, it bears
transportation and exposure to the weather better than any other coal. It contains
from three to four thousand cubic feet per ton more gas than the best English or
American bituminous coals ; (vide Parnell's Applied Chemistry, Appleton'a edition.)
It raises steam to the desired point in thirty minutes—the best bitumen coals taking
over two hours, (vide Prof. W. R. Johnson's report to Congress on American coals.)
In short, its superiority for many practical purposes is so manifest, that there can be no
doubt but that as soon as a sufficient quantity of the coal can be sent to market, it will
supersede all other kinds of fueL"
The thickest vein of Cannel coal in England or Scotland is said not to measure more
than twenty-two inches ; the Kenawha Cannel coal has an average thickness of six
feet. Mr. Kenna says, that when the Central Railway is completed, it may be sent to
Richmond at a cost not exceeding four dollars a ton.
GOLD MINES IN VIRGINIA.
Within the past three years several rich mines have been opened and worked suc
cessfully in different parts of the State. Machinery has been introduced for the pur
pose of crushing the quartz rock, and it has been demonstrated that a profitable busi
ness could be done in that branch of mining.
The Richmond Whig thinks, that as the country becomes settled and improved
machinery is introduced, an amount of the precious metal will be produced that will
go far towards furnishing the State with a solid basis for her currency.
A returned Californian, who was induced to visit the Virginia mines, says of one of
them :
" I was prepared to examine a strong vein of quartz, but did not, however, expect
to see a mammoth vein, rivaling in extent any of the celebrated beds of California.
Several shafts have been sunk within half a mile on various parts of the vein, of dif
ferent depths, which exhibits the same uniform character, and widens as it goes down
wards—and at a depth of twenty yards is sixteen feet in thickness, throughout the
whole length of the bed, yet the same uniformity, volume, and thickness is found to
continue. If fifty tons were taken out per day for crushing, this vein could not be
exhausted in a century. I was induced to make experiments to test the value and
evenness of yield in the rock, and found gold in all parts, and the fact determined that
gold penetrates the whole mass. There are very rich threads leading through the
whole length of vein in the galleries opened. Specimens were blasted out while I
was in the vein, which for richness is not excelled by the best quartz rock in Cali
fornia."
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STATISTICS OF THE GREAT EXHIBITION.
The London Observer publishes a return of the number of visitors during the time
the exhibition remained open to the public. From this wc learn that, in the month of
May, the number of visitors was 734,782 ; in June, 1,138,116 ; in July, 1,814,176 ; in
August, 1,023,486; in September, 1,155,240; in October up to the 11th instant,
841,107 ; grand total, 6,201,856. The liabilities incurred, so far as they have at pres
ent been ascertained, are as follows :—To Messrs. Fox and Henderson for the building,
£79,800 ; to Messrs. Munday for rescinding of contract, £5,000 ; extra galleries, coun
ters, and fittings, £86,000 ; management including printing, etc., up to the 1st May,
£20,948; police force, £10,000; prixe fund, £20,000 ; mauagement during the exhi
bition, — ; total, £170,743. The income of the establishment is as follows, up to the
close of the exhibition :—Public subscriptions, £64,344 ; privilege of printing £8,200 ;
privilege of supplying refreshments £6,600 ; amount received for season tickets up to
1st May, £40,000 ; royalty of 2d. per copy on catalogues, — ; total funds in hand on
the 1st May, £118,044. Amount received at the doors up to August 80tb, £252,141
9a. 6d. ; amount received up to the end of September, £62,007 12s.; amount received
opto Saturday, the 11th of October, £41,922 Us. 6d. ; grand total £469,116 18s.
While the exhibition remained open to the public the children of no fewer than
510 schools, amounting to 43,716 pupils, visited it; and the kind feeling exhibited by
the wealthy classes towards the poor may be further inferred from the fact, that nearly
11.000 persons, in addition, were treated to a visit to the exhibition at a cost of £2,736
paid for admission, to say nothing of the much larger sums disbursed for their convey
ance to and from the Crystal Palace.
PRODUCTION OF CALIFORNIA' COLD.
The memorial of the Convention of citizens of California lately held in Washington,
presented to Congress, gives an exalted idea of the richness of California in minerals,
and particularly in gold, quicksilver, silver, &c. The yield of gold dust will steadily
increase, every succeeding year, while the supply of gold from the quartz will be in
exhaustible. The annual product of gold from auriferous quartz will be, three years
hence, two hundred and twenty-five millions. Exnmples arc given to prove the rich
ness of the gold-bearing quartz. The average results of specimens sent to London,
was $500 a ton ; the picked specimens were equal to $35,000 a ton. An assay of
gold-bearing quartz, at the mint, which weighed 188 ounces in its natural state, pro
duced $1,731 in gold, or $9 20 an ounce. The amount of gold dust during the next
three years is estimated at one hundred and fifty millions of dollars. The views of the
memorialists in regard to the gold deposits, and the minute and extensive diffusion of
the metal in the quartz rock, are very interesting.
DISCOVERY OF A SILVER MINE U NEW MEXICO.
The National Intelligencer says that a dispatch has been received from an officer of
the army stationed in New Mexico, stating that an extensive and rich silver mine has
been discovered on the public lands in the vicinity of Fort Fillmore, in that Territory.
The main or chief vein is said to be over five inches in width at the surface, and is ex
posed from the summit of a mountain fifteen hundred feet high to its base, over a
thousand yards in length. The eastern slope only of the mountain has been explored,
but there is no doubt that the vein passes entirely through it. An analysis of the ore
has been made by a Mexican silver worker, who pronounces it very rich. Fort Fill
more is about 20 miles north of £1 Paso.
NEW PROCESS OF WASHING GOLD IN CALIFORNIA.
The Calaveras Chronicle says that a miner, at Volcano Diggings, has hit upon a
new plan of separating the gold from the earth, and one that is likely to prove suc
cessful and be generally adopted. There is a species of auriferous earth frequently
met with that is so extremely stiff and tenacious that the ordinary methods of washing
have but little effect upon it The discoverer of the new process was working in this
kind of earth, when the idea occurred to him to boil the dirt. He tried it, and found
all difficulty in extracting the gold removed. Parties have already commenced con
etrncting machinery for working by this method on a large scale
VOL. XXVIII.—HO. IV.
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IMPROVEMENTS IN THE MANUFACTURE OF OXALATE OF POTASH.
We notice in a recent number of the London Mechanics' Magazine, that a patent
has been issued to Mr. George I. Firman, of Lambeth street, for improvements in the
manufacture of oxalate of potash, which consist in employing oxalic acid and water to
act on salts of potash, such as the tartrate, sulphate, or muriate of potash.
When tartrate of potash is the salt employed, the patentee takes cream of tartar,
and neutralizes the excess of acid coutained in it by the addition of carbonate of lime ;
he thus obtains a neutral tartrate in solution to every 100 lbs. to which he adds 60 lbs.
of crystalized oxalic acid dissolved in water. Thi9 quantity of acid is sufficient to com
bine with about half of the potash ; the remaining half being acted on by the liberated
tartaric acid and converted to tartrate of potash, which may serve for a subsequent
operation, or may be purified by passing its solution through animal charcoal. The
neutral oxalate of potash is subsequently treated by adding a sufficient quantity of
oxalic acid to convert it to a superoxalate, which is filtered, evaporated, and crystalized in the ordinary manner.
In operating on sulphate of potash, the patentee dissolves it in water, heated about
180 deg. Fahr., |and to every 100 lbs. thereof be adds 160 lbs. of crystalled oxalic
acid dissolved in water, or a sufficient quantity of oxalic acid to convert the potash of
the salt into superoxalate of potash (sulphuric acid being liberated.) He then stirs
the mixture well, keeping up the temperature to about 1 80 deg. Fahr., and allows
it to cool, when the superoxalate of potash will be found adhering to the sides and
bottom of the vessel It is subsequently dissolved, filtered, evaporated, and crystalized
in the usual manner.
When muriate of potash is operated on, the patentee dissolves it in water, heated
to about 180 deg. Fahr., and having added to every 100 lbs. thereof 140 lbs. of crystaliied
oxalic acid dissolved in water, or a sufficient quantity of acid to convert the potash of
the salt to a superoxalate, he proceeds as above directed when operating on sulphate
of potash. The muriatic acid resulting from this process may be utilized by evapo
rating the liquor left in the vessels after the crystals of superoxalate of potash have
been removed, and the residue of the evaporation may be returned, to be again opera
ted on with fresh quantities of muriate. In order to prevent the escape of muriatic
acid, it is recommended to conduct the operation in a closed vessel, (which should be
composed of earthenware, although lead vessels may be used when operating on the tar
trate and sulphate of potash,) having a pipe leading from it to another vessel contain
ing water, by which the water will be absorbed.
ONONDAGA AND TURK'S ISLAND SALT.
An interesting experiment, ordered by the Secretary of War, for the purpose of test
ing the relative merits of Onondaga and Turk's Island salt, has been made here. The
occasion of this experiment is, that there has existed a strong prejudice against salt of
home manufacture ; and for all orders for beef and pork for the use of the government
it has been expressly stipulated that it should be packed in Turk's Island salt The
experiment was the packing of eight hundred barrels of pork in the two varieties of
salt, about two or three, months since, which was unpacked and examined by compe
tent judges, and the result is, that the meats packed in the two kinds of salt were
precisely the same, both being compact and of (lie same color.
There are two kinds of salt made at Syracuse, and the pork was packed in the pure,
large crystal kind.
BRICK MAKING IN THE SOUTH.
We learn from a contemporary, th-t the brick manufactory of Mr. Kendall, situated
on the Bay of Biloxi, is doing a very extensive business. It was constructed in fur
therance of a contract made by its enterprising proprietor with the United States Go
vernment, to supply brick wherewith to build a custom-house in the city of Ne*
Orleans. It commenced July twelve months ago, since which time it has grown in
size so rapidly that it now resembles one of those busy, bustling, thriving little manu
facturing towns, that always attract the attention, and inspire the admiration of the
traveler in certain parts of New England. It is, perhaps, one of the most exteosi™
brick making establishments in the Uuion. It employs two of Culbertson and Scott'i
improved dry brick preses ; each throws up per day, 26,000 brick of super or quality,
making a sum total of 50,000 bricks daily. The establishment is capable of producing
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yearly 10,000,000 saleable brick. The cost of the site and all things appertaining to
it—in which are included a propeller, splendid barges, die.—has, up to the present
time, been between thirty and forty thousand dollars ; the machinery is under the
direction of a single man, Mr. Thomas Young ; one of those men who by their honesty,
industry and ingenuity, have added imperishable honor to the name of their mother
country, Scotland, and made America ever proud to adopt them.
This establishment employs one hundred and twenty hands, all of whom, we believe,
are slaves. The work is well performed, and the business cannot but prove profitable
to the enterprising proprietor.
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MORTALITY OF CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.
In another part of the present number of the Merchants' Magazine we have pub
lished an elaborate article on the commercial progress of Chicago in 1851, mainly de
rived from the annual report of the Chicago Tribune. The statement below, of tha
mortality of that place from 1847 to 1851, inclusive, is derived from the same reliable
source :—
From our files for the last four years, and from the returns of Mr. Woodson, City
Sexton, for 1851, we make up the following table of mortality of Chicago, for five
years:—
1847. 1848.
1849.
1850.
1851.
January
8S
28
62
60
80
February.
23
81
62
67
29
March
82
41
86
68
35
April
119
31
49
60
36
May
26
48
127
48
46
June
27
41
173
27
35
July
68
46
411
240
67
August
68
66
242
466
237
September
87
60
164
174
176
October
65
68
97
"70
49
November
50
65
64
46
46
December
80
48
42
49
54
Total
620
560 1,519 1,335
886
That our city is improving as rapidly in respect to the health of its citizens, as it
is in all other desirable matters, the above table abundantly proves. Nearly one half
of the mortality of the city in 1849 and 1850 was from deaths by cholera. Likewise
in 1851 it was increased some two or three hundred by the same cause. The popula
tion for the years comprehended in our table was- as follows :—
1847
16,860 I 1849
23,047 I 1861
85,000
1848
19,7 24 | 1850
28,620 |
From these figures it will be seen that the ratio of mortality has very materially
fallen short of the ratio of increase of population. Had our city been spared the visi
tation of cholera last summer, the mortality of 1851 would hardly have exceeded that
of 1847, notwithstanding the population had more than doubled during that period.
This gratifying fact is doubtless the result, in part, of the Banatary measures adopted
for the last three years to guard against the cholera, and in part from the planking of
streets and the construction of sewers, which have materially tended to keep the city
in a cleaner condition.
As these improvements are extended, the same good consequences may be expected
to flow from them ; and when, in addition to a complete system of sewerage and
planking, the whole city is supplied with an abundance of pure lake water, Chicago
will doubtless become the healthiest city on the continent.
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PROGRESS OF POPULATION IN MASSACAUSETTS.
POPULATION OF MASSACHUSETTS AT VAMOUB PERIODS.
Population.
Date.
70,000 Increase 134 2-7 per cent in
. 41
., years.
1701.
164,000
1742..
21
241,025
"
47
1763.
J
227,926 Decrease 5 7-10
1765.
11
348,004 Increase 52 6-10
1776.
8
357,510
"
2 4-10
1784.
6
878,787
"
6 7-10
1790.
10
422,846
"
11 3-5
1800.
10
472,040
"
11 3-10
1810.
10
623,287
"
10 9-10
1820.
10
610,408
"
16 2-5
1830.
10
787,700
"
20 8-10
1840.
10
994,751
"
34 8-10
1850.
In all the counties but Suffolk, Franklin, Nantucket, and Duke's, there is an increase
on the United States Census over the State Census.
PROGRESS OF POPULATION IN CHICAGO.
The Board of Water Commissioners of Chicago (Illiuois) in their report give the
following as their estimates of the future population of that city, estimating it in
1851, 36,000 souls:
95,000 1870... 126,000
65,000 1864.
1862
40,000
100,000 1871... 132,000
70,000 1865.
1863
44,000
106,000 1872... 139.000
75,000 1866.
1854
48,000
110,000 1873... 146,000
80,000 1867.
1865
52,000 1861. ..
154,000
115,000 1874. .
85,000 1868.
1866. ... 66,000
162,000
1875 .
120,000
1869.
90,000
1857.
" This is," the Argvs thinks, " rather inside the true figures, and was designed so to be ;
what a prospect then does futurity furnish to our citizens. Twenty-four years hence
and our population will exceed 162,000. There are in our midst some young persons,
who came to Chicago when they were children, and who, should they live to a good
old age, can only look back upon the growth they have witnessed of our city as the
realization of some strange dream."
POPULATION OF BARBAD0ES.
An abstract from the census returns taken in this island on the 25th of June, 1851.
has been completed by Mr. Bayley, jr, and forwarded to his excellency the Governor.
The general return gives the Dumber of 136,939 souls as the total population—some,
probably, 4,000 or 6,000 less thao the truth. Of these, 62,272 are males ; 73,667
females.
691
The number of public officers and professional men is given
2,823
Engaged
in
Commerce.
7,338
— ■
—»
Tradesmen
andi mechanics.
36,663
Engaged in agriculture
15,335
Engaged in domestic service
8.556
Sick and infirm
69,635
Without any specific occupation..
185,989
Total.
POPULATION OF BRITISH GUIANA.
Abstracts of the census of the population of British Guiana, taken on the S 1st of
March 1861 have been published. By these returns we learn that the total popnbv
tion of the 'colony amounted, at the end of March, to 127,695 persons; 97,664 of
whom constituted the rural population, and the remaining 80,141, the urban. Of
those 97 554 60,269 were inhabitants of Demarara ; 22,925, of Essequcbo ; and 22,870,
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of Berbice; while of the 30,141 persons resident in the town, 26,508 belonged to
Georgetown, and 4,688 to New Amsterdam. There is no great disparity between the
sexes ; though, owing to the importations of late years of Coolie immigrants, who are
mostly males, there is an excess of males over females. Of the total number of
127,695, 86,451 are natives of British Guiana, the remainder being composed of im
migrants of all classes and almost all countries.
EMIGRATION OF THE UNITED KINGDOM IN FIVE YEARS.
The total number of persons who emigrated from the United Kingdom during the
five years from 1846 to 1850, inclusive, was 1,216,567. The number dispatched by
the colonial land and emigration commissioners in the period was 53,434, and the esti
mated number who emigrated at their own cost in the same time was 1,168,123.

MERCANTILE MISCELLANIES.
DISCIPLINE IN THE MERCHANT SERVICE.
In accordance with a custom we adopted from the commencement of our journal,
we give place to the communication of Mr. Dabnet, without necessarily indorsing the
views he honestly advances. Indeed, we regard flogging in all its applications—in
schools, in families, in the navy, or in the mercantile service—as a degrading barbarism,
altogether unworthy of the enlightened sense of the day. But our correspondent has
made some good suggestions, and we cheerfully permit him to speak to " our parish,''
many of whom are deeply interested in the subject he discusses :—
Fayal, January 1, 1852.
FftBEMAM Hunt, Esq., Editor of the Merchants' Magazine, etc :—
Sia :—Having a project of transcendant interest, it is natural that I should endeavor
to obtain the most powerful aid to insure its accomplishment, and being an old sub
scriber to your Magazine, and of course aware of the ability with which it is con
ducted, and knowing that you stand on neutral grouud in regard to politics, I feel
confident that through your influence the subject may be placed before the nation in
what I humbly conceive to be its true light 1 come to treat, sir, of nothing less than
corporeal punishment in our marine, and I beg that in expressing my own convictions,
I may not be considered wanting in deference to the opinions of many of the most en
lightened men of our country, and among them, of course, a majority of the members
of our national Legislature, who have been actuated by the purest motives, but who,
from their position in society, have not had s-> good an opportunity of judging of the
effects of their measures. Believing thnt some analogy may be traced between the
cases, I will suppose that we are about to treat a malady that can be cured by the
application of a slight caustic, which will entirely relieve the patient, without leaving
any permanent ill effects, or that may (possibly) be cured by infusing a slow poison
into the system of the patient, that will sap the foundation of his constitution, and
frequently fail in producing the desired effect—which mode of treatment is preferable ?
Flogging is the caustic—confinement the slow poison. The former has also the ad
vantage of acting more as a preventive. Let us suppose that a seaman refuses to do
his duty, and is " seized up iu the rigging," and told that he will be flogged until he
consents to obey. How many lashes will he receive ! Let it be known that confine
ment in irons will be the punishment for such a misdemeanor. I know that mrny
have, and no doubt many will persist in their waywardness, and any one conversant
with the laws of hygiene knows that a man cannot be kept confined a week in a badly
ventilated place (such as landsmen have no conception of, as vessels are not adapted
to the comfortable accommodation of such characters,) without detriment to his health,
and if the confinement is of long duration he will never wholly recover from the
effects.
Permit me to ask which mode of treatment is the most humane, that which relieves
the patient, as it were, by magic, without injury to the constitution, or thnt which is
frequently ineffectual in a moral sense, and the physical effects of which can never be
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removed. As regards the moral influence of the different modes, which is the most
degrading
I
In a national
point of view the subject is of vital importance. I shall leave our
ships of war to the management of their able officers and take the case of a mer
chantman. Having a vessel well equipped and manned, what is the first requisite I
Obedience to orders. Can subordination be perfectly maintained without flogging !
I am of opinion that, in many cases, it cannot. The safetv of a vessel often depends
on the alacrity of seamen, and I believe vessels have been lost in consequence of the
abolition of flogging. Men that require it have reached a degree of moral degradation
that render them indifferent to punishment that does not make them smart. To our
whalemen the subject is of the greatest importance. The owners are obliged to make
large advances to the seamen, some of whom are beyond all moral restraint, and their
first object is to get clear of the ship and their pecuniary responsibility as soonjas pos
sible, and they frequently combine and refuse doing duty. 1 have lately had several
such conspiracies brought under my notice. The masters, having no means of con
trolling them, (having found confining them of no avail,) were glad to get clear of them
at any cost. I was consulted by one master who had eight men in confinement for re
fusing to do duty. I told him that I could not advise him to contravene our laws, but
I at the same time told him that if I had charge of a ship my orders should be obeyed
or I would abdicate. He was a man of nerve and an experienced ship-master, he had
to yield to the conspirators, and break up his three years' voyage, or expose himself to
the penalty of the law. He chose the latter, went on board, flogged the ringleader,
and in ten minutes had the control of his men, who had been for days in confinement
determined not to do duty on board of his ship.
My first great trial in the management of seamen was with the crew of the cele
brated privateer General Armstrong. After the destruction of that vessel, and since
then, I have had the care of thousands, consequently my opinion is based on thirtyeight years' experience. It has often been a subject of surprise, and of deep regret,
that there are no special enactments for the guidance of masters in the government of
seamen. A code defining as particularly as possible every degree of delinquency that
can be committed on board of vessels, and particularly specifying the punishment for
each offense, would have a very beneficial effect in preventing the misdeeds of sea
men, as they would soon become enlightened in regard to the consequences, at.d in
case it became necessary to exercise severity, it would afford the mas'er the greatest
possible relief, as he would know exactly how to act, whereas, hitherto he has had no
chart or compass " to guide him, and this undefined state of things has operated very
unfavorably
on both
and seamen.
Much has been
saidmaster
respecting
the mismanagement of seamen, and no doubt there
has been ample cause for it ; but the difficulty of the master's position has been entirely
overlooked. Let us appeal to the wisdom of our legislature to enact laws that will
afford both to the master and the seamen the protection that is so important to their
happiness and our national prosperity. The number of persons fully sensible of the
very great importance of this subject is very limited, as it is confined to those who are
aware of the necessity of good government on board of a vessel. Most of our ship
masters have filled the various grades on board of vessels, consequently no persons
are better qualified to give a correct opinion than they ; and I venture to predict that
not a dissenting voice, from the opinion herein expressed, will be heard.
Deeming it to be the duty of every citizen to contribute his mite to the public
weal, I have thought that I could not acquit myself better than by soliciting your
powerful mediation to place this very important subject before our fellow citizens.
With very great regard, I have the honor to be, Bir, your most obedient,
CHARLES W. DABNET.
CREDIT TO WHOM CREDIT 18 DUE.
In the March number of the Merchants' Magazine we published some statistics in
relation to the Collins and Cunard Steamers, which we credited to the Courier and
Enquirer, where we supposed they originally appeared. We now learn, from an un
questionable authority, that the article was prepared by J. H. C. Campbell, Esq, with
much care and trouble, and was first published in the Boston Journal. Mr. Campbell
appears to be an accurate and intelligent statistician, and certainly deserves credit for
his interesting tabular statements.
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COMMERCE vs. THE NATIONAL DEFENSE.
The communication which we publish below come9 from a distinguished officer, an
engineer, in the United States Army, and we can only say that we rejoice to find men
in our army entertaining views so perfectly in keeping with the enlightened spirit of
the nineteenth century. The letter which follows was not designed for publication,
but it is too spicy and too pertinent an introduction to the writer's criticism of the
Chief Engineer's report to be lost :—
Freeman Hunt, Esq., Editor of the Merchants' Magazine, etc.
Dear Sir:—Supposing that the subject treated of in the inclosed paper might be
interesting to your readers, and acceptable to yourself, I take the liberty of inclosing
it to you.
Breast works of cotton bags are said, in history, to have saved New Orleans from
capture, but the moral power of 2,500,000 bales, in preserving peace to the country,
is much greater than our military men are aware of.
After we have defended our naval depots (for it is a 6afe policy to do by them
what all naval nations have done for theirs) we had better spend our money in im
proving harbors and rivers, and affording other facilities to Commerce, the extension of
which, with England and France, would afford greater guaranties of peace than all the
bayonets, big guns, or batteries, or big Generals in the world.
Remaining, with great respect, your friend and servant, w. H. C.
REPORT OF GENERAL TOTTKN, CHIEF ENGINEER, ON TDK SUBJECT OF TDK NATIONAL
DEFENSE.—WASHINGTON, 1852.
This is the title of a pamphlet, published in Washington, containing some hundred
pages. As the subject relates to the policy of the National Defense it is not unwor
thy of criticism. For the present, the following memoranda embrace all that need
be said in the premises.
The General of Engineers insists that the United States may again be visited by
wars with the most powerful nations. So also any other calamity might happen, be
cause it had happened before. A pestilence may again sweep off the population ; a
famine may destroy it; mountains and continents may again be upheaved; and the
ocean may again roll "over the present dry land, when sunk to its former level. It
would be more philosophical to calculate the chances of these things taking place
again. This should especially be done where the elements for such calculation are
furnished in abundance.
There is one powerful nation that might prove formidable to the United States in
naval offense ; but that one is the very nation that is least likely we shall ever be at
war with.
Great Britain and the United States are as much connected together by commer
cial interests, as the State of New York is with the other States of the Union. Great
Britain and the United States own, to-day, over 8,000,000 tons of shipping, which
are nearly divided between them, and both are adding prosperously to this enormous
aggregate, affording additional guaranties for the preservation of peace between them
through all time. Great Britain exported to tho United States in 1850, $72,000,000,
or one-fifth of the entire exports of the United Kingdom. In 1849, Great Britain im
ported from the United States $122,000,000. Taking, then, the exports to the United
States for 1850, and the imports therefrom in 1849, we find that $194,000,000 meas
ures the trade between the two countries I
•
In a parliamentary paper recently issued, it is stated that the declared value
of the cotton manufactures exported from Great Britain in 1850, was £28,257,461, or
$137,048,685.
Of ail the raw cotton imported into England, the United States furnishes eighty
per cent on an average.
Under these circumstances the cessation of trade between the United States and
the United Kingdom, in consequence of a state of war, would bo attended by the
most disastrous results to both countries, but especially to the latter country, whose
political existence would be greatly endangered, if not destroyed.
With these elements it amounts to a mathematical showing that England is forced
to maintain peace with the United States at all hazards and at all costs ; for if she
goes to tear withjhem she goes to war with herself.

o20
General Totten must then leave out England as one of the " powerful nations" that
can possibly wage a war against the United States.
There is but one other nation of any maritime consideration, that can be claimed
to be superior to the United States on the score of naval power, and that one is
France. With the greatly increasing demands in the United States for the silks and
wines, and other products of France, and the considerable demand she is also making
for our great staple of cotton, France would have a great deal to lose by a war with
the United States. But she has other views of policy. France wants extended
Commerce, and consequently colonies, which she is preparing to acquire in Syria and
Egypt, and, perhaps, in India. To do this she must first secure a good and permanent
government at home. Her people want internal quiet, so that they may dig, im
prove the earth, manufacture, and sail beyond the seas. France also wants an outlet,
not only for her increasing productions of nature and art, but for her Bwarming popu
lation. She must have colonies to receive her people, not trans-oceanic, but Mediter
ranean onet. Syria and Egypt would afford superb colonies, or rather department!
of France, in which immigrating Frenchmen would find themselves almost in sight of
beautiful France.
Thi9 was the master idea of Napoleon the First, and Napoleon the Second hai given
evidence that he will not lose sight of the policy of Napoleon the Great
These elements are sufficient for calculations to be made of the chances of war
being waged by " powerful nations'* against the United States. In considering them
we are authorized to declare that a war with England or France might ensue once is
a million chances. With England there is the attenuated possibility of war arising
from the contiguity of frontiers, or of rivalry of other interests in America. But with
France the only possibility would be faintly derived from a miracle occurring, t. en
that Don Quixote should come to life, and place himself at the head of affairs in
France !
If the advocates of a magnificent system of Fortifications would take this view of
political things, their mental vision would be improved, or at all events they would
not be haunted with the idea of powerful enemies taking possession of Rhode Island,
sitting down before New York, or sailing up tne Mississippi ad libitum. Their pro
fessional skill and political influence would be better exerted in favor of the 6peedy
completion of a reasonable scheme of defence of the military and naval depots. In
stead of advocating the occupation of some 157 points along our extensive coasts,
they should confine themselves to the speedy completion of works at the most im
portant points, where Borne show for the necessity of the defense may be made ; such
as those as at the naval harbors of Portsmouth, Boston, Philadelphia, Washington,
Norfolk, and Pensacola.
Having confined General Totten's " powerful nations" to two in number, and having
shown the attenuated possibility of a war taking place with either of them, and be
lieving that the United States are in no danger of being conquered, occupied, or at
tacked, it would be a work of supererogation to criticize further the Report of the
General in order to sliow the many fallacies it contains.
The object of the present memoranda is to show that General Totten has not noticed
verv important elements entering into the policy of the national defense ; and that,
had he considered the international relations of commercial countries, and the control
ling influence that exterior Commerce has in preserving them unbroken, his views
would havo taken in a greater scope of the subject treated of.
In so important a branch of our national policy, every fact bearing on it should be
given. Congress and the country desire to receive from authentic sources, not only
opinions upon this policy, but every fact and result growing out of its development.
Every interlocutor, therefore, should endeavor not to bring fumum ex fulgare, sed ex
fumo dare lucem.
THE SALT TRADE OF ENGLAND.
There are ninety seven establishments in England, mostly in Cheshire and Worces
tershire, which manufacture salt These works produce, on on average, 800,000 tons
of salt per anuum, of which fully one half is exported to the United States and Can
ada, the Baltic, Scotland, and Ireland, and the remainder is consumed at home in al
kali manufactures, for domestic purposes, and as manure. The town of Newcastle onTyne consumes 70,000 tons annually.
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THE MERCANTILE BENEFICIAL ASSOCIATION OF PHILADELPHIA.
We have already recorded in the pages of the Merchants' Magazine, our hearty ad
miration of the aim and plan of this society, which, as we learn from the annual re
port tubmitted November 11th, 1851, has been in successful operation for ten years.
It is to be regretted that the attempt to establish a similar society in New York, has
been unsuccessful We could desire to see the plan carried out on a larger and broader
scale everywhere, so as to embrace every city, every town, every village in the country,
every point, in short, where there are men brought together by the common pursuit*
of trade. The idea of the association is that fruitful one which lies at the bottom of
very many of the most beneficial movements of the day—mutual aid and mutual in
surance. Although the Philadelphia association partakes of the character of a charity,
the relief it affords is*not a gratuity, a member "claims and receives," says the report,
" the assistance to which he is entitled. Not a weekly stipend of three, five, or ten
dollars, but in any sum that the necessity of his case may require, either by gift or loan,
requiring no acknowledgement or other evidence of debt in return. His name is not
blazoned before the society ; its rules forbid even this knowledge to the Board of
Managers."
A book or register also is kept by the society containing the names of members
seeking employment, with their qualifications and references.
Efforts are now being made, with good prospect of success, for establishing a course
of lectures before the association.
The treasurer's account presents the financial condition of the society in a favorable
light, the assets being $7,484 16. Twenty-four new members have been added during
the year, and the total number of contributing and life members is 374.
Such societies are a step towards, not a theoretical or visionary fraternization of the
race, but a practical and effectual association of men for mutual aid in the attainment
of well-being, for mutual protection against the common calamities of life, whose
benefits are imparted not as a gift, but as a right, and yet in that brotherly spirit that
spares the wounds of pride and respectB the secrets of misfortune.
THE MERCANTILE LIBRARY ASSOCIATION OF CINCINNATI.
The library association at Clinton Hall, New York, established some thirty years
ago, mainly by the wise foresight of a true merchant, has been a fruitful example.
In all the large cities of the country associations have sprung up with the same name
and the same objects. One of the most successful and prosperous of these is the asso
ciation at Cincinnati, as we rejoice to learn by the seventeenth annual report made to
the annual meeting held on the 6th January, 1852, and published by the association.
Its plan appears to embrace every means of improvement usually afforded by these
institutions, except one which has been found of much use at Clinton Hall—courses of
instruction in modern languages, and book-keeping. The reading room, lectures, and
library, on the other hand, leave little to desire.
We were surprised to find the library so large; it already contains 11,769 volumes,
and the increase during the past year has been very rapid. We doubt whether any
other association can show so rapid an increase in the same space of time. The Board
of Directors have been compelled to provide a new library room capable of holding
20,000 volumes, and from the details they present in the report we should judge that
when completed it will be a very elegant and convenient library hall.
The following is the Board of Directors for 1862 :—
Jahes Lupto.v, President ; E. B Hinman, Vice President ; H. D. Huntington, Cor
responding Secretary ; L. A. Ostrom, Recording Secretary ; C. B. Fobdick, Treasurer ;
R. Chknoweth, W. H. Woods, A. B. MkreIam, M. F. Thompson, J. C. Caldwell,
Directors.
THE EFFECT OF PROTECTION ON PAPER IN SPAIN.
A protectionist experience is recorded in some late advices from Spain. The news
paper proprietors there are about to apply to Government for a repeal of the duties
on foreign printing papers. They say that for the last eight years these duties have
been practically prohibitive, and yet that no progress has been made by the Spanish
paper-makers. The paper is as bad as ever, and so defective that many classes of
work carried on by the English and French printers cannot be executed in Spain.
The Spaniards, therefore, call for protection against the paper-makers in the shape
of wholesome competition.
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PENMANSHIP TAUGHT BY EXAMPLE.
The Commonwealth says, that Mr. Geo. T. Comer, the celebrated mercantile teacher
of Boston, has hit on an ingenious expedient for multiplying good instruction in pen
manship—placing before every scholar at all times an exact showing how of the art of
holding a pen. This he has done by nothing less than getting up a casting in bronze of
his hand and arm in the act of writing. One of these perfect facsimile! is placed on the
table before the scholar as a perpetual memento, and he has nothing to do but to dis
cipline his own graphic extremity to the exact position of this rigid fugle hand. It»
obvious that an ever-visible rectitude must have a powerful tendency to repress all
divergence into the crooked ways of error, and even to reclaim from the vilest cacography. We are not classical enough to know whether or not Briareus was a writingmaster, who by a similar expedient got himself celebrated for having a hundred hands,
but if not, we think Mr. Comer deserves a patent
The best evidence we can give as to Mr. Comer's intelligence, and it is one which
will be fully appreciated by many, is the fact that about a year ago he purchased a
complete set of the Merchants' Magazine, and 13 now a permanent patron of the workOUR ENERGETIC MEN AND MERCHANTS.
We love our upright energetic men. Pull them this way, and then that way, and
the other, and they only bend, but never break. Trip them down, and in a trice they
are on their feet Bury them in the mud, and in an hour they will be out and bright
They are not ever yawning away existence, or walking about the world as if they had
come into it with only half their soul ; you cannot keep them down—you cannot
destroy them. But for these the world would soon degenerate. They are the salt of
the earth. Who but they start any noble project i They build our cities and rear
our manufactories. They whiten the ocean with their sails, and they blacken the
heavens with the smoke of their steam-vessels and furnace fires. They draw treasures
from the mine. They plough the earth. Blessings on them ! Look to them, young
men, and take courage ; imitate their example, catch the spirit of their energy and
enterprise, and study the pages of the Merchants' Magazine, and you will deserve and
no doubt command success.
FRAUD OF DRUGGISTS.
A trial of considerable interest, as we learn from the Liverpool Timet, came on at
Wolverhampton, in which a druggist, Mr. F. Langraan, was proceeded against at th»
suit of a Mr. Baker, for selling certain boxes of pills purporting to be "SirJanieJ
Murray's Concentrated Cod Liver Oil Pills," when, in point of fact, Sir James, who is an
eminent physician in Dublin, had never given his sanction for the use of his name, and
when also (as was proved in evidence) it was an impossibility to concentrate the cod
liver oil in the way spoken of. It had been found that the pills contained prussic
acid in the shape of bitter oil of almonds, but no cod liver oil. A verdict was given
for the plaintiff, (the sum sought to be recovered being 2s. 9d.,) with costs. The judge
made some severe comments upon the fraud which had been practiced. Similar
frauds we are credibly informed are practiced by some druggists in the United States.
BUSINESS HOURS IN BOSTON.
A writer in a recent Transcript complainB that the business hours of Boston close »t
2 instead of 4 o'clock, as in New York, thus shortening the time for making purchases
and cheapening goods. He says, very feelingly, that " there is a loss of precious time
for business purposes." Our opinion is, if it is worth anything, that there is too much
"precious time" lost t'» "business purposes," and too little expended for higher advan
tages than dollars and cents. As people live around us, it would seem as if there wai
nothing but money worth striving for ; and every energy of mind and body must be
exerted for its attainment Oct rich ! appears to be the rule that men have written
on their hearts, and it is a " waste of precious time " to turn aside for a moment from
its direction.—Pathfinder.
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1.—Interest Tablet at Five Per Cent ; in which it shown the Interest on any mm
from £1 to £10,000, for any length of time from one day to three hundred and sixtyJive days, by days, from one month to twelve months, by months, andfrom one year to
six years, by years, each by the addition of two sums only. They also show the In
terest on shillingsfrom one to nineteen shillitigs at a single glance : likewise Tables
for reducing Interest from One Per Cent to another, and for calculating the Com
missions on Sales of Ooods. By George Oates. 8vo., square, pp. 237.
2.—Interest Tables at Seven Per Cent, in which is shown the Interest on any sumfrom
$1 to $10,000,/or any length of time from one day to one year, by days. Interest
being calculated at the rate of three hundrea and sixty-five days to the year, by the
addition of two sums only, both of which are from Hie same Table. The Interest on
cents is als j seen at a glance. By George Oates. 8vo., square, pp. 184. New
York : D. Appleton <fc Co.
Various tables prepared by this author have been in use for a long period, and their
accuracy is unquestioned. The above-mentioned will be found exceedingly convenient
for all calculations of interest in pounds or dollars. The answers are found with ease
and simplicity, and with remarkable rapidity. They are not surpassed in these re
spects by any other tables with which we are acquainted.
S.—The Grammar of English Grammarians, with an Introduction, Historical and
Critical, the whole Methodically Arranged and Amply Illustrated, with Forms of
Correcting and of Parsing Improprieties for Correcting, Examples for Parsing,
Questions for Examination, Exercises for Writing, Observations for the Advanced
Student, Decisions and Proofsfor the Settlement of Disputed Points, Occasional
Strictures and Defenses, an Exhibition of the Several Methods of Analysis, and a
Key to the Oral Exercises: to which are added Four Appendices pertaining separ
ately to the Four Parts of Grammar. By Uoold Brown. 8vo., pp. 1,028. New
York : S. S. 4 W. Wood.
A work on English grammar of a thousand pages octavo, and much of it in very
fine type, is certainly a rare production. It contains all the learning on the subject,
and may be regarded as the most complete work in this respect that has been, or
will very soon be published. It has consumed a large portion of twenty years of the
author's life, and is a monument of industry and perseverance. Those who wish to
pursue investigations in the grammatical construction of our language, or who wish to
posses? in a portable form all that has been said or determined by writers on mooted
points in the language, or who with in addition to possess the independent and original
views of an active and strong mind, that has been devoted to the subject, will find
in these pages all they desire.
4-—Daily Bible Illustrations: being Original Headings for a Year, on Subjectsfrom
Sacred History, Biography, Geography, Antiquities, and Theology, Especially De
signed for th? Family Circle. By John Kitto. D. D. Evening Series. Job, and
the Poetical Books. 12mo., pp. 419. New York : Robert Carter.
The general character of this work possesses some very commendable features, and
some that are objectionable. It contains much that will be of the nature of informa
tion to the great mass of Christian readers, respecting the manners, customs, habits,
Ac, of the people of Palestine, in ancient days. This information is agreeable and
valuable, but too often, in this work, it is superficial, gathered from various sources,
and after all has in itself very little intrinsic worth. The reflections arc generally in
an excellent spirit, just, and in tone with Christian sympathies ; but they are, at times,
tame and weak, and comprise too great a mass of the kind. It is illustrated with
numerous cuts, representing the state of the arts, &c, among those early people.
The present volume is devoted chiefly to the book of Job, which it explains at much
length.
i.—The Art Journalfor 1852. New York: George Virtue.
This number contains numerous embellishments, such as the " Grisette of Yorick,"
" Protecting Angels," " The Staten Bow ;" the first and last of which are from pictures
in the Vernon Gallery. It is not less interesting in its contents than any of the pre
vious ones.
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6.—Element) of Logic, comprising the Substance of the article in the Encyclopedia
Metropolitan; with additions. Sic. By Richard Whately, D. D., Archbishop of
Dublin. 12mo., pp. 443. Boston : James Munroe <fc Co.
Man in every variety of pursuit—the statesman, the lawyer, the soldier, the mer
chant—is more or less of a reasoner or logician. They are all occupied in deducing,
well or ill, conclusions from premises, each concerning the subject of bis own particular
business. The volume before us teaches with singular ability the principles of logic,
and altogether is one of the most clear and comprehensive treatises of reasoning from
Induction that has ever been published. The present, the ninth edition, has been en
larged and improved by the author.
1.—A Thought-Book of the Wise Spirits of All Ages and All Countries, fit for All
Men and All Hours. Collected, arranged, and edited by James Elmks, author of
Memoirs of Sir Christopher Wren, <fce. 1 8mo., pp. 266. Boston : James Munroe.
A most excellent collection of "thoughts that breathe and words that burn," gath
ered from the great minds of all ages and all countries. They have, it seem?, been
selected with a certain regard to uniformity of statement on -moral, philosophical, and
religious truth ; and particularly as tending to prove the conformity of Reason with
Revelation.
8.—Companions of my Solitude. By the Author of "Friends in Council," "Essays writ
ten in the Intervals of Business," die. 12mo., pp. 265. Boston : James Munroe 4 Co.
Those who have read either of the books named in the title-page quoted, will not
willingly forego the pleasure aad the profit which the present publication cannot fail
to bestow. Good sense, correct and manly feeling, a nice discrimination of man and
aociety, earnestness of purpose working in an element of playful humor, conveyed in
good, unaffected language, combine to render the present volume attractive to the
purest and best minds of our time.
9. —The American Matron; or Practical and- Scientific Cookery. By a Honsekeeper. 12mo., pp. 263. Boston : James Munroe <& Co.
" At the bottom of good housewifery is the all-important art of good cooking—*
matter of joint science and experiment." So says, and correctly, the author of this
manual. To be brief, it furnishes a collection of the very best receipts that practical
skill has suggested, for all varieties of food, and it imparts the scientific knowledge
necessary for the full understanding aud skillful U9e of the practical instructions.
10.—The Camel Hunt; a Narrative of Personal Adventure. By Joseph W. Fabim.
12mo., pp. 219. Boston : James Munroe <fe Co.
An interesting personal narrative, abounding in romantic incidents and graphic
sketches.
,11.—The Greek Girl; A Tale in Two Cantos. By J. W. Simmons. 12mo, pp. US.
Boston : J. Munroe & Co.
A beautiful and pleasing poem, displaying more than usual talent at versification,
and a cultivated and chastened imagination.
12.—International Magazinefor March, 1852. New York : Stringer <fe Townsend.
The present number of this interesting publication opens with an admirable life like
engraving of the Aztecs, as they appear at the Society Library, where they are now
being exhibited. It is nccompnnied with a brief sketch. These Lilliputians are attractting the attention of the scientific and the curious ; and we believe that among the
most intelligent they are regarded as the genuine remnant of a race now almost ex
tinct The advocates of the unity of the human race are in a quandary.
1 8.—The Swamp Steed ; or the Days of Marion and his Merry Men. A Romance of
the American Revolution, New York : Dewitt <t Davenport.
The heroic courage and daring of Marion furnishes a fine subject for romance; and
the author seems to have availed himself of the incidents, and worked them up into a
story of more than ordinary interest.
14.—The Spangles and Tingles ; or Rival Belles. A Tale. By J. B. Jones. 12m*,
pp. 270. Philadelphia : A. Hart.
It is the aim of this agreeable tale to unveil some of the mysteries of society and
politics as they exist at present in this country.
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15.—A Lady's Voyage Round the World: a Selected Translationfrom the German of
Ida Pseiffer. By Mrs. Sinnett. 12mo., pp. 802. New York: Harper A Brothers.
Few persons ever possess such mi inappeasable desire to become travelers, as this
matron, who, after baring reared a family, finding herself at leisure from this world's
cares, undertook to gratify it. Her travels round the the world arc striking, as pre
senting the manner in which a resolute and untiring woman could accomplish such a
journey. She experienced many hardships and dangers, but her brave spirit bore her
safely through them all.
16.—Life and Works of Robert Bums. Edited by Robert Chambers, in four volumes.
VoL 1. 1 2mo., pp. 360. New York : Harper & Brothers.
A life of Burns of the character of this has long been needed. Its leading fea
ture consists in interweaving the poems with the memoirs in the order in which they
were written. Thus we have the poet's life and feeling to illustrate the poems ; and on
the other hand the sentiments of the poems reflect their light upon the author's life
and actions. This is the only method by whicb the character of Burns can be under
stood, and it furnishes us with an interesting memoir.
17"—Recollections of a Literary Life ; or Books, Places, and People. By Mary Rus
sell Mitfobd. 12mo., pp. 668. New York: Harper it Brothers.
This is a sort of gossiping, literary admixture ; in part anecdotal, in part consisting
of extracts in veflg, some of which are very choice, with occasional reflections ana
criticisms. IyirHptle inclined to be dull and prosy at times, but on tli« whole quite
a pleasant atffl savory dish. The notice of Daniel Webster is admirable.
18.—Arcfic Searching Expedition ; A Journal of a boat voyage through Ruperts
Land and the Arctic Sea, in search of t/te Discovery ships under command of Sir
John franklin, toith an Appendix on the physical Geography. By Sra John Rich
ardson, C. B. 12mo., pp. 616. New York : Harper it Bros.
Everything relating to the Arctic regions is now a matter of interest ; more espe
cially whatever is connected with the efforts to discover the fate of Sir John Franklin.
This volume contains a very interesting and graphic sketch of a journey over hind to
the Arctic seas, by an English officer sent out to discover, if possible, any traces of the
long lost expedition. It is rich in information relating to a part of the world so sel
dom visited, and it enlists the attention of the reader by the hazards and trials of the
travelers.
1J.—Narratives of Sorcery and Magic, from the most authentic sources. By Thomas
"Wright, M. A, corresponding member of the National Institute of France. 12mo.,
pp. 240. New York : J. S. Redfield.
No small part of the value of this volume is that it presents an example of the manner
in which the public mind may, under peculiar circumstances, be acted upon by erroneous
views. In addition, in the form of detached histories, it exhibits the character under
which, at various periods, the superstitions of sorcery and magic have affected the
progress of society. It is very full in its statements, which have been obtained from
the most reliable sources, and it is one of the best works on the history of these
delusions.
20.—The Farmer's Guide to Scientific and Practical Agriculture, detailing the labors
of the Farmer in all their variety, and adapting them to the seasons of the year as
they successively occur. B. Henry E. Stephens, F. R. S. E., edited by John P.
Norton. With numerous Illustrations. 2 vols^ 8vo., pp. 710 and 804. New York:
Leonard, Scott, <s Co.
The art of agriculture has never been so fully and so ably treated as by this writer.
The work before us is unquestionably the highest authority upon the subject of farm
ing. It comprises not only such information as may be suitable for one class of farm
ers, but on the contrary, it is adapted to alL It has been prepared for the purpose of
instructing young men who might desire to become farmers, in practical industry.
The details of each form operation and its relation to that which preceded and follow
ed it in the revolution of the agricultural year are described with great minuteness.
All that is important respecting stock, the manner of purchasing and preparing farms,
in addition to their management, is completely treated here. The character of the in
formation is most reliable, lhe author was one of the most experienced of English
formers, and an intelligent and capable man. A work of this kind is worth more to
the farmer than all the small agricultural works combined.
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21.—Annual of Scientific Discovery : or Year-Booh of Facta in Science and Art,for
1852. Exhibiting t/te moat Important Discoveries and Improvements in Mechanics,
Useful Arts, Natural Philosophy, Chemistry, Astronomy, Meteorology, Zoology,
Botany, Mineralogy, Geology, Geography, Antiquities, etc., together Kith a Lilt of
Recent Scientific Publications. A Classified List of Patents ; Obituaries of Emi
nent Scientific Men ; Notes on the Progress of Science during 1851, etc. Edited by
D. A. Wells. 12mo., pp. 408. Beaton : Gould <fe Lincoln.
Few works possess more intrinsic interest to the friend of scientific discovery than
this volume. It is truly a compendium of all that has been discovered, or of the real
progress of science during the past year. It appears to embrace every department of
scientific knowledge, and to be prepared with such intelligence and discrimination as
to exclude everything trivial or unimportant.
22.—A Pilgrimage to Egypt, embracing a Diary of Explorations on the Nile; with
observations illustrative of the manners, customs, and institutions of the present con
dition of the Antiquities and Ruins, with numerous Engravings. Bv J. V. C.
Smitu, II. D. 12mo. Boston : Gould it Lincoln.
It requires no ordinary courage to send forth a work upon Egypt after the many
agreeable and instructive volumes lately published upon the same subject ; yet the
author of these pages is not strictly a competitor with any previous writer. He
visited Egypt more like a plain unsophisticated matter-of-fact man, and therefore,
looked upon that land of fleas, and vermin, and sepulchers, with undazzled eyes. The
reader may he sure of seeing the country as it is, rambling with him through it, and
his pains will be far from unentertaining or profitless.
23.—The History of Palestine, From the Patriarchal Age to the Present Time; vith
Introductory Chapters on the Geography and Natural History of the Country, and
on the Customs and Institutions of the Jews. By John Kitto, D. D. With upward!
of two hundred illustrations. l2mo., pp. 420. Boston: Gould <t Lincoln.
The value of this work consists in the connected form in which it presents the history
of the Jews from the earliest period, with the intimate knowledge which it conveys
of the customs, manners, and condition of that nation while inhabitants of Palestine.
Those whose minds delight to linger over the surprising scenes that have been tramacted in that noted country will here find much to interest them.
'24.—Dream Life: a Fable of the Seasons. By Ik Mabveu 12mo, pp.286. New
York : Charles Scribner.
In these pages Ik Marvel appears in as exquisite style as ever. They contain the
" Dreams of Boyhood," the " Dreams of Youth," the " Dreams of Manhood," and the
"Dreams of Age." So far as relates to beautiful writing, and pointed expressions, this
author is without a superior at the present day. But he does not possess the thoughtfulness of an Irving, or the under-current of good sense of Addison, yet this alone is
the element which has preserved the compositions of all elegant writers, whether
ancient or modern.
26.—Boydclts Illustrations of Shakspeare. Part 88. New York : S. Spooner.
In this number are two plates. The first represents a passage in the 4th Scene of
the 4th Act of the Play entitled " King Henry Fourth," where the Prince lays his
hand upon the crown beside his sleeping father. The other represents a subsequent
passage, in which the Prince asks pardon for his boldness. The execution is well
done, and the countenances of each are quite distinct and impressive.
26.—Homeopathy and Allopathy ; Reply to " An Examination of the Doctrines and
Evidences of Homeopathy, by Worthington Hooker, M. D." By E. E. Maecv, M. D.
12mo., pp. 144. New York: Wa Radde.
This is a mnnly and vigorous reply to an attack upon Homeopathy. Of course we
do not attempt to sit as a judge upon the issue. We only exercise our observation
upon the skill of the disputants. Both are sharp and keen, champions in their cause,
but the author of this work displays the best temper and logic.
27.—The Yellow Plush Papers. By W. M. Thackebat. 12mo, pp. 219. New York:
D. Appleton <fc Co.
This is the second number of Appleton's Library of popular and readable books.
It is Sjtficient to say that it is from the pen of the inimitable Thackeray, and that it
consis a 0f the Yellow Plush Papers, so widely known from their entertaining con
tents.
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28.—Appleton'i Popular library of the best Authort. UTo. 1. Essaysfrom the Lon
don Times. 12mo., pp.301. New York: D. Appleton & Co.
This is the commencement of a new enterprise which promises great entertainment
and gratification to the public. The selections from Authors, which will comprise 6ome
of the earlier volumes of the series, consist of " Miscellanies from Hook," " John Forater's Life of Goldsmith," " The Yellow Plush Papers," by Thackeray, " A Biography of
Jeremy Taylor," " Leigh Hunt's Book for a Corner," &c Surely if the mass of readers
do not find entertainment in such a collection we are at a loss to conceive where they
can seek for it. The first number before us consists of essays from the London Times,
• paper which is the leader of its class of publications, in ability and character. This
volume is extremely interesting and valuable.
29.—A History of Classical Literature. By K. W. Bbown, M. A. Greek Literature.
8vo., pp. 636. Philadelphia : Lea & Blanchard.
An historical work on classical Literature, which shall meet the popular wants,
must neither be too learned and critical, nor so brief a summary as to be superficial
and imperfect It is this medium which the. author of these pages appears to have
had in view in their preparation. With ample stores of learning at his command,
and with an elevated and pure taste, he has selected, with great discrimination, only
tho.->e particulars which are instructive, entertaining, and important to the general
scholar. He has therefore prepared a very attractive and readable work, which is also
one of the best general histories of Grecian literature which we possess.
30.—The Comical Creatures from Wurtemberg. Including the Story of Reynard the
Fox. With Twenty Illustrations, Drawn from the Stuffed Animals Contributed by
Herrman Ploucquet, of Stuttgart, to the Great Exhibition. 8vo., pp. 96. New
York : George P. Putnam.
As an illustration of some of the most amusing articles at the Crystal Palace, this
little work is quite pleasing. The cuts represent the display of stuffed animals in the
exhibition, which form one of the most amusing subjects in that vast collection. The
letter-press consists of a tale of Reynard the Fox, which has become as common as
household stories, on the continent of Europe, and is one of the most charming of the
popular tales.
31.—New Varieties af Gold and Silver Coins, Counterfeit Coins and Bullion, with
Mint Values. Second Edition, rearranged with numerous additions. By J. R.
Eskkeldt and W. K. Dubois, Assayere of the Mint. To which is added a brief ac
count of the collection of coins belonging to the Mint. 8vo., pp. 72. New York:
G. P. Putnam.
This is a new edition, with various improvements and enlargement, of a small work
issued some time since, which was designed as a convenient and authentic manual for
individuals or institutions dealing in the precious metals, especially in the California
trade. There is appended to it, " A brief account of the collection of coins belonging
to the Mint of the United States," and many other additions calculated to render it
serviceable to the man of business and others.
82.—Homeopathic Domestic Physician : Containing the Treatment of Diseases ; with
Popular Explanations of Anatomy, Physiology,'Higiene, and Hydropathy, also an
Abridged Materia Medico. By J. H. Pultze, M. D. 8vo., pp. 539. New York : A.
S. Barnes & Co.
The features of this work which commend it to the attention of all families, are the
safety of the practice, the clearness and simplicity of its directions, and the ease with
■which any one can use it. Even those who are not homeopathists admit the value of
the system for all those ills which are not so violent as to require the most prompt and
severe remedies ; all such, as well as the friends of the system, will find this an ad
mirable book for family use.
88.—A Commentary on the Book of Proverbs. Bv Moses Stuart. 12mo., pp.429.
New York : D. W. Dodd.
No American scholar has been better qualified to write a commentary on any of the
books of the Old Testament than this learned professor. In the preparation of the
present volume he has had two objects in view ; to prepare, in the first place, a nucleus,
for a practical commentary on the Book of Proverbs; secondly, to illustrate by the
aid of this book those peculiar forms and idioms of the Hebrew language, which are
more employed in this text than in the other portions of the Testament.
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34.—Children : their Diseases and
in Health and J
Designed as a Guidefor Families and Physicians.
Joel Skew, M. D.
New York : Fowlers <fc Wells.
This volume is designed to serve as a family guide on the treatment of diseases I
cording to the hydropathic principle. It is sensible, judicious, and contains a i
fund of useful and practical suggestions in addition to the peculiar system i
recommends.
&6.—The New York Quarterly Review. Edited by A. G. Remikoton. Vol. 1, !
No., 1862. pp. 134.
This, the first number of a new review, promises well. It contains some do
articles, six of which are from the pen of the editor. They are written with i " '
and furnish abundant evidence of capacity to conduct such a work. The 1
paper of the number, on " German Independence," bears the impress of a
judgment and good taste. An article, " Palestine, by a Pilgrim," has the initials of tht
Eev. Frederic W. Holland, one of the most vigorous of our magazine and revie*
writers.
6.—Tales and Traditions of Hungary. By Thekesa Pueszky. 12mon pp.
New York : J. S. Redfield.
As coming from the pen of one with whom the English is not the native ] ,
these tales are remarkably well written. They display a delicate faucv and 1
cultivated mind, and contain many very striking pictures of Hungarian life.
37.—Clovernook, or Recollections of our Neighborhood in the West. By
Cabey. 12mo., pp. 342. New York : J. S. Redfield.
The scenes and incidents of Western life, which these pages describe, will be read with
interest. They are written with great smoothness of language, and a truthfulness r~*
delicacy of sentiment which is rare.
88.—New York Aristocracy ; or Gems of Japonica-dcmu By Joseph, with
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irt. I.—ASTRONOMY : AND ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATORIES OF THE U. STATES.
Is the general advancement of science, and its adaptation to the useful
purposes of life, which may be considered as the distinguishing feature of
the present age, there have been no developments or discoveries of greater
interest or importance than those made within the last half century in the
science of astronomy. In our own country the progress of this science,
and the estimation in which its cultivation is beginning to be held, have
been marked recently by the endowment of several private observatories, by
the commencement of an Astronomical Journal and Nautical Almanac and
as a more worthy expression of the general sentiment, by the institution of
a National Observatory at the seat of government. This measure would,
at no distant day, have become necessary for geographical purposes. One
effect of modem improvement has been almost to annihilate distance, and
exactly in proportion as we effect this by the approximation of remote
points, is enhanced the importance of an accurate determination of their
relative positions. This is at first necessarily done by astronomical observa
tion ; the results of which, to be of general authenticity, should be co-ordi
nated in reference to some well-established meridian on our owtl continent.
Our recent acquisitions render us, in relative proportion of coast and terri
tory, somewhat similar to Russia, and at the institution of her Central Ob
servatory, which is now better endowed and appointed than any other in
the world, the improvement of geographical knowledge was regarded as one
of its most important functions.* In this respect the progress of astro* Statute 2 of tbe Poulkova Observatory. u The Centra] Observatory has for its object to furnish
continuous and perfect observations tending to the advancement of astronomy as a science : to make
corresponding observations, such as are indispensable to geographic operations In the country, at
well as for scientific and ordinary voyogeB : and in fine to co-operate by all methods for the advance
ment of practical astronomy, in its application to geography and navigation, and to furnish individ
uals, who shall be disposed to employ themselves in geographic determination, with the means for
effecting such purpose.—Struve, Description dt rOboervatoire it Poulkova.
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nomical science becomes of interest to the merchant as well as to the stu
dent, and it is our purpose in this paper, in connection with a notice of the
National Observatory, its origin, endowment, and administration, to present
a brief sketch of the astronomical movement among ourselves, and as much
of the general history of the science as we may deem of interest, or for which
the material may be present.
Astronomy, in its present improved state, is too apt to be considered as a
contemplation merely—a scientific contemplation, indeed, and a devout one
also—but separated entirely from this working-day world, and belonging,
like music and painting, to that class of knowledge whose domain is rather
in the air than on the earth—in the ideal than the actual world. At the
risk of bemg thought superfluous, and as a curative of this notion, which is
too generally prevalent, we will venture to present an historical sketch of
this science, considered merely as a practical one. The sciences have all
had their origin in some one or other of the inherent wants of our species,
the subject and domain of each being only varied by the nature of the de
sideratum which it was intended to supply. Among our primeval ancestors,
a tempest or a rain of unusual length would suggest the comfort of shelter,
and ere long produce a class of rude architects and builders : disease and
accidental injury require remedy, hence leech-craft and its fellows: the
growth and decay of vegetation would by degrees indicate the appliances
necessary for its preservation and renewal ; while the evident capability and
inclination which we possess to injure each other would soon direct attention
to the means of defense, hence the shield and spear, the mound and trench,
the armourer and engineer. It is neither fanciful nor irreligious to trace in
this way the source and division of all the branches of human knowledge,
or to follow them in their subsequent stages of development The simple
discoveries making the basis and ground-work of each separate science,
would be transmitted as property among the first races, (our mental, like
1 our physical possessions, increasing at first mainly by inheritance,) until, in
process of time, a body of facts and institutes had been accumulated in the
hands of a distinct class or caste of the community, who would by this
means obtain a powerful influence over their fellows. In the hands of these
primitive doctors science would become connected with education, with gov
ernment, and religion ; while the emoluments and honors of its votaries
would insure them leisure for extending and perfecting their researches.
If we trace astronomy to its origin, according to this genealogical hy
pothesis, its first office will be found in the supply of a very primeval and
important want, to wit : the determination of a measure of time, and the
length of the year. This want has so long disappeared from among us,
that we can scarce conceive of a time when it existed at all, or of the pro
cess by which it has been obliterated ; yet it required long ages of observa
tion, under the serene and clear skies of eastern countries, to arrive at the
determination of a period by which the return of the seasons could be pre
dicted. Years of 804, 354, 360, and 365 days preceded at long intervals
the establishment of the Julian year, to the discussion and perfecting of
which was brought all the accumulated knowledge of the East ; and even
that period, fixed with so much care, was so imperfect that in the sixteenth
century it required a correction of ten days, to prevent March from assum
ing the skies and influences of April, and pushing all the other months
from their rightful place. The first function of astronomy, therefore, was
to furnish a measure of time, by which the returns of the seasons might be
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foretold, and the labors of agriculture regulated. To effect this purpose
many and long tentatives were necessary, during which, and as necessary
auxiliaries, arose all those attendant sciences which deal with quantity, with
space, and their abstract relations. Aided by them astronomy now com
prehends all the complications of planetary motion, has resolved them into
their simplest forms, and presents to us, in the whole visible universe with
which we are surrounded, but the development, upon an infinite scale, of
the forces, masses, and motions with which, in all stages of our existence,
we have been familiar. Its origin, therefore, has been of the most direct
and simplest character; its progress has been marked by the creation of
other branches of knowledge of great use and dignity, while in its present
mature state it presents the most extended field for intellectual exertion,
and the highest measure of intellectual power. The greatest pleasure of
which our nature is susceptible arises from the acquisition or perception of
new truths, and we can conceive of no more transcendant exercise of this
faculty than is found when we first discover that the circumscribed motions
with which we can impress smaller masses of matter for our own uses, are
all but workings of the same invisible force, and governed by the same
laws which obtain in the immensities of space. That indeed the whole of
this visible universe, so complicated in its appearances, is, like our own mi
crocosm, produced by the arrangement of material masses placed in certain
relations to each other, and governed by perfect but unseen agencies, whose
nature and operation are as inscrutable as the perceptions of our own minds,
or the acts of our own souls.
But apart from the exact sciences, whose origin may be traced directly to
the cultivation of astronomy, there are other more ethereal influences which
have been derived from the same source, and whose effects are still indelibly
fixed upon the kindred arts of our own age. In the infancy of the world*
the ever-present heaven was an unfathomable but beloved mystery, the con
templation of which awoke both awe and worship, and the simple but earn
est fathers of our race peopled it with their own imaginings.
" The star that bids the shepherd fold " became the home of some trans
lated mortal, and the constellation set to mark the return of spring was
hailed as the benignant power which produced it. Out of these fervid but
solemn dreams arose that world of myths, which still holds its place among
us, though the faiths which created them have long since disappeared.
" The intelligible forms of ancient poets,
The fair humanities of old religion,
The power, the beauty, and the majesty
That had their haunt m dale or piny mountain,
Or foreBt, by slow stream or pebbly spring,
Or chasm, or wat'ry depth : all these have vanished—
They live no longer in the faith of reason."*
Even after the establishment of the true faith had obliterated all worship
of these divinities of an earlier age, we see in the almost universal preva
lence of judicial astrology, a science which dates from that period, strong
proof of the reluctance with which men yielded up their belief in the celes
tial influences. In this science the planets were consulted as indicating the
decrees of destiny. And though some of its votaries may have been be
lievers in its truth, there is but little doubt that the greater number regarded
Coleridge, from Schiller's Wallensteln.
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it only as a shelter and disguise in which, protected by the shadows of the
old mythology, and feared for pursuits, deemed both preternatural and pro
fane, they found leisure to continue their observations on the heavens ; for it is
not being either too critical or too credulous to see, in the practice of this facti
tious science, a provision for preserving the germs of astronomical science
through th« dark peried of feudal barbarism. Astrology was, then, to as
tronomy what alchemy was to chemistry—the husk or rind which preserved
the seed for its season.* These relative effects of astronomy upon the
knowledge and belief of a precedent age should not be less appreciated be
cause they have no place in our own.
On the revival of letters, we find astronomy resuming its pristine office,
the adjustment of the measure of time and the length of the perfect year,
the errors of the previous establishment having already become very appar
ent The Christian era was generally adopted in the year 532, and the
preservation of the calendar, or the office of keeping the festivals of the
church in accordance with the year of the seasons, necessarily devolved
upon the clergy. Among rude nations the most important use of any re
cord of time is the apportionment of religious observances, and the princi
pal epochs of any people are always found connected with their established
ritual. The methods used by the clergy for preserving the year were kept
a profound secret until the middle of the fifteenth century. It is now ap
parent that they had adopted the latest and best authority, to wit: the Ju
lian year, intercalating a day every fourth year, and fixing the high festival
of Easter by the full moon immediately following the vernal equinox. The
Julian year being, however, too long by a small quantity, its error had in
pr.■recess of time become so aggrandized, that in the fifteenth century the
*th.lie Pascal moon, determined by the church, was evidently leaving (he sea
son to which it belonged. This defect becoming of general notoriety, Sex
tos IV., in 1474, invited to Rome the celebrated astronomer Jean Muller,
better known now as Regiomontanus, in order that the aid of science might
be had in the matter.f Unfortunately, Regiomontanus died soon after,
and things remained as they were until 1582, when Gregory XIII. succeed
ed in establishing the calendar which has since born his name, and which
was introduced into all Catholic countries soon after. Although the divisions
of the new calendar were arranged by the old method of cycles, and the
fictitious full moon of the Metonian cycle (which may differ from the real
one two days) was retainpd.J still the data then furnished by astronomers as
to the absolute length of the year, enabled them to regulate the intercala
tions so as to prevent ihe accumulation of error, which had vitiated the
former calendar. For scientific aid the Pontiff seems to have relied mainly
upon the Calabrian astronomer Lullio ; but this was the age of Copernicus,
Tycho, Kepler, and Galileo, and the reformation of the calendar, though
carried by the authority of the Church, was based upon astronomical deter
minations^
* w Astrology and improvements in the calendar long procured protection for astronomy from
the secular and ecclesiastical powers, as chemistry and botany were long
Tlent auxiliaries to the science of medicine."— Cosmoty vet. ti.
t Regiomontanus had previously occupied himself with the calendar, and
in advance for the year 1474. It is the first ephemeris ever published. He
plague in 1478.
% w It Is not generally known that Easter is regulated by a moon fictitious and
by tbe real one."—Arago du Calendritr.
% Copernicus, In soliciting protection from the Pope for his discoveries, makes tbe plea, M that the
Church Itself would derive advantage from his investigations on the length of the year and the
movements of the moon."—Cvm«#, vol. a.
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The new calendar was not adopted in Protestant countries for a consider
able time thereafter. In some parts of Switzerland it was imposed by force
of arms, and in Poland it occasioned an insurrection. This was the era of
religious reformation, and changes of the most evident utility proposed by
one sect were certain to be resisted by the other. In England the change
was not made till 1752. In that country it was also necessary to change
the commencement of the year, which had previously been counted from
the 25th of March, so that the year 1751 was without January, February,
and a great part of March. The opponents of the measure in Parliament
contended (alas, for the honesty of politicians !) that this change defrauded
poor people of three months' wage*, and Lord Chesterfield, one of its prin
cipal advocates, was attacked by a London mob, with cries of " Give us our
three months." Changes in long-established customs are always made with
difficulty. In France, up to the second restoration, (1815,) the clocks of
Paris had been set by apparent time, (noon being counted from the passage
of the sun over the meridian.) When mean time was substituted, an in
surrection of the ouvriers was anticipated though it did not occur. Had
the change not been made then, it would have been absolutely necessary
Bow ; for in a capital so benetted with railroads the continuation of the old
method must have occasioned numberless and destructive accidents.
We have been thus particular in tracing the history of the calendar, be
cause its establishment marks the era at which public observatories were first
instituted throughout Christendom ; for though the Protestant countries re
fused to adopt the reckoning imposed by the Pontiff upon his spiritual sub
jects, yet the state of learning at that time did not permit them to overlook
the matter altogether. If they refused to submit to authority, they were
obliged to patronize investigation. For the purpose of settling permanently
the length of the year, observatories were first endowed by all the principal
nations in Europe. The Observatory of the Collegio di Romano was the
only one existing at the time of the Gregorian reform, yet that event was
followed almost immediately by other more active and better appointed in
stitutions. The Observatory of Copenhagen was founded in 1637 ; Paris
in 1664 ; Greenwich in 1675 ; Berlin in 1711, and St. Petersburg in 1725
—in all of which the proper arrangement of the calendar was recognized
as the most important function. At the same period arose all those national
academies which have been continued to our own day, and connected with
which are found all the distinguished votaries of science of the intervening
period. These academies were created as necessary adjuncts to the observa
tories, within whose circuit methods both of observation and computation
might be thoroughly discussed and perfected. For although they have in
later times extended their researches to every science, yet the cultivation of
astronomy was the original and prime object of their establishment. At
least, to this source they may all be traced, with the exception only of the
Italian academies, which grew up with the revival of letters, and were at
first devoted rather to art than to science. Thus far we have traced the
practical uses of astronomy in reference to time—we must now follow them
into the kindred realm of space.
A certain amount of geographical knowledge is required among all na
tions who have affairs either of Commerce or of war; but in powerful
and extensive States, more accurate and detailed information of this kind
becomes necessary for the proper apportionment of taxes, and the general
administration of the revenue ; as at a certain stage of improvement the
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assessments on the value of land come to depend mainly upon superficial
areas. The want of a correct basis for this purpose began to be felt in
Prance about the year 1671, it being found then that seignioral limits had
gradually enlarged in estimation as they receded from the capital, until the
distances from Paris to any of the frontiers had increased about one-third,
and Brest, with all the contiguous coast, was thrust about thirty leagues
into the ocean.* At this time astronomical observations had so far im
proved as to be available for the determination of geographical position.
The inaccuracy of the existing charts of the kingdom were represented to
the king by the members of the academy, and in 1681 the first steps were
taken for the construction of the great map of France, which was com
menced soon after by the elder Cassini. The academy was charged with the
execution of this work, in the progress of which the modern sciences of
geodesie and topography may be said to have originated.
The operations directed by the academy for the construction of the map
of France had incidentally another important effect upon the science of the
time. ^ The theory of the solar system announced by Copernicus was for a
long time disputed, one and a principal argument used against it being
found in its disagreement with the literal signification of some passages of
the Holy Scriptures. About the time of the commencement of the survey
for the French map, the discoveries of Newton had been promulgated, one
consequence of his universal principle being that the earth must be a
spheroid, flattened at the poles. The basis of the French survey was a me
ridian extending through Paris from the ocean to the Pyrennees, whose
length and the position of its extremities had at that time been determined.
A comparison of the lengths of different portions of this line, with the differ
ences of latitude, afforded a direct method of testing the truth of the New
tonian hypothesis, so far as it concerned the figure of the earth, and this
comparison was instituted by the most distinguished astronomers of the
time. Unfortunately, the methods used at first in the reduction of the work
were so imperfect that they resulted in a confutation of the Newtonian
system, and proved that the earth was elongated instead of flattened at the
poles. On a recomputation by improved methods the contradiction van
ished, and the system of the English philosopher received a practical con
firmation. But from this circumstance a new direction and impetus was
given to scientific investigation, and the determination of the figure of the
earth, by measurements made on its surface, became the most important
problem of the day. Distinguished astronomers were sent to measure arcs
of the meridian in different latitudes in Lapland, Peru, and North America,
the result of which not only put the Newtonian principles beyond cavil, but
was the source of innumerable improvements in the construction of instru
ments and methods of calculation, and gave afterward to the French their
decimal system of weight and measure, which promises at some day to be
come universal.
While France had thus been more particularly occupied with the geogra
phy of her own domain, England entered upon a more general and wider
field of operation. The foundation of her colonial power and policy, which
have since been so immensely developed, had then just been laid, and her
Commerce began to show itself in every quarter of the world. At such an
epoch it was natural that the maritime interest should be held paramount,
* Montocla, Historic dcs M&tbemaUques, voL it, p. 520.
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and accordingly we find that even at the first institution of her observatory,
her astronomers are directed to employ themselves mainly in such observa
tions as shall tend " to the perfection of the art of navigation." Astronomy
had already furnished a method for determining the latitude, but the longi
tude, the other ordinate of geographical position, was left to uncertain and
very gross approximation. Among sailors, finding the longitude became a
bye-word for impossibility, and among mathematicians the power to do this
was more coveted than the magisterium of the old philosophy. To the
more perfect attainment of this object, the efforts of the English have been
unceasingly directed up to the present time, and no institution was ever
more faithfully devoted to its original purpose than the observatory of that
nation. If the celestial phenomena from which the longitude can bo best
determined have not always been first indicated by the English astronomers,
they have always been the first to make them practical, and to simplify them
by artifices of computation. Indeed, (though it should be said in all kind
ness,) there is reason to fear that, in this respect, they have carried their la
bors beyond the proper mark, until in some instances nautical men, instruct
ed by these methods only in the mechanical part of the computations, and
left ignorant of the principle altogether, may be found who can take a lunar
and work out the longitude, (it is indeed working it !) without being at all
conscious of the nature of the operation bo successfully performed. And
here it must be not forgotten that it is to the English we owe the introduction
of the lunar observation. The advantage of this method was first pointed
out by La Caille in 1761, but it was not brought into use till 17G3, when
Maskelyne published his " Mariners' Guide." Upon his recommendation it
was adopted by the Board of Longitude, and to make it effectual the Nau
tical Almanac, the first ephemeris containing tables of lunar distune*-*, was
published in 1767.* Previous to this time the great reward offered by the
British government, for the best method of finding the longitude, had ex
cited emulation among artisans of all classes, and the English time-pieces
began to approach the perfection for which they have since been so much
celebrated. But even these services, done for the improvement of naviga
tion as a science, are far surpassed by the amount of hydrographical and nau
tical information for which the world is indebted to officers of the British navy.
After the peace of 1815, or indeed for some years previous, a very consider
able portion of the naval force of that nation had been employed constantly
in making surveys, not only of their own immense colonial possessions, but
of every penetrable region in the world ; so that, at the present time there
is scarce an existing coast, or harbor, or anchorage for which we have not a
British chart of such accuracy that, under its guidance, a vessel may ap
proach with reasonable safety. In this respect her example has been fol
lowed by other nations, who have converted armaments, originally used only
for destructive purposes, into missions for the increase of knowledge. .The
doctrines recently advanced here, that the military professions are incom
patible with science, have found no advocates in any country but ours.f
* The sum paid to Harrison in 1765 for his chronometer (ten thousand pounds sterling) is, we be
lieve, the higher* reword ever paid for any invention. In this case it was well earned. It was the
price of 40 years1 labor of a man of genius, paid to him after he was SO years old.
t In Franco the geodetiqne operations, commenced in 1815, were organized by a commission, of
which
wasuseful
president.
One of
object
of this
work,
as setlesforth
thelareport
tho trlancom
mission,M.isLato Place
u render
the leisure
peace,"
(pour
utiliser
lolsirsin de
paix.)of The
guhuion necessary for the surrey of the French coaet has been executed entirely by the uigt-nieurs
geographei of the nary.—Memorial du JJepartment de la Guerre, tome i., passim.
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Statesmen throughout Europe seem to have been aware that an army or a
navy is as apt as any other set of people to " exhibit the cankers of a calm
world and a long peace," and at an early day transferred the force of both
descriptions to services at once congenial with former pursuits and beneficial
to the world.
In the preceding sketch we have confined ourselves entirely to the practi
cal uses of astronomy, though, so ample is the subject, it ha3 exceeded our
limitation, and is still unexhausted. We. are compelled to leave it now, nor
can we think that our review, brief and unfinished as it is, will be found al
together devoid of interest. This is eminently a utilitarian age, and the
question of " cui bono " often falls with a very sedative effect upon the most
beneficial projects. We have heard it asked, even in the porticoes of mod
ern observatories, what use there is in observing stars which are known to
be fixed, or planets whose motions can be predicted for centuries ? Had
such questions been common in the days of Copernicus and Newton, the
former might have contented himself with sketching planetary figures in
the margin of his breviary, and the latter would have only eaten the apple
which fell to admonish him of a universal principle.
We now come to details which are more to our purpose, and refer to the
history of astronomy among ourselves. The practical use of this science for
geographical purposes was known among us at an early period. The meas
urement of an arc of the meridian between Delaware and Maryland in the
beginning of the last century must have directed attention to the subject
even then. But in addition to this operation, which [Concerned science in
general, there were other more necessary purposes requiring astronomical
aid. The boundaries assigned by royal charters to the origitial proprietors
of the country had, in several instances, been defined by parallels of latitude,
and the same mode of designation was adopted by the treaty of Utrecht
and that of 1783. These boundaries, unnatural and unnecessary in older
countries, become indispensable in new ones, and are still retained, not only
in the limits of the confederacy, but of several of the States which compose
it. As long as these air-line boundaries exist among us they give evidence
of similar institutions, manners, and feelings, and long may it be before they
give place to the more marked and impassable barriers by which sectional
interests have divided other nations. They can, however, only be designat
ed on the ground by help of astronomical observation, and several of these
had been fixed in this manner, either before or immediately after the War
of Independence. With such experience it was natural to suppose that the
founders of the republic would hold a high opinion both of the use and
dignity of this science, and accordingly we find that during the first three
presidencies scientific recommendations were made and discussed, indicating
that clear conception of the present and future interests of the country for
which the statesmen of that time were all distinguished. There is even
some indirect evidence that during the first presidency a national observatory
was contemplated as deserving the patronage, if not necessary to the repu
tation of the country.* However this may be, the first direct proposition
* The authority for this supposition 1b not of the strongest, resting solely upon a passage in BevBon's Poems, a book, we believe, now very scarce. The author was a chaplain in the army of the
Revolution, and seems to have combined a large measure of piety and patriotism, which expanded
Itself into a volume of lyrics not very creditable either to his taste or culture. There can be but
little
question,
however,
any published
fact which about
he states,
as hetime
wasasintimate
withu Life
all the
distinguished
men of
that period.
Hisofbook,
the same
Marshall's
of Washington,"*
has nearly the same list of subscribers. It is a theory, assumed by Macaulay, upon which. Indeed,
he has constructed his " Lays of Ancient Kerne," that the historians of all great events are always
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for the establishment of an observatory is contained in Mr. Hassler's project
for the survey of the coast, submitted to the government through Mr. Gal
latin in the year 1807. The proposition met with no favor. The original
law, authorizing the survey, passed without any provision on the subject,
and the law of 1832 expressly prohibits such an establishment. The next
recommendation came from the last President Adams, and was equally un
successful. At this latter period, (1828,) there is no doubt but that a Na
tional Observatory would have been eminently popular throughout the
country. Subsequent movements have made this sufficiently apparent ; but
at that time Mr. Adams' political influence was on the wane, and any meas
ure emanating from his councils would have been set aside from party or
selfish purposes. In our government there has been no lesson more often
or more forcibly taught than that a good measure can never be carried by a
powerless politician. In this case the simple comparison by which the pro
ject had been recommended became a bye-word and a jest, and the Presi
dent's influence instead of being beneficial was injurious. But if it be ne
cessary for the patrons of science to await favorable conjunctures in politics,
they have this advantage, even when their projects are presented at the wrong
time, that they awaken discussion, and are bandied about until they are un
derstood. If we have some ultra-Roman notions about our national superi
ority, we are at least perfectly right in this, that the power of the government
is in the intelligence of the people, and all our history hitherto concurs in show
ing that whenever public opinion has settled itself in relation to any subject,
it very soon and very quietly carries the government after it. The change
is not made during the heat of discussion, but takes place after an interval
of silence. The leaders of party watch the progress of conflicting opinions
as mercenary soldiers do the opening of hostilities, ready to appropriate the
name and banner which is most likely to succeed in the conflict.
From this effect of party upon public concerns arises a very distinguish
ing characteristic of all our public undertakings, which is, that their origin
is always masked, and presents for a considerable length of time no trace of
its existence. They do not come out until some one can add to his popu
larity by bringing them forward, and show the part which he had taken in
their private education. Until this can be done they are kept out of sight.
There may be at first a little flourish. Some politician who wants a hobby
may try his hand here ; some journalist who has room may adventure a
puff; but after that all is secret and still. No speech or paragraph indi
cates the whereabout of the embryo project ; no one either attacks or de
fends it, and it lies apparently helpless and forgotten. But such has not
been the case; it has all the while been under the surveillance of some
preceded by a race of bards and an era of ballads. If this be so, we must cortalnly have such a
species of minstrelsy belonging to the period of the Revolution, which It might be worth while to
collect. From our recollection of Searson (we hare not the book at hand) we should think ho would
hardly answer for the u silly sooth " of such legendary lore. There are, however, some songs of that
lime wbicb. though not agreeing with tbe Anglo-American feeling of the present day, might serve
well enough for substantiating particular facts. We remember lun« Bince to have heard one sung to
us, in the neighborhood of Saratoga, which had a stave like the following:—
And you, great George the Third, yon shall
Yet sorely rue the day
You sent us to lose our daddies
In the North America.
It wonld hardly salt the times when Presidents of the United States are nominated at Liverpool
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watchful and judicious patron, who, toward the end of a session of Congress,
at the conclusion of some tiresome and profitless debate, rolls it quietly up
in the ambiguous proviso of a miscellaneous bill. Here it is safe as in a
house of proof. The funds necessary for its sustenance can now be absorbed
from the mass of general and constructive appropriations which are jostled
through Congress during the Saturnalia* of the adjournment. In this
way it is nourished through the necessary term of probation, malting influ
ence and growing in stature, until at length it stands before us in full form
and proportion, exclaiming loudly against all who question its legitimacy or
its powers.
In this respect our practice is altogether different from that of elder
countries. There, in important matters, the discussion in the country al
ways precedes that among the executive functionaries. Before any new
project is set on foot, whether it be a steamship, a tubular bridge, or a
crystal palace, there must be much preliminary consultation and flourish ;
meetings among the capitalists and scientists, and speculative and tentative
paragraphs by the journalists before the projectors and the public come
fairly to understand the matter in hand. And when at last, after so much
manifesto and preparation, the work has been undertaken and achieved, it
must at least have the main qualities and functions which are designed for
it. The honesty and skill of its authors can be fairly appreciated, and there
is some one to answer for its success or its failure. That peculiar quality
which is held by the poet to be the distinguishing characteristic of our
species—
" That he before can understand
And trace and fashion in his heart
What he must labor with his hand,"f
has here full scope and exercise. But among us the menage is entirely
different. The discussion tomes after and not before the project, which,
like some intrigue or conspiracy, has been quietly elaborated in the coteries
of silent and skillful politicians.
But though these first attempts at an Observatory were as untoward and
unsuccessful as those of any other similar project, and the speeches, para
graphs, and caricatures excited by the discussions in Congress, were as un• Tho State ceremonials and observances at Washington are year by year becoming more somptuona. Any one who has been ut two successive inaugurations and witnessed the quantities of sash
and rosette, of triumphal paraphernalia, ornamented chariots, white horses, and black grooms, which
find authorized places in the procession, must be aware of the progress we are making in this respect,
and can easily funcy that the time is fust coming when the inauguration of an American President
will surpass in pomp and splendor any coronation of which we have over heard. But of all the gov
ernmental fetes there is none of such deserved celebrity as the adjournment of Congress. In the
twenty-four hours immediately preceding this momentous epoch, all the Important grants of money
necessary for the next fiscal year are disposed of. Appropriations amounting to many thousands of
dollars are made, If not without consideration, at least without lime to vote, and depend merely upon
the favor in which they are held by the committees of conference. At a recent adjournment a bill
haviug passed both houses, was lost by being dropped between the Senate and the executive cham
ber. At another an important proviso was omitted in the engrossment. Grants of money which
have been voted down during the session are inserted between midnight and daylight of the last
day.
Allowances
become
retrospective
Shandy'sinsertions
process offor44the
of
knowledge,
viz., ua
properprospective
use of theorauxiliary
verba."by Mr.
Judicious
shallincrease
be n and
" may have been," in the text of a bill are as potent as " stand," upon the road, and carry off* thou
sands. The large sums are divided into portions ready to fit any crevice In the monstrous bill. At
the conclusion of the last session no one knew exactly what was contained in the general appropria
tion
appeared
print. and
During
of the
last night
halls and
corridors
werebill
filleduntil
withit had
loiterers
of bothIn sexes,
till a the
late whole
hour, the
principle
of u the
glff-^aff,"
by which
the
great bill is always passed, was so apparent that allowances of the most Irrelevant and discordant
character were left as conditional ana dependent upon each other.
This picture Is not at all fanciful, asanyonemay convince himselfby coming to Washington during
the week of the adjournment.
t Schiller. Song of the Bell.
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reasonable, unjust, and ridiculous, as can be well imagined ; still they had
the effect of which we havo before spoken, and excited the attention of the
country, particularly of the scientific and educational interests. About this
time also there were some changes just beginning to be perceptible in the
scientific world, by which we were especially affected. Hitherto our science,
scientific instruction, and scientific instruments, had been of the English
school, and the modem improvements of other nations were almost un
known among us. Yet, more than twenty years before this the thunderings of Napoleon had awakened and unfettered the industry of the con
tinent, and the English began to feel, what they had not been long in
discovering, that not only in linen, muslin, and iron fabrics, they could be
rivaled and undersold by the continental manufacturers, but that in the
construction of telescopes and mathematical instruments, they were already
far surpassed by German and French artists. As a consequence of im
proved instruments and methods, new planets were discovered, and comets,
half-a-dozen in every year, were announced in the scientific journals of the
day, to be wheeling about us, which we had no instruments of sufficient
power to discern. We were like a short-sighted man at a party, who can
scarce distinguish even his friends, and to whom the best avenue of enjoy
ment is closed altogether. The remark of Mr. Adams, that while there were
one hundred and thirty observatories in Europe alone, we had not a single
one on the whole continent, affected the national pride, which is always a
very sensitive and imperious feeling, and began soon after to show symp
toms of disquiet, not only in Washington but in the large commercial cities.
The merchant-princes had begun already to tire of unused riches, and were
covetous to become the Ma?cenates and Medici of the country. The Italian
opera and ballet had already been naturalized among us, and all the cost
and eclat of criticising feasting and marrying the signorinas had become
familiar. " Bah " and " bravo '' were gradually taking the place of the hiss
and yell of the olden time. It was natural, therefore, for wealth to select a
new muse, and Astronomy had no trifling claims to favor.
Shortly after this time, when the national pridu had been aroused by the
recommendation of President Adams, there fortunately grew into existence
at Washington, an establishment which, with a little skill and modesty,
could easily be converted into a national observatory. In tho year 1831,
while all the science of the navy was in charge of the board of navy com
missioners, it had been found that the amount paid for charts, instruments,
and rating chronometers, was a very considerable item of expense, and that
a saving in this respect might be made by the establishment of a depot of
charts and instruments at the seat of government. This measure had every
thing to recommend it. It was of undoubted economy; woulld afford
astronomical practice to at least a few of the junior officers ; and at the same
time that it formed a nucleus for the collection of hydrographical knowledge,
gave to the department a more perfect control over sealed orders and secret
service, than it could have when it was necessary to purchase in the cities
the charts necessary for any particular voyage.*
* The advantages of this establishment are set forth at pages 5 and 6 of the Appendix to the Wash
ington Astronomical Observations for 1845. In point ot economy, tho following is a list of prices
paid by the government before and after its institution :
For chronometers
after, S285 00 before, $500 00
For sextants
45 00 to 80 00
180 00
For barometers (marine)
10 00
60 00
For thermometers
2 50
10 00
For steering compasses
5 00
2000
For nautical almanacs
■
1 37
5 00
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The project had found favor, been sanctioned, and put into operation
under the charge of a lieutenant The officer who first occupied this posi
tion (Lieutenant now Commander Goldsborough) procured a small transit,
a block of granite for its support, inclosed it all in a wooden box, and thus
prepared the germ of a national observatory ; though the whole establish
ment was not much larger, either in size or in cost, than a middle-sized
street organ. The transit and its stone are still in good preservation ; they
should be honored by astronomers in times to come, as the stone of the
Caaba is by all good Mohammedans. The depot of charts, aided by the
general feeling in favor of Astronomical science, increased by degrees in
duties and in favor, and about 1833 came under the superintendence of
Lieutenant now Commander Wilkes. Under his auspices the original twofeet-by-four observatory was augmented to twelve feet square by fifteen
feet high, and assumed a very conspicuous station in the vicinity of the
Capitol. When, in 1838, this officer took command of the exploring expe
dition, he recommended that a series of observations should be made in the
country during his absence, upon such celestial phenomena as might be
available for the better determination of his longitudes, and their reference
to some meridian at home. The government sanctioned the recommenda
tion, and the observations were directed to be made, at Cambridge by Mr.
W. C. Bond, and by Lieut. J. M. Gillis at the depot of charts. This series
was continued until 1842, or until the return of the expedition.
This work, executed at Washington, immediately under the eye of the
government, was a practical exposition of the uses of an observatory for geo
graphical purposes, and did more to recommend it to the favor of the Legis
lature, than could have been effected by any given number of speeches,
paragraphs, or pamphlets. The law authorizing the erection of the Observ
atory was passed in 1842, and in 1844 the building had been completed,
the instruments set up, and the first observations made. The history of the
origin and progress of the Observatory will be found, with changes only of
names and dates, the history of any other scientific project ever undertaken
by the government. There is first a grand flourish in Congress, official re
commendations, speeches, reports, debates, and perhaps a bill. Then fol
lows a period of mystery and silence, at the end of which the project, in vain
attempted to be carried by fair means and demonstrable utility, appears
like a vision, having all the properties and functions first claimed for it, un
necessarily tainted by the stigma of an obscure and illegitimate birth.
The observations made at Cambridge for the exploring expedition, by
Mr. Bond, attracted the attention as well of the magnates of Boston as of
the direction and faculty of the University of Cambridge, and arrangements
were made soon after for the establishment of a regular observatory in con
nection with the college. The instruments, however, were small, and most
ly if not altogether the private property of Mr. Bond. In this crisis of
affairs the great comet of 1843 made its appearance, exciting admiration
from the length and brilliancy of its train, and was followed in a few
months by another body of the same class, but which it required instru
ments of high power and delicate arrangement to see at all. The contrast
was noticed, and with it came a knowledge of the fact that there was but a
single instrument in the country with which to make the necessary observa
tions* for determining the places of these bodies. Soon after a subscription
* The Equatorial of the High School Observatory u Philadelphia, then just set op.
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was made by the learned societies and wealthier citizens of Boston, for the
purpose both of procuring a large telescope and the erection of a proper
building to receive it. The telescope thus procured is the largest in the
country, and perhaps the most powerful in the world. The only one com
parable with it being the telescope of the Central Russian Observatory at
Paulkova, which is also the work of the same artists, (Merz and Mahler, of
Munich.) In the hands of the present astronomer and his assistant it has
been very successfully employed, ihe discovery of the inner ring of
Saturn, and the eighth satellite of that planet, connecting it with the most
distinguished triumphs of modern Astronomy.
The comet of 1843 will be referred to hereafter, not so much for having
been the precursor of the annexation of Texas, the Mexican War, or the
threats of disunion and disaster which almost immediately followed, but as
serving to mark in this country the commencement of a new era in astro
nomical science. From this period, or near it, (from 1839 to 1844,) we
date not only the establishment of the National Observatory and that of
Cambridge, but also of the observatories of the high school of Pennsylva
nia and of Cincinnati ; at the latter place, also, and about the same time, ap
peared in this country the first journal (the Sidereal Messenger) devoted ex
clusively to astronomical science. The period from 1843 to the present
time has been extremoly rich in astronomical science. An exterior primary
planet, ten new asteroids, and four comets of short period have been added
to the large domain inherited from our predecessors ; witli these, also, have
come new aims, methods of greater reach and compass, more delicate in
strumental contrivances and artifices of computation. In an organization so
recent as ours, it could scarce have been expected that we should imme
diately compete with the better trained establishments of the elder coun
tries ; yet these observatories have all been noticed for successful exertion,
and that at Cambridge has been peculiarly distinguished.* They have also
given new encouragement and impetus to our artists, and we already hear
of both reflecting and refracting telescopes, which compare favorably with
those of Europe.
The National Observatory at Washington (with a brief notice of which
wo will close our paper) is situated on the east bank of the Potomac, a short
distance from that river on a slight eminence, on one of the public reserva
tions of the city, which was formerly known as Camp Hill, and is 94 feet
above the level of the sea. The area of the grounds belonging to it is
about seventeen acres. It is in 38° 53' 39" 25 north latitude, and in longi
tude 5h. 8m. 14s. 64 west from Greenwich. The view is open nearly to
the horizon all around, being shut closest by the highta on the right bank of
the Potomac near Georgetown, and the circle of slight elevations which
sweeps in a receding curve eastward toward the capitol, embracing between
it and the river the thickest part of the city. The meridian of the obser
vatory southward lies for four or five miles over the Potomac, and north
ward cuts at short distance the highta above mentioned, passing over the
broken valley of Rock Creek. The main building is of brick, square, fifty
by forty feet, and two stories high. The roof is flat, except in the center,
where it is surmounted by a dome twenty feet in diameter, and moveable
in any direction upon cannon-shot, running in a grove on the top of the cir* Mr. Airy, the Astronomer Royal, opens an address before the Astronomical Society in Decem
ber, 1849, in the following words :—"The Americans of the United States, although late in the field of
astronomical enterprise, nave now taken up that science with their characteristic energy, and hare
already shown their ability to Instruct their former masters."—Aiiranomital AViiicw, vol. i., Ae. 2.
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cular wall which supports it. This dome covers the large equatorial, a series
of shutters opening outward, enabling the observer within, by help of the ro
tatory motion already mentioned, to command any part of the visible heaven.
From the center of the main building, and running up to the floor of the
dome, rises a circular brick pier, cased with wood, and isolated from the
floors, which at the top is surmounted by a block of granite, supporting the
equatorial above mentioned. From the main building extend three wings,
east, west, and south, one story in hight, in which are placed the fixed in
struments of the observatory, or those placed permanently in the meridian
or prime vertical and the time-pieces and meteorological instruments. Ad
joining the east wing of the observatory is the residence of the superintend
ent, a two-story brick building. This gives to the whole an unfinished ap
pearance, which it is intended to remedy by a corresponding building adja
cent to the other wing.
The instruments of the observatory consist at present of a transit of 7.1
feet focal length and 5.3 inches clear aperture, made by Ertel and Sons, of
Munich ; a meridian circle of 30 inches diameter, with a telescope of 4.8
feet focal length and 4.5 inches of clear aperture, by the same artists ; a
mural circle of 5 feet diameter, with a telescope of 5 feet focal length and
4 inches clear aperture, by Troughton and Simms, of London; a prime-ver
tical transit of 6.5 feet focal length and 4.5 inches clear aperture, by Pistor
and Martin, of Berlin; and a large refracting telescope (the equatorial) of
14.3 feot focal length, with a clear aperture of 9.6 inches, by Mere and
Mahler, of Munich. Of time-keepers, there is a sidereal-normal clock, by
Kessel, of Altona ; three other sidereal clocks, by Parkinson and Frodsham,
of London ; and one by Howard and Davis, of Boston, to which is attached
the apparatus, called a chronograph, invented by Dr. Locke, for printing ob
servations of time. There is also a mean-time clock, by Frodsham. All
these time-keepers, except the normal clock of Kessel, have mercurial com
pensations. In this clock, and that by Davis, the pendulums are of a pecu
liar construction. Here also are kept the chronometers and nautical instru
ments of the navy which are not in actual use.
The observatory has now been in operation since the fall of 1844, and
has already published two volumes of observations of 500 quarto pages
each, comprehending only the work of 1845 and 1846. For the character
and objects of these observations we must refer to the volumes themselves,
which will be found to contain abundant evidence of the skill and activity
with which the establishment has been conducted. In addition to the as
tronomical duties proper of the observatory, (namely, observations of the
fundamental stars and planets,) a principal object proposed by the superin
tendent has been* to complete a catalogue of all the stars visible in the
telescopes of the observatory, which will include all stars as far south as
41° of south declination, and go near twenty degress southward of the
limits of good observation in any of the well-appointed observatories of the
Old World. A plan was early traced for accomplishing this work, and has
been prosecuted with vigor. Indeed, apart from the observations indispens
able for determining clock-errors, this has been regarded as the principal
business of the observatory. Previous to the time of Bessel, the catalogues
had, for the most part, been limited to stars of the eighth magnitude, there
being comparatively few of the ninth magnitude in any of them. This il* " ABtronomical Observations for 1845." Appendix, poge 12.
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lustrious astronomer submitted in 1820 a plan for determining the positions
of all telescopic stars, and as director of the Konigsberg Observatory, be
tween 1821 and 1831, in about 500 nights of observation he covered a
zone of the heavens, extending from 45° north to 15° south declination,
containing about 64,000 stars, all of them above the tenth magnitude. All
this work was done with a single instrument. It is only one of the many
evidences of the ability, energy, and devotion with which this wonderful man
was endowed, and which he so faithfully applied to the improvement of his
favorite science. There are at Washington about 150 nights of the year
available for astronomical observation, (nearly three times as many as can
be used in any, except, perhaps, the Italian, climates of the Old World.)
Four of the instruments are arranged for observations after the Besselian
method. Allowing to each instrument 50 stars in anight, (quite a moderate
allowance, Bessel's zones containing usually 120,) we should have in every
year an accurate determination of 30,000 stars, a contribution which, in the
present state of astronomy, is of surpassing value. We learn from the
volumes already referred to, that the work of this kind already done covers
nearly the whole zone of the heavens between 10° and 40° of south decli
nation, and that its publication has been only delayed from the lack of cler
ical force for it3 reduction. We hope, for the sake of science as well as for
the reputation of the country, that this incapacity may not be of long con
tinuance.
In this observatory, also, is used the electric method of printing the in
stants of time during any series of observations. This is done upon a fillet
running from a Morse register, similar to that used in ordinary telegraphic
writing. The seconds are marked upon the fillet at intervals of about an
inch, the circuit (without passing through the clock) being opened and
closed by a delicate contrivance called an interrupter, acted upon by the
scapement, and the instants of observation noted collaterally by break-cir
cuit keys held by the observers. In the arrangement at the observatory
the pens of all the instruments mark upon the same fillet, and the times of
observation are easily read to hundredths of a second. There is another
application of the same principle in use here, in which the record is made
upon a cylinder covered with paper, and making one revolution in a minute,
a modification which is found better adapted to the use of a single instru
ment. This arrangement, first introduced by Dr. Locke,* is peculiar to this
• There has been considerable discussion and vituperation In regard to who was the inventor of
this arrangement for printing observations by electricity. The discussions will bo found at length In
tbe Cincinnati papers for 1849 and 1850, and In Sllliman's Journal for the latter year. They are also
collected in a letter addressed by Dr. Locke to Nicholas Longworth, Esq., of Cincinnati, and pub
lished tn a pamphlet form In 1850. The following are the facte collected solely from document! or
printed and acknowledged letters of the parties. They are of interest, and it may be of service, to
put tbem plainly before the public without the glozing of Interest or animosity to which they have
been hitherto subjected. In the fall of 1848, shortly after Iho completion of the telegraphic line to
Cincinnati, Mr. S. C. Walker, of the CoaBl Survey, was at Cincinnati, omploved in the determination
of lis longitude. This operation ho was performing in conjunction with Professor (). M. Mitchell, »f
that place. In the course of their operations they were Joined by Dr. Locke, who, at their request,
permission, or connivance, (these three words cover all the discrepancy between tho different state
ment*,) constructed an arrangement on the principle now In use at the observatory for writing regu
lar intervals of time upon a moving surface of paper, and marking upon It the Instants of tbe occur
rence of any phenomena. That Dr. Locke was the original oontriver of this adaptation Is admitted
distinctly in a letter from 8. C. Walker to Dr. Locke, beginning with " Dear Sir," and dated Novem
ber 18, 1848 ; in a letter from the Superintendent of the Coast Survey, beginning with « Dear Sir,"
and dated December 2, 1848 ; tn a report of the Superintendent of the Coast Survey made to Con
gress, (after Brat having asked In writing Dr. Locke's permission to do so,; and dated December 3*,
1648, and in an official letter from Lieutenant Maury to the Secretary of the Navy, January 6, 1849.
In addition to this concurring and uncontradicted testimony In our own country, tbe Invention in
December, 1849, was made the subject of an address by the Astronomer Royal to the Astronomical
Society of Great Britain, who had at that time all the facts and representations before him, and states
at the commencement of his address that " this first application of the principle is entirely due to
VOL. XXVI. NO. V.
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country, not yet having been adopted in any of the European observatories.
It is, with some changes, in use at the observatories both of Cambridge and
Cincinnati, and gives to all observations of time a delicacy not attainable by
any other method.
We have seen that one prime function of the observatory is nautical and
hydrographic. It has not been lost sight of by the present superintendent,
but has, on the contrary, expanded itself and increased in importance. By
a judicious concert with the navy and commercial marine, which has now
been in operation several years, an immense mass of meteorological obser
vations at sea and observations of the temperature and direction of oceanic
currents made in every part of the world, has been already collected and is
constantly accumulating. A systematic arrangement of the information
thus obtained has enabled him, by the aid of a few conventional signs, to
present the probable direction and force of the wind and current at any
season upon the most frequented parts of the ocean, enabling the navigator
to choose his route through those tracts of sea where the elements will be
most propitious, it being evident that a long distance with fair winds can
be sooner accomplished than a Bhort di>tance where the winds are adverse.
In addition to the immediate and practical use of this information, arising
from a mere systematic arrangement of its details, the application of rigor
ous analysis to the facts has unfolded new combinations and developed new
laws in the system of fluid and seriform envelopes of our planet, and their
agencies in the distribution of beat, moisture, and electricity.
The "Wind and Current Charts," alreadv constructed at the observatory,
with their auxiliaries, enable the mariner to see at a glance in what direction
his motive forces will be acting at any particular season on any part of the
seas. On some of the sheets are indicated the species of whale by which
each different region is frequented, and the months most propitious for their
capture. In tbiB way, also, new facts may be elicited in relation to the
habits of this interesting class of animals. The labor necessary in prepar
ing these charts has been very great, and their value is beginning to be ap
preciated by the merchants and mariners of all nations. Indeed, in this
eminently practical age, this service of the observatory is the one upon
which, for a time, it must mainly rely for the support and patronage of the
government. The astronomical observations, though valuable to science, do
not present to the public such intelligible results as those which are seen to
affect directly the safety of transport and travel. A voyage shortened, or a
danger avoided, by a change of route, would be more highly appreciated
and acknowledged both in Congress and on 'Change than the discovery of
another planet with moons. When the observatory has had time to per
fect its organization and assume its rank among the scienti6c institutions of
the world, this will not be so; but in the interim, its present superintendent
Dr Locke, of Cincinnati."—Jiatronomicol Polices, vol. x.,p.26. This fact, therefore, to Bellied be
yond nil cavil. Some time in the year 1W9--about the commencement of the year—a correspond
ence was originated between the Superintendent of the Coast Survey and Dr. Locke, in which it
was ollered to pay Dr. Locke two hundred dollars for his services as an employee of the survey of
the coast and that the contrivance should hereafter Inure lo the Superintendent of the Coast Survey,
and be held hereafter by him aa one of the triumphs of domestic science achieved by him in that
rerv extensive vineyard. This proposition dkl not suit Dr. Locke, who soon after received from
Corn/ret*, bs a more substantial acknowledgement for his invention, the sum of ten thousand dollars
for a clock and apparatus of thia kind lo be furnished by him for the observatory. The correspond
ence heretofore spoken of aa so peculiarly kind, turned soon Into 'king Canibyses* vein." The
" liear Sirs" soon vanished. and after thattbe "Sirs" became hypothetical nod cloudy, the concJuaion reminding one strongly of the rite of matrimony in the Old Church, which began with dearly
beloved and ended In «iai«>l. We take It, however, aa clear that all this does not impeach the
evidence to which we have referred.
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has, we think, shown high discretion and talent in putting the more appre
ciable function first, even though in so doing some time and labor may be
lost to astronomy.
The personnel of the observatory has been furnished, with one or two
immaterial exceptions, from the navy, it being provided by law that the su
perintendent shall always be a naval officer, not under the rank of lieutenant.
The force generally employed has consisted of eight lieutenants, seven pro
fessors of mathematics, and the same number of pnssed-midshipmen, with
the addition of a clerk or secretary to the superintendent. This force has
been about equally divided between the hydrographical and astronomical
duties—the lieutenants having in general been assigned to the former and
the professors to the latter, with an equal number of midshipmen as assist
ants to each. It would naturally be expected that a service where the long
vigil of the night is for nearly half the time to be followed only by a day
of computation would not be congenial to officers accustomed only to the
warlike and adventurous part of their profession. To them the silent and
dimly-lighted apparel of the observing-room must ill repay the loss of the
roomy deck,
"The well-reeved guns, the netted canopy,"
and all the occurrents of a combat or a cruise. With such predispositions
the work at the observatory would not be likely to find many devotees, and
changes must be frequent as the result merely of ennui ; while, on the other
hand, appointments to this duty would often be solicited for the purpose of
spending some time at the capital, and mingling in its dissipations and in
trigues. Such a residence is indeed a very necessary part of the education
of every young officer, and answers the same purpose as the descent to hell
in the old epic, as in this way the hero in the poem and the novice in poli
tics become acquainted with causes and results, which, without such clue,
would have been entirely incomprehensible. But the poet never allows this
episode to interfere with the progress of the piece, and this necessary branch
of instruction should not, if possible, be coupled with duty at the observa
tory. However, from these two causes the personnel of the observatory is
at present liable to constant and detrimental changes, and if such have not
already appeared, it is owing to the comparative novelty of the service.
This defect, it appears to us, would in a great measure be remedied by
lengthening and making certain the term of service. With such provision,
aided by a skillful and judicious use of the appointing power, in selecting al
ways officers best qualified for the duty, and refusing leaves of absence for
capricious reasons, there must, we think, in a few years be formed at the
observatory a nucleus of officers, to whom astronomical and hydrographical
duties would be congenial, and who would soon illustrate these sciences by
their works and discoveries. This once achieved, it would not be long before
a corps du genie would be formed in the navy as well as the army, who,
without any distinction of name, epaulette, or button, would be universally
recognized as those in the service most competent to conduct scientific ope
rations. It requires but short experience to have seen that in any military
establishment the corps du genie have always been formed as occasion re
quired them, by selection from other corps of the line. Such has been the
case in our own army, a notable example of which is seen in the corps of
topographical engineers, answering to the ingenieur geographe of the French
service, which has grown up and been organized within the last thirty years,
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its appropriate duties having first been performed by officers selected and
detailed from other corps in the army.
The origin and establishment of the ingenieurs hydrographts in the French
navy will be found exactly similar. In 1799 it was necessary to examine
the course of the Scheldt, for the purpose of establishing a naval arsenal
Officers for this duty were detailed from the Depot de la Marine, which had
been founded in 1721, as a school of practice in hydrography. In 1804,
an examination of the entire coast was deemed necessary, and for this pur
pose the corps of ingenieurs hydrographts, made by selections from the
navy, was instituted, at the head of which was placed M. Beautemps Beaupres, who had then just returned from a voyage of discovery under the Contre-Admiral Dentrecasteaux. The corps increased in proportion to the de
mands of the service, and was reorganized in 1814, in order to enable it
the better to co-operate with the ingenieurs geogropkes of the army. The
organization was changed in 1848, by putting at its head a member of the
Institute with the title of Conservator, but in 1849 it returned to the orig
inal constitution, under a general officer of the navy. By this corps all the
geodelique topographique and hydrographique operations of the survey of
the French coast have been performed, and their methods and charts have
served as models in the execution of all similar works by other nations.
The government of France was too careful of the reputation of its navy to
proclaim that their service could not possibly be amphibious, and that their
functions were unalimentes as soon as they crossed the line of muscle-shells,
which marks the beach. In the British navy there is no corps answering to
the ingenieurs hydrographts, nor in their army answering to the ingenieurs
geographes of the French service ; but in that country the duties of the one
class have been performed as honorably by officers of the navy proper, with
out any distinguishing mark other than the titles of honor with which they
have been rewarded, while the geodetic and topographic works of the in
terior have been as creditably discharged by officers of ordnance.
From this well-authenticated experience of the extent to which the judi
cious employment of military establishments can be made not only to sub
serve the cause of science, but of the economy it makes of the public ex
penditure, the inference is direct and natural, that a proper administration
of the observatory must, in a short time, gather about this establishment all
the astronomical and gcopraphical skill of the navy. In which case there
can be no doubt of the high position which it would take, as a scientific in
stitution, before the country and the world. The certainty of such result
will be much enhanced by the operation of the naval school at Annapolis,
which must soon produce a class of officers with scientific attainments largely
in advance of their predecessors. Even without the training of a scientific
school, which has only recently been accorded them, officers of the navy
have already conducted many scientific works, and always with high honor
to themselves and to the country. The exploring expedition was command
ed by a lieutenant. Its principal results have now for several years been
before the public, and have elicited nothing but commendation. Of the su
perintendent of the observatory, also a lieutenant, we have already spoken.
The Nautical Almanac, the supervision of which requires scientific know
ledge of the highest order, is in the hands of an officer of the same rank.
The Astronomical Expedition to Chili, the most purely scientific work ever
undertaken by the government, is under similar direction ; while within
the last two years a naval officer, (Commander Ringold,) without any pub
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lie patronage, and aided only by the subscriptions of the individual mer
chants and ship-owners who were interested, has given to mariners engaged
in the California trade, charts of parts of the coast of the Pacific, of the bay
and environs of San Francisco, without which the entrance to that harbor
would have been extremely perilous.* About sixty naval officers of all
grades are constantly employed in the survey of the coast, and. though the
extra pay of that service may be some inducement with them, it is to be
supposed that the capacity of service is the principal object with the super
intendent. With a personnel capable of such service, aided by the foster
ing care of the government, the high destinies of the Observatory canno
admit of any question. Those who have thus far watched its history—from
the organ-chest of Commander Goldsborough at the depot of charts in
1831, to the sentry-box of Commander Wilkes in 1833, and at length to
the present respectable corps du logis with wings and dome—can have
little doubt but that the national character of go-aheadism will attach here
also.
The present century has been rife with astronomical discoveries. In
Europe, particularly in Great Britain, private observatories have been en
dowed, and individuals of wealth have devoted themselves to this science,
not only by munificent donations but by observation and study. The
clergy have entered the field in great force. Many of the comets and as
teroids have been first discovered in private observatories, or in those of
religious orders, where we may conceive that the novices perform delightful
penance by vigils among the stars.
Among us there has been a similar progress. The Cambridge observa
tory commenced with the private instruments of Mr. Bond, but its principal
endowment is derived from the subscriptions of wealthy individuals. The
observatory at Cincinnati is supported by similar benefactions, and we hear
of similar institutions in New York, Albany, and other cities. Over such
suffragan establishments it will be necessary that the National Observatory
be so administered as to preserve its influence and dignity. The important
scientific requirements to which it is ministrant will require this, nor will
the natural feeling be satisfied until our reputation is as high in this respect
as in any other.
As the observatory advances in utility and reputation, it may be found
necessary to separate it entirely from its hydrographic function, and this
will afford an opportunity of changing its site to a more fitting location. A
considerable elevation, a clear atmosphere, and seclusion, are indispensably
necessary for astronomical observations, and an observatory within ten miles
of a large city is altogether out of place. This condition has been held im
portant in all modern establishments, and particularly the Russian Central
Observatory at Paulkova.f In this view the present location at Washing* On the Chart of the Pacific coast, published by the Superintendent of the Coast Surrey in 1650,
the islands called the Farallones, off the mouth of the Bay of San Francisco, and the most important
landmark in making the entrance of the harbor, are six-and-a-half miles out of their true position
—an error fraught with danger to any vessel that should trust to their guidance, and particularly to
steamers. Indeed we understand that the safely of more than one vessel has been Jeopardized by
trusting to them, and that they are now entirely discredited by vessels navigating those seas. The
true position ofthese islands had been laid down on a British chart made in 1827 from a survey made
by Captuin Beechey of the royal navy. But the error of tbe coast survey charts was not known gen
erally among mariners until after the publication of Commander Rlngold's work.
t Struve thus concludes his description of the Russian Observatory : " Tbe preceding details will
suffice to show that tbe position of the observatory is one of the most advantgeous which could have
been found, and that the hill (colline) of Paulkova is one of the most charming and healthy places In
the vicinity of the capital. It presents a view vast and varied, and an horizon free in every direc
tion. The astronomers here find themselves at a distance from the capital sufficient to prevent their
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ton is quite objectionable. From its proximity to the river it is often (and in
the best observing months in the year) enveloped in fog, when the summits
of the neighboring hights are comparatively clear. When there is music in the
streets or on the river, the beats of the clocks must be counted in accord
ance with the drums and trumpets ; and important observations are daily
vitiated, or lost, from the tremor occasioned by carriages in the neighboring
streets. All these inconveniences, to which the present location is obnox
ious, would be avoided by a removal to one of the neighboring hights ; and
out of the low grounds, which are frequently covered with a low, dense mist,
the atmosphere is quite favorable ; the skies of summer and autumn being
said to resemble those of Tuscany.
We conclude by expressing the confident hope that our National Observ
atory will ere long take high rank among its coternporaries.

Art. II.—MONEY OF ACCOUNT—ITS NATURE AND FUNCTIONS.
PART II.
GLANCE AT THE CAUSES WHICH IMTBOSUCED THE rBESENT COINAGE SYSTEM Of
GREAT BRITAIN,
Before examining our own system of coinage in reference to modifications
which may seem to be advisable in any aspect of the subjeet, it may be
profitable to glance at the steps by which Great Britain was led to adopt
the gold standard. Previous to that change, the double standard had
prevailed, and for more than a century had been a source of perpetual
trouble to individuals and loss to the nation. The mischief began before
the commencement of the eighteenth century, by the rapid disappearance of
silver from the circulation. This process was due to many causes, but chiefly
to the overvaluation of silver at the mint of France. This carried oft' all
the heavy silver coins, and left those most worn to perform an increased duty
in the circulation, whereby they very rapidly became more and more defaced
and deficient in weight. The evil became, at last, insufferable, and brought
on a discussion in the reign of William and Mary as to the best remedy.
In this discussion the celebrated John Locke took a conspicuous part. Tile
government—very honestly, as its members thought, but very unwisely, as
it has since been regarded—undertook, in the face of this foreign demand
for silver, to recoin the whole silver currency, and to make it of full weight,
but without due precaution. Whilst this light currency, depreciated in
weight from 10 to 25 per cent, passed by tale, it could not be exported, be
cause the overvaluation was not equal to this depreciation. The recoinage
increased the evil, for it exactly prepared the coins for exportation, by making
them full weight without increasing their home value as a legal tender. So
being diverted from their occupations by too easy a participation in tbe distractions which are pre
sented by the life in a great city. Nevertheless the distance is not altogether impassable; an hour's
ride brings one to SU Petersburg, and half an hour to Tsarekole-Selo, over roads which are always in
perfect condition. This considerable distance also protects us from the visits of curious and idle
people. Neither does the Isolation weigh at ail upou the employees at the observatory, who form
among themselves a society at once intimate and agreeable, enlivened always by the common in
terest inspired by the subUme science which they culUvate.*—Description dc CObtcrtatoirt dc Pantkna.
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the mischief continued, in more or less force, throughout the whole of the
eighteenth century. The effect was to introduce gold into circulation in
place of the withdrawn silver. The extreme fluctuations of the gold which
was thus drawn so largely into the channels of trade, produced great incon
venience, and kept up bitter complaints. So inefficient were the means
employed to keep the silver in circulation, all but the worn and light coins
being constantly withdrawn and exported, that in 1797 the further coinage
of silver was forbidden. A century of experience and an immense sum
wasted in coinage, had sufficed to show that they could not by mere coin
age countervail the laws of trade in bullion. The 6um of the matter was
that they overvalued gold in England and silver in France, and that by con
sequence France could not keep gold, and England could not keep silver.
In the progress of the eighteenth century the scarcity of silver, with the in
flux of gold and its variations, the guinea varying in price from thirty to twen
ty-one shillings and sixpence, completely unsettled the ancient money of ac
count, and'formed a new one upon gold. That is, the plenty of gold made
the people by degrees more familiar with its value than with the value of
silver, and thus a new money of account began to form upon gold. This
was perceived as early as 1774, when silver was declared no longer a tender
except by weight beyond £25.
When gold had thus been introduced into general use, it soon presented
the difficulty of light coins. It became a regular business with a certain
class of dealers in coins to seize upon the heavy or now coins as fast as they
were issued from the mint, by purchasing them at a slight premium, which
they recovered with a fair profit by abstracting from the heavy coins as much
as they safely could, and in that state restoring them to circulation. They
were always receiving heavy coins, and always paying away light ones—
the mint was furnished with abundant employment in recoining the same
gold, and the clippers had a regular harvest in their business. The pre
cautions taken in the recoinage ordered in 1774 in a good degree avoided
this evil ; and the Earl of Liverpool, to whom the nation was indebted for
that measure, appears not to have lost sight of the subject until, in 1805, he
addressed his well-known letter to the King, since called " A Treatise on
the Coins of the Realm." This U very elaborate in its detail of the
facts on which he founded his proposed measure. lie admits that the
change he advocates should not be made upon slight grounds. It was a
change from the double standard to one of gold, with an overvaluation of
silver in the coinage, but restricting the amount to be paid in it to forty
shillings. Gold coin was to be made a legal tender at the rate of £3 17s.
10^d. per ounce, and the sovereign, which was to represent the pound, was
made to correspond with that rate per ounce. To induce the adoption of
this measure, Lord Liverpool drew up his letter, of 236 quarto pages, in
which he reviews the whole history of British coinage, and adds an appen
dix, containing an account of the relative values of gold and silver among
the ancient Persians, Greeks, and Romans. This performance is very relia
ble as far as the facts and estimates made in it are concerned ; but its au
thority in doctrine has been called in question. lie had, however, chiefly in
view the adoption of the measure: he did not attempt to produce a general
and scientific work upon coinage. He adopts the old notion that the
" money or coin of a country is the standard measure by which the value of
all things bought and sold is regulated and ascertained ; and it is in itself,
at the same time, the value or equivalent for which goods are exchanged,
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and in which contracts are generally made payable." This proposition, so
far as money is alleged to be a measure of value, is rejected by McCulloch
and other noted authorities. The former says—" A cpin is merely a piece
of metal of a known weight and fineness."
" It has been said to be both a
sign and a measure of value ; in truth it is neither."
" It is equally in
correct to call money a measure of value. Gold and silver do not measure
the value of commodities more than the latter measures the value of gold
and silver. When one commodity is exchanged for another, each measures
the value of the other."—{Encyclo. Britannica, Art. "Money")—But
whatever objections have been raised against the Earl of Liverpool's defini
tions, it is conceded that since his measure was adopted, no proposition should
be entertained of another change.
The Earl of Liverpool having shown that silver was the real or practical
standard down to the beginning of the eighteenth century, alleges that it grad
ually ceased to be such, and that gold, during that century, became the actual
standard. In his language, " Gold coins are now become, in the opinion
and practice of the people, the principal measure of property."* u And it
may therefore be inferred that, in the opinion of the dealers in these precious
metals, (who must be considered the best judges on a subject of this nature,)
the gold coin has, in this respect, become the principal measure of property,
and, consequently, the instrument of Commerce." He subjoins " that the
foreign nations who have any intercourse with us, and even those who deal
in the precious metals of which our coins are made, concur in this opinion."
At a subsequent page, (170,) he states this position, and illustrates it at
large. "The gold coins have, in fact, become, for almost a century, the
mercantile money of the kingdom."
In answer to the objection " That by declaring the gold coin to be at
present the principal measure of property, an alteration will be made in all
bargains, and in the terms of all covenants and contracts which were con
cluded when the silver coins were understood to be the principal measure of
property," he admits "This objection might have some weight if the change
had happened of late years only ; but it has been already shown that it has
existed, and that all payments have been regulated in conformity to it for
almost a century. This objection might also have weight, if this change had
been brought about by the authority of government. It has been shown
that it was brought about not by the authority of government, but by the
course of events, with the acquiescence and, I may say, the general consent
of the people." (p. 173.) He dwells upon this gradual adoption of the
gold standard by the people, and argues from a great variety of facts and
considerations, that his proposition involved no actual change in the accus
tomed use of money ; that, consequently, contracts could not be affected, the
measure being chiefly a legal recognition of existing mercantile usage.
The Earl of Liverpool, in support of his plan, lays no small stress upon
the fact that Great Britain, being the chief commercial mart of the world, it is
especially fitting that, while people less rich should retain silver as their
standard, a country so important should adopt gold. This idea is repeated
in the course of his work in a way that shows it was a favorite notion. The
glory of a gold medium, however, was fraught with mischief which
Great Britain, with all her wealth, could neither wholly prevent nor repel.
By the adoption of his plan the Bank of England was compelled to redeem
* Treatise on the Coins of tbo Realm, pp. 139, 145.
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their notes in gold—a commodity subject to exceeding irregularity of de
mand, and consequent fluctuation in value. Every war and every commer
cial crisis on the continent of Europe brought a demand for gold on that
bank. Gold being so much more readily transported than silver, every un
favorable balance of trade among neighboring countries might bring a cir
cuitous demand for gold upon an institution which was the only one in Eu
rope compelled to pay in gold at a fixed price. Every unfavorable harvest,
and consequent large importation of wheat, entailed a corresponding demand
for gold, which could be carried off with facility, when silver might not have
been touched. In all such matters of payment, the party receiving makes
choice of that which suits him best, and certainly no greater facility can be
afforded to a foreign creditor than to pay him in gold at a fixed rate, from which
it cannot rise, however brisk the demand. Thus was the Hank of England
made the great depository of gold, to which it flowed from all quarters when
not wanted, and from which it was taken to any quarter of the world where
there might be any special demand or occasion for it. There could have been
no objection to this ebbing and flowing if the bank had been merely a dealer
in gold bullion, buying at a low rate when it was not in demand, and selling
at a profit when there was a demand. The bank had no privilege but that
of purchasing all that came at £3 17s. 9d., and paying to all that demanded
at the rate of £3 17s. lOjd. per ounce ; but being the issuer of the princi
pal paper currency of Great Britain they were bound to redeem (after
the resumption of specie payments in 1822) at that price. It was a hazard
ous experiment to make the Bank of England the only place at which gold
could always be had at a fixed price, and to make gold the basis of the
English bank-note currency, so that every regular and irregular demand for
gold at once affected the condition of the British paper currency, and through
it the whole industry and trade of the country, although neither may have
had anything to do with the demand for gold. Those who are familiar
with the history of that bank, which has, perhaps, been more wisely man
aged than any similar institution, can readily recall instances when the bank,
to save their gold, were obliged to restrict their issues until distress, injury,
and ruin befell thousands upon thousands of people who had no share in the
cause of the mischief. For every million of gold that the bank could thus
retain in their coffers, they would Iks compelled to withdraw very many mil
lions of currency from the ordinary channels of business. If this evil is
inseparable from a paper currency, it was surely unwise to aggravate it by
subjecting the Bank of England to the payment of notes and deposits in
that metal which is most easily carried off, and most liable to variable and
extraordinary demands, and moreover to redeem notes at a fixed rate in an
article notoriously fluctuating in its value all over the world. If the bank
have been able to struggle through all the commercial storms which
have swept over the world since 1822, it is well known at what re
peated and immense sacrifices to the nation, and that, upon a recent occa
sion, to resort to the Bank of France for aid, became a matter of necessity.
A very large portion of the evils of this struggle would have been saved if
the bank had been allowed the privilege of paying in silver ; and still more
if permitted to pay in gold at a market instead of a mint price.
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SYSTEM Or COINAGE IN THE UNITED STATES—DOUBLE STANDARD FEOFOSF.D ADOPTION Or
SINGLE STANDARD OF OOLD, AS A REMEDY FOB SCARCITY OF SILVER—REDUCTION IN
THE VALUE OF OUR SILVEB COINS.
We have already adverted to our adoption of the dollar for a unit of
computation and money of account, as a measure justified by the necessity
of reconciling the currencies of the different States, and also by the fact of
its being already familiar to the minds of the people. In fact, although
different moneys of account prevailed in different groups of the States, they
were all about equally familiar with the Spanish coin of a dollar and its
parts ; and these were the only coins with which they were familiar. They
had long estimated in pounds, shillings, and pence, and, when they employed
them at all, paid in Spanish coins. There was, therefore, a very good pre
paration in the employment of these coins for more than a century by the
colonists, for the adoption of the dollar as the money unit. This was done
under the confederation, although no mint was established until by the act
of Congress of April, 1702. By this statute it was enacted—" That the
money of account of the United States shall be expressed in dollars or units,
dimes or tenths, cents or hundredths, and mills or thousandths."* That
the " dollars or units each bo of the value of a Spanish milled dollar, as
the same is now current, and to contain three hundred and seventy-one
grains and four-sixteenths parts of a grain of pure, or four hundred and six
teen grains of standard silver."f By the same law the eagle, then first pro
vided for, was to be " of the value of ten dollars or units, and to contain two
hundred and forty-seven grains and four-eighths of a grain of pure, and two
hundred and seventy grains of standard gold." It is now nearly sixty years
since the passage of this act, and the dollar of account or unit then estab
lished still contains the same quantity of pure silver—371J grains—and so
far its value remains unchanged. By degrees it has expelled the old moneys
of account; it being rather rare at this day to hear of pounds, shilling-,
and pence, except in the State of New York, in which the Spanish eighth
of a dollar corresponds to the shilling, and the hundredth to the penny. The
fact of the people there adhering to the terms shilling and penny, against
the usages of the rest of the country, shows with what pertinacity mending
to their money of account. The only alteration which has taken place in our
established dollar coin was by the actof Congress of 1 834, which directed that
three-and-a-half grains of the alloy be withdrawn, reducing its weight from 416
to 41 2 J grains. The coins of both metals were, by the act of 1792, to be a
legal tender—the dollars at " their current value, and gold at the rate of 24 J
grains for a dollar." As it almost invariably happens where the double
standard prevails, one of the metals was overvalued, or one was under
valued, as compared with the current market value in Commerce. In our
case the gold was undervalued, for it never circulated concurrently with sil
ver until after the act of 1834, which raised the mint price of gold over 6 J
per cent, by rating 23//y grains of gold at the value of a dollar, instead of
24J grains, as fixed by the act of 1792. Even after this increase of 6] per
cent in the mint price of gold, it failed to become a currency in this country
until it began to flow in so rapidly from California that an actual deprecia
tion of several per cent took place. The consequence was, that the silver in
our banks began to be rapidly shipped off to Europe—a drain which did
* Section 30.

t Section 9,
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not cease so long as silver could be obtained. It is, in truth, impossible to
adjust the relative values of gold and silver by any legal enactments in such
manner as to overcome the influence of the market rates of those metals.
It has long been deemed absurd to fix the prices of other commodities by
law ; perhaps the time is not distant when it will be regarded as absurd to
fix an unchangeable price upon an ounce of gold as upon a bushel of wheat
or a day's labor.
The history of Commerce certainly discloses that the changes in the value
of gold have been remarkable and frequent in all periods of which we have
authentic records, and not the less 60 in the last half century. We have
already mentioned that between 1802 and 1810 gold rose to 20 per cent
above the mint price; but we must add to show the superior steadiness that
the variation in the price of Spanish dollars at the Bank of England was
less than 2 per cent, and in that period the bank purchased to the extent
of seventy millions of ounces.
It has been proposed, for the purpose of remedying the scarcity of silver,
which the recent depreciation of gold has withdrawn from circulation, to re
duce the weight of standard silver in our dollar from from 412 J grains to
384 grains ; that is, to take from it 25^/j grains pure silver, thus reducing
its intrinsic value 0.91 per cent. It is said this debasement is only to be ap
plied to the fractions of a dollar. It may be that no evil would enBue from
such a change, especially if confined to quarters, dimes, and half-dimes, and
if they were not made a legal tender beyond five, or, at most, ten dollars.
The use of these small coins could scarcely impair the dollar unit. But the
measure does not appear by any means commensurate with the evil. It
would still be found that silver was scarce ; and if these debased coins were
increased in quantity beyond the mere demand for change, they would de
preciate to their bullion value, and become a nuisance.
It appears more natural as well as advantageous to look for the remedy
on the side whence the grievance comes. The scarcity of silver has arisen
from the depreciation of gold, and that by reason of its abundance and not
from any special demand for silver, nor any real increase in its value. In
stead, therefore, of disturbing our silver coinage, so intimately connected
with our money of account, would it not be safer to confine any measure in
tended to meet the present difficulty to gold, the fall in value of which has
occasioned the exportation of our silver ? If the matter had been under
stood in time, a very simple measure would have prevented the shipment of
silver. Gold had depreciated, but the legal price remained, and the silver
was rapidly carried off before the banks were supplied with gold, and before
they were fully aware of the depreciation.
If, at the moment the silver began to disappear, Congress had intervened,
and repealed so much of the act of 1834 as made gold a legal tender at the
rate of 23/^j grains to the dollar, gold which was flowing upon us from the
Pacific would have instantly sunk to its market value, and have become the
preferable remittance, more especially as Great Britain adheres to a fixed
price for gold.
A fixed relation between gold and silver, an established legal price for
both on the assumption that they will not change in their relation to each
other, and that the value of each must remain unchanged, is a policy so
mistaken that it should not stand long on any statute-book ; but least of
all should it be upheld in the face of facts which clearly exhibit that one of"
the precious metals has actually changed its value materially, and must
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soon, by the inevitable laws of trade, undergo a more important change.
It requires no very strong effort of thought to perceive that a people who
attempt to uphold the price of a metal which has permanently fallen in
value, will be abundantly supplied with the article they continue to over
value. This very fact destroys what is called the double standard, and sub
stitutes the depreciated single one. If this were the whole mischief, it
would be small ; but the mass of the people continue to reckon and estimate
in the long established money of account, whilst payments, until the proper
remedy is applied, continue to be made in the depreciated coin. The dou
ble standard may exist for a long time without inflicting any special injury
beyond the confusion of ideas which it creates ; but when the fluctuation of
either metal commences, injustice is flagrant on every side. It is as if the
parties in trade were provided with one measure to n.ake their purchases,
and another of different capacity by which to make their sales, and this not
according to a uniform practice, but according to every man's knowledge,
cunning, capacity, and the grade of his morals. The double standard be
comes, upon an occasion like the present, when not an intelligent doubt can
be entertained of an early depreciation of gold, a positive and impending
evil of a magnitude not easily estimated, but which can scarcely be
overrated. As little time as possible should be lost in removing it, be
cause in Commerce, as well as in other occupations of life, " coming events
cast their shadows before ;" and because, while the shrewd and well-informed
will " stand from under " and avoid the mischief, the unwary and uninformed
will be made to suffer and become the prey of those who can, under cover
of law, make a business of fraud.
The double standard, absurd at all times, and specially objectionable in
the anticipation of a considerable decline in the price of gold, is, however,
immeasurably less objectionable than the adoption of a single standard of
gold in our present circumstances, even when we leave out of view the
money of account and the infinity of commercial considerations connected
with it, and regard the change to be made merely in the light of a standard.
If it be, as most of the approved writers on money suppose, that prices are
strict comparisons with coins, that sales are only made with reference
to coins, what must be pronounced of the policy which rejects the
metal which is unmoved, and takes that for a standard which is in
the very act of going down ? With what degree of accuracy can the
masses of people in the United States keep pace with the decline which may
take place in gold ? This decline may, at times, proceed by slow and imper
ceptible degrees, and at times, according to the accidents or movements of
trade, by jerks. In either case, but a very small number of men will be able
to appreciate its downward progress. The public will only register it by
their losses; and their eyes will only open when it is too late. It is
more than probable that the dealers in bullion in London would first per
ceive and take advantage of every step in this depreciation.
It would be a misfortune of no small moment if, in place of the double
standard, our past system had been the single gold standard, as it is in
Great Britain. We should now be trembling with apprehension of the de
cline of gold and all the innumerable and injurious results which such a de
cline in the value of a standard metal imposes. That these apprehensions
are now felt in an eminent degree in England, is abundantly plain to all who
are observant of financial and pecuniary affairs in that country. Many there
know that danger is imminent, and rejoice that the demand for gold on the
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continent postponed the expected mischief. But the gold is now returning,
and the Bank of England is now stocked with it beyond all precedent.
This influx upon that bank must continue, unless partially interfered with by
wars or anticipations of wars on the continent. So long as the bank con
tinues to give, as compelled by law, £3 17s. 9d. for gold, it will, under the
depreciating process, flow there from all quarters of the world, until the gov
ernment repeals this awkward obligation.
As this subject is viewed by many of the ablest men in England, it seems
surrounded with insuperable difficulties aud impenetrable darkness. And
yet, if the 'doctrine and functions of a money of account were thoroughly
studied, the remedy for the whole anticipated evil would be far more simple
and easy of accomplishment than many duties the government has to per
form. Lot the bank be released from the obligation to take gold, and let the
mint price be repealed, that gold may take its value in the market with sil
ver. The English money of account will safely aud effectually register all prices
and values, preserve unchanged all contracts, salaries, and annuities, and per
mit the vast concerns of the British Treasury and British industry and trade
to proceed undisturbed in their accustomed channels. It would be necessary
to connect this measure at no distant day with another for the special pro
tection of the money of account. The responsibility of vigilance in regard
to the money of account might be placed upon the Chancellor of the Ex
chequer; constant observation of the value of silver bullion, and proper
restraints upon the quantity of bank paper circulation, would keep the money
of account unchanged. Experience would show whether this system might
not be continued indefinitely, and it would at least afford time to deviso
other appropriate remedies for the evil. If the money of account could
maintain itself unchanged with an almost exclusive paper circulation during
the first years of the suspension of payments by the bank in 1797, surely
the same, and even a much better result could be obtained by a well devised
measure now, when the bank is able to pay every demand in gold. At all
events, those who can repose no confidence in such an arrangement, might
feel very safe if their bank paper was kept at par with silver bullion until
time had pointed out some better plan. This would not be changing, as
some may think, from the gold to the silver standard—it would be simply
dispensing with any standard, except the mint standard for coinage. And
this, as we contend, is what the mental habits of trading people lead them
to do, be the law of the money standard, or standard of the currency, what
it may.
It is difficult to conceive how any one could have thought of dispensing
with our silver standard and adopting the single gold standard in the United
States at this moment of expected depreciation of that metal, unless the
suggestion came from England. That they may want companions in their
trouble is not at all improbable ; but that we should volunteer that sacrifice
is past comprehension. If England continues, in spite of common sense
and commercial prudence, to pay the same price for gold after it begins to
depreciate, she will receive it as long as she has anything to give for it, until
she is bursting with gold at every pore, and when the plethora can be en
dured no longer, and the hour of depletion arrives, then a heavy loss will
accrue, and ruin will overtake multitudes through its effects upon the Bank
of England.
If the United States should adopt the single gold standard with our pres
ent legal or mint price, a portion of that loss would be thrown upon us. It
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is true, the laws of trade very often obviate, for a time, the natural conse
quences of unwise legislation or the most absurd commercial blunders. At
the present moment we aro under such heavy indebtedness to England for
goods imported in excess of the value of our exports, that we have all
the advantage of the game in gold. We are paying in a depreciating
metal ; but our merchants who are trading with California are receiving
payment in the same falling commodity. If we adopt the gold standard
now, we, might not suffer immediate injury, owing to our indebtedness ; but
we should enter upon a game of agiotage and profit and loss with the Bank
of England and the great merchants of London, in which, according to our
past experience, we should come out heavy losers. The retention of our
double standard, with a fixed price of gold, may involve many and serious
mischiefs in our domestic trade, but cannot affect us injuriously in our for
eign trade so long as we are indebted abroad and our banks retain the priv
ilege of paying in gold. In case, however, of a favorable balance with any
country in the world, our remittances would all come in the depreciated
metal. The further this subject is pursued, the more clearly will it be seen
to be the undoubted policy of both England and the United States to
repeal the fixed price of gold, and make it a tender only at the market
price. This is a favorable time to make the change here, because the mar
ket price will not only be maintained during the present adverse ex
change with England, but if that exchange continues as now, it would in
evitably go above our mint price. That is, while, by the natural course of
event-, gold would be depreciated from its oversupply, by the state of our
indebtedness to England and the great demand for funds to remit, it might
rapidly go to a high premium. It is impossible to say what would have
been the price of exchange on England during the last year, if the parties
remitting had not been permitted to take gold and silver from the banks at
par. Now, if the banks were permitted to pay in gold at the market price,
or the Baine price at which, from time to time, it might be declared to be
receivable at the sub-treasuries of the United States, we should be receiving
a premium on gold at the moment when it might be intrinsically under par.
FOREION EXCHANGE SHOULD BEAR ITS OWN BURDENS—OTHER CLASSES OF MERCHANTS
PAV THE PENALTY OK THEIR OWN OVERTRADING—THE FOREIGN MERCHANTS SHOULD
ALSO BEAR THEIRS.
There is, besides, an element of commercial justice in such a system, which
must commend it to the careful consideration of every statesman. A cer
tain class of merchants, and that not by any means a numerous one, import
in the course of their business, under the impulse of competition among
themselves, or the depressed state of foreign markets, or undue excitement
of our own, a vast amount of commodities more than our exports will fur
nish the means to pay for, creating a heavy balance against the country.
The importers soon exhaust their first facility for remittance, the bills of ex
change drawn upon the value of our exports. Their next resort is the pre
cious metals furnished to them, under our system of banking at par, which
prevents any rise in exchange beyond the expense and risk of trans
mitting gold or silver, If our system did not furnish this extraordinary
protection to the business of importation, and if the importers were obliged
to go into the market and purchase the precious metals, the rates would
rule in very exact proportion to the degree of the overtrading and the con
sequent demand for means of remittance. The only competition in favor of the
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importers would be that between the sellers of bullion and thesellers ofexchange.
So effectually does this principle of allowing the exchange free play in the
foreign trade operate as a preventive, that overtrading is never carried to
such excesses as with us, where subject to this wholesome check. Nor does
this impose any corresponding burden on the community, for the demand
being for the single purpose of remittance, does not affect general pri
ces. It is a parallel case where men overtrade in domestic business and is
sue their paper more freely than wisely ; when the time of payment comes,
their notes must be met, and they must pay for money or means of pay
ment whatever the market rate of interest may be ; and it is well known
that a demand for money which raises interest for months to over 12 per
cent, has no effect on general prices. So gold might be at a premium for
exportation at 10 per cent without any perceivable effect upon the general
prices of the country.
It is worthy of much consideration, too, that as the high prices and brisk
domestic trade of this country are in part sustained by an abundant paper
circulation, and a banking system by means of which our interior balances
are adjusted with very little use of the precious metals, it is quite fair that
we should be held strictly to the obligation of furnishing the precious metals
without advance of price at the pleasure of parties who are overwhelming the
country with goods, and layingthe sure foundation of future revulsions in trade,
and ruin to multitudes of those engaged in it.
There are many evils endured with a patience which is, if not uncom
plaining, at least attended with little btruggle to escape or effort for remedy.
Among these arc contractions of the currency, or withdrawal of the usual
facilities by banks. It would be an instructive document if the history
of these contractions were written, and an approximation made of the losses
inflicted upon the people of this country. It would exhibit an incredible
sum if these losses during the last ten, or even three years, were thus shown.
Nearly all the extra interest which has been paid in that time, and a very
great proportion of all the losses and bankruptcies which have occurred
among those who could not pay this extra interest, may be attributed to
these contractions of currency. The evil is very far from being confined to
the payment of high interest, for, in seasons of contraction, business is seri
ously checked, money is not to be had by a large class of industrious and
deserving people at any price, and the loss to the country in this way may
be even greater than what falls upon those of more means and better credit.
Yet these contractions, under our present system, are really, in the main, un
avoidable—the banks are forced to this course to save their bullion. It is
impossible for them to measure the extent of a foreign unfavorable bal
ance, and when their vaults are attacked, they are obliged to curtail vigor
ously, until they find themselves in a position of security. In ordinary
times a demand for specie, which might not run beyond ten or twenty mil
lions of dollars, would be met by a curtailment of facilities, commencing at
New York, and thence extending, by necessary influences and results, over a
large portion of the United States, until the contraction amounted to many
hundred millions, and the losses and injury to an amount several times
greater than the whole sum of specie to be remitted. There is an absurdity
and monstrous injustice in this system, which would never be endured if we
had not grown up in it, and always looked upon it as one of the inevitable
ills of life, not to be escaped any more than the storm or the earthquake.
The whole of this enormous injustice is inflicted upon our banks, and through
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them upon the country, that a few hundred merchants may make their re
mittances abroad without paying the legitimate commercial penalty of over
trading. This is a simple but irrefutable statement of one of the absurd
anomalies in our money system. It is seen, known, and experienced, by
thousands, and yet no remedy is seriously sought ; or when sought, though
we are flying from mountains which not only threaten to crush us, but do
crush us, we are turned back by a molehill, or the slightest obstacle in our
forward path. No remedy which any man of sense and experience would
propose but must be preferable to this evil, especially if the new measure be
adopted with a view of carefully watching its results, and correcting its op
eration by actual experience of its effects.
An effectual remedy for this great evil would not merely be a benefit to
the extent of the injury prevented, but would work out many positive bene
fits. The foreign industry which finds a market here cannot find it with
equal advantage elsewhere. If the course of our exchange prevented the
withdrawal of the proceeds of sales from here in bullion, without great loss,
the parties would be compelled to invest them in some other product of our
soil or industry, thus increasing our exports, and leading to a gradual ex
change of commodities, which could never be the occasion of disturbing our
money market and internal exchanges.
THE PROPRIETY OF RELINQUISHING THE DOUBLE STANDARD AND RELYING UPON TBI
SILVER STANDARD ALONE.
If there bo any emergency in our money system, requiring legislative in
tervention at the present juncture, and we think there is, the policy which
circumstances exact, is the immediate abandonment of the gold standard.
"We have already lost our silver through disregard of clear indications of
the decline of gold, but greater evils await a longer delay. It may be very
difficult to abandon this gold standard after some of its evil effects have
fastened upon us. It would be difficult now, but that the state of the
foreign exchange has, for a time, averted the natural results of a depreciated
standard. When gold, having depreciated 10 per cent, shall have for a few
months only occupied our channels of circulation, it will be nearly impossi
ble for legislation to intervene. Those who hold one hundred millions of
gold will insist upon paying at par, while those who are receiving will insist
upon the utter injustice of permitting men to acquit themselves of their
debts in a depreciated currency. The disturbance and confusion of giving
up the gold standard, in such circumstances, might exceed the evil that
would arise if the people were left to adjust the matter in an endless series
of frauds, litigations, and personal dispute. It is now, therefore, a favorable
moment for dropping our gold standard and permitting that metal to find
its value in our bullion market as it does in those of Continental Europe, and
as silver does in England. No interest of the country can be injuriously
affected or even alarmed.
This measure should necessarily be accompanied by such regulations as
the nature of the case would require ; such as experienced merchants and
bankers could readily dictate, as to the mode of receiving gold at the SuliTreasuries, and as to the mode and extent to which it should be receivable
in payment of debts at the market price. It would, of course, be a conse
quence of these regulations that the banks could pay in gold at the current
price ; but this could be no ground of apprehension nor cause of abuse.
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No fact in trade would be better known than the price of gold, and no re
spectable bank could take the slightest advantage by charging more than the
market price—it would be looked upon as utterly discreditable, and equiva
lent to an offer of payment in half-dimes or a virtual refusal. It would in
fact ruin the credit of a bank to resort to such an expedient. The truth is,
that such a system would turn the whole bullion business into the hands of
dealers in bullion, in all seasons of a high market price, because they would
pay higher for the article than the banks, and sell at the same price, besides
furnishing facilities in packing, shipping, insuring, &c, which the banks
would not do.
In all the ordinary transactions of trade and banking the system proposed
would scarcely be regarded, it would only operate effectively upon foreign
exchanges, and the foreign import trade, and upon that with the desirable
results of a check upon overtrading, of rendering our foreign Commerce less
irregular, and of keeping it more in the hands of our own merchants, who
best understand the wants of the country. Whatever inconveniences might
be encountered by this system would be trifling, compared with those suf
fered now in times of a high foreign exchange, and which fully justify any
measure which offers a fair prospect of relief. It is bad policy not to let
well-enough alone, but it is sheer stupidity to suffer ills without an effort to
help ourselves, which a very moderate exercise of common sense would
rectify : there is courage in endurance of that which admits of no remedy,
but shameful cowardice in suffering what we can justly and by our own
strength repel.
If some remedial measure be not adopted at an e»rly day an embarrass
ment will overtake us in regard to our coinage of gold dollars. These coins
are now circulating freely in many parts of the country where paper dollars
are not tolerated, and as they correspond in name and legal value with our
dollar of acvount, they will exert a mischievous and disturbing tendency as
soon as they begin to depreciate. A portion of the difficulty in regard to
the gold coins already issued, and made a legal tender at the present price,
might be met by making the present gold coins a legal tender, as now, to
the extent of a hundred dollars, or any less sum. If we should discontinue
our present coinage of gold, and confine the operations of the mint, as to
gold, to refining, weighing, and stamping ingots of convenient size, our coins
would continue to circulate as now, until the price rose under the operation
of the present unfavorable exchange, and then, being worth more than the
legal price, they would cease to circulate. Or when exchanges become fa
vorable, and gold falls below par, the coins would be kept in circulation by
a provision making them a legal tender to the amount of a hundred
dollars.
It would be a strange infatuation to hazard the single gold standard as a
measure resulting from, and as a remedy for the scarcity of silver. No plan
of keeping silver away from the country could be more effectual than over
valuing gold ; or, what is the same thing, keeping it up to the same legal
value, when it is depreciating in the market on the one hand, and debasing
our circulating silver coin on the other. No silver would come here under
such a system, unless expressly imported and paid for at a high price as
expressed in gold. If the measure of debasing the smaller coins be expe
dient at this time, about which there is room for doubt, another regulation
should accompany it which would secure us our fair proportion of silver.
The debased coins being a legal tender to the amount of only five dollars,
vol. xxvi.—so. v.
36
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let all other silver coins and bullion be a legal tender at the market value.
This would be a perfect security against that home depreciation of silver
which drives it away, and would be certain to bring us such a supply as we
may require, or as our market may demand.
Great misapprehension exists as to the importance of legal tender, and
more especially the necessity of fixing the price at which gold or silver must
be tendered.
It is not probable that of the money transactions in this country one dol
lar in one hundred millions ever takes the form of a legal tender, or that
one person in one hundred thousand has ever seen a transaction in which
the parties had the provisions of that law in view. Of those which do take
place vder actual contemplation of the law, a large proportion is made in
bank-notes, which the law holds good, if the party to whom they are
offered does not object and require tender of the precious metals. The
truth is, that the large transactions of trade which are adjusted by books of
account, promissory notes, bills of exchange, bank-notes, and bank-checks, in
which gold or silver are neither employed nor thought of by those concerned,
are so immeasurably greater in amount than those in which coins are eraployed, that it becomes proportionally more important to protect the money
of account in which the values and prices of these operations are expressed,
than to have any reference whatever to regulation of legal tender. It is
only necessary to provide coins for the retail trade, and to protect them by
a fixed price, at which they shall be a legal tender to a restricted amount.
It is a mistake to suppose it would be a great inconvenience to make gold
and silver a legal tender in sums over a hundred dollars at the market
price. In England, where gold only is the legal tender, sovereigns are in
the banks always weighed, in sums even no greater than £20. By this
means they keep their coins full weight, as when by friction or otherwise
they lose a penny of their value they are rejected. So that while the coin
age of sovereigns is a convenience it does not practically save the necessity
of weighing. If the vigilance of the banks and merchants of England
were relaxed in the least in regard to the weight of gold coins, they would
be immediately assailed by clippers and sweaters and reduced to the lowest
Eoint at which the public would take them. This is an inconvenience we
ave not yet encountered, as our gold coins have not been long enough in circu
lation to be much worn, but as soon as the public become familiar with them
in that state the new coins will be seized upon, as they come from the mint,
and reduced to the ordinary appearance and weight of those which have
been long worn. So that if gold continues to circulate among us, weighing
coins will have finally to be resorted to, and a strict rejection of light coins
enforced.
If both gold and silver were, however, in sums over one hundred dollars
to be treated as bullion it would give no trouble, and be scarcely ever no
ticed in the ordinary transactions of business. Large transactions in coin
and bullion are confined to the banks, and a very few dealers in bullion, and
they would manage their business in that case exactly as they do now, tak
ing mint weights as their guide when it suits them, and weighing when they
think it necessary. If they could receive their bullion from the mint in bars
or ingots, pure, accurately weighed, and in suitable form for packing, Ihey
would be saved immense trouble, and some risk would be saved in
regard to coins which come to them from the public in such an infinite
variety of deterioration, as makes it almost impossible to avoid loss. The
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very fact that such coins are permitted to circulate at all shows how little
regard is paid to the fixed price and legal tender regulations ; for a coin
which has lost 2 or 3, or 5 per cent of its weight is no longer the coin con
templated by the law, and is not in fact a legal tender. The people will
take such light coins just as long as they please, whether they are made a legal
tender or not. It is not desirable that they should be current after they have lost
even as much as 1 per cent of their value, as the increasing depreciation in
creases the difficulty of overcoming the evil at the last. Every one knows
what a serious nuisance the light Spanish American coins had become before
the disappearance of the new silver coins restored them to favor again.
It is in truth not only the soundest, but in the long run, the most conve
nient policy to leave all large transactions in bullion to be adjusted by
weight, and at the market value. A sufficient amount should be issued i«
coins for the retail trade, and these it may be necessary to protect by special
legislation, in such manner that they cannot readily be withdrawn from that
use. No coin should be issued of gold or silver corresponding with the
money of account, because it should be defended from every disturbing in
fluence with careful vigilance. This system would bring to an end the
absurd practice of coining large quantities of gold aud silver at a heavy
expense, blending alloy with the pure metal in such exact proportions as
requires the utmost delicacy of management, and employing the most ex
pensive processes of adjustment in regard to the unifurm weight, as well as
quality of coins, which are in a few weeks or months to return to the furnace
and go through the same process.
Our mint has in the last three years issued gold coins to the value of over
a hundred millions of dollars, of exquisite workmanship and perfect adjust
ment, not surpassed in these respects by the productions of any other mint,
at an expense of several hundred thousand dollars ; all of which labor and
skill is as entirely lost to tlie country as if sunk in the sea ; the coins have
left us as faBt as issued, and the workmanship of other mints has given
them another face. This gold could have been refined, and issued in ingots
at less than half the expense, and would then have been equally available
in payment of our foreign debt.

Art. II.—THE COMMERCE OF ST. THOMAS*
MBCEIFTttftN OP TOWN AND HARBOR OP ST. THOMAS—CUSTOM-HOUSE—DUTIES AND PORT CHARGER
—QUARANTINE.—BRITISH POST-OPPICE AOENCY—BANKS—PORKION NATIONS REPRESENTED—BUR
GHER COUNCIL—COUNTRY TREA8URY, ITS 1NCOMR AND EXPENDITURES—REVENUE AND DISBURSE
MENTS OP THE king's CHEST—COMMERCR OP ST. THOMAS—ITS ORIGIN AND PROORESS PROM
THE ESTABLISHMENT OP THE DANISH WEST INDIA COMPANY TO THE PRESENT DAT.
The Island of St. Thomas lies in latitude 18° 20' 42" N., and longitude
64° 48' 9" W. Its length is about thirteen miles east and west, with an
average breadth of three miles. It has St. Croix on the south, distant forty
miles, and Porto Rico on the west, distant thirty-six miles.
The harbor and town lie about midway of the island on the south side.
The harbor is formed by a branch of the main range of hills reaching round
* A Historical Recount of St. Thorns*, W. I. fee. By Her. John P. Knox of St. Thomas.
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on the east, and a key on the southwest and west, joined to the shore by a
low neck of land. Its shape is nearly that of a parallelogram, extending
east and west 2,472 yards, or about one and a half miles. From the fort
at the head of the harbor across to the extreme east point, it is the same
distance. The opening out to sea, or from the east to the west point, (on
both of which are erected small batteries,) is 1,030 yards wide. There is
thus anchorage ground for a very large number of vessels. Owing to the
trade-winds, the swell from the ocean seldom enters the harbor with any
force. Vessels there lie easy at anchor, and as there are no wharves to
which they can moor, their cargoes are discharged and received with safety
by lighters.
The town lies around the north side of the harbor, and is built partly
upon the level, and partly upon three hills, which abut down from the high
range nearly to the shore, with savannas between. The main street runs
parallel with the shore, at the distance of about one hundred yards. From
the center of the town towards the west, on this street, are located all the
commercial houses. The stores are substantial fire-proof buildings, gener
ally of but one story, and often reaching from the street to the wharf, a dis
tance of from 300 to 400 feet. A few other streets to the north run par
allel with the main street. The rest cross these at right angles, and reach
up into the savannas. A small public garden, tastefully arranged, lies be
tween the "king's wharf" in the centre of the town and the fort. There
is also a small public square in the east savanna, crossed diagonally by a
wide street, and partially planted with cocoa-nut and tamarind trees.
The town contains many stores and dwellings of every description, with
a population, according to the census of 1850, of 12,383 persons. In the
country there are on the estates 1,283 persons, making the total population
of the island 13,666.
The markets are held in a small square on the main street, and in a nar
row alley leading from the main street to the sea shore. At the end of this
street are the butchers' stalls ; vegetables, fruits, and fish, are sold from
trays on the ground.
The scene presented on entering the harbor is exceedingly picturesque
and beautiful. The range of hills in the background, with their dome sum
mits swelling up to the hight of 700 and 1400 feet; the town giving the
appearance as if built entirely on the sides of the hill ; the bright-colored
houses with their red and tiled roofs ; the two old towers, and the harbor
covered with its shipping, and boats plying in every direction, give an ex
quisite view, unsurpassed in all tho West India Islands. Travelers have
awarded it this praise, and some have compared it favorably with the view
of Funchal in the Island of Madeira.
The Custom-House is under the charge of an intendant of the royal cus
toms. It receives all manifests, and only requires the consignees of goods
to present an account and value of their goods, upon which account the oneand-a-quarter per cent customs are collected. It has no power to demand
invoices, and therefore has no means of guarding against fraud, save by com
paring the merchants' accounts with their manifests.
The harbor is under the charge of the "captain of the port." Hie
charges paid to his department are, for vessels discharging or receiving cargo,
$6 40 per 100 tons. There are also paid into the custom-house, as addi
tional charges, between 45 and 50 cents per ton on European vessels, and
between 19 and 22 cents on vessels from this side of tho Atlantic. An
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effort is now being made by the intendant of customs to equalize these latter
charges, and make a difference in the same according to the amount of car
go discharged or received.
Steamers belonging to the " Royal Mail Steam-Packet Company " are ex
empt from port charges. Vessels also bringing coal for their use, are nearly
altogether exempt No vessel can leave the harbor without a permit from
the fort, for which is paid, for a ship, $2 56, a brig, $1 28, a topsail schoon
er, 64 cents—all others 32 cents. Should a vessel attempt to weigh
anchor without this permit, or having left debts unpaid, she is at once
" brought to " by the guns from Christian's-fort, and afterwards if the first
prove insufficient, from the batteries guarding the mouth of the harbor.
The gauntlet is sometimes run, however, to the no small interest and amuse
ment of the residents upon the hills, but not for the vessel, should she ever
return to St. Thomas. Captains, on their arrival, must report all passen
gers at the police-office. They must see, too, that each passenger they take
away is provided with a passport. The charges for these are low, and vary
according to the place of destination.
A Quarantine Commission exists connected with the port, consisting of
the police master, captain of the port, intendant of customs, and the king's
physician. Some port or country is generally under the ban as an infected
district
The British Post- Office has its agent in St. Thomas, Peter Van Vleirden,
Esq., for the mails brought by the Royal Mail Steam-Packet Company. No
other post-office exists ; and lotters brought to the island by other vessels,
are distributed either through a private letter-office, or by consignees, free of
charge. It is deeply to be regretted that no postal arrangements exist in
tlie United States by which letters could be regularly mailed for St. Thomas,
by the steamer Merlin. Letters mailed in New York now, only reach the
island by the way of Havana.
The Banking institutions of the island are " the Bank of St. Thomas,"
and a branch of the Colonial Bank of London, both established in 1837.
There is also a savings bank in a flourishing condition, opened in 1847. It
does not discount
The island also enjoys the advantages of a united insurance company,
organized in 1848, and a marine railway.
The following nations only are represented at St. Thomas :—Spain by a
consul, France by n vice-consul, the United States by a commercial agent,
the Republic of Venezuela by a commercial agent, and Sardinia by a
consul.
A Burgher Council, composed of five members, elected by ballot, have
hitherto taken charge of the municipal affairs of the island. They dis
charge their duty without remuneration. Their proceedings are not made
public, save in an annual report of all incomes and expenses. Chosen from
among our most worthy citizens, they have always discharged their duty
with great faithfulness, efficiency, and economy. The country treasury being
under their control, the following condensed report for the year 1850, will
show its resources and expenditures.
Resources. House and building tax, $12,617 83; store and shop tax,
$7,985 34; bakers' tax, $300 25; butchers' tax, $337 50; cart tax,
$81 50: burghers' briefs, $412 80; passports, $1,200 46; tavern and bill
iard licenses, $760 80; vendue sales, $672 87 ; sundries, $1,178 45. Total,
$25,553 69.
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Expenditure*. Police, $8,685 28; police connected with the courts,
$691 20; militia, $834 28; fire department, $755 15; scavenger carta,
$1,539 96; midwife's salary, $400 00 ; hospital, $5,900 09; scrofula pa
tients, $824 59; schools in the country, $1,022 14; quarantine, $960 00;
prisoners, $1,779 15; sundries, $3,892 54. Total, $27,284 28.
The Revenue of the King's vhest, with the disbursements for the three
islands, is not known. An approximate idea may be derived from the fol
lowing, as extracted from the Budget of the Home Government, for the
year from 1st April, 1850, to 31st March, 1851.
REVENUE.
8t- Thorn«
SkCioix. fc St. John*
Duties on imported goods
$118,572
$85,306
Ground and building tax
23,838
9,124
i per cent tax on bonds
V00
J'468
Stamps
■•
8.615
•••••
Auctions, 4 per cent on sales.
1,437
6,084
Bum licenses.
845
768
Various taxes on inheritances
6,477
7,158
Fees for commissions
268
97
Fees, upper court
2,447
.—.
Charges on vessels paid at fort.
1,060
1,582
Various.
...
10,206
6,245
$ 168,950
Total estimate of revenues

$117,832
168,950
$286,782

The one-and-a-quarter per cent duty, as above estimated for St. Thomas,
is very low, varying from $100,000 to $140,000.
DISBURSEMENTS.
Governor, civil officers, courts, <£c, St. Croix.
$77,853 00
Commandant, civil officers, and office expenses, St. Thomas
25,028 00
Civil officers, St. John's
2,292 00
Churches in St. Croix
197 12
Churches in St. Thomas and St. John's.
1,410 53
Public schools, St Croix
4,288 00
Court of appeal, St. Croix
1 1 ,41 6 00
Public buildings and military hospital rent
25,600 00
Garrison, old troops.
55,000 00
"
troops sent out in 1848
70,000 00
Man-of-war brig.
.
29,760 00
Ammunition, arms, uniforms, <kc
19,500 00
Extra grant from King, secured in 1834, to General von Scholteo. . . .
6.000 00
Pensioners for service in West Indies.
6,899 60
Total estimated disbursements

$385,444 25

It will be seen that there is a large surplus in the revenues of St. Thomas,
which go to the support of the government in St. Croix. The estimated
disbursements exceed the revenue, $48,662 ; but from the economy pur
sued during the year, and certain changes which have been effected, we pre
sume there has actually been no excess. The king derives a revenue which
does not go into the above estimates, from the large number of estates
which he holds in the islands.
In order to give a general outline of the origin and history of the Com
merce of St. Thomas, it will be necessary to recur to the establishment of
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the Danish West India and Guinea Company, in the year 1671, and to
repeat some of the circumstances which have been already mentioned.
From the title this company assumed, it would appear, that it was to the
cultivation of the soil, rather than to Commerce, that its members looked
for the success of their undertaking; and that this cultivation was to be
carried on by the only means then adopted by all nations possessing colonies
in these islands, namely, the importation of slaves from the coast of Africa.
It was not, however, until eight years after the colony in St. Thomas was
formed, than an expedition was dispatched, having for its object the impor
tation of negroes. The company monopolized this traffic, as far as their
own colonies were concerned, and in time supplied them all with the strength
required for their cultivation. From the nature of the soil, and the present
condition of agriculture in the Island of St. Thomas, it is difficult to imag
ine that any great return was obtained for the expense incurred in that
inland, and it does not appear that the company ever arrived at any great
pitch of prosperity.
We have seen that another privileged association was formed in 1685,
called the Brandenburg Company. Notwithstanding its name, the partners
in it were almost exclusively Dutch. Commerce was their object, and they
were very soon engaged in an extensive and lucrative trade. We are left
very much to conjecture as to the nature of their Commerce. It does not
appear that they were permitted to share with the Danish company in the
slave-trade, and it is more than probable they dedicated themselves to the
importation of provisions, and the manufactures of their native country, as
well as other European nations, which they disposed of for the consumption
of St. Thomas, the neighboring Antilles, and the Spanish colonies on the
Continent of South America. This they were enabled to do the more ad
vantageously, since from the general neutrality of Denmark in the wars of
Europe, her flag was a protection at sea, and her port an open one to all
comers. This neutrality was an especial source of the prosperity of St.
Thomas, for the prizes of the different belligerent powers that were captured
in the West Indies were frequently brought to its port for sale ; and thus an
extensive entrepot of the productions of almost every country was establish
ed, and the island no doubt soon became the resort of trading vessels from
all points of the West Indies and South America, when they dared not, for
fear of capture, venture on more distant voyages.
The Charter of the Brandenburg Company expired in 1716. leaving the
trade once more in the hands of the West India and Guinea Company, in
which his majesty, the king of Denmark, had, from the beginning, been a
principal shareholder. This association retained the entire monopoly of Com
merce, excluding all other Danish subjects from any participation in it, yet
so completely was it wanting in the energy necessary to command success
in such pursuit', that it never went beyond the employing of one vessel of
no very great burden in importing slaves into the colony, and carrying
thence its products to Denmark. In order that the inhabitants should not
altogether starve, or be driven from the island, permission was afforded to
the Dutch, and the British colonists of North America, to introduce provis
ions and merchandise. With this opening the sagacious and enterprising
Dutchmen soon made themselves entire masters of the Commerce. The
jealousy of the Danes was forthwith excited, and on the accession of several
merchants of Copenhagen as partners of the company, it was once more de
cided to annul the new privileges which had been granted to Holland. This
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state of thiDgs lasted for several years, during which the company held al
most sovereign sway in the island. _ In one branch of its prerogative, how
ever, it was perfectly ready to admit the general body of the colonists to a
participation, or even to cede it to them altogether. This was the payment
of the force necessary for its protection. Accordingly we find it stated in
an old record of the year 1726, that after many disputes, the colonists
undertook to relieve the company of the charge altogether. In this they
were no doubt induced by the hope of improving their own situation, which
had become anything but agreeable from the oppressions and exactions of
the company.
The inhabitants at last, in 1775, succeeded in inducing the king to inter
fere in their behalf. His majesty took over the company's rights, and held
the management of the colonies in his own hands. The policy at first adop
ted, however, continued to be of a restricted nature, ill suited to promote
the prosperity of an island possessed of but small internal resources, and
having little but its excellent harbor and central situation to recommend it.
Symptoms of decay became apparent, and to remedy this the king very
wisely, in 1764, threw open the port to vessels of all nations. This was con
firmed in 1766, when the duties were so arranged that, though nominally
higher, their actual amount was not over one-and-a-half per cent on the
value of the importations.
It is somewhat singular, that this freedom of trade was especially ex
tended to St. John's, and that that island was considered as the fittest to be
come the seat of the flourishing Commerce which was expected to result
from the adoption of this liberal measure.
From 1766 to 1792, we have but few records to assist us in describing
the commercial progress of St. Thomas. The absence of all restrictions on
Commerce and navigation in this little island, surrounded as it was by
countries where a very different policy prevailed, soon attracted the notice
of enterprising Europeans to it, as a point from which the manufactured
goods of their respective countries could be easily introduced into the islands
and continent in its vicinity, whence they would, no doubt, draw a very large
profitable return in the valuable products of these places. Thus the pop
ulation was considerably increased, and it became of that mixed character
which it retains to this day ; and possibly about this period were established
some of the old commercial houses whose lineal or indirect successors are, in
some instances, still flourishing in the island.
During this interval, too, the British colonies in North America had
thrown off the yoke of England ; and we are safe in surmising that the en
terprising merchants of the infant republic were not slow to avail themselves
of this opening for the extension of their Commerce in the West Indies.
Accordingly we find it stated in an unpretending volume of memoranda re
lating to St. Thomas,* that in 1792, on the author's arrival, "the greatest
part of the shipping that came into the harbor were American vessels, small
Spanish sloops and boats, and large English merchantmen." But it does
not appear that any Americans had as yet settled in the island.
By this time, then, the importations of manufactured goods from Europe,
and provisions from the United States, must have reached a respectable
amount. The "Spanish sloops and boats " mentioned, were no doubt part
* Nissen's Reminiscences.
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of the customers who took off these importations, leaving in exchange for
them specie, in the shape of dollars, doubloons, <fcc.
An immensely increased impetus was given to the Commerce of St.
Thomas by the breaking out of the war in 1702, consequent upon the French
revolution. The island then profited by the neutrality maintained by Den
mark. It became the only market in the West Indies for the products of
all the colonies, and the only channel through which they could be conveyed
to the countries in the north of Europe. The resort to it of mercantile
speculators from all quarters, brought a large addition to its population ; and
the author before quoted informs us, that many stores and houses were built,
and that in the year 1793 one hundred and four persons took out burgher
briefs ; that is, paid the tax required to qualify them to begin business in
the colony.
The war naturally raised the price of West India productions in Europe
to an enormous degree ; and though St. Thomas had but littlo of these pro
ductions of her own to export, great quantities came pouring in for sale, and
were transmitted to Europe and America in neutral vessels, in order to avoid
the cruisers of the nations that were at war with each other. On the other
band, large importations of merchandise arrived from Europe, and of flour
and other provisions from the United States, which were immediately sold
and dispersed among the British, Spanish, and French colonies. This trade
was greatly molested by British and French privateers, particularly the for
mer, which were by far the more numerous, and the more indefatigable in
their vocation. Loud complaints were made of this state of things ; but all
who reflected on the subject clearly saw that it was to the very circumstan
ces complained of, that they owed the immense profits derived from their
advent ires, when they managed to steer clear of the dangers by which they
were surrounded.
A short interruption to this prosperity occurred in 1801, when the island
was given up to the British, who held it, however, for only ten months.
Early in 1802 it was restored to Denmark, and resumed all its former activ
ity. The harbor was again crowded with German, Danish, English, French,
and Spanish vessels, besides a few from the Mediterranean ports, and many
belonging to the United States.
Immense losses in merchandise and other property were sustained by fires
in 1804 and 1800, but these losses were speedily surmounted, and the re
stored parts of the town always assumed a much more substantial and^reg
ular appearance than they had worn before the accidents occurred.
The British commissariat department in the West Indies had frequently
recourse to St. Thomas for the purpose of raising the large amounts of
specie required for the payment and provisions of its sea and land forces.
This was accomplished by the sale of bills drawn upon the royal treasury
in London, which were readily bought up by the English and other mer
chants. The rate at which the bills were sold—frequently $4 50 perpouud
sterling—was, in itself, a source of considerable gain to the purchasers.
Late in the year 1807, St. Thomas was again, by capitulation, transferred
to Great Britain, who, however, this time retained it nearly eight years, or
until April, 1815. The first result of the change of masters was an increase
in the prices of all kinds of American provisions, timber, &c, and a scarcity,
or rather almost total absence, of all the German, French, Spanish, and
Italian commodities, to which the inhabitants had been so long accustomed.
The harbor was no longer gay with the flags of all nations, although there
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or four times a year a sight of surpassing interest was to be seen in the
assembling of the numerous homeward bound English ships at St. Thomas,
for the purpose of obtaining the benefit of the convoy of men-of-war ap
pointed to protect them on their voyage. The number of merchant ships
varied according to the season of the year. The convoy, which sailed in
the month of August, frequently numbered not fewer than four hundred,
while the smallest was composed of at least a hundred vessels. It must
have been a sight of no common interest to witness the departure of so
numerous a fleet, even though composed of merchant vessels. Many of
them were of a large class, and partly armed, while all no doubt did their
utmost to make a respectable appearance under the eyes of so many ob
servers, and to avoid the stigma of laggard, from their proud and majestic
conductors—the men-of-war.
Trade during these years languished, but was not annihilated. What re
mained of it was turned into a different channel. The manufactures of the
northern and middle countries of Europe were imported in British vessels
by way of England, and considerable quantities of foreign West India pro
duce found its way through St. Thomas to the English market, introduced,
no doubt, as the growth of a British possession. American provisions, and
lumber of all kinds, were received through the small Swedish island of St.
Bartholomew, which had also been made a free port; and from British
North America were received the productions of that country direct. Great
Britain, of course, supplied the island with her manufactures in abundance,
and Ireland sent provisions and linens ; but the change from a neutral, to
the flag of a belligerent power, rendered it infinitely more difficult to dis
pose of their importations to advantage.
In April, 1815, the Danes again became masters of the island. Foreign
vessels speedily arrived laden with the goods that had so long been prohib
ited. Numbers of the smaller class of vessels, schooners, sloops, <fec, were
put under Danish colors, and adventures to the other West India islands
and the Spanish main, were resumed with the same activity as in former
times. Produce once more poured into the island, and many Danish ships
were loaded and dispatched for the European markets.
Commerce was again molested by privateers, but this time they sailed
under the Columbian and Buenos Ayrean flaa;s, and continued to commit
depredations during the entire continuance of the war of independence be
tween Spain and her South American ^Colonies—that is from 1808 to 1825.
These pretended privateers had, in many cases, no right to the flags they
had assumed, and were in fact, nothing better than pirates, who took indis
criminately whatever came in their way that was worth capturing and wtaker
than themselves, adding frequently to their other crimes, the wanton slaugh
ter of the crews or passengers they found in their prizes.
The South American struggle for independence brought a new addition
to the population by the emigration from that country to St. Thomas, of
many of its inhabitants, principally natives of Old Spain. In some cases
the fugitives brought with them means sufficient to begin business, and some
of them became afterward among the wealthiest merchants of the island.
When it became evident to the European powers that the South Amer
icans could succeed in throwing off the yoke of the mother country, their
enterprising merchants began already to meditate the opening of a direct
trade with these rich and fertile regions, and as early as 1824 direct impor
tations were made at various of the Columbian ports. This, of course, was
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so much withdrawn from the Commerce of St Thomas ; but, in the mean
time, the Island of Porto Rico had so increased in its population and pro
ductions, as in a great degree to make up the loss of the South American
trade.
St. Thomas has gone on prospering up to the present day. Some, how
ever, suppose its prosperity has now reached its culminating point, and that
it cannot hope long to maintain the important position it has acquired.
Those who thus predict its decay, point chiefly to some attempts that are now
making in Porto Rico to follow the example of South America, by estab
lishing a direct trade with the manufacturing countries of Europe and America.
But the usual blindness of Spanish commercial policy is too evident in the steps
that are taken for that purpose, to admit of the slightest probability of their
success. The St Thomas trade with that island has long lost its original
character of a cash business, and for many years the most liberal and ex
tended credits have been afforded to the Spanish dealers. These facilities
have been the means of creating a large and respectable class of shopkeepers
in Porto Rico, from whom by far the greatest part of the custom-house
revenues is derived ; and indeed, not a few of the sugar plantations of the
island have been established by means of the facilities thus afforded by St.
Thomas. And this is the sort of connection which, by a most unreason
able scale of differential duties against importations from St. Thomas, the
Porto Rico authorities are doing all they can to put an end to. In the
mean time, a few individual traders of the Spanish island, and possibly some
of the authorities themselves, are reaping large advantages from the present
state of things; while the numerous body of shopkeepers, before mentioned,
see the lucrative occupations they have been so long accustomed to, tram
meled by the unwise measures of their own rulers, and only for the pur
pose of enriching a few individuals, principally we believe foreigners, who
are there for the sole purpose of acquiring wealth with which to remove as
soon as possible to their own countries. The Spanish traders complain, not
indeed loudly, but deeply, while they are in St. Thomas, of the injuries they
sustain by these measures ; but their dread of expulsion, or other punish
ment, deters them from making their complaints known to the Cortes of
Spain, the only quarter whence they might possibly hope to receive redress.
The result of the Porto Rico policy will probably bo that which invariably
follows unreasonable restrictions on Commerce, namely, the increase of
smuggling, and consequently empty coffers in the custom-houses, while its
destructive effect on the morality of the population, is perhaps, still more to
be deplored.
St. Thomas, as the principal rendezvous of the British steam-packets, and
from its central situation in the great route from Europe to the rich countries
now opening upon the Pacific ocean, will, we hope, still continue to prosper,
even should its Spanish neighbors succeed (which, however, does not seem
likely) in dispensing with her connection.*
At present, the value of goods imported into St Thomas may be set
down at $5,000,000 ; probably half of which comes from Europe, about
$1,000,000 from the United States and British America, and the rest from
* Since the above was written, the Government of Spain, apparently actuatod by sounder views of
commercial policy than its colonial deputies, has seen fit to order the withdrawal of the greater part
of the differential duties on Importations from St. Thomas, and from the 1st of November of this
year, they will be reduced to 2$ per cent. Vessels under the Spanish flag, however, when coming
from St. Thomas, will continue to be treated us foreign as far as their cargoes are concerned.
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France, Ilamburg, Altona, Flensburg, Bremen, and Holland, with Spain, and
one or two ports in the Mediterranean. It is estimated that $2,000,000 of
these imports go to the Island of Porto Rico ;* and it is ascertained by a
return lately made to a public body in St. Thomas, that her merchants,
either for their own or for account of her European and American corres
pondents, take on an average $1,021,114 per annum in Porto Rico produce,
and £999,962 in the paper of its mercantile houses, besides making occa
sional remittances of specie, which in 1849 and 1850 amounted to $2 16,992.
It is true that but little of the produce thus exported comes to St. Thomas,
since its merchants usually send their vessels to load in Porto Rico, whence
they sail direct for their ultimate destinations. The absence of any expla
nation of this circumstance, in the official returns to Madrid, is directly cal
culated to mislead the Spanish Government as to the nature of the relations
between the two islands.
The remaining portions of the imports of St. Thomas go to St. Domingo,
Cuba, Venezuela, New Grenada, Curacoa, and the Windward Islands, but
it is next to impossible to ascertain what proportion finds its way to each of
these countries respectively.
The shipping, as far as regards the number of vessels entering the port,
does not seem to have increased during the last thirty-two years, although
there has been a large augmentation in point of tonnage, arising partly from
the quantity of coal imported since 1841, for the use of the Royal Mail
Steam-Packet Company's ships, which amounts to no less than 42,000 tons
per annum ; and partly from the increased size of the vessels employed in
the importation of goods from Europe.
In 1819, the number of vessels that arrived was 2,358 ; tonnage, 157,003
tons. In 1850, the vessels numbered only 2,196, while the tonnage came
up to 235,843, in which the British mail steamers are not included. The
average for the last thirty-two years is found to be 2,512 vessels, measuring
18'2,038 tons ; and there seems to be no reason to anticipate a decay, so
long as the masters of the islands continue to pursue the liberal system of
commercial policy which has conducted it to its present prosperity.

Art. IV.—COMMERCIAL CITIES AND TOWNS OF THE UNITED STATES.
HUM HER XXXII.
DAYTON, OHIO.
The progress of the commercial and manufacturing cities of the "West, has
been so rapid within the last decennial period, that a frequent recurrence to
facts and figures seems necessary in order to a correct estimation of the rela
tive importance of theso new centers of trade and Commerce.
Dayton is situated at the confluence of tho Miami and Mad Rivers, in
latitude 39° 47', and in longitude West from Washington, 7° 6'. From
its geographical position, the climate is much milder in winter than that of
New England, or the State of New York ; and, indeed, differs materially
from the towns and cities in Northern Ohio. Its situation in the great valley
• McCulloch states it In 1839 at $1,951,617.
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of the Mississippi, renders its climate subject to the bland winds which prevail
up the valley, for a considerable portion of the year—and thus for several
winters (previous to the present) there has been little or no snow, and farmers
in the vicinity, have been able to plow and gather corn in January and
February ; while at Cleveland, and other points, upon the lake shore, sub
ject to the bleak winds of the north, the snow is abundant, and extreme
cold weather continues for several months.
EARLY SETTLEMENT.
The ground on which the city is built was originally purchased by John
Clere Symmes, about the year 1795. Subsequently, it appears that Arthur
St. Clair, then Governor of the Northwestern Territory, and Jonathan
Dayton, late a Senator in Congress, from New Jersey, with several associates,
contracted with Symmes, for the purchase and settlement of so much of the
original purchase, as was included in the corporative limits of the present
city. The name of the late Senator Dayton was given to the embryo town.
Symmes being unable to meet his payments, the land reverted to the gov
ernment; and afterwards, Daniel C. Cooper, of New Jersey, succeeded to
the proprietorship of the town, (in 1799.) The town was then laid out,
upon a plan originally furnished by St. Clair, with streets 100 feet wide,
crossing each other at right angles. The town plat was divided into 280
lots, 100 feet by 200 in depth. Upwards of 50 out-lots, of 10 acres each,
were laid off at the same time. But it was not till within the present century
that the town had a tangible existence.
EARLY TRADE AND TRANSPORTATION.
At the settlement of the town, it does not appear what were the selling
prices of the " leading articles," at this poiut ; but the buying prices at Cin
cinnati were as follows :—
s. d.
a. d.
Imperial Tea
per pound 22 6 Rye
per bush. 8 0
Hyson Tea.
16 10 Corn
perlOOlbs. 1 10
Loaf sugar
4 0 Pork
18 9
Flour.
perlOOlbs. 18 9] Beef
22 6
Wheat
per bush. 5 0 I
The cost of transportation, at this period, from Cincinnati to Dayton, a
distance of 50 miles, (on horseback,) was $2 50 per cwt. It also iippears
that the first flat-boats from Dayton descended the Miami to the Ohio River
in 1800.
Large quantities of flour, pork, and bacon, were successfully shipped to
New Orleans in that way. In April, 1818, 1,700 barrels of flour were ship
ped by flat-boats to New Orleans. This trade continued to some extent,
until the opening of the Miami Canal in 1829. Since which time no
boats have passed down the Miami, nor is it now possible, on account of the
numerous obstructions in the river.
It is worthy of remark that some of our most wealthy and honorable citi
zens laid the foundations of their fortunes by this bold and hazardous Com
merce.
Up to 1817, but two citizens of the town were the owners of pleasure
carriages ; at the present writing there are in the city not less than
carriages valued at
In 1 804, there appears to have been a direct post route, from Cincinnati
to Detroit, via Dayton, over which route the mail was transported, on horse
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back, once in two weeks. And in 1820, the Eastern mail, via Chillicothe,
arrived and departed once in each week.
At this time, there are two daily mails between Dayton and New York,
which pass from point to point in 48 hours.
PBOGEESS OF DAYTON.
The town of Dayton was incorporated by the Legislature in 1805—and
the first brick building was erected in 1806. It has therefore, as a town
and city, had 47 years of corporate existence.
The progress of Dayton, seems to have been quite slow, until it was quick
ened by the spirit of internal improvements.
In the year 1829, that portion of the Miami Canal extending from Cin
cinnati to Dayton was completed; and on the 25th day of January of that
year a canal-boat traversed the whole distance (60 miles) from Cincinnati
to Dayton. From this date the prosperity of Dayton commences. At a
later period the canal was extended to Lake Erie, and immediately became
one of the most extensive artificial channels of Commerce in the Western
States.
TABLE EXHIBITING THE AMOUNT OF TOLLS COLLECTED, ON THE MIAMI AND LAKE ERIE
CANAL, AT THE POET OF DAYTON, FROM 1841 TO 1851, INCLUSIVE.
1841.
1848.
1843.
1844.
1845.
1846.
Tolls.
$27,058 $25,278 $28,276 $35,609 $45,060 $82,330
1847.
1848. 1849.
1850.
1851.
Tolls
$41,041 $40,681
$32,876 24 $87,671 16
The charter for a city government was granted by the Legislature in
1841. The, city is divided for legislative purposes, into six wards; and its
affairs are managed by twelve councilmen, representing the several wards in a
single body, called the Council.
The present revenue of the city for taxes, licenses, &c., amounts to $20,000,
one-third of which is devoted to educational purposes. The population now
amounts to 14,000.
MCADAM AND SAIL ROADS.
There are upwards of 250 miles of McAdam, or hard graveled road,
(equal to McAdam,) radiating in all directions from the city.
The cost of the construction of these roads, varies from $1500 to $6,000
per mile. That made of broken stone being the most expensive ; while
that made of clean gravel and pebble stones is cheaper, but quite as
smooth and desirable. It is believed, that no city in the Union, has such
an extent of costly and excellent roads, leading to and from it, as Dayton.
The city is connected with the following railroads, which give her easy
access to the principal points of the Union :—
Length.
Rnllroads.
Miles.
Terminus.
Mad River and Brie
156
Sandusky.
Cincinnati and Day ton.
60
Cincinnati.
Little Miami
84
Springfield.
Dayton and WeBtern
40
State Line.
Greenville and Miami
86
Greenville.
Dayton and Michigan
..
Toledo.
Dayton and Xenia
16
Xenia.
A continuous line of railroad is under contract, from a point on the Ohio
River, connecting with the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, to Illinoistown,
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opposite St. Louis. The principal points on this road will be Columbus,
Dayton, Indianapolis, Tene Haute, and St. Louis. It is confidently believed
that this entire chain of road will be completed within two years.
TABLE SHOWING THE AMOUNT OF SOME OF THE PRINCIPAL ARTICLES OF COMMERCE RE
CEIVED AND SHIPPED FROM DATTON, VIA THE MIAMI CANAL FOR THE TEARS 184960—61.
-Arrived.—
—Cleared.1819.
1850.
1831. 1849.
1850. 1851.
Ale and beer
.barrels
31
87
1,826
2,013
2,662
Flour
381
792 64,446 64,434 123,956
Fish, fresh-water.
1,162
2,047
2,662
5
208
267
Oil, linseed
4
82
4,522
4,300
Oil, lard
41
14
6,304
580
626
Pork
1.104
472
16S
Salt
6,099
9,831
8,644
149
89
"Whisky
88
274 ,,86,384 86,237 48,053
Barley, rye <fe malt. .bush.
2,246
1,831
7,668 33,278 14,789
3,467
Coin
704 10,765 16,819 163,177 184,269 96,046
Coal, mineral
89,968 63,840
1,718
938
667
Coke
18,359 31,215
Oat*
90
340
463
9,769 17,149
5,266
Seeds, clover, <fc oth'r grass
18,183
2,521
1,137
Seed, flax
6,519
9,568 11,014 27,037 11,174 23.360
Wheat
267
6,014
265 29,019 16,377 19,294
Butter
-lbs.
8,000
499 67,920 34,541 24,244
892
Burr blocks.
168,672 98,058 14,000
Baggage and furniture. . . 81,067 107,685 126,812 330,442 404,478 400,272
Bacon and Pork.
11,022
7,955 1,713,648 723,799 573,973
Coffee
451,069 279,170 441,128 21,048 33,939 17,537
Cotton, raw, in bales
644,409 294,962 328,478
166,384
Cotton yan)9
2,066
8,507 263,076 192,864
Candles, lard, A tallow . . ' V,io7
2,311
731 28,641 24,036
796
Cut stone
12,176 16,387
400 11,650 13,126 61,920
Crockery, foreign
123,688 116,662 162,812
9,557
2,700 13,665
1,600
S00 138,864 68,477 78,681
Fruit, green.
11,729 84,495 160,611 160,632 67,686
Feathers
837
99
1,777
2,014
Grindstones
67,760 62,066 61,956
6,626
676
486
Gypsum
27,200 55,395 77,937
1,400
6,130
Glass and glassware
1,180 163,118 166,236
2,098
8,968
6.958
Hemp
11,938 89,186
6,267
Hides and skins
9,106
8,878
670 78,433 53,872
Ice. ...
78,705
1,696,000 4,650,000
Iron, pig and scrap
967,672 1,774,712 3,995,561
69,073 133,806
Iron, cast
969,208 2,396,715 210,456
8,022 43,069 647,440
Lard
2,833
1,663 40,801 1,111,601 498,805 817,928
Leather
111,202 45,776 18,928 21,859 88,069
516
Machinery
89,076 89,338 114,299 96,666 106,322 240,824
Merchandise
,928,728 1.935,092 1,806,484 418,289 830,744 871,864
Molasses
630,658 357,352 649,775 19,098 13.000 20,000
Nails and spikes
226,296 388,369 448,032
2,607
8,768 18.620
Gil cake
4,600,649 8,167,176 3,700,986
Paper, Ohio
6,960 24,111 54,901 278,174 631,636 596,267
Powder, Ohio
6,681
360
540 15,222 23,110
Pot and pearl ashes
7,717
17,761 88,087 27,820
Sugar
821,079 673,448 949,081 69,841
9,662 21.708
Tallow
850
358
70,781 121,713 108,597
Tobacco not manufactured 17,848 16,811 50,708 111,981 27,161 447,152
Tobacco, manufactured . . 89,765 94,831 102,816 19,681 14,209
6,089
WooL
6,690 28,667 58,486 13,931
White lead.
44,706 47,394 76,966
1,200
1,015
8,743
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Arrived.
\ ,
Cleared.
.
1849. 1850.
1851.
1849. 18SO.
18§l.
Sundries
906,078 2,066,496 285,27« 621,793 1,219,988 260.958
Hoop poles
number 784,582 851,110 672,082
72,974
8,000
Hogs
116,500
8,497
Staves and Heading
1,657,758 1,221,760
7,600
5,400
Shingles
2,180,810 3,420,260 2,870,850 750,000 116,250 39,000
Lath
1,140,200
57,000
Lumber
feet 2,216,605 4,895,278 8,957,906 174,142 298,466
Timber
61,111 117,741 48,958
4,226
WATER POWER.
The several locks of the Erie and Miami Canals, afford considerable mo
tive power, within the corporate limits of the city.
In 1845, a few enterprising business men were incorporated as the Day
ton Hydraulic Company. This company constructed a hydraulic canal,
from a point at Mad River, four miles above the city. By means of this
canal, the waters of a large and unfailing river are brought through the city,
and the surplus water is discharged into the canal, and thence into the Miami
River, below the city. It was supposed that this additional water-power,
was equal to one hundred run of stones. Of late, it has been found that
this estimate was too large. The whole power is leased to manufacturers.
This addition to the motive power of the city, is justly ranked as one of
the chief sources of its prosperity.
It is thought, by competent judges, that an additional water-power, equal
to that of the Hydraulic Company, can be created by conducting the waters
of the Miami River (a still larger stream on the western side of the city)
through a canal, and discharging the same into the river below the city.
This project is worthy of the attention of capitalists.
There is no other city in the West so largely engaged in the manufac
ture and export of linseed oil and oil-cake as Dayton. The crop of flax, in
the Miami Valley, is raised almost entirely for the seed ; very little of the
fiber being preserved for any profitable use. It is hoped that in the progress
of recent discoveries, some method will be found, whereby the raising of flax
for the fiber, will be a source of profit to the farmer.
AMOUNT OF FLAXSEED PURCHASED, AND OIL MANUFACTURED, AT DATTON IN 1850-51.
184,000 bushels of seed purchased, at an averaged cost of $1 22 per bush. (163,348
Amount of oil produced from same
galls.
294,500
Average value per gallon, 72 cents
$212,040
2,680 tons of oil-cake, produced from same, valued at $10 per ton
$28,800
1861—155,000 bushels of seed at $1 05
$162,750
Producing 294,500 gallons of oil, at 63 cents
186,535
8,100 tons of oil-cake, at $10 per ton
81,000
Flour. The amount of superfine flour, which is manufactured annually
in the city, is equal to 125,000 barrels.
For the two past years, the annual wheat crop of Montgomery County (of
which Dayton is the County seat) has been equal to 900,000 bushels.
MANUFACTURES GF.NEEALLT.
Dayton surpasses all other Western cities of its size, in the variety and
extent of the manufactures. Among the more notable and extensive estab
lishments, are those for the manufactures of freight and passenger cars, on
the largest scale. Paper mills for wrapping, news, and book paper, which
supply no small part of the Western market. Foundries for stoves, hollow-
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ware, <fcc. The value of the annual products of these three branches of in
dustry is half a million of dollars.
BANKS AND CAPITAL.
There are three chartered banks in the city. One branch of the State
Bank, one independent bank, and one bank organized under the new Free
Banking Law. The aggregate capital stock of the chartered banks is
$350,000. Besides these there are several private banks, which employ a cap
ital of $200,000, making the capital used for banking purposes in the city, as
near as can be ascertained, $550,000. This amount of banking capital is by
no means adequate to supply the business interest of the city. Double the
present amount might be safely and profitably used in this department of
business.
PUBLIC BUILDINGS.
It can hardly be expected that when cities spring out of the wilderness,
as of yesterday, the public buildings should equal in magnitude and architec
tural |>erfection, the splendid and costly structures of the old and wealthy
cities of the country.
The Court House for the county, located in Dayton, is believed to be the
most elegant building of the kind in the Mississippi Valley. Its dimensions
are 127 feet in length, by 62 in breadth. It is built of hewn blocks of
coarse but compact white marble, which abounds in the vicinity. The roof
is of stone, and the doors of solid iron. The style of architecture is that of
the Parthenon, with slight modifications.
The plan seems to be faultless, and the effect of the building is chaste and
imposing. Its whole cost exceeds somewhat $100,000.
MUNICIPAL ADVANTAGES, ETC.
The streets, stores, and public buildings are lighted with gas, supplied by
a company chartered for the purpose. The gas is made from the bitumin
ous coal found about the head-waters of the Ohio, and affords a cheap and
excellent light. Coke and tar are also made from the coal used in supply
ing the works.
The library association of the city has laid the foundation for a valuable
library, having now upward of 2,000 volumes of new-selected books. The
library is open to minors, under proper restrictions. A course of lectures is
usually delivered before the association during the winter months, which
is free to the citizens generally.
Besides an excellent female academy and several private schools, there are
six free schools in the city, which are conducted in the most admirable man
ner. Five of these are " common schools ;" the sixth is called the " high
school," a popular college, into which the pupils from the other schools are
admitted, when they have made the prescribed advancement in the usual
English studies, and sustain a good character.
There are two market buildings in the city.' The principal one is 400 feet
long, and paved with blocks of limestone. A part of the second story of
the building is occupied as a City Hall and Council Chamber.
The markets of the city exhibit the overflowing abundance of the valley.
Poultry, beef, pork, eggs, butter, &c, are obtained (usually) at 20 per cent
less than the prices at Cincinnati, and 35 to 40 per cent less than the same
articles command in the Boston market. As the population of the city in
creases, of course this disproportion in prices will be less.
vol. xxvi.—no. v.
37
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Art. Y.-LAW OF PROGRESS IN THE RELATIONS OF CAPITAL AND LABOR.
PART II.
We have seen, according to the Professor's statement, that the opening
of a railroad and a canal, in Illinois, affected the price of corn sixty per cent;
taxing the consumers of the neighborhood to that extent, without contrib
uting a cent to the outlay; thus in this instance capital may be said to
have taxed itself. This inexorable principle of rent is the great reservoir, in
all countries, which swallows up the greatest share of the increased produc
tion ; and this must be the case, until society have arrived at that tone of
moral feeling which teaches it the duty of limiting population within the
bounds of a decent maintenance. Whenever that is the case, a check will
be given to the rise of rent, to the decrease in the rate of profit, and the di
minution of wages. The principle of rent, therefore, may be stated to be
modified by various circumstances, the extent and variety of soils, the state
of improvements, the laws and institutions of a country, and the intelligent
and moral condition of the people—taxes must always diminish the general
fund of profit, but cannot reach rent unless a direct tax be laid upon it ac
cording to its value. Professor Smith has again quoted from the Edin
burgh Review of April last, although I have previously shown from his own
words, that he had no reliable information respecting common labor ; he has,
however, quoted in support of a general increase of wages, three or four
of the handicraft trades of the metropolis ; and the period, from 1 800 to
1836. Many objections might be stated to this, as affording any test of the
general and constant rise of wages claimed by Professor Smith ; but the
position is in itself so weak, that it appears almost unnecessary. We will,
however, state a few as briefly as possible.
First. Why were not these statistics continued up to 1851? Because,
most probably, they would have exhibited a decline since that period ; and
it was not for the interest of the reviewer to produce such evidence. The
political and economical circumstances of England ought also to be taken
into consideration. Many violent economical changes took place in Eng
land within the period of these statistics, certainly in favor of an increase
of wages. If the absolute amount of money wages had not increased in
such necessary callings as carpenters, bricklayers, and plumbers, such arti
sans could not have been obtained. Up to the year 1790 England was a
grain-exporting country. The French war broke out in 1792 or 1793, and
lasted with very little intermission till 1815. In 1797 the Bank of Eng
land suspended specie payments, and the Parliament passed a law to make
the notes of that corporation a legal tender ; the consequence was a depre
ciation of from twenty to thirty per cent. Thus the circumstances of Eng
land became materially altered. A series of bad harvests commenced, and
from the low prices of an exporting country, a period of high prices super
vened, taking all circumstances together, without a parallel in history.
During the war she imported fifteen millions of quarters of wheat, which in
four different years reached the high price of five dollars a bushel. Added
to this, she borrowed and expended five or six hundred millions sterling,
chiefly in draining the country of men. Now, if under these circumstances
the wages of skilled labor would not rise, in money price, without the Pro
fessor's natural law of progress, I do not know when they would. There
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are other objections to these wages as a test ; they were the wages of the
metropolis, where the operations of the government were carried on, and
where prices were necessarily highest, and where men must be had. These
trades also required a portion of time and capital to learn them, and certain
ly were not so liable to be overstocked as those requiring little or no educa
tion. The same objections apply with equal force to the printers, and also
to the cotton-spinners, with -a very little variation. But why were not the
wages of the calico weavers and printers, the woolen cloth weavers, the
stocking, the lace, and the silk weavers, <fec, produced ? TheyA - aid have
been found in the "Commissioners' Reports," no doubt. And why were
not the wages of the spinners stated who wrought the coarser numbers of
yarn ! Simply because they did not serve the purpose of the reviewer ;
whose business it was to show that wages had increased.
The Professor next carries us to Jamaica, and tells us a long story about
negroes cutting firewood with an ax like " the blade of a sythe stuck in a
wooden handle," and what a great deal more wood they would be able to
cut with an American ax. The Professor also introduces us to a gentleman
of the name of Anderson, who has been lecturing to the negroes upon the
advantages of the plow over the hoe, as though any one doubted such a
circumstance. And he also quotes Mr. Bigelow, to show that wages (upon
the average) are about twenty-one cents a day, out of which the. negroes
have to pay their own board at the following prices : flour from sixteen to
eighteen dollars a barrel, three shillings a pound for butter, five cents a
dozen for egg*, and twenty-five cents a pound for hams ; nnd then goes on
to say: "Furnish the negro wood-chopper with the American ax, and it is
even more evident, that the proportion which his wages while using it, will
bear to the total value of his work, will be much greater than at present, than
it is that the proportion of the cloth earned by the Lowell spinners and
weavers has increased by the use of improved machinery. It is more evi
dent, because the labor of a few days will euable the negro to buy an
American ax, and earn the highest wages, by working for himself, whereas
it requires an extensive combination of spinners and weavers to command the
ownership of cotton machinery, and enable them to enter into competition
with their old employers, if the latter do not consent to give them that in
creased proportion of the cloth spun and woven to which their increased
efficiency has entitled them."
For my part I cannot see much difference in the two cases, but the
Professor appeal's to have forgotten that the spinners and weavers were to
obtain their extra pay out of the cheapness caused by their increased ef
ficiency ; and the negro must do the same. It is quite nonsense to talk of
compelling their " old employers, in either case, to double their wages," when
the relative value of the products of each must decline. And on the other
hand, if the wood cutter wrought by the bulk, he would, like the Lowell
spinner, soon find that his wages would fall to the same amount as before he
doubled his production—to the amount neeessary, in each case, to furnish a
mere subsistence.
The Professor also makes great parade about the advantages of the plow
over the hoe, but apparently being aware of the weakness of his position, he
says : " I might specify a great variety of improvements in the methods of
cultivation, in drainage, in manures, in the rotation of crops, in securing
them when gathered, and transporting them to market, which occurring
with improved tools, have increased from age to age, as population and cap
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ital have grown ; the productiveness of agricultural labor, that is to say,
have given so much greater a return per head to the persons employed, as
after providing each of these with "an increased share of the crops, thus in
creasing their wages and comforts, to yet leave an enlarged quantity to the
capitalist or landowner."
That great improvements have taken place in the methods of cultivation,
I am not inclined to deny ; but that these improvements have resulted "in
a greater return per head," I must decidedly object, as being entirely falla
cious. Without going back to the times of Herodotus, and the extraordi
nary fertility of the plains of Asia, which for so many centuries allowed the
maintenance of such vast armies, we may perhaps be able to prove, that
Professor Smith and Mr. Carey are both mistaken in this point The Pro
fessor appears to have forgotten, that improved machinery requires iron, and
wood, and hands to make it, which must all be paid for out of the increased
production, before any profit can accrue to the community ; and there is a
large amount of labor pertaining to agriculture, in which little or no im
provement can be made, beyond the simple hand tool. But I should like
to know where this increased productiveness of agricultural labor is to be
found. Not long since, we saw an account of large numbers of Russian
landowners falling into poverty on account of the decreased fertility of the
soil, and we have plenty of evidence that the fertility of the soil of the United
States is rapidly depreciating, in spite of this improved machinery and these
improved methods. We take the following from the Working Farmer,
as quoted by the Tribune of February 8th : " The older States, with all the
best lands in cultivation, do not at this time raise half the quantity of wheat
they raised a few years ago ; and the consumers in the Atlantic States are
paying nearly as much for transportation, on a large portion of their breadstuffs, as the farmers who grow it receive for their grain. The wheat crops
of New York are less than half what they were thirty years ago, and still
no effort is made to disseminate the necessary information for arresting the
evil." This is a specimen of what the improved machinery has done, with
out the improved methods. IIow does this prove that food naturally in
creases/aster than population? We may endeavor to replace the fertility
lost, but this must be done by extra labor and materials, and then we have
no reason to believe from experience, that the original fertility can ever be
reached ; it even appears impossible. What is the average of other conntries ? According to statistics read by Mr. Porter before the statistical sec
tion of the British Association for the Improvement of Science, it was proved
that the Department of the Eure in France produced upon the average of
the English acre, but eighteen bushels of wheat, seventeen of barley, and
twenty of oats ; but this department appears to have been above the average
fertility, as Dr. Bowring afterwards stated in the House of Commons, upon
the authority of French statistics, that the average production of forty de
partments east of Paris, was only fourteen and three-twentieths of a bushel
of wheat. What have improved machinery and improved methods done
for France? It is not possible to presume that the original fertility of
France did not exceed its present amount.
The average production of England is said to be twenty-eight bushels per
acre ; but I think that is too much, and if mv memory serves me correctly,
I have lately seen it stated at twenty-four. Be that as it may, England has
been a large importer of food and other raw material, for the last half cen
tury, and within the last few years those importations have vastly increased ;
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until in one year they have amounted to nearly fifty million bushels of grain,
besides large quantities of pork, lard, tallow, hides, hemp, flax, beef, cheese,
butter, <fec. In fact, there is not an item of raw produce raised on the face
of the habitable globe, but what finds a ready market in England ; oven
cattle, manures, and food for cattle. And yet, with the best methods of
y, and all the appliances of improved machinery, it does not ap
pear that these vast imports will stimulate the production of food beyond
the increase of population ; the quantity required may now and then fluctu
ate, according to good or bad seasons, but there can be no reason to doubt,
that they will go on steadily increasing.
If it were possible for an unprejudiced person of ordinary observation to
doubt that the increase of population was superior to that of food, the his
tory of England for the last fifty years would be sufficient to satisfy him of
its truth. The agricultural interest has been pampered by the law-making
landowners, by every means in their power, no less than four laws having
been made or modified, within that period, for the purposes of "protection,"
the importing price at one time being as high as $2 60; at which price
more than seventeen millions of bushels were imported in one year; and
when we take into account the vast and increasing emigration, this point
appears to require no further observation.
Professor Smith still persists in calling the landowner the capitalist, when
he is technically only the renter. The farmer is the capitalist, and as such,
can only obtain the common rate of profit ; if he obtains a larger rate than
others, it is, according to the "immortal work" of Adam Smith, because he
unites the two characters of landowner and capitalist, in the same person.
As to the increased wages and comforts of the common agricultural laborers,
the writer in the Edinburgh Review states them to be, upon the average,
about nine and sixpence a week, much the same in amount as they wore in
Adam Smith's time ; with most of the necessaries of life at an increased
price. But the Professor prefers to offer testimony upon this point, the
increased comforts, dr. We are therefore introduced to two long pages,
the assumed statistics of French agriculture, for the last 1 50
ich, however, I think that no pirson who glances over them with
: of a critic will consider of the least weight. In the first place we are
that they have taken M. Jonnet twenty-five years to collect them,
historical, economical, and administrative documents," showing at
that no dependence can l>o placed upon them. This mere calculation
ars to be predicated upon two principal points—the number of agriculfamilies and the average prices of wheat; the number of individuals in
family is assumed to be four and a half, and their wages guessed at,
and averaged upon the presumption that they were employed without inter
mission. It is then assumed, that one pound of bread or flour per day
would be the necessary consumption for each individual ; but, according to
the statistics, in the three first periods, covering eighty out of the one hun
dred and fifty years, the laborers could not earn bread, much less were they
able to obtain fuel, house-rent, clothes, etc. And yet, if we believe these
statistics, they not only managed to continue their race, but nearly doubled
it in the period.
Now it does not require much penetration to perceive, that, at that
period the agricultural population of France possessed many feudal privilege*
—perhaps a house rent free, the privilege of cutting firewood, keeping a
cow, <Stc. Therefore these estimates do not represent the actual state of the
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case, and wages have not really risen, but have only been modified by the
change in the institutions of France. That the population of France, or of
any other country, could not only exist, but nearly double their numbers in
one hundred and fifty years, nearly ninety of which their wages were not
sufficient to purchase a pound of bread per day, without a single particle of
other food, clothing, or necessaries, is too monstrous a proposition for any
thinking individual to believe, backed by whatever authority it may be. It
was the opinion of Adam Smith, that in his time France was as nearly sta
tionary as possible, as to wealth and population, and that population might
be considered to double in five hundred years; and it is difficult to believe,
considering the history of the period, that any material progress could be
made, until within the last thirty years. That there was plenty of room for
the agriculture of France to improve, no one can doubt who has set foot
upon her soil. Improvements may have taken place rapidly, within the
last ten or twelve years, since the railroads have been erected, and she has
had a little repose from foreign wars, and relaxation from bloody revolutions.
No doubt many forests have disappeared, and much new land been brought
into cultivation. In fact, no country in Europe was placed in circumstances
so likely to make a sudden start on the road to wealth and population as
France. Little more than sixty years ago, she was bound under the most
iron despotism in the world, divided into military governments under the
feudal system, and yet Professor Smith would have us consider this mere
estimation of M. Jonnes' entitled to the same deference as though they
were veritable statistics. Before we can accord this consideration we should
like to see a few more of the particulars. Although France has, no doubt,
had some new land to cultivate, and improved methods and machinery,
suddenly applied, there appears to be in these statistics, a slight discrepancy
fatal to the Carey theory.
The Professor states that, " the entire population of France lacks three
millions of having doubled, while the crop has nearly quadrupled." Now I
should like to see the procf of this ; of eourse we cannot admit the estimates
and calculations of M. Jonnes to have the least weight in the matter, and
if we look into the average prices of grain (probably the only real statistics
in the tables) what do we find ? We find that, while the crop has increased
relatively to population one hundred per cent, the prices of grain have also
slightly increased ; showing that the demand has fully kept pace with the
supply ; therefore this quadruple increase of the crop is a chimera. I must
now leave the Professor to get out of this little dilemma, while I produce a
little " testimony " to show that these statistics of M. Jonnes are without
foundation. Professor Smith gives me the following, for which I certainly am
under great obligation ; for very few opponents would have been so liberal,
as gratuitously to have contradicted their own theory, by such stubbors
facts. The quotation is taken from M. Blanqui's " Report to the Academy
of Moral and Political Sciences," on the state of the rural popuktioB.
" Those alone," he says, " who have seen it can believe the degree in which
the clothing, furniture, and food, of the rural population, are slender and
sorry. There are entire cantons, in which particular articles of clothing are
transmitted from father to son, in which the domestic utensils are simply
wooden spoons, and the furniture a bench and a crazy table. You may
count by thousands men who have never known bed sheets, others who
have never worn shoes, and by millions, those who drink only water, who
never eat meat, or very rarely, or even white bread"
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Now, is it possible, for any man in his sober senses, to take the ridiculous
estimates of M. Jonnes as evidence against these positive and absolute facts.
No, we cannot believe, that the wages of the rural population of France
have nearly quadrupled in one hundred and fifty years, or in any given
time ; while there are thousands who have never known bed sheets, or
worn shoes ; and millions who never eat meat, or very rarely, or even
white bread. No theory of the natural progressive increase of wages can
stand for a moment in face of these astounding facts. And yet I hope to
be excused, as there are still persons in the world so obstinately blind as
not to see this, for producing a little more "testimony" of the same kind,
and from the same source. I find in the Daily News (London paper) of
February 4th, 1851, an extract of a letter published by M. Blanqui, in the
Paris papers of the same date, occasioned by the public denial of some
statements he had made, by the Minister of the Interior. The statements
relate to Lille, one of the principal manufacturing cities in France.
M. Blanqui says, in reply to this denial: "Since the Minister of the In
terior, M. Waisse, who has been prefect of Lille, accuses of exaggeration the
harrowing and true picture which I have given of the cellars of this city, let
him allow rae to tell him, how I became acquainted with those facts, and
what the Chamber of Commerce thought of them. I visited, the greater
part of these cellars one by one, going down into them, and questioning the
spectres by which they were tenanted, making an inventory of the indescrib
able furniture there, when this furniture was not, as it nearly always was,
a hideous litter offilth. Ah ! if I published these sinister inventories, street
by street, cellar by cellar, after my pencil notes, who would believe them?
The former prefect of the Nord, M. Durand St. Amand, wished to satisfy
his own eyes upon the subject. A general inspection of the cellars was re
solved upon, and undertaken by the prefect and several members of the
Municipal Council, and the Council of Health, making up a party of fifteen
persons. The visit was long and minute. One of the cellars exhaled so
foul a mephitic stench, that the prefect was obliged to make a rapid retreat
to the open air, where he nearly fainted. The Chamber of Commerce drew
up, in consequence, a Report, which opens with these words : ' The degen
eracy of our working population, which strikes so painfully the eye and
heart, and the principal cause of which is to be traced, in the inhuman and
immoral state of lodgings of the working men, is a living reproach, from
which our city ought to clear itself without delay.'"
This report of the condition of the working people of Lille is only the
counterpart of what we have seen published of the cities of Belgium, Eng
land, Scotland, and, need I repeat it, of some of the cities of the United
States. Can we, then, for a moment give place to so utter an absurdity as
the Carey theory of natural progression.
But the Professor says : " I have undertaken no such task as to show,
that wages advance so regularly, as that the difference shall be perceptible
in ten years at Lowell, or anywhere else. * * * The contrast is ex
hibited between generations or centuries, not successive years." Now as
these improvements " have been going on since the world began," and the
Professor appears very apt at calculation, I propose that he inform us, in
his next article, when cotton cloth will be cheap enough, or, in other words,
when the wages of the working classes of France will be sufficiently in
creased, by the increased efficiency of their labor, to allow them to wear
sheets and shirts, as from his statements we make it out, that sheetings,
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tickings, «Src, have decreased in value, relative to labor, about 1,600 per
cent, since 1814. The Professor's position strongly reminds me of an inci
dent which occurred in the House of Commons, shortly after the " Union."
Upon the proposition of a tax upon leather, a celebrated Irish member ob
jected to it, on the ground that it would injure the barefooted peasantry of
Ireland. For my part I think the Professor's " law of progress " is just as
likely to affect the laboring classes of France for good, by the cheapening of
calicoes, silks, and velvets, as the leather tax was to affect the barefooted
peasantry of Ireland for evil.
I would now pass rapidly to make a few observations upon Mr. Porter's
statistics, but must be pardoned for quoting one more passage previous to
that—it contains such a confusion of ideas and principles, that I hardly
know how to treat it with anything like brevity. It is as follows ; " Cheap
food," says R. S., " must be bartered for cheap labor, and in this Mr. Carey
and myself agree with him heartily. American labor is the cheapest under
the sun. It is the best paid, because it is the cheapest, that is, the most ef
fective, and produces the most. The English economists McCulloch and
Mill see and rejoice in the fact that the labor of their countrymen is cheaper
than the labor of Ireland or the continent, although paid at so much higher
rates. It is plain, that as labor and capital concur in bringing to market
everything which reaches it, so the remuneration of both is derived from a
division of the price for which it sells. If both are found regularly receiving
back higher wages and higher profits in one country than another, it is be
cause they are more effective in the former : that is, a given quantity of each
make a larger product for sale, and is therefore cheaper to the purchaser.
Instead, therefore, of being deterred from competition with England in
manufactures, because wages and profits are high with us and low with her,
it is the very reason why we may be assured of success. They are mistaken
who ask for protection against'the low wages of Europe ; we want protection
against its labor because it is costly and dear, and we want itfor American
labor because it is cheap."
Now, I protest against this attempt to change the meaning of words for
no other purpose but confusion. Mr. Carey has attempted to change the
meaning of the terms " free trade" into that of protection, and " protection "
into that of free trade, for no other purpose that I can see but that of decep
tion. We have now Professor Smith attempting the same piece of jugglery
with the terms cheap and dear, as though that were a matter of importance
to either argument ; for they certainly cannot be applied in the sense as
sumed, while tBey retain their present meaning. Mr. Carey and Professor
Smith are said to agree with me most heartily, that cheap food must be bar
tered for cheap labor, and yet one party advocates free trade .and the other
"protection." Now if American labor be cheap because it produces most,
and obtains more of the profits, notwithstanding the latter circumstance, it
is the very reason, as the Professor says, why it would succeed in a race of
competition with the labor of Europe ; but unfortunately the Professor's lo
gic is again at fault, for he wants protection " for American labor because it
is cheap."
Now, if the Professor cannot succeed in confusing his readers, there is one
thing in which he can succeed—that is, in confusing himself. But to our
subject. He says when wages and profits are higher " in one country than
another, it is because they are more effective in the former." I think we
have shown that with regard to agriculture this is not true in this country
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and I think we may assume, the Professor's assertion notwithstanding, that
it is not true in regard to manufactures. We must therefore look for some
other cause for high wages and high profits at the same time; but that is
pretty well understood by unprejudiced persons. We may say, however,
that the cause of high wages and high profits in this country is the un
limited quantity of land, and the still unexhausted original fertility of the
soil, combined with the immense facilities of communication and transporta
tion, which keep down rent for the time being. We pass now to Mr. Por
ter's statistics.
In support of Mr. Carey's theory of the natural progress of things " to
ward an equalization of wealth," the Professor says : " I referred to the
statistics presented by Mr. Porter, an en.inent free-trade authority, * * *
as containing some evidence, that this tendency had been visible, and could
be detected even in England, for the last fifty years. The proposition re
lated to the natural tendency of things, but this tendency has been sedu
lously counteracted by the policy of the British government, inculcated by
the economists of the Malthus school." Now this appears to be not exactly
true. For although neither Malthus nor his school believe that there is
any such thing as a natural tendency " toward an equalization of wealth,"
they have sedulously taught, however, that o tendency toward an equalization
of wealth was highly necessary for the happiness of society, but that it could
only be attained by moral and intellectual means, counteracting the nattiral
tendency, which is to an equalization of poverty rather than that of wealth.
And if the British government have sedulously counteracted such a ten
dency, it has been when they acted contrary to the principles of the Mal
thus school. If, therefore, any tendency should be detected in Mr. Porter's
statistics, " towards an equalization of wealth," it will be claimed as the
fruition of the teachings of Malthus and his school, counteracting "the
natural tendency of things." The Professor says, in reference to these sta
tistics, " he was well aware that he was tempting a very unfavorable test,"
as I showed in my last, that they had no relation to the laboring class, and
yet, under the forlorn hope that the length of his article would prevent a
reply, he has produced them in his rejoinder. The first part of these statis
tics relate to the gradual increase of deposits in the savings banks, and Pro
fessor Smith remarks that " they are obviously to be regarded as an accu
mulation of property by the humbler classes." I have no disposition to
deny that they belong to the humbler classes, but we must remember that
the humbler classes are not the humblest class. There is no denying that
England is still increasing in wealth, especially since the repeal of the corn
and provision laws, which confined the energies of the people, as much as
possible, within the limits of the production of her own soil. These, and
other peculiar circumstances, in which the people of England have been
placed, have produced the phenomena which have attracted the attention of
Professor Smith, and which he has mistaken, or rather been obliged to pro
duce as data in support of his theory, for lack of anything better.
The extreme fluctuations in trade caused by the Corn Law, in conjunc
tion with the fluctuations of the currency, had materially endangered the
operation of small capitals ; and we will assume, in spite of Mr. Porter's
statistics, that in this state of pressure, the large capitals had a tendency to
swallow the smaller ones. In this state of things savings banks were insti
tuted ; and everything was done to induce the public to patronize them.
For the security of the depositors the money was invested in the funds, and
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a larger interest allowed by the savings banks than could be obtained ekewhere ; and the loss, if any, to the institutions, was made good by the
commissioners of the sinking fund. Added to these circumstances, the law
of partnerships in England is such, that there is no limit to responsibility.
E;ich individual is liable to the extent of his means, for the debts of the
partnership, however small his share of the capital. It is not wonderful,
therefore, under these circumstances, that the deposits in the savings banks
should increase as the institutions became better known. But even if there
had not been any of these extra inducements to deposit in savings bank*,
the Professor could not have claimed these statistics as supporting his
natural law of progress.
The intelligent classes of England are beginning to be considerably im
bued with Malthusian principles, in spite of the prejudice which has been
heaped upon them. Under these circumstances, and the gradual improve
ment of the habits of the people in general, it is only fair to presume, that a
large amount of money is now deposited in savings banks which used to be
spent otherwise, by small tradesmen, clerks, skilled workmen, and servants.
So that, instead of these circumstances being caused by a natural " law of
progress," they have been caused by the moral superseding the natural law.
But we must proceed. The Professor says : " The next test is found in the
accounts furnished to Parliament of the number of persons receiving divi
dends upon portions of the public debt. These divide the fundholders into
ten classes. Then follow the figures, which show an increase of the small
dividends; those not exceeding £?, of a little more than 9 per cent. The
next class, not exceeding £10, is stationary, and all other intermediate
amounts, until they exceed £2,000, decrease, more or less, and those above
that sum have increased nearly 3 per cent. Now, if Professor Smith and
Mr. Carey are willing to take this as a test of the " natural tendency to an
equalization of wealth," I certainly can have no objection. The small sums
have increased 9 per cent, while the intermediate sums have decreased from
2 to 20 per cent, and the extreme large ones have increased. If Professor
Smith can see any tendency toward an equalization of wealth in this, I can
only say that his perceptive faculties are more acute than those of ordinary
men. The fact is, the tendency to the investment of small sums in savings
banks and the funds, are only the effect of a necessary law of the circum
stances in which England is placed. Large sums can readily be invested in
lands, and there is every reason to believe, from what has been elsewhere
stated,* that large capitals continually migrate, from the banks to the funds,
and from the funds to the land, giving place to smaller sums, which cannot
be so invested. The next test which the Professor offers us, is to bo found
in the tables of the income tax. He says : " The following table, giving the
number of persons assessed in different classes, shows the increase in the
number of moderate and a comparative diminution in the number of colossal
incomes." Now, whether this assertion belongs to Professor Smith or to
Mr. Porter, is not exactly clear ; but, according to these tables, nil the
classes of Income have increased in numbers; the smallest 196 per cent,
and the largest 180, but none of the intermediate sums have reached the
rate of increase of the largest class, by more than 30 per cent If there is
any tendency to an equalization here, I can only say I cannot see it. It ap* The land In England, In the latter end of the tut century, was In the hands 350,000 proprietor*,
while at present It ts In the hands of about 30,000.
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pears very natural to me that small sums should increase faster than large
ones, in a prosperous community, simply because the small sums must have
time to grow into large ones. If the large incomes had decreased while the
small ones had iucreased, there would have been some show of plausibility
in the Professor's reasoning; but as it is, it is quite absurd.
lie has again endeavored to enlighten us by a calculation. The Profes
sor appears to think that there is some fatality about large incomes, which
prevents them from hanging well together, lie has therefore endeavored to
make it appear, at least to his own satisfaction, that although the large in
comes have increased in number, in nearly as large a ratio as the small ones,
that they have decreased in the average amount of each. Now, if this were
actually the case, I do not see that it would at all benefit the Professor's
theory, as, no doubt, some good economical reason could be given for it, if
we only knew all the circumstances. I believe that the property and income
tax does not reach Ireland, but reaches all sources of income in England.
In that case, the incomes of many of the aristocracy would be affected by the
depreciation of property in Irelaud, land being at a mere nominal value in
that country, from which they used to draw large revenues. The next test
offered us of this natural tendency "to an equalization of wealth" is to be
found in the statistics of the probate duty, between the years 1833 and
1848, but apparently without an}' nearer approach to an equalization. For
instance, the sums under £1,500 have increased 15 per cent, while those of
the third class, between £5,000 and £10,000, have increased sixteen per
cent; and those above £15,000, 7 per cent; but, "the amount of duty re
ceived on estates of £30,000 and upward, has been slowly but steadily de
creasing." I rather suspect that the Professor has made a mistake in the
last line ; instead of using the adverb steadily, I suspect it ought to have
been comparatively ; for I must confess, that I do not clearly see how it is,
that, while large fortunes in England are increasing at nearly the rate of
200 percent in forty years, that they do not pay probate duty in descending
from parent to child. But if it be as the Professor lias stated it, there must
be some slight of hand trick, which probably the Professor could explain ;
but if not, I could give a pretty near guess.*
Upon the whole, speaking as a Malthusian, I should say, the results
shown by these tables are highly satisfactory ; that they have caused sur
prise in England I can readily believe; but not because of any perceptible
tendency to an equalization of wealth, but rather that it should have gone
on so steadily increasing, while the great mass of her population were in
distress and deteriorating in condition. 'Ihe opinion that England had been
declining in wealth, for the la*t twenty years, no doubt arose from the nu
merous periods of distress, affecting all clashes but the landowners, the
enormous amount of the " poor's rate," and the continued decline of the
revenue previous to the adoption of "free trade." But the most gratifying
part of Mr. Porter's statistics are those relating to the savings banks. Less
than thirty years ago it was no disgrace for an Englishman of any rank,
from the prince to the peasant, to be seen drunk after dinner; to drink to
excess w;is the rule, to be sober was the exception. It is therefore gratify
ing t> have this evidence that the English people are becoming more moral,
prudent, and economical.
• It is said that tho rather of a late celebrated baronet, distributed previous to his death, £600,000
fa one week amoog his family.
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After all his long article, the Professor appeared to regret that your space
would not allow him to quote the whole history of the human race, in sup
port of his theory, and to show us how mankind had progressed from one
state of slavery to another, and finally to freedom. It appears that the
Professor wished to clmnge the subject; for we do not want to know hots
mankind progressed, but the cause of that progression. After all, it does
appear to me, to be rather ridiculous, to be seriously discussing this ques
tion, at this time, when the point has so long been considered as settled, by
all logical thinkers. Machinery can be produced and improved ad infinitum,
or at least without any natural limitation, and if it could be applied under
the same circumstances to the productions of the soil, it does not require a
Solomon to tell us, that the rate of profit on capital must continually in
crease, instead of being continually diminished; and no such principle as
that of rent would exist.
"
Richard suLlv.

JOURNAL OF MERCANTILE LAW.
WHETHER CERTAIN MEMORANDA TAKEN TOGETHER WITH OTHER CIRCUMSTANCES
AMOUNTED TO A BARGAIN AND SALE.
In the United States Circuit Court, (Boston, Massachusetts,) 1852. Salmon
Falls Manufacturing Company vs. William W. Goddard.
This action was brought to recover some $19,000 for damages sustained by
the plaintiffs from the refusal of defendant to make and deliver to them his note
of that amount for goods bargained for and sold, and also to recover a similar
sum for goods sold and delivered. The defendant resisted the demand upon the
ground that the plaintiffs could not produce any written note or memorandum of
the contract, as by statute is required ; also, that the plaintiffs were bound to de
liver the goods to him, prior to any right of recovery, which he averred they had
not done. It was in proof, that Mason & Lawrence, commission merchants, were
the factors in Boston, of the plaintiffs; that Goddard on the 19th September,
1850, had a negotiation with Mason, for the purchase of some goods which he
intended to ship. A memorandum was written and signed, in the following
words, namely :—
19th September—W. W. Goddard, 12 mo.
300 bales S. P. Drills. 7|.
100 cases blue " 8ij.
Cr. to commence when ship sails, not later than 1st December.
Delivered free of charge for truckage.
W. W. G.
R. M. M.
The blues if color satisfactory to purchaser.
At the time of this negotiation the 300 bales were in the storehouse of plain
tiffs in New Hampshire, and Mason so informed the defendant, and requested
that he would give notice when he desired the goods, that they might be sent for.
On the 11th of October, at which time the 100 cases of blue had been received
at the store of Mason & Lawrence, a clerk in their store made a bill of parcels,
dated September 30, 1850, which stated that W. W. Goddard had bought of
Mason & Lawrence 300 bales of S. P. drills at 7J cents, and 100 cases blue at
8f cents, carrying out the sums total ; and underneath this general bill was writ
ten the marks, numbers, and yards of each bale, and of each case. The terms
were also stated to be, " Note at twelve months to the treasurer of the Salmon
Falls Manufacturing Company." This bill of parcels, on the same day it was
made, was sent through tho post-office to the defendant, to which he made no
reply.
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On 22d October, defendant said to Mason he wished him to send for the goods
at Salmon Falls, so that ho might receive them by the middle of the then next
week (which would be the 30th.) On the same day, Mason & Lawrence communicated to the plaintiffs the request of the defendant. On 25th October the
defendant requested Mason & Lawrence to substitute other goods for those
which he had purchased, with which request they would not comply, and declined.
The 300 bales arrived at the Boston and Maine depot, in Boston, on and before
the 30th of October, on which day the defendant was notified that the goods were
at the depot, and were ready for delivery to him—he replied, " Dont send them."
On the next day, Mason & Lawrence, by letter delivered to the defendant, notified
him that the goods which had been forwarded from Salmon Falls by his direc
tion, were at the depot of the Boston and Maine Railroad, subject to his risk and
charge for storage, stating the marks and numbers of the bales, to which letter
he made no reply. On the 2d of November, Mason called at the counting-room
of defendant, and not finding him, inquired of his clerk why Goddard did not
remove his goods, and the clerk answered that his ship was full. The 300 bales
were destroyed by fire at the depot, during the night of November 4th. On the
morning of the 5th, the defendant called on Mason & Lawrence, and during the
conversation with them, admitted he had his invoice, had been notified, and spoke
of the goods as his. On the 30th of September, Mason & Lawrence notified
the plaintiffs, at Salmon Falls, that 300 bales had been sold, stating the numbers,
which corresponded with those upon the bill of parcels subsequently sent to the
defendant, upon which notice the plaintiffs counted and set them apart, and The
overseer who had charge of the goods was informed that these 300 bales had been
sold, and were not to be forwarded till specially ordered. On the morning of the
4th of November, the railroad company were notified by Mason & Lawrence that
the 300 bales which were pointed out had been sold to Goddard. The defen
dant was owner of a ship called the Crusader, which on the 19th of September
was at sea, which arrived at Boston October 15th, cleared on the 2d November,
and sailed on the 6th upon a new voyage. It was in proof that it was the usage
of Mason & Lawrence upon their sales, to require the note of the purchaser;
that the defendant was aware of such usage, having purchased of the plain
tiffs, through Mason & Lawrence, goods on six occasions prior to the 19th of
September, for which purchases he had given his notes.
On the 14th November, plaintiffs demanded a note of defendant, which he re
fused. Some other things were in evidence, not changing the general aspect of
the case. The plaintiffs submitted that the contract between the parties was one
which the law regards as a bargain and sale ; that the title passed from them, and
vested in the defendant on the 19th of September, notwithstanding the plaintiffs
agreed to pay the cost of transportation; that this provision was collateral, and
had no such force or effect as would defeat the vesting of the title in the defen
dant; that if the title did not so pass to the defendant, inasmuch as he had direc
ted the transportation, which had, in pursuance of such direction, been com
menced, and had declined to direct the place to which it should be trucked from
the depot, a delivery at Salmon Falls, to the carrier, must be regarded as a de
livery to Goddard; that having directed the transportation to commence, he could
not, by neglect to designate the place to which it should be completed, or by re
fusal to receive the goods, interrupt such transportation, and thereupon avoid the
responsibility of ownership; that such interruption at the depot was an exercise
of ownership, and was in law to be regarded as a delivery. The plaintiffs re
quested the court to instruct the jury that the paper of 19th September was n
sufficient writing to bind tho defendant. They also requested an instruction that
tbe bill of parcels, which represented the defendant as purchaser, by reason of
his alleged recognition of, and action under it, must be regarded as a sufficient
signature on his part to bind him to the contract therein stated. Also, that the
two papers, taken together, constituted one contract, and, so regarded, were suffi
cient to answer the purpose of the statute, whichirequircs a note of the contract
to be in writing. The plaintiffs also submitted that the acts of the parties con
stituted a delivery to, and acceptance of, the property by the defendant, so as
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thereby to render a written memorandum unnecessary. If not so, as matter of
law, these acts were competent to go to the jury, and were sufficient to authorize
them to find such delivery and acceptance.
They also requested the court to instruct the jury that the defendant by his
conduct wa9 estopped to say, that the property had not been delivered to and ac
cepted by him ; that he was estopped to say that the property was not at his risk ;
there was no proof that defendant ever requested a delivery of the 100 cases,
which were offered to him by letter on the 16th November; no proof that he ever
said to the plaintiffs or their agents in what ship he intended to send his goods,
or at which he wished a delivery. The defendant resisted all these grounds upon
which the plaintiff sought to recover. The court directed the jury to return a
verdict for the defendant, giving the reasons at length. In substance, the court
considered the paper of the 19th September as insufficient, because it did not dis
close who was vendor or vendee, what the price, or the terms. That the bill of
parcels was made by a clerk of Mason & Lawrence, and not by the agent of the
defendant ; that ho did not profess to act for the defendant, that the defendant
had not by any writing recognized the paper; that the acts and declarations of
the defendant in relation thereto did not amount to a legal recognition of the
paper to an extent sufficient to bind him. That a paper not signed by a party,
or by his agent, must be adopted by some writing to make it available ; that the
two papers were not to be regarded as a compliance with the statute, although h
was%ssumed they related to the same transaction, because they did not refer to
each other; they did not call one for the other.
The court also held that the acts in proof did not, in law, constitute a delivery
and acceptance of the goods—that it was not competent for the jury from the
facts in proof to infer such delivery and acceptance—that the defendant was not
estopped by his conduct to say the goods did not belong to him, and were not at
his risk at the time they were destroyed. To all these rulings of the court the
plaintiffs excepted. Under the direction of the court, the jury returned a proforma verdict for the defendant, that " he did not promise in manner and form, a»
set forth in the plaintiffs writ and declaration." The counsel for the plaintiffs
gave notice that they should file exceptions for the purpose of bringing the case
before the United States Supreme Court, at Washington.
C. G. Loring and C. B. Goodrich for the plaintiffs, and R. Choate and F. 0.
Watts for the defendant
BARKS ARD BORROWERS USTTRY.
In the Supreme Court (Cincinnati, Ohio,) 1853, Bank of Xenia vs. Gibson and
others.
Judgo Hoadly. The defendants claim that the acceptance on which this suit
is brought is infected with usury, and it now becomes my duty to point out to
you the legal result, if such be the case.
I may, without objection, state the outlines of the facts as they are admitted to
exist, in order that you may fairly appreciate the law as I shall state it, and may
properly adapt it to the facts in their detail.
It appears that Bennett, Veazey &• Co., and P. and T. Gibson all reside in Cin
cinnati. By an agreement with the President of the Bank, Bennett was to have
a standing accommodation of one thousand dollars at the Xenia Branch of the
Stale Bank, on paper having the names of these parties on it. The business was
done in about the following manner:—Peter Gibson or P. and T. Gibson would
draw in favor of themselves on Bennett, at ninety days date, payable at the Com
mercial Bank of Cincinnati in specie funds. The draft, when indorsed bv Veaie?
and Co., and accepted by Bennett, the latter would send by mail to Xenia and
the Bank, after deducting interest at the rate of six per cent per annum, would
forward the residue in "currency" to Bennett by express. When the acceptance
matured, Bennett had to pay it in gold, and then a few days after maturity he
would procure a new amount of " currency " from the Bank, on another instru
ment of the same character, in the same manner; and this would be paid in gold.
And so these transactions occurred several times, Bennett each time receiving
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currency and paying gold. Whether Bennett ever had to pay a premium of ex
change or not, you are to determine from the testimony. It is not one of those
admitted facts of which 1 may speak. " Specie funds " are testified to consist of
gold, silver, and the notes of specie paying city banks, and during the time refer
red to seem to have been worth a premium over currency of from one-quarter to
one per cent
By the 61st section of the charter of the State Bank and Branches, repealed in
1848 and revived in 1850, every loan or discount in which usurious interest is
taken or assessed is forfeited.
And by the third section of the act of March 19th, 1850, the same provision of
law is repeated.
What cannot be done directly, cannot be done indirectly. A mere evasion of
the usury laws,—a mere shift, contrivance, or device to evade them, renders the
contract void, just as their open and avowed violation does. They who live by
the law must live within it. And corporations, those artificial creations of the
legislative power, must never be wanting in loyalty to the spirit as well as the
letter of the law.
To the spirit, I sny, for though a contract may conform to the letter, as this
seems to do, (for every creditor has a right to payment in the constitutional cur
rency of gold and silver,) yet if the intent and meaning of the law is evaded, the
contract is no less void than if in open defiance of law. Every fraud, or nearly
every one, conforms to legal forms, but that honest adherence to law in its spirit
is wanting, which alone renders it valid, and therefore fraud avoids all contracts
whatever their form.
If, then, you are satisfied that the transactions to which I refer resulted in the
virtual taking or reservation of usurious interest by the plaintiff, the Xcnia
Branch, in the purchase or discount (whichever it was) of this acceptance—if the
discount or purchase of this acceptance was not a bona fide and legitimate dis
count or purchase at six per cent, but was a more contrivance, shift, or device to
take or reserve interest at the rate of more than six per cent per annum, the
plaintiff cannot recover, but your verdict must be for the defendant.
The jury, after being absent an hour and a half, sent in for the charter of the
State Bank, and the law of 1850, which by consent of counsel the court sent
them. The jury returned a verdict for the defendants.
ASSIGKMENTS OF ASSETS TOR BENEFIT OF CREDITORS—WIIAT CONSTITUTES A
SUFFICIENT DELIVERY OF GOODS TO RECOVER, ETC.
In the Supreme Court, (New York,) March 15, 1852. Before Justice Roose
velt, Alexander P. Forrest vs. William Boddan and Francis R. Crump.
Action to set aside an assignment, made by Bodden to Ciump, of a stock of
goods for the benefit of preferred creditors, the goods still remaining, as alleged,
in the possession of the debtor, and that circumstance being insisted on as an evi
dence of fraud. An injunction and receiver had been ordered, and the assignee,
Crump, was required to transfer and deliverroverto him, pending the litigation, the
whole of the assigned property. The plaintiff alleged that Crump had not complied
sufficiently with his order, and asked for commitment.
Other facts sufficiently appear in the opinion of the court
Roosevelt, J.—First. The delivery of the key of the room, where the goods
in controversy were stowed, to the receiver, and the actual admission of both him
and his two clerks into the room was, as between him and the defendant Crump,
under all the circumstance of this case, a complete delivery of the goods them
selves, and, with the aid of the written assignment, vested both the title and posses
sion in the receiver.
Second. The goods were justly subject to a lien for reasonable storage, which
the plaintiff or the receiver was bound to pay before their removal.
Third. If a greater amount was claimed than was justly due, it was neverthe
less incumbent on the party to have made a tender, at his peril, of what ho
deemed reasonable ; or, he might have paid, under protest the whole demand,
(only twenty-eight dollars,) and have applied to the court, the demandant being
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a party to tho suit, to ascertain the true amount, and to compel him to refund
the excess, if any should be shown.
Fourth. If the defendant, Boddan, had no lien on the goods, his resistance to
their removal, after the receiver had been put into the actual possession of the
room, was unlawful, and was to be overcome either by superior force, which it
appears the receiver had at his disposal in the person of two able-bodied clerks
besides himself, or, as in other like cases, by the aid of the police, or by an order
from this court directed to the sheriff.
Fifth. Whether Boddan's demands were just or unjust, and his threatened
resistance rightful or wrongful, Crump was not responsible for either—and hav
ing assigned the property to the receiver, and delivered to him all the possession
in his power, there is no ground for imposing upon him either fine or imprison
ment, as for a contempt in not doing that which, it appears, he has done to the
full extent of his ability and liability. Motion denied.
ACTION OS A PROMISSORY NOTE—INDORSER AGAINST MAKER—USURY.
In the Common Pleas, (New York city,) February 4, 1852, Hugh Kelly ts. John
B. Overton.
[ Section 399 of the code to be liberally construed—an indorser of a note is
an assignor within this section—usury must be strictly proved as laid.]
This was an action on a promissory note, indorsed against maker. The note
in question was for $338 35, the plaintiff claiming principal and interest The
defence was usury, in that the note in question was a renewal of another note,
which other note was given for $335, while the actual principal was only $297 55,
and was given for furniture. It was made by Fanner, Whitney, & Co., and in
dorsed by Overton, and by him indorsed to Jane McMenomy and Thompson,
who transferred it to plaintiff. Overton retired the first note by the note in ques
tion, the usury on the first note was 10 per cent, and the interest for 30 days' re
newal was included in the second note, the whole making 12 per cent interest.
There was an allegation by plaintiff that there was a mistake in the calculation
of interest, and to show this plaintiff called Mr. Thompson as a wituess, who was
an indorser on the first note.
The defendant, to rebut Mr. Thompson's testimony, called the defendant as a
witness under sec. 399 of the Code, which provides that when the assignee of a
claim brings suit and calls the assignor as a witness, the defendant may be a
witness to testify in his own behalf.
Plaintiff objected—but the court held the testimony competent on the ground
that the indorser of a note is an assignor to a subsequent indorser or holder
within the spirit of the code, which must be liberally construed.
Plaintiff 's counsel then submitted that as the defense was usury, and penal in
its nature, the defendant must be held strictly to prove his case as laid ; the alle
gation was that the usury was 10 per cent, and his proving a larger rate of inter
est, that is 12 per cent, was a fatal variance. The court sustained this objection—
and the court instructed the jury to tliat effect, and that the testimony was con
flicting. Verdict for plaintiff.
LIABILITY OF RAILROADS AS COMMON CARRIERS.
In the Superior Court, (Concord, New Hampshire,) Feb. 1852. C. P. Moses
vs. Boston and Maine Railroad.
This was an action on the case commenced in the court of common pleas in
Hillsborough county, at the August term, 1848, against the defendants as com
mon carriers, to recover the value of a large quantity of paper lost in the de
fendant's depot in Dover, at the time it was destroyed by fire in 1848. A verdict
was taken for the plaintiff in the court of common pleas, subject to the opinion
of the court above, upon certain questions of law raised by the defendants.
The principal questions were : can one carrier who delivers goods to another
carrier to be forwarded or further transported, be a competent wituess for the
owner of the'goodsin action for tho loss of them against such other carrier, with
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out a release ? Can railroad corporations, as common carriers, limit their com
mon law liability by notice ? Can the defendants show that the truckman who
delivered the goods to the defendants, at the time of their delivery, gave certain
directions in relation to their disposition, in consequence of which they were
lost; and are the defendants protected by such instructions, without showing
that the truckman had authority from his employers to give them ? Can a party
bringing an action against another as a common carrier, setting out in his decla
ration the liability of the defendant as a common carrier only, recover against
the defendant as a warehouseman, notwithstanding he might be liable for the
loss of the goods intrusted to his care as a warehouseman?
The three first questions, in a very elaborate opinion delivered by Judge
Perley, were decided in the negative; and the lastin the affirmative. This opin
ion settles the law of this State in relation to railroads as common carriers, and
one upon which claims to a very considerable amount have been depending.
The result in this case is a judgment on the verdict for the plaintiff.
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DUIUU ASPECT OF COMMERCIAL AFFAIRS THROUGHOUT TILE COUNTRY—SPIRIT OF SPECULATION
—ABVANCI IN RKAL ESTATE—DECLINE IN THE VALUE OP MERCHANDISE—SACRIFICE OP EURO
PEAN OOODK—STEADY MARKET FOR COTTON—EPPECT OP BUPI'LY AND DEMAND UPON THE PRICE OP
BRRADSTCFFS—OBJECTS TO WHICH SPECULATION IS DIRECTED—NOTICE OP BVILD1NO ASSOCI
ATIONS—PROMISES OP A RAPID ACCUMULATION OP FORTUNE OENERALLY ILLUSORY—EXPANSION
OP DANK ACCOMMODATIONS—COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OP THE CONDITION OP TOE NEW YORK
BARKS—RATES OP FOREIGN EXCHAROE—DEPOSITS AND COMAE'S AT THE PHILADELPHIA AND
MEW ORLEANS MINTS—DECLINE IN THE GENERAL IMPORT TRADE—IMPORTS RNTERED AT NEW
YORK FOR MARCH—DITTO THROWN UPON THE MABKET—INCREASED RECEIPTS OF FREE GOODSIMPORTS AT NEW YORK FOR THE QUARTER—IMPORTS OF DRY GOODS FOR MARCH—DITTO FOR
THREE MONTHS—INCREASE IN MISCELLANEOUS GOODS—OENERAL 1NCREASB IN THE EXPORT
TRADE—EXPORTS PROM NEW YOEK FOR MARCH, AND FOR THE QUARTER—DECLINE IN THE NA
TIONAL REVENUE—COMPARATOR RECEIPTS AT NEW YORK AND PHILADELPHIA—EXPORTS OF
LEADING ARTICLES OF PRODUCE FROM JANUARY JST—OENERAL RRMARKS, ETC.
The present condition of various sections of the country affords some singalar comparisons. In all of our Atlantic cities, capital is very abundant, and
offered at a low rate of interest, and a spirit of speculation has sprung up which
seems to take hold of all classes. This is particularly true of New York and
its adjacent cities, where real estate has advanced in nominal value 10 to 15 per
cent above the ordinary rate of increase, and where almost every species of
property other than perishable commodities, have rapidly changed hands for
speculative purposes. But while real estate, stocks and bonds, and fancy invest
ments, are thus selling at enhanced rates, most articles of merchandise are sell
ing at unusually low prices. Nearly all descriptions of European continental fab
rics are actually offered both by auction and private sale at a value, not only far
below their original cost, but also below the price at which they can be replaced.
This is true not simply of fancy goods, the style of which may go out of fash
ion, but of Btaple fabrics, identical with those which must be reproduced for
next season's consumption. Plain black silks, which will doubtless be worn for
centuries yet to come, have been sacrificed in the face of a firm European mar
ket, at prices below the rates at which any one can hope to land them for another
season. This is equally true of other staple tissues, which have been crowded
off far below the cost at which they can be replaced. A considerable portion
of these goods have been consigned here by foreign owners ; but sales have also
VOL. XXVI. NO. V.
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been made by our own importers at similar sacrifices. The truth appears to be, that
the production throughout the world, has been in advance of the consumption,
and producers in their eagerness, each to close his own stock, have carried the
competition so far as to ruin the whole trade. This sacrifice in the prices of
goods, will go far to correct the evil, by stimulating the consumption. Fabrics
which if sold at a profit, would have been far above the reach of persons in
modtrate circumstances, will, at the decline noticed, find new channels of distri
bution, and become more rapidly absorbed. This falling off in prices has not
been confined to the class of goods noticed : British fabrics have shared to some
extent, in the same general losses. This is particularly true of spring dress
goods, for which the season has been very unfavorable, the cold weather having
materially limited the demand for them.
Cotton has continued very steady in price, the fluctuations for the last three
months having been less than for any similar period for many years. The crop,
it is now ascertained, will prove a very large one, and yet with a good demand
both at home and abroad, there has been no panic and no general decline.
Breadstuffs have been seriously depressed ; great hopes were entertained of a
spirited demand from Great Britain, and there are still indications that beyond
even the large supplies which have gone forward from our Southern cities,
there will be room for further shipments. But the interior of our country is
full of cereals, and there is no outlet promised of sufficient capacity to absorb
the surplus. It is seldom that the supply continues so abundant for many years,
and with the greatly increased consumption produced by low prices and good
wages, one short crop would restore the equilibrium.
Since the thirst for speculative investments has become so general in our
Eastern cities, many have flattered themselves that it would lead to no serious
losses, because the schemes proposed are less wild and visionary than those
which produced such general disasters during a former commercial crisis. We
are not so sure that this saving distinction will be found to exist, upon a careful
comparison of the favorite schemes at both periods. It is true, few are now
willing to buy town lots lying outside of low water mark, and fancy bubbles of
the precise color of those which once exploded are not likely to be in vogue.
But human nature;is the same, and the traps to catch the unwary are quite at
thickly set as of old. Not to mention other plans for securing a golden fortune
in an easy tide, we may instance building associations, as affording all the neces
sary machinery for fleecing the many for the benefit of the few. The object is
ostensibly a good one, and many of the model enterprises have no doubt been
started from motives of benevolence, and wisely conducted for the best good of
those for whose benefit they were intended. There is just enough plausibility
in the plan to secure the approbation of those who are heartily desirous of doing
something to provide the comforts of a home for the mass of the lower classes ; just
enough ofa prospect ofextravagant gains to lure on those who, with asmall capital,
are making hnste to be rich ; and quite enough of opportunities for the selfish and
designing to fleece both parties to the extent of their investments. The great
difficulty in the way of these societies is not in the management, but in the
principle upon which they are founded. There is no mode of investing the
property of rich or poor, with the prospect of realizing "cent per cent" by a
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short process, without a corresponding increase of risk. Royal roads to wealth
are always tempting but never safe.
This spirit of speculation has been aided by the expansion of bank accommo
dations, although this has been confined as yet, within very safe limits. At New
York, for the last quarter, the 40 banks have increased their loans and discounts
about $8,000,000; but their specie has increased $2,350,000, and their deposits
$8,781,000, so that they still stand in a very safe position. We annex » com
parison of some of the leading items, which we have compiled from the sepa
rate statements of the banks as printed under the order of the controller ; the
totals will be varied slightly when the official returns are completed.
CONDITION OF THE NEW TORE CITY BANES AT THE DATES ANNEXED.
Loans and
IncorM Asm.
discounts.
Deposits.
Specie. Circulation, b'nks. b'nks. Capital.
March 27, '52. $71,945,698 $48,415,125 $9,716,070 $7,671,989 17 23 $85,137,870
Dec 20, '51. 64,141,899 84,631,459 7,364,489 7,073,345 17 28 36,183,640
Sept 20, '51. 66,426,353 86,640,617 6,082,468 7,876,118 17 21 84.608,100
March 29, '61. 68,106,072 36,600,622 7,955,640 7,048,973 17 14 28,875,865
It will be seen from the above that nine new banks have been formed within the
year, and that the banking capital has increased $6,300,000, so that there is now
less expansion on the part of these institutions than at the corresponding period
of last year.
This movement has also been followed in other parts of the Union, but still
the banks are prosperous, and doing business on a sound specie basis. In our
journal of banking, &c., will be found the March statement of the Now Hamp
shire Banks.
Foreign exchange still keeps below the point at which specie can be shipped,
good bills on London fluctuating between 109 and 109f, and on Paris 6,221a
5,18}. At the inside rate noticed there is always a good demand for remittances,
and it seems doubtful if a much lower point will be reached at present.
We continue our usual statement of the deposits and coinage at the Philadel
phia and New Orleans mints, by which it will be seen that the amount has in
creased over the total for last month.
DEPOSITS FOR. MARCH.
NEW ORLEANS.
PHILABBLPHIA.
From California. Total. From California. Total.
Gold
$894,448 $427,205 $8,760,000 $8,890,000
Sflver
2,501
15,156
19,000
19,580
Total deposits
$896,944 $442,361 $8,779,000 $8,909,660
GOLD COINAGE.
Pieces.
Value.
Pieces.
Value.
Double eagles
44,750 $895,000
162,961 $3,259,020
Eagles
6,000
60,000
14,040
140,400
Half eagles
81,257
156,288
Quarter eagles.
91,620
228,800
Gold dollars
102,127
102,127
Total gold coinage
Half dollars
Quarter dollars
Dimes.
Three-cent pieces
Total silver coinage
Cents
Total coinage.

60,750 $965,000
SILVER COINAGE.
8,000
$4,000
....
....
8,000
$4,000
COPPER COINAGE.
58,760

$959,000

401,896

$3,886,632

46,400
116,000
1,000,200
1,161,600

$11,600
11,500
30,006
$53,106

239,976
1,808,470

2,899
$3,942,137
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This makes a total deposit since January 1st of California gold, amounting to
$12,600,000. This is an average of 850,000,000 per annum ; and although the
total for April may fall a little short of its proportion, there is every reason to
believe that the receipts for the following months will make up the deficiency.
We noticed in our last a decline in the general imports of foreign goods, and
the total falling off in the receipts at the port of New York, amounting to
87,101,742 for the two months ending February 29th. We now annex a com
parative statement for the month of March, by which it will appear that this de
cline continued up to the 1st of April :—
IMPOSTS ENTERED AT MEW YORK FKOM FOREIGN FORTS DURING TBS MONTH OF MARCH.
Entered direct. Ent'd wareh'se. Free goods.
Specie.
Totil.
1862
$9,802,024
1916,519 $1,843,938 $625,421 $12,687,902
1861
10,651,142
1,181,925
982,630
270,505
13,086.102
1860.
7,588,168
1,013,485
1,364,182
907,634
10,873,469
Notwithstanding this decline from last year in the receipts, the amount thrown
into the channels of consumption has increased, owing to the drawing down of
the stock in warehouse. Our readers will remember that the total receipts at
the port are made up of the dutiable goods entered directly for consumption,
the stock thrown into warehouse, and the free goods ; while to make the total
thrown into the channels of trade, the goods withdrawn from warehouse instead
of the goods entered, are added to the other items. The following will exhibit
the comparative total taken for consumption :—
IMPORTS THROWN UPON THE MARKET AT NEW TORE DURING THE MONTH OF MARCH.
Withdrawn from
Entered direct. warehouse.
Free.
Specie.
TotaL
1852
$9,302,024 $1,605,849 $1,843,938 $525,421 $18,277,232
1851
10,651,142
1,068,437
982,680
270,505
12,972,614
1860
7,588,168
561,658
1,364,182
907,634
10,421,637
The decline in the receipts would have been much greater but for the large
increase in free goods, the imports of which have been nearly doubled. The
entries at the other ports of the United States, exhibit very trifling changes
from the business of last year, so that the decline at New York will show about
the actual difference in the whole import trade of the country. As this is a
very important subject, we annex a comparison for the 1st quarter of the year.
IMPORTS ENTERED AT NEW TORE DURING THE MONTHS Or JANUARY, FEBRUARY,
AND MARCH.
Entered direct. Ent'd wareh'so. Free goods.
Specie.
TotaL
1852
$24,911,287 $3,201,496 $3,996,343
$740,450 $82,849,676
1861
32,801,667
4,034,101
3,128,216
644,991
40,608,975
1850
24,999,608
2,681,900
2,464,446
1,922,878
a2,0«S-72*This shows a total decline from last year of $7,759,399, or nearly 20 per cent
on the entire amount of imports for the quarter. Of this decline $3,577,725
have been in dry goods, extending to nearly every description of fabric, and run
ning throughout the entire quarter, although most noticeable in January and
February. We subjoin a comparison of the imports for March for three
years :—
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f DRY COODB AT THE POET OF NEW
ENTERED FOE CONSUMPTION.
1850.
1851.
Manufactures of wool
$802,202
$1,184,419
Manufactures of cotton
948,597
1,128,009
Manufactures of silk
1,191,438
1,640,617
Manufactures of flax
764,261
873,261
Miscellaneous dry good*
174,668
399,988
Total

$3,869,066
$5,171,804
WITHDRAWN FROM WAREHOUSE.
1850.
1851.
Manufactures of wool
$67,061
$84,552
Manufactures of cotton
74,746
171,886
Manufactures of silk.
56,076
[119,483
Manufactures of flax
35,214
66,204
Miscellaneous dry goods.
9,518
46,165
Total
Add entered for consumption.. .. .

$5,044,941
185?.
$148,427
229.218
198,600
140,042
60,674

$477,240
5,171,804

$766,956
5,044,941

Total thrown upon the market.
$4,101,670
$6,648,544
ENTERED FOR WAEEHOUBINQ.
1850. •
1851.
Manufactures of wool
$44,481
$126,591
Manufactures of cotton.
96,299
170,126
Manufactures of silk
112,061
211,848
Manufactures of flax.
71,685
116,799
Miscellaneous dry goods
1,694
43,892

$5,801,897

Total
Add entered for consumption

$232,614
3,869,056

1858.
$1,182,921
1,002,888
1,688,099
701,678
619,964

$826,110
3,869,066

$668,266
6,171,304

1852.
$164,179
154,083
182,888
87,620
52,762
$640,877
6,044,941

Total entered at the port
$4,196,166
$5,889,669
$5,685,818
It will be seen that tho amount thrown upon the market for March is a little
in advance of the total for the corresponding month of last year, as the stock
in warehouse has been drawn down much closer, to supply the deficiency in the
receipts. We annex also a comparison for the whole quarter :—
IMPORTS OF DRT GOODS AT THE POET OF NEW YORK FOE THE MONTHS OF JANUARY,
FEBRUARY, AND MAECH.
ENTERED FOR CONSUMPTION.
1850.
1851.
1851
Manufactures of wool
$8,654,356
$4,008,196
$3,429,584
Manufactures of cotton
3,827,580
4,419,382
8,249,014
Manufactures of silk
5,114,747
8,096,488
6,688,886
Manufactures of flax
2,496,178
2,462,788
1,775,288
Miscellaneous dry goods
716,965
1,869,432
1,820,698
Total
Manufactures of wool
Manufactures of cotton
Manufactures of silk
Manufactures of flax
Miscellaneous dry goods.

$16,807,821
$20,836,181
WITHDRAWN FROM WAREHOUSE.
1850.
1851.
$265,680
$280,656
464,005
629,010
384,683
366,677
120,401
286,204
64,596
141,800

Total
Add entered for consumption.
Total thrown upon the market.

$1,249,816
16,807,821
$17,067,186

$1,668,146
20,886,181
$21,989,327

$16,413,410
1852.
$659,464
821,461
869,684
450,466
186,086
$2,887,189
16,418,410
«19,250,64»
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FOR WAREHOUSING.

Add entered for consumption

1840.
$149,214
438,679
289,169
108,249
22.16S

1851.
$889,098
665,863
618,715
203,556
155,816

mi
$451,782
415,570
1,119,867
118,021
122,849

$1,057,476
16,807,821

$1,878,043
20,336,181

$2,223,089
16,418,410

$18,636,499
$22,214,224
$16,866,297
The only class of goods which does not show diminished receipts, are the mis
cellaneous dry goods, which item is yearly increased by the invention of new
articles of dress, or fashion, coming under this head.
The export trade, which showed some evidence of decline early in the year,
has been very active during the last two months, and the shipments of domestic
produce have largely increased from all the principal ports of the Union. The
following will show the comparative exports from New York to foreign ports for
the month of March, and since the opening of the year :—
EXPORTS TO FOREIGN POETS FROM NEW TORE FOB MARCH.
Domestic
Foreign,
Foreign,
produce.
free.
dutiable.
Specie.
Total.
1852
$4,818,245 $100,667 $867,230
$611,994 $6,383,026
1851
8,976,198
29,121
816,494
2,868,861
6,690,674
1860
2,866,684
23,871
246,989
172,087
8,808,081
EXPORTS FROM NEW YORE TO FOREIGN FORTS FOR THE QUARTER.
1852
$10,185,484 $221,182 $1,087,746 $7,082,495 $18,876,907
1851
9,714,728
141,635
1,084,466
4,642,831 15,683,660
1850
8,188,588
152,666
931,838
641,156 9,813,588
The returns from other ports show in the aggregate a still greater increase in
the exports, with the exception of the item of cotton, which has increased in
quantity but declined in value.
The revenue has, of course, somewhat declined from the large amount re
ceived last year, although the total is in excess of any former year.
RECEIPTS FOR CA8H DUTIES AT THE PORT OF NEW YORK.
185!.
18*1.
1850.
For March
$2,780,869 61
$8,124,811 89
$2,028,950 55
First quarter
7,617,887 72
9,295,257 80
6,996,656 43
This shows a falling off from last year for the month of March of $394,441 78 :
and for the first three months of the current year, a decline of $1,677,369 58.
It will be seen that, at New York, the proportion of free goods imported, par
ticularly of Tea and Coffee, has diminished the receipts for duties, in a greater
comparative ratio than the aggregate value of the merchandise entered would
at first seem to warrant. The receipts for duties at Philadelphia have also
declined for the month of March, but for the quarter still show a slight excess,
as compared with last year.
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January. .
February.
March . . .

1851.
$426,233 10
329,056 70
368,994 90

599
180.
$815,877 55
489,003 00
867,407 70

$1,172,288 25
1,124,284 70
$48,003 56
Excess in 1862
The following will show the exports from New York to foreign ports, of some
of the leading articles of produce, from January 1st to April 17th :—
1851. 1852. Hops
418
bales.
20
-Pota... .bbls.
bbls. 89,747 113,665
6,407
8,211 Naval stores
gals. 881,087 17,995
Pearls..
935
156 Oils—Whale
Beeswax
Sperm.
188,287 166,678
'. '.Urn. 102,784 97,602
Breadstufts—
Lard
168,214 17,186
6,246
Wheat flour. . .bbls. 141,688 237,747
1,563
Rye flour.. .
1,168
4,606
bbls. 13,189 11,190
9,884 13,060 Pork.
Corn meaL.
Wheat
8,117 16,749
112,618 869,800 Beef.
lbs. 1,721,028 895,810
Rye
87,186 Cut meats
Oats
1,112,819 189,462
1,642 Butter
"'757
Barley
294 Cheese
1,912,202 260,252
Corn
144,874 256,134 Lard.
689,560 786,298
Candle*—Mould.. bxs. 14,099 18,920 Rice
tcs. 10,861 14,718
lbs. 926,498 256,884
Sperm
592
593 Tallow
Ooal
tons.
6,641
7,802
708 11,434 Tobacco—crude .. pks.
Cotton
bales. 111,748 164,286
manfac.lbs. 1,098,446 971,249
742
816,684 66,208
8,867 Whalebone
The export of rye, noticed above, has been chiefly to Germany, where the
erop is short, and where many of the people are suffering for lack of food ; and,
with the exception of 3,000 bushels, has all been cleared within the last month.
Under another head in this number of the Magazine will be found the com
mercial tables accompanying the last report of the Secretary of the Treasury,
now first published in an official form. For the fiscal year, now three-quarters
gone, the Commerce of the country will present still more gratifying statements,
although for the first five months the imports from foreign ports were unusually
large.
The recommendations which were made by the Secretary of the Treasury in
regard to changing the standard of value in the currency of the country, have
been embodied in a bill, which has passed one branch of Congress, and is now
before the other with a good prospect of success. The provisions are, with one
exception, in accordance with our previous suggestions ; the silver coins repre
senting fractional parts of a dollar are to be reduced in weight about 7 per cent,
and not made a legal tender except for a small amount. The exception referred
to is a provision authorizing a charge of one-half of 1 per cent for coining all
deposits of gold. The insertion of this clause has delayed the passage of the
bill, it having called out numerous remonstrances, and there can be no doubt
but that the charge, if authorized, would be very unpopular. At the same time,
we can see no good reason why it should not be made. There is, strictly speak
ing, no justice in taxing the nation at large for the expense of turning the gold
of the miner into currency. The actual expense of stamping the metal ought
to be borne by its owner, and thus the principle upon which the clause was in
serted is undoubtedly correct. But the attempt to authorize it, has raised no
little clamor, and may be abandoned.
$1,124,284 70
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THE PROPOSED ALTERATION IN OUR CURRENCY.
The bill introduced by Mr. Hunter, from the Committee of Finance in the Senate, to
change the amount of silver in our standard dollar, is one of great importance, and de
serves most careful deliberation and discussion before it is adopted. Its object ia to
prevent the exportation of our silver coin, which for some time past has borne a preminm of 2 or 3 per cent ; and it effects this object by reducing the weight of the dol
lar from 412J grains to 884, making a depreciation of nearly 1 percent As the weight
of the eagle is 258 grains, and the fineness of both the same, the former ratio between
gold and silver was nearly 16, and the proposed bill reduces it below 15.
So great a change in the usual medium of trade, in the common standard by which
all commercial transactions are measured, in the unit by which our State and general
governments have promised to pay millions and hundreds of millions of dollars, de
mands a thorough investigation and examination. It is not now proposed to undertake
this task, but a few remarks and suggestions will be offered, to awaken attention and
inquiry in the matter.
1, Some change ought to be made. The exportation of our silver coin will flood the
country with small bills of paper money to which there are many grave objections.
2. The recent premium on silver will, in all probability, be fully sustained. Not
that it will remain unchanged from time to time, but that it will rise and fall above
and below 2^ or 3 per cent, presuming an average depreciation of at least this amount.
A sufficient reason for this is the fact that in all the countries of Europe, ten of our
silver dollars are worth more than our gold eagle, according to their legal standard
value of these two metals. It is not necessary, therefore, to enter into any abstract
discussions on the change of relative value in gold and silver bullion brought about by
the increased production of gold in Russia, California, and Australia. Tbe question is
far more simple. We are large producers of gold ; we are thus, by necessity, export
ers. If a merchant has a debt to pay in France, which he can discbarge, according to
the French laws, either by 100 grains of gold or 1,560 grains of silver, and the 100
grains of gold are worth here, at our mint, the same as 1,600 grains of silver, the im
perative law of self-interest will induce the merchant to send abroad silver rather than
gold. In Holland the ratio is the same as in France. In England and Russia the ra
tio is still lower. The gain in sending silver to France and Holland is over S per cent,
and to Russia it is more than 4 per cent. As gold is the only legal tender in England,
the inducement to send silver there is not so great, but the market value of bullion in
London will always be near the market value on the continent, especially when the
course of exchange may lead to the export of coin from the British ports to the other
countries of Europe. As long, therefore, as our present laws remain unchanged, a
premium of 2, 3, or 4 per cent on silver may be anticipated with great confidence.
When the export of coin was only occasional, and when the foreign gold we had im
ported could often be exported in sovereigns, which were not recoined abroad, this dif
ference in the values of gold and silver did not make itself sensible. But now our
exportations being in American gold, its value is estimated abroad as bullion, and thus
the difference becomes manifest.
8. Although a change seems desirable, it does not follow that the silver dollar must
be depreciated, because an increase in the value of the eagle will produce precisely
the same effect If the grains of gold in an eagle be increased 2 or 3 per cent, the
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premium on silver will disappear as suddenly and completely as if the grains of silver
in the dollar be diminished to the same extent.
4. This remedy would be less troublesome and expensive than the other ; because,
in both ways, all that part of the currency that is altered in value must be recoined,
and the amount of silver in circulation is probably greater, and made up of twenty
times as many pieces as the gold. The cost of recoining a million of dollars in tencent pieces, quarters, and halves, would be far greater than the recoinage of the same
sum in eagles, double eagles, halves and quarters.
8. Silver has always, in times past, been our usual medium of circulation ; before
the Revolution, and since, down to the present day. But few gold pieces are ever
seen in circulation ; and it is objectionable to alter the usual standard.
6. Our Government has hitherto regarded silver as the standard of value, and at
various times, in 1790, 1834, and 188", altered the gold and never the silver; except
the slight change that was made in 1837, in the fineness of silver.from 11 oz.2dwts. to the
pound to 11 1-9 ox.; and this was done merely for the convenience of the mint in cal
culating the alloy, the change being only the onu-fifth of 1 per cent The new reme
dy is, therefore, contrary to precedent.
7. To have two standards, as we have, and first to depreciate the gold and then the
silver, looks much like bad faith to our creditors.
Pennsylvania borrowed, between 1830 and 1834, much of the money she now owes.
She promised to pay so many dollars—that is, so many grains of silver or of gold. If
Congress first depreciates the gold in the dollar, and then the silver, she would thus
pay neither of the things she promised.
8. It is, in some respects, better to keep silver as the invariable standard than gold.
There is much more of it in the world, and it is less liable to fluctuate.
The mode it is obtained, by working deep and expensive mines, forbids the expecta
tion of any great variation in the amount produced.
The world generally employs silver ; everywhere, except in England, it is the usual
medium of payments. This is true of Europe, even ; in Asia, in China, and India es
pecially, silver is almost the only medium of commercial exchanges.
Gold is farther liable to fluctuate in value much more than silver by its dependence
on the price of quicksilver, by the discovery of new mines, and by the exhaustion of
existing sources of supply.
9. There can be but little doubt that the present disturbance in the comparative
value of gold and silver is more likely caused by a slight depreciation in gold th.ii by
an appreciation of silver. Now justice says, keep your contracts inviolate—give back
the same value as before ; that is, give more of the depreciated metal for the same
nominal sum.
1 0. It was well known and avowed, when the eagle was changed in 1 834, that we werv
rating the value of gold too high. We altered the ratio from 15 to 16. The first was
too low ; but the last was higher than it was reckoned anywhere else. In France and
Holland the ratio was, and is, 15.6 ; in England and Russia it was still less. Ought
we not retrace our steps, and rectify the wrong we then committed ? Ought we not
bring the eagle up to the proper weight, if we reduced it too low in 1834 ?
We made the change with the design of displacing paper money : we have found
the effect to be the driving out of silver. Ought we not now give back the proper
weight to the eagle, rather than reduce the weight of the dollar!
11. A depreciation of our silver would make all the imported Mexican and Peruvian
dollars articles of merchandise, and they would have to be recoined, and this would
increase the labor and expenses of our mint
12. If we first alter the gold dollar, then the silver, then again the gold, and then
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the silver, always depreciating, we will at last, in the course of time, make the dollar
much less in value than it now is, and thus imitate the dishonesty of those European
sovereigns, who at various times have defrauded their subjects by the adulteration of
the coin, and covered their names with indelible disgrace.
18. The mode proposed of effecting the change would disturb the currency immense
ly. The new dollar, though much lighter than the present one, would be a legal ten
der. The old silver coins, instead of their present premium of 2 or 8 per cent, would
be worth 7 per cent more than the new. They would be withdrawn from circulation
much more rapidly than now. The mint, already overworked with the coinage of Cal
ifornia gold, could not, for a long time, supply the vacancy in the circulation. The dis
tribution of the new coin into the channels of trade being always a slow process, in
volving the outlay of capital by the merchant, would require time, trouble, and ex
pense ; small change would thus be scarcer than ever.
14. The banks would stop immediately paying their demands in silver ; they would
redeem their bills in gold, and use their silver to buy up the new dollars as they would
issue from the mint The old coin being worth 7 per cent more than the new, would
not circulate as a currency, and a bank whose specie should be mainly in silver, would
make large gains by its sale as bullion.
15. An alteration in the gold coin would produce less disturbance. Most of it u
held by the banks, and it could be exchanged more readily by them, because in large
quantities. Its place can be supplied temporarily by paper, because, being of larger
denominations, this exchange would be less objectionable than the substitution of paper
for silver.
18. The nominal loss caused_by the recoinage of the gold could be made up by a
charge of one-half of 1 per cent at the mint for the coinage of bullion. This charge
is proposed by Mr. Hunter to pay the expenses of the mint. It is a proper charge,
because the government is under no more obligations to prepare the raw gold of tht
mines for the market by assaying it and stamping it, than it is to prepare the iron, or
the zinc, or the copper, by smelting and purifying it
17. A charge of one-half of 1 per cent for coinage would, in the course of five or
six years, repay all the expense of increasing the weight of the gold pieces now in
circulation. The gold in the currency is not over forty or fifty millions. An increase of St
or 8 per cent in its weight would be fully met in the course of five or six years by }
per cent on the coinage of fifty millions per year of native gold. No loss would thus
fall on the Treasury.
18. This change would involve but little if any loss to the gold digger, because tht
grains of gold he may have would be fully as valuable in the markets of the world as
before, and would buy just as much silk, cotton, coffee and tea, and other articlea of
consumption, as before.
19. Let Congress, then, direct the mint to issue no more gold eagles of 258 graias.
but to increase their weight to 266 grains of the present fineness. Let them charge
i per cent for the coinage of bullion, and use this fund to increase the weight of the
gold eagles that may be received into the Treasury. After the 1st of January, 18U.
or sooner, when probably more than one-half of the gold pieces now in the countrr
would either be recoined or exported, let the present coins of 258 grains be no longer
a legal tender, except in sums of less than one hundred, and except to the government,
allowing, however, government the privilege of paying them out to all persons »hea
the amount to be paid should exceed one hundred dollars. After the 1st of January1858, the old pieces no longer to be a tender except to the government, and that by
weight and not by count, 258 grains to the ten dollars. The charge of I per cent to
continue till abolished by law.
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20. The ratio between gold and silver would then be very nearly 15.S to 1. The
pore gold in an eagle would be 239.4 grains. The silver in ten dollars is 3712.5. The
ratio is 15.5075, almost identical with the ratio in France and Holland.
21. This change would seem to be preferable to the one proposed by Mr. Hunter,
in its justice and good faith to creditors, in its preserving the usual standard of value
invariable ; in its making no greater change than the bullion market indicates to be ne
cessary ; in its causing less disturbance in the currency ; in its imposing less labor on
the mint; in its repairing an error we made in 1834, and in its reducing our gold coin
to the standard of France and Holland, rather than to the standard of England, where
silver is used as a token, and not as a legal currency.
PRICE OF SILVER COINS IN NEW YORK AND LONDON IN 1851.
TABLE SHOWING THE PRICE OF SILVER COINS IN NEW TOSS AND LONDON, MONTHLY,
DURING THE TEAR 1851, AND UP TO THIS TIME.
-LONDON.—,
NE1V YORK.
8llver
New bars,
United Spanish fc FiveDate.
franc dol's. stan'd.
States
Mexican
Mexican
i. I
dollars. half-dollars. quarters. pieces.
-January. .
Ha 2
i» i a i die. 96 a 964 58f m
-January.. .
4, a 4} Si a 84 1 a 2 prem. 96r a 96* 69$ 61ft
February..
97 a 97* 69i 61f
4 a4T 8 a 84 1 a 2
March. . . .
97 a 974 59* •H
4} a 4* 8* a 8} 1 a2
April
97 a97i 59f 614
4 a4i SiaSi 1 al
May
974 a 97± 69# 61
4}a4J 2} a 3 }a2
June.
97 a 97} 59r 60f
4Ta4i 2* a 2} 1 al
July
97 a 97, 59J- 00}
Si a 4 2 a 2* 1 al
96 a 97 59i 60f
a 4 t a Si 1 al
96 a 97 60 60»
8ja4 2 a2i 1 al
Mi a 96 m eoj
SiaSJ 1**2 1 al
96, a 96
S a Si lialf 1 al
60J
Mi a 964 m 60}
8 a8i lja 2 1 ali
96J a 97 m 60*
4ta4i 2* a 2} 1 a Si
February..
96 a Mi 58i 60}
8* a. S a Si 1 aS
THE-THREE CENT COINS OF THE UNITED STATES.
The Treasurer of the Mint gives notice that he is prepared to exchange three-cent
pieces for gold, to all applicants therefore. He will also deliver the same, at the ex
pense of the Mint, to any parties requiring them, at a distance, and who may be con
veniently accessible on the line of the expresses. The coins being in parcels of $80,
160, and $150. The applications should be for either of those sums, or multiple
thereof; and payment in advance will be required in every case.
CONDITION OF THE BANKS OF PENNSYLVANIA, NOVEMBER, 1851.
We are indebted to E. Banes, Esq, Auditor General of Pennsylvania, for an official
copy of his report, transmitting returns of the Banks and Savings Institutions of that
commonwealth, which show their respective conditions on their first discount days, in
the months of February, May, August, and November, 1861. The returns of the
Banks are made to the Auditor General, agreeably to law.
From this report we give a condensed summary of the leading features of the va
rious Banks of Pennsylvania, in the month of November, 1861. We have omitted in
the two following tables a few of the less important items, but they are embraced in
the general summary which we have subjoined :—*
• Cents are omitted for convenience— It does not, however, vary the adding up materially.—Ed.
Mir. Mao.
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■L'MUABT VIEW OF '
Bills discounted
Specie and treasury notes
Due by banks.....
Real estate and personal property
Notes and checks of other banks
Bonds, mortgages, and other securities
Stocks . . . .7.7
Exchnng'e'and interest
Expenses
Bills receivable and post notes
Loans
Suspended debt.
Miscellaneous

$35,706,793 9«
6,685,729 01
3,808,438 44
998,970 6*
2,436,147 87
2,899,936 28
1,601,968 41
273,854 80
107,288 56
656,859 SJ
691,453 45
257,836 21
93,612 88

Total resources

$56,618,886 44
LIABILITIES or THE BANES.

Capital Stock.
Circulation
Due other banks
Due depositors
Dividends unpaid
Contingent fund
Discounts, interest and exchange
Profit and loss
Due Commonwealth.
Issues of 4th of May
Miscellaneous.
Suspense account
Surplus

$18,895,187 14
11,933,456 18
4,148,640 19
15,871,548 00
261,201 14
1,746,424 06
796,341 17
660,138 88
650,604 19
*WM °?
s"
9>68* .
427,2« »

Total liabilities

$65,618,886 44

CONDITION OF THE BANKS OF DETROIT, MICHIGAN, DECEMBER 20, 1851.
LIABILITIES.
Capital.
Deposits. Circulation. Due Bank-. ProlIM.
$161,678 $175,687 $189,488 $1,087 $81,907
Michigan State Bank
125,691
33,480 . 2,536 817,634
827,580
Farmers' it Mechanics' Bank
100,000
206,860
94,088
1,684
9,668
Peninsular Bank
290,632 17,651
16,086
182,070
197,514
Michigan Insurance Bank. .
Total liabilities

Michigan State '
Farmers' <fe Mechanics' Ba'k
Peninsular Bank
Michigan Insurance Bank.
Total

$761,228 $705,692 $607,588 $22,868 $375,084
RESOURCES.
Real
Stock*
Bank
Loans.
Specie. balances.
estate, mortg's fcc
$1,804 $83,146
$307,666 $55,670 $101,813
170,460 165,040
447,280
6,784
17,806
124,274
28,900
77,460
8,656 177,800
17,606 224,618
828,478
58,890
79,864
$1,202,648 $160,244

$276,988

$193,025 ?650,600

EXCISE REVENUE OF THE UNITED KINGDOM.
In the year ending the 5th January, 1852, the total revenue of the excise, including
balances, was £16,666,924 4s. 9fd. in the United Kingdom. Three pensions were
paid, amounting to £9,987 8s. to the Duke of Grafton, Earl Cowper, and a moiety of
the Earl of Bath's pension. The charges of collection were £849,476 15a 2|d. Ill*
revenue police cost in the year, £51,658 lis. 2^4
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TAXES OF EACH COUNTY IN CALIFORNIA.
' OF THE AMOUNT OF TAXES CHARGEABLE TO EACH COUNTY, AND THE PAYMJKT3
HADE ON THE SAME, FOB THE YEAS 1851-52.
State taxes
DeUaqiieat
chargeable to Auction
each county at and gaming Total taxes Payments made list of
Names of counties.
03c. on $1(10. tax reported. due State. by each county, eachcountj.
Butte
$7,115 60
$7,175 60 $3,084 85 $3,683 U
Colusi
2,691 79
2,591 79
Contra Costa
11,629 71
11,629 71
9,690 04 1,514 89
Calaveras
no returns
7,156 86 2,711 96
6,841 84
El Dorado.
9,868 82
Los Aagelos
16,658 89
88 06 15.576 94 10,593 32 3,086 75
Klamath
224 40
224 40
4,402 03
657 26
Marin
6,110 43
6,110 43
2,098 08
Mariposa
2,098 08
9,135 23 1,801 79
Monterey
11,552 05
407 76 11,690 81
5,604 41
Napa
4,790 70 2,454 47
6.604 41
6,626 00
Nevada
8,489 62
8,439 52
• 8,123 24 1,481 29
8,618 66 * *765 67
4.604 66
Placer
San Francisco
118,672 06 28,199 00 146,771 06 103,460 80
Sacramento
41,151 65 14,770 69 55,922 94 80,694 59
San Joaquin
12,240 72 2,849 96 15,136 68 11.224 68 8,326 65
Santa Clara
10,697 60
San Luis Obispo. .
3,163 44
8,163 44
8,621 26
Santa Barbara. . . .
6,466 32
6,456 32
1,296 00
San Diego
5,887 26
6,387 26
4,000 00
Solano
8.960 40
8,960 40
Sonoma
11,525 23
• 11,525 23
1,000 00
Sutter
6,865 26
6,865 26
Shasta
4,981 12 1,803 40
8,338 43
S.734 62
Tuolumne
8,086 65
8,086 66
Trinity
no returns
743 61
7,085 36
Santa Cruz ......
8,200 31
8,200 31
2.701 60
Yolo
4,619 73
4,619 73
7,676 94
14,713 67 1,462 70 16,175 37
Yuba
338,138 97 58,770 81 385,909 60 245,369 97 15,934 01
Total .
DEBT AND FINANCES OF ST, LOUIS.
The total debt of the city amounts to $1,530,096 10. A considerable portion of
this has been incurred for river and harbor and for various city improvements, and has
been judiciously expended. The above sum includes $75,000 of stock issued to tot
Pacific Railroad. The following is from the Controller's Report :—
THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT SHOWS THE AMOUNT OF DEBT FALLINO DUE IN EACH TIB$95,600
In 1852
$105,000 In 1865
70,000
1858.
43,600 1866..
60,000
1854.
5,000 1867..
100,000
1856.
43,000 1868..
1856.
28,700 1870..
357,000
1857.
10,000 1871..
23,000
83,000 1872..
1858.
.............
TO.000
84,000 1876..
1859.
25,000
22,000 1890. .
1800.
90,000 1895.
I"]"'"""'
50.000
1862.
4,000 $1,400 at various dates from 1853 to 1861.
1803.
75,0(10
1864.
For the payment of harbor bonds, (1 17,000,) and the common sewer bonds, (42,000.)
with the interest on the same, there is n fund provided by special tax.
The total amount of receipts into the Treasury for the past year were $714,195 80.
Of this sum, $348,276 81 were received from merchant and harbor taxes, $278,443 27
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ana, and the balance from various sources of permanent revenue, making the
aggregate income, independent of loans, $440,752 63. The expenditures for the same
period were $470,791 44. Of this sum over $100,000 have been expended for works
of permanent, improvement, such as the new Water Works, City Hall, Market House,
etc, which will yield a handsome reveuuc when completed.
The city will soon incur further contingent liabilities to the amount of about
$1,000,000, being the aggregate of the loans voted to the Paci6c Railroad, which is
now in progress from St. Louis to the west line of the State, and to the Ohio and
Mississippi Railroad, from Cincinnati to the former city. Both of these works will be
of great utility to the city ; vastly more so than the amount of aid to be extended to
them. But as there is good reason to believe that both projects will prove good in
vestments, the stock taken in them by the city will not, in reality, be any additional
burden upon its finances.
CAPITAL AND DIVIDENDS OF BOSTON BANKS, APRIL, 1852.
The following table shows the capital of the several bauks in Boston, and the semi
annual dividends declared and payable in that city on the 6th of April, 1862 :—
Dividend.
Total
Capital.
Per com. Dividend.
Atlantic
$500,000
$20,000
4
Atlas
600,000
3*
17,500
Blackstone, for 6} months
260,000
3
7,500
Boston.
900,000
4
86,000
Boylston
250,000
4
11,260
60,000
Bank of Commerce
1,600,000
4
City
1,000,000
85,000
8i
Cochituate
160,000
6,000
4
Columbian
600,000
17,500
H
Eagle
500,000
Si
17.600
Exchange
1,000,000
40,000
4
250,000
Freeman's
11,250
*i
500,000
Faneuil Hall, for 7 months
15,000
8
1,000.000
Globe
40,000
4
Granite.
660,000
26.000
4
800,000
12,000
Grocers'
4
600,000
20,000
Hnmilton
4
660,000
28,000
Market
6
800,000
24,000
Massachusetts
3
6.000
150,000
Mechanics', S. B
4
120,000
3,000,000
Merchants'
4
1,000,000
40,000
New England
4
750,000
North
26,000
H
20,000
North America
600,000
4
Shawmut
600,000
4
20,000
Shoe and Leather Dealers'
1,000,000
40.000
4
State
1,800,000
63,000
Suffolk
1,000,000
Tremont
1,000,000
4
40,000
Traders'
600,000
24,000
4
Union.
1,000,000
40,000
4
Washington.
500,000
17,500
Total
$24,410,000
By reference to a similar table, published in the Merchant*' Magazine for November,
1851, (vol xxv., page SI 4.) it appears that the amount of bank capital in October,
1851. was $23,660,000. The amount as above is $24,410,000, showing an increase of
tanking capital in Boston of $750,000, since October 1851. The Cochituate Bank pay
on $150,000 ob old capital—have increased $50,000 more since last dividend. The
Faneuil Hall Bank went into operation September 1, 1851, on $250,000 paid in.
Second assessment paid in October 1, 1851, $250,000. The above include all the divi
dends with the exception of the Suffolk Bank, which has not as yet been able to
make up its accounts.
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FINANCIAL STATISTICS OF LOUISIANA.
Louis Bolrdelox, Auditor of the State of Louisiana, in compliance with a resolu
tion of the Senate, reports the amount of liabilities of the State in each of the years
1830, 1885, 1840, 1845, and 1850—also the amoimt of the annual receipts and expen
ditures from 1830 to 1852, as follows :—
STATEMENT SHOWING THE AMOUNT OT TBI ANNUAL RECEIPTS AND
THE YEARS 1830 TO 1852.
Balance.
Receipts
Expenses.
1880
167,235 38
607,291 71
340,066 38
1831
138,320 27
503,168 67
364,848 40
1832
95,010 28
467,853 66
872,343 38
1888
87,718 69
482,377 99
894,659 30
1834
81,887 67
682,254 82
500,867 15
1835
59,704 64
456,099 34
396,894 70
1836
63,294 99
664,826 86
501,580 37
1837
49S.331 84
852,316 75
368,984 'J I
1838
61.770 12
1,047,802 44
986,032 32
1889
899,604 20
86,482 57
814,121 63
1840
136,224 22
778,224 24
642,000 02
1841
67,777 06
758.599 83
700,822 7S
1842
87.125 42
588,716 66
501,591 23
1843
94,237 21
648,599 64
660,961 54
1844
355,492 63
972,177 61
616,684 98
1845
352,071 S3
3,662,889 72
8,510,818 39
1846
391,785 61
1,245,715 94
995,813 28
1847
293,115 69
1,418,866 63
675,082 96
1848
478,562 67
1,361,266 17
872,702 50
1849
299.206 92
628,966 91
329,758 99
1850
325,426 47
1,016,040 66
990,859 39
1851
308,886 37
1,161,673 91
852,787 54
STATEMENT SHOWING THE AMOUNT OF THE LIABILITIES Or THE STATE, OF EVERY
SCRIPTK'N, AT THE SEVERAL PERIODS NAMED, SAY FROM 1830 TO 1860.
$153,200 88
Debts proper of tbe State in 1830
Liabilities on bonds issued, as follows :—
To Bank of Louisiana
$2,400,000
To Heirs of Thomas Jefferson
10,000
Consolidated Bauk.
2,500,000
Debts proper of the State in 1835
583,118 9»
Liability on Bonds as follows :—
To Charity Hospital
125.000
To Union Bank
7,000,000
150,000
To Mechanics' and Traders' Bank
$7,275,000
Debts proper of the State in 1840
Liability on bonds as follows :—
To Citizens' Bank
To New Orleans Draining Company
New Orleans and Nashville Railroad Company
To Charity Hospital
Clinton and Port Hudson Railroad Company
Mexican Gulf Railroad Company
Municipality No. 2

1,164,888 43
10,000,000
60.000
500,000
100,000
498,000
100,000
499,680
$11,747,880

Debts proper of the State in 1845
Liability on bonds as follows :—
To Municipality No. 1
To Municipality No. 8

4,663,715 0*
600,000
80,240
$630,240

Debts proper of the State in 1860

1,918,397 51
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Bonds to Union Bank
Bonds to Consolidated Bank
Bonds to Citizens' Bank
For interest
Second Municipality
Third Municipality
Total
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« THE 1ST OF JANUARY, 1850.
$2,668,000
1,376,000
6,468.000
677,888
7,045,887
399,361
80,240
111,619,492

UNITED STATES TREASURER'S STATEMENT, MARCH 22, 1852.
treasurer's statement, showing the amount at his credit in the treasury, with
assistant treasurers and designated depositaries, and in tue hint and branches,
by returns received to monday, march 22, 1852, the amount for which drafts
have been issued but were then uxfaid, and the amount then rkmaininu subject
to draft. showing, also, the amount of future transfers to and from deposita
ries, as ordered by the secretary of the treasury.
Draft!
heretofore drawn
Amount on but not yet paid, Amount
deposit. though payable subj. to draft.
Treasury of United States, Washington. . . (1 14,928 70 $1,806 72 $113,121 98
Assistant Treasurer, Boston, Mass
434,429 20 13,263 65 421,165 66
Assistant Treasurer, New York. N. Y
2,147,823 51 237,813 68 1,909,609 83
Assistant Treasurer, Philadelphia, Pa
958,434 81 75,866 00 882,668 31
Assistant Treasurer, Charleston, S. C
92,973 66 17,695 58 75,877 98
Assistant Treasurer, New Orleans, La. . . . 680,744 68 557,887 85 122,866 78
Assistant Treasurer, St. Louis, Mo.
610,704 11 107,469 40 603,234 7J.
7,220 85 96,853 83
Depository at Buffalo, New York.
104,074 18
Depositary at Baltimore, Maryland
48,681 68
5,447 63 43,234 16
Depositary at Richmond, Virginia.
17,327 14
200 33 17,126 81
Depositary at Norfolk, Virginia
40,152 97
2,866 66 87,286 81
8,668 66
2,419 89
Depositary at Wilmington, North Carolina.
6,087 95
Depositary at Savannah, Georgia.
79,454 47 12,902 88 66,652 09
8,402 30
Depositary at Mobile, Alabama
43,995 99 84,693 69
5,764 66
Depositary at Nashville, Tennessee
49,776 24 44,011 58
Depositary at Cincinnati, Ohio
20,986 87
1,233 41 19,763 46
476 56
Depositary at Pittsburg, Pennsylvania. . . .
476 56
3,301 87
Depositary at Cincinnati, (late).
S.SOl 37
Depository at San Francisco
664,387 96 899,755 78 164,632 18
Depositary at Little Rock, Arkansas
67,884 04 85,705 80 31,678 74
Depositary at Jeffersouville, Indiana
48,163 39 10,638 17 37,630 22
Depositary at Chicago, Illinois
83,595 45 16,885 33 66,710 12
27.124 96 19,626 18
7,598 78
Depositary at Detroit, Michigan
Depositary at Tallahassee, Florida.
15,731 76
2,642 62 13,189 24
Suspense accouut
$2,486 66
2,486 66
Mint of the U. 3., Philadelphia, Penn
5,649,900 00
5,649,900 00
Branch Mint of U. S., Charlotte, N. C
82,000 00
32,000 00
Branch Mint of U. Sn Dahlonega, Go.
26,850 00
26,850 00
Branch Mint of U. S, New Orleans, La. . . . 960,000 00 100,000 00 860,000 00
Total
12,928,090 95 1,710,238 04 11,220,344
2,486 57
66
Deduct suspense account
Add difference in transfers .

$11,217,867 91
1,555,540 00

Net amount subject to draft.
$12,778,397 91
Transfers ordered to Treasury of the United States, Washington. $460,000 00
Transfers ordered to Assistant Treasurer, New Orleans, Louisiana.
976,000 00
Transfers ordered to Assistant Treasurer, St Louis, Missouri
Transfers ordered to Depositary at Norfolk, Virginia
120,000 00
Transfers ordered from Assistant Treasurer, Pittsburg, Pa640 00
1 1,5 55,540 00
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«A NATIONAL CURRENCY:" CONFIDENCE ITS BASIS.
Fbeeman Hunt, Esq., Editor of the Merchants' Magazine, etc :—
Sia :—Allow a constant reader of your valuable journal to offer some reflections
upon the above subject. Though much debated, yet the many opposing theories
thereon show how little it i9 understood. Some insist upon " a metallic bas
upon "credit as a basis," while a late writer, N. F. C, in your journal, vigorously
pushes forward his own favorite theory of " A National Currency : Real Estate its Basis."
The first of these is no doubt a substantial basis, the second, with perhaps some sup
port, is a very essential one, while the last, contradictory as it may seem, is not a real
one. The views of Dr. Hall on this subject are well worthy of the attention of your
readers, being clearly laid down, his elucidations being much to the point. The theory
Bow offered is not proposed as a new one, but merely as the placing of the ideas of
•thers in a tangible form, for in it nothing absolutely new is asserted, nor will it dis
agree with the ideas or opinions of any. N. F. C, in his paper, first pours a broad
side into the banks, (well merited,) to whose parlors be traces the late panic in the
money market, which appeared without notice and without apparent cause, for the
country was everywhere prosperous, and the panic chiefly confined to the city and its
immediate dependencies. N. F C. then proposes that the money-making power should
be taken from the banks and put with the State, that the basis of these issues should
be the real values, or real estate of the country, that the State should give the owner
of productive real estate money in " State notes " equal to a certain valuation on trie
real estate, taking a mortgage as security, without interest—the valuation to be i
by " a board of value," and the sum loaned should never exceed the policy of insui
the amount of which policy should be the touchstone of value.
Now we have to inquire, Will these State issues have any more substantial
though it may be real estate, than " bank-notes"—is not real estate as fluctuating as other
values ? Can real estate sustain a value put upon it (against reverses) by this board of
value and insurance policy ? or is it the indorsement of the State " bearing the proud
name of Pennsylvania, New York," or Missouri, that is to sustain it against deprecia
tion! (Pennsylvania credit oneefell to 87.) Real estate is valuable like everything
else, only in proportion to the uses to which it may be applied, and like everything else
depreciates in times of panic. Who is there who does not know of real estate whicfc
has depreciated 75 per cent, and of insurance policies on which, after a loss by fire,
payment even of 60 percent, on a just and bona fide valuation of damage, has been
stoutly disputed, and that too by the most bkspectabi.e companies f There is a specu
lation in real estate as well as stocks, and a much greater uncertainty in its value.
See what vast changes have taken place in value of real estate even in this city of
New York in the last few years ; depreciation in some situations, increase in others.
Who has forgotten the condition of real estate in 1838 and 1840 ? houses vacant, and
stores to let. Value of real estate and business prosperity rise and fall together. 1/
this is so, and that it is so no one can deny, upon what must these State notes depend
for their vahie but State credit ? and what is that worth in hard times i Then the
Dotes will certainly come back for redemption. Redemption in what! real estate—
or gold ? Whether they are backed by real estate or not, the only way to give value
to these State notes is to induce the community, and the world at large, to believe they
have equal value to gold, or to beget confidence in them, for without confidence, in a
commercial point of view, there is no real value in anything, except such things as are
absolutely necessary to our existence. Water and air exist everywhere, and can be
got without labor, therefore they may be said to be without value. Bread to eat aad
clothing such as is necessary to keep us warm cannot be bad without labor, therefore
they are of value, they have intrinsic values. Bread may increase greatly in value,
but does not depreciate greatly in value.
One country being at peace while the rest of the world was at war, would of course
alter the relative value of things very much.
But in a state of general peace, if there should be once established a gen
eral confidence in the commercial circles, there would be a great increase of value
both in commercial things and real estate ; but once destroy that confidence, and real
estate will fall as rapidly as other things of value, and the absolute necessaries of life
would fall less than real estate. In fact, the value of real estate depends on the
general prosperity of the country, and the foundation of this can always be traced to
confidence. Upon this also depends a merchant's credit, for let his wealth be what it
may, if the commercial world have no confidence in his business ability, his industry,
and integrity, he can get do credit, and so with corporations and communities of all
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kinds. Upon this is founded the progress nnd prosperity of the grpat city of New York ;
the promptness, ability, punctuality in meeting engagements, fear of dishonor, and
great energy of this business community are known all over the commercial world.
By these mean9 New York might gain so reliable a basis for its currency, that if it
only so restricts its issues as to keep within bounds, and not get to overtrading, she may
become before many years the regulator of the money markets of the world. The
misfortune, however, with this theory is, that when once a community has acquired
euch a basis for its currency, if it should be without restriction*, credit becomes so ex
panded, and there is such a vaBt issue of promises to pay, that overtrading follows,
which brings about, at the will of the banks, a curtailment of credits, panic, and col
lapse. This is an evil, but it is an evil which belongs to every currency. It is one,
however, which can be guarded against, and here the State may do some service, not
by making issues, but by passing laws which will prevent them. Until the State
does step in we never can have a secure basis, not even if that should be real estate
or gold. Establish confidence, but not unlimited credit and issues. Now this, it ap
pears to me, can only be done by putting in force the old fashioned Democratic doc
trine, responsibility of Bank Directors, by requiring security, or making them individu
ally liable, or some euch restraint; and in place of overtrading and panic we will beget
CONFIDENCE.
THE DIRECTOR OF THE MINT ON THE GOLD COINAGE OF THE UNITED STATES.
The following letter from the Director of the Mint at Philadelphia to the Treasury
Department explains itself, and fully disproves the complaints which have occasion
ally been put forward from Europe of a want of"uniformity in the value and fineness
of the gold coinage of the United States :—
Mikt or thi United Statu, PaiLisiLraiA, April 2, 1859.
Sir:—In the Appendix to a Report relative to coinage lately made to the Senate
by the Hon. Mr. Hunter, Chairman of the Committee of Finance, I find two letters
from the Hon. Abbott Lawrence, our minister to England, one dated December 18,
1851, the other dated February 19, 1862, in which assertions are made tending to
discredit the accuracy of the assay of the gold coins issued from this Mint and its
branches.
The statements made are so injurious to this department of the government, and in
directly to the government itself—and are, moreover, so entirely at variance with the
facts as officially ascertained by me, and heretofore communicated te the department—
that it becomes a matter of great regret that they should have found publicity and ap
parent countenance, in a document of such authority and importance. I feel it to be
my duty to seise the first opportunity to make a concise statement of facts bearing on
the subject, from which you will perceive that the highest credit is given to our assays
in London and Paris.
1st. In a statement prepared at the French mint, it appears that there were depos
ited there, for coinage, in the year 1861, over seven millions of dollars in American
gold, ofevery denomination, which were received at the standard of assay required by
our laws, viz., 900 thousandths.
2d. By a circular of the Bank of England, dated February 4th last, American,
French, and Dutch gold coins, are purchased by weight at the same fixed price. The
standards of fineness in the gold coins of those countries being the same, it follows that
the assay of American coin is held in the same esteem as that of France and the Neth
erlands.
8d. Dr. Joseph W. Farnnm, of the United States, now in London, who possseses un
usual facilities to obtain information on the subject, in u letter of April 7, 1851,-writes
as follows: " A few days since I had an interview with Mr. Hnzzard, the chief of the
bullion office of the Bank of England, who informed me that the results of the assays
of United States coin were more uniform than those of any other coin received by the
bank, not excepting even their own. He showed me the reports of more than one
hundred assays of United States coin, giving one uniform result of W. 1
This is
the fraction by which coins of 900 thousandths fine would be reported by the bank as
says.
4th. The same correspondent, in a letter of November 26th last, states that Messrs.
Sharp & Wilkin*, and Messrs. Butt, Son, it Co, bullion dealers, of London, report,
that the assays made for them of American gold coin averaged W. If, corresponding
to our standard. He adds : " These latter geutlemcn, Butt, Son, & Co., to-day inform
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ed me that they believed the American gold coin to be more uniform than any other,
with the single exception of the Russian.
5th. In consequence of the large fraction used in reporting assays for the Bank of
England, (namely, the eighth of a carat grain or 1 3-10 thousandths.) a very minute
variation from our standard of 3-lOthsof a thousandth, causes a report a fraction below
W. If, viz., W. If ; which coul/not be the case if a small subdivision of assay were made
use of, say one-sixteenth of a carat grain. From the same cause we, on the other
hand, gain no advantage if our coius are slightly better than Btandard. I had occasion,
a short time since, to make some remarks upon this point, which were submitted to
Messrs. Mocatta <fc Ooldsmid, melters to the Bank of England.
In their reply they conceit' that, by the present custom of assay for the bank, a va
riation from the true quality might be reported ; and they add that, if a more minute
subdivision of parts were made in reporting assays of gold, they " think it most prob
able that the average quality of United States coin would be found quite up to the
legal standard."
I think no further evidence ran be necessary to show the entire credit given to the
assay of the coins issued from the mints of the United States. Other statement* could
be furnished corroborating this fact, but they are withheld.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
GEO. N. ECKERT, Director.
Hon. Tiiohus Curwin, Secretary of the Treasury.
STOCK SECURITIES OF NEW JERSEY BANKS.
A STATEMENT OF THE SECUEITIES HELD BY THE STATE OP THE BANKS ESTABLISHED USDEE THE GENEEAL BANKING LAW OF NEW JERSEY.
Banks.
Kentucky. PeDrmlra.
United States. New York.
Ohio.
Ocean
$26,000
$10,000
$72,000
$5,700
40,000
Delaware and Hudson . .
22,000
15,000
93,685
Merchants'
48,990
20,000
Atlantic
19,000
81,500
8S.000
49,000
Atlantic.
10,000
22,000
America
43,900
American Exchange. . . .
4,000
City
1,000
1,000
11,400
Farmers'
60,000
7,000
20,000
Hudson County
16,000
3,000
Bordentown
' 2,000
41,000
Tradesmen's
15,000
Public Stock
10,200
7,000
Newark City
21,000
6,000
Merchants'
5,000
2,000
Total.

239,900

46,400

131,886

180,000

201,190

DEBT OF THE STATE OF LOUISIANA.
Mr. Bourdelon, State Auditor, in his report on the receipts and disbursements of
the revenue during the years 1850 and 1851, gives the details of the State debt as
follows :—
Liabilities for the property banks
$9,225,888
"
for 2d Municipality, New Orleans
856,160
for 3d
"
"
"
30,240
"
classed as State debt proper.
1,225,000
Trust funds
756,441
Total.
$11,693,629
Of the trust funds the largest item is one of $479,919 14, due the Government of
the United States, it being received by Louisiana under the deposit act The seminary
funds in the hunds of the State amount to $120,038 14. Of the trust funds, $756,41 1
are due on demand, and the rest of these fall due at different dates between 1855 and
1872.
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COMMERCIAL STATISTICS.
COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION OF THE UNITED STATES II 1850-61.
FART 1.—COMMERCE.*
The Annual Report of the Secretary of the Treasury, transmitting the Report of
the Register of the Treasury, of the Commerce and Navigation of the United States
for the year ending June 80, 1851, has just been published (March 27th, 1852). Pri
or to 1 850, this document did not appear till some year after the expiration of the
rhcal or commercial year, as it was not printed until after it had been laid before Con
gress at its opening in December of each year. At our instance, the Hon. John Da
vis, United States Senator from Massachusetts, introduced a bill (see Merchants
Magazine tor 1851, vol. xxiv., page 855,) requiring this document to " be printed and
ready for delivery on or before the first day of January next ensuing the close of the
fiscal year to which the report relates." In 1860 it was printed and laid before Con
gress but a few days after the period specified by the act referred to ; but this year it
has been delayed nearly two months beyond the required time. There is, as we have
before stated, no necessity for delaying the printing of the report to even the first
Monday in January, as there is abundance of time from the close of the fiscal year on
the 30th of June, to the first Monday in December, to prepare and print it.
We now proceed to record, in the pages of the Merchants' Magazine, the tabular
statements of the report, which it has been our habit of publishing from year to year.
VALUE OF DOMESTIC EXPORTS OF THE UNITED STATES.
SUMMARY STATEMENT OK THE VALUE Or TUB EXPORTS OF THE GROWTH, PRODUCE, AND
MANUFACTURE OF THE UNITED STATES, DURING THE YEAR COMMENCING ON THE 1ST
DAY OF JULY, I860, AND ENDING ON THE 80TH OF JUNE, 1851.
THE SEA.
Ginseng
100,549
Skins and furs
977,762
Fisheries—
Whale and other fish oil .
(882,485
$7,847,022
Spermaceti oil
1,044,967
Whalebone
689,662
AGRICULTURE.
Spermaceti candles
195,916
of animals—
Dried fish or cod fisheries
367,729 Product
Beef, tallow, hides, homed
Pickled fish, or river fiahcattle
1,689,958
eries(herring, shad, sal
and cheese
1,124,652
mon, mackerel)
113,982 Butter
Pork, (pickled,) bac'n, l'rd,
live hogs
4,868,016
13,294,691 Horses
and mules
198,166
THE FOREST.
Sheep
18,876
Product of wood—
$7,899,655
Staves, shingles, boards,
scantling, hewn timber. $2,348,621 Vegetable food—
Other lumber
205,190 Wheat
1,026,732
Masts and spars
70,095 Flour
10,524,831
Oak bark and other dye..
865,477 Indian corn
1,762,649
All manufactures of Wood
2,076,395 Indian meal
622,866
Nnval stores, tar, pitch,
Rye meal
145,802
rosin, turpentine
1,063,842 Rye, oats, and other small'
Ashes, pot and pearl. . . .
649,091
grain and pulse
120,670
* Ttic crowd of valuable matter prepared for the present number of the Mtrckants1 Magazine,
compels us tn defer the publication of the usual tables relating to the " Navigation of the United
States " until June.
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Biscuit or ship bi cad
354.286
Potatoes
79.314
Apples
71,367
Rice
2,170,927
Indigo
2,803
Cotton
112,815.317
Tobacco
9,219,251
Hemp
29,114
All other agricultural products—
18,988
Flaxseed
Brown sugar
29,170
Hops.
11,636
$138,504,123
MANUFACTURES.

Cotton piece goods—
Printed or colored
Uncolored
Twist, yarn, and thread.
Other manufactures of. .
Hemp and flax—
Cloth and thread
Bags <fc all manufac. of. .
Wearing apparel
Earthen and stoneware
Combs and buttons
Brushes
Billiard tables & apparatus
Umbrellas, parasols, and
sunshades
Leather and morocco skins
(not 6old per pound) — .
Fire engines <fe apparatus..
Printing presses and type.
Musical instruments
Books and maps
Paper and stationery
Paints and varnish
Manufactures of glass
Tin
Pewter and lead
Marble and stone
Gold and silver 4 gold leaf
Gold and silver coin
Artificial flowers <fc jewelry
Trunks
Brick and lime

1,00^61
6,671,578
37,250
625,808
1.647
6,376
1,211,894
25,096
27,384
6,257
1,798
12,260

18,809
Wax
122,835
9,488
Refined sugar
219.583
71.401
Chocolate
3.255
55,700
Spirits from grain
86,084
158.91!
Spirits from molasses
239,622
155,664
Molasses
16,830
109,434
Vinegar
16,915
185,436
Beer, ale, porter, cider. .. .
57,975
27,623
Lins'd oil & spts. turpent'e.
145,410
16.426
Household furniture
862,830
41,449
Coaches & other carriages,
199,421
68.639
Hats
103,768
18,069,580
Saddlery
80,100
121,013
Tallow candles and soap. .
609,732
12.207
Snuff and tobacco
1,143,647
22.045
Leather, boots and shoes. .
458.838
Cordage
62,054
$84,413,206
Gunpowder
164,257
168.977
Salt
61,424 Coal
106,805
Lead
11,774 Ice
Iron—pig, bar, and nails.. .
215,652 Articles not enumerated8,798,341
Castings
164,425 Manufactured
1,166,S9S
All manufactures of
1,876,621 Raw produce
Copper and brass
91,871
Medicinal drugs
851,585
Grand total
$196,689/! 18
VALUE OF DOMESTIC EXPORTS TO EACH FOREIGN COUNTRV.
VALUE OF THE DOMESTIC EXPORTS OF THE UNITED STATICS TO EACH FOREIGN COUNTlT,
AND TO DOMINIONS OF EACH FOREIGN POWER, DISTINGUISHING THE AMOUNT SH1F«>
IN AMERICAN AND FOREIGN VESSELS, FOR TEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1851.
To tbe do
minion* or
To each
In American In forelira
each
noWM*
country.
vessels.
Whither exported.
els.
$1,465,701
Russia
$1,187,116 $278,688 $1,464,704
80,469
80,469
Prussia.
76,317
6,162
760.800 )
662.531
Sweden and Norway .
198,269
821,957
Swedish West Indies..
2.283
68,924
61,157 j
92,257 )
89,344
2,913
Denmark
994,944
902,687 )
97,778
804,909
Danish West Indies. . .
5,406,956
6.405,956
650,512 4,855,414
Hansc Towns
1,911,115]
711,724 1,199,391
Holland
204,430 I
86,204
168,226
Dutch East Indies
2,567,954
866,898 |
841,397
25,501
Dutch West Indies
85,491
Dutch Guiana.
86,491 J
2,709,893
2,709,398
'874.816
2,335,077
Belgium
England
72,200,671 82,921,350 105,121,921
8,811,008
2,004,806 1,806.697
Scotland .
698,688
395,853
Ireland .
208,335

Commercial Statistics.
Whither exported.
Gibraltar
Malta
British East ladies
Cape of Good Hope
Mauritius
Honduras
British Guiana
British West Indies
dnada
Britisli American Colonies. . .
France on the Atlantic
France on the Mediterranean
French West Indies.
MiquelonAoth French fish's.
French Guiana
Bourbon
Spain on the Atlantic
Spain on the Mediterranean.
Teneriffe and other Canaries.
Manilla dt Philippine Islands
Cuba
Other Spanish West Indies..
Portugal
Madeira.
Ftiyal and other Azores. . . .
Cape de Verd Islands
Italy generally
Sicily
Sardinia
Trieste <fc other Austrian p'rts
Turkey, Levant, Ac
Hayti
Mexico
Central Republic of America.
New Grenada
Venezuela
Brazil
Cisplatine Republic
Argentine Republic
Chili
Peru
China.
West Indies generally
South America generally. .
Asia generally
Africa generally
South Seas <fc Pacific Ocean .

In American
91,616
60,261
4o4,tt70
158,666

In foreign
vessels.
86,288
8,800
58,236
3,225
16,882
23,299
156,288
1,660,637
2,250.263
2,731,926
702,775
146,846
72,260

621
To ench
country.
177,904
64,061
612,906
161,891
16,882
213,806
640,654
8,943,560
5,886,834
8,224,653
24,667,067
785,018
289,579
3,715
45.69-)
19,853
958,713
4,467,381
13,540
126.644
6,239,276
961,410
167,342]
94,589 I
20,240 [
67,476 J
1,736,834
41,743
310,888
2,265,578
162.204
1,679,372
1,014,690
223,802
2,607,701
864,779
3,128,956
32,711
659,862
1,608.877
249,760
2,166,945
76,936
86,196
70,586
1,245,361
601,146

To the do
minions of
each power.

124,228,568
190,507
884,266
2,292,928
8,585,571
492,627
28,864,292
688,172
217,319
25,660,926
8,715
45,693
16,607
3,246
769,853
198,860
87,638 4,369,693
8,766
4.775
11,755,814
125,544
6,039,718
199,668
861.286
100,124
63.945
83,397
68,474
26.115
889,647
15,411
4,829
57,476
906,791
830,043
1,736,834
8.SP5
38,438
41,748
186,361
174.527
310,888
1,465,822
799,761
2,265,578
162,204
162,204
1,380,447
298,925
1,679,372
916,173
98,517
1,014,690
217,691
5,611
223,802
2,413,568
94,133
2,507,701
767,003
97,778
864,779
2,841,983
286,973
3,128,966
26,804
6,907
32,711
463,635
196,317
659,852
1,681,798
27,079
1,608,877
186,320
68,440
249,700
2,111,029
44,916
2,155,945
68,761
8,176
76,936
86,196
86,196
70,586
70,686
1,175,049
70,312
1,245,861
601,146
601,146
Total
137,934,639 68,765,179 196,689,718
196,689,718
FOREIGN MERCHANDISE EXPORTED TO EACH FOREIGN COUNTRY.
VALUE OF FOREIGN MERCHANDISE EXPORTED FROM UNITED STATES TO- EACH FOREIGN
cocnthv,
(free,v, ort Dirrr,
... „,,.„„,,,.
PAYIS° DUT,E8.) DISTINGUISHING THE AMOUNT SHIPPED
IN AMERICAN AND FOREIGN VESSELS, FOR THE TEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1861.
Free of Paying duties
In American In foreign
Whither exported.
duty.
sd valorem.
Tolnl.
veuels.
vessel*.
Russia
$145,987 $146,987 $122,247 $23,740
Prussia
$2,131
3,313
6,444
6,178
266
Sweden and Norway..
644
21,022
21,666
21,566
Swedish West Indies. .
745
745
745
Denmark
Yi',i64
8,436
19,640
9,906
9.635
Danish West Indies.. . .
96,643
28,a59
126,602
115,941
9,661

622
Whither exported.
Hanse Towns
Holland
Dutch East Indies ....
Dutch West Indies. . . .
Dutch Guiana
Belgium
England
Scotland
Ireland
Gibraltar.
Malta.
Mauritius
British East Indies.. . . .
British West Indies. . . .
British Honduras .....
British Guiana
Canada
Brit American Colonies
France on the Atlantic.
France on the M'diter'an
French West Indies.. . .
French Guiana
Bourbon
Spain on the Atlantic. .
Spain on the Mediter'an
Teneriffe & oth. Canaries
Manilla it Philippine Is.
Cuba
Other Spanish W. Indies
Portugal
Madeira
Fayaldz other Azores. .
Cape de Verd Islands..
Italy generally
Sicily
Sardinia
Trieste, Ac
Turkey, Levant, <to. . . .
Hayti
Mexico
Central Republic, S. A .
New Grenada.
Venezuela.
Brar.il
Cisplatine Republic. . .
Argentine Republic . .
Chili
Peru
China
S. America generally. .
Asia generally
Africa generally
South Seas, Ac
Sandwich Islands
Total

Commercial Statistics.
Free of Paying duties
duty.
ad valorem.
806,269 335,222
13,636 270,419
11,640
81,600
122,031
16,058
5,451
131
6,620 186,999
6,829,817 2,321,449
261,937
1,200
27,974
24,565
6,446
6,798
2,976
Vs'ioi
82.8S3
116,421
44,528
7,646
15,817
3.701
33
999,974 1,093,382»
199,048 662,182
2,606,806 207,863
19,636 115,757
14,019
6,683
617
34
501
2,374
1,075
106,548
30,929
6,639
4,600
2,500
1,017,137 267,710
14,189
43,020
4,996
7,176
150
896
1,286
1,151
90,788
86,618
8,883
4,810
1,003
18,398
58,473 172,421
20,782
44,747
266 167,652
8,337 558,756
741
38,848
12,118 621,008
144,165
46.591
485,633 188,327
12,931
147
849,278
66,638
24,565 261,873
1,662
20,676
146,302 183,040
35,698
6,017
1,375
59,629
85,664
7,387
58,445
381
18,146,326 8,552,967

Entitled to drawback
Not entitled to drawba'k 18,145,326
From warehouse
• Includes goods amounting to $502,119;
turned, the returns being informal.

In American
vessels.
Total.
265,666
641,491
87,733
284,064
43,140
36,792
135,799
138,089
4,080
6,582
104,081
142,619
8,161,266 4,414,687
261,937
143,367
1,200
62,529
61,353
12,238
11,683
2,976
175,484
lV5,484
159,949
64,826
19,890
23,362
3,734
1,940
2,093,306
945,163
861,230
82,708
2,814,668 2,696,189
135,398
82,942
20,702
4,202
651
651
2,875
2,875
1,075
1,075
106,543
187,472
5.639
6,638
7,000
7,000
1,284,847 1,279,244
57,209
62,579
4,996
672
7,176
7,176
1,046
1,046
2,437
2,437
127,406
106,889
8,193
3,000
19,401
2,635
230,894
105,885
65,629
65,529
167,918
152,906
667,098
519,370
39,089
38,143
633,121
609,205
189,746
182,382
623.960
661,395
13,078
12,500
414,916
384,086
286,428
285,664
22,838
18,831
829.342
821,814
40,716
40,714
1,376
1,375
95,283
94,182
65,832
65,832
381
881
21,698,293 14,522,160

Is foreign
year!*
875,825
196,321
6,348
2,290
1,502
38,538
3,736,579
118,570
1,200
1,176
555
2,976
95,123
8,472
1 794
1,1 4 8, 143
778,527
118,529
52,451
16,500

30,929
6,603
4,630
4,324

20,517
5,193
16,766
125,009
15,012
47,728
946
23,916
7,414
62,565
578
30,831
764
3,507
7,528
1,101
7,176,143

1,574,269 1,574,269
888,195 686,074
1,311,992 14,457,318 9,731,679 4,725.<i39
5,666,706 5,666,706 8,902,276 1,764,430
tho respective value of each kind could not be i

Commercial Statistics.
VALUE OF IMPORTS FROM EACH FOREIGN COUNTRT.
VALUE OK MERCHANDISE IMPORTED INTO UNITED STATES FROM EACH FOREIGN COUNTRY,
FREE OF DUTV AND PAVI NO DUTIES, DISTINGUISHING THE AMOUNT IMPORTED IN FOR
EIGN AND AMERICAN VESSELS, FOR THE TEAR ENDING TONE 80, 1851.
Free
Paying
In American In foreign
Whence imported.
duly.of
duties.
Total.
Teasels.
vessels.
Russia.
(36,844 tl,366,43S $1,892,782
$1,007,981 $384,801
Prussia
20,642
20,542
15,392
5,160
Sweden and Norway. .
681
966,666
967,237
161,069 806,168
Swedish West Indies. .
19,687
9,414
29,001
28,654
347
Danish West Indies. . .
16,096
219,798
235,894
203,056
82,839
Denmark
38,887
88,887
88,887
Hanse Towns.
297.949 9,710.416 10,008,364 6,098,915 4,909,449
Holland
883,917 1,668,789 2,062,706
771,761 1,280,946
Dutch East Indies
208,366
201,792
410,148
410,148
Dutch West Indies.
88,970
633,500
572,470
639,601
32,969
Dutch Guiana
89,673
89,673
89,673
Belgium
6,840 2,371,790 2,377,630 1,840,031 687,699
England
2,283,462 88,328,786 90,612,238 65,984,122 24,628,116
Scotland
8,097 2,996,613 2,999.710 1,745,368 1,264,342
Ireland
1,104
234,884
285,938
26,689 209,349
Gibraltar
466
73,189
73,604
13,292
60,312
Malta
248
25,919
26,167
12,805
13,362
British East Indies. . . .
64,677 3,281,668 8,836,335 8,809,967
26,368
Cape or Good Hope . .
1,300
121,923
123,228
121.668
1,560
British Honduras.
18,268
156,268
174,626
143,761
80,775
British Guiana
26.904
18,309
44,218
40,617
3,696
British West Indies. .. 802,280
701,691 1,003,871
633,048 470,828
Brit American Colonies. 160,367 1,676,284 1,736,651
210,270 1,626,381
Other British Colonies.
182
132
182
Canada
1,629,686 8,426,786 4.966,471 2,360,174
France on the Atlantic. 897,164 29,391,960 29,789,124 28,163,261 2,696,297
1,636,868
France on M'd'terrane'n
8,688 1,922,891 1,926,429
775,308 1,151,121
French Guiana
11,000
17,948
28,948
28,948
French West Indies. . .
18.914
3,995
22,909
14,146
8,768
Spain on the Atlantic. .
4,807
446,990
451,797
229,269
Spain on Mediterranean
10,383 1,700,393 1,710,776 1,071,076 222,628
689,700
Tenerifle <fc oth. Canaries
27,718
27,718
11,301
16,417
Manilla <fc Philippine Is.
20,682 1,284,106 1,254,688 1,181,225
73,463
Cuba
661,172 16,886,769 17,046,931 16,616,957 1,480,974
Other Spanish W.Indies 176,087 2,305,242 2,480,329 2,220,132 260,197
Portugal
160
867,398
887,648
26,480 841,068
Madeira
29
102,419
102,448
86,846
13,602
Fayal <fc other Azores. .
22,793
10,069
82,852
82,122
780
Cape de Verds
681
1,169
1,860
1,860
Italy
23,082 2,028,865 2,061,897 1,148,298
903,699
Sicily
8,866
822,068
825,924
423,907 402,017
Sardinia
260
2,562
2,802
121
2,681
Trieste, Ac
9,862
720,926
730.788
47,210 683,678
•Turkey
10,196
891,041
901,286
718,392 182,844
Hayti
1,816,689
674,279 1,889,968 1,664,591 226,377
Mexico
1,111,669
698,120 1,804,779 1,446,095 858,684
Central Republic, S. A
26.521
123,385
149,866
137,424
12,482
* New Grenada
618,623
177,083
695,606
607,284
28,822
Venezuela
1,481,946
898,349 2,380,295 2,037,676 842,719
Brazil
8,889,131 2,636,178 11,625,304 8,891,682 2,688,722
Cisplatine Republic . . .
1,660
17,554
19,114
19,114
Argentine Republic. . .
101 8,265,281 8,265,882 1,916,289 1,860,098
Chili
76,821 2,657,926 2,734.746 2,734,746
Peru
48,085
40,648
94,733
63,674
31,159
Equador
806
76,886
76,692
76,692
S. America generally. .
39,700
129
89,829
10,200
29,629
China
4,688,170 2,426,974 7,066,144 6,418,206 661,938

624
Whepco Imported.
Africa generally
West Indies generally
S. Seas <t Pacific Ocean.
Sandwich Inlands
Total

Commercial Statistics.
Free of
duty.
184,384
1,172
10,337

Paying
duties.
978,792
25,751
1,126
6,515

Total.
1,163,176
25,751
2,298
16,852

In American Id foreign
Testis.
TMWh.
1,091,661
71,515
25,751
2,298
16,852

25,106,687 191,118,845 216,224,932 163,650,543 52,574,389
COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES WITH ALL NATIOKS.
STATISTICAL VIEW OK THE COMMERCE OF THE 0NITED STATES, EXHIBITING THE VALCZ OF
EXPORTS TO, AND IMPORTS FROM, EACH FOREIGN COU.VTRT, DURING THE
JUNE 80, 1851.
Value of exports.
Domestic
Foreign
Value of
Countries.
produce.
produce.
Total.
Import.
Russia
$1,465,704 (145,987 $1,611,691 ♦1,892.782
Prussia
80,469
5,444
85,913
20,542
Sweden and Norway
760,800
21,566
782,366
967.237
Swedish West Indies
61,157
61,902
745
29,001
Denmark
92,257
19,540
111,797
88,387
Danish West Indies
902,687 125,602 1,028,289
285,394
Uanse Towns
6,405,956 641,491 6,047,447 10,008,364
Holland
1,911,115 284,054 2,195,169 2,052,706
Dutch E:ist Indies
204,430 • 43,140
247,670
410,148
Dutch West Indies
366,898 138,089
504.987
672.470
Dutch Guiana
85,491
6,582
91,073
89,673
Belgium
2,709,393 142,619 2,852.012 2,877.630
England
105,121,921 8,151,266 113.27S.187 90,6 12.2 S8
Scotland
8,811,003 261,937 4,072,940 2,999.710
Ireland
69S,688
1,200
699,888
235.938
Gibraltar
177,904
62,529
230,433
73 604
Malta
64,061
12,288
76,299
26.16*7
British East Indies.
512,906 176,484
688,390 8,836,335
Cape of Good Hope
161,891
161,891
123,223
Mauritius
16,882
2,976
19,858
British Honduras.. .
213,806
23,362
237,168
174.526
British Guiana .....
640,654
644,283
3,784
44,213
British West Indies
8,943,560 159,949 4,103,609 1,003,871
Canada
6,885,834 2,093,806 7,929,140 4,956,471
British American Colonies
3,224,553 861,230 4,085,783 1,736,651
Other British Colonies
131
France on the Atlantic
24,667,067 2,814,668 27,381.735 29,789,124
France on the Mediterranean.
735,018 135,393
870,411 1.926,429
French West Indies
289,579
20,702
810,281
22,909
Miquelon and French Fisheries . .
8,716
8,715
French Guiana.
45,693
" 651
46,344
28,948
Bourbon
19,853
2,875
22,728
French Possessions in Africa . . .
Spain on the Atlantic.
958,718
1,075
959,788
451,797
Spain on the Mediterranean
4,457,331 137,472 4,594,803 1,7 10.77*
Teneriife and other Canaries. . . .
13,540
5.639
19,179
27.718
Manilla and Philippine Islands. .
126,544
7,000
182,544 1.254,689
Cuba
5,239,276 1,284,847 6,524,128 17,046.931
Porto Bico <fc other Span. W. Indies .
96 1 ,4 1 0
67,209 1,018,619 2.4S0.329
Portugal
167,342
4,996
172,338
847,543*
Madeira
94,589
7,176
101.765
102,448
Fayal and other Azores.
20,240
1,045
21.285
S2.S52
Cape de Verd Islands
67,476
2,437
69.918
1,890
Italy generally
1,736,834 127,406 1,864,240 2,051,897
Tuscany
8icily.
41,743
8,193
49.936
825.924
Sardinia
310,888
19,401
330,289
2,803
Pontifical States
Trieste and other Austrian porta. . 2,265,573 230,894 2,496,467
780,788

Commercial Statistic*.
Countries.
Turkey, Levant, Ac.. . . .

Brazil
Argentine Republic
Cisplatine Republic
Chili
Peru
China
West Indies generally
Equador
South America generally
Liberia .
Africa generally
Asia generally
South Seas and Pacific Ocean
Sandwich Islands
Australia
Northwest Coast
Greenland
Atlantic Ocean
Ionian Inlands
Indian Ocean
Uncertain places
Total.

626

Value of exports.
Domestic
Foreign
produce.
produce.
Total.
162,201
65,529
227,733

Value of
Imports.
901,236

167,918
567,093
39,089
538,121
189,746

1,847,290
1,581,783
262,391
3,040,822
1,044,525

1,889,968
1,804,779
149,856
695,608
2,380,295

3,128,956
659,862
32,7 1 1
1,608,877
249,760
2,155,945
76,936

628,960
414,916
13,078
286,423
22,338
329,342

36,196

40,715

3,752,916 11,625.304
1,074,768 3,265.382
19,114
45,789
1,895,305 2,734,746
94,738
272,098
2,485,287 7,065,144
25,751
76,936
76,692
39,829
76,911

1,245,361
70,586
601,146

95,283
1,876
66,832
381

1,340,644
71,961
666,978
881

1,163,176
2,298
16,862

196,689,718 21,698,293 218,388,011 216,224,932

EXPORTS FROM MARTINIQUE AND GUADALOUPE.
We give below a statement of the exports of West India products from Martinique
and Guadaloupe during the year 1851 :—
Martinique,
Guadaloupe.
Sugar, Muscovado
kil. 28,468,696 Sugar, Muscovado
.,. 20,048,888
Sugar, Clayed
807 Suirar, Clayed
lit.
13,879
Molasses
lit.
88,764 Molasses
142,139
Rum
206,611 Rum
Coffee
kiL
110,938 Coffee
kil.
221,218
Cotton
20,448
Cotton
Cocoa
149,083 Cocoa
11,462
Cassia.
163,580 Cassia
166
Logwood
60,260 Logwood
SHIPMENTS OF OIL AND BONE AT THE SANDWICH ISLANDS.
The amount of shipments of Oil and Whalebone from the Sandwich Islands the past
fall, as near as can be ascertained, was 3,587 bbls. of Sperm, 26,566 bbls. of Whale
Oil, and 803,000 lbs. of Whalebone—of which 2,246 bbls. Sperm, 12,480 bbls. Whale
Oil, and 617,000 lbs. Bone for New Bedford ; 180 bbls. Sperm, 3,560 bbls. Whale Oil,
and 44,000 lbs. Bone for Fairhaven ; 120 bbls. Sperm, 300 bbls. Whale Oil, and 8,000 lbs.
Bone for Nantucket ; 60 bbls Sperm, 86 bbls. Whale Oil, and 800 lbs. Bone for Edgartown ; 23,000 lbs. Bone for Warren ; 100 bbls. Sperm, 700 bbls. Whale Oil, and 10,000
lbs. Bone for Holmes's Hole ; 260 bbls. Sperm. 1,000 bbls. Whale Oil, and 78,000 lbs.
Bone for Stonington ; 40 lbs. Sperm, 600 bbls. Whale Oil, and 4,000 lbs. Bone for Greenport ; 75 bbls. Sperm, 1,660 bbls. Whale Oil, and 37,000 lbs. Bone for Sag Harbor ; 610
bbls. Sperm, 5,300 bbls. Whale Oil, and 86,000 lbs. Bone for New London.
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Commercial Statistics.

Commercial Regulations.

COMMERCIAL REGULATIONS.
BRAZILIAN CONSULAR REGULATIONS.
The Emperor of Brazil has ordered the execution of the following regulations, de
fining the exemptions and functions of foreign consular agents in the empire, and the
formalities to be observed in taking possession of, and in administering to, the property
of deceased subjects of their respective nations, in case of reciprocity.
Abt. 1. Consular agents—that is to say, foreign consuls and vice consuls in the em
pire, having obtained the imperial exequatur for their nominations—shall freely exer
cise the functions of an administrative character proper to their charge, which, without
detriment to the laws of the country, may have been imposed upon them by their
governments.
They are free to favor and promote the lawful navigation and Commerce of their
fellow-countrymen ; to protect the same against illegal measures ; to assist them in
their just pretensions before the local authorities ; to appeal, in case of justice being
denied on the part of the latter, to the imperial government through the medium of
the diplomatic agent of their nation, or directly, if there should not be any; to set forth,
by said means, the measures that have been adopted which may affect or tend to
injure the Commerce and navigation of their country ; and, finally, to perform other
administrative acts—such as to receive the declarations, protests, written affidavits,
and other documents which may be presented to them by the captains of vessels be
longing to their nation ; to authenticate the same ; to issue certificates ; to draw up
maritime and marriage contracts between their own countrymen ; and other acta of
this character, according to the regulations of instructions of their governments.
Abt. 2. As soon as a foreigner, domiciled in Brazil, dies intestate, having no wife
in the land, nor heirs recognized as such present, to whom would belong the right of
taking possession, as heaaof the family, m order to take an inventory and portion out
the estate, or even with a will, if the heirs should be foreigners and happen to be
absent likewise, the judge of probate for deceased persons and absentees shall pro
ceed, with the respective consular agent, to take possession of the estate, the custody
of which to be intrusted to said agent ; the above mentioned judge causing at first an
ex-officio inventory to be taken, which proceeding must take place in the presence of
the consular agent aforesaid.
This intervention on the part of consular agents shall not take place when any heir
recognized as such happens to be a Brazilian citizen, even though he should be absent.
Abt. 3. The inventory being concluded, the effects belonging to the estate shall be
intrusted to the administration and liquidation of the consular agent, who will not be
at liberty to dispose of the same or the proceeds theicof. nor to deliver them to the
legitimate heirs, until it is ascertained—preceding notices having been published in the
newspapers immediately after taking possession—that no creditor to said estate ha*
appeared within the period of one year, nor any judicial question been pending in the
meanwhile in regard to it, nor the duties to which said estate was subject by the laws
of the empire been left unpaid. In order to ascertain whether the payment of duties
is required or not, it will be necessary for the consular agent to show, by satisfactory
documents duly authenticated, what is the degree of kindred between the deceased
and bis heir or heirs.
Abt. i. At the expiration of the year mentioned in the foregoing articles, there be
ing no judicial question pending in regard to the estate—the fiscal duties having been
paid, or it being ascertained that the payment of such is not required—the consular
agent shall be at liberty to dispose of said estate, and transmit the proceeds of the
same to those who have a right to it, according to his instructions, being then consid
ered by the tribunals of the country as the representative of the heir or heirs, to whom
he will be alone responsible.
Abt. 6. If tliero be evidence of debts, or questions pending affecting only a portion
of the estate, the provision of the preceding article may, at the expiration of one year,
and on the fulfillment of the requisitions of the 3d article, be earned out in regard to
that portion which is unincumbered and free, a public deposit being previously mad*
of a sum of money covering the amount of the debt or question pending, or a reserva
tion made for the object embraced in said question.
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Aet. 6. If any foreigner domiciled in Brazil die under the circumstances mentioned
in the 2d article of this regulation, in a place were there is no consular agent of hit
nation, the judge of probate for deceased persona and absentees shall proceed to take
possession and make an inventory of the estate, in presence of two trustworthy wit
nesses belonging to the nation of the deceased, and, for want of such, in the presence
of two merchants or property-holders of respectability, either of whom becoming ad
ministrators for the settlement of the estate until some provision shall have been made
in regard to the disposition of the clear and undisputed proceeds accruing from it.
Akt. 7. In the case alluded to in the forgoing article, it shall be the duty of the
judge of probate to transmit, within the period of fifteen days after having been noti
fied of the death of any foreigner in his district under the circumstances mentioned in
the 8d article, to the Minister of Foreign Affairs, accompanied by a certificate of tbe
death, an account of the age, residence, place of birth, profession, and what has been
ascertained in regard to the propel ty and relatives of said foreigner, in order that the
minister aforesaid may communicate with the respective legation or consular agent in
regard to disposing of tbe unincumbered portion of the estate.
Akt. 8. In the case alluded to in the 6th article, neither the consular agent nor tbe
administrators shall have power to discharge any of the debts of the deceased without
the authority of the judge of probate, who is not to order payment of the same with
out consulting the consular agent or the administrators.
Exception to be made for the expenses of the funeral, which shall at once I*
authorized by the aforesaid consul, if possible, or by the competent authorities of tbe
district, with a regard to the capabilities of the estate.
Aet. 9. When a deceased foreigner has been a partner in any mercantile firm, or is
indebted to merchants for considerable sums of money, it will be necessary to proceed
according to the provisions of the S09th and 310th articles of tho commercial code.
To the judge of probate for absentees, and to the respective consular agent, will alone
belong the right of taking possession of the unincumbered portion still appertaining to
the estate. The consular agent, however, may, in the terms of the article aforesaid,
require whatever may fall to the benefit of the same.
Akt. 10. In those cases when, according to the 6th article of these regulations,
administrators to the unclaimed, estates of foreigners are appointed, they shall receive,
if they require it, the per rentage established by the laws of the empire for the cura
tors of such estates, and the emoluments of the judge of probate shall be determined
in the same way.
Akt. 11. When a foreign consular agent dies, his estate shall be taken possession of
in the same manner as it is customary with members of the diplomatic corps, unless
the consular agent has been engaged in some kind of business in the country ; because
in this cose it will be necessary to proceed according to the general rule.
Akt. 1 2. When a foreign vessel is wrecked on the coast of Brazil, and at a place
where there is consular agent of the respective nation, the latter may take whatever
measures he shall deem proper for the safety of such vessel, her cargo, and appurte
nances, without interfering with the local authorities in their right to succor tlwse who
have been shipwrecked ; to preserve order ; to secure the interests of the owners of
the vessel and cargo, as well as those of the public treasury ; to authenticate the inven
tory ; to identify the effects which were on board the wreck, and have the same depar
ted in the custom-house; and to intervene in all such circumstances that may attach
suspicion to the proceedings of the captain, pilot, or any other person w ho may have
had charge of the wrecked vessel
Akt. 13. Foreign consular agents shall exercise the authority of judges and arbiter!
in all questions relating to the wages of the crews, and in all civil questions which may
arise between their own countrymen composing said crews ; between the captains of
different vessels belonging to their nation; and in suits of a commercial character
between their fellow-citizens, when the la'ter do not prefer to have recourse to the au
thorities of the empire, and there are not found involved in such questions the rights of
any inhabitants of the empire belonging to a different nation.
Art. 14. It is incumbent upon consular agents to take cognizance, according 10
their regulations, of such crimes as are committed on board vessels belonging to ihw
nation, by members of the crew against one another during the voyage, provided that
neither the offender nor the injured party are subjects of the empire ; because i" *uch
case, although they may constitute purt of said crew, the local authorities will have
the exclusive right of taking cognizance of such crime.
,
Art. 16. When foreign merchant vessels find themselves in any of the ports of
Brazil, the criminal and competent jurisdiction of their respective consular agents th*1'
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not extend to criminal offences of a serious character, or which may in any way dis
turb public tranquillity, or affect in a particular manner any of the inhabitants of the
Country.
Art. 16. Foreign consular agents shall be assisted, on making a requisition to that
effect, by the competent local authorities, not only when they are in need of their in
tervention and support in the exercise of their functions on board said vessels, but also
when iliey require the imprisonment and surrender of sailors and soldiers who may
have deserted from them or from ships-of-war, said consular agents being responsible
for the expenses which such individuals may incur in prison.
Art. 17. In civil transaction?, and such offences as they may individually commit,
foreign consular agents are subject to the authorities of the empire, whether the mat
ter at issue affect them directly, or whether it relate to a third party, and their inter
vention as private individuals be rendered necessary—said consular agents being
treated, however, with all the attentions which are customary in court, when the sum
mons and declarations are addressed to persons holding public offices of an elevated char
acter, and being accommodated, when not indicted for a criminal offence, with a seat
by the side of the person in authority, or president of the court before whoai they
have to appear, except when they happen to be merchants, or have been engaged in
any kind of business in the country, and the question turns upon matters affecting
their trade or business ; because in this case the same treatment must be observed
towards them as in the case of any other private individual.
Art. 18. It is only with regard to such offences which tbey may have committed as
merchants, or which may be of such serious character as not to admit of bail, that con
sular agents can be imprisoned without the authorization of the imperial government ;
which, on being apprized that, either on account of the circumstances attending the
commission of the offence, or for some powerful reason, said agent ought not to be de
livered to the government of which he is the subject for trial, or that it is not sufficient
to expel him from the empire, or to deprive him of his exequatur, shall cause him to
be tried by the competent tribunal.
Art. 19. The archives, documents, and official correspondence of foreign consuls and
▼ice consuls, are exempted from search, and of all and any examination and inves
tigation whatever on the part of the authorities of the empire. In case of a consular
agent being imprisoned or expelled without any one being substituted in his place, the
aforesaid archives, documents, and correspondence must be carefully preserved, being
stamped and sealed up by said agent, and by the first judiciary authority within the
jurisdiction of the district
Art. 20. Brazilians exercising the functions of foreign consuls and vice consuls in
Brazil, shall not on that account be exonerated from entire subjection to the ordinary
jurisdiction of the country, nnd will be tried and punished by their own tribunals
whenever they commit any crime, no matter of what character. In the same manner
such functions shall not exempt them from performing public duties, and from serving
in the national guard, when for some special reason, they have not obtained an exemp
tion or dispensation from the same.
Art. 21. The houses in which foreign consular agents reside shall not enjoy the
rights of asylum, notwithstanding the summons, imprisonments, and the execution of
any judicial mandate of the country, due attention having been paid to the guaranties
and formalities established by law.
Art. 22. A decree of the government will designate the points in the empire where
consular agents are or may be received.
Art. 28. The provisions of the 1st, 13th, 14th, 16th, 18th, and 19th articles of these
regulations shall not be of any avail to the consular agents and subjects of those na
tions among whom the consular agents and subjects of Brazil do not hnd any reciproc
ity—the imperial government declaring which of those provisions shall not, for the
reasons specified above, be executed.
Art. 24. The 2d, 3d. 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8tb, and 11th articles shall not go in force
in regard to the consular agents and subjects of a nation after that, in virtue of agree
ment, a reciprocity shall have been established by means of an exchange of notes,
said articles being consequently ordered to be executed in regard to said nation by a
decree of the government
PAULINO JOSE SOARES DE 80U8A.
Palace or Rio d« Janeiro, November 8, 1851.
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SPANISH NAVIGATION AND PORT DUES.
Treasury Department, March, 25, liH.
The subjoined decree of the Government of Spain, communicated to this depart
ment by the Department of State, is published for the information of the ship-masters
of the United States and pthers interested :—
Legation of United States at Madrid. \
First Department op the Office of State. S
ROYAL DECBBE.
Conforming myself to what has been proposed by my minister of finance in agree
ment with the counsel of ministers, I assent to and decree the following :—
Abt. 1. In the peninsular and island adjacent, there shall be put upon the same
footing of Spanish vessels—for the exaction of navigation and port duties ; or, that is
to say, for those of light-houses, anchorage, and of loading and unloading cargo, estab
lished in the law of the eleventh of April, 1849, and in my royal decree of the six
teenth of December last—the vessels of all nations, who may concede a like benefit
in their respective territories to the vessels of the Spanish marine.
Art. 2. The government will give account of this order to the cortes.
Given at the palace, on the third of January, one thousand eight hundred and fiftytwo. It is signed by the royal hand. The minister of finance.
JUAN BRAVO MURILLO.
BREADSTUFFS IMPORTED INTO THE ZOU-VEREIN FREE OF DUTY.
Department of State, Washington, Match, 23, 185$.
Information has been received from Charles Graebe, Esq., United States Consul for
Hesse Cassel, Hesse Darmstadt, and Hanover, that in consequence of the general de
ficiency of the last crop of grain, and the high price occasioned thereby, the States
composing the Zoll-Verein of Germany have passed a decree, that from the first of
the present month to the first of September next, grains, legumus, and flour, can bt
imported into the Zoll-Verein free of duty.
The import duty on grain previous to the said decree was about seven cents a bushel,
and that on flour amounted to a prohibition, being two dollars and fifty cents per
barrel.
REDUCTION OF POSTAGE TO BUENOS AYRES.
Information has been received at the United States Post-Office Department in Wash
ington, of the reduction of the British packet rate of postage on letters conveyed
between England and Buenos Ayres, or any other part of the Argentine Republic,
from 2s. 7d. to Is., for a letter not exceeding the weight of half an ounce ; the rate
(which must be prepaid) hereafter to be charged on a letter of half an ounce or under,
from any office in the United States to any part of the Argentine Republic, is fortyfive cents, instead of eighty-three cents as heretofore. In is to be borne in mind that
this reduction applies only to letters to and from the Argentine Republic, which it
subdivided into the following departments, viz.:—Buenos Ayres, Santa Fe, Entre Rios,
Corrientes, Missiones, Cordova, Santiago, Tucumen, Salta, Catamarca, La Rioga, Sao
Juan, San Luis, and Mendoza. To Brazil and Montevideo the postage remains un
changed.
NEW SPANISH DUTY ON FOREIGN VESSELS.
Alicant, December 3L
By a decree of the Spanish Government, dated 17th inst., all foreign vessels
entering Spanish ports on or after the 1st of February next, will be subject to a new
,. duty of two reals, (about 6d. sterling,) per ton, in lieu of the present mole or harbor
dues, and in addition to one quarter of a real on each quintal of merchandise landed
or shipped in Spain or the adjacent Islands.
PASSPORT REGULATIONS OF AUSTRIA.
Information has been received at the Department of State at Washington, that new
instructions have lately been given by the Austrian government to all their police offi
cers and gens d'armes not to permit any foreigner to enter their dominions unless his
passport bears the vise of an Austrian legation or consulate.
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This new regulation extends to every place at which an Austrian garrison exist*,
and will, as is stated, be strictly enforced against English and American travelers. It
is, therefore, advisable that those of our countrymen who intend to travel in the in
terior of Germany or into Italy, should have their passports vited at the Austrian le
gation at Washington, or at Paris or London.

NAUTICAL INTELLIGENCE.
LIGHT-HOUSES AT PORT MAHON AND DRAGONERA.
Department or State, Washington, April 7, 1853.
Freeman Hunt, Esq., Conductor Merchants' Magazine, New York :—
Sib :—I transmit to you, inclosed, a translation of two notices, relative to the erec
tion of Light-Houses, recently established by the Spanish Government, at the Port of
Mahon, and on the Island of Dragonera, for such use as you may choose to make of
them.
I am, sir, respectfully, your obedient servant,
DANIEL WEBSTER.
LIMIT HOUSE OF THE ISLAND OF DRAOONEBA.
General Direction or Public Works.
From the 20th March, 1852, a light will be kindled every night, from the setting to
the rising of the sun, in a new. light-house established upon the central summit of the
Island of Dragonera, called Single de Oinavera, on the same site where there stood an
old watch-tower.
Its situation, according to the meridian of Cadiz, is of 8° ST 20" E. longitude, and
89° 37' 50" of N. latitude. Its apparatus is a catadioptrical, large model, with scin
tillations at intervals of two minutes. The light is raised 860 m. 19 above the level of
the sea; it produces a tangent of 18 miles; but it may be descried from a greater or
lesser distance, according' to the state of the atmosphere and the elevated position of
the observer.
LIGHT-HOUSE OF THE POET OF MAHON.
From the 20th March, 1852, a light will be kindled every night, from the setting to
the rising of the sun, in a new light-bouse established at the extremity of San Felipe
and S. E. angle of the entrance of Port Mahon, upon the remains of an ancient castle of
that name. Its distance in a level line from the waters of the sea is of 126 in,, and the
rocky banks, which produce visible breakers, extend to a distance of nearly 200 feet.
The situation of the light-house, in regard to the meridian of Cadiz, is of 10° 40' 8"
of E. longitude, and of 39° 60' 28" N. latitude.
Its apparatus is catadioptrical of the sixth order of fixed and luminous light, 270°
horizontally.
The light is raised 22 m. 66 above the level of the sea; it produces a tangent of 4
miles, but may be descried at a greater or lesser distance, according to the state of the
atmosphere and the position of the observer.
PORT REGULATIONS OF SHANGHAE.
The following regulations went into operation on the 24th September, 1851 :—
Buoys will be placed at the northern and southern extremities of the anchorage, in
order to establish the line of boundary, and it will be obligatory upon all vessels to
anchor within the defined limits.
The harbor-master shall berth all foreign vessels arriving at the anchorage at Slianghae, superintend their mooring and unmooring, and take them safely out when ready
to depart, for which he receives ten dollars on all vessels above 160 tons.
No vessel under any foreign flag, having gunpowder or other combustibles on board,
shall be permitted to anchor among the foreign vessels or in their near vicinity.
No sailor from a foreign vessel can be discharged or left behind at this port without
the express sanction of the consul reporting the vessel.
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LIGHT-HOUSE AT THE MOUTH OF THE RIVER LLOBREGAT.
Department of State, Washington, March 93, 1838.
Freeman Hunt, Esq., Conductor of the Merchants' Magaxine, etc.
Sir :—The inclosed intelligence, respecting a new light-house, erected at the month
of the river Llobregat, near the city of Barcelona, is transmitted to you for such use
as you may think proper to make thereof.
I am, sir, respectfully, your obedient servant,
W. HUNTER, Acting Secretary.
Bureau or Light-Houses—General Direction or Public Works.
From the 1st of March, 1852, a light will burn every night, from the setting to the
rising of the sun, in a light-house, which has been established on the projecting point
formed by the river Llobregat, where it empties itself into the sea. The light-house
is situated on the left bank of the river, and has been constructed upon an old battery,
which is put down in the maps and marine charts by the name of Torre de la pmta
del rio. Its location, in regard to the actual conformation of the shore, is as follows :—
distance from the mouth 2,620 Castillian feet; distance from the coast 1,803 CastilIian feet. The geographical position of the light-house is the following:—latitude
41° 19' 12" N., longitude 8° 26' SO" East of Cadiz. Its apparatus is of the second
calioptric order, Fresnel, composed of a revolving light with obscurations at every
thirty seconds' interval, the whole revolution being performed in six minutes. The
light is of a natural color, it is placed at an elevation of 116 Castillian feet above the
level of the sea, producing a tangent of 1 0.6 miles, but may be descried from a greater
distance, according to the state of the atmosphere and the elevation of the observer.
As a f^uide to those navigators who may approach the port of Barcelona from the
west, it is necessary to remark, that all vessels that may find themselves two miles
south of Punta lirroea, on the coasts of Garraf, must shape their course 12° to the
south of the light of the light house, as much to avoid the shores on the left bank of
the river Llobregat, as to keep watch for a shoal on said bank, situated 0.8 mile west
ward of the mouth of the river, which stretches out for a distance of 1.6 miles S. S. E.
of the lighthouse. Following the above-mentioned course, said vessels may steer for
the port of Barcelona, when the light-house bears 86° west of them.
Madrid, December 11, 1852.
[Signed] REINOSO.
[True copy ]
CONCERNING SABLE ISLAND.
The information contained in the subjoined extract from a letter of H. W. Batfixld
Captain Surveying the Gulf of St. Lawrence, is important to our navigation, to Great
Britain, France, and the North of Europe ; the more so as the English charts, according
to G. W. Blunt, with the exception of the admiralty, place Sable Island from fourteen
to twenty-two miles too far to the westward, and 6ix miles too far north.
EXTRACTS FROM CAPTAIN BAYFIELd'8 BKPORT ON SABLE ISLAND—SETT., 1861.
The western flagstaff at the principal establishment iu Sable Island is in latitude
43° 66' 88" N, Ion. 60° 8' 16.7" W.
The eastern extreme of the Grassy Sand Hills is in lat 43° 59' 0.5" N, Ion. 69° 45'
»9" W.
The east extreme of the Sand Hills alone remains unchanged from comparison with
the observations of Admiral Ogle's officers.
No reason to find fault with their determination of latitude and longitude.
Two miles of the west end of the island washed away since they were observed in
1828. This reduction and consequent addition to the western bar is reported to have
bten in operation since 1811, and seems almost certain to continue.
An opinion exists that the island is insensibly becoming narrower.
It is agreed by all that there has been no material change in the east end of the
island within the memory of any one acquainted with it.
The western bar can be safely approached by the lead, from any direction, with
common precaution.
The length of the N. E. bar has been greatly exaggerated, but it is still a most for
midable danger; it extends 14 miles from the island to 10 fathoms, and is 13 miles to
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6 fathoms; all within the last named depth being a line of heavy breakers in bad
weather. Not far from the extremity of the bar the depth is 170 futhoms, so that a
vessel going moderately fast, might be on the bar in a few minutes after in vain trying
for soundings. This bar, moreover, is very steep all along its north side, and is on
these accounts exceedingly dangerous.
The reduction of this bar from its reported length of 28 miles to its real length of
14 miles, greatly lessons one of the objections to a light en the east end of the island.
The people of the island frequently see the mail steamers passing, as well as other
vessels, which from their distance were probably unaware of tneir proximity.
STATISTICS OF POPULATION, &c.
POPULATION OF CITIES AND TOWNS IN THE UNITED STATES.
POPULATION OP THE PRINCIPAL CITIES AND TOWNS IN TBK DNIT1D STATES, WITH THKIB DE
CENNIAL INCEEA8E Pill CENT, FBOM 1830 TO 1860.
Ritioof in- Ratio ofInCities and Towns.
Population Population Population crease Ir'm crease Vm
or 1840. of 1850. 1830 to 1840. 1640 to '50.
of 1830.
200.09
67.28
14,432
8,627
Bangor, Me
2,867
20.79
S6.77
16,218
20.815
Portland
12,698
54.77
6.314
8,225
83.51
Augusta.
8,980
56.00
8,141
8,020
SO. 25
Bath.
8,773
3,235
268.87 880.67
13.9S2
Manchester, N. H.
877
46.66
62.01
93,888 136,871
Boston, Mass
61,392
60.62
20,796
83,383
221.22
Lowell
6,474
16,082
20,264
34.86
8.54
Salem
13,895
9,089
18,364
73.22 102.04
Roxbury
5,247
49.91
11,484
17,216
80.75
Charlestown
8,783
7,497
17,049
79.65 127.41
Worcester
4,173
69.02
86.03
12,087
16,443
New Bedford
7,592
15,215
S8.48
80.93
8,409
Cambridge
6,072
62.02
14,250
62.00
9,367
Lynn
6,138
7.01
61.92
10,985
11,766
Springfield
6,784
36.67
26.53
7.645
10,441
Taunton
6,042
37.65
79.16
41,512
23.171
Providence, R. I
16,833
21 .37
56.98
12.960
20,345
New Haven, C.iun
10,678
40.28
7,239
10,265
41.08
Norwich
5.161
43.16
83.84
9,468
13,555
Hartford
7,074
64.86
58.64
312,710 515,607
New York City, N. Y
197,112
86,233
96,838
85 . 37 167.29
Brooklyn
16,394
50.58
50,763 • 39.29
83.721
Albany
24.209
42,261
18,213
110.01 132.03
Buffalo.
8,668
36.403
80.29
20,191
119.03
Rochester
9,207
6.0114
30,780
356.04 604.24
Williamsburg
1,117
48.88
28,785
67 03
19,334
Troy
11,666
Syracuse
22,2V
63.57
87". 41
12,782
17,565
Tjtica
8,323
13,944
89.35
10,006
38.54
Poughkeepsie
7.222
35.04
9,105
1 2 3°3
138.08
Lockport
3.823
4.R65
12|205
72.58 161 .62
Oswego2,703
27.78
8.933
11,415
39.05
Newburg
6,424
Kingston
4,170
75.07
S9.6G
6.824
10,233
3S.891
67.85 124.95
Newark, N.J
10,958
17,290
49.26
7,6'J6
11,338
Paterson
64.53
10.62
8,603
13,387
New Brunswick
7,831
29 68
16.04
98,665 121,876
Philadelphia City, Pa. . .-. .
80,462
74.88
51.72
164,372 287,386
Phila. Co., exclu'e of the city
108,335
68.00 120.07
21,115
46,601
Pittsburg
12,568
260.19 110.78
10,089
21,261
Allegharjy
2,801
87.25
15,748
43.61
8,410
Reading.
5.856
46.09
12,365
9.25
8,417
Lancaster
'.
7,704

034
Cities and Towns.
Wilmington, DeL
Baltimore, Mi
Washington, D. C
Richmond, Va.
Norfolk
PetersburgWheeling
Charleston, S. 0
Savannah, Ga
Mobile, Ala.
New Orleans, La
Lafayette
Memphis, Tenn.
Nashville
Louisville, Ky.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Columbus
Cleveland
Dayton
Ohillicothe
Zanesville
Madison, la.
Chicago 111
Detroit Mich
St Louis, Mo
Milwaukee, Wis

Statistics of Population, etc.
Population
uf 1830.
80,620
18,826
6,055
9,8U
8,322
5,276
30,289
1.302
3,194
49,826

Population
of 1840.
8,367
102,313
23,364
20,153
10,920
11,136
7,885
29,261
11,214
12,672
102,193
8,207
2,026
6,566
6,929
10,341
21,210
24,831
46,388
2,435
6,048
1,076
6,071
2,950
6,067
2,846
8,977
3,094
4,760
1
8,798
4.470
2,222
9,102
4,977
16,469
1,712

Ratio ofln- Ratio ofinPopulation crea««rr'm crease Tin
of 1850. J1830 to 1840. lB40to'S0.
18,979
67.07
169,054
65.23
26.09
71.08
40,001
24.01
36.36
27,482
232.83
31.19
14,326
11.26
25.08
14,010
38.81
44.46
11,391
49.45
46.90
42,985
43.21
16,060
68.57
61.87
20,513
296.74
16.89
119,460
105.09
842.46
14,190
336.27
8,839
51.21
10,478
24.48
48,196
105.01 103.66
86.61 149.11
15,486
17,883
148.87 195.68
17,034
464.21 180.57
80.93
105.66
10,977
78.62
89.74
7,100
66.86
64.04
7,929
110.76
8,005
570.31
29,963
309.63 130.92
21,019
77,860
230.09 372.76
1,071.78
20,061

POPULATION OF NICARAGUA.
The population of Nicaragua may be estimated at 250,000. The civilized Indiana,
and those of Spanish and negro stocks crossed with them, constitute the mass of tha
population. The pure individuals of pure European stock constitute but a small part
of the whole, and are morn than equaled in number by those of pure negro blood. Tb«
entire population may be divided as follows :—
Whites
20,000
Negroes
15,000
Indians
80,000
Mixed
180,000
Total
250,000
Most of these live in towns, many of them going two, four, and six miles daily to
labor in the fields, starting before day and returning at night The plantations, "ha
ciendas," " hattos," " ranchos," and " chacras " arc scattered pretty equally over the
country, and are reached by paths so obscure as almost wholly to escape Uic notice of
travelers who, passing through what appears to be a continual forest from one town to
the other, are liable to fall into the error of supposing the country almost wholly unin
habited. Their dwellings are usually of canes, thatched with palm, many of them
open at the sides, and with no other ffoor but the bare earth, the occupation of which
is stoutly contested by pigs, calves, fowls, and children. These fragile structures, so
equable and mild is the climate, are adequate to such protection as the natives are ac
customed to consider necessary. Some of them are more pretending, and have the
canes plastered over and whitewashed, with tile roofs and other improvements ; and
there are a few, belonging to large proprietors, which are exceedingly neat and com
fortable, approaching nearer our ideas of habitations for human beings.
A large part of the dwellings in the towns are much of the same character ; the
residences of the better classes, however, are built of adobes, are of one story, and
inclose large courts, which are entered under archways often constructed with great
beauty. The court-yard has generally a number of shade trees, usually orange, mak
ing the corridors, upon which all the rooms open, exceedingly pleasant
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The State is divided into five Departments, each of -which has several Judicial Dis
tricts, as follows :—
Departments.
Population.
Districts.
1. Meridional.
20,000
Rivas or Nicaragua.
| Acayopa or Choutales, Grenada,
2. Oriental
96,000
Masaga, and Managua,
3. Occidental
90,000
Leon
and Ohinandega.
eon ant"
4. Septentrional of Matagalpa.
40,000
Matagalpa.
latagalj
4. Septentrional of Segovia"
12,000
Segovia.
Total
247,000
The population here given is the result arrived at, in round numbers, by a census
attempted in 1846. It was only partially successful, as the people supposed it pre
liminary to some military conscription, or new tax.
The principal towns of the State, with their estimated population, are as follows :—
Leon, (the capital,) including
PueblaNueva.
2,900
Subtiava
25,000 Nngorote
1,800
Chinandega
11,000 Souci
2,600
Chinandega Viejo
3,000 Managua
12,000
Realejo
1,000 Massaya
16,090
Chichigalpa
2,800 Grenada
10,000
Posultega
900 Nicaragua
8,000
Telica
1,000 Segovia
8,000
Somotillo
2,000 Matagalpa.
2,000
Villa Nueva
1,000
It is a singular fact that the females greatly exceed the males in number. In the
Department Occidental, according to the census, the proportions were as three to two !
PROGRESS OF LIVERPOOL IN POPULATION AND COMMERCE.
The model of Liverpool, forwarded to the Great Exhibition in London, is accompa
nied with the following tabular statement, illustrative of the population of Liverpool
under three Queens, namely, Elizabtth, Anne, and Victoria :—
EISE AND PROGRESS OF LIVERPOOL.
Under Queen
Under Queen
Under Queen
Eliznbvth.
Anne.
Victoria.
1570.
1710.
1851.
Population
800
1,168
400,000
Tonnage
268
12,636
3,636,837
Number of Vessels
15
834
23,000
Dock dues
£600
£211,743
Town dues.
£20
£378 19s. lid. £91,000
Amount of customs
£272 3s. 0d. £70,000
£3,860,284
Income of the Corporation
£20 4s. 8d. £1,115 Is. 0^d. £139,152 7s. 4dPOPULATION OF SAN FRANCISCO,
This great metropolis of the western seas, built upon more bills than Rome was,
and, unlike her, built almost in a " day," contains a population of twenty-three thous
and, who, attracted by the sparkling of gold, have come hither from every quarter of
the habitable globe. From the sunny climes of Spain and Italy, from the fairy lands of
Persia and Arabia, from the regions of snow and ice in Norway and Russia, from the corn
and vine lands of pleasant France, from the British isles and colonies, from the green
South America, from the imperial dominions of the near relative of the Sun and Moon,
and from the golden islands of the Pacific, have they come in myriads to California. In
our streets the fair European jostles with the swarthy Kanaka or the darker Hindoo;
the pious Mussulman says his daily prayers, as he passes the churches of the Chriatian, the calculating German drives hard bargains with the volatile Frenchman, and
the stiff made Yankee daily deals with the long-tailed Chinaman. Such an omnium
gatherum of humanity was never before witnessed in the world's history. The golden
charm has spoken the " open sesame " to the brazen gates and lofty walls that have
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heretofore inclosed a nation of millions, and the whole world has sent her representa
tives in great convention to a little spot that four years ago was known only as 1
resort for whalers or merchant vessels who were on the Pacific coast
No man can accurately calculate the result of this union, but its effects must be
grand and Listing. The southron of Europe will return to his home, the fur-clad
northerner will again visit the cold land of his childhood ; the light-limbed oriental will
go back to his fairy land, the long tailed child of the sun will enter again his noble
wall, the bearded Turk will once more listen to the muezzim as it is sounded from the
roinereta, and the unsophisticated children of the sea will return to their flowery
islands. But all will carry back with them a knowledge of the English language, an
idea of the American institutions and liberties, a portion of the energy and ardor of
the great Anglo-Saxon race, and an understanding of the blessed principles of Him
who-* precepts will yet spread peace among the nations, and make the " wilderness
bud and blossom as the rose tree."
The discovery of gold in California has done more to advance the cause of civiliza
tion and the spread of enlightened and Christian institutions, than any other one feet
brought to light within the last century.—Alta California.

RAILROAD, CANAL, AND STEAMBOAT STATISTICS.
CANALS AND KA1LR0ADS OF PENNSYLVANIA.
The following statement of the canals and railroads of Pennsylvania is derived from
the report of the Canal Commissioners. It only includes the public works owned bj
the State :—
The commonwealth of Pennsylvania has completed and in operation 652jr miles of
canal and railroad, independent of feeders not navigable, as follows :—
Delaware division, from Bristol to Easton
miles
59}
Columbia Railroad, from Philadelphia to the basin at Columbia.
,....
8!
Eastern division, from Columbia to the junction of the Juniata and Susque
hanna divisious at the head of Duncan Island
45J
Juniata division, from the junction at Duncan's Island to the basin at Hollidaysburg
lS'l
Portage Railroad, from Hollidaysbiirg to Johnstown
36
Western division, from Johnstown to the Monongahela River at Pittsburg.. .
10*r
Susquehanna division, from the junction at Duncan's Island to Northumberland
I
«0|
West Branch division, from Northumberland to Farrandsville
W
North Branch division, from Northumberland to the Lackawanna
Bald Eagle side cut, from the pool of Dunstown Dam, on the West Branch
division, to Bald Eagle Creek
M
Lewisburg side cut, from Lewisburg to the West Branch division
s
Lackawanna feeder, at the termination of the North Branch division
\
Alleghany Branch of the Western division in Alleghany City
•
Feeder at Johnstown on the Western division
W
Feeder at the mouth of the Rayston branch of the Juniata
*
Total miles
«*t
U|X)n the completion of the North Branch Canal, from the mouth of the LackawanM
to the New York State Line, 94 J miles more of navigation will be added to the above.
The Erie extension, consisting of the Beaver division, the Shenango and Conneant
lines, and the French Creek feeder, 163 miles in length, and the Wisconisco Canal, 12t
miles in length, which were nearly completed, have been transferred to private com
panies.
^
The receipts from tolls have been nearly doubled within the last ten years, as the fol
lowing table shows: —
1842
$940,218 69 I 1846
81,295,494 16 1 1849
$1,633,277 1i
1848
1.017,841 12 1847
1,581,675 87 | 1850
1,768,509 «
1844
1,167,608 42 1848
1,688,844 00 I 1851
1,793,684 01
1846
1,196,979 43 |
I
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The gross receipts on the several lines of canal and railroad for the fiscal year end
ing November 80, 1851, amounted to $1,793,624 82, being un increase over 1850 of
♦26,417 36. The expenditures for the same period amounted to $1,054,893 99.
Included in these expenditures are the following :—
For repairs of breaches
,. .
$71,249 72
Purchase of new locomotives
58,717 00
Maintaining ferry at Duncan's Island
10,000 00
Rebuilding wcigh-lock at Kaston
13,000 00
Total
$152,966 72
The rebuilding of the Conestoga Bridge, $17,854 60; the rebuilding of the Clark's
Ferry Bridge, $21,922 30 ; the rebuilding of the bhaiuokin Sbute, $4,078 50; the ex
traordinary repairs to the planes on the Alleghany Portage railroad, pi r act of 1850,
$15,420 06 ; the building of an addition to the wharf at Bristol, $l,5nl); the repair
of road and farm bridges, $25,000 ; and new depot ut Parkers-bun;, $10,oOU—not being
fairly chargeable to the repair account of the year, are not included in the fc taUiuent
of expenditures.
Receipts fur all purposes on the Columbia Railroad
$098,982 58
Portage Railroad
249,088 88
Main line of canal, from Columbia to Pittsburg
876,204 75
Delaware division of canal25:;,87:i 4:1
North and west brauch, and Susquehanna divisions
239,941 U5
Total
Deduct drawbacks paid ut Philadelphia.

$1,817,090 <U
23,466 82

Total gross receipts on all the lines
$1,793,624 82
The amount of anthracite and bituminous coal shipped from the several oilioes on
the line of the State improvements for the year 1851, is as follows:—
tons
11,696
Easton
tons
707,702 Northumberland
8,301
Beach Haven
3X4,007 Pittsburg
61
Harrisburg
60,138 Freeport
46,746
Liverpool
14,793 Hulidayoburg.
Portsmouth
450
Total
1,187,842
Newport.
2,879
The inaiu lino— Philadelphia and Columbia—is 82 miles in length, extending from
the city of Philadelphia to the borough of Columbia. This division of the improve
ments has been in successful operation during the year.
The freight passed over the road in 1851, amounted to 260,860 tons, being uti in
crease over 1850 of 6,805 tons, exclusive of the tonnage from Beading Railroad in that
year.
The number of cars passed over the road was 146,220, of which 17,066 were pas
senger cars. Increase over 1850, 9,271 cars.
Number of trips made by locomotive engines, R,2S0.
Number of miles run by locomotive engines, 678,960.
Number of section boats passed over the road. 238.
Number of miles traveled by passengers, 9,838,287—equal to 119,979 through pas
sengers. Amount of toll received on passengers nud passenger cars, $216,719 61.
The motive power department is now in good condition, and fully equal to the business
of the next year. Five first cla«s locomotive engines were purchased during the past
year. There are forty-six engines of all classes upon the road. Seven of these are
undergoing repairs, aDd will be ready for Bervico in the spring. There are twelve
sets of trucks for section boats in order. As the transportation of boats over the road
appears to be on the decrease, this number will be sufficient lor present use.
The Alleghany Portage Railroad is thirty six miles in length, aud extends from
Holisdaysburg to Johnstown. Transportation was resumed on this road on the 26th of
February.
There are twenty locomotive engines on this road ; seven of these are of the first
class, ten are adapted to abort levels with light grades, and three are nearly worn out
and of but little service. Two of the first class engines were purchased during the
year. New ropes were placed on planes 2, 5, 0, 7, 8, and 10, at a cost of $18,624 94
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RAILROAD SPEED FORTY MILES AN HOUR.
A correspondent of the Albany Journal, in an article under the title of "Railroad
Accidents and Legislation thereon," gives the following statistical analysis of speed on
railroads, at forty miles an hour. He says :—
Men who are used to the railroad, and to the working of the rolling stock, know
what such a rate of speed is and how wonderful is the operation. Let us examine it.
An engine, tender, and train of four passenger cars and one baggage car, when prop
erly loaded will not be much less than eighty tons weight. This body, at the rate of
forty miles an hour, moves about sixty feet in a second. That is, between two beats
of a clock, it flies across a common street. The driving-wheels, if six feet in diameter,
revolve three times in a second. The common wheels of the cars revolve about eight
times in a second. The revolutions of the driving-wheels are produced by the motion
of the piston in the cylinder. To each revolution of this wheel there are two motions
of the piston. Thus there are six motions of the piston to the second, and at each of
these motions a valve is opened or closed, for the taking or exhausting steam from the
cylinder. This must be a complete and perfect operation, each time, to produce the
speed. But there are two cylinders, working at opposite sides of the engine, and at
different points on the crank of the wheel, or axle, as may be, and they do not move
at the same instant, or, rather, they alternate, and thus, each performing the same
office, they divide a second into twelve equal parts or periods, in each of which the
perfect and complete operation of taking or exhausting steam is performed, and at
the end of each motion the piston actually stops and turns the other way. Now, the
eye could not count or comprehend these motions. The ear could not distinguish the
exhausts though each Is as perfect and distinct as when the engine is drawing a heavy
load four or five miles an hour, when it seems to labor and to cough as if struggling
with its load. This is a speed of forty miles an hour analyzed. Now must there not
be very greatly increased liability to accident at such a rate of speed ? Who can see
the strains upon parts of machinery that may result in a fracture when moving at this
rate i
CONSUMPTION OF OIL ON RAILROADS IN MASSACHUSETTS.
The subjoined table, furnish d by a writer in the New Bedford Mercury, gives the
cost of sperm oil used on Tsever al railroads in 1851, as follows :—
RailroadH.
Railroads.
82,641
Newburyport
Boston <fc Lowell
$422 00
Norfolk County
Boston & Maine
7,787
915 54
Norwich & Worcester
2,832
Boston it Providence ....
4,888 34
Old Colony
9,725
Boston <t Worcester. . . .
4,167 18
Pittsficld it North Adams.
Cape Cod Branch
923
650 00
Providence & Worcester . .
Cheshire
2,228
1,680 00
Connecticut River
2,101
South Reading Branch
958 73
Vermont di Massachusetts .
Eastern
4,867
2,823 89
Fall River
Western
2,889
16,636 87
Fitchburg
Worcester <fe Nashua
6,702
1,795 07
Fitcbburg & Worcester .
811
Total
$77,293 80
Lowell <fe Lawrence ....
299
i .v Lowell
699
The total length of the roads enumerated is 1,012 miles, and the total cost of oil
used by them in 1851, $77,293 80. The number of miles of railroad in operation in
in the United States, is 10,814. Reckoning the cost of oil on all the roads in the same
ratio as that paid by the Massachusetts railroads, we have the snug little sum of
$825,943 82, as the amount paid by all the railroads in the United States for oil
io 1851.
BRITISH REGULATIONS FOR STEAMBOATS.
The British Board of Trade have issued a notice that the provisions of the amended
Stearu Navigation Act, 14 and 15 Via, c 79, would be strictly enforced on and after
the 31st inst. On the 31st inst. all steamers will be required to display in a con
spicuous part of the vessel their certificate to run, and the number of passengers they
VOL. XXVI. NO. V.
41
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are allowed to carry ; each vessel will now be furnished with a tafety valve.frte from
the control of the engineer. Penalties will be enforced on masters and owners for car
rying more than their number, and on passengers for forcing their way on board, or
traveling beyond the distance for which they have paid. The customs' officers, on and
after the 3l6t inst., will not grant transireor permit any vessels to put to sea un!r»
they are properly found in life boats, fire-engines, sigual lights, and the other require
ments for the preservation of life at sea.
TEE WESTERN ROUTES OF NEW YORK.
The business of three of the great routes of western travel in 1S50 and 1851, waas follows :—
lSifl.
ISil.
Length.
Cost.
Earnings.
Erie Canal
350
$20,768,240
$2,933,125
$3,001,488
Erie Railroad
327
23,380,000
1,063,950
2,776,919
Central Line Railroad...
464
16,120,230
2,836,042
3.157,696
Total
1,141
$60,268,444
-?6,893,117
£8,986,09!
This is a remarkable result, allowing gross earnings of 15 per cent on the aggregile
cost of the works. Within ten years the increase of traffic upon the leading publur
works of this country has been immense, no less than §8,410,214. The leveiiuesi'f
the Northern Line, Eric Canal, Pennsylvania Canal, and Baltimore and Ohio IUilrr*!
were $3,924,987, in 1841. The revenues of the same routes of travel, together wilb
the Erie Railroad, were $12,335,001 in 1861.

JOURNAL OF MINING AND MANUFACTURES.
CONSUMPTION OF COTTON IN MANUFACTURING COUNTRIES.
COMPARATIVE ESTIMATE OF THE QUANTITIES OF RAW COTTON CONSUMED IX THE CHIIF
MANUFACTURING COUNTRIES, FROM 1886 TO 1851, INCLUSIVE, (iN MILLIONS OF »0PJK
WEIGHT,) AS DERIVED FROM DU FAY A CO's CIRCULAR.
counts
1836. 1817. 1838. 1839. 1840. 1841. 184!. 1541
Great Britain
350 S69 435 362 473 422 46! 151
Russia, Germany, Holland, <t Belgium. 57 68 61 48 72 65 78 82
France and adjacent countries
118 112 1 33 110 167 154 163 WS
Spain
Mediterranean
2 8 32 26 26 28 29 88 44
Countries bocdering on Adriatic
86 82 92 108 111 115 105 IS'
United States
Sundries
639 662 747 649 841 780 846 94fl
Total
mi. IMi. 1846. 1847. 1848. 1849. 18* H*
Countries.
513 597 604 425 591 627 684 6JS
Great Gritain
Russia, Germany, Holland, it Belgium. 86 96 97 105 112 160 1S3 US
146 158 159 126 127 1S6 142
29 W
3t
France and adjacent countries
Spain
.;
n »
Mediterranean
26 158
S3 175
39 175
31 209
29 205
47 188
45 168
^
Countries bordering on Adriatic
143
United States
Sundries
Total.
•914 1,047 1,074 862 1,068 1,225 1,1*2 1.1'5
Notwithstanding the hi?li price of cotton during the first half of the past JtUGreat Britain worked up 55 per cent of all cotton consumed in the chief m:irjufart°r
ing countries of the world ; while the United State* of America consumed considembl.V
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les3 in 1851 than in any one of the preceding four years ; the quantity consumed
amounting to only 13^ per cent on the total consumption of 1.175 millions of pounds.
Although the "number of spindles at work in Great Britain has been increased by
several hundred thousands since 1850, and is estimated now at 21,400,000, a dispro
portion still exists between the spinning and tin weaving power, which, however, will
speedily be rectified if the former continue to offer a so much more profitable invest
ment than the latter. The reverse has been the case, if a number of years be taken
as a criterion, and hence the disinclination to build new spinuing mills, notwithstanding
the present abundance of capital.
THE CLIFF COPPER MINE OF LAKE SUPERIOR.
A correspondent of the Lake Superior Journal furnishes the following statistical
view of the Cliff Mine for the year commencing December 1st, 1850, and ending with
November 30th, 1851 :—
Mineral rock Yield of No. of Weight of No. of Weight of Whole
Months.
stamped.
stamps masses. masses. barrets, bbls. work'd. AmouX
December...
183,000
11,249
46
55,724
4;S
24,911
91,884
January
423,000
5,016
44
52,486
24
13,665
82,651
February
459,000
8,602
42
48,502
37
35,421
90,625
March
483,000
8,417
53
75,187
89
52,960 136,564
April
650,000
17,878
47
61,027
82
46,675 125,579
May
483,000
57,014
53 103,612
54
28,841 188,467
June
549.000
69,640
24
95,203
80
42,408 207,251
July
634,000
51,544
53
84,441
81
47,711 183,396
August.
604,000
49,139
51
80,507
84
46,165 175,811
September..
510,000
45,650
41
72,069
96
51,062 168,781
October
616,000
28,714
60
70,089 135
18,868 117,671
November....
420,000
11,391
30
37,666 116
56,776 105,731
Number of men employed 220, of which 90 are miners, and the remainder surface
men, number of stump heads 12.
<
STEEL PEN MAKING AT BIRMINGHAM.
The special correspondent of the Morning Chronicle, whose well considered and
judiciously prepared sketches of various commercial and industrial operations, we
have on several occasions transferred to the pages of the Merchants' Magazine, fur
nishes us with the subjoined sketch of Gillott's celebrated steel pen manufactory at
Birmingham :—
Mr. Gilli>tt, of Birmingham, who has done so much to improve it, considers the
manufacture to be yet in its infancy. The first operations are performed by steam
power. The sheets of steel, after they are received from Sheffield, are reduced to the
requisite tenuity by successive transits through the rolling mill—operations which are
tended by men and boys. When reduced in this manner to the thinness of a steel
pen, and to the length of about two feet, and the breadth of two inches and a half or
thrt-o inches, the sheets of steel are ready for the next processes, which aro entirely
performed by women and girls. Describing the rooms according to the order of the
nrocesfes, and not according to the arrangement of the building, the first to lie entered
is tliat where the " blanks" are punched out. Ranged in double rows along a large
and roomy workshop, with windows at both sides, and scrupulously white and clean
in floor, roof, and walls, are seated from fifty to a hundred girls an 1 women, from the
age of fourteen to that of forty and upwards. The only sounde to be heard are, the
working of the hand press, and the clinking of the small pieces of metal as they fall
from the block into the receptacle prepared for them. This process is performed with
great rapidity, one girl, of average industry and dexterity, being able to punch or cut out
about a hundred gross per day. Each HivUion of the workshop is superintended by a
tool maker, whose business it is to keep the punches and presses in good working con
dition, to superintend the work generally, and to keep order among the workpeople.
The next operation is to place the blank in a concave die, on which a slight touch
from a convex punch produces the requisite shape—that of a semi-tube. The slits
and apertures, which increase the elasticity of the pen, and the maker's or vendor's
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name or mark, are produced by a similar tool. The last operation is that of slitting,
which is also performed by girls and women. Previously to this, however, the pen
undergoes a variety of processes in a different part of the factory, and under the hands
of a different class of workpeople. When complete all but the slit, the pen is soft
and pliable, and may be bent or twisted in the hand like a piece of thiu lead. Being
collected in "grosses" or " great grosses ''— the former containing 144, and the great
gross twelve times that number—the pens are thrown into little iron square boxes by
men, who perform all the work in this department, and they are placed in a furnace,
where they remain till box and pens are of a white heat. They are then taken out,
and thrown hissing hot in pails or tanks of oil—a process which cures them of their
softness by making them brittle. When token out of the oil, they may be broken by
the fingers with as much ease as if they were so many wafers. As a great deal of
oil adheres to them, they are put into a seive to drain. There they remain until no
more oil will run from them ; but, notwithstanding all the draining which they have
received, the oil is not effectually removed. To cleanse them thoroughly, they were
formerly thrown into pits or heaps of sawdust, and stirred about ; but as, by this pro
cess, the sawdust became clotted into oil- cakes, and was rendeied unserviceable, tbe
ingenuity of Mr. Gillott was taxed to discover Borne means by which a saving both of
oil and sawdust could be effected. He was not long before the thought struck him,
that, if the pens were made to revolve in a perforated cylinder, the last drop of oil
might he forced out of them—in fact, that the oil might be twirled from the pens like
moisture from a mop.
The experiment was tried, and succeeded admirably. The pens, after being allowed
to drain in the seive until no more oil would run off them, were placed, apparently
dry, but greasy looking, in the cylinder, and twirled round with great rapidity, until
the oil ran off in a copious 6tream. The mingled oil and sawdust formerly constituted
a nuisance, and it was necessary to change the sawdust and burn it three or four times
a day. It now lasts for a week. By this means—a remarkable instance of the econ
omy of manufacturers—Mr. Gillott has diminished his oil account about £200 to £300
per annum. This operation once completed, the pens are once more placed in re
volving cylinders, where their friction against each other produces the necessary
polish. Each pen is thus made to clean and polish its neighbor. The next process is
to roast or anneal these brittle articles, and give them the flexibility of the quill and
produce upon them, at the same time, the color which may be desired, whether bronze
or blue. The flexibility and color are both produced by heat, and it becomes a deli
cate matter so to arrange and regulate it as to attain the exact results desired. From
this department they are once more consigned to the female part of the establishment,
where, by the operation of the cutting tool, each pen receives the required slit. One
girl, with a quick and practiced finger, can slit by this means as many as two hundred
gross, or twenty-eight thousand in a day. They are now ready for counting and pack
ing, in boxes or grosses, for the wholesale market. This last stage of the business a
wholly performed by young girls.
THE DBAS COTTON OF TEXAS.
The Galveston (Texas) Nan mentions this extraordinary description of cotton, re
marking that among the sales for the previous week were seven bales of this cotton
at ten and a-half cents. All who have tried this cotton find it to possess such supe
rior advantages that they now plant no other. In July last, a letter from a merchant
in Boston says this cotton was then worth eighteen cents a pound in that marketLast year, when cotton commanded a higher price, sixty bales of this were sold in
Boston for twenty-four cents a pound. A manufacturing house of Massachusetts, by
whom this cotton has been thoroughly tested, has sent an agent to the State, who a
now in the interior, endeavoring to buy all he can find. The staple of this cotton is
paid to resemble that of Sea Island, and the fabric made of it is probably often mis
taken for Sea Island. This cotton possesses the following advantages in addition to
its superior quality I—The product per acre is full as much or more ; the bolls are
larger, each boll having five divisions, while'other cotton bos but four; the quantity
of cotton in each boll is more in proportion to its superior sixe j a hand can pick about
one-third more of it in the same time. This last advantage is one of great importance,
and has been fully established, as we learn, from experiment. This is owing to the
large amount of cotton to the boll, and to the greater length of the staple, making it
quicker to be handled by the picker. There is a great demand for the seed of this
cotton, which will probably supersede the ordinary kind throughout Texas.
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MACHINE FOR PRINTING CALICO.
We learn from the Boston Atlas that a new calico machine has been invented which
will print on calico twelve different colors at one operation, and has been built at the
extensive machine works of Messrs. Goddard, Rice <fc Co., of Worcester, for one of the
largest print works in this country. The model was designed by Dr. R. L. Hawes, of
Worcester, the inventor of an iugenious letter envelope machine. The Boston Trans
cript says :—" It was but quite recently—within live years, we believe—that it was
not thought practicable to print calico with the use of more than six colors at
one operation. If additional colors were required to complete the design, they
were given by hand blocks. Latterly, however, the English inventors have pro
duced machines that will print eight and ten colors, but it has remained for
an American to outstrip them all in this important branch of mechanic art.—
The principal improvements introduced into this machine (for which application
for a patent has been made) consists in the mode of applying pressure to the
print rollers, by which a yielding pressure of several tons may be given to each roller
with great ease ; also in the construction of the frame work in a peculiar manner, so
that either print roller may be removed from the mi chine without disturbing the
others. By means of these improvements, this machine is made to operate with
nearly the same facility and ease as any six-color machines hitherto constructed. The
weight of the machine is eight or ten tons, standing some nine or ten feet high, and as
a specimen of workmanship reflects great credit to the manufacturers, Messrs. God
dard, Rice ife Co., for it will readily be perceived that it must not only have great
strength, but a very nice adjustment of its parts to enable the operator to print twelve
colors on the cloth, so that each shall be exactly in its place, and this, too, when cloth
is passing through the machine at the rate of a mile per hour."
LAKE SUPERIOR COPPER MINES.
The Rational Intelligencer publishes a few facts to show the advantage of a judi
cious prosecution of the copper mining business. The Intelligencer says :—
The mine which has thus far been the most productive is called the Boston and
Pittsbnrg Mining Company. Work was commenced in 1818. A capital of 1110,000
was paid in, or about §18 50 per share on 6,000 shares. In 1S49, *(50,000 was divided
among the shareholders; in 1S50, $84,000; in 1851, $60,000, and in 1852,860,000
more will be divided. In another view, shares which cost 418} have received back
in dividends $81, and are worth $ 100 in the market.
The Northwest Mining Company ranks next in value. Mining was here commenced
in earnest in 1819. About ?80,000 have been paid in. In 1849 the net proceeds from
the sale of copper amounted to some ¥5,000; in 1850 to about $32,000 ; and in 1851
to something over $50,000. This company owns a large tract of mineral territory,
upon which two valuable veins have been opened, and a number of others discovered.
The property owned by this company is of immense value, and magnificent furtunes
will in a few years doubtless be realized from it.
The Minnesota Mining Company is located near the Oatonogon River, some forty
miles westward of the two preceding. Immense blocks of pure copper are taken
from this mine. It commenced in the autumn of 1848, and has a capitalpaid in of
some $90,000, or $30 on a share—there being but three thousand shares. They com
mand $150 in the market. A large dividend will, we think, be paid from the earn
ings this year.
The gain reaped from the workii^s of a successful mine is frequently 500 per cent.
Shares in the Boston and Pittsburg Company, which cost $18 50, sell for $100. In
the Minnesota for $30 the owner can now receive $150. The Northwest 6hares will
probably increase 100 per cent in value in a year.
THE ADVANTAGES OF MODERN INVENTIONS.
Thk Hon. Horace Max* thus sums up a few of the advantages of modern inven
tions: "One boy with a Foudrinier machine will make more paper in a twelvemonth
than all Egypt could have made in a hundred years during the reign of the Ptolemies.
One girl with a power-press will strike off books faster than a million scribes could
copy them before the invention of printing. One man with an iron foundry will turn
out more utensils than Tubal Cain could have forged had he worked diligently to this
time."
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PRODUCTION OF COTTON FROM STRAW.
A Nottingham (English) paper says :—"A circumstance extremely interesting to all
engaged in textile manufactures, indeed to the whole community, has this week been
communicated to us. An amateur chemist of this town, while engaged recently in
testing the Chevalier Claussen's chemical process of ranking cotton, not having any
flax straw at hand, tried it upon oat straw. To his astonishment, after the silica and
gums, which enter into the composition of oat straw in greater proportions than in
flax, had been dissolved, h£ obtained a large quantity of good cotton. The opinion
he formed from Uub and subsequent experiments is, that the common straws of this
country may be profitably converted into cotton, thereby adding to the certainty and
abundance of our future supplies. At any rate, the experiment is one which is worth
testing to the fullest extent, and the bint here thrown out will no doubt induce per
sons most favorably situated for pursuing an investigation with advantage at once to
undertake the task."
PROFITS OF MINING IN ENGLAND.
From twenty of the principal mines, on which there has been an outlay of £1 81,279.
the proprietors have received back, in the shape of dividend, £985,481, and their
property is now saleable in the Mining Exchange for £718,690, making in dividends
and value of the shares £1,699,171 upon the outlay above named.

MERCANTILE MISCELLANIES.
" THE FISHERIES OF THE UNITED STATES."
To FaxF.MAN Hunt, Esq., Editor of the Merchanti Magazine, tie. :—
Sia :— I have read with much interest nnd instruction the article in your Merehantt
Magazine on the " Fisheries of the United States." 1 believe, however, that the
second chapter on that subject ia bated mainly on an histoiicnl error; namely, "that
the arguments of the American Peace Commissioners of 1814, 'that we held our right
in the fisheries by the same tenure by which we held our independence as a nation,'
prevailed, and the right was left standing ou the basis of 17 83."
If they "prevailed," it is not in any manner manifest. The right is not mentioned
in the treaty, nor was it recognized by the British Government immediately after the
treaty went into operation, which seems to prove that it was not admitted by them as
alleged, but left uu open question. The fact is the Commissioners of Peace agreed
about little or nothing excepting to stop the war immediately. It was almost "a con
clusion where nothing was concluded." If this was so, of course most of the disparnsriog remarks about the treaty of Messrs. Gallatin and Rush are unjust, and can be
applied with more propriety to the Peace Commits ioners of 1B14, whose negligence
or strong desire for peace caused them t^ leave unsettled or unexpressed our rights in
that, as well as many othei cutters of great importance, even thote about which tie
war was ostensibly made.
Sir Hugh Murray, in Li- woik on British America, published by the Harpsrs in
1841, vol. ii., p. 182, says:—" Ai the peace of 1814 a singular and total silence was ob
served on the subject, (of the American ftMiing rights,) but on the attempt made by
the Americans to resume operations, a di.-ou.-sion aio-e, when it was contended, on the
part of the English ministry, that the war had canceled the ttipulutions of 1783. and
that they had no longer any rights of fishery. The Americans, however, maintained
that those terms formed a permanent arrangement, connected with the separation of
the States from Britain, and must remain until expressly abrogated.
" After much reasoning on the point, a convention was concluded in 181S, by whitli
they were allowed both to catch and dry on the unoccupied parts in the southern aad
western coasts of Newfoundland and on that of Labrador, but their vessels were not
to approach nearer than three miles to any of the other British settlements. A singu
lar feature in reg. rd to the former colony is, that England, on this occasion, gave what
she herself was supposed to have renounced, and the Americans are said to have car
ried their point, though Captain Sweetland was told ' that the French would resist any
attempt they might make.' "
The very fact that the Commissioners, Gallatin and Rush, were sent to make a
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treaty about the fisheries, proves that our government did not regard our former rights
aa perfectly secure to us by the treaty of 18H. It is not probable they were sent to
merely make a new definition, because Mr. Hale himself admits that " he does not see
that language could well be more clear and distinct " than that very old treaty of
1783. What, then, were they sent to dot Why manifestly to modify our claims to
former rights ; in other words, to make a new treaty by compromite.
I do not say that the American Peace Commissioners' claims were wrong, or that
Messrs. Gallatin and Rush were not overreached; but I do say that the latter were
authorized, under the circumstances, to modify in some way our ancient fishing rights,
and therefore it is only fair to say that, if there has been wrong done to our fishing
interest in that way, the Peace Commissioners and the United States Government are
more to blame than Messrs. Gallatin and Rush.
Respectfully yours,
Chaklkktowj*, Massachusetts, April, 1853.
W. B. 8.
FALSE-PACKED COTTON,
The London Chronicle has an article on the subject of false-packed cotton, from
which we extract as follows :—
The subject of false-packed cotton has recently attracted considerable attention, and
a partial change in the system may be expected, but we think the matter still worthy
of further consideration. At present, at any time during twelve months after sale, any
cotton may be returned to the merchant, if it is considered to be " false-packed," that is,
if the quality of cotton through the bale be shown to be inferior or dissimilar to the
sample. It is not, however, returned to the merchant to be replaced by cotton equal
to the sample, but is returned absolutely, and the invoice cost must be repaid, with
charges. It is material to observe that cotton bought at low rates is seldom, if ever,
returned when the markets have risen, and that cotton bought at high prices often
comes back when there is some difficulty in proving the '■ false-packing." This is the
natural result of such a system ; and while the range of prices extends over twelve
mouths, a considerable amount of injustice is incurred. It is now proposed to limit the
time for the return of" false-packed" cotton to three mouths after sale ; but we do not
think that even this position entirely meets the justice of the case. We think it
would be either mure advisable to have no returns made after cotton has once passed
the scale, or that, if returned, it be replaced by cotton of similar quality to the origi
nal eample, aud not by a return of the invoice cost. It is argued that to have no
returns of " false-packed" cotton allowed, would lead to confusion, by encouraging a
fraudulent system. Iiut on looking closer into the matter, it will be found that this
would nut be probable. In the first place, the principal cause of " false-packed" cotton
is not fraud. Whenever weather ia variable, and especially if the alternations of sun
shine and rain be sudden and frequent, the cotton picked under these different circum
stances passes through the same gins, and is often unavoidably baled without any
proper separation of qualities, aud in many lists which come to market, hardly a bale
can be found that runs the same throughout ; but this does not arise from any wish to
defraud, but simply from a pressure of adverse circumstances. And yet, und»r the
present sjstem, the whole might be returned twelve months after sale ; and instances
have occurred recently, where large lots have been so returned at a considerable dif
ference of price, by no means commensurate with the inconsiderable difference in
quality.
The system of allowing no returns after the cotton has passed the scale has been
* tried at Havre, and no inconvenience lias resulted from it. But supposing that manu
facturers object to buy one quality, and run a risk of receiving portions of another and
inferior quality, still the returns may bo arranged on a fairer principle. If cotton
bought at 8d. is to be returned when the value of the original sample has fallen to
4id., it is evident that a return of the invoice cost is unjust. If the prices had been the
reverse; if the so-called " false-packed" cotton had cost 4Jd., and was worth in the
market, falsely packed as it was, something over 7d„ with all due regard for the ten
der consciences of our manufacturers, we do not think the cotton would be returned.
Under any circumstances it would surely sufficiently meet the justice of the case to
give the buyer what he did buy, aud take back the inferior bides delivered ; the seller
would thus only lose the difference between the qualities, and spinners would not be
tempted by the bonus occasionally held out to them in a falling market to get rid of
as much as they can of an injudicious purchase.
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CHEAP OCEAN POSTAGE.
The Hon. Ciiables Si.mnek recently made a motion in the Senate of the United
States to the effect that the Naval Committee report on the subject of a reduced rate
of postage across the ocean. At present the postage is so high as to act in a great
measure as a prohibition of correspondence. It is altogether above the point of high
est profit to the carriers. Mr. Sumner's remarks were very much to the point. He
said:—
A letter can be carried three thousand miles in the United States for three cents ;
but the reasons for cheap postage on land are equally applicable to the ocean. Id
point of fact, the conveyance of letters by sailing or steam packets may be carried
out for less cost than the conveyance by railways. Besides, cheap ocean postage
would tend to supersede the clandestine or illicit conveyance of letters, and to draw
into the mail all mailable matter, which is now often entrusted to the pocket* of pas
sengers, or the boxes and bales of merchants. With every new facility of correspond
ence, there is naturally a new expansion of human intercourse; and there is reason to
believe—indeed, well founded reason to believe—that with the increased number of
letters, cheap ocean postage would be self-supported.
Further cheap postal communication with foreign countries would be of incalculable
importance to the Commerce of the United States. And again, by promoting the
intercourse of families and friends, now separated by the ocean, cheap postage would
add to the sum of human happiness. The present high rates of ocean postage—
namely, twenty-four cents on a letter weighing half an ounce, forty-eight cents on one
weighing nn ounce, and ninety-six cents on one weighing a fraction more than an
ounce—are a severe tax upon all, burdensome especially upon the poor, amounting in
many cases to absolute prohibition of all foreign correspondence. This should not he.
It particularly becomes our country, by the removal of all unnecessary restraints npou
foreign correspondence, to advance the comfort of European emigrants now making a
home among us, and to destroy, as far as practicable, every barrier to free intercourse
between the Old World and the New.
And, lastly, cheap postage will be a new bond of peace among nations, and will ex
tend good will among men.
Such, sir, in brief, seem to me to be the reasons for which this measure is commend
able. Much as I rejoice in the American steamers, which now vindicate for us »
peaceful supremacy of the seas, and help to weave a golden tissue between the two
hemispheres, 1 cannot consider these, with all their unquestionable advantages, an
equivalent for cheap ocean postage. But, sir, I do not regard one as inconsistent with
the other, and I hope both may happily prosper together. I hope the resolution,
which is one simply of inquiry, may be adopted.
Elihu Bukeitt, the learned blacksmith, has been laboring with zeal and energy in
Great Britain to secure the boon of ocean penny postage. England, through the in
fluence and efforts of her Rol.\sd Hit.l, first gtve to the world the idea and the fact of
a system of cheap postage ou land ; and is doubtless ready to co-operate with the
United States in the grand project of cheap postage on the ocean.
THE MERCHANT'S CLERK AND THE PLOVVBOY.
The young man who leaves the farm-field for the merchant's desk or the lawver's
or doctor's office, thinking to dignify or ennoble his toil, makes a sad mistake. " He
passes, by that step, from independence to vassalage. He barters a natural for an
artificial pursuit, and he must be the slave of the caprice of customers and the chicane
of trade, either to support himself or to acquire fortune. The more artificial a man's
pursuit, the more debasing is it morally and physically. To test it, contrast the mer
chant's clerk with the plowboy. The former may have the most exterior polish, but
the latter, under his rough outside, possesses the truer stamina. He is the freer, franker,
happier, and nobler man. Would that young men might judge of the dignity of labor
by its usefulness and manliness, rather than by the superficial glosses it wears.
Therefore, we never see a man's nobility in his kid gloves and toilet adornments, bnt
in that sinewy arm, whose outlines, browned by tne sun, betoken a hardy, honest
toiler, under whose farmer's or mechanic's vest a kingliest heart may beat.
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THE MERCHANT PEDDLER, OR BUYING CHEAP,
Perhaps the reader may have a penchant, as a friend of ours has, for buying things
cheap. We say perhaps—for it is a weakness with which many are troubled, and it
is a most expensive one. There are many who have been tempted to lay up goods
where moth anil rust doth corrupt, merely because they were obtained cheap, but it
is a poor policy, and patronizing peddlers is a stdl poorer one. One of these wandering
Jews stept into a counting room a few days since, and, after warming his hands,
turned to the gentleman occupying the seat of authority, just then busily engaged in
weighing the evidence regarding the true cause of the recent Whig defeat, so admi
rably and differently attributed by the Atlas, the Daily Advertiser, and the Courier,
and politely inquired if he would like to look at a vest pattern i
" No, no ! Don't bother me. Very busy just now."
" It is the beat article and the neatest pattern that you ever haw."
" Don't want any vest patterns.''
" But just look, sir,"—and the pedler had a piece of vesting unfolded, which was
really quite neat, and the cogitator, unable to unravel the political web, determined to
unravel the web of the fabric. " All silk, sir ; warranted, and sufficient for two doublebreasted vests, or three with rolling collars."
" What do you ask for it i"
" Twelve dollars. I bought it in Liverpool, and brought it over with me, aud if you
want it you shall have it for just what it cost me—twelve dollars."
" It is too much, sha'nt give any such a price—but will give you six dollars."
" 0, my gracious," exclaimed the peddler, as if astonished at such an offer, " I can't
think of it ;" off he walked. In ten minutes the door was opened, and the peddler
thrust in his head : " You may have it for ten dollars."
" No," was all the reply he got.
" I will say eight, as the very lowest"
" No, sir,"—and away went the peddler a second time. The gentleman was about
relapsing into his revery upon the disputed question already mentioned, when the
peddler re-entered boldly, and laid the vesting on the desk, exclaiming, " Well, give us
six dollars, and it is yours." The money was paid, and the peddler was about leaving
the door, when he turned round and took from his pocket another roll, and, undoing
it, exposed to view a piece of vesting as far preferable to the other as the new build
ing on the corner of State-street exceeds in height all its neighbors.
The gentleman at once made a proposal to exchange. The peddler could'nt think of
such a thing ; ho did'nt mean to sell it on any account ; he intended to keep it till he
was able to have it made up for himself—but, after considerable trading and talking,
he gave it up, received his first piece and S2, and walked off—making eight dollars
for hi<? piece of vesting. The gentleman, quite satisfied with the exchange, walked up
to his tailor's at noon, threw down the piece, ordering him to cut off sufficient for one
vest.
" How many vests do you expect it will make V inquired the tailor.
"Three, of course," was the reply.
The yard stick went down, and looking up, he informed the purchaser that it would
make two, by piecing out the collar with black silk. The idea of measuring the article
had not occurred to him before, but at this piece of news, he felt a kind of film spread
over his eyes, a lightness of pocket troubling his ribs, while the letters s-o-l-d, by a
delusion of his optical nerves, appeared to be written on the outer walls of all adja
cent buildiugs. He then inquired the probable worth, and was informed that such
vesting could be purchased at about two and a quarter per yard. This was sufficient.
He has resolved never to patronize a pedler, but to extend his patronage to those good
tax-paying citizens who have a local habitation and a name.—Evening Gazette.
A CURIOUS COMMERCIAL CUSTOM.
' On the 10th of March, 1852, a singular old custom was revived in Hamburg. When
the Exchange was throDged at high noon, two of the city drummers appeared in uni
form be fore the entrance and beat a roll ten minutes long. Then over the great door
of the Exchange they suspended a black tablet inscribed with the name of a bankrupt
merchant who had absconded. When this was done the bell in one of the towers—the
bell of shame—rang for two hours. The tablet remains for three months :ind a day.
In many German cities the bankrupt, as a sign of his condition, is compelled to wear
a straw hat for a year and a day.
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THE LONDON TIMES ON COMMERCIAL AGENCIES.
A late number of the London Times, under the bead of " Novel Commercial Inquirer,"
has the following remarks on the American system of ascertaining the character and
standing of merchants and business men throughout the country :—
There appeared recently in the Times, an article giving an account of the steam
communication in the United States, of its vast extent, and rapid increase within the
last few years. Connected with the subject of commercial enterprise, which steam
navigation has tended to develop in on extraordinary degree, we have heard of a novel
system of protection, which has arisen out of the peculiar position of the traders in
the Union, their go-ahead spirit of speculation, and the wide extent of their commer
cial transactions. There exists now m New York an office where, by the payment of
an annual subscription, any person may obtain correct information as to the character,
business habits, respectability, and responsibility of any commercial man in the Union.
The establishment employs a manager and a number of clerks. Should a stranger
come to New York or any other city for business purposes, and seek to open a credit
account with any mercantile house, (as the Yankees do not always come provided with
letters of introduction.) the party so applied to send the name and address of the ap
plicant to the office of reference, where he is directly furnished with full particular*
respecting him. Should the office not be nt the moment in full possession of the ne
cessary facts, the inquirer will be requested to call again in a few hours or the follow
ing morning. In the mean time, by the help of the electric telegraph, and their cor
respondents in all the principal towns of the Union, they are almost in every case
enabled to obtain the required information in a few hours. They have books of refer
ence for the several States regularly tabulated and indexed, so that on applying to
the clerk of any particular State the required information can be furnished almost
instantaneously. The importance of such a system in an extensive country, wbera
commercial transactions must be carried on to a great extent upon the credit and char
acter of the parties concerned, is manifest, and is another remarkable proof of the
smartness of Brother Jonathan in accommodating himself to all the exigencies of bis
situation.
A PROVERB FOR MERCHANTS.
" A bird in the hand is worth two in the bush." The extreme caution ritiiculed by
this proverb is of a kind which one would hardly have expected to be popular in a
commercial country. If this were acted upon, there would be an end of trade and
Commerce, and all capital would lie dead at the banker's—as a bird who was held
safe. The truth is, our whole practice is of a directly opposite kind. Wo rtgnrd a
bird in tlie hand as worth only a bird ; and we know there is no cbauce of making it
worth two birds—not to speak of the hope of a dozen—without letting it out of the
hand. Inasmuch, however, as the proverb also means to exhort us not to give up a
good certainty for a tempting uncertainty, we do most fully coincide in it* prudence
and sound sense. It is identical with the French, " Mieux vaut «« ' tiens ' que deux
' tu l'auras,' "—one " take this " is better than two " thou shall have it ;" identical also
with the Italian ; " E meglio un uovo oggi, che una gallina domani ;" an egg to-day is
better than a hen to-morrow. It owes its origin to the Arabic—" A thousand crantf
in the air, are not worth one sparrow in the fist."
A LADY SHIP-MASTER,
Amongst the fleet lately wind-bound in Lamlush, not the least, but perhaps the
greatest wonder, was the good old brig Cleotus, of Saltcoats, which tor more than
twenty years has been commanded by an heroic and exceedingly clever young ladv.
Miss Betsy Miller, daughter of the late Mr. W. Miller, ship-owner and wood-merchant
of that town. He was concerned with several vesssls, both in the American and coasting
trade. Miss Betsy, before she went to sea, acted as " ship's husband " to her filh<r,
and seeing how the captaius in many cases behaved, her romantic and adventurous
spirit impelled her to go to sea herself. Iler father gratified her caprice, and gave
her the command of the Cleotus, which she holds to the present day, and she has
weathered the storms of the deep when many commanders of the other sex have
been driven on the rocks. The Cleotus is well known in the ports of Belfast, Dublin,
Cork, etc
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1.—A Compendium of the Law and Practice of Injunction/ and of Interlocutory
Orders in the nature of Injunctions. By the Hon. Robert Henky Eden, of Lin
coln's Inn, Barrister at Law. With copious notes and references to the American
and English decisions. Also an Introduction and an Appendix of Practical Forms,
by Thomas W. Waterman, Counsellor at Law. Third Edition. 2 vols., 8vo. New
York : Banks, Gould, it Co.
That this is the only work of any moment covering the same ground, is accounted
for in the fact that the elegant, lucid, and profound treatise of Mr. Eden is so complete
as to render any other book on the same subject a work of supererogation. In a style
so beautiful for its simplicity, the author of the present work goes over the entire
ground of injunctions, so concisely and plainly, and yet so learnedly, that the student
and experienced lawyer are alike instructed. The first edition of this work was pub
lished by Gould, Banks, cfe Co., in 1839, since which two large editions of the work
have been sold in this country. It is referred to and quoted in the writings of Chan
cellor Kent and Judge Story, and it is doubted whether there has ever been a law
book that commanded more universal and implicit deference in the higher walks of
the profession. Mr. Waterman, the American editor, has greatly improved the pres
ent edition, by accompanying the English text with American notes and references,
ao ample as to make a complete American work. The reports of every State in the
Union have been carefully and thoroughly examined, and every important decision
has not only been cited, but ha6 formed in the hands of the learned editor the subject
of elaborate comment. Besides an able introduction, iu which are discussed the lead
ing principles of law relative to injunctions, Mr. Waterman has added copious notes,
containing full citations from English as well as American cases, an appendix of prac
tical forms, a full index to the notes, and greatly enlarged tables of contents. The
publishers deserve great credit for the style in which this, and indeed all the law lit
erature that emanates from their press, is produced.
2.—The Lesser Writings of Samuel Hahnemann. Collected and translated by R. E.
Dudcf.ox, M D. With a preface, by E. E. Marcv, M. D.. author of the " Homeo
pathic Theory of Practice." 8vo, pp. 784. New York: William Radde.
As the present volume comprises many cleverly expressed views of general interest
to all classes, it certainly commends itself to the attention of all who feel an interest
in the advancement of the healirg art. Several of the papers were written while the
illustrious founder of Homeopathy belonged to the old school, and several years pre
vious to the discovery of the new principle of cure. The opinions of Hahnemann
have stood the test of half a century, and his great law of cure, similia similibus
curanlur, stands forth before the world, and will, we doubt not, ever continue to
stand, an immutable and glorious truth.
3.—Dr. Caspari's Homeopathic Domestic Physician. Edited by F. Hartman, M. D,
author of '■ The Acute and Chronic Diseases." 4 vols. New York : William Radde.
The present edition of this work was translated from the eighth German edition,
and is enriched by a treatise on Anatomy and Physiology by Dr. Esrey, an eminent
practitioner of the homeopathic school. I t contains also a chapter on Mesmerism and
Magnetism, together with directions to enable patients living at a distance from a
homeopathic physician to describe their symptoms. It is introduced to the American
public by a preface from Dr. Herring of Philadelphia, who has made some valuable
additions, the result of a large and extensive practice. A copy of this work should
find a place in every family adopting the system of Hahnemaun, the learned and
scientific founder of Homeopathy.
4.—Life of the Apostle Peter, in a Series of Practical Discourses. By Alfked Lex,
Bishop of Delaware. 16mo., pp. 361. New York: Stanford <fe Swords.
The contents of this work are composed of a series of discourses prepared by the
author in the course of his parochial duty. They contain many allusions to questions
of interest at the present day, and are composed in an agreeable style, and with an
elevated and devotional spirit
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5.—The Works of Shaispearc : the text carefully restored according to the first
editions ; with introductions, notes, original and selected, and a life of the poet by
Rev. H. N. Hudson; in eleven volumes. Vols. 2, 3,4. 12mo., pp. 474, 601, and
465. Boston ; Munroe cfc Co.
This may justly be regarded as the best edition of Shakespeare which has made its
appearand' in recent years. There have been a few others which in some re-pects
would compare with it. but no one has been prepared under similar views on the part
of the editor. Mr. Hudson is one of the most familiar and accomplished scholars in
English literature, and more especially in every thing relating to the writings of
Shakspeare. The approbation with which his lectures on Shakespeare, in former
years, were received by American scholars, is well known. His aim in this edition is
to restore the text as far as possible to the language of the original, and to strip it of
the thousands of verl>al alterations which have been made in it, to suit the fancies of
modern commentators. Each play is prefaced by an admirably written introduction,
which is full in all points of interest to the most intelligent readers. Each one is also
accompanied with foot notes, relating to every word or point in the text which may
be a matter of criticism. The discrimination and judgment manifested in their prepa
ration is truly vast. The three volumes before us contain the following plays;
" Measure for Measure," " Much Ado about Nothing," " A Midsummer Night's Dream,''
" Love's Labor Lost," " The Merchant of Venice," " As You Like It," " All's Well that
Ends Well," " The Taming of the Shrew," " Winter's Tale," " The Comedy of Errors,"
"Macbeth," and " King John."
6.—The Massachusetts Register: a State Record for the Year 1852, containing a
Business Directory of the State, teilh a variety of Useful Information. By Geoigi
Adams.
A work bearing a similar title has been published in Boston for more than eighty
years; but up to 1847 it possessed little value or interest; at that time it passed into
the hands of James French, as publisher, and Naiium Capes, a gentleman of consider
able statistical tact and talent, and, from 1847 to 1851, it made not only a respectable
appearance, but contained a large amount of information to business men generally.
The volume before u- (1852) comes out under the auspices of Mr. George Adams, to
whom the citizens of Boston have for several years past been indebted for the annual
publication of a directory of their city, which is altogether unequaled by that of any
other in the United States, in accuracy, in the amount of information it embraces, and
in its general arrangement. This year, under the editorial conduct of Mr. Adams, it
appears in an enlarged form, and greatly improved in every other respect.
7.—The Hydropathic Enrycloptdia; a System of Hydropathy and Hygiene. Designed
as a Guide to Families and Students, and a Text-Book for Physicians. By R. T.
Trall, M. D. With numerous Illustrations. 2 vols., large 12mo., pp.460 and 504.
New York : Fowlers and Wells.
These two volumes present as neat and tasteful ,in appearance as any medical work
which has recently been issued from the press. Their contents embrace an eutire
system of the theory and practice of water-cure ; or, in other words, they explain the
application of the water cure to every department of medical practice, such as surgery,
midwifery, diseases, ifcc. In addition, they contain a concise and complete work on
anatomy," illustrated with very distinct and well executed cuts. The volumes are justly
called an encyclopedia, from the fullness and completeness of their contents. They
have been prepared with a complete intelligence of the subject, and with discrimina
tion and correctness. They furnish all the information that can be desired by any who
are desirous to understand or practice the system.
8.—Harper's New Monthly Magazine. Vol 8, June to November, 1861. Large 8vo.,
pp. 864. New York : Harper <fc Brothers.
Harper's Magazine is so well known and such a universal favorite, that it would in
dicate a want of good taste io speak of its merits, and a want of intelligence to pre
sume that any readers are not familiar with its contents. The idea of such a publi
cation was for some time bandied back and forth among the publishers until it was
taken up by the Harpers, and at once sprang into life as an unparalleled enterprise .
As a representation of the lighter literature of the day, as a publication for universal
entertainment, it is without an equal in the civilized svorld. Nor is its value transitory,
it must hold a permanent place in libraries for the excellence of its contents, the pol
ished thought, fine writing, and genial spirit which it represents.
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9.—The Isthmus of Tehuantepec : Being the Results of a Survey for a Railroad to
Connect the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, made by the Scientific Commission under
the Direction of Major J. G. Bamond, U. S. Engineers, with a Resume of the Geol
ogy, Climate, local Geography, Productive Industry, Fauna and Flora, of that Re
gion. Illustrated with Numerous Maps and Engravings, Arranged and Prepared
for the Tehuantepec Railroad Company of New Orleans. By J. J. Williams, prin
cipal Assistant Engineer. 8vo., pp. 295. New York : D. Appleton & Co.
The contents of this work furnish the most complete and reliable information re
specting the facilities for a railroad across the Isthmus of Tehuantepec There ap
pears to be no point of interest or importance connected with the route, which has
been overlooked in the compilation of the work. It is profusely embellished with en
gravings and accompanied with numerous maps of the route. Not only those who
feel an interest in this enterprise, but the general reader will be greatly interested in
the contents of these pages.
00.— Cousin's Course of the History of Modern Philosophy. Translated by O. W.
Wight. 2 vols. New York: D. Appleton & Co.
We have compared this translation with other translations of parts of the same
great work, ana our friends have compared it with the original, and the verdict is
the same. Mr. Wight, who is a self-educated young clergyman of great promise,
has done himself lasting credit and rendered the student of philosophy an immense
service by his faithful, spirited, and entirely successful rendition into our good
mother tongue of this master-piece of the orator-philosopher of France. We trust
that, neither the spirited publishers nor their energetic scholar will fail of being gen
erously appreciated by a public which give9 such kind welcome to works not to be
named in the same day with this.
11.—Four lectures on the Offices and Ceremonies of Holy Week, as Performed in the
Papal Chapels. Delivered in Rome in the Lent of 1887. By Cardinal Wisemah.
12uio„ pp. 204. Baltimore : J. Murphy & Co.
These discourses, although pretending merely to explain the ceremonies and offices
of holy week, contain many features which impart to them far more than ordinary
interest. They develop the manner in which architecture, music, poetry, painting, and
sculpture, have ull been consecrated by the genius of catholicity to devotional pur
poses. Its pages, therefore, pos?e^ an artistic and historical value independent of
their great interest to the strictly religious reader.
12.—Lectures on Mental Science According to the Philosophy of Phrenology. Deliv
ered before the Anthropological Society of the Western Liberal Intsitute. By Rev.
G. S. Weaver. Illustrated with engravings. 12mo., pp. 2'J5. New York : Fowlers
& Wells.
The champions of phrenology are among the most industrious of men. No science
at the present day is more examined, investigated, and pushed to its highest develop
ment with the vigor which belongs to these truths. The volume before us is an im
portant addition to this field of knowledge. It is an able and scientific view of the
philosophy of the mind on phrenological principles.
31.—The Constitutions of the Several States of the Union, and United States, In
cluding the Declaration of Independence, and Articles of Confederation. Taken
from Authentic Documents. 8vo., pp. 656. New York : A. S. Barnes & Co.
The title page, which we have quoted above, clearly and succinctly describes the
character and contents of this volume ; and however much the constitutions' of the
Union, or of the thirty-one States of our •' great and glorious Republic " are open to
criticism, the book itself is entirely above it, as it is just what, and no more than it
purports to be, namely, a faithful repository of the different constitutions of the thirtyone " sovereign and independent States " of the United States of North America.
14.—The First Book of Etymology: Designed to Promote Pi ecision in the Use and
Facilitate the Acquisition of the Knowledge of the English Language,for Beginners :
on the Basis of " the First Book of Etymology " by James Lynd. By J. Thomas.
12mo., pp. 261. Philadelphia: E. U. <fc J. Bidd'le.
The suffixes and prefixes of our language are explained in the first part of this little
volume, in such a manner as greatly to aid the youth in their apprehension. In sub
sequent pages their combination with the root is al*> explained.
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15.—Madeleine : a Tale of Auvergne, founded on fact. By Julia Kavanagh. Umo.
New York : D. Appleton & Co.
Few authors possess more power in the delineation of the deep or wild emotion
and feelings of the female heart than this accomplished writer. The scenes of this
tale are described with unusual energy, pathos, and beauty.
16.—May Martin, and other Tales of the Green Mountains. By the author of • Tm
Green Mountain Boys." A new edition. 12mo., pp. 380. Boston: B. B. Mussey.
The first of these tales has had quite an extensive sale in this country and Europe.
It is now presented in a revised form with many others, which are very pleasant and
agreeable stories. The author possesses a rich and chastened imagination, and wields
a smooth and flowing pen.
17.—Home Narratives; or Stories from Household Words. Edited by Charlh
Dickens. No. VL Putnam's Semi-Monthly Library. 12mo., pp. 233. New York:
G. P. Putnam.
Selections from Dickens, like this volume, should be extremely entertaining and
good. Such the reader will find these pages. Although the articles have previously
appeared in the " Household Words," they are well worthy of the more permanent
form which they receive in this excellent and popular series.
18.— Uncle T in's Log, or Life Among the Lowly. Mrs. Harbiet Beecher Stow.
2 vols. 12mo., pp. Boston: John P. Jewett.
It has been the unusual fortune of this work to obtain a sale of ten thousand copies
in two weeks, and twenty thousand in leas than a month. The publishers cannot sup
ply the demand for it. The hero is a negro slave ; and the object of the work is to
illustrate slave life in its best and worst aspects. It is free from bitterness or anything
that can offend the prejudices of any. But it is a most graphic and powerfully writ
ten story, and will convulse with laughter and bathe in tears those who read its
pages. It is unquestionably the greatest tale of the day for popular readers.
19.—The Book of Ballads. Edited by Bon Gualtier. With Illustrations. 12mo,
pp. 215. New York : J. S. Redfield.
Many of these ballads are written in the burlesque style, and they caricature, more
especially the art of puffiDg. But they are quite clever and agreeable.
20.— Gleanings and Groupings from a Pastor's Portfolio. By Rev. J. N. Daxfortb.
12mo,pp. 360. New York : A. S. Barnes.
These sketches possess many attractive points for a general reader. They are care
fully written, with smoothness and finish of style, thoughtful, placid, portraying
true feeling, and with much interesting narrative ; they will beguile many an h ur
very pleasantly.
21.—Margaret Cecil, or 'J Can Because I Ought." By Cocsin Kate. limo.. pp.
316. New York : D. Appleton & Co.
This is an exceedingly attractive tale, delineating that strength and force of ihij-acter which is required to do riyht because it is one's duty. It is well written, and can_ not fail to please all readers.
22.—A Faggot of French Sticks; or Paris in 1851. By Sia Francis. Head. Two
volumes in one. 12mo., pp. 495. New York: G. P. Putnam.
This will prove an exceedingly entertaining volume to all those who are curious to
know what sights may be seen in the streets of Paris. The author, who writes in a
lively and vigorous style, spent some months in Paris in 1 So 1, and took special care
to see whatever could be seen that might interest a strauirrr. A reader cuuld hardly
know more of the city by a visit to it than may be learned from these pages.
23.—"As Good as a Comedy,'' or the Tennessean's Story, liy an Editob. ltao. pp.
251. Philadelphia : A. Hart.
Full of humor, and literally " As Good as a Comedy."
24.—Marcus Warland ; or the Long Moss Spring. A Tale of the South. By Caro
line Lle Hentz. 1 2nio., pp. 287. Philadelphia : A. Hart
The scenes of this tale are Uid in the Southern States. They are entertaining, and
drawn with a glowing pen.
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25.—The American Muck Book; Treating of the Nature, Properties, Sources, His
tory, and Operations of all the Principal Fertilizers and Manures in Common Use.
with Specific Directions for their Preparation, Preservation, and Application to
the Soil, and to Crops, as Combined with the Leading Principles of Practical and
Scientific farming. Illustrated with Engravings. By D. J. Browne. 12mo., pp. 422.
New York : C. M. Saxton.
Little need be said regarding the subject of a volume which the title so fully ex
plains. It presents rather the practical chemistry of the article of which it treats,
and will unquestionably prove a valuable auxiliary, in connection with other works, on
the manner of applying manures.
26.—Rural Architecture. Being a Complete Description of Farm-houses, Cottages,
and Outbuildings, Comprising Wood-houses, Workshops, Tool-houses, Carriage and
Wagon houses, Stables, Smoke and Ash houses, lec-houses, Apiary or Bee houses,
Poultry-houses, Ac; with Lawns, Pleasure-grounds, and Parks; Flower, Fruit,
and Vegetable Gardens ; and the Best Method of Conducting Water to Cattleyards, etc. By L. F. Allen. Beautifully Illustrated. 12mo., pp. 384. New York :
C. M. Saxton.
Few subjects are more important to the farmer than that of which this book treats.
It is very full and complete in its information, although chiefly a compilation from the
best works on the subject.
27.—A Journey Through Tarlary, Thibet, and China. By M. Hue. In 2 vols.,
12mo, pp. 245 and 248. New York : D. Appleton lis Co.
These volumes form a part of Appletons' Library of Readable Books. They nre
full of no relty, danger and excitement, although they consist of an abridged narrative
of travels through the above mentioned countries in 1844-5-6, by a French Catholic
Missionary and his assistant.
28.—The Glory of Christ; Illustrated in Mis Character and History, Including
the Last Things of His Mediatorial Government. By Gardiner Sprino. 2 vols..
8vo, pp. 801 and 308. New York : M. W. Dodd.
This writer is already well-known to the public, both as a preacher and as an
author. The contents of these volumes consist of twenty chapters, each of which con
siders the glory of the Savior in some one of his offices or characteristics. The style
and manner of the author are striking and energetic ; but wo can scarcely discern
anythiug particularly new or important in relation to the volumes, unless it be the
name of the author. To his friends the volumes will, of course, be invaluable, but as
contributions to theological science, or literature, or as appeals to mankind in behalf
of anything more than the special views of a religious denomination, they are de
ficient in intert3t.
29.—The Household of Sir Thomas More. By Margabeta More. 12mo., pp. 174.
New York : Charles Scribner.
This charming little volume has been issued in a very tastful style. The daughter
of Sir Thomas was as accomplished as a woman, as her father was great and eminent
as a man. There are few small works in the English language that can compare in
merit with these pages. The orthography of the old time has been presorved, which
adds much to its effect.
30.—The Desert Home ; or, the Adventures of a Lost Family in the Wilderness. By
Gait. Mayne Reid. With Twelve Illustrations. 12mo., pp. 411. Boston: Ticknor, Reed <fe Fields.
This work is designed chiefly for youthful readers, although there is sufficient inter
est in the narrative to entertain the more grave and serious. It is written by a pen
that is always lively, and often sparkling and brilliant, and delineates the adventures
of a family lost in the Great American Desert of which, in this tale, New Mexico, as
well as Utah, is regarded as a portion.
31.—Lyra, and other Poems. By Alice Carey. 12mo., pp. 176. New York: J. S
Redtield.
Whatever this writer produces is smooth, graceful, and polished. Such is the merit
of these poems. But she does not appear to possess an unusual talent for poetry
although there are here many striking and pleasing passages.
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32.— Wesley and Methodism. By Isaac Taylor. 12nio., pp. 328. New York : Har
per 4 Brothers.
Isaac Taylor has long been held in high repute by the public. Any work from his
pen is certain to be something more than ordinary, and to make an impression. In
these pages he regards Methodism as a new phase of modem days—as the startingpoint of the religious movement of the present time, and as now about to enter upon
a full development of its peculiar character, or ''mission," as some would term it.
This is the leading topic of the work ; and " the next coming development of the
power of the Gospel " is contemplated with great force and eloquence, and with a
compass ol thought which will awaken a strong interest in the mind.
33.— Tallis's Scripture Katural History for Youth. Parts 11 and 12. lOmo. New
York : J. TaUis A Co.
We have often had occasion to speak of the taste and elegance with which the
plates of all the various classes of animals and birds mentioned in Scripture are exe
cuted in this work. The accompanying text explains all that may strictly be regarded
as their natural history, and, as a specimen of letter-press, is quite neat
34.—The British Colonies. By R. M Martin. Part 37. New York : J. Tallis i Co.
In this part, the history of the settlement of the Cape of Good Hope is com
menced. It contains, likewise, a map of Africa.
35.—Illustrated Atlas and Modern History of the World. Part 46. New York : J.
TallisACo.
The contents of this part are a map of New York city, with many elegant views
engraved in the margin, and some additional pages of the index.
80.—The Phonographic Teacher : Being an Inductive Exposition of Phonography,
Intended as a School Book, and to Afford thorough Instruction to those who have not
the Assistance of an Oral Teacher. By E. Webster. 18mo,pp. 103. New York :
Fowlers and Wells.
Phonography may now be regarded as " a fixed fact" The success with which the
speeches and proceedings of public meetings are reported by its aid, is greater than
with any other method. The little manual before us will be found very useful to any
one who attempts to acquire this art by his own exertions.
37.—Hungary in 1861 ; With an Experience of the Austrian Police. By Cilarlks
Lorinq Brace. 12mo., pp. 419. New York : Charles Scribner.
Mr. Brace, it must be admitted on all hands, had unusual advantages for observing
thoroughly the condition and feelings of the masses of the Hungarian people ; and he
has succeeded in presenting what bears on its face a faithful and accurate picture of
the feelings and condition of the Hungarian people. There is a freshness and force in
the author's style, and a glow of sympathy for the heroic and unfortuuate Hungari
ans, that will find a response in every republican heart In the appendix there are
Bome interesting statistics of the population and trade of Hungary, which we shall
have occasion to refer to hereafter. The work is illustrated with six fine engravings.

ERRATA FOR THE APRIL AND MAY NUMBERS.
In the article on the " Law of Progress in the relations of Capital and Labor," by
Rjchard Sulley, published in the April number of this Magazine, page 449, 80th line
from the top, for " Comer to his friend " read " Corner to his friend," and in 25th line
on page 452, same number, for " 27,000,000 yards per week" read "27,000,000 yards
per annum"
In the article entitled " A National Currency : Confidence its Basis," on : page 616
of the present number of the Merchants' Magazine, tenth line from the top, jbfThe
views of Hall" read "The views of Dr. Robert Hark,"
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Art. I—THE STATES OF BRITISH AMERICA AND THE UNITED STATES:
FREEDOM OF TRADE AND UNION OF INTERESTS.*
There is a larger free, white population in the States of British North
America, than there was in the United States when they declared themselves
independent. The population of those provinces was then about 250,000.
It is now about 2,500,000. In 1776 the United States did not probably
contain more than 2,800,000 inhabitants, of whom nearly half a million
were slaves. Our figures are necessarily a little conjectural, but probably
within the truth. The first official census of the United States was not ta
ken until 1790, when the population was 3,929,326, including 629,697
slaves.
The population of the Provinces of British America at the two periods of
our comparison may be pretty accurately stated as follows :—
Lower Canada
1848
770,000
1784
118,000
Upper Canada
1848
723,292
1791
60,000
Nova Scotia and Cape Breton.
1848
279,800
1788
82,000
New Brunswick
1848
210,000
1787
12,000
Newfoundland
1845
96,606
1805
26,505
Prince Edward
1841
47,033
1806
9,678
Total
2,126,731
243,181
Adding for increase since the dates of the table, and for the population of
the Hudson's Bay Company's territories, and we have the population as
stated, which, we have reason to believe, is in fact rather understated. Mr.
* Report on the Trade and Commerce of the British North American Colonies with the United
States and other countries, embracing full and complete tabular statements from 1829 to 1850. Pre
sented to the United states Senate by Thomas Corwin, Secretary of the Treasury, (Prepared by J,
D. Andrews, Esq. U. S. Consul, New Brunswick,) Washington, 1831.
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Montgomery Martin estimates the population of Western or Upper Canada, in
1849, at 750,000 ; of Nova Scotia in 1850 at 300,000 ; of Prince Edward
Island at 55,000.* We have no regular and careful census returns for our
authority. There should have been a census of Eastern Canada in 1848,
according to law, but it seems to have been omitted.f Our figures are taken
from the very able and valuable " Report on the Trade, Commerce, and Re
sources of the British North American Colonies," prepared by J. D. Andrews,
Esq., United States Consul at St. John, New Brunswick, and communicated
to the Senate by the Secretary of the Treasury. This voluminous collection
of statistics embraces statements from 1829 to 1850, relative to the Fish
eries, the Mines, Minerals, and Light houses, and the Trade and Commerce
of the Canacla«, of Nova Scotia, of New Brunswick, of Newfoundland, of
Prince Edward Island, the Trade and Commerce of the Lakes, and also mis
cellaneous returns of population, tonnage, shipping, and foreign trade. The
statements are collected and arranged with unusual care and skill, and are
as authentic and accurate as can be expected in the absence of a thorough
system of statistics in the United States and in the Provinces. We shall
be rejoiced when Congress shall see fit to establish a Bureau of Statistics,
such as that proposed and ably advocated by Hon. Zadoc Pratt, some years
ago, in the House of Representatives—a truly statesmanlike measure ; some
system, at any rate, with the necessary governmental appliances, for the reg
ular and careful collection of facts relating to our trade, agriculture, and
manufactures.
If our statesmen knew how much such a measure would lighten and en
lighten their own labors and inquiries, as well as those of the Merchants'
Magazine, they would hardly allow another session to pass without some
such enactment.
The general reader who is not a professed Political Economist, will find
most matter of interest in the report cf Mr. Andrews, prefixed to the tables,
which is something more than a mere index, or introduction to the statistics.
After a histoiieal sketch of English legislation on colonial trade, since the
Revolution, Mr. Andrews gives a summary view of the present state of colo
nial trade, both with England and America, under the new Navigation and
Corn Laws of Great Britain, and then, in conclusion, broaches an important
measure of commercial policy, proposed by the Canadian Government to
our own. This measure is nothing less than reciprocal free trade in breadstuffs and other natural products. The notion that this measure would hurt
the grain-growers of this country, is combatted with much force. There
certainly seems little danger to our farmers from competition in our own
market ; in the fareign market no protection can protect them from Europe
or Canada. However all this may be, that this measure would be a natural
political result, that it is with and not against the current of political affairs
in the Provinces, both as regards their domestic policy and their relations
with the United States, must strike every one who reads the colonial history
of tho last eighty years. He must be struck at once with their rapid and
substantial growth, their steady progress in liberal government, and at the
same lime with the constant tendency to fusion, not of laws, but interests,
the growing assimilation in trade and in ideas, with their neighbors across
the lakes, which has accompanied this material and political growth.
We have noticed the increase of their population. By the census of
• The British Colonies, p. IK>.
t The reaiiltsur the census of Cnnndfl,jilst taken, have not yet been made public. According lo
the Journal dt Quclec, the population of bulb Canada*, by the census, will be l.SUu.WJ.
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1850, the population of the United States was 23,257,723 ; it has therefore
increased about eight-fold since the peaca of 1783, or in seventy years.
The colonial increase has been about ton-fold. Increase in numbers, how
ever, is but one phase, one branch of national growth. It U the effect—it
is the cause, also, of growth of every kind —commercial, agricultural, indus
trial. It is the index of political health, also. And all this progress has
been coincident with, and it is owing, we arc persuaded, to like political
causes, and to like natural advantages, as that of the United States.
We call the States of British America, Colonies. That word no longer
describes the footing upon which they stand ; the position of political and
commercial independence to which the course of events during the last eighty
years has been gradually bringing them. Free and sovereign States they .
cannot be called ; but the modern idea of a colony implies subjection and
dependence. Such was the colonial relation under the system which began
•when Columbus first set foot on San Salvador, and the distinguishing feature
of which, according to Say's rather hasty classification of colonies, was that
they were planted with the mere temporary purpose of enriching adventu
rers, who had no design of permanent settlement, but intended to return
home as soon as their fortunes were made.* The British Provinces are
rather colonies, according to the ancient idea ; such colonies as those with
which prolific Greece lined the shores of the Black Sea, and the Mediterra
nean. " If treated kindly, a colony will honor the mother country ; if
treated unjustly, it will become estranged. For colonies are not sent out to
become the slaves of those who remain behind, but to be their equals."f
Such was the proud language with which a Greek colony in the days of
Pericles checked the arrogance of its metropolis, or mother cilrj, and the
words of the ambassadors of Corey ra to the Athenian people, embody the
spirit of the ancient colonial system. But both systems, ancient and
modern, have had their day. The modern colonial relation reached its ma
turity a hundred years ago. It began to decay in 1778. The revolutionary
war was the first decided symptom of its decay. It has been gradually
sinking ever since the independence of the United States. But that event
was the result of political causes not confined in their operation to the Eng
lish colonies. They were at work in South America, as well as North Amer
ica. In less than fifty years after the peace of 1783, all the States of South
America fell away, at a blow, from a state of colonial dependence. How
long that blow had been preparing, the suddenness, the completeness of the
change fully showed. Nothing had been wanting but the signal and the
opportunity; and Napoleon's seizure of Spain was all that was needed to
precipitate an event that must have come in the political order of nature.
Within five years from the 1st of August, 1823, when Bolivar's iron hail
beat down the Spanish ranks of La Serna, at Ayacucho, in Peru, there was
not an European colony in all the continent of South America, except the
little settlements of Guiana ; and the British Provinces are all that remain
on the continent of North America. How far they are an exception to the
spirit of the rule, a glance at their progress in liberal principles of govern
ment, at the constant and ever increasing spirit of liberality arid concession
which has animated the legislation of England, both in matters purely po
litical, and, in particular, on affairs of trade, from the revolution to this day,
• Say'a Political Economy, llook I* C. XIX.
t Thucjdidee, B. I., 1 34. Clinluu'a Fasti Hellenic!, I. p. 113.
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at their growth in trade and industry, and the progress of internal improve
ments, which have accompanied this political emancipation, will amply show.
The 4th of July, 1770, marks an epoch for the States of British Ameri
ca as well as for the United States. The same thing, indeed, may be said
of many other and more distant nations. France, Constitutional Germany,
the States of South America, may all date from the 4th of July, for the
revolution, certainly one of the most fruitful events in history, furnishes a
point of historical departure for every one of them. But of the Canadas,
this is especially true. Their political and material development began with
our own. Although their external political relations remained the same,
the northern colonies entered with us upon a new career at the revolution.
A brief review of colonial history will show how. And here it may be in
teresting to go a little further back and more fully into details than Mr.
Andrews has done.
One of the first measures of Congress, at the beginning of the war, when
the fearful odds impressed upon them the necessity of strengthening their
position in every quarter, was to issue an address " To the oppressed inhab
itants of Canada," calling upon them to make common cause with their
brethren of the United Colonies. The address, which was issued on the
29th of May, 1775, produced some effect. But the British government had
already foreseen this danger, and the disastrous consequences of losing so
important a basis of military operations as the northern provinces afforded.
Simultaneously, therefore, with the system of coercive measures—beginning
with the Boston Port Bill—adopted towards the United Colonies, began a
policy of concession and indulgence towards the Canadas, the first measure
being the famous Quebec Bill. That bill, if it drew the Canadas closer to
England, and saved them to the crown, only served to widen the breach
with the United Colonies, and, to add to political animosity, the bitterness of
religious feeling. The bill was directly framed to catch the French and the
Catholic sympathies and interests of Canada. The population at that time
was of almost unmixed French descent. In fact, of the present population
of the Canadas, about 600,000 are of French origin, and nearly unmixed
French blood. Wolf's triumph on the Eights of Abraham relieved them
of the despotism of the Intendant of Louis XIV., Bigot, but little or noth
ing had been done to provide them with a regular fonn of government, un
til policy prompted such measures as the Quebec Bill. This policy will
account for what otherwise seems inexplicable, that the Canadians, a people
of French blood, of Catholic faith, were precisely those colonists whose fidel
ity to their heretical rulers was least shaken. The Quebec Bill made political
concessions amply sufficient to satisfy men instructed in no higher principles
of political liberty than their fathers brought with them from the France of
Louis XIV. But what was of most consequence, the act, at the same time
that it restored the Coutume de Paris, the French system of proceedure,
and the French language in civil matters, made ample concessions to the re
ligious opinions of the French, abolished the oaths of abjuration and su
premacy, and substituted a modified oath of allegiance.
This is a Catholic chapter in the history of the United States, which may
be read without bitterness or regret. But the bitterness of feeling, which
this measure at the time caused in the Protestant hearts of America, found
its lightest expression in caricature, which represented Quebec sitting in tn• umph on its bights, on one side, and on the other Boston in flumes, while,
, in the foreground, a Roman Catholic priest is kneeling with uplifted crucifix
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in one hand and gibbet in the other, apparently presenting to an honest
American yeoman, armed only with a club, an alternative which John
Bull is enforcing with a blunderbuss* The bill was entitled a bill " For
making more effectual provision for the government of the Province of Que
bec, in North America." It established a Legislative Council, with every
power but that of levying taxes, the members of which were to be appointed
by the crown. Canadian Catholics were entitled to sit in the Council. The.
Catholic clergy, with the exception of the regular orders, were secured in
the exercise of their religious duties, and in the enjoyment of their tithes.
Colonel Barre thought he detected in the scheme a plan " to raise a popish
army to serve in the colonies," and from his place in the House of Commons
warned the ministry that in such case " all hope of peace in America will
be destroyed. The Americans will look on the Canadians as their taskmas
ters, and, in the end, their executioners." Intrinsically just as these conces
sions, religious and political, doubtless were, it was the motive of policy
lurking beneath which led Congress to denounce the Quebec Bill in the
Declaration of Independence, as an attempt to abolish " the free system of
English laws in a neighboring province," and which led the people of the
colonies to brand the ministry as papists and enemies to the Constitution.
Whatever the motive, the concession was made ; and it was the fruit of
American resistance. The first step in colonial freedom was gained through
the American Revolution, which in fact began to bear its fruits for Canada
sooner than for ourselves. Independence came : political separation from
England brought with it, of course, political separation from the colonies on
the north of our great Mediterranean lakes. They became to us foreign
States ; and all laws, including those of trade and navigation, in force be
tween foreign nations, controlled our relations with the colonies. The same
prohibitory navigation system, the same restrictive tariff, weighed down our
Commerce with them as with England.
And yet, at this moment of almost utter separation, we were, in one sense,
nearer having entire reciprocity of trade than we ever were since.
" Immediately after the conclusion of the preliminary articles of peace in No
vember, 1782," says Mr. Andrews, " Mr. Pitt, then Chancellor of the Exchequer,
introduced into the House of Commons (March, 1783) a bill for the regulation
of trade and intercourse between the people of Great Britain and of the United
States, which, had it been adopted, would have laid a broad foundation for a per
petual peace and harmony between the two countries.
"This bill, after declaring in the preamble that the thirteen United States of
North America had lately been solemnly acknowledged by the king to be free,
sovereign, and independent States, proceeded first to repeal all the statutes of
regulation or prohibition of intercourse which had been theretofore enacted. It
then recited that the ships and vessels of the people of the United States had,
while they were British subjects, been admitted into the ports of Great Britain
with all the privileges and advantages of British built ships; that, by the then
existing regulations of Great Britain, foreigners, as aliens, were liable to various
commercial restrictions, duties, and customs, at the ports of Great Britain, which
had not been applicable to the inhabitants of the United States.
" The following remarkable language is contained in the bill :—
" ' And whereas it is highly expedient that the intercourse between Great Brit
ain and the United States should be established on the most enlarged principles
of reciprocal benefit to both countries, but, from the distance between Great Brit
ain and America, it must be a considerable time before any convention or treaty
• Loning'a Pictorial Revolution, where the caricature may be found engraved.
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for establishing and regulating the trade and intercourse between Gre.it Britain
and the United States of America upon a permanent foundation can be concluded :
Now, for the purpose of making a temporary regulation of the Commerce and
intercourse between Great Britain and the said United States of America, and in
order to evince the disposition of Great Britain to be on terms of the moat perfeet amity with the said United States of America, and in confidence of a like
friendly disposition on the part of the said United States towards Great Britain,'
&.c, Sic.
"The bill then proceeded with a clause to regulate the commercial intercourse
between the United States and the island of Great Britain only, and it was pre
cisely the same system of regulations which, after a lapse of more th in thirty
years, was established by the convention of 1815, and which is still in force.
" With respect to the intercourse with the colonies, thai was to be settled on
principles equally liberal.
" The following were the provisions of the proposed bill with respect to the
colonies :—
" ' And be itfurther enacted. That during the time aforesaid the ships and ves
sels of the subjects and citizens of the said United States shall be admitted into
the ports of his Majesty's islands, colonies, and plantations in America, with any
merchandise or goods of the growth, produce, and manufacture of the territories
of the aforesaid United States, with liberty to export from his Majesty's islands,
colonies or plantations in America, to the said territories of the said United States,
any merchandise and goods whatsovcr ; and such merchandise and goods which
shall be so imported into, or exported from the said British islands, colonies or
plantations in America, shall be liable to the same duties and charges only as the
same merchandise and goods should be suliject to if they were the property of
British natural-born subjects, and imported or exported in British-built ships or
vessels, navigated by British seamen.
" ' And be itfurther enacted, That during all the time hereinbefore limited Ihere
shall be the same drawbacks, exemptions, and bounties on merchandise and goods
exported from Great Britain into the territories of the said United States of
America, as are allowed in the case of exportation to the islands, plantations or
colonies now remaining or belonging to the crown of Great Britain in America.""
Had the same wise Whig councils which terminated the war, prevailed,
the revolution would thus have immediately brought about results which we
have since seen gradually effected. Almost entire reciprocity would have
been at once established. But the times were not yet ripe.
While the British cabinet clung, with a tenacity made a little obsti
nate, perhaps, by the event of their belligerent policy, to a system of restric
tions upon colonial navigation, and to the exclusion of foreign shipping from
colonial ports, the success of the revolution was deemed anything but a rea
son for abandoning the political policy of the Quebec Bill. The Provinces
had as yet nothing like representative government. Parliament, eager to
repair the mistakes committed in the southern colonies, made haste to sup
ply the deficiency, and Mr. Pitt's Act, or the Constitution of 1791, as it was
cailied, was more, successful than his proposition for "equal reciprocity" in
1782. 'The system of government thus organized remained in force until
1840. By this act the division into Upper and Lower Canada was first
made. The executive power was vested in a governor named by the crown,
an executive council appointed for life and a legislative council, which was
not elective, and was legislative only in name. The legislative assembly was
elected by a restricted suffrage.
In July, 1840, by chapter 35 of the 3 and 4 Victoria, the division of the
Canadas was done away, and a government of the united provinces of East
and West Canada established. The leading features of the new government
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are much the same as those of the old, so far as the formal arrangements of
government go. Within a few years, governments have been organized in
all the provinces on very much the same basis. The assembly is elective,
the suffifige being restricted by a property qualification. But in a country
like Canada, where land is very cheap and very plenty, there is little in this
restriction that is practically exclusive, or undemocratic in practice, however
offensive to American ways of thinking, in principle.
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and Newfoundland, have in like manner
their governors appointed by the crown, their executive councils, their legis
lative councils, and legislative assemblies. Cape Breton sends its quota to
the Assembly of Nova Scotia ; and in Newfoundland, under the govern
ment organized in 1832, something very like universal suffrage prevails.
Every tenant of a dwelling, even for one year, is a voter, according to tho
scheme of suffrage which Mr. Hume has the honor to annually propound
to the laughing Senate of England.
But it is not so much in the formal arrangements of the governments, that
the political progress of the Provinces is to be sought, as in the principles
of administration now recognized, in the spirit and character of the people,
in the vital changes that have gradually been brought about with regard to
the control of finances, and of the supplies and the control of trade.
The growth of the British Provinces has been a growth of the people.
Every new farm cleared and gained from the wilderness has been so much
added to the strength of the popular element of legislation. So long as
the popular will and tho executive will, as expressed through the council
which derived its power from the crown, were in harmony, all was well.
But in case of collision, which was to yield? How to accommodate the
popular element to an executive power independent of tho people, without
compromising their liberties; how to shape the executive authority so as to
conform to the popular will, without breaking down the colonial relation, has
been the great difficulty in the British Provinces, ever since growing wealth
and population have given them the feeling and pride of a State. It must
be the difficulty with all colonies that pretend to free government, for the
colonial relation is itself pro tanto an infringement of the principle of free
government. It is something very different from the monarchical element in
a mixed government like the English. The executive in Canada means a
legislative as well as executive control outside of the country—not an inte
gral portion of the domestic constitution. It is this difficulty which has been
at the root of all the internal troubles of Canada.
The new organization contains no formal provision that we are aware of,
to meet it ; but it is understood to be now a settled rule of State, that the
ministry and chief officers of government are to conform to the rule of the
legislative majority, in analogy to the change of ministry in England. This,
we believe, is what is termed in Canadian politics the principle of responsible
government. If faithfully carried out, it is obvious how great an advance
upon the narrow control of executive cliques and "family compacts" this
principle must prove, although it would hardly satisfy our American predi
lections for written guaranties.
But our topic is now the commercial, rather than political progress of the
Provinces. It is often among the affairs of trade that the progress of mod
ern liberty is most distinctly traced. Modern revolutions turn oftenest upon
questions of taxation and public economy, and the rule is the same whether
the revolutions are sudden and by the sword, or gradual and without the
rupture of formal relations.
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The English Navigation System, a system, in effect, as harsh towards
British colonies as foreign powers, was at its hight, when Pitt made his he
roic but unsuccessful attack upon it
The Navigation Act, in effect, closed the ports of the Provinces to Amer
ican, now become foreign shipping. The Provinces themselves could import
only in British ships, only from British territory.
Another effort for reciprocity was made soon after the failure of Mr. Pitt's
Bill ; the overture, destined often to be repeated by us in vain, came from
the United States. It was made in 1785 by Mr. Adams, our Minister at
the Court of St. James. He proposed to place the trade and navigation
between all the dominions of the crown and all the United Slates on the
basis of entire reciprocity.* The British Government declined this and any
other proposition. " You may depend upon it," wrote Mr. Adams from
London, in October, 1785, "the Commerce of America will have no relief
at present, nor, in my opiniou, ever, until the United States shall have gener
ally passed navigation acts. If this measure is not adopted, we shall be de
rided ; and the more we suffer, the more will our calamities be laughed at."
But those were the days of the confederation, of union only in name,
when there were thirteen sovereignties, not one federal government to make
itself felt and respected abroad. So long as each State could enact its sep
arate navigation and tariff law, there was little danger of an effective retal
iation. If one State excluded, its neighbor might admit, and thus not only
would the effect of the policy be weakened, but the difficulty of carrying it
out be greatly increased through the multiplied facilities of evasion. So
reasoned the merchants of America ; so concluded the convention of An
napolis. And the Constitution arose, a beautiful form, from the scattered
limbs of the confederacy.
There was all the difference in the world in the reception which the over
tures of the United States now received. As early as September, 1789,
(the year of the adoption of the Constitution,) a committee was appointed
in the House of Lords, which was instructed to report what " proposals of
a commercial nature it would be proper to be made " to the United States.
In January, 1791, (the year of Pitt's Constitution for Canada,) this com
mittee submitted a report, drawn up by Lord Liverpool. In regard to nav
igation, the only proposition recommended by the report was that " British
ships, trading to the ports of the United States, should be there treated
with respect to the duties on tonnage and imports, in like manner as the
ships of the United States shall be treated in the ports of Great Britain."
But " if Congress should propose," adds the report, " (as they certainly
will,) that this principle of equality should be extended to the ports of our
colonies and islands, and that the ships of the United States should be then
treated as British ships, it should be answered that this demand cannot be
admitted even as a subject of n ffotiation."
But even the degree of liberality exhibited in the report failed to influence
the commercial intercourse of the two countries, and from 1783 to 1815
the exclusive system was kept up. There were, however, some interruptions.
From 1783 to 1788, trade with the United States was placed by orders in
council on the footing of foreign Commerce and trade between the United
States, and the colonies was restricted to a small number of articles, and
confined to British ships exclusively. In 1788 these regulations were conMacgreggor'e America, vol. 2, page 1313.
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firmed by statute. Jay's treaty of 1794 mado no change in our relations
with the colonies. In 1806 failure again attended an attempt to arrange
the trade between the colonies and the United States. The embargo effected
by a violent operation what negotiation had been vainly endeavoring from
1783 to 1807 to bring about—the admission of American vessels into the
ports of the English colonies. War put a stop to the colonial trade in Eng
lish vessels ; the trade had become so valuable, so necessary to the colonies,
that England was compelled to allow it in American vessels, and the ports
of the Provinces were opened.
The convention of 1815 seems to have been dictated, on the part of Eng
land, by the very policy indicated by Lord Liverpool's report, both in what
it granted and what it withheld. It established reciprocity and freedom of
navigation between " the territories of his Britannic Majesty in Europe "
and the territories of the United States, and extended also certain privileges
in the Indies. But the coasting trade was carefully reserved, as is likewise
the case with the navigation act of 1849. And there the convention stops.
Admission of our ships into colonial ports does not, in fact, seem to have
been even " the subject of negotiation.'1'' In this way was secured to England
an advantage which this same report had pointed out twenty years before.
An English vessel had the advantage of a double voyage—an open and a
privileged one. It could bring a cargo from England to an American port,
take a cargo to a colonial port, and from the colonial port sail with freight
to England, or perhaps to the West Indies, and so home. Its American ri
val could not follow it in this profitable circuit. "The whole of this branch
of trade," said Lord Liverpool, " may also be considered as a new acquisi
tion, and was attained by your Majesty's order in council."
The following figures, from one of Mr. Andrews' tables, show the unequal
working of this system, siiice 1 830 :—
ABSTRACT OF TONNAGE, AMERICAN AND BRITISH, ENTERING AND CLEARING AT BOSTON
AND NEW YORK.
BOSTON.
AMERICAN VESSELS.
BRITISH VESSELS.
Entered.
Cleared.
Entered.
Cleared.
1829
toon
9,896
5,918
none.
none.
1832
7,642
6,771
18,241
20,683
1836
8,680
9,498
80,996
34,149
1840
24,677
10,708
42,586
42,964
1845
16,826
18,890
87,403
102,382
1848
19,438
28,312
187,423
167,186
NEW YORE.
1829
tons
15,168
14,441
none
188
1882
6,556
4,502
16,094
35,045
1835
4,108
4,286
12,748
27,748
1840
5,111
8,067
14,918
84,290
1845
7,168
8,079
15,888
41,434
1848
4,509
8,887
42,171
128,669
This unequal advantage was a constant and just ground of complaint to
American merchants, until the navigation act of 1849 swept away at once
all ungenerous restrictions.*
There had previously, however, been a partial relaxation of this restrictive
• June 26, 1849.
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colonial policy. It was a frequent subject of diplomatic correspondence
from 1815 to 1830.
" There has not been a moment," wrote Mr. Clay, when Secretary of State in
1826, to Mr. Vaughan, " since the adoption of the present constitution, when the
United States were not willing to npply the principles of a fair reciprocity and
equal competition ; there hits not been a time during the same period when they
have understood the British Government to be prepared to adopt that principle.
Though there now existed a virtual non-intercourso between the United States
and the Bri'ish colonics, yet there did not cease to be a mutual exchange of their
respective products; or rather the export trade of the United States of commod
ities destined for the use of the British colonies continued, because it was neces
sary for the colonies to have those articles ; and while the colonies could not re
ceive them directly, they could and did indirectly, through the neutral islands of
St. Thomas and St. Bartholomew, each of which became a sort of entrepot for
our Commerce and that of the British Colonies."
Mr. Clay goes on with characteristic frankness to state that with the lower
colonies, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and Cape Breton, a very large illegal
trad* was also carried on, both by sea and across the boundary of Maine
and New Brunswick. The existence of this contraband trade has always
been a notorious f .ct.
Mr. Andrews' table of the coastwise imports and exports at Ogdensburg,
the principal port of entry of the Oawegatchie district, in New York, is suf
ficiently signiiicant :—
IMPORTS 1849.
Flour
bbls.
S.800
Cod
tons
2,500
Wheat.
bush.
18,000
Salt
bbls.
10,000
Tea
chests
10.000
Dry (roods, groceries, <fcc estimated value
$2,106,450
Total value of imports, estimated at.
2,482,695
EXPORTS COASTWISE.
Starch
lbs.
190.000
Butter
700,000
Cheese
800.000
Total value of exports, estimated at
8811,084
" The discrepancy," says Mr. Andrews, " between the value of imports and
exports is accounted for by the fait of a large illicit traffic with Canada being in
existence. Tea, tobacco, whisky, sugar, coffee, &c, imported coastwise into Og
densburg. find their way into Canada—a moiety of whieh is only eleared at the
Custom-house ; and notwithstanding every precaution, horses, cattle, and a variety
of articles, are smuggled into our territory in return."*
Until 1830 England clung to her restrictive policy. While we were
ready to give everything, England would only give half. While the con
vention of 1815 proposed freedom of navigation in all our territories, Eng
land restricted it to her territories in Europe. Congress was compelled, by
acts of 18tlt of April, 1818, and 15th of May, 1820, to close our ports to
colonial shipping.
Mr. McLean's negotiations finally effected the arrangement embodied in
the order in council of November 6th, 1830, and the President's proclama
tion of the same month. American vessels are allowed to enter, load, and
unload at certain colonial ports, and British and colonial vessels are admitted
• Report, p. 518.
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to the Barae privileges at the ports of delivery designated by a circular of
Mr. Secretary Meredith in 1849.
"What is the precise effect of the navigation act of 1849 upon the re
strictions which the arrangement of 1830 still left upon colonial intercourse,
we are not prepared to say, nor do we know that there has been any official
declaration or announcement of the entire removal of the restrictions as to
ports of entry. If, as we suppose, the effect of that act is to open all colo
nial ports as well as the navigation of the St. Lawrence, then it is the duty
of our government, in the spirit of the rule of reciprocal equality which has
guided our commercial policy, to sweep away the restrictions as to the ports
of delivery which that same rule dictated in Mr. Secretary Meredith's circular.
Navigation and trade are the two great subjects of commercial legislation
and arrangement. We have traced the progress of freedom in the Provin
ces, in regard to navigation. The growth of freedom of trade is equally
marked. The restrictions of the British tariff to which, at first, the imports
and exports of the Provinces were entirely subjected, excluded foreign pro
ducts and particularly foreign manufactures, as rigidly as the navigation act
excluded foreign shipping. Subject to the control of Parliament, the colo
nies imposed duties for revenue ; but for a long period the receipts from this
and all other sources were insufficient for the ordinary expenses of govern
ment and the military force maintained amoi g them. The provinces were
dependent upon England for the payment of their civil li.-t. The territorial
receipts from public lands were entirely insufficient to cover this outlay, or
reimburse the home government. In 1806, according to Martin, the public
income of Canada was £29,116, and the expenditure £35,134. Thus all
control of the supplies, that great lever of modern liberty, was beyond the
reach of the people of the Provinces. The business of legislation amounted
to little more than municipal arrangements, like parish matters in England,
like proceedings of Supervisors in New York. Hut the Provinces grew ;
population came ; wealth came. The people became able, they were ex
pected, they were willing, to pay for th«-ir own government. On the other
hand, they naturally felt that they were entitled to the benefit and control of
revenues from all sources, including the government lands. With the con
trol of supplies, with the civil list to vote or not to vote, the Assemblies be
come a power in the State. We have already spoken of the political affairs
of the Provinces, and we only return to the point again on account of their
direct bearing on the regulations of trade. Tariffs are measures so mixed
in their nature, partly political, partly commercial, enacted with the two fold
purpose of controlling trade and raising revenue, that it is impossible to un
derstand the course of commercial legislation without keeping in view the
course of political affairs.
The policy of England admits and acts upon the fact of colonial growth
and strength. It is only justice to say that the British cabinet is si Idom
now apt to be guilty of the mistake of acting with its eyes shut upon the
progress of the world, and of being " too late." At the same time that En
glish policy has removed the restrictions which Bwathed and choked colonial
trade, it has also withdrawn the bounties and monopolies with which it was
favored in its infancy. Discriminations in favor of colonial trade and ships,
and discriminations in favor of English production at the expense of the
Provinces, have alike disappeared.
Until 1843 the colonial tariffs discriminated in favor of British produce
and manufactures. Lord Stanley's circular of June 28, 1843, put an end

•
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to these discriminations, and marked the first era in the commercial legisla
tion of the colonies. From that time the products of the United States en
tered the Provinces on the same footing as those of England and her colonies.
The next great step was token in 1846. Chapter 94 of the 9th and 10th
year of Victoria, is "an act to enable the Legislatures of certain British
Possessions to repeal or reduce certain custom duties." It enables the Prov
inces, in effect, to enact their own tariffs. The Canadian Legislature has act
ually repealed (July, 1847) several English acts, and enacted a tariff of its
own. The Provinces might, under this law, discriminate against each other.
But a wiser spirit animates their councils. Since 1848, Canada, Nova Scotia,
and New Brunswick have enacted reciprocal tariffs on animals, grain of all
kinds, timber, and many other articles. And there is now almost as com
plete free trade throughout the States of British America as between the
United States.
In 1846, also, were passed the Corn Law, and the act regulating duties
on timber, by which all discrimination in favor of colonial grain was abol
ished, and the monopoly of colonial timber in the British market destroyed.
On the other hand, by the Canadian tariff of 1849, all discrimination in
favor of English products is done away.
The principle of the tariff, according to Mr. Andrews, is as follows :—
Agricultural products
20 per cent
Manufactures
12J "
Raw materials.
2^ "
Groceries—specific
18 to 75
"
The rate of duties upon British manufactures is said to be 2\ per cent
higher than was allowed by previous tariffs under the control of Parliament.
On the other hand, colonial timber, as we have seen, lost its monopoly in
the British market. In short, the policy of England in regard to trade
seems to be to treat the Provinces as independent States ; and this policy
found its last and fullest expression in the Corn Law and Timber Act of
1846, which have done for colonial trade what the navigation act has done
for colonial shipping. Together they have nearly completed the work of
commercial emancipation.
In the United States the acts of legislation bearing most directly upon
the trade of the Provinces, are the Tariff of 1846,* the Warehousing Actf
of August 6, 1846, and a law of the same year for the allowance of draw
back on foreign merchandise imported from the Provinces, and of the " trans
portation of the same from ports of entry on the northern frontier by land
and by water, to any port or ports from which merchandise may, under ex
isting laws, be exported for benefit of drawback, and of export with such
privilege.''^ The benefits of drawback and debenture, thus secured, remove
all legal obstruction in the way of transit trade through the United States
to and from the Provinces. The direct trade for domestic consumption is
controlled by the Provincial tariffs and by our own. The rates of the Can
adian tariff, upon manufactures in particular, are lower than those of the tariff
of 1846. We charge, on an average, 23 per cent ; their duty on manufac
tures is but 121 per cent. A few figures will illustrate this difference.
They show the duties collected under the Canadian tariff in 1849, and the
* For the tariff see Merchant** Ma/raiinc, vol. xv., p. 300.
t For the act at length gee Id., p. 308, September, 1846.
t The act la given in the Merchants' Magazine, vol. xv, p. 309.
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amounts that would have been received under the American act on the same
articles :—
Canadian.
American.
Sugars
£64,569
£87,551
CottoDS.
45,095
90,191
Woolens
23,788
67.088
Unerjumerated articles
148,889
425,575*
What then are to be the future commercial relations between the United
States and the States of British America ? We have attempted to trace the
past progress of the Provinces in government, in trade, and in navigation.
Mr. Andrews' elaborate statistics exhibit with great clearness and fullness the
course of trade, particularly with the United States, during the last twentythree years. The future commercial policy to be adopted must be dictated by
the wants and the products, the geographical position and facilities of commu
nication of each, and we may add, by natural political sympathies and just
feelings of good neighborhood. Is there anything in the colonial position of the
Provinces to prevent a free choice of policy i Is there anything in the con
dition of either the States or Provinces which should determine that choice
against the most liberal policy of trade ?
If this commercial intercourse is free from foreign control, open to the
natural laws of trade, and may be determined by the wants and products of
each, it is time that we study each other's resources, that we inquire what the
Provinces have to sell that we want to buy, and what wants of theirs wo
can supply.
The wealth of the Provinces is the natural products of the soil, the sea, and
the forest. Their industry is mainly agricultural ; and we are inclined to
think their advantages of soil and climate have been generally underrated.
There is, of course, great variety of climate in a region extending through
27° of longitude from Cape Race, the eastern extremity of Newfoundland,
to Fond du Lac, the western end of Lake Superior, and from the latitude of
Southern New York to Labrador. The Territories of the Provinces are not
bounded with any certainty on the north. They are considered as extend
ing to the region which divides the waters flowing into Hudson's Bay, from
those running into the St. Lawrence, about the parallel 50° north. The
rest of British America, with the exception of Lord Selkirk's settlement
at Red River, west of Lake Superior, the vast region, stretching north and
west so far as science can explore, or the enterprise of the Hudson's Bay
Company's trappers can penetrate, belongs to the waste lands of the earth ;
those immense tracts, such as the plains of Siberia, and Tartary, the deserts
of Africa, and wildernesses of South America, constituting a vast proportion
of the earth's surface, which are never destined to become the seats of fixed
and sedentary civilization.
Nor is there wanting any variety of production within the area of 500,000
square miles embraced within the limit of the Provinces. There are the
codfisheries of Newfoundland ; the bituminous coals, the gypsum, limestone,
freestone, and iron of Nova Scotia ; the immense pine forests of New Bruns
wick and Lower Canada, whichmake the waters of the St. John's, the Ot
tawa, and the Saguenay, the avenues of an immense and growing lumber
trade ; and there are the grain fields of Western Canada, rich in oats and
wheat.
We can only very briefly review the imports and exports of each Province.
t Merchantt' Magazine, vol. xxIL, p. 563.
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The wealth of Newfoundland is its fisheries. Dried codfish, fish oil, seal
skins, nnd herrings are the leading articles of its export trade. The exports
in 1848 and 1849 are given by Mr. Andrews as follows :—
QUANTITY AND TALUS OF STAPLE ARTICLES EXPORTED IN 1848 AND 1849.
1848.
1849.
Quantities. Sterling value. Quantities. Sterling value.
Dried fish
.quintals
820,366 £491,924
1,176,167 £688,728
Oil
.gallons
2,6 1 0,820
850,67 9
2,282,496
213,742
Sealskins
number
521,004
68,426
806,072
33,780
Salmon
tierces
3,822
6,697
6,911
10.815
Herrings
barrels
18,872
7,644
11,471
5,671
The deals, ship-timber, and lumber of New Brunswick are its staple ex
ports. We extract a few figures from Mr. Andrews' detailed statements,
showing exports for the year 1849 :—
Boards
value
$135,576
Deals
1,128,830
Shingles.
29,184
Railway sleepers
71,798
Timber
976,449
The total exports amounted in value to $2,824,638.
The chief items of the natural wealth of Nova Scotia are its coal, and
gypsum, its wood, and its fish. In 1849 the value of these articles exported
was as follows :—
Quantities.
Value.
Coal
chaldrons
35,527
£29,528
Fish, dry
quintals
271,475
119,180
Fish, pickled
barrels
201,490
137,024
Grindstones
tons
10,380
6,998
Gypsum
46,960
6,388
Wood, deals, &c.
value
18,925
Shingles, staves, and lumber.
66,642
From Cape Breton there were exported coals of the value of $20,092.
Canada may take its place among the great wheat regions of America.
We speak now of Canada West. When we think of the Canadas as a
region of almost arctic climate, we forget that while it touches Labrador,
on the north, the Peninsula of Canada West stretches down between Lake
Huron and Lake Erie to latitude 4 2°, the latitude of Connecticut. Canada
produces large quantities of oats also, and is rich in the products of the
forest. The leading items in Mr. Andrews' tables of exports are oak timber,
white and red pine, boards, plank and deals, ships' knees, spars of masts,
pot and pearl ashes, butter aud lard, flour and oats, horses and cattle.
EXPORTS IN 1849.
Quantities.
Value.
£263.774
Pine, white
tons
326,920
Pine, red
117,244
89,764
Plank and bonrds
pieces
3,914
126,801
Spars and masts
12,974
16,264
1,«128
Butter
cwt
6,657
98
Lard
pounds.
4,820
6,697
Pork
barrels
2,160
Flour
160.878
160,757
690
Oats
11,641
105,556
Deals
pieces
2,229,743
Of these exports from all the colonies, a very large proportion went to
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Great Britain. Out of £1,857,320, the total exports from the port of Que
bec in 1848, £1,034,121 are for exports to Great Britain. The proportion
in 1849 is £943,933 out of £1,044,101. Out of £460,709, the value of
all exports from Nova Scotia in 1848, the value of exports to the British
West Indies was £199,930. The total value of exports from New Bruns
wick in 1849 was £001,462, of which £403,814 were for exports to Great
Britain.
The chief items of the import trade of Newfoundland, in 1849, were as
follows :—
Value.
Quantities.
Bread nnd biscuit
cwt.
$420,283
118,466
Butter
14,288
205.473
Flour.
barrels
103,018}
714,557
Goods and merchandise not enumerated . .
1,201,310
Timber
feet
44,606
4,447,700
Meat, (salt or cured)
cwt
261,106
45.684
Molasses
.gallons
636,101
164,522
Tobacco, leaf
pounds
226,632$;
14.035
Tea
69,945
297,741
Wine
. . ..gallons
18,990
15,312
In 1849 there were imported into New Brunswick of—
Tutnl value.
Wheat flour
barrels
62,873
£75.333
Rye flour
27,317
23.534
Indian meal_
24,107
21,243
Wheat
bushels
176,385
39.935
Pork
barrels
7,246
27,464
Tea
pounds
87,821
12,247
Sugar, brown
cwt
18,992
27.859
Rum
gallons
167,190
33,137
Molasses
274,027
25.368
Cordage
cwt
26,601
64,319
Iron, wrought
tons
2,066
48,264
British and foreign merchandise. ..packages
12,520
400.918
The quantity and value of the chief imports into Nova Scotia, in 1848,
are stated in Mr. Andrews' report as follows :—
Quantities.
Value.
British manufactures
packages
44,026
£212,320
Bread and biscuit
6,584
Fish, dry
quintals
74.225
32,344
Wheat flour
barrels
147.616
169.851
Rye flour
27,600
24,424
Molasses
puncheons
8,747
89.439
Corn meal
barrels
80,938
67.230
Sugar
hhds.
6.472
40,047
Teu
packages
14,074
81,442
Tobacco.
3,943
10,685
Wheat
bushels
19,774
6,412
Tito statistics of Canadian imports for 1849 exhibit, of course, the
heaviest business of the Provinces.
£
s. d.
Susars, 103,689 cwt Iqr. 51bs
125.176 19 2
Molasses, 65,712 cwt lqr. 211bs
19.535 6 8
Tea, 3.070,528 pounds.
190,631 9 0
Cottons
860,765 19 7
Iron a ud hardware
296,413 11 4
Woolens
190,294 10 8
A glance at these figures s'.ows a marked difference in the import trade of
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the seaboard Provinces and that of Canada. Flour, wheat, and bread are
largely imported into the former, while these items are very trifling in the
Canadian import trade. The imports of breadstuff's into the Eastern Prov
inces are principally from the United States, carried thither in those circui
tous voyages, doubtless, which are so advantageous to British shipping.
The total value of imports into Newfoundland in
From G. Britain. From U. States.
1829 was £768,417
£546,839
1843 4 741,965
836,289
£168,546
1848 ■ 769,628
276,769 •
229,279
Total imports into Nova Scotia in 1848
£803,279
From Great Britain
256,638
From United States.
277,841
TOTAL IMPORTS INTO NEW BRUNSWICK.
From G. Britain. From U. States.
1828
£643,681
£295,626
£123,662
1838
1,165,629
682,843
121,160
1848
629,408
241,982
244,276
The chief items of this trade are wheat, flour, corn meal, bread, and
tobacco.
Very different, as regards the nature of imports, are the features of the
trade to Canada.
Total imports in 1849
£3,002.599 12 4
From Great Britain.
1,669,002 12 1
From United States
1,242,855 00 10
Of this very large importation from the United States the chief items are
tea, tobacco, salt meat, cottons and woolens, iron and hardware, fruit and
spices. The value of grains and flour is only £5,859.
But in the trade with all the Provinces there has been a marked and
rapid increase in imports from the United States. They have grown rapidly
npon the English trade, so that, as our figures show, while our exports to
Nova Scotia in 1828 were less than as one to two, and to Newfoundland in
1829 amounted to nothing at all, in 1849 our exports to all the Provinces
equal or surpass the English.
The tables also present a striking contrast between the imports of the
Provinces, almost one-half of which came from the United States, and the
exports, which have hitherto chiefly gone to England and the West Indies.
Mr. Andrews states the total imports of all the colonies for 1840 and
1849 as follows:—
1840.
1849.
Imports from Great Britain
$16,886,166
$11,346,336
Imports from United States
6,100,601
8,842,520
Total
$21,485,667
$19,688,864
In the year 1850 the total exports of Canada alone were $13,287,996, of
which nearly seven-and-a-half millions were exported by sea and went
abroad, and of the residue, a considerable amount also were exports beyond
the sea.
In fact, the products of the Provinces are too much like our own to find
their largest and steadiest market in the United States. The most profit
able trade is that which comes from diversity of exchangeable products.
The lumber of Maine matches that of New Brunswick—the wheat of New
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York the wheat of Canada—and even the fisheries of Newfoundland are
rivaled by the labors of New England on its own banks ; and yet there is a
trade of no inconsiderable amount in products of the same kind between
the Provinces and the States. Bread and breadstuff's form a large item of
the imports into the Eastern Provinces, coming not directly from Canada,
but from the United States. Convenience of communication by sea must
account for this trade.
The imports into the Provinces are manufactures and the products of
warmer climates. Manufactures have not so much as made a beginning in
the Provinces. There is here a market, or the promise and prospect of &
market, for our cottons, agricultural implements, and articles of domestic
use, which needs only the fostering of a wise policy. As yet, the supply
comes, in the main, from England. Moreover, while our States bordering
upon the Provinces resemble them in climate, and produce all that they
produce, our territory is not confined within the bands of the temperate
zone : our dominions stretch down to where trooical heat prevails. We
can supply the sugar and molasses, the tobacco, (we may yet supply the
tea,) which form the bulk of their imports. Here is another opening to be
improved by wise policy.
On the other hand, there are very large items of their import trade which
we cannot supply. Wines, brandies, coffee, spices, must be sought in the
foreign market by the Provinces as by ourselves. Again, the products of
the Provinces, too similar to our own to find a steady market here, must,
like our own, seek the foreign market.
Here, then, are two great branches of trade : the Domestic Trade between the
States of British America and the United States in their own products, so
full of promise for our manufactures and southern products, not unimportant
for our grain and provisions in the Eastern Provinces ; and on the other
hand, the Transit Trade through the United States, of provincial products
going to the foreign market, and of foreign products going back to the
Provinces.
To increase this Domestic Trade, to attract this Transit Trade, must be the
aim and interest of every American merchant—how it is to be done should
be the study of every American statesman.
To and from the foreign market there are two routes of provincial trade,
the one by sea through the seaboard ports and' the St. Lawrence, the other
inland across the American bolder and the Lakes. The St. Lawrence is the
great channel of transit trade by sea. This river, perhaps the greatest nat
ural feature of America, contains the largest body of fresh water in the
world. Including the Lakes, which in fact are so many divisions of it, so
many pearls of this glorious necklace, its basin covers nearly 1,000,000
square miles, while that of the Mississippi measures only 800.000 or 900,000
miles ;* but as a channel of communication with the sea and between dis
tant points, the Mississippi has infinitely the advantage over its uiore beau
tiful rival.
At its mouth are the dense fogs which frequently delay navigation. Across
the Gulf of St. Lawrence is the dangerous current or race from the Straits
of Belle Isle to Cape Ray. The dangerous and inhospitable coast of Anticosti stands forbiddingly at the entrance. For 400 miles from the mouth
to Quebec, the St. Lawrence affords a noble navigation even for ships-of-the* Guyot, Physical Geography.
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line, and ships of 600 tons burden can go up to Montreal, which is 180
miles further inland ; but the rapids beyond Montreal, between Cornwall
and Johnston, render it unfit for any but flat bottomed boata of 10 to 15
tons ; and the Rideau Canal, which can receive boats of 350 tons, attests
the liberal policy of the home government, and the enterprise of the people,
in successfully obviating this serious impediment. Next is Niagara, that
most magnificent and least to be regretted of all fatal obstructions to river
navigation. Here, again, Canadian enterprise has been at work. The
Welland Canal, 28 miles long by one branch. 21 miles by another, will ad
mit vessels of 300 tons burden, and this, with the Rideau, the lake, and
the river, furnishes a tolerable navigation from Lake Erie to Montreal, a dis
tance of 307 miles, or four miles more than by the Erie Canal to tide-water
on the Hudson, where freight is 150 miles from the ocean. At Montreal it
has still 580 miles to go, to reach the sea. By the St. Lawrence Canals, the
( distance is somewhat less. These canals receive boats of about 100 tons
capacity.
We will not go further up the St. Lawrence, or attempt the shoals of the
Detroit, with only seven or eight feet of water, or the Falls of the Savt St.
Marie, a monument of constitutional scruples and congressional neglect.*
The St. Lawrence, geographically a continuous river from Fond du Lac to
the sea, is practically and commercially a series of detached lakes, not di
viding, but uniting, through the potency of steam, kindred people oil the
opposite shores. Canal navigation has clone much to remedy its defects as
a channel of continuous navigation to the ocean. It has done still more by
providing short cuts to the seaboard through New York, Ohio, and Indiana.
But there i3 still another and a formidable difficulty which attends the nav
igation of the St. Lawrence to the sea. It has been remarked that the
course of the river is in the direction of a great circle of the earth. It is,
therefore, a very short transatlantic route, for instance, from Quebec to Liv
erpool. But this great circle bends very rapidly north as well as east. It
runs between parallels 47° and 50°—a wintry latitude in North America.
For five months the Canadian winter lays its embargo upon the navigation
of the river. According to Hon. George Pemberton, of Quebec, it opens,
on an average of years, "at Quebec on the 1st of May, and closes about the
28th of November."f
Against fogs and currents, dangerous shoals and channels ice-bound five
months out of twelve, canals, steamships, railroads, even, are of no avail.
And some or all these difficulties all the ports of British America, of the
eastern seaboard, na of Canada, labor under. Do they present any advan
tages of shorter and quicker route?
Mr. Andrews has an interesting map prefixed to his report, showing the
Comparative distances between American and British ports. This map makes
the distance between Quebec and Liverpool, by the Straits of Belle Isle
(Labrador) and the north of Ireland, 2,080 miles; by the less arctic route
of the straits between Cape Ray and Cape Breton, 2,950. The distance
from New York to Liverpool is 3,073 miles, or about four hundred miles
more than the first, only one hundred and twenty-three miles more than the
second route from Quebec.
* A canal, loss than one mile in length, and at an estimated coat of
at the SaxJt.
♦ Andrewa' Report, page 324.
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Quebec to Galway
Quebec to Qui way by Belle Me
Halifax to Galway
Halifax to Liverpool
Boston to Galway
Boston to Liverpool
New York to Galway

miles

2,700
2,400
2,240
2,500
2,600
2,856
2,815
These are distances by the map. The following are sailing distances to
Quebec and New York :—
Liverpool to New York
miles
8,475
Liverpool to Quebec by St. Paul's
8,800
Liverpool to Quebec by Belle Isle
8,000
These comparisons treat Quebec entirely as a seaport; so far as regards
the capacity of vessels which can reach it from the sea, in summer, it is one,
although 400 miles from the Gulf and more than 700 miles from the sea;
but the center of production, the future if not present center of wealth and
population, is west of Quebec—it is west of Montreal—it is nearer Toronto
than either. We have seen that the distance from Lake Erie to Montreal
is about 367 miles by the Rideau ; to tide-water on the Hudson it is
four miles less. By the St. Lawrence Canals it is not so great as by the
Rideau. From Toronto to either point the distance is considerably less.
Admitting that Toronto is equally near to Montreal as to Albany, admitting
equal facility and dispatch of communication, throwing out of view the
earlier closing of the St. Lawrence Canals, of the river, and of the eastern
end of Lake Ontario, always the first and longest frozen over, yet the advan
tage of distance is still with the southern route. Freight at Albany is 150
miles from the sea, by the excellent navigation of the lludson. Freight at
Montreal has still 180 miles to go, over the shoals of the St. Lawrence, and
then it is only at Quebec. Moreover, at Albany there is a choice of routes.
The Western Railroad of Massachusetts is ready to place the freight in
Boston in less time than it can pass the locks of the St. Lawrence Canals,
and at Boston it is actually nearer Liverpool and Galway, by practical routes
for regular navigation, than at Quebec. Again, there are two other Amer
ican canal routes for provincial trade, the distances by which compare favor
ably with those by Canada. Across Lake Ontario, from Toronto and Kings
ton, is the harbor of Oswego, which is connected with the Erie by a canal,
the business of which is growing with great rapidity. Sodu3 Bay, also, is
about to be connected with the Erie Canal.
The Chambly Canal, 11} miles long, connects the Richelieu River with
Lake Champlain, which is united by the Champlain Canal, 66 miles long,
with the Hudson, at Troy. Montreal, and the great timber region of the
Ottawa, which enters the St. Lawrence near the city, are thus connected
with the port of New York by a river, lake, and canal navigation of about
350 miles, of which less than 80 miles are by canal. The Chambly Canal
is now being deepened to the depth of eight feet.
In point of distance, then, Quebec and Montreal present no advantage for
the foreign trade ot the Canadas over our own ports, even if we leave out
of the case the ice and the fogs, the shoals and the currents, which are fatal
to the regularity of packet communication. In selecting Quebec we have
selected the most favorable port for the comparison of distances. The porta
of the seaboard Provinces, Halifax, St. John, New Brunswick, and St. John's,
Newfoundland, are doubtless less liable to the obstructions of winter ; but
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how will they compare in point of distance! From Halifax to Quebec the
distance overland is 650 miles, and there is no canal through the wilds of
Gaspe and the forests of New Brunswick.
The map must decide this question as to the best routes for the foreign
trade of the Provinces. We have said that the center of Canadian wealth
and trade is west of Quebec. We have seen, also, how far south the fertile
region of Western Canada extends. The Atlantic coast and the St. Law
rence, running in the same general north-east direction and nearly parallel,
form a belt, as it were, composed of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, the New
England States, and New York. Its narrowest part is between Portland
and Montreal. Of the coast, the United States own as far north as latitude
45°, while Canada West runs down to 42°. Thus this belt of American
territory, stretching north and east between Canada and the sea, cuts off its
access to the coast. The nearest point of the coast to Quebec is Portland,
Maine. The distance by the railroad now in progress is 270 miles. The
railroad route from Boston through Vermont is longer, as are also the m.ore
southern lines. But they all present the conclusive advantage of com
municating directly with more productive districts, and of avoiding the ob
structions, the delays, and the winter embargo of the St. Lawrence,
We would not undervalue the St. Lawrence. We believe that, under
the Navigation Act, and by a higher law still, the laws of nature and of
nations, the free navigation of that river belongs to the United States. A
free egress for the immense tonnage of the Lakes is indispensable, and it is
doubtless true in a certain sense that the free navigation of the St. Lawrence
would add three thousand miles to our sea-coast, or rather turn so many
miles of lake-coast into sea-coast.
But a new power, a new element, has entered into all our calculations of
distances, and must affect all our conjectures as to the course and channels
of trade—the railroad ! Canals and steamboats, the navigation of the Lakes
and rivers, are subject to the seasons. The ports of Lake Erie, Dunkirk
and Buffalo, were not open before the middle of April this year, (1852.)
Lake Champlain and Lake Ontario were still longer closed. But with a
railroad around Lake Erie, across Lake Champlain—nay, by another Menai
Suspension Bridge, across Niagara itself, and what becomes of winter's
scepter ? Powerless over our northern trade as the exploded colonial policy
of the last century !
With what breathless rapidity have those wonderful inventions having,
by a seeming providence, for their common object the bringing of the ends
of continents together into near neighborhood, and making of the whole
world one nation, one society, followed one upon the other, each more won
derful, each a greater stride than the last, toward the common end ! Canals,
steamboats, railroads, magnetic telegraphs, crowded together in the span of
one man's life ! The era of canals is no sooner begun than ended. We
doubt if any more great canals are constructed. Hereafter, calculations of
distance will be overland ; they will no longer follow the lines of water com
munication, natural or artificial—no more be disturbed by the seasons.
Railroads have come to upset the calculations of merchant and economist. It
is too soon yet—it would be visionary now—to attempt to mark out the new
channels of trade, to point out the wonderful changes which will result from
twenty years of the railroad system fully developed, with lines between all the
chief points of trade, with double tracks upon all the main lines, with proper
freight cars, with the habit of conveying freight by rail, fully developed.
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One thing, at least, seems pretty certain, on a single glance at the map.
The coast of the United States must be the commercial seaboard of the
British States: Portland, Portsmouth, N. H., Boston, and New York
their seaports. The railroad from Portland to Montreal is rapidly ad
vancing. From Boston there is the line through Burlington to Montreal,
across Northern New York to Ogdensburg, and by Albany to Buffalo and
to Oswego. From New York there is the route by two lines of railroad
through Albany to Buffalo, the route through Troy to Lake Champlain, and
by the Erie Road to Dunkirk.
In Canada, a railroad is projected from Quebec to Halifax, and several
routes are proposed. The distance will be about COO miles, or 780 miles
from Montreal, 1,100 miles from Toronto. Freight carried by this route to
Halifax would find there, perhaps, the steamer which left New York a week
after it left Canada West, but it would hardly meet that choice and variety
of shipping bound for all points which crowd more southern ports in winter
and summer.
A few figures will show the direction which trade is beginning to take.
Mr. Andrews gives this table of custom receipts at Quebec and Montreal on
imports by sea, and of receipts at inland ports :—
Montreal and Quebec. Inland.
Gross.
1841
£168,222
£57,611
£225,833
1846
258,249
163,966
422,215
1849
256,739
186,697
448,337
The measure of liberal policy pursued by Congress in the provisions for
drawback and debenture made in 1846 is already having an effect upon the
transit trade to and from Canada ; and a recent treasury circular, we are
glad to see, has given directions for facilitating the conveyance of freight
from the Provinces upon the lines of railroad about to be opened.
There were received at New York from Canada in 1850 wheat and flour
as follows ;—
Quantity.
Value.
Wheat
bushels
728,487
$504,827
Flour
bbls.
283,018
1,083,216
In 1849 there were exported to Canada, under the drawback act, goods
to the amount of $278,017, and there were exported from warehouse, goods
to the value of &3 20,7 7 9.
It is always the latest statistics that exhibit most strikingly the growth of
this trade, and the rapidity with which the trade with the United States is
gaining ground. We give the returns for the year ending January 5, 1851,
as stated by Mr. Andrews :—
"
Imports by sea ...
$8,540,800
Imports from United States
7 404,800
Total
Exports by sea
Exports to the United States

$16,945,600
$7,474,496
6,813,500

Total
$13,287,996
Our exports to Spain and all her colonies in 1850 amounted to but
$9,931,240; to Brazil, to but 83,197,114.
Of the exports to the United States, and of the imports from this coun
try, large items are for the transit trade to and from the Provinces. But
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probably two-thirds of the imports are of our own products, and a large
proportion of their exports are for our consumption. In a word, it is the
domestic—the home trade—which, from its amount and promise of growth,
challenges our chief interest. Our expotts to Canada in 1850 are said to
equal the entire export to Sweden, Prussia, Holland, Portugal, and Mexico
united.* This trade must depend upon the policy which shall shape the
future tariff regulations on each side of the Lakes. The Provinces have
eet us already the example of liberality. Their duties are much lower than
ours, and they offer us Reciprocity. Why should we not give them Free
Trade? The bist friend, the most consistent advocate of Protection can
ask no better bounty than a near and a steady market for manufactures
such as the Provinces afford. Is there any advantage in that entire free
trade between the States which makes us one in the unity of commercial
interests, that would not also attend free trade between the United States
and the States of British America?
Is anything wanting but wise legislation ? Is there anything beyond the
reach or control of either to prevent the adoption of the commercial policy,
dictated alike by the interests of the Briti>h States and the United States?
The political position of the Provinces may be briefly stated. Here are four
States w th distinct governments, administered upon the principle of respon
sibility to the popular will, under the law. Each votes its own taxes and sup
plies ; each enacts its own tariff'; in each, trade and navigation are subject to
no restrictions not imposed by itself. With each other, free trade is partially,
and will soon, we think, be wholly established. Their products and ship
ping enter the ports of Britain on no other terms than our own ; our pro
ducts enter their territories with no other, no less privileges thun those of
Britain. Their trade, to and fro, crosses our territory with as little restric
tion, pa}ing as little duty as if the territory were their own. Each Province
allows entire religious freedom, recognizes no State religion ; the clergy re
serves are now admitted to be held for the benefit of all the leading Prot
estant sects. There is no local titled aristocracy, with one or two very faint
exceptions, and there are certainly no privileged orders. The feelings, habits,
modes of life, opinions of people living under like circumstances, must in
the main be alike. The pioneer population of the British States and the
United States are doing the same work of creating new seats of civilization,
and conquering the wilderness. It is not, then, to be woudercd at, that with
the growth of population, the democratic, American, popular spirit (call it
what you will) has penetrated the Canadas. We were much amused with
the grave counsel of some English traveler, who has put his experience of
pioneer life into print, to those intending to emigrate to Canada. With
the rest of his advice as to where they should go and what to take
with them, he solemnly counsels them to secure a good supply of national
prints—the queen, the royal children, "the duke," and Nelson's victories, to
replace the colored prints of General Taylor and Mexican battles, which are
too often the ornaments of settlers' houses ! A less jealous eye would
have seen in such trifles chiefly the enterprise of some Yankee peddler.
Perhaps it was a jealousy excited by other causes to which they were "con
firmation strong."
The relative position of the United States and the States of British
America may be summed up in a word. They stand on the footing of in* Andrews1 Report, page 44.
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dependent powers. They are free to choose. May they have the wisdom
to choose a policy that shall give strength to that union of commercial in
terests which political events and legislation, natural advantages of commu
nication and the artificial facilities furnished by enterprise and science, have
been working together for the last eighty years to bring about. Why
should we seek to keep asunder States which Time and Events, Nature and
Science thus unmistakably join together I

Art. II.—E PI G LISH AND AMERICAN CURRENCY.
It might be supposed, perhaps, before reflecting upon the subject, that
the determination of the number seven as the number of the days of the
week was incidental, and that any other number, a little greater, or a little
smaller, would have answered the purpose as well. On reflection, however,
we find that there is a very profound and permanent, though still a very
simple, reason for preferring the number seven. The reason is, that the
number six, which is the real length of the working week, leaving the day
of rest out of the account, is a number divisible both by three and by two.
A thousand conveniences result from this which we daily experience and en
joy, though we seldom speculate upon them. A newspaper, for example,
may be published, or a packet boat may sail, either every day, or every two
days, or every three days, and in either case come out right at the end of
the week. This now would not have been possible with any other small
number. If the number of days in the week had been four, five, six, eight,
nine, or ten, we should have been subjected to great inconvenience in many
of the arrangements of business which now flow very smoothly. If the
week had consisted of six clays, for example, leaving five for the number of
business days, everything which was required to be done once in two days,
or once in three days, would fall on different days in every succeeding week,
thus creating much confusion, all of which is avoided by the simple contriv
ance of having a week composed of such a number of days that it can be
divided evenly by both two and three.
The number of days, however, that is chosen for the length of the week
is subject to the disadvantage of not being divisible by four. There is no
number less than twelve which possesses the property of being divisible by
two, by three, and by four. This, with the addition of one day for the day
of rest, would have made the week consist of thirteen days, which would
have been too long. Besides, there is little occasion for dividing a week into
four parts, as there are few cases in which a thing is required to be done
once in four days.
In respect to money, however, the case is somewhat different. Money
measures the value of commodities, and as we more frequently, perhaps,
wish to quarter a commodity than even to divide it into three parts, it be
comes important that the common denominations of money should be sus
ceptible of being quartered. In fact, the properties which any system of
currency possesses in respect to the divisibility of the various denominations,
determine its character altogether, in reft-rence to convenience of use in the
ordinary transactions of trade. Its character in reference to convenience of
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arithmetical computation, depends upon another consideration entirely ; as
will be seen in the sequel.
The English system of pounds, shillings, and pence, is the best system
with reference to convenience of use.
The Ameiican system, dollars and cents, is the best with reference to fa
cility of computation.
It may be supposed by many persons that the ratios of the several de
nominations of the English currency to each other are accidental. Four
farthings make one penny, twelve pence one shilling, and twenty shillings
one pound. Whence come the four, the twelve, and the twenty. The pre
vailing impression probably is, that they resulted fortuitously from some
unknown circumstances connected with the origin of money, which occurred
in a rude and early age, and that these numbers are retained only because
they are established, and it would now be inconveuient to change them.
Thus, however, is not so, for on examination we shall find that the system
bears the marks of high scientific design. If a company of mathematicians
were to be set at work to devise the most perfect system, we mean with refer
ence solely to convenience of use in ordinary transactions, without regard to
the question of the facility of computation in written accounts, they would
adopt the English system, and no other. They would be driven, in fact, to
the English system by inexorable mathematical laws. This will be made
evident by an analytical examination of the system itself.
In dividing commodities in the small transactions of trade, we have oc
casion most frequently to halve them ; that is, to divide them into two equal
parts.
Next we have occasion to quarter them, or to divide into four parts. It
is true that the number three comes next to two in regular succession, but
still we have occasion for a quarter of an article or a quantity more fre
quently than for a third of it. Thus, at a shop a quarter of a yard, or a
quarter of a pound, &c, are much oftener called for than a third of a yard,
a third of a pound, &c. The fact that we have more frequent occasion to
employ the fraction one-quarter than one-third is shown also, curiously
enough, by the fact that we have a distiuct word for dividing a tiling into
four parts; namely, to quarter it, while we have no word for dividing it into
three parts, though the latter is, in respect to magnitude and number of the
parts, a simpler division than the former.
Next to dividing a commodity or a value into two parts and into four
parts, wo have most frequent occasion to divide it into three parts.
And next we have most frequent occasion to divide it into five parts.
The English table is constructed accordingly.
The penny is two times two (2x2 = 4) farthings—so that it can be
halved and quartered.
The shilling is two times two times three, (2x2x3 = 12,) so that it
can be divided by two, and by four, and also by three.
The pound is two times two times five, (2x2x5 = 20,) so that it can
be divided by two, by four, and by five.
The numbers two, three, and five being thus brought in as primes, in
regular gradation and combination, the result is a system which, in respect
to divisibility without fractions, is the most perfect that the nature of num
bers will allow. That ia to say, the numbers denoting the component parts
of the various denominations of the English currency can be divided without
fractional results by a greater number of divisors than any other numbers
whatever, of anything near the same magnitude.
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Thus, the number of farthings in a pound is 960. The number of cents
in an eagle is 1,000. The divisors of these two numbers, under one hun
dred, are as follows :—
Divisors of 1,000.
rsof 960.
Divisors of 1,000. Divisors of 960.
2
2
20
3
4
24
so
4
s
5
8
32
6
10
40
20
48
8
10
25
60
12
50
64
15
80
..
16
96
That is to say, there are twenty numbers under one hundred that will
divide 960, the number of farthings in a pound, without a remainder, while
there are only eight that will divide 1,000, the number of cents in an eagle,
although the latter dividend is larger than the former.
The result is much the same if we compare the other denominations of
the two currencies. The number of farthings in a shilling is 48 ; that of
cents in a dollar is 100. The comparative divisibility of these two num
bers, taking divisors under fifteen, is as follows :—
Divisors of 43.
Divisors of 100.
Divisors of 48.
Divisors of 100.
2
2
6
- 10
3
4
8
12
i
6
Thus 100, the number of cents in a dollar, though more than twice as
large as the number of farthings in a shilling, has only two-thirds as many
divisors under fifteen.
It may, perhaps, be thought, at first view, that these differences are only
theoretically curious, and that they have no important practical bearing on
the question of the comparative convenience of the two systems. We shall
see, however, on more mature reflection, that they have a very practical
bearing indeed on the question, so far as it relates to convenience of use in
the ordinary transactions of trade, for it is in these that we have such fre
quent occasion for divisions. The advantage that was aimed at in the
adoption of the American system was facility of computation in written
records. The decimal ratio makes it very easy to add columns', and to mul
tiply and divide large written numbers. This was the object for which it
was designed. The convenience of a currency for ordinary shopping trans
actions depends on totally different properties from those which determine
its facilities for rapid computation when the numbers are written ; and it will
be found, on a careful consideration of the subject, that what its excellence
really does depend upon, in the former point of view, is this very principle
of divisibility.
In order to present this principle of divisibility in its most practical form,
we should compare the English shilling, (which is, perhaps, the most com
mon coin of the small transactions of every day trade, and is thus, as it
were, the unit of value, for what may be termed the pocket currency,) with
its American representative, the quarter of a dollar. The shilling may be
divided into halves, thirds, or quarters, the very divisions which are most
frequently needed to be made. We may almost say they are all that are
ever needed to be made. The quarter of a dollar is divisible only into fifths
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—a division which we may almost say is never required to bo made. If a
purchaser does not require the whole of a yard of cloth, it is almost always
half a yard, or a quarter of a yard, or a third of a yard, that he asks for; not
once in a hundred times is it anything else. He can have either of these
without a fraction in the use of the English shilling; but in the use of the
American quarter he can have only one-fifth of a yard, a portion which he
never wants. In other words, the English com gives him all the convenience
that ho requires, while the American, so far as the quarter of a dolkr is
concerned, gives him absolutely none.
As, however, innumerable instances occur in the ordinary transactions of
business where commodities and prices must be halved and quartered, we are
compelled to halve and quarter our denominations of coin, and the result is
an endless confusion effractions. Purchases come to six-and-a-quartcr cents,
and twelve-and a-half, and eighteen and- three-quarters cent*, where in Eng
land it is simply three-pence, six pence, and nine-pence. The amount of it
is, that the shopkeepers and their customers, in all the stores in Broadway
and the Bowery,»are kept in constant confusion with fractional amounts, in
order that the clerks in the banks in Wall-street may have an easy time in
adding up their columns.
The same difference exists between the two systems in respect to integra
tion of numbers as in the subdivision of them. If a single article in Eng
land is, in price, two-pence, two will be four-pence—a third of the shilling;
three will be six-pence—half the shilling ; four will be eight-pence—twothirds of the shilling ; five will be ten-pence, and six will be a shilling.
Again ; if the price of a single article be three-pence, it is a third of the
shilling, and then two articles will be six-pence—half the shilling again;
three will be nine-pence—three-quarters of the shilling; and four will be
twelve-pence—the whole shilling. And if the single price be four-pence, a
double price is eight-pence—two-thirds of the shilling; and a trelde price
twelve-pence—the whole shilling. Thus, everything goes smoothly, and
comes out even.
On the other hand, where the decimal ratio governs, all works wrong in
such cases. If the postage of a single letter is two cents, a double rate is
four cents, a treble rate is six cents, and a quadruple rate is eight cents,
neither of which numbers is an aliquot part of a dime. The half-dime will
not pay exactly for any one of the letters. In same manner, if the single
rate is three cents, a double rate is six, still avoiding the half-dime ; the
treble is nine, and the quadruple is twelve. Not one in either series can be
paid for with any one coin of the Federal currency, whereas, in the English
system, every one of both series can be paid for with a single coin as soon
as the amount becomes large enough to reach the lower limit of the silver
coinage.
There is another view of the subject which will put the difference between
the two systems in a clear light, and that is a comparison of the proportional
value of the coins in relation to each other. In the English system every
small coin will be found to be some simple aliquot part of the larger ones;
thus—
English coin*.
Proportional value.
English coins.
Proportional value.
Sovereign is
1
Pound. Sixpence
i Shilling.
Half sovereign
i
Pound. Fourpence
i Shilling.
Crown
i
Pound. Penny
1-12 Shilling.
Half crown
4
Pound. Halfpenny
i Vtaoy.
Shilling
1-20 Pound. Farthing
j Penny.
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That is to say, the English subdivisions of the coinage represent the frac
tions |, J, i, f'j, ^'y tlie fractions, of all others, most frequently required
in the transactions of every-day life. Each of the three denominations has
a coin to represent one half, and another for one-quarter of its value, and the
most important one has also one for one-third.
On the American system the result is very different :—
American coins.
Proportional ral.
Amcricnn coins.
Proportional vaL
Eagle is
1
Eagle. Quarter dollar
£
Dollar.
Half eagle
i
Eagle. Dime
1-10 Dollar.
Quarter eagle.
i
Eagle. Half dime
\
Dime.
Dollar
1-10 Eagle. Cent
110 Dime.
Half dollar.
i
Dollar. Half cent
\
Cent.
Thus, it will be seen that the subdivisions run to halves and tenths, al
most exclusively. The half is a useful fraction, but the tenth almost utterly
useless. How seldom it is that a tenth part of a yard, or of a pound of
any commodity, is asked for. We cannot even quarter anything in the
Federal coinage below the dollar. The coin whkh, more than all others, is
to be considered the unit of value for the every day transactions of life ;
namely, the quarter of a dollar, corresponding, in this respect, to the shil
ling of the English currency, and the franc in the French, is wholly un
manageable. You cannot get a half of it. You cannot get a quarter of
it. You cannot get a third of it. You can have a fifth of it, if you should
ever have occasion to use such a fraction as that, but that is all.
But we find that we must have the half and the quarter of it, in some
way or other. The inexorable exigencies of trade demand it. There are a
great many commodities for which the price will be a quarter of a dollar a
pound, or a yard, and there will be a great many occasions when people
will require half or quarter of a pound, and half or quarter of a yard. So
the tickets of admission to public exhibitions will bo set at a quarter of a
dollar, and children will be required to pay half-price. A thousand other
emergencies constantly occur demanding a division of this coin into halves
and quarters. The only way in which the people of this country have to
meet the exigency, is to abandon their own system at this point, and use,
instead, the old Spanish coin, which furnish the necessary subdivisions.
A great many ingenious financial movements have been mnde to compel
people to use the dime and half-dime as subdivisions of the quarter-dollar,
instead of the Spanish coins ; that is, to employ in trade the fractions \ and
\, instead of those of | and \ ; but such efforts, it is obvious, never can
succeed. In fact, the partial success which attends the experiment shows
visibly the resistance which the nature of numbers makes to it. The Fed
eral coins are occasionally seen, it is true, but the half-dime is almost always
accompanied by a cent to make it up to an even quarter of the qu irtcr-dollar ; and the dime, in the same manner, is supported by two cents, to bring
it into a tolerable condition to represent one-half of the quarter-dollar, while
in the meantime the old Spanish coin, under the various names of ninepence, shilling, levy, &c, in the different States, holds its ground, and will
hold its ground, in spite of all efforts to drive it away, s:mpiy because it is
more convenient to have a representative oi half the quarter- dollar coin in
one coin than in three.
Thus wo see that the reason why the people of the United States do not
adopt the Federal coinage and currency in their ordinary dealings is not, as
is sometimes supposed, the fixedness of old habit, and the consequent diffi
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culty of changing them. There is a substantial inconvenience that is in
herent in the very constitution of the currency itself. That this is the tins
explanation, is evident from the fact that the Federal currency was at once
and universally introduced throughout the country in keeping accounts ; for
that is a function which its nature admirably adapts it to fulfill. In the
day-books and ledgers of merchants, brokers, banks, and treasuries through
out every State in the Union, the Federal system reigns supreme. In re
gard to this field no difficulty was experienced in the universal introduction
of the system, for here was a purpose that it was fitted for. On the other
hand, all efforts to introduce it as a circulating currency in the ordinary
transactions of life have everywhere failed, and must contiuue to fail as long
as tenths and fifths are less convenient fractions than halves, quarters, and
thirds.
In fact, the government itself seems at length to begin to yield to the in
exorable necessity which detnands other multiples and divisors than five and
ten, in a currency for popular use. We have now a three-cent coin, the is
suing of which is a flagrant departure from the decimal system, or rather
the introduction of a wholly new element into it ; namely, the prime 3.
The number three is a very important element of the English system, as we
have seen ; and the introduction of this new coin is, therefore, an attempt
to incorporate a feature of the English system upon ours. It is extremely
doubtful, nevertheless, how far this limited and partial attempt at a remedy
will succeed. It is yet too early to see the practical result of the experiment,
but all the theoretical considerations which bear upon the subject indicate
that it will fail—making the coinage more confused and complicated, with
out gaining the advantage intended. That is to say, the two systems, name
ly, the one in which 2 and 5 are the elements, and the other in which the
elements are 2, 3, and 4, are so entirely different, that a part of the one
cannot be grafted upon and made to harmonize with the other. The threecent coin, for example, is incommensurable with every silver coin in the
whole Federal currency ; that is, no number of these coins will make either
a half-dime, a dime, a quarter of a dollar, a half dollar, a dollar, a quartereagle, a half-eagle, or an eagle. Observe, now, the striking contrast when
we turn to the corresponding piece in the English system, the three-penny
piece :—
20 of them make the crown.
2 of them make the sixpenny piece.
40 of them make the half sovereign.
4 of them make the shilling.
80 of them make the sovereign.
10 of them make the half crown.
Whereas, with the American three-cent piece—
If- of them make the half dime.
16f of them make the half dollar.
8} of them make the dime.
33} of them make the dollar.
8J of them make the quarter dollar.
Thus, in the one case, everything is commensurable and simple. In the
other, the results are all perplexing and unmanageable fractions, showing us
that the whole system must be constructed with the element three as an es
sential constituent of it throughout, and all attempts to introduce it incident
ally into a system formed from the elements 2 and 5, will lead to endless
intricacy and confusion.
It is curious to observe how the elements 2, 3, and 4, which are the ele
ments of the English system, reign everywhere in the construction of almost
all the tables of weights and measures in use among civilized nations, and
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not the elements of 2 and 5, those of the American system. The numbers
2 and 3, with their composites, 4, 6, 12, 16, occur continually in these ta
bles, being far more common than any others. Thus, 12 and 16 ounces
make a pound, not 10 and 15 ; 4 quarts, not 5, make a gallon ; 3 feet make
a yard; 12 inches a foot; 12 hours (or 24, which consists of the same ele
ments) a day ; 1 2 months a year, and so in many other cases. Whether
these tables were original, planned by ingenious men, who took into account,
in constructing them, the necessity of having the several denominations
easily divisible by 2, 4, and 3, or whether the tables formed themselves, as it
were, the several divisions growing naturally, in process of time, out of the
actual transactions of trade, is now unknown. In cither case the fact is,
that the elements 2, 3, and 4, and not 2 and 5, prevail everywhere, and the
result is a far more convenient system than if the decimal ratio had pre
vailed. In fact, difficult as it proves to be to introduce the decimal system
in actual practice for money, it would have been absolutely impossible to in
troduce it in weights and measures.
Another striking illustration of the importance of the elements 2, 3, and
4, in the composition of a number that is to be frequently employed, is the
great use that is made among all nations of the number twelve, which is the
smallest number in which all these three elements are contained. The num
ber 12 has a distinct name in all languages—a dozen—and it is the first
number above 2, which we call a couple, that has such a distinct name. Al
most all articles that are sold in small quantities by count, are sold by the
dozen. This is because that number can be halved and quartered, and also,
if necessary, divided by three, a property which neither the number ten nor
any other number, in fact, except twelve, possesses. The numbers 24, 36, &c,
possess it, it is true, but 24 is nothing more nor less than two twelves, and
36 three twelves, and so on. The number 12, therefore, and its multiples,
are the only possible numbers of which you can take evenly one-half, onethird, or one-quarter, as you may desire.
The substance of what has been advanced in the preceding paragraphs
may be briefly expressed thus :—
1. The American currency is a system constructed from the elements 2
and 5, and the several denominations are divisible only by these numbers
and their composites.
2. The English currency is a system constructed chiefly from the elements
2, 3, and 4, and the several denominations are divisible by each of these
numbers and their composites.
3. The American system, resulting, as it does, in a decimal ratio between
the denominations, is much the most convenient for all written arithmetical
operations.
4. The English system, being subject to the divisions which are most
commonly required in practice, is much the most convenient for actual use
in all business transactions.
5. The difficulty which has been and still is experienced in introducing the
pure American system into common use is owing not to the difficulty of
changing old habits, but to the intrinsic inconvenience of the system itself.
Whether there are any conceivable remedies for the evils of our present
system, and if so, whether such conceivable remedies are at all practicable,
are questions which may, perhaps, be considered in a future article.
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Art. III.—THE FINANCES AND TRADE OF THE UNITED KINGDOS.

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS—REVENUE AND EXPENDITURES IN YEAR ENDING JANUARY, 1SJ2—FINAN
CIAL CONDITION OF UNITED KINO DOM—8 LAVE COMPENSATION LOAN—IRISH DISTRESS LOAN—CHIL
LIST—PENSIONS FOR CIVIL, NAVAL, AND JUDICIAL SERVICES—SALARIES AND ALLOWANCESCOURTS OF JUSTICE—MISCELLANEOUS CHARGES —CONSOLIDATED FUND—RECEIPTS UNDER SEVERAL
UEADS OF TAXATION AND INCOME FROM 1848 TO 1631 —TAXES REPEALED OR RKOrrtD—L*K»
AND PROPERTY TAX—REVENUE OF STA MPS—LETTERS DELIVERED IN UNITED KINGDOM FSOK
1840 TO 1851 —POST-OFFICE REVENUE—SUtiAR AND LUMRER TRADE—IMPORTS AND CJNSCNFT10I
OF VARIOUS ARTICLES — VALUE OF BRITISH MANUFACTURES—CORN, GRAIN, AND MEAL, IMPORTED
IN EACH YEAR FROM 1845 TO 1851—DRITISn NAVIGATION LAWS—TONNAGE OF BRITISH 3SIFS
ENTERED AND CLEARED—FLUCTUATIONS IN TRADE—EFFECTS OF THE NAVIGATION LAW OF 18S0.
The "facts and figures" collected in the following pages, from parliamen
tary and other authentic documents, and published in pamphlet form in
London in January of the present year, present a very complete outline of
the present state of the finances and trade of the United Kingdom, as com
pared with their state at a recent period. The English people are not ac
customed to rush headlong into political changes—they examine, discuss,
and reflect ; there are debates in Parliament; public meetings are held;
articles are written in newspapers and revitws ; pamphlets and books are
published ; before a measure is sanctioned by an enlightened public opin
ion, and parsed by the British Legislature. But in proportion as the Eng
lish people are slow in adopting political changes, they are tenacious of red
benefits which they have obtained. They watch the consequences of new
laws, and, when they see that a measure has been followed by beneficial re
sults, they recognize the connection of cause and effect, and they are not
easily cajoled, or cheated, or terrified out of the valuable acquisition. When,
therefore, they consider such facts as these set forth in the "statement*" of
the intelligent author of the following pages, they will infallibly continue
not less reluctant than they have hitherto been, to part with a fecal policy
of which these are the legitimate fruits. Hence the effects of the new Derby
administration to legislate back to the corn laws will assuredly fail.
" There are some men," says Dr. Johnson, in his Life of Drake, " of narrow
views and groveling conceptions, who, without the instigation of personal
malice, treat every new attempt as wild and chimerical, and look upon every en
deavor to depart from the beaten track as the rash effort of a warm imagination,
or the glittering speculation of an exalted mind, that may please and dazzle for
a time, but can produce no real or lasting advantage. These men value them
selves upon a perpetual scepticism, upon believing nothing but their own senses,
upon calling for demonstration when it cannot possibly be obtained, and, some
times upon holding out against it when it is laid before them ; upon inventing
arguments against the success of any new undertaking, and, where arguments
cannot bo found, upon treating it with contempt and ridicule. Such have been
the most formidable enemies of the great benefactors to mankind."
The class of persons so accurately described by Johnson in this passage,
have given every opposition in their power to the various improvements in
the fiscal and commercial legislation of the United States of America as
well as the United Kingdom of Great Britain, Ireland, and Scotland.
We are indebted for an early copy of this pamphlet to Messrs. Delf and
Trubner, importers in London of American books ; and as it contains so
much interesting information relating to the fiscal and commercial affairs of
a nation with which we hold such important commercial and monetary re
lations, we presume that its republication in this place will be regarded as
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an interesting and valuable contribution to the pages of a cosmopolitan work
like the Merchants' Magazine, designed as it is to record and perpetuate the
literature and the statistics of the trade and resources of the entire commer
cial world.
THE FINANCES AND TRADE OF THE UNITED KINGDOM, 1852.
That operation which in the case of a private trader is called " taking stock,"
is not unbecoming to the dignity or unsuited to the interests of n nation. It is
customary and convenient, at certain periods, to look into the economical position
of the country; to examine the several sources of our public income, and the
several branches of our public expenditure; to compare them with similar heads
of revenue and disbursement in former years ; and to survey the movements of
trade, of banking, and of the other pecuniary interests which admit of being ex
pressed in numbers.
The periodical returns and accounts which are printed for the use of Parlia
ment, or which come before the public through other channels, are indeed suffi
cient to enable a person who has opportunity for statistical researches, and the
habit of finding his way through rows of figures, to ascertain these facts for
himself at any given time. Few persons have, however, the leisure or the facil
ities for reference which are necessary for obtaining a tolerably complete view
of the state of the national finances at a particular moment; and as the present
time is divided by an interval neither very short nor very long from legislative
changes which have affected both our foreign trade and our internal interests, it
seems to be suited for a fair judgment, and to call for such a survey as we have
described. The following pages will, therefore, be devoted to this purpose;
and an attempt will be made, by the assistance of authentic materials, to give a
summary view of the financial and commercial state of the country, as it existed
at the latest date to which our information reaches.
The first document which we shall lay before the reader, is the most impor
tant for our present purpose, as well as the simplest and most comprehensive;
namely, the account of the public income and expenditure for the year 1851.
AN ACCOUNT Or THE NET PUBLIC INCOME OK TUK UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND
IRELAND IN TUE YEAR ENDED THE 5TH DaV OK JANUARY, 1852, (AFTER ABATING THE EX
PENDITURE THEREOUT DEFRAYED BY THE SEVERAL REVENUE DEPARTMENTS,) AND OK THE
ACTUAL ISSUES OR PAYMENTS WITHIN THE SAME PERIOD, EXCLUSIVE OF THE SUMS AP
PLIED TO TUE REDEMPTION OF FUNDED OR PAYING OFF UNFUNDED DEBT, AND OF TUK AD
VANCES AND REPAYMENTS FOR LOCAL WORKS, KTO.
INCOME OB REVENUE.
ORDINARY REVENUE AND BKCEIPTS.
Customs
£20.615.337 12 0
KxcUe
14,44-2,081 6 0
Stamps
6,385,082 14 0
Taxes (land and assessed)
8,563,961 18 6
Property tax
6,304.923 2 1
Post office
1,069,000 0 0
Crown lands
160,000 0 0
Is. Cd. anil 4s. in the pound on pensions and salaries
4,4 24 0 4
Small branches of the hereditary revenues of the crown
25.826 6 1
Surplus fees of regulated public offices
108,916 8 4
Total

£51,669,553 7 9

OTHER RECEIPTS.
Produce of the sale of old stores and other extra receipts
Imprest and other moneys
Mouey received from the East India Company
Unclaimed dividends (more than paid)
Grand total
VOL. XXVI. NO, VI.

£413,155 16 11
90,297 1 1 9
60,000 0 0
£52,233,000 16 6

44
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Funded debt—
Interest and management of permanent debt. . . £23,829,749 3 0
Terminable annuities
3,784,664 9 2
Total charge of funded debt, exclusive of £1 1,8677b. 8d., the interest on donations and bequests. 27,614,413 12 2
Unfunded debt—
Interest on exchequer bills
402,713 13 6
28,017,127 6 8
Civil list
Annuities and pensions for civil, naval, military,
and judicial services, Ac, charged by various
acts of Parliament on the consolidated fund. .
Salaries and allowances
Diplomatic salaries and pensions
Courts of justice
Miscellaneous charges on the consolidated fund.

897,730 0 0
878,341
273,626
162,798
1,090,227
296,056

13
2
7
6
3

7
6
7
6
0

1
16
8
19
0

10
6
0
3
0

2,5S7,67» 12 8
Army
Navy
Ordnance
Civil services
Kaffir war

6,486,498
6,849,916
2,288,442
4,004,831
300,000

18,878,689 5

*

£49,483.496 S 4
23,114 8 3
49,506,610 It 7
4 10
£52,238,006 1* c
In order to understand the present financial condition of the country, it will
be necessary to examine the principal items of this annual account; and, in so
doing, we will observe the constitutional maxim which, by placing the Com
mittee of Supply before the Committee of Ways and Means, gives expenditure
the precedence of income ; on the ground that the nation has no fixed income,
and that its wants must be determined before the amount of taxation can be
fixed. A private person regulates his expenses by his income, whereas a nation
regulates its income by its expenses.
Following then this order, we may remark that the charge for the funded and
unfunded debt in the year 1851 was £28,017,127. This sum has undergone
some variation during the last twenty years, as will be seen by the following
comparison, showing the total charge of funded and unfunded debt.
1830.
1840.
1SSL
£29,118,859
£29,381,718
£28,017,127
It appears, therefore, that the charge of the debt was above a million sterling
less in 1851 than in 1830. It is, however, to be observed that about £30,000,000
of fresh debt hits been created since 1830; namely, the slave compensation loan
of £20,000,000 in 1835-6, the Irish distress loan of £8,000,000 in 1847, and
the deficiency loan of £2,000,0<>0 in 1848. This reduction of the charge has
therefore been effected, consistently with the additional loans, and also with the
increased operation of the conversion of perpetual into terminable annuities ; a
process which relieves posterity at the expense of a small present sacrifice.*
* The charge for vtrprinnl annuities in 18311 and the present time is as follows: January 5, 1830
£35^128,000; January 5, I *.V-' A-23,594,000 ; decrease £1,734,00(1. Whereas the comparative amounts
for the terminable annuities stand thus: January 3, 1B30 £2,681,000 ; January 4, I8SS X3JJ16JM) ;
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This large sum of £28,000,000, being in discharge of a national obligation,
solemnly confirmed by acts of the legislature, and being moreover in the nature
of an equivalent paid for money had and received, may be considered as practi
cally out of the control of Parliament. The only wholesome control over this
expenditure which the representatives of the people can exercise, is by adopting
such measures, in the way of diminution of the rate of interest, or of commu
tation of the perpetual into terminable annuities, as shall alleviate its present
pressure, or provide for its ultimate extinction.
The total expenditure for the year 1851 having been £49,506,610, and the
charge for the interest of the debt having been £28,017,127, it follows that the
expenditure properly under the control of Parliament was £21,489,483, which is
considerably less than half of the total expenditure.
This sum of £21,489,483 is, considered as the subject of parliamentary con
trol, divided into two portions. One portion, which amounted last year to
£2,587,679, consists of fixed charges made upon the Consolidated Fund by
various acts of Parliament passed in former years.
The first of these is the Civil List, fixed by. agreement with the crown, and
ratified by act of Parliament, This item consists of £385,000, out of which
sum are defrayed the expenses of her majesty's household and privy purse, the
salaries and retired allowances of the officers of the household, the royal bounty,
alms, Sic. This sum, together with £12,730 paid as civil list pensions to per
sons who have rendered personal services to the crown, or performed public du
ties, or who have been distinguished by their useful discoveries in science, and
their attainments in literature and the arts, made up the sum of £397,730. The
grants of civil list pensions arc limited by act of Parliament to £1,200 a
year.
The next item is " Annuities and Pensions for Civil, Naval, Military, and Ju
dical Services, &c, charged by various acts of Parliament on the Consolidated
Fund," amounting to £378,341. The annuities under this head are very various;
but they are principally compensations for public services, or for loss of office.
The next two items, " Salaries and Allowances," and " Diplomatic Salaries and
Pensions," consist of the salaries of certain officers (such as the speaker and
officers of the House of Commons, the Commissioners of Audit, the Con
troller-General of the Exchequer, &c.) which are fixed by act of Parliament,
and also the salaries and expenses of the diplomatic service, which are limited,
by the same authority, to a sum not exceeding £180,000 per annum.
The next item is entitled " Courts of Justice," and it includes the salaries of
the Judges of the Superior Courts of England and Ireland ; those of Scotland
being a separate charge upon the customs revenue. Its amount is £1,090,227.
The larger part of this sum is, however, in fact paid for the expenses of the con
stabulary in Ireland, and of the metropolitan police courts and police in England ;
the former of these charges amounts to about £580,000 ; the latter to about
£130,000; making altogether £710,000.
The item of " Miscellaneous Charges on the Consolidated Fund" consists
principally of the payments of interest on the Russian-Dutch, and Greek loans,
which together form about £138,000. Besides these, there are certain expenses
connected with the slave trade, allowances for the improvement of harbors, &c,
amounting altogether to £295,056.
These several fixed charges on the Consolidated Fund have been made by a
great variety of acts of Parliament, passed during a long series of years on the
most multifarious grounds. That which has been done by the authority of Par
liament can bo undone by the same power ; and therefore, in strictness, any one
of the acts in question may be revised. Many of them, however, are in the
nature of compacts with individuals ; and as to the majority of them (such as
those fixing the salaries of judges,) the policy of determining the payment by
something more certain than an annual vote of Parliament is universally recog
nized. Practically, therefore, the attention of Parliament is only given at cer
tain intervals to these fixed charges; and thus the sum which comes annually
under the close and ordinary review of the House of Commons, consists of the
remaining portion of the sum of £21,489,483, to which we above adverted.
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This remaining portion amounted last year to £18,878,689, and it ia to this
am that the discretion of Parliament is practically limited. Certain retrench
ments may, no doubt, be made in some of the branches of expenditure charged
upon the Consolidated Fund ; but when the financial reformer promises great
reductions in the national expenditure, it is on this sum of about £19,000,000
that he must operate.
The sum in question was, in the year 1851, composed of the following
charges :—
Army.
Navy.
Ordnance.
CItII serrlces. Kaffir war.
Total.
£6,486,498 £6,849,916
£2,238,442
£4,004,831
£300,000 £18,878,689
The sums expended under the three heads of " Army, Navy, and Ordnance,"
in 1851, amounted together to £14,573,856. This sum agrees nearly with the
expenditure uudcr the same heads of charge in the years 1840-3.
The charge under the head of " Civil Services," voted in committee of supply,
which amounted in last year to £4,004,831, has increased of late years. In
1836 it was about £2,500,006 ; in 1844 it was about £3,000,000. This increase
has been partly apparent, partly real. It has partly consisted in transfers of ex
penditure from the Consolidated Fund to votes in supply ; partly in tranfers from
charges on the local taxes to charges on the general taxes, (such as the pay
ments transferred from the county and poor rates in 1846;) and partly in expen
diture incurred for new objects, such as the grants for English and Irish educa
tion, the building of the new houses of Parliament, harbors of refuge, &c. It
will be observed that this sum of £4,000,000 includes the whole expense of our
civil government, both at home and in the colonies, ordinary and extraordinary,
which is not charged on the Consolidated Fund. Those who object to armaments,
even for purposes of defense, and who look with disfavor on the £14,000,000
spent for naval and military purposes, will doubtless consider this sum of
£4,000,000, together with the other expenses of police and judicial establish
ments, as the most useful part of the expenditure of the government.
Having thus gone through the principal items of the national expenditure for
1851, we turn to the other side of the account, the several sources of the rev
enue by which these expenses have been defrayed. The following tabular state
ment exhibits the receipts under the several heads of taxation and income, for
the six years from 1846 to 1851 inclusive:—
1846.
1847.
1848.
1849.
1850.
1851.
£
£
£
£
£
£
20,668,908 20,024,431 20,999,132 20,636,921 20,442,170 20.615.SS7
13,988,310 12,888,677 14,154,054 13,986,363 14,316,088 11,442,081

Customs
Excise
Land tax, as
sessed taxes
Aprop'tytax 9,667,800 9,786,861 9,662,069 9,712,009 9,743,215 8,868,885
Stamps
7,605,179 7,627,643 6,648,772 6,867,648 6,558,832 6,386,082
Postage
845,000 923,000 816,000 832,000 820,000 1,069,000
Duties upon of
fices A pens's
4,437
4,720
4,559
4,561
4,762
4,424
Land revenue . 120,000
77,000
81,000 160,000 160,000 150,000
Small branches
of hereditary
revenue
24,047
8,187
9,202
42,342
16,330
25,826
Fees of regula
ted offices... 226,618 106,880
63,648
70,022 116,246 108,916
Total
62,960,202 61,340,801 62,422,338 52,310,768 62,177,141 51,669,553
Extr"y reso'rees. 839,936 205,462 966,378 640,980 688,589 563,453
Grand total.. 68,790,138 61,546,264 63,388,717 62,951,748 62,810,680 62,238,006
On examining this table, the most remarkable results which present them
selves are, the steadiness of the customs and the increase of the excise revenue,
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notwithstanding the remissions and reductions of taxation which have taken
place under these htads since 1846. The losses of revenue, estimated as likely
to be caused by the changes of taxation in those years, are stated as follows :—
TAXES REPEALED OR REDUCED.
1846—Butter and cheese
£205,437 1849—Sugar and molasses . . . £855,267
Silk Manufactures
162,985
Oil and sperm
29,827
Spirits
482,286 1850—Sugar and molasses. . . 831,078
Tallow
101,966
Stamps
520,000
Other customs duties. .. . 199,116
Bricks
456,000
1847—Woods from for. countries 243,085 1 85 1—Sugar and molasses . . . 800,000
Sugar and molasses
53,152
Coffee
176,000
Rum
46,974
Timber
286,000
1848—Copper ore
86,745
House-tax
1,136,000
Rum, British Possessions. 69,353
Sugar and molasses
268,864
Total.
£6,668,638
Foreign wood
21 5,028
In 1846, the customsand excise duties together produced £34,557,218. Since
that year, reductions of those duties have been made by amounts estimated alto
gether at more than £4,000,000 per annum; and yet, in the year 1851, the joint
produce of the customs and excise was no than less £35,057,418*. This fact, which
experience alone could have rendered credible, speaks for itself. It proves incontestably a large increase in the importation and consumption of articles subject
respectively to customs and excise duties; it likewise proves that the fiscal
changes since 1846 have been favorable to the well-being of the people, as well
as to the interests of the exchequer.
With respect to the third item, including the land tax, assessed taxes, and
property tax, there is little to be said. It remained nearly stationary during the
five years 1846-50. In 1851 its amount fell by nearly a million sterling—that
is to say, it fell from £9,743,215 in 1850, to £8,868,885 in 1851. This reduc
tion was owing to the commutation of the window tax into a house tax, which
was effected in the session of 1851. The sacrifice of revenue estimated by the
Chancellor of the Exchequer from this commutation was £1,136,000. The ac
tual loss in 1851 has, however, exceeded the proper proportion of this estimate,
owing to the delay in making the new assessments for the house tax : so that
in the last quarter of 1851 the old tax ceased, and the new tax was not collected.
The revenue of stamps has undergone a reduction of nearly £1,200,000 since
1846. In 1846 the stamps produced £7,505,179; in 1851 they produced only
£6,385,082. This reduction has been owing partly to the transfer in 1847-8 of
the tax on stage-carriages, railways, and hackney carriages to the excise, produc
ing about £400,000 a-year ; and partly to reductions of the stamp duties in
1850-51, by which above £500,000 was given up.
The net revenue of the Post-Office has increased from £845,000 in 1846, to
£1,069,000 in 1851. A part of this revenue, however, is nominal, as it consists
of payments mndc, by way of account, in respect of government letters. The
surplus revenue of the inland post covers the expenses of the maritime post,
which now amount to nearly £900,000 a-year ; and therefore the Post-Office es
tablishment is a self-supporting institution, but produces no revenue for the
general purposes of the government. The steadily progressive increase in the
number of inland letters under the present low rates of postage, even of late
years, appears in the following statement :—
• Allowance muM also bo m.ide for the stago-coucb, &.c., duty, transferred from the stamps to the
excise in 1847-8, as mentioned below.
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A COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF THE NUMBER OF LETTERS DELIVERED IN THE TOTED
KINGDOM IN THE WEEKS ENDED 20TH DECEMBER, 1840, 1 9TH DECEMBER, 1 84 1, 25TH
DECEMBER, 1842, AND 2Ul DECEMBER, 1818, 1841, 1815, 1816, 1817, 1818,1819,
1850, and 1851.
London,
Total
Grtw
iuland, London England
ToUl
Cmintry foreign k. district
and
Total Total
United
Weeks ended
officea. »hlp.
po»L
Wales. Ireland. Scotland. Kingdom.
Dec. 20, 1840
1,782,579 491,261 405,153 2,678,996 881.306 376,021 3,435,826
Dec. 19, 1841
2,062,129 654.990 458,459 3,075,678 425.681 437.496 8,939,755
Dec. 25. 1842
2,205,521 576,367 496,360 3,278.248 446534 436.407 1.160,169
Dec. 21, 1843
2,369,404 622.67S 619,889 3,511,966 487,844 468,868 1,468,678
Dec. 21, 1844
2,557,038 663,445 542,129 3,762,612 636,911 670,549 4.970.075
Dec. 21, 1845
3,047,358 739,909 633,296 4,120.563 601.279 585.536 5,607.378
Dec. 21, 1846
3,202,815 792,723 661,936 1,660.472 656,140 609,113 5,925,725
Dec 21, 1847
3,447,379 879,923 696,691 6,023,996 683,631 660,484 6,368,011
Dec. 21, 1648
3,660,507 909,749 661,539 6,131,7 95 702.97 2 661,8 28 6,496,695
Dec. 21, 1849
3,652,748 869.8S1 712,943 6,225,522 700,285 677,722 6,603,529
Dec. 21. 1850
3,768,09 1 890,34 6 802,74 5 5,461,182 704,6 1 4 696,262 6,862.058
Dec. 21, 1851
3,928,346 981,923 7 64,808 5,674,57 7 7 30,925 7 21,192 7,126,991
The other hranches of receipt are not of sufficient importance to require a sep
arate notice.
There is, however, one other important point to be noticed, namely, that the
several heads of revenue yielded in 1851 a Bum which considerably exceeded the
expenditure during the same time.
Income
£52.283,006
Expenditure
19,506,610
Excess of income over expenditure
£2,726,896
Having thus explained the state of our national income and expenditure, we
proceed to describe the state of our foreign trade, so far as it can be represen
ted in figures ; and with this view, we will insert some particulars respecting
articles of general consumption.
In 1842, the customs duty chargeable on British plantation sugar was at
the rate of 25s. 2$d. per cwt, while sugar of foreign production was effectually
excluded from use in this country by means of the prohibitory duty with which
it was burdened. Under these circumstances the entire consumption of this arti
cle within the United Kingdom, added to molasses when reduced to its equiva
lent in crystulized sugar, was 4,068,331 cwt. The duty upon British plantation
sugar has, by progressive reductions, been now brought down to 10s. per cwt;
while foreign sugar, although still burdened with a protective duty of 4s. per
cwt., (to disappear in 1854,) finds its way, in large and increasing quantities, into
use ; so that the whole quantity of sugar, and of its equivalent in the form of
molasses, which paid consumption duties in 1851, reached 6,884,189 cwt, show
ing an increase, in nine years, of 2,815,858 cwt., or more than 69 per cent
These figures, striking as they are, do not display the whole value to the com
munity of the change in our fiscal policy as applied to this article so generally
desired. There is a proportion of our population who are in circumstances
which have always enabled them to consume in their families as much sugar aa
they desire, whatever may be its price, and to whom it is a matter of very small
importance in their yearly expenditure whether they pay sixpence or a shilling
for every pound they buy. This proportion, it has been assumed with proba
bility, comprehends one-fourth of our numbers; and it has been computed, after
careful inquiries, that these persons consume in the year 40 lbs. of sugar per
head. If, then, we allow this consumption to the one-fourth of our families,
we shali find that there was left in 1842, for the consumption per head of the
remaining three-fourths, to whom price is an object, no more than 9 lbs. in the
course of the year. In 1850, when, as we have seen, the whole consumption
of sugar was 6,884,189 cwt, if we still allow 40 lbs, as the individual consuinp
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tion of the easy classes, we shall find that the remaining three-fourths have been
able to buy and to use 23 lbs. per head during the year.
There are few tests of the general prosperity of a country, which are ordina
rily more conclusive than that afforded by its timber trade. It is only when
its various interests are in a state of buoyancy that building is extensively car
ried on. In 1845 and 1846 this remark would not have so well applied, because
of the great demand for wood which was then caused by the extensive construc
tion of railways ; but this source of consumption has now probably subsided to
its ordinary level ; and if we find that timber is extensively demanded in the ab
sence of that or any other unusual application of it, we may feel confident that
such demand can only arise from the generally prosperous condition of the peo
ple, which leads them to seek for greater comfort in their dwellings than neces
sarily contented them in more ordinary times.
In 1843 the quantity used of timber and deals, expressed in loads of 50 cubic
feet, was 1,317,645 loads; in 1844 it was 1,485,357 loads; in 1845 and 1846,
the years of railway exaggeration, we used 1,957,814 and 2,024,939 loads. The
quantities since have been, in loads—
1847.
1848.
1849.
1850.
1851.
1,895,161
1,806,448
1,667,516
1,781,967
2,037,077
-It thus appears that the quantity used in the year which has just closed, ex
ceeds that of the year of greatest railway construction, and is, in fact, the largest
ever experienced in this kingdom. Messrs. Churchill and Sim, extensive and
well-informed wood brokers, remark upon this fact, in their yearly circular ad
dressed to their customers, in these words :—
"The year 1861 will be remarkably prominent in the records of the wood trade,
when it is seen that the largest known amount of importation has been supported by
consumption in an equal degree ; not only manifest by an extension of the trade in
London, but including in the same very pleasing result the trade of the United
Kingdom."
It might have been imagined that through the progressive reductions in the
rates of duty upon foreign wood, from 55s. to 7s. 6d. per load, the demand for
Buch would have been so great as to have displaced in part the importations from
our own colonies ; while on the other hand, it would have raised the cost in
foreign countries so as to deprive the consumer in this kingdom of a proportion,
at least, of the advantage intended for him by Parliament in reducing the duty.
Neither of these consequences has been realized. It is remarked, in the circular
already quoted—
" After the opening of the navigation laws, and the recent reduction of the discrim
inating import duty, it was net easy to foresee the operation of these almost simulta
neous changes, and doubt hung over the future. Whether the wood of the North of
Europe would displace the colonial or a large portion of the present supply t Whether
our consumption, which had remained at a reduced average since 1847, would now in
crease I And, if so, as the supply had diminished in rather a larger ratio than the
consumption, whether supplies could be increased without a rUe in price sufficient of
itself to check consumption ? Cheapness has solved all doubt and dispelled the cloud
of uncertainty ; the North of Europe has yielded such abundance, that the English
consumer gains in a broad sense more than the difference of reduced duty and cheaper
transit ; British America continues to have her large export in wood, still retaining
the better half of Great Britain's wood trade ; while home interests have prospered
through all these changes in obtaining the unrestricted supply of cheap woods."
Similar inquiries made in respect of other articles of consumption would lead
us to the like result ; but it cannot be necessary thus to pursue the subject, since
it must be evident that there cannot be one law which governs the circumstances
of the sugar and timber trades, and another law which affects differently the cir
cumstances of other trades which are necessarily placed in the same conditions.
The following figures, showing the quantities imported for consumption of
various articles used by all classes of the community in the years 1842, 1850,
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and 1851 respectively, (so far as the accounts are made up,) will show how in
creasingly those necessaries and comforts of life have been brought within the
means of the working classes, among whom, for the reason already explained in
regard to sugar, nearly the whole of the additional quantities have been
1550.
I8H.
Bacon and hams
cwts
5,448
350,675
Beef and pork
7,087
815,977
Butter
180,282
344.185
819,854
836,160
Cheese
178,959
339.314
Rice
896,170
244,266
401,0)8
53.965,1 li
Tea.
lbs.
87,355,911
61,178,215
28,062,918
Tobacco
22,013.146
27,387,960
3,803.402
Pepp-jr
2.679,848
3,317,883
32,564,164
Coffee
28,519,646
31,226,840
Scarcely of less importance, as showing what has been the progress and con
dition of the industrious classes, are the quantities of raw materials which have
passed through the hands of our manufacturers, providing wages and conse
quently the means of comfortable subsistence to the people :—
1842.
18§0. I
1843.
18ft
Cotton
lbs. 486,498,778 562,215,920 Silk, raw.
lbs. 8,856,867 4,386,107
Flax
cwts. 1,180,312 1,821,578 Silk, thrown
363,524 394,336
Hemp
593,392 1,048,635 , Silk, waste, .cwts.
12,716
15,484
Hides
523,728
691,920 1 Wool, 4c
lbs. 44,022,141 69,933,104
The quantities and value of some of the principal British manufactures, which
have been exported in the same years, were—
QUANTITY.
1842.
18%
1840.
3,477,060
1,866,211
Coals
tons
3,347,607
1,637,904,162
Cotton goods
yards
918,640,205
1,858,238,837
143,958,601
Cotton yarn
lbs.
140,321,176
131,433,168
Hardware and Cutlery . . . .cwts.
843,664
920,749
Iron and steeL
tons.
783,452
448,925
128,780,362
84,172,585
122,397,457
Linen goods
yards.
Machinery
Silk goods
2,637,290
Woolen goods
pieces
2,740,197
2,778,724
69,268,694
Woolen goods.
yards
15,432,990
63,731,058
VALDK.
£1,302,025
£690,424
£1,280,341
22,040,489
15,168,464
20,528,150
i goods
6,631,796
Cotton yarn
7,193,971
6,380.948
2,826,155
Hardware and Cutlery.
1,745,519
2,639,728
6,830,169
Iron and steel
2,590,833
6.846,795
8,827,443
Linen goods
2,615,566
3,594,944
1,164,933
Machinery
713,474
1,043,764
1,134,931
667,952
Silk goods
1,050,645
6,246,198
6,883,062
Woolen goods
6,480,762
2,824,202
Woolen goods
2,876,848
1,047,721
The total value of the results of British industry exported in each year from
1842 to 1850 has been as follows :—
£52,849,445
£47,381,023 1846
£6O,m,031 1848
1842.
68.596,026
62,278,449 1846
67,786,876 1849
1843.
71,369,184
68,584,292 1847
68,842,877 1850
1844.
Showing an increase of 50 per cent in nine years.
With respect to the trade in corn, and the effect of the total repeal of the in
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port duties on this important class of produce, the completest, as well as the
simplest, view of the question is to be found in the following account of the
total importations of all sorts of grain since 1847.
Whatever speculative politicians may say about "remunerative prices" and
" independence of foreign supplier," one tiling is certain, that, during the last
three years, and since the cessation or mitigation of the potato-blight, the an
nual importations of all sorts of grain into the United Kingdom have averaged
nearly ten millions of quarters. This quantity of foreign grain has been
imported, has passed the Custom-house, has been brought into consumption, and
its price has been duly paid in British goods. As long as foreign grain was
virtually excluded (except at moments of scarcity) it was impossible to measure,
by any certain test, the extent of the privation which the consumers of this coun
try endured. Those persons who gave a high estimate of the quantity of food
excluded by law, for the purpose of keeping up rents and prices, were treated
with derision and contempt. But the experience of the years since 1846 has
furnished a sure practical test of the quantity of food shut out by the old corn
law. It has gauged the capacity of the real effective demand of the country, and
has proved, by the demonstration of facts, the extent of the privation previously
suffered by the community. It has taught a practical lesson, which the public
will never forget, as those who call themselves the "farmers' friends" will in
fallibly discover if they ever seriously make an attempt to restore a protective
duty on corn, and so shut out the millions of quarters which now diffuse the
blessings of abundance and cheapness over this industrious and peaceable land.
AN ACCOUNT SHOWING THE QUANTITIES OF COBS, GRAIN, AND MEAL IMPORTED INTO THE
UNITED KINGDOM IN EACH YEAB FBOM 1847 TO 1851.
1847.
1818.
1849.
1850.
1851.
Wheat A wheat-meal . qrs. 4,464,757 8,082,230 4,835,280 4,866,039 6,855,687
Barley and barley-meal. .
776,122 1,054,293 1,389,858 1,043,082 832,660
Oats and oat-meal
1,742,542 971,253 1,307,904 1,169,811 1,211,704
Rye and rye-meal
73,178
298,220
246,888
94,354
26,467
Peas and pea- meal
157,771 217,792
284,451 181,438 100,476
BeaDs and bean-meal.. . .
443.700 490,361
467,998 443,306 818,506
Indian com and meal. . . . 4,022,265 1,653,660 2,253,511 1,289,523 1,824,318
11,900,877 7,542,767 10,724,830 9,077,553 9,669,712
Connected with the trade of the country is its navigation ; and as the state of
this interest has been naturally influenced by the recent repeal of the Navigation
Laws, it will be fitting to show what the influence of that important legislative
measure has been.
With this view we will state, very briefly, what the provisions of those laws
were before the passing of the act 12 and 13 Victoria, cap. 29. No goods, the
growth, production, or manufacture of Asia, Africa, or America, could be impor
ted for use into the United Kingdom or its dependencies from any port in Europe,
so that (what indeed frequently occurred) our manufacturers might be at a stand
for want of raw materials which existed in superabundance, and consequently at
a low price, in Continental markets. As regarded the produce of Europe, cer
tain " enumerated articles," which in fact comprehended everything that was of
importance in Commerce, could be brought to our shores only " in British ships,
or in ships of the country from which the goods were to be brought ; " so that
a cargo of Spanish wool might be lying unsaleable at Rotterdam, while the arti
cle was scarce and exorbitantly dear in Yorkshire, and only a ship under the
Spanish, Dutch, or English flag, was privileged to bring it to us for use. All
intercourse between the United Kingdom and its possessions in nil quarters of
the globe, including the Channel Islands, was confined to British ships ; and the
like restriction was applied to the inter-colonial trade. No goods might be
carried from any British possession in Asia, Africa, or America, to any other of
such possessions, nor from one part to another in such possessions, except in
British ships. No goods could be imported into any British possession in Asia,
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Africa, or America, in foreign ships, unless they were those of the country of
which the goods were the produce, and from which tiiey were imported.
Some other ininor obstacles were placed in the way of intercourse with for
eign countries by this law for the encouragement of British shipping, which it
is not necessary to describe. By the Act passed in 1849 the provisions above
recited were repealed from and after the 1st January, 1850; so that we hire
now two years' experience of the effects of that repeal, and shall proceed to
describe the same so far as they can be gathered from the employments of oar
shipping. Of the hindrances to Commerce which by the same measure were
removed, it is manifestly impossible to give any account, but some idea may be
formed on the subject by a glance at the following list of importations during
the year 1850, which would have been illegal previous to that year :—
Articles.
Countries whence imported.
Peruvian bark
Hanse Towns, Holland, France, Sardinia, Austrian Italy.
Cassia Lignea.. . . . Holland, France, Spain.
Cinnamon
Hanse Towns, Holland, France, Spain.
Cochineal
Hanse Towns, Holland, France, Spain.
Cocoa
Hanse Towns, Holland, France, Portugal.
Coffee
Russia, Denmark, Prussia. Hanse Towns, Holland, Belgium,
France. Portugal, Spain, Italian States.
Indigo
Russia, Hanse Towns, Holland, Belgium, Spain, Italian States.
Logwood
Belgium.
Mahogany
Hanse Towns, Holland, Belgium, France.
Nutmegs
Holland, Belgium, France
Palm oil
Hanse Towns, Holland, Portugal. Spain.
Pepper
Hanre Towns, Holland, France, Portugal.
Pimento
Hanse Towns, Holland.
Raw sugar
Russia, Sweden, Prussia, Hanse Towns, Holland, France, Portugal
Tea
Russia, Sweden, Norway, Prussia, Hanover, Hanse Towns, Hol
land, Belgium, France, Portugal, Spain.
We may generally understand the opinions of men in business by their acts
fully as well, or better, than from their assertions. To judge from the latter
we should have been led to the belief, that when their monopoly, as above de
scribed, should be removed, the shipowners of England would have no chance
for success in competition with foreign rivals, but judging from their deliberate
acts we are forced to the very opposite conclusion. The amount of tonnage
built and registered in the United Kingdom was considerably greater in 1850
than in cither of the two preceding years, viz :—
1848.
1849.
1850.
1SSI.
Tons
126,940
121,266
137,530
149,599
And from the accounts which have reached us from time to time during 1851,
we arc fully justified in believing that the tonnage newly built and registered last
year will be among the largest on record.
The tonnage of British vessels engaged in the trade with foreign countries
and our dependencies, in the above three years, was as follows :—
1848.
1849.
B»
Tons
9,289,6 60
9,669,638
9,442,644
These include all vessels under the British flag, whether with cargo or in
ballast. A fairer comparison will be made by taking only those ships which en
tered and cleared with cargo.
The tonnage of British ships which entered nnd cleared from ports in the
United Kingdom, excluding those which came and went in ballast, in each year
from 1844 to 1851, was—
7,444,750 11850
8,089,808
1844
6,691,680 1847
7.674,192 | 1861
8,636,2SJ
1846
6,617,110 1848
8,162,567
1846
6,714,166 1849
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It will be observed that the tonnage in 1850, the first year after the repeal of
the Navigation Law, exhibits .1 falling off as compared with 1849, but that the
ground then lost was more than regained in 1851, the largest of the series. It
is further worthy of remark, that, doubtless owing to the removal of the restric
tion which prevented the importation of any save European produce from ports
in Europe, a less proportion than usual of shipping now sails unprofitaby in
ballast. The tonnage thus unprofitably engaged in 1850 was less than in 1849
by 113,845 tons, in itself no slight advantage to shipowners. These gentlemen
are very much in the habit of considering that every ton of foreign shipping en
gaged in the trade of this country is an injury to them, and an unfair interference
with their rights. It can easily be shown, however, that in this assumption there
is a great deal more of selfishness displayed than of wisdom.
History and experience show us, that trade is liable, from various causes, to
great and sometimes to violent fluctuations; and although we have been more
than usually free from such fluctuations since the adoption of a more liberal
eoaimercial system, it would be unreasonable to suppose that the tide of our
prosperity is never again to ebb. The 14,500,000 tons of shipping which en
tered and left our ports in 1850, may possibly be subjected hereafter to diminu
tion, and under such circumstances it will be found of no small advantage to the
British shipowner that more than five millions of the tonnage of the prosperous
year came to our shores under various foreign flags. Any person may inform
himself, by consulting our custom-house returns as respects shipping, that in
those years in which the trade has been most prosperous, and when the largest
amount of British shipping has found employment, the proportion of foreign
shipping has been the greatest, and that when, on the other hand, the trade has
fallen off, the proportion of British shipping has been greater than when a larger
amount of British tonnage has found employment. In 1821 the amount of the
national shipping that entered and left the ports of the United Kingdom was
less than in the preceding year, and the proportion, as compared with foreign
tonnage, was greater than in 1820. In 1826 we had a large trade; British
shipping was employed to a greater amount than in any previous year, and the
proportion of foreign to each 100 tons employed fell from 79.83 in 1821 to
67.88 in 1825. In 1826 we had a languid trade ; fewer British ships found em
ployment, and the proportion rose to 72.67. It will hardly be contended by the
advocates of the late navigation law, that a large proportion of British, when
compared with foreign shipping trading to our ports is, under these circumstan
ces, of advantage to the shipowners, who, in order to engross this large proportion,
must submit to a positive decrease of employment for their vessels. If the trade
of the United Kingdom were a constant quantity, subject neither to temporary en
largement or contraction, it would even then be questionable whether the best in
terests of the country would require that it should all be carried on under the na
tional flag, since it might well be that a part of the capital embarked in shipping
might be more profitably engaged in trading with the goods they carry, and which
in such case would be supplied and purchased by foreigners, by means of that part
of their capital which would be no longer embarked in shipping. But, as already
remarked, there is not and cannot be any such stability in commercial pursuits ;
and let us imagine that, if our mercantile marine were of adequate tonnage to
carry on the whole trade of the country in a year of great prosperity, what
would be the case when the reverse of this condition should be experienced ?
Must it not be that, the tonnage being greatly beyond that which could obtain
employment, our shipowners would be found competing with one another for the
conveyance of the lessened quantity of merchandise, that a part of the ships
would be idly rotting in our harbors, while those of them which succeeded in
obtaining employment must do so through the home competition that would
arise at ruinously reduced rates of freight? It is, therefore, manifestly to the
interest of our shipowners that foreign vessels should be allowed to compete
with them ; and the only question to which they should with any degree of
anxiety seek for a reply is, whether they are in a condition to bear this competi
tion with their foreign rivals, and to stand their ground under the altered circum
stances presented by the repeal of the navigation laws.
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This question we are, happily, enabled to answer in the affirmative. We have
shown, that, in the second year during which our shipping has been exposed to
the full degree of competition, a larger amount of tonnage under the national
flag has entered and left our ports, with cargoes, than in any other year of our
commercial history. During 1850, the first year in which the new system was
in operation, a very greatly increased amount of foreign tonnage visited the
kingdom, a much larger than usual proportion of the same being in ballast.
This was reasonably to be expected. Our shipowners had so loudly proclaimed
their inability to continue the trade in competition with their foreign rivals, that
these felt themselves invited to come and reap the golden harvest. The opparent lessening of employment for British shipping in that first year bas been
amply made up in the second, as shown by figures already given. It is said ap
parent lessening, because, in reality, there was no such lessened employment;
the tonnage that left our ports exhibited no falling off from the amount of former
years, while the diminished amount of entries inwardB was fully accounted for
by the employment which our shipping found in branches of trade between
various foreign countries, nnd from which trades our flag had been previously
excluded, by reason of, and in retaliation for our former exclusive system.
During the first 8ix months of 1850, and before the power to do bo was gen
erally known by members of the shipping interest in this country, there entered
the various ports of the United States, from foreign countries, 214 British ves
sels, measuring 68,127 tons; and during the same time there left those porta,
in direct and successful competition with the ships of the United States, with
cargoes to various foreign countries, 204 such vessels, measuring 76,039 tons.
The accounts for the second half of the year have not as yet reached this coun
try from America, but it is fair to presume that they will show at least an eqnal
amount of successful rivalry on our part. If this assumption should be con
firmed by the fact, we shall find the diminished amount of entries inwards of
British ships in 1850, more than accounted for by the new trades thus opened to
us by means of our altered regulations with one single country ; certainly the
most important, but, as will be seen from the following figures, by do means
offering the only profitable field for the employment of our ships in the indirect
trade. With these statements before us, it is not possible to give in to the fears
of our shipowners, so loudly expressed when the repeal of the navigation law
was under discussion, that our vessels, which under the shield of protection
were to be seen on every ocean and in every port, would be driven, by the more
cheaply built nnd more cheaply navigated vessels of America and of northern
Europe, from one trade after another, until they would be restricted to the coast
ing trade, still preserved from the intrusion of foreigners, and that, with this
wholesale extinction of our mercantile marine, we should lose what is of even
greater importance to us as a nation, our supremacy on the seas, and sink to the
rank of a second or third-rate power among the nations. It is proved by the
fact, that not only can we maintain and increase the amount of tonnage required
for currying on our ever-growing trade between the United Kingdom and every
other country approachable by sea, but that we can and do successfully compete
in every trade open to us that is carried on between different foreign countries.
This being the case now, we may confidently anticipate that our power of suc
cessful competition will be rendered still greater, when the spur of competition
shall have produced its full effect in urging us to the adoption, as it is beginning
to do, of those improvements in naval architecture of which the art is now seen
to be susceptible, and which will enable us to maintain the superiority we have
hitherto enjoyed ; while, as regards the cost of construction, we have succeeded
to a degree which, until the incentive was applied, no one thought possible, hot
which we may believe to be by no means the measure of cheapness to which it
is probable we shall hereafter attain, nnd which will enable our shipbuilders to
set all their foreign competitors, of whom they affected to feel such dread, at
defiance.
The change made in our system caused a like change to be made in the system
of the United States, whose navigation law was copied from and adopted in
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retaliation for our own. Under it we were, consequently, not allowed to im
port into any of the ports of those States, under the British flag, any produce
save that of these United Kingdoms, so that our ships were shut out from any
branch of the transit trade, which was reserved for their own vessels. The con
sequence of this restriction was, that British ships left our ports for those of
the United States either in ballast or with half cargoes, while American ships
procured full ladings, and could be sailed profitably both out and home, and
English ships could gain a profit only from the conveyance of the return cargo.
All this is now changed, and we are enabled fully and fairly to compete with
our rivals in a large and constantly increasing branch of trade to our manifest
profit and advantage.
STATEMENT SHOWING THE NUMBER AND TONNAGE OF BRITISH SHIPS THAT ENTERKD AND
CLEARED FROM THE UNDERMENTIONED FOREIGN FORTS, ON VOYAGES FROM AND TO
OTHER FOREIGN PORTS IN THE YEAR 1850.
Entered from
Cleared for
foreign porU.
foreign porls.
Ports.
Ships.
Tons.
Ships.
Tons.
Havana
48
8,170
99
22,712
Rotterdam
16
2,084
6
889
Hambure
82
16.148
62
10.826
Trieste
65
14,117
101
23,059
Antwerp'.'..'.
55
11,604
18
8,872
Leghom(1849)
102
17,044
112
20,668
St. Petersburg
...
72
13,318
154
84.762
Cadiz
179
29,679
173
32,098
We are not as yet informed concerning the amount of shipbuilding that took
place in the United Kingdom during 1851, but if we are to judge from the num
ber and tonnage of vessels launched during that year in the single port of Sun
derland, from which we have obtained the requisite information, we shall find
that this great and important branch of industry has been prosecuted to a greater
extent than during any former year. There were lnunched there in the year 1851
no fewer than 146' vessels, of the aggregate burden of 61,823 tons, showing
an average tonnage of 355 tons per vessel, and thus proving that it is not for
prosecuting the branch of navigation still preserved exclusively to the British
flag—the coasting trade—that this large amount of construction has been effect
ed, but that a considerable part of these new ships must have been intended
for the foreign and colonial trades, in which we are more than of old exposed to
rivalry and competition, and where, consequently, our shipowners must feel that
they are in a condition successfully to carry on that competition. At this time
there are on the stocks at the same port 73 vessels, whose aggregate burden
amounts to 27,955 tons, showing the still larger average burden of 383 tons,
and their quality may be understood from the fact that they are classed in Lloyd's
register as follows:—
A 1 for 5 years
None.
6 "
None.
7 "
1
8 "
85
9 "
1
10 "
21
11 "
1
12 "
1
18 "
13
73
These facts ought to induce our merchants and shipowners to change their
opinions in regard to the value of our once cherished Act of Navigation, and
to convince them that, by means of cheaper vessels, better management of them,
and the extensions of trade which have followed upon its repeal, they can prom
ise themselves a larger and more profitable trade than they ever enjoyed under
monopoly.
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So far as all external indications enable us to judge, commercial credit is now in
a sound and satisfactory state. Money, to any extent, may be had on good seeorities at a low rate of interest. All government stock is high. The quantity of
bullion in the Bank of England is extraordinarily large—it has risen from
£13,817,000 on the 26th July to £17,320,000 on the 27th December, 1851. All
the predictions as to the drain of bullion to be caused by the repeal of the corn
laws have been falsified. The country banks, under the operation of Sir Robert
Peel's Act, continue in a sound and healthy state; the few failures which have
lately occurred have not been owing to over-issue of paper.

Art. IF.—DO BANKS INCREASE LOANABLE CAPITAL !
AN EFFORT TO REFUTE THE OPINION, THAT NO ADDITION IS MADE TO TFTi
CAPITAL OF A COMMUNITY BY BANKING.
This essay was written in consequence of meeting with the following alle
gations in Gouge's work upon banking :—
" The practice of lending on bond, to which banking has nearly put an end, mi
perhaps) more advantageous to the country than any other kind of lending." " Banks
do not increase the amount of loanable capital in a country."
" All that banking can do is to take the loanable capital out of the hands of its
owners and place it in the hands of irresponsible corporations."
I propose to refute the allegation, thus quoted, that nothing is gained
through the extension of credit, by banking. In pursuance of this intention
I shall in the first place show upon what grounds the value of the precious
metals, and their competency as money is founded. In the next place I
hope to demonstrate, that bank credit has precisely those attributes which
are required in a substitute for hard money, while at the same time it has
not only the well known advantages of peculiar cheapness and convenience;
but also that of being much more at command, and of springing into ex
istence, and expanding with those pecuniary transactions, of which efficient
money is an effect, as well as an exciting cause.
It is evident that the market price of the metals employed as money, is
regulated by the ratio of the demand to the supply, as in the case of all
merchandise. The demand for them, and of course their value, was origi
nally dependent on their utility in the arts. Subsequently, on account of
their superior value in proportion to their bulk, indestructibility, and their
susceptibility of subdivision without loss, gold and silver were found, of all
commodities, those which could be most advantageously set aside to be
used as money, or in other words, as the means of barter for all other mar
ketable articles. Hence the quantity of the metals in question employed as
money, became greater than that otherwise employed ; and consequently
the demand for them resulted more from their usefulness as money, than the
qualities which caused them at first to become objects of cupidity.
Coin has therefore a double foundation for its value, one may be called
th.e original, the other the adventitious basis. Yet the original basis is
never inefficient ; since it is by his confidence in the intrinsic value of
the metal, that the owner conceives himself safe in retaining it till he may
have occasion to use it as money.
Supposing that of all the precious metals in human possession, four parts
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out of five are held as money ; it follows that any other substance would
answer the same purpose as the four parts so employed, provided the hold
ers could feel equally secure that it could at any time be exchanged for its
value, in gold and silver. It is precisely this quality which is imparted to
bank credit ; which, whether in the form of notes or that of book entries,
being always convertible into specie, may to a great extent take the placo of
that portion of the precious metals which would be used as money. Thus
associated with specie, bank credit constitutes a currency, chea|>er, more
convenient, and more efficient than any other. It unites at once the advan
tages of specie and paper money. That the banking system requires a cer
tain degree of morality in the people, and in the legislative, judicial, and
executive departments ; that it cannot exist advantageously under an arbi
trary government, are attributes, or characteristics, which its friends are
pleased to admit.
The author of the allegations quoted above, appears not to have perceived
that the establishment of a bank creates a credit, which otherwise would not
exist ; and that the bank credit, thus created, in the form of notes, and
book-credits, transferable by checks, is in utility superior to hard money.
The' bank-note is as good to the holder as the coin, which it obligates the
bank to pay on demand, so long as the credit of the bank is unimpaired.
The capital which a good bank receives from its depositors, and note- holders,
is not borrowed, as usually supposed. It is paid for, or compensated, by an
equal value in bank credit, either in their notes, or on their books ; which,
bo long as it is preferred by them to specie, is by this very fact, proved to
be more than an equivalent. The bunk at the same time, insures the cur
rency of its notes, and of checks drawn on it, by paying specie when re
quired ; and only becomes the debtor of the depositors and note-holders,
when it does not perform this condition in consequency of insolvency, the
expiration of its charter, or any other cause.
Under such circumstances, the bank ought not to be considered as indebt
ed to the holder of one of its notes, to a greater amount than the discount,
at which the note may be sold to the highest bidder.
I am aware, that agreeably to the ordinary way of viewing the subject,
the assertion that the bank is not indebted to its depositors, may seem
strange ; yet it appears to me more correct to consider the deposit as the
price of the privilege of ming an equivalent portion of bank credit. The bank
is in effect the obligee of the depositor, not his debtor.
In order to afford a more substantial illustration to the idea which I have
endeavored to convey, let us suppose that, by a miracle, any substance,
otherwise worthless, could be endowed with the faculty of producing a cer
tain weight of gold, whenever wanted. Suppose that, in consequence of its
being lighter than gold, it were to be preferred. Would any one allege that
the seller at the price of ten dollars of a quantity of this substance equiva
lent to produce an eagle, would be in debt to the purchaser ? Would not
the latter have full value for his ten dollars ? In what respect then does a
good bank-note differ from the miraculous substance imagined ? Will it
not reproduce its price in gold and silver whenever desired, or at least with
a degree of facility sufficient to cause owners in general to employ them in
preference to their metallic equivalent, in all cases where the weight of the
latter is an inconvenience ?
It follows also from the premises, that the author of the opinions above
quoted is mistaken, in supposing that the same amount of substantial capi
tal will be as efficient when loaned out to individuals on bond, as if em
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ployed in banking. I do not mean to assert that an individual may not
establish a bank as well as a corporate body, but it seems to be attended by
this disadvantage, that he cannot be as effectually restricted from speculating
and trading ; nor obliged to inform the public of the amount of bis notes,
receipts on deposit, or loans. But unless employed in banking, the same
amount of capital will not be as efficient in the hands of individuals as in
the stock of a bank. In a community in which there are few wealthy men,
in order to accumulate an amount of capital sufficient for a bank, it is
necessary that a large number of persons should associate in a company.
This prudent men will not do, unless their responsibility be restricted by a
charter. Hence it results, that in the United States, where wealth is more
equally distributed, banking has been, with few exceptions, carried on by
corporations, while in aristocratic England, excepting in the instance of the
National Bank, corporate powers have not been found necessary. I con
sider our banks to be comparatively democratical institutions, since that
power is lodged in many, which is according to the English system lodged
in a few.
The multiplication of individual obligations, or debts existing by mutual
consent, mainly incurred with a view to mutual benefit, is not a proof of an
adverse state of trade. On the contrary, I believe that national prosperity
will be found greater, in proportion as the debts thus existing are multiplied;
and that generally only those debts are injurious, which continue in opposi
tion to agreement.
Debt is usually understood as conveying the idea that the debtor is un
willing or unable to pay ; and as it is commonly in this form that the com
munity has cognizance of debts, an erroneous notion arises that to be in
debt is injurious. Were we to hear of Commerce only in cases of ship
wreck, we should form an unfair estimate of its profits.
The failures and frauds which result from the facilities afforded by banks,
are objects of animadversion with many who do not consider how small in
proportion is the loss thus incurred, to the gain of community at large.
With much better reason might we avoid Commerce from a fear of ship
wreck, or steamboats, from a fear of being scalded, burned, or mutilated,
than cease to use a circulating medium or currency which is pre-eminently
convenient, and which is the only one which we can command to an ade
quate extent, lest we suffer some evils to which it is liable.
That the banking system is capable of being mischievous when abused
by corrupt legislators, and unprincipled bankers, I do not deny, but would
inquire whether there be any great means of public good, which may not,
by fools and knaves, be made the medium of evil ? What has been more
abused than the liberty of the press, democracy, executive power, and even
religion, when perverted by fanaticism, or superstition, or when employed ss
a cloak, by ambition or avarice.
In the feudal times a strong prejudice seems to have existed against the
art of writing, in consequence of the refined roguery with which that ac
complishment was sometimes associated. Hence the sentiment which Scott
attributes to Douglas, incensed by the villainy of Marmion.
" A letter forged ! Saint Jude to speed ;
Did ever knight so foul a deed !
At first in heart it liked me ill,
When the king praised bis clerkly Bkill.
Thanks to St. Butbam, sod of mine,
Save Qawaiii, ne'er could pen a line."
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It may be admitted that when men are disposed to act dishonestly, their
previous credit with banks will enable them to do more mischief than they
could accomplish otherwise ; but the usual effect of banking is to induce
punctuality, and of course fidelity, in the discharge of pecuniary obligations.
In the first place, a failure in a single engagement at bank, deprives the in
dividual of any further accommodation by banks. It constitutes what is
called a failure in the mercantile sense, and consequently a deprivation of
all those advantages which result from mercantile credit with the communi
ty in general. In the next place, while the banking system is thus produc
tive of great inducements to punctuality, it at the same time furnishes to
dealers the means to supply the gaps made by occasional disappointments.
Metaphorically, a bank may be considered as a species of financial fly
wheel, by which contingent pecuniary deficiencies are compensated. By en
forcing and facilitating punctuality, it produces an habitual fidelity in the
discharge of debts, which is favorable to morals. It engenders a pride of
punctuality in persons, in whom, from genuine rectitude, it would not exist.
No doubt it is on this account that it is not found preferable to make sales
upon credit in those parts of our country in which people are most jealous
of their honor. Such sales are, agreeably to experience, more safely made
in our mercantile communities, in which not only men of integrity, but
many on whose honor no reliance can be placed, will not allow their notes
to be protested at bank.
It is to the correction of the abuse, not to restrictions on the use of the
banking system, that our exertions should be directed.
Many persons injudiciously ascribe to banking, all those reverses of price
which occur in all countries more or less, and which are peculiarly apt to
arise in a new country rapidly advancing in population, both by natural in
crease and immigration.
In Europe the value of real estate is in general comparatively stationary,
and only small portions can come into the market ; but here it is always an
article of speculation ; and as a large portion while unproductive, is still
held with a view to its future value, the estimate put upon that value is
liable to great changes. Hence as in the case of other marketable articles,
there are great elevations and depressions in the prices of real estate, and
men are made alternately rich or poor, accordingly as greater or less confi
dence exists with respect to our national prosperity, and the consequent pro
spective demand for farms, plantations, or building lota, increases or
diminishes.
I do not deny that the facility of getting credit, by multiplying purcha
sers, may contribute towards such fluctuations, but so long as the rich are
content with the consequences, it ill becomes the great mass of the people
to complain, since it tends to destroy the monopoly which men of capital
would otherwise enjoy.
Judging from experience, it may be a question whether the ultimate, or
average accumulation of national wealth, is less in consequence of the fluc
tuations of prices to which I have alluded. Such fluctuations rouse men to
extraordinary exertion, and by a reaction after each subsiding wave, cause
business to revive with a renovated and accumulated force. It is in con
sequence of the stimulus and reaction which accompany or follow great
catastrophes, such as are produced by floods or fires, that after a few
years, communities which have been subjected to them, will appear to have
vol. xxvi.—NO. vi.
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made advances even greater than might have been anticipated, had no such
deteriorating accident occurred.
Some years since, during a debate in the Senate, a member stated that
when he was in England, Sir James M' In tosh had inquired of him how it
came that there were so many more bankruptcies in the United States than
in Great Britain ! The proper reply to this would have been, that in the
United States a more profitable business is transacted, in proportion to the
capital, than in Great Britain, or probably any other country; and that
while the prospect of great profits occasionally induces sanguine men to
overtrade, and consequently to break ; the community is nevertheless, upon
the whole, greatly a gainer. The indubitable proof that the profit vastly
exceeds the loss, is that the credit system, which Sir James considered as
the source of the failures, has been incessantly expanding instead of being
abandoned. An unprofitable method of dealing could not have so long
endured. Our senator should in return, have inquired, in what way, if
credit were not to be employed, could a population originally so poor, have
supplied the money indispensable to their negotiations } By what means
have they been enabled to double their numbers and quadruple their wealth
every twenty-three years ? How comes it that so many cities, numerous
villages, and innumerable farms, have been created out of a wilderness, in a
period less than that which is requisite to transform an infant into a man ?
The ingenious senator would have us use the money which is dug out of
the earth by the miner. Had our ancestors waited till they had dug the
gold necessary to their pecuniary wants, could they have accomplished the
revolution ?
The money which they obtained from Europeans, was a borrowed capital,
upon which our country rose from a state of thraldom, to one of liberty;
from a state of indigence, to one of wealth ; from a state of adversity, to
one of unexampled prosperity.
g, g.

Art. V.-THE QUADRATURE OF TIIE CIRCLE.
It will be known to some of the readers of the Merchants' Magazine thai
a work was published last fall by Mr. John A. Parker, formerly known as
a merchant, and now connected with the business of marine insurance in the
city of New York, in which this problem in mathematical science is at last
claimed to have been accurately solved.
If Mr. Parker's discovery should prove to be true, the necessary results
of it will be—a remodeling, to some extent, of all geometric science—a
simplification of much of the subtil and abstruse reasoning of modern
mathematicians—the correction of important data in astronomy, and the
perfection of the science of navigation. It therefore has a commercial as
well as a scientific value.
The careful examination of the subject for a number of years, and the
application of his principles of reasoning in a variety of ways, satisfied him
of the truth of his solution, and of the prevailing error of geometricians ;
and accordingly, last fall Mr. Parker, in order to bring the subject before
the mathematical world, published a small edition of 300 copies of his
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work in an octavo volume of over 200 pages, which has been gratuitously
circulated among scientific men for examination.
His principles of reasoning, which necessarily differ from those established
by the schools, almost as a matter of course, encounter the sneers and op
position of learned Professors, who are pledged to their old method, and are
unwilling to entertain or consider any other. But fortunately for the im
provement of the age in other things, and perhaps in this also, among many
minds there are always some to be found who are not shackled by error, be
cause it is established by usage. It is a part of our principles to promote
inquiry in respect to everything useful, and therefore, without pronouncing
any opinion of our own on the work or subject in question, we take pleasure
in publishing the following letter, received by the author from a gentleman
in Michigan, fully sustaining the truth and value of the alleged discovery.
It is selected from among many others which have been received, and which
are less full but not less explicit in conceding the truth—that the quadrature
of tlie circle is at last attained.
Ann Ardor, Washtenaw County, Michigan, January 13, 1852.
Mr. Johs A. Pabkes, New York:—
Sir :—A copy of the " Quadrature " was safely received, and as you doubt
less expect some expression of opinion in regard to its merits, and the truth of
the principles it contains, I shall take this opportunity for acquainting you with
the views at which I have arrived, and at the same time of returning thanks for
the opportunity so kindly afforded of its perusal.
Nothing, to my mind, can be more satisfactorily conclusive than your prelim
inary demonstrations of the Error of Geometers in their method of finding
the approximation in use. Indeed, this is of itself so palpably evident that it
seems hardly to require a demonstration ; but from the reasoning you have emp oyed, the error of principle, as well as that of approximation, becomes so manifest
that for any one to deny its existence would be equivalent to denying the truth
of the most self-evident axiom.
For myself, I was never wholly satisfied with the degree of correctness of the
approximation in use, more especially as such a mode of measurement does not
belong to the logical deductions of geometry, and cannot be ranked among
them since it is erroneous and impeifect. For even if this approximation had
possessed the degree of correctness assigned it by Legendre and others, the
way in which it is obtained is not according to the true basis of geometrical de
duction, which should always he the primary and relative properties of the figures
considered, and the relations subsisting between them. It is hardly necessary
to say that the method by which the ratio in use has been determined is entirely
independent of any such relative property, since it is based on the properties of
straight lines alone, and since it can lead us only to an approximation, it is there
fore imperfect, and to accept it as the basis of any subsequent reasoning is ut
terly at variance with the true theory of geometrical investigation.
I am pleased to discover that, in your demonstration of the quadrature, you
have sought first the relative properties of the square and the circle, and the
primary relations subsisting between straight lines and curved lines, as the only
proper and successful means of investigation, as it is certainly the only way by
■which the circle can be exactly measured.
The propositions and reasoning of chapter 2 of the Quadrature, by which
your ratio is determined and proved to be true and exact, are as logical and con
clusive as any of Euclid or Legendre; and nothing but the sheerest bigotry can
hinder every well-informed mathematician from accepting this as the only true
ratio of circumference to diameter of all circles. Your propositions proving the
equality of the circle and the square, by the transition and alteration of shapes,
and the opposite duplicate ratio of the circle and equilateral triangle, are, I be
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lieve, entirely new and original, and may be ranked among the most important
propositions in geometry ; and I cannot help inferring from their discovery that
the science of geometry, like every other, is capable of perpetual and almost in
conceivable advancement ; and that many universal and fundamental principles
remain to be determined and proved, and perhaps, also, that some erroneous
conceptions of relations and principles, which have held their basis only on the
ground of analogies, will be either modified or entirely superseded.
Chapter 3, of Practical Questions on the Quadrature, contains the most incon
trovertible evidence of your ratio being the true one, from its application in de
termining the astronomical circles, while at the same time its value in correcting
important data is apparent. The greatest merit of your discovery, however,
consists, I think, in its capacity for the discovery and development of new prin
ciples from its own inherent analogies, and in this way it seems to be specially
calculated for enlarging the bounds of mathematical science.
The manner in which you have treated the problem of three gravitating bodies,
as well as that of the moon's diameter, the sun's distance, &c, is very original
and striking, and well worthy of attention, since these are discussed entirely
from the application of general and mechanical principles in a way never before
attempted, and without the aid of observations.
The mind possessed of common intelligence that can, in view of all this,
pronounce your ratio incorrect and its theory a delusion, must be either entirely
wanting in every attribute of candor, or so misguided by the influence of pre
conceived prejudice, as to bo utterly incapable of judging aright concerning any
thing not sanctioned by usage, or which has not received the general approba
tion of professors.
Although I have arrived nearly at the end of my sheet, and I fear well nigh
exhausted your patience, I cannot pass that division of your work denominated
.an appendix without some comment, or without expressing regret that the op
portunity did not offer for you to discuss more fully those principles and their
manifest applicability, which are there set forth. The definitions of the terms
"nothing and "infinity," which are generally accepted by the schools, and on
which many demonstrations have been founded, are manifestly absurd and illogi
cal, since we cannot suppose a thing to be so small that it cannot be less, or so
large that it cannot be greater, and afterward obtain its true value in numbers,
(if these expressions are held synonymous with the meaning usually applied to
" infinity,") for, although numbers are infinite, yet the mind, being in this in
stance governed by analogy, and necessarily limited in its conceptions to things
finite, cannot measure infinity by any cognizable standard. Hence, I fullv agree
with you in saying that infinity, taken in the sense in which it is usually defined,
is what no man can ever comprehend, and that the only way by which it can with
propriety be recognized and treated in geometry, is by considering it to be "cm
ultimate particle of matter, such that, in the nature of the thing under consider
ation, it cannot be less." There can be no doubt, I think, that the proposition
from which this latter definition is taken, demonstrates the only way by which
the principle can be received within our comprehension, and at the same time
fulfill its uses in mathematical demonstrations.
The principle of considering geometry, properly speaking, an abstract science,
which is strictly adhered to by the schools, is another delusion, for the principles
of geometry are every way connected with the mechanical development of things,
and without the existence of material organizations these principles themselves
might not have existed ; and it is absurd to destroy in our minds the connection,
since it often aids us in the discovery of what may be termed abstract truths,
for it may be plainly manifest to every reasonable mind, that as numbers and
things are inseparable, so in the operations of geometry, all our ideas of ex
tension and magnitude presuppose a material medium of exercise and compari
son, without which all the propositions and formulas that can be deduced bear
about as much relation to the true end and sphere of geometrical research as the
most abstract principle in metaphysics.
Permit me to bring to a close these hasty remarks, to express my unqualified
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satisfaction at the peculiar fitness and originality of your methods of demon
strating and illustrating the principles contained in your work. It is quite ob
vious that new and independent principles often require a mode of demonstra
tion somewhat different from that of conventional formulas, which are often
■wholly incompetent to determine the existence of a new principle from a lack of
a combination of relative properties. Such being the fact, and it being also
true, that natural truth is nothing more than the agreement or disagreement of
relations with our perceptions, and consequently anything may be considered as
self-evident which may be directly referred to this standard, I think mathemati
cians should hesitate less to adopt independent methods of investigation where
by important principles may often be brought to light. But I must here close
this rambling review of the leading principles contained in your work, and in
doing so let me assure you that there is no principle to be found in that work
that does not meet my unqualified approval—that has not my most earnest sup
port ; and further, that the Btudy of no work on mathematics ever gave me
more satisfaction than that of the " Quadrature."
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
S.L. WOODRUFF.

Art. ¥1.—OF ARRESTING CONFLAGRATIONS IN COMMERCIAL CITIES.
Freehax Hunt, Esq., Editor of the Merchant? Magazine, etc.
Dear Sir :—The subjoined communication on the extinguishment of conflagrations,
has recently appeared in the Pennsylvania Enquirer, but as being equally important
in its bearings on New York as on Philadelphia, I send it to you for insertion in the
Merchant? Magazine. Substituting the Croton reservoirs for those of Fairmount, and
North and East Rivers for the Delaware and Schuylkill, all that has been said applies
in your city no less than in ours. Indeed, that portion which relates to the employ
ment of large steamboats with aquatic engines, is essentially important in its bearing
on New York, because there is vastly more property within reach of the assistance
which such a steamboat could afford. The experiment might be tried with some large
ocean steam liner, which should be condemned as not worthy to continue in the line.
It would be interesting to see how far a jet of water could be thrown by the power
of one of the largest engines used in navigation. I am, Sir, with due respect,
Your fellow-citizen,
PniLADiLPiiii, May, 1852.
ROBT. HARE.
ON THK MEANS OF ARRESTING EXTENSIVE CONFLAGRATIONS.
Some time since I corrected an error of an author of a communication in
one of the public journals, which ascribed to me the project of employing
stationary engines, in extinguishing great fires by means of leather hose.
This idea I stated to be impracticable.
It never occurred to me that stationary engines could be made to operate
on fires in every part of our city, however remote, by means of hose, with
out making this part of the apparatus too heavy and unwieldy for handling.
Even were there an engine for every square, this objection would seem al
most insurmountable.
The project which I actually suggested, was that of resorting to locomotive
fire-engines, each resembling those employed upon railways, with the addi
tion of a powerful forcing pump, and the substitution of high wheels, to en
able them to move over pavements. It was assumed that, as in gunnery
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balls have a range proportional to their weight, when impelled by charges
augmenting with their weight, so the distances to whieh jets of water can
be thrown are proportional to the sectional area of the oriSce of emission;
the pressure in the air vessel being in all cases the same per square inch.
Hence it would seem possible to throw a jet of water a quarter of a mile,
by having sufficient steam-power, and of sufficient size. I also recommended
that a steamboat should be provided with a powerful apparatus for throwing
water and propelling to any practicable distance by means of hose. Such
a boat would be of immense importance to our shipping, and the stores
within a certain distance.
Nevertheless, it occurred to me, subsequently, that a plan might be adopt
ed, which would enable a great stationary engine to operate on tires through
out the whole ramificatiouof the hydrant pipes by which the city is supplied
by water from Fairmount.
The plan involves that such an engine, with suitable pumping apparatus,
should be made when desirable to take the wati r from the main, after leav
ing Fairmount, and return it back to the main, with an increase of pressure
sufficient to command the roofs of the highest buildings. Were snch an
arrangement made, and a branch pipe carried up nearly to the roof in each
house, a hose attached to the orifice of the pipe at its upper termination,
would command the roofs of the houses in question, and those adjoining it,
and thus prevent the access of fire through the usually combustible covering
of shingles. Other orifices in the lower stories would enable a hose to com
mand them more conveniently, so that the inhabitants of a mansion, with or
without the aid of neighbors, might extinguish a fire or keep it from enter
ing from without.
The fire companies might be provided with hose of an extra length, or
metallic tubes to be easily attached to each other, so as to be watrr-tight
By means of such hose water could be carried up to the r>of of any house
adjoining the one on fire, so as to play upon it with facility. When a great
fire should occur, the mains leading to all parts of the city should be closed,
excepting that leading to the fire, so as to concentrate the supply of water
where it would be most wanted. The additional head might be too much
to be borne by some pipes, but these being discovered, should be replaced
by stronger pipes.
The engine might be erected at the level of the reservoirs at Fairmount,
so as to have less work to perform, and a large cistern might be built to re
ceive the water at an elevation sufficient to give the requisite head of water/
This being kept full would feed the mains until the engine could be got un
der way. A large tank of iron would bo the best reservoir, probably.
I am aware that this plan would be costly, but what is more costly than
fires? It was suggested, in a former communication, that if the fire of the
9th of July, 1850, had occurred on the afternoon of the north-east gale of
the 1 8th, the whole of our city to the south-west of the fire must have been
destroyed. Our present means are quite incompetent to put out conflagra
tions of a certain magnitude.
It must be evident that a stationary engine would not be necessary to ele
vate the water to the necessary hight, were there adequate power in the wa
ter-wheels at present employed to lift water into a tank sufficiently high.
Another modification might be made. A stationary engine might be situa
ted on the Schuylkill or Delaware, or one engine on each river, by which
water might be taken from either and forced into the main pipes for the sup
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ply of water from Fairmount, all the mains being closed which might pre
vent the concentration of the whole supply upon the district in which the
conflagration should exist.
I am much more confident of the efficacy of the projects which I have
suggested, than sanguine as to my ability to induce the public to adopt
measures involving much expense, and which are so much out of the usual
routine. I will therefore conclude by proposing a remedy which is not of a
nature so adventurous as those above proposed, and though less adequate to ar
rest conflagrations, is more competent to check incipient fires. The remedy in
question is in fact so easy of execution, that it might be put into operation
before the other could be gotten under way.
It would add much to security against fire if the cocklofts of buildings
were furnished with ample reservoirs of wood, lined with sheet lead, to re
ceive the rain-water, which could be collected from the roof. In the vicinity
of such reservoirs about a dozen tin buckets should be kept. The ridge of
the roof should support a foot-way, with hand-rails on each side. By these
means the roof might be kept wet by a few persons; even women might
perform this duty if there should not be men enough at hand.
Of course a cock with a hose attached might be inserted so as to com
mand the interior of the building, or that of any one adjoining. The pres
ence of a hand-forcing pump would also be advantageous. These precau
tions might be compensated by a reduction of the cost of insurance.
It would be especially important that reservoirs, such as have been men
tioned, should be provided in all buildings of more than three stories in
hight.
In fact, it would seem reasonable that all buildings of an elevation above
that of three stories, should be obliged by law to have reservoirs, because
their inaccessibility to the jets from fire engines, makes them dangerous to a
neighborhood. Well provided, as proposed, with a stock of water, they
might acquire the opposite character of affording protection against fires.
Houses of not more than three ordinary stories, might have their reser
voirs supplied from the public mains, with the hydrant water. Reservoir*
of the materials above recommended last for almost any length of time,
without giving any trouble.
Without any resort to steam, the head of water in our hydrant mains at
night would throw the water into reservoirs situated near the roof of any
edifice, however elevated, by resorting to water-rams.
One portion of the water supplying a house may be thrown up to the
roof, while the other may be caught in a tank for ordinary purposes.
By these means reservoirs might be supplied independently of rain.
B. B.
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ACTIONS OF ASSUMPSIT ON POLICIES OF INSURANCE.
In the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts, (Suffolk county,) March term,
1852, Chief Justice Shaw presiding. George V. Jordan vs. Tremont Insurance
Company, Philip Greely, Jr., et al., vs. same.
These cases were submitted to the Court upon the following agreed statement
of facts : They were actions of assumpsit on policies of insurance made by the
defendants, the policy in the latter case being dated Nov. 7, 1845, whereby tbey
insured the plaintiffs in the sum of $2,250 on one-half of the brig Napoleon for
one year. In October, 1846, the brig sailed from Boston for Havana, and from
thence for Cardenas, in ballast, without any charter party of affreightment, or
any rate of freight agreed upon, on the assurance contained in a letter from Mat
thews and Safford, that a freight could be given her on her arrival at Cardenas.
On her passage she encountered a severe gale, in which she lost her main top
sail and was thrown nearly on her beam ends, and her ballast shifted (there being
no cargo on board) in consequence of which it became necessary to cut away her
masts, which, with sails and rigging, were thereby lost ; and her stern boat was
carried away, her rails and bulwarks and a part of her deck were damaged by the
falling of the masts, and some of her sheathing at the water's edge injured by
them. She was carried by the gale and currents upon the coast of Florida, and
finally put into Key West, (being assisted by a wrecking vessel,) and was there
sold by the master, after a survey, in which a sale was recommended.
It was conceded that if all the expenses of repairing the vessel were to be con
tinued (including those occasioned by the cutting away of the masts, and the
consequent loss of sails and rigging, and other expenses which the defendants
say should be estimated as in nature of general average contribution) the total
amount, after deducting one-third new for old, would be sufficient to constitute a
constructive total loss ; and that, unless such expenses are included, the cost of
the other repairs would not suffice to constitute one.
Chief Justice Shaw delivered the opinion of the Court. The first question in
this case is, whether the cutting away of the masts, &c., is to be considered a
charge forming part of the amount which shall sustain a claim for a constructive
total loss. It is contended by the plaintiffs that as there was no cargo on board,
the cutting away of the masts, under the circumstances, was not a general aver
age charge ; no contract for freight was therefore to be included in making up a
constructive total loss. But the Court thinks this makes no difference; neither
does the imminency of the danger make any difference. If it was a voluntary act
at the time it was done, and was done with a view to the general safety, then it .
is a general average loss, whether there were any contributary interests or not.
Reynolds vs. Ocean Ins. Co., 22 Pick., 191. By the law of insurance, a general
average loss is to be paid in full without reference to the fact whether or not the
vessel can be repaired. A general average loss is different in its nature from a
partial loss.
In Potter vs. Prov. Wash. Ins. Co., 4 Mason 298, it was held that in adjusting loss,
the cutting away of mast and rigging was a general average to be borne by ship
and cargo, in the same manner as if they belonged to different owners. If the
owners of the ship and cargo are different persons, the owner of the ship may
recover the whole amount of his loss without deduction of general average due
on cargo. But when the ship owner is also owner of the cargo, the amount due
from the cargo may be deducted from the total loss on the ship by the under
writer. The only distinction, therefore, seems to be where the owner of the ship
and the cargo are one and the same person. Where a general average loss has
occurred to a party, he looks to the underwriters, and it is their duty to see
whether such shares are duly assessed, and they take that risk. The loss is a
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peril insured against, and he may recover therefor of the insurer. McGrath vs.
Church, 1 Caines 216, 2 Johns. 62. But the same rule does not apply to cases
where the owners of the ship and cargo are different
Assuming that the loss was incurred by the voluntary act of the party, we are
of opinion that such loss is not to be added in making up the amount of construc
tive total loss. The same rule was not originally adopted in England, though
the recent decisions are in favor of it. Chancellor Kent says the rule was de
rived from the French law. 3 Kent's Com. 369, 5th ed. It has been thought
that when the vessel is so far damaged as to become unmanageable, the assured
may abandon. But the Boston policies contain this restrictive clause: "The
insured shall not have the right to abandon the vessel for the amount of damage
merely, unless the amount which the insurers would be liable to pay under an
adjustment as a partial loss, shall exceed half the amount insured."
The right to abandon as for a constructive total loss is founded on the prin
ciple that where the necessary repairs are great and disproportionate to the value
of the vessel, the assured may then abandon and claim for a total loss. So too in case
of capture, when there is little or no chance of recapture. The propriety of this
rule has been questioned ; but it is founded upon the principle that the assured
may, instead of the delay of repairing, immediately reserve the money, which he
can reinvest, and continue his commercial pursuits. Formerly the general rule
in England was, that the assured might abandon when the vessel was not worth
repairing. For the sake of certainty, we have adopted the rule that he may
abandon, when the costs of repairs exceed half the amount insured, for then the
property is regarded as substantially gone. In estimating the expense of repairs,
the Court are of opinion that a general average loss is not to be added to make
up the amount of a constructive total loss. The case of Reynolds vs. Ocean Ins.
Co, 11 Pick. 90, has been thought to establish a different doctrine, but it is not
bo. It has been thought, because the vessel had first struck on a shoal and then
dragged over and sunk in seven fathoms of water, and the expense of raising her
was perhaps incautiously called a general average expense. The vessel was new
and just out of the port of Boston. But still, with the modern aids and inven
tions, it was very easy to raise her and get her into a suitable place for repairs.
The question, then, was whether it would cost more than half to raise her and
get her into the port of Boston. But it wanted the character of general average
in this, that there was no voluntary loss for the general safety ; the injury had
been actually done ; the proper question was, what would it cost to get the vessel
into Boston ? The loss did not result from a general sacrifice ; the expense was
called general average because it was assessed on the vessel and cargo. The
actual loss had been already incurred. The case must therefore be sent to an
assessor, to ascertain the amount due from partial loss.
PARTNERSHIP—ACTION TO RECOVER AMOUNT OF PROMISSORY NOTE.
In the Supreme Court of Massachusetts, (Suffolk county,) March term, 1852.
George D. Dutton, el al, vs. I. F. & E. W. Woodman.
This was assumpsit to recover the amount of a note for $480 97, signed by
I. F. Woodman & Co, dated October 26, 1848, the plaintiff alleging the firm of
1. F. Woodman & Co. was composed of the above-named defendants.
No service
and held to bail. He denied in his specification of defense that he was partner of
I. F. Woodman or a member of the firm of I. F. Woodman & Co.
The evidence chiefly relied upon by the plaintiff to prove a partnership, was as
follows :
J. C. Thurston, who was employed in the store of I. F. Woodman & Co, testi
fied among other things, that in October 12, 1848, he wrote the following letter to
E. W. Woodman :
" Dear Sib :—I learn from your brother, I. F, that you have formed a co
partnership with him, and contemplate coming to this city to assume an active
part in the concern. As there has been no public announcement to that effect,
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and as yon are not here, I have written to ascertain if you consider yourself re
sponsible as one of the partners for the payment of goods bought for this store.
" This proceeding is rendered necessary from the fact that you will need, or at
least, do now need a credit in order to carry on the business successfully. My
position here as purchaser of goods is rather a delicate one when the company ia
[
] knowing that you are not here, and have not taken an active part
here to make yourself legally a partner. I write this with the knowledge of
your brother, feeling that it is for the interest of this concern to know whether
you wish to be considered a partner, and are willing to answer the responsibility
as such. An early answer is most respectfully solicited.
Respectfully yours,
« Bostok, October 12, 1848.
J. C. THURSTON."
No answer was received to the above letter; but at an interview between the
witness and defendant in January, 1849, the defendant told him that he received
the letter, but that he was absent from Milton when it arrived, and that shortly
after he did receive it, he saw his brother I, F.,and that he did not consider it ne
cessary to answer it, and that this was the reason why he did not answer it. The
Court ruled the letter inadmissible, not having been written by the plaintiffs.
The plaintiffs then offered in evidence a judgment on a verdict rendered against
this defendant and I. F. Woodman, as partners, in favor of the plaintiffs, at the
October term of the C. C. P., 1849, upon a note of $85, dated December 2, 1848,
but the Court ruled that it was incompetent for the plaintiffs to put this judg
ment and the records of said Court in evidence. To the above rulings, as well
as others not material to be stated, the plaintiffs took exceptions.
Bigelow, J., delivered the opinion of the Court. As to the judgments between
the same parties to show a partnership, we think it was improperly rejected ; for
though in other States there may be conflict of opinions, yet it is well settled
here. In order that it may be admitted as evidence, it is necessary to show that
the matter to be proved was passed upon by the jury, it must be included in their
finding. The party offering such judgment may show that the fact was found,
and for this purpose he may introduce parole evidence. The doctrine was stated
inOutram vs. Morewood, 3 East. 174. If a verdict be found on a fact or title, dis
tinctly put in issue in an action for such trespass, a verdict may be pleaded by
way of estoppal in another action between the same parties or their privies, in
respect of the same fact or title. So, in Standish vs. Parker, 2 Pick. 20 ; also in
Parker vs. Standish, 3 Pick. 288. The case of Eastman vs. Cooper, 15 Pick. 276,
is fully to the point. Applying these cases to the one at bar, it clearly falls
within, and is settled by them. The circumstances of the present case are simi
lar to those in the case on which the judgment was rendered. In that case the
jury distinctly found that the defendants were- partners. Both notes were dated
about the same time; the fact to be found was the same in both cases, and the
actions were between the same parties, and the judgment was clearly admissible.
But though the judgment is admissible as evidence, yet it is not conclusive
evidence ;—it stands upon the same ground as other evidence, and may be con
trolled.
As to the letter, taken in connection with the circumstances of the case, we
think it admissible as evidence. No answer was received ; but in January the
defendant admitted its receipt, and refused to admit or deny that there was a
partnership. This, with the defendant's silence, and the relation of the parties,
may, perhaps, be taken as an acquiescence on the fact of partnership. Excep
tions sustained, verdict set aside, and a new trial to be had in the Court of Com
mon Pleas.
COMMON CARRIERS.
A common carrier to take care of goods while on their transit, beyond the ordinary care of safe
stowage and prompt and regular transmission. Any limitation of the ordinary risk of a common
carrier, must be shown to have been agreed to by the parly employing him, otherwise it will be
of no value to the carrier, even though it be inserted In the bill of lading on the rectipt for the
goods.
In the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania, April 1, 1852. Chief Justiee Black
presiding.
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The plaintiffs were the owners and consignees of twenty-four packages of furs,
which were delivered to the defendants' agents at Cincinnati, for transportation
and delivery to plaintiffs at New Yoik. A bill of lading was given, in which the
word "Pittsburg" was printed, indicating, the defendants argued, that the risk
was not to commence until the goods had arrived at Pittsburg. The goods were
placed by the defendants' agents on board the steamer Defiance, which watt snag
ged on her way up to Pittsburg, whereby the packages became wet. The de
fendants did nothing toward drying or preserving them, and they were rendered
of but little value, the difference being agreed upon, and for this amount the ver
dict was rendered for plaintiffs.
Chouteaux vs. Leech. The evidence which the Court, in the 5th and 6th as
signments of error, is complained of for rejecting, was intended to prove that the
defendants were not common carriers west of Pittsburg; in other words, that
they were not accustomed to carry goods for hire for all who chose to employ
them on the Ohio river. But the evidence was properly rejected, because the
right of the plaintiff to recover depended on the obligntion created by the particu
lar contract on which the suit was founded. If they bound themselves on this
occasion to the duty of common carriers, it is no defense to say that they had
never done so before, or that it was not their direct or principal business. 1 W.
& S. 285—7 Yeager, 240—4 N. H. 304.
In the seventh specification it is said the judge erred, because he refused to
permit the defendants to ask the question : " What were the powers of Irwin and
Foster, and what was the extent of their agency ?" When an agent is appointed,
a contract made with him about the business to which the agency relates, is a
contract with the principal, and the validity of the contract is not affected by a
limitation of the agent's authority, of which the other contracting party had no
notice. This would have been enough to make the exclusion of the proposed
evidence perfectly proper. But there was another reason. The defendants did
not assert in the Nisi Prius, nor was it any part of their argument here, that the
agents had not authority to do what they did. Now, if the acts done by them
exposed their principals to the risks of common carriers on the Ohio, the princi
pals cannot, of course, clear themselves from responsibility, by showing that
though they authorized the act, they did not intend that its legal effect should
follow.
The greatest pressure of the defendants' argument, was on the exception to that
part of the charge which submits to the jury the question whether the words :
" The responsibility of the line to commence upon the shipment of the goods
from Pittsburg " were or were not inserted in, or rather left unerased from the
bill of lading, by mistake. It is contended that there is no evidence of such mis
take. But we think otherwise, for reasons which may be stated very briefly. A
mistake like this one alleged here can be proved, as any other fact is proved, by
circumstantial as well as by positive evidence. There are several facts from
which it may be inferred. The printed bill of lading was manifestly intended
to be used at Pittsburg. In order to make it answer for Cincinnati, it waa
obviously proper to strike out Pittsburg wherever the word occurred, and in
sert Cincinnati. It was so altered in the date, and the omission to do so at the
other place certainly looks more like an accident than anything else. It is not
certain, but it is probable, that the object of having the contested clause in a Pitts
burg bill was to prevent the responsibility of the defendants from commencing
when the goods were received at their warehouse, instead of attaching only from
the time of their actual shipment The dangers of the river navigation are ex
cepted, and this by plain construction makes them liable for the damages which
are not excepted They received the full freight from Cincinnati to New York,
and this is wholly inconsistent with the notion that they were mere agents for
the shipment of "the furs and not carriers from Cincinnati to Pittsburg as well as
on all other parts of the route. Other facts might be mentioned, but these are
enough to show that there was some evidence of mistake, and the judge was
right in submitting it to the jury.
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It is of the utmost importance to the Commerce of the country that carriers
should be held to strict accountability. Gross wrongs would be practiced every
day if the laws on this subject were relaxed. Slight evidence ought to be suf
ficient to set aside any special provision in the bill of lading which is intended to
relieve the carrier from his ordinary legal responsibility, and this not only be
cause public policy requires that carriers should have the strongest interest in the
performance of their duties, but also on account of the manner in which such
stipulations are generally made. Goods are commonly sent by the owner to the
carrier's place of business, where they are received, and the bill of lading made
out by the carrier or his clerk. It is often not seen by the owner until it is too
late to insist on a change in the terms. It can hardly be called a contract at all,
for a contract requires the assent of both parties. The better rule, perhaps,
would be to treat all provisions of this kind as void, unless inserted by the express
consent of the employer.
The charge that the defendants were bound to have the furs unpacked and
dried, is said to be erroneous, but that is not our opinion. The decision of the
judge on this point is well supported by clear and unanswerable reasoning ; is
sustained by a ccse directly analogous, (Bird vs. Crowell 1, Missouri 58,) and is
opposed by no authority which we have been able to find.
Judgment affirmed.
ACTIOS 05 A PROMISSORY ROTE.
In the Supreme Court of Louisiana, 1862. Mathews, Finley & Co. vs. C. M
Rutherford.
This suit is brought upon a note dated in April 1851, at eight months, for
$1,980, made by the defendant to the order of S. B. Conrey, and oy him indorsed
in blank. The answer contains a general denial, and also pleads that the plain
tiffs are not the owners of the note, but merely hold it as collateral security for
debts due them by the payee, that Conrey gave the defendant no value for it, that
no legal transfer was ever made to plaintiffs, that they gave no value for it, &c
There was judgment in favor of defendant, and the plaintiffs appeal.
From the testimony of Conrey, a witness for defendant, it appears that defen
dant give Conrey this with other accommodation notes, amounting to between
nine and ten thousand dollars. The arrangement between Conrey and Ruther
ford was, that Conrey could raise money on these accommodation notes. The
agreement between them was that Conrey should take up the notes. In May or
June 1851, Conrey applied to Mathews, Finley & Co. for a loan of §4,500 which
they made upon his giving them the defendant's notes as collateral security for
the payment of the money at the time stipulated, which was about twenty days.
No act of pledge was made. It does not appear that the plaintiffs knew that the
notes were accommodation notes ; and Conrey says he thinks they were not
aware of it. He has repaid them $1,500 and a balance of $3,000 is still due.
A note taken as collateral security for a pre-existing debt, without any new
consideration whatever, will be held subject to equities between the antecedent
parties. But on the other hand the reports and commentators abound in authori
ties to the effect—that the bonafide holder will be protected against such equities
where he has taken the note as security for advances made upon its credit. Such
a case falls within the scope of that general principle of commercial law which
protects the bona fide holder for a valuable consideration of negotiable papers,
for the term value has a very large and liberal import This principle rests upon
the same basis as the doctrine of courts of equity in other cases, where the pur
chaser has obtained the legal title without notice of the equitable right of a third
person to the property. The only difference in the commercial law, between tho
absolute holder for value and the party who takes the note as collateral security
for money advanced, so far as the right of recourse against the maker is con
cerned, seems to be this : that the former may recover in full, and the latter, if
there be equities, is restricted to the extent of his advances. In other words, he
is considered as a bona fide purchaser pro tanlo. But if, under such circumstances,
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the equity of the maker must yield to the equity of the holder, although the con
sideration of the note may have failed, or the maker may have a just set-off against
the payee, or the note may have been paid, &c. Is the case of an accommoda
tion-maker to be viewed more favorably ?
Such is the case here, and when the true nature of the contract in its origin is
properly appreciated, all pretense of a defense under the commercial law disap
pears. The very object of an accommodation note is to enable the payee, by a
sale or other negotiation of it, to obtain a credit with third persons for its amount.
It is no defense that the holder knew the note was an accommodation note, if he
took it for value, bona fide, before it became due. If, however, an accommoda
tion note had been given for a special object, which was abandoned, and after
wards, in fraud of the maker to whom it should have been given up, it is negoti
ated, and the endorsee knows or has reason to believe such fraud, his recovery
is barred.
Conrey and Rutherford made an arrangement by which Conrey could raise
money on these accommodation notes. .As Rutherford would have been bound,
if the payee had sold the notes, he is equally bound when the payee raises money
by pledging them.
On the other question presented, whether the pledge to the plaintiffs is unavail
ing' against the defendant, because it was made without the forms prescribed by
the 3125th art. of the civil code, the court says: that a notarial act or pledge, or
a written act registered in a notary's office, is a formality necessary to protect the
pledgee against third persons ; but its omission is unimportant as between the
pledgor and pledgee. The object of the law requiring the act of pledge before
a notary was to prevent fraud upon creditors.
The judgment of the District Court is reversed and the plaintiff recovers from
the defendant 1 1,980, &c.
THE CONSTITUTIONALITY OF COUNTY SUBSCRIPTIONS TO RAILROADS IN OHIO.
The Supreme Court of Ohio has decided several cases involving the constitu
tionality of county subscriptions to railroads when authorized by a vote of
the county.
This question is now decided by the court of last resort in Ohio, and in such
a way as to settle all the vexatious questions that have been raised in various
parts of that State. County railroad bonds will again be sought as legitimate
and desirable stock in our Eastern money markets.
The opinion was delivered by Judge Ranncy, and went to the entire extent
of sustaining the constitutionality and legality of these subscriptions. The an
nouncement was made that the court was unanimous in their views.
The points of the decision which are clearly stated in the subjoined abstract, are
of importance to capitalists who hold or may hereafter invest money in the county
bonds of Ohio.
Supreme Court of Ohio. The State of Ohio on the relation of the Cincin
nati, Wilmington, and Zanesville Railroad Company, vs. The County Commis
sioners of Clinton county. Mandamus.
1. It is the right and duty of the judicial tribunals to determine, whether a
legislative act drawn in question in a suit pending before them, is opposed to
the Constitution of the United States, or of the State, and if so found, to treat
it as a nullity.
2. In such cose the presumption is always in favor of the validity of the law ;
and it is only when manifest assumption of authority and a clear incompatibil
ity between the constitution and the law appears, that the judicial power will
refuse to execute it.
3. The general assembly, like the other departments of government, exer
cises only delegated authority ; and any act passed by it not falling fairly within
the scope of "legislative power," is as clearly void as though expressly pro
hibited.
4. The power of the general assembly to pass laws cannot be delegated by
them to any other body, or to the people.
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6. The net of March 1, 1851, to authorize the commissioners of said county
to subscribe to the capital stock of the relator, does not delegate legislative
power or contravene the constitution of 1802, in providing that the subscription
shall not be made, until the assent of a majority of the electors of the county
(except two townships) is first obtained at an election held for that purpose.
6. It was competent for the legislature under that constitution, to construct
works of internal improvement on behalf of the State, or to aid in their con
struction by subscribing to the capital stock of corporations created for that pur
pose, and to levy taxes to raise the means ; and by a exercise of the same power
to authorize a county to subscribe to a work of that character running through
or into such county, and to levy a tax to pay the subscription.
7. Such a tax, when thus authorized, is not beyond the legitimate scope of
local municipal taxation ; nor is it opposed to Art. 8, Sec. 4, of the constitution,
declaring that "private property ought and shall ever be held inviolate, but al
ways subservient to the public welfare, provided a compensation in money be
made to the owner."
8. The taxing power for such purposes, under that instrument, was an unde
niable legislative function, to be exercised at the discretion of the general as» sembly, and subject to no limitation but that against poll taxes ; and while this
court is unanimous in the opinion that such laws involve a gross abuse of that
power, it possesses no authority to control that discretion or to correct such
abuses by the exercise of a veto power on such legislation.
9. A majority of the electors of Clinton county having decided in favor of
the subscription, and the same having actually been made before the adoption of
the present constitution, and the commissioners having elected in pursuance to
said act, to deliver the bonds of the county to the company in payment of the
subscription, and become bound to do so, and afterwards refusing upon demand
to dfliver them, and showing no cause for such refusal, except that the act afore
said was of doubtful constitutionality ; a writ of mandamus is the proper remedy
to enforce the delivery.
10. This writ lies in all cases where the relator has a clear legal right to the
performance of some official or corporate act by a public officer or corporation,
and no other adequate specific remedy.
Peremptory mandamus awarded.
THE LOUISIANA HOMESTEAD EXEMPTION LAW.
AM ACT TO EXEMPT THE HOMESTEAD OP A HOUBEnnLDER PROM SEIZURE AND SALE ON KTSi rTIOH, AND ALSO TO EXEMPT PROM EXECUTION, FROM SEIZURE FOR RENT, ASP PROM BEING
GARNISHED. CERTAIN PERSONAL PRuPERTY AND EFFECTS AND TBI WAGES OP LABOR, AND
COMPENSATION FOR PROFESSIONAL OR OTHER SERVICES.
Sec. 1. Be it enacted in Ike Senate and Hnvse of Representatives of the State of
Louisiana, in General Assembly convened, That in addition to the prope:ty now
exempt from sale under execution, there shall be exempt by Law, from sale on
execution, for debts hereafter contracted, the lot or piece of ground, and building
thereon, occupied as a residence, and bona fide owned by the debtor having i
family, to the value of one thousand dollars; provided that no debtor shall be en
titled to the exemption, provided for in this section, whose wife shall own in her
own right and be in the actual enjoyment of property worth more than one
thousand dollars.
Sec. 2. Be it further enacted, That to entitle any property to the exemption
provided in the preceding section, a full and accurate description thereof shall be
recorded in the office of the recorder or mortgages of the parish in which said
property is situated, in a book to be provided and kept for that purpose, by said
recorder, and to be known as the " Homestead Exemption Book;" but no property
shall, by virtue of this act, be exempt from sale for non-payment of taxes or as
sessments levied pursuant to law, or for debt contracted for the purchase of
money thereof or prior to the recording of the description of said property as
aforesaid.
Sec. S. Be it further enacted, That in addition to the homestead hereinbefore
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exempted from sale under execution, there shall be exempt by law, from seizure
for rent and sale on execution, such household effects as may be necessary for
housekeeping, owned by any person being a housekeeper, or having a family for
which he or she provides to the amount of two hundred and fifty dollars ; Pro
vided, that such exemption shall not extend to execution issued on a demand for
the purchase of money of any of the effects or things in this section specified and
contained.
Sec. 4. Be it further enacted, That in addition to the property and effects here
inbefore exempted from seizure, for rent and for sale under execution, there shall
also be exempt by law, from seizure for rent and sale on execution, the books of
the family library, the family portraits and pictures, the working tools and instru
ments of any mechanical trade, and the books, instruments, and apparatus of any
lawful profession, which may be necessary for the exercise of such trade, or the
practice of such profession, and by which any person gains a living for himself
and family; Provided, that such exemption shall not extend to any execution,
issued on a demand for the purchase of money of any of the articles or things in
this section mentioned and contained.
Sec. 5. Be it further enacted, That in addition to the property and effects, herein
before exempted from sale, under execution, and from seizure for rent, there shall ,
also be exempted by law, from seizure or attachment, or from being garnishced,
the wages of labor, and the compensation for professional and other services,
which shall have been earned and due within at .least thirty-one days preceding
the issuing of any seizure, attachment, or garnishment against a debtor, to any
amount sufficient for the necessary support of any person having a family for
which he or she provides, provided that such wages or compensation may in all
cases be seized, attached or garnisheed for alimony, furnished to the debtor or
his family, and also for rent of the premises occupied by them at the time.
Sec. 6. Be it further enacted, That this act shall take effect from, and after its
passage, and that all laws or parts of laws conflicting with this act, or contrary
to any of its provisions, are hereby repealed.
CREDITORS MORTGAGE.
In the Supreme Court at Mount Vernon, (Illinois,) November Term, 1851.
John L. Wise, el al. plaintiffs in error, vs. John Shepard defendant in error.
Where there are two creditors of one debtor, the first having two funds to
which he may resort for the payment of his debt, while the second creditor has
but one, the first creditor shall resort to that fund which he alone can reach,
and leave the other fund to the second creditor.
This principle does not extend to a case where one of the creditors has a lien
for his debt upon two funds belonging to two separate debtors, and the other
has a lien only upon a fund belonging to one of the debtors, so as to compel the
first creditor to make his claim wholly out of that debtor which the other cannot
reach, unless there should be some peculiar relations between the co-debtora
which would make it equitible that the debtor having but one creditor, should
pay the whole demand against the two debtors.
Equity will not sanction a principal, which, though just to creditors, is inequit
able to debtors.
The assignee of a judgment is subject to the same equities which, as to third
parties, would be enforced against the judgment creditor. In equity a judgment
creditor is bound to make his debt from the principal if he can find sufficient
property to do so, before resorting to the property of the surety.
A junior judgment creditor cannot strengthen his rights, by purchasing a senior
judgment, so as to cut off an intervening mortgage executed by one of the senior
judgment debtors who became such debtor by reason of being a surety, but the
assignee of the senior judgment shall first apply the money made from the estate
of the principal of that debt in satisfaction of the senior judgment, instead of
the junior, so that the premises mortgaged by the surety may be relieved from
the incumbrance of the senior judgment
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ACTIOS TO RECOVER FOR RON-DELIVERY OF MERCHANDISE.
In Common Pleas, (New York City,) February 5, 1852. Before Judge Wood
ruff. William H. Ellis vs. David & Joseph Newman.
This was an action to recover damages for the alleged wrongful detention and
conversion of cigars, valued at $672.
The plaintiff alleged that he purchased the cigars in question at defendants'
establishment, through his agent, Mr. Winslow, a broker; that he gave in payment a note and some cash ; that the cigars were packed up, but not actually
delivered ; that defendants subsequently refused to deliver them.
The plaintiff claims to recover at the highest rate of market price of cigars at
the time, inasmuch as cigars had risen afterwards, in the market, as much as ten
per cent.
The defendants showed that they offered to return the money and note, and
refused to deliver the cigars, because the note, which was for $468, was not satis
factory, it having been made by a third person and sold for a $400. It was also
alleged the bill was $100 more than the difference of cash paid. This was ex
plained—two bills having been made out, one correct, and another for $100 more
than the actual price.
The jury in this case retired, and returned with a verdict which the court con
sidered irregular. They should find either for the plaintiff or defendant. The
jury, thereupon, reconsidered their verdict, and found for the plaintiff $601 65.
BREACH OF WRITTEN AGREEMENT.
The Circuit Court (New York,) March 24, 1852. Before Justice Mitchell,
William A. Burtis rs. Charles E. Magrath.
This was an action to recover damages for breach of written agreement, exe
cuted 19th February, 1850, in refusing to take possession and pay two quar
ters' rent ($552 25) and interest for a house in 14th street. Answer admitted
execution of agreement, but alleging that it had been surrendered and annulled,
and i new one substituted, whereby possession was to be given the 1st of April
and again changed to possession the 1st of May, when one quarter's rent was to
be paid in advance, with a rebate of three months' interest
Judge charged that it was a question of credibility of the witness, whether
another instrument was substituted or not; and that, if defendant's witness was
to be believed, then he would allow an amendment of the pleadings, so that, if
the jury believed that the house was finished as the defendant's witness testified,
by the 1st of May, then plaintiff should recover, unless they believed that plaintiffs
family occupied it for any other purpose than merely to take charge of it until a
tenant could be found. Sealed verdict for plaintiff tor $278 63.
ACCOMMODATION NOTE—USURY.
In the Superior Court, February 2, 1852, Before Chief Justice Oakley.
The Mechanics' Banking Association against Thomas Johnson, Charles Swift,
Charles McNeill, and Daniel Griffin.
This was an action on a promissory note for $575 00, dated 3d September,
1850, discounted by plaintiffs for defendant Griffin ; it was made by defendant
Johnson, to the order of the defendant Swift, and indorsed by him and the de
fendant McNeill. The defendant McNeill had suffered judgment by default to
be entered in the progress of the cause for want of answer.
The defense was that the note was a purely accommodation note, on the part of
all the defendants, except Mr. Griffin ; that it was given for the accommodation
of one Nathaniel W. Roberts who passed it to M, Griffin ; that the latter and
Roberts made a usurious agreement on the same, in that Roberts gave it to
Griffin to secure repayment of a loan of money for $541 '00, instead of its face,
and that it was held for forbearance of the debt until it was at maturity.
The testimony sustained the facts as above stated.
The court charged the jury, who found a verdict for plaintiffs against Mr.
Griffin, for $611 43, and in favor of defendants Johnson and Swift,
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COMMERCIAL CHRONICLE AND REVIEW.
«EXKRAL STATR OP THE COUNTRY—ABUNDANCE OP CAPITAL—INFLUENCE OP AN EAST MONET*
MARKET UPON THE BANKS—CONDITION OF THE BANES IN THE STATE OF NEW YORK ON THE
27TH OF MARCH—-STIMULANTS TO OVEBTEADINO AND EXTRAVAGANCE—SUPPLY OF BONDS FOR
INVESTMENT—RAILROAD BONDS AS A BASIS FOE BU1LDINO—RESOURCES OP THE STATE OF WIS
CONSIN—EFFECT OP THE CHEAPNESS OP BREADSTUFFS UPON THE DEMAND FOR COTTON—PROEFECT8 FOE COTTON SPINNING AND OTHER MANUFACTURING—INFLUENCE OP THE INCREASED SUP
PLY* OF GOLD UPON THE CURRENCY OF THE WORLD—REACTION OF THE GENERAL PROSPERITY
UPON THE MARKET FOR CEREALS—DEPOSITS AND COINAGE AT THE PHILADELPHIA AND NEW
ORLEANS MINTS—IMPORTS AT MEW YORK FOR APB1L—INCREASE IN GOODS WITHDRAWN FROM
WAREHOUSE AND THROWN UPON THE MARKET—IMPORTS FOR FOUR MONTHS—IMPORTS OP DKT
GOODS FOR APRlLt AND FOR POUR MONTHS—RECEIPTS OP DUTIES AT NEW YORK FOR APRIL, AND
»OR FOUR MONTHS—EXPORTS FROM NEW YORK FOR POUR MONTHS—EXPORTS OP DOMESTIC COT
TONS—NEW IMPULSE TO THE CALIFORNIA TRADE, ETC.
Ouk readers will remember that early in the present year we noticed the indi
cations of increased prosperity, and expressed our belief that the reign of panic
and distrust was over for the season. In spite of the sneers of some cotemporary writers, who could see no tokens of encouragement, and thought us alto
gether too sanguine, our predictions have been fully realized. In all of our
principal cities on the Atlantic seaboard capital is offered in abundance at 4 to 5
per cent for short loans, and prime business paper is readily sold by street brokers
at 4i a 5 per cent per annum. The applications to the banks for discounts are
so light that all of those institutions, not having a large circle of regular custom
ers, are compelled to purchase of the brokers, and even then have a difficulty in
investing their funds except at low rates. This would not in itself be consid
ered as an evil did it not sow the seeds of future trouble. In the first place, it
diminishes the legitimate income of the banks, and leads them to improper in
vestments, in order to keep up their large semi-annual dividends. It was once a.
point of honor with the conservative portion of these institutions to manage
their affairs prudently, and keep the even tenor of their way, regardless of out
side influences. Of late thure has been unusual competition to see which should
make the largest dividends, aud many of the sound maxims and judicious cau
tions once strictly regarded, have been lost sight of in the exciting race for large
profits. It thus happens that instead of regulating and restricting the course of
the extravagant, they directly encourage it, and then assist in the final disaster.
When the future seems bright they encourage borrowers, and expand their ac
commodations fir beyond the limits of prudence ; the moment a cloud appears,
they are obliged to contract their business, and this precipitates the evil antici
pated. The true course would be undoubtedly the reverse of this, but then
what would become of 8 or 10 per cent dividends? This course is fraught with
so much danger, that we should not be surprised if a remedy were adopted in
some of the States, prohibiting, by legal enactment, the division of profits in any
one year of more than the established rate of interest.
We gave in our last a summary of the condition of the New York city banks
on the 27th of March last, the day on which the quarterly returns were made up
per order of the Controller—we now annex a similar statement, embracing all the
banks in that State :—
vol. xjcvi.—NO, vi.
46
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September 27, 1851. December 20, 1851. March 37. 1852.
Loans and discounts
$106,765,840 $108,690,700 $111,476,008
Stocks.
10,833,671
15,098,783
14,918.18»
Specie.
7,021,520
8,806,829
10,7S0.6S4
Cash items
12,018,249
10,272,860
12.236,862
Bank notes
2,889.000
2,887,037
2,614,170
Due from banks.
8,887,071
10,625,200
11.147,870
Capital
57,572,025
68,621,422
69.026,740
Circulation
27,254,478
26.228.553
27,812.054
Deposits
48,901,809
46,886,682
SC.211,6»
Due to banks
16,997,986
16,498,666
19,083,264
It will be seen from this comparison that the expansion tip to the last"date
given had a specio basis, and that the banks in the aggregate are in a very safe
position.
We have spoken of the ease in the money-market in its influence upon the
banks themselves, and through them upon the community. It has also a direct
influence, which is more palpable. The facility with which capital can be ob
tained encourages speculation in stocks, always to be deprecated when carried on
with borrowed funds, because this foundation is sure to fail when most needed.
It also encourages overtrading, and imprudent enterprises are undertaken by the
over-sanguine, who need the restraints of greater scarcity to keep them within
proper bounds.
There have been a very large amount of new bonds, principally in aid of vari
ous railroad enterprises, sold throughout the country since the first of the year,
but the market does not appear glutted, and fresh supplies are daily offered. The
Legislature of Wisconsin have resolved to submit to the vote of the people of
that State a New Banking Law, making such bonds, under certain restrictions, a
basis for banking. This is a departure from the policy pursued in most other
States, which have enacted General Banking Laws, and is regarded by many as
a dangerous experiment; still the privilege seems to be carefully guarded, and
may prove beneficial. Wisconsin has been deficient in enterprise, and the indus
try of the people has hitherto been confined within narrow channels. Of late,
however, the evils of such a restrictive policy have become apparent, and some
efforts are now making to promote a spirit of enterprise which shall take a wider
range. The State is rich in soil, and its natural resources, when fully developed,
will make it one of the richest in the galaxy of Western lusters.
The cheapness of breadstuff's is becoming more and more felt in the increased
demand for our great Southern staple. Notwithstanding the increased exports
of cotton, prices abroad seem steadily increasing, and there are no indications of
an overstock, even with the large crop now going forward. This stability has
relieved the South of many embarrassments, anticipated toward the close of last
year, and if continued until next fall, must give us a very prosperons trade
throughout the whole of next season.
The cotton spinners throughout our country are realizing the improved state
of things we pointed out in our December review. Prices of cotton fabrics are
firm, and for most staple goods steadily tending upward, while the stock is not
too large to be easily managed under a prosperous trade. The woolen interest
remains depressed, but with more encouraging prospects. Some of the old
schemes have been abandoned, and new projects of greater promise substituted.
The increased supply of gold from California and Australia has alarmed the
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timid, lest our currency should become depreciated, and writers upon political
economy are again busy, each recommending his sovereign remedy. If Congress
would interrupt the present course of political discussion, and pass Hunter's bill,
establishing gold as the sole standard of value, and accommodating the public
with silver change, we would be willing to allow the harmless fulminations of
writers upon the currency to pass for what they are worth. The increased busi
ness of the country will absorb all of the capital which can be supplied, especially
if offered at a low rate of interest.
The surplus produce of the West will soon be largely drawn upon if the gen
eral prosperity of the world continues ; the comparatively low rates at which
breadstuffs have ruled for the last year, have given an impulse to all other pro
ductions, and must ultimately react favorably upon the market for cereals.
We annex a statement of the deposits and coinage at the Philadelphia and
New Orleans Mints for the month of April :—
DEPOSITS FOR APRIL.
New Orleans.
Philadelphia.
From California. Total. From California. Total.
Gold
1379,126 $392,200 $2,980,000 $3,090,000
Silver
2,121
9,803
25,700
25,700
Total deposits
Double eagles
Eagles
Half eagles
Quarter eagles.
Gold dollars
Total gold coinage

$381,247 $401,503
GOLD COINAGE.
Pieces.
Value.
17,250 $346,000

60,000

60,000

77,260 $406,000
SILVER COINAGE.

Dimes
Half dimes
Three-cent pieces
Total silver coinage.

$8,005,700

$3,115,700

Piecea.
124,677
18,700
74.632
117,862
126,278

Valne.
$2,498,540
187,000
372,660
294,656
126,278

462,044

$3,474,128

98,000
846,000
1,000,200

$9,800
12,800
80,906

1,844,200

$62,106

1,170,582

$11,705

COPPER COINAGE.
Cents

Total coinage .
77,260 $405,000
2,976,826 $8,637,939
The total deposits of the precious metals at both mints from January 1st to
May 1st amount to a little over $16,000,000 ; the receipts for May will swell the
amount to $20,000,000; and about the 1st of June a large increase may be ex
pected, if the advices from California are to be credited.
The imports into the country from foreign ports for April are about the same
in amount as for the corresponding period of last year. At New York they show
a falling off in dutiable, and an increase in free goods—principally tea and coffee.
I1IPOET9 ENTERED AT NEW YORK FROM FOREIGN PORTS DURING TUE MONTU OK APRIL.
Entered direct. Ent'd wareta'se. Free Roods.
Specie.
Total.
1852
$8,410,448
$732,422 $1,496,449
$327,400 $10,966,719
1861
8,546,184
1,238,213
555,386
521,665
10,861,648
1850
8,725,401
1,498,293
1,674.830
1,095,598
12,993,622
The above table includes only the goods received from foreign ports, and em
braces all the arrivals at the port A portion of the receipts are rcshipped from
warehouse, so that they do not enter into the consumption of the country. The
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amount actually passed into consumption, however, is larger than the total
received, as the stock previously in warehouse has been drawn down closer.
This is owing to two causes—the new construction placed upon the warehousing
act by the Secretary of the Treasury, whereby merchants lose the privilege of
selling their goods in this market if kept in warehouse over one year—and the
fact that more are required for consumption, the total receipts for the spring trade
being much lighter than for last year. The following will show the comparative
amount which entered into the channels of trade during the month. The item
noticed as withdrawnfrom warehouse embraces only the withdrawals for consump
tion; those withdrawn for reshipment are given in the exports on another page:
IMPORTS THROWN UPON THE MARKET AT MEW YORK DURING THE MONTH OF APRIL.
Withdrawn
Entered direct, from warehouse. Free goods.
Specie.
Total.
1852
$8,410,448 $1,266,429 $1,496,449
$327,400 $11,489,726
1861
8,646,184
1,144,068
666,386
621,666
10,767,303
1860
8,725,401
686,260
1,674,330
1,096,698
12,081,589
It will be seen that while the amount thus passed into consumption during the
month is larger than for last year, it is less than the total for April, 1850. This
is chiefly owing to the fact that a considerable portion of the gold which crossed
the isthmus in that year, was entered here as arriving from a foreign port, while
since November 1st, 1850, it has all been classed as domestic produce, and has
not been entered among the imports. The total receipts of foreign goods since
January 1st are much behind the amount for the corresponding period of either
of the last two years, as will be seen by the following comparison :—
TOTAL IMPORTS ENTERED AT NEW TORK FROM FOREIGN PORTS FOR FOUR MONTHS ENDING
APRIL SO.
Entered direct. Ent'd wareh'se. Free goods.
Specie.
Total.
1862
$33,821,735 $3,9S3,918 $5,492,792 $1,067,850 $43,816,295
1851
41,847,851
6,272,414
8,683,602
1,166,656
61,470,62*
1860
88,784,904
4,18(1,193
4,138,775
3,018,476
46,062,348
The nbove exhibits a decline in the imports at New York since January 1st of
$7,654,228 from the corresponding period of last year, and of $1,246,053 from
the amount for the previous year. Of the decline from last year, $2,939,868
were in dry goods, which have fallen ofT all through the month of April, being
$271,295 less than for April, 1851, and $1,607,599 less than for April, 1850, as
will be seen by the following comparison :—
IMPORTS OF DRT GOODS AT THE PORT OF NEW TORK DURING THE MONTH OF APRIL.
ENTERED FOR CONSUMPTION.
1840.
1861.
180,
$918,680
$762,030
698,757
768,902
1,281,669
999,303
669,399
604.499
269,466
291,033
$3,727,861 $8,425,767
WITHDRAWN FROM WAREHOUSE.
$117,081
$149,562
140,401
144,867
104,735
155,249
68,138
75,829
50,252
66,554
$480,567
$681,661
Add entered for consumption .
8,727,861
8,426,767
Total thrown upon the market . . . . $6,201,260 $4,208,418 $4,007,828
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Manufactures of wool
Manufactures of cotton
Manufactures of silk
Manufactures of flax.
Miscellaneous dry goods.

ENTERED FOR WAREHOUSING.
m.
$194,628
166.796
187,772
107,286
23,438

Total
....
Add ent'eredfor consumption

1(669,920
4,868,158

1851.
$142,721
05,878
186.904
69,928
24,487

1859.
$121,917
80,984
203,834
48.171
4Mo1

$468,908
3,727,861

$499,707
8,426,767

Total entered at the port
$5,533,073 $4,196,769 $3,926,474
We also annex a comparison of the same items for the first fonr months of
the past three years :—
IMPORTS OF DRY GOODS AT THE PORT OF NEW TORK FOR THE MOUTHS OF JANUARY,
FEBEUART, MARCH, AND APRIL.
ENTERED FOR O O N S U M P T I O N.
1850.
1851.
185!.
Manufactures of wool
$4,975,666 $4,926,776 $4,191,664
Manufactures of cotton
4,975,819
6,118,089
4.017.916
Manufactures of silk
5,994,743
9,878,107
7,638,189
Manufactures of flax.
8,848,064
8,022,182
2,8.9,78*
Miscellaneous dry goods
881,082
1,618,888
1,611.726
Total

$20,670,974 $24,064,042 $19,889,177
■WITHDRAWN FROM WAREHOUSE.

Mannfactures of wool
Manufactures of cotton
Manufactures of silk
Manufactures of flax.
Miscellaneous dry goods
Total
Add en'tered'fo'r'consumption

1850.
$318,742
587.588
467,438
164.517
69,132

1851.
$397,686
769,4 1
471,8 2
803.842
192,062

185!.
$709,026
966.328
1,024.938
625,794
192,619

$1,687,412
20,670,974

$2,183,708
24,064,042

$3,418,700
19,839,177

Total thrown upon the market .... $22,268,386 $26,197,745 $23,267,877
ENTERED FOR WAREHOUSING.
1850.
1851.
185!.
Manufactures of wool
$343,842
$581,814
$473,699
Manufactures of cotton
625,475
671.736
496,554
Manufactures of silk
446,941
749,619
1,823.201
Manufactures of flax.
265,335
263.479
61. 92
Miscellaneous dry goods
45,608
180,808
168,150
Total
Add ent'e'redfor consumption

$1,727,396
20,670.974

$2,346,961
24,064,042

$2,922,796
19,889,177

Total entered at the port
$22,398,370 $26,410,993 $22,661,978
The receipts for duties continue to show a decline from last year, although
larger than for the corresponding period of 1850:—
RECEIPTS FOR DUTIES AT NEW YORK.
185!.
1851.
1850.
p.„, Anril
$2,447,684 07 $2,604,640 16 $2,216,869 18
First quarter'."::
7,617,887 72
9,296,257 30
6,996,666 48
From January

$10,065,621 79 $11,799,897 46

$9,218,329 61

Commercial Chronicle and Review.
The exports have largely increased from any former year except the last, when
they were swelled by the high prices of cotton : —
EXPORTS FROM NEW TORE TO FOEEIO.V PORTS FOR THE HOKTD OF APRIL.
Dom. produce. For. dutiable. For. free.
Specie.
Total.
1852
$4,244,04-4 $853,262
$67,719 $200,266 $4,665,291
1861
4,561,770
820,981
59,904 8,482,182
8,424,887
1860
8,146,151
813,845
186,126
290,407
3,936,629
Taking the whole four months together the shipments from New York show
an excess over any former year, except in the item of specie :—
EXPORTS FROM NEW YORK TO FOREIGN TORTS FOR FOUR MONTHS ENDING APRIL 30.
Dom. produce. For. dutiable. For. free.
Specie.
Total.
1852
$14,329,628 $1,891,008 $288,901 $7,232,761 $28,242,198
1851
14,276,498
1,365.437
201,539
8,126,013
23,958.487
1860
11,834,689
1,245,183
338,682
831,563
13,750,117
We continue from last month our table of the exports from New York to for
eign ports of some of the leading articles of domestic produce, from January 1st
to May 15th:—
1851.
185!.
mi
1551.
4,318 Naval stores. .. .bbls. 128,012 164,371
7,180
Ashes—pots . . .bbls.
208 Oils—wbale. . . .gals. 509.266 22.465
962
pearls
sperm
206,531 188,826
.'.ibs. 123,806 107,580
Breadstuffs176,748 17,626
lard
Wbeat flour, .bbls. 203,192 831,944
liDseed
2,264
6,54!
Rye flour
2.765
6.664 Provisions—
Corn meal
14,996 18,989 Pork
.bbls. 19,220 14,200
Wheat
bushels 144,261 481,120 Beef
11,903 20.309
lbs. 1,984,111 990,045
Rye
212,561 Cut-meats.
1,259,626 217,947
Oats
767
2/.30 Butter
2,068.403 332,689
Barley
347 Cheese
1,529,845 988,169
Corn
460,462 861,440 Lard
trcs. 13,378 18,623
Candles—mold. .bxs. 17,284 24,036 Rice
sperm
1,051
867 Tallow
lbs. 1,007,903 259.637
8,124
9,732
Coal
tons
1,233 18,469 Tobacco, crude . pkgs.
Cotton
bales 150,684 209,681 Do. manufact'd.. .lbs. 1,888,578 1,343.745
482,254 111,162
Hay
1,180
3,719
Hops
112
438
On the whole, the exports of produce exhibit a gratifying increase, even from
the large total for the four-and-a-half months of last year; but this increase ia
chiefly in breadstuff* and cotton, the shipments of oils and provisions showing a
marked decline. The exports of domestic cottons have also largely increased
both from Boston and New York, as will be seen by the following comparison:
EXPORTS OF DOMESTIC COTTONS FROM JANUARY 1ST TO Mat 20tH.
Boston.
New York.
Total.
1852
packages
38,024
22,208
65,227
1851
11,424
23,253
34.677
1860
11,458
15,901
27,359
1849
11.688
7,789
19,327
During the month the shipments to California have largely increased, and our
trade with the Pacific has assumed a more profitable character. Freights have
advanced, but a large amount of merchandise is still offering, and unless the San
Francisco market should become glutted, the shipments are likely to continue,
as orders are received by each steamer. The emigration to California from the
West, which threatened for a moment to check the rapid growth of some of the
new States, is still active, but the places of the gold-hunters are filling with new
recruits from Europe, and the country is likely to suffer no lack of the needful
bone and sinew to urge on its career of greatness.
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FLUCTUATIONS OF STOCKS IN THE BOSTON MARKET.
The Boston Commonwealth in its " money article," publishes from month to month
carefully prepared tabular statements of the fluctuations in different stocks. Two of
these tables we here subjoin :—
FLUCTUATIONS FOB APBIL IN FORTY DIFFERENT STOCKS, SHOWING THEIR HIGHEST AND
LOWEST POINTS, AND THE DATE, WITH THE PRESENT MAR1LKT VALUE, GAIN OR LOSS FOR
THE MONTH, AND NUMBER OF SHARES SOLD IN EACH.
Value From
Stocks.
Highest Day Lowest Day April March 31. Shares
sales. mo. sales, mo. JO. Gain. Loss. sold.
Boston and Lowell
645
1 537$ SO 687$ . . 8}
4
Boston and Providence
90 80 87
8 90 2, . .
238
Boston and Worcester
102 23 100} 1 102 1$ ..
206
Boston and Maine105* 24 104} 9 106$ $ ..
217
Michigan Central
100 29 97$ 1 100 2$ . .
425
Manchester and Lawrence
96
6 95$ 12 94 ..2$
67
Vermont and Canada
100 29 98$ 25 100 1$ ..
540
Fitchburg
104$ 2 103 24 108$ ..1
228
Eastern
97
2 96$ 21 97 ....
124
Western
104 80 102} 9 104 1 . .
304
Northern
64} 29 61$ 1 64$ 2} . .
237
Concord
63} 14 58} 2 52 .. 1}
84
Concord and Montgomery
43
1 42 29 42 . . }
312
Cheshire, (old stock)
45 28 45 28 46 1 . .
2
Cheshire, (preferred).
68
1 58
1 59 1
4
Old Colony
62$ 30 61 22 62$ } . .
186
Rutland
33$ 29 29$ 2 88$ } ..
226
South Shore.
10 20
8$ 7
9} . . $ 1,660
Sullivan
20$ 29 18
2 20$ $ ..
210
Reading, (par 60)
89} 29 86$ 7 39 8} . .
4,291
Wilmington, (par 60)
81 80 28$ 5 81 2 ..
475
Norfolk County
29
8 26$ 17 28$ . . $ 1,286
Ogdensburg
27$ 19 24} 2 26 1} . .
8,269
Vermont Central.
20$ 1 18$ 16 19 .. $ 48,816
Vermont and Massachusetts
20$ 23 19} 12 20J .. ..
1,537
Pittsburg Copper Co
108 . . 6
....
Edgeworth Co
7$ 12
7} 6
8 .. ..
409
East Boston Co
22$ 22 22} 1 22} $ . . 6,809
Canton Co
84$ 12 76$ 1 80} 5} . .
1,468
Essex Co
106 80 91$ 1 106 7 ..
185
Bank of Commerce
108} 28 101} 7 103} 2
226
Bank of North America.
102} 28 101
8 103 2$ . .
35
Fanenil Hall Bank
102$ 29 100$ 6 102$ 2
91
Exchange Bank
106$ 28 106
7 107 2
47
Traders' Bank.
102$ 24 101$ 14 103 2} . .
48
Ogdensburg 7's
95 17 93$ 9 95$ 2 .. $10,100
Vermont Central 7's
91$ 15 87
3 90$ 8 . . $285,900
Do. 6s. 1856
76 SO 75
9 76 1
$5,900
Rutland 7's
98 28 89
5 98$ 4$ .. $86,000
Norfolk County Bonds
71 26 67 17 71$ 2$ .. $50,600
Concord now sells dividend off ($2 per share) at 62 ; therefore there has been a small
actual gain in price for the month. There have been no sales of Edgeworth since
April 12, rather an unusual feature for that sprightly little fancy ; and of Pittsburg
Copper not a single sale for the whole month. The sales of VermoDt Central are
much smaller than last month, when more than 60,000 shares changed hands. This
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stock touched 1 84.—the lowest point yet reached—April 1 6, and afterwards rising to
204. on the 22d, but again falling off to 18£ April 28, and now the ruling price is 19,
with a fair prospect of an advance. The Central Mortgage Bonds have been in activo
demand throughout the month, and sales have reached nearly 240,000, with an advance
of 3 per cent. The amount sold of the fancies has been smaller than last month, ex
cepting Reading and Canton, while other stocks will average about the same.
MANUFACTURING SHARES IN BOSTON MARKETS.
Manufacturing Stocks have made some rapid strides upward in their market value,
during the months of February and April, 1852, and are every day coming more into
favor with capitalists. We understand that two new mills are to be built at Lawrence
the present season. The particular description of fabric to be made at these new mills
has not yet become public, though it is said to be something entirely new. We give
below a table showing at a glance the change that has taken place in Manufacturing
Company Stocks, which, until within a few months, have been almost without quota
tions in the market. The par of the stocks below is $1,000 per share except those
otherwise named :—
February 25lh.
Apri1 23d.
Offered. A«ked.
Offered. Asked.
$1,026 $1,C50
$905
$910
800
600
650
700
Bay State Mills.
700
716
720
670
Boot Mills
1,000
800
950
200
...
Great Falls, (par *200)
183
185
Hamilton
750
.■.
740
850
Lawrence
900
850
950
810
Lowell, (average par |690)
600
480
420
..•
650
Laronia
700
860
...
Massachusetts Mills
1,000
900
750
776
Merrimack
1,130
1,140
1,200
1,300
410
Nashua, (par $500).
450
880
Stark
600
750
820
550
700
Suffolk
950
1,000
675
Thorndike
695
595
750
Tremont Mills
...
600
750
685
900
1,000
840
York
750
More Manufacturing Stocks have been sold at the Brokers' Board within two or
three months, than during six months or a year previous, and the amount of money in
vested in them has been large.
REVENUE OF GREAT BRITAIN IN 1851 AND 1852.
AN ABSTRACT OF THE NET PRODUCE OF THE BEVENL'E OF GREAT BRITAIN IN THE YEARS
ENDED 6tH OF APRIL, 1851, AND 6TII OF ArRIL, 1852, SHOWING THE INCREASE OE
DECREASE THEREOF.
1851.
Customs
£18,730,562 £1S,S27,828 £97,264
18,182,698
13,125.024
57,674
6,105,524
5,901,526
£203.998
Stamps
3,691.226
6,350,731
.'"659.605
Taxes
5,2S8.800
5,403,379
119,579
Property Tax .
861,000
1,051,000 190,000
Post-office
160,000
30,000
190,000
Crown lands . .
192,000
39,434
152,666
Miscellaneous ,
Total ordinary revenue
Imprest and other moneys .
Repayments of advances.. ,
Total income
,
Deduct increase .
Decrease on the year

£48,888,788
651,468
759,126

£48,320,078 £414,374
622,086
749,643

£983,082
129,867
9,488

£60,299,865

£49,591,807 £414,374 £1,121,9S2
414,37*
£707,658
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THE BANKS OF MASSACHUSETTS.
We are indebted to the Hon. Amaba Walker for a copy of the first annual report
of the Bank Commissioners appointed by an act of the Legislature of Massachusetts!
Hay 8th, 1851, from which it appears that the Commissioners have, during the year,
examined twenty-seven banks of discount and circulation, and the same number of in
stitutions for savings or savings banks. The whole number of the former, now in op
eration in Massachusetts, is 137, and the whole number of savings banks is 49, in all
186 institutions. The present capital of banks paid in is by the thirty-two banks in
Boston $24,460,000; and by one hundred and five country banks, or banks out of
Boston, $18,360,000—making a total bank capital in Massachusetts of $42,820,000—
being a larger banking capital than that of any other State in the Union, if we except
New York. The Commissioners report :—
The "general conduct and condition" of the banks examined are such that we can
confidently speak of them as safe for depositors nnd the public, and generally profita
ble to stockholders. In most essential particulars, they are so managed as to promote
the objects of their creation, in furnishing a sound currency, facilitating the
tions of business, and affording opportunities for investment in their stock, by corpora
tions and individuals, with a confident reliance in their ability to afford liberal divi
dends of profits.
Or Basks Borrowing from each other.—The practice of banks borrowing
money from each other npon interest, to enable them to sustain a high loan to their
customers, continues to some extent. Wn regard the practice as objectionable as a
matter of policy, if not a violation of the statute. Banks should stand upon their own
legitimate resources, and not upon artificial relief derived from a transfer of deposits
from localities where, or from institutions by which, they would be more usefully dis
pensed for the public interest in the form of loans. The withdrawal of such deposits
in peculiar exigencies, cripples the banks which had received them, and the deposits
thus made, perhaps by the inducement of a liberal allowance of interest, are as likely
to prove causes of weakness, as sources of strength.
Banks Dealing in Excuanok.—The profits of banking continue to be enhanced, in
many of the institutions which have been examined, by dealing In exchange. By the
fifty-ninth section of the thirty-sixth chapter of the Revised Statutes, banks are author
ized, in discounting drafts or bills of exchange, in addition to the interest calculated
according to the established rules of banking, to charge the " existing rate of exchange
between the place where the draft or bill may be discounted and the place where it is
payable." By the fourth section of the net of April 25, 1838, the privilege of taking
the " existing rate of exchange," is extended so as to embrace notes of hand payable
at any other places than where the banks are located.
There is no general rule observed in fixing the " existing rate of exchange." In
some cases, the amount taken is made to depend upon the time the paper has to run ;
in others, it is not An inflexible adherence to the rule of taking the same rate for
short as for long paper, operates practically with great severity upon certain classes of
borrowers, who have pressing necessities for applying for bank loans. It is true that
the law makes no distinction between long and short paper. The " existing rates of
exchange " will vary with the seasons of the year and the fluctuations of business,
and of course with the remoteness of places of payment. They are made to depend
quite as much upon the demand for money ; until, not unfrequently, the elements of
exchange are lost sight of, in the conventional rates which are arbitrarily assumed and
applied.
We copy from the report the aggregates of twenty-6ix banks visited during 1851 by
the Commissioners :—
Loan at date
Date of elimination.
Cnplt.il.
Circulation.
Deposits.
Specie reexamination.
1861 i
$6,606,700 $3,650,036 $2,400,538 $621,228 $11,325,839
1860
4,890,800
3,269.762
2,161,004
861,736
8,196,176
Increase in 1851

$1,715,900
$380,273
$239,534 $159,492
$3,129,663
or
or
or
or
or
36perc't 116-lOp.ct 11 1-10 p. ct 44 per cent. 88 2-10 p.ct.
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Date of examination.
1861
1850

Highest loan
during lou year.
$12,237,522
9,468,982

Liabilities of
Directors.
$1,611,940
1,336,934

Immediate
Liabilities.
$6,571,506
5,912,491

Immediate
Rvjourcea,
$2,179,659
2,036,419

Increase in 1851. .

$2,818,540
$176,006
$659,015
$143,240
or
or
or
or
29 7-10 p. ct
13 1-10 p. ct 11 1-10 pet
7 per cent.
The Bank Commissioners have presented the following table, exhibiting a list of
those banks whose capital was increased by the Legislature during tbe Session of
1861:—
LIST OF TBE BANES TO WHICH AN INCREASE OF THEIR CAPITAL WAS GRANTED BT TBS
LEGISLATURE OF TUE STATE OF MASSACHUSETTS, 1851.
Amount
Former
Name of Bank.
paid in.
caplial.
Increase.
County.
Pisco.
$50,000
$50,000
Suffolk
Boston .... $200,000
" .
M
100,000
. . ...
160 000
« •■•■
M ■.•«
Bank of Commerce .
750,000
760.000
760,000
M
M
600,000
600.000 - 500,000
ii
H
60,000
260,000
60,000
U
" ....
150,000
600,000
250.000
U
"
Shoe <t Leather Deal.
250,000
760,000
250.000
....
U
u
200.000
200,000
400.000
u
60,000
60.000
Chelsea . . .
100,000
100,000
Lawrence..
200,000
300,000
u
50,000
60,000
100,000
M
30,000
60,000
Danvers . .
120,000
60,000
60,000
Middlesex . Lowell
100,000
25,000
1 24.000
25,000
Worcester . Lancaster „
u
150,000
150,000
Worcester.
160,000
11
u
50,000
50,000
100,000
II
"
60,000
50,000
200,000
«
100,000
100,000
Fitchburg..
100.000
II
Milford
50,000
60,000
Milford....
100,000
60,000
35,000
Berkshire . . Adams . . .
160,000
"
50,000
160,000
Pittsfield .
u
50,000
50,000
100,000
Lee
Bedford Commercial. Bristol
200,000
200.000
400,000
N. Bedford.
u
«
200,000
200,000
800,000
«
«
200,000
200,000
400,000
«
Fall River
60,000
Fall River.
50,000
800.000
100,000
100,000
Barnstable.. Yarmouth .
200,000
Total
$6,995,000 $8,885,000 $3,490,000
The following table contains a list of the new banks incorporated at the last session
of the General Court, and the amount of capital paid in :—
UST OF NEW BANES CHARTERED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF MASSACHUSETTS, 1851.
When com- Capital paid
Name of Bank.
County.
Place.
Capital. menced.
in 1861.
Faneuil Hall
Suffolk
Boston
$500,000 Sept 2 $500,000
Blackstone
Suffolk
Boston
250,000 Sept 8
250.000
Essex
Essex
Haverhill.
100.000 Nov. 20
60,000
Maiden
Middlesex. Maiden....
100,000 Sept 10
60,000
Cambridge Market... Middlesex. Cambridge.
100,000 Oct. 15
100.000
Hadley FaHs
Hampshire. Holyoke...
100,000 Oct 24
60,000
Westfield
Hampden... Westfield..
100,000 Sept 13
55,000
Total
$1,260,000
$1,065,000
The aggregate of these tables, added to the previously existing bank capital of the
Commonwealth, shows, as we have before stated, the present amount of bank capital
in Massachusetts to be $42,820,000, and the number of banks to be 137.
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" Upon inspection of the tables," say the Commissioners, " it will be teen that the
aggregates of specie and of the loan have been increased by a per centage exceeding
that of the increase of capital. The circulation, deposits, liabilities of direc
tors, immediate liabilities, and resources have not been increased in the same ratio.
In fourteen of the banks, there has been an increase of the amount of the specie in
their vaults, -while in twelve there has been a decrease. Omit the Bank of Commerce
in the statement, and there has been a decrease of the amount of specie, compared
with the last year, in the remaining banks, in the sum of $9,438, while the amount of
their capital has been increased to nearly a million of dollars. This is not only re
markable in the aggregate, but in particulars. For some of those very banks, whose
capital has been largely increased, have less specie than they had last year. Nor have
the immediate resources of all the banks examined been increased in proportion to
their immediate liabilities. The result is, that both in specie and immediate resources,
or substitutes for specie, in the aggregate, the banks do not appear so strong as they
were at the examinations the last year. We think this should have been otherwise.
With the great influx of gold into the country, it is desirable that banks should avail
themselves of the facility for obtaining a larger amount of it than they have generally
been inclined to do. The dangers of expansion should not be overlooked. The gen
eral paper circulation has been extended too far for the specie basis on which it rests.
By dispensing too much with the use of gold and silver, the safety and stability of
the currency will be affected. It would be a measure of prudence for banks whose
capital has been increased, and whose loans have been extended to the very extreme
limits of the law, to see that their available resources are increased in a reasonable
proportion to the amount of their present liabilities."
SAVINGS BANKS IN MASSACHUSETTS.
It appears from the Report of the Bank Commissioners of Massachusetts, that the
whole number of savings banks is forty-nine. The whole number incorporated, sixtytwo ; many of which have never been organized. The number of savings banks in
operation, December 16, 1851, in Boston was 8 ; out of Boston 46—total 29 :—
From the returns made to the office of the Secretary of the Commonwealth, we
learn that in forty-five institutions, the number of depositors was 66,637, and the
amount of deposits, $15,654,088 58. The amount of dividends the last year exceeded
half a million of dollars; and the expenses of munaging the institutions were
$43,707 3C, being about fifty cents to each depositor, or two mills and eight-tenths of
a mill on each dollar of the deposits.
Wc subjoin a tabular statement, showing the number of depositors in savings bunks
in Massachusetts, and the amount of their deposits in each year since 1834, when re
turns were first required by law:—
Number of
Amount of
Number of Amount of
In
Dep<ittltors.
deposits.
In
Depositors,
deposits.
1834
24,266 $3,407,773 90 1843
43,217 86,935.647 07
1835
27,232
8,921,370 83 1844
46,699
8,261,345 18
1836
29,786
4,374.578 71 1845
58,178
9,813,287 66
1S37
32,564
4,781.426 2y 1846
62,893 10,680.938 10
1838
83,063
4,869.392 59 1847
68,812 11.780,812 74
1839
36,686
6,608,168 75 1848
69,894 1 1,970,447 64
1840
87,470
6,819.553 60 1849
71,629 12.111.553 64
1841
41,423
6,71-1.181 94 1850
78,828 18,660,024 84
1842
42,687
6,900,451 70 1851
86,537 15,554,088 58
It appears from the foregoing statement, that the amount of deposits has more than
quadrupled since the date of the first returns, which were made in 1834, and gave
the condition of savings banks in September «f that year. The deposits now exceed
in amount one third ol the ugijre^ate capital of the banks of circulation.
It has been remarked that, in Great Britain, savings banks are voluntary associations,
but regulated by acts of Parliament. In Massachusetts they are the creations of the
Legislature, each institution having a special act of incorporation, yet all subject to
certain general laws. The applications for these act* of incorporation proceeded from
philanthropic and highly intelligent individuals in our several communities, who volun
tarily undertook to manage them as a charity, for the benefit of the depositors. The
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results have been eminently successful. One institution only, before alluded to, which
failed to effect the object for which it was established, long since ceased to exist, and
another has taken its place.
Of the " general conduct and condition " of these institutions, (the Commissioners
say,) we are able to state that they are in a safe " condition " for depositors, and, in
their " general conduct," they are, in the main, accomplishing the benevolent purposes
for which they were created.
The range of selection for investments, within the limits of the statutes, is wide,
and hence tbey differ in character according to the preferences of various boards of
investment.
In Great Britain, the deposits of savings banks are invested in government securi
ties—the policy being to establish confidence in their safety, and, at the same time, to
create an attachment in depositors, to the maintenance of the laws and institutions of
the country. The wealthier classes there, as here, take a deep interest in them, be
cause, in a wonderful degree, they diminish the evils of pauperism, and relieve the
opulent classes from heavy pecuniary burdens. The philanthropist regards them with
favor because they tend to promote frugality and providence in the habits of the peo
ple, to improve their morals, to cherish a sense of personal independence, and to diffuse
numerous blessings through the. community. A savings bank may be regarded a*
among the best institutions of modern times, and one which reflects honor upon the
age.
In Massachusetts, savings banks were made subjects of general statute regulation,
by the act of April 2, 1834. By the seventh section of that act, modes were pre
scribed for the investment of deposits. These were incoporated into the seventyeighth section of the thirty sixth chapter of the Revised Statutes, which is as follows :
"AH such sums may be invested in the stock of any bank, incorporated under the
authority of this Commonwealth, or of the United States, or may be loaned on inter
est to any such bank, or may be loaned on bond or notes, with collateral security of
the stock of any of the said banks, at not more than 90 per cent of its par value ; or
they may be invested in the public funds of this Commonwealth, or of the United
States, or loaned on a pledge of any of the said funds ; or invested in loans to any
county, or town, in this State, or in mortgages of real estate ; provided, that the whole
amount of stock, held by the institution at any one time, in any one bank, both by
way of investment aud as security for loans, shall not exceed one-half of the capital
stock of such bank, and that not more than three quarters of the whole sum, deposited
in the institution, shall be at any one time invested in mortgages of real estate"
By the seventy-ninth section of the same chapter of the Revised Statutes, it is pro
vided that "if the moneys, held by any such corporation, cannot be conveniently in
vested in any or all of the modes herein before prescribed, then it shall be lawful to
loan not exceeding one-half part of the amount thereof, on bonds or other personal se
curities, with at least two sureties ; provided, that the principal and sureties shall all
be citizens of this Commonwealth, and resident therein."
By the act of March 6, 1841, "all savings banks and institutions for savings may
make loans upon bonds or notes, with the pledge of the stock of any railroad company
incorporated under the authority of this Commonwealth, the whole amount of whose
capital is actually paid, such loan not to exceed 85 per centum of the par
value of such stock ; provided, that no such loan shall be made upon the stock of any
company whose road or franchise is subject to any mortgage or pledge ; and provided,
further, that no loan shall be made on any railroad stocks, which stocks shall not, tt
the time said loan is made, command at least their par value in the market, and no
such bank or institution shall so loan more than 60 jier cent of the amount of their
deposits,"
VALUE OF GOLD IN LONDON.
The following are the rates of gold coin and bullion in London :—
Foreign gold in bars (standard)
per ounce £3 17 9
Foreign silver ditto
0 6 *f
Gold coin. Portugal
pieces
8 17 4
Ditto, doubloons, Patriot
s 18 0
Ditto, SpanUh
8 18 0
Ditto, Napoleons
8 15 JJ
Ditto, 10 Guilder pieces.
8 16 •
Silver coin, Mexican and South American dollars
0 4 10J
Ditto, Spanish pillar dollars
0 5 Of
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BANKS AND SAVINGS BANES OF RHODE ISLAND.
We are indebted to the Hon. William Beach Lawrence, late Lieutenant Governor
of Rhode Island, for a copy of the " Abstract exhibiting the condition of the banks of
Rhode Island on the 8th day of September, 1851, from the returns made to the
General Assembly at its annual October Session." From the abstracts, prepared by
Hon. Mr. Potter, Secretary of State, we learn that the banking capital of the State,
actually paid in on the 8th of September, 1861, amounted to $12,906,1«0 ; of which
the twenty-six banks in Providence had a capital of $9,518,810; and the forty-three
banks out of Providence of $3,487,360.
We give below the aggregate resources and liabilities of all the banks in Rhode
Island, distinguishing the Banks in Providence and the banks out of Providence, as
follows :—
AGGREGATE CONDITION OF TOE 26 BANK3 IN, AND TOE 43 BANKS OUT OF PROVIDENCE,
DUE FROM THE BANKS.
26 Bunks in
43 Banks out of
Providence.
Providence. Total—69 Banks.
Capital stock actually paid in
$9,618,810 00 $3,487,360 60 $12,906,160 60
Bills in circulation.....
1,831,339 75 1,245,661 00 3,077,000 76
Deposits on interest
159.496 85
46,284 62
205,781 47
Deposits not on interest
1,133,590 04
527,811 94 1,661,401 98
Debts due to other banks
831,798 43
102,411 64
934,210 07
Dividends unpaid
21,409 84
21,440 78
42,850 62
Net profits on hand
692,708 94
189,919 57
782,628 61
Total amount of liabilities

$14,000,193 99 $5,621,113
RESOURCES OF THE BANKS.
Debts due from directors
$261,914 89 $708,079
Debts due from other stockholders. .
303,348 49
298,192
Debts due from all others
12,031,936 87 4,267,914
Specie actually in bank
177,078 16
100,687
Bills of other banks
526,464 24
100,841
Deposits in other banks
428,464 04
200,569
Amount of stock held by bank
1,484 50
36,621
Amount and description of stock a. .
86,356 47
83,447
Realestate
184,867 62
86,673
Other property
6,309 28
7,581

69 $19,621,307 68
19 $969,993 68
35
601,540 84
70 16,299,861 67
82
277,715 98
69
626,305 98
87
629,033 41
20
87,105 70
87
119,704 84
62
271,541 14
61
18,890 79

Total amount of resources
$14,000,193 99 *$6,610,865 17 *19,610,669 16
Increase of capital since last return.
447,390 00
147,292 60
694,682 60
Amount of dividend
819,160 26
120,604 16
489,764 41
Amount of suspended paper £
35,783 20
82,332 58
118,065 78
Reserved profits c
392,675 80
135,160 12
627,785 42
Amount loaned d
166,550 94
236,872 18
393,423 12
Debts due and not paid
119,598 93
279,424 98
899,023 91
Amount of bills «
669,977 40
813,443 25
983,420 65
Average semi-annual dividend of banks in Providence
per cent
8 11-16
"
"
"
of banks out of Providence
8 91-164
"
"
«
of all the banks.
8 167-260
SAVINGS BANKS OF RHODE ISLAND.
According to the report referred to above, there are eight Savings Banks in Rhode
Island ; one at Providence, one at Newport, one at Bristol, one at Pawtucket, one at
* 910,748 52 deficiency In Granite Bank, to balance,
a In otber banks, and or otber stock, owned by the bank.
b Considered bad or doubtful.
• At the lime of the hut dividend.
d On pledges of stock in the bank.
<"
under five dollars.
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Warwick, one at East Greenwich, one at Woonsocket, and one at Wakefield. The whole
number of depositors in these banks, on the first Monday in October, 1851, was 11,161
—of which there were of sums under $100, 6,356; of $100 and under $200, 2,838.
of $200 and under $500, 2,736 ; of $500 and under 81,000, 646; of $1,000 and up'
wards, 89. We give below the aggregate condition of all the Savings Banks in Rhode
Island, as follows :—
AGGREGATE OF 8AVIXQS INSTITUTIONS.
$1,907,233 81 Of cash on hand
Deposits
$26,7 IS 03
109,603 26 Of loans to various corpo
Profits on hand .
rations
161,158 00
20,000 00
$2,016,837 07 Deposits drawing interest.
Invested in bonds and mort
1,666 IS
Premiums for bank stock . .
gages
$1,2-11,050 01
$2,016,837 07
Invested in stocks
461,393 95
59.454 74
Secured by stocks
8,000 00 Of reserved profits .
•70,314 93
Loaned on personal security 101,855 97 Of last dividends.. . .
VIRGINIA 8TATE DEBT, MARCH 20, 1852.
January 1, 1852, Bonds registered in office of 1st Auditor.
«
'•
"
"
"2d
"
March 20, 1852, Bonds registered since January 1, in office of 2d Auditor

$793,146
12,639.412
879,517

Total funded debt, March 20, 1862
Valid subscriptions to companies organized since 80th September, '51.
■
"
"
■
■
..

$14,312,175
3,337,928
264,720

Funded debt and valid subscriptions
Subscriptions authorized to companies not yet organized
Bonds guarantied by the State as surety for corporations and jointstock companies

$17,914,823
732,560

Total debt and liabilities

5,901,374
$22,548,757

Of the above, there is held by the Literary Fund in State stocks
And in bank stock at par

$1,1S2,60«
379,272

Held by the State in bank stocks at par
"
"
" Internal Improvement Stocks and Bonds.

$1,511,878
2,846,800
14,016,919
$17,875,697

RECEIPTS OF THE FUND FOE INTERNAL IMPROVEMENT.
Dividends derived in 1851, (year ending September SO):—
cJFrom $14,016,919 stocks and bonds
From $376,912 interest on State Scrip
On bank stock
$91,306
Bonus from banks
46,818

$59,120
21,481
138,124

Deduct salaries, surveys, and other expenses

$218,725
67,848

Probable increase for 1863

$160,877
33,606

Estimated receipt of the fund for 1853
$194,403
The constitutional requirement for interest and sinking fund on State debt is 7 per
cent per annum. The above does not include the expenses of the government of the
State, nor the revenue derived from taxes to pay the ordinary expenses of the
government.
* Amount of dividend not stated In the return Tor East Greenwich Institution.
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CONDITION OF THE BANKS OF NEW ORLEANS, MARCH, 1852.
We give below a statement of the condition of the banks in New Orleans on the
27th of March, 1852, from the official statement of Charles Gayarre, Secretary of
State, and George McWhorter, State Treasurer. For a similar statement of the
condition of the s:me banks on the 28th of February, 1852, sec Merchants' Magazine
for April, 1862, (vol. xxvi., page 474 :—)
MOVEMENT OF THE BANKS.
CASH ASSETS.
CASH LIABIMT119.
Total.
Circulation.
Total.
Specie.
Specie-paying—
$1,415,244 $5,655,655 $2,499,717 $8,003,060
1,433,860
1,432,515
5,218,913
Canal Bank
3,681,598
1,631,572
5,048.013
Louisiana State Bank
1,360,815
4,839,008
Mechanics' and Traders' Bank
677,935
2,925,848
1,096,700
8,887,311
Union Bank..
14,961
1,044,191
25,565
25,565
Non-specie-paying—
11,756
Citizens Bank
138,106
11,707
6,997
Consolidated Association.. . . .
6,165
8,017
4,923
4,923
54,915,581 $17,273,097 $6,692,095 523,218,168
TOTAL MOVEMENT AND DEAD WEIGHT.
Liabilities exclusive
of capital.
Assets.
Specie-paying—
Louisiana Bank
.'
$5,655,556 12
$10,314,586 82
Canal and Banking Co
3,681,597 72
7,883,503 76
Louisiana State Bank
4,839,008 3S
7,195,138 19
Mechanics' and Traders' Bank .
2,925,848 34
5,012,872 OS
Union Bank
26,565 00
4,227,096 85
Non -specie paying—
Citizens' Bank
6,469,638 93
6.654,602 28
Consolidated Association
1,665,449 27
1,229,384 66
Total

$25,162,662 70

$41,516,684 54

VALUE OF PROPERTY IN NEW ORLEANS IN 1851.
Mr. Francis Tcbner, one of the Assessors at New Orleans, furnishes the following
statement of the assessed value of property in that city :—
AN ABSTRACT OF THE ASSESSMENT OF NINE DISTRICTS, PARISH OF ORLEANS, fob. 1851.
Heal estate.
Nefrrues.
Capital.
Districts.
License
$484,950
$5,443,040
$163,080
First
$3,347
669,680
6,536,570
Second
461,560
7,792
18,164,900
630,850
6,904,776
Third
64,443
421,850
Fourth
8,529,200
2,417,650
15,356
774,650
7,698,950
650,700
Fifth
18,032
645,100
4,295,850
411,950
Sixth
6,483
280.750
2,823,770
261,650
Seventh.
4,014
359,400
2,447,900
122,450
Eighth
,
2,845
359,400
2,447,900
122,450
Ninth.
2,845
Total . . .
Negroes .
Capital. .

558,273,080
4,526,530
11,616,256

$4,526,530

Total assessment, 1851
$74,316,865
State taxes on the above, 21 cents per $100
State Licenses
Total amount of State taxes
Assessor's commission 3 per cent
The above is the total compensation 9 Assessors.

$11,616,255

$110,157

$156,063
110,157
$266,220
$4,681 89
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CONDITION OF BANKS IN THE CITY OF NEW YORK.
ABSTRACT OF THE QUARTERLY REPORTS ON FILE IN THE BANK DEPARTMENT,
THE CONDITION OF THE IT INCORPORATED BANKS AND 23 BANKING
THE CITY OF NEW YORK, ON THE MORNING OF MARCH 27, 1852.
RESOURCES.
Loans and discounts
$64,828,061 Bills of solvent b'ks on hand $1,052,666
Loans to directors
4,394
3,704.001 Bills of suspen'd b'ks on hand
All other liabilities
788,580 Due from solvent banks on
3,017,992 demand
All sums due from brokers.
4,407,357
7,131
Real estate
2,539,345 Due from solvent banks . . .
4,106
242,427 Due from suspended banks.
Bonds and mortgages ....
4,954,081 Due from suspended banks
Stocks
30,336 on credit
Promissory notes
649
Loss and expense account. .
857,958 Add for cents
164
Overdrafts
39,021
Specie
$106,290,551
9,716,070
Total
11,386,489
Cash items.
LIABILITIES.
$35,187,870 Due individuals and corpora
Capital
5,684,138 tions other than banks and
Profits
$298,656
Notes in circulation not reg
depositors.
13,593.732
istered™
270,841 Due banks on demand
Due banks on credit
180,000
Registered notes in circula
tion
7,40 ,139 Due to others not included
in either of the above
Due Treasurer of the State
190,231
of New York
218,743
heads
Due depositors on demand. 43,415,125 Add for cents
74
Total liabilities

$106,290,551

PROPERTY AND TAXES OF CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.
In the Merchant*' Magazine for April, 1852, (vol. xxvi., pages 424—443.) we pub
lished an elaborate article under our scries of papers on " The Commercial Cities
and Towns of the United States " touching the trade and growth of Chicago in
1851. We are now enabled through the politeness of Mr. II. G. Loomis, one of our sub
scribers in Chicago, to compile from the " Annual Financial Statement of the City of
Chicago for the Municipal Year 1851 " two tables, embracing a statement of the taxes
of Chicago for 1861-62, and also a statement of the valuation of property, real and
personal, taxes, <fcc, from the incorporation of Chicago, in 1837, to 10th of February,
1852 :—
OF POPULATION, VALUATION OF PROPERTY, TAXES, ETC., OF THE CTTY OF CHI
CAGO, FROM ITS INCORPORATION IN 1837, TO THE 10TH OF FEBRUARY, 1852.
Incr'e. Valuation of Valuation of
Tear.
Increase.
Popu'n. P'rc't. real estate. perao'l prop'y. Total.
Taxes.
1887...
$236,842
$236,842
$5,905 15
235,996
285,996
1838...
8,849 86
1839...
94,803
94,803
4,664 65
94,437
4,479 . .
94,437
1840...
4,721 85
127,024 $39,720 166,744
1841...
10.004 67
42,585 151,342
108,767
1842.. .
9,181 27
962,221 479,093 1,441,314
7,580 . .
8,647 89
1843...
1,992,095 771,186 2,763,281 $1,321,967 17,166 24
1844...
12,088 .' ! 2,273,171 791,851 8,065,022
1845...
301,741 11,077 58
1846...
14,169 17r 3,664,425 857,231 4.521,656 1,456,634 15,825 80
16,859 19 4,995,466 853,704 6,849,170 1,827,614 18,169 01
1847...
451,270 22,051 64
1848...
20,023 18| 4,993,266 1,802,174 6,300,440
1849...
28,047 16 5,181,637 1,494,047 6.676,684
876,244 S0.04 5 09
1860...
1,634,284
7,220,249
643,366 25,270 87
28,269 22J 5,685,965
1851...
6,804,262 1,768,466 8,662,717 1,342,468 63,385 87
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STATEMENT OF TAXES ON THE CITT OF CHICAGO FOB THE MUNICIPAL TEAR 1861-52.
Valuation
Valuation of Total valua
3} mills.
1, mills.
Divisions.
of real
personal
tion of
estate.
City Tax. School Tax.
property.
property.
South
$3,933,662 $1,350,656 $5,284,318 $18,495 11 $7,926 47
6,918 12
2,964 91
1,124,462
252,154
1,976,606
4,556 27
1,952 69
1,146,148
165,645
1,301,793
TotaL....
Divisions.
South.
West
North.

16,804,263 $1,768,455 $8,562,717
1 mill.
1 mill.
i mill.
Building
L. Shore
Interest
Tax.
Tax.
Pro. Tax.
. $5,284 32 $2,642 16 $5,284 32
1,976 61
988 30
1,301 79
650 90

$29,969 60 $12,844 07
Lamp Tax
Total
in South
amount of
Division.
taxes.
$2,443 90 $42,076 28
12,847 94
8,461 65

Total
. $8,562 72 $4,281 36 $5,284 32 $2,443 90 $63,385 87
We gather, also, from the same official report, a few educational statistics, as fol
lows:—The school taxes paid by Chicago for eleven years, from 1840 to 1851, inclu
sive, amounts to $55,674 07 ; the revenue from school fund from other sources, for
same time, to $52,723 22; showing a total of $108,397 29, raised and expended in
eleven years for the free schools of that city. The number of children taught in pub
lic schools in 1842 was 513, and in 1851, 2,287. The school fund of the city in 1851
amounted to $205,187 .66. Chicago with a population in 1850 of 28,269 had six
school houses.
THE BOSTON BOARD OF BROKERS.
"We cut from the Boston Commonwealth the following criticism of a writer in the
Bunker Hill Aurora, who, we are told, " indulges the readers of that paper with a
violent attack upon the Brokers' Board." The Commonwealth, after noticing tha
" ignorance and prejudice which prevails to some extent in regard to stock transac
tions," goes on to defend those upon whose broad shoulders it is a common practice to
lay all the eccentricities of stock fluctuations, and upon whom it is the pleasure of
every petty speculator to vent his spleen.
The Brokers' Board is a private association of intelligent, high-minded, end honor
able men, whose object in thus associating together is simply the convenient and expe
ditious transaction of stock business. In pursuance of this design, some forty or fifty
brokers, representing various interests, and holding various opinions as to the value of
stocks, meet together at stated hours. Nothing can bo fairer than the mode of con
ducting business at these sessions, 'lhe presiding officer commences by reading the
list of stocks, and the members, each occupying a regular seat, make their bids for
purchase or sale, as each stock is called. These bids can be accepted or refused by
any one present, and are announced in an audible voice by the president as soon as
made. A sale being effected, it is at once recorded by the clerk, and the contracting
parties arc mutually iiouud thereby, settlement for cash transactions being made on
the following day. Stringent rules and bylaws regulate the whole proceedings; forty
active, wide-awake minds attentively follow every bid, and the slightest deviation
from that which is considered just and equitable in trade is instantly checked, either
by the presiding officer or some of the members. Every stock on the list has its
friends and opponents at the Board, and any movement to its prejudice or advantage
is promptly met by one or the other. With such a system of checks and balances, it
is impossible to practice any deception of magnitude, and it would bo a very difficult
matter to devise a mode of operations which will better conform to general ideas of
free trade and equal rights.
Fictitious sales are guarded against by the severest penalty in the power of the
Association to inflict, namely : expulsion from the Board ; and the insinuations of tha
writer in the Aurora to the contrary notwithstanding, we assert unhesitatingly, that
this regulation is rarely, if ever, violated, and that the sales, as reported in the papers,
VOL. XXVI. NO. VI.
47
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nro strictly reliable and true, in the great majority of cases. It may answer the pur
poses of some individuals, who would fain desire to foist their rotten stocks upon the
public, at prices to suit themselves, to stand at a distance and snarl at the Brokers'
Board for making "fictitious sales"—but where a matter can be easily tested, by an
order for purchase or sale given to a member of the Board, it is surprising that such
skeptics do not try the experiment, and ascertain to a certainty whether they can real
ize stock or cash, at the quotations ruling for the day. This charge, so often repeated,
is, in point of fact, substantially and glariugly false, and we are prepared to maintain
this position against any and all comers.
The writer of the Aurora phillipic complains of the practice of "selling short," and
calls it " an iniquitous form of gambling." What terms of abuse in the vocabulary of
this flippant writer will express his ideas of the operations of speculators in cotton,
sugar, flour, and various other articles of traffic ! In view of a superabundant crop,
dealers in cotton, flour, or sugar will make contracts to deliver at a future date ; but
this is not "gambling"—it is speculation. It is a fair presumption that "buying long"
is equally opposed to the writer's views as well as "selling short," and if so, what
causes of complaint can he not find in the speculative transactions of a very respect
able class of merchants, who consider it fair and honest to buy up cotton, flour, sugar,
and dry goods for a rise. We have known grave, sober minded, out enterprising dry
goods merchants to combine and buy up certain desirable styles of domestic goods,
and after obtaining control of the market, agree upon an advanced price. Others we
have known to monopolize the entire manufacture of a mill—but we do not remember
to have heard such operations stigmatized as " gambling." The history of trade is
full of such examples, and no fact is better known. Is it not a subtil distinction which
calls 6uch operations in stocks " gambling," and in everything else legitimate " specu
lation f" A broad, well-defined line separates speculation from gambling, however
common it may be to confound the two practices together in ordinary conversation
and careless newspaper writings.
Speculation calls into exercise intelligence, foresight, and discrimination. Gambling
is the turning of dice—the result of chance.
Speculation is frequently abused, but no more so in stocks than in other kinds of
business ; and it is not its abuse, but its legitimate use, that we claim as the universal
privilege of the citizens of this free country. The conservative influence of the " bear "
policy in stocks has saved thousands from ruin, and a fair exercise of it serves to pre
vent a system of inflation and humbug, which would otherwise prevail to an intolera
ble extent The "ups and downs" of the Vermont Central stock, which our friend of
the Aurora lugs in by the way of illustration, would serve us admirably in the same
way. An attempt was made last autumn by powerful outside speculators to inflate
the price of this fancy altogether beyond its real value. Partial success for a time at
tended this movement, and but for the constant and healthful opposition of the " bears"
losses of ten times the magnitude of those which actually occurred, would have re
sulted to the infatuated and ill-advised persons who would have been tempted intuits
purchase.
The members of the Brokers' Board of Boston have the reputation of being an up
right, honorable body of men, and their actions will bear the test of as close an exam
ination as any of the trading or professional classes in this community. Let them be
treated fairly and with proper courtesy, until something more defiuite and real than
the vague charges of the Aurora writer can be brought against them.
LAW OF CALIFORNIA RELATING TO BILLS OF EXCHANGE.
The recent law relative to Bills of Exchange and Promissory Notes, passed by the
State of California, provides that the damage on Bills of Exchange protested fur non
payment elsewhere, shall be as follows :—
If payable in either of the United States east of the Rocky Mountains, 16 per cent.
If payable in Europe or any toreign country, 20 per cent, with interest from the
time of demand.
If the bill is payable in the currency of a foreign country, the amount due shall be
determined by the rates of exchange at the time of demand, and exclusive of damages.
The damage on Bills of exchange protested for non-acceptance shall be the same as
on those protested for non-payment.
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THE COINAGE OF FRANCE,
With regard to the coins of France, the Conttitutionel gives some interesting infor
mation in an article lauding in courtier-like ttjle the late decree. The decree changes
for the eighth time since the introduction of the decimal system in 1793, the ty pe of
French coins. The pieces of gold and silver are estimated at—
106,000,000 francs, struck by the first republic
1,406,000,000 "
•
"
"
with the effigy of Napoleon Bonaparte.
1,680,000,000 "
"
with the effigy of Louis XVIIi and Charles X.
1,976,000,000 "
"
with the effigy of Louis Philippe.
816,000,000 "
"
by the republic of 1848.
6,996,000,000— $1,199,200,000.
A great portion of the above coins is no longer in existence. Refiners have found
their account in melting up the silver pieces particularly, which contain a certain pro
portion of gold. It will be observed that about one-third of the whole sum bears the
effigy of Louis Philippe. But this is just the proper proportion, for he reigned eighteen
years—about one-third of the space of time elapsed since 1793. It will be espe
cially gold coin which will now be struck with the effigy, '* Louis Napoleon Bonaparte."
Gold has lately been imported in large quantities in France. From 1st January to
20th December, 1851 :—
Amount of gold imported
francs
118,130,400
"
" exported
16,520.900
Amount of surplus imports
101,699,600
Of silver during the same space of time, as appears from official custom returns, the
amounts are as follows :—
Amount of silver imported
francs
171,711,900
"
" exported
87,768,700
Amount of surplus imported
83,943,200
In 1850, gold coins were struck here to the value of 85,000,000 francs.
In 1851, up lo November 1st, the amount coined was 254,000,000 francs.
It is supposed that the copper money of France, which is in a miserable state, will
be now promptly ricuined with the effigy of the ruling prince, under the late drecree.
The only copper coin struck by the late republic, has been the 1 centime piece of the
value of the tifth part of our cent
RAGGED BANK NOTES.
The Cincinnati Gazette publishes the following communication relating to the reduc
tion of the ragged bank notes in circulation. The inconvenience complained of is felt
by all, and some remedy should be devised to remove it. That suggested by the cor
respondent of the Gazette might be effectual, if modified so that the banks shall be
prohibited from reissuing ragged notes only.
Messrs. Editors:—The number of bank-notes in circulation, torn, ragged, and
hardly able to hold together, has become an intolerable evil. To say nothing of the
care required in handling them, or the dirt they have contracted, they are in this State
the rno.it active agents of contagion. Dr. Buckler, of Baltimore, his recently called
attention to this last danger. The teller of one of the Columbus banks contracted
the small pox from handling a package of bills from this city, and died of the disease.
In the existing state of trade and Commerce, nearly all bills find their way back to
their respective banks in the course of a few weeks at longest They are reissued
again and again, after they have become unfit lor circulation. Why 5 Because the
banks expect to gain by their being defaced and destroyed in the process of circulation.
What is the remedy ? A law prohibiting banks from issuing the same bill a second
time. The Bank of England never reissues a note. Let such a law be passed, and
we should have a clean and a far safer paper currency. Will the Legislature attend
to it <
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IDENTITY OF INDORSEES.
The following remarks from our Philadelphia coteroporary of the Evening Bulletin,
deserve the attention of our banking institutions in every section of the country :—
F There is no mercantile proceeding more loosely managed, perhaps, than that in refer
ence to identifying indorsers. Jones & Co., of Nashville, for instance, send a draft to
the firm of Smith and Brown, who, forthwith indorsing the document, dispatch their
Clerk to the broker or bank on whom it is drawn. Smith & Brown are a new house,
probably, or their signature, from other causes, is either strange, or but little known,
to the bank or broker ; yet, in many caseB, the bill is paid, simply to prevent alterca
tion, though, if the iudorsement should turn out a forgery, the broker or bank will be
liable.
Now all this is wrong. No person on whom a draft is drawn ought to pay it, unless
be is entirely satisfied of the correctness of the indorsement, and this he caunot be un
less he is familiar with the signature, or has it verified by some responsible individual.
If the liability was reversed, so that the loss in case of error fell on the drawer, the
enforcement of this rule would be demanded by the universal voice of merchants ; but
because the law fixes the loss on the bank or broker, the rights of the latter are apt
to be overlooked, and considerable indignation expressed if a bill is not honored, no
matter how ignorant the payor may be of the genuineness of the indorsement
We have frequently met such instances in our own experience, and we have more
frequently heard of others. It seems to touch men's self-importance in a peculiarly
delicate manner, to tell them that you know neither them nor their signature. And
yet whjr should it ? No bank can be expected to be familiar with every business firm
m the city, and much less can a broker. If it is a wonder to so many that a paving
teller can recollect every peculiarity of a customer's signature, how much greater is
the wonder that a bank or broker should know every trading house in town, and be
able to pronounce whether a signature was theirs or not. No sensible man can, after
a moment's reflection, expect such a miracle. He might almost as well expect the
Legislature to know every signature nttnehed to a petition.
There ought, we repeat, to be greater strictness exercised in this matter. We have
heard of drafts being paid that were indorsed by persons who bad no right whatever
to do so, and who did not even pretend to imitate the signature required. Can a busi
ness transaction be looser than this ! Strictly speaking, the party paying such bills is
still liable to the drawer, while the indoieer is amenable to the pains and penalties of
forgery. The entire practice needs reforming.
CAPITAL AND DIVIDENDS OF BANKS IN WORCESTER.
Wc give below a statement of the semi annual dividends of the banks in the city
of Worcester, Massachusetts, on the 1st of April, 1852*:—
Dividend.
Funks.
Capital. Per cent.
Amount.
Surplus.
Central
$150,000
4
$6,000
$19,500
Citizens'
150,000
4
6,000
36.132
Mechanics'
800,000
4
12,000
20.300
Quinsigamond
160,000
8T
5,250
6,800
Worcester
260,000
8*
8,750
15,155
Total
$1,000,000
$38,000
$97,000
A portion of the surplus of the Quinsigamond Bank was divided to the old stock
holders in July last, when new stock was created.
An extra dividend of 10 per cent, amounting to $20,000, was paid to the old stock
holders of the Worcester Bank, July 1, 1851, when the new stock was created.
VIRGINIA EXEMPTION LAW.
The Virginia Legislature has passed the tax bill, which exempts every head of a
family to the value of $100 worth of cattle, sheep, and hrgs, or in lieu thereof. $100
worth of any other property not exempted, and all mineral productions in trie hands
of the producer or miner, and all wool of lost year's clip. The products of any me
chanic's labor kept by him for sale, arc also exempted.
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MINT LAW OF NEW YORK.
The following act, " to exempt the Mint or Branch Mint of the United States, in
the city of New York, from tax or assessment," was passed March 3, 1852, by the
"people of the State of New York, represented in Senate and Assembly," in antici
pation of the establishment of a branch mint in the city of New York :—
Section I. No tax or assessment shall at any time be imposed, assessed, or collected
upon the Mint or Branch Mint of the United States which may be authorized by act
of Congress to be established in the city of New York ; neither upon the land on which
the buildings used or to be used therefor shall or may be erected, nor upon the buildings
used or to be used therefor, nor upon the machinery used or to be used therein, nor
upon bullion or metal deposited for coinage, nor upon coin deposited for recoinage, nor
upon coin stamped at said Mint or Branch Mint of the United States in the city of
New York.
This act will take effect after the removal of the Mint of the United States, or as
soon as a Branch Mint is established in the city of New York by an act of Congress,
should (as most probably will) such an event transpire.
WHAT ARE CONSOLS J
Every one who reads the accounts of the European money markets, no doubt, de
sires to know what "consols" are ; and here we have the thing correctly explained,
we know not by whom : —" They are 3 per cent English stocks, which had its origin in
an act of the British Parliament, consolidating (hence the name) several separate gov
ernment stocks into one general stock, called in the act, "Consolidated Annuities," and
commonly quoted, for brevity, as "consols." When the consolidation took place, the
principal of the several funds, thus merged, amounted to £9,187,821 ; but, by the
fundiBg of additional and subsequent loans and parts of loans into this stock, it
amounted, on the 5th of January, 1836, to £358,768,258. Since that period, only one
loan has been raised, that for compensation to the West India planters, on the emanci
pation of the slaves—£20,000,000—and a few millions have been paid off. The total
at the present time, is between three hundred and seventy and three hundred and
seventy-five millions. This stock, from its amount and the immense number of its
holders, is more sensitive to financial influences than any other, and is, therefore, the
favorite stock for the operations of speculators and jobbers. Its dividends are payable
semi-annually."
SHIPMENTS OF GOLD DUST AT SAN FRANCISCO.
The following amounts of gold dust have been exported from San Francisco during
the month of March, 1852, as per manifests deposited at the Custom-House:—
March 1st, Steamer Northerner, for Panama
$1,500,000
March 1st, Steamer Independence, for San Juan
29,071
March 3d, Dutch Schooner Diana, for Valparaiso
11,000
March 13th, Steamer California, for Panama
1,000,000
Total
$2,540,071
The Alta California says, "It would be a very moderate estimate to say that half a
million has left the country in the hands of passengers during the same period ; which
would make over $3,000,000 exported during the first half the month 1"
FINANCES OF NEW JERSEY IN 1852,
From the Message of Governor Fort to the Legislature of New Jersey, we take the
subjoined summary of the finances of that State :—
The receipts into the Treasury during the year were $139,166,20, which, with
$13,002 30 on hand January 1st, 1851, makes the available funds $152,168 50. The
disbursements for ordinary expenses of government $84,792 00. For State Institutions
$66,112 69, leaving a balance in the Treasury of $1,203 12. The total revenue for
1852 is estimated at $136,648 1 3, and the disbursements $135,570 00, leaving a bal
ance in the Treasury of $1,078 13.
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The State owes the School Fund $36,346 07, and there is a State loan due and un
paid of $35,000, making a total indebtedness of $71,346 07. There is a contingent
fund of $200,000, being the amount of stock owned by the State in the Camden and
Amboy Railroad, and Delaware and Raritan CanaL The amount of the Free School
Fund is $371,091 06, the increase last year being $1,161 25. There is due to said
fund from insolvent banks $11,169 85. If the amount due the School fund were added
to its present capital it would amount to $407,437 18.
A METHOD OF COMPUTING INTEREST.
A correspondent of the Baltimore Sun communicates the following simple plan for
computing interest, at 6 per cent per annum, for any number of days, which he learned,
he Bays, twelve years ago:—
" Divide the number of days by 6, and multiply the dollars by the dividend, the re
sult is the interest in decimals ; cut off the right hand figure, and you have it in dollars
and cents. Thus:—What is the interest on $100 for 21 days? Twenty-one divided
by 6 is 3J ; 100 multiplied by 3J is 350, or 35 cents. Again—what is the interest on
$378 for 93 days ? Ninety-three divided by 6 is 151 ; 878 multiplied by 15T is 6,859,
or $5 85 9 10. Let book keepers try this rule, and they will find that it is no
humbug."

COMMERCIAL STATISTICS.
COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION OF THE UNITED STATES.
r-ART Us—VAVMATIOK.
In the Merchant* Magazine for May, 1852. (vol xxvi., pages 619, etc,) we published
statements of the export and import trade of the United States with foreign countries.
We now proceed to lay before our readers a variety of tables from the report of the
Register of the Treasury, relating to the Navigation of the United States for the
year ending June 30th, 1851 :—
NAVIGATION OF THE UNITED STATES.
A STATISTICAL VIEW OF TDK TONNAGE OF AMERICAN AND FOREIGN VESSELS
FROM AND DEPARTING, DURING THE TEAR ENDING 80TH JUNE, 1851.
American tonnage.
Entered Cleared from
Unitod
Untied
United
United
Countries.
•
States.
Stale*
Stales.
»UM«.
Russia
9,817
9,241
8,266
Prussia
262
184
704
1.6&5
Sweden and Norway
2,669
1,545
25,225
9.09S
Swedish West Indies...!
278
1,319
• •••
D<.nmark
199
644
2.036
Danish West Indies"!
10,386
18,233
5,052
4,175
Hanse Towns
21,734
16,696
90.589
69,1-4
Holland
11.417
9,239
18,262
26.014
Dutch East Indies
3.329
3.016
150
M"
Dutch West Indies
15,923
7,687
7,668
816
Dutch Guiana.
4,222
4,927
763
624
Belgium
16*78
17,654
7.624
M»
England
619,692 621,566 411.6 1 2.4..8S
Scotland
18,219
18,508
46.215
Ireland
6,483
3,142
74,021
12,618
Gibraltar
509
8>900
MM
^
British East Indies'..'".'.
Cape of Good Hope
Mauritius

29,907
1,228

49,216
2,601

2,813
238

V*
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NAVIGATION Of '
British Honduras
British Guiana
British West Indies
Canada
British American Colonies
Other British Colonies.
France on the Atlantic
France on the Mediterranean
French West Indies
Miquelon and French Fisheries
French Ouiana
Bourbon
French Possessions in Africa
Spain on the Atlantic
Spain on the Mediterranean
Teneriffe and other Canaries
Manilla and Philippine Islands
Cuba.
Porto Rico and other Spanish W. Indies
Portugal
Madeira
Fayal and other Azores
Cape de Verd Islands.
Italy generally
Tuscany
Sicily
Sardinia
Pontifical States
Trieste and other Austrian Ports,
Turkey, Levant, Ac
Greece.
Hayti
Mexico
Central America
New Grenada.
Venezuela
Bolivia
Brazil
*
Argentine Republic
Cisplatine Republic
Chili
Peru
China.
West Indies generally
Equador
South America generally
Liberia
Africa generally
Asia generally
South Seas and Pacific Ocean
Sandwich Inlands.
Australia
Northwest Coast
Greenland
Atlantic Ocean
Ionian Islands
Indian Ocean
Uncertain places
Total .

UNITED STATKS CONTINUED.
Foreign tonnage.
American tonnage.
Entered. Cleared.
Entered. Cleared.
6,125
2,624
3,055
3,933
1,667
4,220
2,781
12,001
42,487
68.353
88,534
48,315
1,013,276 927,013 614,383 616,883
62,468 103,235 862,218 692,507
26,498
14,656
2,353

12,633
10,627
871
2,072

681

147,093
16,614
10,888
672
1,006

9,940
16,101
309
9,933
355,515
48,336
961
1,068
1,864
111

14,688
9,576
753
15,184
861,732
86,320
2,470
8,879
1,682
1,605

5,647
19,590
746
2,549
53,162
7,87*
6,176
137
078

194
12,424
44,014
167
4,805
29,943
6,013
6,176
1,314
728
730

6,210
27,178
168

1,613
2,848
6,741

814
6,704
207
89,940
29,407
8,560
166,376
17,103
883
68,663
13,382
154
80,068
20,102
27,687

10,179
4,268

4,710
16,478
6,204
810
6,281
2,109

88,153
81,019
27.565
206,390
11,761
189
63,629
11,661
1,320
48.140
18,920
46,317

7,820
12,701
200
9,960
2,738
254
22,428
11,006
1,992
23,396
6,751
11,827

7,686
20,146
4,406
12,686
2,891
129
7,648
6,185
947
41,667
13,519
10,198

219
1,768
257
12,978

410
1,185

568

1,036

6'J5

64,678
86,390
7,832
1,960
376
6,960

1,040
3,215
27,168

4,013
12,008
25,223

135,696
7,146
3,983

586
245
12,675
48,501
18,992
6,381
137
8,077
846
3,393
102

485
1,916
8,479
13,371

4,540
46

3,054,349 8,200,519 1,939,091 1,929,536
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THE TONNAGE OF THE UNITED STATES ON THE 80TH JUNE, 1851.
REGISTERED TONNAGE.
Tons and &5ltas.
Registered vessels employed in the foreign trade
1,726,307 2*
ENROLLED AND LICENSED TONNAGE.
Enrolled vessels employed in the coasting trade
1,854,817 90
Licensed vessels employed in the coasting trade, under
twenty tons
•
45,658 36
1,899,976 81
riSHINQ VESSELS.
Enrolled vessels employed in the cod fishery
87,476 89
Enrolled vessels employed in the mackerel fishery
60,5S9 02
Enrolled vessels employed in the whale fishery
Licensed vessels, under twenty tons, employed in the
cod fishery
8,140 88
146,155 84
Total
8,772,439 4S
Registered tonnage employed in the whale fishery
181,644 52
Registered tonnage employed other than in the whale
fishery
1,544,662 66
1,726,807 2J
DESCRIPTION OF TONNAGE.
Aggregate amount of the tonnage of the United States
8,772,439 48
Whereof— Permanent registered tonnage
1,851,193 14
Temporary registered tonnage
875,114 09
Total registered tonnage
Permanent enrolled and licensed tonnage
Temporary enrolled and licensed tonnage
Total enrolled and licensed tonnage
Licensed tonnage, under twenty tons, employed in the
coasting trade
Licensed tonnage, under twenty tons, employed in the
cod fishery

1,726,807 28
1,979,540 68
12,792 18
1,992,882 8*
45,658 36
8,140 88

Total licensed tonnage, under twenty tons

63,799 29

Total
8,772,439 4*
Of the enrolled and licensed tonnage, there were employed in I
Coasting trade
1,854,317 90
Cod fishery
87,475 89
Mackerel fishery
60.589 02
Whale fishery
1,992,332 86
Of the registered tonnage, amounting, as stated above,
to 1,726,307 23 tons, there were employed in steam
navigation
•
Of the enrolled licensed toDnage, amounting, as stated
above, to 1,992,332 86 tons, there were employed in
steam navigation.
Total tonnage in Bteam navigation

«2.390 IS
621,216 87
688,607 OS
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A STATEMENT EXHIBITING A CONDENSED VIEW OF THE REGISTERED, ENROLLED, AND LtTONNAGE OP THE 8EVERAL DISTRICTS OF THE UNITED STATES, JUNE 30, 1861.
Enrolled
Total
Districts.
Registered. and licensed.
tonnage.
Passamaquoddy
Maine
13,680 86
11,668 47
25.349 88
Machias.
2,884 03
19,992 85
22,876 88
Frenchman's Bay
2.041 94
82,857 87
34,899 86
Penobscot
6,173 62
84.635 68
40,809 25
Belfast
11,909 01
82,926 21
44,835 22
Bangor
11,130 72
16,440 87
27,571 64
Waldoborough
46,268 90
57,834 56 103 698 61
Wiscasset
6,782 90
12,935 31
19,718 26
Bath
78,130 12
25,665 27 103,795 91
Portland
69,867 28
27,714 42
97,671 70
Saco
1,165 68
1,660 30
2,825 88
Kennebunk
8,366 36
2,888 08
11,204 44
York
1,263 66
1,263 66
Portsmouth
New Hampshire
17,850 17
7,677 87
25,427 54
Burlington
Vermont
8,932 31
8,932 31
Newburyport
Massachusetts
18,766 11
7,940 69
26,706 80
Ipswick
492 65
492 65
Gloucester
1,826 61
21,610 45
23,486 11
Salem
21 190 22
9,308 14
80.498 36
Beverly
8,948 78
3,948 78
Marblehead
860 68
3,490 78
4,351 51
Boston
296,657 51
46,278 53 842,986 09
Plymouth
2,989 56
7,733 40
10,723 10
Fall River
2,030 60
10,040 00
12,070 50
New Bedford
122,630 90
8,878 61 131,409 46
Barnstable
8,036 46
64,961 93
72,997 44
Edgartown
5,907 61
2,171 63
8,079 19
Nantucket
23.683 19
8,169 52
26.752 71
Providence
Rhode Island
8,183 25
7,869 30
16,552 65
Bristol
10,229 39
1,948 24
12,177 63
Newport
6,784 78
4,535 86
10,320 19
Middletown
Connecticut
12,757 63
12,757 63
New London
23,073 52
17,334 15
40,407 67
Stonington
13,191 87
7,111 14
20,302 51
New Haven
6,541 00
12,767 44
18,308 44
Fairfield
24,403 60
24,403 60
Champlain
New York
4.207 70
4,207 70
Sackett's Harbor
7,105 93
7,105 98
Oswego
26,328 21
26,323 21
Niagara.
605 94
606 94
Genesee
686 01
686 01
Oswegatchie
1,985 34
1,985 84
Buffalo Creek.
43,603 13
43,603 13
Sag Harbor
8,672 62
4,136 43
12,808 00
Greenport
8,088 18
4,302 88
7,391 11
New York
604,309 27 436,884 47 931,193 74
Cape Vincent
2,496 19 , 2,496 19
Cold Spring
2,505 90
102 17 ' 2,608 12
Perth Amboy
New Jersey
214 44
22,651 45
22,765 89
Bridgetown
14,835 07
14.8N5 07
Burlington
6,797 05
6,797 05
Camden
15,663 41
16,663 41
Newark
6,773 83
6,773 38
Little Egg Harbor.
6,639 26
6,639 26
Great Egg Harbor.
163 36
16.258 43
16,421 79
Philadelphia
Pennsylvania
69,426 42 153,003 48 222,428 90
Presque Isle
;
8,210 85
8,210 85
Pittsburg
63,734 84
63,734 34
Wilmington
Delaware
668 23
6,064
6,152 44
19
6,064
6,816 67
19
New Castle.
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Enrolled
Districts.

Baltimore
Oxford
Vienna
Snow Hill
St. Mary's
Town Creek
Annapolis
Georgetown
Alexandria
Norfolk
Petersburg
Richmond
Yorktown
Tappabannock
Accomack C. H
East River
Yeocomico
Cherrystone
Wheeling
Wilmington.
Newburn
Washington
Edenton
Camden
Beaufort
Plymouth .
Ocracoke
Charleston
Georgetown
Savannah
Brunswick
St. Mary's
Pensocola
St. Augustine
St. Mark's
St John's
Appalachicola
Key West
Mobile
Pearl River
Vicksburg
New Orleans
Teche
Nashville
Louisville
St. Louis
Chicago
Cuyahoga
Sandusky
Cincinnati
Miami
Detroit
Michilimackinac
Galveston
Saluria
Astoria
San Francisco
tjonoria
Point Isabel
Milwaukie
Total

Maryland

Registered.
95,387 23
289 00

District of Columbia
Virginia

2,902
2,831
9,595
948
2,532
53
376

North Carolina

6,057
1,426
1,677
68
1,231
973
1,876

84
15
59
76
13
41
52

Georgia

26
84
29
72
26
26
H
.V
15,437 85
1,773 40
11,711 19

Florida

652 87
1,121 68

South Carolina

Alabama
Mississippi
Louisiana

2,632 69
8,579 36
81,159 32

Tennessee
Kentucky
Missouri
Illinois
Ohio

Michigan
Texas

297 89

Oregon
California

1,063 43
38,406 39

65,124
12,636 45
41
14,180
9,851
2,290
2,124
2,659
20,000
7,280
14,065
1,978
4,303
5,188
5,283
4,861
1,650
8,388
1,037
8,923
6,330
8,466
4,938
1,069
11,079
1,440
1,280
1,428
16,472
1,503
10,654
489

87
59
48
73
58
57
72
61
60
01
11
17
78
84
57
16
89
19
31
29
31
26
93
81
15
38
74
67
50

777 60
1,201 02
S81
309
2,050
1,767
18,747
1,236
168
170,740
1,384
8,587
12,937
34,065
23,103
36,070
4,858
14,187
3,236
40,319
1,455
3,269
588

19,657
372
Texas
657
Wisconsin
2,946
1,726,307 23 2,046,132

60
92
36
46
60
21
48
77
79
67
90
46
45
50
38
18
13
46
40
22
62

160.511 64
13,636 45
14,469 87
9,651 59
2,290 48
2,124 73
2,659 58
22,903 46
10,111 87
23,661 25
2.927 41
6,835 14
5,241 62
5.659 69
4.361 73
1.650 84
8,388 57
1,037 16
8,923 89
12,3b7 46
4,891 >5
6,615 58
1.128 08
12,310 51
2,414 24
2,607 00
1.428 15
81,910 27
3.277 19
22,265 69
489 67
1.429 87
2,323 70
"281 60
309 93
2,050 36
4,400 10
27,327 01 '
1,236 21
163 48
251,900 14
1,384 79
3,587
12,937I (0
34,065 46
23.IOS 45
86.070 60
4,858 38
14.187 18
3,236 IJ
40,319 46
1,455 40
3,667 16
5S8 52
1,063 43
58,063 54
372 4S
657 49
2,946 10

15
48
49
10
20 8,772,439 4J
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EXPORT OF COTTON FROM UNITED STATES IN 1851-52.
We compile for the Merchants' Magazine, from the report of the Register of the
Treasury, the subjoined statement of the quantity and value of cotton exported from
the United States for the year ending June 30th, 1851, distinguishing the countries to
which the same was exported :—
Russia
lbs. 10,098,448 $1,297,164 BritAm.Col.lbs.
902
$127
Prussia
523,288
18,124.509
20,820
Sw'd'ncfcNorw'y 5,160,974
517,616
4,387,262
Hanse Towns.. . 16,716,571 2,060.979
19,938
154,104
Holland
6.608,670
8,184,306 9,791,999
6S9,523 Italy
Belgium
16,335,018 2,145,270
251,838
2,136,100
England
649,796,190 77,235,234 Austria
17,309,154 2,025,184
Scotland
19,913,449 2,372,524
101,946
845,960
Ireland
906,483
113,096
Gibraltar
153.653
16,328
22,623
1,958
COMMERCE OF PORTLAND, MAINE.
We give below a tabular statement of the arrivals and clearances, the value of i
ports and exports at the port of Portland, for the last five years :—
ARRIVALS AXD CLEARANCES.
Arrivals.
Clearances.
Vessels. Tonnage.
Vessels.
Tonnage.
1847
30,483
204
304
47,376
1848
40,185
315
377
68.959
1849
68,914
73,704
485
517
1850
POfi
60,017
4 58
60.017
425
61,079
1851
476
69,699
VALUE OF EXPORTS IN AMERICAN AND FOREIGN VESSELS.
Foreign Merchandise.
Domestic Produce.
Foreign vessels. Amer'ii vessels. For'n ves'Js. Amer. vessels.
TotaL
$2,420 76 $23,282 $656,335 $682,592 48
$659 72
1847.
292 00
12.979
608,671
623,239 00
1848.
1,397 00
29,392
597,097
13,560 00
643,759 00
8,710 00
1849.
25,447
684,413
621 00
3,826 00
614,306 00
1850.
1,047 00
84,057
681,427
837 00
716,868 00
1861.
VALUE OF IMPORTS IN AMERIOAN AND FOREIGN VESSELS.
Total.
American. Foreign.
Total.
American. Foreign.
$8,720 $420,405 1850. $547,058 $65,452 $612,510
1847. $411,685
616,045 1851.
77,469
865,414
96,932
952,347
1848.
638,576
99,688
498,246
1849.
398,558
The importations of salt into Portland in 1851 were 144,666 bushels ; of bituminous
Dal 1,320 chaldrons; sugar, 2,057,663 pounds.
SUGAR AND MOLASSES IMrORTF.D INTO PORTLAND.
Sugar,
Molasses,
Molasses,
gallons.
lbs.
gallons.
lbs.
2,631,987 1850 .
1,039,759
8,824,148
410,035
1848
2,864,511 1851 .
2,057,663
6,698,233
27,130
1849
TRADE BETWEEN ENGLAND AND HER COLONIES.
A return to Parliament has been printed, showing the exports to, and imports from,
the British colonies. It appears that in 1846 the declared value of British and Irish
produce and manufactures exported from the United Kingdom to the colonies and de
pendencies was £17,895,220 ; in 1847, £15,919,976; in 1848, £18,691,483; in 1848,
£16,607,714; and in 1860, £19,432,569.

Commercial Statistics.
COASTING TRADE OF FRANCE.
The French Government has just published the usual statistical tables of the coast
ing trade of Frauce during the year 1650. From these it appears that the number of
vessels which cleared out from the various French ports, bound to other French ports,
amounted, iu 1850, to 71,853, carrying 2,069,851 tons of goods; showing, as compared
■with 1849, an increase of 78,282 tons. Of the above 2,069,851 tons, 1,419.000 tons
were conveyed from port to port on the Atlantic or channel coasts ; 457,000 from port
to port on the Mediterranean coasts ; and 194,000 from the Mediterranean to the Atlantir, or vice versa, by what is called grand cabotage, or the voyage through the Straits
of Gibraltar. The total amount of tonnage representing the grand cabotage trade in
1845 was 236,000 tons, and the subsequent diminution may be ascribed to improved
means of internal transport between the south and west coasts of France. The lar
gest exporting ports in 1850 were, Marseilles, which figures for 271,000 ton*, Havre
for 205,000, Nantes for 171,000, and Rouen for 163,000. The largest receiving ports
were, Marseilles, which imported 305,000 tons; Bordeaux, 242,000; Havre, 189,000,
and Nantes, 136,000. The goods sent by coasting trade were, in the order of their
importance, timber, 333,000 tons; building materials, 239,000 tons; wine, 224,000
tons. Of the remaining articles, were, iron goods, salt-fish, manures, pitch and tar,
empty casks, pottery, and glass.
STATISTICS OF THE SLAVE TRADE.
A return to the British House of Commons has been printed, showing the number
of slaves embarked on the coast of Africa and landed in Cuba and Brazil in each year
from 1842 to 1851.
NUMBER LANDED IK CUBA IN
1,450
3,630 1847.
1842.
1.500
8,000 1848.
1843.
8,700
10,000 1849.
1844.
3.500
1,300 1850.
1845.
5.000
419 1851.
1846.
NUMBER LANDED IN BRAZIL IN
56.172
17,435 , 1847.
1842..
60,000
19,095 1848.
1843..
64,000
22,849 1849.
1844..
23,000
19,453 1860.
1845. .
S.2S7
50,3241 1851.
1846..
IMPORT OF ANTHRACITE COAL AT BOSTON.
The following table of the receipts of hard coal at Boston and its vicinity, in each
year 1843 to 1851, inclusive, is derived from a statement in the Boston Traveler:—
1843
tons
115,348 1848
tons
261,285
1844
135,555 1 849
244.HJ8
1845..
169,758 1S50
265,625
1846
182,364 1851
315,218
1847
249,195
HOPS IMPORTED INTO THE FNITED KINGDOM.
A return has just been printed by order of the British House of Lords, showing
that in the year ending the 5(h of January, 1852, there were 97,042,919 los. of Imps,
paying duty amounting to £^36,023 Is. lOd. Last year there were 4S,6o7,ii6i) lbs,
paying as duty .£424,702 3s. A return has also been printed by order of the House
of Lords, showing the quantities of foreign hops charged with duty for home onisuinption in the United Kingdom for the last twelve years. In the year ending January
5th, 1851, the quantity wns 6,412 cwt. 3 qrs. 24 lbs., and in the year ending January
6tb, 1862, the quantity was 100 cwt. 1 qr. 26 lbs.
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GALENA LEAD TRADE.
We giv*e below a statement of the number of Pigs of Lead, exported from Galena,
for each of the last six years :—
1816.
1817.
1848.
1819.
1850.
1851.
626,960
118,409
681,969
628,943
568,300
472,008
This shows a falling off, which is not accounted for by the source from which we
derive the foregoing figures.

RAILROAD, CANAL, AND STEAMBOAT STATISTICS.
STATISTICS OF RAILROADS IN MASSACHUSETTS.
The Report of the Investigating Committee upon the Western (between Boston and
Albany) Railroad furnishes some instructive tabular statements, which are of sufficient
importance to place on record in this department of the Merchants' Magazine :
COST OF MAINTENANCE OF WAT AND OF REPAIRS OF ENGINES AND CARS, ON EACH (
FOLLOWING EOADS, FEB MILE RUN BY TRAINS, FROM 1846 TO I860 INCLUSIVETEAKS.
Mainten Ditto
Eepalrs
Ditto Total
ance of per
of engines
pt-r
per
Miles run
way.
mile.
and cars.
mile.
mile.
by trains
Koad.
Dollars. Cents.
Dollars.
Cents. Cents.
8,696,113
690,049 18.66
547,651
14.56 83.22
Boston and Worcester. 2,063,632
821,521 15.72
855,621
17.23 82.95
1.812,422
206,136 11.37
Boston and Me
191,209
10.55 21.92
1,557,931
127,307 8.17
148,356
9.39 17.56
Boston and Lowell .... 1,202,088
269,440 22.41
296,380
24.65 47.06
1,856,136
142,043 10.45
97,659
7.20 17.65
Boston and Providence. 1,165,079
152,328 13.07
183,136
11.42 24.49
901,543
95,734 10.57
109,318
12.12 22.69
13,755,550 2,004,563 14.57 1,879,330
13.66 28.23
The above table contains the cost of maintenance of way, and repairs of engines and
cars, per mile run, in five years, (1S46 to 1850 inclusive,) on the Western, Boston and
Worcester, Boston and Alaiue, Boston and Lowell, Fitchburg, Eastern, Boston and
Providence, and Old Colony Railroads.
It will be seen by this lable that, during the five years specified, the aggregate of
miles, run by all the trains, on all the roads named, amounted to 13,755,650 miles;
and that the aggregate sum expended by all for maintenance of way, was $2,004,563 ;
and for repairs of engines and cars, $1,879,330; and that the total expenditure, for
both these objects, was $3,883,893.
The table will further show the average amount expended by each road, per mile
run, during the five years.
The general result furnished by this table is this:—
The average sum paid for maintenance of way by any one road, per mile run, by
trains, duriDg the five years, was 22.41 cents. The least average of the same was
8.17 cents ; and the mean of the whole was 14.57 cents.
The largest sum paid for repairs of engines and cars, for the same time, per mile
run, was 24.65. The least average of the same was 9.39 ; and the mean of the whole
was 13.60 cents.
The largest average sum paid by any one road, in any one year, for maintenance
of way and repairs of engines and cars combined, was 49.8 cents ; and the least sum
paid by any one road for both 11.4 cents; and the mean of the whole was 28.23
cents per mile, run for both.
In the case of the Western, its maximum (1847) for both was 39.4 cents, its maxi
mum (1850) was 30 cents, and its average lor the five years 33.22 cents.
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TABLE EXHIBITING THE QUANTITY OF WORK DONE IN FIVE YEARS, (1846 TO 1850 INCLU
SIVE,) ON EACH OF THE FOLLOWING ROADS, EXPRESSED IN PASSENGERS CARRIED ONE
MILE AND IN TONS OF FREIGHT CARRIED ONE MILE ; ALSO THE GROSS EXPENSES Or EACH
ROAD FOR THE SAME PERIOD. FOR THE PURPOSES OF THIS COMPARISON THE COST OF
TRANSPORTING A PASSENGER ONE MILE AND A TON OF FREIGHT ONE MILE IS ASSUMED
TO BE THE SAME.
Number of passengers
Cost per pas
senger or per
and 11 umber of tons
ton per milo
carried one milo
Grosa
carried.
Roads.
aggregale.
expenses.
1.373 cents.
213,925,952
$2,937,593
Boston and Worcester ....
1.502 "
126,499,456
1,899,845
92.997,700
1,237,515
1.330 "
82,702,400
1,077,169
1.302 "
82,227,452
1,258,519
1.635 '
74,720,043
985,066
1.318 "
Boston and Providence . . .
60,118,288
860.220
1.716 "
36,198,135
1.994 *
721,912
1.445 cents.
759,390,026
$10,977,839
The above table, it will be seen, contains a statement of all the work done on all tbe
roads before named in five years, (1846 and 1850 inclusive). It exhibits also the
entire cost of doing the work ; that is to say, all three classes of expenses are included,
being the amount expended of every kind, except interest on capital.
The general result furnished by this table is as follows:—
759,390,026 passengers or tons of freight were transported one mile on all roads
named, during the five years specified, at a gross cost of $10,977,839 ; and to do this
work the trains ran 13,755,550 miles. The table will show that the maximum cost
was 1.961 cents per passenger or per ton, carried one mile; that the minimum cost
was 1.802 cents ; and that the mean or average of the whole was 1.445 cents per mile.
In the Western, its figures stand : 213,925,952 passengers or tons carried one mile, at
a gross cost of $2,937,593 ; and the average or mean cost, 1.373 cents per mile.
The following table shows the useful elfect produced—beiDg the amount of avail
able or paying work done for each mile run by trains in the five years, (1846 to 1850
inclusive,) expressed in passengers or in tons, carried one mile.
The general result is this :—
13,755,550 miles were run by trains, 759,390,026 passengers or tons of freight were
Inoved one mile, and the average number of passengers or tons of freight carried for
each mile run by trains was 64.12. The maximum number was 68.4 ; the minimum
40.0; mean 64.12.
In the case of the Western 3,096,713 miles were run by trains; aggregate of pas
sengers and tons carried, 21 3,925,952 : average number carried for each mile run, 57.9.
It will be observed that no allowance has been made to compensate for the 2.000
feet and upward of elevation which the Western road has overcome between Albany
and Worcester, nor for the lienvy grades by which the principal summits are passed.
It is plain to be seen, however, that with grades not exceeding those of the roads
with which the comparisons are made, a large increase in the number of tons trans
ported for each mile run would be exhibited in the table.
TABLE EXHIBITING THE USEFUL EFFECT, OR WORK DONE, FOR EACH MILE RUN BT TRAINS
ON THE FOLLOWING ROADS FROM 1846 TO 1850, INCLUSIVE, EXPRESSED IN PASSENGERS
AND TONS OF FREIGHT CARRIED ONE MILE.
Aggregate of pas- Average nnmAggregate of miles sengtra and tons
ber carried for
Roads.
run by the trains.
of freight.
each mile.
Western
8.690,713
2JS,925,952
67.9
Boston and Worcester
2,063,6S2
126,499,466
61.3
Boston and Maine
1,812,422
92,997,700
61.3
Fitcbburg
1,657,937
82,702,400
53.8
Boston and Lowell
1,202.088
82.227,452
68.4
Eastern
1.356,136
74.720,643
55.1
Boston and Providence
1,165,079
60,118,288
48.0
Old Colony
901,543
36,198,135
40.0
13,755,550
769,390,026
64.12
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THE POETRY OF RAILROADS AND CANALS NO FICTION.
J. E. Blooxfield, Esq., a gentleman known to the readers of the Merchants' Ifaga
tine by his contributions to its pages in years past, says :—
It is more than eighty yean ago that Darwin wrote :—
" Soon shall thy power, unconquered Steam ! afar
a prediction as remarkable as its accomplishment
Joel Barlow wrote his epic poem of the " Vision of Columbus," seventy years ag"
In the Paris edition, book be, from page 253 to 262, he portrays "the future progress
of society with respect to Commerce, discoveries, and the opening of canals. From
it I make the following extracts. The Erie, Ohio, and Illinois Canals are foretold:—
" Now, round the yielding canopy of shade,
Again the Guide his heav'nly power display'd.
»»»**»
Far as the angelic Power could lift the eye,
Or earth or ocean bend the yielding sky,
*»*##•
Around the chief in fair expansion rise,
And earth's whole circuit bounds the level'd skies.
•
••»••
The Hero look'd : beneath his wond'ring eyes
Bright streamers lengthen round the seas and skies ;
The countless nations open all their stores,
The sails, in mingling maxes, sweep the air,
And Commerce triumphs o'er the rage of war."
•
•••••
In distant glory, where the watery way,
Spreads the blue borders of descending day.
Pride of the world and daughters of the deep.
From arctic heav'ns, and deep in southern skies,
Where frost recedes as blooms of culture rise—
"Where eastern Amur's lengthening current glides
Where California breaks the billowy tides,
Peruvian streams their golden margins boast,
And spreading Chili leads the channel'd coast,
The pinions swell ; till all the cloudlike train,
From pole to pole, o'ershades the whitening main.
»*»*»»
He saw, as widely spread the unchanneled plain,
Where inland realms for ages bloomed in vain,
Canals, long-winding, ope a watery flight,
And distant streams, and seas, and lakes unite.
Where Darien's hills o'erlook the gulfy tide,
By human art the ridgy banks divide ;
Ascending sails the opening pass pursue,
And waft the sparkling treasures of Peru.
Janeiro's stream from Plata winds its way,
Madeira greets the waves of Paraguay.
From rich Albania, tow'rd the falling sun,
Back thro' the midland, numerous channels run.
Meet the far lakes, their beauteous towns that lave,
And Hudson join to broad Ohio's wave.
From dim Superior,, whose unfathom'd sea
New paths unfolding, lead their watery pride,
And towns and empires rise along their side ;
To Mississippi's source the passes bend,
And to the broad Pacific main extend.
The prediction of Darwin, relative to railways, is not more singular than tbe de
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scri ption by Barlow of the Erie, the Ohio, the Wabash, and Illinois Canals. Barlow's
poem, written, he states, (page 256,) "previous to the late war"—(meaning the Revo
lution)—is a remarkable production. He has certainly the right, with General Wash
ington and General Schuyler, to claim the paternity of the Erie Canal.
Fulton, yon may recollect, adopted Darwin's idea, in the " Lady Clinton Barge," at
tached to his first experiments in steam on the North River. But I am admonished
not to trespass further on the pages of the Merchants' Magazine than to mention that
Colonel J. Stevens, of Hoboken, said in 1811 :—"I should not be surprised at seeing
steam-carriages propelled at the rate of forty and fifty miles per hour, and I can see
nothing to hinder one from moving on these ways with the velocity of one hundred
miles an hour."

Atlantic
Pacific
Baltic
Arctic

STATISTICS OF COLLIMS' AND CUNARD STEAMERS.
COLLIKS' STEAMSHIPS.
Horse- Capable of Length.
Names.
Tonnage.
power.
working.
feet.
8,000
1,000
2,000
274
8,000
1,000
2,000
274
8,000
1,000
2,000
280
8,000
1,000
2,000
280
12,000

4,000

Baltic, from Liverpool to New York
Arctic, from New York to Liverpool

8,000
Days. Hours. Minutes.
9
13
0
9
17
10
Capable of Length,
working,
feet.
280
249
280
217
249
249
240

Ni
Africa
America
Asia.
Cambria
Canada
Enropa
Niagara
13,282
Asia, from Liverpool to New York
Asia, from New York to Liverpool
Asia, from Liverpool to New York
Baltic, ditto

4,700
Dajii
10
10
10
9

Difference of time
Asia, from New York to Liverpool
Arctic, ditto

1
10
9

0
12
17

80
15
10

0

19

s

Difference of time.

5,900
Hours. Minutes.
80
22
12
15
22
30
13
0

LITTLE MIAMI RAILROAD.
The Little Miami Road runs from Cincinnati to Springfield, Ohio, and is eighty-three
and a half miles long, single track, costing $2,409,748, or say $27,661 per mile, all
equipped. The following is an account of its earnings for the year :—
Earnings from passengers
$224,787 99
Earnings from freight
246,591 17
Earnings from mails
16,616 73
Total earnings' 1851
Less running expenses.

$487,845 86
190,358 82

Net earnings

$297,845 89
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The gain in gross earnings over 1850 is (88,148 82, or about 20 per cent The
miles run in 185 1 were 801,640, against 274,308 in 1850 :—
1849.
1850.
180.
Cost per mile run.
cents
77.08
63.77
63.11
The current expenses bare been 89.02 per cent of the receipts. The following is a
comparative statement of the gross and net earnings, expenses, and passengers carried,
for we two past years :—
1850.
1851.
Increase.
Gross receipts.
$405,797 24
$487,815 89
$82,118 66
Running expenses
182,228 58
190,358 32
8,129 74
Net earnings
223,468 66
297,457 57
73,988 91
Passengers carried
144,486
174,089
29,603
REVENUES FROM RAILROADS AND CANALS IN UNITED STATES.
We give below a table showing the revenues of some of the leading corporate and
public works in the United States, in each year from 1848 to 1851, inclusive :—
1851.
1850.
1848.
1849.
$8,752,212 $3,226,866 $8,273,903 $3,631,015
849,539
751,366
706,019
789,877
1,587,996 1,685,277 1,71S,848 1,740,158
173,300
Illinois Canals
118,849
136,381
87,890
178,707
Indiana Canals
157,169
154,445
139,655

Philadelphia it Baltimore Railroad
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad.. . . .
Maryland <k Wilmington Railroad.
Wilmington <fc Roanoke Railroad..

Madison cfc Indianapolis Railroad .

Total Canals <fc Railroads . . .

$5,787,661 $6,857,484 $6,032,606 $6,467,699
$8,724,440 $4,289,206 $5,780,404 $9,200,000
5,661,884 6,118,214 6,466,878 6,599,575
718,010
687,700
638,102
627,904
1,692,656 1,938,590 2,330,786 2,314,330
1,213,664 1,241,706 1,666,606 1,658,760
216,621
161,569
198,617
207,040
497,219
851,270
817,469
810,897
600,986
860,559 1,110,044
878,981
487,816
821,308
406,807
280,085
184,145
65,046
178,158
156,978
854,636
243,190
300,906
212,095
912,720
800,078
892,403
$16,075,857 $16,777,414 $20,222,431 $21,612,043
21,868,417 22,634,848 26,266,037 27,979,742

TOLLS ON ILLINOIS AND MICHI8AN CANAL FOR 1S52.
The following modifications in the rate of tolls on this work have been made
In all other articles the tolls will be the same as in 1851 :—
Milk.
Passengers
per mils
3
Merchandise, including such as is specified in schedule of 1 85 1 , pr 1 ,000 lbs. pr mile 10
Baggage
M
Furniture, (household)
ls
Fruit, (foreign
1*
Leather.
Mechanics' tools
1"
Marble, (wrought)
^
Powder.
10
Buffalo and deer skins
Spirits, (except whisky)
"
Railroad iron*
Stone, (dressed)
per cubic yard
4
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The order of May 16, 1849, allowing a drawback on certain specified articles trans
ported upon the canal, is rescinded, and the said articles will hereafter be subject to the
rates of toll specified in the schedule for 1852.
LOSS OF LIFE AND PROPERTY OS THE LAKES.
Captain G. W. Rounds, of the North-Western Insurance Company, furnishes a con
densed statement of all the accidents which have occurred on the Great American
Lakes during the year, as follows :—
Total amount of property lost in 1851
$130,637
Total amount of lives lost
The amount of loss by steam vessels has been
5347,325
Do. sail vessels
The proportion of loss on Lake Ontario is
110.557
Do. takVErie
4">808
Da Lake Huron
23,000
Do. Lake Michigan.
19-°™
Do. Lake Superior
39,800
Two hundred and sixty-three accidents are here recorded, thirty-four of which oc
curred in April ; sixty-four in May, (forty-six on the first day ;) twelve in June ; nine
in July ; fifteen in August ; thirty-four in September ; thirty-three in October ; fiftyone in November; and eleven in December. Five steamers, (not including the May
flower,) three propellers, and thirty-seven sail vessels have been totally lost
1848.
1849.
18S0.
18SL
Loss of Property
$420,612
$368,171
$558,826
730,531
Loss of Life
66
84
896
79
Showing a total loss of property in four years of $2,088,046, and of lives, of 668.
COST OF FIVE RAILROADS IN MASSACHUSETTS.
STATEMENT Or THE ANNUAL COST OP SEVERAL MASSACHUSETTS RAILROADS, AS GIVEN BI
THEIR RESPECTIVE RETURNS TO THE STATE LEGISLATURE UPON THE FIRST OP JANU
ARY OP EACH YEAR,
1838.
1839.
1840.
1841.
1842.
Boston and Worcester.
$1,000,000 $1,100,000 $1,199,255 $1,934,981 $2,313,647
Boston and Providence
1,682,900 1,182,000 1,182,000 1,182,000 1,182,000
Boston and Lowell
1,615,668 1,515,663 1,608,460 1,129,242 1,834,898
Western
6,255,026
Eastern
2,261,000
1843.
1844.
1845.
1846.
1847.
Boston and Worcester.
$2,126,102 $2,900,000 $2,914,018 $2,900,000 $3,485,000
Boston and Providence
1,892.831 1,894,831 1,886,134 1,964,611 2,109,456
Boston and Lowell
1,918,286 1,663,629 1,902,665 1,982,598 1,940,418
Western
6,692,001 5,751,529 6,919,260 6,120,307 6,409,690
Eastern.
■
2,267,000 2,388,631 2,388,044 2,471,661 2,494,268
Boston and Worcester
Boston and Providence
Boston and Lowell
Western
Eastern

1848.
$4,113,609
2,544,475
1,956,719
6,987,240
2,937,206

1849.
$4,650,392
3,031,108
2,018,687
7,975,462
8,095,393

1850.
$4,882,648
3,416,232
1,945,646
8,032,818
8,120,891

1851.
$4,908,832
3,370,269
1,945,666
7,996,056
8,119,266

STEAM COMMUNICATION BETWEEN ENGLAND AND NORWAY.
It is now twenty-five years Bince Norway purchased its two first packet steamers.
It has now twenty-two, and has direct communication with Copenhagen, Nyborg, Kiel,
Hamburg, and Hull, and another English route will probably soon be opened. Eng
lish affairs and Commerce are daily attracting more attention.
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NAUTICAL INTELLIGENCE.
DISTANCES FROM LONDON, NEW YORK, AND NEW ORLEANS
PEINCirAL SEAPORTS IN THE WORLD.
TO
Distances from London, New York, and New Orleans to the principal seaports in tie
world in geographical miles. Distances in Btatute miles are obtained by adding three
to every twenty, or fifteen to every hundred geographical miles. The mean length
of a degree of latitude is 69 statute miles.
The first row of figures gives the distances from London, the second from New York,
and the third from New Orleans.
London is distant from New York, 3,375 miles ; New York from New Orleans,
2,045 miles ; and New Orleans from London, 5,115 i
From From From
From From From
^London. N. York. N. O.
London. N. York. N. O.
10,730 11,310 10,676
Aiaccio
2,120 4,030 6,427 Lima
1,100 3.175 4,575
Alexandria
3,176 5,086 6,483 Lisbon
Liverpool
660 8,210 4,950
Amsterdam
290 3,510 4,720
11,685 11,860 11,275
Angra, (Azores) . . 1,525 2,250 3,570 Madras
11,260 12,500 11,950
Archangel.
2,230 4,315 6,535 Malacca.
2,412 4,326 5,720
Auckland
14,270 14,624 13,869 Malta.
12,425 18,675 18,120
Baltimore .
8,700 465 1,610
8,475 8,825 4,900
Barbadoes .
8,780 1,906 1,240 Monrovia
6,025 1,950 260
Barcelona ..
1,905 3,986 6,382 Mobile.
11812 18,066 12,400 Naples.
2,420 4,330 5,726
Batavia . . .
14,675 14.925 14,375
Bencoolen
11,660 11,904 12,239 Nagaski
4,200 1,150 980
Bermudas
8,195 660 1,640 Nassau.
16,100 15,326 14,775
Beyrout
3,518 8,428 6,825 Pekinj
4,450 4,760 3,925
Bordeaux
758 8,810 4,606 Pemambuco
8,640 242 2,000
Boston
8,126 308 2,323 Philadelphia
4,430 4,120 3,426
Botany Bay
8,040 13,294 12,360 Para
816 8.060 4,800
Buenos Ayrea. ... . 6,685 7,114 6,380 Plymouth
190 ' 3,275 4,925
Bristol, (Eng.)
135 8,475 4,660 Portsmouth
12,000 12,250 11,700
Cadiz
1,325 8,190 4,687 Pulo Penang
8,010 1,400~ 8,450
Calcutta
12,160 12,425 12,760 Quebec
12,600 12.850 12,800
Canton
13,660 13,904 18,239 Rangoon
6,400 6,840 5,160
Oarthagena
4,160 1,980 1,375 Rio de Janeiro
Cape Horn
7,860 8,115 7,381 Sandwich Islands 16,100 15,800 14,625
4,860 6,900 5,500
Cape of Good Hope 6,580 6,834 6,250 St. Helena
Charleston
4,815 748 1,297 St. Jago, (Cuba)... 4,125 1,420 1,125
Cherbourg.
840 8,185 6,875 St. Jago, (C Verd
2,675 8,100 4,110
Colombo
11,070 11,324 10,770 Islands)
Columbia River. . . 16,180 16,965 16,800 St John's (Newfd) 2,230 1,250 8,800
Constantinople.... 8,264 5,140 6,487 St. Petersburg
1,876 4,420 6,600
Copenhagen
710 8,640 5,825 Singapore
12,475 12,710 11,860
8.120 6,000 6,400
Dublin
588 8,226 6,840 Smyrna.
1,500 5,200 7,100
Feejee Isles
14,850 16,104 14,560 Spitsbergen
1,120 4,050 6,226
Funchal
1,650 2,900 4,150 Stockholm
Galveston
6,250 2,500 450 Swan River, (Aus
11,650 11,900 11,450
Gibraltar.
1,880 3,290 4,700 tralia
Halifax
2,750 612 2,650 Tahiti, (Society Is.) 11,800 12,225 11,475
1,800 2,940 8,760
Hamburg
420 8,775 6,520 TenerifTe
8,220 6,180 6,525
Havana
4,610 1,420 610 Trieste
2,400 4,380 5,725
Havre
275 8,210 5,975 Tripoli
Valparaiso
9,475 9,750 9,000
8,200 5,125 6,520
Hole in the Wall. . 4,175 1,100 960 Venice
1,740 8,650 6,050
280 8,600 5,360 Valencia
Hull
5,135 2,240 820
4,160 1,475 675 Vera Cruz
Key West
Victoria,
(Austr'a.)
12,576
1,640
12,826 12,875
1,025
Kingston
4,560
Land's End..
8,776 400 1,860
875 3,010 4,740 I Washington
Leghorn
2,260 8,170 4,667 I
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DANGERS NEAR ASSATEAGUE LIGHT-HOUSE.
The Superintendent of the Coast Survey of the United States, (under date, Coast Survey Office, April 19, 1852,) has communicated to the Treasury Department, at
Washington, the subjoined report of the dangers in the vicinity of Assateague LightHouse, on the coast of Virginia, derived from Lieutenant Commanding John Almy,
United States Navy, assistant in the Coast Survey, who has been in charge of the
hydrographic party working on that coast during the past season, as follows :—
DANGERS IN THE VICINITY OF ASSATEAGUE LIGHT-HOUSE.
VNotet.—The light-house stands on an elevation about one mile distant from the
beach, and is in latitude 87° 64' 87" north, and longitude 75° 21' 04" west from
Greenwich.
Win the list of dangers, the bearings, &c, within brackets, are true ; those without are
magnetic, or by compass. The distances are in nautical miles.
Winter- Quarter Shoal is one mile long, and one-third of a mile wide, running in a
direction E. by N. £ N, and W. by S. £ S, [E. N. E. and W. S. W.,] with not over S£
fathoms water upon it. The least water is 12 feet, in several places, at low tide. On
the seaward side the soundings change suddenly from 9 to 4, and then to 2 fathoms.
It is 6i miles distant from the nearest land, with 10 fathoms water between it and the
shore. In clear weather the lantern of Assateague Light-House is just visible from it
The center of the shoal bears from Assateague light E. by N. 7 N., [E. by N. J N,]
distant 11? miles. This is a highly dangerous shoal, as the soundings change suddenly,
and it lies directly in the track of vessels. The sea breaks upon it in heavy weather.
Chincoteague Shoal is a long narrow bank or ridge, running in a direction X. E. i
E., and S. W. i W., [N. E i E., and S. W. i W.,] 4£ miles long, with an average width
of a quarter of a mile, and distant from 4i to 6 miles from the shore, with from 3£ to
6 fathoms water upon it Its north end bears E. by S., [E. £ S.,] distant 1i miles,
and its south end S. E. i S., [S. E. i S.,] distant 6$ miles from Assateague LightHouse.
A dangerous thoal lies S. by E. £ E., [S. S. E.,] distant 4J miles from Assateague
Light- House, with 13 feet water upon it
Another, with 9 feet water upon it, lies S. £ E., [S. by E,] distant 4J miles from the
light-house.
Another, witb 9 feet water upon it, lies S, [S. J E,] distant 8£ miles from the
light-house.
Within a semi-circle of 12 miles, Assateague Light-House being the center, the bot
tom is exceedingly broken and uneven. The general set of the current along this part
of the coast is to the southward and westward ; and vessels from the West Indies and
Southern ports, bound into Delaware Bay, have been set in shore among these dan
gers by it The coast in this vicinitv is dangerous for large vessels navigated by per
sons not well acquainted with it V essels supposing themselves in this vicinity, after
striking eleven and twelve fathoms water, should keep the lend going, and keep a
bright lookout In the daytime large vessels should not approach nearer the. land
than eight or nine miles, with the trees just in sight from the deck ; nor at night, even
in clear weather, when coming from the southward, nearer than just to keep Assa
teague light in sight, until it is brought to bear, by compass, to the southward of west.
After that it will be necessary to keep further off, and run it out of sight, in order to
avoid " Winter-Quarter ShoaL"
This light, in clear weather, at night can be seen at a distance of about 1 2 miles.
I would respectfully request authority to publish this communication.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
Hon. Thomas CORWUI, Secretary of the Treasury.
A. D. BACHE, Superintendent.
A DISCOVERY IN LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE.
" The Pacific" a religious and family newspaper recently commenced at San
Francisco, announces an important discovery to mariners, made by Rev. Tyler Thatcher,
on his recent passage to San Francisco. The end of this discovery is to enable a mar
iner at sea to obtain his longitude and latitude by means of a single observation of
any heavenly body, either on the meridian, or at any angle with the meridian, at any
hour of the day or night, and a method, too, entirely independent of the chronometer.
H itherto navigators have depended almost entirely on meridian observations for their
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latitude, and on the difference between the ship's time and their chronometers for
their longitude. If, therefore, their chronometers should happen to get out of order,
or a meridian observation could not be obtained, most mariners would be in doubt re
specting their true positions. Mr. Thatcher's discovery purposes to obviate both of
these difficulties, by means of a single observation, at any angle, and at any time, and
is declared to be, by The Pacific, partly geometrical and partly arithmetical ; but as
plain and certain as any demonstration in Euclid's elements, or any sum in the rule of
three. Mr. Thatcher is preparing to publish this method.

COMMERCIAL REGULATIONS.
PORT CHARGES IS HAMBURG.
Wo are indebted to Ferdinand Karck, Esq., Consul for Hamburg, residing at the
port of New York, for the following memorandum of the recent reduction of port
charges at Hamburgh :—
The Hamburg port charges have recently been reduced very materially. While
vessels arriving at Hamburg had to pay, up to the end of 1851, at the rate of
Three marks currency per Commerz last, (about three tons,) when from or beyond
the Cape of Good Hope or Cape Horn,
Or 2 marks 8 schillings when from the United States, British North America, the
West Indies, and all other countries on the Atlantic coast of the American continen ,
as well as the west coast of Africa,
Or 2 marks when from Portugal, Spain, and the Mediterranean,
Or 1 mark when from other European ports—
There has now been adopted a uniform tonnage dues of only 8 B, (eight schillings,)
currency per Commerz last, which makes it equal to about 5 cents United States cur
rency per toa
One-half of these dues only (say about 2^ cents per ton) is to be paid for vessels
arriving either in ballast or being freighted only with coal, cinders, coke, or other fuel,
building materials, staves, empty bottles, empty jars, tanners' bark, clay, common
earthenware, cattle, animal offal, dung, <fec, etc.
Free of al 1 tonnage dues are colliers or coal vessels bringing coal, cinders, and coke,
and leaving port again in ballast ; also vessels arriving for the only purpose of repair
ing, and which leave, immediately after being repaired, in ballast.
Further particulars can be obtained from the revised Hamburg Customs Regula
tions, as adopted on the 29th December, 1861, a copy of which is in the hands of all
the Hamburg Consuls.
GENERAL LAW OP NEW YORK FOR OCEAN STEAMSHIP COMPANIES.
The following is a correct copy of each section of "An Act for the Incorporation
of Companies formed to Navigate the Ocean by Steamships," as passed April 12, 1855.
by " the people of the State of New York, represented in Senate and Assembly," and
certified by the Secretary of State, April 15, 1852. This act takes effect from
the time of its passage, and is, of course, now in force :—
AN ACT FOB THE INCORl'ORATION OF COMPANIES FORMED TO NAVIGATE THE OCEAN BY
STEAMSHIPS.
Section 1. Any seven or more persons, who may desire to form a company for the
purpose of building for their own use, equipping, furnishing, fitting, purchasing, char
tering, navigating, and owning vessels to be propelled solely or partially by the power
or aid of steam or other expansive fluid or motive-power, to be used in all lawful
Commerce and navigation upon the ocean and seas, and for the transportation of pas
sengers, freight, and mails, may make, sign, and acknowledge before some officer com
petent to take the acknowledgment of deeds, and file in the office of the clerk of the
county in which the principal office for the management of the business of the com
pany shall be situated, and a duplicate thereof in the office of the Secretary of State,
a certificate in writing, in which shall be stated the corporate name of the said com
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pany, and the specific objects for which the company shall be formed, stating particu
larly the ports between which such vessels are intended to be navigated, the amount
of the capital stock of said company, which shall not be lees than fifty thousand or
more than two millions of dollars, the term of its existence not to exceed twenty
years, the number of shares of which the said stock shall consist, the number of di
rectors and their names, who shall manage the concerns of said company for the first
year, and the name of the city or town and county in which the principal office for
managing the affairs of the company is to be situated.
Sec. 2. When the certificate shall have been filed as aforesaid, and 10 per cent of
the capital named paid in, the persons who shall have signed and acknowledged the
same, and all others who thereafter may be holders of any share or shares of said
capital stock, and their successors, shall be a body politic and corporate in fact and in
name, by the name stated in such certificate, and shall have and possess all the pow
ers, and be subject to all the provisions, contained in the third title of chapter eighteen
of the first part of the Revised Statutes, and they shall, by their corporate name, be
capable in law of purchasing, holding, and conveying any real or personal estate what
ever, which may be necessary to enable the said company to carry on the operations
named in such certificate.
Sec. 8. The stock, property, and concerns of such company shall be managed by
not less than fire nor more than nine directors, who shall respectively be stockholders
in such company, and citizens of the United States, and a majority of whom shall be
residents of this State ; and who shall, except the first year, be annually elected by
the stockholders, at such time and place as shall be directed by the by-laws of the
company ; and public notice of the time and place of holding such election shall be
published, not less than twenty days previous thereto, in a newspaper printed in the
place where the principal office for the management of the said company shall be sit
uated, which elections shall be conducted in all respects in conformity with, and shall
be subject to, the provisions contained in the second article of title two of the said
chapter eighteen ; each stockholder shall be entitled to as many votes as he owns
shares of stock in the said company. The directors named in the articles of associa
tion shall appoint inspectors of the first election from among the stockholders who are
not directors.
Seo. 4. It shall be lawful for the directors to call in and demand from the stock
holders respectively all such Bums of money by them subscribed, at such times and in
such payments or instalments as the directors shall deem proper, the penalty of for
feiting the shareB of stock subscribed for, and all previous payments made thereon, if
payment shall not be made by the stockholders within sixty days after a demand or
notice requiring such payment, and addressed to the defaulter or defaulters, shall have
been published for three successive weeks in any newspaper in the place where the
principal office of the said company shall be situated ; but the recovery by action of
any instalment shall preclude the corporation from forfeiting any stock by reason of
the non-payment of such instalments.
Seo. 6. The stockholders of any corporation formed in pursuance of this act shall
be jointly and severally individually liable for all the debts that may be due and
owing to all their laborers and operatives for services performed for such corporation.
Seo. 6. The stockholders of any such corporation shall be severally individually
liable to the creditors of such corporation to an amount equal to the amount of stock
held by them respectively, for all debts and contracts made by such corporation, until
the amount of its capital stock shall hare been paid in, and a certificate thereof shall
have been made and recorded as prescribed in the following section.
Seo. 7. The president and a majority of the directors of any such corporation, with
in thirty days after the payments of the last instalments of the capital stock of such
corporation, shall make a certificate stating the amount of the capital stock of the
corporation, and that the same is paid in, which certificate shall be signed and sworn
to by a majority of the directors, and they Bhall, within the said thirty days, record
the same in the office of the clerk of the county in which is located the principal busi
ness office of such corporation.
Sec. 8. But no stockholder shall be personally liable for the payment of any debt
contracted by any such corporation unless a suit for the collection of such debt shall
be brought against such corporation within six years after the debt shall become due ;
and no suit shall be brought against any stockholder in such corporation for any debt
bo contracted until an execution Bhall have been returned unsatisfied in whole or in
part.
Seo. 9. The term stockholder, as used in this act, shall apply not only to such per
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sons as appear by the books of the corporation or association Jo be such, but also to
every equitable owner of stock, although the same may appear on such books in the
name of another person ; and also to every person who snail have advanced the in
stalments or purchase-money of any stock in the name of any person under twentyone years of age, and while 6uch person remains a minor, to the extent of such ad
vance ; and also to every guardian or other trustee who shall voluntarily invest any
trust funds in Buch stock ; and no trust funds in the hands of such guardian or trustee
shall be in any way liable, under the provisions of this act, by reason of any such in
vestments ; nor shall the person for whose benefit any such investment may be made
be responsible in respect to such stock until thirty days after the time when such per
sons respectively become competent and able to control and dispose of the same ; but
the guardian or other trustee making such investment as aforesaid, shall continue re
sponsible as a stockholder until such responsibility devolves upon the person benefici
ally interested therein ; and respect to stock held by a guardian or other trustee under
transfer of the same, by a third person, or under positive directions by a third person
for such investment, the person making such transfer or giving such directions, and his
executors and administrators, shall, for the purposes of this act, be deemed a stock
holder, and the estate of such person, if he be deceased, shall be responsible for the
debts and liabilities chargeable on such stock according to the provisions of this act
Seo. 10. A book shall be provided and kept by every corporation described in the
first section of this act, in which shall be entered the names and residences of the
stockholders in such corporation, at the time of the filing the certificate, and the names
and residences of the original stockholders of every corporation or association organ
ized after the day last mentioned, so far as the same are known to the officers of such
corporation, the number of shares held by each stockholder, every registered transfer
of stock upon the books of the corporation after the said last-mentioned day, the
names of the assignor and assignee, with their residences, and the number of shares
transferred. The said book shall be at all times, during the usual hours of transact
ing business, open to public inspection ; a neglect to provide and keep such book ready
for examination, as herein provided, shall subject the corporation, whose duty it is to
provide and keep the same, to a penalty of one hundred dollars for every day's neg
lect, and a refusal by any officer of such corporation or association to exhibit such
book to any person demanding the inspection thereof, as herein provided, shall subject
such officer to a penalty of fifty dollars ; the said penalties may be Bued for and re
covered with costs by any person who will prosecute for the same, the one moiety
thereof to be paid to such person, and the other moiety to be paid into the Treasury
of the State. In all proceedings under the provisions of this act, the said book shall
be presumptive evidence of the truth of the contents thereof, but such presumption
may be repelled by evidence by any party or person interested in repelling the same.
Seo. 11. Any company which may be formed under this act may increase or dimin
ish its capital stock, by complying with the provisions of this act, to any amount
which may be deemed proper and sufficient for the purposes of the corporation, but
before any corporation shall be entitled to diminish the amount of its capital stock, if
the amount of debts and liabilities shall exceed the amount of capital to which it is
proposed to be reduced, such amount of debts and liabilities shall be satisfied and re
duced so as not to exceed such diminished amount of capital.
Sec. 12. Any existing company, heretofore formed under any special act, may come
under and avail itself of the privileges and provisions of this act by complying with
the following provisions, and thereupon such company, its officers and stockholders,
shall be subject to all the restrictions, duties, and liabilities of this act
Sec. 13. Whenever any company shall desire to avail itself of the privileges and
provisions of this act, or for increasing or diminishing the amount of its capital stock,
it shall be the duty of the directors to publish a notice, signed by at least a majority
of them, in a newspaper in the county where the principal office for managing its
affairs is situated, if any shall be published therein, at least three successive weeks,
convening a meeting of the stockholders thereof, specifying the objects of the meet
ing, the time and place, when and where such meeting shall be held, and the amount
to which it shall be proposed to increase or diminish the capital, and a vote of at
least two-thirds of all the shares of stock shall be necessary to an increase or dim
inution of its capital stock, or to enable a company to avail itself of the provisions of
this act.
Sec 14. If at any time specified in the notice provided for in the preceding section
of this act, stockholders shall appear in person or by proxy, in number representing
not less than two thirds of all the shares of stock of the corporation, they shall or
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ganize by choosing one of the directors chairman of the meeting, and also a suitable
person for secretary, and proceed to a vote of those present in person or by proxy,
and if, on canvassing the rotes, it shall appear that a sufficient number of votes has
been given in favor ofincreasing or diminishing the amount of capital, or of availing
itself of the privileges and provisions of this act, a certificate of the proceedings
showing a compliance with the provisions of this act, the amount of cnpital actually
paid in, the whole amount ef debts and liabilities of the company, and the amount to
which the capital stock shall be increased or diminished, shall be made out, signed,
and veritied by the affidavit of the chairman, and be countersigned by the secretary ;
and such certificate shall be acknowledged by the chairman and filed, as required by
the first section of this act, and when so filed, the capital stock of such corporation
shall be increased or diminished to the amount specified in such certificate, and the
company shall be entitled to the privileges and provisions, and be subject to the lia
bilities of this act, as the case may be.
Sxc. IS. This act shall take effect immediately.
THE MEW SPANISH TARIFF.
The Madrid Gazette, the official paper, publishes the following rules for the obser
vance of the tariff:—
Goods of new invention, when presented for the first time, are to pay the duties impoeed_upon goods similar or analogous to them, and specimens of them are to be sent to
the custom house director, in order that Her Majesty b Government may set down the
proper duty they are to pay in future. If the goods have no similarity or analogy
with any already tariffed goods, they are to pay a duty of 15 per cent if they are
brought in Spanish bottoms, and 18 per cent in foreign bottoms or land carriage. All
goods which are brought in small quantities, and which are not mentioned in the tariff
are subject to the same payment just mentioned. For the valuation of goods the
parties interested must present the original bills of prices. If the custom-house
officers do not agree upon them, and think it expedient to fix other prices, and the par
ties interested offer no objection, the goods are to pass according to the prices mutually
agreed upon. If they cannot agree, the matter is to he examined by the superior
authority. In this case, the custom-house officers can buy the goods if they will, pay
ing the parties interested the amount of their bill, together with 10 per cent more, and
being responsible for the custom-house duties. The treasury will lend them the money
necessary. Goods which are the product of and proceeding from the Spanish colonies,
and which are not mentioned in the tariff as euch, will pay 10 per cent upon valuation,
if they are brought in Spanish bottoms, care being taken that due proportion be cal
culated with respect to the same class of goods coming from other countries, in which
case an analogous modification is to be made. If they come in foreign bottoms, they
will pay as if they came from foreign countries. Colonial and foreign goods which
have been warehoused in Havana or Porto Rico, carried there in Spanish bottoms, and
brought thence to Spain and the Balearic Islands in Spanish bottoms, will only pay
the duties paid under the national flag. But, if the goods had been taken to Havana
or Porto Rico in foreign bottoms, and thence to Spain in native ones, they will pay the
duties set down for Spanish bottoms, and, besides, half of that set down for foreign
ones. If both the voyage to Havana and thence to Spain be made in foreign vessels
the differential duty will be paid, and besides half of the argumentation which con
stitutes it Foreign goods already used, but proceeding from Spanish colonies, are to
be considered as already become Spanish when they arrive in the Peninsula, and shall
be free from duty, as if brought in the coast trade. Goods coming from and the pro
duct of the Philippine Islands, and not noted iu the tariff, are to pay the fifth part of
those coming from foreign countries, if brought in Spanish bottoms. But if they come
in foreign bottoms, they shall pay as if they came from foreign countries. Goods
coming from Asiatic countries not under the dominion of Spain, but coming in Spanish
bottoms, will pay three-fifths of the duty. If they have been in the first place carried
to the Philippines they will pay half of the duties set down in the tariff. But if they
come in foreign bottoms under the circumstances, they will pay as if they came
from foreign countries. If they have first been to the Canary Islands, they will, on
arriving in Spain, pay but the difference between the Canary Island duties and the
Peninsular ones. The weights and measures used ore the Spanish legal ones, the arroba, (solid measure,) 26 lbs., (16 oz. to the pound,) and in liquid measure 32 cuartillos,
except for oil, which is considered as solid. The quintal is 100 lbs., and the ton 20 quin.
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tals. The yard 36 inches. The accounts are kept in reals, divided into 100 cents.
The sugar, refined or half-refined, prepared in Spain, is to have an export premium of
eight reals by arroba of refined sugar. Foreign and Spanish Asiatic goods, when
once they have paid import duty according to the tariff, will be considered as Spanish,
and liable to the same duties of extraction, consumption, <tc, as Spanish goods. No
reduction will be made in favor of any industry, public or private establishment, of
any class. The incidents that may occur in the operations of the customs upon points
comprehended in the instruction, will be resolved without exaction of costs from the
interested parties.
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1714
1727
1750
1760
1770
1780
1790
1800
1810
1820
1830
1840
1860

POPULATION OF THE UNITED STATES AT VARIOUS PERIODS.
Whlta.
Black.
Total.
875,750
58,850
434,800
502,000
78,000
5SO.O00
1,040,000
220,000
1,260,000
1,885,000
310,000
1,695,000
1,850,000
462,000
2,312.000
2,883,000
562,000
2,945,000
8,172,464
757,863
3,929,827
4,804,489
601,436
:
5,805,925
5,862,004
1,877,810
7,239,814
7,866,569
1,771,622
9,638,191
10,537,378
2,328,642
12,866,020
14,195,995
2,873,458
17,069,453
19,619,366
8,626,936
23,246,301

GROWTH OF CITIES OF THE UNITED STATES IN POPULATION.
The recent United States census exhibits many interesting facts respecting the in
crease of the principal centers of population. The Dai/ton (Ohio) Gazette gives the
population of a few of the larger cities in the United States, and makes the subjoined
comparison of their growth during the first half of the nineteenth century, that is, from
1800 to I860:—
1800.
1850.
St. Louis.
2,000
80,000
Cincinnati
750 about 125,000
New Orleans
8,000
125,000
New York
63,000
660,000
Pittsburg
1,565
83,000
Boston
38,000
212,000
Philadelphia
78,000
450,000
Looking at the increase of these cities for fifty successive years, we readily find the
time required for duplication, which is nearly as follows :—
St. Louis
years
9} I Cincinnati
years
t\
New Orleans
12 | New York.
14$
Pittsburg.
9 I Boston
28
Philadelphia.
20 |
But this estimate does not fairly Bhow the true law of growth of these places. New
agencies have been called into service within that period, which tend more powerfully
to centralize population than any influences known at the commencement of the nine
teenth century—steamboats, railways, telegraphs, coal and iron mines, etc. All these,
and many other agencies, have given a momentum to this aggregation of population,
which has been wonderful during the last decennial period. It is interesting also to
notice the various changes in the relative increase of cities for several successive de
cades since 1 800. One place shows a decreased ratio of growth, another an accelera
tion without a parallel in history ; and these relative changes are not factitious, but
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depend upon laws which are certain in their operation. Thus, New Orleans, which in
its early history doubled its population in twelve years, wonld not now duplicate in
less than thirty-four jears. Boston, haff a century ago, doubled its population in
twenty-three yeats, but now it will duplicate in twelve and a half years. Alexandria,
Vsl, once required fifty years for a duplication, but at its present ratio of increase it
would require four hundred years. Worcester, Mass., once only duplicated in twentyone years, but now it will require but nine and a half years.
Let us examine a moment the causes of these results. New Orleans has depended
upon Commerce alone for her prosperity. Thirty years ago she had no competitor to
disturb her inland trade. She was the grand depot of nearly all the trade ot the Mis
sissippi Valley. Her growth would of course be rapid. But during more than forty
years she has brought to her assistance no new element of growth—no railroads of
consequence—no manufactories. Other cities have sprung up, and by means of rail
roads, canals, etc, have entered into a keen competition with her, for the purchase and
transportation of the products of the Mississippi Valley. Thus, during the last season,
much of the tobacco which was formerly landed in New Orleans and reshipped, was
purchased and shipped, via Cincinnati and Buffalo, to New York. At the same time.
New Orleans has depended upon her keen competitors for the simplest articles of
manufacture. The reason of this decrease in prosperity is obvious,
Boston furnishes another illustration. Her commercial position is not so favorable
as that of New Orleans. When she depended upon Commerce alone, her population
duplicated but once in twenty-three years. Now, when she has made the whole Union
tributary to her, by her vast system of railroads, and sends her manufactured articles
to all climes, the ratio of her growth will double her population in fourteen and a half
years. Now let me place these figures side by side :—
•
1800.
1850.
New Orleans
years
12
84
Boston.
28
121
Here, then, is a complete reversal of the law of growth, consequent upon causes so
plain that he that runs may read.
Taking the ratio of increase of various cities from 1840 to 18S0, we find the time
required for duplication nearly as follows :—
Milwaukie. .
.years
years
7
8 Marietta
7*
Chicago. . . .
Si Indianapolis
8
St. Louis
4k Pittsburg8
Manchester. ,
4 Dayton
6 New Albany
Toledo
8
81
0 Buffalo
Cleveland. ..
Cincinnati. ..
C Detroit
0
Columbus.. .
6 Louisville. .. .
n
The foregoing are Western cities, with one exception, and the ratio of growth is
greater than that of any other cities in the world. If these deductions approach to
accuracy, and we believe they do, St. Louis, which in I860 had a population of 80,000,
will in four years from the date of that census, have a population of 160,000 ; Cincin
nati will have 250,000 long before the next decennial period ; and Chicago, at the com
mencement of the year 1864, will contain not less than 60,000. We cannot but think
that real investments in such places will pay beyond any other. A man of moderate
means may grow rich while he sleeps. But let us see how this law of growth is to
affect other cities of the Union :—
TIME OF DUPLICATION.
12 Boston
years
New York
years
121
Philadelphia
Rochester
12
Washington
12 Baltimore
131
14| Albany
Richmond
161
Here is another class of cities which, we conclude, are built and finished :—"
years
Charleston
years
86 Newport
65
Natchez
86 Poughkeepsie .
90
130
Hudson
100 Carlisle, Pa...
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DEATHS IN THE CITY OF NEW YORK FROM 1805 TO 1851.
It appears by the annual report of the City Inspector that the total number of
deaths during the year 1851 was 22,024, deducting the number of still born, and those
who died from premature birth, malformation, <tc, together with the number brought
from other places to New York for interment, 2,790. The deaths as above are <
fled in the report as follows :—
Male adults.
Children.
Female adult*.
Children,
Total.
4,003
8,172
3,672
6,177
22,024
showing the total number of males to have been 12,175 ; total number of :
9,849—or adults of both sexes, 7,675, and children of both sexes, 14,349.
"We subjoin a tabular statement of the number of deaths in each year from 1 805 to
1851, (which is as far back as returns can be obtained,) and the ratio to the populaYears.
1805
1806
1807
1808
1809
1810
1811
1812
1813
1814
1815
1816
1817
1818
1819
1820
1821
1822
1828
1824
1825
1826
1827

Deaths from
disease and
accidents. Popula'
2,297 76,770
2,174
2,286
1,950
2,038
2,073 96,878
• 2,431
2,442
2,207
1,881
2,405 100,619
2,651
2,409
8,106
3,008
8,226 123,706
8,868
8,026
8,221
4,091
4,774 166,086
4,671
4,890

Ratio of
dealhs to Years.
population.
*1 to 32-98 1828
1829
1880
1831
1832
fl to 46-49 1838
1884
1835
1836
1837
1 to 41-83 1888
1839
1840
1841.
1842.
1 to 37-19 1848.
1844.
1845
1846
1847
1 to 34-78 1848
1849
1850

Deaths from
disease and
accidents. Popula'n.
4,848
4,734
5,198 202,589
5,991
9,975}
6,354
8,590}
6,608 270,089
7,503
8,182
7,503
7,314
7,868 312,710
8,531
8,608
7,983
8,127
9,886 371,228
10,079
14,441 g
14,563
22,378}
16,377 516,394

Ratio of
deaths to
population.
1 to 88-97

1 to 40-87

1 to 39-74

1 to 37-55

1 to 33-62

POPULATION OF TORONTO, CANADA,
Toronto, Canada, was incorporated a city, then "Little York," in 1884. Its growth
will be seen by the census just completed :—
ISM. 18S0. 1834. 1838. 1812. 1846. 18S0. 1851.
Population
1,719 5,860 9,254 12,671 15,836 20,565 25,166 80,763
Surprising as has been the growth of many American towns and cities, few can
boast a more rapid progress than this. Toronto, for activity and appearance of business,
resembles our American towns more than any other in the Province, and for elegant
buildings, public and private, is second to none.
POPULATION OF QUEBEC, CANADA.
The ancient city of Quebec now contains a population of 42,052. Total in city and
county, 61,466, an increase of 15,790 since the census of 1844. The matrimonial sta
tistics of the city give 6,425 married men, and 6,404 women; 12,207 single men, and
13,203 women ; 648 widowers, and 1,446 widows. Military force, 1,748. Of the
42,052, no less than 24,506 are classed Canada French. The Catholics number 32,984.
Church of England, 3,489.
Highest ratio.

t Lowest ratio.

t Cholera,

§ Typhus.
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JOURNAL OF MINING AND MANUFACTURES.
HEW METHOD OF MANUFACTURING 6A&
Patents have been issued in this country and in England for a new method of man
ufacturing gas, which promises to supersede that at present in use, excelling, as it does,
the great desiderata of cheapness, brilliancy, simplicity, and cleanliness. Companies
for the manufacture and sale of the requisite apparatus have beeu organized in London
and in New York—that in the latter city being styled the United States Gas Company.
The Commercial Advertiter says:—
" We have examined the apparatus in operation at the latter company's rooms, and
have found it equal to representations, which we heard with some degree of incredulity.
It occupies a small space, and is so simple in all its parts that any person of ordinary
understanding can readily be made to comprehend its workings, and learn its manage
ment in a few months. As in the case of many other inventions, the observer wonders
that Buch a simple and useful contrivance was never thought of before. The appa
ratus we examined was supplied with some twenty burners, all of which were ignited
at once, and gave a light of surpassing brilliancy. Professor Renwick has drawn up a
report on the subject, showing from a careful analysis that this gas is superior in every
respect to that in common use. It can be introduced into dwelling hoases, in public
buildings, or even on shipboard, with the utmost safety. This gas is made from pine
oil, a gallon of which, costing twelve cents, we are informed, will be sufficient for the
supply of twenty burners for one hour. Thirty lights burning five hours per night,
will cost but $1 1 2J-, while the city gas for the same number of burners, would cost
$2 25, making a difference in one year of $410 in favor of the new invention. This
seems almost incredible, but it is a statement of that kind which can be easily tested,
and which it would be impossible to sustain by other than experimental evidence.
The company are about to publish a circular setting forth the results of experiments
made by Professor Renwick, and other scientific persona who have examined the in
vention, and in the meantime the public are invited to see for themselves. Unless we
are greatly deceived, this invention will work its way into general favor.
THE SILK MANUFACTURE.
It is a little singular that the most important movement made this session, or we
may say for many sessions of Congress, for the encouragement of domestic manufac
tures, has been made by Mr. Ilantoul, our free trade representative, in his notice of a
bill to abolish the duty on raw silk. The bill, we trust, will also include the abolition
of all duty on the dye-stuffs that enter into the manufacture of the various fabrics of
silk. There is now a duty of 15 per cent ad valorem on raw silk, and from 10 to 80
per cent on foreign dye-stuffs. This is a direct discouragement to the domestic man
ufacture of silk goods. And its encouragement is entirely lost upon the forlorn cater
pillars that here and there subsist on the frost-bitten remnants of Morus Multicaulis
plantations. Nature has thus far put a veto upon silk worm culture in this country, which
no tariff on raw silk or manufactured, can set aside. It is very true that a few nice
experiments at Economy, Pennsylvania, and Mt Pleasant, Ohio, have succeeded in pro
ducing tolerable silk fabrics from native silk, but they have entirely failed, and failed
through the inherent difficulties of the climate, in introducing the production of silk
as an agricultural branch. If it ever succeeds it must be after and in consequence of
the domestic manufacture of silk goods, opening a general and immediate market for
raw silk.
But the mechanical advantages and the hands for the manufacture of raw silk into
goods we have in abundance. For skilled female operatives we exceed any country.
We have, in fact, precisely the manufacturing talent adapted to silk manufactures, and
all the encouragement we want is the ability to get the raw materials as cheap as
other silk manufacturing countries. Of course there are no duties on raw silk in
France, for there it is produced. There are none in England. Thus England and
VOL. XXVI. NO. VI.
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France have a decided advantage, to the discouragement of any attempt at manufac
turing Bilk goods in the United States. Were we placed on an equality, the competi
tion in the business in those countries would drive over to our land of cheaper bread
a portion of the best skilled labor, and that would teach us how to start. In other
words, the manufacture would transplant itself to our soil, just as it and many other
branches were transplanted from the continent of Europe to the isle of Great Britain.
The value of silk goods entered for consumption in the United Stat*?, in 1851, was
some $26,000,000. Add to this duty, commission, and profits, and we have an expen
diture of not less than $36,000,000 per annum for silks. The whole of the raw silk
worked up in the United States the same year was not half a million dollars worth.
Here there is a profitable opening for our industries of almost unlimited extent, pro
vided Congress will not discourage our citizens from entering it. We shall hereafter
show what may be done, by what has been done in England."
To the above well-timed and just remarks of our cotemporary of the Boston Com
monwealth we append a tabular statement, compiled from the report of the Secretary
of the Treasury, of the imports of raw silk into the United States iu two years, as
follows :—
1850.
18H.
Raw Silk. Sew'g Silks. Raw Silk. Sow's Silk.
$1,873 $2,116 $2,373
16
....
297
....
....
112,258 113,731 127,787
48
....
....
....
••••
....
67,098
538 47.655
44,769
.... 29,098
187,063
38 125,931
76,782
• • a I 61,194
145
....
....
China
9,288 313,104 12,392
489,487 448,198 379,155
5,396 43,856
8,586
PENNSYLVANIA ANTHRACITE COAL TRADE FOR 1852.
In relation to the coal trade for the season of 1852, the Philadelphia Ledger says:
The Anthracite coal trade now possesses general interest, and everything relating
to it comes home to the fireside of nineteen twentieths of the community. The con
sumption of 1851 ran so far ahead of all former experience, that the market was
barely supplied ; though the united energies of all the coal districts were taxed to
nearly their full working capacity. The increased production of 1S51 over 1850 was
a million of tons ; and of this we may say every ton was consumed. This increase, we
have reason to believe, is due to a general increase of activity in manufacturing, steam
traveling, and domestic uses, which is not going to fall off, but rather shows marked
signs of steady progression. Should the market require the same proportionate in
crease for 1852, one-and-a-quarter millions of tons additional must be provided. But
suppose that, instead of 30 per cent the increase of last year, we assume that 20 per
cent increase is all that will be required, (and this will not certainly be overrating it,)
then we shall want from the Anthracite coal mines of Pennsylvania 860,000 tons more
than last year's supplies—making an aggregate of five-and-a-quarter million! of tons.
The capacity of our several Anthracite coalfields may be set down nearly as follows.
In fact, we give pretty much their own figures .—
Schuylkill—railroad
tons
1 ,800,000
canal
750,000
2,550,000
Lehigh
1,000,000
Delaware and Hudson Co
900,000
Susquehannah Canal Co
500,000
Total.

4,950,000
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QUARTZ MINING IN CALIFORNIA.
[FROM THE SIN FRANCISCO HERALD.]
Our readers must have lately seen by the reports from the mining regions that
many of the quartz mining companies formed a few months since, have had to suspend
operations, from various causes, which it is our intention now to analyze, and at the
same time to offer our own opinions upon the way how such failures may in future be
avoided. All are satisfied of one thing, that the quartz mines are sufficiently numer
ous and rich to give an opportunity for a vast amount of capital to be profitably em
ployed ; but that a greater amount of caution is requisite, before commencing opera
tions, than in any other kind of legitimate trading or speculation, and in a great mea
sure to the absence of this caution is the indifferent success to be traced.
A party of miners, who have succeeded in extracting some few thousand dollars
from the ordinary river and ravine washing, turn their attention to quartz. A location is
found, a shaft sunk, rich ore taken out and assayed, and claims staked and recorded.
One of the party, who knows probably little or nothing about machinery, is sent down
to San Francisco to procure it. The machinery is bought, paid for, sent up, erected,
and operations are commenced, and all concerned are rejoicing at their good fortune
and building aerial castles about the wealth to be derived. A short time elapses and
it is found that the ore which has been assayed and turned out from 12 to 40 cents to
the pound will not yield over 8 to 5 cents, and at last gives out altogether. The ma
chinery is then stoped, and for the first time they begin to think and calculate upon
the reasons of their non-success. Could any reasonable person have expected other
wise ? Experience in every gold-bearing country shows that unless the miner be a
practical man and one blessed with tho " bump " of caution, success cannot be arrived
at
But to sum up the causes of the partial failure in this country in few words, we will
simply state that they are caused—First, from the owners of claims not having ascer
tained the richness of the lead by sinking several shafts at different distances, and
thus first making certain that there be an extent of richness sufficient to justify an ex
penditure upon machinery ; secondly, from the imperfect and useless machinery em
ployed. To crush to a great fineness, to an impalpable powder, is one of the chief
things, but the chief is to have in a more perfect state your amalgamating process.
Too many here have founded an opinion without any previous knowledge of such
mining and acted upon it, even agaitist the advice tendered to them by Mexicans and
Chilians, who have, as it were, been brought up in the mines ; and so to blind obstinacy
may a great deal of the loss be attributed. Another, but a minor reason, may be
traced to the quicksilver not being so pure as it ought to be, as it is well known that
the slightest particle of grease will prevent it from acting properly.
And now, to avoid failure and to make almost certain of success, it will at once be
seen by the foregoing, that the miner should act with the utmost caution. He should
be cautious in tracing his "lead" to an extent to give ample working room; he should
be cautious not to trust too much to his own opinion ; he should be particularly care
ful to collect the best information upon the amalgamating process, and exceedingly
cautious in his choice of it ; and with this exercise of caution in the mines of Califor
nia, with ample means to " prospect " perfectly and put up good machinery, there
cannot be a doubt that greater fortunes will accrue from it than from any other mineral
lands in the world. The great drawback to the quartz miner is a too limited supply
of funds. 840,000 to 60,000 expended, a greater portion in prospecting (if required)
and the balance in putting up machinery and setting the ball in motion, must insure a
greater per centage return than any smaller sum, if the money be in proper hands.
MANUFACTURE OF SPIRITS IN SCOTLAND.
There has just been printed in a parliamentary paper some account with respect to
spirits in Scotland. In 1840 the quantity of spirits made in Scotland from unmalted
grain numbered 2,298,962 gallons, and from malt only 6,522,568 gallons. The revenue
derived from malt only in that year, used for making spirits, was £230,903 0s. 7d.
There were 117 distillers manufacturing malt spirits, 10 distillers making spirits from
malt and grain at different periods. In 1S51 there were 4,315,151 gallons made from
unmalted grain in Scotland and 5.724.543 from malt only. The revenue derived from
malt useil in making spirits was £214,543 0s. lOd. The total number of distillers in
Scotland in the same year was lfi4.
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HEAT FOR TEMPERING 8TEEL.
There are many intermediate grades between the extreme conditions of hard and
soft steel, although the common index for which is the oxidation of the brightened sur
face, is generally sufficient for practice. These tints, and their approximate tempera
tures, were tabulated by a Mr. Stoddart.
tools fob, metal.
1. Very pale straw yellow
4S0 degrees.
2. A shade of darker yellow
480 "
TOOLS FOE WOOD AND SOBBW TAPS ETC.
3. Darker straw yellow
470 degrees.
4. Still darker straw yellow
490 "
HATCHETS, CBIPPIKO CHTSELS, AND OTHER PERCUSSIVE TOOLS; SAWB, ETC.
6. A brown yellow
600 degrees.
6. A yellow, tinted slightly with purple
620
7. Light purple
880 "
8PBINQS.
8. Dark purple
650 degrees.
9. Dark blue
670 "
TOO SOFT FOE TnE ABOVE PITRPOSES.
10. Paler blue
590 degrees.
11. Still paler blue
610 12. Still paler blue, with tinge of green
630 "
FRENCH MANUFACTURES AND ARTISANS.
A Paris correspondent of the Journal of Commerce writes :—
" Alsace, in France, (half German and half French,) is celebrated for the importance
and abundance of its fine manufactures, which are exported in large quantities to tie
Americas, Spain, Germany, and Italy.
"They occupy a hundred thousand workmen ; those of cotton are the largest In
the Department of the Upper Rhine, the number of spindles is a million ; of opera
tives, twenty thousand. The number of spindles throughout France is estimated tt
four and a half millions ; the weaving of raw cotton employs in Alsace nearly fifty
thousand hands, and the printing ten thousand The metallic, chemical, End woolen
factories are considerable ; all the details concerning the peculiar condition, training,
dispositions, and habits of the operatives and their relations with their employers, are
curious and instructive.
" Alsace contains between six and seven hundred thousand acres of forest, with
which all the rural population are connected in one mode or another. The forest laws
were minute and severe, and the cause of bitter disaffection to the government With
a view to conciliation, they have been already modified ; they may be judged of by
one concession, solicited in vain for more than twenty years ; the people are permitted
to gather and carry away the dead leaves on two days of every week, instead of two
per month. The race of Jews is multitudinous in Alsace ; they live for the most port
by usury in small sums apportioned to the wants of the operatives and the cultivators;
they and the forest guards are objects of popular hate. During the anarchy of 1848,
their dwellings were sacked, and extensive devastation was committed in the foretts.
" The manufacturing population is better off than the cultivating or rustic; but
misery and vice abound with both ; there is an excess of numbers for the means of
subsistence ; families are wonderfully prolific—it is not rare to find in a wretched hut,
from fifteen to eighteen children.
"The population is divided into Protestant and Catholic ; a little intolerance is
shown by each in the elections. Strasburg, the renowned capital, has few factories,
except the breweries : Mulhausen is the emporium of manufactures. Fifty years ago,
its inhabitants were not more than six thousand ; now they are forty thousand ; the
number of operatives varies from twenty to twenty-five thousand : tie Protestants
amount to twelve thousand—the Jews to three thousand "
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MACHINE FOR WEAVING BAGS.
If the following statement of a correspondent of the Boston Journal is correct, our
esteemed friend Benjamin Flandebs, (and others in New York,) largely engaged in the
manufacture of bags, will be compelled to relinquish that branch of his extensive
business, or introduce the new machine, in operation at the Stark Mills, which is thus
described in the Journal.
While in one of the rooms of the Stark Mills, we were much interested in witness
ing the working of a machine recently invented and put into operation by Mr. Gyrus
Baldwin of Manchester, and which is called a bag-loom machine. It weaves nags
whole—without seam—at the rate of 45 per day, and one girl can tend two, and in
some cases three machines. The principal feature of this machine is that is selfacting. When it has wove the length which is desired for the bag, it changes the ac
tion so as to weave the bottom of the next bag, which being done it changes back
again and weaves the body of the bag. Its operation is very simple and ingenious.
The Stark Corporation have now in operation 26 of these machines, and have between
30 and 40 more ready to set up. They can be mude to weave bags of any size, even
as large as bed- ticks.
ZINC A SUBSTITUTE FOR LEAD.
Zinc may be made a preventive for many diseases that have of latter years become
alarmingly prevalent. Lead in water pipes, beer-pumps, kitchen utensils, Ac comes
in contact with and poisons what we eat and drink, daily. The disease* thus engen
dered are Cholic, Dysentery, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Paralysis, Delirium, Coma, and
many modifications of ihese diseases too numerous to be at once called to mind, though
all of our readers may recognize in their own cases various symptoms that indicate
their approach, and may trace the cause to the increased use of lead in their house
hold utensils. A small portion of lead each day is taken into the system ; slowly, yet
surely, preparing it for the outbreak of the diseases we have specified, which by the
reports of death, every one may perceive are becoming more prevalent every year.
A law should be passed immediately prohibiting the manufacture and use of leaden
utensilsfor the conveyance or cooking of food and drinks, substituting zinc instead.
This law should also apply to paints—especially as zinc paints are generally known
to be cheaper by about 40 per cent than white lead, and much more durable. This
is a fair subject for legislation, and laws of this kind will be approved and obeyed by
by all classes. Pure zinc is commercially SO per cent superior to lead ; saoatarily its
superiority is incalculable.
MANUFACTURE OF CANDLES.
The Iowa Farmer and Artisan says, that this dificult and offensively laborious
operation is simplified and rendered easy, by an apparatus owned by Mr. George
Watkins of Johnson-street, Keokuk, by which the cost of making candles at once be
comes nominal, and the operators of the machine may, if they desire it, avoid becom
ing bedaubed by tallow, as the apparatus itself does the work perfectly, and with
extraordinary dispatch. One man may do the work of five, by the common system
of hand molding, and besides the wicks are more perfectly centered, and the candles
of a more uniform quality than can be made by hand. With the small force of one
man and three smart boys or girls, some twelve or fifteen years old, a stock of ten
thousand dollars worth of tallow could be worked up in a year with this machine, and
the business, even if the whole were sold at wholesale prices, would afford a very
handsome income.
DEPRESSION IN THE SHOE MANUFACTURE.
The depression, it is stated in the Xewburvport (Mass.) Herald, " which has weighed
heavily upon all our other manufacturers, for two or three years past, had at last reached
the shoe business, and that among the departures for California, were many who had
been thrown out of business in this department of industry. We find, as far as our
inquiries extend, that the reduction of wages in the shoe manufacture, in all branches
except the first class of work, is 80 per cent We find that shoes which last year
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workman obtained 10 or 12 cents a pair for making, are now made at 6 to 8 cents ;
those for which employers formerly paid 15 and 17 cents, they now pay only 10 or 12
cents ; and those for which 30 to 36 cents was formerly paid, are now made for 20 to
28 cents. There are a great many journeyman shoemakers, now employed on ordi
nary work, 12 to 15 hours a day, who earn less than fifty cents a day.
PHE.WX CUMBERLAND COAL COMPANY.
The Wall Street Journal in reply to inquiries, in relation to this new coal com
pany says:—" We are informed that the capital is $2,000,000 ; that its mineral lands
amount to 22,000 acres; its surplus capital $100,000; its permanent debt, (floating
debt, rr has nome,) amounts to $15,000, represented by bonds, payable in 1S72. and
negotiated at par. With relation to its business prospects, we learn that the works
to connect the mines of the company, with the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, will be
ready to bring coal to market by the middle of next month, and are, in length, 1810
feet . The cost of transportation of a ton of coal to Baltimore will be less than $2,
and that of mining and loading the cars of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad about 35
cents. The Pheuix Company being essentially free from all debt, whatever profits
are made will go to the stockholders ; consequently, there is a reasonable anticipation
that a fair dividend will be earned and paid this year."

MERCANTILE MISCELLANIES.
MERCANTILE LIBRARY ASSOCIATION OF NEW YORK.
The thirty-first annual report of the Board of Direction of the Mercantile Library
Association of New York, covering Bome thirty-six pages, gives renewed evidence of
the progressive character of this institution, and of its stability. Its example has been
followed by the merchants of every considerable commercial city and town in the
United States, and the similar associations which have been established in Boston,
^Baltimore, Philadelphia, Cincinnati, Charleston, St Louis, <tc, are all, as may be
learned from the pages of past numbers 'of the Merchant*' Magazine, in a flourishing
condition. They have been eminently successful in fostering a thirst for knowledge,
and a taste for reading, among the rising generation of merchants, and in many inttances laid the foundation of honor and success in life. The New York Mercantile
Association, with a library of rare value, a reading-room surpassed by none in the
country cither in extent or completeness, and with every prospect of continued and
increasing prosperity, may well feel grateful to those far-seeing and devoted men to
whom it owes, in a great measure, all these advantages.
From the report we learn that the number of members at the close of 1850 was
8,348, and the total number on the 1st of January, 1852, 3,797. Of this number.
8,611 pay $2 per annum, and 186, $5 per annum. The report of the Treasurer ex
hibits a large increase in the receipts over that of the preceding year. The receipts
of the year ending December, 1851, were ?8,290, which, with a balance from the pre
vious year of $320, makeB the total income of the year 88,612. The expenditures for
increasing the library, Ac, amounted to $8,416, leaving a balance in the Treasury, on
the first of January, 1852, of $195. On the fir6t of January, 1852, the institution was
entirely free from debt. The number of volumes in the library on the first day of
January, 1852, was 33,140; the additions made during the year 1851 amounted to
2,957—a greater number than has been added in any one year during the existence of
the library except in the year 1839, when the number amounted to 3,688. The ad
ditions made in 1861 are classified as follows:—"Works of fiction, 806 ; works of sci
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ence and art, 827 ; general literature, 1,824. The reading-room i3 in the regular sup
ply of periodicals as follows :—
American. English. French. German.
23 Daily Journals
16
2
4
1
38 Weeklies
25
7
3
8
77 Monthlies
88
82
4
8
38 Quarterlies
21
16
.
1
Total
100
67
11
8
Making in all 176 publications, and being an increase of 44 over the number in receipt
at the close of the last year.
The following table gives a very comprehensive statement of the statistical progress
of the association since its foundation, and with it we close our abstract of the very
interesting report of the Board of Direction, uniting with it in the hope that the "Mer
cantile Library Association of the City of New York will be honored as the proudest
monument that has been reared in this Republic to the cause of learning, by the energy
and liberality of the mercantile profession:—
ANNUAL ADDITION'S OF MEMBERS AND BOOKS, EXPENDITURES FOR BOOKS, TOTAL RECEIPTS,
ETC., FROM THE 9TH NOVEMBER, 1820, TO 1ST JANUARY, 1852.
Total re
No. of No. of
Amount
ceipts from
members volumes
all sources ex
who have acquired by expended for Amount
Years.
joined the purchase or books and pe- expended for Donations cept lectures
rlodicals.
binding.
received. and classes.
library. donation.
1820-21
$600 00
$600 00
$900 00
1,000
160 00
610 00
76
250
150 00
1823
726 69
100
250 00
81
273 oo
oris
00
1824
175
712 23
77
1,469 00
257
619 00
73 00
796 00
675
2,246 42
471
1,000
756 72
190 28
785 75
695 12
81 38
1,750 82
860
1,200
182S
146 25
1,572 47
295
1,000
830 27
5
6
2
154
28
1,701 81
600
30
414
coo
1,756 82
486
567 91
99 25
1,177 19
68 44
2,860 71
607
7 SO
1832
1,107 36
8,088 68
383
864
197 55
2,978 98*
1,803- 98
224 20
3S2
1,397
1,278 •20
223 29
2,977 69
393
1,090
238 51
4,833 18
680
1,622
2,126 32
1836
6,110 80
260 70
867
1,846
2,286 74
1837
6,109 20
2,806 47
186 04
936
2,547
1838
1,003
423 91
7,477 99
2,471
3,115 78
8,082 15
1839
1,097
729 60
3,683
4,278 2:!
1840
601
615 42
7,071 17
890
1,995 19
6,935 30
627
591 75
1,136
1,495 12
1842
5,567 70
670 77
308
1,252
2,179 79
536 85
4,855 86
252
465
797 90
271 25
3,959 20
387
745
708 85
1845
1,428
402 65
4,982 04
582
1,628 to
1,883
500 84
5,044 61
609
2,072 59
1847
5,902 90
687
2,258
549 19
3,311 95
1848
6,286 21
681
2,276
445 62
3,392 71
7,207 06
1849
1,013
2,517
600 36
3,631 83
7,691 95
1,865
286 72
2,608 68
1,041
8,290 00
2,967
4,050 01
560 84
Total...

16,773

41,841 $52,015 20 $9,268 38 $2,580 75 $129,108 14

MALT TRADE IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.
From a parliamentary paper recently issued, it appears, thnt in the year ended the
10th of October, 1861, there were made 4,853,118 quarters of malt; 4,128,422 in
England, 631,935 in Scotland, and 192,761 in Ireland.
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HONESTY Of MERCANTILE LIFE.
If our merchants do not cultivate the sterling virtues of mercantile honor and hon
esty, they cannot charge the Merchants' Magazine with being derelict of duty. We
have given them " line upon line, and precept upon precept ;" and now having onreelf
almost exhausted the subject, we may, perhaps, be allowed to reproduce a homily from
our clever cotemporary of the Merchants' Ledger :—
There are a good many merchants who think that honesty in every-day business
matters is incompatible with success. They seem to think that in order to get along
they must practice a certain degree of trickery and deception. They argue that the
up-and-down honest man, who will not swerve from the path of rectitude, is sure to
fail in whatever he undertakes; and hence they justify themselves in practicing petty as
well as wholesale dissimulation, and in taking advantage of the verdancy of their custom
ers, under the plea that custom and necessity compel them to adopt this course. The high
wayman might, with as good a degree of plausibility, advance a similar theory to justify
his depredations, only that his "calling" is not quite as general as that of the mer
chant There are not so many men who threaten your life, if you do not comply with
their demands, as there are dealers who justify general imposition and fraud, and that
makes the seeming difference between the honesty of the highway robber and that of
the merchant who deliberately utters untruths, and misrepresents the value of an ar
ticle in order that he may effect a sale of goods.
We firmly believe that the man who possesses the requisite business qualifications,
can succeed better in the mercantile field by pursuing an honest straight-forward
course, than if he were to deaden his conscience and disregard all moral obligations
by amassing riches (to last for a brief period) at the expense of the unwary and inex
perienced, and in defrauding people generally, not openly, but " on the sly," as the cus
tom is. We frequently hear the expression made in reference to some good-natured,
inactive, old-womanish man, " 0, he's too honest to get along." Now this is a false in
ference, for in nine cases out of ten the honest man's failure does not arise from the
practice of an honest course, but from his unfitness for the business in which he is en
gaged. We do not by any means intend to convey the impression that honesty will
cause a man who is not qualified for the business in which he is engaged to succeed.
What we mean to assert, and the imprtssion that we would leave on the minds of the
readers of the Ledger is, that a man who is adapted for a certain pursuit trill and
must necessarily succeed better by dealing honestly and uprightly than by cheating
and defrauding when he thinks he will not be detected.
But in addition to the matter of success, how cheerful and pleasant is the condition
of the man who knows and feels that he is doing an honest business—a business which
his conscience approves ! This is of more value to him than the possession of mil
lions. It is a source of happiness which the fashionable swindler never can realize nor
appreciate. Let every honest merchant, then, be encouraged by these reflections, and
if he does not amass wealth as rapidly as he could desire, he can find abundant conso
lation in the old version of the words of the " sweet singer of Israel :"—
" A little that a just man hath
Is more and better far.
Than is the wealth or many such
• As fal-ie
• and wicked
•
•are. 4
M I have been young, but now am old,
Yet have I never seen
The just man left, nor that his seed
For bread have beggars been."
THE SOCK SELLER OF THE POYDRAS MARKET, NEW ORLEANS.
A strange old man is he, who may be seen any day, be it cold or hot, in the neigh
borhood of the Poydras Market, with a bundle of socks in his hand or on the ban
quette beside him. Selling socks is now his only business ; yet time was when it
was not so. Of the multiform mutations of human life, that old man has experienced
more than mortal's share. See how he mutters to himself, and smiles, half insanely,
as he praises his wares to his real or pretended customers ! One eye is closed, and
the lid is swollen, and the face of the stock seller is covered with scars. Tliese are
traces left in the old man's face by assassin burglars, who, some two years ago, robbed
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him of his goods, and left him as one dead, in hia house on Circus-street. It was long
before this old man recovered, and when he did, his intellect was a wreck, and nothing
save his business habits were left to save him from total insanity. Since then he has
followed the business of selling socks.
But it were unjust to the old man to give so imperfect an abstract of his history.
Let us roll back the tide of time some quarter of a century, and a tall, fine looking
gentleman, may be observed walking down Broadway, in New York. Fair ladies
ogle him as he passes, and feel flattered when he smiles on them. And is it strange !
—for the smiler of that day is a wholesale merchant of princely fortune I After that
changes came. The merchant, broken in fortune, removed to New Orleans, and his
remains may now be found in the muttering sock seller of the Poydras Market. There
is a strange tale of love connected with the old man.
AN ENTERPRISING WOMAN IN CALIFORNIA,
We have before us, says the BoHon Traveler, a private letter from a lady, thougb a
hard-working woman, in California. It would interest our readers, we have no doubt,
as it has us, were we at liberty to publish it entire. The writer appears to keep a res
taurant or eating-house, in a mining village. Among her visitors she accidentally dis
covers the son of an old Connecticut acquaintance, and finding he was endeavoring to
induce his father and mother to visit California, she writes this letter to encourage them
forward. After an introductory explanation of who she was, and where they became
acquainted with each other, she goes on to say :—
" I have made about $18,000 worth of pies—about one-third of this has been clear
profit. One year I dragged my own wood of the mountains and chopped it, and I
have never had so much as a child to take a step for me in this country. $11,000 I
baked in one little iron skillet, a considerable portion by a camp fire, without the shel
ter of a tree from the broiling sun. But now I have a good cooking Btove, in which I
bake four pies at a time, a comfortable cabin, carpeted, and a good many ' Robinson
Crusoe ' comforts about me, which, though they have cost nothing, yet they make my
place look habitable. I also hire my wood hauled and chopped. I bake on an aver
age about 1,200 pies per month, and clear $200. This, in California, is not thought
much, and yet, in reality, few in comparison are doing as well. I have been informed
there are some women in our town clearing $50 per week at washing, and I cannot
doubt it. There is no labor so well paid as women's labor in California. It is hard
work to apply one's self incessantly to toil, but a few years will place you above want
with a handsome independencv. I intend to leave off work tho coming spring, and
give my business into the hanrls of my sister-in-law. Not that I am rich, but I need
little, and have none to toil for but myself. I expect to go home some time during
the present year, for a short visit, but I could not be long content away from the sunny
clime of this yellow land. A lovelier or more healthy climate could not be, and when
I get a few friends about me, I think I shall be nearly happy again.
HONESTY IN BUYING AND SELLING.
Some are not honest in buying or selling. Their rule is, to buy at all times as
cheap as they can, and sell as dear as they can. This is a wicked rule. We often
trade with those who do not know the worth of the thing bought or sold. It is cheat ing them, to make the best bargain we can. Sometimes we trade with those who are
in great want, and we fix our own prices, and make them much too high if we sell, or
too low if we buy. There is a fair price for everything. Let that be paid or taken
for everything. He who is just and true, and loves bis neighbor as himself, will soon
find out what a fair price is. Almost all men use too many words in buying and sell
ing ; and when too many words arc used, there is almost always a lie somewhere.
CONSUMPTION OF OPIUM IN ENGLAND.
The quantity of opium entered for home consumption in 1850 amounted to 42,824
lbs., and during the year 1851, it had increased to 60,368 lbs., being an increase of
8,044 lbs. over that of preceding years. It would, therefore, appear that as dram drink
ing decreases opium eating increases.
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ANECDOTE OF HEALTH INSURANCE.
A thin, cadaverous looking German, about fifty years of age, entered the office of a
Health Insurance Company in Indiana, on the first day of May, 1852, says the Daily
Courier, and inquired—
" Ish te man in vot inshures de peeple's helte 1*
The agent politely answered, " I attend to that business, sir."
" Veil, I viuits mine belts inslmred ; vot you tharge ?"
" Different prices," answered the agent, " from three to ten dollars a year ; pay ten
dollars a year and you get ten dollars a week in case of sickness."
" Veil," said Mynheer, " I vants ten dollar vort."
The agent inquired his state of health.
" Veil, I isli sick all the time. I'se shust out te bed too tree hours a tay, unt te doc
tor says he cau't do noting more goot for me."
" If that's the state of your health," returned the agent, " we can't insure it. We only
insure persons who are in good health."
At this Mynheer bristled up in great anger.
" You must tiuk I'se a tarn fool ; vot you tink I come pay you ten dollar for inehure
my helt, ten I vot veil."
THE GINGER OF COMMERCE,
The ginger of Commerce is the produce of a plant growing in both the
East and West Indies. In its appearance it resembles a reed, but the stems arise
from a root similar to the root of the garden sweet flag, or iris. Like the root of thia
flower, that of the ginger plant spreads and increases in size every year. From the
upper surface of the ginger root arises, in the sprirg, a green reed like stalk, about
two feet and a half high, which bears narrow lance-fhaped leaves. The flowers of
the plant, which are white and liliac, grow on a separate stem. The ginger we em
ploy as a spice is the root, to obtain which the plant is cultivated in much the same
way potatoes are, and when the stalks have withered, the roots are dug up. The best
and soundest of them are selected, scraped quite clean, and carefully dried in the sun,
when they are ready for exportation and use. The inferior roots are scalded in boil
ing water instead of being scraped ; and these when dried form what is called black
ginger, a very inferior kind. The color of black ginger, as it is termed, is yellowish
grey on the outside, and orange brown within. In shape it is thick and knotty. The
best or white ginger, being scraped iu preparing it, is less in size, not being so thick
or knotty ; its color is of a light yellow, and its taste is much more pungent and ar
omatic than that of the black kind.
INCREASE OF THE BRITISH IRON TRADE.
The entire make of pig iron in 1150 was 30,000 tons. It may now be estimated at
2,260.000 tons—a progressive increase of 100.000 tons per annum. The exports dur
ing the past four years have been— 1848, 657,005 tons; 1849,729,164 tons; 1850,
808,262 tons ; and 1851, about 912,655 tons. At the commencement of 1851, the de
mand for Welsh railway bars rapidly increased, particularly for America, and exten
sive orders were taken, at prices ranging from .£5 to £5 7s. 6d. per ton, and these
prices were sustained until near Midsummer. From that time to September orders
were effected at au average of about £4 12s. 6d. per ton, when the market sank into
a very dull and inanimate state, and, up to the present moment, has shown no signs of
immediate revivification. From recent inspection of most of the rolling-mills in South
Wales, the weekly output of finished rails is estimated at 10,000 tons; and this amount
is somewhat confirmed by the shipment of iron at the ports of Newport and Cardiff,
which, in the past year, has amounted to about 650,000 tons.—Mining Journal.
THE PRODUCTION OF WINES IN OHIO.
The production and sales of Catawba Wine in the vicinity of Cincinnati, is getting
to be an extensive business. The Cincinnati Gazette is informed that the value in ma
terial, land, and labor, at present involved in the culture with a few miles of that city,
is full half a million of dollar.-..
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1.—History of the United States, from the Discovery of the American Continent.
By George' Bancroft. VoL 4, 8vo., pp. 462. Boston: Little it Brown.
Although the fourth volume, in the order of the history of the United States, yet
this one is of special interest, as opening with the commencement of the revolutionary
period. It begins with scenes of the year 1748, and closes with those of the year
1763. Those small and irritating disputes which took place during the earlier years
of this period, and fermented passions which gradually burst into a terrific flame, are
here presented to the reader with greater clearness and distinctiveness than can be
found in any other work. The author seems readily to apprehend the point at issue
in every struggle, and holding this prominently before him, his narrative is embellished
with the description of the characters who were actors on the occasion, the language
they used, and with representations, to some extent, of their feeling. Thus history,
in his hands, is not simply a narrative, but it approaches as nearly to the active and
speaking scenes of life as modern taste will permit. A work of this kind can never
become tedious, or wearisome to the reader ; every page is new and fresh. Such pre
eminently is the fact with this history. In regard to the manner in which the princi
ples of the revolution are viewed and discussed, it is unnecessary to speak. The well
known sympathies of the author are a sufficient guaranty that justice will be done to
those of popular liberty, while the infuriated struggles of power always, to retain its
ebbing forces, are drawn with a fidelity that will present an image of the hideous
specter to all posterity. As a whole, we regard the work as first among American
histories, for its masterly delineations, for its eloquent passages, its burning thoughts,
its jusi views of popular principles, and its glorious anticipations for more in the
future.
2.—A Treatise on the Criminal Law of the State of New York ; and upon the Juris
diction, Duty, and Authority of Justices of the Peace, and Incidentally of the Pow
er and Duty of Sheriffs, Constables, dx., in Criminal Cases. By Oliver Lobenzo
Barbour, Counsellor at Law. 8vo., pp. 870. New York : Banks, Gould <fc Co.
The object of this treatise is sufficiently indicated in its title. The first edition, pub
lished in 1841, wrs exhausted several years since. The new constitution, and the
legislation consequent thereon, has made important changes in the organization of the
Courts of New York, as well as in the method of administering the criminal law, and
rendered a thorough remodeling of the work necessary. This the learned author has
done, by examining every page, correcting such errors and omissions as were discov
ered, and adding new matter, to the extent of one entire book, and several chapters ;
besides referring throughout the work to the recent English and American cases and
text books. On the whole, this edition is greatly improved, and reflects, in an emi
nent degree, the present state of the criminal law, as far as its plan extends, which
appears to be as comprehensive as the subject will admit. This volume, like all the
works of those eminent law publishers, Messrs. Banks, Gould <fc Co., is produced in a
handsome and substantial style.
3.—A New and Improved French and English and English and French Dictionary
(fee. By A. G. Collots, Professor of Languages and Literature, late Professor in
the University of Oxford, England, and author of a complete course on the French
Study. 8vo., pp. 1,324. Philadelphia: C G. Henderson A Co.
This dictionary is composed from the French dictionaries of the French Academy,
Laveaux, 15oiste, itc, from the English of Webster, Johnson, Richardson, and from the
dictionaiies and works of science, literature, and art of Brande, McCulloch, Ure, and
others, and contains a great number of words not to be found in any other dictiona
ries. An examination of its pages has convinced us that it is the best French
dictionary of its class that has yet been published. The most marked feature, and
that which imparts to it value to the American reader, is the fact that it is more full
and complete in the clear definition of terms used in art, science, and Commerce.
To the importer engaged in the French and European trade, it must prove an indispensiblc vade meeum. It is not a mere reprint of other dictionaries, but an original
compilation of all former dictionaries.
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4.—Austria in 1848-49 ; being a History of the late Political Movements in Vienna,
Milan, Venice, and Prague, with Details of the Campaigns of Lombardy and Na
varre, a full account of the Revolution in Hungary, and Historical Sketches of the
Austrian Government and the Provinces of the Empire. By Wm. H. Stiles, late
United States Charge1. With Portraits. 2 vols., 8vo., pp. 391 and 444. New York:
Harper <fc Brothers.
No American possessed better opportunities for the preparation of such a work
than Mr. Stiles, our late minister to Austria. These advantages he has most industri
ously and carefully used. He witnessed the rise, progress, and final catastrophe of
the revolution in Austria. He embraced the means afforded by his official residence
in Vienna to collect materials from all sources to illustrate the general history of the
times. By constant reference to official documents, some of which were in the impe
rial archives, and to public authorities, and by his own observations, he has presented
us with what appears to be an exceedingly faithful picture of the eventful struggle*
in Vienna, in Milan, in Venice, and in Prague, as well as details of the campaigns in
Lombardy, Piedmont, and Hungary. The history of the empire in former years is
also sketched at some length. This was necessary to a clear understanding of the
causes of the revolution. Those who are interested in the general tendency of event*
in Europe will find these extremely interesting volumes. They are free from all par
tisan spirit, calm, sensible, and discriminating in observation, and in excellent taste.
The style of the author is clear, forcible, and manly. Hib work, while it will do him
much honor by its excellence, will prove far the most valuable on the subject before
the public.
i.—The Works of Stephen Olin, D. D., LL. D. 2 vols, 12mo, pp. 422 and 475.
New York : Harper & Brothers.
The contents of these volumes are sermons and sketches, and lectures and addresses.
The author was a man of unusual cultivation of mind, and his works are of a superior
order. As one of the most able and eminent of the Methodist persuasion, his influ
ence has been remarkably felt upon the standard of scholarship in that body. The
subjects of these discourses and lectures are of almost every variety connected with
moral subjects, which can interest the thoughtful and reflective mind. They are writ
ten in a forcible and earnest style, and come within the apprehension of all readers,
6.—The Principles of Courtesy ; with Hints and Observations on Manners and Habits.
By Gko. W. Harvky. 12mo, pp. 300. New York: Harper <fc Brothers.
"It is the design of this work," says the author in his preface, "to illustrate and
enforce the duty of Christian courtesy." He also warns readers against the sentiment*
of many writers on this subject, as being worldly and low. Of course, there is no
subject upon which so little of real value has been written as this of Christian cour
tesy and charity. In these pages the author treats of the " spirit" and the " forms "
of courtesy at considerable length. His work may be considered as a valuable addi
tion to the scanty materials we possess on this subject, which is destined, in a future
age, to arrive at such a pre-eminent place in human estimation.
7.—Romanism at Home. Letters to the Hon. R. B. Taney. By Kirwax. 12mo.,
pp. 272. New York: Harper <t Brothers.
The author of these pages acquired some reputation a few years since by the suc
cess among Protestants of certain letters by him, which were addressed to Bishop
Hughes. This work is of the same stamp. It presents many of the antiquated follies
into which Romanism in the Old World has fallen, with all the keenness and sharpness
with which a smart opponent would attack them. Of course, there can be no apology
tolerated among intelligent men for some of the ridiculous practices here state !.
8.— Woodreve Manor ; or. Six months in Towit. A Tale to suU the Merits and Fol
lies of the Times. By Anna H. Dorsey. 12mo, pp. 334. Philadelphia : A. Hart.
Readers will fiud this quite an interesting and agreeable tale ; there may be some
parts in which it is somewhat overwrought, but these nre few and far between.
9.—Elementary Latin Grammar and Exercises. By Da. Leonard Schwtz, F. R.
S. E. l«mo, pp. 246. Philadelphia : Lea <fe Blanchard.
Beginners in the study of the Latin language will find this a very simple and in
telligible work on the rudiments of that language.
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10.—Beecker's Work*. Boston: John P. Jewett,
We have received the first two volumes of the works of Lyman Beeches, D. D.
The series will, when complete, occupy some five or six volumes, which will be pub
lished chiefly in chronological order, indicating the exigencies which occasioned their
production, and their adaptation to the state of things at the time. The first of the
two volumes before us consists of lectures on political atheism and kindred subjects ;
together with six lectures on intemperance. The second volume contains a series of
sermons delivered on various occasions, including sermons on the government of God ;
the Remedy for Dueling ; a Reformation of Morals practicable and indispensable ; the
Bible a Code of Laws ; the Design, Rights, and Duties of local Churches, Ac., Ac.
Dr. Beecher's labors as a public, moral, and religious teacher, extend through a period
of fifty years, and of course include facts and instructions, which might not otherwise
be noticed on the page of secular or ecclesiastical history, and which will, in coming
ages, when their antiquity shall have magnified them, be eminently worthy of preser
vation, as exhibiting the image and body of the times ; and stand forth the testimo
nials of a glorious progress in all the elements of the moral and political civilization
of the world. The volumes are beautifully printed on a bold-faced type, and cover
some four or five hundred pages each.
11.—Boydells Blustratious of Shaktpeare. Parte £9, 40, and 41. New York: S.
Spooner.
The first illustration of these parts is taken from King Henry VI, Act 2, Scene 3,
where Talbot summons his followers before the Countess of Auvergne. The next is
from the following scene of the same play, in which the challenge is given to pluck
"a red or white rose." " The evil spirit addressing Brutus," as represented in the
play of Julius Cesar, is a fine engraving. It displays, iu a striking manner, the differ
ence in the style of the art at the time these engravings were executed, and at pres
ent. There is a force, a manly strength of expression which 1ms now given place to
that which is finer, softer, and more polished. The next illustration is a scene between
" Antony and Cleopatra," from the play of that name. It is remarkably well execu
ted. In the next illustration of a scene in the play of Troilus and Cressida, the ma
tron is quite a dumpy figure; almost too much so for a lady dallying with a lover.
The representation of all the figures is quite stately, and such as well becomes a class
of nobles. We have often spoken of the merits of these plates, and of the success of
the restoration. Those who have not examined them have certainly not seen some
thing very fine.
12.—A Rhyming, Spelling, and Pronouncing Dictionary of the English Language.
By J. Walkkb, author of the "Critical Pronouncing Dictionary." 8vo., pp. 706.
Philadelphia : Lindsay A Blakiston.
In the United States, so prolific in rhymsters, if not of poets, such a dictionary as
this must be regarded as a desideratum of no small importance. This is just the
thing for all who desire to acquire the art and mystery of writing words or putting
down one's thoughts in rhyme. In this dictionary the whole language is arranged
according to its termination—every word is explained and divided into sylables exactly
as pronounced, and words liable to a double pronunciation are fixed in their true
sounds by a rhyme. Words difficult of pronunciation are rendered easy, by being
classed according to their endings, Ac. It also embraces a copious introduction to the
various uses of the verb, with critical and practical observations on orthography, syl
labication, pronunciation, and rhyme ; and for the purposes of poetry is added an in
dex of allinable rhymes, with authorities for their usage from our old English poets.
13.—History of England, in Ver»e, From the Invasion of Julius Cesar to the Present
Time, wi'h Illustrative Notes, Chronological Chart of the Kings of England, Table
of Cotemporary Sovereigns, and a Table Descriptive of the Present Condition of
Great Britain. By Hannah Townsenb. 16mo, pp. 146. Philadelphia: Lindsay
A Blakiston.
This little work has been prepared under the impression that verse is more readily
retained in the memory than prose, and thus historical incidents may be more easily
remembered. The idea is to some extent just. In this instance, the versification has
nothing to commend it unless it be a little more euphony than mere prose.
14.—Bible Temperance against Ultra Tcetotalism. By Sheldon Buckingham. 8vo,
pp. 127. New York: Augel, Engel A Hewitt.
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15.—Penciling* by the Way; Written during some yeart of Residence and Travel in
Europe. By N. Parker Willis. 12iiio., pp. S27. New York: Charles Scribner.
A few months after Mr. Willis returned to this country from " Residence and Trav
el in Europe," the London Quarterly Review came out with a severe criticism on these
" Pencilings by the Way," which wtre originally published in the New York Mimr.
Five editions of the work, some finely illustrated and very expensive, have been pub
lished in England, and as many more in this country. Like everything from the
uniquely graceful and graphic pen of Willis, these letters will ever be regarded with
favor by all who can appreciate a clever writer, who has no successful imitator.
16.—Fresh Gleanings; or a N'ete Sheaf from the Old Fields of Continental Europe.
By Ik Marvel. 12nio., pp. 330. New York: Charles Scribner.
A new and beautiful edition of the first of Ik Marvel's inimitable works, it will
bear favorable comparison with either of the later productions of his piquaut and
quaintly polished pen.
17.—Hearts Unveiled: or," I knew yon mould like him? By S. E. Satmore. 12mo.
pp.300. New York: D. Appleton & Co.
If it be to the commendation of a tale that it should be truthful an 1 natural, that
the scenes should possess spirit and life, and that, while it enlists the feelings, it should
furuish matter for thought ami reflection, then this is entitled to high praise. It is
written in au agreeable and pleasaut style, and will greatly entertain and gratify the
thoughtful reader.
18.—Gaieties and Granitic*. By Horace Smith. 12mo., pp. 300. New York: D.
Appleton i Co.
This charming volume forms number five of Appleton's unrivalled scries of cheap
and readable books. The gaieties are quite gay, while the gravities are only so far
calm and sedate as to make the variety in the volume most agreeable.
19.—The Use of Sunshine. By S. M., authoress of the "Maiden Aunt," 12 mo., pp.
348. New York : D. Appleton & Co.
One of those retired corners of Ireland's green shore is the place where the scenes
of this tale are located. Its characters are rich in the qualities of the heart, whether
the simple Irish or the more cultivated English visitors. It is written with a chArm
ing pen, and will amply repay the reader by the entertainment of its pages.
20.—The Assayer's Guide ; or Practical Directions to Assaycrs, Miners, and Smelters
for the Tests and Assays by Heat, and by Wet Processes, of the Ores of all the
Principal Metals, and of Gold and Silver Coins and Alloys. By Oscar M. Lieber.
16ino., pp. 117. Philadelphia: Henry C. Baird.
This little work is very brief, but it contains a large amount of practical and useful
.information on the subject of assaying or detecting the nature of minerals and ores.
Its instructions are very simple, and can readily be apprehended.
21.—Xorris's Hand Book for Locomotive Engineers and Machinists : Comprising
the Proportions and Calculations for Constructing Locomotives, Manner ef Set
ting Valves, Tables of Squares, Cubes, Areas, &c. By Septimus Nobris. 12mo,
pp.302. Philadelphia: Henry C. Baird.,
In these pages are presented the results of the author's experience as a practical
machinist during twenty years. Of course it contains details which cannot bo learned
elsewhere, except in the machine-shop, or from the mechanic himself. To practical
men, therefore, it must possess more than ordinary value.
22.—The Art Journal for March and April. New York <t London: Geo. Virtue.
No publication surpasses in elegance, taste, and artistic execution the polish of
these pages. The style of printing, the paper, and the engravings are of the first or
der, and executed by the most skillful hands. The engravings in these numbers are—
" The Tambourine," from an engraving in the Vernon Gallery; "The Newspaper,"
from the same quarter ; and also " The Casement " a "Hebe," from the statue by
Canova. The smaller engravings and cuts represent specimens by the first masters,
and are exceedingly numerous. The contents of the text treat chiefly of subjects of
art, its progress, condition, <tc.
23.—Kenneth ; a Romance of the Highlands. By G. W. M. Reynolds. With nu
merous Engravings. 8 vo, pp. 313. New York : H. Long & Brothers.
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24.—Men and Women of the Eighteenth Century. By Arsene Hoissaye. 2vols.,
12mo., pp. 454 and 448. New York : J. S. Redfield.
This picture of the men and women of France in the brilliant period of the
eigteenth century is drawn by a graphic hand. Some of the characters presented to
the reader are Dufresny, Fontenelle, Piroo, Diderot, Louis XV'., Marie Antoinette,
Crebillon, Buffon, Madame de Pompadour, Duneount, Ac., with many other of the
poets and wits of those days. The work contains nothing like serious and grave nar
rative ; it ah Hinds in anecdotes, brilliant sallies, and gems of wit, which render it ex
ceedingly
andofentertaining.
In aand
word,
these are rareat that
volumes,
view
■which theylively
present
French manners
accomplishments
periodandcanthe
scarcely
fail to instruct and gratify all readers.
25.—Isa. A Pilgrimage. By Caroline Cueseboro. 12mo., pp. 320. New York :
J. S. Reddeld.
Few female writers of the present day can wield a more smooth and graceful pen
than this author. In the volume before us she has departed somewhat from her usual
light, airy, and fanciful sketches, and delineated the progress or pilgrimage of a strong
and sensitive mind from its earliest period to its fullest development in knowledge.
We hardly like the character drawn, and think it somewhat unnatural; still, as a con
ception of a gifted mind, it is well worthy of contemplation.
26.—The Confessions of an Attorney. By GcsrAVirs Sharp, Esq. To which is added
several paperj on English Law and Lawyers. By Charles Dickens. 12mo., pp.
228. New York : Cornish <fc Lamport.
Tales and stories which will take hold of the feelings of those who have not before
read them. They describe many of those keen and afflicting scenes in which the re
verses of fortunes exert so much influence. They are issued in a very fiue style by the
publishers. The paper is clear and white, the type open and distinct, and the whole
appearance of the volume is very neat and tasteful.
27.—The Recollections of a Policeman. By Thomas Waters, an Inspector of the
London Detective Corps. 12mo., pp. 240. New York : Cornish it Lamport.
Many of these " Recollections " have appeared in the newspapers, but they are so
graphically written, and possess such a thrilling interest as to render them worthy of
publication in a more permanent form.
28.— The Experience of a Barrister. By Warren Warner, of the Inner Temple,
12mo., pp. 240. New York: Cornish i Lamport.
»
The experience of a criminal must present many of the dark and fearful phases of
human life. In these pages the reader will find depicted with intense interest many
of those scenes in which all the powers for good or evil are earnestly at work.
29.— Whateley's Selection of English Synonymy First American Edition, from the
second London, l'imo., pp. 179. Boston : J. Munroe it Co.
It has not been the design in these pages to notice all the synonyms of the English
language, but to select a few of those groups which are in most frequent use, and are
most liable to be confounded. For a clear and full understanding of the force and
meaning of these, the reader will find here great assistance. Archbishop Whately's
reputation as a critical scholar is a sufficient recommendation of the work.
30.— The Christian Doetrine of Forgiveness of Sin. An Essay. By James F. Clarke'
12mo., pp. 170. Boston: Crosby it Nichols.
In the statement of the question before him the author of this volume somewhat
enlarges the general idea of the subject, and then proceeds to consider the " forgive
ness of sin " under the aspect of its " nature—conditions—obstacles—results." He
writes with vigor and spirit, and there is striking thought and new phases of truth in
its pages.
31.— Thorpe, a Quiet English Town, a Human Life Therein. By William Mountford. 12uio., pp. 390. Boston: Ticknor, Reed it Fields.
As a tale, this is worthy of a far higher estimate than those which usually issue
from the press. It describes to the life the scenes of an English town ; but what is
more important, it is full of thought and suggestive to the reader's mind ; and while
it abounds in those characteristics which make up an interesting story, it is worthy of
a high place from its intrinsic merits.
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82.—Banker•»' Magazine t Edited by J. Smith Homams. Svo., pp. 88. Boston :
J. S. Homans.
In the May number we have a continuation of the essay which received the prize of
£100 offered by James William Gilbart, the General Manager of the London and
Westminster Bank. It is entitled " The Adaptation of Recent Inventions to the Pur
poses of Practical Banking," by Granville Sharp, of Norwich, England. It was origi
nally published in the London Bankers' Magazine. The present number also contain*
the eighth chapter of LawBon's History of Banking and Bankers, (an English work re
viewed at some length in the Merchant! Magazine,) which will, we learn, be published
by Messrs. Gould A Lincoln as soon as its reprint in the Bankers' Magazine is com
pleted. There is also in the number a Sketch of the History of Savings Banks in
Englaud, aud a very elaborate collection of the decisions of the Supreme Court of
Vermont upon bills of exchange, etc If Mr. Homans would devote his journal more
to American banking, we think it would be more acceptable to the class of persons in
this countiy intere»ted4in banking.
33.— Claret and Olivet ; from the Garonne to the Rhone. By Amos B Reach. ISmoL,
pp. 235. New York : G. P. Putnam.
The seventh number of Putnam's admirable library of cheap and good books con
sists of lively, entertaining, and instructive sketches of a trip through the wine and
olive districts of France. A more pleasant tour the reader can scarcely find toperuse.
This library is worthy of universal patronage.
34.—Horse Shoe Robinson : A Tale of the Tory Ascendency. By Johs P. Kessedt.
Revised edition. 12mo., pp. 698. New York : G. P. Putnam.
An edition of this graphic tale of the revolution was issued some ten years since for
the first time. It is now revised, after being well received by the public during the
intervening period, and issued in a handsome style. It is an exceedingly interesting
story, and will be greatly admired by all readers who have sympathy with the events
of our Revolutionary War.
35.—A Buckeye Abroad; or Wanderings in Europe and the Orient. By Samuel S .
Cox. 12mo. New York : G. P. Putnam.
A lively and entertaining work. The author writes with that spirit and vigor which
characterize the Western man ; and he sees tilings closely, and detects their merits as
well as deformities ; he is free from the unnatural admiration of old absurdities, and
depicts the follies of Europe aud Europeans in truthful colors.
88.— Queechy. By Elizabeth Wetuebell. 2 vols. 12mo., pp. 410 and 896. New
York : G. P. Putnam.
Whatever may come from the pen of the graphic author of " Wride, Wide World,"
is Bure to find readers. These volumes are issued in succession after that work. We
hardly think they possess the novelty of story and vigorous and active liveliness
which characterize the farmer. Still they are worthy to be classed among the mc~;
interesting tales of the day.
37.—Hood's Own ; Selected Papers. With wood cuts. 12mo., pp. 239. No. 5. New
York : G. P. Putnam.
These two volumes form the fourth and fifth numbers of Putnam's Semi- Monthly
Library. The one is grave, the other humorous. No better selection could be made
for the entertainment of the public, nor cheaper than what is offered in this series.
88.—Fancies of a Whimsical Man. By the author of " Musings of an Invalid.'
12mo., pp. 281. New York : John S. Taylor.
The " Musings of an Invalid," by the same writer, were well received by careful
and judicious critics, and are slowly but surely gaining for their unknown author an
enviable reputation. The present work will, we predict, secure a still wider popular
ity, and be more acceptable to that class of readers who appreciate well-drawn and
faithful strictures of the fashionable foibles of modern society, written in a forcible,
piquant style.
89.—Journal of a Poor Vicar. Translated from the German of Zchokee. New
York : John S. Taylor.
A beautiful translation of one of Zchokke's inimitable stories, o'erflowing with the
admirable peculiarities of the warm, pure heart of a German genius.
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111 of Horse Powers und Thresh
ers, Farming Implements nnd Ma
chinery, and Healers. Wholesale and
Retail, inNos.
Field.
Flower
.-seeds,
3o9 Garden,
and 371 and
Broadway,
Albany, N.Y.
C&xts.
y\ SIMMONS fc CO.. Munufncturers of Axes. Carpenters'.
•Hhip Carpenters' and Coopers' Broad
Axes and Adzes. Bench Axes. Hatch
ets. Spanish Ales, Adzes, adapted
l.rr different Markets; Cohocs. Allia»y county, N. Y.; offici d Ware
house. No. 7 Gold-street, N. Y.
Baubs.
p RES k HOYT. First Premium
IV Patent Riveted. Stretched Lea
ther Bands. In the joints these
Bands present a smooth surface on
both sides. Manufactory, 37 Sprucestreet, New York.
Dank ■Note (£ngrau'3.
rpOPPAN, CARPENTER. C\SIX LKAR fc CO.. Bank .Vote En
gravers, No. 59 Wall si.. New York ;
No.76t Walnut street, Philadelphia ;
corner ufWashingtoa and Essex-sis,
Boston ; and North West corner of
Third and Wnlnul-sH.. Cincinnati.
Billiarb tables.
T^ANIEI. D. W1XANT. (surcesXJ sors to D.Pe.in.) Hllli .nl Table
Maker, No.71 Gold-it, between Gold
and Bcekmnn-street.. All orders by
mail prumplly attended to.
t

NEW fORK.

Block fetters.
T> F. CRAGIN, First Premium
IJ. Gill Block letters for Signs,
e.rved by steam machinery's No. 20
Nassau street, between Cedar and
Pine-streets. N. Y.

1

13utau.ua iUare.
LUCIUS HART,
Manufacturer and Iinjrorter of
BRITTANIA WARE,
and Dealer In MeUils. No. 6 Burling
Blip, New York.
Bronze.

Books.
T C. R I K E R . Bookseller and
fJ • Publisher. liD Fulton -st, N Y.,
offers to the Trade generally, a large
supply of School and other books,
at exceedingly low prices.
OOBF.ltT B. COLLINS, (succesIX sor In Collins fc Brother.) Pub
lishcr. Bookseller and Stationer. 441
Pearl st, N. Y, Medical. Classical.
School. Law. and Ml-rellancntis
Books, Pu|)or, Blank Books, and Sta
tionery.
UASON fc LAW, Publishers,
i>l Booksellers and Stationers. No.
g
•»« Astor
House, N. Y.
Lowill Mi.os, Jr. D. G.Masok.
IIekry W. Law.
T?OWLERS fc WELLS. Phrenolo-T (Mr, No. 131 Nassau-sl_. N. Y„
publish works on Phrenology. Physi
ology. Physiognomy. Magnetism, and
Hydropathy.
0. S. Fowler. L. \. FowLKR.
8. R. WELLS.
/^ORNISH, LAMPORT fc CO,
\J (successors to Nnfisfc Cornish.)
Publishers. Rnok'cllers. and Station
ers. No Sli7 Pearl-st, N. Y.
C. L. CORMSU. II. II. LlSfPORT.
RlRDSLEY BLAKKMAN.
A 8. BARNES * CO, Whnle. \ • sale llrrokscllers and Station
ers. 51 John-st, cor. of Dutch-st, N.Y.
A. S. Barre.. II. L, Burr.
8. A. Rot-1.0.
TriGGINS & KELLOGG. Blank
IV Book Manufactures,and WholcKile Booksellers and Stationers, No.
88 John-st, corner of Gold at, N. Y.
Boots anb Sljoes.
T 11. RANSOM & CO.. Manu•I • fuctiirers nnd Dealers in Boots.
Shoes, leather, and Findings, No. 32
Courtlandt, and 39 Dey-sl, N. Y.
J) W. HOWES fc CO.. Dealers
I\# in Boots. Shoes, Leather, In
dia Rubbers, and Importer! of Staple
Findings. No. 182 Pearl-sl, N. Y.
("1ALVIN W. HOW fc CO..
Wholesale Dealers in Boots nnd
Shoes, No. 131 Maiden Lane, N. Y.
T)ENEDICT k HALL. Munttf.cJ> turers and Wholesale Dealers
In Boots and Shoos, No. 255 Pearl•treet, N. Y.

T BRAN DEIS k CO, No 11
I J, Cedar -treer, N. Y, Patentees
and Manufacturers of L. Brandies'
(.old PI..I-.I Bronze Colon, Gold,
Silver, and Metal Leaf.
Bntsljes.
JOHN K. HOPPEL. Wh.rlesale
ft Brush Manufacturer, 337 Pearl
street, N. Y. A groat variety of
Brushes ermstanttv on hand. All
articles at the lowest cash prices.
(Tap materials.
TTJKST fc CALDWELL. Mnnu
» T facturera and Importers of
Hat and Cap Materials. DIM Silk.
Plushes. Cloths, Silks, .fcc. No. 116
Maiden Lane. N. Y.
Carpets.
A k E. S. HIGGINS k CO,
iVi .Manufacturers and Importers
of Velvets, Tapestry, Three Ply. In
grain and Venetian Cnrpellog, Floor
1 HI Cloths, fcc.. 0!> Hrrrad-sL. N. Y.
rpllOMPSON fc COMPANY.
X Agents for the Thrnnpsnnvllle
and Taritrvllle t'tirfret Mantif. ConiIMinles. Wnrehrruscs, 8fc 10 Sptucestreel, N.Y. Importers of Car|reting.
PETERSON fc HUMPHREY.
I Imprrrters and Dealers In Carla-ting. Oil Cloth.. Window Shade..
Drugi'.-t.. Table and Piano < overs,
fcc . 379 Broadway, corner Whilestreet, N. Y.
(£l)ina.
T-V G. fc I). HAVILAND, III.
I /. |».rters of French China, No.
47 John-street, N. Y.
TTs CAULDWELL fc SONS, ImCj» |Kirters of China, Class, and
Earthenware. 77 Pearl-.L, N. Y.
■\7ELTMAN fc. WOOD, Importer.
V and Dealers in Earthenware.
China, and Glaaa. 4 Llberty-sl.. N.Y.
TTs B. WIIX1AMS. (of the late
I1 • firm of H. Cauldwell & C. )
Importer of Chlnn.Gla.-.and Earth
en ware. 93 Pearl-street, N. Y.
dl)tlaren'3 dlotljing.
AT
II. BAJUUSTT
CO, 47
■IX' V.Nassau
si.. \. v., fc.Manufac
turers and Dealers exclusively In
Youths' and Children'. Clothing
adapted to every part of the world.
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JEROME MANUFATCRING CO.
Depot of Clocks, 49 Courllitnilt•trcel and 175 Hrn;idway, N. Y.
CHAUNCEV JEROME.
<£lotl)htg.
ILDE, BATES & TAYLOR,
. . Succeistira U» C.T. Lnngstreet
&W1
Co., Manufacturers and Whole
sale Dealers in Clothing. No. G4 Nas
sau-street, between John-street and
Maiden Lane, New York.
ROSS & LEITCH, Manufacturer!
anil Wholesale Dcnlers in Cloth
ing 115 and 117 William-st, Washngton Stores, New York.
PIER90N & JENNINGS, Whole
sale Clothing. No. 194 Broadway,
N. Y., and 26 Hayne-atreet, Charles
ton. 8. C. Clothing suitable for all
markets.
NELSON & CO.,
Wholesale Clothing Store,
JVo. 51 Ccdar it.,
New-York.
TROWBRIDGE, DVVIGHT.it COWholesale Dealers In Clothinp.
No. 115 Broadway, City Hotel Build
ings, New York.
TULANE, BALDWIN & CO.,
Wholesale Clothing Merchant,
I 66 Nassau-street, N. Y.

(fatlm).
QJommiaaion Ji1erri)'0.
rM. C. LANiJLEY fc CO., Com- 1 -| RUSSELL *. CO, Manafsaai
nlssion Merchants for the sale | »J . ers ot- Table Cuuerf, Ci
WAmerican
of
Cotton and Woolen i Rlvet Works. Greenfield, Mass. Oi^j
Goods. 25 Broad-street, N. Y.
liice No. 3 CIiffstreet, .V Y.
McCCRDY, ALDKICH fc SPEN I3RATT, RttPES, WLBBfctop
CER, Commission Merchants
of Table Cct|
for the sale of American Cotton and lery. Manufacturers
West Meriden, Coon. Otfkejl
Woolen Goods, No- 30 Broad-street, ami General
Depot. 90 John-st, carjj
New York.
of Gold-street, New York.
HAMLIN, BLAKE & CO, Com I AMSoN. GOODNOW k. CO.
mission Merchants for the rata Lj Manufacturers of Tabic On
(»t Cotton and Woolen Goods, No. lery, &.C., Sheihurne Fulls, SUhJI
11 Broad-street, N. Y.
Office and Warehouse, No.7GbW-{|
Hutchinson" fc tiffany. street. New York.
Coirmiission Merchants, 50 Exhanjre Place, N. Y.
50^md~52 Dagncrrtotjjpt ©Tls.]
• (TlTlJDLEY
Pine-street, N.&~COZ
Y.. Commission
Merchants for the Male of Brown
MAN'CrACTVRIKG.
Sheetings. Drills, Cotton Yarn, Butts, OCOVILL
CO , 57 Maiden Lane. H. ¥
Wadding, Twine, Wicking, Alc. Ate. lO
Manufacturers nnd Itealers in all »
tides appertaining (othe Dagnerrfd
type Busine-**, comprising a fallss
KnfDuetlC of Plate*. Cases, Franc*
(fforbagc.
Preservers, Mattings, CheintaL'
OHN TliURSBY £ SON. Patent CHinems.
and nppnratns of even
Steam Cordage Manufactory, style and variety.
Sheet and Plater'*
Bnshwlck, L. I. Offire, 242 Front- Brass, German Silver,
Phied Metal
street, N. Y. Ship Chandlers and Brass Butt Hinges, Gilt
Bfittes.
Hardware Dealers supplied on the ttc. &c.
most reasonable ternfa. Gangs of Aqkkts for nail. Elton ft Co's.
KiKcine furnished to order in a sujie- celebrated Gentian Silver •! ! . •
rior style.
Ware.
"YVILLIAM WALL 4t SON. ManV t ufacturera and Wholesale E ANTHONY, 3W8 Broarlwiy
• N. Y—DitgueiTenlypE Go**1
Dealers in every description of Put
enl Cordage and Hemp, 220 Front- rtnly—Daguerreotype C*se MsrtitHv
tnrcr
of French Pl-.B^J
street, N. Y. Gongs of Rigging made FramesandnndImporter
Cheinrc il*. nnd fiensts I
to order.
Instruments,
D-iguerreorype
LAWSON 8c ROBERTS. Dealer* to*, and Materials of every App*-15"!
descri?-;,
In and Manufacturers of Cordape, Twine. Shoe Thread, fee, No. tion.
Case
Makers
supplied
with
112 Pearl-street, (Hanover Square), rials for manufacturing Cases, r&to",
New York.

(tlotrja.
WARD, BABCOCK & CO., Im
porters and Jobbers of Staple
Dry Goods, particularly in Cloths,
Cassimcrcs, Doeskins and Vestinsrs,
Ccrka.
Over Coat and Pantaloon Stuffs, OPARKMAN & TRCSLOW, Inv
Satins, Serges, Velvets, Trimmings, O porters nnd Manufacturers of
fee, 27 Park Row, opposite the Astor Corks. 'Also Manufacturers of Whi
House, New York.
ting, Paris White &x., 184 WaterTHOMAS HUNT & CO., Import street, New York.
ers of European Cloths, VestIngs, Blankets, and India Silk Goods,
(Eljronometcrs.
and Dealers in American Woolens
and Cottons, 92 Willlam-st., N. Y. BLISS & CREIGHTON continue
to manufacture Marine Chrono
SPAULDING. THOMAS& VAIL, meters upon their Improved princi
Importers of Cloths and heavy- ple, and for which they have re
Woolens, Cassimeres, Vestlngs anil ceived a (latent from the United
Bluffs, and other Goods, States Government
specially adapted to men's wear. These Instruments have received
Also Dealers in American Woolens the approbation of thousands of
[and Cottons, 41 John-sL, New York. Navigators, and for voyages where
grout accuracy Is required, are Indis
WILSON G. HUNT *fc CO., Im pensable.
B. & C. give the fullest guarantee
porters and Jobbers of Cloths. with
machines, and will sell
Cassimeres and Vestings.No. 80 and them their
at low prices for cash, or on
82 Willlam-st, cor. of Maiden Lane credit
for
approved
paper.
[and Liberty-streets, New York.
Chronometers to loan.
Chronometers
properly
repaired
BRAMHALL, ABERNETHY & and adjusted.
COLLINS, Dealers in Cloths, New charts of California, China,
[Cassimeres and Vesting*, 47 and 49 and the East Indies.
iLlbcrty-str., opposite the Post Office. Charts, sextants, telescopes, Ice.
pNew York.
Scc.t for sale by
BLISS & CREIGHTON,
CLOTH WAKEHOrsr.
42 Fulton-street, N. Y.
7 Congrau-sU, Boston.
CROMWELL, HAIGHT & CO.
136 Chosnut-st., Phila,
Importers, G8, 70. 72 Maiden
168 Baltimore-sL, Baltimore.
jLane—7, 9 and 11 Liberty-st,, N. Y.

jDentista' Stock.
JONES. WHITE & CO., Mailt
factnrers of Porcelain TeetB.Gii
nnd Tin Foil. Gold and Silver FI»K
Spiral Springs. Emery WhKl«
Slshs. Ice. Constantly on bund. Dea-j
ml Chnir». Files anil Instrument
No. 203 Broadway. R. Y.;'. ; "'No. IS*
"
Arch street, Philadelphiaa; Ka.3j
Trenionl Row, Boston.
J!lrnggi5t0.
AB. fc P.SAXDS. Importer)"'
. Wholesale Desleri in Drop
Medicines. Paints, Oils, IJvt St«JH
8tc. Tfo. 100 Fnlton street, Warloil,
TTAYDOCK, CLAY k EVAN&j
XX DniqRist', Importers of aaat
Wholesale Dealers in Enp»«h ••■
Mediterranean Drngs, Dyn Wooiw
Dye StnrTs, Tnlnts. Oils, UlaJa, at
S18 Pearl-street, N. Y.
HAVILAND. KEKSE * CO.*
Maiden Lane, H. Y. n.tVT-;
LAND. HABRAL 4 CO.. Charles
ton, S. C, HAVILAND, RlAKl i
CO., Augusta, Ga, Wholesale Bmh
ers In Drugs, Sledicines, Fiinli
Oila.
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HASKELL, MERRICK &. BULL,
Importers, and Jobbers in Drugs, (BStnts. tibmpotmb.
lilts.
Mvuiciues, Chemicals, Essential Oils,
& CO., Union and
and Select Powdered Drugs, 10 Gold- BT, BABBITT,^ and 70 Wash J • HORNER
Croton File Works : Office, 22
»txeet, N. Y.
• ington-street. Manufacturer of
Eifirvescing Compound, for raising Cliff-street, New York.
Bread, Buckwheat Cakes ; Double
Kenned Bnleralut, pure and double RS.
■ N. 8TENTON,
Y.. Agent for20 J.Cliff
tc street;
Rilevl
strength, warranted best in the world. Carr, Manufacturers of Flies and'
Also,
Patent
Soap
Powder,
for
wash
Steel
"Bailey
lane
Works,"
Shef
pvOREMUS & NIXON, Furnish
or soft water, without
JL/ lag l>ry Uood*,3y Nassau street. ing In hard
and for making Soft Soap. field, Eng.
|N. Y. We are prepared to furnish rubbing,
above goods are put up In 1 lb
Dry Coods of every description, for The
Jinoings, &c.
Public Houses, Steamers, Sail Ves paiwrs, tiO lb. boxes. Directions ac
sels and Rail Rond Cars—snch in company the packages.
part a* Linen and Cotton Sheeting ;
WAKEMAN, DODD tc Will
5 4 to 13-4; do. do. Pillow Casing,
TING, Manufacturers and
(fngraocrs.
Dealers in Foreign and Domestic
40 in. lo 63; Table Linen, Napkins,
Suspenders,
Buckles, Steel Goods.
[Towelling, Blankets, Quilt*, and
Counterpane*; Brocitelle and Satin JW. ORR. Kngravcr on Wood, tec. • Metallic Shoo Webb, Shoe
fks Lalne, ibf Curtains ; Table Cov
• 75 Nass;m-*ireet, New York. Findings. Patent and Enamelled!
Leather. Cloth, Ate, 4 Dcy-st., N. Y,
ering of every description ; Carpeting
and FloorClnths; Curled Hair Mat- ADEMAREST. Engraver of TVyfULFORD It. CARY, Importers
Plashes and Head Linings
• Wedding. Visiting, and Busi J.VL of Shoe Findings and Dealers
for R. R. Can.
ness Cnrds. Door Plaif-s. Stone and In Shoo Manufacturers' Articles, 302
Metal Seal*. Bill Heads, Bills of La Pearl-street, N. Y. Also constantly
RODGERS, CATI.IN, LRAVITT ding,
Circulars, Checks Adveriislnz, ou hand, Sole and Upper leather,
» t,CO, Ory (>oods Importers
Sealing Envelopes, *fcc. &c., 2 French
and American Calf Skins,j
in.l Jolibers, N«.. 198 Broadway, op- Self
Pine-street,
cor. Brondway, N. Y. Patent and
Enamelled Leather, Mo
jposiie Franklin House, New-York.
rocco Roans, Linings, Ate
CHITTENDEN, BUSS & CO..
JAMBS R. SMITH, Manufacturer
fdncn ©0000.
Importers and Dealers in Foreign
of Cream and Colored Skivers,
*n.i American Dry Cood*. and A?enu
Razils, Sheep and Lamb.
for Lowell Carpet*. No. 73 Broadway, WM. H. GARY & CO.. Importers Morocco,
Russet
Colored Calfskins, Bark
next sUiTe below Trinity Church.
and Jobbers of Foreign and Skivers,and
Sec,
suitable for Hatters,
Domestic Fancy Goods, Runs, Pis Saddlers, and Bookbinders,
New York.
25 Ferry
tols, Cutlery, l.inon Thread, Pcrcus- street. New York.
Caps, Perfumery, Gold and
rO. WILSON tc CO.. Importers ou
Watrhes. fcc, Dealers In
>HN CLARK. Morocco Manu
Jm and Jobbers of Foreign and ilver Tortoise
Shell, Pearl Shell,
faclurer. No. 29. Ferry-st., N. Y.
l>jiiie«Lic Dry Coods, No. 12 Court- lvorj-.
Horns, &c, 215 Pearl-street, near Morocco
Bindings. Linings. «cc, conl indi, ami Nos. 11 and 13Dey street*. John-street,
N. Y.
stantlyon hand, at the lowest prices.
New York—Agents for the sain of
' lloyle'a Patent Swansdown tiew- LEVI COOK * Co., Mannfactur- SAMUEL W. HALE, Manufac
ing Cotton."
ers of Combs and Importers and
turer of Superior Shoo Pegs.
Dealers in Linen nndOiton Threads, Warehouse
177 Pearl-street, N. Y.
GEORGE VV. CORLIES & CO, Mutton*. Brushes. &. English. French and
9 Arch-street, Philadelphia.
Wholesale Dealers in Foreign and Gennsn Fancy Goods, 71 Broad
nnd Djmestic Dry Good*, 283 Penrl- way, two doors below Trinity Ch'ch
street, one door below Ueeknian- New York.
street, New York.
ALEOOCX &. PARDESSU3, 55 ALBRO & 110 YT, 7-iand 74 John• Maiden Lane, Importers of
JOHN E. EARLE, Wholesale French
N. Y., Manufacturers of
Fancy and Staple Goods. heavystreet,
fJ Dealer in Foreign and Domestic Porfunicry,
Floor Oil Cloths
Brushes, Fans ; CarriageandOilmedium
Ory Comis, J27 and 129 William- also Clocks, Combs,
Cloths.Table Oil Cloths.
Vases, Ace. Alc.
street, New York. Cloths, Cassi&c—also
Importers
of English and
iiercs, Vesting*, and every variety ALFRED PLUNKETr, Importer German Floor Oil Cloths.
Table and
►1 Woolen Goods, suitable for City
Furniture Oil Cloths, offer to the
of
Fre
h,
English,
and
Ger
md Country Trade.
Trade,
at
their
Warehouse,
72 and
man Fancy Goods, 104 William-St., 74 John-street, on liberal terms,
a
MOULTON k CO., Importers and (up stairs) New York.
Urge assortment of the above goods.
Dealers in Foreign and Domes BRIDGEMAN Ac DAY, Import
tic Dry Goods, 04 Cedar-street and
ers and Wholesale Dealers in
fringes.
*i Pine-street, opposite the Post Of French,
English and German Fancy
fice nnd Custom House, New York. Goods, Perfumery,
Rrushes, Combs, PH. fcW. WILLIAMS, Manu
tc, Ate, 189 Pearl-street. N. Y.
• faclurers of Fringes, Gimp,,
pjRAPER, KXO.X. &_ INGER DC. HYDE tc CO, Importers Tassels,
Alc, 52 Nassau-street. Or
'WOLL, Importers and Jobber?
and Dealers in Combs, But ders promptly executed.
>t Dry Goods, 5S (.'edar-slrool, nnd tons• Needles,
Pins,
Gold
nnd
Gilt
28 Pine-street, opposite Post Office Jewelry, Gold Pens and Pencils, Per
ind Custom House. Particular at fumery, Suspenders, Paper Hangings.
.furnaces.
:enlion paid lo Orders.
English nnd German Fancy Goods,
CULVER'S
PATENT HOT AIR
64
Broadway,
New-York.
CW. At J. T. MOORE At. CO„
Ventilators and Reg
" Importers and Dealers in For- WARD, PECK & CO.. 1 o. 47 isters,Furnaces,
Cooking
Ranges, Smoke Pipes,
-ign and Domestic Dry Good", 71
Lane, New Yorl , Sign tec. etc., manufactured
and sold,
Broadway, second suire below Trin- of theMaiden
Golden
Comb,
Importe
s
and
wholesale
and
retail, by Culver
ty Church, New York.
Dealers In Fancy Goods. Comb ,But- Cory, No. 52 Cliff-street,
N.
Y.
PERKINS. BROOKS At CO.. Im- tons, Perfumery, Sec, etc.
1. porters and Wholesale Dealers JOB CHANDLER tc FOSTER, furnishing (Eoobs.
n Dry Goods, 30 Broadway, N. Y.
81 Maiden 1
N. Y., Buttons,
Whole
Dealers in Combs,
WAKKMAN &CO..
HAL9TED, HAINES & CO., sale
Brushes,
Perfumery, Soaps, and Fan- WILLIAM
Importers &. Wholesale Deal-j
Importers
and
Jobbers
of
Staple
,
,.
,,
.
,
,
:
—
i<7
Goods
In
general,
with
a
comers
In
Men's
Furnishing
Goods, and.
n.l rancy Dry Goods, 31 Nassau- plete assortment of Wood and Wil- Manufacturers of Shirts, Stocks,
Ate,
treet. New York.
ow Ware.
79 and 81 Maiden Lane, N. Y.
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JAMES DE GRAY, Importer and
Wholesale Denier in GinLleuien's
Furnishing Goods, I'JSi William-*!,
(up sltir*j N. Y. tihirls, Cruvats,
" :arfs. Hosiery, &c.
DAVID tf. DCNCOMB, Manufac
turer and Dealer in Shirts and
(Gents' Furnishi n? Goods, No. 7*$
W ,Wam-»tre«t. N. Y.
J"~OUN"\VOOLSEY&. SON, Manu
facturers and Wholesale Dealer*
Jin Whirls of every dc»criyt.ou, No.
m Plait-street, N- Y.
iwmtnre.
/ I C. WILLIAMS, MunaDtelnrer
V/« of and Dealer m C iliinet ForJn'uure, Feather Beds, Mattresses, ice.
iWholesiile and lietail, ami fur Ex
portation, 137 Fuller-street, between
UnwiiwH)' and NujU-Rts*, N. Y.
WILLI A fiTC. GAR! »IN Kit," 09
Gold-street, N. Y. A large
[assortment of the celebrated Premi
um French and Cottage Bedstead*,
^constantly on hand. AI>o, Parlor
land Chamber FurniiHre.of the Lntes:
'ptyle*, in Suits, or otherwise. Hair
Mattresses, Teather Beda, Bolsters
and Pillows, &e.
(Bas Jitters.
IT & I. COX, 349 Broad w.iy,
*J • N. Y., Imiwtersand Dealers in
French, English, and American Gas
Fixtures, Manufacturers of Silver
[Ware in all its branches, Rich Mnntel Clocks, Candlebras, Lanterns.
Superior Table Cutlery,Plated Ware,
Japannery, fcc.

CHANCE, BROTHERS fc CO.,
Glass Works, near Birmingham,
Manufacturers of English Crown
Sheet and Patent Plate Window
and 1'irture Class. Also. Ornamen
tal, Colored, Optical, and MicroscoIpic Class.
James II. Hkroy, Jigrnt,
No. 42 Cliff-st., N- Y.
Qarftmarc, Iron, &c.
THOMAS U. FKANKUN. No.
128 Pearl, and 02 and 94 WaterN. Y., Conimission Merchants
foi the sale of Foreign and Domestic
Hardware.
I TJ LIVEN, CLAPP & DOUGLASS,
[jLJ American Hardware CiuiiniisMerchants, and Manufacturers
[f)f Premium Cast Steel Squares, No.
15 Piatt street. N. Y.
REID fc SPRAGUR, Importers
i and Dealers in Foreign and
Dome-tic Hardware, Cutlery, *fec.
No. 97 Pearl, and 60 Stone-«ts., N.Y.
OAKLEY & FOX, Importers and
Dealers in Hardware, Cutlery,
land Guns of American, English, and
German Manufacture, No. 30 Court'landt-street, N. Y.
E. JAMES fc CO„ Importers
N.• of Hardware, Planished and
Brittannia Ware, and Manufacturers
|of Plain and Japanned Tin ^ure,
UNo. 23 Cliff-street, N. Y.

JUPUAM, American Hardware,
» No. 15 GoW-*L, corner of Piatt,
New York.
WM. STENTON SON, For
eign Hardware Commission
Agents. Nicholson'* Cutlery, and
Table Cutlery; F. Fenne>'s Tally Ho
Razors, Cutler's Edge Tools, and
Sheep Shears; Wilson & Co.'s Saws;
Carr's Files and Steels; Rimmers,
Needles. &.c. fcc. 20 CUff sU M. Y.
SAMUEL D. VVILLMOrrrilareTware Merchant. Manufaeturer of
C;isl Steel Saws and Files, and Im
porter of the genuine W icIters!y
GrimKtoncs, No. 8 Liberty-si., N.\.
BENJ. I. HAKfr~i"rporter-of
Guns, Pistols, Materials, Hard
ware, Cutlery. Jtc, 74 Maiden Lane,
N. Y.
1} KEEoE & ELLIOTT, Importers
3 of, und Dealers in Iron and
Steel, No. £43 Water-street, N. Y.
IRON HOLLOW WARE PIKE
NIX WORKS WAREHOUSE.
Hollow Wnro Stoves and Iron Cast
ing generally.
John Savery &■ Sons,
No.MCliir-st.,N.Y.
CIOOI'ER & HEWITT. No. 17
J Burling Slip, N. Y-, Manufac
ture from Andover Iron exclu
sively, Iron Wire of all kinds, Patent
Wrought Iron Rail-Road Chairs,
Railroad and Ship Spikes,Wire Hods,
Rivet and Machinery Irou, Puddled,
and Refined Charcoal Blooms, Forg
ing Bars for heavy Shafting, ts.c.

jjoaierg.
rpIIOS. H. BROWN'. Imuoner azu
A Jobber of Men**, Wuwea**, wf
Children's Hosiery, Gloves and La
ees ; Silk, Merino, and Ce::on SbirV
and Drawers; Woulea Yura Sus
pender*, Silk and C-uiiun HdktV at*
Craviti, Silk Lisle TtireAii, C*>:Uir
and Woulen Gloves, Mittens, aid
the variety of Goods la this Lir e, far,
cash only. 34 Liberty-street, N. Y.
JAMES S. DAVIE, (late McOKJtn
Sl Davie) Importer and Dewier i«j
Hosiery, Yarns, «lc, No. 9e> Maiden-]
Larm. New York.

Jnbia Rubber.
NIOX INDIA RUBBER COM-!
inPANY WAREHOUSE, 1»N"
nu-slreet, N. Y., Manut-teiurf-rs and
Whtdesale De-ilers in ail kinds tft
"Giatdyear's Patent" MeuUtc ledt*!
Rubber Good*. JiMisBisuee. Pmuj
Warken ArKKHMAN, V- IVes'L,
N. Williamson, Tre.is. and Pee'r
ri^JiK N EWAKK INDIA RUBBER
A COh 59 Maiden Line. Msoufaxsrs and Wholesale t>ealers in I
Shoes, Boot*, Clothing, Hose, Ctnh-.
Toys, Balls, Mtips, and all the various
articles of Rubber Uoods. 11. Uctcm- i
iNsoN, Pres'u
EW BRUNSWICK RUBBER]
N1 COMPANY, Wapehon-e NuJ
Hi Maiden Ijine. New York. Maie-1
fncturers and Wholesale Dealers i?
all Coods mnde from Charles Good ,
year's Yulranizeit India Rohber.cocJj
f)ats.
sisting of Shifts, Clothing Ckrtk,4*J
&c. Johnson Lktson. l*r»*s.
SWIFT, HURLBUT k. (XX, Man BREEDEN&. HRUTUER, IseaJen
ufacturers and Wholesale Deal
in India Rubber Over £hoe> ;
ers in Hats, Cups, and Furs. Also, Warehouse
Pearl and 90 d.!T
leghorn, Panama, and Palm Leaf streets. N. Y. 245
Hole Agents fjr Go»d-j
lints, Buffalo Robes, itc, No. S97 year's Pateul ; Metallic
India Rat b- r!
Pcarl-ttrect, N. Y.
Over Shoes, manufactured by t o%»
R"AN KIN, DURYEE &. CO.. Man"- U Co^ New Brunswick. N.J.
ufacturcrs and Wholesale Deal
H.DAY.S3Court:aiK)i-t
ers in Hats, Caps, Furs, &c. New HORACE
N. York.. Manofartores!
ark. N. J. Office in New York, 121 Patentstreet.
Vulcanized
Rubber GoodsWilliam-street,
owns 3 Factories, 17 Patents, iaciu
dine
Congress
Root.
J II. PRENTICE fc CO„ Manu« factnrers of Hats, Caps and
Furs of every description, No. 1G6
Jrton fiousc.
Water-street, New- York.
MALTBY Sc. STARR, Hat and OGARDC3 k. HOPPIN.
Cap Manufacturers, and Deal
of Centre and Duane street.
ers in Panama, Leghorn and Straw New York, Manufacture!* of Case
Hats, 147 Water-.street, New-York. Iron Houses and the Palest Eceee-I
trie Mill.
patters' Jurmsljing.
5ron JJiptg.
T7> KAUFK U CUMMINGS, Im- NORRIS, GREGG &. NORRI^j
Urn porters of Hrit and CapPluahes,
Manufacturers and Heaiers ir
nnnds and Himlinz. und Ifare*' Furs, Wrought
Iron Pipes and Fittings q!
139 Pearl and 8? Heaver streets, N. Y. all kinds, for
Steam, Water, Gas, etc.
&C 63 and G4 Gold-street, N. Y.
Mills and Public Building heated fayjj
fjctttcra.
steam. Tubular Boilers of various,
WM. H. BEEBE k CO., (late sizes ; Heaters for Steaai Boilers
Deebc & Costar) Hatters, No. Ip DWA RDE>rNN,G**ajid
j Pipe Fitter, and Ma
156 Brnadwav, New -York.
WM. H. BEEBE. J. W. BEEBE. of all kinds of Valre*, Cocks
Fittings for Steam, Water, and Gas.,
JOHN N. GEN1N, Manufacturer 65 Centre-streei, N. York. Mills
of Hats and Caps, 214 Broadway, Public Buildings heated by
New York. Umbrellas, Canoa, Car Tubular Boilers of various si
Heaters for Steam Boilers, Coils,
pet Bags, Army and Navy Caps.

Cue (Boobs.
f ^ KO. I'EARCH 4. CO.. Importer,
IT nf* 1. :m> i. iiiiI,. Eiuriniltlerie*.
Ite^
etrn.T ol' Ex■ i iii2e38 I'lBroadway,
ire, New Y.irk.
HEMSLEY & CROPPER, M mil
I'.iclurers and Importers of BriLali Lares. 26 Milk strpct, Boston,
kbd 03 William street X. Y Manu
tUclorv, Nottingham, England.

CaHURCHU.L U KIITEL. lui
J porle
ruian and French
Mo. ft! M liden Lane, N. Y.
French China, Bnheminn Glass,
Violins Accordions, Guns, Hooks
arid Eyes, Musical Merchandize,
luncy Goods, Ate.
Nails.
& J BUSSING &. CO., M m
ufuctnrers of the Eagle C«i
Nulls and Spikes, and Refined I*eru
Horse Shoe Iran and Nail Rods.
Warehouse. 3°. ClllTstreet, between
John nnd Fulton-streets, N. Y.
1^ BPRAGUE At O).. 73 Pearl,
I J» nnd 40ritonc-Hs.. N.Y., Agents
[or the sale «f iho Parker Mill*.
Wevinonth Iron Co., nnd Lazelie.
Perkins At Co > Cut Nails. Also,
Morse At J. men' Cut Tacks, Shite,
nnd fine finishing Nails. Ate. Ate.
SMITH <t NOBLE. Coliiinisaio
Merchants No. 7G
N. Y., Nails nnd Iron.

BLAKE'S PATENT FIRE
PROOF PAINT, ft* Pe.rl-3L.
N. Y. The original and only genu
ine article that hi be sold without
infringing my Palent, the validity of
which ha* been decided upon by reftTi-es and nlso by ihe Hun. Daniel
Webster, both of which state in the|
report ihattlny hare do doubt of the
vuliditv of the Patent.
Wil. BLAKE, 81 Pcarl-sUN.Y

Paper Cores
flltsrcllaiuonfl.
E MEYER, Manufacturer of all
• kind* oi Pitjwr Boxes, Band
W*'- k. sioutenbcrgh &
it (:o.. Commission Merchants,
boxes, and Bind-box pa|ier, and Im
:*hh Frai.eisro, California.
porter of Fancy Paper. All /good:
p .eked and forwarded with the
KKFKR TO
Messrs. .1 & I. Cox.
New York
greatest caro and despatch, No. 130
*" W. \V. lie F.cest&Co.
William-street, Now Vork.
«.
Mr. r. P.
JJapcr Cjanginga.
IJ A. LEONARD, MM Pearl mid
• 60 Heaver streets. New York.
UH m ifl FAYE At CO.. (^uc
M ir In list-' Tools Ki glue, m l Hand
William Pen! At Co.,
T cessornandto Manufacturers
IsMlhea. Pinning Midlines. Melting.
Itnpoffton
of Pit
&r. | Msnnfteltirer,' Finding, end
P"r Hangings, Fire Board Print*
Maehlacry of every description.
Borders, Ate, 4.16 Pearl-street, N. Y.
XEW JERSEY PORT ABLE
SAW MILL, with BotnlstM*!
T. & T. II. BATE,
Patent Horse Power. M inuficlured
Paper iUarcljonscs.,
Manufacturers of
'it Speedwell Iron Works. Morristown, J. Prie.- of Mill 8-250. Four NEEDLES. FISH HOOKS, AND \I7HITE & SHEFFIELD. HI
Horse Power, $175. For sale bv
FISHING TACKLE,
V V Fulton street, N. Y. Paper of
LiMIA*. Vail & Co.. 9 Golil-sl N. Y.
JW 103 JHzidtn Lane. Jf. Y.
every description. Printing Paper
made to order. Paper March's Ar
ticlcs of superior tjuslily, of their
HENRY BAYLI3,
fttcrcljant (Jailors.
Importation. Importers of the I
REEDLEt, Ac, own
Frrncii Ultra Marin*, the only]
131 milium tt„ JV. r.
TIOMPSON, PECK Ac NIXON,
reliable article.
Cash Tailoring nnd Furnishing n 1CIIARII RICHARDS, Importer GAUNT & UERRICKSON. Com- |
."fiorfl. No. 304 Broadway, corner of IV
i. •■ : ■■! Pa)>er \Varehou--e, 105
of J. Hemming & Hons, nnd R. Fulton-street,
Dunne-street, N./Y.
V., M.inufactumrt|
Richards' Needles,
Stc, No. 42 John of nnd Ite'tler* N.In nil
Ni
kinds of P.i|>er
rOMN STA ATS, Merchant Till street. New York.
Onlers executed at the shortest no
•M lor. Clothing nnd Gentlemen*!,
tice. Ca*h paid for nil kinds <,f Rags.
rumbhlng Store, No. 197 Broadway,
Onss Rope. Canvass, and Cotton
formerly Frnnklin House, N. Y.
(Dils.
Waste, at 159 Sonth street.
T n- PRINCE,
FIELD & CO., Mnntifac- IT ANNA AcAt BEEBE, Commission
fj , Clothing
Tailoring Espib I JITCH
hing and Ta
turers
of.
and
Dealers
In
Sperm,
Jtl Paper Waarehouse. No. 109 Ful
lishmi*nt. No. 80 Nassan st
L«rd, and While Oils, Patent Pearl ton and .V2 Ann streets, New York.
Spermand Adamantine Candles, 154 BUCHANAN II KILMER. P.iperM
cor. of Maiden Lane. N. Y.
Manufaetarers nnd Dealer. Ini
ftl'tUinm) (Boobs. Front-sL,
of P.ijier,
Ful
TTEEDER. POPHAM Ac CO., every
ton anddescription
,r>l Ann streets.
N. Y.107Papor||
V
Manuf.icturers
and
Dealers
In
\MEX B. SMITH & CO. Out Oil and Candles, 88 Front-St.. N. Y. ofany slate and weight made to order,
M. Stevens & Ct ) tmt
Elephant, Whale, nnd Lnnl at short notice. Manufacturer*, sup 11
ind Johliers of Millinery anil Silk Sperm,
Sperm and Adamantine Candles, plied with Stock and Materials on^
Jooils, Ha SI Park Row. on the «lle Oil,
Stop
for
Manufacturers and Kumily liliernl terms.
>f the late P irk Theatre, and oppo
BCNTINfi k
site Ihe Astor House. N. Y.
P iper Warehouse. No.214
itn-et. between Burling Slip anil|J
©pticians.
Maiden
Lane. New York.
fHusical Jastrumcnts BENJ. PIKE Ac SONS, Manufac
DUNCAN.
LEWIS fc R4.RTOW.
turers of Mathematicnl and Phi
A. PRINCE & CO., Man losophlcnl
Papfr W,iirnou,x.
Instmments, 1(36 Broad No. 101
T ufacturert of Improved MpIo- way,
Willintn-st. New York.
N.
Y.
Cold,
Silver
and
Steel
vwi, No. 87 Fulton street. N. Y.
TTAS KINS, BROTHERS. Com
*W Main M.. Boflhlo; 77 W. Fnurth- Spectacles.
ROACH, Optician. No. 79 11 m Ion Pn[»er Warehouse.—
Uncinnnti. Prices, $43. $5o, 163 fjJOHN
Printing
Paper made to order.—57
Nnssau-Htreet,
N.
Y.,
Manufac
$75, nnrl $100.
turer and Importer of Daguerreotype .lohn-strfel. New York.
FJMNVAItl) BA ACK. Mahufseiur MateriHls.ThormometHrs.Telesco'pes
J eranrl Importer of Musical In
all Optical and Philosophical
slrornenK 87 Fultnn-st , N. Y. All nnd
IPcns.
kinds of Musical Merchandise con Instruments.
stnntlr on band.
SPENCER RENDELL. M mil
_ farturers of Gold Pens, Gold am
BRUNO it OAIOILL,
jlattroj; &c.
Silver Pen and Pencil Case,, No. '
Importer* of Oermnn and French
Maiden
Ijine. N.Y. The above fini
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, DF. TIEMANN & CO.. Man- were nwarded
Gold and Silver Med
IlaL Bug., and Cer. Strings,
.
Boicturers
of
Oil
mil
Water
als.
for
five
years, at thi
Ao, 47 Maiden lAine,
Colors, and White l.ead, 13 Burling Fair of the consecutive
American
Institute, forj
New York.
Slip, corner of Water-st, N. Y.
the best Gold Peni.

fc RILEY CARR, Mann.
SILAS C. HKKKING, 137 and 139
Water street, N.Y, Manufactu v_, • turers of Ca>t Shear, Cera
rer of Wilder'* Patent Salamander Blister, and Spring Sti«l of ail i
Safes.) Seeond Hand Safes of oilier bcriplions. waimntr ii good. B*k
makers, for sale at less than one halt ] Lane Works Sbeflielu. R. S. Sk
of the first cost. Also, ail kinds of ton. Agent, No. 3b Cliif airtuu^
Bank Lock*.
Strato <8>ooi>s.
Scales.
VYSE fe SONS, 1mitriers ss$|
English and luLhnn Stmwi '
1?AIRBANK*S PLATFORM Silk Goods. Raw Silk.-. Sewmg SiifcJ|
* SCALES, for Railroads, Canals, Cravats, fee No. 134 Pearl ^t.. X.YJj
Warehouses, Stores, ice; adapted OLIVER, JONES fe GRANCUL.I
to all kinds of weighing. E. fe T
Importers and Jobbers **f ^irmw I
Fairbanks fe Co, SL Johnshury. Goods,
Ribbons, Millinery Aruciea, f
Vt Fairbanks fe Co., t!9 Water- Hats, Caps,
and For*. 139 Brnadway,
street, New-York.
N.Y. Umbrellas and Parasols, P%lng 1
Leaf, Panauin, and Leghorn II its,
HE
N.YORK
JOURNEYMEN
f^EORGE RAPHAEL, Importer
SCALE MAKERS' Platform Gt EORGE W. fe JEH1AL RLADj
VT and Manufacturer of Pickles, Scales,
adapted to every description W Manufacturers and Deatrrs iu
Sauces, Preserves. Jellies, Jams, fee.; of
Weighing.
Druggists' and Data, Caps, and Fnrs. Straw Goo£sJ
India Soy and Ourrie Powder. Sole Grocers* ScalesAlso,
and Weight'*. For Silk
and Satin Bonnets. L'uibreUail
Proprietor of Paul de Vera & Co.'s sale at their Agenev,
by GEO. G. and Parabola,
Panama, and Palasf
Flavoring Extracts, 262 Pearl-st. N.Y. SHEPPARD, 1P7 Water-»L,*N.
Y. Leaf Hats, 19 Couxttandt-sU
N. Y.
O N. DAVIS fe tX)„ Loniaiml
sion
Merchants,
for
the
sale atf
Silk (£001)5.
printers.
Palm Leaf Hats And Straw Gooaa
CHESEBRomni.
STEARNS
fe
No.
39
Broadway.
N.Y.
_
^
G1 E( K F. N ESBITT & CO.'S Steam
( *( )., Importers and Jabbers ROCK W ELL, B A RKUW9 fe
T Job Printing and Stationery Es >f Silk
Goods,
No.
162
Broadway,
tablishment, corner Wall and Water opposite Rathbun's Hotel, N. Y.
WLNTON, Jobbers of Strasr
streets, Tonlino Buildings. N. Y.
Goods;. Ribbons, Milliner,' Articles,
iGeo. F. Nksditt, VV m. P. Kobinsos,
Hats.
Cap*. Fun, parasols. Uibboaa]
CARLETON sr. CO.,
Jas. White.
Artificial Flowers, fee-. No. 20 CoartvL
SILK
GOODS*
landt-street,
N. Y.
^
J
J'OHN P. TROW, 41), 51 and 53
No. 202 Broadway,
OSTWICK fe STAPLETT>xJ
Ann-street, N. Y. Book Printing
Manufacturers
and
Dealert
tsi
•Yew
York.
land Stereotyping in every depart
Goods, Hats, Caps, Furs, Vm^
[meat of Literature, Occidental and tHJWARD LAMBERT fe CO. Straw
Parasols, fee, No. 60
Oriental. Also, Fancy, Job, and A Importers and Jobbers of Staph brellas,
way. opposite Ju<Uton*s Hotel, X.
Wood Cnt Printing.
d Fancy Silk Goods.51 Broadway
C1HAKLEH SHIELDS, Engraver New York.,
Surgical 3nsttumtti
J and Decorative Printer, 80 Johnstreet, N. Y. Druggists, Perfumers,
OHN D. CHEV VLICR, NLaM_
Stationers.
Manufacturer!*, Grocers, and other
, facturcr of Culterv. fVnUl ans|
IjAbkls on hand, and printed to or Gl EO. F. NEPB.TT & CO.. Sta Surgical
ito BrokuisrAf,
ler. A large assortment of Gold T lioners. Printers, and Litho- corner ofInstruments,
Dey-street, N. Y.
KMBO^strn Luliel.*. for Perfumers, fee „ aphers,
Tontino Buildings, corner
Wall and Water-streets, N. Y.
tobacco.
Printers' Jurnteljtng. Gko. F, Nbsbitt. Robt. II. Ellis f ASSIE & MITCH F
R~lCil~AT"LOUTREL," Importer X co and General C<miaii!
Manufacturers and Dealers in
WELLS & WEBB, 19 Dutch-st,
50 Front at, N.Y.
corner Fulton-street. N. York, 9very variety of Account Books, .Merchants,
(o Messrs. Hud^-n fe
Manufacturers of Wood Type, Cnsos, Paper, Stationery, Copying Presses, S-impson
& Baldwin, Abop
|stnnds. Furniture, Galleys, fee.— fee. Wholesale and Retail, at the Chauney. New
York.
.Dealers in New and Second Hand lowest possible prices. Printing
Lithography, and Binding, at the
Printing Material*. Box Wood and cheapest
rates, til Willl.im-st., N^Y.
Srnnks.
Mahogany prepared for Engravers.
ijMlANCIS fe LOUTREL. No. 77 HN. PETERS, Trunks
'
Maiden
Lane,
N,
Y..
Importer*
•
pel
Bub
Waroh.irm-, No. :
Eules.
and Manufacturers. Sell all kinds RnKidwav, N. York:
of
Account
Books,
Paper,
and
Sta
Newerk.'N.
J.
BELCHER & BROTHERS, Man tionery at low prices. Bajiks, Rail
ufaclurersof Snperlor Wood and Roads, Insurance Companies, Mer
Il1atcl)c5, $tt.
Ivory Rnles, fee. fee., and Dealers in chant'*,
and others supplied.
Joiner's Tools, 221 Pearl street, cor.
1LLARD FELT, 191 Pearl-st. TlrTA.NY, YOO.NG & tXt
Piatt, np stairs, New York.
Jewelry. Wntche*, anil Tai
Printer, Manufacturer of Ac
count Books, and Iiuporterand Deal C*khIs. No. 271 Broadway. \. Y.
TIFFANY,
REED Jr. CO, "
er
In
Paper
and
Stationery,
at
Whole
SabbUrrj.
Richellen, No. 79, Paris.
sale and Retail.
BOWN
K
fe
CO.,
150
Pearl-street
HARItAL, SPROULLS & CO
BALDWIN. Importer of Ft
N. Y-, Blank Book Manufactur S . Walche.,
Whole'iile rV.itdlory WareAsi nl for Chsrlw!
Printers, and Lithographers, T«yli»r it. Son's Loudnn
house. Nos. 119 and 121 William *t. ers.
Foreign and Domestic Stationery Nu. 170 Broiulway, cornerM<»Teai*-nts4
(WiishiiiKlon stores) Nnw York. Ini Wholesale
ut iliiilnl
and Retail, at the lowest Lone, N.Y.
porlnrs of Saddlery Hardware.
cash prices.
Ill inborn Sl)abcs.
Safrs.
Steel.
TCONOVER,
Win.L.w fihsj
RICH fe CO'S, Improvement on
. M«nof«ctnrer. )67 Wiliiaun
AYLOR fe CO.. Sleel Manu
Wilder'* Patent, Double and
N.
Y.
Window
Shades
of
.Single—warranted,free from damp N' facturers, Sheffield, England. description on hand, and paiob-d
i
ness, as well as fire-proof. For sale Warrhou«es, No. 99 John-sL, N. Y.
order,
in
a
manner
lo
rive
ssri
No.
II
Commerce-st.,
Philadelphia
by A. S. MARVIN, Manufacturer's
Lion to thobe purchasing lo sell a
Agent, 146 Water-street, New York. No. 4 Doane-atreet, Boston.
Gfe E. M. SMITH, Manulhctu
• rers of Gold Pens, Pen Holders
'and Pencils, No. 16 Maiden Lwie, N.
York. The Subscribers are manu
facturing Guld Teos and Pencils of a
superior quality. All Pons sold from
jour office are first proved to be per
fect. The public are invited to call.
AG. BAGLEY fe CO., Manufae• Hirers of Gold Pens, Gold and
(Silver Pen and Pencil Cuse.s, Ivory
and Tortoise Shell Holders : and
Patentees of the celebrated E\tenlon Cases. Nos. 189 and 277 (Irving
House) Broadway, .Now York.

BUSINESS REGISTER—PHILADELPHIA.

1

Boots cmtr SIjoeb.
(Slotting.
WHELAN k CO.,
p HARKNESSfc SON, WhnleWKaltsaU .SAoe Sc Bonnet IVarchoutc, Vy. sale Clothing Ware Rooms No.
No. 175 Market-st. Phila.
128 Market-st. S.E. corner of Fourth,
T EVICK, BROTHER k CO., Philadelphia.
I J Wholesale Dealers in Shoes,
Honnets. Leghorn, Panama, and TI/OLF.ARNOLDfcNUSBAUM,
IT Wholesale Clothiers—Ware
Palm Leaf Hats, 160 Market-st.Phll. house.
No. 70J North Third street,
Philadelphia.
r-tOXRAD, THOMPSON & CO.,
KJ Wholesale Boot k Shoe Ware fllKS, LEBERMAN k CO.,
house, 60 Market-st. Philadelphia. vT Wholesale Clothiers, N. W. cor.
A large and general assortment of
fc Market-sU, Phila. Offer to
Eastern and City made Shoes con Third
the merchants In all sections of the
stantly on hand.
country
the most extensive and best
/~\0.\bVF.lTfc BROTHERS, Boot,
slock of Ready Made Cloth
\J Shoe, Bonnet, Cap. and Falm- selected
ing
adapted
for their respective mar
Louf Hal Warehouse, 100 Market- kets.
st^ between Fifth and Slxth-sts, ■DENNETT * CO., Tower Hall
Philadelphia.
X> Clothing Bazar. 183 fc 1*1 Mar
Ck\ Hole (Engravers. T) P. WILLIAMS fc CO., No. 14 ket-st
, between Fifth and SUth-sts.,
1). South Fourlb-st. Phila,Whole Philadelphia,
Wholesale and Retail.
DRAPER, WELSH & CO, sale Boot and Shoo Warehouse.
I 1PP1NCOTT. TAYLOR fc CO.,
BANK NOTE ENGRAVERS, IT ADUOCK, HASEI.TINE k -Li One Price Clothing Warehouse.
XX REED, Boot, Shoe. Bonnet, Can. The most extensive and only One
Philadolpliia Exchange.
and Palm-Leaf Hat Warehouse, 164 Prloe Clothing Establishment in Phi
k 166 Market si, Phila.
ladelphia, S. W. corner of Fourth
Block Cetttrs.
and Market-streets. The very lowest
selling
price is marked on our goods,
TjsDWARD SMITH, Sign Painter,
and no abatement will ever be made.
(Hljairs.
Pj and Manufacturer of Carved
Block Letters for Si?ns. 26 South A MeDONOUGH, Fancy anil
Third-it above Chestnut, Phth.
XJL« Windsor Chair Manufacturer, Collecting ^gentjj.
and Inventor of the Chair for Inva
lids,
113 South Second-sL Cottage (~\ R. HAWE8 fc CO. Foreign
Booka.
Furniture manufactured and fur \J* and Domestic Collecting Agen
qlHOMAS, COWPERTH WAIT fc nished to every color and style. All cy, 136 Market-st., Philadelphia.—
going to a distance packed Collections promptly made, and legal
X CO., Publishers and Bookseller*, articles
attended to, in every part
253 Market »t Philadelphia, keep with the greatest care. Great in business
the United States, Canadas, and
constantly tor sale t he best School ducements to Wholesale Dealers. of
Europe.
Particular attention paid
Books In use ; also a General assort
NATHAN F. WOOD,
to old and duubtful claims, putting
moat ot* L-tw, Medical, Theological,
PLAIN AND rANOT
owners
to
no
expense ifunsuccessful.
and Miscellaneous Books, at the low
CHAIR WAREROOM,
est price for Cash or approved credit. 131 North
Sixth-st opposite Frank
pRISSY fc MARKLEY. PublUh- liri Sq.. Philadelphia.
Coal.
Kj ers. Printers and Binders, Gold
smith's Hall, Liberty-st. Tliila.
A
PARDKEfc
CO., Coal Dealers,
€jj£miflt"0.
r 1PPINCOTT, GRAMBOfc CO.",
81 Walnut-sL, Philadelphia,
lj Booksellers and Stationers, 14 TJ O S E N G A R T K N k DENIS, /Y.
Hazleton,
Cranberry,
Sugar Loaf
.North Fourth st. Phlln., Publishers XV Manufacturing Chemists. Sul Coals. A. Pardee, Jr., liazieton.
Pa.,
of School, Theological, Medical, phate
J.
G.
Pell,
Philadelphia.
The above
ofQuinine, and all other phar superior Coals are mined and
Law, Classical, and Miscellaneous maceutical
shipped
preparations,
N.
W.
cor
Books, and tine editions of Bibles
and Schuylkill Seventh- exclusively by ourselves.
and Prayer Books, in every variety ner of Vine
Philadelphia. An omnibus /•"1HAKLEH MILLER fc CO.. Mlof binding and size. Also Dealers streets,
leaves
the
every five
ner-s nnd Shippers of Coal, Col
in Paper, Blank Books it Stationery. minutes for Exchange
the Schuylkill Water \J
lieries White Ash, Pine Knot, and
Works,
passing
the
Labratory.
Tj> C, at. J. BIDDLE, No. 6 South
Mount LBffa Red Ash, L«wls and
Cj. Fifth-st. Philn.. Booksellers
No*. 6 and 10
k WE1GI1TMA.N, Phoenix. Wharves.
and Publishers, attend particularly nOffURj
Office, No. HI Dock-sL,
1 Manufacturing Chemists—Man Richmond.
(second floor) Philadelphia.
to the educational department of the ufacture
Mercurials,
Sulphate
of
business, and are prepared to supply
Morphias, and Medicinal
MOUNTAIN COAL CO.,
Colleges and Schools with Teit- Quinia,
Chemicals, and Agents for Powers, IKICK
1 i No. 83 Walnnt-st, (Iietween
Ilooks and Stationery.
Welghtman k Harrison, Schuylkill Third
and
Fourth.) Philadelphia,
VfOSS & BROTHER, IS South Falls. Manufacturers of Oil ofVitrlol, T. H. Trotter, Secretary and Treas.
Ml Fourth-st., Phila., Publishers, Nitric Aeld, Alum. Epsorn Salts, kc. F. A. Comly, President.
lt<Hiksellers. Stationers, and Manu UA'RRISONT BROTHERS &TCO . VTOBLH, HAMMETT. fc CO.. No
facturers of Blank Account Books or XX Manufacturing Chemists. Office IN
Philadelphia.
the most superior quality, suited to 43} South Front si., Philadelphia. Noble20kWalnut-street,
Co.. No. 1 City Wharf, Bos
Merchants, Bankers, County Re Cure Parlor White Lead. Extra and ton Conland
Commission
Merchants.
cords. Ate. Manufacturers of Masonic No. 1 Ground White Lend, Red Lend Lohigh, Schuylkill, and Bituminous
Litharge, Orange Mineral, White k Coal.
and 0. F. Regalia.
Brown Sugar of Leud, Alum, Ground ATEWELL STURTEVANT k
rp fc J. W.JOHNSON, 197 Chest- and
in Crystal, Copperas, Pyrolignc- IN CO, Coal Dealers, 18 Walnut1 . nut-st. Phila., Law Booksel r»us Acid.
Red Liquor, Marine Paint, street. Philadelphia—1 City Wharf,
lers, Importers and Publishers of the Metallic Fire
Proof Paint
following Standard Works: English
Boston—Wharves 1 and 13 Port
Common Law Reports, English ExRichmond.
chcqner Reports. Bacon's Abridg
rpilE DELAWARE COAL COMment, "Law Library," Bnnvier's
1 PANY, No. 78J Walnut-street,
Law Dictionary, Smith'J, While fc JEROME k CO., Manufacturers Philadelphia.
Ash and White:
Tudor's, and American Lead. Cases, fj and Wholesale Clock Dealers, Ash Schuylkill Red
Coal.
=!
12 North Thlrd-st., Philadelphia.
fcc. kc.
Agricultural.
T>ROUTY& BARKETT.ManufacJl torcrs and Dealers in Improved
Centre Draught Plows, Plow Cast
ings, Gxrden «nd Field Seeds, aad a
complete assortment of Agricultural
Implements. Also Stoves, Kance*,
Furnaces, dHiking Ranges, »fcc. 1U4|
Market Bt. Philadelphia.
T)OBEKT BUIST, Nurseryman
X\i and Seed-grower, Nursery and
Seed Farm, Darby Road, two miles
Itelow Cray's Ferry. Seed Store 97
< 'hestnut-st, Philadelphia. The Nur
sery 1* rich in Fruit and Ornamental
Trees, Creeu-huuse and Ca/den
Plant*. Rnses, 4lc. The Seeds are
the best that can possibly be sup
plied.
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» yCOYER & HAZARD, 174 Mar(Eommisaion ilTcrcl)*B. 1V1 kel-st. Phila, Importers and 5nrn'tsl)tng (Boobs. |j
Wholesale Dealers in Drugs, Medi ( \ A. WALHORN fc CO.. Whole- i
IAAVID S. BROWN fc, CO, Nos. cines,
Paints. Oils, Dye-Stuffs, Win \J, sale and Retail Premium Res-dyt;
LJ 38 and 40 South Front-street,
Glass, tic. Druggists, Physi Made
and Dress Slock. Nann-M
Philadelphia.Commission Merchants dow
cians,
Country
Merchants and Manu- factory.Linen
7 fc 9 North Smh-M. Phii_||
for the sale of American Goods.
fucturers supplied on the most Silk,
Merino
and Cotton Under Sbiruj
Brown and Bleached Cotlons.
liberal terms.
nnd Drawcrs.Cravnls, Scarf*. GLrvesJ
Tickings and Punlaloonery.
Handkerchiefs,
fcc.
Prints and Do tallies.
r-vANIEL L. MILLER. Importer
Broad Clolhs, Cashmeres,
LJ and Dealer in Drugs, Dye-Staffs TT7INCHESTER fc SCOTT. Gen |
Satinets, Jeans, Flannels,
and Chemicals, 5« S. Front st. Phlla. VV tlemen's Furnishing Store, 173|
Blankets, Shawls, fcc. fcc.
s!. Phila. Manufacturer* o«
EARL & COPE, lin Chestnut
rt -\ R eTTTc' K. 8TOKES fc CO., TVULLES,
Patent Shoulder Seniti Shirts, Ro-1
LJ porters and Manufacturers of soms.
JL Commission Merchants for the Drugs
Slacks,
Collars, fcc Dea erfi
and Chemicals, While Lend. in Hoskry, Gloves
*ale of American (Motion and Woolen
Under Garments |.
Paints, Oils and Dye- Cravats, fcc. Country
Goods. No. 18 South Front-st, Phlla. WlndowGlass,
76 South Second-st. Phila. supplied with fine Shirts. Merchants' |
1X7 ATjSrXEAMiNG~^C07D€>- Sluffs,
VV mestic Goods, 2ri South Front- TOHN M. MARIS fc CO, WholestreetPhlladelphla. Agents forChic- J s;ilc Druggists, No. 9 South
Jnrmture.
opee, Cahot, Perkins Dwight, Great Third-st. Phila.
Falls, York. Boott, Augusta Georgia, Pi F.O. K. SMITH fc CO., Whole- TfOOKKfc CAMPION. C*birt;
James River Companies, Carlisle \X "»iie Drug Warehouse. Nos. 294 1V1 Wareroom 161 South Second
Long Cloths, Richmond fc Can's and 296 North Second st, Phlla.
st Phila. Patent Rack and Pi&Riftj^
Prints, tec. fcc.
TT ACKER, LEA fc CO., Coiiilnis- /-^ fc J. L. SCHAFFER. Dmg- Extension Dining-Table.
/G EORGE J. HENKEI.S. City CaJLX sion Merchants for the sale of
American Manufactured Goods. Nos. V7. gists and Chemists, 215 Mar VJT binet \Vareroomsl73Chesjtnnt-;
32 4c 34 Chestnut-st, Philadelphia. ket-st. Phila.
st, opposite State House, Phila-;
Briggs' Patent Extension Dining-;
/CHARLES H. WELLING, No. 18
Tables.
sL/ Chestnut street, Philadelphia—
Org ©nobs.
Commission Merchant for the sale
/-1HAS. H. WHITE. Upbsjlslervof American Cotton and Woolen T^CKEL, RAIGUEL & CO., Im- L/ and Cabinet Furniture WareGoods and Foreign Broad Cloths. Vj porters and Wholesale Dealers riHims, 230 Chestnut st. above Ninth,
In Dry Corals, 128 fc 130 North south side, Phila.
rpilOMAS & MARTIN. Commls- Third
st. Phlla.
jr LAUDER, DEG1NTHER fcCO.
JL slon Merchants for the sale of
American Manufactured Goods, 10 IJARCROFT, BEAVER & CO.. IV French Cih'metinnkers a ni Up
North Front-street, Philadelphia. 13 Importers and Dealers in For holsterers, 284 Chestnut st. Phila.
eign and Domestic Dry Goods, 163
Market-st. and No. 10 North Fourth(Erockcrjj.
(Sets Jbrtnre«.
«t Phila.
OUTER WRIGHT it SONS, Im- TTTOOl), BACON fc CO. Importfc CO, Manfioi
1 porters and Package Dealers In VV ers and Wholesale Dealers in flORNELIUS
KJ Hirers of Lamps, chandrtim.
Earthenware and China, 9 South Foreign
and Domestic Dry Goods, 177 Gas Futures, fcc. Store 176 ChesiFront-st. Philadelphia.
nut-sL Slanufaciory 181 Cherry «.
rpYiNDALE & MITCHELL, Iul- Market st. above Third, Phila.
JL porters of China and Glass- TTTILLIAMSON, TAYLOR fc Phila.
w are, 219 Chestnut-st. Phila.
VV CO.. Wholesale Dealers In
@lne.
Foreign and Domestic Dry Goods,
ATT RIGHT, PIKE fc CO, 205 No.
73 Market sL Phlla.
VV Market-st. fc 26 Commerce-st,
( ^ EO. J. SCOTT. 9 North 5th stj
Phlla, China, Glass, and Queens- r-pENNENT, IVERRICKSON fc V.T Phila, and 2 Platt-strwt. Nesrj
ware.
: Glue, Sand Paper, Hide
JL CO., Importers and Wholesale York
Whips, Wagon Whips, Curled Hair
TTTiM. J. KERR. Importer of Eng- Dealers In Foreign and Domestic Dry- Ormir
Sofu Springs, Piano Hard
VV llsh and French China and Goods, 93 Market-st and 22 Church ware, and
Carved and Chestnut Piano
Glassware. China Hall, Chestnut St Alley, Phila.
Legs, fcc fcc.
opposite the State House, Phlla.
OITER. PRICE & CO.. Importers
-pDWARD T. MOTT, Importer £5
and Wholesale Dealers in Dry
SZj of China .and Glassware, 47 Goods,
Market-st. Phlla.
North Third st. Phils.
rpRUITT, BROTHER & CO, IinJL porters and Wholesale Dealers ia
J"anci} CSoota.
Elogncrrian SlrtistB.
Hardware, Cutlerv. Guns, Plawi)
Saddler)-,
fcc, fcc, 16!> and 171 Mar
\/l cCLEES iL GKRMON. Da
above 4th, Philadelphia.
1VJL guerrcotypn and Talliotypo Es OCHAFFER, ROBERTS & CO.. ket-st,
XTEWL1N
MAKSHALLS, Im
O 187 Market-st below Fifth, Im ll porters offc and
tablishment ]82Chestnul-st. opposite porters
Dealers in For
Manufacturers ofCombs, eign and Domestic Hardware,
Masonic Hall, Phila. Dagucrreo- Brushes,andLooklng-Glasses,
Hosiery, Market-street, Philadelphia. No. I51:
types, or beautiful colored 'J'albotypes, from the size of life to the Trimmings, and Fancy Goods.
i1 Ail,V\
, tt n'jtn*i'll
III* i wnv
Ull L II, 1>KA
-> Sl_'^ fcfit rv^
I \J~iI
smallest Miniature, single or In
T W. GLENN fc SON, Importers JL/ ImjKirters of and Dealers in F,v-i
groups.
of French, English, German eign and Domestic Hardware. Ctt/"ROLLINS' City Daguerreotype JLi. Belgian
Fancy Goods ; Combs, lery. fcc. 59 Market st . or.e door t*-(
Kj Establishment, 100 Chestnut-st. and
Brushes,
Perfumery, Fancy China, low 2d. street. Philndelphtaabove Third. Phila. Silver Medals Fans. Fancy
Stationery, Druggists' l>O^YLBY fc BRENNER. Importawarded by the Franklin and Amer and Confectioners'
articles. 20 South JD ers of and Dealers in F.Wftfa
ican Institutes.
Fourlh-st between Market fc Chest and
Domestic Hardware and CulkryJ
nut, Phila.
No. 41 Market-st, north-side, below
EDrngg'tsts.
street. Philadelphia.
X & J. P. STEINER fc CO, No 2d.
ARTIN & SMITO. Importers
. 75 North Third st. Phlla, Im Tf
p tC. YARN ALL & CO.. 1m- fj
Wholesale Dealers in iVJL and Whoksate Dealers in HardVjm porters and Dealers In Drugs porters and
French nnd German Smnl wale. Cutlerv, and Guns, 98 Marketand Drysaltries, No. 39 Market-st. English,
street, Philadelphia.
Wares and Fancy Goods.
Phila.
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HEATON At DENCKLA, Ameri- UNION MUTUAL INSURANCE Jflanuf 0 Articles.
can and Foreign Hardware ComCOMPANY of Philadelphia.
uiia-Mtn Merchants, 34 Commerce-*t., Incorporated IWM, Office No. 7 and 8,
Philadelphia, Agent* for the sale of Philadelphia Exchange. This Com BILLINGTON At EMERY, 10
the " Anchor " Brum) NaiU, Bmds, pany is limited to Marine and Inland Decatur-?t. rear of Arcade. Phila.
Dealers In all articles used by Cotton
and Spikes: W. it S. Butcher's "im Transportation Insurances.
and Woolen Manufacturers. Also!
perlM" Csst fieri Wright'* Anvils: Kien&iiD S. Smith, Prest.
and Solid Box Vice?, Halbach's Ger
Patent Rivelted Stretched Leather'
Ctoans I.KwiH, Secl'y.
Belting. Furnish to order all Ufcda]
man Steel* Ate.. Ate.. Ate.
of
Cotton and Woolen Machinery.
AMERICAM
MUTUAL
INSUR
1^ DWAK D~LEW1S, Hardware
ANCE COMPANY, Office No. All orders promptly attended to.
Xli Commission Merchant, At Agent 5ti Walnnt-sL.opposite
Hie Exchnnge.
for Naylor it Co.'» Steel nnd Files, Effect Marine abd Inland
Insurances.
Trace, Halter, Log, St^ige, Breast, and
Wm. Ckaio, Prest.
Xllillintrg.
other Chains, Horse Shoe NaiK Ate,
Thos. Allisons, Vice Prest.
Ate., 11 Comaierce-st., Philadelphia.
H
ROSENHEIM
At CO.. lin
Dav.
U.
Stacy,
Secl'y.
CALDWELL At GI1R1SKEV
• porWsauri Jobbers in Ribbons.
Hardware Commission Merch
Silks
and
Milliner)Goods,
\1S{ «>omi>
ant*, No. 40 Comrnerce-sL, Phila. PHILADELPHIA INSURANCE Second■■-treei, betWeeB Market
and
JT COMPANY. Office No, 44 Wal- Chesii.nt-sts. Phila.
OlTTK At- BAND, Oottoiisftm) nut-sU.
S.VV.cor. Dock. Fire. Marine, T C. At W. E. TABER. Importers
Merchants, for the sale of Pit* nnd Inland
G
Risks, Insured upon the fJ • of. and Wholesale Dealers In
Iron. Blooms, Steel Nails, and Ame
Principle.
Silks, i: ■ li i - and Fancy Millinery
rican lfardware,41 and43Comiuerce- MutualJos.
CowpiRTnwAiT, Prest. Goods,
■Ojeei, Philadelphia.
lil South Seeood-st. Phila.
Jos. M- Thomas, Vire Prest.
Wm. Martin, Jr., Beefy.
JOHN STONK At SONS, Importers and Dealers in M iIlinery
£}ats.
Good*, 45 South Second-sL Phila.
iron.
ELIJAH BOWEN, Wholesale Hat
WILLIAM MORRIS. Wholesale)
Store, 176 Market-st,
Straw and leghorn, Bonnet,'
E andSth,Cup
above
Philadelphia.
Ribbon and Trimming Slore.SL
BRINK & DURBIN. Importers and Silk.
South
Second-st. Phila.
Dealers
in
every
variety
of
Iron
LASELL At BROTHER. Whole and Steel—nlso Manufacturers of
sate Manufacturers of Hats, Capi Holler and Tank Rivets. 8hlp and
snd Furs, 20 North Fourth st.. Phila.
Peebles.
Spikes, Ate. 113 North Waier-st
HENDERSON At TRIEBELS, 54BoatNorth
Delaware avenue, Phila. J? R ASM US~7f~pKA'IT At BRi»Wholesale Hat and Cap Manu
Pj 'i HER. "ft Bank-st. Phila , Im
facturers, 144 Market-st., Phila.
THOMAS At EDMUND GEORGB porters nnd Sole Agents for J. Eng
Iron Store. N. E. cor. Market anil lish At Co.'* Needles and Fish Hooks.
B\ CONN At& HALLO
H/
WELL,
Wholesale Ha
Cap Mann- 1-th »ts., Phila., American. Engllst: SIHADRACU HILL, No. 90 B.thkRefined, and Merchant ft^jr Iron, i f > st. Phila., Importer of Needles,
nten, 173 Mwlre**t. Phila.
all sixes: English Blister Cast, Shi Peari
Thimbles, Ate. Bejel
and Spring Steel. Double Refined Agent Buttons,
the U. S. for Jason Hill's
Car Axles, Profiler Shafts, Railroad Genuinein Driiled-Eved
£joii5£ Jurnisljing. Spikes
Needles.
and Boiler Rivets, Pig Iron,Ate
ISAAC S. WILLIAMS. Planished
At JONES it CO., Iron
Japanned
Plain TinAte,Ware
@il0.
House
-KeepingandArticles,
-■">■■ MORRIS
Merchants, Importers of For
elgn and Dealers in all kinds ofAme ROWLEY. A8RBUENBK At CO.,
Market st., below UtU, Phila.
rican Iron, Spring nnd Oast Stei
Commission Merchants. 14 North
Boiler, Flue, and Sheet Iron Car Wharves
and 25 N. Water st. Phila .
Axles, Locomotive Tires, Norwegian have constantly
Insurance.
on hamf and for
and Juniatla Nail Rods. Ate.
sole at the lowest market prices.
Blenched and Unbleached Wh.ter
FRANKLIN FIUE INSURANCE
COMPANY, of Philadelphia. Of
nnd Fall Sperm Oil, Lard Oil. Blend
3von Hailing.
rice 1634; Chestnut-street. Capital
Winter and Racked Whale Oil,
over $400,000. Amount Invested \/V( 'OD*S ( )RNA MENTAL IRON Tanners' Oil, Sperm Candle?, Splrit>
Turpeuihie,
Pitch, and T»r
over $1,250 000.
W WORKS. Ridge Road, Phtla., Rice, Guano.Rosin,
Ciias. N. Ramcker, Prest.
Pitch Pine Lumber,
Iron Railing Verandahs. Iron Statu Pine
Chas. O. Bantkkr, Sect'y. ary,
Oil.
Alcohol,
Burning
Fluid.Ate.
Lions, New Foundland Doga,
VfERCANTlLE MUTUAL IN- Gray Hounds, Fountains, Iron Stairs, OLDIN At PRICE, Dealers in Oil,
Candles, Soap, etc. 31 North
iH SURANCECOMPANY of Phil
and Straight. Descriptions fur Whnrves,
Phila. Constantly on
adelphia, No. 5il Walnut-'*.., opposite Spiral
nished for the above works.
hand Sperm, Lard, Whale. Solnr.
the Exchange. Assets, $350,000.
Bank, Straits', Shoe, Tanners', Ele
Inland Transportation and Marine
phant. Miners' and Greasing Oil ;
Insurance.
£itl)ogvctpI)er.
Sperm, S-enric. Mould and Dipped
DIRECTORS.
Candles. Yellow and Brown Snap.
Edw. R. Miles Thos. Earl. Jr.
DUVAL, Ran stead Place.
Win. M. Godwin Thos. T. Butcher PS.
• West, from 26 South 4th St., Paper Qanginp.
J. M. Oilenheliner A. E. Ashburner Phila.,
Portraits
on Stone, Land
S. W. Reynolds Geo. M'Henry scapes. Anatomical
and Architec TT ART, MONTGOMERY At CO.,
Benj. M." Bunker Thos. Beaver
tural
Drawings,
Music
Maps, JTX successors to Isaac Pngh At Co.,
3 J. Sharpies* Cu«tavus English Circulars, Checks, Bilt Titles,
Heads. Bills Manufacturers
Isaac Jeanes
Jas. II. Stroup of landing. Labels, Ate, Transferring
nnd Importers of Pa
Sam'l. Pleasants Alfred Blade
from Coppper and Steel Plntes, Wood lter Hangings, 1 18 Chestnut-st. Phila.
Henry Preaut John H. Brown Cuts,
and
Manuscripts,
executed
in
OWELI.
At
BROTHERS, ManuJa-s. M'Cutcheon Chas. S, Oarstairs superior style.
facturers and Importers of Pa
Wm. L. Springs E. C. Knlfrht
per
Hangings.
H^Chestnut-st.
above
Franklin C. Jones Manning Kennard
Slxth-st Phila.
I>. Haddock, Jr. John P. Sh iner
£oromotit)e0.
Frederick Lennig Wm. B. Goddald
WM. H. PATTON, Importer and
James Mnrphy Win. B. Johnston
Manufacturer Qf Paper Hang
Eow. Harris Miles, Prest. VT ORRIS BROTHERS, Locomo- ings, Borders, Decorations, Ate, 130
Wm. M. Godwin, Vice Prest L\ live Steam Engine Builders, Chestnut st. and 93 North Sixth-st.
Schuylkill, Slxth-st. Phila,
Phila.
Jons C. Kepter, Secl'y.
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patent tUirc Hailing.
U7&M RAILING, Plain anil Oriiumental, Wtoughtlron Fenc
ing
Cast
Iron for; . Faruit,
. -I- ■ .... Wrought
with theamiPatent
Wire Sacking ait-iched, ami every
variety otWire Work Manufactured
M the Penn. Wire RaMut: Works.
M. Walkat & Sena,
133 Market-st. Thlla.

dabblers (jarbware.
GOFF & PETERSON, Importers
and Manufacturers of Saddlery,
Carriage and Harness Trimming!, 12
North Fourth-street, Philadelphia.

Surgical instruments

W1EGAND k SNOW DKN.« . Su rgleal Instrument!*, Dart. I
Truss and Svringe Mnnnfft
15 North Fifth street. Philade.phi*.
HORATIO G. K! RN. ManureS1)OC0.
turer of Surcicat and Dental
liistrunjenu. Elastic Trapses. Jte_
TW. M'CURDY & SON. Indies' j.i I Market-street, below 8th, PbUa.ll
• Wholesale Fancy Boot nnd
Shoe Manufacturers. Ill Chestnutstreet, between Third and Fourth
Sailors.
streets. Philadelphia.
ROBINSON CO., Manufartnr KEI.LLY *. BROTHER. Tailor.
era of Ijid.es* Shoes, 107 Mar
174 Chcstliut-st, i pbosjte the]
ket-street, up stairs, Philadeljihla,
where they nlso have a select as Wnshlngtun House, Philadelphia.
sortment of Eastern Work.
C. WATSON & SON
\ini.LIAM RYAN At CO„ La- -1HARLE3
Tailora, Ko. 93
t V dies' Wholesale Boot and Shoe Philadelphia.
Manuniciurers.No. 10 South Fourthstreet, Philadelphia.

L^RASMUfl C. PRATT ft. BRO
IVtJIKH.. Im|>orters of Steel Pens,
!;» Bnnk-t. rhila.
'{Jacket jBooka.
171 II. SMITH. 52$ Chestnut-st,
• Phiia., Manufacturer of ForteMounnlfi und Pocket Books, aluo
PorUulioj, Writing Cases, Cord
Ca>e«, Ladies' Work Cases. Bank
ers' Citses, Dreeing Cased, Money
Hells. Segar Cases, fcc.
Sljoe JTmbings.
printers.
AMUEL
CO..
A SCOUT'S extensive steam- _ Importers11.nndASIIMEAD&
Wholesale Deal
• power Job Printing Establish ers in Boot and Shoe
Findings,
32
ment, No. Vi Hudson's Alley, below
Fourth-street, ncit door below
Chestnut-street above 3d st. Large North
Merchants
Hotel.
Philadelphia.
Posting Bills. Distributing Bill*. Cir
JOHNS & PAYNE,
culars, itc Printed with the greatest
Importers and Denier* in
disjunct., at the very lowest prices.
SHOE
STUFFS Sl TRIMMINGS,
Orders
also
received
at
the
office
of
'•Scolfs Weekly Paper," 115 Chest
Arch and Fourth SK
Philadelphia.
nuwt. nearly opp. Hudson's Alley.
¥ OHM YOUNG, Plain and OrnafJ munUl Job Printer, No. 3 Black
Silk (Soobs.
Hnr!>e Alley, off South Second-st.
MORRIS L. HALLOWELL &
below Market, Phila.
and Wholesale
ORAN & SICKELS. Job and HealersCO„In Importers
Silks and Fancy Dress
M' Fancy Printers In all Colors Goods,
143
Market
St.,
Philadelphia.
ind Bronzes, N. E. corner of Chest
nut and Third -9b. Phila, All order* WOOD, COREY & WOOD, Suc
promptly executed in the best style
cessors to Thomas Wood II
and on nvtdemte terms.
Co., Importers and Wholesale Deal
ers in Silks and Fancy Goods, Laces.
&c, N. W. corner of Fourth and
^public (Ljottsea.
Mnrket-strects, Philadelphia.
WASHINGTON HOUSE, No.
Vt Cbestnut-stabovc Seventh, WAALER COPE fc-CO., Importer*
Phila.
A.l'.Guil. v and Dealers In Fancy and Sia
UNITED STATES HOTEL, pie Silk Goods, 165 Market st., Phila.
Chestnut-st. between Fourth
ind Fifth-su. opposite late United
Stationers.
9MM Bank, Phila. A. G. Allh,
Proprietor.
\\7-ILMAM
H. MAURICE. ForHOTEL,&152VVseT.
Chestnut-stVV eign and American Su.tlonery,
IrON'KS'
Phila. nmnols
Prop*r«. Wholesale
and Retail, 108 Chestnutstreet, Philadelphia. Copperplate,
Lithographic, and Letter Press Print
Babble™.
ing. Blank Books of every' descrip
Vf MAGEE CO., 18 Decatur tion made to order.
1t1« street, behind the Arcade.
Philadelphia, Magee &. Kneass. 6 T HUFTY'3 Stationery. Blank
Magaxitie-street, near Canal at., New f) • Book, Enaraving and Printing
Orleans. Manufacturers and Dealer* Emporium. No. 130 Chestnut-st.
in Saddlery. Harness, and Trunks, (above 4th, North side.) Pblla.
Regalia, India Rubber Goods, itc,
Wholesale and Retail.
StBAW <,<M»l>s Ac PA
NAMA HATS.
P. MOYER. No. 38 and 250
Market street, Philadelphia— LELAND &. Ci:iON. wholesale
KxlenMve M tnuf:ictory of HmitllfM,
Dealers and Manufacturers of
Bridles, Saddle Bags, IIarneas. Col
lars. Fly Nets. Trunks, Carpet Bag*. Straw and Fancy Bonnets, M Mar
Whips. fee, all ofwhich will be sold ket-street, Philadelphia. Leghorn
j it the lowest prices, Wholesale and Hab, Trimmed or Untrlmmed. by
the case or dozen, Panama Hats, itc.
Retail.

JENKINS & CO
TE.1 S.
In one-quarter, one-half and oetej
jiound Metallic Pack«, N. W, center]
of Market and 9th-tl,., Philadelphia]
The .lenlor Partner rclded aevaaj .
years in China, engaged in the Tea >
Trade.
llmbrcllos
10
WILLIAM A. DBOWN.l.".
tvx t:mbJI
la and Parasol Mannfa^w
No. 66 Market-street, Philadelphia.
l)arui5l).
C\ FCHRACK.Varnlfhand Pnirr]
. Manufacturer, and IV*-.ter lal
1' nit-, dry and rround In oil, Coexh.j
Window, nnd Picture Ola**, Jtc, I
SO North fourth-street. Phila.
lllatrljfs, (cc.
II.DKBl'BN fc BBOTUEKS.
H tmrters of Watches,
■, JewclryJ
Pbtod Ware, kc—al»on Itnporlers
and Wholesale Deali In Fine aadi
Common Cutlery, No. IS
Philadelphia.
PRATT & REA1II. Importers ofl
Watches. Jewelry. Plated WaieJ
nnd Fancv Goods, 80 Market-street.
Philadelphia.
THOMAS C. GARRETT fc CO.
Importers of Watches, Plated
Ware and Cutlery, and M»niifaetur-!
ers of Jewelry and Silver Ware, 12}
( 'hestnut-strcet, Philadelphia.
DDinDotD Blinbs.
BJ. WILLIAMS, Window TU\nA\\
• Manufacturer, IS North Sfxth-j
street, Phila. Awarded the tilth
Premiums at the New York. 1
more, and F
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TAPPAN & VVnilTEMORE
Publishers, Booksellers, Blank
Book Manufacturers, and Importers
of English and French Stationery,
No. 114 Washington-^t., Boston.

OTIS W. MERBIAM, Wholesale |
Dealer in White and Finished
Chairs. Also Boy Chairs of all kinds
for Shipping. Manuficturi-r of all
kinds of Copal Varnishes, Black
Varnish, and Jspan. 50 Commercial
and
1 hi Fultoa-st., Boston.
33ootg anir SIjocs. J~AMES
W. UATES &. COTlicaT
ers In Chairs, No. 30 CuntmerJB. KIMBALL & CO., Whole ci:il-slreel,
Boston,
. sale Dealers in Hoots, Shoes
nd leather, 75 Pearl--*!.. Boston.
(El)ronomctcra.
EMERSON, COCHRANE fc CO.
Manufacturers and Wholeaule
& SON. Clminnme .
Dealers in Boots. Shoes, Leather anil wpi. BOND
s. Watches and Clocks, 26|
Wool Hats, Quincy Block, 08 Sl 70 Coniire.ss-sircet,
Boston. Marino and,
Pearl-st. Boston.
Pocket Chronometer* for sale, and
SETII BRYANT. Manufacturer on loan.
and Wholesale Dealer in Boots
and Shoos, Ciuincy Block, 76 Pearl(Hljurtl) ©rgans.
street. Boston.
J~OSEI'H WIHTXF.y
CO..
Wholesale Dealers In Boot*. WM. B. D. SIMMON'S & CO.
Manufacturers, 3fi. 38. 40 & 4*.
Sho»s and Leather, 38 & 40 Pearl
Causeway-st Boston. N. B. Second
street. Boston.
hand
Organs
constantly on hand tor
A I.LEN. HARRIS & POTTER,
/A. Dealers in Bo.it", Shoes, Les sale.
lie r. Wool Hats and Feathers, 57 <fc
5i) Pearl-street, Boston.
filocks.
&. KARNES, MamifacturBogs' €lotl)iiig7 POND
ew end Wholesale Dealers in
OLIVER HUDSON «l CO.. No. Clock?, of every style and variety,
4 Brattlo-st., near Court-street, No. 71 &. 73 Hfinover-street, Boston.
Boston. Clothing of every descrip
tion for Boys from Four to Sixteen
(ttlotljmg.
years
of ago.
^Kxts anft (Soolg.
EDWARD
LOCKE & CO., Man
DOUGLASS AXF. MNFG CO.—
Brushes.
ufacturers of and Wholesale
Constantly for sale Hunt's
Dealers
in
Cloihlng,
to ever)
Chopping. Broad, and Cooper's Ases. JOHN J. ADAMS, 99 Washington section of the Lfulon,adapted
95 Pearl-street,
Br.*ni or Bench Halchets.Adzes.Canc street, Boston, Manufacturer and Boston.
Knives and Spanish Axes and Arize*, Dealer in Brushes of every descrip
Manufactured of Iho best cast steel, tion, comprising more kinds than
R. LO VEJOY 4l
warranted, and stamped Warren any other establishment In the Uni WILLIAM
S O N. Manufacturers and
Hunt, East Douglas. YVarohouse 19 ted Slates, by Wholesale and Retell. Wholesale
Denlers
in all kinds of
Liberty Sq. Boston.
SHERUIFF & VO. Clothing, Russia nnd American
GEO. ROGER?, Treas. STRATPON,
Manufacturers and Dealers In Guernsey Frocks, Shirts. Drawers,
Brushes ofevery description, whole Oiled Clothing, Covered Hats, fee,
sale and retail. Also, sole manufac 77 ami 78 Comroerclal-st., Boston.
Balances.
turer! of Taylor's Patent Dresser INTUITING, KEHOE & GALr STEPHENSON & CO., Bal Brushes,
22 Eicbange-st, Boston. VV LOUPE, Wholesale Clothiers
Jt anr.o auri Scale Manufacturers,
(successors to Dearborn) 72 Waterand Importers of Furnishing Gnmig,
Buttons.
street, Boston.
40, 42 and 44 Ann street, dircctl>
opposite
Merchants' Row. Boston.
DJ. FOSTER & CO. Manufac• turers of Covered, and Dealem JOHN GOVE & CO., Importers,
Books.
in every description of Buttons, Sew fj Manufacturers and Wholesale
BENJAMIN B. Mt/SSrJi' it CO.. ing
Dealers In Clothing, Cloths and Fur
Book-tellers. Stationers, ice.. Silk, Twist, and Suspenders, 48 nishing
Goods, of every desirable
Wholesale and Retail, 29 Cornhill Milk-street, (upstairs,) Boston.
style and quality. 1 and % and over
and 36 Brattle-streets, Roston.
3
and
4
Hitchboin
Block, cor. Annl
(Carpets.
John p. jewett~&. co., p„bUshers.Bdoksellers and Stationers W.M. P. TENNEY & CO. Deal and Barrett streets, Boston.
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
in Carpetings of every va
ScImoI. Theological, Standard and riety ofersFabric
Quality. Hall
<£lotl)0.
Miscellaneous Books and Stationery, over Maine R. ILand
Depot, May-market
Manufacturer* of the celebrated Square.
Boston.
NEWTON,
BATON & CO..'
Boito-i Letter Paper, 17 aud 19 CornForeign and American YWkjIhill. Boston.
lens.
No.
31
Pearl-street.
Boston.
airs.
Oliver B. Donance, [ Win. S. EatonJ
CROSBY &. NICHOLS, 1 1 1 Wash
lngton-M.. Bo«.. Booksellers, Puh- 1^ PIERCR It, (XX, CJhalr Store, Fred. W. Newton, | Ceo. H. Jones. '
Hthers, and General Agents for Ame* 1 • 30 & 38 CominercW-st, Bos WILKINSON, STETSON & CO.,
|ricnn snrt Foreign Periodicals.
Manufacturers and Wholesale
and Dealers In
C. v N. publish a great variety ton. Retail
Dealers in all kinds of Cloths, Importers
Cassiuieres, and every va
ofMiscellaneous and Juvenile Book*, and
Chairs. Wash Stands, Toilet and riety
of
Foreign
Catalogues of which will be furnish other
Portable Sinks, Ward Woollens, Vesting*,andandAmerican
Tailors'
ed%•
if applied
for. discount to Clubs robes, Tables,
Bureaus, and Pino Furniture Trimmings,
Morton Block, No. 53;
A liberal
of
all
kinds,
at
the
lowest
prices.
Milk-street,
Boston.
and Societies.
Sl CO. ChnTr
& CV,
ITTLE & BROWN, Law Bonk- • UeTWOOU
Mttnufacturers' Warehouse, PATTElts7)N,|UJI,LARfl
Importers of Dry Goods and
J sellers and Importers, No. 112 113 Fulton *t. Box Chairs for Ship Dealers
In Woollens and Tailors'
Wnshington-st., Boston.
ping constantly on hand.
Trimmings, No. 107 Milk-st., Boston.

3lflricttl. Implements.
Quincv hall agriculti;
ral warehouse anij
Sfc,Kt> STORE, Boston, over Quiocy
Market, by Buggies, Nourse, Mason
St Co- Aluo, Manufacturers of Agri
cultural Implements, Machines,
die's Pnte;it Screw Wrenches, and
Wetherby's Socket ChUels and
Drawing Knives, at Worcester, Mass
JOSEPH BRKCK *fc SON, New
Eugliml Agricultural Warehouse
and H«od Store, 51 & 52 North Mar
ket-st., Morton. Agricultural Implr.
tnents of all kinds constantly on
h ami. anil for sate at the lowest
prices. Also, Garden Flower and
Field Seeds of every variety.
DAVID PROUTY U CO., Manu
facturers and Dealers in Iin
proved
Draftand
Plough*.
Casting*.Centre
Garden
Field Plough
Seeds,
and a complete assortment of Agri
cultural Implements. Alio, Stove*,
Ranges. Furnace, Cooking Ranges,
&<-., 19, 20 St 22 North Market-st,
13nston.
HOVEY & CO., 7 Merchant*'
Row, II iston, Wholesale and
Retail Dealers In Garden, Grass,
Flmvcr and Field Seeds, Agricultural
Tool*, «Scc. Also. In Fruit and Orna
mental Trees, Shrubs and Greenhouse Plants, from their extensive
Nurseries at Cambridge, Mass.
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to DEXTER, Importers and
QI'AKE, BfOBLOW t CO.. |ut- jr ING
£
\
Dealers in Piilnts, Oils, Window
jnrnocE0.
13 porters nf Woollens and Stuff, IV.
ilass. Drugs, Medicines, Dve Stuffs,
mil Dealers In American Woollen*, fee.
Colors. Artists' Tools and r F.OPOl.l) HF.RMAK (hste BryJ
Simmons' Block, cor. of Congress FrenchFine
Brushes. Agents for Union 1 J cnt k Herman) Deader In Hot
mil Wnfr streets. Boston.
White Lead ami Dorchester Window Air Furnnees for Coal or Wood. Liv
20 to 27 India-street, Boston. erpool anil Berlin Grates, and CntraCommission Ulerclfs Glass.
and Parlor Fire Frames of i ts'
1) LED, CUTLER to CO., Dealers ber
psttenis : Co. kinf
IX
in
Medicines, Paints, and Dye snd beautiful
TAMES K. MILLS&CO.. Domesand Stoves. American Aradand Importer! of English. Rsnfs
fj tic Goods, No. 2 Morton Bock Sniffs,
niiy
Ventilators,
and Sheet Iron and
French
anil
Mediterranean
Drugs,
Milk-'!.. Biwlon. Agents tor ChicoWork in great vnriety. Panit33 India street, 2d door south rio
pee, Cnbot, Perkins. Dwipht, Great Nil.
llar
attention
is
called
to the eelefrom
Custom-house
street,
Boston.
Falls, un<l Hudley Fulls Mtinufuclur■rated 11 Improved pattern Famine.
itin Conipsnle*.
C\ A R It V T II. W HITTI ER Nos. 01 and 63 Congress-st Boston.
A & A. LAWRENCE & CO. \J to SWEETSER, Dealers in and
RICHARDSON. fcOn,
rY» Commission Merchants fnr the Importers nf Paints, Drugs, Medi /-tlHLSON,
\j Dealers in Ventilating Furuuces 1
*ale of American Cotton and Wool- cines, Dye Stuffs and Window Glass, snd
School
Stos'es.
Mirror Marble 1
Ian Manufactured Goods, Milk-st, No. 4 Long Wharf Boston. II. S. A. Chimney Pieces, Cooking
Barges and 1
Boston.
1TEN8HAW, EDM.YNDStoCO, ItovflS, Ventilators. Registers.
J
TTPHAA1, TUCKER A. CO., Arne- XX Itnpnrtenand Dealers in Drugs, la>r and Parlor Grates, S*iap ChamSto- «, !
U ricm Goods CommUslon Mer 30 India-street, Boston.
&c.
Wholesale
and
Retail,
51
andS3
chant*. IVarl-stn'ot. Boston.
Bliickstnnc-street, Boston.
Ci FROTHINGHAM, Jr. At CO.,
Prn <&oobs.
119 Milk-st.. Boston, Commis
Jarniture.
sion Merchants for the sal? of Ame T M. BE F.RE, MORGAN to
rican Cotion and Woollen Manufac O • CO., Importers of British and T^vOE, II AZELTON, t Co »r«sstured Goods.
French Dry Goods, and Dealers In XJ ing-Room. Parlor, nnd Chambo
Woollen! anil cottons. 35, Furniture. Upholster}" Goods. Mat
T W. PAIGE & CO., Agents for 37American
and 30 Kilby-street, Boston.
<*J • the Merrimack, Hamilton, Ap TJLANCHARD,
Feathers, Looking fjlasses,
& tresses,
l>lelon, Suffolk. Waltham, nnd Stark IJ CO.. ImportersCONVF.RSB
&.C.. 51.55, and 59CornhilI.Bos.
of British and A.C..
Compinies, 141 Milk-street, Boston. French
T
AMES
G. IILAKE. (late Kitlredge
Dry Kinds, and Dealers in &. Blake)
Importer of Upholstery,
f AWRL'NCK, STONE & CO., 4 American Prints, Cottons Bnd Wool fj
Plushes,
Damasks,
Seating, fcc
Li Milk-street, Boston, and 41 lens. Athenieum Block, Fearl-street, Manufacturer of andHair
Dealer in Ma
Broadway, New York, Agents for Boston.
hogany, Black Walnut, and Painted
Middlesex, Bay State and Dorches TyrrroN, kichardson &co, Cottage
Furniture. Looking Glosses.
ter Mills.
XJ Importers and Jobbers of Dry
Heir Mattresses, Feathers,
Goods, Nos. 29 and 31 Federal-st., Curled
Jcc,
12
to
20 Comhill, and 27 Will
Dearborn Block, Boston.
(fixocltcrj).
ington-street, Boston.
QAMUEL
PARSONS
to
CO.,
ImriirssBL,
HENNE88T*
AM ELLEN &, CO., Ini[>orier3 nnd O porters of and Dealers in Foreign XV PHELPS, Drawing
Room. PiH
iVi Wholesale Dealers in Crockery, anil
American
Dry
Goods,
N'os.
9.
lor.
and
Chamber
Fumittire, Uphol
China, Glass WareHnd Puper Hane- 11 and 13 Federal-street, near Milk- stery Goods, Mattresses,
Feathers,
loe«, 16, 18 and SiO Merchants' Row, street, Boston.
Looking Glasses, 4cc, fee. 2L S3, So.
Boston.
and
27
Brattle-street,
Boston.
T
W.
BLODGRTT
to
CO.,
Im^TKIXlCsTl^AlNr^
. porters and Wholesale Dealers TDLAKE, WARE & CO, iSucees
A. porters of Esrthen and China Jin Foreign
and American Dry Goods, XJ sors pi Kittredgc fe. Blake) MannWare, Nos. 105, lG7and IG9 Milk-st,, 20.
28 anil 30 Pearl-street Boston. facturersand
Importers of Furnltlin
near India-street, Boston.
and Upholstery, aad Dealers in Fur
OIMPSON & CALDWELL, (Sucniture,
Looking
Glasses, Mahoeany.
.fancy
(Booirs.
O. cessors to Samuel B. Pierce &
Feathers, Curled Hair,
Co..) Importers of China, Glass and T>OYNTON to WOODFORD. Im- Mattresses,
Hair
Seating,
fee
Market BatfilEarthen Ware, 51 and 53 Broad-st., JL> porters and Dealers in Fancy ing. Brattle-street,.City
Boston.
Boston.
Goods.
Combs.
Buttons,
Brushes.
Cut
[TRENCH, WELLS 4c CO.. luiPencil Cases, Thimbles.
X jiorters of China, Glass and lery. SilverSpoons,
Aecordeons.JewCrockery Ware, 151 and 153 Milk- Spectaclos,
elry.
Perfumery,
Needles. Pins, Poc
street, Boston.
ket-books, &c, 50 Washington-sU /n D. .lARVESfe CORMKK AT?,
rpAYLOR & WALDRON. 1m- Boston.
VT« Manufacturer* Gtnss IV*t*
Gas rixtures,
L porters of Crockery and Glass T7-ELLHY to LEVIN, 5 Kilby-st, for F.rportatian.
Girandoles, F>icuay
Ware. 93 Broad, cor. Milk-st. Boston IV Boston ; 23 Coleman-st,, Con- Gh*ndaUers.
Lamps,
Solnr
Lamps.
Plated W*jc(
don.—Importers of and Dealers in
Wicks. Lantern^, &c Also,
Cutlery, Combs. Brushes. Fans, Ac- ^o\&r
of Tea Trays, Table Cut
(Eutlcry.
cordeons, Violins, and Perfumery of Importers
lery, English. French and German
kinds—I-ondon, Paris, and Vien Fancy
Goods.
YTART1N L. BItADFORh, 149 all
na
Fancy
Articles,
of
every
descrip
*V1 Washincton-street, Boston, Im
porter of Cutlery, Hardware anr tion.
RAMF.R & MEYER, 18, 20, and
fjctrimjare.
Fishing Tackle. Agent for L. «Sc rr
iV 22. Atkinson-street. Boston. Im
VV.'s Patent Tailors' Shears.
porters of French, German, and Eng r>I.ODC.ET, CLARKE&. BROWT*.
lish Fancy Goods. Toys, and Musi _D Hardware Commission Merch
Pruggists.
cal Instruments, of every description ants,
No. 29 Fenrl-strcLt, Boston.
fhev will sell at a very snial
11 11 1 1 W N. LA M SON ii CO. which
SCITDDER fe. CO,
JL> Wholesale Druggists, ami Deal advance on tho cost of Importation. /CHARLES
\J Hardware and Commission Mer
en In Points, Oils, Dye Stuffs, Win
chants,
33
fe
35Granite
Block, lVarl•low Glass, tc 44 India, corner ol
Jialjtng Sacklf.
st. Boston, Manufacturers of Patent
Wharf street, Boston. Mannfactur
rr* of Turned anil Nailed Pill Boxes • T»,TAKTLN L. BRADFORD, till Hemp and Manilla Cordage, <■!' ev
1V1 jKirter and Dealer in Foreigi ery description. Agents for the sale
T A. to W. I11KI) till, liu|Hirt - and
American Fish Tackle of ever - of' Coil Chains, Anchors, Hunta
J • ers and Dealers In Drugs, Med -. description
: also Cutlery and Hard - Axes, Fairbanks' Platform Scales,
icincs, Paints and Dye Stuffs, No ware, 142 Washington-street,
Boston Cotton and Wool Cards. 4x.
53 Chatham street, Boston.

0
WILLIAM OREENOIJG11&CO.
Importer* and Do ilers in Fur
[eign and Domestic Hardware and
Cutlery. 14 Merchants* Row, Boston
1>UTLER, KEITH & HILL, Jm
3 porters (if Hardware, 1\«lile Cut
lery, &c, and Dealers in Pig mid
^Ueet
Lead,
Pipe, ice,
Zinc,&c,Clip89
per, and
sIr<mI^end
Pumps,
:St ite-street, Boston.
I< HUNG. 1- ISKE & O >.. Importer.
J and Dealers hi Foreiirn nnd Dotir^tic Hardware and Cutlery, No.
53 Pearl-street, Boston.
(^EO. H. GRAY & CO., Foreign
X and Domeitic Hardware, 57
Milk-street. Boston.
ZEI^TE^HOSMERTAgent for
the sale of Wilson Hawks(w.irth, Ellison & Moss' steel, Fairbank's Scales, Charcoal Annealed
and Common Iron Wire, Sheet Bras: ,
Bras* and Cop[>er Wire, and Ameri
can Hardware, 110 Milk st.. Boston,

JAMES P. TUOIiNDIKKr- Hide*, J. R. BIG ELOW & C~o"
Leather and Oil, 13 4c 14 Black Successor* to B irruyt Bigelow,
stone-st. Boston.
Manufacturers uf
Pap«r Ifluiiffintr*.
flknufa Slrtidea. W.ircrooms, 41 &, 43 Federal -st. Bos
H. GREGORY &. CO.. ImjH.r
WARD BOOTT. Manufactu O ters
and Dealers in P.<p r Hang
rers of Lanl OiUnd IheVVoods. ings,Whole
-.ale and Retail, 25 Court-,
Importer* and Wholesale Dcnlers in street,
Boston.
Uyine Drugs, Drysalteries, unci Manni'ncturen' Articles, 16 Milk-strect,
Boston.
Paper lBareljousc.
ffleuijant (Sailors. /~t RANT, DAN1ELL & COT 1()|
Denier- in nil
I YON &. POWERS. Merchant VT Unlon-st.ot"Boston,
Paper; also, R.-g*.
±J Tailors and Denlers in Cloths. descriptions
Bleaching
Powders,
Alum,
Ul:r,[ma
Clothing, and Furnishine Goods. 58 rine. Felling, and various other
and SO Washingtou-st., ju.it north ot cles required by paper makers. arti
State-st., Boston.
T ACOUd & JiEANE. Merchant
Jprtnttra,
O Tailors nnd I>e»lers in (.'Inthinj
nnd Cloths, No. 21 Courl street. Bos
WHITE ic POTTER,
ton.
Rook mid .lob Printers
on Steam Power Presses.
illillincrn.
jjata.
Also, Manufacturers nnd Dealers'
OMITII,
SU'MMICK
&
CO.,
Imnortin
Cards,
Card Board and Fancy Pa
REENOUGH,COOK At CO.. 50 O ers and Jobbers of English, |K:r«, Bronze,
Bronze Size, and color
\ JC and .",2 Water st.. Boston, Dealers French,
and
(Jerinan
Dry
Goods,
ed
Printing
Inks.
in Mat*, Ca|w, and Furs.
Millinery Articles, Trimming Goods, The attention of the trade. South
C'ovbi.l, Strkle <fc Co., 148 and !ic.
34 Milk-st., cjr. Morion Place, anil West, is particularly willed to|
150 Middli>-st- Portland, Me.
Huston.
oar mmuficturo of Card B«ard.
White. Tinted, and Colored of all
HH.
fcll. W.WKTIIKKELLfc qualities,
3nVxa Rubber.
suitable f»r nw,
. CO.. Importers nnd Jobbers of
WHITE
Milks, Ribbons, Laces, flowers. Mil Cor. ofSpring
BOSTON BEI/riNG CO.,Tappnn, linery
Lane&andPOTTER,'
DevonshireEmbroideries. While street, Boston,
McBurney & Cheever. 37 Milk- Goods,Articles,
Man.
Dro«s
Trimmings.
Hosiery,
»L, Manufacturers of Machine Belt -loves. &c. 14 Milk-street, Old South
ing:. Steam Packing, Engine Hose, lllock. Boston.
Public fjemsce.
nnd all articles pertaining to Mnn- ORUWAY, ntlXOE fe (JO , Imufactures and Mechanic;*! purposes,
|»rters and Jobbers of Millinery TllEMON'T HOUSE,
made of Vulcanized India Rubber. Articles,
Embroideries and TrimBOSTON.
HENRY S. DOWNS. Dealer in minus. 15 Milk-street. Boston.
WM. H. PARKER.
Metallic India Rubber Boots
f nd Shoes—Warehouse Nos. 34 and
A MERICAN HOUSE. Hanover
©il0.
JrY street, Boston. By Lewis Kick
36 Kilby, and 1, 3, and 5 Centra1st*.,
Boston, sole Agent for Goodyear W& F. H. WHITTE.MORE t Rebuilt, enlarged, and el'-s:antly fur
nished—pos.«e>sing nil the modern
Patent Metallic India Rubber Shoe*.
• CO., Commission Merchants, improvements
and convenience*, mr
Manufactured by Leverett Candee, and Dealers
in Sperm Candles.Sperm. the ftccuuimodation
of the travelling
New Haven, Ct.
Whale, and Lard Oil, Potato and public.
Opened
February 1. 1P51
Wheat Starch, and every description
of
Factory
Leather,
32
Broad-street,
REVERE HOUSE, BOSTON,
Insurance.
Boiton.
Paran Stevkks.
NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL WARREN, FISHER k CO.,
LIFE INSURANCE CO„ M»r
Manuficturers of Oil and Can Sabbicrg tjar&toarc.
chants' Bank Building, State-st„ Bos dles. No.
7 Central Wharf, Boston.
ton, Funds Invested Aug, 1st., 1851
P. FAIRBANKS, 56
.3405.000. Directors, WithM Phil OAMUEL DOWNER, Jr.. (lai. HENRY
Boston, Importer
lips, President; Charles P. Curtis, O Downer. Austin &, Co.) Manu of andPearl-street,
Dealer
Saddlery Hardware.
Genua H. Kuhn, Charles Brmine, fictnrer of Sperm, Whale., and Lard Agent for the insale
Com
Sewell Tappan, William Perkins, Oils, Sperm Oruidlos Oil Soap and pany's Power Loomof Clinton
Lace;
Wm. Raymond Lee, Thomas A, Pressings. Oil Wtirk*, 1st and 2.1 and Bigelow CarpetConch
Coinpanj'i
Dexter, Marshall P. Wilder, N. F.
South Boston ; Counting House, Power Ij*fom Brn^els Cnr|H t.*.
Cunningham, Robert G. Shaw, Wm. sts..
100 State-street. Boston.
G. Lambert,
Besj. F. Stkviss. Secretary.
Safes.
Johm Homans, Ciinsulting Physician,
JOHN E. WILDER. 25 Merchants'
John Hopper, Agent,
ASAMEL
WHEELER.
Denier
in
Row, Boston, Mnnufictnrer of]
213 Fulton-it., New York.
Ar[i*ts' and Painters' Paints Sfj lntniinder
Safes, Dank Vaults, Steel
Palmitic
Materials and
of every
d«- Chests nnd Locks.
MERCHANTS' INSUR iNCE and
•rripllon,
Wholesale
Retail—
COM P.. 38 Stale st., Buston. Maniificinrcrof the celebrated I'lo- T" OSEPli[ R7bRY~-\ NT. 30 C- u Finland Marino Capital, $500,000.
way-street, Boiton. Alam-f rtnThomas V, Smith, Pres., Samuel renco White, an unchangeable Gloss rer ofSalamander
Sales. R* nk Vault t,
Tenney, Assistant Pres., George Paint, 59 Union-street, Boston.
Burglar
Proof (Steel) S.tfes, Lock^
Homer, Secretary.
and Machinery.
Paper hangings.
Ceatljer.
Sau)£
HAZELTitN, COVVD1N & CO.,
FIELD, CONVERSE & CO.,
Manut'icturers of Pnper Hang RW. HENS1IAW, Manuf .ctnr.-r!
Commission Merchants nnd ings and Borders, Dealers In Fire •« of warranted C»st Steel SawsJ
(Dealers In Hides, Leather, and Oil, Board Prints. Transparent Window of every
Wholesale a.
Nos. 11 St, 12 Blackstone-st., Boston. Shades, tec, 4l> Congress-st., Boston. Retail. 36description.
Congress-street. Boston.
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rp St K. EARLE St CO., Mann-]
X • facturers of Superior Cotton
and Wool Card Clothing, at the- Wor
cester Card Manufactory. 5 Wash
ington Square, Worcester, Mim.
T?ARL W
JPj of Machine Cards and Belt»j
Office. 22 Front-st. Worcester. Mass
Sta
OT1 TUFTS, Marineler,andlir-ston
Ill ire Railing.
lionary Engine Bu
BOUGHT and Cast Ir-m Rail- UNION WORKS.—Lneorooti*es
phin and ornamental, from
Stationery Eneines, Sugar Mith
2Ticent; to$3 per foot ; Fann Fence?, and Boiler
Work. Machinists* Tr*»i*i
from 81 50 to to $3 per rod—manu of various descriptions,
Mill Gearing!
factured by the New England W. R. anrl Shafting. Also, general
jobbing
Co.
T. LYMAN St CO.,
repairs. Foundry-Mrrt. South'
4 Albany Bk.. Boston. and
Boston. SETH WILMARTH.
I • StMass.
S. ADAMS
Builder* otJ
lUoobcn iDart.
Boilers,
Sugar
]7i MURDOCK Jr., Manufacturer Machinery. Mills a-nd Printing j
3i« and Wholesale Dealer in
Wooden Ware of all descriptions. CI LOBE WORKS — Locomotive!
and Stationary Engines, Boiler* I
Winchendon, Mass. Counting Room andI* Sugar
Mill Work, and Turi»usj
3 Long Wharf. Boston.
kinds
manufacture
DANIEL CUMML\GS_&~COT, to order.of Machinery
Foiuidry
st, and cor. 1st At;
Dealers In Wood and Willow A»ts. So. Boston. JOHN
SOUTHEK.
Ware,
Fancy Market-street,
Baskets Mat*.
Sec.
No. 42 South
Boston.
Stat loners.
I71AGLE COTTON GIN HAHC
St CO., Whole- 1j FACTORY, near Rail-road De |
THOMAS GROOM fc CO., St I~> • DICKINSON
sale Dealers in Wood Ware pot, Bridgewater. Mass,
tioners. Blank Hook Manufac Rattan?,
BATES, HYDE & CO. Propri'fJ
Cane
Poles.
Brooms, Mats
turers, and Importi-r* of English and Baskets, Willow Ware,
iOKKTl :
French Stationery, S3 State-st. Bos. Sieves Wire Safes, Slc Ste., Riddles,
No. 26 Tnfls, Fermor & Hobart. N.Cr
E.
B.
Baker.
Natchez,
Miss.
Dork
Square,
Boston.
BENJAMIN LORING St CO.. ENOCH H. WAKEFIELD. Deal Wm. McCutchin, Vicfcshurg.
Blank Rook Manufacturers and
N.
H.
Fish,
Pine
Bluff,
Ark.
er
In
Painted
Pails,
Tubs
Buck
Importers of English and French
A. O. Harris, Memphis. 1*enn.
Bn>oms Brushes. Baskets Box H.
Stationery, Charts and Nautical ets, and
T.
Yeatman,
Nashville,
do
hII
kinds
of
Wooden
and
Books, 120 At 123 state- st. Boston. Willow Ware, Alicant anil other R. B. Norvell. Huntsvitle, Ala.
OLIVER HOLMAN. Blank Book Mats, 42 North Markets! , Boston. Patton & Barker, Florence, do
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BLACK

WELTING

INK,

FOR METALLIC OR QUILL PENS.

This Ink lias stood the test of thirty-five year/ experience, and during this time, has been
constantly increasing in public favor and patronage, and is now tho leading article in the coun
try. _ Itflows with freedom, becomes permanently black, does not mould under any circumstances,
and is adapted to either metallic or quill pens. Those who maybe ignorant of its superiority
and reputation, are invited to road the following testimonials, and to make trial of it them
selves. _ When the best judges, after twenty and more vears' trial of the article, express them
selves in one manner concerning its superior excellence, it is quite evident that no one need be
troubled with bad ink.
Registry of Deeds, Boston,
Boston, Jan. 1 0, 1 S48.
Nov. 20, 1847.
Messrs. Maynard A Noyes : Gentlemen, It
is
now,
I
believe,
more
than twenty years since
Messrs. Maynard and Noyes : I have made
use of your Writing Ink for the Recording of the School Committee passed an order for using
Deeds, Ac, the past twenty-Jive years, and having I your Black Writing Ink in the City Schools.
found it to suit"my wisbeVand" purposes entire- 1 nilvc used it during that period, and deem it a
ly, take pleasure in renewing my testimonial of\firtt-rait article, and cheerfully recommend it to
its superiority. From the appearance of the others. It flows freely from the pen, and in
records in my office, I am satisfied it is superior creases in blackness after being committed to
to any I have used, and consider it particularly paper, and the color is durable. I know of nol
adapted for all purposes where permanency of ink equal to yours, and I have tried many
color is requisite or desirable. It flows wellfrom kinds, both English and American.
the pen, and docs not mould; and my oldest He
P. MACINTOSH, Jr.,
Principal of Writa Dep. Hancock School]
cords prove Us color to be unalterably black.
HENRY ALL1NE, Register of Deeds.
Boston, Oct. 15, 1849.
Messrs. Maynard and Noyes: Gentlemen,—
Office of Merchant/ Insurance Co, Tour
note of the 10th inst., asking us to state
Boston, Nov. 18, 1847.
the length of time we had used your Writing
Messrs. Maynard A Noyes: Gentlemen,—I Ink, and our opinion of its quality, was duly re
have used your Writing Ink for the last sixteen ceived. We have made u~e of it generally for
years. In 1840, I gave you a certificate of its the last twenty years, and have found it always
xcellence, and having continued its use ever of satisfactory quality, being free fi om those obsince, to my entire satisfaction, my opinion is jectionable points so troublesome and common
confirmed in its superiority. It flows freely in writing liquids generally. Wishing for it a|
from the pen, and is in all respects the best ink still more extended sale, we are, gentlemen,
Ihave ever used.
Your obedient servants,
GEORGE HOMER, Secretary.
JAMES M. ISEEBE A CO.
Put up in Quart, Pint, 8, G, 4, 2, and 1 ounce Bottles, and packed in Casks aud 1 and 2
dozen Boxes.

This Ink gives a copy as distinct and perfect as the original, and combines all the properties!
of our Writing Ink. This quality particularly adapts it for Couuting-IIousc use, as it auswers|
[all the purposes for which a Writing Liquid is wanted
Orders promptly executed by the Manufacturers, Boston. It may be had also in quantity ofj
lie followuig Wholesale Stationers and Booksellers in other cities :
ISAAC AMES.
N. Orleans, J. B. STEEL
New York. JEROLIMAN
WM- A' FEELER.
A CO,
hewiobk,
MOTLEY*
CO, Cixcinxati, W.
B. SMITH
H w
DERBY AitCO.
CO.
MASON A LAW.
MEECH A FITCH.
H L. LIPMAN,
A. H. SHULTZ A CO,
Philadelp'a, H. COHEN A CO.,
T. COWPERTHWAIT A 00. St. Louis, J.H. HALSALL,
J. LOR1NG,
CTJSHINGS A BAILEY,
H. CRITTENDEN.
Baltimore, TURNER
A M0DGE,
A GRISWOLD,
Louisvi'e,Kt. MORTON
MAxWELL
A CO. •
N. Orleaxb, K R. STEVENS A CO,

Itnitcb States Cifc insurance ^ompang,
IN THE CITY OF NEW YORK.
OFFICE, 27 WALL-STREET.
POLICIES INDISPUTABLE, EXCEPT ON THE CROUND OF FRAUD.
Tnii Company makes every Insurance connected wilh LIFE RISKS upon as favorable terms as any simi
htr Inlltution.
Dirrctur*.—rViWirk Sheldon. Joshh Rich, J-imes Huvdnni, Jnme* Marsh. Thomas C. Doremns, l*a*e A.
Pioriii. James S. Piilhcmus. Luther Brailish, Charles M. Conolly. II. F. Wheelwright Wilson G. HuDt, II. II.
Anion.
I.usurer,
R. Vcnullye,
Tucker.
J. Cisco, John
Charles
E. Bill Wiilisa
Eew^re
f. i lurk,John
P. C.A.Van
Schalrk.Wnshin
Isaac 's.< .n Phelps.
FrancisWilliam
T. Luqueer,
II. John
R. Winlhrop.
J. Phelps.
T. Wli uemore, (iertiril Sun vesant, Clinton Ijiluerl, Jacob llarscn, Elicha RifEgs, Shepherd Knapp, William
B. Holies.
HU.DERICK SHELDON, President.
JOHN A. STEWART, Aetuarv.
Secretary.
JOHN W. SCOTT, M. II., (ItcidcnccJ. S8F.ADIE,
Ninth Jr.,
street.)
Medical Examiner, at the office of die Compery,
dally, from one to two oVIock, P. M.
U. P. CAM.MANN, 51. L)., Consulting Physician.
ittanljattcm £ifc insurance (Eompcmti
OP THE CITY OP NEW YORK.
OFFICE, 108 BROADWAY, CORNER OF PINE-STREET.
Cash Capital, 100,000 Dollars,
Paid, in and invested in United Staled and ?ieTr York Slate Stock*, exclusive
of a large and rapidly accumulating I'reuiluin Fund.
OFFICERS,
ALONZO A. ALVORD, President.
C. Y. WEMPLE,
AHRAM
Secretary.
DUliOIS, M. P.. Medical
N. D.
Examiner.
MORGAN, Actuary.
"
"CONNER S'
Hnitei

States

®gpe

Jouu&rg,

New York.
The subscribers bee respectfully to announce, that thev have alwftyi on hand an excellent and Tariff1
Assortment of Book, Ncwsfapitr and Ornamental Type, reordering, 4tc.
Their scries of Scotch Faces, so much admired for tneir beauty and finish, they feel assured caaaot
b^ excelled. For NcvrsrArcRt especially, experience hu proved thai notwithstanding continual and
constant use. they have bei-n found to " wear well."
Tresses, Wood Typo, Cases, itc , with every article necessary for a complete PaittTmo OrrrcB art fJwsys hand.
JAMES CONNER & SON,
Corner of Ann & Nassau Sts.
N. B.—A New Specimen Book, embodying the latest additions, will be ready on the first ofJan.
BARRON BToYHERS,
PORTABLE BLAST FURNACE.
This Furnace is arranged on such scientific principles, that all metals are melted by it at a lest ex
pense
time and fuel
tlian by
The ofproprietors
received
theany
Chidother
Mtdalfurnace.
for its exhibition at the last Fair of the American Institute.
The principal JewtUrr* of Sno York City have adopted it as the best and cheapest in the market
The proprietors, therefore, feel assured that any operators in metals who will try it will be wtiilM
with its results, and merchants connected with tUo California trade will find it the most saleable aruclt
" (iihl* silver'and copper can be melted by it in less than ten minutes. No. 1 lize will melt from t to W
ounces of gold with less than one quart of coal. No. 3 will melt from 60 to 100 ounces wilh two quarts
of Itcoal.
Nos. no
3 and
4 fromor100appendages
to 500 ounces.
requires
fixtures
of pipe or Hue, but can be used on a table wilh no other Dieti
tliau a small size common hand-bellows—for No. 1 the blast from a blow-pipe even if •uflcient
TO BE HAD OF A. L. LATHAM,
66 Duane St., New York.
The price complete Is $0,00 or ■•ward according to alee.
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LAW BOOKSELLERS, PUBLISHERS AND IMPORTERS,
197

CHESTNUT STREET,
PHILADELPHIA.
January 1, 1852.

TOPLIFF JOHNSON.
J. "WARNER JOHNSON.
S. P. PUTNAM.

T. & J. W. JOHNSON invite the attention of the Profession, throughout the United
States, to their very complete assortment of Law Books, embracing all American, and
a large number of English and French Publications, constantly for sale at the lowest
rates. Private and Association Libraries supplied, and new volumes of Reports and
Elementary Books, forwarded upon publication.
Our business being confined entirely to the publication and sale of Law Books, gentle
men of the Bench and Bar will find us able to supply any Law Publication of this
country or of England.
Our cheap series of English Reports and Elementary Works in the Law Library,
are urgently recommended to your notice.

ENGLISH COMMON LAW REPORTS. 65 VOLS.
WITH A COMPLETE INDEX TO THE FIRST FORTY-SEVEN VOLS.
THE CHEAPEST AND MOST VALUABLE SERIES OF
REPRINTS
Now before the Public, are, the PHILADELPHIA EDITIONS of tho
REGULAR Series of the
ENGLISH COMMON LAW REPORTS,
ENGLISH EXCHEQUER REPORTS, and the
LAW LIBRAR Y.
The ENGLISH COMMON LAW REPORTS in 65 volumes
Contains, with few exceptions, a full reprint of all the Catet decided in the Courts of
Kino's Bench, Common Pleas, and at Nisi Prius, from 1813 to the present time: re
ported by Adolphus Sc. Ellis, Barnewell & Adolphus, Barnewell Sc Cresswcll, Barnewell
1
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& Alderson, Bingham, Broderip 4. Bingham, Carrington & Paine, Manning At Granger,
Holt, Starkie, Taunton, and numerous others.
Price per volume, 1 to 43, containing two English volumes, .
.
. $3 50
Price per volume, 44 to 64, containing one English volume,
.
.
2 50
New volumes, as issued, containing about 1000 English pages printed in full,
and bound in best style,
.
.
,
.
.
.
. 2 50
a The absolute necessity In the American lawyer for keeping upan acquaintance with the English
decisions, is well understood ; and this series highly commends Itself both on account of the neat,
accurate and cheap manner in which it is furnished, and the mine of excellent Reports which it
embraces."
Martin's Legal Bibliography.

NEW ENGLISH EXCHEQUER, REPORTS.
FLEAS AND EQUITY.
Reprinted in full, in best style, with American Notes, by J. I. Clark Hare and H.
B. Wallace, Esqrs., at $2.50 per Vol., bound.
Including,
M'Clelland At Younge, I Crompton At Jervis,
Younge At Jervis,
| Crompton At Mecson,
Younge & Collyer, in Equity.

I Crompton, Mceson fc Roscoe,
| Mceson At Welsby,
Welsby, Hurlstone At Gordon.

CROMPTON, MEESON St ROSCOE, IN 2 VOLS. 5.00.
MEESON St WELSBY, IN 17 VOLS., M2.S0.
WELSBY, HURLSTONE St GORDON, IN 4 VOLS. •10.00.
PUBLISHED AND READY FOR DELIVERY.
The NEW ENGLISH EXCHEQUER REPORTS in 23 volumes, contain a wrbalim reprint of all the Cases reported by Crompton, Mecson At Roscoe in 2 vols. Meeson
At Welsby in 17 vols., and by Welsby, Hurlstone and Gordon, present reporters, in 4
vols. They derive increased value from the Note* and Referencei to American decisions,
appended by Messrs. J. I. Clark Hare, and Horace Binney Wallace, whose labours in
editing Smith's, the American, and White's Equity, Leading Cases, have rendered them
so popular with the Profession. The low price (32 50 per volume) at which they are
sold, places them within the reach of every book buyer. TAetr merit recommends them
to every lawyer.
These series of Reports are by the REGULAR REPORTERS, and form part of the
great chain of English Authorities, extending from the Year Books to the present time.
The same difference exists between them and the opposition Reports issued in the Eng
lish periodicals, as is found in this country between the regular reports and the issues
of the various magazines. These are the ONLY SERIES issued by AUTHORITY
AND UNDER SANCTION OF THE COURT, or CITED, with but few exceptions,
by ELEMENTARY WRITERS. Being reprinted without condensation or omission,
and issued in this country IMMEDIATELY UPON THEIR COMPLETION in
England, the REGULAR or AUTHORITATIVE series of the English Common Law
and Exchequer Reports is believed to present to the American Lawyer inducements
and advantages greater than those offered by any other series of English or American
Reports. In CHEAPNESS, PRACTICAL VALUE, and AUTHORITY, the grot
elements of value, thoy are UNSURPASSED, while in PUNCTUALITY OF AP
PEARANCE, they are in advance of most American editions. The publishers are
determined that no effort connected with their duties shall be wanted to render them,
as they always have been, highly popular and satisfactory to the profession.
Since the reorganization of the Courts of Exchequer, and the appointment therein of
Judges who are ranked among the " mott learned and able Jurists of the Kingdom,"
these decisions have assumed a character inferior to none of the English Courts; and
we find Younge At Collyer, Meeson & Welsby, Crompton, Meeson At Roscoe, Ate-, Ate,
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perhaps more constantly cited by late Elementary Writers, and in the cases argued
before the Courts, than any other of the English Reporters.
A similar opinion of their value and importance heing entertained by the leading
Jurists of this Country, an American Edition cannot but be considered as highly desi
rable ; and the subscribers intend issuing it at the very low price of Two Dollars and a
half for each English volume, containing from 1000 to 1200 octavo pages, reprinted in
full, in the beat style of the day, with an entirely new type, and bound in superior
manner. These volumes have been edited by the able editors of Smith's Leading Cases,
American Leading Cases, and White's Leading Cases in Equity, with References to the
American and late English Decisions.
The publication has been commenced with the latest English volumes, those subse
quent will be reprinted as they are issued from the English press, and those preceding,
as fast as the mechanical operations of the work can be performed.
We take pleasure in referring to the accompanying letters, explanatory of the cha
racter of these Reports, and their value to the Profession in this country.
Cambridge, January 25, 1S45.
Messrs. T. & J. W. Johnson.
Gentlemen:—In reply to your letter, I can with great sincerity say, that I entertain a very
high opinion of the recent Exchequer Reports. In my judgment they are not excelled by any
contemporaneous Keports, in learning, ability, or general utility and interest. The cases decided
are discussed with great care, and expounded with uncommon force. I scarcely know of any
volumes, which I deem of more importance or value for a professional library.
JOSEPH STORY.
Cambridge, Jan. 25, 1815.
Gentlemen :—Your letter of the 24th has been received, In which you ask my opinion as to the
value of the English Exchequer Reports, from Price downwards to this time, to an American
lawyer, and as to the expediency of reprinting them in this country. Of the high value of
these Reports, both on the Pleas and Equity sides of the Court, I have not the least doubt, the
decisions of this Court for the last fifteen or twenty years, both at Equity and in Common Law,
being entitled to equal respect with any others in England. I should think an American lawyer's
library essentially incomplete without them.
I am, Gentlemen, very respectfully yours,
Messrs. T. * J. W. Johnson.
SIMON GREENLEAF.
Extract.
Bolton, January, 1845.
"The more recent decisions of the Court of Exchequer, and particularly those reported since
the great reform and change in the Superior Courts at Westminster, ana in the constitution ol
this Court, are in as high repute, and are as generally applicable In our practice in the Courts of
Law and Equity in this country, as any other of the English reports. Since the period refer
red to, the bench of the Court of Exchequer has been always occupied by some of the most
of any other ofthe English Superior Courts.
"I run not doubt, therefore, that you will meet with all reasonable encouragement and success in
the undertaking which you contemplate.
Respectfully yours, tc,
Messrs. T. & J. W. Johnson.
BN. RAND.
We are informed by the librarian to the " Law Library Association of the Philadel
phia Bar," that the Exchequer Reports are in greater request and more constant use
than any other book of Reports in their collection.
Twenty-three volumes of these Reports are now reprinted. An active demand for
them throughout the country, justifies the high praise of these distinguished jurists.

ENGLISH EXCHEQUER REPORTS. 6 VOLS. #12.00.
Being Reports of Cases decided in the Court of Exchequer, at Law and Equity, and in
the Exchequer Chamber, in Equity and Error, from 1814 to 1S24. Edited by Francis
J. Troubat.
Price's Reports, 13 Vols.
Wightwick's Reports, 1 Vol., and
Daniell's 1 Vol.
M-Clelland'a
«
1 Vol.
Sixteen English Vols, condensed into six, are now offered at the very low price of $12
for the set
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THE ENGLISH ECCLESIASTICAL REPORTS, 7 VOLS. «*tfO.
Furnish a series of decisions in the Ecclesiastical Courts of England and Scnthnd,
from 1790 to 1833, and contain seventeen English Volumes condensed in seven, as
follows :
Vol. 1. Phillimore's Ecol. Reps.
3 vols.
Haggard's Consistorial Reps. 2 vols.
2. Adda id's
«
3 vols.
Vol. 5, Haggard's Eccl. Reps
vol.3
3. Haggard's "
vol. 1.
Lee's
«
vol. 1
I ' Ferguson's Scotch Consisto6. "
"
vol. 2
rial Reports,
1 vol.
Curteis's
"
vol. 1
4. Haggard's Eccl. Reps.
vol. 2.
7.
«
vols. 2, 3,
The decisions in this Court are regarded as of the highest authority. The cases are
of great importance and are ably reported. Among other subjects, the following occur
in the 7th volume.
Administration,
Divorce,
Judgment,
Adultery,
Evidence,
Legacy,
Ambiguity,
Executor,
Marriage,
Costs,
Husband and Wife,
Practice,
Cruelty,
Inventory and Account,
Pleading,
Desertion,
Insanity,
Will,
Domicil,
Jurisdiction,
Witness.
" We respectfully commend this aeries to the notice of the Profession. It contains the only Re
ports of the many important Cases op Wills, Settlements, Divorces, ice, and covers tbe waote
of that important branch ofthe law embraced in this country by the Orphan*' Court Practtcs.
II would be difficult to point to any English Reports of more general value In the United States
than this selection of decisions."—Margin's Legal Bibliography.

BRITISH CROWN CASES RESERVED. 3 vols. *9.oo.
FROM 1796 TO 1810.
(To be continued)
Containing—Vol. 1. Russell and Ryan's Crown Cases.
2. Moody's Crown Cases.
3. Jcbb'a Crown and Presentment Cases.
The decisions upon the Crown Cases reserved for the consideration of the Twelte
Judges of England, are of the first importance to the due administration of the crimiiul
justice of the country ; and in committing to the press those which have occurred durin;
a recent period of more than forty years, the publishers believe that they are making in
acceptable communication to the Profession and the public.
These reports will be continued regularly, and will be found very valuable, (if not
entirely indispensable,) by every one engaged in criminal practice, particularly prose
cuting
attorneys.
The three
volumes already published, contain all the reserved Cases since Leach.

DALLAS'S REPORTS. 4 VOLS. 81G00.
Reports ofCases argued and determined in the Courts of the United States, from 1 790
to 1800, by Alexander James Dallas.

CRANCH'S REPORTS. 9 VOLS. INS. «iaoo.
Reports of Cases argued and determined in the Supreme Court of the United States,
from 1800 to 1815, by Wm. Cranch.
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WHEATON'S REPORTS. 12 vols. $48.00.
Reports of Cases argued and determined in the Supreme Court of the United States,
from 1816 to 1827, by Henry Wheaton.
These Reports being issued in full and at low prices, are urgently recommended to
the notice of the Profession, as being far more valuable and much more to be relied on
than the condensation by Mr. Peters. Every day's experience shows the necessity of
having Reports in full. Mutilated editions arc rapidly growing into disfavour and disuse.

HOWARD'S REPORTS
OF THE SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES. 3 VOLS. $15.00
These Reports follow the Reports of Mr. Peters, in 16 vols.

SAUNDERS'S REPORTS. BY WILLIAMS. 3VOLS. moo
NEW EDITION.
The Reports of the most learned Sir Edmund Saunders, KnL, late Lord Chief Justice
of the King's Bench, of several Pleadings and Cases in the Court of King's Bench, in
the time of the reign of his most excellent Majesty, King Charles the Second. Edited
with notes and references to the Pleadings and Cases, by John Williams, one of her
Majesty's Serjeants-at-law.
The Sixth Edition, by Edward Vaughan Williams, Esq., in three super-royal octavo
volumes, London, 1845.
We have the pleasure to announce, that we have completed the above valuable work
from the greatly enlarged and improved London edition, just received from the press.
It is executed in handsome style, and sold at a moderate price.
It is needless to say a word of the character of this work, its value being universally
known to the profession, and as generally admitted.

ENGLISH COMMON LAW REPO RTS, O LD SERI ES.
From 1756 to 1800, 15 vols. $23.50.
Containing Burrows, Cowper, and Durnford East.

BURROW'S REPORTS. SVOLS. INS.
Price reduced from $7 to $5.
Reports of Cases argued and adjudged in the Court of King's Bench, during the time
of Lord Mansfield's presiding in that Court, from 1756 to 1772, in 5 vols., by Sir James
Burrow, Knt. Edited by J. P. Hall, Esq.
From Marvin's Bibliography.
" These volumes are the faithful repositories of Lord Mansfield's decisions. Burrow
is an indefatigable, accurate, and pains-taking reporter. From his constant attendance
in the Court of King's Bench, and from his regular and methodical method of note-taking,
as well as from the facilities of access to the records afforded him by his office, he was
enabled to give a complete history of each cause. 'The material facts of the cases are
luminously detailed ; the arguments of counsel circumstantially but not tediously re
ported ; and the opinions of the Court accurately and satisfactorily stated. On the
principles of the lex mercatoria, these volumes may be considered a copious and original
fountain. Burrow is to be regarded, as of all other reporters, the most elementary and
methodical, and, therefore, best suited to impart instruction to the student.'
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"The great reputation of the judge, whose decisions Burrow records, will perpetuate
the reporter's name, ' like a column designed to perpetuate the fame of some illustrious
action or the memory of a great name.' "

COWPER'S REPORTS. 9 VOLS. IN 1.
Price Reduced from $i lo $2.50.
Reports of Cases adjudged in the Court of King's Bench, from 1774 to 1778, both in.
elusive, by Henry Cowpcr, Esq.; with notes and references to subsequent Reports, by
J. P. Hall, Esq.
From Marvin's Bibliography.
"Cowper's Reports are acknowledged to be a very accurate and valuable collection :
the method of reporting adopted by this author having equally avoided the objection of
too great diffuseness and of obscure brevity."

DURNFORD AND EAST, OR TERM REPORTS. 8 VOLS, in t.
Price Reducedfrom §20 lo S16.
Term Reports in the Court of King's Bench, from 1785 to 1800, by Chs. Durnford
and Edward Hyde East, eight volumes in four; with references to English and American
decisions.
From Marvin's Bibliography.
" Notwithstanding what was then thought to be great rapidity of publication of the
Term Reports, their labours are distinguished for accuracy andfidelity, and have always
sustained a high reputation."

BACON'S ABRIDGMENT. 10 VOLS. 850.00
NEW EDITION.
A new ABRIDGMENT OF THE LAW, by MATTHEW BACON, of the
Middle Temple, Esq., with large additions aad corrections by Sir Henry Gwilliro and
Charles Edw. Dodd, Esq., and with the notes and references made lo the edition of
1829, by Bird Wilson, Esq., to which are added Notes and References to American Laic
and Decisions, by John Boucicr, Author ofthe American Law Dictionary. 10 vols, super
royal, 8vo.
Bacon's Abridgment is a work so well known, that it is altogether unnecessary to
say one word as to its worth to the practising lawyer. No library is considered complete
without it
With regard to the edition now offered to the public, it is undoubtedly the best ever
given to the profession, either in this country or in England. The editor has displayed
is usual industry in the annotations he has made, and by his exertions, the work his
been Americanized, as much as a work of that nature can be. Any one who will take
the trouble to examine the titles Arbitrament and Award ; Assignment, where five-sixths
of the matter is new, and relates to American law ; Assumpsit, where two out ofeight
heads have been added ; Courts of the United States, which is an entirely new held,
containing thirty-four pages ; Damages, where three new heads have been added ;
Descent, where the general rules in the United States, are stated ; Estates for Life ;
Evidence; Master and Servant; Merchant and Merchandize ; Mortgage; Nuisances;
Setoff; Statute; Trespass ; and Uses and Trusts ; may form a pretty correct idea of
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the labours the editor has bestowed upon the work, and how far he has adapted it to the
laws of this country. To show the extent ofhis labours, it is only necessary to state that
he has referred lo upwards offorty thoutand cases, decided since the last publication of
this work in England.
But this is not all ; he has added a very perfect index to each volume, and, in the last,
a general index to the whole work, occupying 137 pages. Without this convenient key,
this remained a sealed book ; with it, the practitioner will find answers to most questions
be may examine, in the shortest possible space of time.

LAW LIBRARY.
FIFTH SERIES—FORTY-THREE VOLUMES.
From this Series, much of the useless matter of earlier series has been omitted.
Twelve dollars a year, bound : Ten dollars a year in numbers.
THE CHEAPEST LAW PERIODICAL IN THE UNITED STATES.
It is our detemination to sustain the Law Library as the Cheapest Series of Reprir.ts
of English Law publications in the country. The Editorial Department will, we trust,
be found fully to realize the expectations of those who have enjoyed Smith's Mercantile
Law, Smith's Leading Cases, Sugden on Powers, Sheppard's Touchstone, Broom's Legal
Maxims, Arcbbold's Nisi Prius, Archbold's Landlord and Tenant, Crabb on Real Pro
perty, Smith on Contracts.
The high reputation which " The Law Library" has acquired throughout the United
States, by the character of its volumes, and by the cheap rate at which its valuable con
tents have been presented to the Profession, is the beat evidence we can make of its
merits, and its claims for your support. We hope, and will aim to retain this high
character.
We annex a few from the many testimonials received from distinguished jurists in
various parts of the United States.
From the Hon. EZEK COWEN of New York :—" T renew my thanks lo you for this publ ication.
I can hardly doubt that the Profession must duly appreciate its value, and reciprocate your care in
its conduct and distribution, by an adequate subscription, and punctual remittances. It is in truth
what it professes to be, a ' Law Library.' It has already become a manual in almost all the most
useful branches of professional business."
From JUDGE SERGEANT.—" The plan of the ' Law Library' Is such as to recommend It to the
support of the Profession generally in the United States. It is calculated to enlarge the science
ofjurisprudence, and to elevate the character of the Profession."
From the Hon. JOHN TAYLOE LOMAX. of Virginia.—" The references in my Digest have
been numerous lo the excellent treatises published in the Law Library ; for ihe extensive circulation
which that periodical merits, and has doubtless attained, has made these authorities, it is presumed,
generally accessible throughout the United Slates."
" I am surprised that any member of the legal profession should withhold his subscription to your
admirable Law Library."
From CHANCELLOR KENT.—" The Law Library is a work most advantageous to the Profession,
and 1 hope and trust you will find encouragement lo persevere in it."
From the Hon. ELLIS LEWIS.—"Your publication is cheap, and of immense value to the pro
fession."
From the Hon. JOHN M. CLAYTON, Senator from Delaware.—" You are entitled to the thanks
of every member of our Profession forthe 'Law Library.' It is an excellent thing for us."
From the Hon. R.BIDDLE.—"Of the numerous treatises the Law Library has placed within our
reach, at a cheap rate, there are few, if any, which 1 would nut have procured, even at ihe great
price of imported Law Books."
From Hon. C. S. LAYTON.—" 1 would by no means lose any number of your invaluable Law
Library. It is with us a standard work, and unlike most other collections of cases, elementary
works, or Digests, it is received, and quoted as authority in our Courts, bolh by the Bench and Bar.
I have been a subscriber for it from its commencement." " Your Invaluable publication should grace
the shelves of every lawyer's library."
Georgetown, Del. Feb. 1830.
From JUDGE COLE.—" I value your Law Library very highly for several reasons. In the first
place, it contains valuable standard works, which are rare in this Slate, and they are published in
such shape and size as to induce the Profession lo read them, which they would not always do if
they saw them in a more voluminous shape. Such a publication has long been needed, and 1 have
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no doubt it has had, and will continue to have a decided influence in elevating the learning of the
Southern Bar. 1 have seen and felt its influence."
From I. L. HARRIS, Esq.—" I heartily rejoice to find your publication increasing in public esti
mation. A profound and thorough acquaintance with the law cannot be attained by any professional
man, so readily and so cheaply as in the form in which you have given to the Bench and Bar those
invaluable treatises which make the 'Law Library/ "
From the Hon. JUDGE BURN SIDE.—" I have been a subscriber to the Law Library from iu com
mencement, and a constant reader. I value it very highly and would not be without it. My only
regret is, that is not in the possession of every member of the Profession."
From Marvin's Legal Bibliography.—"The monthly pamphlet form in which it appears, enhances
the extent of its usefulness, by enabling its subscribers to receive it through the mails, and thus it
finds its way into all parts of the Union, conveying the latest information on the administration of
justiceabroad, and furnishing guides for the exposition of similar questions as they arise in the various
courts of our country.
"A publication of such usefulness, deserves the hearty support of the American Bar."
VOL. 1.
Sugdcn on Powers. New ed. 2 vols,
VOL. 2.
Smith's Mercantile Law.
Robertson on Succession.
VOL. 3.
Sheppard's Touchstone. Vol. 1.
VOL. 4.
Sheppard's Touchstone. Vol. 2.
VOL. 5.
Drcwry on Injunctions.
Bennett's Chancery Practice.
VOL. 6.
Slielford on Mortmain.
VOL. 7.
Wooddosson's Lecture*. Vols, t, 2.
VOL. 8.
VVooddcsson's Lectures. Vol. 3.
Goldsmith's Law and Practice of Equity.
- Pitman on Principal and Surety.
VOL. 9.
Wordsworth on Joint Stock Companies.
Joy on Confessions.
VOL. 10.
Macpherson on Infants.
Wills on Circumstantial Evidence.
VOL. II.
Rissct on Estates for Life.
Preston on Merger.
Winslow on Pica of Insanity in Crimi
nal Cases.
VOL. 12.
Smith's Leading Cases, with American
Notes, by Hare and Wallace. 3d ed.
Vol. I.
VOL. 13.
Smith's Leading Cases, with American
Notes, by Hare and Wallace. 3d ed. Vol. 2.
VOL. 14.
Browne on Actions at Law.
Joy on the Evidence of Accomplices.
VOL. 15.
Scwell on the Law of Sheriff.
VOL. 16.
Best on Presumptions of Law and Fact.
Miller on Equitable Mortgages.
Notes of Leading Cases.
Russell on the Law of Factors &. Brokers.
VOL. 17.
Hubback on Evidence of Succession to
Real and Personal Property.
VOL. 18.
Archbold's Nisi Prius. Vol. 1.

VOL. 19.
Archbold's Nisi Prius. Vol. 2.
Broom's Legal Maxims.
Bell on Contracts of Sale.
VOL. 20.
Tamlyn's Equity Evidence.
Billing on Awards.
Grady on Law of Fixtures.
VOL. 21.
Lewis on Law of Perpetuities.
Notos to Recent Leading Cases.
VOL. 22.
Archbold's Law of Landlord and
Tenant
Cooke's Law of Defamation.
VOL. 23.
Crabb on Real Property. American
Notes. Vol. I.
VOL. 24.
Crabb on Real Property. American
Notes. Vol. 2.
VOL. 25.
Smith's Law of Contracts.
Broom on Parties to Actions.
Cole on Criminal Informations and Quo
Warranto.
VOL. 26.
Pulling on Mercantile Accounts.
Blackburn on Sale.
Phillimore on Domicil.
VOL. 27.
Lee on Abstracts of Title.
Oliphant on the Law ofHorses, Gaming,
Racing, &c
VOL. 28.
Watson on Awards. (New and enlarged
edition.)
Macqucen on Law of Husband and
Wife.
VOL. 29.
Smith on Actions.
Worthington on Wills.
Long's Discourses.
Coode on Expression.
VOL. 30.
Byles on Bills. American Notes.
VOL. 31.
Williams on Personal Property.
Raymond's Bill of Exceptions,
Whilworlh's Equity Precedents.
Recent Leading Cases.
VOL. 32.
Russell on Arbitrators.
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VOL. 33.
Sugden's Law of Property, House of
Lords.
VOL. 34.
White and Tudor's Leading Cases in
Equity. Vol. 1.
VOL. 35.
Macqueen on Husband and Wife Part 2.
Supplement to Lewis's Perpetuities.
Best on Law of Evidence.
VOL. 36.
Batten on Specific Performance of Con
tracts.
Bell on the Law of Property. Husband
and Wife.
VOL. 37.
Adams's Doctrine of Equity.
Forsyth on Custody of infants.
VOL. 38.
Coote on Mortgages. New ed. Ame
rican Notes.

VOL. 39.
Wildman's International Law.
. VOL. 40.
White and Tudor's Leading Cases in
Equity. American Notes, by Messrs.
Hare and Wallace. Vol. 2, pt. 1.
VOL. 41.
White and Tudor's Leading Cases in
Equity. American Notes, by Messrs.
Hare and Wallace. Vol. 2, pt. 2.
VOL. 42.
Foster on Scire Facias.
Lund on Patents.
Hindmarch on do.
VOL. 43.
Wharton on Conveyancing.
Select Cases in Chancery. By S. Macnaghtcn.

"This (Macnaghten's Cases) is a useful volume, upon the plan of Smith's Leading
Cases. A case is taken which expounds some leading principle of Equity ; to this Mr.
Macnaghten has appended a note, in which he collects the subsequent cases, that show
the application to particular circumstances of the principle determined in the leading
case—in fact, the expansion of the law ; its growth thenceforward down to the present
time. There is no method so apt as this for acquiring a scientific knowledge of the law ;
and therefore we recommend every law student to peruse the volume before us with
profound attention. It will help to lay a solid foundation of law in him, which will
be of infinite service in his after studies and practice." Law Times, Dec. 14, 1850.
" These are the sort of reports we wish to encourage. This volume has been very
judiciously selected from heaps of rubbish, a notice not only of old cases, but of new
ones, which are really useful to the profession. The notes are after the fashion of
Smith's Leading Cases, and they are tersely and ably written." London Law Maga.
7.ine, February, 1851.

AMERICAN LAW MAGAZINE. 6VOLS. tio oo.
Continuation of American Jurist, from April, 1843 to 1846; with valuable and accu
rate Digests of English and American Cases. 6 vols. 8vo. bd. Philadelphia.
List of Contents of American Lata Magazine. 6 Vols.
(ORIGINAL ESSAYS.)
Accession.
Accord.
Alienage.
Application of Payments.
Bank of the United States.—
Validity of its Assignments.
Corporations.
Corporators, Liability of.
Contribution.
Collision between the Su
preme Court and the Court
of Errors of the State of
New York.
Competency of Witnesses.
Conflict of Laws.
Compound Interest.
Cases of Conflicting Fran*
chises.
Delegation.

Destruction of Evidence of
Title.
English Law Reform.
Effect of Judgments by the
Civil Law.
Fixtures, Law of.
Foreign Executors and Ad
ministratorsFranchise. Liability of the
Grantee to an action at law
for consequential damageB.
Fraudulent Conveyances.
French and English Judicial
Systems, difference between.
Freshwater Rivera, The
Rights of the Public in.
Habeas Corpus.
Injunctions.
Insanity, Legal Doctrine of.

Internationa] Law.
Law of Foreign Missions.
Law of Real Property.
Liabilities of Corporators for
the Debts ofthe Corporation.
Liabilities of Railroads to Ex
ecution.
Limitations of Estates after a
Failure of Issue.
Libel, The Law of.
Marriage Settlements.
Novation.
Obligation of Contracts, Laws
Impairing.
Personal Hereditaments.
Police Regulations, as dis
tinguished from the Regula
tions of Commerce.
Post-nuptial Settlements.
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Power of Sale.
Powerand Privilege of the Se
parate Branches of the Le
gislature.
Promise to accept a non-exist
ing bill, effect of.
Recent English Statutes on
the Law of Evidence.
Reporters, Chronological List
of, with Remarks.
Du Ponceau, Peter S., Biographical Sketch of.
Ellsworth, Ch. Justice, Sketch
of.
Legare, Hugh S., Obituary No
tice of.
«
«
Sketch of,
by Hon. Win. C. Rives.
Lewis, William, Memoirs of.

ORIGINAL ESSAYS.
Riots, Rout, and Unlawful As
semblies.
Sea, Rights of Sovereignty in
the Shore of.
Security of Private Property.
Settlements in Exclusion of
the Marital Rights ofafuture
Husband, the Validity of.
Specific Performance.
State Trials.
BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES.
Livingston, Edward, BiograShical Notice of, by Henry
. Gilpin, Esq.
Marshall, Chief Justice, Life
of, by Hon. Joseph Siory.
Parsons, Chief Justice, Bio
graphical Sketch of, by Hon.
Isaac Parker.

Subrogation, of the Katur
and General Effects of.
Transfer of Personal Property
by Judgment.
Treason.
Trusts and Trustees, Essiy on.
Uses and Trusts, as affected by
the Revised Statutes of the
Slate of New York.
Warranty.
Rawle, William, Life of, by
Thomas I. Wharton, Esq.
Story, Joseph, Biographical
Sketch of.
Tilghtnan, Chief Justice. Life
of, by Horace Binney, Esq.
Washington, Bushrod, Biogra
phical Sketch oC

LAWS OF THE UNITED STATES.
STORY AND SHARSWOOD'S EDITION,
IN 5 VOLS. 812.00.
Containing the Public and General Statutes
Passed by tbe Congress of tbe United States of America,
From 1789 to 1818, whether expired, repealed or in force.
Arranged in Chronological Order, with Marginal References, and a copious Index to
the Entire Work. Published under the inspection of the
HON. GEORGE SHARSWOOD,
President Judge of the Dittrict Court for the City and County of Philadelphia.
Laws of the United States, 5 Vols., from 1789 to 1848, $12.00.
Gentlemen throughout the United States, who have purchased the first four volumes
of this work, are informed that vol. 5, containing all the Public Laws passed since the
publication of vol. 4, is now ready for delivery. It is issued in style corresponding to
the earlier parts of the series, bound to match, and sold at a low price. The high repatation for accuracy and convenience of arrangement which this work has acquired, and
which it has maintained for many years, is the best recommendation with which to
present to the Public a volume in continuation j but we may add that the well known
editorial abilities of the editor of this, as well as of the preceding volumes, have been
exercised to make the Series now completed, every way worthy of support by the Pro
fession.
Volume Fivo is for sale separately to those who wish to complete their sets.
This edition of the Public Laws of this country, embraces all the Public Acts passed
from 1789 to 1848, and is sold for the low price of S12.

THE REPORTERS, CHRONOLOGICALLY A RRA N G ED, 8m SI.
With occasional Remarks upon their Respective merits.
" Marry Sir, they have committed false report."
By John William Wallace. Second Edition, Revised, and preceded by some remarks
on the subject generally.
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SELECT EQUITY CASES.
2 volumes 8vo.

600 pages each.

$10.

Reports of Select Cases in Equity and at Law, argued and determined by the Court
of Common Pleas in the First Judicial District of Pennsylvania, from the time Chaneery powers were conferred upon that tribunal to the present, embracing the practice in
equity, and the great principles of this branch of jurisprudence, chiefly determined
By Hon. EDWARD KING.
Edited by Hon. ANSON V. PARSONS.
This volume (1) contains forty-two cases; thirty-two prepared by the President
Judge, (King), and ten prepared by Mr. Justice Parsons. They have been printed
under the special superintendence ofthe latter gentleman, and are such cases as involve,
tome general Equity principles alike important and interesting to the profession : they
are indeed almost treatises on the several subjects which they involve, and will give to
the student and practitioner, authorities and views not elsewhere accessible. The book
is confidently presented to the bar as a most valuable guide and aid in Equity Practice.
The only cases selected for publication, are those in which the counsel concerned
acquiesced in the decision of the Court, or, if an appeal was taken, the judgment of
the Court below was affirmed.
Messrs. T. & J. W. Johnson :
Boston, Feb. 12. 1851.
Dear Sira,—I beg you to accept my grateful acknowledgments for the volume of Judge King's
Decisions in Equity, reported by Judge Parsons.
These decisions certainly belong to the first class of American Cases In Equity ; and the high
reputation of Judge King as an Equity lawyer, will insure them a hearty welcome from the profession. Distinguished as they are for depth of research and clearness of discrimination. I should
think a law library essentially deficient without them. I remain, dear Sirs, your much obliged and
obedient servant,
S. GREENLEAF.
Washington, D C. Jan. 56, 1851.
Hon. A. V. Parsons.—Dear Sir. I received your volume of" Select Equity Cases" a few days ago.
It has this advantage over manyoLher books of reports, that it has no useless eases. They aie all im
portant in their principles, have evidently been well argued by counsel, and considered with great
care by the court. The opinions are written in the best style, and show very great research and
learnine. The casps are clearly slated, and well argued by the learned judges. Although the
state of Pennsylvania has hereto/ore not been much celebrated for her knowledge of Chancer* Prac
tice, (though well versed in the principles of equity,) I think this volume will be found valuable in
other states, as well as at home, as the cases involve principles that are not local or peculiar.
The best wish I could express with regard to this first volume is. that its success ana your remune
ration, may be equal to its merits, and that it may be followed by many others from the same hand,
and decided by the same able and learned judges.
Your's truly, R. C- GKIER.
Supreme Court, U. S.
(From the American Law Journal for March, 1851.)
It is seldom the good fortune of the profession to fall upon such a volume of reports
as this. It reminds me of the older reporters, who mnde volumes because there was
law learning to be communicated to their brethren, not because the courts had made
decisions, and the judges wished to see themselves in print" "There is not a case
in the book that is not well worth careful and attentive study. There is not a case
that is not important, and that must not become a leading one in its own branch. There
is not a case wherein the arguments, the authorities, the principles applicable to its own
facts, will not be found of the greatest professional use."
(From the Legal Intelligencer, Sept. 1851.)
" We have been favoured with the sheets of this work (vol. 2,) for inspection, and we
think upon a careful examination, it will at least equal the preceding valume in useful
ness. A feature of great interest is the collection of cases illustrating the practice of
certiorari from the Common Pleas to Justices, about which, in general, our practition
ers have more difficulty in the search of authorities, than in almost every other branch
of law. In addition to this, will be found, a Bcries of important equity cases, in which
Judge King's manly and clear mind is brought to bear with its usual efficiency on the
questions submitted to it. A great popular, as well as professional interest, also, is
added to the work, by its containing the train of important election cases, of which
Kneass's was the last, by which the law in this behalf is settled. Of the criminal cases
introduced, it is important to notice one, that of M'Gowan^in which the law of conspi
racy is marked down with great definitcness, and which may now be considered as the
leading case in that intricate branch of law. Upon the whole, we can earnestly com
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mend this book to the profession, not only for the skill and learning with which it has
been prepared (far greater than what we are allowed in the State reports) but for the
valuable material which it contains."
From the Western Law Journal for November, 1851.
"The first point of attraction exhibited by this book is a very prominent and a very
great merit, for which credit is due to the enterprising and widely celebrated publish
ers. The paper is fine and white, the print neat and distinct, and the countenance and
expression of the whole book so attractive, that no lawyer at all inclined to be bookish,
can resist the temptation to look into the contents; and from the perusal of these, no
one can fail to rise with a considerable addition to his stock of knowledge, and with a
high estimate of the professional abilities of the bench and bar of the court, and of the
value of these reports.
"The court is composed of five Judges, Hon. Edward King, President, and Jones,
Campbell, Parsons (the reporter,) and Kelly, all of whom would appear to be lawyers,
and—such of them, at least, whose opinions appear in the Reports—lawyers of the
very highest order. It would Beem to be the business court of the populous and com
mercial city of Philadelphia; and though inferior in point of dignity to the Supreme
Court, these reports evince that the people of Pennsylvania have had the good sense to
offer inducements to secure, a grade of judicial talent at least equal to that evinced in
the reports of their court of the last resort. We observe among the lawyers, the dis
tinguished names of Sergeant, Dallas, Meredith, Hare, Hubbcll, Gerhard, and others
equally eminent, and whose names furnish an additional guarantee of the value of the
hook. The reporter appears to have judiciously compressed the arguments of counsel
within limits which barely do not conceal them ; and this we consider a very valuable
feature, as it frequently happens, as every lawyer of experience will testify, that the
arguments of counsel, containing as they frequently do, a critical view of the various
points of the case, incidental as well as direct, are valuable, not only as illustrating the
bearing and effect of the opinion of the court, but of other questions which the opinion
itself docs not exactly meet.
" These opinions seem to have been prepared with great care ; the topics embraced
by them are, for the most part, of a general nature, and they are varied, and some of
them novel and curious : the reasoning of the court is always luminous, and, generally,
very satisfactory, joining great clearness and perspicuity, as well as research ; and the
conclusions of the court are supported and established by a reference to authorities uni
formly discriminating, which completely exhaust the question. These expressions of
commendation, which are certainly very strong, could be abundantly justified if we had
room for quotation. But we must be content with barely referring to a case or two.
" One nf these is that of Holden's Adm'r v. M'Makin, reported on page 270, in which
the law is collected on the very important and vexed question, whether the trade mark
or good-will of a firm, is property for which the surviving is bound to account to the
representatives of the deceased partner. It is remarkable that a principle of such
extensive operation should have been left until this day in any doubt. In this case,
which certainly presented some circumstances strongly calling for its recognition, it is
asserted in its broadest scope, and, whatever may be thought as to the correctness of
the conclusion in the abstract (for it seems to have operated justly there,) it is certain
that there is no where to be found so able a statement of the arguments pro and con,
and so full a reference to the decisions as here.
"Another exceedingly interesting aud instructive case, is that of the Bank of Ken
tucky v. The Schuylkill Bank, p. 180. The amount of property involved in this litiga
tion was very large, exceeding a million of dollars ; and certain extrinsic circumstances
seem to have existed, strongly calculated, even unconsciously to the court, to modify the
result It is very creditable to the members of the court, that their decision, which
appears to have been affirmed by the Supreme Court, on appeal taken under a recent
law, was the result of a most scrupulous and rigid application of legal principles.
"The case under consideration is one, in other respects entitled to special notice.
Besides presenting various important questions of chancery jurisdiction and practice,
it is exceedingly instructive upon various points in the law of agency, as involved in the
transactions of banks and other private moneyed corporations, and in the law relating
to the powers and liabilities of such corporations. We know not where we could resort
for a more clear and satisfactory exposition of the law on these heads, or for a more full
and judicious collection of the authorities. Other cases might be referred to, illustrative
of the character and establishing the claims of this volume, as one of 'selected cases.'
But enough has been said, to secure from the reader a perusal of the book itself, and wc
are sure he will concur with us, that it is entitled to be ranked with our very best Ame
rican Equity Reports. A seeond volume, by the same accomplished reporter, we learn,
is now in press, and to be published shortly."
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COOTE ON MORTGAGES.
With American Notes.

8vo.

$5 50.

Just published in the " LAW LIBRARY," A Treatise on the Law of Mortgages,
by R- H. Coote, Esq. Second American, from the third English edition : by the
author and R. Coote, Esq., with notes and references to American cases. 1 vol. 8vo.,
800 pages.
Several years having elapsed since the hut edition of Powell on Mortgages became
out of print, it was thought that the appearance of a new, greatly enlarged, and much
improved English edition ofCoote on Mortgages, presented an excellent opportunity for
offering to the profession in this country, a reprint of so valuable and standard an au
thority. With this object the book was placed in the hands of an editor, to whom was
confided the preparation of American notes. This duty has been well done. Upon
some of the most important points the notes are quite elaborate, and all exhibit great
cure and diligence in their preparation. The titles " as to what will constitute a mort
gage," " who may redeem, and when," " as to what will and what will not constitute a
mortgage of personal property," " assignment of mortgage," "as to the mortgagee,"
"the mortgagor," "as to notice," "registry and priority," " what will discharge a
mortgage," &c, are all examined carefully, and illustrated by reference to a large and
valuable mass of authorities. We think the work will be found an important addition
to every law library.

RECORDER'S DECISIONS, 1 VOL. 8vo. $1.
Reports of Criminal Cases, on Primary Hearings, before Richard Vaux, Recorder
of the City of.Philadelphia. To which is added, some Remarks on the Writ of Habeas
Corpus.
This Volume will bo interesting to the Legal Profession, as well as to Magis
trates. It contains the Decisions of Recorder Vaux, on some of the criminal cases
heurd before him, in which were involved many questions of Criminal Law. As a book
of reference it will be serviceable to the members of the Bar. As a guide to the action
of Magistrates, it will not bo unimportant. In cither view it is worthy of a lawyer's
library.

DUNLOP'S LAWS OF P E N N S Y L V AN I A, TO 1849.
CHRONOLOGICALLY ARRANGED.
Second Edition. In one volume, octato, of about 1500 pages. Price 87.
A NEW AND COMPLETE DIGEST of the Acts of Assembly of the State ol
Pennsylvania, chronologically arranged, with Notes and References to the Decisions
nf the Supreme Court of this State, by James Dunlup, Esq.
By the aid of an unusually full, and a very carefully prepared, and accurate Index,
the reader will be referred to every statute upon a given subject, and having the entire
nets before him, with abundant Reference! to prior und subsequent Acts and Decisiong,
he will be much better enabled to arrive at a proper understanding of the law. This
plan has been tried in other States. It has been found the most convenient, most accu
rate, and by far the most satisfactory form in which Acts of Assembly can be arranged.
The rapid sale of the First Edition of Dunlop's Laws of Pennsylvania, enables us to
present to the Profession at an unexpectedly early period, a second edition. Reviled, Cor
rected, and Enlarged, by the addition of Acts of Assembly, down to 1849, inclusive.
The errors almost inseparable from the first issue of a work of this character, have
been corrected with the greatest care. A very complete revision of the Original Notes
and References has been made, omissions supplied, and a very large number of addi
tional cases cited, relating both to the Laws in the first Edition, and to the acts passed
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since its publication. The Index, accurate and valuable as it was, has been materially
improved and amplified. Tlio work is now presented to the Public, as well deserving
their approbation, if caieful and industrious application and research by the able Editor
form any claim upon their approval.
Dunlop's Laws to 1849 hnve been introduced into the Legislature, and are the collec
tion now used by the Committees of that Body.
"Msssss. T. & J. W. Johnson.
"I have examined your second edition of Punlop's Digest, The demand for a second edition, so
soon after the first, is conclusive evidence of its estimation, an I that 1 was not mistaken in the opinion
heretofore given you of the work. I find the index of the present volume (which is a very import
ant part of the work,) much improved and very accurate, and the references to cases more full and
correct. It includes, also, the public laws passed up to the present year. The work deserves, sad
will, no doubt, continue to receive, the patronage of the bar and the public.
" Yours, &c.
R. C. GRTER
" Associate Justice, Supreme Court, U. S."
" PlTTsscao, 12lh Sept.. 1S«.
"The comparative advantages of any edition of the statute book, consist in its convenience;
it is susceptible of recommendation for nothing else. The convenience of Mr. Dunlop'a edition,
which makes it preferable to any other, is felt in its placing before the eye, at a single view, ihe
whole of every statute containing provisions on different subjects, and saving the trouble of p.rams
together the fragments in which it is broken in the digests ; in its references to judicial interpre
tation of particular sections and clauses; and in the excellence of its index. These facilities must
bring it into general, if not exclusivo us,; The execution of the second edition has supplied the
omissions of the first, and given proof of that accuracy which Is not attained without labour.
JOHN BANNISTER GIB*ON.
" Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania."

LAND LAWS OF PENNSYLVANIA, SVO. $3.1
An Essay on the History and Nature of Original Titles to Land in the Province and
State of Pennsylvania. By Charles Huston, late a Justice of the Supreme Court of
the State.
The publishers take pleasure in informing the Profession, that this valuable Collec
tion of Laws, relating to Titles to Land in Pennsylvania, is ready for distribution, and
at a price much below the original subscription rate.
A large body of Law has been collected and arranged in this volume, which had pre
viously been inaccessible, without great expense or trouble. Judge Huston's extensive
practice in Land Titles, qualified him for the duty of editor.

WHARTON'S DIGEST, 2 VOLS. 812.00.
NEW EDITION 1850.
A Digest of the Reported Cases adjudged in the several Courts hold in Pennsylvania,
together with some Manuscript Cases; from the beginning to the present time. Carefully edited by the correction of errors and insertion of Cases down to the 10th Barr,
inclusive. By Francis Wharton, Esq. 2 large sU|>er-royal 8vo volumes.

BARR'S REPORTS. 12 VOLS. Siaoo.
PENNSYLVANIA STATE REPORTS.
(Vol. 12 is now in Press and will be issued this Winter.)
Containing Cases adjudged in the Supreme Court, during the years 1845-9, by R. If.
Barr, Esq , State Reporter.
From the Boston Laic Reporter.
"The period of time Included by the present volume (10th,) of Reports, is indicated by its title,
and we can fully say that It is entitled to all the commendation which has hitherto been bestowed
on the legal bibliograpy of the second state of the Union."

T. & J. W. JOHNSON.
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This scries of Reports was commenced upon the passage by the Legislature of an act
authorizing the Governor to appoint a Reporter, and limiting the price of the volumes
and the number which should annually be published.
The Reports embrace the Decisions made by the Court in Bank, daring the past five
years, which have been marked for publication by the judges, in whom the power was
vested by legislative enactment.

DALLAS'S REPORTS. 4 VOLS. 116.00.
Vol. 1, contains Cases adjudged in the Courts ofPennsylvania, namely, the Common
Pleas, Supreme Court, and the High Court of Errors and Appeals, before and since the
Revolution to 1789 ; with an Appendix, containing the Cases of the Court of Chancery
in Pennsylvania ; 3d edition, with additions and copious notes, by Thomas I. Wharton.
Vol. 4 has been recently reprinted, with notes and references, by Benjamin Gerhard, Esq.
Volumes 2d, 3d, and 4th, contain Cases adjudged in the ieveral Courts of the United
States and of Pennsylvania, from the year 1781 to December Term, 1806. By Alexander
Jamrs Dallas.
The importance of the Cases tried in the United States Courts, and not elsewhere
reporled, together with the well known ability pf the learned editor, recommend these
volumes to the Profession.

YEATES'S REPORTS. 4 VOLS. tJO.oo.
Reports of Cases adjudged in the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania, from 1791 to 1808,
with some Select Cases at Nisi Prius, and in the Circuit Courts. By the Hon. Jasper
Yeatcs, one of the Judges ofthe Supreme Court of Pennsylvania.

BINNEY'S REPORTS. 6 vols. $30.00.
Reports of Cases adjudged in the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania, from 1799 to the
end of June Term, 1814 ; with a General Table of Cases, and a General Index. By
Horace Binney.

RAWLE'S REPORTS. SVOLS. 820.00.
Reports of Cases adjudged in the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania, from 18Q8to 1835.
By Wm. Rawle, Esq.

MILLER ON PARTITION. 8VO. $3.00
A Treatise on the Law of Partition, by Writ, in Pennsylvania, with a Digest of Statutes,
and an Appendix of Forms. By E. Spencer Miller.
Tn our last number, we had the pleasure of calling the attention of the Profession to
the valuable work of Mr. Hood, on Orphans' Court Practice. Closely connected with
this subject, and filling a gap equally needed in our librariet, is Mr. Miller's Treatise
on the Law of Partition ;—always a subject involving important interests, and calling
for the most minute and careful management upon the part of both bench and bar; it
has assumed additional weight since the act of 1846, conferring upon the courts of
common law, jurisdiction which has hitherto been confined to the Orphans',Court The
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great looseness and variety of practice which has prevailed in the different counties
throughout the State, and the errors and imperfections in making up the records in partiHon, need reforming ; and we testify most cheerfully to the value of Mr. Miller's labours
on this score, and trust they will be appreciated by the Profession. The arrangement of
the work is excellent The third part on the Jurisdiction of Courts and Practice in
Partition, covers nearly two hundred pages, and leaves nothing unsaid. The Index is
full, and the Appendix of Forms not the least valuable part of the work, accurately and
carefully prepared.

LAND TITLES OF TEXAS, MEXICO AND CALIFORNIA.
A New Collection of
ENGLISH, SPANISH AND FRENCH LAWS,
AND THE LAWS OF MEXICO AND TEXAS,
Relating to Land Titles in their respective Colonies, now States or Territories
ofthis Union.
BY COL. JOS. M. WHITE.
2 Vols. 8vo. $9.00.
This work has become particularly useful since the large additions of territory made
on our Southern frontier.
This compilation was undertaken at the request of the authorities in Washington, for
the use ofthe Land Offices ; and was made from the original records in England, France,
and Spain, at a great expense oftime and money. Upon the documents it contains rest
the Land Titles in most of our South Western States, and in all our lately acquired ter
ritory in that quarter. It is therefore of great importance to all persons emigrating to
those counties.
" The distinguished editor (tate) Col. Jos. M. White, of Florida, was engaged for several years ia
collection of material, and in the preparation and arrangement of these volumes. His well known
ability and industry are a guarantee for fidelity in the duties of editor; the reputation of the pub
lishers will answer for their share In the publication.
Land Titles are a fruitful source of expensive and troublesome litigation, and to ascertain and
show the foundation upon which a claim rests, is frequently attended with great difficulty. Kspeei*
ally is this the case in those sections of our country where the original title is derived from foreign
statutes: where the possession of the soil was formerly held by another power, and where this right
of soil, either
or otherwise,
beenlands
vested
the Uniteu
To remove
these
difficulties
frombythepurchase
way of thos
■ interestedhas
in the
in thein Valley
of the States.
Mississippi,
and in Texas,
Col. White prepared this work, not only as an assistant to the lawyer and judge, but as a guide to
the capitalist and emigrant.
The recent and important extension of our jurisdiction over New Mexico and California, opens a
vast field where its value will not fail to be appreciated, when its character and merits are made
known."

LEADING CASES

IN LAW AND EQUITY.

IN THREE SERIES, WITH AMERICAN NOTES.
I.
WHITE AND TUDOR'S LEADING CASES IN EQUITYWith copious and elaborate Am. Notes by Hare ft. Wallace.

T. & J. W. JOHNSON.
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II.
AMERICAN LEADING CASES.
Willi Nolcs by Hare & Wallace.
III.
SMITH'S LEADING CASES.
With American Notes by Hare <fc Wallace.
I.
WHITE & TUDOR'S LEADING CASES IN EQUITY.
LEADING CASES IN EQUITY, with Notes by F. H. WHITE and O. D. TUDOR,
EsqiiireF, with Additional Notes, and References to American Cases, by J. I. CLARK
HARE, and H. B. WALLACE, Editors of Smith's Leading Cases. 3 vols. 8vo.
913-50.
The Publishers have the satisfaction to announce that this long-expected work is now
ready for delivery. It is upon the plan of Smith's Leading Cases, and is considered by
competent judges to present claims to the attention and favour of the Profession, not
less striking than those which were 'ofFered by Mr. Smith's work. The volumes have
been annotated by Messrs. Hare & Wallace in the samo elaborate and thorough style
which distinguished their commentaries upon Smith's Leading Cases and the American
Leading Cases. The American Notes, it is believed, will be found to present an accurate
and complete view of the equity jurisprudence of every state in the Union, in respect to
the subjects which come under discussion.
From the American Law Journal, for November, 1 849, me extract the following highly
commendatory remarks by the learned Editor.
" At length, after having been announced for several years, we have Mr. White's
Leading Cases, decided in Courts of Equity. Much professional expectation had been
raised by the announcement of an Equity book, in character and plan resembling Mr.
Smith's Leading Cases, taken from the Common Law Reports. Mr. Smith's work has
become a standard legal classic, and few professional men are without it, more especi
ally the ".American Edition" prepared by the competent hands of Messrs. Hare and
Wallace. Messrs. White and Tudor, in the work before us, had undertaken a very
difficult task, because the Profession would necessarily compare their labours with Mr.
Smith's, and estimate them by the same standard. It is with no small satisfaction that
we are able to state to the Profession that the Equity Leading Cases are of a tery high
character indeed. Each case chosen has been so evidently because it was frequently
referred to, and enunciated some distinct and leading principle in Equity. The book is
highly interesting to all legal minds ; in it will be found the best and highest efforts of tho
English Equity mind; the ablest judgments of the most distinguished Lord Chancellors,
and the arguments of counsel no leas remarkable for learning and skill. Considered in
an historical light, this volume is a substantial acquisition to the library of the constitu
tional lawyer. Cases, principles, authorities, arguments and judgments, and decrees
of the first historical importance, will be found in its pages. Courts of Equity always
give a vivid picture of the state of society ; vast amounts of property and the most sacred
relations of life, are the constant theme of equity jurisdiction and adjudication. A vast
range of discussion is marked out in this volume; many of the notes are complete essays
in themselves on complicated and recondite branches of learning. The English notes are
tery satisfactory, and exhaust the English cases and judgments. Thus much of the
labours of Messrs. White and Tudor.
The American annotations are equal, and we think, on some titles, much superior to
the English. The range of discussion marked out has been the same as the notes of
the English editors. In some instances the field of investigation has been more exten
sive, because the American reports supply more copious and apt illustrations. The
American editors very justly remark: 'It will be seen, upon the whole, that the juris,
prudence of this country has developed an equity rfystem, scarcely less comprehensive,
or less complete thau that which has been established in England ; and it is a conclusive
testimony to the wisdom and practical usefulness of the English Chancery, that, at the
suggestions of experience, its scheme has been adopted substantially throughout a
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country not influenced by considerations of authority, but proceeding freely in quest of
essential justice, and under the guidance of a reason proud of its independence.'
We would refer to the title of Subrogation in the learning of Principal and Surety, u
an example of remarkable care, thoroughness, and keen discrimination on the part of the
American editors. The lubject is exhausted; the authorities are all collected, collated,
and the important principles deduced and stated. No where within the range of oar
reading have we found this subject so satisfactorily treated, and ice refer the Profession
to it at a monument of useful industry, alike creditable to the editor and profitable to the
Profession. The notes in this volume are understood to be by Mr. Wallace, and it
affords us much satisfaction to commend them to the attentive consideration of the
anxious and overtasked equity lawyer or judge, as containing labours that will aid his
toil, and add to his learning, frequently without compelling him to search the unsatis
factory pages of a digest to first find his authorities, and then diligently and painfully
consider the Cases themselves, and deduce hence equity principles and their practical
application. This is the third really practical work that Mr. Wallace has contributed
to the Profession. They are all marked by that ddigence, care and discrimination, which
ore the unerring marks of a well-trained legal mind, which comprehends something mart
than mere Cases, something beyond the mere citation of book, page, and judicial name,
which apprehends clearly and enunciates carefully and accurately, a principle, which is
lite fruit of mature study, and which is of practical and substantial value in the every,
day concerns of human life."
From the Boston Law Reporter, January, 1850.
" Messrs. Hare and Wallace are already favourably known to the Legal Profession
of this country by their valuable edition of Smith's Leading Cases. The present edition
of Equity Cases has received equal attention from Mr. Wallace, who has had the prio.
cipal charge of preparing it
The work will be found to be of great practical value to every American solicitor."

IT.
AMERICAN LEADING CASES, 2 VOLS. 8vo. U0.-1851.
BEING SELECT DECISIONS OF AMEKICAN COURTS
IN SEVERAL DEPARTMENTS OF LAW, WITH ESPECIAL REFERENCE TO
MERCANTILE LAW.
BY J. L CLARK HARE AND H. B. WALLACE, ESQRS.
Editors of the American Edition of Smith's Leading Cases.
Second Edition greatly enlarged and improved.
This work is upon the plan of Smith's Leading Cases, and applies the same method
of research, and illustration to various important branches of the Law which were not
included therein, and is, in effect, a continuation of that work. The cases consist ofthe
most celebrated decisions in the Federal Courts, and the Courts of the several States,
upon the subjects discussed ; accompanied by elaborate Notes, in which the Reports of
all the States in the Union have been collated ; so that the work presents a complete
vii w of AMERICAN LAW, upon the subjects which are examined.
The present differs from the First Edition in the introduction of about 200 pages tf
N tes on Principles of Law no! before examined, and in additional notes and referesm
to subjects previously annotated.
The Points selected for annotation, which constitute the New Titles, arc
The
effect of Antecedent
and Antecedent
C onsiderations
generally,Debts
on subsequent
promises, and on the negotiation of Bills and Promissory Notes.
Th efTect of taking a Note or Bill on account
nt for an antecedent debt.
Th actual and constructive acceptance of Bills
oi Exchange.

Letters
of Credit.and Republication of Will?.
The Revocation
Slander.
Pleadings in Slander.
Aetion for Malicious Prosecution.
Libel.
Damnges In Slander and Libel.
Defences in Slander and Libel.
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The Accompanying List ofContents of both volumes will
Practice.
Voluntary Conveyances.
Letters
of
Credit.
Slander.
Revocation of Wills.
Pleadings in Slander.
License.
Infancy.
Judgments of other States.
Negotiability of Instruments.
Addendum — Discharge of
Form of Notice of Dishonour.
Surety.
Time of Notice of Dishonour.
Pro Rata Freicht.
Mode of Communicating No
Assignments
for the Benefit of
tice.
Creditors.
Interest.
Libel.
Appointment and Powers of Defences to Slander and Libel.
Agents.
Damages in Slander ai>d Libel.
Termination of the Power of Action
for Malicious Prosecu
Agenti.
tion.
Ratification of Agency.
Application
Parol Contracts made by an Negotiation ofofPayments.
Bills and
Agent.
Notes.
Duty and Liability ofan Agent Presentment
of
Bills and
to his Principal.
Notes.
Rishtsof an Agent against his Power
of
one
Partner
to bind
Principal.
the Firm.
Notice—Guaranty.
Rights
of
Joint
and
Separate
Acceptance of Bills,
Creditors.
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show their Importance in
Real Estate held by a Commercial Partnership.
Execution of Deeds by an At
torney.
Respondeat Superior.
A Factor may sell on Credit.
A Factor cannot pledge the
goods of bis Principal.
Principal's ownership of Pro
perty in the hands of his
factor.
Domicil.
Antecedent Debt—Considera
tion.
Note or Bill taken on Account
of Debt.
Discharge of Surety.
Abandonment.
Memorandum.
Insurable Interest.
Warranty of Seaworthiness.
General Average.
Sale by Master.

NOTICES OF THE FIRST EDITION OF THIS WORK.
" The decisions on implied agencies are collected and arranged, with just discrimination, in Hare
and Wallace's American Leading Cases, p. 398-404."—2 Oreenteafon Evidence, 56, note.
14 See 1 Hare and Wallace's American Leading Cases, p. 109-45, where the canes on this subject,
(the Contracts of Infants,) are cited and classified.*'—2 Oreenieafon Evidence, 348, note.
u The rule, (In regard to the liability of principal and airent,) to be extracted from the reported
Cases, is well expressed in 1 American Leading Cases, 449, note, as follows, "—Opinion of the
Court in Stanton v. Camp, 4 Barbour's Supreme Court Reports.
" The American authorities on the subject of voluntary conveyances, are collected and very ably
reviewed in a valuable work recently published, entitled American Leading Cases, (Vol. I, pp.
1-69.)"—Reporter's note to 2 Douglas's Reports. 326.
" Note.—The reader will find a very complete and valuable collection and review of the cases,
English and American, on the subject of the form of notice of dishonour, in 1 American Leading Cases,
231-7. a work which has appeared since the foregoing opinion was delivered."—Reporter's JVotc fo2
Douglas, 429.
On the subject of general assisnmpnts by corporations.—" See also, 1 American Leading Casesi
78 and 79, and cases there cited.''—Reporter's note to 2 Douglas, 553.
M See the doctrine of Application of Payment", fully discussed in 1 American Leading Cases, 141.
158.'"—Reporter's note in 4 Georgia Reports, 359.
From the Boston Late Reporter, October, 1847.
" The great favour with which Smith's Leading Cases was received by the Profession has induced
Messrs. Hare and Wallace, who were the American Editors of that work, to employ the same
method in treating ofother points, supposed to possess interest and importance in the jurisprudence
of this country We have formerly spoken of the very satisfactory manner in which they edited
the work of Mr. Smith, (7 Law Reporter, 442.) In the present work they have more than fulfilled
the expectations raised by the other ; added to which the typographical execution of the first
volume, (the only one now published), is highly creditable to the Publishers."
From the Pennsylvania Law Journal for April, 1848.
It will be perceived by ihe enumeration of lilies, that the volume comprises subjects
of every day occurrence to the practitioner. In themselves they furnish ho many com
pendious treatises upon the actual state of the law. It is like Mr. Smith's Leading
Cases, in plan, and mode of annotation, and extends this method to other titles
not embraced in Mr. Smith's volumes; and is in effect a continuation of that work.
Those who are familiar with the last or preceding American Editions of Smith's Lead,
ing C'tses, have an earnest of the capabilities of the editor of the Select Decisions, for
the labour he has assumed. The notes or rather essays that accompany the Select De.
eisions, occupy more than one half of the volume, and are in fact a critical collation of
alt the American Cases, (upwards of 3000 bearing upon the subjects discussed.
We are pleased to see so wide and so thorough a range of research as this volume
displays, and the apparent impartiality of ihe editor in admitting what has been hereto
fore too charily done, that some decisions besides those made within the borders of the
old States, arc entitled to consideration. The editor does jiot hesitate to criticise posi
tions which he conceives to be erroneous, although fortified by great names : as will be
seen in his -annotations. We like his bold, independent, impartial method of writing,
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which 9hows that he is willing to grapple with the difficulties of his subject, and the
occasional contradictory cases that he meets, without dodging, or evasion, and without
obsequiously adopting doctrines grounded upon dicta, suggestions, and " it seems,"
because they have been adopted or followed by others, without due consideration and in
fraud of true legal principles.
The tendency of such contributions as we find in the volume before us, is to harmo
nize the law, lighten the labours of the lawyer, and furnish us with a ready solution of
many questions which seem, or are in reality unsettled, or that lie uneasy in the books.
The volume before us does great credit to the editor, H. B. Wallace, Esq. The notes
show that his researches have been extensive and thorough, and that his labours have
been performed in a careful as well as a masterly manner. The mechanical execution
is in the usually neat and excellent style of the publishers. We can cordially recom
mend the work to the Profession.
From the Pennsylvania Law Journal for January, 1848.
" In an elaborate and thorough note to Sexton v. Wheaton and Salmon v. Bennett,
Mr. Wallace reviews the whole law in relation to voluntary conveyances in the United
States, pointing out where the selected decisions have been sustained, where rejected,
condensing and reconciling the reasoning, or pointing out the inconsistencies of the nice
and often wire-drawn distinctions which have been taken."
From the Pennsylvania Law Journalfor May, 1848.
" This volume by Mr. Hsre, Is no less satisfactory than its predecessor by Mr. Wallace. It is fully
equal Is it in every point of view. The Select Decisions are thirty in number; chosen with
great judgment, and annotated with discrimination and the most ample learning.
'* We are satisfied that our friends, Messrs. Wallace and Hare, will receive the hearty thanks of
the profession for this second contribution to our standard law books. Tbe science of law is only
to be adequately learned through the medium of adjudicated cases, and when the student has, as in
the hook before us. important and leading ones not only pointed out to him, but fully and care
fully considered with ample and thorough notes, ambition has an additional incentive and indolence
ceases to have an excuse.
•
It has long been a part ofthe practical Instruction at the Dane Law School at Cambridge, to point
out and comment on important adjudicated cases; and Mr. Smith's Leading Gases has becomes
text book for the purpose. We do not entertain a doubt but that Messrs. Wallace 4c Hare's work
will receive as it deserves, the same attentive consideration of both the professors and the students
of that important and influential school of legal instruction."

m.
SMITH'S LEADING CASES. 2 VOLS. 8vo. »io.oo.
A SELECTION OF LEADING CASES ON VARIOUS BRANCHES OF LAW,
With Notes, by J. W. Smith,
THIRD AMERICAN EDITION,
With additional Notes and References to late English and American Decisions, by
J. I. Clare Hare and H. B. Wallace, Esqrs.
The American Editors have carefully collated and noticed all the decisions in the
Reports of the English and American Courts, since the publication ofthe former Edition
of Smith's Cases.
The work is now offered to the profession in an enlarged form, enriched by numerous
and important additions, rendering it still more valuable and useful to the Lawyer and
the Judge.
To those who have examined the book no praise is necessary. The attention ofothers
is invited to the annexed exttacts from Judicial Opinions, which are highest praise.

T. Sc. J. W JOHNSON.
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NOTICES OF THE AMERICAN EDITION.
" The American Cases upon this subject (the distinction between Case and Trespass), will be found
extensively collected and collated in a note to Scott v. -Shepherd, 1 Smith s Leading Cases, 329."
Opinion of the Court in Clajlin v. Wilcox, 18 Vermont, 613.
"The general doctrine which controls this action" (for fraudulent representations,) "has been
fully and ably reviewed by Mr. Wallace, one of the American editors of Smith's Leading Cases, in a
note to Pasley v. Freeman, 2d vol. p. 101, where all the authorities, English and American, are col
lated."
Opinion of the Court in Young v. Hall, 4 Georgia Reports, 99.
" The cases (on Commercial Usages,) are too numerous to cite in detnil, and I will only refer to
them generally, as fully collected in the notes to 1 Smith's Leading Cases, (Anier. Ed. of 1844,) 41&"
Opinion of the Court in Clark v. Baker, 11 Metcalf, 189.
" Those who are curious to explore this question (of fraud from retaining possession of chattels
sold.) will find it critically and ably discussed in the notes of the American editors to Twyne's case,
1 Smith's Leading Cases, 29 to 60."
Opinion of the Court in Fleming v. Townsend, 6 Georgia, 105.
"The notes added In Twyne's Case In Smith's Selection of Leading Cases, in the American
edition, contain a full view ofthe decisions, and especially of the American cases in the Fedoral and
State^ Courts, on the great doctrines in Twyne's Case, which is perhaps the most elaborate case in
the English Law, and has given riss to the most protracted and animated discussions."
Chancellor Kent, ii Commentaries 532, note.
"The numerous decisions, English and American, on this intricate head of the law of real pro
perty, (covenants running with lands) are very industriously collected in Smith's Loading Cases,
under the title of Spencer's Case."
Chancellor Kent. 4 Comm. 472, note.
" See the notes to Dupont's Cas^fln Smith's Loading Cases, Law Library. N. S. vol. 27."
Chancellor Kent. 4 Comm. 124, note.
" The subject of the admission of the party's own entries, with his suppletory oath, in the several
American Slates, is very elaborately and fully treated in a note to the American Edition of Smith's
Leading Cases, vol. 1, p. 142."
Professor Greenleaf. Treatise on Eoidence, vol. 1, p. 207, note.
" There is a very learned discussion and citation of authorities in Smith's Leading Cases, on the
vexed question as to the remedy on special contracts, remaining in port unperformed. To the accu
mulation of English cases, the learned American editors have given also a view of the American
cases on the same subject."
Chancellor Kent. 2 Comm. 474, note.
" See the notes to the case of Dovaston v. Payne, in Smith's Leading Cases, in which the English,
and especially the American Editor, Mr. Wallace, has condensed and classified tho principles
respecting highways and riparian rights, deduced from the numerous cases, with diligence, skill and
usefulness."
Chancellor Kent. Comm. 434, note.
" See Roe v. Tranmarr, with the notes annexed to the case, as reported in Smith's Leading Case*.
Chancellor Kent. 4 Comm. 494, note.
" In an elaborate note of the learned English editor to the case of the Duchess of Kingston. In 2nd
vol. Smith's Leading Cases, the law of estoppels is considered, and the cases classified. The
American editor, Mr. Hare, has also added an elaborate note on the same subject, confined princi
pally to a critical discussion of American cases. And to the consideration of them, I would refer
the student.
Chancellor Kent. 4 Comm. 261, note.
" In the second American edition of Smith's Leading Cases, the doctrine [in regard to assumpsit
on contracts imperfectly performed], recognized in this country, which seems to accord in its prin
ciples with that of Westminster Hall, is well staled in tho notes of Mr. Wallace, as follows," ccc.
Professor Greenleaf. Treatise on Evidence, vol. 2, 124, note.
" See I Smith's Leading Cases, with Hare and Wallace's notes, where all the Cases on this point
(on a mortgagor's right to lease) are reviewed.
Professor Greenleaf. Note to 2 Cruise, 106.

VATTELL'S LAW OF NATIONS. Svo. »3.00.
Law of Nations, or Principles of the Law of Nature, applied to the Conduct and Affairs
of Nations and Sovereigns. 6th Am. ed., from a new edition by J. Chilly.
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SMITH'S MERCANTILE LAW. 8vo. «3.00.
A Compendium of Mercantile Law. 2d ed. By J. W. Smith, author of Leading
Cases.
" This work has been received by the Profession with general favour. It U comprehensive, per
spicuous,
and methodically arranged, and it la a highly valuable exposition of the Law."—
Martinet accurate,
Legal Bibliography.

SMITH ON CONTRACTS. 8vo. »1.75.
NEW EDITION. 1850.
The Law of Contracts, in a scries of Lectures delivered at the Law Institution;
with Notes and Appendix, by J. C. Symons.

SMITH ON ACTIONS AT LAW.
An elementary view of the Proceedings in an Action at Law, by John William
Smith, author of Leading Cases, Ac, from the 3d London edition, with Additions and
Notes, by David Babington Ring, Esq,
«
To mention that the above works are all written by the lamented Editor of Leading
Cases and Mercantile Law, will sufficiently explain their character, to satisfy the Pro
fession that they are ably written and worthy of their examination.

BOUVIER'S AMERICAN LAW DICTIONARY. 2VOLS. »10.
THIRD EDITION.
Much Enlarged and Greatly Improved, with a Copioui and Accurate Index.
Super-royal octavo.
A LAW DICTIONARY, adapted to the Constitution and Laws of the United States
of America, and of the several States of the American Union: with References to the
civil and other systems of Foreign Law. By John Bouvier. Third edition, much
improved and enlarged.
The great improvements effected by the able editor, have rendered this edition so far
superior to those preceding, as to enable the publishers to place it before the Profession,
with the strongest claims upon their attention, as being decidedly the most useful Law
Dictionary offered for sale in the United States.
From the American Law Journal, February, 1849.
"This third edition is more valuablo than either of its predecessors. Very many of the arti
cles have been re-written, and more than twelve hundred new subjects added. About one thou
sand were added to the second edi'ion. and about one half the articles In that edition re-wriltea.
Any one by a careful comparison of the several editions, will trace the most marked improvements
In each succeeding publication.
Under Abbreviations, about 1700 abbreviations are given, roost of them in common use, which,
without tho assistance here given, would puzzle not only the student, but the practising lawyer,
whose business it has been to read them during the course of his professional life. Many" of thoss
used by the civilians have also been given, which leaves lhtle to be desired on this subJecL
There is also an index to these volumes which will greatly facilitate reference, and is a valuable
improvement. We are glad to see the cluinsy and not very useful Norman Dictionary left out and
abandoned.
The whole book is highly satisfactory; it is equally creditable to author and publisher. The
typographical execution is very good an^l deserves commendation. The page is larger than in former
editions, and comprises more matter without encumbering the volume and givingit a clumsy look.
We commend these truly useful labours of the learned Judgo to our brethren of the bar as well
calculated in be substantially useful.
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From the Boston Law Reporter, 1848.
" We are happy to announce a third edition of this valuable work, very much enlarged. More
than twelve hundred new articles h ive been added to those contained in former editions, and many
of the latter have been entirely remoulded. Besides these Improvements, a very copious Index has
been added, which will greatly assist the student. A glance at this Index will exhibit the great num
ber of subjects treated of in these volumes. This Index, which is certainly compressed as much as
an Index can be, occupies seventy-eight octavo pages, printed in double columns.
It is sometimes the fashion to decry Law Dictionaries. It would be about, as well to decry Dic
tionaries of the English language. There is undoubtedly a period In professional life, after which
recourse would rarely be had to such works for information ; but to say that a -beginner can get
along without one, is quite as erroneous as to suppose that a Yankee could find his way about Lon
don without a pocket-map. Even the list of Abbreviations in Bouvier's Dictionary is of great value
to all law students, who nave no friends to ask questions of. How else could a student learn what
ff stood for 1
In conclusion, we can only hope that the work will find a ready and extensive sale."
"Bouvier*s Law Dictionary, is the ben book of the kind In use for the American lawyer. It
contains sufficient reference to English and foreign law, with a very full synopsis of such portions
of American jurisprudence as require elucidation. In the second edition the author recast many
of the titles, and added about a thousand new ones. By means of correspondence with members of
the Bar in different States, and by a careful examination of local treatises, the author has produced
not only a good American Law Dictionary, but one sufficiently local for all practical purposes."—
Marvin's Legal Bibliography, 138.
"Bouvier's Law Dictionary is an American work of a most elaborate character, as compared with
English works of a similar nature."—Joy*$ Letters on Legal Education in England and Ireland.
Cambridge, September, 28, 1839.
Gentlemen—I have the pleasure to acknowledge your Letter of the 21st of September, with the
accompanying sheets of Judge Bouvier's Law Dictionary. I have examined the sheets with consider
able attention; and I do not hesitate to express my opinion, that the plan and the execution of the
work are excellent. It seems to me to form a just medium between the short and imperfect expla
nations in the old Law Dictionaries, and the profuse details of the new. The explanations of terms
are clear, though brief; and the occasional commentaries upon particular topics, will Instruct, with
out fatiguing students. It will supply a want extensively fell, without oppressing the memory with
useless matters. I cannot doubt, therefore, that it will receive an extensive public patronage.
I am, with great respect, your much obliged servant,
Messrs. T. & J. W. Johnson.
JOSEPH STORY.
New York, November 20/A, 1839.
Dear Sir—I have the pleasure to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 30th ult,, accompa
nied with the first volume of your " Law Dictionary," and for which I sincerely thank you.
I have not been Insensible to the value of the gift, for I have run over almost every article In It,
and bee leave to add, that I have been deeply impressed with the evidences, throughout the volume,
of the Industry skill, learning, and judgment with which the work has been compiled. I have
found it very instructive; and shall not fail to recommend its utility to the student, whenever a due
opportunity occurs.
with my best wishes for your health, and for perseverance In your labours for the honour of the
I am, respectfully and truly, yours,
Hon. John Bouvier.
JAMES KENT.

KELHAM'S NORMAN DICTIONARY. 8VO. ©0.75.
A Dictionary of the Norman or old French Language ; collected from such Acts of
Parliament Rolls, Journals, Acts of State, Records, Law Books, A ncient Historians, and
Manuscripts, as relate to this Nation, calculated to illustrate the Rights and Customs of
former ages, the Forms of Law and Jurisprudence, the Names of Dignities and Offices,
of Persons and Places ; and render the Reading of those Records, Books and Manu
scripts, which are written in that Language, more easy; as well as to restore the true
sense and meaning of many words hitherto deemed quite obscure or mistranslated. By
Robert Kelham, of Lincoln's Inn.
" Multa ignoramus quae non laierent si veterum Lectio nobis esset familiaris."
Macrobius.

STARKIE ON EVIDENCE.
A new and greatly improved English Edition is now in Press, and will be
issued in this country with copious Notes referring lo American Cases.
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BROOM'S LEGAL MAXIMS. 8vo. $3. 2nd Edition. 1850.
A Selection of Legal Maxims, Classified and Illustrated, by H. Broom, Esq.
" Maxims are the condensed good sense of Nations."—Sir James Mcintosh.
Second Edition greatly enlarged and improved,
" A concise and excellent treatise on the subject. His is the very best book of the
kind extant."—Marvin's Legal Bibliography.
"We welcome this volume as a ver^ valuable addition to the stock of elementary
works on the law. It forms a collection of the first principles of legal science, and
effects avast improvement on the ' law grammars' offormer times, which, however useful
as books of reference, were too concise, either to attract or instruct the student.
In his first two chapters, Mr. Broom treats of maxims which relate to constitutional
principles, and the mode in which the laws are administered. Thus the first chapter
contaius— 1. Rules founded on public policy; 3. Maxims relating to the crown. The
second comprises,—1. The judicial office; and 2d. The mode of administering justice.
These maxims being generally known and easily comprehended, have been briefly con
sidered.
Next come certain maxims which arc rather deductions of reason than rules of law.
These the author terms ' Rules of Logic'
Then follow, in the fourth chapter, what are termed fundamental legal principles.
The fifth treats—1. Of the maxims relating to property, its rights and liabilities; and
2. Of the rules relating to marriage and descent.
The sixth sets forth the maxims relating to the interpretation of deeds and written
instruments.
The seventh comprises those which are applicable to the law of contracts ; and,
The eighth, maxims applicable to the law of evidence.
Mr. Broom has resorted to the reports, ancient and modern, and the standard treati
ses, to ascertain the maxims which are most frequently cited and applied, and the work
contains not only all the important legal maxims, but explains and illustrates them, and
notices the various exceptions and modifications in their application. In selecting the
cases which illustrate the several rules, Mr. Broom has properly selected those in which
the particular maxim has been cited or applied.
VVe think that the work does Mr. Broom great credit, and whilst it will bo especially
useful and indeed almost necessary to the student, it will frequently assist the practi
tioner by furnishing a large collection of cases in which the great principles of our common law have been illustrated and applied, and it certainly ought to find a place in the
library of every scientific lawyer.—London Legal Observer.

ARCHBOLD'S LAW OF NISI PRIUS. 2 VOLS. *6.
WITH ALL THE REQUISITE FORMS.
SECOND AND ENLARGED EDITION.
Including the Pleadings in the several Actions, and the Evidence necessaryto support them
Vol. 1, comprising the Declarations and other pleadings in Personal Actions, and the
Evidence necessary to support them. Vol. 2, comprising the Declarations, Pleadings,
and Evidence in actions upon Bills of Exchange, Notes, Checks, Ate., Policies of Insur
ance in all cases, and in Ejectment upon all titles.
Probably the best and most conveniently arranged Treatise upon this branch of Law
that has ever been published.
From the Preface.
"I have prefixed to the work an Introduction. This, in the first place, comprises the
whole of the Practice at Nisi Prius: the order in which the causes are tried, the
calling of the jury, challenges, Ate, the right to begin, and the statement of (he case to
the jury, the examination, etc., of the witnesses, the defence, the reply, the summing up, ,
withdrawing a juror, &a, nonsuit, verdict, &c, certificate for immediate execution, and
certificate as to costs.
" In the Introduction, I also treat of many collateral matters, to which it is ofgrcat
importance to have a ready reference nt Nisi Prius; namely, Particulars of demand ;
Plea, puis darrien continuance ; Evidence, namely, the proof of documents, copies,
judges' orders to admit documents without proof; Secondary Evidence ; Notice to Pro
duce; Incompetency of Witnesses ; Credit of Witnesses ; Non-attendance of Witnesses; ,
Examination of Witnesses in the voir dire ,or in chief; Cross-examination ; Re-exarnins-
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tion, and Witnesses in reply; Demurrer to Evidence; Bill of Exceptions ; Amendment
at the Trial; Nonsuit; Verdict; Damages; Special Verdict ; Special Case
" In (he body of the work, also, I have added : The Action of Assumpsit on a Foreign
Judgment; Action for Breach of Promiseof Marriage; Action for Breach of a War.
ranty of a horse; Action for false Imprisonment; and the Action of Replevin. The
latter action was noticed shortly in the former edition ; but in the present edition I have
treated of the subject very fully, besides giving the forms and evidence, &c In the
body of the work, also, I have inserted all the Cases, upon the different subjects of which
it treats, which have been decided Bince the publication of the last edition. I trust,
therefore, that the pains I have taken in doing all this, and of rendering the work as
correct and complete as I could, will evince to the Profession the high sense I entertain
of the extraordinary favour they have bestowed upon this work, and of the very flattering
manner in which they have received it."
,
" The high reputation of Mr. Archbold as a law writer, has been fully sustained by
this, the most conveniently arranged and practically useful Treatise upon Nisi Prius
Law, that has been published. The author's arrangement of the subject, at once clear
and convenient, enables the reader to perceive and grasp at once, the difficulties before
him, or the remedies which the law allows in the prosecution of his case. The Plead
ings are ample, the Forms accurate and full, and the entire execution of tho editor's
labours, such as has rendered this Treatise eminently useful to the practitioner at the
Bar, or the judge upon the Bench.
" Mr. Archbold has no superior aB a writer of practical works, whether we regard
their number or utility. This Treatise is more compressed than Mr. Stephens's Nisi
Trius. The work is well arranged and valuable."—Marvin's Legal Bibliography.
ARCHBOLD'S LANDLORD AND TENANT. 8vo. *M5.
WITH THE REQUISITE FORMS.
INCLUDING THE PLEADINGS IN THE SEVERAL ACTIONS BY AND AGAINST
LANDLOBD AND TENANT, AND THE EVIDENCE NECESSARY TO SUPPORT
THEM.
From the Preface.
" The manner in which this work is arranged is very simple. It ii divided into six
parts :
The First, treats of the Tenancy, and the manner in which it is created and deter
mined.
The Second, treats of the Landlord's remedies against his Tenant.
The Third, of the Landlord's remedies against strangers.
The Fourth, of the Tenant's remedies against his Landlord.
The Fifth, of the Tenant's remedies against strangers.
The Sixth, treats of Fixtures.
The reader will find, therefore, that this work, small as it is, treats of the whole of
that part of the Law of England which relates to Landlord and Tenant, and to the
several proceedings arising from the relation between them. This, and tho practical
form I have given tho work, will, I hope, procure for it a favourable reception. I have
given the Pleadings in the different actions treated of, and after each Pleading, the Evi
dence necessary to support it, in the manner adopted by me in my late work on the Law
of Nisi Prius, which, I undctstand, has given great satisfaction to the Profession. If,
indeed, this work be received by the Profession as favourably as they have received tho
work to which I have now alluded, I shall have great reason to be satisfied ; I cannot
anticipate or desire for it a higher distinction."

RUSSELL ON CRIMES. 2VOLS, S12.00.
NEW EDITION.
Treatise on Crimes and Misdemeanors, by Charles Sprcngel Greaves. 6 Am. from 3d
London ed. Very greatly enlarged. With Notes and References of Daniel Davis and
Thcron Metcalf, Esq., and additional Notes and References, bringing down the American
Decisions 10 the latest period, by the Hon. George Sharswood, President Judge of the
District Court of Philadelphia City and County. 2 vols., super-royal 8vo. Philadelphia.
1850.
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" It has been the object to render this work as complete and accurate a collection
of the law upon the subject of which the book professes to treat, as was practicable.
" The new statutory provisions have been inserted at length from the statutes them
selves ; and the cases have been introduced in such a manner as, it is hoped, may afford
a clear view both of the facts and of the decisions in each case. Particular attention
has been paid to these points, in order to render the work useful on occasions where a
question suddenly arises in the course of trial, or where there may not bo the means
of referring to the Reports from which the cases are taken.
" In the previous editions of Russell on Crimes, several chapters deemed by former
editors inapplicable to the law in the United States, were omitted. Experience bating
since shown the danger of thus mutilating valuable standard books, and that matters
apparently useless, sometimes prove of the greatest importance to the American lawyer,
they have now been retained, and the work for the first time in this country, reprinted
in full."—Preface by the Editor of Third London Edition.
" The Criminal Jurisprudence of England is no where treated in so inviting a man
ner as in this work, which first appeared in 1819, and subsequently in 1827, somewhat
improved. The first American edition by Mr. Davis, Solicitor-General of Massachu
setts, adapted it to our use, and a few years after it was again very ably edited by
Theron Metcalf, Esq., on the basis of Solicitor Davis's and the second London edition.
There is now, however, a new edition by George Sharswood, Esq., of Philadelphia, who,
to nearly all the matter of the preceding editions, has added further notes and refer
ences ; so that the student may now refer to this work with the certainty of finding the
subject treated in its most enlarged and improved form."—Hoffman'* Legal Study, 2d
edition.
"The notes to American esses are numerous and able, and no English lawbook has receired
more careful and excellent Editorial care than Russell on Crimes.
"It is the best general Treatise on Criminal Law."—Marvin's LtgaX Bibliography.
The great popularity of Russell on Crimes, is shown by the rapid sale and increasing
demand for it.
This edition, embracing a synopsis of American Law and Practice to the present
period will be found particularly useful.
From the American Lata Journal, for April, 1850.
" The demand for a new edition of this work attests the professional estimation in
which it is held. Of late years we have had many Treatises, American and English,
in the simple but fruitful law of Criminal Jurisprudence. But, notwithstanding all
these, one of the most voluminous works still holds its original place, and is still read,
studied, and relied upon by the Bar. The work itself is as complete and accurate a
digest and collection of the Law, upon the several branches of which it professes to
treat, as practicable. The professional reader will here find every thing that he can
wish ; the earliest coses, decisions and text writers have been diligently searched, col
lected and digested j the very fountain and sources of the Crown Law have been sought
out, and may here be found. All the modern decisions are also placed either in the
text or in the notes, no less English than American, with much care and a reasonable
degree of fulness. With these volumes in his Library, the practice of the Quarter
Sessions will become easy to the advocate, and he will need no other volume on this
branch of Jurisprudence. We are much pleased to see that the learned editor has
departed from the senseless and unfair practice of mutilating a foreign book, on the
fancied ground of the inapplicability of the chapters to the Law of this country. All
the chapters heretofore omitted have now been reprinted in full, and the work fairly
and entirely given to the profession as it came from the hands of its learned and dis
tinguished author, enriched by the learned, accurate and useful notes of Mr. Justice
Sharswood."

ROSCOE ON CRIMINAL EVIDENCE. Svo. *5 50.
NEW AND ENLARGED EDITION.
A Digest of the Law of Evidence in Criminal Cases, by Henry Roscoe, Esq., of the
Inner Temple, Barrister at Law. Third American, from the third London edition, with
considerable additions ; embracing all the recent alterations in the Law, by T. C.
Granger, Esq., with additional Notes and References to the American Decisions, and to
the English Common Law and Ecclesiastical Reports, U> the present lime, by Hon,
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George Sharswood, President Judge of the District Court of the City and County of
Philadelphia. 1846.
" Roscoe on Criminal Evidence, has always been a popular book in the United States.
The late edition, containing notes and references to recent Decisions of American
Courts, presents strong claims upon the attention of Lawyers, as a convenient, safe and
accurate guide in Criminal Law. Though less comprehensive in plan than Russell on
Crimes, it will be found equally useful in practice, especially with regard to the rules
governing Evidence."
Extract from the American Jurist.
" This is a very valuable work, and will form a proper companion to that already
published by Mr. Roscoe, on the general subject of Evidence. His object has been to
furnish a manual for the practitioner, which he may use in the emergencies of business,
and particularly of the Circuit. And we think, in the eiecution of this design, he has
admirably succeeded. The subject is arranged in a natural and scientific order, so that
the proper cases can be found in ' their proper places.' "—(See the rest of the notice,
which is long and approbatory.)

LOMAX'S DIGEST. 3 VOIA
Price reduced to $10.
A Digest of the Laws respecting Real Property, generally adopted and in use in
the United States; embracing more especially the Law of Real Properly in Virginia.
By John Tayloe Lomax, one of the Judges of the General Court, and formerly ProfesBor of Law in the University of Virginia.

LOMAX ON EXECUTORS. 2 VOLS.
Price Reduced to 88.
A Treatise on the Law of Executors and Administrators, generally in use in the
United States, and adapted more particularly to the practice of Virginia. By John
Tayloe Lomax, author of the Digest of the Law of Real Property, one of the Judges of
the General Court, and formerly Professor of Law in the University of Virginia.

MARVIN'S LEGAL BIBLIOGRAPHY. 8vo. *5.
Legal Bibliography, or a Thesaurus of American, English, Irish and Scotch Law
Books, together with Continental Treatises, interspersed with Critical Observations upon
their various editions and authority ; to which is prefixed a Copious List of Abbrevia
tions, by J. G. Marvin, Counsellor at Law.
" I have attempted, in the following pages, to collect the titles of American, and most
ofthe English, Irish, and Scotch Law Books, from the earliest period to 1847, together
with such Continental Treatises, as are generally referred to by the Bench and Bar of
Great Britain and the United States. The labour was undertaken with the belief, that
a work of this description was needed, and would be an acceptable ofTering to the Pro
fession in the United States, and to such Foreigners as are desirous of obtaining more
ample information relative to the Bibliography of the Common Low, than has hitherto
been collectively afforded. Whoever seeks in this volume for book-rarities, or for edi
tions characterized by some peculiarity which does not give them intrinsic value, will
be disappointed. My object has been to notice only the best editions, to afford a practi
cal rather than a curious manual, though, in this endeavour, I doubt not, some editions
of practical value have escaped my observation."—Preface.
"This is a book of great utility. In the increasing size of our Law Libraries it
might almost be called a Book of Necessity. The day has passed in which the writers
oa the Common Law may be tumbled " into a wheel-barrow," as was said of them in
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the time of Finch. They would rather burthen the backs of many camels. To be
familiar with all these, is difficult, if not impossible. To know something of their
character and importance, in illustrating the subjects of which they treat, should, how
ever, be the aim of every faithful student. Mr. Marvin's work will aid in obtaining
this valuable knowledge. It is a " Key" to our Law Libraries.
" We know of no work which can so well answer this purpose. It is alphabetical in
its arrangement, so that it can be easily used. It aims to present the exact titles of all
the works of the Common Law, and those usually cited in this jurisprudence, generally
with notes descriptive of their character and value. The object has been to afford a
practical, rather than a curious, manual. In preparing it the author has had the advan
tage of access to the ample library of Harvard University; while his own connexion
with the Law Library there, necessarily rendered him familiar with the manipulation
of most of the books he has described. He has employed to good purpose all his oppor
tunities. It will be perceived from his preface, that the author does not affect what may
be called the rarities of bibliography,—curious points about editions,—which are often
indeed of consequence, but which may be postponed in a practical work. Much as we
appreciate this kind of knowledge, and the bibliographical works of latter days in which
it is preserved, we are too happy in what Mr. Marvin has done, to complain because he
has not done more. His work is not for Bibliomaniacs, but for Practical Lawyers, to
whom we commend it most heartily, as a production which will be of service to the
beginner, who hopes for business, and to the experienced plodder, whose shoulders are
weary under the weight of professional cares. No Lawyer should be without it, and
no Student should read his Blackstone or Kent without having it by his side."—laic
Reporter, April, 1847.
" Mr. Marvin modestly introduces his work to the Profession as an attempt to collect
the titles of American, and most of the English, Irish and Scotch Law Books, from the
earliest period to 1847, together with such Continental Treatises as are of general refer
ence in Great Britain and in the United States. But the author has not contented him
self with a meagre collection of titles ; to each volume, worthy of such notice, he hu
annexed a copious note, explanatory of its character and authority. No one but a lawyer
can fully appreciate the amount of labour which has been expended on this unpretending
volume, the value of which, at the present day, when the titles and characters of com
paratively so small a portion of legal treatises can possibly be known or remembered
by one individual, is almost incalculable, when compared with the price of the work
itself."—Pennsylvania Late Journal,for April, 1847.
The following are some of the letters that have been received by the author, relating
to the Legal Bibliography :
Dear Sib :—I acknowledge your letter of the 1st instant, with a sample of jour " Legal Biblio
graphy," for which I thank you. The plan of the work is excellent, ana when duly executed it will
be too interesting not to be well received by the Profession. You need not be apprehensive of any
difficulty on that bead. Your diligence and comprehensive and accurate research, must inevitably
appear to great advantage, and I wish you * gloria' as well as 'utilitas,' in the result- You may be
assured that I'shall avail myself of a thorough examination of the work as soon as it appears.
Yours, truly and respectfully,
To J. G.Marvin.
JAMES KENT.
My Dear Sir :—1 have examined with uncommon interest, the sheet you have been good euoara
to send me of your proposed work on Legal Bibliography. A complete Catalogue or Dictionary of the
books belonging to a library of the Common Law, with notes illustrative of their character, w'rwgat
with the learning and accuracy which mark this specimen, cannot fail to be of essential service to
every student and practitioner. Such a work would take an important place in the Literature oi the
Law, while it would become a practical manual also. The necessity of such awork grows with every
year. Who can hope to read all the books which now clothe the walla of our law libraries 1 But if
we fail to read them, wo must at least learn something about them. Bibliography is to the field ofli arc
ing what geography Is to the earth's surface. It furiiish>s the charts, maps, guide books, and tocoim{ihical descriptions by which our steps maybe determined. Nor is it too much to say. that every
awyer should possess an acquaintance with the bibliography of his profession, similar to that be hu
with the geography of his country.
Believe me, my dear Sir, faithfully
yours, SUMrJEBTo J. G. Marvin.
CHARLES
Dear Sir:—I received yesterday, with much pleasure, your favour of April 29, accompanyioj it
the
a publication
youwith
propose,
entitled Legal
Bibliography,
1 certainly
appro*?0*
yourtitle
plan,page
andofhave
been pleased
the specimens
you have
been kind Jcc.
enough
to send ine,ofy-wr
intended " Critical Observations upon the various editions and authority of the Reports and Elemen
tary Law Books." I can entertain no other opinion, than that such a work will be c ordially recii*w
by the enlightened and respectable portion of the Profession, and by thoso students in law who ana
to belong to that portion, as from the knowledge I have of you and of your fitness and unsurpa^l
opportunities for the undertaking, 1 have entire confidence you will do the subject full justice. Sara
a work at this day, seems to be required, and 1 think it would be much sought after and liberal?
patronized.
Yours, very truly, J. K. AXGELL.
To J. G. Marvin.
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THORNTON'S CONVEYANCING. 8to. #4.50.
A COLLECTION OF THE CONVEYANCING, TESTAMENTARY, AND REGISTRY
LAWS OF ALL THE STATES OF THE UNION J
Embraeing References to the Leading Decisions upon these subjects inmost of the States.
Together with the Forms of Acknowledgment, Probate, Relinquishment, Sic, required
by the Statutes of and in use in each. Preceded by a brief Treatise on the general rules
relating to the nature, execution and operation of Deeds and Wills; and followed by
an Appendix, containing the most approved general Forms of these Instrument!!.
Being- a Practical Manual and Guide for Lawyers, officers, and men of business. By
JAMES B. THORNTON, late of Virginia, now of Memphis, Tennessee, Attorney
at Law.
Its value and utility are attested, alike by the legislation which is constantly filling
the Courts, both State and Federal, the experience ofevery practitioner, and the numerous
letters from distinguished Jurists of every part of the Union. We select a few from the
number.
Letter of the Hon. R. C. Orier, of the U. S. Supreme Court Bench.
PlTTSBUBO, Aug. 19, 1846.
Dear Sir—T heartily approve of the plan and object of your proposed work. Such a work is much
wanted, and I doubt not will amply remunerate you for the labour and expense incurred by its
publication. I have read with some care that part of the manuscript submitted to me. which relates
to the authentication of the conveyance of real property in Pennsylvania, and their acknowledgment
by non-residents and femes covert, and find it correct and accurate. I hope you will meet with the
success and encouragement which your work so amply deserves.
I am, very respectfully, your ob'dt servant,
James B. Thornton, Esq.
K. C. GKIER.
Letter of Judge Walker, of Cincinnati.
CnrcnraATi, Feb. 27th, 1846.
James B. Thornton, Esq.
My dear Sir :— I have examined that portion of the manuscript of your proposed work on Convey
ancing which relates to Ohio, with as much care as time would permit, and believe the same to be
entirely accurate. Should the work include all the States in the Union, and be throughout as well
executed as that part which relates to Ohio, it cannot fail to be one of the most useful law books of
the day. It must have cost you much labour and expense, for which I trust you will be well re
munerated.
Very respectfully, &c.
T. WALKER.
Letter from the Hon. J. Y. Mason.
WAsmi»aTO!», Feb'ry, 14th, 1846.
My dear Sir:—I have examined the portion of your proposed legal work which relates to the laws
of Virginia, enabling femes covert to execute deeds, and concerning the authentication of convey
ances of real estate in that stale by non-residents. It appears to me that you have collected tho
laws touching your subject with accuracy and fidelity, and vour explanatory directions, if observed,
will guard against any mistake or defect in tho execution and preparation for record ofthese important
papers.
It gives me pleasure to bear this testimony to the value of your proposed publication, so far as It em
braces the provisions of the State laws with which I am most familiar. I have every reason to
believe that you have been equally successful in regard to the laws of other States.
Such a work is greatly needed by the Profession. While holding a judicial office, I have been
often called to take the acknowledgment of femes covert of their deeds for real estate In other Slates,
and have felt the want of some convenient work in which reference could be made to the laws of
the Stale in which the real estate conveyed was situate. I think your publication wilt supply the
desideratum.
With best wishes, and high respect, your friend,
James B. Thornton, Esq.
J. Y. MASON.
Letterfrom the Hon. Judge Dargan, of Alabama.
James B. Thornton :
WasHncoTOif, April Ilth, 1846.
I have examined that portion ofyour proposed legal work, so far as relates to Ihe Laws of Alabama,
enabling married women to convey real estate, and prescribing the mode of taking the probate of
deeds, when executed by non-residents, out of the State. You have faithfully digested the Statutes
of Alabama on these subjects; and your work, when completed, will be found of great convenience,
and will save much trouble and expense. The Profession has long needed such a work, and every
member of it has often fell the inconvenience of the want of knowledge of the registration laws of the
different Stales of the Union, and of their various Statutes enabling femes covertio convey their real
estate.
Your plan of digesting these laws Into one work, will entitle you to the gratitude of the Profession,
and I trust it will pay you for your labours. The public, at least, will be benefited by your work.
I am, dear Sir, yours,
E. S. DARGAN.
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SHEPPARD'S TOUCHSTONE. 2vols. 8yo. 1851.

BEST EDITION EVER ISSUED.
Sheppard's Touchstone of Common Assurances, or a plain and familiar Treatise,
opening the Learning of the Common Assurances or Conveyances of the Kingdom ;
from the last London Edition. Including all the notes and additional references in the
former editions, and in the Improved MSS. copy of Edward HiUiard, Esq. Also an
Enlargement of tho Text, by the addition of various Criticisms, Distinctions, etc., Ac,
and a copious Index, by Richard Preston, Esq., of the Inner Temple, to which have been
added the notes of Edmund Gibson Alherley, Esq. 2vols. 8vo.
From the American Law Journal,for 1851.
" This is one of the most esteemed of the old Treatises, and is a copious fountain of
the law of real properly, and is much of it, still vital and authoritative. Mr. Preston's
Edition is called by Mr. Butler, " invaluable ;" and when Mr. Atherley's notes are also
added, as they are in this edition, it leaves nothing more to be desired. It is as com
plete as any book of the kind can be made, and leaves nothing to be added by way of
annotation."

GRESLEY'S EQUITY EVIDENCE. 8vo. *3.
A NEW AMERICAN, FROM THE SECOND LONDON EDITION,
With Notes referring to the American Decisions, by a Member of the Philadelphia Bar.
A Treatise on the LAW OF EVIDENCE, in the Court* of Equity, by the late R. N.
Gresley, Esq., Second Edition, with such alterations and additions as render it con
formable to the Statutes, decisions and general orders, regulating the Law and Prac
tice, as to Evidence in the High Court of Chancery; together with divers further
illustrations by reference to the law and practice, as to evidence in the Court of
Common Law and Civil Law, by C. A. Calvert, 1 vol. 8vo., with American Notes and
References.
R. N. Greslcy's well known Treatise on tho Law of Equity Evidence has been
re-issued in England after a lapse of several years, since the publication of the former
edition. C. A. Calvert, Esq., whose name is familiarly known to the Chancery Lawyer,
has carefully and thoroughly re-edited the work, and adapted it to the changes effected
in the Practice in England. The American publishers of the former edition, have
reprinted this work in handsome style, and have made it still more acceptable to the
Profession in the United States, by the introduction of Notes and References to
American Decisions, which will be found of great utility to the Practitioner. It is
offered for sale at a low price by the principal Booksellers throughout the United States.
From the Pennsylvania Law Journal, June 1848.
"In 1837, Nicklin & Johnson published an edition of this work, but that edition had neither the
extensive alterations and additions of Mr. Calvert, nor the notes and references to American decisions,
which add so greatly to the value of the present edition, which, although containing nearly double
the quantity of matter, is sold at a less price than the edition of 1837. The importance of references
to American authorities, in a work of this description, will be understood by every one. The gentle
man who was charged with the duly of furnishing these references is abundantly competent to do
justice to such a task, and we hope to see his name introduced, as it ought to be, to the Profession
which has been so greatly benefited by his quiet labors on various works. It has been his aim on
the present occasion 'rather to indicate the sources of authorities than to Increase the bulk and
expense of the volume by reprinting matter which was already In the possession of the profession 1
He has attained this object ; and has besides furnished full notes on various points of the taw of
equity evidence. His notes on Secondary Evidence, pp. 247 to 249, and on Affidavits in support of
Bills, etc. p. 538, are full and valuable as guides to the books of reports where tho points in question
will be found fully examined and decided. Other notes might be noticed, but our space forbids it
The work is handsomely printed with good type and on excellent paper."
From the London Law Magazine for May, 1847.
This now Edition of& Tory useful work* displays erudition and skill of no common character. The
original was a treatise in reality, as well as in name, and not a mere compilation: the editor w>3
not, therefore, obliged tore-write the book, but merely to edit it; a labour or no slight magnitude, for
he has had the growth often years' cases to engraft on the book. He has done this well and amplyWe have failed to detect any omissions, but we have observed many improvements on the original.

T. &. J. W. JOHNSON.
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CRABB'S LAW OF REAL PROPERTY. 2TOLS. 8™. *8.
The Law of Real Property in its Present State, Practically Arranged and Digested in
all its Branches. By George Crabb, Esq., Barrister at Law. With Notes and Re
ferences to the latest American Decisions in each State. By R. C. McMurtrie, Esq.
This work, which has just been published in England, is offered to the Profession at
a period when, from several circumstances, a treatise upon this important branch of the
law is particularly needed. The great merit of the work, with the value of the Ame
rican Editor's Notes, cannot fail to recommend it highly to the Profession ; and we hope
to find Crabh's Law of Real Property, occupying a conspicuous station among modern
treatises on this important branch of Common Law. .
From the Preface.
"This work, which has employed the author's leisure time for upwards of ten years,
is distinguished from every other in several particulars. In the first place, it is con.
fined to the Law in its present state. Whatever is mere matter of history is excluded ;
and that which has been abolished by statute, but remains in force in respect of past
transactions, has been briefly touched upon.
In the next place it is confined to the Law at settled by the Decisions of the Courts,
so far as any thing in law can be considered settled. That which is confessedly not
settled has been noticed, so ss to show the state of the law, without entering into dis
cussions on doubtful points, which may be found treated of at large in other treatises.
By thus confining the work to what is wanted in ordinary practice, the author has
been enabled, without swelling it to an immoderate size, to embrace the whole of the Law
of Real I'ro iertu, of which particular parts only are considered in other works.
As in a treatise professing to give a connected view of a subject, arrangement is ob\ iously an essential ingredient, this work is on that score also, (whether for the better or
the worse,) distinguishable from others. Except as regards the general outlines, in
which the plan of Sir Motthew Hnle (afterwards adopted by Sir William Blackslone,)
has been partially followed, the endeavour has been to make all tho matter follow in
such order as shall serve to give a clear and distinct view of the several points, and their
consequent bearings on the subject in question.
The Statutes on the Transfer of Property, though passed late in the session, have
been noticed in their proper places, as also the latest decisions, including those of the
present year until the closing of the Courts.
What relates to the subject of Conveyancing and to the statutory provisions concern,
ing Real Property, is noticed by a rclcrence to the author's Precedents in Conveyancing,
and Digest and Index of all the Statutes."
It has been the province of the American editor to collate and apply the decisions of
our Courts to the principles laid down by the author, and to exhibit to the reader the
state of the American law as shown by the numerous authorities to which reference is
made.

IN

PRESS

RAWLE ON COVENANTS FOR TITLE.
A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON THE LAW OF COVENANTS FOR TITLE.
BY WILLIAM HENRY RAWLE.
This work is devoted to the consideration of the LIABILITIES and RIGHTS of
VENDORS and PURCHASERS of REAL ESTATE arising from their COVE.
NANTS for TITLE. As such covenants are, in some shape or form introduced into
nearly every conveyance of real estate, on both sides of the Atlantic, it is hoped that
the Profession may not deem unnecessary a work which has for its object their analysis
and practical effect. In English treatises on the law of Vendor and Purchaser, the sub
ject of Covenants for Title, has allotted to it only a limited space, but there is a vast
body of American authorities which have not hitherto received the classification and
analysis which the importance of the subject demands.
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The followingarrangement of this subject has been adopted. The ANCIENT WAR
RANTY and tho INTRODUCTION OF COVENANTS FOR TITLE; the covenant for SEISIN ; the covenant of RIGHT TO CONVEY; the covenant against IN
CUMBRANCES; the covenant for QUIET ENJOYMENT; the covenant for FURTHER ASSURANCE; and the covenant of WARRANTY are CONSIDERED in
DETAIL and SEPARATELY with the examination in the respective chapters, of
Lite PECULIARITY and ATTRIBUTES of each covenant, its FORM, DEFINI
TION, SCOPE, and MEASURE of DAMAGES. Then is considered the EXTENT
to which Covenants for Title run with the land—their OPERATION by way of ES
TOPPEL and REBUTTER—the doctrine of IMPLIED Covenants for Title, including
the effect given to the words " GRANT, BARGAIN, and SELL," by statutory local
enactments, and the EXTENT to which COVENANTS for TITLE, whether EX
PRESS or IMPLIED, may be LIMITED or QUALIFIED, either by the insertion of
other covenants, or by other parts of a deed—the covenants which a PURCHASER
has a RIGHT to EXPECT and which a VENDOR is BOUND to GIVE—the
RIGHTS and LIABILITIES of the COVENANTOR and COVENANTEE, the
HEIR, the DEVISEE, the EXECUTOR or ADMINISTRATOR, and the AS
SIGNEE; and lastly, the RIGHT OF THE PURCHASER at law and in equity, to
DETAIN or RECOVER BACK the PURCHASE-MONEY by reason of an INCUM
BRANCE or DEFECT OF TITLE.
WILLS ON CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE.
Second American from the Last English Edition.
An Essay on the Rationale of Circumstantial Evidence, illustrated by nume
cases. 8vo.
ENGLISH COMMON LAW REPORTS. VOL.O.
Reprinted in Full.
WELSBY, HURLSTONE Si GORDON'S EXCHEQUER
REPORTS. VOLS.
Reprinted in Full with American Notes by Messrs. Hare Sf Wallace.
CROMPTON 81 MEESON'S EXCHEQUER REPORTS. 5
In full, with American Notes by Messrs. Hare St Wallace.
PENNSYLVANIA STATE REPORTS. VOL.12.
Being the Completion of Cases belonging to the Period for which Mr. Barr was <
Reporter.
The delay in appearance of this volume has not arisen from neglect of the publishers.
The first part of copy has been placed in their hands during the present week.
ggk. In presenting this Advertiser to our Professional Friends, wo
would inform them that it merely contains a list of our Publications,
and is not intended to represent oue general Stock, which includes all
the Federal and State Reports, all American Elementary Publi
cations, whether Copyright or English Reprints, and such Fob
Works as are of importance in this country. For information concern
ing our general stock, we refer to our Law Catalogue, for 1850, which
will be distributed without charge, to post-paid applicants, who remit
catalogue postage, 7 cents for every 500 miles. Orders for Foreign Law
Books executed with despatch, and upon the most favourable terms. Par
ticular attention given to orders sent by mail.
T. & J. W. JOHNSON,
NO. 197 CHESTNUT ST., P£

LIFE INSURANCE.
stability, szocairr, perpetuity.
THE MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO. OF NEW YORK,
NO. 36 WALL STREET.
-VET ACCUMULATED CASH FUND, $1,600,000.
Securely invested in Bonds and Mortgages on real estate, chiefly in this city or
Brooklyn, (the real estate, in each and every case, being worth double the amount
loaned thereon,) and in Storks of the Oity of New York and of the United States.
ALL THE PROFITS ARE DIVIDED AMONG THE INSURED, and, on Policies
for the whole of life, will be made available in part payment of premiums, after the
dividend of 1853, to those who wish it.
Annuities granted on favorable terms.
Losses settled promptly.
TRUSTEES.
Jos. B. Collins,
Abraham Bininger,
William Belts,
Alfred Edwards,
R. H. McCurdy,
0. W. Faber,
Frederick S. Winston,
Joseph Blunt,
Henry Wells,
Isaac G. Pearson,
John P. Yelrerton,
Stacey B. Collins,
Tbeo. Sedgwick,
William Moore,
Jonathan Miller,
George R. Clarke,
John H. Swift,
Samuel M. Cornell,
David A. Corastock,
James Chambers,
Robert Schuyler.
Gouver'nr M. Wilkins,
Wm. J. Bunker,
John V. L. Pruyn,
Joseph Tuckerman,
Nathaniel Hayden,
Moses H. GrinnelL
Samuel K. Sproulls,
John C. Cruger,
Lewis F. Battelle,
uart,
Francis S. Lathrop,
Alfred PelL
JOSEPH B. COLLINS, President.
ISAAC ABBATT Secretary.
CHARLES GILL, Actuary.
JOSEPH BLUNT, Counsellor.
MINTURN POST, M. D, Medical Examiner, who attends at the office daily, from
11 to 12} o'clock.
ROCHESTER SCALE WORKS.
DURYEE, FORSYTH & CO.,
NO. 16 WATER STREET, ROCHESTER, N. Y.
Manufacturers and Dealers in all kinds of Weighing Machinery, such as Railroad,
Wheat, Hay, Coal, Platform, and Counter Scales, Manifest Copying Presses, Warehouse
Trucks, Sugar Crushers, and Excavatiug Road Scrapers.
Agents: Duryee, Forsyth A Co., 166 Pearl-street, New York, and corner of Oliver
and Court streets, St Louis, Mo. ; B. W. Raymond, Chicago, HI. j W. A. Otis A Co,
Cleveland, Ohio ; John Hulme A Co, Louisville, Ky. ; Eddy A Morcly, Toledo, Oliio ;
Parker A Brother, Detroit, Mich, j Chambers A Harries, Dayton, Ohio ; Steinraetz A
Justice, Phila. ; Way, Brothers A Co, Hartford, Ct. ; S. Hoyt A Co, and Charles H.
Campfield, Savannah, Ga. ; S. D. Flagg, Buffalo, N. Y. ; Emery A Co, Albany. N. Y. ;
H. S. Kellogg, Indianapolis, Ind. ; Hill A Orbieon, Fort Wayne, Ind. ; H. J. Nairo A
Co, Milwaukic, Wis. ; W. T. Mumford, La Fayette, Ind.
FIRE INSURANCE.
The Providence Washington Insurance Co,,
AT PROVIDENCE, R. I.
Chartered, 1787. Capital, $200,000, all paid in (in cash) and securely invested.
Take risks against Fire on application at their office in Providence ; and on Merchan
dise and Buildings in the city of New York, on application at the office of
AS V DIOELOir, Jr., 40 Pino-strcct, corner of William.
Providence, R. ]., April 1, 1847.
SULLIVANDORR, President.
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Sim! nrs.
Henry Ruggles,
Charles W. Ljnde.
Alexander Underbill,
Elijah Lewis,
Loomis Ballard,
Samuel 5. Powell,
H i„. F. Bulkley,
Peter Balcn,
Thomas Stratton,
Win. M. Harris,
Thos. J. Gerald,
J. Carson Brevoort,

Stephen Havnes,
Ab'm B. Baylis,
Geo. Hastings,
John J. Stndwell,
Michael Chaoncey,
Daniel Richards,
Samuel Smith,
\\ illiam H. Carey,
Henry C. Murpby,
£. B. Ulrhfield,
S. H. Hauford,

ibiel A. Low,
Jatm-K A. H. Bi ll.
George 0. M.irsan,
J. W. Harper,
J. C. J-! •.
Jr.

WM. M. HARRIS,
CHAS. 0. RICHARDSON,
Secretary.
THE OFFIOB WILL BB OPEN EVENINGS ONTIL NINE O'CLOCK.
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